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Established 1833

WEBSTER
AND

ATLAS
NATIONAL BANK

OF BOSTON

Washington and Court Streets

AMORY ELIOT, President
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JOSEPH L. FOSTER. Vice-President and Cashier FRANK B. BUTTS, Asst. Cashier

EDWARD HOWLAND, Vice-President ARTHUR W. LANE. Asst. Cashier
HAROLD A. YEAMES, Asst. Cashier

Capital $1,000,000 Surplus and Profits $1,600,000

Deposits $12,000,000

The well-established position of this bank in the community,

the character of its Board of Directors, and its reputation as a

soHd, conservative institution ~ recommend it as a particularly

desirable depository for

ACCOUNTS
of

TRUSTEES, EXECUTORS and INDIVIDUALS

For commercial accounts it is known as

A STRONG BANK OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE

DIRECTORS

CHARLES B. BARNES
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THEODORE G. BREMER
WILLIAM R. CORDINGLEY
RAYMOND B. COX
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ROBERT H. GARDINER
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OLIVER HALL
WALTER HUNNEWELL
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THOMAS W. THACHER
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A name that is spoken with the full pride of

ownership^-that carries with it the deep satis-

faction of possessing the ultimate expression of

man's handiwork in Musical Art.

A name that is cherished as a Family Tradition

—

that keeps afresh for the next generation the

associations and fond remembrances which cluster

around the home piano.

Supreme achievement of patience, skill and ex-

perience, founded on inborn Ideals of Artistry.

,i)T I', IM VVi

Catalogue and prices on application

Sold on convenient payments

Old pianos tal^en in exchange

Inspection invited

107-109 East 14th Street New York

Subway Express Stations at the Door

REPRESENTED BY THE FOREMOST DEALERS EVERYWHERE



Tl^rty-ninth Season, 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

^NEL

Fradkin, F. Roth, O.
Concert-master. Hoffmann, J.

Theodorowicz, J.

Sauvlet, H.
Goldstein, H.

Goldstein, S.
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Gunderson, R. Diamond, S.

Fiedler, A. Deane, C.

Kurkdjie, N.
Leveen, P.
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Every lover o/^Fiano Music

should Hear the

AMPICO
This wonderful instrument brings the playing of the

world's greatest pianists right into your own home.

Mr. Phillip Hale, in reviewing the public com-
parison of the Ampico's reproduction with the actual

playing of Richard BuhHg at the Copley-Plaza wrote

:

" // is not easy to believe that there was
a mechanical reproduction. The impres-

sion is made on the hearer that thepian-

ist is playing then and there.

" Hearing the Ampico which never sug-

gested the purely mechanical^ one wishes

that this instrument had been known
in the days of Liszt, Chopin, Hensel,

Rubinstein and Tausig."

It will give us great pleasure to show the Ampico
in the Chickering to any one interested in this mar-
velous invention. Itisthelastwordinthedevelopment
of the art of producing music by scientific means.

o^{r\i[i
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(romerxna
^==^ ^O Established 1823(0^ C7-

Warerooms 169 Tremont Street



THIRTY-NINTH SEASON, NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETEEN AND TWENTY

'irst Pr©Mifam:

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 10, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 11, at 8 o'clock

Beethoven . . . *. Symphony in D major, No. 2, Op. 36

I. Adagio molto; Allegro con brio.

II. Larghetto.

III. Scherzo.

IV. Allegro molto.

Franck "Le Chasseur Maudit" ("The Wild Huntsman");
Symphonic Poem

Debussy 'Prelude a I'Apres-Midi d'un Faune [Eglogue de S.

Mallarme]" (Prelude to "The Afternoon of a
Faun [Eclogue by S. Mallarme]")

Albeniz 'Catalonia," Folk Suite in Three Parts, No. i

(First time in Boston)

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony

The ladies of the audience are earnestly requested not to put on hats before
the end of a number.
The doors of the hall will be closed during the performance of each number
on the programme. Those who wish to leave before the end of the concert
are requested to do so in an interval between the numbers.

City of Boston, Revised Regulation of August 5, 1898,—Chapter 3, relating to the covering of

the head in places of public amusement
Every licensee shall not, in his place of amusement, allow any person to wear upon the head a covering which obstructs

the vie A' of the exhibition or performance in such place of any person seated in any seat therein provided for spectators,

it being understood that a low head covering without projection, which does not obstruct such view, may be worn
Attest: J. M. GALVIN, City Clerk.
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Announce the Resumption of their Full Service of

OURS AMD cruise:
With the reopening of Europe to pleasure travel

our service once more covers the world

Remarkable tours, from six weeks to two months,

visiting France, Belgium, Switzerland and Italy

and all the great Battlefields, while they are still

just as they were. Our many parties offer

wide choice of route and date,and assured steam-

ship reservations both going and returning. Best

hotels, finest train and automobile service and
arrangements throughout as nearly perfect as it is

humanly possible to make them. Write at once

to assure reservations.

Six luxurious Winter Cruises by specially chartered

steamers to Nassau, Cuba, Jamaica, Panama and Central

America. Departures Jan. 3, 17, 24, Feb. 14, Mar. 6 and 13.

Splendid tours to

Nov. II and Dec. i

sunny California leaving Oct. 27,

I. Tours to Florida in the season.

Intensely interesting tours

China and Round the World.

to South America, Japan,
Departures January to April.

Raymond & Whitcomb Company is the only

large Atnerican Company with any long ex-

perience in the tourist field. Our forty years'

experience and our intimate, up-to-the-minute

knowledge of the completely new conditions all

over the worjd make our service of inestimable

value to travelers at this particular time.

SEND FOR BOOKLET DESIRED

17, TEMPLE PLACE
HITCOMB C

Telephone, Beach 6964



Symphony in D major^ No 2, Op. 36 . . Ludwig van Beethoven

(Born at Bonn, December 16 (?), 1770; died at Vienna, March 26, 1827.)

In 1801 Beethoven's deafness, which had begun with a roaring in

his ears, grew on him. He suffered also from frightful colic. He
consulted physician after physician; tried oil of almonds, cold

baths and hot baths, pills and herbs and blisters; he was curious

about galvanic remedies, and in his distress he wrote : "I shall as

far as possible defy my fate, although there must be moments when
I shall be the most miserable of God's creatures. ... I will grapple

with fate; it shall never pull me down."

Dr. Schmidt sent hinf in 1802 to the little village of Heiligenstadt,

where, as the story goes, the Emperor Protus planted the first vines

of Noricum. There was a spring of mineral water,—a spring of

marvellous virtues,—which had been blessed by Saint Severinus,

who died in the village and gave the name by which it is known
to-day. Beethoven's house was on a hill outside the village, isolated,

with a view of the Danube valley. Here he lived for several months

like a hermit. He saw only his physician and Ferdinand Ries, his

pupil, who visited him occasionally.

Nature and loneliness did not console Beethoven. He had been

in dismal mood since the performance of the First Symphony (April

JUST ISSUED

LEISU!^^
10 SELECTED COMPOSITIONS FOR

VIOLIN AMD PIAMO
511IML, R.

GASTELLE, E.

HOFFMANN, R.

NOLCK, A.

BOHM. C.

Twilight

Longing. Melody
Polonaise in E minor

At a Polish Festival,

Mazurka
Slavonian Dance

SHARPE, E. Sunset

STEANE, B. Summer Reverie

TOLHURST, H. Cantilene in F
TORJUSSEN, T. To the Rising Sun

WEISER. P. Blossom Time. Gavotte

(Schmidt's Educational Series, No. 227) PRICE 75 CENTS

«^^EPS IM SHIFTING
FOR THE

VIOL
(FIRST TO THIRD POSITIONS)

BY RUTH LAIGHTON
(Schmidt's Educational Series, No. 224) PRICE, 75 CENTS

Containing Exercises and Etudes Adapted to Develop a Thorough Control of the Various Finger Shifts

THE ARTHl
BOSTON, 120 BOYLSTON ST.

P. SCIMfflT CO.
FOR SALE BY ALL MUSIC DEALERS



2, 1800). The powers of darkness, "finstere Machte," to quote

Wasielewski's phrase, had begun to torment him. He had already

felt the first attacks of deafness. It is possible that the first symp-

toms were in 1796, when, as a story goes, returning overheated

from a walk, he plunged his head into cold water. "It would not

be safe to say that the smallpox, which in his childhood left marks

on his face, was a remote cause of his deafness." In 1800-01

Beethoven wrote about his deafness and intestinal troubles to Dr.

Wegeler, and to the clergyman, Carl Amenda, in Kurland. It was

at the beginning of October, 1802, that Beethoven, at Heiligenstadt,

almost ready to put an end to his life, wrote a letter to his brothers,

the document known as "Beethoven's will,'' which drips yew-like

melancholy.

Furthermore, Beethoven was still passionately in love with Giuli-

etta Guicciardi, of whom he wrote to Wegeler, November 16, 1801

:

"You can hardly believe what a sad and lonely life I have passed

for two years. My poor hearing haunted me as a spectre, and I

shunned men. It was necessary for me to appear misanthropic,

and I am not this at all. This change is the work of a charming

child who loves me and is loved by me. After two years I have

again had some moments of pleasure, and for the first time I feel

QUALITY and

REPUTATION

enable you to know

in advance that the

VOS© is a most

satisfactory piano.

WE CHALLENGE
COMPARISON

160 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.



L R HOLLAMDER CO.

INVITE

An Inspection of their

PARIS

GOWNS COATS DRESSES and

EVENING WRAPS

SHOWN ON THE THIRD FLOOR

202 BOYLSTON STREET 52 PARK SQUARE BOSTON

THE STANDARD OF VALUES

"MAKE HOMES OUT OF HOUSES^^

Decoration has a very real, though sub-conscious, influence upon the

temperament and personaHty.

Discords in color, as in music, result from incomplete knowledge and
produce an equally unpleasant effect.

We are competent to suggest decorative

treatment in perfect harmony

ALFRED PEATS BRANCH
LEADERS OF WALL PAPER FASHIONS

18 SUMMER STREET BOSTON



that marriage could make me happy. Unfortunately, she is not of

my rank in life, and now I certainly cannot marry." Beethoven,
however, asked for her hand. One of her parents looked favorably
on the match. The other, probably the father, the Count Guicciardi,

refused to give his daughter to a man without rank, without for-

tune, and without a position of any kind. Giulietta became the
Countess Gallenberg. Beethoven told Schindler that after her mar-
riage she sought him out in Vienna, and she wept, but that he
despised her.

Yet during the sad period of the winter 1802-03 Beethoven
composed the Second Symphony, a joyous, "a heroic lie," to borrow
the descriptive phrase of Camille Bellaigue. For many years biogra-

phers of Beethoven gave 1800 as the date of the composition. Auto-
graph sketches bought by Kessler of Vienna, for from one florin

twenty-five to three florins, at the sale of the composer's effects, fix

the year at 1802. These sketches contain the musical ideas of the
Pianoforte Concerto in D major (1805), of the overture on the
name of Bach (1822), of an overture or an opera, "Macbeth" (1808).
The sketches for the symphony are mixed with those of three sonatas
for pianoforte and violin (Op. 30) ; three pianoforte sonatas (Op.

31) ; the trio "Tremate" (Op. 116). The symphonic sketches fill

completely seven large pages.

The autograph score of the Second Symphony has been lost, and it

thus shared the fate of that of the First Symphony. The separate
parts were published in March, 1804, by the Bureau of Arts and
Industry (afterwards Haslinger) at Vienna. The title ran: "Grand

/^RIGINAL design for an Adam Bedroom, the
^-^ color scheme being two shades of gray and black.

The furniture done in black and gold, decorated in

colors. The draperies, rose and sea green, embroidered
in colors. The rug two shades of gray.

Paine Furniture Company
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AUTUMN SIDELIGHTS ON STYLE

The woman who feels the spirit of

the new season urging her down

town to choose her Autumn ward-

robe, instinctively goes to Slattery's

early in her wanderings.

The Suits, Coats, Gowns, and Hats

shown there are sure to have that
*

'something individual'* which every

woman seeks. True, too of dress

accessories. All the Httle French

touches not always seen in America,

somehow or other find their way

quickly to Slattery's.

Style and Surefy of Satisfaction

the Symbols of the Slattery Store '

TREMONT STREET

Y COMPAMY
OPPOSITE THE COMMON
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Symphony, composed and dedicated to His Highness Monseigneur

the Prince Charles de Lichnowsky,* by Louis Beethoven, Op. 36."

The score was not published until 1820.

The symphony was arranged by Beethoven as a trio for pianoforte,

violin, and violoncello, and published in September, 1806. An ar-

rangement by Ries as a quintet, with double-bass, flute, and two
horns ad lil., was published in 1807. Hummel's arrangement for

pianoforte, with accompaniment of flute, violin and violoncello, was
published in London in 1826.

The flrst performance of the Second Symphony was at the Theater

an der Wien, April 5, 1803. The programme included Beethoven's

oratorio, "Christus am Oelberge," the First Symphony, the Con-

certo in C minor for pianoforte and orchestra, and, according to

Eies, "a new piece which I do not remember." The rehearsal began

at 8 A.M., and it was "a terrible one, which lasted two hours and a

half, and left Beethoven more or less discontented." Ries adds:

"The Prince Charles Lichnowsky, who had been present from the

beginning, ordered large baskets of bread and butter, cold meat,

and wine to be brought in. He invited in a friendly manner every

one to partake, and all helped themselves with both hands. As a

result everybody grew good-humored. Then the prince demanded
that the whole oratorio should be rehearsed again, so that it would
go well at night, and the first work of this kind that Beethoven

had produced might be performed publicly in a manner worthy
of the composer. The concert began at six o'clock, but it was
so long that certain pieces were not performed." The prices of

admission were raised. Some were doubled, and the prices of the

reserved seats were tripled. The receipts amounted to eighteen

hundred gulden.

The review of the concert published in the Allgemeine musik-

alische Zeitung, May 25, 1803, was very short, and no mention was

* An interesting account of this prince and his relations with Beethoven is to be

found in "Beethoven's Widmungen," by Dr. Carl Leeder, of Vienna, a series of articles

contributed to Die Musih, Jahrg. III., Heft 12, 13, 19, 23; Jahrg. IV. (904-05), Heft
21, 22.

'Vmncnnmuuiaiiniinmia! iiiaiitiiiiiiiiiDiriitijiimpjiiii][iima>':ini]iiDDimiFininainiiiitiiiin:

jm mcntn a itnn n nnnu n

FAN C H ONETTE
A Serenade

Kathleen Blair Clarke

A true serenade of the loveliest kind, this song is

well within the compass of the average voice. Its rare

effectiveness does not depend upon interpretation—it

is part of the song itself.

Mr. John McCormack has accepted the dedication.

3 East 43d St. • G. SCHIRMER • New York
^^^ ^ ( rmti n c n i i jiiiDiiiimiimEirmiiiinnciiiimiimtimiiimiirciiiiiiimi i [ c [ t n [
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made of the symphony. The reviewer gave four lines to the oratorio,

and reproached Beethoven for having raised the admission prices.

The symphony was performed at Leipsic, April 29, 1804, and
Spazier characterized it as "sl gross monster, a pierced dragon

which will not die, and even in losing its blood (in the finale), wild

with rage, still deals vain but furious blows with his tail, stiffened

by the last agony." Spazier, who died early in 1805, was described

by his contemporaries as a learned and well-grounded musician

and a man of sound judgment.
A Leipsic critic found that the symphony would gain if certain

passages were abbreviated and certain modulations were sacrificed.

Another declared that it was too long; that there was an exag-

gerated use of the wind instruments; that the finale was bizarre,

harsh, savage. Yet he added that there was such fire, such rich-

ness of new ideas, such an absolutely original disposition of these

ideas, that the work would live; "and it will always be heard with

renewed pleasure when a thousand things that are to-day in fashion

will have been long buried."

This sjTnphony was played in Boston on November 12, 1842, at

a concert of the Boston Academy of Music, for the first time in

the city "with full orchestra." The programme was as follows

:

Reissinger, Overture to "Die Felsenmtihle von Etalieres" ; Song,

"The Last Man" (Mr. Baker) ; de Beriot and Osborne, Fantaisie

Brillante for violin and pianoforte (Messrs. Keyser and Webb)
;

Rossini, "Largo al factotum" (Mr. Baker) ; Auber, Overture to

"Zanetta"; Beethoven, Symphony No. 2. The programme stated

VBAIJjVBD\SONS
IMPOJRTEJBS— ORIGJN^OUS

256 Doyiston Street

Boston.

AUTUMM AMD WINTER
I9I9
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that all the orchestral music was then played in Boston for the

first time.

The sketch of Berlioz may here serve as an analysis: "In this

symphony everything is noble, energetic, proud. The Introduction

(Largo) is a masterpiece. The most beautiful effects follow one
another without confusion and always in an unexpected manner.
The song is of a touching solemnity; it at once commands re-

spect and puts the hearer in an emotional mood. The rhythm is

already bolder, the instrumentation is richer, more sonorous, more
varied. An allegro con brio of enchanting dash is joined to this

admirable adagio. The gruppetto which is found in the first meas-

ure of the theme, given at first to the violas and violoncellos in

unison, is taken up again in an isolated form, to establish either

progressions in a crescendo or imitative passages between wind
instruments and the strings. All these forms have a new and ani-

mated physiognomy. A melody enters, the first section of which is

played by clarinets, horns, and bassoons. It is completed en tutti

by the rest of. the orchestra, and the manly energy is enhanced by
the happy choice of accompanying chords.

"The andante * is not treated after the manner of that of the

First Symphony: it is not composed of a theme worked out in

canonic imitations, but it is a pure and frank song, which at first

is sung simply by the strings, and then embroidered with a rare

elegance by means of light and fluent figures whose character is

never far removed from the sentiment of tenderness that forms

* Berlioz here refers, of covirse, to the Larghetto. In # sketch-book of Beethoven,
dated 1801-02, the theme of this Larghetto is given to the horns, not to the strings.

420 BOV1.STON STREET

THE MAKANNA SHOP TAKES
PLEASURE IN PRESENTING TO
YOU THEIR NEW LINE OF HAND-
MADE CREPE-DE-CHINE AND
GEORGETTE DRESSES, BLOUSES
AND LINGERIE.

TROUSSEAUX A SPECIALTY.

420 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON

)al^

Many of her Exclusive Models have now reached

the Department

$5.00 . . AND . . $6.00
NO TWO ALIKE IN FORM OR COLOR

480 BOYLSTON STREET (BLOCK OF BRUNSWICK HOTEL)
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the distinctive character of the principal idea. It is- a ravishing
picture of innocent pleasure which is scarcely shadowed by a few
melancholy accents.

"The scherzo is as frankly gay in its fantastic capriciousness as
the andante has been wholly and serenely happy ; for this symphony
is smiling throughout; the warlike bursts of the first allegro are
wholly free from violence; there is only the youthful ardor of a
noble heart in which the most beautiful illusions of life are pre-
served untainted. The composer still believes in immortal glory,

in love, in devotion. What abandon in his gayety! What wit!
What sallies! Hearing these various instruments disputing over
fragments of a theme which no one of them plays in its complete
form, hearing each fragment thus colored with a thousand nuances
as it passes from one to the other, it is as though you were watch-
ing the fairy sports of Oberon's graceful spirits.

"The finale is of like nature. It is a second scherzo in two time,
and its piayfuless has perhaps something still more delicate, more
piquant."

The symphony is scored for two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets,

two bassoons, two horns, two trumpets, kettledrums, and strings.

SOLOV-HlNDS Co.
^*'The T>aylight Fashion Salon'

Direct attention to a Notable Collection of

Misses Frocks

in Serges, Jerseys, Trlcotine

Duvetyn, Tricolette and Velvet

Fro?n $4^,50 to $125
Also

Misses Evening Dresses

in the newest modes and combinations

Specially Priced

352 BOYLSTON STREET
Opposite Arlington Street Church
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Pierre Benjamin Monteux was born at Paris on April 4, 1875.

He studied at the Conservatoire of that city, and in 1896, a pupil

of Berthelier, he was awarded a first prize for violin playing. The

other first prizes for violin that year were awarded to Messrs.

Sechiari, Soudant, and Thibaud. He played the viola in Colonne's

orchestra ; he was a member of the orchestra of the Opera-Comique,

and he busied himself in chamber music. In 1893 with Miss

Victoria Barriere, pianist, Miss Vormese, and Mr. Carcanade,

he founded the Societe de Musique Moderne, playing the viola.

Their first concert was on February 25. With Messrs. Geloso,

Capet, and Schneklud he took part in the Auditions annuelles

des derniers grands Quatuors de Beethoven. In 1900 with Messrs.

Soudant, de Bruyre, and Destombes he played chamber music in the

Matinees Artistiques Populaires. He figured prominently at

concerts of the Societe Nationale and the Societe de Musique Fran-

gaise. Among the compositions heard at these various concerts

for the first time—in which he participated— ere Brahms's Clari-

net Quintet, Stojowski's Variations, Lekeu's "Andromede," pieces

by Kopartz, Quittard, Chausson ("Legende de Sainte-Cecile"
)

,

Hartog, Luzzato, Glazounoff (filegie for viola), d'Indy (Suite dans

le style ancien), L. Lacombe, Rubinstein, Jaques-Dalcroze. He also

«e ,^

THEIR EXQUISITE FLA-
VOR IS DUE TO THE

BLENDING OF SOME OF
THE CHOICEST AND
RAREST COCOA BEANS
THAT THE W^ORLD PRO-
DUCES—AND THE CHOC-
OLATE IS PILED ON IN
GENEROUS QUANTITIES

1
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DANCING AT HOME
When '^just a few friends call"

and you wish to enjoy a Httle

dancing you are assured the

best of music if you have a

BRUNSWICK
in your home. You can then

enjoy the most enticing dance

music from the entrancing

fox-trot to the charming melo-

dies of the dreamy waltz.

Plays all Makes of Records

The Brunswick Phonograph is the only instrument

that will play all makes of records. By a simple

device—the Ultona—any record can be played on

the Brunswick. You are not restricted to the artists

of one concern.

Daily Demonstrations in our Red Room

Convenient Terms

CCHarvey®
Pianos, Player-Pianos, Phonographs and Records

144 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON
1511 Hancock St., Quincy
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took part in concerts given by Messrs. Chevillard, Hayot, and Sal-

mon, and in concerts of the Societe des Compositeurs de Musique.

In 1911 he was engaged as conductor of the Ballet Russe, with

which he made four tours throughout Europe. He conducted ballet

at various theatres in Paris, and gave series of orchestral concerts

in that city.

He came to the United States in 1916 as conductor of the Ballet

Russe, and conducted at the Boston Opera House, November 6-11,

1916: "Les Papillons," ^'Spectre de la Rose," ^'Thamar,"

"Petrouchka," ''Scheherazade," "Prince Igor," "Sadko," "L'Apr^s-

Midi d'un Faune," '^Cleopatre."

In 1917 he was appointed a conductor at the Metropolitan Opera

House. He made his first appearance there with ''Faust," November

19, 1917. He brought out Rabaud's "Marouf" (December 19),

"Coq d'Or" (March 6, 1918), and Gilbert's ballet "The Dance in

Place Congo."
At the Boston Opera House, coming with the Metropolitan Opera

Company, he conducted "Coq d'Or" and "The Dance in Place Congo"
(April 26, 1918) and "Samson et Dalila" (April 27, 1918).

He conducted these concerts of the Boston Symphony Orchestra

in Boston in the fall of 1918 : October 25—Franck, Symphony in D
minor; Schumann, Overture to "Manfred"; Dukas, "The Peri" (first

time here) ; Debussy, "Iberia"; November 1—Beethoven, Symphony
No. 7 ; Loeffler, "La Bonne Chanson" ; Franck, "The Aeolidae"

;

Ravel, First Suite from "Daphnis and Chloe" with chorus (first

time here). Mine. Florence Easton sang Mozart's "Dove sono" and
Lia's aria from Debussy's "Prodigal Son." Mr. Monteux also con-

ducted the concerts of the first trip.

Returning to New York as a conductor of the Metropolitan Opera
House, he opened the season with "Samson and Delilah," November
11. Later he conducted "Thais," "Carmen," Marouf," "Faust,"

"Le Coq d'Or," "la Reine Fiammette" (first time), "Petrouchka,"
"Mireille," etc.
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LIMEHS
Important Repetition

1st Linens of all desirable kinds are scarce.

' 2nd There is no probability that they will be in better

supply in the near future.

3rd Today we have a fine collection.

4th If we sell all that we have of any particular kind,

there is no certainty when it can be replaced or at

what price.

5th Under present conditions there is not much use in

tabulating details. Any particular item might be

gone before you see this circular.

6th Nor is there any great wisdom in naming comparative

prices.

7th Today we are naming prices lower than would be

necessary if we had to make our purchases today.

8th Recently we investigated Belfast prices on John S.

Brown & Sons table linens and found that in every

case the manufacturers' price is higher today than the

price we are asking for the same goods at retail. In

some cases the prices were very much higher.

TE./\RM3 CO
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"The Wild Huntsman/' Symphonic Poem.
Cesar Auguste Franck

(Born at Li^ge, December 10, 1822; died at Paris, November 8, 1890.)

"Le Chasseur Maudit," composed in 1883, was played for the first

time at a concert of the Societe Nationale, Paris, March 31, 1883.

It was performed at a Pasdeloup concert in Paris, January 13, 1884.

The first performance in the United States was at Cincinnati, Jan-
uary 29, 1898. The first performance in Boston was at a concert
of the Chicago Orchestra, Theodore Thomas conductor, in Music
Hall, March 26, 1898. The work has been played in Boston at
concerts of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, March 2, 1901, Jan-
uary 9, 1904, January 21, 1911.

The composition is based on Burger's ballad, "Der wilde Jager."
The argument in prose is printed on the fly-leaf of the score. This
argument may be Englished as follows:

—

'"Twas a Sunday morning; far away resounded the joyous sound of bells

and the joyous chants of the crowd. . . . Sacrilege ! The savage Count of the
Rhine has winded his horn.

"Hallo ! Hallo ! The chase rushes over cornfields, moors, and meadows.

—

'Stop, Count, I entreat you ; hear the pious chants.'—No ! Hallo ! Hallo !

—

'Stop, Count, I implore you; take care.'—No! and the riders rush on like a
whirlwind.
"Suddenly the Count is alone ; his horse refuses to go on ; the Count would

wind his horn, but the horn no longer sounds. ... A dismal, implacable voice

curses him : 'Sacrilegious man,' it cries, 'be forever hunted by Hell !'

"Then flames flash all around him. . . . The Count, terror-stricken, flees

faster and ever faster, pursued by a pack of demons ... by day across

abysses, by night through the air."

This symphonic poem is scored for piccolo, two flutes, two oboes,

two clarinets, four bassoons, four horns, two trumpets, two cornets-

a'pistons, three trombones, bass tuba, a set of three kettledrums,

two bells, cymbals, triangle, bass drum, and strings.

It is divided into four sections: the portrayal of the peaceful

landscape, the religious chorus, the Sunday scene; the hunt; the

curse; the infernal chase.

KAKASBROS.INC , „^

FURRIERS
RELIABLE FURS

RELIABLE INFORMATION
RELIABLE PRICES
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AS TO VALUES
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Over 100
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YOU CAN SAVE MANY A DOLLAR NOW BY COMING
TO THIS RELIABLE OLD HOUSE FOR

Our pride in the Pray stock of Oriental Rugs

does not stop with the fact that there are few as

large or as fine in the United States. It is based

finally upon the all-important fact that we are

SELLING ORIENTAL RUGS AT PRICES
MUCH LESS THAN WILL PREVAIL LATER

The latter point of excellence is the result of our having purchased

in tremendous quantities before the war embargo descended upon the

market—together with the fact that we are selling on the basis of

cost rather than of present values.

YOU WILL PAY MORE IF YOU GO
ELSEWHERE—OR IF YOU WAIT

The Pray stock of Oriental Rugs, in all wanted sizes, contains many
rare pieces that will be absolutely unobtainable when these are gone.

Many of our friends have appreciated this. Our sales totals are

breaking all records. But we wish to make MORE FRIENDS

—

and this is a good way to go about it

!

LOOK INTO ALL THE OTHER RUG .

MARTS^THEN LOOK IN HERE

646 WASHINGTON STREET, Opposite BOYLSTON
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The symphonic poem begins Andantino quasi allegretto, G
major, 3-4, with a horn theme, which in various forms is heard
throughout the composition. Violoncellos intone a religious melody
over an organ-point. The horns are heard again. Bells peal. The
sacred song grows in strength until it is proclaimed by the full

orchestra.

G minor, 9-8. Enter the Count and his crew. The horns sound
in unison the chief theme, which is repeated in harmony and softly

by the wood-wind instruments. There is a musical description
of the chase, and fresh thematic material is introduced. There are
the voices of complaining peasants.

The Count is alone. In vain he tries to wind his horn. An un-
earthly voice is heard (bass tuba), then the curse is thundered
out. The pace grows faster and faster till the end. The Infernal
Hunt: new motives are added to the chief theme, and much use is

made of the Count's wild horn call.

*
* *

The legend of the Wild H/unter and the Wild Chase is old, wide-
spread, and there are many versions. The one most familiar to

English readers is that on which Biirger founded (1785?) his

ballad, "Der wilde Jager," imitated by Sir Walter Scott in "The
Wild Huntsman" (1796). One Hackenberg, or Hacklenberg, a lord
in the Dromling, was passionately fond of hunting, even on the
Lord's Day; and he forced the peasants to turn out with him. On
a Sunday he was a-hunting with his pack and retainers, when two
strange horsemen joined him.

BIGELOW KENNAFD
AND CO.

Goldsmiths, Silversmiths,

Jewelers and Importers
Makers of fine Watches

and Clocks

5"WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON
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A STORE, in short, which lives up to its tra-

ditions of the past while keeping abreast of
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Who was each Stranger, left and right,

Well may I guess, but dare not tell

;

The right-hand steed was silver white,
The left, the swarthy hue of hell.

The right-hand Horseman, young and fair

;

His smile was like the morn of May.
The left, from eye of tawny glare.

Shot midnight lightning's lurid ray.

Hackenberg scouted the idea of worship, and hunted with his

new and swarthy acquaintance across the field of husbandman,
o'er moss and moor; he heeded not the cries of the widow and the

orphan; he chased the stag into the holy chapel of a hermit. Sud-
denly, after he had blasphemed against God, there was an awful
silence. In vain he tried to wind his horn; there was no baying
of his hounds; and a voice thundered from a cloud: ''The measure
of thy cup is full ; be chased forever through the wood." Misbegotten
hounds of hell uprose from the bowels of the earth.

What ghastly Huntsman next arose.

Well may I guess, but dare not tell

;

His eye like midnight lightning glows.
His steed the swarthy hue of hell.

The Wildgrave flies o'er bush and thorn.
With many a shriek of helpless wo

;

Behind him hound, and horse, and horn.
And "Hark away, and holla, ho !"

The Boston Music Ga
[g.schirmer]

26 West Street ^tephone Beach 1561

\e most convenient

music store in toivm

complete stock of
ALLthe latest music
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Some folk-lorists go back to Orion and claim that he was the
original Wild Hunter, the Wuotan of Greece, which reminds us
that John Phcenix, in his lectures on astronomy, insisted that "the
beautiful constellation Orion takes its name from the founder of

the celebrated Irish family of O'Ryan." The northern Odin, whose
true name was Sigge, persuaded his followers that he had the air

and tempests under his control; that he could run over the world
in the twinkling of an eye. Wuotan, the restless, the vehement,
was the first Wild Huntsman known to the Germans. He rode in

a wagon on the howling wind. In Thuringia, Hesse, Franconia,
Swabia, the wild chase was ^^Das loilthende Heer." The devil was
accompanied in the mad flight by this giant.

In Westphalia the hero was known as Hackelbarend, and for

hunting on Sundays he was banished to the air, wherein he must
hunt day and night, just as the man in the moon is imprisoned
there for gathering sticks on Sunday. Some say that Hackelbarend
hunts only from Christmas till Twelfth Night. The Low Saxons
believed that the Huntsman was Hans von Hackelnberg, chief

master of hounds to the Duke of Brunswick. Born in 1521, the
year of his death according to others, this mighty woodman was
begged to repent when he lay a-dying, and he was promised heaven.
"The Lord may keep his heaven, so he leave me my hunting." Now
he hunts forever. A night owl shrieks before him, and travellers

fall silently on their faces when they hear the infernal din. The
hero in the Soiling walked in the paths of righteousness, but, about
to die, he prayed that for his share of heaven he might hunt until

Complete 1-^it.Js.

Financial

Service

Main Office, Court Street

Old Colony Trust Company
Boston, Massachusetts

MEMBER OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
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the Day of Judgment. His praj^er was granted. He is a tall man
on a white horse. In Saxony he is a mighty prince, who treated

with horrible cruelty any violator of forest laws. He broke his

neck a-hunting, and now he has no rest, on his white horse,

whose nostrils shoot sparks of fire, with countless hounds behind

him, with mad cries of ^'Wod wod, hoho, hallo!" The chase

is through forests and over lonely heaths. In the Harz he rides a

black and headless horse; a hunting whip is in one hand, a bugle

in the other; his face is set in his neck; women, huntsmen, and
hounds follow. He is kindly disposed, but it is not safe to benefit

by the kindness of the Wild Huntsman, for once, as a benighted

hunter heard the chase go by, he cried : "Good sport, Falkenburgh !"

A hoarse voice answered: "Dost thou wish me good sport? Then
thou shalt share the game." There was thrown at him something
that looked like carrion. The hunter lost two of his best horses

soon after, and he himself was never strong again.

At Meissen, Hans Jagenteufel, booted and spurred, in a long

gray coat, with a bugle but no head, rides a gray horse. Eberhart,

Count of Wlrtemburg, met a spectre in the woods who was under-

going punishment: for four hundred and fifty years he had chased

a stag that he could not overtake. The face of this huntsman was
"like unto a wrinkled sponge." In the forest near Bidshausen the

Wild Huntsman appears once in seven years. At Golmbach a peas-

ant mocked Hackelberg's cry. Some one snatched at his cap; his

face began to swell, and the next day he died. Dame Holda, or

Holle, was at first a lovely, amiable goddess; but she became a
temptress of men, and held her court in the Horselberg near Eise-

nach. In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries she was transformed
into Dame Venus, dwelling in state and splendor in the Venusberg.
From a beneficent goddess she became a wanton in league with
Satan. She was still beautiful in front, but she had a tail behind,

as the master whom she served; "to go with Holle" was to join

a witch party. At last she was an ugly old woman, long-nosed,

snag-toothed, with bristling, thickly matted hair. All children

that die unbaptized go to Holda, and they shriek behind her when

riurA\^itcli Bros.
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she rides, clothed and in a coach, in company with the Wild Hunts-

man and Wotan.
A spectral hunter haunted the forest of Fontainebleau. ."Le

Grand Veneur" was a tall, grisly man surrounded with hounds.

He once came so near the palace that the attendants went out to

meet the king returning from the chase. He showed himself to

Henry IV. shortly before the assassination. In 1858 Henry heard

horns and hounds in the forest. The Comte de Soissons went to

investigate, came back trembling, and said : "Sire, I can see nothing

;

but I hear horns and hounds." The king replied : "It's sheer illu-

sion, then;" but a dark and sombre man appeared suddenly and
cried to Henry : "You wish to see me ; here I am."

Boccaccio, in the Decameron (Fifth Day, eighth novel), tells of a

gloomy knight who pursued on horseback, and with mastiff, a beau-

tiful woman, for whom he killed himself ; he is "doomed to pursue

and murder her ; in a little time she rises "as though she had never

been dead, and renews her miserable flight."

There is King Arthur's hunt; there is the Gronjette; there is a

ghostly chase in the wilds of Ross-shire,—the legend is found in

many European countries. Gods and goddesses of heathen time,

thus busied in war or hunting, rode in the air ; in later and Christian

years they were turned into princely oppressors or blasphemers of

legendary character.

Thus did the superstitious explain strange sounds of nature.

Charles Reade, in "Put Yourself in his Place," describes the cry

of the Gabriel hounds at night as they ran far up in the air over

AN INTRODUCTION LEADS TO EVERLASTING FRIENDSHIP

^MwiiiMiMiiiira
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the heads of the appalled listeners ; but he does not tell the legend.
Now the Gabriel hounds in Durham and Yorkshire are monstrous
human-headed dogs, who run before their master in the upper air,

and will run till the Judgment Day with him who hunted on Sun-
day. Wordsworth refers to them in a sonnet: ''He the seven birds
hath seen, . . . Seen the Seven Whistlers . . . and oftentimes will
start—For overhead are sweeping Gabriel's Hounds Doomed, with
their impious Lord, the flying hart To chase for ever." There is

the "Gabriel-rachet," the warning of approaching death to the
hearer. A sportsman was so "inordinately fond of the pleasures
of the chase, and so jealous about the hounds who had ministered
to them, that on his death-bed he gave orders that they should
all be killed and buried with him, that no one else should benefit

by them as he himself would be no longer able." Others say that
the Gabriel-rachet comes from the souls of unbaptized children
doomed to flit about their parents' houses.

The wild gander leads his flock through the cool night

;

Ya-honk ! he says, and sounds it down to me like an invitation

;

(The pert may suppose it meaningless, but I listen close;
I find its purpose and place up there toward the wintry sky.

)

These wild geese, in whose cry Walt Whitman found a purpose,
are the Gabriel hounds of the superstitious English. And so the
cry of the sea-fowl at Schonen is called "Odens jagt" and feared.
There is a popular belief in the west of England that hares are
hunted at night by packs of little fairy hounds, locally called
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"dandy dogs," and these are said to be weasels, "which the west
country folk call 'fairies,' pronouncing the word 'vairy' and 'vair.'

"

They speak of the Devil and his dandy-dogs.
Nature has its own strange and mysterious music. There are

the "Moodus noises" that come from Mount Tom in East Haddam,
Conn. ; singing beaches and squeaking sands ; shrieking pits, groan-

ing trees, the guns of Burrisaul on the Sunderbunds or delta of the

Ganges ; the drummer of Tedworths ; the bell-bird of Brazil ; the

song of Mount Tantalus, near Honolulu; the sound of invisible

coach-wheels driving to a door in Lynn, Mass.,* and on plantations

in Virginia; the howls from Clakeywell Pool; the cry of Hannah
Screechum on an island near Osterville, Mass. ; the music in the

air heard on Ceylon ; the rolling drums heard eighteen leagues from
the sonorous rocks of Persepolis; the sound of arms and cries of

warriors that frighten the traveller in the desert of Gobi ; the moun-
tains between Sinai and the Gulf of Suez that give forth the sound
of bells ; the noisy mountains near Cape Town ; the cannon heard
on the banks of the Orinoco ; the Wettersee, or the noise heard
far down in Swedish lakes; the appalling voices heard off cliffs

of Cornwall ; sighing and whistling and shrieking fields ; chanting
rocks and caves all over the world ; the battle-echoes that are caused
by thistles on the bloody plain of Kapolna; and did not Father
Kircher maintain that, if seven trees of proportioned size and
thick foliage were planted one each for seven consecutive years,

they would produce after two or three times seven years musical
harmony, when the wind passed through the leaves : so that G. P.

Harsdorffer proposed as a problem in his "Deliciae mathematicae
et physicae"; "To make music with the tones of planted trees"?

The Wild Hunt, the Gabriel hounds, the '^Mesnie hellequin/' the

chase heard in 1787 by a cure of lower Vendome, the demons of

Asia, the spectral battles of Hungary,—these and legends like them
arose in explanation of natural phenomena. Yet who does not find

delight in "Der Freischiitz," at the sight of the Wild Huntsman,

* This house, once famous, on Ocean Street, has been torn down.
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chasing madly over the Wolf's Glen and Max and Caspar, with

the infernal chorus, "Joho, wau wau, ho ! ho !" between the casting

of the fifth and sixth bullets?

A passage from De Quincey's essay on ''Modern Superstition"

{Blackwood, April, 1840) may be quoted here in illustration:

—

"In this world there are two mighty forms of perfect solitude

—

the ocean and the desert : the wilderness of the barren sands, and the

wilderness of the barren waters. Both are the parents of inevitable

superstitions—of terrors, solemn, ineradicable, eternal. Sailors and
the children of the desert are alike overrun with spiritual hauntings,

from accidents of peril essentially connected with those modes of

life, and from the eternal spectacle of the infinite. Voices seem to

blend with the raving of the sea, which will for ever impress the feel-

ing of beings more than human; and every chamber of the great

wilderness which, with little interruption, stretches from the

Euphrates to the western shores of Africa, has its own peculiar

terrors both as to sights and sounds. In the wilderness of Zin,

between Palestine and the Ked Sea, a section of the desert well

known in these days to our own countrymen, bells are heard daily

pealing for matins or for vespers from some phantom convent that

no search of Christian or of Bedouin Arab has ever been able to

discover. These bells have sounded since the Crusades. Other
sounds—trumpets, the Alala of armies, etc.—are heard in other

regions of the desert." And De Quincey quotes from Marco Polo,

who speaks of Eastern or Tartar deserts : "If, during the daytime,

any person should remain behind until the caravan is no longer in

sight, he hears himself unexpectedly called to by name, and in a

voice with which he is familiar. Not doubting that the voice pro-

TELEPHONE. MAIN 4335

101 TREMONT STREET
ROOM 211. BOSTON
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ceeds from some of his comrades, the unhappy man is beguiled from
the right direction ; and, soon finding himself utterly confounded as

to the path, he roams about in distraction, until he perishes mis-

erably. . . . Marvellous, indeed, and almost passing belief, are the

stories reported of these desert phantoms, which are said at times
to fill the air with choral music from aU kinds of instruments, from
drums, and the clash of arms." It is from the account of these

desert traditions that Milton is supposed to have derived the passage
in "Comus" :

—

Of calling shapes, and beckoning shadows dire,

And aery tongues that syllable men's names
On sands, and shores, and desert wildernesses.*

The Paris correspondent of the Pall Mall Gazette wrote a letter

concerning a mutiny of the Legionairies in Algeria. This letter was
published on December 17, 1908. The correspondent asked : "Is it

German influence or is it desert madness? Some, who know the

desert well, believe in the latter theory. Men run amok in the sandy
wastes sometimes. It is as if their reason were suddenly affected by
this great expanse of barren, sun-smitten land. In the present case,

the soldiers who ran away do not seem to have been very mediants.
There was no shooting with intent to kill, no looting of the train in

the way in which prairie desperadoes hold up Western trains.

Many strange things happen in the desert, and this madness is one
of them. Another is the sudden sound of music that breaks upon the

ear : a sound of drums and fifes, and trumpets and clarion-calls. It

is the effect of the imagination working in vast solitudes—a species

of auricular mirage."

The Wild Hunt is pictured in music in the third movement of

Baff's Symphony No. 3, "In the Woods" (composed in 1869) ; and the

* The motto of Mr. Joseph Conrad's "Victory."

—

Ed.
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books; he should rigourously—nay dogmatically—exclude
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legend suggested these works : "Die wilde Jagd," opera by Jos. Trieb-
ensee (Budapest, March, 1824) ; "De wilde Jager," opera by Hier-
onymus Payer (Vienna, 1806) ; "Der wilde Jager," opera by V. E.
Nessler (Leipsic, 1881) ; "Der wilde Jager," cantata by M. J.

Beer (Olmtitz, 1888) ; "Der wilde Jager," opera by A. Schulz (Bruns-
wick, 1887) ) ; "Hackelberends Begrabnis," by Miiller-Reuter, choral
ballad, 1902; and, in a way, the scene, "La Chasse Fantastique," in

Act II. of "Saint Julien I'Hospitalier," by Camille Erlanger (Paris,

1894-96).

Prelude to "The Afternoon of a Faun (after the Eclogue op
Stephane Mallarme)" AcHiLLB Claude Debussy

(Born at St. Germain (Seine and Oise), August 22, 1862; died at Paris, March
26, 1918.)

"Prelude a I'Apr^s-Midi d'un Faune (figlogue de S. Mallarni6*)"
was played for the first time at a concert of the National Society

* Stgphane Mallarmg was born at Paris in 1S42 ; he died at Valvins in 1898. He
taught English at French provincial towns and then for thirty years (1862-92) in
Paris at a college. In 1874—75 he edited La Derniere Mode. The list of his works is

as follows: "Le Corbeau" (translation into French prose of Poe's "Raven"), 1875;
preface to Beckford's "Vatek," 1876 ; "L'Apr6s-Midi d'un Faune," 1876 ; "Petite Phil-
ologie a 1' Usage des Classes et du Monde : Les Mots Anglais," 1877 ; "Po6sies Completes"
(photo-lithographed from the original manuscript), 1887 ; "Les Polmes de Poe" (trans-
lation into French prose), ISSS ; "Le Ten o'Clock de M. Whistler," 1888 ; "Pages," 1891

;

"Les Miens : Villiers de I'lsle Adam," 1892 ; "Vers et Prose," 1892 ; "La Musique et
les Lettres" (lectures delivered at Oxford and Cambridge), 1894; "Divagations," 1897;
"Pogsies," 1899.

At first a Parnassian, he become recognized as a chief of the Symbolists. For dis-
cussions of Mallarmg see Gosse's "Questions at Issue," 1893 ; Vittorio Pica's "Lettera-
tura d' Eccezione," 1899 ; Arthur Symon's essay, "Mallarmg," in "The Symbolist Move-
ment in Literature" (1899) ; George Moore's "Confessions of a Young Man" ; Teodor de
Wyzewa's "Nos Maitres" (Paris, 1895) ; Paul Verlaine's "Les Pontes Maudits" (Paris,

1888) ; Gustave Kahn's "Symbolists et Dgeadents" (Paris, 1902), an invaluable book to
students of modern French poetry; Vance Thompson's "French Portraits" (1900).

In 1896 Mallarm6 was named "poet of poets" at an election in which almost every
Frenchman known in letters voted.
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of Music, Paris, December 23, 1894. The conductor was Gustave

Doret. The second performance was at a Colonne concert, Paris,

October 20, 1895.

The first performance in Boston—it was also the first in the

United States—was at a concert of the Boston Orchestral Club,

Mr. Longy conductor, April 1, 1902. The second was at a Chicker-

ing Production Concert February 24, 1904, when Mr. Lang conducted.

The Prelude has also been performed in Boston at concerts of the

Boston Symphony Orchestra, December 31, 1904, March 10, 1906,

January 16, 1909, November 4, 1911, April 23, 1915, November 17,

1916. The New York Symphony Orchestra, Mr. Damrosch con-

ductor, played the Prelude in Boston, January 18, 1906. The
Prelude was played at Boston Opera House concerts on January 5,

1913, Andre Caplet conductor, and on February 9, 1913, Felix

Weingartner conductor.

Stephane Mallarme formulated his revolutionary ideas concerning
style about 1875, when the Parnasse Contemporain rejected his first

poem of true importance, "L'Apres-Midi d'un Faune." The poem
was published in 1876 as a quarto pamphlet, illustrated by Manet.
The eclogue is to the vast majority cryptic. The poet's aim, as Mr.
Edmund Gosse expresses it, was "to use words in such harmonious
combinations as will suggest to the reader a mood or a condition
which is not mentioned in the text, but is nevertheless paramount
in the poet's mind at the moment of composition." Mallarme, in

a letter to Mr. Gosse, accepted with delight this understanding of

his purpose: "I make music, and do not call by this name that
which is drawn from the euphonic putting together of words,-

—

this first requirement is taken for granted; but that which is

beyond, on the other side, and produced magically by certain disposi-

tions of speech and language, is then only a means of material com-
munication with the reader, as are the keys of the pianoforte to a
hearer."
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Let us read Mr. Gosse's explanation of the poem 'that suggested
music to Debussy : "It appears in the florilege which he has just pub-
lished, and I have now read it again, as I have often read it before.

To say that I understand it bit by bit, phrase by phrase, would
be excessive. But, if I am asked whether this famous miracle of

unintelligibility gives me pleasure, I answer, cordially, Yes. I

even fancy that I obtain from it as definite and as solid an impres-
sion as M. Malmarme desires to produce. This is what I read in

it: A faun—a simple, sensuous, passionate being—wakens in the

forest at daybreak and tries to recall his experience of the previous

afternoon. Was he the fortunate recipient of an actual visit from
nymphs, white and golden goddesses, divinely tender and indulgent ?

Or is the memory he seems to retain nothing but the shadow of a
vision, no more substantial than the 'arid rain' of notes from
his otvn flute? He cannot tell. Yet surely there was, surely there

is, an animal whiteness among the brown reeds of the lake that

shines out yonder? Were they, are they, swans? No! But
Naiads plunging? Perhaps! Vaguer and vaguer grows the im-

pression of this delicious experience. He would resign his woodland
godship to retain it. A garden of lilies, golden-headed, white-

stalked, behind the trellis of red roses ? Ah ! the effort is too great

for his poor brain. Perhaps if he selects one lily from the garth
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of lilies, one benign and beneficent yielder of her cup to thirsty
lips, the memory, the ever-receding memory, may be forced back.
So when he has glutted upon a bunch of grapes, he is wont to toss
the empty skins into the air and blow them out in a visionary
greediness. But no, the delicious hour grows vaguer ; experience or
dream, he will never know which it was. The sun is warm, the
grasses yielding; and he curls himself up again, after worshipping
the efficacious star of wine, that he may pursue the dubious ecstasy
into the more hopeful boskages of sleep.

''This, then, is what I read in the so excessively obscure and un-
intelligible 'L'Apres-Midi d'un Faune'; and, accompanied as it is

with a perfect suavity of language and melody of rhythm, I know
not what more a poem of eight pages could be expected to give. It

supplies a simple and direct impression of physical beauty, of har-
mony, of color; it is exceedingly mellifluous, when once the ear
understands that the poet, instead of being the slave of the Alexan-
drine, weaves his variations round it, like a musical composer."

"The Afternoon of a Faun" is scored for three flutes, two oboes,
English horn, two clarinets, two bassoons, four horns, two harps,
small antique cymbals,* strings. It is dedicated to Raymond
Bonheur.

* Small cymbals, as well as the large cymbals, were used habitually in the bands of
the janizaries from the time of organization in the seventeenth century. The ancient
ones found at Pompeii were of bronze, connected by a bronze chain of twenty-four rings.
Mahillon says that the sound is pitched approximately to the first E above the treble
staff. [F. A. Lampe thought it worth while to write a book of 429 pages, "De Cym-
balis Veterum" (1703.] Berlioz speaks of them in his Treatise on Instrumentation:
"I have seen some in the Pompeian Museum at Naples, which were no larger than a
dollar. The sound of these is so high and so weak that it could hardly be distinguished
without a complete silence of the other instruments. These cymbals served in ancient
times to mark the rhythm of certain dances, as our modern castanets, doubtless. In
the fairy-like scherzo of my 'Romeo and Juliet' symphony, I have employed two pairs
of the dimension of the largest of the Pompeian cymbals ; that is to say, rather less
than the size of the hand, and tuned a fifth one with the other." (They were tuned
to B-flat and F above the treble staff.) "To make them vibrate well, the player should,
instead of striking the cymbals full one against the other, strike them merely by one
of their edges. They should be of at least three lines and a half in thickness." Chausson
introduced antique cymbals in his symphonic poem, "Viviane," and Loefller uses them in
his "Pagan Poem."
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The chief theme is announced b}^ the flute, tres modere, E major,
9-8. Louis Laloy gives the reins to his fancy: ''One is immediately
transported into a better world; all that is leering and savage in
the snub-nosed face of the faun disappears ; desire still speaks, but
there is a veil of tenderness and melancholy. The chord of the
wood-wind, the distant call of the horns, the limpid flood of harp-
tones, accentuate this impression. The call is louder, more urgent,
but it almost immediately dies away, to let the flute sing again its

song. And now the theme is developed: the oboe enters in, the
clarinet has its say; a lively dialogue follows, and a clarinet phrase
leads to a new theme which speaks of desire satisfied; or it ex-
presses the rapture of mutual emotion rather than the ferocity
of victory. The first theme returns, more languorous, and the croak-
ing of muted horns darkens the horizon. The theme comes and
goes, fresh chords unfold themselves; at last a solo violoncello
joins itself to the flute; and then everything vanishes, as a mist
that rises in the air and scatters itself in flakes.

"L'Apres-Midi d'un Faune" was produced at the Chatelet, Paris,
as a ballet scene, on May 29, 1912, with M. Mjinsky as the Faun.
We quote from the New York Sun of June 2, 1912:

—

"A novelty produced during the Russian ballet season at the
Chatelet Theatre has occasioned an outburst of protests. The cele-

brated mime, Vaslav Mjinsky, arranged a short ballet inspired by
Debussy's music written to Stephane Mallarme's poem 'The Faun's
Afternoon,' Nijinsky miming the faun. An editorial in the Figaro
signed by Director Calmette says: 'Our readers will not find the
usual notice of the performance in the theatrical columns, because
I have suppressed it. I do not criticise the music, which was
written ten years ago, but I am convinced that all the readers
who were present at the Chatelet yesterday will approve my protest
against an exhibition ofi'ered as a profound production perfumed
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with precious art and harmonious poetry. The words 'art' and
'poetry' in connection with such a spectacle are mere mockery. It

was neither a graceful eclogue nor a profound production. We saw
an unseemly faun with vile movements and shameless gestures, and
that was all. The hisses which greeted the pantomime were fully

justified. The true public never accepts such animal realism.'

"The Gaulois also demands the suppression of the show. Others
defend it as a legitimate product of the naturalists' school.

"The protests against Nijinsky's 'Faun' are expected to result in

the house being crowded and the act, which does not occupy ten
minutes, being given extra performances.

"M. Diaghileff, the director of the Russian ballets, has written
a letter to the Figaro quoting in his defence a letter by Odilon
Redon, Mallarme's most intimate friend, and M. Rodin's article in

the Matin. The latter praises Nijinsky's creation as a noble effort,

which every artist should see.

"M. Calmette replies, saying that M. Radon's opinion is merely
personal. As regards M. Rodin, whom he admires as one of the

most illustrious and most clever sculptors, he says he is unable to

accept him as a judge of theatrical morality. M. Calmette says,

'To challenge his [Rodin's] judgment it will suffice to recall that,

contrary to all common decency, Rodin exhibits in the former
chapel and deserted church, now the Hotel Biron, a series of

obscene and cynical sketches displaying with even more brutality

the shameless attitudes so justly hissed at the Chatelet. If I

must speak plainly, the dancers in the mimicry angered me less

than the daily spectacle Rodin gives in the ex-convent to legions

of lackadaisical female admirers of self-satisfied snobs. It is

beyond conception that the State has paid 5,000,000 francs for the

Hotel Biron merely to afford a free lodging ior the richest sculp-

tor.'
"

The ballet was produced at the Boston Opera House on February

1, 1916, by Serge Diaghileff's Ballet Russe. Mr. Massine mimed the

Faun. Ernest Ansermet conducted the orchestra. There was an
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amusing exercise of censorship by the local authorities. There
were other performances that month by the same company.
At the same opera house on November 9, 1916, Mr. Mjinsky

mimed the Faun. It was a chaste performance. Mr. Monteux con-

ducted.

ENTR'ACTE.

FIRE, NOT MUSIC
(From "The Pyrenean Hive" by Hilaire Belloc)

The Two Men were asleep after this first astonishing glimpse of

forgotten men and of a strange country. In the stifling air outside

there was a clattering of the hoofs of mules and an argument of

drivers. A long way off a man was playing a little stringed instru-

ment, and there was also in the air a noise of insects buzzing in the

night heat. When all of a sudden the whole place awoke to the noise

of a piercing cry which but for its exquisite tone might have been the

cry of pain, so shrill was it and so coercing to the ear. It was main-

tained, and before it fell was followed by a succession of those

quarter-tones which only the Arabs have, and which I had thought

finally banished from Europe. To this inhuman and appalling song

were set loud open vowels rather than words.

Of the Two Men, one leapt at once from his bed, crying out : "This

is the music. This is what I have desired to hear!" For this is

what he had once been told could be heard in the desert, when first

he looked out over the sand from Atlas; but though he had travelled

far, he had never heard it, and now he heard it here, in the very root

of these European hills. It was on this account that he cried out.
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"This is the music !" And when he had said this he put on a great

rough cloak and ran to the room from which the song or cry pro-

ceeded, and after him ran his companion.

The Two Men stood at the door behind a great mass of muleteers,

who all craned forward to where, upon a dais at the end of the room,

sat a Jewess who still continued for some five minutes this intense

and terrible effort of the voice. Beside her a man who was not of her

race urged her on as one urges an animal to further effort, crying

out, "Hap ! Hap !" and beating his palms together rhythmically and

driving and goading her to the full limit of her power.

The sound ceased suddenly as though it had been stabbed and

killed, and the woman whose eyes had been strained and lifted

throughout as in a trance, and whose body had been rigid and quiver-

ering, sank down upon herself and let her eyelids fall, and her head

bent forward.

There was complete silence from that moment till the dawn, and

the second of the Two Men said to the first that they had had an

experience not so much of music as of fire.
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"Catalonia^^ : Suite of a Folk-Nature for Orchestra^ No. 1.

Isaac Albeniz

(Born at Camprodon in the Province of Gerona, in the principality of
Catalonia,* Spain, on May 29, ISGOf ; died at Cambo in the

Pyrenees, May 25, 1909.)

"Catalonia," dedicated to Ramon Casaz, is scored for piccolo, two
flutes, two oboes, English horn, two clarinets, bass clarinet, three

bassoons, four horns, four trumpets, three trombones, bass tuba,

kettledrums, bass drum, cymbals, triangle, side drum, two harps,

and strings. We find no mention of a performance or the publica-

tion of other movements of this Suite, if, indeed, any other move-

ment was written.

* Richard Ford in his "Handbook for Travellers in Spain" (2d ed., 1847), after saying
that Catalonia is "no place for the man of pleasure, taste, or literature," describes
the men as "fond of broils, gross feeders and given to wine, which they often drink after
the fashion of the Rhytium and phallovitrobolic vessels of antiquity ; they do not touch
the glass with their lips, but hold up the porron, or round-bellied bottle with a spout,
at arm's length, pouring the cooled liquor into their mouths in a vinous parabola ; they
never miss the mark, while a stranger generally inundates either his nose or his neck-
cloth. The women are fit to marry and breed Catalans, as in general they are on a
large scale, neither handsome nor amiable, and lack both the beauty of the Valenciana,
the gracia y aire of the Andaluza". Yet Ford, dismissing the Catalans as neither French
nor Spaniards, praised their vigor and endurance as soldiers and sailors, and said,
"The rudeness, activity, and manufacturing industry of the districts near Barcelona are
enough to warn the traveller that he is no longer in high-bred, indolent Spain."

t This date is given by G. Jean-Aubrey and by Riemann. Grove and Van Vechten
give 1861 as the year of birth.
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Mr. G. Jean-Aubrey in an interesting article about Albeniz

published in the Musical Times of December, 1917, says that "Cata-

lonia" was performed for the first time at a Colonne concert in

Paris in 1899. The statement is erroneous. The first performance,

conducted by Albeniz, was at a concert of the Societe Rationale at

the Nouveau Theatre, Paris, on May 27, 1899. The programme also

included: Franck, 8th Beatitude (Mr. and Mme. Balland and Mr.

Daraux, solo singers); Ravel, Overture, "Sh6herazade" ; Koechlin,

Chorus, "Bateliers du Volga" (an arrangement of the famous Rus-

sian Volga boat song) ;
Lazzari, "Nevermore" (Verlaine) (sung by

Mr. Lupiac of the Opera-Comique) ; Guy Ropartz, Psalm; Pierre

de Br^ville, "La Tete de Kenwarc'h" (Mr. Daraux, chorus and

orchestra). The composers conducted their works. Mr. Gauthier-

Villars was then reminded by "Catalonia" of Pierre Loti's descrip-

tion of "Andalusian songs that always repeat through the naivete

of their images, the torment of loving and dying."
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"Catalonia" was not played at a Colonne concert in Paris until
January 21, 1900. The first performance in London was by the
Queen's Hall Orchestra led by Henry Wood on March 4, 1900. There
have been later performances in Paris and London.
The piece is built chiefly on one characteristic theme. Allegretto,

E-flat major, 3-8: Presto 2-4. A short section, "Itinerant Mu-
sicians," is scored for wind and percussion instruments and one
double-bass.

The life of Albeniz was wandering and adventurous. He played
the pianoforte in public at Barcelona before he was four years old.

When he was six he was taken to Paris, where he studied with
Marmontel; his teacher and the authorities were amazed by his
talent and his mad pranks. He was back in Spain in 1868, and
for a short time was at the Madrid Conservatory. Influenced
greatly by the romances of Jules Verne, he determined to see the
world. When he was only nine years old, he ran away from his
family, and gave concerts in Spain. The people heard him gladly;
they applauded "el nino Alheniz." Bandits robbed him of his small
savings. Again he left his family, this time going to Porto Kico.
On the vessel he played the piano. He spent some time in the United
States, wretchedly poor—but as a pianist he met with great success
at San Francisco. Returning to Europe when he was about fifteen

years old, he gave concerts in Liverpool and London. For a time
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he studied at Leipsic with Jadassohn and Keinecke. When he had
no money, he went back to Spain. He played at Court, and made
so marked an impression that Alphonso XII. granted him a pension.

At Brussels the young man studied with Gevaert and Brassin. He
met Liszt and followed him from city to city. In 1880 he gave

concerts in Cuba, Mexico, and the Argentine Republic. Again he

was in Spain, giving concerts and managing zarzuela companies.

In 1883 he settled at Barcelona, where he married. Poverty obliged

him to resume his wanderings. He gave concerts in Scotland, Hol-

land, Germany, and in London. It is said that he played for the

last time in public at Berlin in 1893,* for, brilliant virtuoso as he

was, a pianist of rare dash, rhythmic feeling, and emotional nature,

he had set his heart on being known as a composer.

In London he was composer and conductor for the Prince of

Wales Theatre. He was happy in Paris, where he came under the

influence of the more modern composers. His health gave way; in

1900 he fell sick and was taken to Barcelona, where he lived two
years. He made his last journey to die on the frontier of the two
countries he loved. It is said that he was a fascinating companion,

an engrossing conversationalist, witty, always in high spirits, with
pure musical ideals.

His industry was remarkable, and the list of his compositions is

a long one.

Operas: "The Magic Opal," a light opera in two acts, libretto

by Arthur Law, produced with unqualified success at the Lyric

Theatre, London, January 19, 1893. Singers: Ada Jenoure, Susie

* He gave concerts there in 1S92. We find no record in Berlin music journals
of a concert in 1893.

Telephone Connection.

& liOLMBERG
. . IMPORTERS . .

Violins, Fittings and Repairs

564 Washington Street, Rooms 527-528

BOSTON

MAIN OFFICE 33 STATE STREET

COPLEY SQUARE BRANCH . 579 Boylston Street

MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE BRANCH
Corner Massachusetts Avenue and Boylston Street

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS OF $300 AND OVER
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Vaughan, May Yohe; Messrs. Brownlow, Monkhouse, Kaye, and
Child. Herbert Bunning conducted.

"San Antonio de la Florida/' Madrid, 1894; Brussels ("L'Ermi-

tage Fleurie"), 1904.

"Henry Clifford," based on an episode in the "War of the Roses,"

Barcelona, 1895.

"Pepita Jimenez"—the opera that made him famous in more than
one country—based on the novel of Juan Valera—Barcelona, Janu-
ary 5, 1896; performed afterwards in Brussels, Carlsruhe, Leipsic,

Prague,
F. B. Money-Coutts wrote for Albeniz the libretto of a trilogy

founded on the Arthurian legend: "Merlin" was completed; of

"Lancelot" at least one act was written ; the third was to be "Guine-

vere." Albeniz did not wish "Merlin" to be performed until the

whole trilogy was ready for the stage.

Albeniz also wrote some zarzuelas.

Orchestral: "Catalonia"; Scherzo; Serenata Morisca; Capriccio

Cubano, The "Rapsodie Espagnole," performed at a Colonne con-

cert in Paris on February 5, 1911, was composed for pianoforte and
orchestra. The score was lost; only the version for pianoforte re-

mained; the re-scoring was done by Enesco.

Private, Individual cind Class

Instruction; also Classes

for Children
Studio conveniently situated

Terms of tuition on request

409-410 NOTTINGHAM BUILDING
25 Huntington Ave. Boston, Mass.

Telephone, B. B. 7988

Miss Alicia Meredith cordially invites in-

spection of her studio

IF TASTY FOOD
in a Quiet and Beautiful Atmosphere Appeals to

you why not try the

RESTAURANT
Chinese-American Dishes

241-243 HUNTINGTON AVENUE
BOSTON

Near Massachusetts Avenue

LUNCHEON DE LUXE 50c

A La Ceu-te All Day and Evening

Refined Music Every Evening

Prompt, Efficient and Courteous Service

/Irso CoM.Lampiog-Noli
Marinello Shop

Scientific Treatment of the Scalp

Skin and Nails

Permanent Waving

Chiropody and Swedish Massage

Vapor Baths and

Scientific Reducing

462 Boylston St. Boston, Mass.

Telephone. B. B. 55174
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Berkeley Building, 420 Boylston St.

MANICURE SHAMPOOER
HAIR WORK A SPECIALTY
FACIAL, SCALP and NECK

MASSAGE
ONDULATION MARCEL

Perfumery Shell Ornaments

Telephone, Back Bay 2320

^f
m

Wholesale and Retail

STATIONERS
Engraving, Die Stamping

and Fine Printing

Blank Book Manufacturers

Modern Loose-leaf Devices

and Supplies

8 MILK STREET
Old South Building

Telephone, Main 1590

L. O. Burnham,
God shall wipe away all tears

He's Watching over Israel

Garrett W. Thompson,
Thro' Peace to Light

Rupert E. Blatchford
Seek Ye first the Kingdom.Etc.

Lillian C. Coffman,
These Three Alto

Katheri/ie C. Simonds,

Hans Harthan

Seek Ye the Lord

Light at Evening

2 3 PARK STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
Telephone, Haymarket 1150

BOUND COPIES of the

Soatott ^jjmpI|ong ©rtljtBtra'a
PROGRAMME BOOKS

Containing Mr. Philip Hale's analytical and de-

scriptive notes on all works performed during the

season ("musically speaking, the greatest art an-

nual of to-day."—W. J. Henderson, New York
Sun) , may be obtained by addressing

PRICE, $3.50 SYMPHONY HALL

HOW] 8 BOSWORTH STREET

Leather Cases.

[OLINS, ¥1 ''^^.LLO:
VIOLAS, DOUBLE BASSES

MORE THAN 600 IN STOCK

Fine Bows. Italian Strings. Gold and Silver G Strings.

2,000 NEW VIOLINS IN STOCK
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Pianoforte : The most famous of the many pieces for the piano-
forte—Mr. Jean-Aubrey speaks of '4iundreds"—and, perhaps, the
finest of Albeniz' compositions is the set of twelve pieces entitled
'^Iberia," some of which have been performed in Boston by George
Copeland and others. This set was begun when the wife and
daughter of Albeniz were dangerously sick. Then there are "Vega,"
Songs of Spain, Preludes of Spain, Spanish Suite, Suite Morisca,
nine mazurkas, two Caprichos Estudios, two Caprichos Andalusas,
Gavotta, two Estudios de Concierto, a sonata, a concerto, Marcha
nupcial.

He wrote an oratorio, "El Cristo" ; a Trio in F ; also these vocal
works: Catalones de Gracia ; El Canto de Salvacion; Songs with
"Kimas"; Four songs with French words. Songs with Catalonian
words.
In his last sickness he was meditating a great Spanish composition.

X O. COOK & CO
150 BOYLSTON STREET

SPECIALTY CATERERS
FOR

RECEPTIONS

LUNCHEONS

WEDDINGS

TEAS, ETC.

The Best Service Possible

Charges Consistent Therewith

Pli©t©graiplii

Bachrach Photo-

graphs reflect
distinct personality and artistic

skill.

(Photographs of Distinction)

647 Boylston Street, Boston

Worcester Springfield Providence

Hartford New York Philadelphia

Baltimore Washington

Industrial Union for the Deaf

and Hard of Hearing
687 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

English Smock Shop

'Dainty Smocked ^Dresses

for Misses and Children

Individual and Practical

The Cabinet Shop
15 Fayette Street

Restoring of Antiques

Painted Furniture Children 's Furniture

and all kinds of

Cabinet Work, 'o order

Estimates Furnished

B-B ewe-W Mrs. E. B. Wade, Mgr.

r\ f̂uL Socid]

Oraits
For 'Wedding Gifts we invite your
inspection of the selected work of

America's Master-Craftsman.

Q Park Streety Boston
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Americas Greatest

CLEANSERS
DYERS

LAUNDERERS
BOSTON SHOPS

284 BOYLS'

29 STATE

17 te:

Branch Telephone Exchange 3900 Back Bay connects above shops

BROOKLINE SHOP
1310 Beacon Street

Coolidge Corner

Also MALDEN
FITCHBURG
PROVIDENCE
BRIDGEPORT
ALBANY

CAMBRIDGE SHOP
1274 Massachusetts Avenue

Harvard Shop

SALEM
FALL RIVER
NEW BEDFORD
NEWPORT

LYNN
MANCHESTER
WORCESTER
NEW HAVEN

and NEW YORK CITY

WATERTOWN SHOP
I Galen Street

at Works

WALTHAM
LOWELL
SPRINGFIELD
WATERBURY
PHILADELPHIA

Packages called for and delioered by our own Iruclis

ESTABLISHED 1829

YOU CAN RELY ON LEWANDOS"



>econi T©grainniiie

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 17, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 18, at 8.00 o'clock ,

Schumann Symphony in B-flat major, No. i, Op. 36

I. Andante un poco maestoso; Allegro molto vivace.

II. Larghetto.

III. Scherzo: Molto vivace; Trio I.: Molto piu vivace; Trio II.

IV. Allegro animato e grazioso.

Dvorak . . . Concerto for Viohn and Orchestra in A minor, Op. 53
I. Allegro ma non troppo.

II. Adagio ma non troppo.

III. Finale: AUegro giocoso, ma non troppo.

Enesco Suite for Orchestra, Op. 9

I. Prelude a I'unisson.

II. Menuet lent.

III. Intermede.
IV. Final.

SOLOIST

ALBERT SPALDING

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony
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TUESDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 28

BY

RESERVED SEATS $1.50, $1.00, 50c., PLUS WAR TAX

JOSEPH DI NATALE
First Violin

VLADIMIR BELIN
Viola

ROBERT GUNDERSEN
Second Violin

ALMA LA PALME
Violoncello

HANS EBELL
Pianist

ANNOUNCES THREE CONCERTS OF CHAMBER MUSIC

November 24 - February 1 I - April 29

STEINWAY PIANO

BY

Tuesday Afternoon, November 1 8
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COMING EVENTS at SYMPHONY HALL
SUN. AFT.
OCT. 12

AT 3.30

SUN. EVE.
OCT. 12

MON. EVE.
OCT. 13

THUR. EVE.
OCT. 16

SUN. AFT
OCT. 19

AT 3.30

SUN. AFT.
OCT. 26

AT 3.30

THUR. EVE.
OCT. 23

SUN. AFT.
NOV. 2

AT 3.30

SUN. AFT.
DEC. 21

SUN. AFT.
JAN. 25

SUN. AFT.
FEB. 22

SUN. AFT.
APR. 4

,

Schumann-Heink
ONLY CONCERT THIS SEASON

Prices $2.00, $1.50. $1.00 (Plus War Tax)

Mischa Elman
LAST RECITAL UNTIL 1924

$2.00. $1.50. $1.00. 75c (Plus War Tax)

Lieut. Sir Arthur Whitten Brown
The man who crossed the Atlantic in 16 hours 12 minutes

The Story of the First Non-Stop Transatlantic Fliyht

$2.00. $1.50, $1.00, 75c and 50c (Plus War Tax)

Lieut. Coningsby Dawson, C. F. A., Soldier-Author
Just from France, will speak on "Remaking The World"

Auspices New. Eng. Div. of the American Committee for devasted France

Tickets at Symphony Hall and Herrick's. $2.00. $1.50, $1.00, and 50c (No War Tax)

Kreisler
Prices, $2.50, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00 (Plus Tax)

Rach ffacnmanino
Prices, $2.50, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00 (Plus Tax)

Sistine Chapel Soloists
2nd and Last Concert

New Program From the Vatican, Rome $2.00, $1.50, $1.00

Geraldine Farrar
Rosita Renard and Arthur Hackett

Prices. $2.50, $2.00, $1.50. $1.00 (Plus Tax)

Handel and Haydn Society
Great Chorus of 400 Orchestra and Soloists

EMIL MOLLENHAUER, Conductor H. G. TUCKER, Organist

The Messiah

MME. HUDSON ALEXANDER REED MILLER
MARY JORDAN EDGAR SCHOFIELD

Rossini's Stabat Mater and Gounod's Gallia

FREIDA HEMPEL MORGAN KINGSTON JOSE MARDONES

Samson and Delilah

MARGARETE MATZENAUER
LAMBERT MURPHY

EMILIO de GOGORZA
FREDERICK MARTIN

Elijah
FLORENCE HINKLE ARTHUR HACKETT REINALD WERRENRATH

Subscription Tickets, Folk Concerts. $10, $8, $6. Mail Orders Now

Mail Orders to L. H. MUDGETT, Symphony Hall, will be filled in order received

Remittances should include 10% War Tax
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SYMPHONY HALL, SUNDAY EVENING. OCT. 12, '19

BY

CELEBRATED VIOLINIST

PRICES 75c TO $2.00

I.

SONATA IN D MAJOR . . ,. . . • „ • • • Handel
Adagio. Allegro. Larghetto. Allegro.

II.

CONCERTO IN F-SHARP MINOR . Ernst
(Allegro Pathetique)

III.

CHACONNE . . • • •.-..• • • • ^^'^^
(Unaccompanied)

IV.

a PARAPHRASE ON RUBINSTEIN'S, "THE DEW IS SPARKLING" . Elman
b. CONTRE DANCES Beethoven-Seise-Elman

c. KOL NIDREI „• , . ^"^P*>
d. HUNGARIAN DANCE, No. 7 Brahms-Joachim

a. MELODIE • • • • Tschaikowsky

b. CAPRICE BASQUE Sarasate

Note—This will be Elman's last recital in Boston before he goes for a five years' tour to Europe

Direction, Van Hugo Musical Bureau. Local Management, L. H. Mudgett. Steinway Piano Used

FIRST APPEARANCE
IN BOSTON OF

THE IRISH PLAYWRIGHT
Author of "The Gods of the Mountain," "A Night at the Inn," etc.

COPLEY-PLAZA BALL ROOM
MONDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 20, at 8.20 O'CLOCK

Lord Dunsany will speak on "MY OWN LANDS"
(The imaginative Countries of his plays)

and

READINGS OF HIS WORKS
TICKETS: $2.00 (not including war tax of 10 per cent). For sale at Herrick's,

Copley Square, and at the Copley-Plaza Ticket Agency, Copley-Plaza Hotel. Mail

orders accompanied by check and covering government tax of 10 per cent will be

given prompt attention.

Management: J. B. POND LYCEUM BUREAU
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SYMPHONY HALL
Friday Evening, October 17, 1919 at 8.15 P. M.

Lecture by

Leader, Theosophical Movement throughout the World

Foundress of the Raja-Yoga System of Education

"THEOSOPHY AND VITAL PROBLEMS
OF THE DAY"

Music Program by Students
of the

Raja-Yoga Academy and College

Point Loma, California

DOORS OPEN AT 7.45 P. M. ADMISSION FREE

Collection for Free Department of

Raja-Yoga School

Reserved Seats at Box Office Not held after 8 P. M.

'C!

FELIX FOX )

CARLO BUONAMICI ^
L>irectors

Pianoforte instruction from elementary to most

advanced grades. Carefully supervised individual

work adapted to particular needs. It is the pupil

that is taught—not the method—and never a class.

Copley Square (581 Boylston Street), Boston
Telephone, Back Bay 973
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SANDERS THEATRE . . CAMBRIDGE
OPENING CONCERT

Thursday Evening, October 1 6

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

SOLOIST

VIOLIN

Tickets at Kent's University Bookstore, Harvard Square, Cambridge

JORDAN HALL
Saturday, October 25, at 3 P. M.

if ^

Tickets, $1 .50, $1.00 and 50c

At Jordan Hall and Herrick's

Harry B. Williams. Manager. Pierce Building, Boston

Mr. Harry B. Williams Announces

CONCERT OF MUSIC FOR TWO PIANOS
assisted by

SMALL ORCHESTRA. Georges Longy, Conductor

JORDAN HALL,

Thursday, October 23, at 3 o'clock

Tickets, $L50, $L00, 75 and 50 cents, at Jordan Hall and Herrick's

Steinway Piano

JORDAN HALL
Thursday, October 30, at 3 P. M.

lOWARD GODIMQ Fianisi
Tickets, $1.50, $1.00, and 50c at Jordan Hall and Herrick's

Harry B. Williams, Mgr. Pierce Building, Boston

Mason & Hamlin Piano
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

GEORGES LONGY, Director

Coaching, Vocal and Instrumental

(Solo and Ensemble)

RENEE LONGY-MIQUELLE. Assistant Director

Piano, Solfeggio Rhythmic Gymnastics

INSTRUCTORS

S. MASON. Harmony, etc. C. DEMAILLY. Flute

F. THILLOIS, Violin A. LAUS. Bassoon

G. MIQUELLE, 'Cello G. MAGER. Trumpet

T. CELLA, Harp E. ADAM, Trombone

Medals and Diplomas presented at end of School year

For all particulars apply to LONGY SCHOOL, 1 03 Hemenway Street

Boston, Mass. Telephone, B. B. 6880

^.„^(9 to 12 A.M.
DAILY

I 2,^ 5 p.^,.
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iDi\iL3ilii:

PIANIST and TEACHER

SUITE 31 82 CHESTNUT STREET

JORDAN HALL Thursday Evening, at 8.15 o'clock

JANUARY 22 FEBRUARY 19 MARCH 11

HAROLD JACQUES

BAUER and THIBAUD
Playing all of the Beethoven Piano and Violin Sonatas

Thursday evenings: December 4, January 8, February 5

Subscriptions for both series at $4, $3 and $2 each

NOW BEING 'RECEIVED

Management, WENDELL H. LUCE, 492 Boylston Street, Mason & Hamlin Building

MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

TEACHER OF SINGING
COACHING IN SONGS

384 COMMONWEALTH AVE.
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

EMMA HOSFORD
VOICE

Studio, 615 Huntington Chambers, Boston

MALCOLM LAMG
TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE. ORGAN, HARMONY AND

APPRECIATION OF MUSIC
6 NEWBURY STREET BOSTON

GEORGES E. LAURENT
SOLO FLUTE BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

FIRST PRIZE AT PARIS CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Available for Concerts, Recitals and Musicales. Flute Instruction

ADDRESS. SYMPHONY HALL BOSTON, MASS.

TEACHER OF THE HARP
HARPS FOR SALE AND RENT

Address. 236 BAY STATE ROAD. BOSTON

EMIL MOLLEMHAUER

COACHING IN

OPERA AND ORATORIO
1 89 Huntington Avenue - - Boston

Telephone, 722 Back Bay

FRENCH!!

ORAL METHOD
All lessons given by Mons. J.

Gosselin, B.A., C.T. (1st class.)

By a Phonetic system of his

own, Mr. Gosselin makes the

Pronunciation of his pupils

absolutely Perfect (guarantee

given) in Seven lessons— 10

at the most.

This unique training is price-

less to singers, musicians.

OF FREMCH
FRENCH!!

teachers and their pupils, etc.

and enables anyone not only to

pronounce but to Sing in

French as correctly as in

English.

Call any day, any time for Prospectus

and FREE TRIAL LESSONS and
compare with any other methods.

HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS
2nd Block from Copley Square

CONCERT-VIOLINIST

Will accept a limited number of pupils. Available for Concerts. For particulars address

MASON & HAMLIN BUILDING, 492 BOYLSTON STREET



MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Fonner pupil ot the famous Paris Conservatory

VIOLIN LESSONS

AND ASSISTANTS

LESSONS IN SINGING
A Normal Course for Teachers

STUDIOS. STEINERT HALL. BOSTON

PIANIST and TEACHER
Lang Studios

6 NEWBURY STREET

Lessons in

Pianoforte, Harmony, Counter-

point and Composition
STUDIO AT 12 NEWBURY STREET

Mondays and Thursdays

Telephone. Back Bay 5958-J

PIANIST and TEACHER
282 DARTMOUTH STREET j

Mason & Hamlin Piano Used

Mada.me Clara Poole Voice
specializing in tone production by new methods that have given

wonderful results. Preparationfor concert^ Oratorio and Opera

844 Beacon St., The Arundel. By appointment. 'Phone Back Bay 883-M

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND TEACHER

Ik^ A IDir Bi.ff#°^U#°^f ^ ^^^ Pierce Bldg., Boston, Mondays and ThursdaysMAKlt Wll^liiJL^
Address, 162 Riverway, Boston

Telephone, 1470 Brookline

'CELLO SOLOIST
INSTRUCTION

STUDIO. 218 TREMONT STREET
Telephone, Beach 903-W

'^^3^^^;:s^-^y'^^^l<2%/^
iVOIGEGULTUR.E'i

American and European Diplomas, Author of Books and Pen Works on Singing
Studio: Suite 202 Huntington Chambers, 30 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Phone, Back Bay 3932

DOINGS OF GRANT'S ARTIST PUPILS BY A. E. DATELY
Bronze Melba has a large list of recitals for this season. Several winter concerts are planned for Wm. Flynn
tenor, whose fine voice a bright future is predicted. Helen Laird, soprano, whose singing at Boston College last

February was such an artistic delight, will give her next Boston recital early in the winter at Steinert Hall.
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Steinert Hall

STUDIO 25

Telephone, Braintree 285-R

;y
BEL CANTO

Studio - - 1425 Broadway. NEW YORK

SINGERS — Su2anne Baker Watson, Cora Cross,
.Nellie Hart, Willette Kershaw, Gertrude Hutcheson,
Ivy Scott, Marion Stanley, Estelle Ward, Mabel
Wilbur, Flora Zabelle, Edward Foley, George Gilbert,
John Hendricks, Andrew Mack, Dr. Eugene Walton
Marshall, Fiske O'Hara, Umberto Sacchetti, Ellit
Rhodes, Albert Wallerstedt, and many other singeri
now before the public in operatic and church work.

TWELFTH SEASON

T li^^uii'^ruiAMEEICAN
GERTRUDE MARSHALL, Violin

RUTH STICKNEY. Violin

71 CARLTON STREET. BROOKLINE
Management A. H. HANDLEY. 160 BoyLton Street, BOSTON

.ETETTE
ADELINE PACKARD. Viola

HAZEL L'AFRICAIN. 'Cello

Tel. Brookline 3268-J
Tel. Beach 4197

EMRICO FABEIZIO
MEMBER OF

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

TEACHER OF 'CELLO
15 VANCOUVER STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

SOLO ENSEMBLE PLAYING
Tel., Rox. 5063-R

Also STUDIO at NEEDHAM
l80Nehoiden Street

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON.

Ltt-ctuu^
BASSO

Voice Specialist^and Coach
STUDIO: 246 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

SOLOIST WITH THE
Handel and Haydn and Cecilia Societies,

Boston (ten and four engagements respectively)

Apollo Club, Chicago

Philharmonic Club, Minneapolis

Baltimore Oratorio Society, etc.

Im Hall Slierw©©^

TEACHER OF PIANO
Appointment by telephone

Cambridge 5935-W

"Mr. John Hall Sherwood has studied

with me in Paris, and is a gifted musician

amd successful teacher of large experience

whose work I can endorse and recom-
mend." (Signed) HAROLD BAUER.

WJrlUTCHINS BAKER
PIANIST INSTRUCTION

The principles of Leschetizky presented in a definite and comprehensive manner

STUDIO, HOTEL HEMENWAY, BOSTON
Telephone, Back Bay 3180

STEINERT HALL, Room 26, Tuesdays and Fridays
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
The Vocal Studios of

And his Assistants

VINCENT V. HUBBARD and

Mrs. CAROLINE HOOKER

Teacher of Singing in all its br€inches

and of Drcimatic Action as

applied to Singing

ARTHUR J. HUBBARD
246 Huntington Avenue

resumed teaching on October the first at her

NEW STUDIO IN HOTEL CLUNY. 543 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON
Mrs. Hunt gives class lessons, four in a class, of one hour,

and private lessons of thirty minutes

Also, an "open lesson" each month to which all pupils are invited

TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE
SPECIAL TRAINING FOR SOLOISTS AND TEACHERS

31 1 Pierce Building, Boston

.Y ric^i Voices developed from first rudiment
to artistic finish. Perfect diction of

foreign languages. Pupils prepared

for CONCERT — FESTIVALS

—

OPERA.
Teacher of Artistic Singing

Specialist on Voice Defects

STUDIO: 96 HUNTINGTON AVENUE, and Providence one day a week

Telephone. Back Bay 4259-R

VOICE BUILDING
SONG INTERPRETATION, CONCERT
RECITAL AND REPERTOIRE WORK

SteinertHall - BOSTON

CONTRALTO SOLOIST

TEACHER OF SINGING
STUDIO ADDRESS. 88 GAINSBOROUGH ST.

TEACHER OF SINGING
602 PIERCE BUILDING

COPLEY SQUARE - - BOSTON

:T

TEACHER OF SINGING
250 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

Opposite Symphony Hall

TEACHER OF SINGING
STEINERT HALL

162 BOYLSTON STREET - - - BOSTON

JOSEPHINE KNIGHT
SOPRANO SOLOIST

Teacher of Singing

4 Haviland Street ----- Boston
B. B. 1047

In Worcester, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 317 Day BIdg

PIANO INSTRUCTION
Especial Attention given to Intermediate Pupils

STUDIO: ROOM 18 STEINERT HALL
For Appointments Tel. Roxbury 491 1-R
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Miss HELEM GOODRICH
TEACHER OF SINGING

HOTEL HEMENWAY
Tuesdays and Fridays at Lasell Seminary



MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
Constant success with children as with advanced pupils.

Classes in eight-hand playing follow the Symphony pro-
grammes as far as practicable.

Studio, 146 Massachusetts Avenue
Near Boylston Street Telephone, Back Bay 3040

ROSABELLE TEMPLE
TEACHER OF SINGING

MUSICAL LECTURES
Author of "Young Singers, What They Should Know"

10 NEWBURY STREET

Miss EDITH JEWELL
VIOLIN AND VIOLA

37 BRIMMER STREET. BOSTON

Until November I, Address Medfield, Mass.
Telephone, Medfield 123-2

PIANIST AND TEACHER

NINTH SEASON
TEL. BACK BAY

2788-R
16 ARUNDEL ST.

Near Audubon Circle

SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO - - 609 PIERCE BUILDING
Telephone, Back Bay 5145 R

CONCERT PIANIST

STUDIO - - 23 STEINERT HALL
BOSTON

PIANIST and TEACHER

CARNEGIE HALL NEW YORK

PIANIST AND TEACHER
405 PIERCE BLDG.. COPLEY SQUARE

Telephone, Back Bay 3956-W.

VIOLINCELLIST
AND TEACHER

SOLO AND ENSEMBLE PLAYING
13 NEWBURY ST. 58 MARSHAL ST.

BOSTON BROOKLINE
Tel. 3747-W Brookline

TEACHER
of the

12 Lincoln Hall, Trinity Court ^ I<i^iaflfl

175 DARTMOUTH STREET

Miss Launder makes a specialty of fine violins tor sale

and all sizes to let

Ann® WasgatI WMttredge
Torrens Method

TEACHER OF SINGING

17 STEINERT HALL ^"'"^'""jJlTeaTA-w

IRTIRUDE C, BELCl
TEACHER OF PIANO

lEI

430 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS - BOSTON
GERTRUDE C. BELCHER TRIO

CONCERTS, MUSICALES
Telephone. Back Bay 3174-M.

PIANO, HARMONY and COACHING
528 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS

Mondays and Fridays. Other days by

Appointment

COMSTAMCE MOIRSE
Teacher of Pianoforte and Musical Theory

Half hour talks illustrated on the Piano — musical
forms and stories of the operas.

Studio: The Winsor School For Girls
Tuesday and Friday Afternoons

Tel. BrookHne2313M

AMERICAN PIANIST
RECITALS, MUSICALES, CONCERTS

Authorized representative of the most modern ideas in

piano playing.

Primary, Advanced and Teachers' Courses.

Studio, 6 NEWBURY ST., BOSTON, Tel. B. B. 3529
Res. HOTEL HEMENWAY. Tel. B. B. 3180

PROF. A. D'AVESNE, B. SC. PARIS
OFFICIER D'ACADEMIE

French Classes, Private Lessons. 'Lectures &
Causeries, Children's Classes, Special

Commercial Course, Translations.

755 BOYLSTON ST.. NEAR COPLEY SQUARE
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Established 1833
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AND
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NATIONAL BANK
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A STRONG BANK OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE
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1 M VV
A name that is spoken with the full pride of

ownership—that carries with it the deep satis-

faction of possessing the ultimate expression of

man's handiwork in Musical Art.

A name that is cherished as a Family Tradition

—

that keeps afresh for the next generation the

associations and fond remembrances which cluster

around the home piano.

Supreme achievement of patience, skill and ex-

perience, founded on inborn Ideals of Artistry.

1 N WA
Catalogue and prices on application

Sold on convenient payments

Old pianos taken in exchange

Inspection invited

107-109 East 14th Street New York

Subway Express Stations at the Door

REPRESENTED BY THE FOREMOST DEALERS EVERYWHERE
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B©§toiri Syimph©]iiiy Oirclhiastira

Thirty-ninth Season, 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

PERSONNEL
Violins.

Fradkin, F.

Concert-master.

Theodorowicz, J.

Ribarsch, A.
Traupe, W.

Thillois, F.

Fiedler, B.

Roth, O.
Hoffmann, J.

Sauvlet, H.
Goldstein, H.

Goldstein, S.

Kurth, R.

Rissland, K.
Bak, A.

Di Natale, J.

Ringwall R.

Pinfield, C.

Gunderson, R.

Mahn, F.

Gerardi, A.

Henkle, R.
Farwell, E.

Fiedler, A.

Diamond, S.

Deane, C. Bryant, M.
Langley, A. Kurkdjie, N.

Violas.

Denayer, F. Berlin, V. Van Veen, H.
Wittmann, F. Van Wynbergen, C. Shirley, P.

Leveen, P.

Blackman, A.

Kay, W. Grover, H.
Blumenau, W. Sahs, J.

Bedetti, J.

Schroeder, A.

Miquelle, G.
KeUer, J.

Violoncellos.

Nagel, R.
Barth, C.

Belinski, M.
Fabrizio, E.

Warnke, J.

Stockbridge, C.

Kunze, M.
Gerhardt, G.

Jaeger, A.
Seydel, T.

Basses.

Ludwig, O.
Schurig, R.

Agnesy, K.
Mattersteig, P.

Flutes.

Laurent, G.
Brooke, A.

DeMaiUy, C.

Oboes.

Longy, G.
Lenom, C.

Stanislaus, H.

Clarint:ts.

Sand, A.
Mimart, P.

Forlani, N.

Bassoons.

Laus, A.

Mueller, E.

PiUer, B.

Piccolo.

Battles, A.

English Horns.

Mueller, F.

Speyer, L.

Bass Clarinet.

Vannini, A.

Contra-Bassoon.

Fuhrmann, M.

Horns.

Wendler, G.
Lorbeer, H.
Hain, F.

Gebhardt, W.

Horns.

Van Den Berg, C.

Versney, C.

Hess, M.

Trumpets.

Heim, G.
Mann, J.

Mager, G.
Kloepfel, L.

Trombones.

Adam, E.
Sordillo, F.

Mausebach, A.

Kenfield, L.

Tuba.

Mattersteig, P.

Organ.

Snow, A.

Harps.

Holy, A.

Cella, T.

Tympani.

Neumann, S.

Gardner, C.

Ludwig, C
Zahn, F.

Percussion.

Burkhardt, H.

Librarian.

Rogers, L. J.
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Every lover ^ Piano Music

should Hear the

AMPICO
This wonderful instrument brings the playing of the

world's greatest pianists right into your own home.

Mr. Phillip Hale, in reviewing the public com-
parison of the Ampico's reproduction with the actual

playing of Richard Buhlig at the Copley-Plaza wrote

:

" // is not easy to believe that there was
a mechanical reproduction. The impres-

sion is made on the hearer that thepian-

ist is playing then and there.

" Hearing the Ampico which never sug-

gested the purely mechanical^ one wishes

that this instrument had been known
in the days of Liszt, Chopin, Hensel^

Rubinstein and Tausig!'

It will give us great pleasure to show the Ampico
in the Chickering to any one interested in this mar-

velous invention. Itisthelastwordinthedevelopment

of the art of producing music by scientific means.

•o-^(r\^m

=*===^^ ^O Established 1823C^ ^'

Warerooms 169 Tremont Street



THIRTY-NINTH SEASON, NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETEEN AND TWENTY

mm

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 17, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 18, at 8 o'clock

Schumann .... Symphony in B-flat major, No. i, Op. 38

I. Andante un poco maestoso; Allegro molto vivade.

II. Larghetto.

III. Scherzo: Molto vivace; Trio I.: Molto piu vivace; Trio II.

IV. Allegro animato e grazioso.

DvoMk . . . Concerto for Violin and Orchestra in A minor, Op. 53
I. AUegro ma non troppo.

j

.

II. Adagio ma non troppo.
;

^

III. Finale: Allegro giocoso, ma non troppo.

Enesco Suite for Orchestra, Op. 9

I.

II.

III.

IV.

Prelude a I'unisson.

Menuet lent.

Intermede.
Final.

SOLOIST

ALBERT SPALDING

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony

The ladies of the audience are earnestly requested not to tut on hats before
the end of a nuntber.

The doors of the hall will be closed during the performance of each number
on the programme. Those who wish to leave before the end of the concert

are requested to do so in an interval between the numbers.

City of Boston, Revised Regulation of August 5, 1 898,—Chapter 3, relating to the covering of

the head in places of public amusement

Every licensee shall not, in his place of amusement, allow any person to wear upon the head a covering which obstructs

the vie A" of the exhibition or performance in such place of any person seated in any seat therein provided for spectators,

it being understood that a low head covering without projection, which does not obstruct such view, may be worn.

Attest: J. M. CALVIN, City Clerk
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Announce the Resumption of their Full Service of

With the reopening of Europe to pleasure travel

our service once more covers the world

Remarkable tours, from six weeks to two months,

visiting France, Belgium, Switzerland and Italy

and all the great Battlefields, while they are still

just as they were. Our many parties offer

wide choice of route and date and assured steam-

ship reservations both going and returning. Best

hotels, finest train and automobile service and
arrangements throughout as nearly perfect as it is

humanly possible to make them. Write at once

to assure reservations.

ma JJei

Six luxurious Winter Cruises by specially chartered

steamers to Nassau, Cuba, Jamaica, Panama and Central

America. Departures Jan. 3, 17, 24, Feb. 14, Mar. 6 and 13.

Splendid tours to sunny California leaving Oct. 27,

Nov. II and Dec. 16. Tours to Florida in the season.

Intensely interesting tours to South America, Japan,

China and Round the World. Departures January to April.

Raymond & Whitcomh Company is the only

large American Company with any long ex-

perience in the tourist field. Our forty years'

experience and our intimate, up-to-the-minute

knowledge of the completely new conditions all

over the world make our service of inestimable

value to travelers at this particular time.

SEND FOR BOOKLET DESIRED

17 TEMPLE PLACE Telephone, Beach 6964
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Symphony No. 1, in B-flat major^ Op. 38 Robert Schumann

(Born at Zwickau, Saxony, June 8, 1810; died at Endenich, near Bonn,
July 29, 1856.)

Schumann worked during 1832-33 on a symphony in G minor.

The first movement was played for the first time at a concert given

in Zwickau, November 18, 1832, by Clara Wieck, who was then

thirteen years old. This movement was also played February 12,

1833, at Schneeberg, where Schumann lived for a time with his

brothers, and at Leipsic, April 29, 1833, as a first movement of a

First Symphony. It is said that the whole symphony was per-

formed at Zwickau in 1835, under Schumann's' direction ; that the

last movement was a failure. The symphony was completed but

never published. Schumann himself wrote to Hofmeister from

Schneeberg (January 29, 1833) : "The symphony is going ahead. It

is being diligently rehearsed here with Beethoven's in A major, and

you would scarcely know it by_the performance at Zwickau." In a

letter dated in 1839 he wrote of a symphony which he had nearly

finished in 1832.

During the years from 1833 to 1841 Schumann wrote many of his

finest and most characteristic works, but they were pianoforte pieces

—fitudes Symphoniques, Carneval, Sonata in F-sharp minor, Sonata

JUST ISSUED JUST ISSUED

AMD RELATED HARMOMIC QUESTIONS
BY

AUTHOR F^

PRICE $1.25

Scales and Key Relationship

Modulation in General

Change of Keys or Chords without

Modulation
Change of Keys by moving to a new
Tonic

CONTENTS
Modulation by means of various Chords
Harmonic Changes Resulting from the

Symmetrical Movement of Individual Voices

Harmonic Changes Resulting from the

Elision of Chords.

A Table of Modulations.

Diatonic, Chromatic, and Enharmonic Modulation

NEW SONGS BY ARTHUR FOOTE
THE RED ROSE WHISPERS OF PASSION (2 Keys) 50c Sung by JOHN McCORMACK
HOW MANY TIMES DO I LOVE THEE (2 Keys )_ 50c Sung by CHRISTINE MILLER

THREE SONGS (I914-I9I8)

Op. 79.

75c.

50c

IN FLANDERS FIELDS (John McCrae)
THE SOLDIER (Rupert Brooke)
OH, RED IS THE ENGLISH ROSE (Dr. C. A. Richmond)

BOSTON. 120 BOYLSTON ST.

R SCHMIDT CO.
FOR SALE BY ALL MUSIC DEALERS
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in G minor, Fantasie, Phantasiestiicke, Davidsbiindler, Kreisleriana,

Noveletten, Nachtstticke, Faschingsschwank—and songs. But in

1841 he wrote the symphony No. 1 in B-flat ; Overture, Scherzo, and

Finale (Finale rewritten in 1845) ; Symphony in D minor (rewritten

in 1851, and 'now known as the Fourth) ; Allegro for pianoforte and

orchestra (used in the first movement of the Pianoforte Concerto),

Op. 54.

Schumann was married to Clara Wieck, September 12, 1840, after

doubts, anxieties, and opposition on the part of her father; after a

nervous strain of three or four years. His happiness was great, but

to say with some that this joy was the direct inspiration of the First

Symphony would be to go against the dire'ct evidence submitted by

the composer. He wrote Ferdinand Wenzel : "It is not possible

for me to think of the journal,"—the ISleue Zeitschrift fiir Musik,

founded by Schumann, Wieck, Schunke, and Knorr in 1834, and

edited in 1841 by Schumann alone: "I have during^ the last days

finished a task (at least in sketches) which filled me with happi-

ness, and almost exhausted me. Think of it, a whole symphony—
and, what is more, a Spring symphony : I, myself, can hardly believe

that it is finished." And he said in a letter (November 23, 1842)

to Spohr: "I wrote the symphony toward the end of the winter of

1841, and, if I may say so, in the vernal passion that sways men until

QUALITY and

REPUTATION

enable you to know

in advance that the

VOS© is a most

satisfactory piano.

WE CHALLENGE
COMPARISON

160 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
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OLLA

INVITE

An Inspection of their

PARIS

GOWNS COATS DRESSES and

EVENING WRAPS

SHOWN ON THE THIRD FLOOR

202 BOYLSTON STREET 52 PARK SQUARE BOSTON

)1T?

THE STANDARD OF VALUES

;es^

Decoration has a very real, though sub-conscious. Influence upon the

temperament and personality.

Discords In color, as In music, result from incomplete knowledge and
produce an equally unpleasant effect.

We are competent to suggest decorative

treatment In perfect harmony

ALFRED PEATS BRANCH
LEADERS OF WALL PAPER FASHIONS

118 SUMMER STREET BOSTON
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they are very old, and surprises them again with each year. I do

not wish to portray, to paint; but I believe firmly that the period

in which the symphony was produced influenced its form and char-

acter, and shaped it as it is." He wrote to Wilhelm Taubert, who
was to conduct the work in Berlin : "Could you infuse into your

orchestra in the performance a sort of longing for the Spring, which

I had chiefly in mind when I wrote in February, 1841? The first

entrance of trumpets, this I should like to have sounded as though

it were from high above, like unto a call to awakening; and then I

should^ like reading between the lines, in the rest of the Introduction,

how everywhere it begins to grow green, how a butterfly takes wing;

and, in the Allegro, how little by little all things come that in any

way belong to Spring. True, these are fantastic thoughts, which

came to me after my work was finished ; only I tell you this about

the Finale, that I thought it as the good-bye of Spring."

(It may here be noted that the symphony was fully sketched in

four days, and that Schumann now speaks of composing the work
in February, 1841, and now of writing it towards the end of that

year.)

Berthold Litzmann, in the second volume of his "Clara Schumann"
(Leipsic, 1900), gives interesting extracts from the common diary of

/^RIGINAL design for an Adam Bedroom, the
^-^ color scheme being two shades of gray and black.

The furniture done in black and gold, decorated in

colors. The draperies, rose and sea green, embroidered
in colors. The rug two shades of gray.

Paine Furniture Company
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MAN^

AUTUMN SIDELIGHTS ON STYLE

The woman who feels the spirit of

the new season urging her down
town to choose her Autumn ward-

robe, instinctively goes to Slattery's

early in her wanderings.

The Suits, Coats, Gowns, and Hats

shown there are sure to have that

^'something individual" which every

woman seeks. True, too of dress

accessories. All the little French

touches not always seen in America,

somehow or other find their way
quickly to Slattery's.

Style and Surefy of Satisfaction

the Symbols of the Slattery Store

TREMONT STREET OPPOSITE THE COMMON
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Schumann and his wife, notes written while Schnman was com-

posing this symphony.

Towards the end of December, 1840, she complained that Robert

had been for some days ''very cold toward her, yet the reason for it

is a delightful one." On January 17-23, 1841, she wrote that it

was not her week to keep the diary, "but, if a man is composing a

symphony, it is not to be expected that he will do anything else.

. . . The symphony is nearly finished. I have not yet heard a

note of it, but I am exceedingly glad that Robert at last has started

out in the field where, on account of his great imagination, he

belongs." January 25: "To-day, Monday, Robert has nearly fin-

ished his symphony; it was composed chiefiy at night—for some

nights my poor Robert has not slept on account of it. He calls it

'Spring Symphony' ... A spring poem by * * gave him the first

impulse toward composition."

(Litzmann adds in a note that Schumann at first thought of

mottoes for the four movements, "The Dawn of Spring," "Evening,"

"Joyful Playing," "Full Spring." Clara did not write out the poet

Bottger's name in her diary.)

According to the diary Schumann completed the symphony on

Tuesday, January 26. "Begun and finished in four days. ... If

there were only an orchestra for it right away. I must confess,

my dear husband, I did not give you credit for such dexterity."

Schumann began to work on the instrumentation January 27, and

Clara impatiently waited to hear a note of the symphony. The in-

strumentation of the first movement was completed February 4,

that of che second and third movements on February 13, that of the

fourth on February 20, in the year 1841. Not till February 14 did

Schumann play the symphony to her. E. F. Wenzel, later a teacher

FAN C H ONETTE
|

A Serenade I

Kathleen Blair Clarke I—
I

A true serenade of the loveliest kind, this song is
|

well within the compass of the average voice. Its rare
j

effectiveness does not depend upon interpretation—it 1

is part of the song itself. I

Mr. John McCormack has accepted the dedication.
|

3 East 43d St. • G. SCHIRMER • New York f
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at the Leipsic Conservatory, and E. Pfiindt, a kettledrum player

of the Gewandhaus orchestra, were present. ''I should like," she

wrote in her diary, "to say a little something about the symphony,

yet I should not be able to speak of the little buds, the perfume of

the violets, the fresh green leaves, the birds in the air. ... Do not

laugh at me, my dear husband ! If I cannot express myself poetic-

ally, nevertheless the poetic breath of this work has stirred my very

soul." The instrumentation was completed on February 20.

Clara wrote to Emilie Liszt after the performance : "My husband's

symphony achieved a triumph over all cabals and intrigues. ... I

never heard a symphony received with such applause."

Kobert wrote in the diary some days before that his next sym-

phony should be entitled "Clara"; "and I shall paint her therein

with flutes, oboes, and harps."

It is a singular fact that Schumann himself makes no reference

to a poem that undoubtedly influenced him in the composition of

this symphony. In October, 1842, he gave his portrait, the one

by Kriehuber, to Adolph Bottger, and he wrote as a dedication

three measures of music with these words : "Beginning of a sym-

phony inspired by a poem of Adolph Bottger : to the poet, in remem-

brance of Robert Schumann." The music was the opening theme

given to horns and trumpets. Bottger said that the poem was :

—

VBAIJLABDXSONS
IMPOKIEJBS— OHIGIN^OBS

256Doyi8toii8freel

Boston

AinrUMM ANTD WINTEK
I9I9
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Du Geist der Wolke, trtib' und schwer,

Fliegst drohend tiber Land und Meer.

Dein grauer ScWeier deckt im Nu
Des Himmels klares Auge zu.

Dein Nebel wallt herauf von fern,

Und Nacht verMUlt der Liebe Stern:

Du Geist der Wolke, triib und feucbt.

Was bast Du all' mein Gliick verscbeucbt.

Was rufst Du, Tbranen in's Gesicbt

Und Scbatten in der Seele Licbt?

O wende, wende Deinen Lauf,

—

In Tbale bliibt der Frubling auf

!

These verses have thus been Englished in Prose : ''Thou Spirit of the

Cloud, murky and heavy, fliest with menace over land and sea; thy

grey veil covers in a moment the clear eye of heaven; thy mist

seethes up from afar, and Night hides the Star of Love. Thou Spirit

of the Cloud, murky and damp, how thou has frightened away all

my happiness, how thou dost call tears to my face and shadows

into the light of my soul ! O turn, O turn thy course,—In the valley

blooms the Spring !"

The late John Kautz, excellent pianist and teacher, of Albany

(N.Y.), who knew Bottger, contributed the following notes: "Now,

pondering the above inspirational poem, the unsophisticated reader,

.«aO BOVLSTON STPCET

THE MAKANNA SHOP TAKES
PLEASURE IN PRESENTING TO
YOU THEIR NEW LINE OF HAND-
MADE cr£pe-de-chine and
GEORGETTE DRESSES, BLOUSES
AND lingerie.

TROUSSEAUX A SPECIALTY.

420 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON

Sale

Many of her Exclusive Models have now reached

the Department

$5.00 . . AND . . $6.00
NO TWO ALIKE IN FORM OR COLOR

480 BOYLSTON STREET (BLOCif OF BRUNSWICK HOTEL)
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noting its sombreness, its brimfulness of despair and agonizing

sentiment, would wonder how on earth it could have any psychologi-

cal connection with the origin of a musical work so seemingly

foreign in spirit, so sunny, buoyant, and optimistic, as is the Schu-

mann Symphony in B-flat. But, if the reader will carefully note

the last line, 'im Thale bltiht der Frtihling auf !" he will be given

the key that will dispel all his mystification. The symphony is the

apotheosis of spring, and all that it symbolizes in philosophy and

life. The lyre of Schumann may have sounded deeper chords, but

scarcely more enduring ones. It will live henceforward as the

Spring Symphony. Why Schumann should have chosen the sym-

phonic rather than some other form, in giving utterance to his ideas,

remains unexplained. It is known that even to a later time he

adhered to, and repeatedly expressed, the opinion that nothing new

could any more be evolved out of the sonata (symphony) or over-

ture form. Even as late as 1832 he went so far as to ask, in a letter

to the critic Rellstab, in Berlin, 'Why should there not be an opera

without words?'

"Adolph Bottger," wrote Mr. Kautz, "during the early part of

his career, was one of the leading spirits in the literary and musical

circles of Leipsic, and was in close friendly relations with Liszt,

SOLOV-HlNDS Co.
^^The Daylight Fashion Salon'

New Fashions for Misses

Dresses from choice Serges,

Tricotine, Tricolette, Duvetyn

Nets and Satins in plain or

brocaded effects

A Notable Collection

$49^50 to $125

352 BOYLSTON STREET
Opposite Arlington Street Church
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Schumann, Mendelssohn, Hiller, and Gade. He had known Wagner
from boyhood up, and had attended both the gymnasium and the

university with him; but their artistic tendencies diverged later

on, and they became estranged. Bottger, like the rest of his Leipsic

brethren, failed to realize Wagner's towering genius. When in a

reminiscent mood, his conversation was full of interesting experi-

ences. Thus, he once mentioned—what must now seem surprising

—that Schumann frequently expressed his disapprobation of

Madame Clara Schumann's conception of his piano works. As
partially confirmatory of this, there is at least one letter extant in

which Schumann admonishes her to play certain of his pieces 'just

twice again as slow.' In another letter he warns her against her

impetuosity in playing his music. It is known that to the end of

her life Madame Schumann always preferred playing the Finale of

the Etudes Symphoniques in the first and not in the improved

second version. Can we imagine it possible that the 'Schumann

tradition,' as represented for years by Madame Schumann, may have

been a myth, after all?"

Mr. Kautz gave as an explanation of the fact that Schumann

in his letters never alluded to the "true origin of his symphony"

the "habitual taciturnity of Schumann, his secretiveness, and the

suspiciousness with which he regarded nearly all of his associates."

"I have not the means at hand of stating definitely in what year

the verses first appeared, but it could not have been much earlier

than 1840. Schumann's autographic letter, together with one hf

Mendelssohn's, containing his musical setting of Bottger's 'Ich hor'

ein Voglein locken,' were both framed, and occupied conspicuous

positions among the many other attractions that crowded the walls

of the poet's library.

^ <J)(Catter of JTogic

^If the bookseller can supply technical information con-

cerning correct editions, details of bibliography, and

matters of the printed word in general, should not his

services be regarded in the same professional light as those

of the lawyer and the doctor?

^And, logically enough, should not as much care and dis-

crimination be taken in the selection of such an adviser?

DUNSTER HOUSE BOOKSHOP
26 HOLYOKE STREET & MT. AUBURN

Qambridge, zM^ass.
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DANCING AT HOME
When "just a few friends call"

and you wish to enjoy a Httle

dancing you are assured the

best of music if you have a

BRUNSWICK
in your home. You can then

enjoy the most enticing dance

music from the entrancing

fox-trot to the charming melo-

dies of the dreamy waltz.

Plays all Makes of Records
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"Adolph Bottger was born at Leipsic in 1815, and during the early

j
[forties achieved considerable fame as a writer of very high-class

llverse, representing, with Geibel, Freiligrath, and others, the after-

I jmath of German romantic poetry ; but it was chiefly as a translator

;
;of English poetry, of Shakespeare, Byron, and Longfellow, that he

'became renowned. His German translation of Lord Byron, in the

metre of the original, was a veritable tour de force, reaching many

editions, and resulting in making Byron's name a household word

in Germany, But, while thus popularizing the fame of others, his

own strong, original work was being gradually overlooked and neg-

lected, and now his once so admired lyrics are mostly relegated to

the anthologies. Bottger was only another earlier martyr to the

: same irony of fate that has now overtaken Edward Fitzgerald.

t
"Bottger was the possessor of many rare and valuable autographs

and relics of departed celebrities. Among the latter were locks of

hair from the heads of Schiller and Goethe down to the plug hat that

had once belonged to the great and mighty Klopstock. This hat

had for some time previously been in the possession of the dull poet

and hymn writer, Johannes Minckwitz, professor of literature in

I

the University of Leipsic; and the story goes that, as long as Minck-

witz lived, he never failed to observe the annual return of Klop-

stock's birthday by sallying forth clad in the historic hat. Adolph

Bottger died along in the seventies, in poverty and neglect. I do

not know what became of his collection of rarities."

W
The original phrase given to trumpets and horns was written in

an ineffective manner, as was revealed at the rehearsal of the sym-

phony March 28, 1841, led by Mendelssohn : indeed, two of the tones

{;:

E
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JNENS
Important Repetition

1st Linens of all desirable kinds are scarce.

2nd There is no probability that they will be in better

supply in the- near future.

3rd Today we have a fine collection.

4th If we sell all that we have of any particular kind,

there is no certainty when it cart be replaced or at

what price.

5th Under present conditions there is not much use in

tabulating details. Any particular item might be

gone before you see this circular.

6th Nor is there any great wisdom in naming comparative

prices.

7th Today we are naming prices lower than would be

necessary if we had to make our purchases today.

8th Recently we investigated Belfast prices on John S.

Brown & Sons table linens and found that in every

case the manufacturers' price is higher today than the

price we are asking for the same goods at retail. In

some cases the prices were very much higher.
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could hardly be heard, on account of the character of the instruments

then used. Schumann then put the opening measures a third higher.

Nevertheless, Schumann told Verhulst in ,1853 that he was sorry he

changed the theme. After that Verhulst used the original version

whenever he conducted the symphony.

The symphony was first performed, from manuscript, at a concert

given by Clara Schumann for the benefit of the Orchestra Pension

Fund in the hall of the Gewandhaus, Leipsic, March 31, 1841.

Mendelssohn conducted. The programme was as follows :

—

Chorus, "Des Staubes eitel Sorgen" Haydn
Adagio und Rondo from Concerto in F minor Chopin

Claea Schumann.

Aria from "Iphigenie" (sic) Gluck
H. Schmidt.

Allegro iJ. Schumarm
y Song without "Words Mendelssohn

\ Piece Scarlatti
• Ci-AJSA Schumann.

Symphony (MS.) B. Schumann
Conducted by Mendelssohn.

Duo for Four Hands (new) Mendelssohn
Claba Schumann and Mendelssoh?n.

m^:^:
r^

THEIR EXQUISITE FLA-
VOR IS DUE TO THE

BLENDING OF SOME OF
THE CHOICEST AND
RAREST COCOA BEANS
THAT THE WORLD PRO-
DUCES—AND THE CHOC-
OLATE IS PILED ON IN
GENEROUS QUANTITIES

CHOCOL?JE§ i <j
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Over 100

Years in

Business

YOU CAN SAVE MANY A DOLLAR NOW BY COMING
TO THIS RELIABLE OLD HOUSE FOR

E
Our pride in the Pray stock of Oriental Rugs

does not stop with the fact that there are few as

large or as fine in the United States. It is based

finally upon the all-important fact that we are

SELLING ORIENTAL RUGS AT PRICES
MUCH LESS THAN WILL PREVAIL LATER

The latter point of excellence is the result of our having purchased

in tremendous quantities before the war embargo descended upon the

market—together with the fact that we are selling on the basis of

cost rather than of present values.

YOU WILL PAY MORE IF YOU GO
ELSEWHERE—OR IF YOU WAIT

The Pray stock of Oriental Rugs, in all wanted sizes, contains many

rare pieces that will be absolutely unobtainable when these are gone.

Many of our friends have appreciated this. Our sales totals are

breaking all records. But we wish to make MORE FRIENDS

—

and this is a good way to go about it

!

LOOK INTO ALL THE OTHER RUG
MARTS—THEN LOOK IN HERE

646 WASHINGTON STREET, Opposite BOYLSTON
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"Widmung", "Die Lowenbraut" R. Schumann
"Am Strande" C Schumann

Miss SCHLOSS.

Duo Concertante for Melophone and Violoncello
GiuLO Regondi and Joseph Lidle (sic).

Fantasie on Themes from "Moses" Thalherg
Claba Schumann.

The melophone was a forerunner of the modern reed organ. It

was invented in 1837 by Leclerc, a watchmaker of Paris, and was in

the form of a huge guitar. The right hand acted as blower. Halevy

used the instrument in his opera, "Guido et Ginevra" (Paris, 1838).

*
* *

On August 13, 1841, the symphony was played in the Gewandhaus,

that corrections might be made for publication. The parts were

published in September, 1841, and the first proofs came on Sep-

tember 13, Clara Schumann's birthday and the baptismal day of

Marie, her first daughter. The score was not published until 1853.

On the programme of the concert in which the symphony was
performed for the first time the movements were thus indicated

:

Introduzione und Allegro vivace.

Larghetto und Scherzo.

Allegro animato.

BIGELOW KENNARD
AND CO.

Goldsmiths, Silversmiths,

Jewelers and Importers
Makers of fine Watches

and Clocks

5"WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON
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JORDAN MARSH COMPANY

A STORE whose ideals of public service and
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its guarantee of satisfaction and lowest prices

— guarantees which assure any dissatisfied

customer of a satisfactory adjustment, and
all customers of prices as low as, or lower than,

the same merchandise commands elsewhere in

New England.

A STORE which derives its merchandise from
all the available markets of the world, and can
offer its patrons the best of the novelties as

well as of the staples.

A STORE whose immense purchasing power,
owing to the tremendous volume of its busi-

ness, secures the most favorable buying oppor-
tunities for itself, and affords its customers
corresponding advantages thereby.

A STORE which seeks always to maintain the

most pleasant of personal relations with its

patrons, who are urged to feel heartily wel-

come within its doors, and to make frequent
use of the many store features established

solely for their pleasure and convenience.

A STORE, in short, which lives up to Its tra-

ditions of the past while keeping abreast of

modern progressive Ideas.

Is 7iot this THE STORE for youF

Jordan Marsh Company
Boston's— and New England's— Greatest Store
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The symphony was afterwards played at Leipsic, November 15,

1841, at a concert of the Euterpe Society, led by Johann Verhulst;

at Weimar, November 21, 1841, at a concert for the benefit of the

Court Orchestra Musicians' Fund, led by A. E. Chelard; at Rudol-

stadt, January 21, 1842, led by Fr. Mtiller; at Bremen, February

25, 1842, at a private concert, led by Reim; at Dresden, March 1,

1842, at a subscription concert, led by Hartung ; at Hamburg, March

5, 1842, at the fifty-sixth Philharmonic private concert led by F. W.
Grund; at Petrograd, March 9, 1844, at a private concert arranged

by Count Wielhorsky for Schumann, when Schumann led; at

Vienna, January 1, 1847, in the third of Clara Schumann's concerts,

when the orchestra was the full orchestra of the Imperial Court

Theatre and Schumann led.

The symphony was played for the first time in England at a

Philharmonic concert, London, June 5, 1854. The Musical World,

the leading weekly journal, ably edited, spoke as follows: "The

only novelty was Herr Schumann's Symphony in B-flat, which made

a dead failure, and deserved it. Few of the ancient 'Society of

British Musicians' symphonies were more incoherent and thoroughly

uninteresting than this. If such music is all that Germany can

send us of new, we should feel grateful to Messrs. Ewer and Wessel

if they would desist from importing it."

The Boston Music Ch
[G.SCHIRMER]

26 West Street 9e^ep/ione Beach 1561

le most convenient

music store in toivn^

complete stock of
all the latest music
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Schumann's Overture, Scherzo, and Finale had been played the

3' ear before (April 4) at a Philharmonic concert. Extracts from

the review published in the same journal will show the attitude

of the leading English musicians of the early fifties towards the

composer :

—

''Robert Schumann and Richard Wagner (uncle of the famous

Mdlle. Joanna Wagner) are the representatives of what is styled

the 'aesthetic' school in Germany. The latter has written chiefly

for the theatre, the former for the orchestra and the chamber. Of

Wagner we expect to have an early opportunity of speaking. Of

Schumann we have been compelled to speak frequently, and, as it

has happened, never in terms of praise. So much has been said

of this gentleman, and so highly has he been extolled by his ad-

mirers, that we who, born in England, are not necessarily ac-

quainted with his genius, have been led to expect a new Beethoven

or, to say the least, a new Mendelssohn. Up to the present time,

however, the trios, quartets, quintets, which have been introduced

by Mr. Ella, at the Musical Union, and by other adventurous ex-

plorers for other societies, have turned out to be the very opposite

of good. An affectation of originality, a superficial knowledge of

the art, an absence of true expression, and an infelicitous disdain

of form have characterized every work of Robert Schumann hitherto

Complete

Financial

Service

Mil

mk-mk

Main Office, Court Street

Old Colony Trust Company
Boston, Massachusetts

MEMBER OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
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introduced in this country. The affected originality had not enough

of genuine feeling to be accepted, while the defects by which it was

accompanied gave its emptiness and false pretension a still smaller

chance of taking hold of public favor. The statement of these ob-

jections, however, has always been met by the answer : 'Oh, you

have not heard Schumann's best works : you should know his orch-

estral compositions, his Symphony in B-flat, and, above all, his

Overture, Scherzo, and Finale.' Well, we have heard the Overture,

Scherzo, and Finale, . . . and we regret to say that, bad as we
consider the chamber compositions of the author, we are forced to

pronounce the present orchestral work still worse." Then follows

an attack on this piece. This is the closing sentence : "The general

style betrays the patchiness and want of fluency of a tyro ; while the

forced and unnatural turns of cadence and progression declare

neither more nor less than the convulsive efforts of one who has

never properly studied his art to hide the deficiencies of early edu-

cation under a mist of pompous swagger." The reviewer comments

on the disapproval of the audience, and adds: "And yet Robert

Schumann, according to some, is the composer who in combination

with Richard Wagner^Brother Wagner,' be it understood—is to

raise a new school of art, to extinguish Mendelssohn, and to teach

Hur^?i^itcn Bros.

Present tne latest Importea and Original models m

Tailorea Suits

Gowns Manteaux
Ridmg Habits

344 Boylston Street

TELEPHONE, MAIN 4335

101 TREMONT STREET
ROOM 211, BOSTON
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the worshippers of Handel, Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven many im-

portant secrets which the scores of these great masters have ^ever

yet disclosed. Oh, that a musical Pope would start up and write

a musical Duniad ! Thus, and only thus, would the so-called aesthe-

tic school be exposed to the world in its proper light."

Henry F. Chorley was equally severe in the Athenwum: "Young

Germany is in a fever which, should it last, will superinduce an

epilepsy fatal to the life of music. . . . The upholders of Dr. Schu-

mann will take a last refuge in symphonies, especially in a sym-

phony in B-flat described by them to be a master-work. This I

heard at Leipsic, with less than little satisfaction. In all such

cases of disappointment there is an answer ready stereotyped, and

thought to be decisive. The listener who cannot be charmed is

sure to be reminded how the great works of Beethoven were mis-

judged at the outset of his career. But the examples are not par-

allel. Beethoven's works were, for a while, misunderstood, I venture

to reply, because Beethoven was novel. The works of Dr. Schumann
will by certain hearers be forever disliked, because they tell us noth-

ing that we have not known before though we might not have

thought it worth listening to. To change the metaphor, as well, it

seems to me, might the pentimenti and chips of marble hewn off

FIFTEEN SOLO ENGAGEMENTS in seven weeks (and

more to come) proves the popularity of this distinguished

and pleasing artist.

Oct. 12th Joint Recital, Lynn
Oct. 14th Sonata Recital, Dorchester
Oct. 21st Academy of Muaic, Manchester,

N. H.
Oct. 23rd Solo Engagement, Milford, N. H.
Oct. 24th Solo Engagement, Tremont Temple,

Boston
Oct. 26th Joint Recital. Providence, R. I.

Nov. 2nd Carnegie Hall, New York, Joint
Recital

Nov. 3rd Solo Engagement, Brockton, after-

noon
Nov. 3rd Solo Engagement, Worcester Me-

chanics Association
Nov. 5th Joint Recital, Portland, Maine
Nov. 9th Joint Recital, Cambridge
Nov. 10th Solo Engagement, Newburyport
Nov. 13th Academy of Music, Philadelphia,

, Recital
Nov. 25th Joint Recital, Chicago, 111.

Dec. 5th Carnegie Hall, Pittsburg, Joint
Recital

Date of Miss Clark's own Boston Recital

to be announced later.

Exclusive management — A. H. Handley
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the block and flung to the ground by a Buonarotti's chisel, if picked

up and awkwardly cemented by some aspiring stone patcher, pass

for an original figure, because the amorphous idol was cracked,

flawed, and stained—had the nt)se of a Silenus above the lip of a

Hebe, and arms like Kob Roy's long enough to reach its knees

—

as such centos of common phrases and rejected chords be accepted

for creations of genius because they are presented with a courageous

eccentricity and pretension." Chorley then savagely reviewed the

symphony in detail and concluded with this sentence : "The mysta-

gogue who has no real mysteries to promulgate would presently

lose his public, did he not keep curiosity entertained by exhibiting

some of the charlatan's familiar tricks."

If the English reviewers described the Sj^mphony in B-flat as one

belonging to the ''Broken Crockery School," if they hooted Schu-

mann's works and in 1854 accused the composer of suffering from

delirium tremens, the Parisian critics were far better disposed.

Fragments of the symphony were performed at a Popular Concert

led by Pasdeloup, January 19, 1862. The whole symphony was
played at a Conservatory Concert, led by George Hainl, December

15, 1867. The critics praised the work, and said the audience was

PIERCE-ARROW
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"ravished by the beauty of the music." Schumann influenced the

French as well as the Russian composers. The English were faith-

ful to Mendelssohn, and their composers have not yet wholly es-

caped from slavish imitation of the least praiseworthy characteris-

tics of that composer. It was an Englishman who said of Schu-

mann, "Having an inordinate ambition to be ranked as an original

thinker, he gives to the world the ugliest possible music." It was

Emile Zola who put into the mouth of Gagniere : "O Schumann,

despair, the luxury of despair! Yes, the end of all, the last song

of mournful purity, soaring over the ruins of the world !"

In Vienna the symphony, led by Schumann in 1847, fell absolutely

flat. The composer was known only as "Clara Wieck's husband,"

and for years in Vienna he was associated with Liszt and "Wagner

as makers of Zukunjtsmusik, dangerous fellows. Schumann was

thus strengthened in his earlier opinion, that "the Viennese are an

ignorant people, and know little of what goes on outside their own
city." Nor was the symphony more favorably received in 1856,

when it was conducted by Hellmesberger. In 1861 the Viennese

public first began to find some beauty in the music.

*
* *

The first performance in New York was by the Philharmonic

Society, April 23, 1853, led by Theodore Eisfeld.

The first performance in Boston was a little earlier, January

15, 1853, by the Musical Fund Society, Mr. Suck conductor. The

score itself, however, was known here before that date. Mr. William

Mason heard a performance at the Gewandhaus in Leipsic: "I was
so wrought up by it that I hummed passages from it as I walked

home, and sat down at the piano when I got there, and played

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
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REINHOLD FAELTEN and MARIE DEWING FAELTEN, Associate Principals

Send for New Prospectus or call at School for personal
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as much of it as I could remember. I hardly slept that night for

the excitement of it. ... I grew so enthusiastic over the symphony

that I sent the score and parts to the Musical Fund Society of

Boston, the only concert orchestra then in that city, and conducted

by Mr. Webb. They could make nothing of the symphony, and it

lay on the shelf for one or two years. Then they tried it again,

saw something in it, but somehow could not get the swing of it,

possibly on account of the syncopations. Before my return from

Europe, in 1854, I think they finally played it. In speaking of it,

Mr. Webb said to my father : 'Yes, it is interesting ; but in our next

concert we play Haydn's "Surprise Symphony," and that will live

long after this symphony of Schumann's is forgotten. Many years

afterward I reminded Mr. Webb of this remark, whereupon he said,

'William, is it possible that I was so foolish?'" ("Memories of a

Musical Life," by William Mason. . New York, 1901, pp. 40, 41.)

Mr. John S. Dwight reviewed the performance in his Journal of

Established in 1842
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Music, January 22, 1853: ''We doubt not, very various opinions

were formed of this composition among the audience. To many

its novelty (without superficial brilliancy) and its very richness,

fulness, earnestness of meaning made it dull, and would have made

it so, had it been ever so perfectly presented. On the other hand,

the initiated, intimate admirers of Schumann (what few there were

there present) were naturally keenly sensitive to every fault of exe-

cution, and could scarce contain themselves from crying out about

the murder of their hero. ... If parts were blurred and confused

;

if here and there passages were roughly rendered; if inovements

were unduly hurried or retarded (a matter about which we would

only surmise, not knowing the work beforehand) ; if flutes and

oboes and violins sometimes returned a thin and feeble answer to

the over-ponderous blasts of the trombones—still an imposing, al-

though now and then obscured, outline loomed before us of a grand,

consistent, original, inspired whole. It moved us to respect and to

desire deeper acquaintance with the new symphonist."

The Symphony in B-flat has been played at these concerts, under

Mr. Henschel, March 4, 1882; Mr. Gericke, November 15, 1884,

November 13, 1886, November 3,. 1888;, Mr. Nikisch, March 8, 1890,

January 31, 1891, April 16, 1892, January 28, 1893 ; Kr. Paur, No-

vember 25, 1893, December 7, 1895, October 23, 1897; Mr. Gericke,

October 14, 1899, January 4, 1902, March 5, 1904, November 25,

1905; Dr. Muck, November 3, 1906; Mr. Fiedler, March 5, 1910,

October 7, 1911 ; Dr. Muck, March 28, 1914, January 21, 1916 ; March

29, 1918.

The score is for two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons,

four horns, two trumpets, three trombones, a set of three kettle-

MANUFACTURERS
KAKASBRDS.mc
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drums, triangle (in the first movement), and strings. It is dedi-

cated to Friedrich August, King of Saxony.

The first movement opens with an introduction, Andante un poco

maestoso, B-flat major, 4-4, which begins with a virile phrase in the

horns and trumpets, answered by the full orchestra fortissimo.

There are stormy accents in the basses, with full chords in the

brass and other strings, and each chord is echoed by the wood-wind.

Flute and clarinet notes over a figure in the violas lead to a grad-

ual crescendo ed accelerando, which introduces the Allegro molto

vivace, B-flat major, 2-4. This begins at once with a brilliant first

theme. The chief figure is taken from the initial horn and trumpet

call as Schumann originally wrote it. The development of the theme

leads finally to a modulation to the key of C major, and there is the

thought, naturally, of F major as the tonality of the second theme,

but this motive given out by the clarinets and bassoons is in no

definite tonality ; it is in a mode which suggests A minor and also

D minor; the second section ends, however, in F major, and the

further development adheres to this key. The first part of the

movement is repeated. The free fantasia is long and elaborately

worked out. The first movement does not return in the shape

it has at the beginning of the Allegro, but in the broader version

OF MODERN DAMCINI
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for Children
Studio conveniently situated

Terms of tuition on request

409-410 NOTTINGHAM BUILDING
25 Huntington Ave. Boston, Mass.
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heard at the opening of the Introduction. The long coda begins

Animato, poco a poco stringendo, on a new theme in full harmony

in the strings, and it is developed until horns and trumpets sound

the familiar call.

The second movement, Larghetto, E-flat major, 3-8, opens with a

romanza developed by the violins. The second theme, C major,

is of a more restless nature, and its phrases are given out alter-

nately by the wood-wind and violins. The melodious first theme is

repeated, B-flat major, by the violoncellos-against an accompani-

ment in second violins and violas and syncopated chords in the

first violins and the wood-wind. There is a new episodic theme.

The first motive appears for the third time, now in E-flat major.

It is sung by the oboe and horn, accompanied by clarinets and bas-

soons, with passages in the strings. Near the close of the short

coda are solemn harmonies in bassoons and trombones. This move-

ment is enchained with the Scherzo.

The Scherzo, molto vivace, D minor, 3-4, begins in G minor. The

first trio, molto piu vivace, D major, 2-4, includes harmonic inter-

play between strings and wind instruments. It is developed at

some length, and the Scherzo is repeated. There is a second trio,

B-flat major, 3-4, with imitative contrapuntal work, and it is fol-

lowed by a second repetition of the Scherzo. A short coda has the

rhythm of the first trio and brings the end.

Finale: Allegro animato e grazioso, B-flat major, 2-2. It begins

with a fortissimo figure which is used hereafter. The first theme,

a cheerful, tripping dance melody, enters and is developed by strings

and wood-wind. The second theme, equally blithe, is in G major,

and the impressive initial figure of the full orchestra at the begin-
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nlng of the movement, now given out by the strings, is in the

second phrase. The two motives are worked up alternately. The

free fantasia opens quietly. Trombones sound the rhythm of the first

theme of the first movement. There is a long series of imitations

on the first theme of the Finale. This series leads to some horn

calls and a cadenza for the flute. The third section of the move-

ment is regular, and there is a brilliant coda.

Mr. Albert Spalding^ born at Chicago, August 15, 1888, when

he was seven years old began the study of the violin with Chiti

in Florence, Italy, and when he was living in New York, with Juan

Buitrago. When Mr. Spalding was fourteen he passed with high

honors the examination for a "professorship" at the Bologna Con-

servatory. In Paris he studied for two years with Lefort. His first

appearance in public as a professional violinist was at the Nouveau

Theatre, Paris, June 6, 1905.

His first recital in Boston was on January,4, 1909. On December
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12, 1911, as soloist with the Theodore Thomas Orchestra of Chicago

(now the Chicago Symphony Orchestra), he played Elgar's violin

concerto, then heard for the first time in Boston. He has given

recitals here on November 12, 1914; April 29, November 3, 1915;

January 28, November 4, December 17, 1916; and on April 4, 191G,

he took part with Messrs. Carlo Buonamici and Felix" Fox, pianists,

and the Flonzaley Quartet in a concert in aid of widows of Italian

reservists.

He also played at an entertainment given by the Friars of New
York on June 7, 1916.

He played in Boston at a concert of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, January 12, 1917- (Beethoven's concerto). He served in

the war as an aviator in Italy and played for the benefit of soldiers.

Concerto for Violin^ in A minor^ Op. Anton Dvorak

(Born at MuMhauseii, Bohemia, on September 8, 1841; died at Prague,
May 1, 1904.)

This concerto was, I believe, first played by Franz Ondricek,

and he was the first to play it in London in 1886. Carl Halir

played it in Berlin in 1891, and Max Bendix in Chicago the same

year. Maud Powell played it in New York in 1893.

Bernhard Listemann played it in Boston with pianoforte ac-

companiment, January 9, 1893. The first performance in Boston

with the orchestral accompaniment was by Timothee Adamowski
at a concert of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, November 17, 1900.

Other performances at these concerts in Boston were by Mischa

Elman, January 8, 1910; Sylvain Noack, April 14, 1916.

Precious and Semi-Precious Stones Set to
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The following analysis is by William Foster Apthorp:

—

"The first movement is not very regular in form. It begins,

"without slow introduction, Allegro ma non troppo in A minor (4-4

time), with an exposition of the first theme in the tonic by the

whole orchestra in unison and octaves, answered by the solo violin

accompanied by the wood-wind and horns; this exposition is then

repeated in the sub-dominant, D minor. Then the orchestra enters

fortissimo with a somewhat altered version of the theme, soon

passing on to the second theme, in B-flat major and A minor, sung

by the violins in octaves against a more florid counter-theme in the

wood-wind. The solo violin then enters with the first theme in the

dominant, E major, and briefly develops it together with the

orchestra, soon passing to a new version of the second theme. Ex-

tended developments on both these themes now follow, almost

amounting to working-out; then the solo instrument brings in a

third theme, begining in C major, but constantly modulating, and

soon takes up a scherzando variation of it. Some brilliant passage-
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work leads to a return of the first theme in the full orchestra in

the tonic A minor, the solo violin soon taking part in the develop-

ment, the tempo gradually slackening, until we pass over to the next

movement, with which this one is enchained.

''The second movement, Adagio ma non troppo in F major (3-8

time), is a Romanza containing the very extended development of

three themes. The first of these is given out and carried through

by the solo violin in the tonic, F major ; then, just as the orchestra

has taken it up forte (the melody in the wood-wind, the first violins

playing a counter-theme to it), as if rounding oiBf the period, the

solo violin suddenly enters with the second theme in F minor, Poco

piu mosso. The development soon passes into passage-work for the

solo instrument, against which the strings softly whisper the third

theme in the dominant, C major. The development and working-

out of the second and third themes continues—now in the solo violin,

now in the orchestra against passage-work in the solo instrument

—

until a brief return of the first theme in the tonic, F major, in the

horns against arpeggios in the solo violin brings the movement to

a close.

"The third movement, Finale: Allegro giocoso, ma non troppo,

in A major (3-8 time), is a brilliant and elaborately developed

Rondo on three themes, with occasional subsidiary passage-work.

The first theme is given out by the solo and orchestral violins in

the tonic, A major, and followed by three successive subsidiaries

(the first in F major in the orchestra, the second in F-sharp major

against running passage-work in the solo instrument, the third in

F-sharp major in the solo violin accompanied by the wood-wind).

The second of the principal themes then enters in the solo violin
•'\

,,^'i
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in the dominant, E major, but with a besetting tendency to modulate

to C-sharp minor. The first theme soon returns in the tonic in the

solo instrument, and is then taken up forte as an orchestral tutti,

leading to the third principal theme, in the solo violin, in D minor

(2-4 time) ; extended developments on this theme are followed by

another return of the first theme in the tonic, and the third part of

the movement begins; it is a sufficiently regular recapitulation

of the first. The third theme (in 2-4 time) makes a brief reap-

pearance just before the Coda.

"The orchestral part of this concerto is scored for two flutes, two

oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, four horns, two trumpets, one

pair of kettledrums, and the usual strings. The score is dedicated

to Joseph Joachim."

Suite for Orchestra_, Op. 9 . . . . Georges Enbsco (Enescou)

(Born at Cordaremi, Roumania, August 7, 1881; now living in Paris.)

The first performance in the United States of this suite, dedicated

to Camille Saint-Saens, was by the Philharmonic Orchestra of New
York, January 3, 1911. The first performance in Boston was at a

concert of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, April 1, 1911. The

suite was played again on December 30, 1911 ; October 31, 1914.

The suite is in four movements :

—

I. Prelude a I'unisson. Moderement, C major, 3-4. This prelude

is for strings with kettledrum tuned in G, and the strings are em-

ployed almost always in unison. The prelude leads into the second

movement.
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II. Menuet lent. Mouvement du precedent, C major, 3-4. The

slow minuet is scored for two flutes, oboe, English horn, two clari-

nets, two bassoons, two horns, kettledrums, solo violin, solo violon-

cello, and the usual strings. The chief theme is first announced by

the solo instruments.

III. Intermede. Gravement, A major, 2-4. This movement is

scored for two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, four

horns, harp, and the usual strings.

IV. Final. Vif, C minor (C major), 6-8 (3-4).

The suite is scored for piccolo, two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets,

two bassoons, four horns, trumpets, three trombones, kettledrums,

cymbals, and strings.
,

»
* »

Enesco's father was a farmer. The boy at the age of three asked

him to bring him a fiddle from the town where he sold his produce.

The father brought him one,* but it had only three strings, and the

boy was disgusted: "I wanted a fiddle, not a plaything." A real

violin was obtained. Georges soon played the tunes he heard at

village weddings, and made up tunes of his own. A wandering
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musician, staying in the village, taught him his notes. Georges

began to compose before he had seen any treatise on harmony.

Another musician persuaded the father to take the boy to Vienna.

Joseph Hellmesberger, the elder, then at the head of the Vienna

Conservatory and conductor at the Royal Opera House, was at first

unwilling to admit the seven-year-old boy: "The Conservatory

is not a cradle." But the father pleaded earnestly. Hellmesberger

heard the boy, admitted him to the Conservatory, and took him

into his own family, where he lived for four years. Georges took the

first prizes for violin and harmony when he was eleven. He studied

harmony and counterpoint with Fuchs.

The father was wise ; he did not exploit the boy as a prodigy, but

took him to Paris. The class of Massenet, who took a great interest

in Georges, was then conducted by Gabriel Faure. Georges studied

the violin with Martin Marsick, and composition with Gedalge. In

1897 Enescou, as he was then known, took a second accessit for

fugue and counterpoint. In 1899 he won a first prize for violin

playing.

In 1897 (June 11) a concert of his works was given in Paris by
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Miss Eva Holland, violinist, assisted by several. The programme

included a sonata for violin and pianoforte; Suite dans le style

ancien for pianoforte ; songs, "Le Saphir" and ''Les deux diflferentes

manieres d'almer"; Nocturne and Saltarello for violoncello; quin-

tet for pianoforte and strings. This quintet showed the influence

of Brahms.

Edouard Colonne heard the violin sonata played at the house

of the Princess Bibesco, who had befriended the boy praised by

Faure, Massenet, and Saint-Saens. He asked if Enesco had not

composed an orchestral work. He was shown the "Poeme Roumain,"

which he produced at a Chatelet concert, February 6, 1898. Enesco

became at once known to the public. He was soon heard as a

violinist. As a virtuoso he has gained an enviable reputation
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through Europe. He is, or was, court violinist to the Queen of

Roumania.

Enesco is reported as having said some years ago to a visitor :

—

"People have been puzzled and annoj^ed because they have been

unable to catalogue and classify me in the usual way. They could

not decide exactly what type of music mine was. It was not French

after the manner of Debussy, it was not exactly German, they de-

clared. In short, while it did not sound outlandish, it did not closely

resemble anything familiar, and people are annoyed when they can-

not readily classify one.

"That, I feel sure, comes from the fact that my musical educa-

tion was not confined to one locality. I was born in Roumania
(and I return there for a while every summer), but when I was
seven years old I was studying in Vienna, and, incidentally, com-

posing sonatas, rondos and a good many other things. ... I be-

came violinist in one of the large orchestras in Vienna, and when
Hellmesberger conducted a large choral society which sang all the

great masses, I used to sit among the singers studying the scores.

"In those days I became deeply imbued with Wagner and Brahms,
and it seems to me that even to-day my works show a combination
of their influence. No, there is nothing so strange about that.
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Wagner and Brahms were not at all as antithetical as people have

made them out to be. They were opposed to each other much more

by reason of policy than musically. Musically they have many

things in common. You can even find in Brahms themes strongly

suggestive of Wagner's. In Brahms's horn trio you hear the 'Walk-

ure'; in the third symphony, 'Tannhauser.' The aim of both was

for the highest and noblest. The main difference between the two

consists in the fact that Brahms lacked the sensuous element which

one finds in the music of Wagner.

"After years of study in Vienna I came to Paris, and, after some

trouble, because I was young and a foreigner, succeeded in entering

the Conservatory, where ... I naturally absorbed French influ-

ences to a certain extent, which, combined with the German, gave

a further character to my writings.

"I have written relatively little (naturally I am not taking into

account student compositions, with which you can see my shelves

piled four rows high), because my duties as soloist and conductor

have not granted me the leisure. Gela va sans dire that I prefer

composition to interpretation. But the main reason, after all,

for my being a violin virtuoso is that I wish to make enough to

support myself, and not to have to depend upon my father and

other relatives."
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Among his chief works are :

—

"Poenie Roumain," Op. 1.

Sonata for violin and pianoforte, Op. 2.

Sonata for violin and pianoforte, Op. 6.

Pastorale Fantaisie for orchestra (Chatelet concert, February 19,

.1899).

Symphony for two flutes, oboe, English horn, two clarinets, two

horns, two bassoons.-.

Symphony for orchestra (Chalet concert, January 21, 1906).

Suite for orchestra. Op. 7.

Symphonie concertante for violoncello and orchestra (Lamoureux

concert, March, 1909, J. Salmon violoncellist).

Trois Rhapsodies Roumaines, Op. 11. Two were played at Pablo

Casal's concerts in Paris, February 16, 1908.

These compositions by Enesco have been played at public con-

certs in Boston:

—

Symphony in E-flat major Op. 13, Boston Symphony Orchestra,

October 22, 1915.
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"Poeme Roumain." Orchestral Club, January 7, 1902, Mr. Longy
conductor.

Suite for orchestra. Op. 9. Boston Symphony Orchestra, April 1,

1911 ; December 30, 1911 ; October 31, 1914.

Rhapsodie Roumaine, A major. Op. 11, No. 1. Boston Symphony
Orchestra, February 17, 1912; March 7, 1914; December 10, 1915;

October 19, 1917.

Symphony for wind instruments. Longy Club, February 8, 1909.

Sonata in F minor for violin and pianoforte. Op. 6. Mr. and Mrs.

David Mannes, December 13, 1910 ; Messrs. S. Noack and A. de Voto,

Longy Club concert, February 12, 1912.
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ESTABLISHED 1829

YOU CAN RELY ON LEWANDOS"
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FRIDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 24, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 25, at 8.00 o'clock

d'lndy "Sinfonia Brevis de Bello Gallico" ("Short Symphony based
on the War in France"), No. 3, Op. 70

(First Performance in America)

I. Lent et calme; Anime.

II. Assez vite.

III. Lent.

IV. Tres anim6; Majestueux.

Beethoven . "The Creatures of Prometheus." Ballet, Op. 43

Overture.

Ballet No. 5: Adagio.

(Violoncello Solo, J. Bedetti; Flute, G. Laurent;

Clarinet, A. Sand; Bassoon, .A. Laus; Harp, A. Holy)

Wagner "A Siegfried Idyll"

Lisjt . "Les Preludes," Symphonic Poem No. 3 (after Lamartine)

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony
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TUESDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 28

BY

RESERVED SEATS $1.50, $1.00, 50c., PLUS WAR TAX

JOSEPH DI NATALE
First Violin

VLADIMIR BERLIN
Viola

ROBERT GUNDERSEN
Second Violin

ALMA LA PALME
Violoncello

HANS EBELL
Pianist

ANNOUNCES THREE CONCERTS OF CHAMBER MUSIC

November 24 February 1 1 April 29

STEINWAY PIANO

.iiii^

BY

Tuesday Afternoon, November I 8
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COMING EVENTS at SYMPHONY HALL



SANDERS THEATRE . . CAMBRIDGE

SECOND CONCERT

Thursday Evening, November 1 3

PIERRE MONTEUX. Conductor

SOLOIST

SOPRANO

Tickets at Kent's University Bookstore, Harvard Square, Cambridge

FIRST APPEARANCE
IN BOSTON OF

THE IRISH PLAYWRIGHT
Author of "The Gods of the Mountain," "A Night at the Inn," etc.

COPLEY-PLAZA BALL ROOM
MONDAY EVENING. OCTOBER 20. at 8.20 O'CLOCK

Lord Dunsany will speak on "MY OWN LANDS"
(The imaginative Countries of his plays)

and

READINGS OF HIS WORKS
TICKETS: $2.00 (not including war tax of 10 per cent). For sale at Herrick's,

Copley Square, and at the Copley-Plaza Ticket Agency, Copley-Plaza Hotel. Mail

orders accompanied by check and covering government tax of 10 per cent will be

given prompt attention.

Management: J. B. POND LYCEUM BUREAU
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SYMPHONY HALL
FRIDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 17. 1919, AT 8.15 P. M.

Raja Yoga Students Accompanying Madame Tingley

ATHEMME TMGLEY
Leader, Theosophical Movement throughout the world

Foundress of the Raja-Yoga System of Education

Speaks on

Classical Music by Students of the Raja-Yoga Academy
and College, Point Loma, California.

DOORS OPEN AT 7.45 P. M. ADMISSION FREE
Free Reserved Seats may be obtained at Box Office. Not held after 8 P. M.

THE COPLEY-PLAZA AUDITORIUM
SUNDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 19th, AT EIGHT O'CLOCK
Madame Tingley will meet informally those interested in Theosophy and the Raja-Yoga System of

Education. Questions answered by Madame Tingley; extemporaneous addresses and classical music by
the young men and women students of the Raja-Yoga Academy and College accompanying her ; hand-
painted lantem-slide views of the architecture, nature-life and activities at the International Theosophical
Headquarters, Point Loma, California,

Admission Complimentary Only. For complimentary tickets apply to Mrs. Emily Lemke. Ass't Sec'y
to Madame Tingley, at the book-table in the foyer of Symphony Hall, Friday Evening, October 17th, and
after that at Room 247, the Copley-Plaza, between 9 and 12 A.M. and 2 and 4 P. M., Saturday
and Sunday.

COLLECTION FOR FREE DEPARTMENT OF RAJA-YOGA SCHOOL.
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H. B. WILLIAMS ANNOUNCES

Lee r attison
in a

CONCERT OF MUSIC FOR

TWO PIANOS

assisted by

SMALL ORCHESTRA. Georges Longy, Conductor

JORDAN HALL, Thursday, October 23, at 3 o'clock

PROGRAM
Mozart, Concerto for two Pianofortes; Ropartz, Piece; Saint-Saens, Danse Macabre;

Debussy, "In Black and White"; Iljinsky, "The Orgy"; pieces by Aubert, Schuett and

Arensky.

Tickets, $1.50, $1.00. 75 and 50 cents,

On account of the large advance sale it is recommended that tickets be secured at once.

Steinway Pianos

H. B. Williams, Manager, Pierce Building, Boston.

JORDAN HALL
Saturday, October 25, at 3 P. M.

H. B. TURPIN at the Piano

Tickets, $L50, $1.00 and 50c

At Jordan Hall and Herrick's

H. B. Williams. Manager. Pierce Building

JORDAN HALL
Thursday, October 30, at 3 P. M.

Tickets, $L50, $1.00, and 50c at Jordan Hall and Herrick's

Harry B. Williams. Mgr. Pierce Building. Boston

Mason & Hamlin Piano
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SYMPHONY HALL

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 16, AT 3.00

Thirty-third Concert for the

Benefit of the Orchestra's

BY THE

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

PROGRAMME TO BE ANNOUNCED

TICKETS ON SALE WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 22 AT

SYMPHONY HALL BOX OFFICE

PRICES. $1. $1.50, $2

MAIL ORDERS NOW
ADDRESS BOX OFFICE, SYMPHONY HALL
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JORDAN HALL . . Thursday Evenings, at 8.15 o'clock

JANUARY 22 FEBRUARY 19 MARCH

HAROLD JACQUES

BAUER and THIBAUD
Playing all of the Beethoven Piano and Violin Sonatas

Thursday evenings: December 4, January 8, February 5

Subscriptions for both series at $4, $3 and $2 each

NOW BEING RECEIVED

Management. WENDELL H. LUCE, 492 Boylston Street, Mason & Hamlin Building

MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

TEACHER OF SINGING
COACHING IN SONGS

334 COMMONWEALTH AVE.

VOICE
Studio, 615 Huntington Chambers, Boston

TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE. ORGAN, HARMONY AND
APPRECIATION OF MUSIC

6 NEWBURY STREET BOSTON

CARMELA IPPOLITO
CONCERT-VIOLINIST

Will accept a limited number of pupils. Available for Concerts. For particulars address

MASON & HAMLIN BUILDING, 492 BOYLSTON STREET
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

JEAM BEDETTI
Solo 'Cellist Boston Symphony Orchestra. First Solo Cellist "Colonne Concerts" of Paris

•CELLO INSTRUCTION AND ENSEMBLE PLAYING
AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS AND RECITALS

Address, SYMPHONY HALL, BOSTON

SOLO FLUTE BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
FIRST PRIZE AT PARIS CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

Available for Concerts, Recitals and Musicaies. Flute Instruction

ADDRESS, SYMPHONY HALL .... BOSTON, MASS.

HARRIET A.

TEACHER OF THE HARP
HARPS FOR SALE AND RENT

Address. 236 BAY STATE ROAD. BOSTON

El

COACHING IN

OPERA AND ORATORIO
189 Huntington Avenue - - Boston

Telephone, 722 Back Bay

Telephone, Back Bay 5958-J

LOSALIE THORNTOl
PIANIST and TEACHER
282 DARTMOUTH STREET

Mason & Hamlin Piano Used

resumed teaching on October the first at her

NEW STUDIO IN HOTEL CLUNY, 543 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON
Mrs. Hunt gives class lessons, four in a class, of one hour,

and private lessons of thirty minutes

Also, an "open lesson" each month to which all pupils are invited

FRENCH!!

ORAL METHOD
All lessons given by Mons. J.

Gosselin, B.A., C.T. (1st class.)

By a Phonetic system of his

own, Mr. Gosselin makes the

Pronunciation of his pupils

absolutely Perfect (guarantee

given) in Seven lessons— 1

at the most.

This unique training is price-

less to singers, musicians,

FRENCH!!
teachers and their pupils, etc.

and enables anyone not only to

pronounce but to Sing in

French as correctly as in

English.

Call any day, any time for Prospectus

and FREE TRIAL LESSONS and
compare with any other methods.

HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS
2nd Block from Copley Square
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Former pupil ot the famous Paris Conservatory

VIOLIN LESSONS

AND ASSISTANTS

LESSONS IN SINGING
A Normal Course for Teachers

STUDIOS, STEINERT HALL. BOSTON

PIANIST and TEACHER
Lang Studios

6 NEWBURY STREET

LTHUE SHI

Lessons in

Pianoforte, Harmony, Counter-

point and Composition
STUDIO AT 12 NEWBURY STREET

Mondays and Thursdays

.Y
Teacher of Artistic Singing

Specialist on Voice Defects

Voices developed from first rudiment
to artistic finish. Perfect diction of

foreign languages. Pupils prepared

for CONCERT — FESTIVALS

—

OPERA.

STUDIO: 96 HUNTINGTON AVENUE. Telephone. Back Bay 4259-R

Residence: 1409 Commonwealth Avenue. Telephone, Brighton 53760

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND TEACHER

609 Pierce Bldg., Boston, Mondays and Thursdays

Address, 162 Riverway, Boston

Telephone, 1470 Brookline

'CELLO SOLOIST
INSTRUCTION

STUDIO, 218 TREMONT STREET
Telephone, Beach 903-W

Member Boston Symphony Orchestra

Solo Viola Lamoureux Concerts and Opera Comique of Paris

Member of the Jury of the Paris Conservatory of Music
VIOLIN. VIOLA AND ENSEMBLE INSTRUCTION

Address SYMPHONY HALL

'Vt^^y^J^t^B'^f^.
mmmE^<miMm^%

American and European Diplomas, Author of Books and Pen Works on Singing
Studio: Suite 202 Huntington Chambers, 30 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Phone, Back Bay 3932

DOINGS OF GRANT'S ARTIST PUPILS BY A. E. DATELY
Bronze Melba has a large list of recitals for this season. Several winter concerts are planned for Wm. Flynn
tenor, whose fine voice a bright future is predicted. Helen Laird, soprano, whose singing at Boston College last

February was such an artistic delight, will give her next Boston recital early in the winter at Steinert Hall.
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Steinert Hall

STUDIO 25

Telephone, Braintree 285-R

Studi(

BEL CANTO
- . 1425 Broadway, NEW YORK

SINGERS — Suzanne Baker Watson. Cora Crow,
Nellie Hart, Willette Kershaw, Gertrude Hutcheton,
Ivy Scott, Marion Stanley, Estelle Ward, Mabel
Wilbur, Flora Zabelle, Edward Foley, George Gilbert.

John Hendricks, Andrew Mack, Dr. Eugene Waltoa
Marshall, Fiske O'Hara, Umberto Sacchetti, Ellii

Rhodes. Albert Wallerstedt. and many other tingeri

now before the public in operatic and church work.

TWELFTH SEASON

GERTRUDE MARSHALL, Violin

RUTH STICKNEY. Violin

71 CARLTON STREET. BROOKLINE
Management A. H. HANDLEY. 160 Boylston Street, BOSTON

ADELINE PACKARD. Viola

HAZEL L'AFRICAIN. 'Cello

Tel. Brookline 3268.J
Tel. Beach 4197

FABRIZIO
MEMBER OF

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

TEACHER OF 'CELLO
15 VANCOUVER STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

SOLO ENSEMBLE PLAYING
Tel., Rox. 5063-R

Also STUDIO at NEEDHAM
180 Nehoiden Street

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

LAj-ctUb^
BASSO

Voice^Specialist and Coach
STUDIO: 246 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

SOLOIST WITH THE
Handel and Haydn and Cecilia Societies

Boston (ten and four engagements respectively)

Apollo Club, Chicago

Philharmonic Club, Minneapolis

Baltimore Oratorio Society, etc.

nn nail ^o
TEACHER OF PIANO

Appointment by telephone

Cambridge 5935-W

"Mr. John Hall Sherwood has studied

with me in Paris, and is a gifted musician

and successful teacher of large experience

whose work I can endorse and recom-

mend." (Signed) HAROLD BAUER.

!H o
PIANIST INSTRUCTION

The principles of Leschetizky presented in a definite and comprehensive manner

STUDIO, HOTEL HEMENWAY, BOSTON
Telephone, Back Bay 3180

STEINERT HALL, Room 26, Tuesdays and Fridays
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
The Vocal Studios of

And his Assistants

VINCENT V. HUBBARD and

Mrs. CAROLINE HOOKER

Teacher of Singing in all its branches

cind of Dreimatic Action as

applied to Singing

ARTHUR J. HUBBARD
246 Huntington Avenue

TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE
SPECIAL TRAINING FOR SOLOISTS AND TEACHERS ,

3 1 1 Pierce Building, Boston

Madame Clara Poole Voice
specializing in tone production by new methods that have given

wonderful results. Preparationfor concert. Oratorio and Opera

844 Beacon St., The Arundel. By appointment. 'Phone Back Bay SSj-lNl

VOICE BUILDING
SONG INTERPRETATION. CONCERT
RECITAL AND REPERTOIRE WORK

SteinertHall - BOSTON

Baritone Soloist and Teacher of Singing

CONCERT—RECITAL—ORATORIO
Providence, R.I.

300 Lauderdale Building, 144 Westminster Street

Boston, Mass. . - . . Hotel Hemenway

TEACHER OF SINGING
602 PIERCE BUILDING

COPLEY SQUARE . - BOSTON

TEACHER OF SINGING
250 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

Opposite Symphony Hall

TEACHER OF SINGING
STEINERT HALL

162 BOYLSTON STREET - • BOSTON

SOPRANO SpLOIST
Teacher of Singing

4 Haviland Street ----- Boston

B. B. 1047

In Worcester, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 317 Day Bldg

PIANO INSTRUCTION
Especial Attention given to Intermediate Pupils

STUDIO: ROOM 18 STEINERT HALL
For Appointments Tel. Roxbury 49II-R

Formerly Concert Master

NEW YORK SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Will receive pupils in Violin and Ensemble

Playing. Address 1 20 TREMONT STREET
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Miss HE! EN GOODRICH
TEACHER OF SINGING

HOTEL HEMENWAY
Tuesdays and Fridays at Lasell Seminary



MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
ALICE FOSTER PIERCE ^

PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
Constant success with children as with advanced pupils.

Classes in eight-hand playing follow the Symphony pro-
grammes as far as practicable.

Studio, 146 Massachusetts Avenue
Near Boylston Street Telephone, Back Bay 3040

ROSABELLE TEMPLE
TEACHER OF SINGING

MUSICAL LECTURES
Author of "Young Singers, What They Should Know"

10 NEWBURY STREET

Miss EDITPI JEWELL
VIOLIN AND VIOLA

37 BRIMMER STREET, BOSTON

Until November 1, Address Medfield, Mass.
Telephone, Medfield 1 23-2

PIANIST AND TEACHER

Ilsi© Stermberger Eat©ii
NINTH SEASON

TEL. BACK BAY
2788-R

16 ARUNDEL ST.
Near Audubon Circle

SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO - - 609 PIERCE BUILDING
Telephone, Back Bay 5145 R

ETHEL DAMOM CLARK
CONCERT PIANIST

STUDIO - - 23 STEINERT HALL
BOSTON

EUGEME HEFFLEY

PIANIST and TEACHER

CARNEGIE HALL NEW YORK

Al

PIANIST AND TEACHER
405 PIERCE BLDG.. COPLEY SQUARE

Telephone, Back Bay 3956-W.

Marj©ne Pattee Frieimdl
VIOLINCELLIST
AND TEACHER

SOLO AND ENSEMBLE PLAYING
13 NEWBURY ST. 58 MARSHAL ST.

BOSTON BROOKLINE
Tel. 3747-W Brookline

LettyLaui TEACHER
of the

12 Lincoln Hall, Trinity Court

175 DARTMOUTH STREET

Miss Launder makes a specialty of fine violins tor sale

and all sizes to let

Torrens Method

TEACHER OF SINGING

17 STEINERT HALL Residence Telephone
Jamaica dI4-W

TEACHER OF PIANO
430 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS - BOSTON

GERTRUDE BELCHER TRIO
CONCERTS, MUSICALES

Telephone, Back Bay 3174-M.

rren 5t©rey S
PIANO, HARMONY and COACHING

528 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS
Mondays and Fridays. Other days by

Appointment

til CONSTANCE MORSE
Teacher of Pianoforte and Musical Theory

Half hour talks illustrated on the Piano — musical
forms and stories of the operas.

Studio: The Winsoh School For Girls
Tuesday and Friday Afternoons

Tel. Brookline 2313M

ELIZABETH SIEDOFF
AMERICAN PIANIST

RECITALS, MUSICALES, CONCERTS
Authorized representative of the most modern ideas in

piano playing.

Primary, Advanced and Teachers' Courses.

Studio, 6 NEWBURY ST., BOSTON, Tel. B. B. 3529
Res. HOTEL HEMENWAY, Tel. B. B. 3180

PROF. A. D'AVESNE, B. SC, PARIS
OFFICIER DACADEMIE

French Classes, Private Lessons, Lectures &
Causeries, Children's Classes, Special

Commercial Course, Translations.

755 BOYLSTON ST.. NEAR COPLEY SQUARE
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THE OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES

OF THE

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
INCORPORATED

FREDERICK P. CABOT -

GALEN L. STONE

FREDERICK E. LOWELL

President

Vice-President

Treasurer

FREDERICK P. CABOT
ERNEST B. DANE
M. A. DE WOLFE HOWE
JOHN ELLERTON LODGE
FREDERICK E. LOWELL
ARTHUR LYMAN
HENRY B. SAWYER
GALEN L. STONE

BENTLEY W. WARREN



ly^USICALLY the most beau-

^^ ^ tiful piano in the world and

necessarily the highest in price

WAREROOMS 492-494 BOYLSTON STREET

BOSTON
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Established 1833

WEBSTER
AND

ATLAS
NATIONAL BANK

OF BOSTON

WASHINGTON AND COURT STREETS

AMORY ELIOT President

RAYMOND B. COX, Vice-President l^fS^'^^^-Tj^rS^ib ^^^'- Cashier

Tr»ci?T>TTT T^ncTTTB w T> J t J o I,

•

FRANK B. BUTTS, Asst. CashicrJOSEPH L. FOSTER, Vice-President and Cashier ARTHUR W. LANE. Asst. Cashier
EDWARD M. ROWLAND, Vice-President HAROLD A. YEAMES, Asst. Cashier

Capital $1,000,000 Surplus and Profits $1,600,000

Deposits $11,000,000

The well-established position of this bank in the community
the character of its Board of Directors, and its reputation as a

soHdJ conservative institution recommend it as a particularly

desirable depository for

ACCOUNTS
of

TRUSTEES, EXECUTORS and INDIVIDUALS

For commeroial accounts it is known as

A STRONG BANK OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE

DIRECTORS

CHARLES B. BARNES ROBERT H. GARDINER

JOSEPH S. BIGELOW EDWARD W. GREW

THEODORE G. BREMER ,

WILLIAM R. CORDINGLEY

OLIVER HALL
WALTER HUNNEWELL
HOMER B. RICHARDSON

RAYMOND B. COX DUDLEY P. ROGERS
AMORY ELIOT THOMAS W. THACHER
JOHN W. FARWELL WALTER TUFTS



SYMPHONY HALL, BOSTON
HUNTINGTON AND MASSACHUSETTS AVENUES

leiepnones iicset wince
gack Bay 1492

Branch hxchange ( Administration Umces
)

l®§l®e Symplboirii^
INCORPORATED

THIRTY-NINTH SEASON, 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX. Conductor

Tomr^ )S tl

iiijiii Viiil

MioDin aiiid E^eMiig

WITH HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE
NOTES BY PHILIP HALE

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 24

AT 2.30 O'CLOCK

SATURDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 25

AT 8.00 O'CLOCK

COPYRIGHT, 1919, BY BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, INCORPORATED

W. H. BRENNAN. Manager G. E, JUDD, Assistant Manager
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A name that is spoken with the full pride of

ownership—that carries with it the deep satis-

faction of possessing the uhimate expression of

man's handiwork in Musical Art.

A name that is cherished as a Family Tradition

—

that keeps afresh for the next generation the

associations and fond remembrances which cluster

around the home piano.

Supreme achievement of patience, skill and ex-

perience, founded on inborn Ideals of Artistry.

ni; it'
\

Catalogue and prices on application

Sold on convenient payments

Old pianos taJ^en in exchange

Inspection invited

STEIMWAY HALL
107-109 East 14th Street New York

Subway Express Stations at the Door

REPRESENTED BY THE FOREMOST DEALERS EVERYWHERE
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)yimp]}]i©iriiy Oirelheitira
Thirty-ninth Season, 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

.M..

Violins.

Fradkin, F.

Concert-master.

Theodorowicz, J.

Ribarsch, A.

Traupe, W.

Thillois, F.

Fiedler, B.

Deane, C.

Langley, A.

Roth, O.
Hoffmann, J.

Sauvlet, H.
Goldstein, H.

Goldstein, S.

Kurth, R.

Rissland, K.
Bak, A.

Di Natale, J.
Ringwall R.

Pinfield, C.

Gunderson, R.

Mahn, F,

Gerardi, A.

Henkle, R.
Farwell, E.

Fiedler, A.

Diamond, S.

Bryant, M.
Kurkdjie, N.

Violas.

Denayer, F. Berlin, V. Van Veen, H.
Wittmann, F. Van Wynbergen, C. Shirley, P.

Leveen, P.

Blackman, A.

Kay, W. Grover, H.
Blumenau, W. Salis, J.



Every lover ^ Piano Music

should Hear the

AMPICO
This wonderful instrument brings the playing of the

world's greatest pianists right into your own home.

Mr. Phillip Hale, in reviewing the public com-
parison of the Ampico's reproduction with the actual

playing of Richard Buhlig at the Copley-Plaza wrote

:

" // is not easy to believe that there was
a mechanical reproduction. The impres-

sion is made on the hearer that thepian-

ist is playing then and there.

" Hearing the Ampico which never sug-

gested the purely mechanical^ one wishes

that this instrument had been known
in the days of Liszt, Chopin, Hensely

Rubinstein and Tausig^

It will give us great pleasure to show the Ampico
in the Chickering to any one interested in this mar-
velous invention. Itisthelastwordinthedevelopment
of the art of producing music by scientific means.

o^*s

<^.^<^ r^po'

'^mxrfcnar,T^'^^-^ ^O Established 1823C^ C/'

Warerooms 169 Tremont Street
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THIRTY-NINTH SEASON. NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETEEN AND TWENTY

FRIDAY AFTERNt)ON, OCTOBER 24, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 25, at 8 o'clock

d'Indy . "Sinfonia Brevis de Bello Gallico" ("Short Symphony
concerning the Gallic War"), No. 3, Op, 70

(First Performance in America)

I. Lent et calme; Anime.

II. Assez vite.

III. Lent.

IV. Tres anim6; Majestueux.

Beethoven . "The Creatures of Prometheus." Ballet, Op. 43

Overture.

Ballet No. 5: Adagio.

(Violoncello Solo, J. Bedetti; Flute, G. Laurent;
Clarinet, A. Sand; Bassoon, A. Laus; Harp, A. Holy)

. "A Siegfried Idyll"-

. "Les Preludes," Symphonic Poem No. 3 (after Lamartine)

Wagner

Liszt

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony

TTte ladies of the audience are earnestly requested not to put on hats before
the end of a number.
The doors of the hall will be closed during the performance of each number
on the programme. Those who wish to leave bejore the end of the concert
are requested to do so in an interval between the numbers.

Gty of Boston, Revised Regulation of August 5, 1898,—Chapter 3, relating to the covering of

the head in places of public amusement
Every Ucentee shall not, in his place of amusement, allow any person to wear upon the head a covering which obstructs
the view of the exhibition or performance in such place of any person seated in any seat therein provided (or spectators,
it being understood that a low head covering without projection, which does not obstruct such view, may be worn.

Attesti J. M. CALVIN. Gty Clerk.
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Announce the Resumption of their Full Service of

With the reopening of Europe to pleasure travel

our service once more covers the world

Remarkable tours, from six weeks to two months,

visiting France, Belgium, Switzerland and Italy

and all the great Battlefields, while they are still

just as they were. Our many parties offer

wide choice of route and date and assured steam-

ship reservations both going and returning. Best

hotels, finest train and automobile service and
arrangements throughout as nearly perfect as it is

humanly possible to make them. Write at once

to assure reservations.

Six luxurious Winter Cruises by specially chartered

steamers to Nassau, Cuba, Jamaica, Panama and Central

America. Departures Jan. 3, 17, 24, Feb. 14, Mar. 6 and 13.

^ ID)

Splendid tours to sunny California leaving Oct. 27,

Nov. II and Dec. 16. Tours to Florida in the season.

Intensely interesting tours to South America, Japan,

China and Round the World. Departures January to April.

Raymond & Whitcomb Company is the only

large American Company with any long ex-

perience in the tourist field. Our forty years'

experience and our intimate, up-to-the-minute

knowledge of the completely new conditions all

over the world make our service of inestimable

value to travelers at this particular time.

SEND FOR BOOKLET DESIRED

17 TEMPLE PLACE Telephone, Beach 6964
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Symphony No. 3, Op. 70, "Sinfonia brevis de Bello Gallico"
("Short Symphony concerning the Gallic War")

Paul Marie Theodore Vincent d'Indy

tBorn at Paris, March 27, 1852*; now living in Paris.)

This symphony, composed in 1916-18 and published in 1919, is

dedicated to the Commandant E. de Pompelonne. It is scored for

piccolo, two flutes (one interchangeable with a second piccolo), two

oboes, English horn, three clarinets, bass clarinet, three bassoons,

four horns, little trumpet in D, three trumpets, cornet-a-pistons,

three trombones, double-bass trombone, kettledrums, side drum,

snare drum, bass drum, cymbals, triangle, xylophone, celesta, two

harps, and strings.

I. Lente et calme (D major, 4-4) ; anime; Lent et anxieux. The

first motive after the introduction typifies France. The second

motive (wood-wind, moins vite) typifies the invaders.

II. Assez vite (G minor, 3-4) ; Trio, 5-4.

III. Lent (B major, 4-4).

•Baker's Biographical Dictionary of Musicians (1900), Riemann's Musik Lexicon
(1899), Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, and Constant Pierre's "Le Con-
servatoire National de Musique et de Declamation" (1900) give 1851 as the year of
d'Indy's birth. Adolphe Jullien, the author of the biographical sketch in Grove's Dic-
tionary, says that the date 1851 as given by him is "verified by register of birth." Mr.
d'Indy in an autograph sketch of his life and career, prepared for "Famous Composers"
(New Series, vol. i., Boston, 1900), gave 1852 as his birth-year.

—

Ed.

^

A Progressive Collection of Pianoforte Pieces

By A
Vol. I.

Barbour, Village Soldiers (March)
Branscombe, At the Fairy Ball

Courtney, Noon-Day Reveries

Dana, Snowbells (Waltz)

Dennee, Cradle Song
Grant-Schaefer ,

Up Hill and Down Hill

Lynes, The Forest Echo
Lynes, The Hunter's Song
Maxim, Babes in the Woods
Maxim, The Jack-Tar

Orth, Up in the Morning Early

Risher, Leona (Tarantella)

Vol. II.

Barbour, Spring Flower Message
Barbour,

Where the Roses Bloom (Waltz)

Branscombe, The Squirrel's Party

Courtney, Falling Shadows
Dennee, Hide and Seek

Grant -Schaefer, Old Southern Days
Hamer, Titania (Polonaise)

Hatch, The Enchanted Brooklet

Lynes, The Story by the Mouse
Paldi, Moonlight Stroll

Warren, Fragrant Flower

Williams, The Banners Wave (March)

(Schmidt's Educational Series 222 a-b) Price, 75c Each

120 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON For Sale by all Music Dealers
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IV. Tr^s anim6 ; Lent ; Majestueux, 12-8.

When this symphony was performed for the first time at a con-

cert of the Society Rationale in Paris in May, 1919, Fernand Le
Borne * contributed a review to Excelsior^ of which journal he is

the music critic. This review is here condensed and paraphrased.

The Introduction paints the calm of nature before, on a drum-

roll, the cataclysm of the world bursts out in a characteristic Alle-

gro, built on typical motives for the French and the invaders.

After development of these themes comes a very long slow movement
expressing supplication. The beginning of the Allegro returns, en-

riched with interesting episodes. There is a brilliant ending, with

cannon shots, which are found at the end of the Scherzo and in the

Finale.

The Scherzo in 5-4 has rhythmic dash and its re-entrance with

fanfares is picturesque.

The slow movement is charged with deep emotion. The middle

* Fernand Le Borne was born in Belgium, March 10, 1862. He studied in Paris
with Massenet, Saint-Saens, and Franck. As he did not become a French citizen until
1894 or 1895 he could not compete for the prix de Rome. In 1901 he was awarded the
Priw Chartier. He has composed operas—"Daphnis et Chlo6" (Brussels, 1885) ;

"Hedda" (Berlin, 1898) ; "Madurra" (Berlin, 1899) ; "Les Girondins" (Lyons, 1905) ;

"La Catalane" (Paris, 1907) ; "Clgopatre" (Rouen, 1914) ; "Le Maltre." He has
written the incidental music for "L'Absent" (Paris, 1903), many orchestral suites, a
dramatic symphony, overtures, marches, a symphonic concerto for pianoforte, violin,
and orchestra, chamber music, a mass, motets, choral works, songs. He was for a
time music critic of the Monde Artiste.
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section has a theme that is of close kin to the motive of the Jew

in d'Indy's "Saint Christopher."

The Finale, after the warlike beginning, takes the form of a

triumphant march, until the entrance of a theme in three-time and

a stormy entrance of the xylophone. The horn has proclaimed the

victorious theme of Saint Michael, which, in the last pages, breaks

out victoriously from the little trumpet in D, while, in accordance

with a procedure dear to Saint-Saens, the melodic phrase is ac-

companied by great chords of strings, wind and percussion instru-

ments, in syncopation. The symphony ends with the joyous salvoes

of November 11 (1918).

The following biographical sketch of d'Indy was prepared

from information given by the composer himself, from H. Imbert's

article in "Profils de Musiciens" (Paris, s. d.),* and other sources.

His family wished him to be a lawyer, and so against his wish he

studied for that object, but at the same time studied music. He
took pianoforte lessons of Diemer; harmony lessons of Lavignac

* A biographical sketch, "Vincent d'Indy : sa vie et son ceuvre" (32 pages), by Louis
Borgex, was published at Paris (A. Durand et Fils) in 1913. There is an admirable
study of d'Indy by Remain Holland, "Musiciens d'aujourdhui," pp. 97—118. (Paris,
1912, 5th ed.)
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AUTUMN SIDELIGHTS ON STYLE

The woman who feels the spirit of

the new season urging her down
town to choose her Autumn ward-

robe, instinctively goes to Slattery's

early in her wanderings.

The Suits, Coats, Gowns, and Hats
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(1862-65). During the Franco-Prussian War he served as a volun-

teer in the One Hundred and Fifth Regiment, and took an activJB

part in the defence of Paris, notably in the battle of Montretout.

After the war he gave up definitely any idea of the law, to be,

against the wishes of his family, a professional musician.

It should here be said that his father, a man of large income,

was fond of music, and played the violin not too disagreeably.

Vincent's mother died soon after his birth, and, as his father took

to himself a second wife, the boy was brought up by his grand-

mother, Mme. Theodore d'Indy, who, an excellent musician, taught

him the rudiments of the art. Thanks to her, he lived for many
years apart from the world and social diversions. It was she that

led him in his early years to the study of the great masters. Vincent

had an uncle. Saint-Ange Wilfred d'Indy, who, as an amateur com-

poser, was popular in Parisian parlors and halls, in which his

romances, chamber music, and operas de salon were performed.

It was he that first showed his nephew the treatise of Berlioz on

instrumentation.

D'Indy entered the orchestra of the Association Artistique des

Concerts du Chatelet, conducted by Colonne, as kettledrummer, then

as chorus-master, and he thus served for five years. In 1872 he was

introduced by his friend, Henri Duparc, to Cesar Franck, who was

professor of the organ at the Conservatory. D'Indy entered his

class, and in 1875 took a first accessit, but he left the Conservatory,

for he saw, to use his own words, that the musical instruction there,

so far as composition was concerned, was not given in a serious

manner. He then became a private pupil of Franck, with whom
he studied thoroughly counterpoint, fugue, and composition.

i
i In 1873 he travelled in Germany, and spent several months at
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Weimar with Liszt, who treated him affably. In 1875 his first

work for orchestra was performed several times at the Concerts

Populaires, Paris, conducted by Pasdeloup,—the overture, ''The

Piccolomini" (after Schiller), which became the second part of his

"Wallenstein" trilogy. In 1882 his one-act opera-comique, "At-

tendez-moi sous I'Orme" (based on a comedy by Kegnard), was
performed at the Opera-Comique. In 1885 he won in competition

the prize offered by the city of Paris for a musical composition.

This prize was established in 1878 and offered to French composers

every two years. His successful work was "Th3 Song of the Bell"

(after Schiller), for solo voices, double chorus, and orchestra.

In 1887 he became chorus-master of Lamoureux's concerts, and the

rehearsals of the chorus for the first performance of "Lohengrin"

in Paris (Eden Theatre, May 3, 1887) were intrusted to him.

He was one of the few Frenchmen present at the first perform-

ance of the "Ring" at Bayreuth in 1876, and since then he has been

a frequent visitor to Bayreuth. With Franck, Saint-Saens, Faur^,

de Castillon, Chausson, and Duparc, he was one of the founders

of the Soci^te Nationale de Musique, a society that has been of the

utmost service to music in France by reviving interest in symphonic

and chamber works. After the death of Franck (1890) d'Indy was
made president of the society. In 1893 he was asked by the govern-

VBAIJLABD\SONS
UMPOUTEJBS— ORIGIN/O^QKS

256 Doyiston Steel

Boston
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ment to be one of a committee to reform the Paris Conservatory,

and he prepared a plan of reorganization, which raised such a tem-

pest among the professors of that institution that they plotted to-

gether and obtained the disbandment of the committee. In 1895

he was offered, on the death of Guiraud, the position of professor

of composition at the Conservatory; he declined the offer, for he

wished to be wholly free. In 1896 he founded with Charles Bordes

and Alexandre Guilmant a music school, the Schola Cantorum, of

which he became the sole director in 1911. He is professor of

orchestration at the Paris Conservatory of Music.

It may here be added that in 1873 d'Indy became acquainted

with the German Requiem of Brahms, and his admiration for it

was so great that he determined to go a pilgrimage, in the hope of

seeing the composer and of obtaining advice from him. After his

sojourn in Weimar he went to Vienna and found that Brahms
had gone to Bavaria. He followed him, and finally found him at

Tutzing, but whether Brahms was not in the mood to receive strang-

ers, or whether he was absorbed by works that demanded concen-

tration of mind, the interview was short and unsatisfactory,

although the young Frenchman bore letters from Saint-Saens and

Franck.

D'Indy was always a lover of nature. • His family came originally

from Verdieux, in Ard^che, a department formerly a portion of

SUITE
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the province Languedoc. The mountains of the Cevennes are often

naked, barren, forbidding. D'Indy has long been in the habit of

spending his vacations in this picturesque country. He has also

delighted in the Tyrol, the Engadine, the Black Forest. He has

listened intently to what Millet called "the cry of the earth." In

a letter written from Vernoux in 1887 he said: "At this moment
I see the snowy summits of the Alps, the nearer mountains, the

plain of the Khone, the pine woods that I know so well, and the

green, rich harvest which has not yet been gathered. It is a true

pleasure to be here after the labors and the vexations of the winter.

What they call at Paris 'the artistic world' seems afar off and a

trifling thing. Here is true repose, here one feels at the true source

of all art." His love of nature is seen in "Poeme des Montagues," *

suite for pianoforte (1881) ; "La Foret Enchantee," symphonic

ballad (1878) ; Fantasia for oboe and orchestra on some folk-tunes

(1888) ; "Tableaux de Voyage," pieces for pianoforte (1889) ; the

symphonic pictures "Jour d'ete a la montagne" (1905) ; and his

operas "Fervaal" and "L'Etranger."

A collection of folk-tunes collected by d'Indy in the Viverais and

* "Po6me des Montagnes," a suite, was first played in Boston by Miss Laura
Hawkins (Mrs. Stephen Townsend), February 26, lit04 ; excerpts from "Tableaux de
Voyage" were first played here by Mme. Helen Hopekirk, December 13, 1902.
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the Vercors, and arranged with a preface and notes by Julian Tier-

sot, was published at Paris in 1892.

« »

In his childhood d'Indy loved folk-tales and fantastic stories.

Then he read eagerly the works of Uhland, Hoffman, Poe. There

came the worship of Dante, and then he came under the influence

of Shakespeare, Moliere, Schiller, Goethe. Flaubert, especially by

his "Temptation of Saint Anthony," made a profound impression

on him. In painting he prefers the masters of the fourteenth and

fifteenth centuries, and he confesses frankly that he experiences

a greater and more artistic stimulus in the presence of the Assyrian

art long before Christ than in the presence of the art known to

Pericles. Imbert says that d'Indy will remain for hours in con-

templation before the pictures of certain primitive German or

Flemish painters, while the marvellous compositions of the Italian

painters of the Kenaissance leave him cold. "So that one may well

trace in his preference for the colossal and rude works of earlier

times, and in his disdain for the charming creations of the Renais-

sance, the determination to keep from his music all that seems to

him to have the least affectation, or that which is merely graceful

or tender."

* »

These works of d'Indy have been performed at concerts of the

Boston Symphony Orchestra in Boston :

—

Variations, "Istar," February 18, 1899 ; April 13, 1901 ; December

2, 1905 (led by the composer) ; November 4, 1911.

Suite from the stage music to "Medee," February 10, 1900.

Symphony for orchestra and pianoforte on a mountain air

T)iscrimination
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handful will deserve and have lasting recognition.

flBut consider—are not these facts most persuasive reasons for attaching

more importance to the bookstore? Is not the bookseller's position the

more dignified in that he must, by refusing to exhibit trash, inevitably

raise intellectual and artistic standards?

€[[N. B. A Question—does your bookseller take the trouble to have a

point of view?
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(Harold Bauer, pianist), April 5, 1902; (Heinrich Gebhard, pianist)

February 10, 1906; (Alfred Cortot, pianist) January 24, 1919.

"La Foret Enchantee," October 31, 1903.

Entr'acte from the Opera "L'fitranger," March 5, 1904.

Symphony in B-flat major, No. 2, January 7, 1905; December 2,

1905 (led by the composer) ; November 6, 1909; December 4, 1909.

"Wallenstein" Trilogy, October 19, 1907 ; December 20, 1918.

"Jour d'ete a la montagne," April 25, 1908; March 28, 1914.

Fantasia for orchestra and solo oboe on French folk-themes

(Georges Longy, oboe), March 13, 1915.

Lied for viola and orchestra, written for violoncello and orchestra

(Emil Ferir, viola), April 19, 1918.

In 1905 Mr. d'Indy was invited to conduct a series of concerts

given by the Boston Symphony Orchestra in Boston and other cities.

The concert in Boston, the seventh of the regular series, took place

on December 2, 1905, and the programme was as follows: d'Indy,

Symphony in Bflat major. No. 2, Op. 57; Faure, Suite from Stage

Music to Maeterlinck's "Pelleas and Melisande"; d'Indy, "Istar,"

Symphonic Variations; Franck, "Psyche and Eros" (first time in

Boston) ; Dukas, "The Sorcerer's Apprentice."

The programme of the concert in Philadelphia, December 4, 1905,

included Chausson's Symphony in B-flat, Franck's "Psyche and

Eros," Debussy's "Clouds" and "Festivals" from the "Nocturnes,'^

Magnard's "Dirge," and d'Indy's "Istar.'

The programme of the concert in Washington, D.C., December

5, was the same as that of the Philadelphia concert.
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Important Repetition
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2nd There is no probability that they will be in better

supply in the near future.

3rd Today we have a fine collection.

4th If we sell all that we have of any particular kind,

there is no certainty when it can be replaced or at

what price.

5th Under present conditions there is not much use in

tabulating details. Any particular item might be

gone before you see this circular.

6th Nor is there any great wisdom in naming comparative

prices.
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necessary if we had to make our purchases today.
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Brown & Sons table linens and found that in every
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The programme of the concert in Baltimore, December 6, was as

follows : d'Indy's Symphony in B-flat, No. 2 ; Faur^'s Suite, "Pelleas

and Melisande"; d'Indy's Legend, "Saugefleurie" ; Dukas's "Sor-

cerer's Apprentice."

The programme of the first concert in New York, the evening of

December 7, was that of the Baltimore concert. The programme
of the second concert, Saturday afternoon, December 9, was as fol-

lows : Chausson's Symphony in B-flat, Franck's "Psyche and Eros,"

the two movements already mentioned of Debussy's "Nocturnes,"

Magnard's "Dirge," and d'Indy's "Istar."

Mr. d'Indy gave a chamber concert in Potter Hall, Boston, De
cember 11, with the assistance of the Longy Club and Mr. J. Keller,

violoncellist. The programme, made up of compositions by Mr.

d'Indy, was as follows: "Chanson et Danses" (Longy Club, led by
the composer) ; "Fantasia on French Folk-tunes" (Messrs. Longy,

oboist; d'Indy, pianist); trio for pianoforte, clarinet, and violon-

cello (Messrs. d'Indy, Grisez, and Keller).
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Overture to a Heroic and Allegorical Ballet, "Die Geschopfe des

Prometheus" ("The Creatures of Prometheus") : Ballet No. 5,

Adagio Ludwig van Beethoven

(Bom at Bonn, December 16 (?) 1770; died at Vienna, Marcli 26, 1827.)

The music to this ballet "Die Geschopfe des Prometheus"—an

overture, an introduction, and sixteen other numbers—was com-

posed in 1800. The scenario was arranged and written by Salvatore

Vigano, dancer and arranger of ballets. Born at Naples on March

29, 1769, he began his career at Rome by taking female parts, for

women in that city were not then allowed to appear on the stage.

He afterwards went to Madrid, where he married Maria Medina, a

celebrated Spanish dancer. Later he appeared at Bordeaux, Lon-

don, and Venice. In the last city he composed his "Raoul, Sire de

Crequice" for the San Samuel theatre (1791), for which he wrote

the music and the scenario. He and his wife then went to Vienna,

where they first appeared as dancers on May 13, 1793. His ballet

"Raoul" was performed there at the Karnthnerthor theater on

June 25. After active service in Vienna for two years, he danced

at Prague, Dresden, Berlin, Hamburg, Venice, and in 1799 returned

to Vienna. He died at Milan on August 10, 1821.
\\

Vigano wished in Vienna to pay tribute to Maria Theresa, the
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second wife of the Emperor Francis, for she was a woman of fine

artistic tastes. Possibly the success of Haydn's "Schopfung"—"The

Creation"—gave him the idea of the title and the subject, and as

Beethoven had dedicated his Septet to her (1800), Vigano was

perhaps thus influenced in his choice of a composer. Vigano, how-

ever, was not an ordinary man; he had decided ideas concerning

the ballet, and he had the talent and the courage to carry them out.

The ballet was first performed, according to general belief, on

March 28, 1801, at the Imperial Royal Court Theatre, and for the

benefit of Miss Cassentini, the leading dancer of the ballet corps.

The belief is founded on a programme that bears this date and

announces the performance as the first, but Nottebohm speaks of

a programme in the archives of the Society of Friends of Music

in Vienna that is dated March 31, 1801. Was the performance post-

poned until the 28th ?

The programme of the 28th states that ''Der Dorfbarbier," * a

singspiel, was first performed. Then came ''Die Geschopfe des

* "Der Dorfbarbier"
—"The Village Barber"—is the title of little plays with music

by J. A. Hiller (Leipsic, 1771), Neefe (Leipsic, 1772), Johann Schenk (Vienna, October
30 1796 with libretto by Joseph and Paul Weidemann, first performed as a comedy
about 1786) ; Wernhammer (about 1795) and F. L. Seidel (Berlin, 1817). Grgtry

wrote the music for his nephew's adaptation, "Le Barbier de Village, ou Le Revenant"
(Paris, May 6, 1797). C. V. Weisse's libretto for Killer's music was an adaptation
of Sedaine's "Blaise le Savetier" for which Philidor wrote the music (Paris, March 9,

1759). A translation of this libretto entitled "Hanns der Schuhflicker" by J. H. Faber
was performed at Hamburg in 1772.
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Prometheus : ein heroisches, allegorisches Ballet." The cast was as

follows: Prometheus, Cesari; Children, Miss Casentini (sic), Salva-

tore Vigano; Bacchus, Ferdinand Gioja; Pan, Archinger; Terpsi-

chore, Mme. Brendi ; Thalia, Mme. Cesari ; Melpomene, Mme. Reuth.

The impersonators of "Apollo, Amfione, Arione" and Orpheus were

not named. This argument was printed on the programme :

—

"The foundation of this allegorical ballet is the fable of Prome-

theus. The philosophers of Greece, to whom he was known, declare

it to be as follows : They picture him as a lofty soul who drove the

people of his time from ignorance, refined them by means of science

and the arts, and gave them manners, customs, and morals. As a

result of this conception two statues that have been brought to

life are introduced in this ballet, who through the might of har-

mony are made sensitive to all the passions of human life. Prome-

theus leads them to Parnassus, that Apollo, the god of the fine arts,

may instruct them. Apollo gives them as teachers Amphion, Arion,

and Orpheus to instruct them in music, Melpomene for tragedy,

Thalia for comedy, Terpischore and Pan for the latest invented

shepherd dance, and Bacchus for the heroic dance of his invention."

The performance began at 6.30 p.m. The number of performances

in 1801 was 16 ; in 1802, 13.

The title on the programme and on a copy of the manuscript score

Complete
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is "Die Geschope des Prometheus." The pianoforte arrangement

advertised in 1801 gave the title, "Gli Uomini di Prometeo" and in

London there appeared soon afterwards : 'The Men of Prometheus,

a grand ballet for the pianoforte;" but "Geschopfe" means more

than "men." There is a story that Beethoven met Haydn, who said

to him: "I heard your ballet yesterday, and liked it very much."

To this Beethoven answered : "You are very kind, dear papa, but it

is by no means a 'Creation' "("Schopfung"). Haydn, somewhat

dazed, and rather vexed, replied : "That is true ; it is not a creation,

and I doubt extremely whether it will ever equal it."

According to Henri Beyle, when Vigano produced the ballet in

Milan (the Scala, May 22, 1813), he interpolated the representation

of chaos in Haydn's "Creation.'

The text-book of this ballet disappeared. When in 1891 there was

talk of a revival of the ballet in Vienna, a poet named Taubert was

asked to furnish a new one. The autograph score of the music also

disappeared; but there is a MS. copy with Beethoven's corrections

in the Vienna Court Library.

In the Finale there are two themes that Beethoven afterwards

used elsewhere. One of them, in E-flat major, is a "Contretanz" (No.

7 in the set of 12) as the theme of XV Variations and Fugue in

riurAv^itch Bros.
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E-flat major for pianoforte, Op. 35, composed in 1802; and as the

chief of the Finale of the "Eroica" symphony, composed in 1804.

The other theme, G major, appears as Contretanz No. 11 in the set

already mentioned. It is not known when the dances were com-

posed. They were published in 1802. Beethoven wrote to Breitkopf

and Hartel in June, 1803 : "In the grand Variations it was forgotten

that the Theme was taken from an allegorical Ballet which I com-

posed, viz., 'Prometheus' or in Italian 'Prometeo,' and this ought to

have been stated on the title-page. If possible, I beg you still to see

to it, i.e., if it has not yet been published ; if the title-page has to be

altered, let it be at my cost." It would appear from that this the

"peaceful" theme was first used in the ballet.

It would also appear from Beethoven's letters that he was not

satisfied with his ballet, or at least with the performance. On April

22, 1801, he wrote to Hofmeister of Leipsic : "To say something more

about myself, I have written a Ballet in which, however, the Ballet

Master has not made the best of his part." On July 26, 1909, he

wrote Breitkopf and Hartel : "You will shortly receive the song 'Ich

denke dein,'* which was to have been included in the unfortunate

'Prometheus,' and which, without your reminding me of it, I should

have quite forgotten."

The original opera number of the overture was 24.

The overture is scored for two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two

bassoons, two horns, two trumpets, kettledrums, and strings. It

begins with an Introduction, Adagio, C major, 3-4, opening with

staccato chords for full orchestra. There is a short development of

a theme, pianissimo in the strings and wind instruments. The

* "Andenken," verses by Matthison, was published by Breitkopf and Hartel in
March, 1810.
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Allegro molto con brio, C major, 2-2, begins at once with a lively

first theme in eighth notes, staccato. This theme is more like a

figure than a motive, but its symmetrical form gives it consistency.

The theme is first given out by the first violins over staccato chords

for other strings, it is repeated fortissimo by the full orchestra and

developed to a full cadence, G major. The second theme, given to

flutes and oboes is developed with contrapuntal imitation. There

is a conclusion theme in G minor. The fantasia, or working-out

section, is short and free. The first motive is worked, but there is

a new thematic figure towards the end. The third section is a

reproduction of the first, except that the new figure of the free

fantasia appears. There is a long and brilliant coda.

Ballet 5, Adagio, B-flat major—Andante quasi Allegretto 6-8 is

the second movement in the second part. Solo flute, solo clarinet,

solo bassoon, solo violoncello, and solo harp are supported by strings

in the Adagio. Two horns, another bassoon, and another clarinet

are used later.

The overture to "The Creatures of Prometheus" was played in an

arrangement for two pianofortes by G. J. Webb and H. W. Grae-

torex at a concert of the Boston Academy of Music on January 9,

1839.
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The overture was played by an orchestra at a concert of the

same society on December 28, 1844. The other selections were as

follows : Auber, overture to "Lestocque" ; Rousseau-Vogler, Trichor-

dium ; Spohr, larghetto from Double Quartet ; Mayseder, violin solo

(Mr. Keyzer) ; Beethoven, Symphony No. 8.

The overture was performed at g, concert of the Boston Musical

Fund Society on January 3, 1852.

These performances were given in Boston by Theodore Thomas's

orchestra :

—

Adagio No. 5, October 29, 1869 ; April 6, October 12, 1870 ; Jan-

uary 11, 1871 ; April 6, November 30, 1872 ; December 4, 1873 ; April

18, 1876.

Finale, December 23, 1871.

Overture, May 14, 1881.

Allegro vivace. Adagio, Allegro pastorale, April 20, 1870.

Harvard Musical Association: Overture, February 4, December

16, 1869 ; December 7, 1875 ; March 15, 1877 ; January 30, 1879.

Andante and Adagio, December 15, 1870; December 19, 1870

(Beethoven Centenary) ; February 23, 1872; March 13, 1879; Febru-

ary 9, 1882.

Boston Symphony Orchestra:—
Finale, November 18, 1882.

Overture and eight selections, December 29, 1888.

Overture, February 13, 1897 ; March 13, 1909.

There have been performances of overture and No. 5 at quasi-

private concerts, as by the Boston Orchestral Club, on January 5,

1904 : Violoncello, Dr. Keep ; flute, Mr. Peabody ; clarinet, Mr. Toll

;

bassoon, Mr. Richardson; harp, Mr. Schnecker; Mr. Longy con-

ductor.

30 Huntington Avenue
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"A Siegfried Idyl'^ Richard Wagner

(Born at Leipsic, May 22, 1813; died at Venice, February 13, 1883.) ||

Cosima Liszt, daughter of Franz Liszt and the Comtesse d'Agoult,

was born at Bellagio, Italy, on Christmas Day, 1837. She was

married to Hans von Biilow at Berlin, August 18, 1857. They were

divorced in the fall of 1869.

Richard Wagner married Minna Planer, November 24, 1836, at

'Konigsberg. They separated in August, 1861, and she died at Dres-

den, January 25, 1866.

Wagner and Cosima Liszt, divorced wife of von Biilow, were

married at Lucerne, August 25, 1870. Siegfried Wagner, their son,

was born at Triebschen, near Lucerne, June 6, 1869.

Wagner wrote, November 11, 1870, to Ferdinand Prager: "My
house, too, is full of children, the children of my wife, but besides

there blooms for me a splendid son, strong and beautiful, whom
I dare call Siegfried Richard Wagner. Now think what I must

Established in 1842
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feel, that this at last has fallen to my share. I am fifty-seven years

old." On the 25th of the month he wrote to Prager: "My son

is Helferich Siegfried Richard. My son! Oh, what that says to

me!"

These were not the first references to the son. In a letter

written to Mrs. Wille, June 25, 1870, Wagner wrote : "Certainly

we shall come, for you are to be the first to whom we shall present

ourselves as man and wife. She has defied all disapprobation and

taken upon herself every condemnation. She has borne to me a

wonderfully beautiful and vigorous boy, whom I could boldly call

'Siegfried' ; he is now growing, together with my work, and gives

me a new, long life, which at last has attained a meaning. Thus

we get along without the world, from which we have retired entirely.

. . . But now listen
;
you will, I trust, approve of the sentiment

which leads us to postpone our visit until I can introduce to you

the mother of my son as my wedded wife." (Finck's Wagner,

vol. ii. p. 246.)

The "Siegfried Idyl" was a birthday gift to the composer's wife.

It was composed in November, 1870, at Triebschen, near Lucerne.

According to Hans Richter's story, he received the manuscript

score on December 4, 1870. Wagner gave a remarkably fine copy

to his wife. Richter wrote out immediately the parts, and then

went to Zurich, where, with the help of Oskar Kahl, concert-master

of the City Orchestra, he engaged musicians. The first rehearsal

was on December 21, 1870, in the foj-er of the old theatre in Zurich.

The Wesendoncks were present. "The musicians were excellent,"

says Richter, "and the music sounded magnificently." The mu-
sicians arrived at Lucerne December 24. Wagner conducted the
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rehearsal that afternoon in the hall of the H6tel du Lac. Christ-

mas in 1870 fell on a Sunday, and early in the morning the mu-

sicians arrived at Wagner's villa in Triebschen. In order that the

performance might be a complete surprise to Cosima, the desks

were put quietly in position on the stairs, and the tuning was in

the large kitchen. The little orchestra took its place on the stairs,

Wagner, who conducted, at the top, then the violins, violas, wood-

wind instruments, horns, and at the bottom the violoncello and

double-bass. The conductor could not see the violoncello and bass,

but the performance was faultless. The orchestra was thus com-

posed: two first violins, two second violins, two violas (one played

by Hans Richter, who also played the trumpet), violoncello, double-

bass, flute, oboe, two clarinets, bassoon, two horns. Richter says he

borrowed a trumpet for the few measures given it from a bands-

man. In order not to excite the suspicion of Cosima, he went

daily to practise the trumpet in the barracks, which were then

empty. ''These daily excursions and several trips to Zurich awak-

ened the attention of Mme. Wagner, who thought I was not so

industrious as formerly. The highly successful performance of

the Idyl put an end to this misunderstanding."

The performance began punctually at 7.30 a.m. The children

called the Idyl "the stairs music." The Idyl was repeated several

times in the course of the day, and in the afternoon the musicians

played Beethoven's Sextet without the Variations.

The Idyl was performed at Mannheim, December 20, 1871, in

private under the direction of Wagner. It was performed March

10, 1877, in the Ducal Palace at Meiningen by the Ducal Court

Orchestra, and Wagner conducted. The score and parts, were

published in February, 1878.
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Siegfried was born while the composition of the music-drama,

^'Siegfried," was in progress. The themes in the Idyl were taken

from the music-drama, all save one,—a folk-song, "Sleep, my child"

;

but the development of the themes was new.

.Wagner wrote a poetical dedication to Cosima.

Mr. Louis C. Elson has Englished this poem freely in verse :

—

m

Thy sacrifices liave shed blessings o'er me,

And to my work have given noble aim,

And in the hour of conflict thej upbore me.

Until my labor reached a sturdy frame.

Oft in the land of legends we were dreaming,

Those legends which contain the Teuton's fame,

Until a son upon our lives was beaming,

Siegfried must be our youthful hero's name.

For him and thee in tones I now am praising

;

What thanks for deeds of love could better be?

"Within our souls the grateful song upraising

Which in this music I have now set free?

And in the cadence I have held, united,

Siegfried, our dearly cherished son, and thee

;

And all the harmonies I now am bringing

But speak the thought which in my heart is ringing. ,

'''-'-:
- iaimuVsusblsJfiD !^ || _

The composition, which first bore the title "Triebschener idyll,''

is scored for flute, oboe, two clarinets, trumpet, two horns, bassoon,

and strings.

It begins quietly E major, 4-4 (strings without double-basses),

with a short introduction made out of portions of the so-called "Frie-

densmelodie," which is soon announced by the strings, the theme "^

I
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from the love scene in the third act of "Siegfried," at Briinnhilde's

words, "I have been forever, I am forever, ever in sweet yearning

ecstasy—but ever to thy salvation !" The development is wholly in-

dependent of that in the music-drama. The wood-wind instruments

gradually enter. The flute introduces as an opposing theme a phrase

of the slumber motive in the last scene of "The Valkyrie." This

phrase is continued by oboe and clarinet. There is a crescendo.

The theme appears in the basses, and reaches a piu forte.

A short theme of two descl&nding notes—generally a minor seventh

or major sixth, taken from Briinnhilde's cry, "O Siegfried! Sieg-

fried ! see my terror !" from the same love scene in "Siegfried"

—

appears now in the basses, now in the violins, while wind instru-

ments give out chords in triplets. This short theme is much used

throughout the Idyl.

The cradle song, "Sleep, my little one, sleep," is sung "very

simply" by the oboe.

All these themes are worked up in various shapes until trills on

the first violins lead to the "World-treasure" motive in Briinnhilde's

speech to Siegfried,—"Oh Siegfried, thou glorious one! Treasure

of the world !",— which is sung first by the wind, A-flat major, 3-4

time, afterwards worked out by strings, and then combined with

preceding themes.
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There is a climax, and on an organ-point on G as dominant the

first horn gives out Siegfried's "motive," where he announces his

intention of going out into the world, never to return (act i.), but

the form is that assumed in the love scene. Flute and clarinet

embroider this horn theme with hints at the bird song in the

"Waldweben." There is a mass of trills, and the strings play

the accompanying figure to Siegfried's "A splendid sea surges before

me," violoncellos and violas, then violins. The music swells to

forte, and, after there is a modulation back to E major and a

combination of the first two themes, the climax of the Idyl is

reached, and the trumpet sounds the forest-bird motive. The chief

themes are further developed, alone or in combination. The pace

slackens more and more, and the first two themes bring the end

in pianissimo.

The first performance after publication was at a Bilse concert in

Berlin towards the end of February, 1878. According to Dr.

Reimann the music-drama "Siegfried" was then so little known that

a Berlin critic said the Idyl was taken from the second act. So

Mr. Henry Knight, a passionate Wagnerite, wrote verses in 1889, in

which he showed a similar confusion in mental operation,

i The first performance in Boston was at a concert of the Harvard

Musical Association, December 19, 1878.

The last performance at* a subscription concert of the Boston

Symphony Orchestra in Boston was on February 28, 1914.

A programme of the Idyl written by Albert Heintz was published

in the Musikalisches Wochenhlatt of June 18, 1880.
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ENTR'ACTE.

LABOR SONGS: ACTIONS IN TUNES.
(From the London Times.)

There is something uncanny in the way a tune recalls an act.

We cannot think what the next figure in the Lancers is until the

actual tune comes; and well we know that chess-player who has

to whistle in order to concentrate his mind. Similarly, an act recalls

a tune. One acquaintance always sings the ''Pilgrims' Chorus"

when he gets out of his morning's tub; another "O ye'U tak' the

high road" when he lands a trout. A wait, who had forgotten

iliow a particular carol went, was advised to "think you have the

snow in your boots, and it will come back to you." It is only a

step from this, though a long one, when Cowper writes "Toll for

the brave" to the "March in Scipio," and Schubert shows himself

to be the very voice of Goethe. For all we can say, in the last
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resort, of both words and tune is that that is how you feel when
you think of that action.

This instinct, by which act suggests tune and tune recalls act,

is seen typically at work in Labor songs. These, ubiquitous and
cognate, have an interest for us as a proximate cause of the world's

music, of which ultimate causes have been sought in the sounds

of nature, natural selection, and onomatopoeia. We have, moreover,

been reminded of them lately by communications made by men
cut off from civilized conventions—an account of a Serbian plough-

ing song, or of the "Gippo" at truck-lading and other fatigue duty,

or an appeal for books of chanties for the use of our own men.

Among individual actions facilitated by song are flax-spinning

and grinding. The Greeks were singing their "Turn, handmill,

turn," about the time when Jeremiah was naming (xxv. 10) "the

sound of the millstones" among the cheerful "voices" that would

cease with the Assyrian invasion. Flax passes through at least a

dozen processes to the finished article—sowing, weeding, picking,

and so on—and each of these has its song somewhere. The process

of shrinking wool has honor done to it in the Scots "waulking"

songs, sung as the cloth is passed from hand to hand across a long

table to be wrung out. Collective action is the object of a chantv

{un chante). The oldest chanty known to history is the digging-

song of the well (Num. xxi. 17), which the marginal note shows to

have been antiphonal; and that helps us to understand how the

walls of M)essene were said to have been built, and those of Athens

:i! !!
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pulled down, to music. The tea-picking song on hills in China

cheers the laborer with the thought that he is making a journey to

Lhassa, to Buddha's shrine, where the leaves of immortality grow.

Every one knows the sea-chanty, which is twofold—songs to

enliven a dull job, such as "Rio Grande," "Santy Anna," or "Whip

Jamboree" for pumping or weighing anchor, and songs to secure

unanimity of pull on a rope such as ''Slianadar" or "The Dead

Horse" for hoisting a sail or rigging a mast. The chanty man went

out with the wooden ship. He belonged to the merchant service;

the Navy never recognized him; his place was taken there, im-

perfectly, by the band.

The usefulness of the chanty as a means of controlling co-opera-

tive labor did not escape the landlord. To-day in Norfolk hay is

turned to a kind of swing-song taken up all down the line ; the last

load is carried to an appropriate song for which men and girls deck
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themselves with flowers, and the wheat harvest is followed by supper

in the barn. These are relics of a system once prevalent in Europe,

especially Eastern Europe, by which landlords got labor out of

their slaves or socagers, disciplining them by the bagpipe or flute

to work in rhythm and so detecting laggards, and rewarding them

afterwards by a feast and a dance. At tree-felling in East Africa

a refrain is similarly found useful to keep the lazy ones up to the

mark. In China the plough is sometimes drawn by men ; the plough-

man sings the tune—not unlike Haydn's ''With joy th' impatient

husbandman"—and the "horses" punctuate with a short refrain.

With this we pass to animal labor.

Izaak Walton puts "that smooth song which was made by Kit

Marlow" into the mouth of Maudlin, not only because she was just

the person to have sung it, but because cows do stand still to be

milked if they are sung to. The tempo of a tune affects both in-

fantry soldier and cavalry charger. Oxen are kept by a song at the

slow pace which guarantees a straight furrow, or at a fast one

to make the threshing machine work properly. On the Nerbudda

the advance and retreat of the oxen to operate the wheel and bucket

are controlled by alternating tunes, since the man's hands are occu-

pied and unable to guide his beasts. The camel is sung to while he is

being loaded, a matter of nice balance, for if he fidgets about during

the operation it has to be begun all over again. In Theocritus there

is no arch purpose or sham simplicity about the syrinx; it has

definite work to do ; it has a tune to lead the steers to water, and

another "for those that work in the sun." And, when off duty, a

fine one "with nine holes and good white beeswax above and below"

serves as a prize for a singing-match. ii
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Symphonic Poem No. 3, "The Preludes'' (after Lamartinb) .

Franz Liszt

(Born at Raiding, near Oedenburg, Hungary, October 22, 1811 ; died at

Bayreuth, July 31, 1SS6.)

According to statements of Richard Polil, this symphonic poem

was begun at Marseilles in 1834, and completed at Weimar in 1850.

According to L. Ramann's chronological catalogue of Liszt's works,

''The Preludes'' was composed in 1854 and published in 1856.

Theodor Mtiller-Reuter says that the poem was composed at

Weimar in 1849-50 from sketches made in earlier years, and this

statement seems to be the correct one.

Ramann tells the following story about the origin of "The Pre-

ludes." Liszt, it seems, began to compose at Paris, about 1844,

choral music for a poem by Aubray, and the work was entitled "Les

4 Elements (la Terre, les Aquilons, les Flots, les Astres)."* The

cold stupidity of the poem discouraged him, and he did not com-

plete the cantata. He told his troubles to Victor Hugo, in the hope

that the poet would take the hint and write for him ; but Hugo did

not or would not understand his meaning, so Liszt put the music

aside. Early in 1854 he thought of using the abandoned work for

a Pension Fund concert of the Court Orchestra at Weimar, and it

* "Les 4 Elemeuts" were designed for a male chorus. "La Terre" was composed
at Lisbon and Malaga, April, 1845 ; "Les Flots," at Valence, Easter Sunday, 1S45

;

"Les Astres," on April 14, 1848. The manuscript of "Les Aquilons" in the Liszt
Museum at Weimar is not dated. Raff wrote to Mme. Heinrich in January, 1850,
of his share in the instrumentation and malcing a clean score of an overture "Die 4
Elemente" for Liszt. Liszt in June, 1851, wrote to Raff over the question whether this
work should be entitled "Meditation" Symphony, and this title stands on a hand-
written score.
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then occurred to Mm to make the music, changed and enlarged,

illustrative of a passage in Lamartine's "Nouvelles Meditations

poetiques," XV™® Meditation: "Les Preludes," dedicated to Victor

Hugo.

The symphonic poem "Les Preludes" was performed for the first

time in the Grand Ducal Court Theatre, Weimar, at a concert for

the Pension Fund of the widows and orphans of deceased members

of the Court Orchestra on February 23, 1854. Liszt conducted from

manuscript. At this concert Liszt introduced for the first time

"Gesang an die Kiinstler" in its revised edition and also led Schu-

mann's Symphony No. 4 and the concerto for four horns.

Liszt made his first appearance as a composer in the Gewandhaus,

Leipsic, with "Les Preludes," the symphonic poem "Mazeppa," th^

pianoforte concerto in E-flat major (Hans von Btilow, pianist), and

his romance "Englein hold im Lockengold" at a concert given for

the "Orchester-Pensions-Institut,'^ February 26, 1857, "Mazeppa"
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shocked the conservatives and provoked polemical articles, also a

poem ''Franz Liszt in Leipsig" by Peter Cornelius.

Liszt revised "Les Preludes" in 1853 or 1854. The score was pub-

lished in May, 1856 ; the orchestral parts, in January, 1865.

The first performance of "Les Preludes" in Boston was at a Phil-

harmonic concert, December 3, 1859, when Arthur Napoleon,*

pianist, made his first appearance in the city. "Les Preludes" was
performed by the Philharmonic Society of New York, April 30th of

the same year.

The alleged passage from Lamartine that serves as a motto has

thus been Englished :

—

"What is our life but a series of preludes to that unknown song,

the first solemn note of which is sounded by death ? Love forms the

enchanted daybreak of every life; but what is the destiny where

the first delights of happiness are not interrupted by some storm,

* Arthur Napoleao (Napoleone) was born at Oporto, March 6, 1843. He made
a sensation as a boy pianist at Lisbon, London (1852), Berlin (1854), studied with
Charles Hall§ at Manchester, made tours throughout Europe and North and South
America, and about 1868 settled in Rio de Janeiro as a dealer in music and musical
instruments. After his retirement from the concert stage he composed pieces for
pianoforte and orchestra, pianoforte pieces, and he served as a conductor.
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whose fatal breath dissipates its fair illusions, whose fell lightning

consumes its altar? and what wounded spirit, when one of its

tempests is over, does not seek to rest its memories in the sweet

calm of country life? Yet man does not resign himself long to enjoy

the beneficent tepidity which first charmed him on Nature's bosom

;

and when 'the trumpet's loud clangor has called him to arms,' he

rushes to the post of danger, whatever may be the war that calls

him to the ranks to find in battle the full consciousness of himself

and the complete possession of his strength." There is little in

Lamartine's poem that suggests this preface. The quoted passage

beginning "The trumpet's loud clangor" is Lamartine's "La trom-

pette a jete le signal des alarmes."

"The Preludes" is scored for three flutes, two oboes, two clarinets,

two bassoons, four horns, two trumpets, three trombones, bass

tuba, a set of three kettledrums, snare-drum, bass drum, cymbals,

harp, and strings.

The symphonic poem begins Andante, C major, 4-4, with a solemn

motive, the kernel of the chief theme. This motive is played softly

by all the strings, answered by the wood-wind in harmony, and

developed in a gradual crescendo until it leads to an Andante

maestoso, major, 12-8, when a new phase of the theme is given out

fortissimo by violoncellos, double-basses, bassoons, trombones, (and

r
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tuba, against sustained harmonies in other wind instruments and

arpeggios in violins and violas. The development of this phase

leads by a short decrescendo to a third phase, a gentle phrase (9-8)

sung by second violins and violoncellos against an accompaniment

in the first violins. The basses and bassoons enter after every

phrase with the first figure of the original solemn phase.

The development of this third phase of the chief theme leads to

the entrance of the second theme, E major, 12-8, given out by horn

quartet and a quartet of muted violas (divided) against arpeggios

in the violins and harp. (This phrase bears a striking resemblance

to the phrase, ''Idole si douce et si pure," sung by Fernando in the

duet with Balthasar (act i., No. 2) in Donizetti's "La Favorite."*)

The theme is played afterwards by oboes, clarinets, and bassoons,

against a more elaborate accompaniment, while violins and flutes

introduce flowing passages between the phrases. The horn brings

back the third phase of the chief theme, pianissimo, while the

violins are loath to leave the initial figures of the second theme.

The third phase of the theme dies away in flutes and clarinets.

Allegro ma non troppo, 2-2. The working-out section is occupied

chiefly with the development of the first theme, and the treatment

is free. The initial figure of this theme is the basis of a stormy

passage, and during the development a warlike theme is proclaimed

by the brass over an arpeggio string accompaniment. There is a

lull in the storm; the third phase of the chief theme is given to

oboes, then to strings. There is a sudden change to A major,

* "La Favorite," opera in four acts, text by A. Royer and Gustav Waoz, music
by Donizetti, was produced at the Opera, Paris, December 2, 1840. It was written
originally in three acts for the Renaissance Theatre, Paris, and entitled "L'Ange de
Nisida." Scribe collaborated in writing the text of the fourth act. The subject was
taken from Bacaulard-Darnaud's tragedy, "Le Comte de Comminges." The part of Fer-
nando was created by Gilbert Duprez (1806-96) ; the parts of Leonor, Alphonse, and
Balthasar were created, respectively, by Rosine Stoltz, Barroilhet, and Levasseur.
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Allegretto pastorale, 6-8. A pastoral melody, the third theme, is

given in fragments alternately to horn, oboe, and clarinet, and

then developed by wood-wind and strings. It leads to a return of

the second theme in the violins, and there is development at length

and in a crescendo until it is sounded in C major by horns and

violas, and then by wood-wind and horns.

Allegro marziale, animato, in C major, 2-2. The third phase of

the chief theme is in horns and trumpets against ascending and

descending scales in the violins. It is now a march, and trombones,

violas, and basses sound fragments of the original phase between

the phrases. There is a brilliant development until the full orches-

tra has a march movement in which the second theme and the third

phase of the chief theme are united. There are sudden changes of

tonality,—C major, E-flat major, F-sharp major. The second phase

of the chief theme returns fortissimo in basses, bassoons, trombones,

tuba, C major, 12-8, against the harmonies in other wind instru-

ments and arpeggios in violins and violas that are found near the

beginning of the work.

The last performance of "The Preludes" at these concerts was

on October 16, 1915.
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**The Preludes" has been "danced," as in Fokine's arrangement

by Anna Pavlova, L. Novikofif, and her company, in Berlin, January,

1913 ; at the Boston Opera House October 29, 1913. "In Fokine's

scheme Anna Pavlova and Novikoff fill the roles which represent

the human principle. Round them circles a bevy of radiant and

nimble damsels, who impersonate Joy, Happiness, and other forces

that make for life. Dark and gloomy shapes which stand for Pain,

Sorrow, and the Powers of Death break in upon the scene, mingle

in the dance, and finally overcome the vital elements, but the two
central figures rise up triumphant above all, clasped in one an-

other's embrace. The ballet proved remarkably effective, and its

ethereal and Insubstantial character were greatly enhanced by the

costumes, which have been copied from Botticelli's famous picture

'Spring.' Miss Pavlova has perhaps never before appeared so nearly

a thing of the air as in these delicate and vaporous draperies, and
as she flits lightly over the stage she looks as if she could be wafted
away by a zephyr. The success of the work was in no small meas-
ure due to the admirable rendering of Liszt's music by the orchestra,

under Theodore Stier."

Mr. C. A. Barry thus answers the question, "Why was Liszt

Have you wanted to purchase in the past any of the following RECORDS ?

They can be secured now at GREATLY REDUCED PRICES



obliged to invent a new term of designation for works of a sym-

phonic character?"

"It may be explained that finding the symphonic form, as by rule

established, inadequate for the purposes of poetic music, which has

for its aim the reproduction and re-enforcement of the emotional

essence of dramatic scenes, as they are embodied in poems or pic-

tures, he felt himself constrained to adopt certain divergencies from

the prescribed symphonic form, and, for the new art-form thus

created, was consequently obliged to invent a more appropriate title

than that of 'symphony,' the formal conditions of which this would

not fulfil. The inadequateness of the old symphonic form for trans-

lating into music imaginative conceptions arising from poems or

pictures, and which necessarily must be presented in a fixed order,

lies in its 'recapitulation' section. This Liszt has dropped; and

the necessity of so doing is apparent. Hence he has been charged

with formlessness. In justification, therefore, of his mode of pro-

cedure, it may be pointed out to those of his critics who regard

every divergence from established form as tending to formlessness,

that the form which he has devised for his Symphonic Poems in

the main differs less from the established form than at first sight

appears. A comparison of the established form of the so-called

classical period with that devised by Liszt will make this apparent.

"The former may be described as consisting of (1) the exposition
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of the principal subjects; (2) their development; and (3) thrar

recapitulation. For this Liszt has substituted (1) exposition; (2)

development; and (3) further development; or, as Wagner has

tersely expressed it, 'nothing else but that which is demanded by the

subject and its expressible development.' Thus, though from sheer

necessity rigid formality has been sacrificed to truthfulness, unity

and consistency are as fully maintained as upon the old system,

but by a different method, the reasonableness of which cannot be

disputed.

"In listening to Liszt's Symphonic Poems it should be borne in

mind that it is essentially 'poetic' or 'programme' music that we
have to deal with, and, at the same time, that this class of music,

as represented by different composers, exists in very varied degrees.

Art has been thus tersely categorised by Mr. Theodore Watts. 'AH
art,' he says, 'is divisible into two kinds : (1) that which is primarily

symbolical, and is defined by the Eastern mind, through Zoroaster,

as "apparent pictures of unapparent realities"; (2) that which is

dramatic or imitative of nature, and defined by the Western mind,

through Goethe, as "Simple Kepresentation." Such a definition

seems as applicable to musical as to plastic art. In the first class

may be placed all 'absolute' or 'abstract' instrumental music, for
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which every listener may devise a 'programme' for himself, though

none be avowedly provided by the composer. In the second class

we would place such music as comes directly under the denomina-

tion of 'descriptive.'

"Following the precedent of Bach in his capriccio, 'Sopra la Lon-

tananza del Frata (sic) dilettissimo,' which has often been quoted

as an early instance of 'programme' music and of Beethoven in his

'Pastoral' Symphony (to mention but two salient examples of a

happy combination of the symbolical with the descriptive), it may
be said of Liszt that he has chosen a middle course. At the same
time, while laying a far greater stress upon the necessity of an
avowed poetic basis than did either of these masters, he has kept

the 'imaginative' and the 'symbolical' far more closely in view than

the 'imitative' and the realistically 'descriptive.'

"
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FRIDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 31, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 1, at 8 o'clock

Haydn . . Symphony in B-flat major "La Reine de France"
(B.&H. No. 85)

(First time at these concerts)

I. Adagio; vivace.

II. Romanze: Allegretto.

III. JMinuetto: Allegretto.

IV. Finale: Presto.

Rachmaninoff . . .
*

. Concerto for Pianoforte with Orchestra,

in D-minor, No. 3, Op. 30
(First time in Boston)

I. Allegro ma non tanto.

II. Intermezzo : Adagio.

III. Finale.

Stra^dnsky . . . Suite from "L'Oiseau de Feu" (The Fire-Bird)

A Danced Legend
(First time at these concerts)

I. Introduction; Jardin enchante de Kastchei et danse de I'oiseau de feu

("Kastchel's Enchanted Garden and Dance of the Fire-Bird").

II. Supplications de I'oiseau de feu.

m. Jeu de princesses avec les pommes d'or ("The Princesses play with the

Golden Apples")-
Illa. Berceuse (Lullaby).

IV. Ronde des princesses (Dance of the Princesses).

V. Danse infemale de tous les sujets de Kastchei (Infernal Dance by all

the Subjects of Kastchei)

.

SOLOIST

SERGEI RACHMANINOFF

STEINWAY PIANO USED

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the concerto.
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TUESDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 28

AT THREE

I.

SONATA EROICA McDOWELL
II.

French Suite in E major Bach

Nocturne, Op. 48, No. 1 Chopin

Etude, Op. 10, No. 8 Chopin

Etude, Op. 10, No. 4 Chopin

Fantasie, Op. 49 . . . Chopin

III.

Jeux d'eaux Ravel

Maynight Palmgren

Papillons Rosenthal

Caprice Bxirlesque Gabrilowitsch

RESERVED SEATS $1.50. $1.00, 50c.. Plus 10% War Tax
Tickets are now for sale at the Hall; they may also be ordered by 'phone (Beach 1330) or by mail.

JOSEPH DI NATALE
First Violin

VLADIMIR BELIN
Viola

HANS EBELL
Pianist

ROBERT GUNDERSEN
Second Violin

ALMA LA PALME
Violoncello
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STEINWAY PIANO

BY

with a program of AMERICAN and new MODERN FRENCH Compositions

Tuesday Afternoon, November 1 8
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COMING EVENTS at SYMPHONY HALL

SUN. AFT.
OCT. 26

AT 3.30

SAT. AFT.
NOV. 1

AT 3.00

SUN. AFT.
NOV. 2

AT 3.30

SUN. AFT.
NOV. 9

AT 3.30

SUN. AFT.
DEC. 21

SUN. AFT.
JAN. 25

SUN. AFT.
FEB. 22

SUN. AFT.
APR. 4

Rach ffmanmo
(Direction C. A. Ellis)

Prices, $2.50. $2.00. $1.50, $1.00 (Plus Tax)

Toscha Seidel
Latest Violin Sensation

Prices, $2.00, $1.50. $1.00. 75c (Plus Tax)

Geraldine Farrar
(Direction C. A. Ellis)

Rosita Renard and Arthur Hackett

Prices, $2.50, $2.00, $1.50. $1.00 (Plus Tax)

Galli-Curci
Prices, $2.50, $2.00, $1.50. $1.00 (Plus 10% War Tax)

Handel and Haydn Society
Great Chorus of 400 Orchestra and Soloists

EMIL MOLLENHAUER, Conductor H. G. TUCKER. Organist

The Messiah

MME. HUDSON ALEXANDER REED MILLER
MARY JORDAN EDGAR SCHOFIELD

Rossini's Stabat Mater and Gounod's Gallia

FREIDA HEMPEL MORGAN KINGSTON JOSE MARDONES

Samson and Delilah

MARGARETE MATZENAUER
LAMBERT MURPHY

EMILIO de GOGORZA
FREDERICK MARTIN

Elijah

FLORENCE HINKLE ARTHUR HACKETT REINALD WERRENRATH

Subscription Tickets, Four Concerts. $10, $3, $6. Mail Orders Now

Mail Orders to L. H. MUDGETT, Symphony Hall, will be filled in order received

Remittances should include 10% War Tax
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SANDERS THEATRE . . CAMBRIDGE

SECOND CONCERT

Thursday Evening, November 1 3

PIERRE MONTEUX. Conductor

SOLOIST

SOPRANO

Tickets at Kent's University Bookstore, Harvard Square, Cambridge
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SYMPHONY HALL

SUNDAY AFTERNOON. NOVEMBER 16, AT 3.00

Thirty-third Concert for the

Benefit of the Orchestra's

P
Boi

BY THE

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

SOLOIST MABEL GARRISON
(prima donna soprano, Met. Opera House)

PROGRAM
TSCHAIKOWSKY . . . . "Pathetique" Symphony

WAGNER . . . Prelude and Love-Death from "Tristan"

ROSSINI . Overture to "WiUiam TeU." Arias by Miss Garrison

TICKETS NOW ON SALE AT SYMPHONY HALL

BOX OFFICE

PRICES. $1. $1.50, $2

MAIL ORDERS NOW

ADDRESS BOX OFFICE, SYMPHONY HALL
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JORDAN HALL
Saturday, October 25, at 3 P. M.

H. B. TURPIN at the Piano

Tickets, $1.50, $1.00 and 50c

At Jordan Hall and Herrick's

H. B. Williams. Manager. Pierce Building

JORDAN HALL
Thursday, October 30, at 3 P. M.

Tickets, $1.50. $1.00, and 50c at Jordan Hall and Herrick's

Harry B. Williams, Mgr. Pierce Building, Boston

Mason & Hamlin Piano

AN INTRODUCTION LEADS TO EVERLASTING FRIENDSHIP

il

ti/xmZ

^^ient/ele^

liiiMiiiiiWiin
ON sale: at the better stores

aoo



BOSTON UMIVEESITY
Departmneailt ©f M^sic

Three evening courses in Music, open to the pubHc

Music 19. Harmony. The Grammar of Music. Professor J. P. Marshall.
Tuesday evenings at 7.30, November 4 to March 23.

Music 21. The Appreciation of Music. This course will include a study of

works given by the Boston Symphony Orchestra. Professor

J. P. Marshall.

Thursday evenings at 7.30, November 6 to April 9.

Music 23. Solfeggio. Ear training and music reading. Albert C. Sherman, Jr.

Tuesday evenings at 7.30, November 4 to March 23.

These courses will be given at the College of Liberal Arts Building, 688 Boylston
Street.

For information regarding fees and registration apply to Professor A. H. Rice,

688 Boylston Street.

LIST of CASTS in SYMPHONY HALL
As you face the stage, the casts on the right, beginning with the one

nearest the stage, are as follows: Sitting Anacreon (Copenhagen); Faun
with Infant Bacchus (Naples), ordered; Girl of Herculaneum (Dresden);

Dancing Faun (Rome) ; Demosthenes (Rome) ; Apollo Citharoedus (Rome)

;

Euripides (Rome) ; Diana of Versailles (Paris)

.

The casts on the left are the Faun of Praxiteles (Rome); Amazon
(Berlin); Hermes Logios (Paris); Lemnian Athena (Dresden, head in

Bologna) ; Sophocles (Rome) ; Standing Anacreon (Copenhagen) ; Aeschines

(Naples); Apollo Belvedere (Rome).
The reUefs in the passage are: Bacchic Procession (Naples); Orpheus,

Eurydice, and Hermes (Naples).



JORDAN HALL . . Thursday Evenings, at 8. 1 5 o'clock

JANUARY 22 FEBRUARY 19 MARCH

HAROLD JACQUES

BAUER and THIBAUD
Playing all of the Beethoven Piano and Violin Sonatas

Thursday evenings: December 4, January 8, February 5

Subscriptions for both series at $4, $3 and $2 each

NOW BEING RECEIVED (

Management. WENDELL H. LUCE, 492 Boylston Street. Mason & Hamlin Building

MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

TEACHER OF SINGING
COACHING IN SONGS

384 COMMONWEALTH AVE.

VOICE
Studio, 615 Huntington Chambers, Boston

TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE, ORGAN, HARMONY AND
APPRECIATION OF MUSIC

6 NEWBURY STREET BOSTON

®ljj Art flf ^tttging

146 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.. BOSTON
Telephone Back Bay 3040

VOICE PLACING
AND TECHNIQUE A SPECIALTY

MARGARET A. AGNEW
VOCAL COACH AND ACCOMPANIST

CONCERT-VIOLINIST
Will accept a limited number of pupils. Available for Concerts. For particulars address

609 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS. 30 HUNTINGTON AVENUE
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

JEAM BEDETTI
Solo 'Cellist Boston Symphony Orchestra. First Solo Cellist "Colonne Concerts" of Paris

•CELLO INSTRUCTION AND ENSEMBLE PLAYING
AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS AND RECITALS

Address. SYMPHONY HALL. BOSTON

GEORGES E. LAUIRENT
SOLO FLUTE BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

FIRST PRIZE AT PARIS CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Available for Concerts, Recitals and Musicales. Flute Instruction

ADDRESS. SYMPHONY HALL BOSTON, MASS.

HARRIET A„ SHAW
TEACHER OF THE HARP
HARPS FOR SALE AND RENT

Address, 236 BAY STATE ROAD. BOSTON

EMIL MOLLENHAUER
COACHING IN

OPERA AND ORATORIO
1 89 Huntington Avenue - - Boston

Telephone. 722 Back Bay

Telephone. Back Bay 5958-J

3SALIE THOIRNTOI
PIANIST and TEACHER
282 DARTMOUTH STREET

Mason & Hamlin Piano Used

MRS» HELEN ALLEN HUNT
resumed teaching on October the first at her

NEW STUDIO IN HOTEL CLUNY. 543 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON
Mrs. Hunt gives class lessons, four in a class, of one hour.

and private lessons of thirty minutes

Also, an "open lesson" each month to which all pupils are invited

THE GOS
FRENCH!!

ORAL METHOD
All lessons given by Mons. J.

Gosselin, B.A.. C.T. (1st class.)

By a Phonetic system of his

own. Mr. Gosselin makes the

Pronunciation of his pupils

absolutely Perfect (guarantee

given) in Seven lessons— 1

at the most.

This unique training is price-

less to singers, musicians,

FRENCH
FRENCH!!

teachers and their pupils, etc

and enables anyone not only to

pronounce but to Sing in

French as correctly as in

English.

Call any day, any time for Prospectus

and FREE TRIAL LESSONS and

compare with any other methods.

HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS
2nd Block from Copley Square
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Foimer pupil ot the famous Paris Conservatory

VIOLIN LESSONS

AND ASSISTANTS

LESSONS IN SINGING
A Normal Course for Teachers

STUDIOS. STEINERT HALL. BOSTON

PIANIST and TEACHER

Lang Studios

6 NEWBURY STREET

Lessons in

Pianoforte, Harmony, Counter-

point and Composition
STUDIO AT 12 NEWBURY STREET

Mondays and Thursdays

Wff f V^ T^U^f Fl^ Voices developed from first rudiment
ll«al-a I 1 inEal-aEai nI to artistic finish. Perfect diction of

rj, 1 r A . • . • c- • foreign languages. Pupils prepared
Teacher of Artistic bingmg f^r CONCERT — FESTIVALS—

Specialist on Voice Defects UrLKA.

STUDIO: 96 HUNTINGTON AVENUE, Telephone. Back Bay 4259-R

Residence: 1409 Commonwealth Avenue. Telephone. Brighton 53760

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND TEACHER

609 Pierce Bldg., Boston, Mondays and Thursdays

Address, 162 Riverway. Boston

Telephone, 1470 Brookline

'CELLO SOLOIST
INSTRUCTION

STUDIO. 218 TREMONT STREET
Telephone. Beach 903-W

Member Boston Symphony Orchestra

Solo Viola Lamoureux Concerts and Opera Comique of Paris

Member of the Jury of the Paris Conservatory of Music
VIOLIN. VIOLA AND ENSEMBLE INSTRUCTION

Address SYMPHONY HALL

^^^^^k^^^^^g^^e^^y^T^^^W
ii^WiJg EUL^IiR^l

American and European Diplomas, Author of Books and Pen Works on Singing
Studio: Suite 202 Huntington Chambers. 30 Huntington Avenue. Boston. Phone, Back Bay 3932

DOINGS OF GRANT'S ARTIST PUPILS BY A. E. DATELY
Bronze Melba has a large list of recitals for this season. Several winter concerts are planned for Wm. Flynn

tenor, whose fine voice a bright future is predicted. Helen Laird, soprano, whose singing at Boston College last

February,was such^an^rtistic delight, will give her next Boston recital early in the winter at Steinert Hall.
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Steinert Hall

STUDIO 25

Telephone, Braintree 285-R

LE; )LE^ iARTM
BEL CANTO

ji

Studio - - 1425 BroaiJway, NEW YORK

SINGERS — Suzanne Baker Watson, Cora Cross,
Nellie Hart, Willette Kershaw, Gertrude Hutcheson,
Ivy Scott, Marion Stanley, Estelle Ward, Mabel
Wilbur, Flora Zabelle, Edward Foley, George Gilbert,
John Hendricks, Andrew Mack, Dr. Eugene Walton
Marshall, Fiske O'Hara, Umberto Sacchetti, Ellis
Rhodes, Albert Wallerstedt, and many other singers
now before the public in operatic and church work.

TWELFTH SEASON

^Gui
GERTRUDE MARSHALL, Violin

RUTH STICKNEY. Violin

71 CARLTON STREET, BROOKLINE
Management A. H. HANDLEY, 160 Boylston Street. BOSTON

4E ii E i[ T
ADELINE PACKARD. Viola

HAZEL L'AFRICAIN. 'Cello

Tel. Brookline 3268-J
Tel. Beach 4197

EMRICO FABRIZIO
MEMBER OF

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

TEACHER OF 'CELLO
15 VANCOUVER STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

SOLO ENSEMBLE PLAYING
Tel., Rox. 5063-R

.:l.ic.i^#^ Go EMiiESOM
TEACHER OF SINGING

WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS
Also STUDIO at NEEDHAM

180 Nehoiden Street 126 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

Llt-ctUu^
'MESSIAH" AT SYMPHONY HALL

BASSO
Voice Specialist and Coach

STUDIO: 24b HUNTINGTON AVENUE

"Mr. Flint, an experienced musician and

singer of taste, did ample justice to

his music."

Boston Post, April 28, 1919

)im©rw©©d

TEACHER OF PIANO
Appointment by telephone

Cambridge 5935-W

"Mr. John HaH Sherwood has studied

with me in Paris, and is a gifted musician

cind successful teacher of large experience

whose work I can endorse cind recom-

mend." (Signed) HAROLD BAUER.

Miss ALICE HUl'Ci;iMS BAKER
PIANIST INSTRUCTION

The principles of Leschetizky presented in a definite and comprehensive manner

STUDIO. HOTEL HEMENWAY, BOSTON
Telephone, Back Bay 3180

STEINERT HALL, Room 26. Tuesdays and Fridays
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
The Vocal Studios of

And his Assistants

VINCENT V. HUBBARD and

Mrs. CAROLINE HOOKER

Teacher of Singing in all its branches

and of Dramatic Action as

applied to Singing

ARTHUR J. HUBBARD
246 Huntington Avenue

TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE
^

SPECIAL TRAINING FOR SOLOISTS AND TEACHERS,

31 1 Pierce Building, Boston

Madame Clara Poole Voice
specializing in tone production by new methods that have given

wonderful results. Preparationfor concert , Oratorio and Opera

844 Beacon St., The Arundel. By appointment. 'Phone Back Bay 883-M

VOICE BUILDING
SONG INTERPRETATION, CONCERT
RECITAL AND REPERTOIRE WORK

SteinertHall - BOSTON

EDITH CASTLE
CONTRALTO SOLOIST

TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO ADDRESS. 88 GAINSBOROUGH ST.

TEACHER OF SINGING
602 PIERCE BUILDING

COPLEY SQUARE - - BOSTON

TEACHER OF SINGING
250 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

Opposite Symphony Hall

TEACHER OF SINGING
STEINERT HALL

162 BOYLSTON STREET - • BOSTON

JOSEPHINE KMIGHT
SOPRANO SOLOIST

Teacher of Singing

4 Haviland Street ----- Boston

B. B. 1047

In Worcester, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 317 Day Bldg

I

PIANO INSTRUCTION
Especial Attention given to Intermediate Pupils

STUDIO: ROOM 18 STEINERT HALL
For Appointments Tel. Roxbury 491 1-R

L F. HOFMAMM
Formerly Concert Master

NEW YORK SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Will receive pupils in Violin and Ensemble

Playing. Address 120 TREMONT STREET

Baritone Soloist and Teacher of Singing

CONCERT—REGITAL—ORATORI

O

Providence, R.I.

300 Lauderdale Building, 144 Westminster Street

Boston, Mass, - - • - Hotel Hemenway

L©iiise LatfiropMc
PIANIST

AND TEACHER
6 NEWBURY STREET - -

Telephone B. B. 51694
BOSTON
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

lis§ HELEN GOODIRM
TEACHER OF SINGING

HOTEL HEMENWAY
Tuesdays and Fridays at Lasell Seminary

s, Loimis© Wood Forrest

TEACHER OF SINGING

ACCOMPANIST - COACH

STUDIO
246 HUNTINGTON AVE. BOSTON

RUTH LAIGHTON
Teacher of the Violin

Ear-training, Rhythm and Harmony

274 Brookline Avenue . . - . Boston
(Near the Winsor School)

Miss IWi^if

Teacher of Piano and Harmony

The ILKLEY
Huntington Ave. and Cumberland St., Boston

(Cumberland Street Entrance)

)©rta

CONTRALTO
TEACHER OF SINGING

LANG STUDIOS. 6 NEWBURY STREET

1919-1920

Gertrade Fogler
Fremeh and Englisli

543 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON
Telephone 55888 B. B.

Private and Class instruction. Lectures. Special
courses in pronunciation and diction.

Madamm© AIesaiider=Mairms
(officier de 1' Instruction publique)

Vocal Instruction. Breathing, Tone Production.

Phonetics, French Diction, Interpretation of

French Songs

FENSMERE. 206 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.

SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER of SINGING

Lang Studios . - - 6 Newbury Street

CHARLOTTE WHITE
TEACHER OF THE VIOLONCELLO

Pupil of Robert Hausmann. Berlin; Arthur Williams,

London; and Joseph Malkin, Boston

420 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS. BOSTON
Telephone, Back Bay 805-M.

Mks LILA M, HOLMES
TEACHER OF PIANO

2 CYPRESS TERRACE. BROOKLINE
Studio, 602 Pierre Building

Saturday mornings and Wednesday afternoons

Telephone. Brookline 5708-M

PAULINE H, CLARK
543 Boylston Street . . . Boston, Mass.

Teacher of Singing and Manager of

THE COPLEY CLUB SINGERS
Artistic Attractive Successful

Programs tor All Occasions
Definite Instruction Immediate Results
Send for Illustrated Booklet Tel.. Back Bay 994-M

AGMES G, DALY
RENEWED MUSIC— Your old or torn music made
new Flexible binding. All hand work. Reasonable
prices. References.

30 Huntington Avenue. Boston. Mass.
Room 207 Tel. Back Bay 456

PIANIST and TEACHER
25 ST. STEPHEN STREET

Telephone. Back Bay I463-R BOSTON

Mr„ HARRIS
PIANO, ORGAN, HARMONY and

INTERPRETATION
(SPECIAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS)

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Telephone. Back Bay 4654-M

;gelmamn
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1176 BOYLSTON ST.. FENWAY BLDG., BOSTON
In New Bedford, Saturdays, 56 WalnutStreet

Hard of Hearing? 7°" "1 '^^"^ *°

listen with your eyes

Our story is of great interest to adults of impaired hearing

NEW ENGLAND SCHOOL OF SPEECH
READING

333 NOTTINGHAM BUILDING
25 HUNTINGTON AVE. BOSTON, MASS
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
PiFUClICE FOSTEi^ riiiti.,

PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
Constant success with children as with advanced pupils.

Classes in eight-hand playing follow the Symphony pro-
grammes as far as practicable.

Studio, 146 Massachusetts Avenue
Near Boylston Street Telephone, Back Bay 3040

TEACHER OF SINGING
MUSICAL LECTURES

Author of "Young Singers, What They Should Know"

10 NEWBURY STREET

Miss EDITH JEWELL
VIOLIN AND VIOLA

37 BRIMMER STREET. BOSTON

Until November 1 , Address Medfield, Mass.
Telephone, Medfield 123-2

PIANIST AND TEACHER

NINTH SEASON
TEL. BACK BAY

2788-R
16 ARUNDEL ST.
Near Audubon Circle

SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO - - 609 PIERCE BUILDING
Telephone, Back Bay 5145 R

CONCERT. PIANIST

STUDIO - - 23 STEINERT HALL
BOSTON

PIANIST and TEACHER

CARNEGIE HALL NEW YORK

JANE RUSSELL COLI

PIANIST AND TEACHER
405 PIERCE BLDG.. COPLEY SQUARE

Telephone, Back Bay 3956-W.

VIOLONCELLIST
AND TEACHER

SOLO AND ENSEMBLE PLAYING
13 NEWBURY ST. 58 MARSHAL ST.

BOSTON BROOKLINE
Tel. 3747-W Brookline

TEACHERLettyLaumder "^

\\?hl
^

12 Lincoln Hall, Trinity Court V l®Illl

175 DARTMOUTH STREET

Miss Launder makes a specialty of fine violins for sale

and all sizes to let

Torrens Method

TEACHER OF SINGING

17 STEINERT HALL R^^i^J^nce Telephone
Jamaica 614-W

TEACHER OF PIANO
430 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS - BOSTON

GERTRUDE BELCHER TRIO
CONCERTS. MUSICALES

Telephone, Back Bay 3174-M.

PIANO, HARMONY and COACHING
528 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS

Mondays and Fridays. Other days by

Appointment

COMSTAHCE MORSE
Teacher of Pianoforte and Musical Theory

Half hour talks illustrated on the Piano — musical
forms and stories of the operas.

Studio: The Winsob School For Girls
Tuesday and Friday Afternoons

Tel. Brookline 2313M

ELIZABETH SIEDOFF
AMERICAN PIANIST

RECITALS. MUSICALES, CONCERTS
Authorized representative of the most modern ideas in

piano playing;

Primary, Advanced and Teachers' Courses.

Studio. 6 NEWBURY ST., Tel. B. B. 3529-R
1

Res. HOTEL HEMENWAY. Tel. B. B. 3180 I

' Boston

1® rirend

PROF. A. D'AVESNE. B. SC, PARIS
OFFICIER D'ACADEMIE

French Classes. Private Lessons, Lectures &
Causeries, Children's Classes, Special

Commercial Course, Translations.

755 BOYLSTON ST., NEAR COPLEY SQUARE
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THE OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES

OF THE

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
INCORPORATED

FREDERICK P. CABOT - - - President

GALEN L. STONE - - - Vice-President

FREDERICK E. LOWELL - - Treasurer

FREDERICK P. CABOT
ERNEST B. DANE
M. A. DE WOLFE HOWE
JOHN ELLERTON LODGE
FREDERICK E. LOWELL
ARTHUR LYMAN
HENRY B. SAWYER
GALEN L. STONE

BENTLEY W. WARREN



ilason^^mlin
PIANOS

have won pre-eminence by reason of their intrinsic merit.

Their development began where that of other pianos left off,

adding new features, of construction and resulting in ex-

traordinary beauty of tone and unequaled durability.

Everywhere musicians have recognized their unrivaled ex-

cellence and are proclaiming them the finest pianos the

world hasever known.

WAREROOMS 492-494 BOYLSTON STREET

BOSTON
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Established 1833

WEBSTER
AND

ATLAS
NATIONAL BANK

OF BOSTON

WASHINGTON AND COURT STREETS

AMORY ELIOT President

RAYMOND B. COX, Vice-President I??S^\^-t,?t?^^ ^t\ S?^*^"
Trtcr-iti T T^z-^c^pr-T. T7- n -J » J r> u- FRANK B. BUTTS, Asst. Cashier
JOSEPH L. FOSTER, Vice-President and Cashier ARTHUR W. LANE. Asst. Cashier
EDWARD M. HOWLAND, Vice-President HAROLD A. YEAMES, Asst. Cashier

Capital $1,000,000 Surplus and Profits $1,600,000

Deposits $11,000,000

The well-established position of this bank in the community,
the character of its Board of Directors, and its reputation as a

solid, conservative institution recommend it as a particularly-

desirable depository for

ACCOUNTS
of

TRUSTEES, EXECUTORS and INDIVIDUALS

For commercial accounts it is known as

A STRONG BANK OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE

DIRECTORS

CHARLES B. BARNES ROBERT H. GARDINER

JOSEPH S. BIGELOW EDWARD W. GREW

THEODORE G. BREMER OLIVER HALL

WILLIAM R. CORDINGLEY
WALTER HUNNEWELL
HOMER B. RICHARDSON

RAYMOND B. COX DUDLEY P. ROGERS
AMORY ELIOT THOMAS W. THACHER
JOHN W. FARWELL WALTER TUFTS



SYMPHONY HALL, BOSTON
HUNTINGTON AND MASSACHUSETTS AVENUES

Telephones ^ Ticket Office }n id -i^qo
Branch Exchange } Administration Offices \

^''''^ ^^^ ^*^^

INCORPORATED

THIRTY-NINTH SEASON. 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX. Conductor -

mid iwemmm

WITH HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE
NOTES BY PHILIP HALE

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 31

AT 2.30 O'CLOCK

SATURDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 1

AT 8.00 O'CLOCK

COPYRIGHT, 1919, BY BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, INCORPORATED

W. H. BRENNAN. Manager G. E. JUDD. Assistant Manager
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A name that is spoken with the full pride of

ownership—that carries with it the deep satis-

faction of possessing the ultimate expression of

man's handiwork in Musical Art.

A name that is cherished as a Family Tradition

—

that keeps afresh for the next generation the

associations and fond remembrances which cluster

around the home piano.

Supreme achievement of patience, skill and ex-

perience, founded on inborn Ideals of Artistry.

TEJMWJ
Catalogue and prices on application

Sold on convenient payments

Old pianos tal^en in exchange

Inspection invited

mWAY &
lUi

107-109 East 14th Street New York

Subway Express Stations at the Door

REPRESENTED BY THE FOREMOST DEALERS EVERYWHERE

no



B©§it©ini Sjimpliioiniy Orelhasitira
Thirty-ninth Season. 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

PERSONNEL
Violins.

Fradkin, F. Roth, 0.
Concert-master. Hoffmann,

Theodorowicz, J.



RACHMANINOFF
PLAYS EXCLUSIVELY

FOR THE

AMPICO
The great Composer-Pianist writes of his playing

reproduced by the Ampico

"/ have never before recorded for any

reproducing instrument. Now I have

played my works for the Ampico
because of its absolute faithfulness

of reproducing and its capacity to

preserve beautiful tone painting. It

goes far beyond any reproducing piano

in these particulars, which a pianist

must demand in considering a per-

petuation of his art.

Sergei Rachmaninoff

You may not only hear Rachmaninoff, but Godowsky,

Levitzki, Ornstein, Copeland, Carreno, Leginska,

Samaroff, Hambourg, Borchard, Buhlig, and many
of a hundred or more pianists whose art is per-

petuated by the Ampico.

Warerooms

itmxmf
Established 1823(g^ ^

169 Tremont Street
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THIRTY-NINTH SEASON. NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETEEN AND TWENTY

F©iui]rllii Pr©EiraiirMiriie

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 31, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 1, at 8 o'clock

Haydn . . Symphony in B-flat major "La Reine de France"
(B.&H. No. 85)

(First time at these concerts)

I. Adagio; vivace.

II. Romanze: Allegretto.

III. Minuetto: Allegretto.

IV. Finale: Presto.

Rachmaninoff.... Concerto for Pianoforte with Orchestra,

in D-minor, No. 3, Op. 30
(First time in Boston)

I. AUegro ma non tanto.

II. Intermezzo: Adagio.
III. Finale.

Stravinsky . . . Suite from "L'Oiseau de Feu" (The Fire-Bird)

A Danced Legend
(First time at these concerts)

I. Introduction; Jardin enchante de Kastchei et danse de I'oiseau de feu

("Kastchei's Enchanted Garden and Dance of the Fire-Bird").

II. Supplications de I'oiseau de feu.

III. Jeu de princesses avec les pommes d'or ("The Princesses play with the

Golden Apples").
Ilia. Berceuse (Lullaby).

IV. Ronde des princesses (Dance of the Princesses).

V. Danse infernale de tous les sujets de Kastchei (Infernal Dance by all

the Subjects of Kastchei).

SOLOIST

SERGEI RACHMANINOFF

STEINWAY PIANO USED

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the concerto.

Tlie ladies of the audience are earnestly requested not to put on hats before
the end of a number

.

The doors of the hall will be closed during the performance of each number
on the programme. Those who wish to leave bejore the end of the concert
are requested to do so in an interval between the numbers.

Gty of Boston, Revised Regulation of August 5, 1898,—Chapter 3, relating to the covering of

the head in places of public amusement

Every licensee shall not, in his place of amusement, allow any person to wear upon the head a covering which obstructs

the view of the exhibition or performance in such place of any person seated in any seat therein provided (or spectators,

it being understood that a low head covering without projection, which does not obstruct such view, may be worn.
Attest: J. M. GALVIN. City Clerk.
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Announce the Resumption of their Full Service of

With the reopening of Europe to pleasure travel

our service once more covers the world

^KW^K £a the 0#^ A K LaK^R KE^Lai^

Remarkable tours, from six weeks to two months,
visiting France, Belgium, Switzerland and Italy

d,nd all the great Battlefields, while they are still

just as they were. Our many parties offer

wide choice of route and date and assured steam-

ship reservations both going and returning. Best

hotels, finest train and automobile service and
arrangements throughout as nearly perfect as it is

humanly possible to make them. Write at once
to assure reservations.

and Dec, 27

Six luxurious Winter Cruises by specially chartered

steamers to Nassau, Cuba, Jamaica, Panama and Central

America. Departures Jan. 3, 17, 24, Feb. 14, Mar. 6 and 13.

Splendid tours to sunny California leaving Oct. 27,

Nov. II and Dec. 16. Tours to Florida in the season.

Intensely interesting tours to South America, Japan,
China and Round the World. Departures January to April.

Raymond & Whitcomb Company is the only
large American Company with any long" ex-

perience in the tourist field. Our forty years'

experience and our intimate, up-to-the-minute
knowledge of the completely new conditions all

over the world make our service of inestimable

value to travelers at this particular time.

SEND FOR BOOKLET DESIRED

17 TEMPLE PLACE Telephone, Beach 6964
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Symphony in B-flat major, "La Reine de France'^ . . Josef Haydn

(Born at Rohrau, Lower Austria, March 31, 1732; died at Vienna, May 31,

1S09.)

Haydn wrote a set of six symphonies for a society in Paris known

as the "Concert de la Lege Olympique." They were ordered in 1784,

when Haydn was living at Esterhdz. Composed in the course of the

years 1784-86, they are in C, G minor, E-flat, B-flat, D, A. No. 1,

in C, has been entitled "The Bear" ; No. 2 in G minor, has been

entitled "The Hen"; and No. 4, in B-flat, is known as "The Queen

of France."

The symphony played at this concert is No. 8 in Leduc's edition

(Paris) ; No. 55 in Pohl's thematic index; 128 in Wotquenne's Cata-

logue; 21 in Grove's. It has been suggested that the title "Queen

of France" was given to it because the symphony was a favorite of

Marie Antoinette, but there is no authority for this surmise.

The score calls for a flute, two oboes, two bassoons (only one

is demanded for the Finale), two horns, and strings.

I. Adagio, B-flat major, 2-2; Cantabile, 3-4. A frank, spirited

movement without a second theme. At the beginning of the second

RECENT PIANOFORTE WORKS
BY

M. MOSZKOWSKI
JUST ISSUED

DECAMERON—Book II

Op. 94. Price $1.00

All light, grace and sunshine. Though not to be counted among his

more diffiicult things, these compositions are in the composer's best manner.
—Musical America.

DEXTERITY AND STYLE - TEN MODERN STUDIES
Op. 91. 2 Books, Each 75 Cents

STYLE AND EXECUTION - SIX BRILLIANT STUDIES
By RAVINA, SEELING, BRASSIN, HELLER,

THALBERG, SCHULHOFF
Edited and Augmented by M. MOSZKOWSKI

Price $1.00

THE ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT CO.
BOSTON, 120 Boylston St. For Sale by all Music Dealers
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section the walk of the bass is like that in the chorus (with bass

solo) of priests in "The Magic Flute."

II. Eomanza, E-flat major, 2-2 (according to the Leduc edition).

Theme and Variations. The theme, given to the strings, is the

melody of an old French Romance. Haydn changed the air slightly

in two measures. One of the Variations, E-flat minor, is for strings

alone. In others there is solo work for flute, bassoon, violoncello.

The words of the old song are as follows :

—

La gentille et jeune Lisette

Ne voudroit jamais s'engager

;

S'il falloit croire la follette

Tout amant est faux et 16ger.

Laissez dire la jeune Lise,

Attendez I'instant de la crise,

Et rheure du berger.

Jeune fllle fait la severe,

Mais il faut qu'elle aime k son tour.

Tot ou tard, t6t ou tard, meme la plus fi^re

Se rend a Tamour. .

Tendre amant de la jeune Lise

Qui brulez d'ofCrir un bouquet

QUALITY and

REPUTATION

enable you to know

in advance that the

VOSC is a most

satisfactory piano.

WE CHALLENGE
COMPARISON

160 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
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MOST ATTRACTIVE PRICES
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3SCH^PEATS WALL FAPEi
THE STANDARD OF VALUES

MAKE HOMES OUT OF HOUSES''

Decoration has a very real, though sub-conscious, influence upon the

temperament and personality.

Discords in color, as in music, result from incomplete knowledge and

produce an equally unpleasant effect.

We are competent to suggest decorative

treatment in perfect harmony

ALFRED PEATS BRANCH
LEADERS OF WALL PAPER FASHIONS

18 SUMMER STREET BOSTON
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A r mante qui le meprise,

Melez-y la rose et Toeillet

!

Si la Belle fait la severe

Pressez-la, mais soigneux de plaire

Soyez toujours discret.

Quoiqu'elle fasse la farouche

Et vous refuse un tendre aveu,

Soyez sHr, soyez sflr, d&s que I'amour la touche,

D'etre un jour heureux.

That Haydn liked this tune is shown from the fact that he intro-

duced a movement of like character in a concerto for the lira da

braccio,* one of five composed for Ferdinand IV., King of Naples.

III. Minuetto, Allegretto, B-flat major, 3-4. Bassoon and oboes

prominent in the Trio.

The lira da braccio (viole de lyre ; "Tenor Violen de bracio" as Michael Praetor-
ius has it) was an instrument of seven strings ; five of them on the fingerboard ; two
strung at the side. There is a full description of this instrument in V. C. Mahillon'a
"Descriptive Catalogue of the Museum of Instruments of the Royal Conservatory of
Music at Brussels" (vol. iii., pp. 59-61). B^or a picture of the instrument see the
"Syntagma" of Praetorius published in 1618 and reprinted at Berlin in 1884. This
picture is more informing than the one in Mahillon's catalogue. Under the head
"Lyra," Praetorius describes also the "Lirone perfetto, Arce violyra, Arceviola telire,"

somewhat like the viol da gamba, which had twelve, or fourteen, or sixteen strings

;

some had two strings by the side in addition to those on the fingerboard. Praetorius
says that on the lira da braccio one could play "Tricinia" and also other pieces,
almost as on a cither. See "Die Italienische Lira da Braccio" by A. Hajdepki (Mostar,
1892). "Tricinium" was a composition for three singing voices, a cappella. In the
fifteenth century Tricinia were held in higher regard than the compositions for four or
more voices.

FURNITURE

DECORATIONS

OLD ENGLISH

INTERIORS

Paine

Furniture

Company

ARLINGTON ST. (near Boylston St.) BOSTON
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is no longer described as
** well-dressed'*

she is "smartly costumed'*

This means all of the first and

more— oh, much more !

Costuming declares polish, tone,

finish— and all these are secured by

the woman who recognizes that The

Slattery Shop specializes in woman's

wear.

This shop is truly a "finishing

school" in proper costuming for

women of all ages, employment, and

station in life. It is a shop of adap-

tability, adaptations, and creations;

teaching by example, costuming as it

should be.

EI Slattery Company
TREMONT STREET OPPOSITE BOSTON COMMON BOSTON
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IV. Finale. Presto, 2-4, B-flat major. A strongly marked rondo,

which has been described as "a veritable game of handball in which

themes, sections of themes, and surprising chords are tossed about

;

especially sportive is the return to the first theme." Haydn in his

earlier symphonies adopted for the finale the form of his first move-

ment. Later he preferred the rondo form, with its couplets and re-

frains, or repetitions of a short and frank chief theme. "In some

finales of his last symphonies," says Brenet, "he gave freer reins

to his fancy, and modified with greater independence the form of his

first allegros ; but his fancy, always prudent and moderate, is more

like the clear, precise arguments of a great orator than the headlong

inspiration of a poet. Moderation is one of the characteristics of

Haydn's genius; moderation in the dimensions, in the sonority, in

the melodic shape : the liveliness of his melodic thought never seems

extravagant, its melancholy never induces sadness."

I have been unable to find any record of a performance of this

symphony by any Boston orchestra in a Symphony concert sincp

'^uniuiiniiinmtitiiiiunnjinifiJiirminaimimiinDimiMimiDinii

FAN C H ONETTE ^

A Serenade

Kathleen Blair Clarke

A true serenade of the loveliest kind, this song is

\A/ell within the compass of the average voice. Its rare

effectiveness does not depend upon interpretation—it

is part of the song itself.

Mr. John McCormack has accepted the dedication.

3 East 43d St. • G. SCHIRMER • New York

VIOLIN MAKERS
AND REPAIRERS

to the

Boston Symphony

Orchestra

47 WINTER STREET
BOSTON. MASS.

Importers

SPECIALTIES

Tested Strings for
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Violins Bought and Sold

Fine Repairing and
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1839. No doubt the symphony has been played here, for Haydn's

symphonies were on the programmes of orchestra concerts in Boston

from 1793 to 1800. It is impossible to identify them, for they were

announced as "Grand S3''mphony of Haydn," "Overture of Haydn,"

or "Full Piece of Haydn.?'

Early in the eighteenth century there were no performances at

the Opera in Paris on certain solemn days of the Catholic Church,

—the Festival of the Purification of the Virgin, the Annunciation,

from Passion Sunday to the Monday of Quasimodo or Low Sunday,

Ascension, Whitsunday, Corpus Christi, the Assumption of the

Virgin, the Day of the Nativity (September 8), All Saints, Day of

the Conception, Christmas Eve, and Christmas, etc. In 1725 Anne
Danican Philidor, one of the famous family, obtained permission

to give concerts on those days. He agreed to pay a yearly sum
of ten thousand livres.* He also agreed that no operatic music and
no composition of any nature with French text should be performed,

but this obligation was afterwards annulled. Thus were the Con-

certs Spirituels founded. They were given in the Salle des Suisses

at the Palace of the Tuileries. The first was on Passion Sunday,

March 18, 1725; and the programme included a suite of airs for

* Some say the sum was six thousand livres.

llar^

lai

NEW MODELS

Coats and Breeches

Safety Side Habits

JUST RECEIVED

A Fresh invoice of Riding

Cloths from London to us

direct

STREET COSTUMES
NEW MODELS

V. BALLARD AND SONS

256 Boylston Street
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violin ; a caprice ; a motet, "Confitebor" ; a motet, "Cantate Domino,"

—all by Lalande; and the concerto, "Christmas Night," by Corelli.

The concert lasted from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. There were never more
than twenty-four performances during the j'^ear. These concerts

were maintained and were famous until 1791. The most distin-

guished singers,—as Farinelli, Raaf, Caffarelli, Agujari, Todi,

Mara,—violinists, oboists, bassoonists, and all manner of players

of instruments assisted in solo performances. Philidor gave up
the management in 1728. There were changes in the character of

the programmes and in the place of performance, but the fame of

the concerts was firmly established. In 1750 there was a chorus

of forty-eight with an orchestra of thirty-nine.

Dr. Burney gave an amusing account of one of these concerts

which he heard in 1770 ("The Present State of Music in France
and Italy," pp. 23-28). The performance was in the great hall of

the Louvre. He disliked a motet by Lalande, applauded an oboe

concerto played by Besozzi, the nephew of the famous oboe and
bassoon players of Turin, disliked the screaming of Miss Delcambre,

approved the violinist Traversa. "The whole was finished by 'Beatus

Vlr.' . . . The principal counter-tenor had a solo verse in it which
he bellowed out with as much violence as if he had done it for life,

while a knife was at his throat. But though this wholly stunned
me, I plainly saw, by the smiles of ineffable satisfaction which
were visible in the countenances of ninety-nine out of a hundred

SUITE
209-2I0

420 BOVUSTON STREIET

THE MAKANNA SHOP TAKES
PLEASURE IN PRESENTING TO
YOU THEIR NEW LINE OF HAND-
MADE CREPE-DE-CHINE AND
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AND LINGERIE.
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420 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON
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the Department

$5.00 . . AND . . $6.00
NO TWO ALIKE IN FORM OR COLOR
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of the company, and heard, by the most violent applause that a

ravished audience could bestow, that it was quite what their hearts

felt and their souls loved. G'est superhe! was echoed from one to

the other through the whole house. But the last chorus was a

finisher with a vengeance! It surpassed all clamor, all the noises,

I had ever heard in my life. I have frequently thought the choruses

of our oratorios rather too loud and violent; but, compared with

these, they are soft music, such as might soothe and lull to sleep

the heroine of a tragedy."

For this society Mozart, in 1778 and in Paris, composed a sym-

phony in D (K. 297).

The success of the Concerts Spirituels incited others to rivalry.

De La Haye, a farmer-general, who in 1770 looked after the excise

duties on tobacco, and Rigoley, Baron d'Ogny, who had charge of

post-horses and the postal service, were chiefly instrumental in the

establishment of the Concert des Amateurs in 1769. The concerts

were given in the grand salon of the Hotel de Soubise, which then

belonged to Charles de Rohan-Rohan, Prince of Soubise and
d'Epinoy, peer, and Marshal of France, and is now occupied by
the Dep6t des Archives Nationales. There were twelve concerts

between December and March. They were subscription concerts.

Composers were paid five louis d'or for a symphony, distinguished

SOLOV-HlNDS Co.
*'Tke Daylight Fashion Salon'

Versatile Frocf{s and Evening T)resses

For Misses
Enduring Serges or Jersey

Tricotine, Duvetyn and Velvet

From $49^30 to $12^

Evening Dresses

of Taffeta, Nets, Brocades, Satins,

Velvets and combinations

At Attractive Prices

352 BOYLSTON STREET
Opposite Arlington Street Church
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virtuosos were engaged, and the best players of the Op^ra and of

the King's Music were in the orchestra by the side of capable ama-

teurs. Subscribers and orchestra were on most friendly terms,

and Gossec, in the dedication of his "Requiem" to the managers

of the Concert des Amateurs, praises them, and thanks them for

their cordiality towards artists: "Of all the encouragements that

you give them, the most powerful, I am not afraid to say, is the

noble distinction with which you treat them. To uplift the soul

of an artist is to work for the enlargement of art. This is some-

thing never known by those who usurp the title of protectors, more

anxious to buy the title than to deserve it."

The orchestra of the Concert des Amateurs was the largest that

had then been brought together in Paris. There were forty violins,

twelve violoncellos, eight double-basses, and the usual number of

flutes, oboes, clarinets, bassoons, horns, and trumpets. Symphonies

and concertos were performed. There was no chorus, but there

were excerpts from Italian and French operas. Gossec was the

first conductor. He was succeeded by the Chevalier de Saint-

Georges. This society was dissolved in 1781.

Individual Preferences

^Most of us do not like to have the other man tell us what we should and

should not read; the great majority prefer to form their own tastes.

^This is as it should be. But would your vanity be hurt or your individuality

be curbed if you were to be introduced to several delightful authors of whose

existence you had not the slightest idea? Would your pleasure be thereby

lessened? If you had read Rupert Brooke before the height of his War-Fame

would you not have felt an additional pleasure?

^Why wait for the literary accident? History is made today.
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It was replaced by the Concert de la Loge Olympique, which began

by borrowing at the Palais Royal the house, the name, and the

organization of a Masonic society. Subscribers were admitted only

after a rigid examination, and they were admitted solemnly at a

lodge meeting. Each subscriber paid two louis a year, and received

a silver lyre on a sky-blue background, which was worn to gain

entrance. In 1786 the society began to give its concerts in the

Salle des Gardes in the Tuileries. The Queen and the Princes were

often present, and the subscribers were in grande toilette. The mu-

sicians wore embroidered coats, with lace ruffles; they played with

swords by their side and with plumed hats on the benches.. Viotti

often directed. The Bastille fell July 14, 1789; and in December

of that year the Concert de la Loge Olympique ceased to exist.

There was to be wilder music in Paris, songs and dances in the

streets and in the shadow of the guillotine.

Haydn had been known and appreciated in Paris for some years

before he received his commission from the Concert de la Loge

Olympique. A symphony, "del Signor Heyden" (sic), was an-

nounced March 26, 1764, by the publisher Venier ; but it is said that

Haydn's symphonic works were first made known in Paris in 1779,

by Fonteski, a Pole by birth, who was an orchestral player. This
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"symphony" published by V6nier was really a quartet, for the term

"sinfonia" then was applied loosely to any piece of music in which

at least three concerting instruments were busied. Fetis says that

the symphonies were first introduced by the publisher Sieber in

the Concert des Amateurs.

However this may have been, Haydn wrote Artaria (May 27,

1781) : "Monsieur Le Gros [sic], director of the Concert Spirituel,

writes me much that is uncommonly pleasant about my 'Stabat

Mater,' which has been performed there four times with greatest

success. The members of the Society ask permission to publish

the same. They propose to publish to my advantage all my future

works, and they are surprised that I am so pleasing in vocal com-

position ; but I am not at all surprised, for they have not yet heard

them ; if they could only hear my operetta, 'L' Isola disabitata,' and

my last opera, 'La fedelta premiata'* ; for I am sure that no such

work has yet been heard in Paris, and perhaps not in Vienna. My
misfortune is that I live in the country."

This Joseph Legros (1739-93) was one of the most famous high

tenors ever heard in France. He made his debut at the Opera in

1764. At first he was a cold actor ; but Gluck's music and theories

of dramatic art taught him the necessity of action, and he was
* "L' Isola disabitata" (Esterhaz, 1779) ; "La fedelta premiata" (originally an

Italian opera, but produced in Vienna, 1784, as "Die belohnte Treue").
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distinguished as Orpheus, Achilles, Pylades, Atys, Rinaldo. He

was a good musician, and he composed. A handsome man, he grew

excessively fat, so that he was obliged to leave the stage. He di-

rected the Concerts Spirituels from 1777 to 1791. Mozart had much

to say about his in his letters from Paris. There is a singular

story about him in the "Correspondance Litt^raire" of Grimm and

Diderot: "M. Legros, leading screecher in counter-tenor at the

Academie royale de Musique, who, by the way, is not bursting

with intelligence, supped one night with the Abbe le Monnier. They

sang in turn, and the Abbe said to him with a most serious air:

'In three months I shall sing much better, because I shall have three

more tones in my voice.' Legros, curious to know how one could

extend his voice at will, allowed himself to be persuaded that by

trimming the uvula he could give his voice a higher range and

make it more mellow and agreeable."

It was at the concerts of the Loge Olympique that Cherubini

heard for the first time a symphony of Haydn, and was so affected

by it that he ever afterwards honored him as a father. The French

were long loyal to Haydn. In 1789 a player of the baryton, one

Franz, from the orchestra at Esterhaz, played with great success

at the Palais Royal pieces written for that instrument by Haydn.

And it should not be forgotten that shortly before the composer's

blishEP^
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death he was cheered by his last visitor, a French officer, who sang

to him "In Native Worth" ; that French officers were .among the

mourners at his funeral; and that French soldiers were among

the guard of honor around his coffin at the Schottenkirche.

Haydn gave the score of his first set of Paris symphonies to a

Vienna banker, who paid him the promised sum of six hundred

francs. After the performance in Paris the managers of the so-

ciety sold the right of publication for one thousand or twelve hun-

dred francs, and sent this sum to the composer as a token of the

respect in which they held him.

Berlioz reviewed in the Revue et Gazette Musicale of 1841 (p,

225) the performance of a symphony by Haydn. The article, which

is not included in any one of the published volumes of Berlioz's

feuilletons, shows the critic in lightsome mood, before his duties

as a journalist irked him.

'.'Haydn's Symphony in D belongs naturally to the kind of naively

good and gay music that recalls the innocent joys of the fireside

and the pot-au-feu. It goes and comes, never brusquely, noiselessly,

in morning neglige, clean and comfortable ; it hums a tune and now

and then cracks its little joke; it opens the window to profit by a

warm sunbeam; a poor man passes in the street, one is moved

The Boston Music Go.
[g.schirmer]

26 West Street telephone Beach 1561

le most conuenient

music store in toivn

complete stock of
ALLthe latest music
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to humble pity and gives a sou or a bit of bread, and is satisfied

within, and thanks the good God for having a sou and a bit of

bread for the poor. Then one prudently takes an umbrella, and

goes to the cafe to play dominoes and drink a pot of beer seasoned

with inoffensive gossip; and at nine o'clock, goes home, puts on a

white cotton nightcap, says a prayer, gets into a good feather-bed

and sleeps there in the peace of the Lord. The orchestra understood

perfectly the style and ways of this amiable composition; it has

drawn in its claws, mewed gently, drank its milk with a charming

gracefulness, without opening wide its great lurid eyes, without

bristling its long whiskers, without shaking its tail, like a virtuous

cat of the presbytery. The audience was delighted. No wonder:

one likes to drink a bottle of good wine with an honest fellow when
one meets him. There are so many countries where one would be

obliged for that to take with him the man and the wine."

*
« »

When Hans von Billow gave a ''historical" orchestral concert

in Munich on December 16, 18(38, he arranged this programme:
Bach, Suite in D major ; Haydn, Symphony, "La Reine de France"

;

Mozart, Symphony in E-flat major; Beethoven, Symphony No. 8.

Haydn's symphony was then performed in Munich for the first time.
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Concerto No. 3 in D minor for Pianoforte and Orchestra, Op. 30,

Sergei Vassilievich Rachmaninoff

(Born in the Government of Novgorod, April 1, 1873; now living in the

United States.)

This concerto was performed for the first time at a concert of the

Symphony Society in New York, November 28, 1909. Mr. Rach-

maninoff was the pianist. Dedicated to Joseph Hofmann, it is

scored for two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, four

horns, two trumpets, three trombones, bass tuba, kettledrums, bass

drum, snare drum, cymbals, and strings.

I. Allegro ma non tanto, T> minor, 4-4.

II. Intermezzo; Adagio, A major, 3-4.

III. Finale, D minor—D major, 2-2.

Mr. Rachmaninofi" made his first appearance in the United States,

as a pianist, when he gave a recital at Smith College, Northampton,

November 4, 1909. He played with the Boston Symphony Orchestra

on the trip that began November 8, 1909.

He has played with the Boston Symphony Orchestra in Boston :

—

1909, December 17, when he played his second concerto, Op. 18,

then heard in Boston for the first time, and conducted his sym-

phonic poem "The Island of the Dead," which was also heard here

for the first time.
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1919, January 31 : His second concerto.

His first appearance in Boston was at his recital in Symphony

Hall, November 16, 1909. He also played at one of Mrs. McAllister's

concerts at the Hotel Somerset, January 10, 1910.

Returning to the United States late in 1918, he gave recitals in

Symphony Hall on December 15, 1918; January 10, February 22,

October 26, 1919.

These compositions by him have been played at concerts of the

Boston Symphony Orchestra in Boston :

—

Symphony in E minor, No. 2: October 15, November 5, 1910;

March 30, 1912 ; December 20, 1913 ; November 30, 1917.

Symphonic Poem "The Island of the Dead": December 17, 1909

(conducted by the composer) ; February 19, 1910; April 15, 1911;

November 26, 1915 ; October 26, 1917.

Pianoforte Concerto No. 1: December 7, 1904 (Carlo Buonamici,

pianist)

.

Pianoforte Concerto No. 2: December 17, 1909 (Mr. Rachmani-

'lotf) ; November 17, 1916 (Mr. Gabrilowitsch) ; January 31, 1919

(Mr. Rachmaninoff).
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ENTR'ACTE.

POPULAR MUSIC: FOR OLD SAKE'S SAKE.

(From the London Times.)

Musical taste is, and always has been, essentially conservative.

That is to say as far as le gros public is concerned. For as in all

ages there have been a few bold spirits who have kicked over the

traces of tradition and written music that must have shocked not

only the pundits but also the mass of the population of their time,

so also must there always have been an advanced section of the

public which was ready to listen to these audacities, and even to

applaud them. It is only this appreciative attitude of the few

towards innovations that has made progress in art possible at all.

Yet popular music is not always bad music. Nor is it necessarily

old-fashioned. Repeat a novelty a sufficient number of times, and

it will probably end by winning the approval of the majority. It

is the duty of the minority, through their insistence, to render this

possible. For familiarity is the parent of popularity. Thus the

crux of the problem is contained in the question, What enables one

PIEKCE-ARROW
DUAL VALVE SIX

THE Dual Valve has almost doubled the Pierce-Arrow. It has more

power, greater speed, increased acceleration, less gear shifting, takes hills

without effort, uses less gasoline, and runs smoother, quieter and cooler.

It is the old .Fierce-Arrow greatly enhanced.

AGENTS FOR EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS
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TELEPHONE. BACK BAY 2316-2317

BOSTON
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musical composition to stand the test of repetition, while another,

perhaps by the same composer, and probably superior, is left to

moulder in a drawer and only taken out occasionally to be looked

at by the connoisseur?

These reflections are prompted by a glance at the "plebiscite"

programme chosen for performance at a recent Albert Hall concert.

Tchaikowsky's "Pathetic" Symphony (of course), the "Praeludium"

of Jarnefelt (a "one-piece" composer if ever there was one), and

Debussy's "L'Apres-Midi d'un Faune" (why should this be "popu-

lar" and not, say, "Fetes" or the three "Nocturnes"?)—these (the

writer quotes from memory) were some of the choice morsels upon

which the public had set the seal of its approval.

The only question one is tempted to ask is, Why these and not

others ? It cannot be said that anything in the programme pointed

to the existence of bad taste on the part of the voters; but rather

to their desire to hear only what their ears have grown accustomed

to. What, then, are the qualities above all others which a composi-

tion must possess to enable it to exercise a never-failing charm upon

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.

Twenty-third Season

CARL FAELTEN, Director

Teachers of the Faelten System, who wish to be recommended for

professional work, are requested to see that their names and addresses

are at all times correctly registered at the office of the School.

It is also suggested that they keep in touch with the progress of

the School in its application of the Faelten principles in the broadest

sense, namely: combining the highest pianistic and musical efficiency.

The School is frequently requested to recommend representatives.

Mrs» Mabel Mane Jordan
Pupil of SILVESTRI, Naples. Italy
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the public ear? Or what particular kind of satisfaction do people

want their music to give them ? Here lies the psychological interest

of such "popular" programmes; and if an answer could be found

to these questions, composers would soon make their fortunes,

and conductors too. Perhaps, however, it is best, in the interests

of art, to leave these things to chance. The law of supply and de-

mand, did it reign supreme in the world of art, would have disas-

trous and far-reaching results.

This is not to say that music written to order, or to please the

public, does not exist—unfortunately it does, and must exist in a

world where art is more or less commercialized. But we are deal-

ing here with famous works which, whatever their merits or defects,

were certainly not written primarily to please, and which yet have

won the widest measure of popularity.

Established in J842
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Coats, Coatees and Capes, etc.
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Does this mean that great masters wrote, perhaps unconsciously,

with one finger upon the public pulse?—or is it that the public,

through the influence of education and the force of habit, is able

finally to tune itself tp a higher pitch than that required for the

appreciation of musical comedies and popular ballads?

Once so tuned, however, it is difficult for them to desert old gods

for new. The 'Tathetic" Symphony is fine music in its way, and

possesses emotional qualities which appeal to almost every one

—

hence the public, once used to it, is never tired of hearing it. But

ask them to extend their sympathies to Tchaikowsky's Fourth

—

though not so far removed from the favorite as "L'Apres-Midi d'un

Faune" (now also become "popular") is removed from both—and

you will meet with small success. It is this indiscriminating ap-

preciation of masterpieces (provided they are known to be so) of the

most heterogeneous character that is one of the chief characteristics

of English audiences. And the real explanation of it is that they

have no standard of taste. They have been led or driven to accept

what conductors, fired with the desire to "educate" the public, have
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chosen tb given them ; and the number of times a given composition

has appeared on the programmes of the Queen's Hall is a greater

recommendation to the many than the intrinsic merits it may (or

may not) possess.

But for all that the public is not always as purblind as cynical

critics delight to paint it. Its taste may be erratic, but, whether by

chance or otherwise (few critics would dare to say which), it un-

doubtedly does sometimes succeed in distinguishing the swan from

the goose.

INTOLERANT LITTLE PHYLLIS AND MUSICAL OLD CHINA.

(From the London Times.)

Phyllis, aged nine, born and bred in London, of musical parents,

prefers Thumpenstrumpff to every living pianist, though she can

talk knowingly about his Schumann as compared with his Chopin.

Lately, she attended a concert, at which "some old-fashioned old

TEL. BEACH 4942 COLD STORAGE
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thing" took the piano part, "and quite spoiled it—if only Thumper

had been there!" Vainly did Grandpapa Graveairs explain that

the "old thing" was a pianist of superlative merit, who represented,

as some think, a finer school than that in fashion to-day. Well,

our young ones like the young, and do not revere age. Even Joan,

who lives near the border, and has never been to Queen's Hall,

though she is ten, can also give her opinion. "We motor to Edin-

burgh or Newcastle when anything good is going; we always try

to bear Tovey if he is playing Bach, but I don't so much care about

his Debussy." She will not hear with any patience of the two or

three concerts a year which were all her forebears on the border

were able to enjoy. Nevertheless, those were wonderful concerts,

and meant more to them than Joan's do to her. What delirious

delight, when the local paper at last announced that Mme. Arabella

Goddard was coming, or Charles Halle, to the neighboring town!

tiid
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Then could we listen, breathless, to the annual discussion among

the experienced as to whether these artists were as fine as the

Mrs. Anderson and the Mme. Dulcken of their youth. After that

you passed to the consideration that "if Goddard were the more

brilliant, Halle had more soul." Then were we maddened by the

odious superiority of Aunt Fanny and her brood of London cousins,

who could talk of Mme. Schumann. "It can't be true, mamma,

what Aunt Fanny says, that there are ever so many pianists better

than Halle! Do say it isn't true." But mamma, unwilling to be

arbiter, would generally evade the difficulty by beginning some story

of Chopin or Liszt, whom she had known in Paris.

What would be the contempt of Phyllis and Joan could they

see one of those old programmes once found so ravishing? The

"Harmonious Blacksmith," an early Sonata of Beethoven, prob-

ably the "Moonlight" or the "Grand" (with the Funeral March),

a few "Songs without Words," a nocturne or two of Chopin, some-

thing of Mozart and Schubert, or Weber, and always a splendid

fantasia of Thalberg, to finish up with and make us gasp, upon

"Sich a gettin' up stairs," or some other favorite melody.

19 ARLINGTON STREET
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Phyllis and Joan have many advantages. They do not "do" Mrs.

Markham and MangnalPs Questions on weekdays, nor have the

"Fairchild Family" read to them on Sundays. They can hear all

the Thumperstrumpffs and their kind and they practise Schumann

and "The Children's Corner" instead of Czerny and Mendelssohn.

But they can have no musical treats comparable with those which

their elders enjoyed fifty years ago. Those were treats indeed like

the strawberries and green peas, the memory of which was so much

more to dear Charles and Mary Lamb than the present enjoyment

of their old blue china or their comfortable seats at the play. Those

two or three concerts were worth more than all that Phyllis will

ever hear. Her hero is magnificent in Brahms, but he can never

give her sophisticated little soul half the thrill that once was set

vibrating by Arabella Goddard's crisp fingers in the "Invitation a

la Valse," or Halle's smooth touch in the "Moonlight,"

What, then, are you to do, Phyllis? Joan, for the time being,

is blest, for no motor will carry her to Mr. Tovey, and papa frowns

upon her "We could go by the train." But Phyllis, the Londoner?
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Drastic remedies may do something. Let your parents limit you

to not more than four concerts in the year. Oh, how desperately

you will enjoy them! To begin with, you will know the delight

of choosing which they shall be—delight akin to that of the holiday-

maker, who cannot go to Spain and Italy and Greece at the same

time, but must go through the delicious agony of choice.

Now you are often languid or impatient if the music is something

different from that which your circle pretended to find "great."

In the future you will be all attention; the new piece will seem

like the new story-book, to be read breathlessly, even if condemna-

tion awaits its end. Now, you get but a general impression of the

diverse uses to which artists apply their technique. Then, nothing

will escape you, and you shall remember all your life that staccato

in the Handel, that crescendo in the Beethoven, that lifted pedal

in the Brahms, that rhythmic moving of an inner part in the

Schubert.

At home, let Miss Wirt keep Debussy and those transcriptions

from Wagner as mamma keeps trifle and meringues, for the rarer
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occasions of felicity. Musical health is more surely built upon the

wholesomer food of good old Handel and Bach, Haydn and Beet-

hoven, than on the made dishes of Scriabin. But let there be also

a lighter diet of practice in reading fine folk-songs and such things

as the lovely tunes from Mozart's operas, and Verdi's, and Sulli-

van's. Thus grounded, you may emerge from the whipper-snapper

stage a young person of taste, fresh and eager for old and new, not

the prey of mere novelty and "sensation."

Catholic and discerning, you will be capable of enjoying all that

is good of its kind, even though the barrel-organs have captured

it, and ready to prefer it, though no longer modish, to the musical

plush and Japanese fans of poor, passing Fashion.

Suite derived from the Danced Story, "The Fire-Bird"
Igor Fedorovitch Stravinsky

(Bom at Oranienbaum near Petrograd on June 5. 1882; now living at Merges,
Switzerland.)

In the summer of 1909 Diaghileff asked Stravinsky to write a ballet

founded on the old Russian legend of the Fire-Bird. The score was

ready in May, 1910. The scenario was the work of Fokine.

The first performance of the "Oiseau de Feu" was at the Paris Op^ra

on June 25, 1910. The Fire-Bird, Tamara Karsavina; The Beautiful

Tsarevna, Mme. Fokina; Ivan Tsarevitch, Fokine; Katschei, Boulga-

kov. Gabriel Pierne conducted.

Precious and Semi-Precious Stones Set to

Order in Silver, Gold and Platinum

STUDIO

31 TRINITY PLACE . . BOSTON
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Wheo the ballet was produced at Covent Garden, London, on June

18, 1912, M. Rhene-Baton conducted. A dance from the ballet had

been given in London in July, 1909, by Mme. Karsavina and M.
Koslov.

Mr. Monteux conducted at the performances in London in 1913

and 1914 and at the Theatre des Champs-Elysees in May, 1913.

Balakireff had sketched an opera in which the Fire-Bird was the

central figure, but nothing came of it. Katschei (sometimes named

Kotschei) is the hero of Rimsky-Korsakoff's opera "Katschei the

Immortal: An Autumn Legend," produced at the Private Opera,

Moscow, in 1902. He also figures in Rimsky-Korsakoff's ''Mlada,"

a fairy opera-ballet (Petrograd, 1893), and "by imphcation" in Mous-

sorgsky's symphonic poem "A Night on Bald Mountain." *

* "A Night on Bald Mountain" was performed in Boston by the Orchestral Club, Mr. Longy
conductor, January 4, 1905.
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Mr. Montagu-Nathan says in his sketch of Stravinsky—"Contem-

porary Russian Composers": "In identifying the Hterary basis of 'The

Fire-Bird' with that of Korsakoff's 'Katschei,' it should be pointed out

that the latter work is but a pastiche of episodes derived from legendary

lore, with the monster as a central figure. In Stravinsky's ballet, the

ogre is an accessory character, so far as concerns the dramatic action,

but his presence in the scheme is nevertheless vital to it."

Fokine's scenario may thus be described: After a short prelude the

curtain rises and the grounds of an old castle are seen. Ivan Tsare-

vitch, the hero of many tales, in the course of hunting at night, comes

to the enchanted garden and sees a beautiful bird with flaming golden

plumage. She attempts to pluck fruit of gold from a silver tree. He

captures her, but, heeding her entreaties, frees her. In gratitude she

gives him one of her feathers which has magic properties. The dawn

breaks. Thirteen enchanted princesses appear, coming from the

castle. Ivan, hidden, watches them playing with golden apples, and

dancing. Fascinated by them, he finally discloses himself. They tell

him that the castle belongs to the terrible Katschei, who turns decoyed
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travellers into stone. They warn him of his fate. Ivan resolves to

enter the castle. Opening the gate, he sees Katscheii with his train of

grotesque and deformed subjects marching towards him in pompous pro-

cession. Katschei attempts to work his spell on Ivan, who is protected

by the feather. Ivan summons the Fire-Bird, who causes Katschei

and his retinue to dance until they drop exhausted. Ivan is told the

secret of Katschei's inmiortality: he keeps an egg in a casket; if this

egg is broken or even injured, he will die. Ivan swings the egg back-

wards and forwards while the sorcerer and his crew sway with it. At

last Ivan dashes the egg to the ground. The sorcerer dies; his palace

vanishes; the petrified knights come to life; and Ivan receives the

hand of the most beautiful princess, amid great rejoicing.

This description may be of some assistance in following the five move-
ments of the Suite:

—

I. Introduction. Enchanted Garden of Katschei, and the Dance
of the Fire-Bird.

II. Entreaties of the Fire-Bird.

III. The Princesses playing with the Golden Apples.

Illa. Berceuse (Lullaby). This Berceuse is not in the published

Suite.
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IV. Dance (Ronde) of the Princesses.

V. Infernal Dance of Katschei's subjects.

No movement of the Suite depends for its musical effect on the stage

setting or a dramatic situation.

The Suite is scored for piccolo, three flutes (one interchangeable with

a second piccolo), three oboes, English horn, three clarinets in A (one

interchangeable with a little clarinet in D), bass clarinet, three bassoons

(one interchangeable with a second double-bassoon), double-bassoon,

fom- horns, three trumpets, bass tuba, kettledrums, bass drum, cym-

bals, triangle, bells, tambourine, xylophone, celesta, pianoforte, three

harps, sixteen first violins, sixteen second violins, fourteen violas, eight

violoncellos, six double basses.

Mr. Montagu-Nathan says of this ballet music that the orchestra

supplies the usual musical commentary upon the dramatic action, and

on occasion takes upon itself a function which renders it something more

than an accessory. "The music describes with an extraordinary

wealth of suggestion the various weird figures of the drama, and is of

a nature never allowing us to forget that it is fantasy and not life that

we are witnessing. The flight of the Fire-Bird, its dance, and its vain

resistance are rendered in music whose primary purpose is the descrip-

tion of movement and not descriptiveness itself while the quarry's

pleading is brought to our ears through a veil of make-believe; her

supplication is in accents that suggest the conventional posturing of

the ballerina and not of a real bird ensnared. Throughout the ballet

the music serves as a preparation by means of the ear, for what the eye

is to witness. Even the graceful nocturnal dance of the captive maidens

has a note that suggests the dominion of their villanous jailer, and the

episodic theme of their play with the apples is that which later heralds

their liberation through the good graces of the Fire-Bird. Ere the
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delightful melody of the Khorovode * has died away we are aware

that we shall soon have something less dainty to contemplate, and,

with the approach of the monster and his awful satellites, it is clear that

another musical picture is to be added to the gallery inaugurated by
Glinka with his march of Chernomor in 'Russian and Ludmilla.'"

The first performance of this ballet in the United States was by
Serge Diaghileff's Ballet Russe Company at the Century Theatre,

New York, January 17, 1916. The ballet was chosen for the opening

of the season. The dancers were: Mile. Xenia Maclezova,t the Fire-

Bird; Mme. Labow Tchernicheva, La Belle Tsarevna; L. Massine,

Ivan Tsarevitch; Cecchetti, Katschei. Ernest Ansermet conducted.

The same dancers were seen at the Boston Opera House in "The
Fire-Bird" on January 31, 1916.

The Suite was performed in New York by the New York Symphony
Society on December 31, 1916; in Philadelphia by the Philadelphia

Sjmiphony Orchestra on November 2, 1917.

According to Ralston's "Russian Folk-Tales," Katschei is one of the

many incarnations of the dark spirit. "Sometimes he is described as

altogether serpent-like in form; sometimes he seems to be of a mixed

nature, partly human and partly ophidian, but in some stories he is

* The lullaby that rocks the Tsarevna into "a sleep that will protect her from the doomed
Katschei."

t Mile. Maolezova in Boston quarrelled witli the management. She was replaced on February 2,

1916, by Lydia Lopokova.
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apparently framed after the fashion of a man ... he is called 'immortal'

or 'deathless' because of his superiority to the ordinary laws of exist-

ence . . . sometimes his 'death'—that is, the object with which his life

is indissolubly connected—does not exist within his body."
*

* *

Stravinsky's father was Fedor Ignatievich Stravinsky, a celebrated

singer at the Imperial (Maryinsky) Theatre in Petrograd. The parents

wished Igor to b'e a lawyer. The boy at the age of nine took piano-

forte lessons of one of Rubinstein's pupils. In 1902 at Heidelberg,

Stravinsky, travelling, met Rimsky-Korsakoff. The meeting led to

Igor taking Rimsky-Korsakoff as a teacher in composition, although

their views concerning the purposes and tendencies of music were not

in agreement. He studied seriously and underwent an especially

rigorous course in orchestration. In 1906 (January 11) Stravinsky

married, and since then has devoted himself exclusively to composi-

tion.

As a pupil in 1903-04 he wrote a pianoforte sonata, which, we believe,

is still unpublished. A symphony in E-flat, Op. 1 (1905-07), was

performed by the Court Orchestra in April, 1907. His first work

that was published is "Faune et Bergere," a set of three songs for

voice and orchestra. The Scherzo Fantastique for orchestra (1908),

suggested, it is said, by Maeterlinck's "Life of the Bee," was followed

by "Feuerwerk."* Two melodies, text by Gorodatzki, are dated

1908. The death of Rimsky-Korsakoff (1908) moved him to write a

" Chant-funebre " for orchestra, which was performed at a Belaieff con-

cert, and in this year he wrote four studies for the pianoforte, also three

songs, one of them the "Pastorale."

When Stravinsky was in London in April, 1914, he talked with a

reporter of the London ik/a^7. " I dislike opera. Music can be married

to gesture or to words—but not to both without bigamy. That is

why the -artistic basis of opera is wrong and why Wagner sounds at

his best in the concert-room. In any case, opera is in a backwater.

What operas have been written since 'Parsifal'? Only two that count
—'Elektra' and 'Pelleas et Mehsande.'" Nevertheless, in 1909 Stra-

vinsky began work on a pantomime-ballet that was produced five

years afterward as an opera, "Le Rossignol," based on Hans Chris-

tian Andersen's story "The Nightingale."

In 1910 "L'Oiseau de Feu" was produced at the Paris Opera (June

25, 1910).

The ballet "Petrouchka," "Scenes burlesques en 4 tableaux," sce-

nario by Alexandre Benois, was completed at Rome in May, 1911,

* "Feuerwerk," Op. 4, composed in 1908 for the marriage of Rimsky-Korsakoff's daughter to

Maximilian Steinberg, composer of orchestral works, chamber music, songs, the ballet,"Midas" (Paris

and London, 1914), etc., was performed in Boston at a concert of the Boston Symphony Orchestra,

December 11, 1914. At a special performance in London on February 28, 1914, Arthur Brock, the head

of a firm of pyrotechnists, was invited, as an expert on fireworks, to attend and give his opinion.
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and produced at the CMtelet, Paris, June 13, 1911. The chief dancers

were Mme. Karsavina, Messrs. Nijinski, Orloff, Cecchetti. Tcherep-

nine conducted. "This ballet depicts the life of the lower classes in

Russia, with all its dissoluteness, barbarity, tragedy, and misery.

Petrouchka is a sort of Polichinello, a poor hero always suffering from

the cruelty of the police and every kind of wrong and unjust persecu-

tion. This represents symbolically the whole tragedy in the existence

of the Russian people, a suffering from despotism and injustice. The
scene is laid in the midst of the Russian carnival, and the streets are

Hned with booths, in one of which Petrouchka plays a kind of humor-
ous role. He is killed, but he appears again and again as a ghost on
the roof of the booth to frighten his enemy, his old employer, an allu-

sion to the despotic rulers in Russia." Excerpts from this ballet were

performed at one of Sergei Kussewitzky's concerts in Moscow in March,

1913. The ballet was performed for the first time in Boston at the

Boston Opera House by the Diaghileff Russian Ballet Company on
February 4, 1916.

"Le Sacre du Printemps," ballet, scenario by Nicholas Roerich, was
composed during the winter of 1912-13, and produced in Paris in 1913.

When this ballet was produced at Drury Lane, London, July 11,

1913, the scenario, illustrative of certain rites supposed to be performed

in the spring by a primitive race of prehistoric Russia, the ritual of
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an imaginary religion, the rites devoted to the sun-god Yarilo, was

found by the critics to be grotesque and dull. "Surely we are not all

losing our senses over this Russian craze?" The music was described

as cacophonous. "Stravinsky makes remarkably ingenious noises and

it would puzzle the most experienced orchestrator to say how it is

done." But the Manchester Guardian had this to say: "A state of

alarm is not the best mood in which to listen to Stravinsky's music.

There are things in it which at a first hearing, at any rate, appear

unnecessarily ugly and wilfully extravagant. But there is also much
in which whoever has followed the trend of modern music cannot fail

to recognize not only the daring innovator, but the capable workman.

Strauss points in the same direction. But he has never done it as well

as Stravinsky. Strauss is forgiven because he is not afraid of using

old means as well as new ones. Stravinsky breaks away entirely from

the others, but the new in him is much more finished and poHshed than

in Strauss."

The music of this ballet was performed in a concert for the first time

by an orchestra led by Mr. Monteux at the Casino de Paris in Paris,

on April 5, 1914.

"Le Rossignol," opera in three acts, was produced at the Opera,

Paris, in May, 1914. The cast was as follows: Emperor of China, Paul

Andreeff; The Nightingale, Miss Aurelia Dobrovolska; Death, Miss

_*Ei!li

nriEi

420 BOYLSTON STREET
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EKsabeth Petrenko; Kitchenmaid, Miss Marie Brian; Fisherman,

Alexandre Varfolomeieff; The High Priest, Nicolas Goolaieff; The
High Chamberlain, Alexandre Belianin; Ambassadors of the Emperor
of Japan, Miss EUsabeth Mamsina, Miss Basile Charonoff, Miss Fedor

Ernst. Emile Cooper conducted. In this opera the Nightingale is in

the orchestra. -

The Paris correspondent of the Daily Telegraph wrote as follows

(May 28): "The Stravinsky of the famous 'Sacre du Printemps,' yet

all the same a Httle quieter and less aggressive, while as consummate
a musician as ever. He gives us again from time to time his excruciat

ing discords in altissimo for the wind instruments, expecially the reeds,

for which he has a peculiar passion, and of which he insists upon having

an unusually large number in his orchestra. But M. Stravinsky has

softened the edges of his scoring while sacrificing non^of his originality.

"In the 'Rossignol' the nightingale's voice naturally leads, and its

part is the best in the score. The bird's songs, exquisitely sung by
Mme. Dobrowolska, are exquisitely true. The opera is a fairy tale,

adapted, of course, from Hans Andersen's perfect story, which it fol-

lows closely. The atmosphere of legend is happily caught—yet not

completely. It was difficult to understand exactly why, on rereading

Hans Andersen's tale, one felt that the opera had missed something of

its fancy. The kitchenmaid who alone knows the nightingale, the

Jl£
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courtiers who are enraptured at the cow lowing and the frog's croaking,

the court ladies who put water in their mouths and gurgle to imitate

the nightingale, were all in the opera. And yet the humor of it all

seemed to be treated less lightly on the stage than in the story.

"But the last scene of all was beautiful, when the nightingale sings

to Death, and sings so well of Death's quiet kingdom that Death goes

back to it, giving up the Emperor's crown and sceptre. The first

scene is the lake, where the nightingale sings to the fisherman fishing

from his boat in huge, tortuous, blue cardboard waves, while strange

trees twist their branches up to the sky. The courtiers, led by the

kitchenmaid, 'find the nightingale at last, and command her to the

presence.

"Scene 2—The Emperor's garden, a fantastic mass of strange flowers

and trees, but not sufficiently well lighted. This defect will no doubt

be remedied. As it was, even on the dim stage, almost darker than

the house, M. Alexandre Benois's extraordinary Chinese dresses shone

with splendor. The Emperor in wonderful robes and with a fantastic

crown, takes his seat on his gold throne, and the nightingale sings

perched on the top of a golden hoop held by a courtier. But the

embassy from Japan arrives with the artificial nightingale of pearls

and diamonds, who sings better. The little brown Hving bird flies

away and is banished.

"Scene 3 and the best: Alone in his fantastic chamber, among four
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gigantic columns, the Emperor lies dying on his couch, and Death sits

at the foot. The Kttle brown bird comes unseen, but is heard in the

most rapturous melody of all, a melody to bring tears to an Emperor's

eyes. Charmed Death sKnks away, and the Emperor smiles again.

The drop-curtain falls. The courtiers in white, with black ornaments,

holding great white tapers in their hands, file in funeral procession upon

the stage to kneel before their dead Emperor. The curtain parts.

They march in. The Emperor rises smiling to receive them, and they

all fall flat on their faces with astonishment." —
A short ballet "Les Abeilles" was produced at the Paris Opera on

January 10, 1917, with Mile. Zambelli as the queen bee.

Among his other compositions are the three Japanese songs with

small orchestra; a cantata " Roi des Etoiles" for song and orchestra (com-

pleted in 1911); Two songs, poems by Verlaine (1910); Three pieces

for string quartet (first performed (MS.) in Boston by the Flonzaley

Quartet, December 2, 1915) ;
" Renard," for the stage (1917) ; Five easy

pianoforte pieces for four hands; Three easy pianoforte pieces for four

hands (1917); "Pribaoutki" (''Pleasant Songs"—1917); "Berceuses

du Chat," sougs (1917). Among the most striking songs are "The
Cloister," with a bell effect, and "The Song of the Dew," with the

use of the traditional song of the flagellants; the songs with Verlaine's
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text (composed in Brittany in 1910). "The Song of the Dew" was first

sung in Boston by Miss Maggie Teyte on December 18, 1913. There
have been other performances of Stravinsky's songs in Boston, as that

of the "Pastorale" by Mme. Povla Frijsh (January 6, 1917).

Parisian journals stated in the summer of 1914 that Stravinsky was
at work on a ballet "David." There has also been mention of "Les
Noces Villageoises."

Much has been written about Stravinsky. See M. Montagu-
Nathan's "Contemporary Russian Composers" and "History of Rus-
sian Music"; M. D. Calvocoressi's article in the Musical Times, August,

1911; Edward Burlingame Hill's "Note on Stravinsky," Harvard Musi-
cal Review for April, 1914; Emile Vuillermoz in *S. /. M., May, 1912.
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The first trip of the orchestra will take place next week. There

will be no concerts Friday afternoon, November seventh,

and Saturday evening, November eighth

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 14, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 15, at 8 o'clock

Berlioz . . "Harold in Italy," Symphony in Four Movements
with Viola Solo, Op. i6

(Viola Solo by Mr. Frederic Denayer)

I. Harold in the Mountains; Scenes of Melancholy, Happiness, and Joy:
Adagio; Allegro.

II. March of Pilgrims Singing their Evening Hymn: Allegretto.

III. Serenade of a Mountaineer of the Abruzzi to his Mistress;

Allegro assai; Allegretto.

IV. Orgy of Brigands; Recollections of the Preceding Scenes:
Allegro frenetico.

Tunder Cantata (for soprano)

Chadwick .... "The Angel of Death," Symphonic Poem
(First time in Boston)

Songs with Orchestra:

Duparc
^

"Invitation au Voyage"
Moussorgsky ........ Hopak
Bloch . . . ^. . . . Psalms 137 and 114

Chabrier ....... "Bourree Fantasque"

(Scored for Orchestra by Felix Mottl)

SOLOIST

POVLA FRIJSH

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony
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November 24 - February 1 I - April 29
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Direction EVELYN HOPPER, New York

Local Management. RICHARD NEWMAN

Miss Hcinbury is of English birth; Ccime to this country on a visit

several years ago, but her voice attracted such attention that she has

remained, and has taken out papers of United States citizenship.
»

RESERVED SEATS $1.50, $1.00, 50c.. Plus War Tax

Horton
will play a program of AMERICAN and MODERN FRENCH

PIANO MUSIC on the

AFTERNOON OF NOVEMBER 18th

Tickets may now be ordered by mail or 'pbone (Beach 1330).
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COMING EVENTS at SYMPHONY HALL



SANDERS THEATRE . . CAMBRIDGE

SECOND CONCERT

Thursday Evening, November 1 3

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

SOLOIST

SOPRANO

Tickets at Kent's University Bookstore, Harvard Square, Ceimbridge
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SYMPHONY HALL

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 16, AT 3.00

Thirty-third Concert for the

Benefit of the Orchestra's

BY THE

Boston
PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

SOLOIST, MABEL GARRISON
(prima donna soprano, Metropolitan Opera House)

TSCHAIKOWSKY

WAGNER

ROSSINI

PROGRAMME

Symphony "Pathetique"

Prelude and Love-Death from "Tristan and Isolde"

. Overture to "WiUiam Tell"

ARIAS BY MISS GARRISON

TICKETS NOW ON SALE AT SYMPHONY HALL

BOX OFFICE

PRICES. $1, $L50, $2
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JORDAN HALL

Tuesday Evening, NOVEMBER 25, at 8.16.

LAURA LIl'ILEFIELI

SONG RECITAL by

Thursday Evenings, DECEMBER 4; JANUARY 8; FEBRUARY 5

BAUE HI

Series of BEETHOVEN Piano and Violin Sonatas
Subscriptions for the series, $4, $3 and $2 (plus war tax)

Monday Afternoon, DECEMBER 1, at 3.00. VIOLIN RECITAL by
'^J
ri )EI

Tickets for these recitals now on sale at ticket office, 492 Boylston Street. Mason &
Hamlin Building. WENDELL H. LUCE, Manager, 'Phone B.B.-3870.

SYJVIRHOINV HAUU

Exquisite Color Views EUROPE, 1919 Wonderful Motion Pictures

2 COURSES
I CourseEXACTLY <
^ourse

ALIKE j Course

Beginning

ALSACE LORRAINE
OCCUPIED GERMANY
BELGIUM REDEEMED
POLAND RESTORED
FRANCE VICTORIOUS

A—Five Friday Evenings at 8.15

B—Five Saturday Afternoons at 2.30

November 14, 15, 1919

Friday Eve., Nov, 14

Friday Eve., Nov. 21

Friday Eve., Nov. 28

Friday Eve., Dec. 5

Friday Eve., Dec. 12

Saturday Mat. Nov. 15

Saturday Mat., Nov. 22

Saturday Mat., Nov. 29

Saturday Mat., Dec. 6

Saturday Mat., Dec. 13

Course Sale Opens Monday, November 3 Prices: $4.50, $3.40, $2.75, including tax

Mail Orders to L. H. Mudgett, Symphony Hall

FRIDAY AFTERNOON,

NOVEMBER 7,

AT 3



LIST of CASTS in SYMPHONY HALL
As you face the stage, the casts on the right, beginning with the one

nearest the stage, are as follows: Sitting Anacreon (Copenhagen); Faun
with Infant Bacchus (Naples), ordered; Girl of Herculaneum (Dresden);

Dancing Faun (Rome) ; Demosthenes (Rome) ; Apollo Citharoedus (Rome)

;

Euripides (Rome) ; Diana of Versailles (Paris)

.

The casts on the left are the Faun of Praxiteles (Rome); Amazon
(Berlin); Hermes Logios (Paris); Lemnian Athena (Dresden, head in

Bologna) ; Sophocles (Rome) ; Standing Anacreon (Copenhagen) ; Aeschines

(Naples) ; Apollo Belvedere (Rome)

.

The reliefs in the passage are: Bacchic Procession (Naples); Orpheus,
Eurydice, and Hermes (Naples).

MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

TEACHER OF SINGING
COACHING IN SONGS

384 COMMONWEALTH AVE.

VOICE
Studio, 615 Huntington Chambers, Boston

TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE, ORGAN, HARMONY AND
APPRECIATION OF MUSIC

NEWBURY STREET BOSTON

VOICE PLACING
AND TECHNIQUE A SPECIALTY

MARGARET A. AGNEW
VOCAL COACH AND ACCOMPANIST

146 Massachusetts Ave., Tel. Back Bay 3040

Art nf ^tttgtng

TEACHER OF THE HARP
HARPS FOR SALE AND RENT

Address. 236 BAY STATE ROAD, BOSTON

CONCERT-VIOLINIST
Will accept a limited number of pupils. Available for Concerts. For particulars address

609 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS. 30 HUNTINGTON AVENUE
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

JF BEI
Solo 'Cellist Boston Symphony Orchestra. First Solo Cellist "Colonne Concerts" of Paris

•CELLO INSTRUCTION AND ENSEMBLE PLAYING
AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS AND RECITALS

Address. SYMPHONY HALL. BOSTON

GEORGES E, LAUREMT
SOLO FLUTE BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

FIRST PRIZE AT PARIS CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Available for Concerts, Recitals and Musicales. Flute Instruction

ADDRESS. SYMPHONY HALL BOSTON. MASS.

EMIL MOLLENHAUER
COACHING IN

OPERA AND ORATORIO
1 89 Huntington Avenue - - Boston

Telephone. 722 Back Bay

Telephone. Back Bay 5958-J

PIANIST and TEACHER
282 DARTMOUTH STREET

Mason & Hamlin Piano Used

MRS, HELEN ALLEN HUNT
resumed teaching on October the first at her

NEW STUDIO IN HOTEL CLUNY. 543 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON
Mrs. Hunt gives class lessons, four in a class, of one hour,

and private lessons of thirty minutes

Also, an "open lesson" each month to which all pupils are invited

TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE
SPECIAL TRAINING FOR SOLOISTS AND TEACHERS

311 Pierce Building, Boston

FRENCH!!

ORAL METHOD
All lessons given by Mons. J.

Gosselin, B.A., C.T. (1st class.)

By a Phonetic system of his

own, Mr. Gosselin makes the

Pronunciation of his pupils

absolutely Perfect (guarantee

given) in Seven lessons— 10

at the most.

This unique training is price-

less to singers, musicians.

FRENCH!!

teachers and their pupils, etc.

and e»ables anyone not only to

pronounce but to Sing in

French as correctly as in

English.

Call any day, any time for Prospectus

and FREE TRIAL LESSONS and
compare with any other methods.

HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS
2nd Block from Copley Square
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

AND ASSISTANTS

LESSONS IN SINGING
A Normal Course for Teachers

Former pupil ot the famous Paris Conservatory

VIOLIN LESSONS
STUDIOS. STEINERT HALL. BOSTON

PIANIST and TEACHER
Lang Studios

6 NEWBURY STREET

Lessons in

Pianoforte, Harmony, Counter-

point and Composition
STUDIO AT 12 NEWBURY 3TREET

Mondays and Thursdays

Teacher of Artistic Singing

Specialist on Voice Defects

Voices developed from first rudiment
to artistic finish. Perfect diction of

foreign languages. Pupils prepared

for CONCERT — FESTIVALS—
OPERA.

STUDIO: 96 HUNTINGTON AVENUE.
Residence: 1409 Commonwealth Avenue.

Appointments by mail

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND TEACHER

609 Pierce Bldg.. Boston. Mondays and Thursdays

Address. 162 Riverway, Boston

Telephone. 1470 Brookline

'CELLO SOLOIST
INSTRUCTION

STUDIO. 218 TREMONT STREET
Telephone. Beach 903-W

Member Boston Symphony Orchestra

Solo Viola Lamoureux Concerts and Opera Comique of Paris

Member of the Jury of the Paris Conservatory of Music
VIOLIN, VIOLA AND ENSEMBLE INSTRUCTION

Address SYMPHONY HALL

^^^^^k^^^^^^^-'^yT^^^w
i VOiee GULTUaE- g

American and Luropean Diplomas, Author of Books and Hen Works on Sinking
Studio: Suite 202 Huntington Chambers, 30 Huntington Avenue. Boston. Phone, Back Bay 3932

DOINGS OF GRANT'S ARTIST PUPILS BY A. E. DATELY
Bronze Melba has a large list of recitals for this season. Several winter concerts are planned for Wm. Flynn

tenor, whose fine voice a bright future is predicted. Helen Laird, soprano, whose singing at Boston College last

February was such an artistic delight, will give her next Boston recital early in the winter at Steincrt Hall.
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Steinert Hall

STUDIO 25

Telephone, Braintree 285-R

Studic

)LEY MARTIN
BEL CANTO

- - 1425 Broadway, NEW YORK

SINGERS — Suzanne Baker Watson, Cora Crost,
Nellie Hart, Willette Kershaw, Gertrude Hutcheson,
Ivy Scott, Marion Stanley, Estelle Ward, Mabel
Wilbur, Flora Zabelle, Edward Foley, George Gilbert,
John Hendricks, Andrew Mack, Dr. Eugene Walton
Marshall, Fiske O'Hara, Umberto Sacchetti, Ellii

Rhodes, Albert Wallerstedt, and many other singeri
now before the public in operatic and church work.

TWELFTH SEASON

iTMMG CAMERICAN
GERTRUDE MARSHALL. Violin

""

RUTH STICKNEY. Violin

71 CARLTON STREET, BROOKLINE
Management A. H. HANDLEY, 160 BoyLton Street. BOSTON

ADELINE PACKARD. Viola

HAZEL LAFRICAIN. 'Cello

Tel. Brookline 3268-J
Tel. Beach 4197

ENRICO FAIBEIZIO
MEMBER OF

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

TEACHER OF 'CELLO
15 VANCOUVER STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

SOLO ENSEMBLE PLAYING
Tel., Rox. 5063-R

ALENA G» EMEIRSOM
TEACHER OF SINGING

WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1 126 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTONAlso STUDIO at NEEDHAM
180 Nehoiden Street

LAj-cLLdj^
'MESSIAH" AT SYMPHONY HALL

BASSO
Voice Specialist cind Coach

STUDIO: 246 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

"Mr. Flint, an experienced musician and

singer of taste, did ample justice to

his music."

Boston Post, April 28. 1919

ran oaii Sini©rw©©a

TEACHER OF PIANO
Appointment by telephone

Cambridge 5935-W

"Mr. John Hall Sherwood has studied

with me in Paris, and is a gifted musician

and successful teacher of large experience

whose work I can endorse cind recom-

mend." (Signed) HAROLD BAUER.

Mks ALICE HUTCHIMS
PIANIST INSTRUCTION

The principles of Leschetizky presented in a definite and comprehensive manner

STUDIO. HOTEL HEMENWAY, BOSTON
Telephone, Back Bay 3180

STEINERT HALL, Room 26. Tuesdays and Fridays
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
The Vocal Studios of

J. HUlBBAl
And his Assistants

VINCENT V. HUBBARD and

Mrs. CAROLINE HOOKER

Teacher of Singing in all its branches

and of Dramatic Action as

applied to Singing

ARTHUR J. HUBBARD
246 Huntington Avenue

Madame Clara Poole Voice
specializing in tone production by new methods that have given

wonderful results. Preparationfor concert^ Oratorio and Opera

844 Beacon St., The Arundel. By appointment. 'Phone Back Bay 883-M

IE

VOICE BUILDING
SONG INTERPRETATION, CONCERT
RECITAL AND REPERTOIRE WORK

StelnertHall - BOSTON

Baritone Soloist and Teacher of Singing

CONCERT—RECITAL—ORATORIO
Providence, R.I.

300 Lauderdale Building, 144 Westminster Street

Boston, Mass. .... Hotel Hemenway

Miss PMSCILLA WHITE
TEACHER OF SINGING

602 PIERCE BUILDING
COPLEY SQUARE . - BOSTON

TEACHER OF SINGING
250 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

Opposite Symphony Hall

TEACHER OF SINGING
STEINERT HALL

162 BOYLSTON STREET - BOSTON

SOPRANO SOLOIST
Teacher of Singing

4 Haviland Street ----- Boston
B. B. 1047

In Worcester, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 317 Day Bldg

PIANO INSTRUCTION
Especial Attention given to Intermediate Pupils

STUDIO: ROOM 18 STEINERT HALL
For Appointmants Tel. Roxbury 491 1 -R

jr
Formerly Concert Master

NEW YORK SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Will receive pupils in Violin and Ensemble

Playing. Address 1 20 TREMONT STREET

Herbert Wellington Smitlhi

BARITONE SOLOIST
Formerly Song Leader U. S. N.

now available for

Concert Oratorio Recital

STUDIO: 1089 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

L©Mi§e Lsiftlirop Mellows
PIANIST

AND TEACHER
6 NEWBURY STREET - -

Telephone B. B. 51694
BOSTON

CAROLYN BELCHER
TEACHER OF VIOLIN and
ENSEMBLE PLAYING

430 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS
Tel. Brookline 4044-W or Back Bay 3174-M

CAROLYN BELCHER STRING QUARTETTE
CONCERTS and MUSICALES
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

is HELEM GOODSIICH
TEACHER OF SINGING

HOTEL HEMENWAY
Tuesdays and Fridays at Lascll Seminary

. Loimise Wood Forrest

TEACHER OF SINGING

ACCOMPANIST - COACH

STUDIO
246 HUNTINGTON AVE. BOSTON

Miss RUTH LAIGHTOM
Teacher of the Violin

Ear-training, Rhythm and Harmony

274 Brookline Avenue .... Boston
(Near the Winsor School)

Miss MARY A„ STO¥^ELL
Teacher of Piano and Harmony

The ILKLEY
Huntington Ave. and Cumberland St., Boston

(Cumberland Street Entrance)

CONTRALTO
TEACHER OF SINGING

LANG STUDIOS, 6 NEWBURY STREET

1919-1920

GertTiUid© Fogler Scli©®! ©f
Freeela and Englisln

543 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON
Telephone 55888 B. B.

Private and Class instruction. Lectures. Special
courses in pronunciation and diction.

Madame Alessaaider-Marinas
(officier de I'lnstruction publique)

Vocal Instruction. Breathing, Tone Production.

Phonetics, French Diction, Interpretation of

French Songs

FENSMERE, 206 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.

ALICE BATES RICE
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER of SINGING

Lang Studios ... 6 Newbury Street

CHARLOTTE WHITE
TEACHER OF THE VIOLONCELLO

Pupil of Robert Hausmann, Berlin; Arthur Williams,
London; and Joseph Malkin. Boston

420 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS, BOSTON
Telephone, Back Bay 805-M.

Miss LILA M, HOLMES
TEACHER OF PIANO

2 CYPRESS TERRACE. BROOKLINE
Studio, 602 Pierce Building

Saturday mornings and Wednesday afternoons

Telephone. Brookline 5708 M.

PAULINE H. CLARK
543 Boylston Street . . . Boston, Mass.

Teacher of Singing and Manager of

THE COPLEY CLUB SINGERS
Artistic Attractive Successful

Programs tor All Occasions
Definite Instruction Immediate Results
Send for Illustrated Booklet Tel.. Back Bay 994-M

RENEWED MUSIC— Your old or torn music made
new Flexible binding. All hand work. Reasonable
prices. References.

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Room 207 Tel. Back Bay 456

SUZA DOANE
PIANIST and TEACHER

25 ST. STEPHEN STREET

Telephone, Back Bay 1463-R BOSTON

Mn HARRIS S„ SHAW
PIANO, ORGAN, HARMONY and

INTERPRETATION
(SPECIAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS)

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Telephone. Back Bay 4654-M

Miss M, ELMA IGELMANN
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

11?6 BOYLSTON ST.. FENWAY BLDG., BOSTON
:In New Bedford. Saturdays. 56 Walnut Street

Hard of Hearing? 7°"
'^"l

''^"' *°

listen with your eyes

Our story is of great interest to adults of impaired hearing

NEW ENGLAND SCHOOL OF SPEECH
READING

333 NOTTINGHAM BUILDING
25 HUNTINGTON AVE. BOSTON, MASS.
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
Constant success with children as with advanced pupils.

Classes in two Piano Playing a specialty, following the
Symphony programmes as far as practicable.

Studio, 146 Massachusetts Avenue
Near Boylston Street Telephone, Back Bay 3040

TEACHER OF SINGING
MUSICAL LECTURES

Author of "Young Singers, What They Should Know"

10 NEWBURY STREET

Miss H Hi 1 ri J ^ W t i. JL

VIOLIN AND VIOLA
37 BRIMMER STREET, BOSTON

Until November 1, Address Medfield, Mass.
Telephone, Medfield 123-2

PIANIST AND TEACHER
NINTH SEASON

TEL. BACK BAY
2788-R

16 ARUNDEL ST.
Near Audubon Circle

SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO - - 609 PIERCE BUILDING
Telephone, Back Bay 5145 R

CONCERT PIANIST

STUDIO - - 23 STEINERT HALL
BOSTON

PIANIST and TEACHER

CARNEGIE HALL NEW YORK

PIANIST AND TEACHER
405 PIERCE BLDG.. COPLEY SQUARE

Telephone, Back Bay 3956-W.

Marjorie Patten Frieiid
VIOLONCELLIST
AND TEACHER

SOLO AND ENSEMBLE PLAYING
13 NEWBURY ST. 58 MARSHAL ST.

BOSTON BROOKLINE
Tel. 3747-W Brookline

Letty Laumder "^\ud
TEACHER

12 Lincoln Hall, Trinity Court

175 DARTMOUTH STREET

Miss Launder makes a specialty of fine violins for sale

and all sizes to let

Torrens Method

TEACHER OF SINGING

17 STEINERT HALL ^'''^'""jJ^'aTca°6T4-'

GERTRUDE C. BELCHER
TEACHER OF PIANO

430 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS - BOSTON
GERTRUDE BELCHER TRIO
CONCERTS, MUSICALES

Telephone, Back Bay 3174-M.

milli
PIANO, HARMONY and COACHING

528 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS
Mondays and Fridays. Other days by

Appointment

Teacher of Pianoforte and Musical Theory

Half hour talks illustrated on the Piano — musical
forms and stories of the operas.

Studio: The Winsob ScHOOii For GinLS
Tuesday and Friday Afternoons

Tel. Brookline 2313M

AMERICAN PIANIST
RECITALS, MUSICALES, CONCERTS

Authorized representative of the most modern ideas in

piano playing. Primary.Advanced and Teachers' Courses

Studio, 6 NEWBURY ST.. Tel. B. B. 3529-R 1 r „
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Res. HOTEL HEMENWAY. Tel. B. B. 3180

)

D^Avesme French School

PROF. A. D'AVESNE, B. SC. PARIS
OFFICIER D'ACADEMIE

French Classes, Private Lessons, Lecture* &
Causeries, Children's Classes, Special

Commercial Course, Translations.

755 BOYLSTON ST., NEAR COPLEY SQUARE

i



THE OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES

OF THE

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
INCORPORATED

FREDERICK P. CABOT - - - President

GALEN L. STONE - - - Vice-President

FREDERICK E. LOWELL - - Treasurer

FREDERICK P. CABOT

ERNEST B. DANE
M. A. DE WOLFE HOWE
JOHN ELLERTON LODGE
FREDERICK E. LOWELL
ARTHUR LYMAN
HENRY B. SAWYER
GALEN L. STONE

BENTLEY W. WARREN



PIANOS
have won pre-eminence by reason of their intrinsic

merit. Their development began where that of

other pianos left off, adding new features of con-

struction and resulting in extraordinary beauty of

tone and unequaled durability. Everywhere musi-

cians have recognized their umivaled excellence

and are proclaiming them the finest pianos the

world has ever known.

WAREROOMS 492-494 BOYLSTON STREET

BOSTON
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1
Established 1833

WEBSTER
AND .-:-,"

ATLAS
NAtlONAL;;B/VNK

OF BOSTON

WASHINGTON AND COURT STREETS

AMORY ELIOT President

RAYMOND B. COX, Vice-President ROBERT E. HELL, Asst. Cashier

JOSEPH L. FOSTER. Vice-President and Cashier 1™^W^L^I.^'^si. cSer
EDWARD M. HOWLAND, Vice-President HAROLD A. YEAMES, Asst. Cashier

Capital $1,000,000 Surplus and Profits $1,600,000

Deposits $11,000,000

The well-established position of this bank in the community,
the character of its Board of Directors, and its reputation as a
solid, conservative institution recommend it as a particularly

desirable depository for

ACCOUNTS
of

TRUSTEES, EXECUTORS and INDIVIDUALS

For commercial accounts it is known as

A STRONG BANK OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE

DIRECTORS

CHARLES B. BARNES ROBERT H, GARDINER
JOSEPH S. BIGELOW EDWARD W. GREW

THEODORE G. BREMER
WILLIAM R. CORDINGLEY

OLIVER HALL
WALTER HUNNEWELL
HOMER B. RICHARDSON

RAYMOND B. COX ,,^:,, DUDLEY P. ROGERS
AMORY ELIOT THOMAS W. THACHER
JOHN W. FARWELL WALTER TUFTS



SYMPHONY HALL, BOSTON
HUNTINGTON AND MASSACHUSETTS AVENUES

Telephones \ Ticket Office ^ p i p 1409
Branch Exchange ( Administration Offices

\

^

©§it©iii^ffflpihoey Ojrclheilira
INCORPORATED

THIRTY-NINTH SEASON, 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX. Conductor

Pr©EFa]r2ime @f tl

r:liX;il

.=> r^-p .^ ^mcuxi
WITH HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE

NOTES BY PHILIP HALE

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 14

AT 2.30 O'CLOCK

SATURDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 15

AT 8.00 O'CLOCK

COPYRIGHT, 1919, BY BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, INCORPORATED

W. H. BRENNAN. Manager G. E. JUDD. Assistant Manager
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nil
A name that is spoken with the full pride of

ownership—that carries with it the deep satis-

faction of possessing the ultimate expression of

man's handiwork in Musical Art.

A name that is cherished as a Family Tradition

—

that keeps afresh for the next generation the

associations and fond remembrances which cluster

around the home piano.

Supreme achievement of patience, skill and ex-

perience, founded on inborn Ideals of Artistry.

Catalogue and prices on application

Sold on convenient payments

Old pianos taf^en in exchange

Inspection invited

Pl\l^

107-109 East 14th Street New York

Subway Express Stations at the Door

REPRESENTED BY THE FOREMOST DEALERS EVERYWHERE

2S2



Thirty-ninth Season. 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor



THINK of hearing the world's greatest
pianists—not once in a Hfetime, but

whenever you are in the mood!

This is possible if you own

Ornstein,Godowsky, Levitzki,Rachmaninoff
—and many more play the masterpieces of
music just as you heard them on the con-
cert stage. The reproduction is perfect.

And there is a wealth of lighter music, includ-
ing the latest dance numbers, to choose from.

Come in and hear the Ampico in the
Chickering Piano today.

Established 1823

169 Tremont StreetWarerooms

2S4



rHIRTY-NINTH SEASON. NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETEEN AND TWENTY

ifitli ProgTamiriK

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 14. at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 15. at 8 o'clock

Berlioz "Harold in Italy," Symphony in Four Movements
with Viola Solo, Op. i6

(Viola Solo by Mr. Frederic Denayer)

I. Harold in the Mountains; Scenes of Melancholy, Happiness, and Joy:
Adagio; Allegro.

II. March of Pilgrims Singing their Evening Hymn: Allegretto.

III. Serenade of a Mountaineer of the Abruzzi to his Mistress:

Allegro assai; Allegretto.

IV. Orgy of Brigands; Recollections of the Preceding Scenes:

Allegro frenetico.

Franck

Chadwick

Songs with Orchestra:

Duparc
Moussorgsky
Bloch

. Aria from "The Redemption"

. "The Angel of Death," Symphonic Poem
(First time in Boston)

"Invitation au Voyage"
"Hopak"

Psalms 137 and 114

Beethoven Overture to "King Stephen" in E-flat major, Op. 117

SOLOIST

POVLA FRIJSH

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony.

The ladies of the audience are earnestly requested not to put on hats before
the end of a number.
The doors of the hall will be closed during the performance of each number
on the programme. Those who wish to leave bejore the end of the concert
are requested to do so in an interval between the numbers.

City of Boston. Revised Regulation of August 5, 1898,—Chapter 3, relating to the covering of

the head in places of public amusement

Every licensee shall not, in his place of amusement, allow any person to wear upon the head a covering which obstructs

the view of the exhibition or performance in such place of any person seated in any seat therein provided for spectators-

it being understood that a low head covering without projection, which does not obstruct such view, may be worn.
Attest: J. M. GALVIN. Gty Clerk.
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Announce the Resumption of their Full Service of

With the reopening of Europe to pleasure travel

our service once more covers the world

Remarkable tours, from six weeks to two months,
visiting France, Belgium, Switzerland and Italy

and all the great Battlefields, while they are still

just as they were. Our many parties offer

wide choice of route and date and assured steam-
ship reservations both going and returning. Best
hotels, finest train and automobile service and
arrangements throughout as nearly perfect as it is

humanly possible to make them. , Write at once
to assure reservations.

Next Toers Sail

Six luxurious Winter Cruises by specially chartered steamers

to Nassau, Cuba, Jamaica, Panama and Central America.

Departures Jan. 3, Feb. 14, Mar. 6 and 13, April 3 and 10.

A Splendid tour to sunny Cahfornia leaving Dec. 16.

Tours to Florida in the season.

Intensely interesting tours to South America, Japan,
China and Round the World. Departures January to April.

Raymond & Whitcomb Company is the only
large American Company with any long ex-
perience in the tourist field. Our forty years'
experience and our intimate, up-to-the-minute
knowledge of the completely new conditions all

over the world make our service of inestimable
value to travelers at this particular time.

SEND FOR BOOKLET DESIRED

17 TEMPLE PLACE Telephone, Beach 6964
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"Harold in Italy," Symphony in Four Movements with Viola
Solo, Op. 16 Hector Berlioz

(Born at C6te-Saint-Andr6, December 11, 1803; died at Paris, March 9, 1869.)

This symphony was composed in 1834. It was performed for the

first time at a concert given by Berlioz at the Paris Conservatory,

November 23, 1834. Girard * conducted. The programme included,

in addition to the symphony, the overture to "Waverley"; a trio with

chorus and orchestra from "Benvenuto Cellini"; "La Captive" and
"Jeune Patre breton," sung by Marie CorneHe Falcon, then the glory

of the Opera, who suddenly and tragically lost her voice before she

was thirty, and died in 1897, fifty years after her enforced retirement;

a fantasia by Liszt on two themes—"La Tempete" and "La Chanson
de Brigands"—of "Lelio," played by the composer; and a violin solo

by Ernst. Chretien Urhan played the solo viola in the symphony.
Boschot says that the programme distributed in the hall included

"The March to the Scaffold," which was repeated at the concert, and

* Narcisse Girard (1797-1860) took the first violin prize at the Paris Conservatory in 1820. He
was conductor of the Op6ra buffa and of the Feydeau, of the Op^ra-Comique, 1837-46; of the Op6ra,
1846-60. In 1847 he was appointed professor of the violin at the Conservatory and conductor of the
Soci6t§ des Concerts, as successor of Habeneck. He wrote two one-act operas, "Les Deux Voleurs"
(1841), "Le Conseil de Dix" (1842), and arranged for orchestra Beethoven's Sonate Path6tique as a
symphony. He was a painstaking conductor without dash and without imagination. For curious
and perhaps prejudiced information concerrung him see "Mes M6moires," by E. M. E. Deldevez
(Le Puy, 1890)

.

RECENT PIANOFORTE WORKS
BY

M. MOSZKOWSKI
JUST ISSUED

DECAMERON—Book II

Op. 94. Price $1.00
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also an "Air by Bellini." We have followed the programme as an-
nounced in the Gazette Musicale.

D'Ortigue said in his review of the concert that Berhoz had used
passages of his "Rob Roy" overture in the first movement of the new
symphony. For the resemblance of the exposition of the chief theme
of the symphony and of the second theme to passages in the "Rob
Roy" overture, see Julien Tiersot's "Berlioziana," published in Le
Menestrel (Paris) of August 6, 1905. (This article and one published
in the same journal, August 20, 1905, contain many interesting details

concerning the appearance of the autograph score, which shows the
many changes made by Berlioz before he was satisfied with the sonorous
effects of the "March of Pilgrims.") The second motive for English
horn in the "Rob Roy" overture is the chief theme (for solo viola) in

"Harold in Italy." Some have thought that this English horn theme
(Larghetto espressivo assai 3-4) refers to the courtship of Diana Verno
by Frank Osbaldistone.

"Childe Harold" was played again in Paris, December 14, 1834, with
the overture to "Les Francs-Juges." " Sardanapalus " (sung by
Puig), "Le Pecheur" (sung by Boulanger), the overture to "Le Roi
Lear." Chopin played the Andante of his Concerto in E minor. There
was a third performance, December 28 of the same year, when Liszt

played his transcription for the pianoforte of the " Bal " and the
'

' Marche
au Supplice" from the "Symphonic Fantastique." This performance
brought in nearly 2,000 francs, for the friends of Berlioz came to his

support. He was very poor. The first two concerts had not been
successful pecuniarily, and the Theatre Nautique, where his wife had
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been acting in "La Derniere Heure d'un Condamne/* had closed its

doors and she had not been able to collect the salary due her.

The orchestral score of "Harold eh Italie" was pubhshed in 1849.
The orchestral parts were published in December, 1847. Liszt made in

1852 a transcription for pianoforte. (See the letter of Berlioz to Liszt,

July 3 or 4, 1852, published in " Briefe hervorragender Zeitgenossen
an Franz Liszt," edited by La Mara, vol. i., pp. 236-238. Leipsic,

1895.) The transcription was published in 1880. A transcription for

four hands has been made by Balakireff.

Liszt wrote a study of the symphony in French for a French magazine.
It was found "too eulogistic"; it was not pubhshed, and the original

manuscript was lost; but it was translated into German, pubhshed in

the Neue Zeitschrift fiir Musik in 1855, and republished in the complete
edition of Liszt's literary works. Wagner wrote to Liszt: "Your
article on the 'Harold' Symphony was very beautiful; it has indeed
warmed my heart." For another study of the symphony see "Berlioz,
son genie," etc., by A. Montaux, in Le Menestrel for 1890 (July 27 to
September 7). Liszt's transcription of the "March of Pilgrims" was
pubhshed in 1866.

The first performance in Germany was at Dresden. February 17,1843,
at a concert given by Berlioz in the Royal Court Theatre. R. J.

Lipinsky played the viola solo.

The first performance of the symphony in the United States was at
New York, May 9, 1863, under the direction of Theodore Thomas, with
E. Mollenhauer, solo viola. The first performance in Boston was by
Thomas's orchestra, October 28, 1874, when Ch. Baetens was the
solo ; viola.
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---Harold in Italy" has been played in Boston at concerts of the

Boston Symphony Orchestra, February 19, 1884 (viola, Henry Heindl),

February 13, 1886 (viola, Mr. Kneisel), December 8, 1888 (viola,

Mr. Kneisel), February 6, 1892 (viola, Mr. Kneisel), November 2, 1895
(viola, Mr. Kneisel), February 4, 1899 (viola, Mr. Kneisel), December
5, 1903 (viola, Mr. Ferir), January 26, 1907 (viola, Mr. Ferir), March
4, 1911 (viola, Mr. Ferir), March 13, 1915 (viola, Mr. Ferir).

Berlioz tells the origin of ''Harold in Italy" in his Memoirs. Un-
fortunately for the historian, but fortunately for the general reader,

the Memoirs of Berlioz are as romantic as his music.

His story is as follows. The "Symphonie Fantastique " (first per-

formed December 5, 1830, then revised and produced December 9,

1832) was played at his concert at the Paris Conservatory, December
22, 1833, with great success. "And then to crown my happiness, after

the audience had gone out, a man with a long mane of hair, with pierc-

ing eyes, with a strange and haggard face, one possessed by genius,

a colossus among giants, whom I had never seen * and whose appear-

ance moved me profoundly, was alone and waiting for me in the hall,

stopped me to press my hand, overwhelmed me with burning praise,

* But, according to d'Ortigue, Paganini had said to Berlioz on December 9, 1832, that " he [Berlioz

continued the others,"—that is to say Beethoven and Weber,—and he had embraced him.—P. H.
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which set fire to my heart and head: it was Paganini! . . . Some weeks
after this vindicatory concert of which I have spoken, Paganini came
to see me. 'I have a marvellous viola/ he said, 'an admirable Stradi-

varius, and I wish to play it in public. But I have no music ad hoc.

Will you write a solo piece for the viola? You are the only one I can
trust for such a work.' 'Yes, indeed,' I answered, "your proposition

flatters me more than I can tell, but, to make such a virtuoso as you
shine in a piece of this nature, it is necessary to play the viola, and
I do not play it. You are the only one, it seems to me, who can solve

the problem.' 'No, no, I insist,' said Paganini, 'you will succeed;

as for me, I am too sick at present to compose, I cannot think of it.'

"I tried then to please the illustrious virtuoso by writing a solo piece

for the viola, but a solo combined with the orchestra in such a manner
that it would not injure the expression of the orchestral mass, for I

was sure that Paganini by his incomparable artistry would know how
to make the viola always the dominating instrument."

Berlioz at first worked at a composition for viola and orchestra

which should portray the last moments of Mary Stuart.

"His proposal seemed new to me, and I soon had developed in my
head a very happy idea, and I was eager for the realization. The first

movement was hardly completed, when Paganini wished to see it.

He looked at the rests for the viola in the allegro and exclaimed: 'No,

it is not that! there are too many rests for me; I must be playing all

the time.' 'I told you so,' I answered; 'you want a viola concerto,

and you are the only one who can write such a concerto for yourself.'

Paganini did not answer; he seemed disappointed, and left me without
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speaking further about my . orchestral sketch. Some days afterward,
suffering already from the affection of the larynx which ultimately
killed him,* he went to Nice, and returned to Paris only at the end
of three years.

"Since I then saw that my plan of composition would not suit him,
I set myself to work in another way, and without any anxiety concern-

ing the means to make the solo viola conspicuous. My idea was to

write for the orchestra a series of scenes in which the solo viola should
figure as a more or less active personage of constantly preserved indi-

viduality; I wished to put the viola in the midst of poetic recollections

left me by my wanderings in the Abruzzi, and make it a sort of mel-
ancholy dreamer, after the manner of Byron's Childe Harold. Hence
the title, 'Harold en Itahe.' As in the 'Symphonie Fantastique,'

a chief theme (the first song of the viola) reappears throughout the
work; but there is this difference: the theme of the 'Symphonie Fan-
tastique,' the 'fixed idea,' interposes itself persistently as an episodic

and passionate thought in the midst of scenes which are foreign to

it and modifies them; while the song of Harold is added to other
songs of the orchestra with which it is contrasted both in movement

* Paganini died at Nice, May 27, 1840; he heard " Harold in Italy " for the first time on November
25, 1838.—P. H.
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and character and without any interruption of the development.*
In spite of the complexity of the harmonic fabric, it took me as little

time to compose this symphony as I have spent generally in writing

my other works; but it took me considerable time to revise it. I im-
provised the ' March of Pilgrims ' in two hours, while dreaming one night

by the fireside; but during ten years I kept introducing modifications

of the detail, which, I believe, have much bettered it. As it was then,

* W. F. Apthorp's note may here be of interest: "The solo viola part in 'Harold en Italie' has
been compared to the 'Fixed Idea' in the 'Fantastic' symphony. The comparison is not wholly with-
out warrant, for there is an unmistakable similarity between the two ideas. Still there is a marked
diflference. The Fixed Idea (in the ' Fantastic ' symphony) is a melody, a Leitmotiv: it is the first

theme of the first movement, and the theme of the trio of the second; it appears also episodically in
all the other movements. Moreover, no matter where nor how it appears, whether as a functional
theme or an episode, it is always the main business in hand; either it forms part of the development,
or the development is interrupted and arrested to make way for it. The viola part in 'Harold en
Italie' is something quite different. Save in the first movement—which was originally sketched out
as part of an actual viola concerto—it holds itself quite aloof from the musical development; it plays
no principal nor essential part at all. It may now and thenjplay some dreamy accompanying phrases,
but it, for the most part, plays reminiscences of melodies already heard in the course of the symphony

;

and its chief peculiarity is that, in bringing up these reminiscences, it has little or no effect upon the
nausical development of the movement in hand. The development generally goes on quite regardless
of this Harold, who seems more like a meditative spectator than a participant in the action of the
symphony.
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it obtained a complete success when it was performed for the first

time at the Conservatory."
*

What are the facts as collected and arranged by Adolphe Boschot in

the second volume of his life of Berlioz ("Un Romantique sous Louis
Phihppe/' Paris, 1908)?
La Gazette Musicale made this announcement on January 26, 1834:

"Paganini, whose health is improving daily, has asked of M. Berlioz

a new composition after the manner of the 'Fantastic Symphony.' . . .

This work will be entitled: 'Les Derniers Instants de Marie Stuart,' a
dramatic fantasie for orchestra, chorus and solo viola. Paganini will

play the viola for the first time in public." This announcement was
made in other journals friendly to Berlioz.

There was no contract. The statement was that Paganini had
"demandee" not "commandee." There is not a trace of any order.

Was there perhaps a verbal demand? But, if Paganini wished to play a
viola solo, why did he not write his own composition? Why did he
wish one from Berlioz, who had never written expressly for any stringed
instrument, and played the guitar, not the violin, violoncello, double-
bass?

Berlioz was busy as a music critic early in 1834, so busy that he had
little time to compose. About February 20 Paganini left Paris on a
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concert tour. Did he see the sketch of the new work before he left?

M. Boschot goes into minute details to prove that the statements

made in the Memoirs about Paganini and the sketch are contradictory

and undoubtedly imaginative, that is, false.

Toward the middle of March, 1834, Berlioz changed his mind about
the form of the composition. He then proposed to himself four move-
ments, and Byron's hero, or rather Berlioz himself, took the place of

Mary Stuart. And Berlioz thought of his wanderings in Italy. He
and his wife in April moved to a house on Montmartre, in a street then

called Saint-Denis, now Mont-Cenis. The house was numbered No. 22.

Shortly before 1914 the Menestrel mentioned a projects of demolihing

this cottage. Here the two, who afterwards quarrelled so bitterly, were

happy. Berlioz in the spring could think himself again at Tivoli.

His wife was to bear him a child. It was in this paradise on Mont-
martre that "Harold in Italy" was completed. Berlioz was still

Byronic. His Harold was himself, a brother of the insurgents of 1830

against the bourgeoisie. "C'est le reveur, le maudit, le fatal, le tene-

breux dont la mode raffole; c'est le sosie sentimental de Berlioz." And
Harold-Berlioz must have a voice,—always recognizable: hence the

solo viola.
t

*
i

Boschot gives a graphic description of the audience at the first per-

formance :

—

"A fashionable audience was all of a quiver in the little hall of the
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Conservatory. There was the Due d'Orleans, the king's son. There
was the decorative tragedian, the wife of the young master: he, the
composer, slender, impeccably Parisian, in his tightly fitting frock coat,

a little man, but proudly raising his reddish shock of hair and his pale

face; his mouth disdainful and stubborn; his lively piercing eye, rest-

lessly detecting some friendly Jeune France or an infamous bourgeois.

And there, squat on his legs, with round and childlike face, a big baby-
doll stuffed with talent and even witty words, is Jules Janin. Observe
the vehement southerner, d'Ortigue, and the counsellors of love

Eugene Sue and Legouve, and the librettists of 'Benvenuto Cellini';

if some comrade is not at the first performance, the first battle, he will

come to the second; observe without any doubt the Bertins, their

daughter,* ill-favored but glowing for the arts, and followed by her

librettist. Baron Victor Hugo; the obliging Gounet, the Cotois of

Paris, Rocher and the rest; the author of 'Volupte,' Saint-Beuve,
hairless, with a belly at thirty years, with the air of a sacristan, out of

his element but crafty; Lamennais with his yellow face and the profile

of a marten; journalists and chroniclers, a noisy crowd, colleagues of

Berlioz on the Renovateur, Europe litteraire, the Gazette Musicale, Figaro,

Protee, or La Romance; Bohain; then the son of Fetis; Castil-Blaze,

disarranger of masterpieces, followed by his son, a pal of his; the ven-
erable chevalier Lesueur, preceded by his daughters, has his wife on
his arm; the publishers Schlesinger and Renduel; Henri Heine with

* Louise Ang^lique Bertina (1805-77), daughter of the proprietor of the Journal des Dibats, which
Berlioz served as music critic, composed these operas: "Guy Mannering" (not performed), "Le loup
garou" (1827), "Faust" (1831), "Esmeralda" (1836), chamber music, choruses, songs, etc. Berlioz
was accused of helping her in "Esmeralda."
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the face of a sick headache; Liszt the fascinator and the frail 'Chopin-

etto'; 'that big rascal of a Hiller' *; perhaps the solitary Vigny, also

Gerard de Nerval, the mysterious one; and also, thundering and pun-

ning under his negro's head of hair, Alexandre Dumas, always devoted

to Berlioz. In the group of musicians does any one speak of recent

deaths, of Boieldieu, Choron? After a few weeks they were no doubt
forgotten. The talk was rather about the lion of romantic music. A
reporter on the staff of Cherubin recites his review already written:

'The composer adds a jewel to his crown. One cannot conceive why
such a vigorous talent finds no place on one of our grand opera stages.'

As for Cherubini, director of the Conservatory, he was evidently not

there; he felt no need of hearing this music as it should not be written.

'The illustrious old man' protested by his absence against the loan of

the august hall to this young man, too disturbing, too much in a hurry.

In 'Harold,' the part of solo viola was extremely well played by the

mystical Urban. He devoted himself to it nobly, and authoritatively

ennobled this thankless part. Surely Paganini, the infernal virtuoso

would have incarnated with more Byronic fancy the 'personage' of

the unfortunate Harold, The 'March of Pilgrims' was redemanded.

The second time Girard threw his orchestra into confusion, and cried:

'Last chord!' But already with the fanaticized audience the success

was irresistible."
*

* *

Berlioz wrote to Liszt in July, 1852, apropos of the latter's transcrip-

* Ferdinand Hiller who was the rival of Berlioz in courting Marie Moke, afterwards Mme. Camilla
Pleyel. See Berlioz's romance, "Euphonia, ou la ville musicale " (" Les Soirfees de I'Orchestre ") .'—P. H»
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tion of "Harold in Italy" for the pianoforte: "You will have to make
many changes in your manuscript on account of the changes which

I made in the score after your work had been completed. The third

movement especially contains a mass of modifications, which I fear

cannot be translated into pianoforte language; it will be necessary to

sacrifice much. I beg of you not to preserve the form of the tremolo

arpege which you employ in the introduction, left hand; that produces

on the pianoforte an effect contrary to that of the orchestra, and pre-

vents the heavy but calm figure of the basses from being distinctly

heard. . . . Do you not think that the part you give to the viola, a

more important part than that in the score, changes the physiognomy
of the work? The viola ought not to appear in the pianoforte arrange-

ment otherwise than it does in the score. The pianoforte here rep-

resents the orchestra; the viola should remain apart and be confined

to its sentimental ravings; everything else is foreign to it; it is pres-

ent, but it does not mingle in the action."

The symphony is dedicated to Humbert Ferrand, the faithful friend

of BerHoz from the youth to the death of the latter. The autograph

score with Berlioz's changes was given by Berlioz to Auguste Morel,

director of the Marseilles Conservatory. Leon Morel, the nephew and
universal legatee of Auguste, gave the score to Alexis Rostand, "in

memory of the profound affection which united the master and the

pupil," for Rostand was the pupil of Auguste Morel. The symphony
is scored for two flutes (the first interchangeable with piccolo), two
oboes (the first interchangeable with the English horn), two clarinets,
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four bassoons, four horns, two trumpets, two cornets-a-pistons, one
ophicleide, cymbals, two tambourines, kettledrums, harp, solo viola,

and strings.

The story of the first performance is told by Berlioz in his Memoirs:
"The first movement was the only one that was little applauded, and
this was the fault of Girard, the conductor, who could never put enough
dash into the coda, where the pace ought gradually to quicken to

double the speed. I suffered martyrdom in hearing it drag. The
'March of Pilgrims' was encored. At the repetition and toward the

middle of the second part of the piece, when after a short interruption

the chiming of convent bells is again heard, represented by two notes

of the harp, doubled by flutes, oboes, and horns, the harpist made a
mistake in count and was lost. Girard then, instead of setting him
straight, as it has happened to me a dozen times in like instance (three-

fourths of the players make the same mistake at this place), shouted
to the orchestra, 'The last chord!' and they all took it, leaping over
the preceding fifty-odd measures. There was wholesale butchery.
Fortunately the March had been well played the first time, and the

audience was not mistaken concerning the cause of the disaster in the

second. Nevertheless, since my defeat at the Theatre Italien,* I

mistrusted my skill as a conductor to such an extent that for a long
time I let Girard conduct my concerts. But at the fourth perform-
ance of 'Harold,' having seen him seriously deceived at the end of the

Serenade, where, if one does not precisely double the pace of a part

* This was a concert given or the benefit of Miss Smithson, November 24, 1833. See chapter
slv. of the Memoirs.
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of the orchestra, the other part cannot play, for each whole measure
of the one corresponds to a half measure of the other, and seeing that
he could not put the requisite dash into the end of the first allegro,

I resolved to be leader thereafter, and no longer to intrust any one with
the communication of my intentions to the players. I have broken
this resolve only once, and one will see what came of it. After the
first performance of this S5niiphony a music journal in Paris published
an article which overwhelmed me with invectives, and began in this

witty fashion: 'Ha! ha! ha!—haro! haro! Harold!' Moreover, the
day after this article appeared, I received an anonymous letter, m
which some one, after deluging me with still grosser insults, reproached
me 'for not having the courage to blow out my brains.'"

Fredekic Desire Denayer was born at Paris, March 9, 1878, of

a French father and an English mother. As a boy he sang in Parisian
churches and at the age of fourteen went to England to sing at a royal
marriage. At the Paris Conservatory he studied the violin with
Garcin and Marsick. In 1896 as a pupil of Laforge he took with
H. L. Brun a second prize for viola playing. No first prize was awarded
that year, the first year in the history of the Conservatory that there
was competition for the viola prize, although prizes had been awarded
for violin playing since An V. (1797). In 1897 Mr. Denayer took the
first prize. The composition played in competition was Rougnon's
Concerto romantique in F minor. Mr. Denayer has since been active
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in Parisian musical life. For twelve years he was jfirst viola of the

Opera and of Colonne's orchestras. He has appeared as soloist at the

Lamoureux concerts; he has played at the Concerts Monteux under
Mr. Monteux; he has taken part in the concerts of the Parisian Quartet,

Quartet Hayot, Quartet Parent, and the Trompette.

Madam Povla Frijsh (Frisch) was born at Marstal, Denmark.
She studied singing in Paris with Mme. Sarah de Lande; in the

United States with Mrs. Sarah Robinson Duff. Her first public ap-
pearance of importance in Paris was in May, 1910, when Alfred

Cortot accompanied her. As a young singer she had already made
tours with Raoul Pugno, pianist; also Pablo Casals, violoncellist.

From 1910 to 1915 she sang frequently with Parisian orchestras, with
celebrated visiting conductors, in chamber concerts, and in recitals.

She gave recitals also in London, Copenhagen, and cities of Switzerland.

Her first recital in New York was on November 10, 1915. Her first

recital in Boston was on December 15, 1915. On February 17, 1916,

she sang with the Cecilia Society. She gave a recital on January 6,

1917; on January 21 she took part with Miss Winifred Christie, pianist,

and the Longy Club in a concert at Symphony Hall; on February
14 she sang with the Cecilia; on March 21 she sang at a concert given

by Mr. Longy and Miss Longy. She gave a recital on March 6, 1919.
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"Les Rois dont vous vantez la gloire" ("The Kings whose glory

ye have vaunted") from "La Redemption," A Symphony Poem
IN Three Parts . _ . . . Cesar Franck

(Born at Li^ge, December 10, 1822; died at Paris, November 8, 1890.)

The first version of "The Redemption" was written in 1871-72.

The poem, which is described as philosophical rather than reUgious,

was written by Edouard Blau (1836-1906), a librettist of many operas.

The first performance was at a sacred concert at the Od^on, Paris, April

10, 1873. The rehearsals had been unsatisfactory; the performance
was a poor one. Mme. de Caters (born Lablache), who had "agreed to

interpret the airs of the Archangel, 'this bizarre and ineffective music'
only on the condition of indemnifying herself by cantilenas of Rossini

that were sure of success, hurried through the performance of her music
with indifference."

The whole work was revised in 1885 and heard at a concert of the
Opera, Paris, November 17, 1885, and at a Lamoureux concert, October
18, 1896. But there were performances of the first version at the

Th^^tre Ventadour, March 16 and 18, 1875, when the music of the

Archangel was sung by the admirable Mme. Fursch-Madier, known
in this country as Mme. Fursch-Madi.

This aria occurs in the first part of the work. Men think to find

happiness in enjoyment and in hatred, which bring forth only works of

death. Suddenly space is illuminated by a flight of angels, one of

whom announces redemption through the Saviour's coming upon the

earth. In the middle of the aria is a male chorus :

—
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Les rois dont vous vantez la gloire,

Tous les Dieux que vous adorez,
Ont des palais au seuil d'ivoire,

Des temples aux faites dores!

Mais leur majeste miserable hier

Pour toujours s'eeroula!

La-bas, la-bas, est une pauvre etable,

AUez, aUez, le Maitre est.

La terre a tres sailli d'une extase pro-
fonde!

Cette creche oil dort cet enfant
Est le berceau d'un nouveau monde,
Sauve par un Dieu triomphant.

Le passe n'est qu'un reve,

Le mal s'enfuit impuissant;
Et I'univers se releve
Quand Jesus vers lui descend.

Le riche, autrefois superbe,
Va laisser, ouvrant la main

Tomber le meiUeur gerbe -

Pour le pauvre en son chemin.

The kings whose glories ye have vaunted,
And the gods whom ye have adored,

Have palace halls with golden porches,
And temples ivory-flioored.

But their trivial grandeur and glory
This day shall for aye disappear!

For here ye see a lowly stable;

Then come, the Lord is here.

With mighty throes of joy was the world
deeply shaken;

In the stall where sleepeth this child,

Behold the cradle of a new world,
A world to its God reconciled.

For the past is but a nightmare.
And wrong its tyranny ends,

And all the world is uplifted

As Jesus to earth descends.

The rich, who were once so haughty.
With an open liand will lay

The best of the sheaves of harvest
For the poor along the way.

i
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Et sur des oeuvres bdnies,

Les peuples toujours pench^s,
Verront les mains r^unies

Et tous les coeurs rapproches.

A vous la paix divine

Et I'extase profonde!
Cette creche ou dort cet enfant,

Est le berceau d'un nouveau monde,
Sauv6 par un Dieu triomphant.

On works of loving-kindness
Mankind will be intent,

And find their hands united,
Their hearts in charity blent.

We bring you peace divine.
Bring you joy everlasting!
In the stall where sleepeth this child,

Behold the cradle of a new world,
A world to its God reconciled.

—Translation from The Chicago
Symphony Orchestra Programme.

The Archangel's aria is utilized in the "Symphonic Piece" from
"The Redemption," which has been performed at concerts of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra in Boston, December 28, 1907; April 6, 1917;
February 28, 1919. The Societe des Concerts du Conservatoire, Paris,

M. Messager, conductor, played it at the concert in Symphony Hall on
October 30, 1918.
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"The Angel of Death": A Symphonic Poem
George Whitefield Chadwick

(Born at Lowell, Mass., November 13, 1854; now living in Boston.)

This Symphonic poem was played for the first time at a concert of

the Symphony Society of New York on February 9, 1919. The concert

was given as a memorial to Theodore Roosevelt. The programme
also included Beethoven's Symphony No. 5; "The Pipes of Pan" by
Mouquet; and Pierne's arrangement for orchestra of Cesar Franck's

Prelude, Chorale, and Fugue composed for the pianoforte.

The symphonic poem was suggested by Daniel Chester French's

bas-relief entitled "Death and the Sculptor." "The young sculptor

is represented as just raising his chisel to attack his work, when the

Angel of Death—a shadowy figure, puts out an arresting hand." Mr.
Chadwick wrote at the time: "There is no programme in my 'Angel

of Death.' It simply represents what I saw and felt in the sculpture.

Only it reaches further than that, and it may be that the last part

suggests eventually the artist's ascent to the Parnassus of which he

dreamed. But it might also be a memorial for every artist who has

given his fife during the war—^although not so originally intended."

An extract from Mr. Krehbiel's review of the concert published in'

the New York Tribune may be added: "Mr. Chadwick did not see

'Finis' written by the arrested chisel; for him there remained apotheosis

achieved despite uncompleted work. And so after the section of the

composition in which we are privileged to imagine the creative activity
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and the soaring ambition of the artist threatened by ominous warnings

of the fatal catastrophe, which is reached at the first cHmax of the music,

we hear the new beginning of a new song which proclaims ultimate

triumph."
Mr. Chadwick's score calls for piccolo, two flutes, two oboes, English

horn, two clarinets, bass clarinet, two bassoons, four horns, two trumpets,

three trombones, bass tuba, kettledrums, bass drum, snare drum,
cymbals, two harps, and strings.

"L'Invitation au Voyage"
Marie Eugene Henri Fouques-Duparc

(Born at Paris, January 21, 1848; living in Switzerland.)

The instrumentation by DuparcThis song was composed in 1870-71

was completed early in 1895.

Mon enfant, ma sceut,

Songe a la doucevir,

D'aUer ll-bas vivre ensemble,
Aimer a loisir,

Aimer et mourir,

Come, my comrade fair,

Build a castle in air,

We'll go and live there together,
In love and at ease
As long as we please,

Make your appointments NOW
cind avoid delay
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Au pays qui te ressemble!
Les soleils mouilles

De ces ciels bromll^s
Pour mon esprit ont les charmes

Si mysterieux .

De tes traitres yeux
BrUlant a travers leixrs larmes.

La, tout n'est qu'ordre et beauts,
Luxe, calme, et voliipt^

!

Vois sur ces canaux
Dormir ces vaisseaux

Dont I'humeur est vagabonds;
Cest pour assouvir
Ton moindre desir

Qu'ils viennent du bout du monde.
Les soleils couchants
Rev^tent les champs,
Les canaux, la ville enti^re,

D'hyacinthe et d'or;

Le monde s'endort

Dans une Chaude lumiere!

LS,, tout n'est qu'ordre et beauts.
Luxe, calme, et volupt6

!

—Charles Baudelaire.

Where there's only pleasant weather.
The bright sun on high
In a show'ry sky,

Where winds seem tenderly hst'ning.

Has a melting guise

Like thy gleaming eyes
With tears upon their lashes glist'ning.

There all is cahn, all is bright.

Dreaming, longing, wake in dehght!

See harbor'd at rest.

In sleep of the blest.

Vagabonds of every ocean!
Gladly would they roam;
To bring treasure home

They sail far with stately motion.
As the sun goes down
It colors the town.

And the ships in Ught of story;

Hyacinth and gold
This dream-world enfold.

Beneath a banner of glory.

There, aU is calm, all is bright.

Dreaming, longing, wake in delight!

—English translation by Bliss Carman.*

"L'Invitation au Voyage" is the fifty-fourth poem in Baudelaire's

* Through the courtesy of the Boston Miisic Company, publishers of Duparc's songs, with Eng-
lish translations by Bliss Carman of the poems.
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"Fleurs du Mai," published in 1857. Duparc omitted the second
verse :

—

Des meubles luisants,

Polls par les ans,

D^coreralent notre chambre;
Les plus rares fleurs

Melant leurs odeurs
Aux vagues senteurs de Tambre,

Les riches plafonds,
La splendeur orientale,

Tout y parlerait

A I'ame en secret

Sa douce langue natale.

L^, tout n'est qu'ordre et beaute,
Luxe, calme, et volupte.

Duparc studied for the bar, but, a pupil of Cesar Franck, he devoted
himself to music. He took part in the Franco-Prussian War. About
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1885, when he gave great promise and was active as a composer, he
was compelled to abandon work on account of ill-health. He lived

for some years near Pan. In 1911 his home was in Switzerland. His
beautiful songs were for a long time known only in manuscript, for

he shunned publicity. All of them were composed before 1885; eight

were published in 1894; four in 1902. Cesar Franck said of him that
he of all his pupils and of his generation was the one best organized
by nature for the creation of musical ideas. His symphonic poem
"Lenore" (after Burger's ballad), composed in 1875, was performed at

a Symphony concert in Boston, December 5, 1896. His "Poeme
nocturne " and " Laendler " for orchestra were destroyed by him. "Aux
Etoiles" for orchestra was performed at a Lamoureux concert in Paris,

February 26, 1911. A sonata for violoncello and pianoforte (1867)
was destroyed. "Feuilles volantes," six little pieces for pianoforte,

were published in 1869. Duparc wrote to a friend:,

"My songs were published a long time after they were written

—

eight at first in 1894, and the four others some years afterwards (1902).
When I wrote the first ones I had not yet finished my studies in har-
mony, and all have been greatly revised and modified for publication.

All that I can tell you is that 'Chanson triste' first was written in 1868;
'Soupir' about the same time; 'Invitation au Voyage' and 'La Vague
et la Cloche ' during the siege of Paris. I recall nothing precisely about
the others. If any dates have been given you they are approximate
and uncertain. One thing only is sure—that all my songs were com-
posed before 1885, for since then I have not been able to compose.
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Some believe that I have a quantity of music in a portfoho. There is

none; I have only a few pencil notes which I have made from day to
day in the hope that sometime it will be possible for me to work again.
I live in the regret for that which I have not done, without concerning
myself with that which I have done."

"Hopak" . . . Modest Petrovich Moussorgsky

(Born on March 28, 1835, at Karevo in the Government of Pskov, Russia; died at
Petrograd on March 28, 1881.)

The orchestration of the accompaniment is by Rimsky-Korsakoff.
For permission to print the following translation of Moussorgsky'

s

song we are indebted to G. Schirmer of New York, the publisher of "A
Century of Russian Song," collected and edited by Kurt Schindler,
published in 1911. The English translation is by Henry G. Chapman;
the French by Hettange.

Hi! ha! ha! the Hopak!
I'm the wife of a Kosak!
Laugh he won't, for he's too crusty,
Red his head, his body rusty:
Ah, my fate, my luckless fate! Yah!

Eh! but I'U not cry for ever.
Go, my friend, lap up the river!

When the tavern I shall pass,

I'U step in and get a glass,
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Then, my friends, we'll drink, and clink, and clink, and drink!
They will pour a glass for me,
Later one, and two, and three!
When the girl gets up to go,
She will have a man in tow;
To her jealous husband's caU
She will pay no heed at all.

Hey, my man, if yours I be,

See that you provide for me: yes, sir!

Get this also thro' your head,
Children must be cloth'd and fed! Just so!

Now, unless these things you do,
I shall soon get rid of you: Truly!
Yes, my friend, the baby's there,

Wash his face and curl his hair! There, now!
Just you mmd now what I say!
Do not try to run away! Hear me!
Watch it, heed it, rock it, feed it: That's it!

In the days that now are gone,
Days when I was twenty-one,
I would sew beside my window.
And when all my work was done.
With a cry—out upon the street I'd run,

—
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Hey there! Simon, Michael, John!
Get your finest waistcoats on!

Off we'd hurry, shouting, prancing,

To the music and the dancing: Hi! Hi! Hi! Hi!

Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha!

Ha! ha! ha! the Hopak!
I'm the wife of a Kosak!
Laugh he won't, for he's too crusty.

Red his head, his body rusty.

Ah! my fate, my luckless fate! Yah!

"Hopak" was composed in 1866. The poem is by Tarace Grigorie-

vitch Chevtchenko. Born a serf in the Government of Kieff in 1814,

he was sent to Petrograd by his master, who hoped to profit by his skill

as a draughtsman. Through the aid of the poet Joukovski and the

painter Brulof, he was freed and placed in the Academy of Fine Arts.

Finding it hard to earn a living, he turned to poetry, but, a liberal, he

was arrested in 1847, sent to Orenbourg as a soldier and forbidden by
Nicholas I. to write or draw. In 1857 Chevtchenko was pardoned by
Alexander II., and permitted to go to his country. The sight of his

family and her neighbors still in servitude depress'ed him. He was
again arrested, but he was allowed to return to Petrograd, where he

died soon afterwards, in 1861. "Hopak," written in Little-|lussian, is

from "Haidamques" published in 1841. The Russian version is by
Mei.
Moussorgsky also wrote (1877 ?) a Hopak for the pianoforte, which

he intended for his opera "The Fair of Sorotchinsk," based on one of

Pinkham & Smith Co.
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Gogol's tales. The opera was not completed. Liadoff orchestrated
this Hopak.
The Cossack Hopak is performed by a squatting dancer who throws

out alternately his legs in front of him and parallel with the ground.
F. de Menil gives a picture of a man thus dancing in his "Histoire de la

Danse" (page 131), and says that the dance is perhaps of Scythian or
Thracian origin.

The Hopak was danced in London early in July, 1909, at one of the
performances of a Russian troupe led by Mile. Karsavina and Theodore
Kosloff. A dance of this nature was seen in the " Shubert Gaieties of

1919 " at the Majestic Theatre, Boston, November 3, 1919.

Two Psalms for Soprano and Orchestra: Psalm 137, "By the
Rivers of Babylon"; Psalm 114, "When Israel went out of
Egypt" Ernest Bloch

(Born July 24, 1880, at Geneva, Switzerland; now living in New York.)

These Psalms were composed at Geneva in 1912-14. A third,

Psalm 22, "My God, my God; why hast thou forsaken me?" is for

baritone and orchestra. Edmond Fleg made a translation into French
from the Hebrew. The two Psalms sung to-day are dedicated to
Edmond and Madeleine Fleg.
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Psalm CXXXVII.

By the rivers of Babylon,
There we sat down, yea, we wept;
When we remembered Zion.

We hanged our harps
Upon the willows, in the midst thereof.

For there they that carried us away captive, required of us a song,
And they that wasted us, reqmred of us mirth: saying.

Sing us one of the songs of Zion.

How shall we sing the Lord's song:

In a strange land?
If I forget thee, O Jerusalem:
Let my right hand forget her cunning.

If I do not remember thee,

Let my tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth;
If I prefer not Jerusalem
Above my chief joy.

Remember, O Lord, the children of Edom,
In the day of Jerusalem;
Who said. Raze, raze it:

Even to the foundation thereof.

O daughter of Babylon, who are to be destroyed:
Happy shaU he be that rewarded thee,

As thou hast served us.

Happy shall he be that taketh and dasheth thy little ones
Against the stones. *

* We have followed the King James Version (1611) in form of printing and in punctuation, but
have modernized the spelling.

You are invited to visit our Rare Book Room where you
will find a large variety of Old and Rare Books, many
of them received this year from England.
In other rooms we have Current Fiction and the
Standard Works.
And the new Children's Room is a delight to the young
folks of all asres.

Opposite Public Garden
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Psalm CXIII.

When Israel went out of Egypt,
The house of Jacob from a people of strange language:
Judah was his sanctuary:
And Israel his dominion.
The sea saw it, and fled

:

Jordan was driven back.
The mountains skipped hke rams:
And the httle hiUs like lambs.
What aileth thee, O thou sea, that thou fleddest?
Thou Jordan, that thou wast driven back?
Ye mountains, that ye skipped like rams:
And ye little hiUs Hke lambs?
Tremble thou earth at the presence of the Lord

:

At the presence of the God of Jacob

:

Which turned the rock into a standing water

:

The flint into a fountain of waters.

These songs were sung in New York on May 3, 1917.

Mr. Bloch's "Trois Poemes Juifs—Danse, Rite, Cortege funebre"
were performed in Boston at a concert of the Boston Symphony Orches-
tra, March 23, 1917, when he conducted them.

His String Quartet in B major was performed in Boston by the
Flonzaley Quartet on January 8, 1917.

Mr. Bloch was represented by Mr. H. K. Moderwell as saying that
his Jewish music is not based on Jewish themes. "The themes are all

my own and are not even in the manner of the traditional Jewish mel-
odies which themselves are of doubtful antiquity. Superficially, my
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works are not Jewish at all. The learned Jews will no doubt reject

them altogether. In fact, I expect the strongest opposition to my work
to come from Jews. But I have tried to express the soul of the Jewish
people as I feel it" (Boston Evening Transcript, December 30, 1916).

Overture in E-flat major to "K5nig Stephan," Op. 117
LuDwiG VAN Beethoven

(Born at Bonn, December 16 (?), 1770; died at Vienna, March 26, 1827.)

Progress had been made in the building of the new theatre at Buda-

pest in 1810 and arrangements were already making for its formal

opening on the "name-day" of the Emperor, October 4, 1811. Hein-

rich von Collin, the author of the tragedy "Coriolan," for which Beet-

hoven wrote an overture, was invited to furnish a drama based on some
episode in the history of Hungary for the occasion. There should also

be a lyrical prelude and a musical postlude. Collin did not accept the

offer, fearing he could not accomplish the task in time. Augustus von

Kotzebue was then invited. He not only furnished the Prelude '

' Ungerns

erster Wohhlthater" (Hungary's First Benefactor"), but also the drama
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"Bela's Flucht" and the Postlude "Die Ruinen von Athen." The
drama was not performed. A local play, "Die Erhebung von Pesth

zur Konigl. Freistadt," took its place. In May, 1811, the Prelude and

the Postlude were forwarded to Beethoven, who worked on the music

that summer.

The theatre was not dedicated until February 9, 1812. The per-

formance was repeated on the 10th and 11th. Beethoven's music for

the two works was declared to be "excellent and very original, wholly

worthy of the master."

For "Ungerns erster Wohlthater," Beethoven wrote the overture

known as "King Stephen"; I, Chorus, "Ruhend von seinen Thaten";

II, Male Chorus, "Auf dunklem Irrweg in finster Hainen"; III, Tri-

umphal March; IV, Female Chorus, "Wo die Unschuld Blumen
streute"; V, Melodrama (for strings); VI, Chorus, "Eine neue strahl-

ende Sonne"; VII, Religious March, Melodrama, and Chorus, "Heil

unsern Konige!"; VIII, Final Chorus, "Heil unsern Enkeln!"

The characters in Kotzebue's little play are Stephen I of Hungary;

Gisela, a Bavarian princess ; Gyula, the chief of the Moglut mountain

tribe; a warrior noble ; a Bavarian ambassador; a Roman priest. The
scene is an open field near Budapest; the time is the beginning of the

eleventh century. Stephen learns of the defeat of the tribe, pardons

the captured Gyula—"The Christian has no enemies; he has only
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brothers"; Gisela is brought in as Stephen's bride; he receives from

the Pope's envoy a golden crown.

Stephen the First of Hungary, son of Geza, Duke of Hungary and

Sarolta, was born according to some in 997, according to others in 969

or 977. He died in 1038. His name was Vajk, but he took the name
Stephen when he was baptized. Those who say he was born in 969

give 997 as the date of his accession to the throne. He organized the

government of Hungary and defeated her enemies. Pope Silvester II.

in 1000 gave him a crown, which was used for the coronation of Hun-
gary's kings, and the title "Apostolic King." Stephen was canonized.

On his Saint's Day, August 20, his right hand is borne in solemn pro-

cession. The latter years of his life were embittered by the behavior

of Gisela his wife.

Beethoven's overture is scored for two flutes, two oboes, two clari-

nets, two bassoons, double-bassoon, four horns, two trumpets, kettle-

drums, and strings. It begins with an Introduction, Andante con

moto, 2-4. A series of descending fourths beginning with a note for

the trumpets leaves one in doubt as to the tonality. There is a gypsy-

like theme for the flute. The first theme of the Presto, E-flat major,

2-4, given out by wind instruments, also has gypsy character. The
second theme (flutes and clarinets) is very like a version of the "Joy"
theme in the finale of the Ninth Symphony. (It should be remembered

420 BOYLSTON STREET
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that Beethoven's sketches for the Ninth Symphony date as far back as

1811.) There is a return to the Andante con moto of the slow Introduc-

tion. The Uttle gypsy theme comes in again. The third part of the

Presto movement—there is no free fantasia or middle part—follows.

There is a free coda, Presto, in which the second theme is prominent.

As a whole the overture is light and brilliant, simple in form—in fact, a

light theatre overture.

The autograph score has for a title, "Partitur zu Ungarn Wohl-
thater—overture zum Vorspiel von L. van Beethoven." The over-

ture was pubHshed in July, 1826, as "Grosse Ouverture (in Es) zu

Konig Stephan," etc.; it had been given to the publisher in 1815. The
whole work was first pubhshed in 1864. There is an arrangement of

the overture for two pianofortes (eight hands) by F. Glech; there are

two arrangements for four hands; one for pianoforte alone by E. Pauer.

*
* *

In October, 1811, Beethoven wrote to the Archduke Rudolph with

reference to a rehearsal of this overture and the one to "The Ruins of

Athens" that he should wish four horns, and for certain symphonies

"at least 4 vioUns, 4 second violins, 4 Prim, 2 double basses, two violon-

cellos."

On January 28, 1812, he wrote to Kotzebue:
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"Highly esteemed, highly honored Sir:

—

"As I wrote music to your Prologue and Epilogue for the Hungarians

I could not refrain from the ardent desire to possess an opera from youi

unique dramatic genius, whether romantic or quite serious; heroic,

comic, sentimental; in short whatever pleases you I wiU accept with

pleasure. Certainly I should most like a big historical subject, and

especially from the Dark Ages, for example about Attila, etc. How-
ever I will accept with thankfulness, whatever be the subject, anything

that comes from you, from your poetic soul, which I will transfer to

my musical soul." * Nothing came of this proposal.

In May, 1813, Beethoven wrote to J. Varena of Graz, with reference

to a performance of this overture, that if the music for the two horns

in E-flat was too difficult, two violas, "but solo parts," should be sub-

stituted; "the other two in C major are easy and can be performed by

the two horn players."

Beethoven gave three overtures in July, 1815, to Charles Neate for

the Philharmonic Society of London. Neate paid for them 75 guineas, f

These overtures were "King Stephen," "Ruins of Athens" and "Zur

* Translation by J. A. Shedlock.

t See George Hogarth's " The Philharmonic Society of London," page 18.
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Namensfeier." The Philharmonic Society declined them as "un-
worthy" of Beethoven. He wrote the Society about the transaction

on February 5, 1816. Neate wrote in explanation to Beethoven, in

October, 1916, confessing that he had not kept faith with him, and say-

ing that he would do all within his power to make Beethoven's music
known in England. Beethoven referred to the matter in a letter to

Sir George Smart, satirized by Thackeray in "The Ravenswing"
as Sir George Thrum. In April, 1819, Beethoven wrote to Ries: "The
notices which Neate sent me about the almost failure of the three

overtures vexed me. Here (Vienna) each one in its way not only
pleased, but the two in E-fiat and C created a strong impression.

The fate they met with at the Phil. Soc. is inconceivable to me." The
Philharmonic Society did not perform the overture until March 29,

1841.

The overture to " King Stephen" has been played in Boston at

Theodore Thomas concerts: October 15, 1870; January 29, 1874;
December 11, 1875; March 20, 1878.

Philharmonic Orchestra: December 1, 1881.

Boston Symphony Orchestra: November 21, 1885; April 21, 1894;

April 18, 1896; April 20, 1901; November 25, 1911.
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Erratum: Information published in the Programme Book of Octo-
ber 31-November 1, 1919, about first performances of Stravinsky's

\yorks was derived from Enghsh journals and French annals contempo-
raneous with the productions. In certain instances thus information

was erroneous. Thus Mr. Monteux conducted the first complete per-

formance of "L'Oiseau de Feu" in London before the performance on
June 18, 1912, led by Rhene-Baton (page 253). He, not M. Tcherep-
nine, conducted the first performance of ''Petrouchka" at the Chatelet,

Paris, in 1911 (page 259). Mr. Monteux, not Emile Cooper, led the

first performance of "Le Rossignol" at the Paris Opera in 1914 (page

261).
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FRIDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 21, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING. NOVEMBER 22, at 8 o'clock

Handel . Concerto Grosso No. 5 in D major, for String Orchestra
(Edited by G. F. Kogel)

(Solo violins—Messrs. F. Fradkin and J. TnEODOROWicz;
solo viola—F. Denayer; solo violoncello—J. Bedetti.)

I. Introduction: Allegro.

II. Presto.

III. Largo.
IV. Minuet.
V. Allegro.

Balakireff "Thamar," Symphonic Poem for Orchestra (after a
Poem by Michail Lermontoff)

Dukas "Polyeucte," Overture to Corneille's Tragedy
(First time at these concerts)

Schmitt 'The Tragedy of Salome" Suite for Orchestra

(after a poem by Robert d'Humieres)

There will be an Intermission of ten minutes after Balakireff 's "Thamar"
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JOSEPH DI NATALE
First Violin

VLADIMIR BERLIN
Viola

HANS EBELL
Pianist

ROBERT GUNDERSEN
Second Violin

ALMA LA PALME
Violoncello

First Concert:—^Monday Evening, November 24.

PROGRAM
String Quartet in D major ......... A. Boro'din
Sonata for violin and piano, Op. 13 . . . . . ' . . Gabriel Faure
Quintet for piano and strings, Op. 34 ..... . Johannes Brahms

Seats for the 3 concerts, $4.00 and $2.50 (Plus War Tax)
Tickets for single concerts, $1.50, $1.00, $0.75 (and War Tax) now on sale at the Hall

Steinway Piano

Thursday Afternoon, November 20, at 3

SONG RECITAL BY

PROGRAMME
I.

Come Again, Sweet Love .......... Dowland
On the Banks of Allan Water......... Lady C. S.

Come Lasses and Lads . ... . . . . . . Old English
Turn Ye to Me ....... 1 . Arr. by Malcolm Lawson
Cherry Ripe............. Horn

II.

By the Window "I . . . . . . . . Tsohaikowsky
Since I am Once More Alone /
My Native Land } . . . . '. . . . GretchaninoS
The Wounded Birch )

Love ............. Bleichmann

III.

Vieille Chanson Espagnole .......... Aubert
La Mort des Oiseaux . . . . . ... . . . Pesse
LeReve Grieg
Colombine ............ Poldowski
Hantise d'Amour . . . . . . . . ... . Szulc

IV.
The Shepherdess ........... .^ Horsman
River Dream . . . . . . . . . . . Goring Thomas
The Icycle ............. Bassett
Songs from the Chinese .......... Bantock
a From the Tomb of an Unknown Woman 6 A Feast of Lanterns

Mr. JOHN DOANE at the Piano

Seats, $1.50, $1.00 and 50 cents. Plus 10% War Tax. On sale at the Box Oflace

Local Management Richard Newman
Direction Evelyn Hopper Steinway Piano Used

The Pianoforte Recital of MODERN AMERICAN and FRENCH MUSIC by

will be given on

TUESDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 16th
(Not on November 18th, as heretofore announced)

TICKETS MAY NOW BE ORDERED
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SYMPHONY HALL CALENDAR
THIS

FRL EVE.
AND

SAT. MAT.
NOV. 14-15

SUN. AFT.
NOV. 23

AT 3.30

TUES. EVE.
NOV. 25

AT 8.15

THU. EVE.
NOV. 27

AT 8.15

SUN,- AFT.
NOV. 30

AT 3.30

SUN. AFT.
DEC. 21

SUN. AFT.
JAN. 25

SUN. AFT.
FEB. 22

SUN. AFT.
APR. 4

N TRAVEL TALKS. MOTION PICTURES, COLOR VIEWS

CWUlcin Single Tickets, $1.00, 75c, 50c (plus tax), 25c on day of lecture

ALSACE-LORRAINE
The delivery of Alsace-Lorraine is the great epic of the war, and the moving picture

story of that delivery is the greatest picture that will ever be taken, because it is a

true picture.

Jascha Heifetz
Violinist

Tickets. $2.00. $1.50. $1.00

Mme. Clemenceau-Jacquemaire
Daughter of France's "Grand Old Man"

Will lecture on

"The Soul of France"
Prices $2.00. $1.50. $1.00. 50c (Plus 10% Tax)

Paulist Choristers
Father Finn and his choir of boys

Prices. $2.00, $1.50, $1.00

(Plus War Tax)

(Only time this season)

Frieda Hempel
Soprano

Tickets. $2.00, $1.50, $1.00. 50c

Handel and Haydn Society
Great Chorus of 400 Orchestra and Soloists

EMIL MOLLENHAUER. Conductor H. G. TUCKER. Organist

The Messiah

MME. HUDSON ALEXANDER REED MILLER
MARY JORDAN EDGAR SCHOFIELD

Rossini's Stabat Mater and Gounod's Gallia

FRIEDA HEMPEL MORGAN KINGSTON JOSE MARDONES

Samson and Delilah

MARGARETE MATZENAUER
LAMBERT MURPHY

EMILIO de GOGORZA
FREDERICK MARTIN

Elijah

FLORENCE HINKLE ARTHUR HACKETT REINALD WERRENRATH

Subscription Tickets. Four Concerts. $10, $3, $6. Mail Orders Now

Mail Orders to L. H. MUDGETT, Symphony Hall, will be filled in order received

Remittances should include 10% War Tax
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SYMPHONY HALL

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 16. AT 3.00

Thirty-third Concert for the

Benefit of the Orchestra's

B<

BY THE

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

:liestra

SOLOIST

MAGDELEINE BRARD

(The phenomenal young French pianist)

TSCHAIKOWSKY

WAGNER

SAINT-SAENS .

ROSSINI

PROGRAMME

Symphony "Pathetique"

"Prelude and Love-Death from "Tristan and Isolde"

Pianoforte Concerto in G minor, No, 2

. Overture to "WiUiam Tell"

TICKETS NOW ON SALE AT SYMPHONY HALL

BOX OFFICE (no tax)
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Sanders Theatre Concert Series
DECEMBER 4 FEBRUARY 19 MAY 27

SEAL OF THE GLEE CLUB.

iristmas Festr

THURSDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 4, 1919

BY THE

PROF. ARCHIBALD T. DAVISON, Conductor

SOLOIST

HAZEL LAFRICAN, 'Cello

MARION HYDE, Accompanist

PIECES BY: BRAHMS. BANTOCK. BORODINE. KRUG.
PALESTRINA. BACH. AND OTHERS

Season Tickets: $3.50, $2.50, $L75

Single Tickets: $1.50, $1.00, $0.75

On sale at Herrick's, Copley Plaza, Touraine, Boston Harvard Club,

Kent's University Bookstore in Cambridge

Mail orders addressed to

Mgr. of Harvard Glee Club, 1 1 Apthorp House, Cambridge
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BOSTON MUSIC EDUCATION LEAGUE
Demonstrating Class Instruction in Music
FREDERICK WILLIAM WODELL, Musical Director

Mr. Herbert L. Crowley, Hon. Prest. Mr. Dwight W. Sleeper, Hon. Vice-Prest. Board of Visitors: Miss
Abby Conant, Mrs. Langdon Frothingham, Mrs. Frederic Galacar, Mrs. Francis L. Higginson, Jr.,

Mrs. Robert W. Means, Mr. William Bacon, Mr. Geo. W. Mehaffey.

FREDERICK WILLIAM WODELL, Conductor

Students of Singing, of Piano who "sing a little," of Music Appreciation and Vocal

"Forms,"—all persons who would like to secure the benefit and enjoyment of training

in choral singing and "interpretation" under a professional singer, acknowledged vocal ex-

pert and leading choral conductor, are invited to apply for jnembership. Tests moderate.

The possession of an agreeable voice and "ear" for music are the chief requisites. Fees

small.

MEETS RECITAL HALL
New England Conservatory, Sundays. Register, 4.30 to 5.30 p.m. Rehearse, 5.30 to

7 p.m.

First Concert. With competent soloists and orchestra, Jordan Hall,
January 9, 1920.

Program. Henry Hadley—The New Earth. Mendelssohn—Hear My Prayer.

Postal card to Director, 1 2 Huntington Avenue, brings circular with full information.

JORDAN HALL
Monday Afternoon, November 17, 1919, at 3 P. M

The Harmonious Blacksmith

Gigue D minor
Presto F major
Prelude— Fugue E minor

Sonata B flat minor op. 35

Grave, Doppio movimento
Scherzo

Marche funebre

Presto

II

III

Jardins sous la pluie

Prelude A minor
Gavotte D major
Fughetta D minor

Debussy Danse caracteristique

Arabesque A flat .

Glazounoff Polonaise E major .

Arensky

Handel
Hassler

Mozart
[Mendelssohn

Chopin

Tschaikowsky
Leschetizky

Liszt

TICKETS; $1 .50, $1 .00, 75 and 50 cents plus 10% War Tax

On sale at Jordan Hall

MASON & HAMLIN PIANOFORTE
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MRS. HALL McAllisters'

HOTEL COPLEY PLAZA

Mondays, November 24th, December 8th, and December 22nd at 11.30 o'clock

Mme. Marie Sundelius

Soprano
(Of the Metropolitan Opera Co.)

Mme. Vera Janacopulos
Soprano

Mr. Rafaelo Diaz, Tenor
(Of the Metropolitan Opera Co.)

Mr. Mayo Wadler, Violinist

And other great artists will appear

Mme. Marguerite D 'Alvarez

Contralto
(Of The Manhattan Opera Co.)

Miss Thelma Given, Violinist

Mr. Leo Ornstein, Pianist

Mr. Maurice Dambois
'Cellist

The subscription for the course will be $12.00 (plus 10% war tax)

Boxes seating six people will be $75.00 (plus \Q% war tax)

Single Tickets $4.00 (plus tax) may be purchased by subscribers only for their guests

Subscriptions, accompanied by check payable to Mrs. Hall McAllister

may be sent to 384 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Mass.

IL - yri

I

55n^

JORDAN HALL

PIANIST
Thursday, November 20, at 3 P. M,

Tickets, $1.50, $1.00, and 50c. At Herrick's and Jordan Hall

Manager, HARRY B. WILLIAMS, Pierce Building. Boston
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JORDAN HALL
Monday Afternoon, DECEMBER 1, at 3.00. VIOLIN RECITAL by

Monday Evening, DECEMBER 1, at 8.15. SONG RECITAL by

FRANCIS MOORE, Accompanist

Thursday Evenings, DECEMBER 4; JANUARY 8; FEBRUARY 5

AROLD BAUERandJACQUES THIBAUD
Presenting all of the BEETHOVEN Piano and Violin Sonatas

SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR THE SERIES Now on Sale

Mail and 'Phone orders to WENDELL H. LUCE. Manager. 'Phone B.B. 3870.

Ticket Office:—492 Boylston Street, Mason & Hamlin Building.

MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

TEACHER OF SINGING
COACHING IN SONGS

384 COMMONWEALTH AVE.

VOICE
Studio, 615 Huntington Chambers, Boston

TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE, ORGAN, HARMONY AND
APPRECIATION OF MUSIC

NEWBURY STREET - - BOSTON

Art flf Swinging

VOICE PLACING
AND TECHNIQUE A SPECIALTY

MARGARET A. AGNEW
VOCAL COACH AND ACCOMPANIST

146 Massachusetts Ave., Tel. Back Bay 3040

CONCERT-VIOLINIST
Will accept a limited number of pupils. Available for Concerts. For particulars address

609 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS. 30 HUNTINGTON AVENUE
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Solo 'Cellist Boston Symphony Orchestra. First Solo 'Cellist "Colonne Concerts" of Paris

'CELLO INSTRUCTION AND ENSEMBLE PLAYING
AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS AND RECITALS

Address, SYMPHONY HALL, BOSTON

SOLO FLUTE BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
FIRST PRIZE AT PARIS CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

Available for Concerts, ReciteJs and Musicales. Flute Instruction

ADDRESS. SYMPHONY HALL .... BOSTON, MASS.

COACHING IN

OPERA AND ORATORIO
189 Huntington Avenue - - Boston

Telephone. 722 Back Bay

Telephone. Back Bay 5958-J

PIANIST and TEACHER
282 DARTMOUTH STREET

Mason & Hamlin Piano Used

TEACHER OF THE HARP
HARPS FOR SALE AND RENT

Address, 236 BAY STATE ROAD. BOSTON

Mr. F. ADDISOM PORTER
TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE

SPECIAL TRAINING FOR SOLOISTS AND TEACHERS

311 Pierce Building, Boston

THE GOSSE
FRENCH!!

ORAL METHOD
All lessons given by Mons. J.

Gosselin, B.A.. C.T. (1st class.)

By a Phonetic system of his

own, Mr. Gosselin makes %he

Pronunciation of his pupils

absolutely Perfect (guarantee

given) in Seven lessons— 1

at the most.

This unique training is price-

less to singers, musicians.

FRENCH!!

teachers and their pupils, etc

and enables anyone not only to

pronounce but to Sing in

French as correctly as in

English.

Call any day, any time for Prospectus
and FREE TRIAL LESSONS and
compare with any other methods.

HUNTINGTON CHAMBLR5
2nd Block from Copley Square
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

AND ASSISTANTS

LESSONS IN SINGING
A Normal Course for Teachers

Former pupil ot the famous Paris Conservatory

VIOLIN LESSONS
STUDIOS. STEINERT HALL. BOSTON

PIANIST and TEACHER
Lang Studios

6 NEWBURY STREET

Lessons in

Pianoforte, Harmony, Counter-

point and Composition
STUDIO AT 12 NEWBURY STREET

Mondays and Thursdays

Teacher of Artistic Singing

Specialist on Voice Defects

Voices developed from first rudiment
to artistic finish. Perfect diction of

foreign languages. Pupils prepared

for CONCERT — FESTIVALS—
OPERA.

STUDIO: 96 HUNTINGTON AVENUE.
Residence: 1409 Commonwealth Avenue.

Appointments by mail

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND TEACHER

609 Pierce BIdg., Boston, Mondays and Thursdays

Address, 162 Riverway, Boston

Telephone. 1470 Brookline

'CELLO SOLOIST
INSTRUCTION

STUDIO. 218 TREMONT STREET
Telephone, Beach 903-W

Member Boston Symphony Orchestra

Solo Viola Lamoureux Concerts and Opera Comique of Paris

Member of the Jury of the Paris Conservatory of Music

VIOLIN. VIOLA AND ENSEMBLE INSTRUCTION
Address SYMPHONY HALL

'^^^5k^;;^S;^-^y7^^^l^^^
i VOICE CULTUFLE-i

American and European Diplomas, Author of Books and,Pen Works on 5in^in$

Studio: Suite 202 Huntington Chambers, 30 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Phone, Back Bay 3932

DOINGS OF GRANT'S ARTIST PUPILS BY A. E. DATELY
Bronze Melba has a large list of recitals for this season. Several winter concerts are planned for Wm. Flynn

tenor, whose fine voice a bright future is predicted. Helen Laird, soprano, whose singing at Boston College last

February was such an artistic delight, will give her next Boston recital early in the winter at Steinert Hall.
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Steinert Hall

STUDIO 25

Telephone, Braintree 285-R

LESLEY MARTIN
BEL CANTO

Studio - - 1425 Broadway, NEW YORK

SINGERS — Suzanne Baker Watson, Cora Cross,
Nellie Hart, VVillette Kershaw, Gertrude Hutcheson,
Ivy Scott, Marion Stanley, Estelle Ward, Mabel
Wilbur, Flora Zabelle, Edward Foley, George Gilbert,

John Hendricks, Andrew Mack, Dr. Eugene Walton
Marshall, Fiske O'Hara, Umberto Sacchetti, Ellii

Rhodes, Albert Wallerstedt, and many other lingeri

now before the public in operatic and church work.

A

TWELFTH SEASON

ITMNG OUARTETIE
GERTRUDE MARSHALL. Violin

RUTH STICKNEY. Violin

71 CARLTON STREET, BROOKLINE
Management A. H. HANDLEY, 160 Boyhton Street. BOSTON

ADELINE PACKARD. Viola

HAZEL L'AFRICAIN, 'Cello

Tel. Brookline 3268-J
TeL Beach 4197

ENRICO FABEIZIO
MEMBER OF

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

TEACHER OF 'CELLO
15 VANCOUVER STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

SOLO ENSEMBLE PLAYING
Tel.. Rox. 5063-R

iff
ii^m

Also STUDIO at NEEDHAM
ISONehoiden Street

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

LA^-cIjUu^
'MESSIAH" AT SYMPHONY HALL

BASSO
Voice Specialist and Coach

STUDIO: 246 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

"Mr. Flint, an experienced musician and

singer of taste, did ample justice to

his music."

Boston Post, April 28. 1919

J©liii Hall Sherwood
TEACHER OF PIANO

Appointment by telephone

Cambridge 5935-W

"Mr. John Hall Sherwood has studied

with me in Paris, and is a gifted musician

and successful teacher of large experience

whose work I can endorse and recom-

mend." (Signed) HAROLD BAUER.

HUTCHIMS BAKER
PIANIST INSTRUCTION

The principles of Leschetizky presented in a definite and comprehensive manner

STUDIO. HOTEL HEMENWAY, BOSTON
Telephone. Back Bay 3180

STEINERT HALL, Room 26. Tuesdays and Fridays
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
The Vocal Studios of

And his Assistants

VINCENT V. HUBBARD and

Mrs. CAROLINE HOOKER

Teacher of Singing in all its branches

and of Dramatic Action as

applied to Singing

ARTHUR J. HUBBARD
246 Huntington Avenue

Madame Clara Poole Voice
specialising in tone production by new methods that have given

wonderful results. Preparationfor concert^ Oratorio and Opera

844 Beacon St., The Arundel. By appointment. 'Phone Back Bay 883-M

^3IE HAYDEN
VOICE BUILDING

SONG INTERPRETATION. CONCERT
RECITAL AND REPERTOIRE WORK

StelnertHall - BOSTON

EDITH CASTLE
CONTRALTO SOLOIST

TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO ADDRESS. 88 GAINSBOROUGH ST

TEACHER OF SINGING
602 PIERCE BUILDING

COPLEY SQUARE - - BOSTON

TEACHER OF SINGING

250 HUNTINGTON AVENUE
Opposite Symphony Hall

TEACHER OF SINGING
STEINERT HALL

162 BOYLSTON STREET - • BOSTON

SOPRANO SOLOIST
Teacher of Singing

4 Haviland Street ----- Boston

B. B. 1047

In Worcester, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 317 Day Bldg

PIANO INSTRUCTION
Leschetizky Principles

SlUDIO: ROOM 18 STEINERT HALL
For Appointments Tel. Roxbury 491 1-R

Formerly Concert Master

NEW YORK SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Will receive pupils in Violin and Ensemble

Playing. Address 120 TREMONT STREET

BARITONE SOLOIST
Formerly Song Leader U. S. N.

now available for

Concert Oratorio Recital

STUDIO: 1089 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

PIANIST
AND TEACHER

6 NEWBURY STREET - -

Telephone B. B. 51694
BOSTON

resumed teaching on October the first at her

NEW STUDIO, HOTEL CLUNY
543 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

Mrs. Hunt gives class lesson, four in a class, of one
hour and private lessons of thirty minutes. Also, an
"open lesson" each month to which all pupils are

invited

Loyal riMMips ^ liawe
Baritone Soloist and Teacher of Singing

CONCERT—RECITAL—ORATORIO
Providence, R.I.

300 Lauderdale Building. 144 Westminster Street

Boston. Mass. Hotel Hemenway
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Miss HELEM GOODRICH
TEACHER OF SINGING

HOTEL HEMENWAY
Tuesdays and Fridays at Lasell Seminary

Mrs, Loiaii

TEACHER OF SINGING

ACCOMPANIST - COACH

STUDIO
246 HUNTINGTON AVE. BOSTON

Miss RUTH LAIGHTON
Teacher of the Violin

Ear-training, Rhythm and Harmony

274 Brookline Avenue .... Boston
(Near the Winsor School)

Miss MARY A, STOWELL
Teacher of Piano and Harmony

The ILKLEY
Huntington Ave. and Cumberland St., Boston

(Cumberland Street Entrance)

CONTRALTO
TEACHER OF SINGING

LANG STUDIOS. 6 NEWBURY STREET

1919-1920

de Fogler Sch®©! of

Fremeli and Eeglisli

543 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON
Telephone 55888 B. B.

Private and Class instruction. Lectures. Specia
courses in pronunciation and diction.

MadauB© Alaxaeder-Mariias
(officier de I'lnstruction publique)

Vocal Instruction, Breathing, Tone Production.

Phonetics. French Diction, Interpretation of

French Songs

FENSMERE, 206 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.

ALICE BATES RICE
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER of SINGING

Lang Studios ... 6 Newbury Street

CHARLOTTE WHITE
TEACHER OF THE VIOLONCELLO

Pupil of Robert Hausmann, Berlin; Arthur Williams,

London; and Joseph Malkin. Boston

420 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS, BOSTON
Telephone. Back Bay 805-M.

Miss LILA M, HOLMES
TEACHER OF PIANO

2 CYPRESS TERRACE, BROOKLINE
Studio. 602 Pierce Building

Saturday mornings and Wednesday afternoons

Telephone, Brookline 5708-M.

H, CI
543 Boylston Street . . . Boston, Mass.

Teacher of Singing and Manager of

THE COPLEY CLUB SINGERS
Artistic Attractive Successful

Programs for All Occasions
Definite Instruction Immediate Results
Send for Illustrated Booklet Tel., Back Bay 994-M

ACMES Go DALY
RENEWED MUSIC— Your old or torn music made
new Flexible binding. All hand work. Reasonable
prices. References.

30 Huntington Avenue. Boston, Mass.
Room 207 Tel. Back Bay 456

SUZA D'

PIANIST and TEACHER
25 ST. STEPHEN STREET

Telephone, Back Bay 1463-R BOSTON

I S. SHAW
PIANO. ORGAN, HARMONY and

INTERPRETATION
(SPECIAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS)

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Telephone. Back Bay 4654-M

Miss M„ ELMA IGELMAMN
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER OF SINGING -

WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS
1126 BOYLSTON ST., FENWAY BLDG., BOSTON

In New Bedford. Saturdays, 56 Walnut Street

CAROLYN BELCHER
TEACHER OF VIOLIN and
ENSEMBLE PLAYING

430 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS
Tel. Brookline 4044-W or Back Bay 3174-M

CAROLYN BELCHER STRING QUARTETTE
CONCERTS and MUSICALES
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
Constant success with children as with advanced pupils.

Classes in Two Piano Playing a specialty, following the

Symphony programmes as far as practicable.

Studio, 146 Massachusetts Avenue
Near Boylston Street Telephone. Back Bay 3040

TEACHER OF SINGING
MUSICAL LECTURES

Author of "Young Singers, What They Should Know"

10 NEWBURY STREET

Mi§s EDITH JEWELL
VIOLIN AND VIOLA

37 BRIMMER STREET. BOSTON

Until November 1. Address Medfield, Mass.
Telephone. Medfield 123-2

PIANIST AND TEACHER
NINTH SEASON

TEL. BACK BAY
2788-R

16 ARUNDEL ST.
Near Audubon Circle

EDITH EULLARD
SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO - - 609 PIERCE BUILDING
Telephone, Back Bay 5145 R

ETHEL DAMON
CONCERT PIANIST

STUDIO - - 23 STEINERT HALL
BOSTON

PIANIST and TEACHER

CARNEGIE HALL NEW YORK

PIANIST AND TEACHER
405 PIERCE BLDG., COPLEY SQUARE

Telephone. Back Bay 3956-W.

VIOLONCELUST
AND TEACHER

SOLO AND ENSEMBLE PLAYING
13 NEWBURY ST. 58 MARSHAL ST.

BOSTON BROOKLINE
Tel. 3747-W Brookline

TEACHER
of the

12 Lincoln Hall. Trinity Court ^ flIJiafll

175 DARTMOUTH STREET

Miss Launder makes a specialty of fine violins for sale

and all sizes to let

Torrens Method

TEACHER OF SINGING

17 STEINERT HALL ^"'^'""jJ^aTcaTn614-W

TEACHER OF PIANO
430 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS - BOSTON

GERTRUDE BELCHER TRIO
CONCERTS, MUSICALES

Telephone. Back Bay 3174-M.

PIANO, HARMONY and COACHING
528 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS

Mondays and Fridays. Other days by

Appointment

Teacher of Pianoforte and Musical Theory

Half hour talks illustrated on the Piano — musica
forms and stories of the operas.

Studio: The Winsor Schooi, For Girls
Tuesday and Friday Afternoons

Tel. Brookline 2313M

AMERICAN PIANIST
RECITALS, MUSICALES, CONCERTS

Authorized representative of the most modern ideas in

piano playing. Primary,Advanced and Teachers' Courses

Studio. 6 NEWBURY ST., Tel. B. B. 3529-R ) „ ,

Res. HOTEL HEMENWAY, Tel. B. B. 3180 )
*^°'^°"

rend
PROF. A. D'AVESNE. B. SC. PARIS

OFFICIER D'ACADEMIE
French Classes. Private Lessons, Lectures fit

Causeries, Children's Classes, Special

Commercial Course, Translations.

755 BOYLSTON ST.. NEAR COPLEY SQUARE
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THE OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES

OF THE

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
INCORPORATED

FREDERICK P. CABOT -

GALEN L. STONE

ERNEST B. DANE

President

Vice-President

Treasurer

ALFRED L. AIKEN

FREDERICK P. CABOT
ERNEST B. DANE
M. A. DE^VOLFE HOWE
JOHN ELLERTON LODGE
FREDERICK E. LOWELL
ARTHUR LYMAN
HENRY B. SAWYER
GALEN L. STONE

BENTLEY W. WARREN



PIANOS
have won pre-eminence by reason of their intrinsic

merit. Their development began where that of

other pianos left off, adding new features of con-

struction and resulting in extraordinary beauty of

tone and unequaled durability. Everywhere musi-

cians have recognized their unrivaled excellence

and are proclaiming them the finest pianos the

world has ever known.

WAREROOMS 492-494 BOYLSTON STREET

BOSTON
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Established 1833

WEBSTER
AND

ATLAS
NATIONAlllBANK

OF BOSTON.

WASHINGTON AND COURT STREETS

AMORY ELIOT President

RAYMOND B. COX, Vice-President ^^ffr^'^T.^-T^^S^c AP^I ^^"
TrkCTTDrr t urkcnru \t- t, a ^ a r^ u- FRANK B. BUTTS, Asst. Cashier

,

JOSEPH L.FOSTER, Vice-President and Cashier ARTHUR W. LANE, Asst. Cashier
EDWARD M. HOWLAND, Vice-President HAROLD A. YEAMES. Asst. Cashier

Capital $1,000,000 Surplus and Profits $1,600,000

Deposits $11,000,000 ^

The well-established position of this bank in the community,
the character of its Board of Directors, and its reputation as a
sohd, conservative institution recommend it as a particularly

desirable depository for

ACCOUNTS
of

TRUSTEES, EXECUTORS and INDIVIDUALS

For commercial accounts it is known as

A STRONG BANK OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE

DIRECTORS

CHARLES B. BARNES

JOSEPH S. BIGELOW
THEODORE G. BREMER
WILLIAM R. CORDINGLEY
RAYMOND B. COX
AMORY ELIOT

JOHN W. FARWELL

ROBERT H. GARDINER
EDW\RD W. GREW
OLIVER HALL
WALTER HUNNEWELL
HOMER B. RICHARDSON
DUDLEY P. ROGERS
THOMAS W. THACHER
WALTER TUFTS



SYMPHONY HALL, BOSTON
HUNTINGTON AND MASSACHUSETTS AVENUES

Telephones
j
Ticket Office

j Back Bay 1492
Branch Exchange ( Administration Unices

)

'

INCORPORATED

THIRTY-NINTH SEASON. 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

TOMTBiBimB m mef tl

rm

imrim^m mm E^&mm

WITH HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE
NOTES BY PHILIP HALE

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 21

AT 2.30 O'CLOCK

SATURDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 22

AT 8.00 O'CLOCK

COPYRIGHT, 1919, BY BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, INCORPORATED

W. H. BRENNAN. Manager G. E. JUDD, Assistant Manager



ivj) J.

A name that is spoken with the full pride of

ownership—that carries with it the deep satis-

faction of possessing the ultimate expression of

man's handiwork in Musical Art.

A name that is cherished as a Family Tradition

—

that keeps afresh for the next generation the
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A Hundred Master Pianists

Play for You

THINK of hearing the world's greatest

pianists—not once in a Hfetime, but
whenever you are in the mood!

This is possible if you own

S%eAMPICO
in the

Ornstein,Godowsky, Levitzki, Rachmaninoff
—and many more play the masterpieces of

music just as you heard them on the con-

cert stage. The reproduction is perfect.

And there is a wealth of lighter music, includ-
ing the latest dance numbers, to choose from.

Come in and hear the Ampico in the
Chickering Piano today.

Established 1823

Warerooms 169 Tremont Street
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rniRTY-NINTH SEASON. NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETEEN AND TWENTY

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 21. at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING. NOVEMBER 22. at 8 o'clock

Schubert

Brahms

I.

II.

I.

II.

III.

IV.

Beethoven
I.

II.

III.

IV.

IN MEMORY OF
HENRY LEE HIGGINSON

NOVEMBER 18. 1834—NOVEMBER 14, 1919

FOUNDER AND SUSTAINER OF
THE BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Allegro moderate.
Andante con moto.

Unfinished Symphony in B minor

. Concerto No. 2, in B-flat major for Piano-

Allegro non troppo. ^o^te and Orchestra, Op. 83

Allegro appassionato.

Andante.
Allegretto grazioso.

Allegro con brio.

Andante con moto.
Allegro; Trio.

Allegro.

Symphony No. 5 in C minor, Op. 67

SOLOIST

FELIX FOX

MASON & HAMLIN PIANO USED

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the concerto

The ladies of the audience are earnestly requested not to put on hats before
the end of a number.
The doors of the hall will be closed during the performance of each number
on the programme. Those who wish to leave before the end of the concert
are requested to do so in an interval between the numbers.

City of Boston, Revised Regulation of August 5, 1898,—Chapter 3, relating to the covering; of

the head in places of public amusement
Every licensee shall not, in his place of amusement, allow any person to wear upon the bead a covering which obstructs

the view of the exhibition or performance in such place of any person seated in any seat therein provided for spectators,

it being understood that a low head covering without projection, which does not obstruct such view, may be worn.
Attest: J. M. GALVIN. Gty Clerk
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' Announce the Resumption of their Full Service of

With the reopening of Europe to pleasure travel

our service once more covers the world

Remarkable tours, from six weeks to two months,
visiting France, Belgium, Switzerland and Italy

and all the great Battlefields, while they are still

just as they were. Our many parties ojffer

wide choice of route and date and assured steam-
ship reservations both going and returning. Best
hotels, finest train and automobile service and
arrangements throughout as nearly perfect as it is

hiunanly possible to make them. . Write at once
to assure reservations.

ill

WEST INDIES CRUISES
Six luxurious Winter Cruises by specially chartered steaniers

to Nassau, Cuba, Jamaica, Panama and Central America.

Departures Jan. 3, Feb. 14, Mar. 6 and 13, April 3 and 10.

A Splendid tour to sunny California leaving Dec. 16.

Tours to Florida in the season.

Intensely interesting tours to South America, Japan,
China and Round the World. Departures January to April.

Raymond & Whitcomh Company is the only
large American Company with any long ex-

perience in the tourist field. Our forty years'

experience and our intimate, up-to-the-minute
knowledge of the completely new conditions all

over the world make our service of inestimahl-e

value to travelers at this particular time.

SEND FOR BOOKLET DESIRED

17 TEMPLE PLACE Telephone, Beach 6£l64
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HENRY LEE HIGGINSON.

The following announcement was made in the newspapers of Boston,

in April, 1881 :—

"In the Interest of Good Music.

"Notwithstanding the development of musical taste in Boston, we
have never yet possessed a full and permanent orchestra, offering the

best music at low prices, such as may be found in all the large European
cities, or even in the smaller musical centres of Germany. The essen-

tial condition of such orchestras is their stabiHty, whereas ours are

necessarily shifting and uncertain, because we are dependent upon
musicians whose work and time are largely pledged elsewhere.

"To obviate this difficulty, the following plan is offered. It is an effort

made simply in the interest of good music, and, though individual inas-

much as it is independent of societies or clubs, it is in no way antagonis-

tic to any previously existing musical organization. Indeed, the first

step as well as the natural impulse in announcing a new musical pro-

ject is to thank those who have brought us where we now stand.

Whatever may be done in the future, to the Handel and Haydn Society

and to the Harvard Musical Association we all owe the greater part of

our home education in music of a high character. Can we forget either

how admirably their work has been supplemented by the taste and

RECENT PIANOFORTE WORKS
BY

M. MOSZKOWSKI
JUST ISSUED

DECAMERON—Book II

Op. 94. Price $1.00

All light, grace and sunshine. Though not to be counted among his

more diffiicult things, these compositions are in the composer's best manner.—Musical America.

DEXTERITY AND STYLE - TEN MODERN STUDIES
Op. 91. 2 Books, Each 75 Cents

STYLE AND EXECUTION - SIX BRILLIANT STUDIES
By RAVINA. SEELING, BRASSIN, HELLER,

THALBERG, SCHULHOFF
Edited and Augmented by M. MOSZKOWSKI

Price $1.00

THE ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT CO.
BOSTON, 120 Boylston St. For Sale by all Music Dealers
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critical judgment of Mr. John S. Dwight and by the artists who have

identified themselves with the same cause in Boston? These have

been our teachers. We build on foundations they have laid. Such

details of this scheme as concerns the public are stated below.

"The orchestra is to number sixty selected musicians; their time, so

far as required for careful training and for a given number of concerts,

to be engaged in advance.

"Mr, Georg Henschel will ba the conductor for the coming season.

"The concerts will be twenty in number, given in Music Hall on Satur-

day evenings from the middle of October to the middle of March.

"The price of season tickets with reserved seats for the whole series of

evening concerts will be either f10 or $5 according to position.

"Single tickets, with reserved seats, will' be seventy-five cents or

twenty-five cents, according to position.

"Besides the concerts there will be a public rehearsal on one after-

noon of every week, with single tickets at twenty-five cents, and im

reserved seats.

"The intention is that this orchestra shall be made permanent here,

and shall be called "The Boston Symphony Orchestra."

"Both as to the condition and result of success the sympathy of the

public is asked.

"H. L. HiGGINSON."

QUALITY and

REPUTATION

enable you to know

in advance that the

VOS© is a most

satisfactory piano.

WE CHALLENGE
COMPARISON

160 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
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ESTABLISHEX)

UNUSUAL DISPLAY of

TOYS, GAMES, DOLLS
FACINATING ASSORTMENT OF

• FOREIGN and AMERICAN
PLAYTHINGS

Now Ready for Selection on First Floor

202-214 BOYLSTON STREET . . . BOSTON

THE STANDARD OF VALUES

MAKE HOMES OUT OF HOU

Decoration has a very real, though sub-conscious, influence upon the

temperament cuid personality.

Discords in color, as in music, result from incomplete knowledge and
produce an equally unpleaseuit effect.

We are competent to suggest decorative

treatment in perfect harmony

ALFRED PEATS BRANCH
LEADERS OF WALL PAPER FASHIONS

18 SUMMER STREET BOSTON
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William Foster Apthorp intimately connected with the music life of

the period; widely read and highly respected as a learned and brUhant

critic; the editor of these programme-books from October 14, 1892,

to May 4, 1901, contributed to the Boston Evening Transcript of

September 30, 1911, an article about the early years of the orchestra.

An extract from this article is now of pecuHar interest :

—

"Thursday, March 3, 1881, is a memorable date in Boston musi-

cal annals, although it may be doubted whether more than one person

suspected it at the time. On the afternoon of that day came the eighth;

and last, of the sixteenth season of Symphony Concerts given in the

Music Hall by the Harvard Musical Association, an affair which surely

no one in those days—with the possible exception of John SulHvan

Pwight—regarded as an 'event.' It was nevertheless eventful. The
fifth number on the programme was:

Henschel, Concert Overture (MS. 1870), first time.

"This was conducted by the composer in person; and hereby hangs

the tale.

"The Harvard Musical Association's Symphony Concerts, begun in

December, 1865, and immensely successful at first, had been for some

years dragging out a rather neglected and financially feeble existence;

and there seemed little chance of anything turning up to check their

decHne. Most people who cared to think about the matter at all

FURNITURE

DECORATIONS

OLD ENGLISH

INTERIORS

Paine

Furniture

Company

ARLINGTON ST. (near Boylston St.) BOSTON
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Woman is no longer described as *' well-dressed"

—she is "smartly costumed'*

This means all of the first and

more — oh, much more !

Costuming declares polish, tone,

finish— and all these are secured by

the woman who recognizes that The

Slattery Shop specializes in woman's

wear.

This shop is truly a "finishing

school" in proper costuming for

women of all ages, employment, and

station in life. It is a shop of adap-

tability, adaptations, and creations;

teaching, by example, Costuming as

it should be.

EI Slattery Company
TREMONT STREET OPPOSITE BOSTON COMMON BOSTON
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thought our local musical conditions in a discouragingly bad way;
for very few knew that, for several years, there had been a man in

Boston with a whole new scheme of symphony concerts fully matured
in his head, and ready to subsidize them out of his own pocket; and,

of these few, only one or two had any inkhng of who the man was.

But he was there, waiting patiently for but one thing to enable him to

make his scheme a fact. This man, as aU Boston soon found out, was
Mr. Henry L. Higginson. The whole plan was his conception, and,

like Colonel Sellers, he was only waiting for a 'missing ingredient,'

for an orchestral conductor in whom he should have sufl&cient confidence

to warrant his taking the first practical step. And it was the H. M. A.

Symphony Concert of March 3, 1881, that at last brought this 'missing

ingredient' to his appreciative notice.

"Miss Lillian Bailey, the admirable young soprano, had recently

returned from Europe for a concert tour in this country, bringing in her

train her London teacher, Mr. Georg Henschel, the baritone, who soon

afterwards married her. Both sang at the concert in question, which

billed a quite unusual array of solo performers; for, beside the two
artists already named singing solos and a duet, Dr. Louis Maas played

a pianoforte concerto of his own. There were only three purely orches-

tral numbers on the programme, one of which was Mr. Henschel's

G. SCHIRMER, INC,

Publishers of

Symphonic Music

THREE EAST FORTY-THIRD STREET
NEW YORK

I

VIOLIN MAKERS
AND REPAIRERS

to the

Boston Symphony
Orchestra

47 WINTER STREET
BOSTON. MASS.

, Importers

SPECIALTIES

Tested Strings for

Violins, Violas and 'Cellos

Violins Bought and Sold

Fine Repairing and

Bow Rehairing

New Catalog Ready

Telephone Call. Beach 3033-M
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overture,* and the H. M. A. concert cumraittee had willingly granted

his request to be allowed to conduct it himself. The result was an

overwhelming 'Veni, vidi, vici' success. It may even be said that the

quality of the composition itself was well-nigh lost sight of in the

general enthusiasm for the vigor, power, and effectiveness of the per-

formance. Here seemed to be a man who held an orchestra in the very

hollow of his hand, and could make it do what he Hst! Mr. Higginson,

who was in the audience, may be fancied as breathing a soft, but heart-

felt, 'Eureka!'

"Whether his mind was made up on the spot, or he first consulted some

of the professional friends whose opinion he was accustomed to value,

the present writer knoweth not. Certainly he was quick in proceed-

ing to action. The Boston Symphony Orchestra was very soon formed,

with Mr. Georg Henschel as conductor and Bernhard Listemann as

concert-master. The opening concert was given in the following fall,

in the Music Hall, on Saturday evening, October 22, 1881."

The conductors that followed Mr. Henschel all aided, in one way or

another, Major Higginson in the carrying out of his purpose. Not only

the concert-masters, but the many virtuosos in the various choirs of

instruments, dead or no longer connected with the organization, influ-

*256 BOYLSTON Street
Boston

SALE
The ADVANCED COST of all

SUITS, COATS and DRESSED
Has been eliminated by repricing to ensure immediate sale

SUITS aTi'^plTn $40 to $125

COATS. $55 to $150

DAYTIME DRESSES, $40 to $125

DINNER and EVENING DRESSES, $65 to $175

Every garment in the best possible quality and in the

latest model
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enced capable and emulous associates, all united in the desire for a
perfect ensemble and an ideal interpretation.

This orchestra, which is one of the chief glories of Boston, and has
made the name of the city famous throughout the musical world, is

the work of Major Higginson. Dukes, princes, kings, in years gone by
maintained orchestras for their own pleasure. It was reserved for a
citizen of Boston to found an orchestra and then support it with more
than princely munificence. He pursued his purpose, not knowing
discouragement, never chilled by temporary lack of appreciation.

It was a great thing to estabhsh this orchestra; to spare no cost in

the acquirement of the best orchestral players without regard to

nationality; to secure the services of brilliant conductors. It was also

a great thing to give full Hberty to the conductors in the choice of

works to be performed.
Major Higginson, as a young man, studied music and formed a

musical taste, but he did not allow his own taste to dictate a programme.
He was unwilhng to impose his taste upon the audiences that in a large

measure aided his undertaking. He had his likes and his dishkes, but
no conductor was hampered by them; no programme voiced them. He
was behind the orchestra; he did not stand between it and the pubHc.
Thus while he was alive he had built for himself a monument: not

of marble or bronze to his own glory, but a sonorous, euphonious, elo-

quent witness to his love of music, his generosity, his regard for his

fellow-men. Five years ago, at the celebration of his eightieth birth-

day, he heard many glowing tributes, for he was prominent in various

walks of life. Surely no tribute could have been more grateful to him
and more significant than this simple statement: He was the founder
and the sustainer of the Boston Symphony Orchestra.

p. H.

SUITE

420 BOVLSTON STREET

THE MAKANNA SHOP TAKES
PLEASURE IN PRESENTING TO
YOU THEIR NEW LINE OF HAND-
MADE CREPE-DE-CHINE AND
GEORGETTE DRESSES. BLOUSES
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TROUSSEAUX A SPECIALTY.

420 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON

Many of her Exclusive Models have now reached

the Department

$5.00 , . AND . . $6.00
NO TWO ALIKE IN FORM OR COLOR

480 BOYLSTON STREET (BLOCK OF BRUNSWICK HOTEL) BOSTON
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Unfinished Symphony in B minor Franz Schubert

(Born at Lichtenthai, near Vienna, January 31, 1797; died at Vienna,
November 19, 1828.)

Two brothers, Anselm and Joseph Htittenbrenner, were fond of

Schubert. Their home was in Graz, Styria, but they were living at

Vienna. Anselm was a musician; Joseph was in a government office.

Anselm took Schubert to call on Beethoven, and there is a story that

the sick man said, "You, Anselm, have my mind; but Franz has my
soul." Anselm closed the eyes of Beethoven in death. These brothers

were constant in endeavor to make Schubert known. Anselm went

so far as to pubhsh a set of "ErlkingWaltzes," and assisted in putting

Schubert's opera, "Alfonso and Estrella" (1822), in rehearsal at Graz,

where it would have been performed if the score had not been too dif-

ficult for the orchestra. In 1822 Schubert was elected an honorary

member of musical societies of Linz and Graz. In return for the com-

pliment from Graz, he began the Symphony in B minor, No. 8 (October

30, 1822). He finished the Allegro and the Andante, and he wrote

nine measures of the Scherzo. Schubert visited Graz in 1827, but

neither there nor elsewhere did he ever hear his unfinished work.

Anselm Htittenbrenner went back to his home about 1820, and it

was during a visit to Vienna that he saw Beethoven dying. Joseph

remained at Vienna. In 1860 he wrote from the office of the Minister

SOLOV-HlNDS Co
^^The Daylight Fashion Salon'

Tailored Suits and Gowns
For all occasions

Specially good selection of

Evening Dresses and Wraps

for Misses

At Attractive Prices

352 BOYLSTON STREET
Opposite Arlington Street Church
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of the Interior a singular letter to Johann Herbeck, who then conducted

the concerts of the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde. He begged per-

mission to sing in the concerts as a member of the society, and urged

him to look over symphonies, overtures, songs, quartets, choruses, by

Anselm. He added, towards the end of the letter: "He [Anselm] has

a treasure in Schubert's B minor symphony, which we put on a level

with the great symphony in C, his instrumental swansong, and any

one of the symphonies by Beethoven."

Herbeck was inactive and silent for five years, although several

times he visited Graz. Perhaps he was afraid that, if the manuscript

came to hght, he could not gain possession of it, and the symphony,

like the one in C, would be produced elsewhere than at Vienna. Per-

haps he thought the price of producing one of Anselm Hiittenbrenner's

works in Vienna too dear, and there is reason to believe that Joseph

insisted on this condition. (See "Johann Herbeck," by L. .Herbeck,

Vienna, 1885, p. 165.)

In 1865 Herbeck was obliged to journey with his sister-in-law, who
sought health. They stopped in Graz, and on May 1 he went to Over-

Andritz, where the old and tired Anselm, in a hidden, .little one-story

Save JTector Asia Ac Perlege

fl Si tibi placent lepidi libelli, ii praesertim quibus opera scriptorum antiquorum
continentur, si editiones prioris aevi, e!eganter excusae atque venus te

compactae gaudent-festina et specta! Catalogus latine scriptus tibi dono
dabitur.

^Accedunt libri ran et eximiae pulchritudinis, libri de re politica, de vitis ac

factis clarorum vivorum, de moribus et amoribus poetarum, libri peregrini,

et libri qualescumque. Domus est librorum, quo commorari potes, nee
sollicitabunt te bibliopolae.

^ Dixi, perge et salve.

(In Aedibus Dunsteri Via Holyoke XXVI Cantabrigiae Nov. Ang.)

DUNSTER HOUSE BOOKSHOP
26 HOLYOKE STREET & MT. AUBURN

(Cambridge, iiM'ass.
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5500
TAXI SERVICE CO.
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cottage, was awaiting death. Herbeck sat down in a humble inn. He
talked with the landlord, who told him that Anselm was in the habit

of breakfasting there. While they were talking, Anselm appeared.

After a few words Herbeck said, "I am here to ask permission to pro-

duce one of your works at Vienna." The old man brightened, he shed

his indifference, and after breakfast took him to his home. The work-

room was stuffed with yellow and dusty papers, all in confusion. Anselm

showed his own manuscrpts, and finally Herbeck chose one of the ten

overtures for performance. "It is my purpose," he said, "to bring

forward three contemporaries, Schubert, Hiittenbrenner, and Lachner,

in one concert before the Viennese public. It would naturally be very

appropriate to represent Schubert by a new work." "Oh, I have still

a lot of things by Schubert," answered the old man; and he pulled a

mass of papers out of an old-fashioned chest. Herbeck immediately

saw on the cover of a manuscript "Symphonic in H moll," in Schubert's

handwriting. Herbeck looked the symphony over. "This would do.

Will you let me have it copied immediately at my cost?" "There is

no hurry," anwered Anselm, "take it with you."

The symphony was first played at a Gesellschaft concert, Vienna,

December 17, 1865, under Herbeck's direction. The programme was

as follows:

—

OF GREAT INTEREST TO VIRTUOSI, TEACHERS AND PUPILS OF THE

THE LATEST SERIES OF WORKS BY OLD MASTERS
ARRANGED BY

The following composers are included in the new series
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GRAZIOLI
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(1675-1742)
(1741-17-?)

(1687-1749)

(17101780)

HERVELOIS
LECLAIR
LOEILLET
MARCELLO
SENAILLE

(1670- 17-?)

(1697-1764)

(1653-1728)

(1686-1739)
(1687-1730)

VALENTINI (168I-17-?)

Write for complete lists.

14 EAST 43rd STREET

Apply to your dealers or the publishers
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1st Linens of all desirable kinds are scarce.

2nd There is no probability that they will be in better

supply in the near future.

3rd Today we have a fine collection.

4th If we sell all that we have of any particular kind,
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what price.
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Overture in C minor (new) Huttenhrenner
Symphony in B minor Schubert

2:il!Se|(MS.rirsttune.) '

3. Presto vicace, D major
Old German Songs, unaccompanied

1. Liebesklage
}

jj^^^^^y.
2. Jagergluck J

(First time.)

Symphony in A Mendelssohn

What was this "Presto vivace, D major," put on the programme

as the third movement of the "Unfinished" Symphony? There are

only nine measures of the Scherzo, which is in B minor. Neither

Ludwig Herbeck nor Hanshck tells us.

Hiittenbrenner's overture was described as "respectable Kapell-

meistermusik; no one can deny its smoothmess of style and a certain

skill in the workmanship." The composer died in 1868.

The Unfinished Symphony was played at the Crystal Palace, Syden-

ham, in 1867.

The first performance in Boston was by the Orchestral Union, led

by Carl Zerrahn, February 26, 1868.

The first performance at a concert of the Boston Symphony Orches-

tra in Boston was on February 11, 1882, Georg Henschel conductor.

The symphony remained a fragment, as "Christabel," until a Ber-
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liner named August Ludwig added two movements of his own inven-

tion. He entitled the third "Philqsophen-Scherzo," in which "a ring

was put through the nose of the bear Learning, i.e., counterpoint, that

he might dance, to the amusement of all." "The second and tender

theme conjures from the fairyland of poetry (Invention) a fay which

tames and frees the bear, who pines in constraint." The Finale is a

"March of Fate," described by the composer at length and in fearsome

words. The motto is, "Brazen stalks Fate, yet is she crowned with

roses and love!" "Truly," says Ludwig, "Fate has stalked with

brazen steps over our ancient masters. A new age has awakened a

new music-era." There is much more of this. The incredible work,

the Unfinished Symphony of Schubert, finished by August Ludwig,

was performed at the Philharmonie, Berlin, December 8, 1892.

The symphony is scored for two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets,

two bassoons, two horns, two trumpets, three trombones, kettle-drums,

strings.

The first movement. Allegro moderato, B minor, 3-4, opens with a

solemn phrase in violoncellos and double-basses in low octaves. The
first and second violins enter in the ninth measure with restless passage-

work in thirds and sixths, an accompaniment to a lamenting theme of

oboe and clarinet. There has been dispute concerning the classifica-

tion of these motives. Let us quote William Foster Apthorp: "I

lV_'4!
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have long been in doubt exactly how to classify these three phrases

;

indeed, I think I have classified them diJfferently each time I have had

to analyze the symphony for these programme-books. It seems to

me, however, on maturer consideration, that the true classification, the

one most consistent with the ordinary canons of the sonata-form, is this.

The plaintive melody of the oboe and clarinet is but the continuation

and further development of the initial phrase of the violoncellos and

double-basses^or th0 response to it^-and the two together constitute

the first and second members of the first theme. The nervous passage-

work in the violins is the counter-theme to this." The development is

suddenly cut short by syncopated chords in the full orchestra. A long-

held D in horns and bassoons is followed by a modulation to G raajor,

and the most Schubertian second theme is sung first by violoncellos

against syncopated harmonies in the violas and the clarinets, and then

by violins in octaves. The development is soon of an imitative con-

trapuntal character. The free fantasia is a long and elaborate working-

out of the first section of the first theme. The third part of the move-

ment begins with the first theme in the tonic, and the second theme

enters in D major. The coda is short and based on the first section of

the first theme.

The second movement. Andante con moto, E major, 3-8, is in sonatina

form, "the sonata form without the free fantasia." The first theme is

The Boston Music Gq
[g.schirmer]
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in E major in the strings. Wind instruments interrupt occasionally.

A subsidiary theme is given out forte by wood-wind and brass over a

contrapuntal bass in all the strings. There is a return of the first theme

in the wood-wind. The second theme is a clarinet solo in C-sharp

minor over syncopated harmonies in the strings. The theme suffers

modulation in the development. A subsidiary in C-sharp minor is

announced fortissimo by the full orchestra, and a theme in D major

follows; the first violins imitate the violoncellos and the double-basses

against a syncopated accompaniment in second vioHns and violas.

There is a free closing passage, based on figures from this conclusion

theme. The second part of the movement is planned according to

the same scheme with the conventionally regular changes of tonaUty.

The coda is short and built on the conclusion theme and the first theme.
*

* *

The following sketch of the Unfinished Symphony is taken from

Edmondstoune Duncan's* "Schubert." After quoting Felix Wein-

gartner's remarks,—"Schubert was the Jyric Imusician par excellence.

Whatever he wrote, the most serene as well as the most tragic ^work,

* Wiliam Edmondstoune Duncan, composer, pianist, organist, critic, was born at Sale, England,
in 1866. He studied at the Royal College of Music and afterwards with Sir George A. Macfarren. He
holds a professorship at the Oldham College of Music. The list of his works includes an opera,
"Perseus," and ode, "Ye Mariners of England," Ode to Music (words by Swinburne), Sonnet to the
Nightingale (Milton), orchestral pieces, a mass and other music for the church, chamber music, organ
pieces, piano pieces, songs.
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seems as it were imbued with that infinitely soft, melodic element, which
always lets us perceive his figure as if through tears of gentle emotion.

A bhssful warmth emanates from his music,"—^Mr. Duncan says:

—

"It is difficult, perhaps, to realize that Schubert never saw the sea;

never lent an ear to that wonderful voice which since the foundations

of the earth were laid has chanted its ancient ditty, whenever Dame
Nature was in the mood to make melody in her heart. I have never

yet heard Schubert's beautiful tone-poem—the B-minor symphony

—

without being put in mind of the salt-flavored breeze, the splendid

underlying pulsation of its waves, and the freedom and expanse which

a wilderness of waters conveys to the mind. It is not for a moment sug-

gested that anything of the kind was in Schubert's mind's eye, since

the emotion which his tone-poem breathes might have been called into

being by widely different objects (or causes), or indeed its true source

might—nay, probably would—^have baffled its human agent to define.

"A threefold subject rnay be a technical misnomer, but it is the de-

scription which best fits the opening subject-matter of this movement.

The first section of this threefold subject (to retain the appellation) is

shown in the eight bars quoted above." Mr. Duncan gives thematic

illustrations. "These hiave all the significance of an introduction,

and surely one of the simplest ever designed. That they are not a

mere introductory feature is afterwards proved by the phrase being

ITurAv^itcri Bros.

Present tlie latest Imported and Original models in
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Riding Habits

344 Boylston Street
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treated as an important and integral part of the leading theme. The
second part of the threefold theme-material is seen in bars 9, 10,

annomiced by all the strings. It is.plainly in the nature of an accom-

paniment '.(and a yery beautiful one) to a song. But th^ complete^

subject does iiot unfold itself until we reach bar 13, when the oboes

and clarinets—in unison—give utterance to the melody which, was in

waiting. Beneath this appears the stringed passage (sHghtly modified)

quoted inmiediately above. Attention may b~e directed to the deHcate

gleam of color which the horns and bassoons cast on the picture a brief

moment later. Thought succeeds thought with, ever-increasiug in-

terest andjexcitement untU a powerful climax is wrought and the key

of the tonic is reached. Here we meet with a simple Httle modulation

—quite magical in its neatness and beauty (horns and bassoons)

—

which serves to introduce the second subject. So natural is the tran-

sition that any one might hear the movement many times without

observing the unusual key to which we have been led—namely, G
major. Here again the accompaniment precedes the air; but;, being

identical with that which accompanies the melody quoted, I do not

separate them. The strain (first delivered by the 'cellos) is a haunting

one, such as the poet had imagined when he tells us :—

Importations of Ladies' and Misses'

Coats, Suits, Gowns and Wraps
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'This music crept by me upon the waters,
Allaying both their fury and my passion.'

"A fuller statement follows, where the upper strings take up the

song in place of the mellow-voiced 'cellos. The blank bar suggests a

sudden break in the bhssful dream; we are once more face to face with

stern reahties,

''This second theme readily lends itself to imitation and other

devices—such as the employment of sections of the main melody for

the purpose of episode, etc.—and of these Schubert is not slow to avail

himself. Indeed, throughout the whole work he seems to be unusually

economical of his material, and httle or nothing is introduced which

does not afterwards unfold many other beauties. We may pass to

the codetta, formed of a portion of the second subject, and employed

in imitation, as the illustration of our remark. The modulation which

induces the repeat is a model of directness; nor is it overlooked in the

development.

"The free fantasia is truly wonderful. One may hear such mystic

sounds in some desolate place where the tide breaks complainingly

over the low-lying rocks. It is as a song of forgotten ages; it touches

on the mystery of hfe and death, the yearning of man, the futihty of

despair. The mood changes, and Hope (with its trumpet-call) regains

its hold upon us. . . . Throughout this part of the work the texture is
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rich in device, and even from a mere technical point of view is of

exceedingly fine workmanship, A noteworthy effect is the gradual

repression of feeling until a calmer mind is reached. . . .

"The course of the recapitulation is marked by freshly-discovered

beauties, which are disclosed by a treatment both rich and varied. . . .

As we near the end we are again reminded of the music of many waters,

-^'the murniurs and scents of the infinite sea,'—and the last few

chords come like the strokes of a hammer, wielded by some invisible

hand—and to each stroke a word—but such a word as no mortal ear

may discover.

"Melody such as is here must have come from fairyland"—Mr.

Duncan is now speaking of the second movement—"or from some

enchanted country which composers would fain visit could they bring

away such strains. There seems scarce any analogy for the inspira-

tion of this movement; we may look in vain for anything at all

resembling it in the works of Mozart or Beethoven. The strange

blending of peace and passion—and the almost religious atmosphere

of the whole—find a counterpart in the well-known passage in the

'Merchant of Venice':

—

'How sweet the moonlight sleeps upon this bank!
Here we will sit, and let the sounds of music
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Creep in our ears; soft stillness and the night
Become the touches of sweet harmony.
Sitj Jessica; look, how the floor of Heaven
Is thick inlaid with patines of bright gold;

There's not the smallest orb which thou behold'st

But in his motion Uke an angel sings,

Still quiring to the young-ey'd cherubins;
Such harmony is in immortal souls;

But, whilst this muddy vesture of decay
Doth grossly close it in, we cannot hear it.'

"Extremely delicate contrasts of horns and bassoons (with a pizzi-

cato bass) and violins, violas, and 'cellos, mark the opening of this

deUcious movement. A break from this quiet vein occurs at bar 33,

where the trombones and trumpets utter a broad theme in strong

contrasts to the stringed octaves. Repeated in sequential steps, the

passage acquires considerable force and character; then it 'dwindles

and blends hke a peace out of pain/ and flutes, clarinets, and bassoons

take up the original tender air. The device of introducing a new
theme from sustained single sounds (which keep the ear in an expectant

attitude) is here employed with remarkable success. The second
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principal theme (clarinet solo) thus makes its appearance in the relative

minor (C-sharp minor). Who could believe that this plaintive mel-

ody—faintly breathed by clarinet, oboe, or flute—should shortly

appear clad in thunder—pealed forth by the full orchestra? A new
and delightful feature of the continuation of the movement is the duet

between 'cellos and basses on the one part and the first and second

vioHns on the other. The return from C to E is a most poetic device,

with oboe, flute, horn, and clarinet gently calling to one another, while

the strings slowly ghde to the appointed key (E major). In the repeti-

tion much of the material is untouched; the second theme, however,

now appears in A minor in place of C-sharp minor. An especially

beautiful and prolonged coda closes the movement.

"In concluding these remarks it may be questioned whether the
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impression conveyed by the title 'Unfinished' is realized to any extent

by the hearer of the symphony. The unity of the four-movement
type of symphony (or sonata) is probably an illusion of habit which
works Hke Beethoven's Sonata in E minor (Op. 90) or that in F-sharp

(Op. 78)—another two-movement sonata—^were intended to illustrate."

Concerto No. 2 in B-flat major, for ]?ianoforte and Orchestra
Op. 83 Johannes Brahms

(Born at Hamburg on May 7, 1833; died at Vienna on April 3, 1897.)

This concerto was performed for the first time at Budapest, from
manuscript, November 9, 1881, when the composer was the pianist.*

The first performance in Boston was at a concert of the Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra, March 15, 1884, when B. J. Lang was the pianist.

The concerto has been played here at these concerts by Carl Baer-

mann, March 20, 1886, December 8, 1888; Rafael Joseffy, January 18,

1896, December 31, 1904; Adele aus der Ohe, February 11, 1899;

Ossip Gabrilowitsch, February 16, 1907; Harold Bauer, February 26,

* The statement made by Miss Florence May in her Life of Brahms (Vol. II., p. 194) that the
first performance was at Stuttgart on November 22, 1881, is incorrect.
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1916; Carl Friedberg, March 23, 1917; Ossip Gabrilowitsch, January

18, 1918.

On April 8, 1878, Brahms in company with Dr. Billroth and Carl

Goldmark made a journey to Italy. Goldmark, who went to Rome to

be present at the last rehearsals of his opera 'Die Konigin von Saba,"

—production .was postponed until the next year on account of the

illness of the leading soprano,—did not accompany his friends to Naples

and Sicily. Returning to Portschach, Brahms sketched themes of the

Concerto in B-flat major on the evening before his birthday; but he

left the sketches, in which "he mirrored the ItaHan spring turning to

summer," undeveloped.

His violin concerto originally contained a scherzo movement. Con-

ferring with Joachim he omitted this movement. Max Kalbeck thinks

that this Scherzo found a home in the second pianoforte concerto.

In March, 1881, Brahms started on a second journey in Italy, and

visited Venice, Florence, Sienna, Orvieto, Rome, Naples, and Sicily.

He returned to Vienna on his birthday of that year with his mind full

of Italian scenes in spring-time and with thoughts of the pianoforte
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concerto^inspired by the first visit. On May 22 he went to Presbaum,

near Vienna, and lived in the villa of Mme. Heingartner. In 1907

Orestes Ritter von Connevay, then the possessor of the villa, erected

a monument to Brahms in the garden. A bronze bust stands on a

stone pedestal, and an iron tablet bears this inscription: "Here in the

summer of 1881 Johannes Brahms completed 'Nanie,' Op. 82, and the

pianoforte concerto, Op. 83." Brahms was moved by the death of

Anselm Feuerbach, the painter, to set music to Schiller's poem ''Nanie,"

for chorus and orchestra.

Miss May says in her Life of Brahms that the manuscripts of " Nanie "

and portions of the concerto were soon lent by Brahms to Dr. Billroth, *

"the concerto movements being handed to him with the words 'a few

little pianoforte pieces.'" "It is always a delight to me," wrote Bill-

roth, "when Brahms, after paying me a short visit, during which we

have talked of indifferent things, takes a roll out of his great-coat

pocket and says casually, 'Look at that and write me what you think

of it.'"

Mr. Kalbeck, the exhaustive—one might add, the exhausting

—

biographer of Brahms, says that Elisabet von Herzogenberg was the

first to know something about the existence of the concerto. In the

*Theodore Billroth, the eminent Viennese, professor of surgery, was born at Bergen, on the island

of Rugen, April 26, 1829. He died at Abazzia, February 6, 1894. He was a thoroughly educated
musician. His book "Wer ist Musikalisch? " was edited by Hanslick and published in Berlin in 1896.
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Brahms-Herzogenberg Correspondence, edited by Kalbeck and trans-

lated into English by Hannah Bryant (New York, 1909), is a letter

written by Brahms to EHsabet from Pressbamn, July 7, 1881. In it

he says: ''I don't mind telling you that I have written a tiny, tiny

pianoforte concerto with a tiny, tiny wisp of a scherzo. It is in B-flat,

and I have reason to fear I have worked this udder, which has always

yielded good milk before, too often and too vigorously." In a foot-

note, Kalbeck says that the concerto was completed on July 7; on

July 11 Brahms sent the whole of it to Billroth with the note: "I am
sending you some small pianoforte pieces." In her answer EHsabet

thanked Brahms for the news of "a tiny, tiny pianoforte Konzerterl

with a tiny, tiny Scherzerl and in B-flat—the true and tried B-flat."

"Scherzerl," Mr. Kalbeck takes pains to inform us, "is the name given

to the crusty ends of a long roll of bread in Vienna."
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In a letter to Billroth accompanying the concerto, Brahms begged

him not to show "the Httle pianoforte pieces" to any one and to return

them as soon as possible; if they interested him, he would like a word
about them. Billroth immediately wrote out his opinion. He praised

the "musical music," rejoiced in the happy mood, said that the second

concerto was to the first as the man to the youth, but he thought the

"charming" Scherzo hardly in keeping with the simpler form of

the first movement. This Allegro appassionato put between the Allegro

non troppo and the Andante gave the concerto the form of a sym-
phony. Indeed, Hanslick, Reimann, and others have described the

concerto as "a symphony with pianoforte obbhgato." But Brahms
did not insert the Scherzo for the sake of symphonic form; he feared

that without it the "Adagio mood" would dominate the work. Bill-

roth, who afterwards wrote to Wilhelm Ltibke that the Scherzo could

be omitted without injury, for, interesting as it was, it was unnecessary,

conferring with Brahms in the matter, received the answer that, as the

first movement was so simple, there was need of a vigorous and passion-

ate movement before the simple Andante.
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The concerto was published in 1882 with the dedication to "his dear

friend and teacher Eduard Marxsen." * An edition for two piano-

fortes was also published in 1882. It was made by Brahms.

At the first performance at Budapest in a Philharmonic concert in

the Redouten Saal, the concerto followed, as second number, Cheru-

bim's "Medea" overture. Brahms's Academic Festival overture

and C minor symphony followed. They were new to Budapest.

The composer conducted them. Alexander Erkel conducted the

orchestra of the National Theatre in the performance of the concerto.

Brahms's friends in Vienna first knew the concerto in the version for

two pianofortes played by Brahms and BruU at Ehrbar's pianoforte

estabhshment. The hearers were Billroth, Hanslick, Richter, and
Kalbeck.

The concerto was played by Brahms at Stuttgart, November 22,

1881; at Zurich, December 6, 1881, when "Nanie," conducted by him,

was performed for the first time; at Meiningen, November 27; at

Berhn by him with the Meiningen orchestra led by Billow; at Baden-
Baden, December 16; at Breslau, December 20; at Vienna, December

* Marxsen wasborn on July 23, 1806, at Nienstadten near Altona. He died at Altona, November
18, 1887. He studied at Altona, Hamburg, and in 1830 atVienna; then he made Hamburg his home
and taught there. Brahms at the age of twelve began to study with him at Altona and made his first
appearance as a pianist, November 20, 1847, at Hamburg. Marxsen received the title of Royal Music
Director m 1875.
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26, where the success was dampened by the composer's "uneven and

at times heavy performance." The concerto was heard in other cities:

Kiel, Bremen, Hamburg, Miinster, Utrecht, Frankfort.

At Leipsic, January 1, 1882, the concerto was coolly received. EUsa-

bet von Herzogenberg sent Brahms the press notices. The Musi-

kalisches Wochenhlatt, friendly to Brahms, admitted that the attitude

of the pubhc towards Brahms's new compositions—the concerto and

the two Rhapsodies, Op. 79—^was rather apathetic. "One can hardly

say that the Gewandhdusler showed any particular appreciation of

their guest's importance in general, or his new work in particular."

Ehsabet wrote: "If you had not left definite orders, I should really

be ashamed to send you such discreditable stuff, although, looked at

in a humorous light, it has its charm." When Hans von Biilow gave

three concerts in Leipsic in March, 1882, with his Meiningen orchestra,

he devoted two of them respectively to Beethoven and Brahms. The
applause that followed the movements of Brahms's C minor symphony
did not satisfy Btilow, who asked the orchestra to repeat the third
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movement. After the work was concluded, he addressed the audiesnce:

"He had," he said, "arranged the Brahms programme by express com-

mand of his Duke, who had desired that the Leipsic pubhc should know

how the symphony should be performed ; also to obtain satisfaction

for the coldness manifested towards the composer on his appearance

with the new concerto at the Gewandhaus on January 1."

Brahms's last appearance as a conductor was at Eugen d'Albert's

concert in Berlin, January 10, 1&96, He then conducted his two

pianoforte concertos and the Academic Festival overture.

The accompaniment of the concerto is scored for two flutes, two

oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, four horns, two trumpets, kettle-

drums, and strings.

I. Allegro non troppo, B-fiat major, 4-4. The movement opens with

hints at the first theme. The horn gives out a phrase, which to Kal-

beck is the awakening cry of Spring to cross the Alps, and to inspire

the longing heart of the composer with a new romantic feeling. The

pianoforte answers this phrase; there is another horn phrase with an

answer. The wood-wind, strengthened later by strings, completes the

period. Cadenza-like passage-work for the pianoforte alone follows.

This leads to a tutti iii which the first and second themes, also subsidiary
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themes, are exposed. A long and elaborate development comes with

the repetition. The successive appearances of the various themes are

interspersed with ornate passage-work. The free fantasia is also long

and elaborate. It ends pianissimo with arpeggio effects for the piano-

forte, and leads to the re-entrance of the first theme. The third section

begins in about the same manner as the movement itself did, but the

development adheres as a rule to the scheme laid out in the repetition

portion of the first part. The Coda is in the shape of decrescendo

passage-work with ornamental arpeggios for the pianoforte. A few

fortissimo measures bring the close.

II. Allegro appassionato, D minor, 3-4. Miss May, having quoted

Brahms's answer to Billroth, says: ''If anything of the usual meaning

of the word 'simple' is to be attached to its use here

—

i.e., something

without complication and easy of comprehension—it must be said that

the second movement of the concerto, in spite of its passionate character,

is very much simpler than the first. Its plan, whilst containing points

of originaHty, is perfectly symmetrical, and stands out in well-balanced

proportions clearly evident to the imagination. The first movement,

on the other hand, is extraordinarily difl&cult to grasp as a whole, partly

on account of its great length, but still more from the ambiguity of

the role assigned to the solo instrument on its entry after the first
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orcliestral 'tutti.' . . . Brahms would almost seen ... to have delib-

erately degraded the pianoforte from its legitimate position as domi-

nant factor in its own domain. True, it enters with eight bars' quasi-

improvisatory restatement of the principal theme, but it sinks immed-

diately afterwards to occupy the subordinate role of the answering voice

in a kind of antiphonal duet with the orchestra, which it imitates

almost servilely, fragment by fragment, during a lengthy succession

of bars. This method of treatment robs the solo, not only of its effect,

but almost of its very raison d^etre, and, by blurring the outUne of the

movement, is probably chiefly answerable for the sense of fatigue, to

which even Billroth confessed, that most people feel after hstening to

a performance of the entire work."

The second movement is in the form of a Scherzo. A middle section

inD major answers for the traditional Trio. The development is unusu-

ally long.
.

III. Andante, B-flat major, 6-4. The movement opens with the

announcement and development of an expressive theme, sung first by

a solo violoncello and then by first violins and bassoons. There is a

resemblance between this theme and the melody of Brahms's song,

"Immer leiser wird mein Schlummer"; but Kalbeck says that Brahms
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had no thought of quoting himself, for he did not know Linggs' poem
until five years later and set music to it in 1886. (There is also in this

movement a reminder of Brahms's "Todesehnen," composed in 1878.)

The pianoforte enters afterwards with free preluding passages. The
orchestra takes up the chief theme again. There is a figuration of a

varied character for the pianoforte (B-flat major, B-fiat minor). A
transitional passage in B major leads to the last return of the theme,

at first in B major and then in B-flat major. The orchestra uses it for

the Coda, while the pianoforte has trills and arpeggios.

TV. Allegretto grazioso, B-flat major, 2-4. The finale is in full

rondo form. There are three themes: the first a lively one announced

by the pianoforte and developed at length by it and the orchestra; a

more cantabile theme of a Hungarian character in thirds and sixths,

given out alternately by strings and wood-wind with an arpeggio ac-

companiment for the pianoforte; and a playful theme, which first

appears in the pianoforte with a pizzicato string accompaniment. These

themes are developed elaborately. There is a long coda, un poco piu

presto.
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Symphony No. 5, in C minor, Op. 67 . . Ludwig van Beethoven

(Born at Bonn, December 16 (?), 1770; died at Vienna, March 26, 1827.)

Beethoven sketched motives of the allegro, andante, and scherzo

of this symphony as early as 1800 and 1801. We know from his

sketches that while he was at work on ''Fidelio" and the pianoforte

concerto in G major,—1804-1806,—he was also busied with this sym-

phony, which he put aside to compose the fourth symphony, in B-flat.

The symphony in C minor was finished in the neighborhood of Hei-

ligenstadt in 1807. Dedicated to the Prince von Lobkowitz and the

Count Rasumoffsky, it was published in April, 1809.

It was first performed at the Theatre an der Wien, Vienna, December

22, 1808. All the pieces were by Beethoven; the symphony described

on the programme as "A symphony jentitled 'Recollections of Life in

the Country,' in F major, No. 5" (sic); an Aria, "Ah, perfido," sung

by Josephine Kilitzky; Hymn with Latin text written in church style,

with chorus and solos; Pianoforte Concerto in G major, played by

Beethoven; Grand Symphony in C minor, No. 6 (sic); Sanctus, with

Latin text written in church style (from the Mass in C major), with
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chorus and solos; Fantasia for pianoforte solo; Fantasia for pianoforte

''into which the full orchestra enters little by little, and at the end the

chorus joins in the Finale." Beethoven played the pianoforte part.

The concert began at half-past six. We know nothing about the

pecuniary result.

The symphony is scored for two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets,

two bassoons, two horns, two trumpets, kettledrums, strings; and in

the last movement piccolo, double-bassoon, and three trombones are

added.

Instead of inquiring curiously into the legend invented by Schind-

ler,
—"and for this reason a statement to be doubted," as Billow said,

—

that Beethoven remarked of the first theme, "So knocks Fate on the

door!" * instead of investigating the statement that the rhythm of

this theme was suggested by the note of a bird,—oriole or goldfinch,

—

heard during a walk; instead of a long analysis, which is vexation and

confusion without the themes and their variants in notation,—let us

read and ponder what Hector Berlioz wrote :

—

* It is said that Ferdinand Ries was the author of this explanation, and that Beethoven was
grimly sarcastic when Ries, his pupil, made it known to him.
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"The most celebrated of them all, beyond doubt and peradventure,

is also the first, I think, in which Beethoven gave the reins to his vast

imagination, without taking for guide or aid a foreign thought. In

the first, second, and fourth, he more or less enlarged forms already

known, and poetized them with all the brilliant and passionate inspi-

rations of his vigorous youth. In the third, the 'Eroica,' there is a

tendency, it is true, to enlarge the form, and the thought is raised to a

mighty height; but it is impossible to ignore the influence of one of

the divine poets to whom for a long time the great artist had raised a

temple in his heart. Beethoven, faithful to the Horatian precept,

'Nocturna versate manu, versate diurna,' read Homer constantly, and in

his magnificent musical epopee, which, they say, I know not whether

it be true or false, was inspired by a modern hero, the recollections of

the ancient IHad play a part that is as evident as admirably beautiful.

"The symphony in C minor, on the other hand, seems to us to come

directly and solely from the genius of Beethoven; he develops in it his

own intimate thought; his secret sorrows, his concentrated rage, his

reveries charged with a dejection, oh, so sad, his visions at night, his

bursts of enthusiasm—these furnish him the subject; and the forms of
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melody, harmony, rhythm, and orchestration are displayed as essentially

individual and new as they are powerful and noble.

"The first movement is devoted to the painting of disordered senti-

ments which overthrow a great soul, a prey to despair: not the con-

centrated, calm despair that borrows the shape of resignation: not the

dark and voiceless sorrow of Romeo who learns the death of JuUet;

but the terrible rage of Othello when he receives from lago's mouth the

poisonous slanders which persuade him of Desdemona's guilt. Now it

is a frenetic delirium which explodes in frightful cries; and now it is

the prostration that has only accents of regret and profound self-pity.

Hear these hiccups of the orchestra, these dialogues in chords between

wind instruments and strings, which come and go, always weaker and

fainter, like unto the painful breathing of a dying man, and then

give way to a phrase full of violence, in which the orchestra seems to

rise to its feet, revived by a flash of iury : see this shuddering mass hesi-

tate a moment and then rush headlong, divided in two burning unisons

as two streams of lava; and then say if this passionate style is not
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beyond and above everything that had been produced hitherto in in-

strumental music. ...

"The adagio" *—andante con moto—"has characteristics in com-

mon with the allegretto in A minor of the seventh symphony and the

slow movement of the fourth. It partakes ahke of the melancholy

soberness of the former and the touching grace of the latter. The

theme, at first announced by the united violoncellos and violas, with a

simple accompaniment of the double-basses pizzicato, is followed by

a phrase for wind instruments, which return constantly, and in the

same tonality throughout the movement, whatever be the successive

changes of the first theme. This persistence of the same phrase, rep-

resented always in a profoundly sad simplicity, produces Httle by little

on the hearer's soul an indescribable impression. . . .

* Indifference of Berlioz to exact terminology is not infrequently shown in his essays.
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"The Scherzo is a strange composition. Its first measures, which
are not terrible in themselves, provoke that inexplicable emotion which
you feel when the magnetic gaze of certain persons is fastened on you.

Here everything is sombre, mysterious: the orchestration, more or

less sinister, springs apparently from the state of mind that created the

famous scene of the Blocksberg in Goethe's 'Faust.' Nuances of piano

and mezzoforte dominate. The trio is a double-bass figure, executed

with the full force of the bow; its savage roughness shakes the orchestral

stands, and reminds one of the gambols of a frohcsome elephant. But
the monster retires, and little by little the noise of his mad course dies

away. The theme of the scherzo reappears in pizzicato. Silence is

almost estabhshed, for you hear only some violin tones lightly plucked

and strange little duckings of bassoons. ... At last the strings give

gently with the bow the chord of A-flat and doze on it. Only the drums
preserve the rhythm; light blows struck by sponge-headed drumsticks

mark the dull rhythm amid the general stagnation of the orchestra.

These drum-notes are C's; the tonahty of the movement is C minor;

but the chord of A-flat sustained for a long time by the other instru-

ments seems to introduce a different tonality, while the isolated hammer-
ing the C on the drums tends to preserve the feeling of the foundation

tonaUty. The ear hesitates,—but will this mystery of harmony end ?

—

cord;
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and now the dull pulsations of the drums, growing louder and louder,

reach with the violins, which now take part in the movement and with

a change of harmony, to the chord of the dominant seventh, G, B, D, F,

while the drums roll obstinately their tonic C: the whole orchestra,

assisted by the trombones which have not yet been heard, bursts in

the major into the theme of a triumphal march, and the Finale begins. . .

.

"Criticism has tried, however, to diminish the composer's glory by
stating that he employed ordinary means, the brilliance of the major

mode pompously following the darkness of a pianissimo in minor;

that the triumphal march is without originality, and that the interest

wanes even to the end, whereas it should increase. I reply to this:

Did it require less genius to create a work like this because the passage

from piano to forte and that from minor to major were the means al-

ready understood? Many composers have wished to take advantage

of the same means; and what result did they obtain comparable to

this gigantic chant of victory in which the soul of the poet-musician,

henceforth free from earthly shackles, terrestrial sufferings, seems to

mount radiantly towards heaven? The first four measures of the

theme, it is true, are not highly original; but the forms of a fanfare are
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inherently restricted, and I do not think it possible to find new forms

without departing utterly from the simple, grand, pompous character

which is becoming. Beethoven wished only an entrance of the fanfare

for the beginning of his finale, and he quickly found in the rest of the

movement and even in the conclusion of the chief theme that loftiness

and originality of style which never forsook him. And this may be

said in answer to the reproach of not having increased the interest to

the very end; music, in the state known at least to us, would not know
how to produce a more violent effect than that of this transition from

scherzo to triumphal march; it was then impossible to enlarge the

effect afterwards.

"To sustain one's self at such a height is of itself a prodigious effort;

yet in spite of the breadth of the developments to which he committed

himself, Beethoven was able to do it. But this equality from the begin-

ning to end is enough to make the charge of diminished interest plausi-

ble, on account of the terrible shock which the ears receive at the begin-

ning; a shock that, by exciting nervous emotion to its most violent

paroxysm, makes the succeeding instant the more difficult. In a long

row of columns of equal height, an optical illusion makes the most

remote appear the smallest. Perhaps our weak organization would

accommodate itself to a more laconic peroration, as that of Gluck's
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'Notre general vous rapelle.' Then the audience would not have to

grow cold, and the symphony would end before weariness had made
impossible further following in the steps of the composer. This remark
bears only on the mise en scene of the work; it does not do away with

the fact that this finale in itself is rich and magnificent; very few move-
ments can draw near without being crushed by it."

This symphony was performed in Boston at an Academy concert as

early as November 27, 1841.

Other first performances: London, April 15, 1816, Philharmonic

Society; Paris, April 13, 1828, Societe des Concerts; Petrograd, March
23, 1859; Rome, November 9, 1877; Madrid, 1878.
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tells a tale of a new luxury.

25, 45, 65, and 1.25 per jar

Hubbell & McGowan Co.
Incorporated

THE MODERN DRUG STORE
Complete in all its 12 departments

Opposite Symphony Hall

Industrial Union for the Deaf

and Hard of Hearing

687 Boylston St.. Boston, Mass.

English Smock Shop

'Dainty Smocked 'Dresses

for Misses and Children

Individual and Practical

The Cabinet Shop
15 Fayette Street

Restoring oj Antiques

Painted Furniture Children 's Furniture

and all kinds oi

Cabinet Work 'o order i

Estimates Furnished

B-B 6146-W Mb8. E. B. Wade, Mg<

.

(^_^raits
Christmas Gifts are distinctive and '

useful, at all prices. Artistic cards and

calendars. Visitors welcome.

Q Park Street
-y Boston

Mr. DANIEL CAGGIULA, formerly

with J. Barrett, now at

BOYLSTON CHAMBERS

Designing and Fitting of

SUITS and DRESSES
Coat Dresses Specialized on

739

Importers and Designers

BOYLSTON STREET
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Americas Greatest

CLEANSERS
DYERS

LAUNDERERS
^yOtijliBOSTON SHOPS

284 BOYLSTON STREET 17 TEMPLE PLACE

lER STREET29 STATE STREET

Branch Telephone Elxchange 3900 Back Bay connects above shops

BROOKLINE SHOP
I3I0 Beacon Street

Coolidge Comer

Also MALDEN
FITCHBURG
PROVIDENCE
BRIDGEPORT
ALBANY

CAMBRIDGE SHOP
1274 Massachusetts Avenue

Harvard Shop

SALEM
FALL RIVER
NEW BEDFORD
NEWPORT

LYNN
MANCHESTER
WORCESTER
NEW HAVEN

and NEW YORK CITY

WATERTOWN SHOP
1 Galen Street

at Works

WALTHAM
LOWELL
SPRINGFIELD
WATERBURY
PHILADELPHIA

Package* called for and delioered by our own truet^s

ESTABLISHED 1829

YOU CAN RELY ON LEWANDOS"
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^Yeetli Fromn

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 28, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 29, at 8 o'clock

Chausson
I. Lent; Allegro \nvo.

II. Tres lent.

III. Anime.

Symphony in B-flat major, Op 20

Songs with Orchestra:

Beethoven

Handel

Bach

Griffes

Verdi

Chabrier

. "Nature's Adoration," Op. 48, No. 4

. Air, "Ombra mai fu" from the Opera "Xerxes,"

Act I, Scene i

Air, "My Heart Ever Faithful" from the Cantata,

"For God so Loved the World"

The Pleasure-Dome of Kubla Khan (after the

Poem of S. T. Coleridge)

(Pianoforte obbligato by Alfred De Voto)

(First Performance)

Aria, "O Don Fatale" from the Opera "Don Carlos,"

Act IV, Scene 6

Bourree Fantasque, Piece for Pianoforte,

Orchestrated by Felix Mottl

SOLOIST

LOUISE HOMER

MASON & HAMLIN PIANO USED

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony
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EINERT HA.LL
SUBSCRIPTION LISTS NOW OPEN

FIVE CONCERTS by the

MR. GEORGES LONGY, Director

The Concerts will be given at JORDAN HALL on

Wednesday Evenings

"DECEMBER 17, JANUARY 21, FEBRUARY 25,

MARCH 24, APRIL 28

The personnel of the Orchestra will be made up of the best

available semi-professional and professional players in Boston.

The Programs for the Five Concerts will include full

orchestral works as well as chamber music, with various soloists

representing the various branches of music.

AT LEAST ONE AMERICAN COMPOSITION
will be presented at each concert.

The subscription for the 5 concerts on the floor is ^10.00,

$8.00, $6.00, to which a war tax of ^1.25, $1.00, ^0.75 respectively,

should be added. Students' course tickets in the Balcony

^2.50 and $2.00, plus war tax of $0.50 and $0.25.

Orders for seats accompanied by check, should be addressed

to RICHARD NEWMAN, Steinert Hall, Boston, who will forward

the tickets in the best available location, and who will also be glad

to give any further information desired.

The program will consist mainly of American or French
compositions, but the works of all schools will be given a hearing

and the greatest eclecticism will govern the choice of works to be

performed. The compositions of the older masters will not be

ignored.

A composition by an American composer will be given a

place on each program if possible. The composer may assist in

the production of his work, either as Conductor or Soloist.
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SYMPHONY HALL CALENDAR



O R D IN I-I A

Next Tuesday Evening, NOVEMBER 25, at 8.15; Song Recital by

Mrs. DUDLEY FITTS, Accompanist

Thursday Evenings: DECEMBER 4; JANUARY 8; FEBRUARY 5

HAROLD BAUER ££dJACQUES THIBAUD

Saturday Afternoon, DECEMBER 6, at 3 o'clock; Piano Recital by

AURORE LACROIX

Monday Afternoon, DECEMBER 1, at 3 o'clock; Violin Recital by

PROGRAMME
Tabtini .......... Sonata in G-Minor

Moderate
Presto non troppo ma energico
Largo. Allegro conimodo

Schubert-Seydbl .......... Greeting
Chopin-Seydel . . . . . . . _ . Nocturne, Opus 15, No. 11
Beethoven-Auer .... Turkish March from " Ruins of Athens "

Clarence Cameron White....... Bandanna Sketches
Chant: "Nobody Knows de Trouble I've Seen"
Negro Dance: "Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child"

Brahms ...... Two Movements from Concerto, Opus 77
Adagio
Allegro giocoso ma non troppo vivace

WiENiAWSKi ...... Russian Airs, " Souvenir de Moscou "

Monday Evening, DECEMBER 1, at 8.15; Song Recital by

THE PROGRAMME

Sommi Dei I

Si, t'amo, o cara
'

II

Harmonie du soir )

II ne pleut plus, bergSre
'

Les trois sorciSres

Amour d'antan .

Pannyre aux talons d'or

Handel

de Br^ville

Charpentier

Chausson
Poldowski

III

Qu'aimes-tu de moi? /

La Pluie )

La Flute enchant^e
Les trois princesses
Chanson Norv6gienne .

IV
Arietta
Swans . .

Deep hidden in my heart
Seal Lullaby
Joy .

Georges

Ravel
Vuillermoz
Fourdrain

. Cyril Scott
Kramer
Arensky

Dora Bright
Francis Moore

Tickets for the above concerts on sale at 492 Boylston St., Mason & Hamlin Bldg.

Management: WENDELL H. LUCE. 'Phone, Back Bay 3870
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Sanders Theatre Concert Series
DECEMBER 4 FEBRUARY 19 MAY 27

SEAL OF THE GLEE CLUB.

CI

THURSDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 4, 1919

BY THE

'.E.^'

PROF. ARCHIBALD T. DAVISON, Conductor

SOLOIST

HAZEL L'AFRICAIN, 'Cello

MARION HYDE. Accompanist

PIECES BY: BRAHMS, BANTOCK. BORODINE. KRUG.

PALESTRINA. BACH. AND OTHERS

Season Tickets: $3.50, $2.50, $1.75

Single Tickets: $1.50, $1.00, $0.75

On sale at Herrick's. Copley Plaza, Touraine, Boston Harvard Club,

Kent's University Bookstore in Cambridge

Mail orders addressed to

Mgr. of Harvard Glee Club. 1 1 Apthorp House. Cambridge
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BOSTON MUSIC EDUCATION LEAGUE
Demonstrating Class Instruction in Music
FREDERICK WILLIAM WODELL. Musical Director

Mr. Herbert L. Crowley, Hon. Prest. Mr. Dwight W. Sleeper, Hon. Vice-Prest. Board of Visitors: Miss
Abby Conant, Mrs. Langdon Frothingham, Mrs. Frederic Galacar, Mrs. Francis L. Higginson, Jr.,
Mrs. Robert W. Means, Mr. William Bacon, Mr. Geo. W. Mehaffey.

FREDERICK WILLIAM WODELL, Conductor

Each rehearsal amounts to a "coaching" lesson in choral technique, vocal "style" and
the principles of "interpretation" in singing. Persons who possess agreeable voices,

and an "ear" for music, are invited to apply for membership. Mr. Wodell is a

professional singer, teacher and acknowledged leading choral conductor. More than
six thousand copies of his book, "Choir and Chorus Conducting," have been sold. A
new, enlarged edition will be issued soon.

MEETS RECITAL HALL
New England Conservatory, Sundays. Register, 4.30 to 5.30 p.m. Rehearse, 5.39 to

7 p.m.

- First Concert. With competent soloists and orchestra, Jordan Hall,
January 9, 1920.

Program. Henry Hadley—^The New Earth. Mendelssohn—Hear My Prayer.

Postal card to Director, 12 Huntlngtpn Avenue, brings circular with full information.

FIRST APPEARANCE IN BOSTON OF

SPAIN'S GREATEST NOVELIST
Author of "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse"

Tremont Temple, Monday Evening, Nov. 24th, at 8.15

Under the auspices of EI Club Espanol. Mr. Ibanez will speak on

"THE SPIRIT OF THE FOUR
HORSEMEN"

(IN SPANISH)

The lecture will be entirely translated by an interpreter

TICKETS, $1.50 to 50c. (plus war tax of 10%), for sale at the

Box Office

Mail orders accompanied by check covering Government tax

of ten per cent will be given prompt attention

Management: J. B, Pond Lyceum Bureau, New York.
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)ii"Dm

FELIX FOX
CARLO BUONAMICI r Directors

Pianoforte instruction from elementary to most

advanced grades. Carefully supervised individual

work adapted to particular needs. It is the pupil

that is taught—not the method—and never a class.

Copley Square (581 Boylston Street), Boston

Telephone, Back Bay 973
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Mechanics Hall, Sunday Evening, November 30
At 8

FAREWELL TO AMERICA OF THE

Monsignor Casimiri, Conductor

SIXTY SII^GERS FROM THE ROMAN BASILICAS

AND THE SISTINE CHAPEL

The critics agree that such brilliant singing of polyphonic music has

never before been heard in America, while the works of Palestrina, de

Vitoria and other 16th century composers are lovely beyond our fondest

imaginings.

The Choir sails for New York for Italy December 2. This concert

is positively a farewell, and the scale of prices for this occcision only has

been lowered to within the reach of all.

$3.00, $2.00 and $1.00, plus tax

In a CONCERT OF MUSIC FOR YOUNG PEOPLE

JORDAN HALL. SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 29, AT 3.00 P.M.

MacDowell.
HlLIi ....

1. The Three Birds
Bach ....
Gbant-Schaefek .

JUON .

POLDINI
GLiiiRE
Philippe
moskowski

Debussy

PROGRAMME
. To An Old White Pine

Two Sketches
2. The Devils

Sarabande
The Running Brooklet

From "A Chinese Garden"
Lullaby

Marche Mignonne
Prelude
"Puck"

. The Juggling Girl

"The Toy-Box"
(La Boite k Joujoux)
Ballet in Three Parts

Mr. Maier will speak briefly before each piece and will narrate the story of "The
Toy-Box" as he plays it.

STEINWAY PIANO

TICKETS 50 AND 25 CENTS
On account of the demand for tickets it is advisable to secure seats at once.

H. B. WILLIAMS, Manager, Pierce Building, Boston
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MRS. HALL McAllisters'

JVl \J t3 1 %t^J\

HOTEL COPLEY PLAZA

Mondays, November 24th, December 8th, and December 22nd at 1 1 .30 o'clock

Mme. Marie Sundelius

Soprano
(Of the Metropolitan Opera Co.)

Mme. Vera Janacopulos

Soprano

Mr. Rafaelo Diaz, Tenor
(Of the Metropolitan Opera Co.)

Mr. Mayo Wadler, Violinist

- And other great artists will appear

Mme. Marguerite D 'Alvarez

Contralto
(Of The Manhattan Opera Co.)

Miss Thelma Given, Violinist

Mr. Leo Ornstein, Pianist

Mr. Maurice Dambois
'CelHst

The subscription for the course will be $12.00 (plus 10% war tax)

Boxes seating six people will be $75.00 (plus 10% war tax)

Single Tickets $4.00 (plus tax)

Subscriptions, accompanied by check payable to Mrs. Hall McAllister

may be sent to 384 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Mass.

1/ - Vi
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Imported Shirtings for Fall and Winter
Now Ready

Scotch Madras English Flannels

Silk and Wool TaflFetas of Varied Styles and Colorings

SPECIALTIES IN FULL DRESS SHIRTS
Figured and Embroidered Pique

Soft Tuxedo Shirts in Corded and Pleated Bosoms

12 Beacon Street Telephone Haymaket 770

MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

TEACHER OF SINGING
COACHING IN SONGS

384 COMMONWEALTH AVE.

VOICE
Studio, 615 Huntington Chambers, ^ston

TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE, ORGAN. HARMONY AND
APPRECIATION OF MUSIC

6 NEWBURY STREET BOSTON

Im
Art nf ^tngtttg

VOICE PLACING
AND TECHNIQUE A SPECIALTY

MARGARET A. AGNEW
VOCAL COACH AND ACCOMPANIST

146 Massachusetts Ave.. Tel. Back Bay 3040

CONCERT-VIOLINIST
Will accept a limited number of pupils. Available for Concerts. For particulars addrest

609 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS. 30 HUNTINGTON AVENUE
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

JEAN BEDETTI
Solo 'Cellist Boston Symphony Orchestra. First Solo 'Cellist "Colonne Concerts" of Paris

'CELLO INSTRUCTION AND ENSEMBLE PLAYING
AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS AND RECITALS

Address. SYMPHONY HALL. BOSTON

GEORGES E» LAURENT
SOLO FLUTE BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

FIRST PRIZE AT PARIS CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Available for Concerts, Recitals and Musicales. Flute Instruction

ADDRESS. SYMPHONY HALL .... BOSTON. MASS.

EMIL MOLLENHAUER
COACHING IN

OPERA AND ORATORIO
189 Huntington Avenue - - Boston

Telephone. 722 Back Bay

Telephone. Back Bay 5958-J

LOSALIE THORMTO
PIANIST and TEACHER
282 DARTMOUTH STREET

Mason & Hamlin Piano Used

k.. St

TEACHER OF THE HARP

HARPS FOR SALE AND RENT

Address. 236 BAY STATE ROAD. BOSTON

TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE
SPECIAL TRAINING FOR SOLOISTS AND TEACHERS

311 Pierce Building, Boston

FRENCH!!

ORAL METHOD
All lessons given by Mens. J.

Gosselin, B.A., C.T. (1st class.)

By a Phonetic system of his

own, Mr. Gosselin makes the

Pronunciation of his pupils

absolutely Perfect (guarantee

given) in Seven lessons— 10

at the most.

This unique training is price-

less to smgers, musicians,

FRENCH!!

teachers and their pupils, etc.

and enables anyone not only to

pronounce but to Sing in

Frenih as correctly as in

English.

Call any day. any time for Prospectus

and FREE TRIAL LESSONS and

compare with any other methods.

HUNTINGTON CHAMBLR5
2nd Block from Copley Square
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

AND ASSISTANTS

LESSONS IN SINGING
A Normal Course for Teachers

jseph Umiie JJaudelm
Fonner pupil ol the famous Paris Conservatory

VIOLIN LESSONS
STUDIOS. STEINERT HALL. BOSTON

PIANIST and TEACHER

Lang Studios

6 NEWBURY STREET

rreui

Lessons in

Pianoforte, Harmony, Counter-

point and Composition

STUDIO AT 12 NEWBURY STREET
Mondays and Thursdays

Teacher of Artistic Singing

Specialist on Voice Defects

Voices developed from first rudiment

to artistic finish. Perfect diction of

foreign languages. Pupils prepared

for CONCERT — FESTIVALS

—

OPERA.

STUDIO: 96 HUNTINGTON AVENUE.
Residence: 1409 Commonwealth Avenue.

Appointments by mail

[ARIE

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND TEACHER

609 Pierce Bldg., Boston, Mondays and Thursdays

Address, 162 Riverway, Boston

Telephone, 1470 Brookline

'CELLO SOLOIST •

INSTRUCTION
STUDIO. 218 TREMONT STREET

Telephone. Beach 903-W

Member Boston Symphony Orchestra

Solo Viola Lamoureux Concerts and Opera Comique of Paris

Member of the Jury of the Paris Conservatory of Music

VIOLIN. VIOLA AND ENSEMBLE INSTRUCTION
Address SYMPHONY HALL

^^^9^/p^J^^ytJ^'t^^^^^
iVQICE CLIi:rUR.B- 11

American and Luropean Diplomas. Author of Books and Pen Works on Singing

Studio: Suite 202 Huntington Chambers, 30 Huntington Avenue. Boston. Phone, Back Bay 3932

DOINGS OF GRANTS ARTIST PUPILS BY A. E. DATELY
Bronze Melba has a large list of recitals for this season. Several winter concerts are planned for Wm. Flynn

tenor, whose fine voice a bright future is predicted. Helen Laird, soprano, whose singing at Boston College last

February was such an artistic delight, will give her next Boston recital early in the winter at Steinert Hall.
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Steinert Hall

STUDIO 25

Telephone, Braintree 285-R

LESLEY MAIRTIM
BEL CANTO

Studio - - 1425 Broadway. NEW YORK

SINGERS — Suzanne Baker Watson, Cor« Croti,
Nellie Hart, Willette Kershaw, Gertrude Hutcheson,
Ivy Scott, Marion Stanley, Estelle Ward, Mabel
Wilbur, Flora Zabelle, Edward Foley, George Gilbert,
John Hendricks, Andrew Mack, Dr. Eugene Waltoa
Marshall, Fiske O'Hara, Umberto Sacchetti, Ellii
Rhodes, Albert Wallerstedt, and many other lingeri
now before the public in operatic and church work.

l\J

TWELFTH SEASON

GERTRUDE MARSHALL. Violin

RUTH STICKNEY. Violin

71 CARLTON STREET. BROOKLINE
Management A. H. HANDLEY, 160 Boykton Street, BOSTON

ADELINE PACKARD. Viola

HAZEL L'AFRICAIN, 'Cello

Tel. Brookline 3268-J
Tel. Beach 4197

ENRICO FAERIZIO
MEMBER OF

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

TEACHER OF 'CELLO
15 VANCOUVER STREET. BOSTON, MASS.

SOLO ENSEMBLE PLAYING
Tel., Rox. 5063-R

Also STUDIO at NEEDHAM
180 Nehoiden Street

IC

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1 126 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

LO-cIjUuJ
BASSO

"MESSIAH" AT SYMPHONY HALL

Voice Specialist and Coach
STUDIO: 240 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

iall Slierw©©d
TEACHER OF PIANO

Appointment by telephone

Cambridge 5935-W

"Mr. Flint, an experienced musician and

singer of taste, did ample justice to

his music."

Boston Post, April 28, 1919

"Mr. John Hall Sherwood has studied

with me in Paris, and is a gifted musician

and successful teacher of large experience

whose work I can endorse and recom-

mend." (Signed) HAROLD BAUER.

PIANIST INSTRUCTION

The principles of Leschetizky presented in a definite and comprehensive manner

STUDIO, HOTEL HEMENWAY, BOSTON
Telephone, Back Bay 3180

STEINERT HALL, Room 26, Tuesdays and Fridays
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
The Vocal Studios of

And his Assistants

VINCENT V. HUBBARD and

Mrs. CAROLINE HOOKER

Teacher of Singing in all its branches

and of Dramatic Action as

applied to Singing

ARTHUR J. HUBBARD
246 Huntington Avenue

Madame Clara Poole Voice
specializing in tone production by new methods that have given
wonderful results. Preparationfor concert^ Oratorio and Opera

844 Beacon St., The Arundel. By appointment. 'Phone Back Bay 883-M

VOICE BUILDING
SONG INTERPRETATION, CONCERT
RECITAL AND REPERTOIRE WORK

Ste'nertHall - BOSTON

Miss FRISCILLA WHITE
TEACHER OF SINGING

602 PIERCE BUILDING
COPLEY SQUARE - - BOSTON

TEACHER OF SINGING
250 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

Opposite Symphony Hall

TEACHER OF SINGING
STEINERT HALL

162 BOYLSTON STREET - BOSTON

SOPRANO SOLOIST
Teacher of Singing

4 Haviland Street ----- Boston

B. B. 1047

In Worcester, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 317 Day Bldg

PIANO INSTRUCTION
Leschetizky Principles

STUDIO: ROOM 18 STEINERT HALL
For Appointments Tel. Roxbury 491 1-R

Formerly Concert Master

NEW YORK SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Will receive pupils in Violin and Ensemble

Playing. Address 120 TREMONT STREET

BARITONE SOLOIST
Formerly Song Leader U. S. N.

now available for

Concert Oratorio Recital

STUDIO: 1089 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

PIANIST
AND TEACHER

6 NEWBURY STREET - -

Telephone B. B. 51694
BOSTON

resumed teaching on October the first at her

NEW STUDIO. HOTEL CLUNY
543 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

Mrs. Hunt gives class lesson, four in a class, of one
hour and private lessons of thirty minutes. Also, an
"open lesson" each month to wkicb «U pupils are
invittd

ILoyai riMliips d liawe
Baritone Soloist and Teacher of Singing

CONCERT—RECITAL—ORATORIO
Providence. R.I.

300 Lauderdale Building, 144 Westminster Street

BostoD. MMt> Hotel Hemenway
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Miss HELEN GOODRICH
TEACHER OF SINGING

HOTEL HEMENWAY
Tuesdays and Fridays at Lasell Seminary

Mrs, Louise Wood Forrest

TEACHER OF SINGING

ACCOMPANIST - COACH

STUDIO
246 HUNTINGTON AVE. - - BOSTON

Miss RUTH LAIGHTOM
Teacher of the Violin

Ear-training,' Rhythm and Harmony

274 Brookline Avenue - . - - Boston
(Near the Winsor School)

Teacher of Piano and Harmony

The ILKLEY
Huntington Ave. and Cumberland St., Boston

(Cumberland Street Entrance)

Bertha Cosliiiig Claild

CONTRALTO
TEACHER OF SINGING

LANG STUDIOS, 6 NEWBURY STREET

1919-1920

Gertruide Fogler Sc of

543 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON
Telephone 55888 B. B.

Private and Class instruction. Lectures. Special

courses in pronunciation and diction.

Madam© AIexand©r4¥iaraiUi§
(officier de 1' Instruction publique)

Vocal Instruction, Breathing, Tone Production.

Phonetics, French Diction, Interpretation of

French Songs

FENSMERE. 206 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.

ALICE BATES RICE
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER of SINGING

Lang Studios ... 6 Newbury Street

TEACHER OF THE VIOLONCELLO
Pupil of Robert Hausmann. Berlin; Arthur Williams,

London; and Joseph Malkin, Boston

420 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS, BOSTON
Telephone, Back Bay 805.M.

Miss LILA M. H'

TEACHER OF PIANO
2 CYPRESS TERRACE. BROOKLINE

Studio. 602 Pierce Building

Saturday mornings and Wednesday afternoons

Telephone. Brookline 5708-M.

PAULINE H. CI IK
543 Boylston Street . . . Boston, Mass.

Teacher of Singing and Manager of

THE COPLEY CLUB SINGERS
Artistic Attractive Successful

Programs tor All Occasions
Definite Instruction Immediate Results
Send for Illustrated Booklet Tel., Back Bay 994-M

RENEWED MUSIC— Your old or torn music made
new Flexible binding. AH hand work. Reasonable

prices. References.

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.

Room 207 Tel. Back Bay 456

SUZA D<

PIANIST and TEACHER
25 ST. STEPHEN STREET

Telephone, Back Bay 1463-R BOSTON

.iTiifu^ S. SHAW
PIANO, ORGAN, HARMONY and

INTERPRETATION
(SPECIAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS)

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Telephone. Back Bay 4654-M

MissM.ELMAICELl
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON ST.. FENWAY BLDG.. BOSTON
In New Bedford, Saturdays, 56 Walnut Street

CAROLYN BELCHER
TEACHER OF VIOLIN and
ENSEMBLE PLAYING

430 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS
Tel. Brookline 4044-W or Back Bay 3174-M

CAROLYN BELCHER STRING QUARTETTE
CONCERTS and MUSICALES



MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
Constant success with children as with advanced pupils.

Classes in Two Piano Playing a specialty, following the
Symphony programmes as far as practicable.

Studio, 146 Massachusetts Avenue
Near Boylston Street Telephone, Back Bay 3040

TEACHER OF SINGING
MUSICAL LECTURES

Author of "Young Singers, What They Should Know"

10 NEWBURY STREET

VIOLIN AND VIOLA
37 BRIMMER STREET, BOSTON

Until November I. Address Medfield, Mass.
Telephone, Medfield 123-2

PIANIST AND TEACHER
NINTH SEASON

TEL. BACK BAY
2788-R

16 ARUNDEL ST.
Near Audubon Circle

SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO - - 609 PIERCE BUILDING
Telephone, Back Bay 5145 R

CONCERT PIANIST

STUDIO - - 23 STEINERT HALL
BOSTON

PIANIST and TEACHER

CARNEGIE HALL NEW YORK

PIANIST AND TEACHER
405 PIERCE BLDG.. COPLEY SQUARE

Telephone, Back Bay 3956-W.

VIOLONCELUST
AND TEACHER

SOLO AND ENSEMBLE PLAYING
13 NEWBURY ST. 58 MARSHAL ST.

BOSTON BROOKLINE
Tel. 3747-W Brookline

TEACHER
of the

12 Lincoln Hall, Trinity Court

175 DARTMOUTH STREET

Miss Launder makes a specialty of fine violins (or sale

and all sizes to let

Torrens Method

TEACHER OF SINGING

17 STEINERT HALL ^"'^'""tJ'I?,^'Jamaica
one
614-W

TEACHER OF PIANO
430 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS - BOSTON

GERTRUDE BELCHER TRIO
CONCERTS. MUSICALES

Telephone. Back Bay 3174-M.

PIANO, HARMONY and COACHING
528 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS

Mondays and Fridays. Other days by

Appointment

CONSTANCE MORSE
Teacher of Pianoforte and Musical Theory

Half hour talks illustrated on the Piano — musical
forms and stories of the operas.

Studio: The Winsor School Fob Girls
Tuesday and Friday Afternoons

Tel. Brookline 23I3M

AMERICAN PIANIST
RECITALS. MUSICALES, CONCERTS

Authorized representative of the most modern ideas in

piano playing. Primary.Advanced and Teachers' Courses

Studio. 6 NEWBURY ST.. Tel. B. B. 3529-R I „ »

Res. HOTEL HEMENWAY. Tel. B. B. 3180 ]
**°«°"

D'Avesoe French School
PROF. A. D'AVESNE. B. SC. PARIS

OFFICIER DACADEMIE
French Classes, Private Lessons, Lectures &

Causeries, Children's Classes, Special
Commercial Course, Translations.

755 BOYLSTON ST., NEAR COPLEY SQUARE
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THE OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES

OF THE

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
INCORPORATED

FREDERICK P. CABOT -

GALEN L. STONE

ERNEST B. DANE

President

Vice-President

Treasurer

ALFRED L. AIKEN

FREDERICK P. CABOT

ERNEST B. DANE
M. A. DE WOLFE HOWE
JOHN ELLERTON LODGE
FREDERICK E. LOWELL
ARTHUR LYMAN
HENRY B. SAWYER
GALEN L. STONE

BENTLEY W. WARREN



PIANOS

,

have won pre-eminence by reason of their intrinsic

merit. Their development began where that of

other pianos left off, adding new features of con-

struction and resulting in extraordinary beauty of

tone and unequaled durability. Everywhere musi-

cians have recognized their unrivaled excellence

and are proclaiming them the finest pianos the

world has ever known.

iii^mi&Jlamlnito.

WAREROOMS 492-494 BOYLSTON STREET
BOSTON
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Established 1833

WEBSTER
AND

ATLAS
NATIONAL,BANK

OF BOSTON

WASHINGTON AND COURT STREETS

AMORY ELIOT President

RAYMOND B. COX, Vice-President r??M^'^Ti^-Ti??^^ ^l^h ^J^^"
Tncr>T>TT T r-rtCT.utj \t- t, -a 4. J o I,-

FRANK B. BUTTS, Asst. Cashier
JOSEPH L. FOSTER, Vice-President and Cashier ARTHUR W. LANE, Asst. Cashier
EDWARD M. ROWLAND, Vice-President HAROLD A. YEAMES. Asst. Cashier

Capital $1,000,000 Surplus and Profits $1,600,000

Deposits $11,000,000

The well-established position of this bank in the community,
the character of its Board of Directors, and its reputation as a
solid, conservative institution recommend it as a particularly

desirable depository for

ACCOUNTS
of

TRUSTEES, EXECUTORS and INDIVIDUALS

For commercial accounts it is known as

A STRONG BANK OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE

DIRECTORS

CHARLES B. BARNES

JOSEPH S. BIGELOW
THEODORE G. BREMER
WttLIAM R. CORDINGLEY
RAYMOND B. COX
AMORY ELIOT

JOHN W. FARWELL

ROBERT H. GARDINER
EDWARD W. GREW
OLIVER HALL
WALTER HUNNEWELL
HOMER B. RICHARDSON
DUDLEY P. ROGERS
THOMAS W. THACHER
WALTER TUFTS



SYMPHONY HALL, BOSTON
HUNTINGTON, AND MASSACHUSETTS AVENUES

Telephones ( Ticket Office ) p i, d iaqo
Branch Exchange ? Administration Offices

S

^^^'^ ^^^ '^^^^

INCORPORATED

THIRTY-NINTH SEASON, 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

^rogTamme ©f the

Se¥eeth

WITH HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE
NOTES BY PHILIP HALE

FRIDAY AFTERNOON. NOVEMBER 28

AT 2.30 O'CLOCK

SATURDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 29

AT 8.00 O'CLOCK

COPYRIGHT, 1919, BY BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, INCORPORATED

W. H. BRENNAN. Manager G. E. JUDD, Assistant Manager
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[}w. ( M vy
A name that is spoken with the full pride of

ownership—that carries with it the deep satis-

faction of possessing the ultimate expression of

man's handiwork in Musical Art.

A name that is cherished as a Family Tradition

—

that keeps afresh for the next generation the

associations and fond remembrances which cluster

around the home piano.

Supreme achievement of patience, skill and ex-

perience, founded on inborn Ideals of Artistry.

1
\:

Catalogue and prices on application

Sold on convenient payments

Old pianos taken in exchange

inspection invited

Y
107-109 East 14th Street New York

Subway Express Stations at the Door

REPRESENTED BY THE FOREMOST DEALERS EVERYWHERE
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Thirty-ninth Season, 191 9-1 920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

Violins.

Fradkin, F,

Concert-master.

Theodorowicz, J

Ribarsch, A.
Traupe, W.

Thillois, F.

Fiedler, B.

Deane, C.

Langley, A.

Roth, O.
Hoffmann, J.

Sauvlet, H.
Goldstein, H.

Goldstein, S.

Kurth, R.

Rissland, K.
Bak, A.

Di Natale, J.
Ringwall R.

Pinfield, C.
Gunderson, R.

Mahn, F.

Gerardi, A.

Henkle, R.
Farwell, E.

Fiedler, A.
Diamond, S.

Bryant, M.
Kurkdjie, N.

Violas.

Denayer, F. Berlin, V. Van Veen, H.
Wittmann, F. Van Wynbergen, C. Shirley, P.

Leveen, P.

Blackman, A.

Kay, W. Grover, H.
Blumenau, W. Salis, J.



A Hundred Master Pianists

Play for You

THINK, of hearing the world's greatest

pianists—not once in a Hfetime, but
whenever you are in the mood!

This is possible if you own

9'/iej\MPiCO
^ in the ^ _

^*=^^ <>> ^=*. _ (55^ *>'

Ornstein,Godowsky, Levitzki, Rachmaninoff
—and many more play the masterpieces of

music just as you heard them on the con-
cert stage. The reproduction is perfect.

And there is a wealth of lighter music, includ-
ing the latest dance numbers, to choose from.

Come in and hear the Ampico in the
Chickering Piano today.

Established 1823

i6q Tremont Street ^
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THIRTY-NINTH SEASON. NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETEEN AND TWENTY

i¥einitli PiroMramme

FRIDAY AFTERNOON. NOVEMBER 28, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING. NOVEMBER 29. at 8 o'clock

Chausson
I. Lent; Allegro vivo.

II. Tres lent.

III. Anim6.

Symphony in B-flat major. Op 20

Songs with Orchestra:

Beethoven

Handel

Bach

Griffes

Verdi

Chabrier

. "Nature's Adoration," Op. 48, No. 4

Air, "Ombra mai fu," from the Opera "Xerxes,"

Act I, Scene i

Air, "My Heart Ever Faithful," from the Cantata,

"For God so Loved the World"

The Pleasure-Dome of Kubla Khan (after the

Poem of S. T. Coleridge)

(First Performance)

Aria, "0 Don Fatale," from the Opera "Don Carlos,"

Act IV, Scene 6

Bourree Fantasque, Piece for Pianoforte,

Orchestrated by Felix Mottl

SOLOIST

LOUISE HOMER

MASON & HAMLIN PIANO USED

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony

The ladies of the audience are earnestly requested not to put on hats before

the end of a mimber.

The doors oj the hall will be closed during the performance of each number
on the programme. Those who wish to leave before the end of the concert

are requested to do so in an interval between the numbers.

City of Boston. Revised Regulation of August 5, 1898.—Chapter 3, relating to the covering of

the head in places of public amusement

Every licensee shall not, in his place of amusement, allow any person to wear upon the head a covering which obstructs

the view of the exhibition or performance in such place of any person seated m any seat therem provided for spectators,

it being understood that a low head covering without projection, which does not obstruct such view may be worn.

Attest: J. M. CALVIN. City Clcrt
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Announce the Resumption of their Full Service of

^©UR,i

With the reopening of Europe to pleasure travel

our service once more covers the world

the

Remarkable tours, from six weeks to two months,

visiting France, Belgium, Switzerland and Italy

and all the great Battlefields, while they are still

just as they were. Our many parties offer

wide choice of route and date and assured steam-

ship reservations both going and returning. Best

hotels, finest train and automobile service and
arrangements throughout as nearly perfect as it is

humanly possible to make them. .. Write at once

to assure reservations.

November 28 and December 27

Six luxurious Winter Cruises by specially chartered steaniers

to Nassau, Cuba, Jamaica, Panama and Central America.

Departures Jan. 3, Feb. 14, Mar. 6 and 13, April 3 and 10.

A Splendid tour to sunny California leaving Dec. 16.

Tours to Florida in the season.

Intensely interesting tours to South America, Japan,

China and Round the World. Departures January to April.

Raymond & Whitcomb Company is the only

large American Company with any long ex-

perience in the tourist field. Our forty years'

experience and our intimate, up-to-the-minute

knowledge of the completely new conditions all

over the world make our service of inestimable

value to travelers at this particular time.

SEND FOR BOOKLET DESIRED

17 TEMPLE PLACE Telephone, Beach 6964
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Symphony in B-flat, Op. 20 Ernest Chausson

(Born at Paris in 1S55 ; killed at Limay by a bicycle accident, June 10, 1899.)

This symphony, completed, if not wholly written, in 1890, was
performed for the first time at a concert of the Society Nationale,

Paris, April 18, 1891, and again at its concert on April 30, 1892;
but it was first "revealed to the Parisian public"—to quote the

phrase of Mr. Pierre de Breville—at a concert of the Berlin Philhar-

monic Orchestra, led by Mr. Nikisch, at the Cirque d'Hiver, Paris,

on May 13, 1897. In 1897 it was performed at an Ysaye concert in

Brussels (January 10).

The first performance of the symphony in this country was by
the Boston Symphony Orchestra, Vincent d'Indy conductor by invi-

tation, at Philadelphia, December 4, 1905.

The first performance in Boston was at a concert of the Boston

Symphony Orchestra, Mr. Gericke conductor, January 19, 1906:

the second performance was on October 20, 1916.

The symphony, dedicated to Henry Lerolle, is scored for three

flutes (one interchangeable with piccolo), two oboes, one English

horn, two clarinets, one bass clarinet, three bassoons, four horns,

four trumpets, three trombones, one bass tuba, a set of three kettle-

drums, two harps, and strings. It is in three movements.

Just Issued NEW VOLUMES FOR MEDIUM VOICE

LYRIC FANCIES
A SELECTION OF SONGS BY

AMERICAN COMPOSERS
VOL IIVOL I

BRANSCOMBE The Morning Wind.
PARK. A Memory
FOOTE. InPicardie
LANG, An Irish Love Song
LYNES. Hark ! The Robin's Early Song
DANIELS The Lady of Dreams
BEACH. ShenaVan
BARBOUR. Awake ! It is the Day
RISHER Sail, White Dreams
GRANT-SCHAEFER. A Garden Romance
COX Peggy
CLOUGH-LEIGHTER. April Blossoms

{Schmidt's Educational Series No. 238-239)

ALSO PUBLISHED IN EDITIONS FOR HIGH AND LOW VOICE

CONTAINING FAVORITE SONGS BY ^, . ^, „„ ^ a xt<- t vxtcc
BEACH, BRANSCOMBE, CHADWICK. DANIELS, FOOIE HADLEY LANG.^^^^^
MacDOWELL,METCALF,NEIDLINGER,PARK, SALTER,WARD-STEPHENS.and others

Two Volumes for High Voice Two Volumes for Low Voice

Price $1.25 Each

LANG. Day is Gone.
BISCHOFF. Five Little White Heads
BRANSCOME. I Send My Heart up to Thee
SALTER. The Sweet o' the Year
CLOUGH-LEIGHTER. O Heart of Mme !

FOOTE I'm Wearing Awa'
LYNES. Roses
FRIML. At Twilight

, ^WARD-STEPHENS. The Rose's Cup
CHADWICK. Thou art so like a Flower
MILLIGAN. My Heart is like a Lute

COX. April-Tide
BEACH. Ah. Love, but a day
BRANSCOMBE. Only to Thee

/-FAi A ^i_ T-» o^i-l •^^. r^^ BOSTON: I20 Boylston St.

The Arthur P. Schhmidt Co. new york: s west 40th st.
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The following sketch is, in large measure a paraphrase of an
article written by Stephane Risvaeg.

I. Lent, B-flat, 4-4. An introduction in a broad and severe style

begins with a clearly defined figure in unison (violas, violoncellos,

double-basses, clarinet, horn). The composer establishes at once

the mood and announces the leading motives of the symphony, in

their subtle essence at least, if not in their plastice reality. Strings

and woodwind instruments are used delicately in counterpoint.

After short episodes (horns and violas) the orchestra little by little

becomes quiet, and, while the background is almost effaced, a little

run of violins and wood-wind instruments introduces the Allegro
vivo (3-4).

The chief theme, one of healthy but restrainedr joy, exposed in a
simple manner (mf) by horn and bassoon, passes then from horn
and bassoon to oboe and violoncello and in fragments to other in-

struments. The ornamentation, though habitually sombre, under-
goes modifications. There is a fortissimo tutti, allegro molto, which
is followed immediately by a second theme, more exuberant in its

joy, more pronounced than the first. It is sung at first by flutes,

English horn, and horns, with violins and violas, and with a harp
enlacement. A short phrase of a tender melancholy is given to
viola, violoncello, and clarinet. The Allegro is based on these
themes, which are developed and combined with artistic mastery
and with unusual harmonization. "It is an unknown landscape.

QUALITY and

REPUTATION

enable you to know

in advance that the

wOSC is a most

satisfactory piano.

WE CHALLENGE
COMPARISON

160 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
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L HOLLAMDE
ESTABLISHED 1848

GIFTS
IMPORTED ESPECIALLY FOR THE

HOLIDAYS
Carefully Chosen Selections recently received from

France and England

NOVELTIES
in Feather Fans Beaded Bags

Tapestry and Brocade Purses Card Cases

French Jet and Crystal Jewelry

Leather Goods

202-214 BOYLSTON STREET . . .
BOSTON

,TS WALL PAPERS
THE STANDARD OF VALUES

-MAKE HOMES OUT OF HOUSES''

Decoration has a very real, though sub-conscious, influence upon the

temperament and personality.

Discords in color, as in music, result from incomplete knowledge and

produce an equally unpleasant effect.

We are competent to suggest decorative

treatment in perfect harmony

HENRY BOSCH COMPANY
ALFRED PEATS BRANCH

LEADERS OF WALL PAPER FASHIONS

118 SUMMER STREET BOSTON
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but it is seen in a clear light, and it awakens in the hearer impres
sion of an inexpressible freshness." In the final measures of this

movement the intial theme becomes binary (Presto) ; the basses
repeat. the elements of the Allegro, and the hearer at the end is con-

scious of human, active joy.

II. Tres lent (with a great intensity of expression). The title

should be ''Grief." At first a deep and smothered lamentation, which
begins and ends in D minor without far-straying modulations.
"The sadness of a forest on a winter's day ; the desolation of a heart
which has been forbidden to hope, from which every illusion has
been swept away." The English horn, to the accompaniment of

pianissimo triplets in the strings, gives out with greater distinct-

ness the phrase of affliction, now and then interrupted fruitlessly

by consolatory words of flutes and violins. The bitter lament is

heard again, persistent and sombre; and then the English horn
sings again, but more definitely, its song of woe. The violins no
longer make any attempt at consolation: they repeat, on the con-

trary, doubled by violoncellos, the lament of the English horn, which,
though it is now embellished with delicate figuration, remains sad
and inconsolable. After an excited dialogue between different

groups of instruments, where a very short melodic phrase, thrown
from the strings to the brass, is taken up with intensity by the whole
orchestra, there is a return to the hopeless sorrow of the beginning,
which is now "crystallized and made perpetual, if the phrase be
allowed," in D major.

III. Anime, B-flat, 4-4 (to be beaten 2-2) . A crisp and loud tutti

1

FURNITURE

DECORATIONS

OLD ENGLISH

INTERIORS

Paine

Furniture

Company

ARLINGTON ST. (near Boylston Si.) BOSTON
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CoiMmmg
Womae is no longer described as

'* well-dressed"

—she is "smartly costumed"

This means all of the first and

more — oh, much more !

Costuming declares polish, tone,

finish— and all these are secured by

the woman who recognizes that The

Slattery Shop specializes in woman's

wear.

This shop is truly a "finishing

school" in proper costuming for

women of all ages, employment, and

station in life. It is a shop of adap-

tability, adaptations, and creations;

teaching, by example, Costuming as

it should be.

EI Slattery Company
TREMONT STREET OPPOSITE BOSTON COMMON BOSTON
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marks the beginning of the last movement. It is followed at once

by a rapid figure for the violoncellos and doable-basses, above which
a summons is sounded by trumpets, then violins, violas, and the

whole orchestra. The pace quickens, and the underlying theme of

tlie finale is heard (violoncellos and bass clarinet). This clear and
concise theme has a curiously colored background by reason of

sustained horn chords. The phrase, taken up sonorously by the

strings, is enlarged, enriched with ingenious episodes, and by an
interesting contrapuntal device it leads to a thunderous chromatic

scale in unison, which in turn introduces a serene choral (D major).

Sung by all the voices, it is heard again in A major. A gentle phrase
(for oboe, sung again and continued by the clarinet) brings again

the choral (wind instruments). There is a return to B-flat major.

A theme recalls one of those in the first movement, which goes

through a maze of development, to end in a continued and gentle

murmur of horns in thirds. The clarinet traces above them the

choral melody. The chief theme is heard again, as is the choral,

now sung by violins. The oboe interjects a dash of melancholy, but

the trombones proclaim the chief theme of the first movement. A
crescendo suddenly dies away at the height of its force, and the

brass utter a sort of prayer into which enter both resignation and
faith. The master rhythm of this finale reappears (basses), while

the sublime religious song still dominates. A tutti bursts forth,

which is followed by a definite calm. There are sustained chords,



and the basses repeat, purely and majestically, the first measures of

the introduction.

Ernest Chausson was born at Paris in 1855. He was riding a

bicycle down a hill on his estate at Limay, June 10, 1899. The
bicycle escaped his control, and his head was dashed against a stone

wall.

His family was wealthy. His parents wished that he should be

a lawyer, and they insisted that he should be admitted to the bar

before he studied music. He was twenty-five years old when he

became a pupil of Massenet at the Paris Conservatory. He was
associated at that time with Bruueau, Vidal, Marty, Pierne, Leroux

;

but, older than they, he brought to his work a certain maturity of

intellect coupled with the indecision of one that did not see clearly

his way. He was inclined to despise musical conventionalism ; and
he aimed at results which, in the opinion of his school-fellows, were
beyond his reach. Some charming songs were composed as class

exercises; but before the end of two years Chausson left the Con-

servatory to become the pupil of Cesar Franck. With him he studied

from 1880 to 1883. He joined the Societe Nationale, and became
intimate with Vincent d'Indy, Gabriel Faure, Henri Duparc, Pierre

de Breville, Charles Bordes. With them he labored as secretary

in every way for musical righteousness as it appeared to them.'

'256 BOYLSTON Street
Boston

.E OF SUITS
PRICES REDUCED

TO CLEAR AT ONCE

We offer our entire Stock of Suits

Plain Tailored from $40.00 up

Fur Trimmed Suits, $85.00 up

Included are a number of Model Suits

in Original Designs.
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Mme. Louise Homer (Mrs. Sidney Homer) was born at Pitts-

burgh, Pa. Her maiden name was Beatty. She studied singing in

Philadelphia, but her chief vocal teachers were Mr. William L.

Whitney of Boston, then a member of the faculty of the New Eng-
land Conservatory of Music, and the late Fidele Itoenig of Paris.

A student in Boston, she sang in Mr. G-. W. Chadwick's choir at

the Columbus Avenue Universalist Church. In 1895 she was mar-
ried to Mr. Sidney Homer, the composer, and the next year she

went to Paris, where she studied eighteen months with Koenig and
with Paul Lherie * (for dramatic action).

Her first appearance in Paris was at a symphony concert, when
she sang a work composed for her by Antoine Savard. The conduc;-

tor was Vincent d'Indy. She made her d^but at Vichy in June,
1898, as Leonora in "La Favorita." She also took the parts of

Delilah, the Queen in "Hamlet," Ortrud, and Margared in "Le Roi
d'Ys" during the season of three months at Vichy. An operatic
season of six months at Angers followed. From Angers she went
to Covent Garden, London, where she made her first appearance
as Amneris, May 14, 1899. The following winter she was engaged
as first contralto of the Monnaie at Brussels, and she was the first

to impersonate Mme. de la Haltiere in Massenet's "Cendrillon" at
that opera-house. She returned to Covent Garden in the spring.

Mme. Homer made her first operatic appearance in America as
a member of the Metropolitan Opera House Company, of New York,
at San Francisco, November 14, 1900, as Amneris. She has sung at
festivals, in orchestral concerts, and in recitals throughout the
country.

* Xihgrle, whose real name was L6vy, created the part of Don Jos6 in "Carmen."

SUITE
2oe-2to

420 BOVLSTON STREET

THE MAKANNA SHOP TAKES
PLEASURE IN PRESENTING TO
YOU THEIR NEW LINE OF HAND-
MADE CREPE-DE-CHINE AND
GEORGETTE DRESSES, BLOUSES
AND LINGERIE.

TROUSSEAUX A SPECIALTY.

420 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON

lillieery Sale
Many of her Exclusive Models have now reached

the Department

$5.00 . . AND . . $6.00
NO TWO ALIKE IN FORM OR COLOR

480 BOYLSTON STREET (BLOCK OF BRUNSWICK HOTEL) BOSTON
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She has sung at concerts of the Boston Symphony Orchestra

in Boston as follows: October 15, 1904 (''Inflammatus et Accensus,"

from Dvorak's "Stabat Mater" ; also as a member of the quartet «i

''Quis est Homo" from the same work) ; October 14, 1905 (Liszt's

"Loreley" and scene ''Just God!" and aria "My Life fades in its

Blosspm" from Wagner's "Rienzi," Act III., No. 9) ; October 9, 1909

(Saint-Saens's "La Fiancee du Timbalier," Liszt's "Loreley,"

Brahms's "Sapphische Ode," and Schubert's "Allmacht," all with

orchestra) ; April 17, 1914 (Bach, "Erbarme dich" from the "Pas-

sion according to Matthew"; Gluck, "Divinites du Styx" from

"Alceste"; Verdi, "O Don Fatale" from "Don Carlos"); January

19, 1917 (Bach, "Es ist vollbracht,'^ and "My Heart ever Faithful";

Homer, "From the Brake the Nightingale," "Sing to me," "The Song
of the Shirt").
Her chief appearances in Boston since her return from Europe

have been as follows :

—

Opera (as a member of the Metropolitan Opera House Company:

—

Siebel, April 1, 10, 1901, Boston Theatre.

Amneris, Boston Theatre, April 3, 1901; March 10, 1902;

April 1, 1903; April 11, 1904; Boston Opera House,

March 28, 1910 ; April 7, 22, 1916.

Urbain, April 13, 1901; March 19, 1902.

A Lady of the Queen of Night ("Magic Flute"), March 13,

22, 1902 ; April 2, 1903.

Hedwig ("Manru"), March 15, 1902. \\

Venus, March 17, 1902. V. y

SOLOV-HlNDS Co.
^*T/ie Daylight Fashion Salon''

YOUTHFUL FASHIONS:

Misses' Frocks

in Serges, Jerseys, Tricotine

Duvetyn, Tricolette and Velvet

and

Misses'* Evening Dresses

in the newest modes and combinations

Moderately and Sensibly "Priced

352 BOYLSTON STREET
Opposite Arlington Street Church
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Emilia, March 21, 1902.

Azucena, March 26, 1903 ; April 8, 1908 ; Boston Opera House,
April 12, 1916.

Fricka, April 7, 1904.

Lola, April 8, 1904 ; March 8, 1905.

Laura {"ha Gioconda"), March 10, 1905.

Magdalene ("Die Meistersinger"
)

, March 11, 1905.

Brangaene, April 11, 1908; Boston Opera House, April 5,

1916.

Nancy, Boston Opera House, March 30, 1910.

Ortrud, Boston Opera House, April 17, 1912.

When "Tristan und Isolde" was performed for the first time
by the Boston Opera House Company, February 12, 1912,

Mme. Homer took the part of Brangaene.

Boston Symphony Concerts : Noted above.

Handel and Haydn: Dubois's "Paradise Lost," February 8, 1903;
February 7, 1904; Verdi's Kequiem, March 2, 1919.

Bbrlioz^s "Damnation of Faust," July 8, 1903, a performance con-

ducted by Mr. B. J. Lang for the entertainment of visiting

teachers in convention.
She sang in aid of the Frances E. Willard Settlement, December

2, 1915.

Save J^ector Asta Ac Perlege

^ Si tibi placent lepidi libelli, ii praesertim quibus opera scriptorum antiquorum
Continentur, si editiones prions aevi, eleganter excusae atque venus te

compactae gaudent-festina et specta! Catalogus latine scriptus tibi done
dabitur.

^ Accedunt libri rari et eximiae pulchritudinis, libri de re politica, de vitis ac
factis clarorum vivorum, de moribus et amoribus poetarum, lilari peregrini,

et libri qualescumque. Domus est librorum, quo commorari potes, nee
sollicitabunt te bibliopolae.

^ Dixi, perge et salve.

(In Aedibus Dunsteri Via Holyoke XXVI Cantabrigiae Nov. Ang.)

DUNSTER HOUSE BOOKSHOP
26 HOLYOKE STREET & MT. AUBURN

(Cambridge, ^L^ItCass.

TAXI? CALL BACK BAY

5500
TAXI SERVICE CO.



Music forYour Socials

NE\A/ EDISON
''The Phonograph with a SouV

will help insure the success of your socials. Supreme

in design, the New Edison will add refinement and

dignity to such occasions. Its wonderful re-creation

of music is so perfect that one cannot distinguish the

re-created music from the original. A world of music

is at your command if you possess an Edison.

DAILY DEMONSTRATIONS
IN OUR RED ROOM

Headquarters in Boston for the New Edison

GGHaryey©
144 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

57 Main Si., Brockton; 151 I Hancock St., Quincy.

22 Market St., Lynn
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"Naturb-'s Adoration" ("Die Ehre Gottbs aus der Natur") Op.
48, No. 4 LUDWIG VAN BeethoveN;

(Born at Bonn, December 16 (?), 1770; died at Vienna, March 26, 1827.)

• This is the fourth of six songs with words by Chr. F. Gellert.J

|rhe set, dedicated to Count Browne, was published at Vienna:
towards the end of 1803. :

C major, 2-2. In a majestic and lofty manner. >

I
Die Himmel riihrnen des Ewigen Ehre,

J

Ihr Schall pflantz seinen Namen fort.
;

', Ihn riihmt der Erdkreis, ihn preisen die Meere,
'

;
Vernimm, o Mensch, ihr gottlich Wort!

Wer tragt der Himmel unziihlbare Sterne?
' Wer fiihrt die Sonn' aus ihren Zelt? i

i Sie kommt und leuchtet und lacht uns von, feme,
I Und lauft den Weg, gleich als ein Held.

\

The heav'ns with praise to the Lord are abounding,
' His Name to bear afar they rejoice;

The earth, the sea, to His honor are sounding

;

|

Give ear, O man, to Nature's voice.

The stars above us, who. is it upholdeth,
Who leadeth from his tent the sun

—

He Cometh laughing, his glory unfoldeth,
A giant, who his course would run.

i Translation hy John Oxenford. {
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Important Repetition

1st Linens of all desirable kinds are scarce.

2nd There is no probability that they will be in better

supply in the near future.

3rd Today we have a fine collection.

4th If we sell all that we have of any particular kind,

there is no certainty when it can be replaced or at

what price.

5th Under present conditions there is not much use in

tabulating details. Any particular item might be

gone before you see this circular.

6th Nor is there any great wisdom in naming comparative

prices.

7th Today we are naming prices lower than would be

necessary if we had to make our purchases today.

8th Recently we investigated Belfast prices on John S.

Brown & Sons table linens and found that in every

case the manufacturers' price is higher today than the

price we are asking for the same goods at retail. In

some cases the prices were very much higher.
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AlR_, "OmBRA MAI FU," FROM THE OpBRA "SeRSE," AcT I., SCENB I.

George Fridbric Handel

(Born at Halle, February 23, 1685; died at London, April 14, 1759.)

The opening scene of this opera in three acts, first performed in

London, April 15, 1788, represents "a summer-house near a most

beautiful garden, in the middle of which is a plane tree." Xerxes

is under this tree.

Recitative :

—

Frondi tenere e belle del mio plantano amato per voi risplenda 11 fate.

Tuoni, lampi, e procelle non v' ol ti:aggeno mai la cara pace n§ giunga a
profanarvi austro rapace.

Air :

—

Ombra mai fu
Di vegetabile
Cara ed amabile

Soave pill.

Recitative :

—

Tender and beautiful leaves of my beloved plane tree, splendid your destiny

!

Thunder, the lightnings and tempests never disturb your dear peace, nor does
the greedy southwind join in violating it.

Air:

—

There never was a sweeter shade of a dear and lovely plant.

f

I
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The air sung by Xerxes, a soprano or mezzo-soprano, is in F
major, 3-4, larghetto. The accompaniment is for strings, in full

:-fpiir-part harmony.

i The opera was written in London between December 26, 1737, and
' February 14 1738. Handel on the day before Christmas completed
' his opera ''Faramondo," produced on January 7, 1738. The text,

: perhaps some of the music, appears to have been taken from "Xerse,"

- an opera in three acts with prologue, libretto by Count Mccol^

Minato, music by Francesco Cavalli, produced at the Theatre SS.

iGio, e Paolo, Venice, in 1654. The libretto was published at Venice

that year. Another edition, ^ith added intermedii, was published

'at Palermo in 1658, in accordance with the production in that city.*

ijThe characters in this opera, as in Handel's, are Serse, Arsamene,

'Amastre, Romilda, Atalanta, Ariodate, and Elviro. The story is a

.foolish one. Xerxes and his brother Arsamene are in love with the

; Princess Romilda, but Romilda and her sister Atalanta both love

Arsamene. Atalanta, jealous and malicious, contrives snares for

the lovers. Ariodate^ the favorite of Xerxes, and. the f-ather of the

itwo girls, understands from remarks of the king that he wishes to

I • See O. G. T. Sonneck's "Catalogue of Opera Librettos printed biefore 1800," Vdl.
MI., p. 1159 (Washington, D.C., 1914).
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see Romilda and Arsamene wedded. The father, therefore, hastens

to bring this about. Xerxes, hearing it, is furious, and is about to

condemn them all to death, when a woman throws herself at his

feet and offers herself for execution in the place of the guilty. This

woman is Amastre, the king of Susa's daughter. She was promised

to Xerxes at an early age, and has always been in love with him.

Disguised in male attire, she has followed the incidents, and now

strives to appease the wrath of the king. Xerxes pardons the of-

fenders and weds Amastre.

This Italian opera was performed in the Grand Picture .Gallery

of the Louvre, Paris, on November 22, 1660. Cardinal Mazarin chose

the work, which was then exceedingly popular in Italy. LuUi was

commissioned to write music for the ballets between the acts. He

was pressed for time and probably used music written before. The

dances had no connection whatever with the action of the opera

or its characters. Loret complained of the length of the perform-

ance he saw, for he sat, and not at ease, for eight hours without food

and drink, but he praised the beauty of the music and the talent of

the singers. He wrote a poem about it, which begins :

—

Enfin, je I'ay vtl le Xerxes
Que je trouvay long, par exces

;

Mes yeux pourtant, et mes oreillea.

Y remarqufirent cent marveilles,

The Boston Music Go.
[g.schirmer]

26 WiEst Street ^lephone Beach 1561

\e most convenient

music store in toivw

COMPLETE STOCK OF
ALLTHE LATEST MUSIC
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Sans compter mille autre apas
Lesquels je ne comprenois pas,

N'entendant que la langue mienne,
Et, point du tout, Fltalienne.

Cavalli's '^Xerse" was not a great success at the Louvre. The per-

formance was inordinately long, the story was silly. "The employ-
ment of castrates to take the part of men and women, and the sin-

gular situation of the Rev. Filippio Melani, disguised as a man to

represent the Princess Araastre, no doubt surprised the audience."

M. Romain Rolland assures us that the opera is incredibly "mono-
chromatic in sentiment and expression." M. Henri Pruni^res tells

us that the music for Xerxes himself is very beautiful. In Venice
it was designed for a contralto, and Cavalli's music to "Ombra mat
fu" came immediately after the short orchestral movement that
served as an overture.*

Handel's "Serse" contains both serious and comic scenes, after
the manner of operas by Scarlatti and Keiser at the beginning of

the eighteenth century, or like Handel's operas when he was first

in Hamburg. There are four little choruses in '''Serse," an unusual
number at that time. There is a comic servant. The opera was
dropped after the fifth performance, but it was published by sub-
scription on May 30, 1838.

* There is a long description of Cavalli's "Xerse" as played at the Louvre in M.
Henri PruniSres's "L'0p6ra Italien en France avant Lulli" (Paris, 1913), pp. 250-262.
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Dr. Burney, in his "General History of Music," describes "Serse"

at length. He speaks of "a charming slow cavatina for Caffarelli

:

'Ombra mai fu' in a clear and majestic style, out of the reach of

time and fashion." It appears that the other singers were Fran-

cescina, Lucchesina, Montagnana. "I have not been able to discover

the author of the words ^f this drama ; but it is one of the worst

that Handel ever set to music : for besides feeble writing, there is a

mixture of tragi-comedy and buffoonery in it, which Apostolo Zeno
and Metastasio had banished from the serious opera. However,
it gave Handel an opportunity of indulging his native love and
genius for humor; and the airs for Elviro, a facetious servant in

this opera, are of a very comic cast."

Gaetano Majorano Caffarelli, a famous male soprano, was born
at Bari, Naples, April 16, 1703. He died November 30, 1783, very

rich, having purchased a dukedom and built at Santo Dorato a

palace, over the gate of which he had inscribed, "Amphion Thebas,

Ego domum." He studied at Naples under Porpora, and made
Ms d^but at Rome in 1724 (or 1726). While he was in London in

1738 he was not in good health or voice. His great fame came later.

David Garrick, hearing him at Naples in 1764, was more pleased by
him than by all th^ other singers he had heard. "He touched me;
.and it was the first time I have been touched since I came into

Italy." Dr. Burney heard him in 1770 in a room at Naples. "He
was then sixty-seven; yet, though his voice was thin, it was easy

to imagine from what he was still able to do, that his voice and

Hur\?^itch Bros.
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talents had been of the very first class." Many stories are told of

Caffarelli's incredible pride and presumption.
At the time Handel wrote "Serse" he was sore distressed. It is

said that the many erasures in the manuscript "bear witness to

the agitations which tormented the mind of the composer." For
the last year he had suffered from rheumatism. He had an attack of

paralysis and took the waters of Aix-la-Chapelle for six weeks, re-

turning early in November, 1737, '^greatly recovered in health," as

was stated by the London Daily Post, But he was still a convales-

cent, and as an opera manager he had debts to pay. Queen Caroline,

the wife of George II., died, and the king commanded an anthem
for the funeral. Then came "Faramondo," the pasticcio of "Ales-

sandro Severo" and "Serse."

Handel's partnership with Heidegger, principal lessee of the
Haymarket Theatre, came to an end with the season 1734. Handel
then took alone the theatre in Lincoln's Inn Fields and became an
impresario. The nobility was offended by his proud attitude, and
waged war against him. It became the fashion to sneer at him.
Hence this reference to the composer in ''Tom Jones," quoted by
Schoelcher—^but "Tom Jones" was not published until 1749 : "It
was Mr. Western's custom every afternoon, as soon as he was
drunk, to hear his daughter play on the harpsichord; for he was
5 great lover of music, and perhaps, had he lived in town, might
have passed for a connoisseur; for he always excepted against the
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The (Cities agree that such brilliant singing of polyphonic music has
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is positively a farewell, and the scale of prices for this occasion only has
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finest compositions of Mr. Handel." Later in the year Handel took
the Covent Garden Theatre, where Mile. Marie Sall6, the famous
French dancer, "expressed the various passions of love" to music
by Handel,* and also figured in the final ballet of "Ariodante" and
in other operas. In 1737 he had exhausted all his resources, spent
£10,000 he had possessed, was obliged to close his theatre and sus-

pend payments. Perhaps he was consoled by the fact that his rivals

at the Haymarket had lost £12,000, and that Farinelli, having sung
for them to empty houses, left England a la sourdine, as Burney
put it.

What cut Handel to the quick was the threat of Del P6, the hus-
band of Mme. Strada, to arrest him for debt.

Anna Maria Strada of Bergamo was singing at Naples in 1725,
where Quanz, the flute player and composer, heard her.

Handel, in 1729, went to Italy to engage a company for his part-
nership with Heidegger at the Haymarket. The Daily Courant of
July 2, 1729, announced his return, and gave the names of the
singers engaged; among them "Signora Strada, who hath a very
fine treble voice, a person of singular merit." She was faithful

to him through his troubles, singing in operas and oratorios. In
1733, the librettist Paolo RoUi, in a virulent letter to the editor of
the Craftsman, alluded sneeringly to the fact that she was much
in Handel's favor. The year before the Daily Courant contained

* See Chapter XIII. of "Mile. Sall6," by fimile Dacier (Paris, 1909), for an enter-
taining account of the dancer under Handel's management.
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this curious note: "Whereas Signor Bononcini intends, after the

serenata ("Acis and Galatea") hath been performed, to have one

of his own, and hath desired Signora Strada to sing in that enter-

tainment: Aurelio del Po, husband of the said Signora Strada,

thinks it incumbent upon him to acquaint the nobility and gentry

that he shall think himself happy in contributing to their satisfac-

tion ; but with respect to this request, hopes he shall be permitted

to decline it, for reasons best known to the said Aurelio del P6
and his wife." By i734 the singers Senesino, Mme. Bertoli, Celeste

Glsmondi, Montagnana, had deserted Handel, but Mme. Strada re-

mained. It is stated in Gerber's "Lexicon der Tonktinstler (1792)

that Handel in 1741 was obliged, on account of pecuniary embar-

rassment, to let her go ; that she thereupon returned to Italy.

Mrs. Delany heard her when she first arrived in London. "Her
voice is without exception fine, her manner perfection, but her per-

son very bad, and she makes frightful mouths."
Dr. Burney informs us that Mme. Strada made her first appear-

ance in London on December 2, 1729, in Handel's "Lotharius." The
air "Quel cor che mi donasti," "the first that Strada ever sung on
our stage, seems chiefly calculated to display her fine and brilliant

Established in 1842
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shake, for which there are more thau thirty occasions in the course

of this song. This singer had many prejudices to combat on her

first arrival in this country : the enemies of Handel were of course

unwilling to be pleased with any part of the entertainment he had
provided for the public; the abilities of Cuzzoni and Faustina had
taken possession of the general favor ; and Strada's personal charms
did not assist her much in conciliating parties, or disposing the eye

to augment the pleasures of the ear ; for she had so little of a Venus
in her appearance that she was usually called the Pig. However,
by degrees she subdued all their prejudices, and sung herself into

favor, particularly with the friends of Handel, who used to say that

by the care he took in composing for her, and his instructions, from
a coarse singer with a fine voice, he rendered her equal at least to

the first performer in Europe."
Del Po, heeding the wishes of his wife, had contented himself
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with notes and promises, but as he could not let her on hire to ad-

vantage In the winter of 1737-38, for she did not sing with Heideg-
ger, he threatened Handel's arrest. His friends came to the rescue.

A benefit concert was given on March 28, 1738.* The net receipts

were not less than £800. In May a marble statue of Handel, by
Roubillac, was placed in Vauxhall Gardens.

Other operas with the Persian king as hero are "Xerxes in Aby-
dos," music by J. P. Fortsch (Hamburg, 1689) ; "L'incoronazione
di Serse," music by G. F. Tosi (Venice, 1691) ; "Serse," music by
G. B. Bononcini (Rome, 1694) ; "II ritorno di Serse," music by
Marcos Portugal (Florence, 1795) ; "Argenide," M. A. da Palermo
(Palermo, 1699) ; "Argenide," P. Scalabrini (Dresden, 1746) (Port-

ugal's opera was first entitled "Argenide," and in London (1806)
"Argenide and Serse") ; "II ritorno di Serse," music by S. Nasolini
(Naples, 1816).
The air "Ombra mai fti," from Handel's "Serse," is now familiar

through the preposterous arrangement known as "Handel's Largo."
The arrangement by Joseph Hellmesberger is made for violin solo,

'two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, four horns, two
trumpets, three trombones, bass tuba, harp, the usual strings, and
harmonium or organ ad lib. The air is transposed from F major

; Handel was at first unwilling. He said that this sort of concert was one way
of asking alms.
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to G major. Hellmesberger made an earlier arrangement for violin,

harp, pianoforte, and harmonium,
«

* »

M. Eomain Holland, in his life of Handel (Paris, 2d ed., 1910),
speaks of ''the magnifieent indifference" of the composer in choosing

among the forms of art and various tendencies of music during his

time. "All the tendencies of Europe at that period are reflected

in his operas : Reiser's model, in his first works ; the Venetian model
in his 'Agrippina'—the model of Scarlatti and Steffani in the first

operas at London, into which English influences, especially in

rhythm, were soon introduced; then he rivalled Bononcini; then
there were great efforts of genius to create a new musical drama, as

'Giulio Cesare,' 'Tamerlano,' 'Orlando'; then came the charming
opera-ballets inspired by France, 'Ariodante,' 'Alcina'; then the

operas in which the opera-comique and the lightened style of the

second half of the century appear, 'Serse,' 'Deidamia.' Had he
continued to write operas, Handel would probably have tried still

other styles, without making choice, as Gluck did, of a single one
to master it.

"Without doubt, and it is the greatest fault of his operatic work,
he was constrained by the conventions of Italian opera of the period
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and by the composition of his singing troop, to pass by the chorus,

and to write operas for solo voices, with the chief r61es for the
prima donna and the contralto; but whenever he could he wrote
operas with choruses, as 'Ariodante,' 'Alcina'; and it was not his

fault that he did not give to the tenor and the bass their place in

the group of voices.* If it was not possible for him to break the
uniformity of vocal soli by the addition of choruses, at least he gave
life to these soli by the abundance and variety of the instrumental
accompaniment. . . . And with what art did Handel always know
how to define his melodies, to disengage the fine line, to make the most
of the pure timbres of each instrument and each voice—now isolated,

now united—and also silences! The contour of his melodies is more
varied than is generally believed. Beginning with 'Almira' he
employs successfully the form of little strophis Lieder, for which
Keiser had given him the model; and never will he renounce the
employment of those short, simple, touching, almost naked airs,

in which the pure soul speaks ; he seems even to return deliberately
to these airs in his last operas, 'Atalanta,' 'Giustino,' 'Serse,' *Dei-

damia.' He gives to Hasse and Graun the models of those cava-
tinas (airs in two sections) which they will later make much of.

We also find in Handel's operas dramatic airs without a second
section, or reprise. Even in the Da Capo arias what variety of
forms !"

Concerning the question of ornamental treatment of Handel's

In a footnote M. Roliand describes Handel's efforts to secure leading tenors and
basses in Italy ; how he wrote important parts for basses.—P. H.
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arias, M. Holland concludes: "(1) The vocal ornaments were not

improvised and left to the caprice of the singer, as has often been

asserted ; they were carefully noted in the music for the singer and

in the score of the accompanying clavecinist. (2) They were not the

simple caprice of thoughtless virtuosity, but the result of reflective

virtuosity, and in keeping with the general style of the morceau;

they served to accentuate more deeply the expression of the chief

melodic lines. Would it be advantageous to restore these orna-

ments? Our taste has changed with the years. A too rigid rever-

ence runs the risk of injuring great works of the past, by slavishly

attaching itself to details of costume that have become obsolete,

superannuated. Is it better to impose on the public of to-day the

works of former times with all their wrinkles, deepened by the

light of centuries, or to adapt them soberly to the manner of present

feeling, that they may continue to work on us their beneficent spell ?

For my part. I think that the first thesis—both have advocates

—
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should govern the publication of texts ; the second, the musical per-
formance. The mind should strive to know exactly the nature of
the past. When that is done, life can and should claim its rights

;

it should be permitted to throw outside worn-out fashions, and pre-

serve of a genius only that which is constantly alive."

"Mein glaubiges Herze" ("My Heart ever Faithful"), from the
Cantata "Also hat Gott die Welt gbliebt" ("For God so
LOVED THE WoRLD") JOHANN SEBASTIAN BaCH
(Born at Eisenach, March 21, 1685; died at Leipsic, July 28, 1750.)

This aria is from a cantata for Whitsuntide, "Feria 2 Pentecost,"
after the Gospel of John, iii., 16, among the latest of the cantatas.
It was written in Leipsic.

Air for soprano. Presto, F major, 4-4.

Mein glaubiges Herze,
Frohlocke, sing', scherze,
Dein Jesus ist da

!

Weg Jammer, weg Klagen,
Ich will euch nur sagen,
Mein Jesus ist nah

;

Mein glaubiges Herze,
Frohlocke, sing', scherze,
Dein Jesus ist da !

My heart ever faithful,
Sing praises, be joyful,
Thy Jesus is here

!

Away with complaining,
Faith ever maintaining,
My Jesus is near

;

My heart ever faithful,
Sing praises, be joyful,
Thy Jesus is here!
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Duke Christian of Saxe-Weissenfels celebrated his thirty-fifth

birthday on February 23, 1716. On that day there was a hunting
party. Duke Wilhelm Ernst of Saxe-Weimar, his cousin, commis-
sioned his Hofkonzertmeister Bach to compose a cantata, words by
Salomo Franck, poet and court official at Weimar, to be used in

the ducal hunting-lodge as table music. Bach wrote ten numbers
with connecting recitatives. The subject was treated semi-dramati-
cally. The soloists represented Diana ; Endymion, whom Diana put
temporarily aside in favor of Duke Christian ; Pan, god of the coun-
tryside; and Pales, goddess of agricultural animals. To Pales was
given an air, "Weil die Wollenreichen Heerden." The musical ma-
terial of the accompaniment of "Mein glaubiges Herze, frohlocke"
is found in this air, while the solo voice part is wholly different from
that familiar melody. This hunting cantata is known as ''Was mir
behagt," or "Diana und Endymion."
Writing the cantata "Also hat Gott die Welt geliebt," Bach took

matter from the hunting cantata. A bass solo was only slightly

amended, but the soprano solo "Mein glaubiges Herze" has an en-

tirely new melody to the accompaniment of the original song.
Bach's accompaniment calls for oboe, violin, violoncello piccolo,

and continuo. An orchestral version frequently used is that made
by Robert Franz for two clarinets, tAVO bassoons, two horns, solo
violoncello and strings.
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"The Pleasure-Dome of Kubla Khan^^ (after the Poem of S. T.

Ck)LERiDGB) Op. 8 Charles Tomlinson Griffes

(Born at Elmira, New York, on September 17, 1884; now living at Tarrytown,
New York.)

This symphonic poem, suggested by Coleridge's "Kubla Khan,"

was composed in 1912 and revised somewhat in 1916. We are in-

debted to Mr. Griffes for the following information about his

work :

—

"The instruments called for are three flutes (one interchangeable

with piccolo), two oboes, English horn, two clarinets, bass clarinet,

three bassoons, four horns, three trumpets, three trombones, bass

tuba, kettledrums, bass drum, cymbals, tambourine, tam-tam,

celesta, pianoforte, two harps, strings.

"I have taken as a basis for my work those lines of Coleridge's

poem describing the 'stately pleasure-dome,' the 'sunny pleasure-

dome with caves of ice,' the 'miracle of rare device.' Therefore I

JORDAN HALL
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Sonatine . . . . . . . . . . . . Ravel

Modere. Mouvt. de Menuet. Anime.
Recuerdos ............ Grovlez
Prelude, Op. 23, No. 10, G-flat Rachmaninow
Prelude, Op. 23, No. 2 B-flat major ...... Rachmaninow
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call the work 'The Pleasure-Dome of Kubla Khan' rather than
'Kubla Khan.' These lines include 1 to 11 and lines 32 to 38. It

might be well to quote in the programme-book some of the lines

—

at least the last six."

In Xanadu did Kubla Khan
A stately pleasure-dome decree:
Where Alph, the sacred river, ran
Through caverns measureless to man
Down to a sunless sea.

So twice five miles of fertile ground
With walls and towers were girdled round

:

And here were gardens bright with sinuous rills

Where blossomed many an incense-bearing tree;
And here were forests ancient as the hills,

Enfolding sunny spots of greenery.

The shadow of the dome of pleasure
Floated midway on the waves

;

Where was heard the mingled measure
From the fountain and the caves.
It was a miracle of rare device,
A sunny pleasure-dome with caves of ice!

"As to argument, I have given my imagination free rein in the

description of this strange palace as well as of purely imaginary
revelry which might take place there. The vague, foggy beginning
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suggests the sacred river, running 'through caverns measureless to

man down to a sunless sea.' Then gradually rise the outlines of

the palace, 'with walls and towers girdled round.' The gardens
with fountains and 'sunny spots of greenery' are next suggested.
From inside come sounds of dancing and revelry which increase
to a wild climax and then suddenly break off. There is a return to

the original mood suggesting the sacred river and the 'caves of ice.'
"

Mr. Griffes studied the pianoforte with Mary S. Broughton of

Elmira. Having been graduated from the Elmira Academy, he
went to Berlin, where he studied four years : pianoforte with Ernest
Jedliczka and Gottfried Galston; composition with Philipp Rtifer

and Engelbert Humperdinck. He gave private lessons in Berlin.

Returning to the United States, he became in 1907 the teacher of

music at the Hackley School for Boys at Tarrytown, and he gave
private lessons in New York.

The list of his compositions includes : "The Kairn of Koridwen,"
a dance-drama for five wind instruments, celesta, harp, and piano-
forte (Neighborhood Playhouse, New York, 1917) ; "Schojo" Japan-
ese mime-play (performed by Michio Itow at A. Bolm's Ballet
Intime, Booth Theatre, New York, 1917) ; Poem for flute and orches-

tra (New York Symphony Society, November 16, 1919—Georges
Barrere, flutist) ; a set of orchestral pieces rearranged from piano-

forte works (announced for performance this season by the Phila-

delphia Symphony Orchestra and the Chicago Symphony Orches-
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tra) ; a set of Japanese folk-songs harmonized and provided with an
accompaniment for miniature orchestra (announced for perform-

ance in New York this season) ; Three Songs for soprano and orches-

tra, Op. 11 (Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra with Marcia Van
Dresser, March 24, 1919) ; Two Pieces for string quartet (played

by the Flonzaley Quartet, season of 1918-19) ; sonata for pianoforte.

Three Tone Images, for voice and pianoforte. Op. 3; Two Kondels
for voice and pianoforte. Op. 4 ; Three Tone Pictures for pianoforte,

Op. 5 ; Three Fantasy Pieces for pianoforte. Op. 6 ; Koman Sketches

for pianoforte. Op. 7 ; Three Songs, Op. 9 ; Five Poems of Ancient
China and Japan, for voice and pianoforte, Op. 10.

We add notes about performances of Mr. Griffes' music in Boston

:

Music for Mr. Itow's Japanese Dances was heard in Boston, De-
cember 7, 1917, at the third of the entertainments given by Rosha-
nara, Mr. Itow, Miss Lindahl, Mr. Rector, and others at the Wilbur
Theatre. Rosalie Miller sang one of his Rondels on January 9,

1918. His "Lake at Evening," and Scherzo, Op. 6, No. 3, were
played by Mr. Gebhard, December 10, 1918; his "Fountain of the

Acqua Paola" and "Nightfall" by Winifred Christie, February 7,

1919 ; a Fantasy Piece by Rudolph Renter, February 15, 1919.
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Aria, "O don fatale," from the Opera "Don Carlos," Act IV.,

Scene 6 . Giuseppe Verdi

(Born at Roncole, near Busseto, Parma, Italy, October 10, 1813; died at Milan,
January 27, 1901.)

"Don Carlos," opera in five acts, libretto by Joseph M6ry and

Camille du Locle, was produced in the Opera, Paris, on March 11,

1867. The chief singers were Marie Sasse (Elisabeth), Pauline

Gueymard-Lauters (Princesse Eboli), Miss Levielly (Thibault),

Faure (Marquis de Posa), Morere (Don Carlos), Obin (Philippe

II.), David (The Grand Inquisitor), Castlemary (A Friar), Gaspard

(Count de Lerme), Mermant (A Herald). In the ballet were Miles.

Beaugrand, Merante, Ribet, Marquet and Mr. Merante. There were

forty-three performances that year.

The air, "O don fatale," is sung by the Princess Eboli in the cabi-

net of the King at Madrid. The Italian version is by A. de Lauzieres.

O don fatale, o don crudel, che in suo furor mi fece il cielo. Tu che ci fai.

Si vane, altere, ti maledico, o mia belt^ ! Versar sol posso il pianto, speme
non lio soffrir dovr6. Ill mio delitto & orribil tanto che cancellar mai nol

potr6. Ti maledico o mia belt^!

O mia regina io t' immolai
Al folle error di questo cor.
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Sola in un chiostro al mondo ormai
Potr6 celar il mio dolor.

O mia regina sola in un chiostro

Al mondo omai potr6 celar il mio dolor

!

O ciel ! e Carlo ! a morte domani, gran Dio, forse andrS,

!

la speme m' arride, sia benedetto il ciel ! lo salverS

!

Ah, un di mi resta,.

fatal dower, O cruel gift, with which my fate in anger arrayed a»e.

Thou that so vain, so proud has made me,
1 loathe and curse thee, my beauty rare

!

Now tears alone for me remaining,
A hopeless life I must endure.
Ah, so abhorrent my crime, so staining,

No grief can make my conscience pure.
I loathe and. curse thee, my beauty rare I

O queen beloved, I sacrificed thee
To the revolt of this wild heart

:

In a lone cloister from earth secluded
I may conceal my guilt apart.

Gi
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O Heav'n ! And Carlo,
The scaffold to-morrow,
Great God, will ascend !

Ah, one day remaineth.
Sweet hope smiles upon me.
Ever blest be Heav'n,
His life I'll save

!

It may here be said that Don Gaspar Muro, in his "Vida de la

Princessa de Eboli," came to the couclusion that the Princess was
probably not the mistress of Philip, nor did he make advances to

her and was repulsed. She favored Peres. It appears that she did

not then have the "fatal gift" of beauty. She was thirty-five years
old, blind of one eye, the mother of ten children, haughty and over-

bearing.

Verdi revised his opera "Macbeth" (1847) for performance at the
Theatre-Lyrique, Paris (April 21, 1865). He was then invited to

compose a work for the Opera. The librettists took their subject

from Schiller's dramatic poem, "Don Carlos, Infant von Spanien,"
which was written in the time between August, 1784, and the be-

ginning of 1787, published in April of the latter year, and produced
on the stage of the National Theatre at Mannheim, April 8, 1788.

Verdi went to Paris in September, 1866, and lived at 67 Avenue
des Champs-Elysees. The report soon spread that he was sick and
unable to work. The production was delayed. In January, 1867,

Verdi received news of his father's death. There was a lawsuit be-

tween Emile Perrin, the manager of the Op^ra, and the bass, Belval,

who thought that a r61e assigned to him by Verdi was not conspicu-
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ous enough,* At last "Don Carlos" was produced. There was a
brilliant audience. The success was not great. For the second per-

formance Verdi authorized several important cuts. The general
verdict was that for an old-fashioned work the opera was not old

enough; for a new work it was not sufficiently new. There was
truth in this, for Verdi had not yet broken with old formulas, yet
there were experimental attempts at something new. Perhaps the
length of the libretto disturbed Verdi in his work,—the length and
the dullness. Yet there is musical characterization, and the figure

of the Marquis de Posa stands out boldly in relief. The opera was
brought out at Covent Garden, London, with Mmes. Lucca and
Fricci, and Messrs. Naudin, Graziani, Bagaggialo, and Petit (June
4, 1868). In Italy the opera was first produced at Bologna with
marked success. Soon after the production in Paris a bust of Verdi
by Dantan the Younger was put in the foyer of the Opera, and this

bust moved Mery to write a poem in praise of composer and sculptor.
Verdi revised "Don Carlos" from time to time. In the edition

of 1872 the five acts were reduced to four. The new version, piano
and voice, was published in August, 1883. The first performance
of the new version at La Scala, Milan, was on January 10, 1884,
when the singers were Mmes. Bruschi-Chiatti and Pasqua, and
Messrs. Tamagno, Lherie, Silvestri, Navarini. (The first perform-
ance of the earlier version at La Scala was on March 25, 1868, when
the singers were Mmes. Stoltz, Destin, Messrs. Fancelli, CoUini,

* For an account of Verdi's rigorous treatment of singers, see "Souvenirs d'une
Artiste" by Marie Sasse, pp. 153-158 (Paris, 1902).
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Junca, Miller.) In the last revision Boito assisted in bettering the
text.

The statement that Verdi revised "Don Carlos" for performance
at the Court Opera House of Vienna in 1884 is found in Albert
Schaefer's "Verzeichness siimtlicher Tonwerke zu den Dramen
Schillers, Goethes, Shakespeares, Kleists und Korners," page 29. It

is not mentioned in the biographies of Verdi b}^ Pougin, Perinello,
and Monaldi; nor is there any mention of "Don Carlos" in the list

of operas performed at the Court Theatre of Vienna from 1869 to
1894, published in Weltner's "Das Kaiserlich-Konigliche Hof-Opera-
theater in Wien." It is safe to say, then, that the statement of
Schaefer is unfounded.
The first performance in the United States was at the Academy

of Music, New York, on April 12, 1877. Max Maretzek was manager
and conductor. The cast was as follows: Philip II,, Dal Negro;
Don Carlos, Celada ; Marquis de Posa, Bertolasi ; The Grand Inquisi-
tor, Garinl; A Friar, Bacelli; Elisabeth, Mme. Palmiere; Princess
Eboli, Miss Rastelli (her first performance) ; Tobaldo, Miss Persi-
ani ; Herald, Barberis.
Mme. Gueymard, a mezzo-soprano, created the part of the Princess

Eboli. Before her marriage she was Pauline Lauters, the daughter
of a painter in Brussels, where she was born December 1, 1834. She
first studied painting, but decided to be a singer, for her voice was
remarkable for compass and quality. Having taken the first prize
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at the Brussels Conservatory, and married one Deligne, she went
to Paris, sang in concerts, and made her operatic debut at the
Th6atre-Lyrique, October 7, 1854, under the name of Mme. Deligne-
Lauters, in a new opera by Gevaert, "Le Billet de Marguerite."
Having taken other parts at this theatre she went to the Op6ra
towards the end of 1856, and made her first appearance as Leonora
in the French version of "II Trovatore," January 12, 1857, the first

performance of Verdi's work at that theatre. A tenor named Guey-
mard took the part of Manrico. She married him in 1858, and ten
years afterwards was legally separated from him. Until 1876 she
was one of the glories of the Paris Opera, excelling, perhaps, as
Valentine and Fides. Her voice was full, of velvet quality, smooth
and even, and of generous compass. Her intonation was perfect;

her nature passionate ; she was mistress of the grand style. We are
told that for twenty years of an interrupted career, the voice lost

none of its freshness, beauty, solidity. In 1876 she was heard in

"Aida" at the Theatre Italien as Amneris (November 14). Mme.
Gueymard was also brilliantly successful when she sang in Italian,

chiefly in Spain. Louis Gueymard, the tenor, born in 1822, died in

1880.

Albert Vizentini gave an entertaining description of the Guey-
mards in "Derri^re la Toile" (Paris, 1868) : "As for Mme. Guey-
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mard-Lauters, her voice has been the most beautiful in the world.
I speak of the epoch of 'Robin des Bois' at the old Theatre-Lyrique,
and 'Trouvere' at the Opera. At present as woman she has gained
a respectable emhoiipoint which does not prevent her from still

being beautiful. The singer's voice is still deep and rich, extraor-

dinarily velvety. There is a heart in this voice when she does not

seek to force it. Perfect intonation, a tonal subtlety that denotes
true method, sometimes a certain tenderness, sometime^ also a

heaviness : in fact a superb mezzo-soprano, who should not have
been turned into a contralto. A good musician, she handles equally

well the pencil and the brush. She and her husband are a model
family, but a restless, suspicious couple, always imagining that they

are under criticism, often complaining of the injustices in this petty

world, living away from their comrades, mourning the whole day
the sad fate that condemns them to be applauded, rich, happy,
honored ! Madame formerly took a little faro* during the waits

;

she gave you a stiff nod and walked with downcast eyes, as a sister of

charity. The husband wraps himself in a great cloak when he leaves

the stage, and when his wife sings, he applauds every two minutes,

exclaiming, 'How well Pauline is singing I' He is right; every one
shares his opinion." ^* ^

Schiller's ''Don Carlos" has moved composers to write as

follows :

—

Stage Music: by Carl Schonfeld (unpublished). Little is known
about it. Schonfeld was from 1819-25 flutist and royal chamber
musician at Berlin, but there is no trace of any performance there of

* A beer of Brussels.

—

Ed.
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this music, or at Ludwigslust, where he was called in 1825. It is

not possible to say whether the music was performed at Schwerin,
for the archives of that theatre were destroyed by fire in 1882.

Overtures: by Ferdinand Ries, C minor, Op. 94. Composed at
London in 1815; performed for the first time May 26, 1828, at the
Lower Rhenish music festival at Cologne. Published in 1831.

Overture by Ludwig Deppe, C minor. Op. 10. Composed in the early

sixties of the last century at Hamburg; first performed there at a
Philharmonic concert in 1863. Overture by George Kramm, D
minor. Composed at Diisseldorf in the summer of 1884; first per-

formed on October 16, 1884, at a Symphony concert in that city.

Operas: "Don Carlo," text by Giacchetti, music by Bona (Milan,

March 23, 1847) ; text by Beninzone, music by Ferrari (Turin, 1863).
"Don Carlos," music by Michael Costa, London, June 20, 1844.

(See H. F. Chorley's "Thirty Years' Musical Recollections," Vol. I.,

pp. 231, 232.) Benjamin Lumley, manager of Her Majesty's
Theatre, says, in his pompous and amusing "Reminiscences of the
Opera" (London, 1864) :

" 'Don Carlos' was well 'mounted,' and
supported by Grisi, Mario, Lablache, and Fornasiri. Like its pre-

decessor it utterly failed to maintain any prominence. It sur-

vived by a very few nights, and then, like 'Malek Adel,'* sank into

the vast 'limbo' of forgotten works."
"Don Carlos," music by Vincenzo Moscuzza, San Carlo, Naples,

May 25, 1862.
* This opera by Costa was produced at Paris on January 14, 1837 (Theatre Italien,

London, May 18, 1837): At Paris the singers were Mmes. Grisi and Albertazzi (Emma
Howson) ; and Rubini and Tamburini.
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Transients Accommodated
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BouRRi&B Fantasque : Piece for Pianoforte orchestrated by Felix
MoTTL Alexis Emmanuel Chabribb

(Chabrier born at Ambert (Puy-de-DSme), France, on January 18, 1841;
died at Paris on September 13, 1894. Felix Mottl, born at Unter-St. Breit,
near Vienna, on August 24, 1856; died at Munich, July 2, 1911.

This Bourree Fantasque, dedicated to fidouard Kisler, the pianist,

was composed in 1891. It was published in September of that year.
Risler played it frequently in his concerts. Mottl, a friend of

Chabrier,—he brought out the latter's opera "Gwendolen" at
Carlsruhe in 1889,—orchestrated the piece and produced his version
at Carlsruhe in February, 1897; at Paris in 1898. Mottl also
orchestrated Chabrier's ''Trois Valses Romantiques." The Bourree
and other orchestrated pianoforte pieces of Chabrier were intro-

duced in the hodge-podge of a ballet ''Espaiia," which, produced at
the Opera, Paris, on May 3, 1911, irritated Chabrier's friends.

Mottl's score calls for piccolo, two flutes, two oboes, English
horn, two clarinets, four bassoons, three trumpets, three trombones,
bass tuba, kettledrums, snare drums, triangle, cymbals, tambourine,
two harps, strings. Mottl retained the original dedication to Risler.

The composition consists of the free alternate development of two
contrasted themes, each with its subsidiary. The movement is Tres
anim6 avec beaucoup d'entrain : C minor—C major—2-4.

This Bourree is only, as Georges Servieres says, Chabrier's simple
homage to his native Auvergne; yet M. Desaymard found in it,

"Macabre imagination, and a ballet of Death, rustic and danced
in wooden shoes, with here and there a touch of mysticism"!

Have you wanted to purchase in the past any of the following RECORDS ?

They can be secured now at GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

Formerly N
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• The Bourree probably originated in Auvergne, but some give Bis-

cay as its home. Walther describes it as composed of two equal

sections each of eight beats ; "The first has indeed only four, but it

is played twice ; the second has eight and is repeated." Mattheson

found^ it created contentment and affability, and incited "a non-

chalance and a recklessness that were not disagreeable." The
dance was introduced at the French court under Catherine de

Medici in 1565, but it was inherently a dance of the people, ac-

companied by song. It may still be seen in Auvergne. At the court

the dancers stood opposite each other, and there were various steps,

the pas de hourree, the pas de fleurets, the pas de hourree ouvert,

the pas de hourree emhoUe. It was danced in short skirts;

Marguerite of Valois liked it, for her feet, ankles, and legs were
famous for their beauty. It was danced at the court until the end
of Louis XIII.'s reign. There it was a mimetic dance. "The woman
hovers round the man as if to approach him ; he, retreating and
returning to flee again, snaps his fingers, stamps his foot, and
utters a sonorous cry, to express his strength and Joy,"

Recitals by Artist Pupils of

AT JORDAN HALL

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 16th, at 8 o'clock

Edith Drescott Woodcock Jeraldine Calla

Rose Zulalian Jitson Ryder

Invitations to be had from Miss Swift, Huntington Chambers

MAIN OFFICE 33 STATE STREET

COPLEY SQUARE BRANCH . 579 Boylston Street

MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE BRANCH
Corner Massachusetts Avenue and Boylston Street

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS OF $300 AND OVER
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Ludovic Celler—his real name was Louis Leclerq—saw in Au-
vergne the boiirree danced by peasants, while one of them, endowed
with strong lungs, sang alone, without any instrumental support,

and for hours at a time, folk-tunes known by the dancers, short
tunes, sharply cut, well rhythmed.
The dance was revived at balls under the regency, and it may

now be seen in Paris at bals musettes. When the peasants of

Auvergne dance, they stamp the third beat with their hob-nailed

shoes; and in Paris as coal men, porters, water carriers, they pre-

serve the character of the dance. Alfred Delveau, in "Les Cytheres
Parisiennes" (1S64), described a Bal de la Musette on the Boulevard
des Martyrs. There was a sign of a wine-merchant, a fresco painted
a la Cotirhct, which represented a tall fellow seated suh tegmine fagi,

in shirt-sleeves, with a waistcoat and red fez, playing the musette.
"It was here that on Sundays and Mondays MM. les Auverpins of

the quarter came to dance their national bourr^es, these water and
coal carriers, with black faces and honest hearts. And now for the
pounding of heels on the floor ! O descendants of Vercingetorix, you
made a noise, but no scandal. I do not love you, but I esteem you
highly."

"All diable la froide etiquette!
En avant les joyeux 6bats !

Le plaisir est k la Musette
Au rendez-vous des Auvergnats.
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"C'est le sejour ou la folie

Assemble son joyeux parti

;

Les murs y sont taclies de lie

Et les bancs de jus de roti.

"Gorges de vin et de pitance,
Le cceur tant soit peu guilleret,

Nous pouvons commencer la danse,
L'orchestre est sur son tabouret."

Among modern composers who have used the bourr^e form are
Saint-Saens in his "Rhapsodie d'Auvergne," Raoul Pugno in an
entr'acte of *'La Petite Poucette," Lazzari in an orchestral Suite,

Sullivan in his music to "The Merchant of Venice," and Roger-
Ducasse in his Suite Frangaise in D major for orchestra, which
was plaj-ed by the Boston Symphony Orchestra in Boston for the
first time in the United States on April 16, 1910.
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The second trip of the orchestra will occupy the next two weeks.

There will be no concerts Friday afternoon, December fifth, and

Saturday evening, December sixth; Friday afternoon, December

twelfth and Saturday evening, December thirteenth

i^htl gri

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 19, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 20, at 8 o'clock

Balakireflf "Thamar," Symphonic Poem for Orchestra (after a

Poem by Michail Lermontoflf)

MacDowell . . . Concerto No. 2 in D minor, for Pianoforte and

Orchestra, Op 23

I. Larghetto calmato.

II. Presto giocoso.

III. Largo; Molto allegro.

Schmitt "The Tragedy of Salome," Suite for Orchestra (after a

poem by Robert d'Humieres)

SOLOIST

LEO ORNSTEIN

Tnere will be an intermission of ten minutes after the concerto
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SUBSCRIPTION LISTS NOW OPEN

FIVE CONCERTS by the

MR. GEORGES LONGY, Director

The Concerts will be given at JORDAN HALL on

Wednesday Evenings

TfECEMBER 17, JANUARY 21, FEBRUARY 25,

MARCH 24, APRIL 28

PROGRAMME FOR DECEMBER 17

RAMEAU . ... Castor & Pollux

Fragments arranged as an orchestral suite by

F. A. Gevaert

BEETHOVEN .... Romance in F
For Violin and Orchestra

GERTRUDE MARSHALL

BRAHMS .... Serenade, Op. i6

2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clar'nets, 2 horns, 2 bassoons,

violas, 'celli and basses

STUART MASON . . . Suite for Violoncelli

RAVEL . . Three Poems, after Stephane Mallarme

Voice, with 2 flutes, 2 clarinets, string quartette and
piano accompaniment

MARY KENT
SAINT-SAENS . . Wedding Cake (Caprice Valse)

Piano and strings

CONSTANCE McGLINCHEE

The subscription for the 5 concerts on the floor is $10.00,

$8.00, $6,00, to which a war tax of $1.25, $1.00, $0.75 respectively,

should be added. Students' course tickets in the Balcony

$2.50 and $2.00, plus war tax of $0.50 and $0.25.

Orders for seats accompanied by check, should be addressed

to RICHARD NEWMAN, Steinert Hall, Boston, who will forward

the tickets in the best available location, and who will also be glad

to give any further information desired.
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STEINERT HALL

Ml
PIANOFORTE RECITAL

oai>^iiiiiiire H(
TUESDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER i6, AT 3

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

PROGRAM
Introduction and Fugue, E minor
Suite Helvetique (Mss., First time)

Polonaise Americaine
a. Prelude in E minor
b. Monotone
c. Fantaisie Etude
"Fireflies"

*Sonata, A major (First time in Boston)

Minstrels

Clayton Johns
Horton

Carpenter

De Koven

Mrs. H. H. A. Beach
Cadman

a. iVlmstrels )

b. General Lavine, eccentrique \

VIII. Trois Danses Espagnolles ....
IX. a. Offranda ;

b. "Etude de Concert" \
•

• •

(First Time)
THE STEINWAY PIANOFORTE

RESERVED SEATS, $2.00. $1.50, $1.00, $0.50 Eiel^heHaii
Direction: ANTONIA SAWYER, New York Local Manager: RICHARD NEWMAN

Debussy

Granados

Delafosse

JORDAN HALL

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 5, at 3

Tickets, $1.50, $1.00, 75 cents, on sale at Jordan Hall Box Office and

Oliver Ditson Co., 179 Tremont Street

JORDAN HALL

TUESDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 2, 1919

TEIM(
HUGO KORTSCHAK, First Violin

EMILE FERIR, Viola

JACQUES GORDON, Second Violin

HERMANN STOEBER, Violoncello

Prices: $1.50, $1.00, 50 cents, plus 10% War Tax

Tickets on sale at Jordan Hall Box Office. Mail orders for the above concerts may
be sent to Mrs. Anita Davis-Chase, Pierce Building, Copley Square.
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SYMPHONY HALL CALENDAR

SUN. AFT.
NOV. 30

AT 3.30

SAT. EVE.
DEC. 6

AT 8.15

SUN. AFT.
DEC. 7

AT 3.30

SUN. AFT.
DEC. 14

AT 3.30

SUN. AFT.
DEC 21

SUN. AFT.
JAN. 25

SUN. AFT.
FEB. 22

SUN. AFT.
APR. 4

Frieda Hempel
Elxquisite Colorature Artist

COENRAAD V. BOS, Pianist

Prices. $2.00, $1.50. $1.00. (Plus War Tax)

Nma Tarasova
Young Russian Contralto

"Bewitching Interpreter of

Russian Folk Songs and Ballads"

Prices $2.00. $1.50. $1.00. 75c (Plus Tax)

John McCormack
World's Greatest Concert Tenor

Tickets at Box Office

Sergei Rachmaninoff
(Direction. C. A. ELLIS)

Second Concert of Music for the Pianoforte

Prices $2.50. $2.00. $1.50. $1.00

Handel and Haydn Society
Great Chorus of 400 Orchestra and Soloists

EMIL MOLLENHAUER. Conductor H. G. TUCKER, Organist

The Messiah

MME. HUDSON ALEXANDER REED MILLER
MARY JORDAN EDGAR SCHOFIELD

Rossini's Stabat Mater and Gounod's Gallia

FRIEDA HEMPEL MORGAN KINGSTON JOSE MARDONES

Samson and Delilah
MARGARETE MATZENAUER
LAMBERT MURPHY

EMILIO de GOGORZA
FREDERICK MARTIN

Elijah

FLORENCE HINKLE ARTHUR HACKETT
Subscription Tickets, Four Concerts. $10, 1

REINALD:;WERRENRATH

,
$6. Mail Orders Now

All Mail Orders to L. H. MUDGETT, Symphony Hall, will be filled in order received

Remittances should include 10% War Tax
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Sanders Theatre Concert Series
DECEMBER 4 FEBRUARY 19 MAY 27

SEAL OF THE GLEE CLUB

THURSDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 4, 1919

BY THE

1I\ ¥ I\E\U "^U^IUIE^IL^

PROF. ARCHIBALD T. DAVISON, Conductor

SOLOIST

HAZEL L'AFRICAIN, 'Cello

MARION HYDE, Accompanist

PIECES BY: BRAHMS, BANTOCK, BORODINE, KRUG.
PALESTRINA. BACH. AND OTHERS

Season Tickets: $3.50, $2.50, $1.75

Single Tickets: $1.50, $1.00, $0.75

On sale at Herrick's, Copley Plaza, Touraine, Boston Harvard Club,

Kent's University Bookstore in Cambridge

Mail orders addressed to

Mgr. of Harvard Glee Club, 1 1 Apthorp House, Cambridge
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JORDAN HA.UU
Monday Afternoon, DECEMBER 1, at 3 o'clock; Violin Recital by

Monday Evening, DECEMBER 1, at 8.15; Song Recital by

Thursday Evening, DECEMBER 4, at 8.15

BEETHOVEN SONATA CONCERT by

Saturday Afternoon, DECEMBER 6, at 3 o'clock; Pieino Recital by

Wednesday Evening, DECEMBER 10, at 8.15; Song Recital by

Mme. POVLA FRUSH^ Soprano

Saturday Afternoon, DECEMBER 13, at 3 o'clock; Piano Recital by

JOMN POWELL
Tickets for these concerts NOW ON SALE at 492 Boylston St., Mason & Hamlin Bldg.

Management: WENDELL H. LUCE. 'Phone. Back Bay 3870

PIANIST
JORDAN HALL RECITAL, Saturday Afternoon, January 3

W. H. Luce, Management

NEW YORK (Aeolian Hall) RECITAL in March, 1920

Soloist with Boston Symphony Orchestra in Cambridge,

February 12

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERT AND RECITAL

While in Boston Miss Baird will devote two days a week to teaching at her new studio^

22 Blagden Street. Telephone. B. B. lOSS-j".



ILTON EDI :ty

THIRTEENTH SEASON

MILTON TOWN HALL
FRIDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 19, 1919, 8.15 O'CLOCK

Boston Symphony Ensemble
DIRECTOR, AUGUSTO VANNINI

SOLOIST, MAGDELEINE BRARD, PIANIST

FRIDAY EVENING, JANUARY 9, 1920 AT 8.15 O'CLOCK

Mme. MATZENAUER, CONTRALTO
(Metropolitan Opera Company)

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1920, AT 3 O'CLOCK

JACQUES THIBAUD, VIOLINIST

There will be a limited number of tickets for the series at $2.00 each.

Single Tickets, 75 Cents each, plus War Tax.

At MR. WENDELL H. LUCE, MASON & HAMLIN BUILDING,
492 Boylston Street, Boston

Dfej)C^i

FELIX FOX
CARLO BUONAMICI Dir

Pianoforte instruction from elementary to most
advanced grades. Carefully supervised individual

work adapted to particular needs. It is the pupil

that is taught—not the method—and never a class.

Copley Square (581 Boylston Street), Boston

Telephone, Back Bay 973
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

TEACHER OF SINGING
COACHING IN SONGS

384 COMMONWEALTH AVE.

VOICE
Studio, 615 Huntington Chambers, Boston

TEACHER OF THE HARP
HARPS FOR SALE AND RENT

Address. 236 BAY STATE ROAD. BOSTON

Art 0f Swinging

VOICE PLACING ^

'

AND TECHNIQUE A SPECIALTY

MARGARET A. AGNEW
VOCAL COACH AND ACCOMPANIST

146 Massachusetts Ave., Tel. Back Bay 3040

CONCERT-VIOLINIST
Will accept a limited number of pupils. Available for Concerts. For particulars addrest

,
609 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS. 30 HUNTINGTON AVENUE
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

JEAM EEDETTI
Solo 'Cellist Boston Symphony Orchestra. First Solo 'Cellist "Colonne Concerts" of Paris

•CELLO INSTRUCTION AND ENSEMBLE PLAYING
AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS AND RECITALS

Address, SYMPHONY HALL. BOSTON

GEORGES E. LAUEEMT
SOLO FLUTE BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

FIRST PRIZE AT PARIS CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Available for Concerts, Recitals and Musicales. Flute Instruction

ADDRESS. SYMPHONY HALL .... BOSTON. MASS.

EMIL MOLLENHAUE
COACHING IN

OPERA AND ORATORIO
189 Huntington Avenue - - Boston

Telephone, 722 Back Bay

Telephone. Back Bay 5958-J

PIANIST and TEACHER
282 DARTMOUTH STREET

Mason & Hamlin Piano Used

LAj-cLUu^
BASSO

"MESSIAH" AT SYMPHONY HALL

Voice Specialist and Coach
STUDIO: 246 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

"Mr. Flint, an experienced musician and
singer of taste, did ample justice to

his music."

Boston Post, April 28, I9I9

Mr. R ADDISON PORTER
TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE

SPECIAL TRAINING FOR SOLOISTS AND TEACHERSJ

31 1 Pierce Building, Boston

^,^-^'

FRENCH!!

ORAL METHOD
All lessons given by Mons. J.

Gosselin. B.A.. C.T. (1st class.)

By a Phonetic system of his

own. Mr. Gosselin makes tlie

Pronunciation of his pupils

absolutely Perfect (guarantee

given) in Seven lessons— 1

at the most.

This unique training is price.

less to singers, musicians.

FRENCH!!

teachers and their pupils, etc.

and enables anyone not only to

pronounce but to Sing in

French as correctly as in

English.

Call any day, any time for Prospectus
and FREE TRIAL LESSONS and
compare with any other methods.

HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS
2nd Block from Copley Square
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
r. FKAMfC E. I

AND ASSISTANTS

LESSONS IN SINGING
A Normal Course for Teachers

Former pupil ol the famous Paris Conservatory

VIOLIN LESSONS
STUDIOS. STEINERT HALL. BOSTON

PIANIST and TEACHER

Lang Studios

6 NEWBURY STREET

Lessons In

Pianoforte, Harmony, Counterr

point and Composition
STUDIO AT 12 NEWBURY STREET

Mondays and Thursdays

Ir. W, THELl VOCAL
INSTRUCTOR

SPECIALIST ON VOICE DEFECTS
Assisted by Mr. W. D. STRONG

Well known Pianist and Concert-Accompanist
Studios: 96 Huntington Avenue, BOSTON, Mass.
Notice: Mr. Strong's Piano Recital at Jordan Hall

.

March 18, 1920.

Voices developed from first rudiment of tone

production to artistic finish.

Lectures on physical and natural laws and
general health.

Perfect diction of foreign languages.

Appointment by mail.

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND TEACHER
609 Pierce Bldg., Boston, Mondays and Thursdays

Address. 162 Riverway, Boston

Telephone. 1470 Brookline

•CELLO SOLOIST
INSTRUCTION

STUDIO. 218 TREMONT STREET
Telephone, Beach 903-W

Member Boston Symphony Orchestra

Solo Viola Lamoureux Concerts and Opera Comique of Paris

Member of the Jury of the Paris Conservatory of Music
VIOLIN. VIOLA AND ENSEMBLE INSTRUCTION

Address SYMPHONY HALL

i VOiOE C;ULTUR& i
American and European Diplomas, Author of Books and Pen Works on Singing

Studio: Suite 202 Huntington Chambers, 30 Huntington Avenue. Boston. Phone, Back Bay 3932
DOINGS OF GRANTS ARTIST PUPILS BY A. E. DATELY

Bronze Melba has a large list of recitals for this season. Several winter concerts are planned for Wm. Flynn
tenor, whose fine voice a bright future is predicted. Helen Laird, soprano, whose singing at Boston College last

February was such an artistic delight, will give her next Boston recital early in the winter at Steinert Hall.
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Steinert Hall

STUDIO 25.

Telephone, Braintree 285-R

Studio

BEL CANTO
- . 1425 Broadway. NEW YORK

SINGERS — Suzanne Baker Watson, Cora Cross,
Nellie Hart, Willette Kershaw, Gertrude Hutcheson,
Ivy Scott, Marion Stanley, Estelle Ward, Mabel
Wilbur, Flora Zabelle, Edward Foley, George Gilbert.
John Hendricks, Andrew Mack, Dr. Eugene Walton
Marshall, Fiske O'Hara, Umberto Sacchetti, Ellis
Rhodes, Albert Wallerstedt, and many other singeri
now before the public in operatic and church work.

TWELFTH SEASON

STEJMG QUARTETTE
GERTRUDE MARSHALL. Violin ADELINE PACKARD, Viola

RUTH STICKNEY. Violin HAZEL L'AFRICAIN, "Cello

71 CARLTON STREET, BROOKLINE
Management A. H. HANDLEY. 160 BoyUton Street. BOSTON Tel. Brookline 3268.J

Tel. Beach 4197

ENRICO FABEIZIO
MEMBER OF

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

TEACHER OF 'CELLO
15 VANCOUVER STREET, BOSTON. MASS.

SOLO ENSEMBLE PLAYING
Tel., Rox. 5063-R

Also STUDIO at NEEDHAM
180 Nehoiden Street

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

Madame Clara Poole Voice
specializing in tone production by new methods that have given

wonderful results. Preparationfor concert^ Oratorio and Opera

844 Beacon St., The Arundel. By appointment. 'Phone Back Bay 883-M

TEACHER OF PIANO
Appointment by telephone

Cambridge 5935-W

"Mr. John Hall Sherwood has studied

with me in Paris, and is a gifted musician

and successful teacher of large experience

whose work I can endorse euid recom-

mend." (Signed) HAROLD BAUER.

, HUTCHING
' PIANIST INSTRUCTION

The principles of Leschetizky presented in a definite and comprehensive manner

STUDIO, HOTEL HEMENWAY, BOSTON
Telephone, Back Bay 3180

STEINERT HALL. Room 26, Tuesdays and Fridays
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
The Vocal Studios of

And his Assistants

VINCENT V. HUBBARD and

Mrs. CAROLINE HOOKER"

Teacher of Singing in all its branches
and of Dramatic Action as

applied to Singing

ARTHUR J. HUBBARD
246 Huntington Avenue

MISS MIMNIE HAYDEM
VOICE BUILDING

SONG INTERPRETATION, CONCERT
RECITAL AND REPERTOIRE WORK
SteinertHall - BOSTON

CONTRALTO SOLOIST

TEACHER OF SINGING
STUDIO ADDRESS. 88 GAINSBOROUGH ST.

TEACHER OF SINGING
602 PIERCE BUILDING

COPLEY SQUARE - - BOSTON

TEACHER OF SINGING
250 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

Opposite Symphony Hall
1

TEACHER OF SINGING
STEINERT HALL

162 BOYLSTON STREET - • BOSTON

SOPRANO SOLOIST
Teacher of Singing

4 Haviland Street ----- Boston
B. B. 1047

In Worcester, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 317 Day Bldg

PIANO INSTRUCTION
Leschetizky Principles

STUDIO: ROOM 18 STEINERT HALL
For Appointments Tel. Roxbury 491 1-R

Formerly Concert Master

NEW YORK SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Will receive pupils in Violin and Ensemble

Playing. Address 1 20 TREMONT STREET

BARITONE SOLOIST
Formerly Song Leader U. S. N.

now available for

Concert Oratorio Recital

STUDIO: 1089 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

PIANIST
AND TEACHER

6 NEWBURY STREET - -

Telephone B. B. 51694
"

BOSTON

resumed teaching on October the first at her

NEW STUDIO, HOTEL CLUNY
543 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

Mrs. Hunt gives class lesson, four in a class, of one
hour and private lessons of thirty minutes. Also, an
"open lesson" each month to which all pupils are
invited

Baritone Soloist and Teacher of Singing

CONCERT—RECITAL—ORATORIO
Providence, R.I.

300 Lauderdale Building, 144 Westminster Street

Boston, Mass Hotel Hemenway

ARTHUR GERS
PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
Formerly pupil Royal Conservatory of Brussels, Bel-
gium (1897-1901). Also Organist and Accompanist

HUNTINGTON .CHAMBERS.^BOSTON
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

TEACHER OF SINGING

HOTEL HEMENWAY
Tuesdays and Fridays at Lasell Seminary

TEACHER OF SINGING

ACCOMPANIST - COACH

STUDIO
246 HUNTINGTON AVE. - - BOSTON

Miss RUTH LAIGHTOM
Teacher of the Violin

Ear-training, Rhythm and Harmony

274 Brookline Avenue .... Boston
(Near the Winsor School)

Miss MARY A. STOWELL
Teacher of Piano and Harmony

The ILKLEY
Huntington Ave. and Cumberland St., Boston

(Cumberland Street Entrance)

BerAa Coshiiig Cibild

CONTRALTO
TEACHER OF SINGING

LANG STUDIOS. 6 NEWBURY STREET

1919-1920

Gertinide Fogler
FreMsli aed Eeglisli

543 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON
Telephone.55888 B. B.

Private and Class instruction. Lectures. Special
courses in pronunciation and diction.

iVladaniie Aieigaeder-Marans
(officier de I'lnstruction publique)

Vocal Instruction, Breathing, Tone Production.

Phonetics, French Diction, Interpretation of

French Songs

FENSMERE, 206 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.

:e bates
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER of SINGING

Lang Studios 6 Newbury Street

CHARLOTTE WHITE
TEACHER OF THE VIOLONCELLO

Pupil of Robert Hausmann. Berlin; Arthur Williams,
London; and Joseph Malkin. Boston

420 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS, BOSTON
Telephone, Back Bay 805.M.

TEACHER OF PIANO
CYPRESS TERRACE, BROOKLINE

Studio. 602 Pierre Building

Saturday mornings and Wednesday afternooni

Telephone. Brookline 5708-M.

PAULINE H. CLARK
543 Boylston Street . . . Boston, Mass.

Teacher of Singing and Manager of

THE COPLEY CLUB SINGERS
Artistic Attractive Successful

Programs lor All Occasions
Definite Instruction Immediate Results
Send for Illustrated Booklet Tel., Back Bay 994-M

lEo G.
RENEWED MUSIC— Your old or torn music made
new. Flexible binding. All hand work. Reasonable
prices. References.

30 Huntington Avenue. Boston, Mass.
Room 207 Tel. Back Bay 456

PIANIST and TEACHER
25 ST. STEPHEN STREET

Telephone, Back Bay 1463.R BOSTON

Mr„ HARRIS S. ssr.

PIANO, ORGAN. HARMONY and
INTERPRETATION

(SPECIAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS)
30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.

Telephone. Back Bay 4654-M

Miss M. ELMA IGELMANN
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1176 BOYLSTON ST., FENWAY BLDG.. BOSTON
In New Bedford, Saturdays, 56 Walnut Street

.i^OLYN BELCHER
TEACHER OF VIOLIN and
ENSEMBLE PLAYING

430 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS
Tel. Brookline 4044-W or Back Bay 3174-M

CAROLYN BELCHER STRING QUARTETTE
CONCERTS and MUSICALES
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
Constant success with children as with advanced pupils.

Classes in Two Piano Playing a specialty, following the

Symphony programmes as far as practicable.

Studio, 146 Massachusetts Avenue
Near Boylston Street Telephone, Back Bay 3040

TEACHER OF SINGING
MUSICAL LECTURES

Author of "Young Singers, What They Should Know"

10 NEWBURY STREET

VIOLIN AND VIOLA
37 BRIMMER STREET. BOSTON

Until November 1, Address Medfield, Mass.
Telephone, Medfield 123-2

Elsie S. Eaton
PIANIST AND TEACHER

NINTH SEASON

TEL. BACK BAY
2788-R

16 ARUNDEL ST.
Near Audubon Circle

EDITH EULLARD
SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO - - 609 PIERCE BUILDING
Telephone. Back Bay 5145 R

CONCERT PIANIST

STUDIO - - 23 STEINERT HALL
BOSTON

PIANIST and TEACHER

CARNEGIE HALL NEW YORK

PIANIST AND TEACHER
405 PIERCE BLDG.. COPLEY SQUARE

Telephone. Back Bay 3956-W.

VIOLONCELLIST
AND TEACHER

SOLO AND ENSEMBLE PLAYING
13 NEWBURY ST. 58 MARSHAL ST.

BOSTON BROOKLINE
Tel. 3747-W Brookline

Miss imt.1. uPkj
Pianist and Teacher of the Pianoforte

STUDIOS: 6 Newbury Street, Boston

34 Beals Street, Brookline

Brookline 5750

Torrens Method

TEACHER OF SINGING

17 STEINERT HALL "^"''^'""jJ^TcaTA-w

TEACHER OF PIANO
430 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS - BOSTON

GERTRUDE BELCHER TRIO
CONCERTS. MUSICALES

Telephone. Back Bay 3174-M.

rreii Storey Smill:

PIANO. HARMONY and C0A(S;HING
'

528 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS
Mondays and Fridays. Other days by

Appointment

)TAMCE MORSE
Teacher of Pianoforte and Musical Theory

Half hour talks illustrated on the Piano — musical
forms and stories of the operas.

Studio: The Winsor School For Giils
Tuesday and Friday Afternoons

Tel. Brookline 23I3M

AMERICAN PIANIST
RECITALS, MUSICALES, CONCERTS

Authorized representative of the most modern ideas in

piano playing. Primary.Advanced and Teachers' Courses

Studio. 6 NEWBURY ST.. Tel. B. B. 3529-R ) „„ .„„
Res. HOTEL HEMENWAY, Tel. B. B. 3180 (

"o^to"

PROF. A. D'AVESNE. B. SC. PARIS
OFFICIER D'ACADEMIE

French Classes. Private Lessons. Lectures &
Causeries. Children's Classes, Special

Commercial Course. Translations.

755 BOYLSTON ST.. NEAR COPLEY SQUARE
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THE OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES

OF THE

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
INCORPORATED

FREDERICK P. CABOT - - - President

GALEN L. STONE - - - Vice-President

ERNEST B. DANE - - - Treasurer

ALFRED L. AIKEN

FREDERICK P. CABOT

ERNEST B. DANE
M. A. DE WOLFE HOWE
JOHN ELLERTON LODGE
FREDERICK E. LOWELL
ARTHUR LYMAN
HENRY B. SAWYER
GALEN L. STONE

BENTLEY W. WARREN



PIANOS
have won pre-eminence by reason of their intrinsic

merit. Their development began where that of

other pianos left off, adding new features of con-

struction and resulting in extraordinary beauty of

tone and unequaled durability. Everywhere musi-

cians have recognized their unrivaled excellence

and are proclaiming them the finest pianos the

world has ever known.

WAREROOMS 492-494 BOYLSTON STREET

BOSTON
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Established 1833

WEBSTER
AND

ATLAS
NATIONAL BANK

OF BOSTON

WASHINGTON AND COURT STREETS

AMORY ELIOT President

RAYMOND B. COX, Vice-President IS?S^'^T,^V?Sfe •\®*- 9^^??'
TrtcwBtTT vncTVT>\T-^ T, -J * JO u" FRANK B, BUTTS, Asst. CashierJOSEPH L. FOSTER, Vice-President and Cashier ARTHUR W. LANE, Asst. Cashier
EDWARD M. ROWLAND. Vice-President HAROLD A. YEAMES, Asst. Cashier

Capital $1,000,000 Surplus and Profits $1,600,000

Deposits $11,000,000

The well-established position of this bank in the community,
the character of its Board of Directors, and its reputation as a
solid, conservative institution recommend it as a particularly

desirable depository for

ACCOUNTS

TRUSTEES, EXECUTORS and INDIVIDUALS

For commercial accounts it is known as

A STRONG BANK OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE

DIRECTORS

CHARLES B. BARNES

JOSEPH S. BIGELOW
THEODORE G. BREMER
WILLIAM R. CORDINGLEY
RAYMOND B. COX
AMORY ELIOT
JOHN W. FARWELL

ROBERT H. GARDINER
EDWARD W. GREW
OLIVER HALL
WALTER HUNNEWELL
HOMER B. RICHARDSON
DUDLEY P. ROGERS
THOMAS W. THACHER
WALTER TUFTS



SYMPHONY HALL, BOSTON
HUNTINGTON AND MASSACHUSETTS AVENUES

Telephones \ Ticket Office ) p u r ijqo
Branch Exchange } Administration Offices \

^^'^'^ °^^ ^^^^

o( ^l

INCORPORATED

THIRTY-NINTH SEASON. 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

§ir

WITH HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE
NOTES BY PHILIP HALE

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 19

AT 2.30 O'CLOCK

SATURDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 20

AT 8.00 O'CLOCK

COPYRIGHT, 1919, BY BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, INCORPORATED

W. H. BRENNAN. Manager G. E. JUDD, Assistant Manager
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A name that is spoken with the full pride of

ownership—that carries with it the deep satis-

faction of possessing the ultimate expression of

man's handiwork in Musical Art.

A name that is cherished as a Family Tradition

—

that keeps afresh for the next generation the

associations and fond remembrances which cluster

around the home piano.

Supreme achievement of patience, skill and ex-

perience, founded on inborn Ideals of Artistry.

ST 1

Catalogue and prices on application

Sold on convenient payments

Old pianos fallen in exchange

Inspection invited

STEINWAY HALL
107-109 East 14th Street New York

Subway Express Stations at the Door

REPRESENTED BY THE FOREMOST DEALERS EVERYWHERE
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©§4©ifii Syimpliioiniy Oirclhiestra

Thirty-ninth Season. 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX. Conductor

PEESOMNEL
Violins.

Fradkin, F.

Concert-master.

Theodorowicz, J.



iV Hundred Master Pianists

Play for You

THINK of hearing the world's greatest

pianists—not once in a hfetime, but
whenever you are in the mood!

This is possible if you own

S%?AMPICO
^ 1^ the

Ornstein,Godowsky, Levitzki,Rachmaninoff
—and many more play the masterpieces of

music just as you heard them on the con-
cert stage. The reproduction is perfect.

And there is a wealth of lighter music, includ-
ing the latest dance numbers, to choose from.

Come in and hear the Ampico in the
Chickering Piano today.

-<D^ na

Warerooms

Established 1823

i6q Tremont Street
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THIRTY-NINTH SEASON. NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETEEN AND TWENTY

iAtii Progira:

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 19, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 20, at 8 o'clock

Balakireff . . "Thamar," Symphonic Poem for Orchestra (after a

Poem by Michail Lermontoff)

MacDowell . . . Concerto No. 2 in D minor, for Pianoforte and
Orchestra, Op 23

T. Larghetto calmato.

II. Presto giocoso.

III. Largo; Molto allegro.

Schmitt . /'The Tragedy of Salome," Suite for Orchestra (after a

poem by Robert d'Humieres)

SOLOIST

LEO ORNSTEIN

KNABE PIANO USED

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the concerto

The ladies of the audience are earnestly requested not to put on hats before
the end of a number.

The doors of the hall will be closed during the performance of each number
on the programme. Those who wish to leave before the end of the concert
are requested to do so in an interval between the numbers.

Gty of Boston. Revised Regulation of August 5, 1898,—Chapter 3. relating to the covering of

the head in places of public amusement

Every licensee shall not, Jn his place of amusement, allow any person to wear upon the head a covering which obstructi

the view of the exhibition or performance in such place of any person seated in any seat therein provided for spectators,

it being understood that a low head covering without projection, which does not obstruct such view, may be worn.
Attest: J. M. GALVIN. aty Clerk.
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"The Best in Travel.
"

For 40 years our business has been to please Americans of the

finest t5^e who are satisfied with nothing less than the best. The
standard we have set for the Raymond-Whitcomb Tours and the

Raymond-Whitcomb Cruises is so high that they are universally

recognized as in a class apart, beyond competition.

Six luxurious Cruises in January, February, March and April by
splendid specially chartered steamships to Cuba, Jamaica, Panama,
Central America and Nassau-Bahamas. Fascinating shore excur-

sions. First Cruise sails Jan. 3.

Wonderful tours twice a week in January, February and March,
including the famous resort hotels of Southern California and
extensive automobiling everywhere.

FLORIDA
Delightful tours to St. Augustine, Palm Beach, Miami and
Havana. Frequent departures January to March.

Remarkable tours, including France and all the Famous Battle-

fields, Belgium, Switzerland and Italy. Best hotels, finest train

and automobile service and exceptional arrangements. Depart-

ures Jan. 24, Feb. 27, Feb, later.

No one who visits Europe in 1920 will have a satisfactory-

trip unless he has hotel reservations in France, Belgium
and along the Battlefield Front. Accommodations are

insufficient to take care of everyone. If you are wise you
will make your arrangements with a company which has

assured hotel and steamship reservations. Raymond
& Whitcomb has not only its own offices and repres-

entatives in Paris but also a French representative, for

many years the head of the leading French tourist

organization.

Now is the time to begin malting \)out plans for next Spring
and Summer. Protect yourself at once by malting

a preliminary reservation with us.

Also tours to South America
Japan-China and Round the World.

Send for Booklet Desired

RAYMOND
17 TEMPLE PLACE

& WHITCOMB CO.
Telephone Beach 6964

BOSTON
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"Thamar/^ Symphonic Poem for Orchestra after a poem by
MicHAiL Lermontoff MiLY Balakireff

(Born at Nijni-Novgorod, January , 1837; * died at Petrograd, June 24, 1910.)

Michail Lermon toff's poem "Tamara" was written in 1841, the year
that he was killed in a duel with Major Martynoff at the foot of the
Maschuk Mountain in the Caucasus, July 27. (Lermontoff was born
on October 14, 1814, at Moscow.)
The poem is printed in Russian and in a French translation by N.

Stcherbatcheff on a leaf of the score. (There is a translation into

German by Friedrich Fiedler—"Gedichte von M. I. Lermontoff,"
published by Reclam, Leipsic.)

The score also contains this argument: "Since Michail Lermon-
toff's little poem 'Thamar' would only with some difficulty be re-

printed as a whole on a concert program, it will be sufficient in this

instance to print only the following extract." But there is room
here for a paraphrase of the poem, as translated into French by
Stcherbatcheff, whose translation is fuller than the German one by
Fiedler :

—

Where the waters of Terek t roar in the narrow and misty defile of Darial
there rose in the air an ancient tower, browned by blasts of storms, dominat-
ing the dark depths. In the tower sat Queen Tamara, an angel of paradise

* Mrs. Newmarch gives the date December 31, 1836 (O. S.)- Belaieff's Catalogue
of Music by Russian Composers gives the date January 2, 1837. Riemann and Montagu-
Nathan give the latter date.

fA poem by Lermontoff, "Die Gaben das T6rek," written in 1839, suggested to
Karl Davidoff a symphonic "character picture," similarly entitled, for orchestra, which
was produced at Petrograd in 1884.

Just Issued NEW VOLUMES FOR MEDIUM VOICE

LYRIC FANCIES
A SELECTION OF SONGS BY

AMERICAN COMPOSERS
VOL IIVOL 1

BRANSCOMBE The Morning Wind.
PARK. A Memory
FOOTE. InPicardie
LANG, An Irish Love Song
LYNES. Hark ! The Robin's Early Song
DANIELS The Lady of Dreams
BEACH. ShenaVan
BARBOUR. Awake ! It is the Day
RISHER Sail. White Dreams
GRANT-SCHAEFER. A Garden Romance
COX Peggy
CLOUGH-LEIGHTER. April Blossoms

{Schmidt's Educational Series No. 238-239)

ALSO PUBLISHED IN EDITIONS FOR HIGH AND LOW VOICE
CONTAINING FAVORITE SONGS BY

BEACH, BRANSCOMBE, CHADWICK, DANIELS, FOOTE. HADLEY. LANG. LYNES,
MacDOWELL,METCALF,NEIDLINGER,PARK, SALTER,WARD-STEPHENS.and others

Two Volumes for High Voice Two Volumes for Low Voice

Price $1.25 Each

LANG. Day is Gone.
BISCHOFF. Five Little White Heads
BRANSCOME. I Send My Heart up to Thee
SALTER. The Sweet o' the Year
CLOUGH-LEIGHTER. O Heart of Mine !

FOOTE I'm Wearing Awa'
LYNES. Roses
FRIML. At Twilight
WARD-STEPHENS. The Rose's Cup
CHADWICK. Thou art so like a Flower
MILLIGAN. My Heart is like a Lute
COX. April-Tide
BEACH. Ah, Love, but a day
BRANSCOMBE. Only to Thee

The Arthur P. Schhmidt Co. SSw^Sr^s w^Imo.hs..
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in her beauty, but a demon of bell in her soul, cruel, cunning, yet divine.

Through the mist of midnight, breaking through the damp vault of heaven, a
bright light burned in the distance. The passerby, belated, saw it and believed
it to be the sign of a hospitable halting-place. A voice was suddenly heard,
penetrating, seductive, appealing with a singular spell, seizing the senses and
melting the heart. Shepherd, merchant, and warrior were at once intoxicated
by the sensuous call. A door opened for them silently. The eunuch with
sombre features was there to guard it. Luxuriously stretched on a couch,
with the gold of her robe mingling with the brilliance of Eastern pearls,

Thamar appeared, a fairy-like vision. The wine sparkled as it was poured
into two cups. Arms interlaced in fiery embraces. Kisses sealed burning
breaths. Passionate cries in the shadows awakened the echoes by their

strident clamor. It seemed like unto a grand nocturnal festival with the
revel of a hundred ardent lovers ; or that in this tower, formerly silent,

mortuary rites were celebrated. But when the first streaks of dawn lighted
the heights, this wild and brutal orgy forthwith ceased, and everything became
gloomy and still. Then the Terek, alone disturbing the silence, bore the mut-
terings of a distant storm. Foaming ridges were tossed up from rolling bil-

lows. The swift torrent, mad with fright, carried in its waves a lifeless body.
At this supreme moment a pale shadow breathed "Farewell !" from far to the
beloved one. It breathed such tender rapture, the voice was so gentle, that
all its accents, charged with promise, seemed to picture an approaching and
infinite happiness.

When this symphonic poem was played in New York for the first

time, February 13, 1908, the annotator of the programme found that
the Torek's torrent was "suggested at the opening by a running figure

in the violoncellos and basses over which soon appears Thamar's
theme, first in B minor, as in brooding expectancy, and then in hap-
pier mood in D major, exhaling feminine charm and beauty. Balaki-

reff next seeks to portray the strange dual nature of the woman.

QUALITY and

REPUTATION

enable you to know

in advance that the

VOSO is a most

satisfactory piano.

WE CHALLENGE
COMPARISON

VOSE & SONS PIANO CO.
160 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
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L. P. HOLLAMDE
BOSTON NEW YORK

ESTABLISHED 1848

GIFT SUGGESTIONS
EXQUISITE ASSORTMENTS OF

FRENCH UNDERWEAR NEGLIGEES
BLOUSES

HANDKERCHIEFS GLOVES HOSIERY
BEADED BAGS

JET and CRYSTAL JEWELRY
LEATHER GOODS

TOYS GAMES

202-214 BOYLSTON STREET

DOLLS

BOSTON

HRISTMAS G:

OF 01

Tpau

iAii^

We invite your inspection of our Christmas greeting

cards.

Carefully selected and intended to please the most
discriminating.

Engraved, of a character quite exclusive, each with

envelope to match.

Maintaining the standard of quality usual to our

offerings.

[ENRY BOSCH O lY

ALFRED PEATS BRANCH
BOSCH-PEATS 118 SUMMER STREET
WALL PAPERS BOSTON. MASS.
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indicating her lively aspect by a descending theme for wood-wind,
her demoniac passions by a wild, tarantella, and her irresistible

fascination by a haunting Oriental figure in 12-8 time. These melo-
dic ideas, worked out with subtle alterations of rhythm and har-

mony, suggest in order the tempting of the traveller into the tower,
the magic arts of Queen Thamar, and the rising tide of excitement,
culminating in a staccato crash of the full orchestra, followed by a
brief pause. When the music resumes it is in the monotonous
accents of the river, above which floats languidly the opulent D
major * melody of Thamar, as in the utterance of a sighing farewell."

Hubbard William Harris in his notes to the Programme Book of

the Chicago Orchestra, March 31, 1905, said that the merchant pass-

ing by is typified by the section in D-flat major, 12-8, Allegro mod-
erato, violins ; the shepherd, by the theme given to the bassoon ; the
warrior, by drum taps followed by a solo for oboe, quasi Andantino

;

that Thamar's seductive song is in the section Allegretto quasi An-
dantino, oboe solo with harp accompaniment.
The best analysis is Lermontoff's poem.

Balakireff made sketches for "Thamar" in 1866-67, about the

time he obtained material for his Overture on Bohemian Themes,
during a sojourn in Prague. It was in 1866' that he published a col-

lection of folk-songs which influenced the then young composers of

the radical Kussian school. Mr. Montagu-Nathan says in his "His-

tory of Russian Music" : The harmonic coloring of "Thamar" is "the

• The close is in D-flat major.

—

Ed.
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outcome of a tour of the Caucasus, undertaken prior to Balakireflf's-

settlement in St. Petersburg." Now Balakireff arrived in Petrograd
"to preach the gospel of nationality to the worshippers of Bellini

and Meyerbeer" when he was eighteen years old (1855).
In October, 1869, Balakireff, writing to Tschaikowsky concerning

the latter's "Borneo and Juliet," thanked him for his letters. "Your
last made me so unusually lighthearted that I rushed out into the
Nevsky Prospect ; I did not walk, I danced along, and composed part

of my 'Thamar' as I went." In January, 1877, Borodin wrote to

Mme. Karmalina (the niece of Glinka) : "Here is a very pleasant

and gratifying piece of news of which you are doubtless ignorant.

Balakireff, the amiable Balakireff, has come to life again as regards

music. He has always been the same Mily Alexeivich, ardent
defender of the sharps and flats, and all the minutest details of some
composition which formerly he would not hear mentioned. Now he

besieges Korsakoff once more with his letters about the Free School,

takes the liveliest interest in the composition of concert pro^

grammes, works at his 'Thamar,' and is finishing an arrangement,

for four hands, of Berlioz's 'Harold in Italy.' ... In short, he is

resuscitated." In 1880 Balakireff visited Borodin for the first time

in nine years. "But his manner was just the same as if he had only

left us the day before. The next day he reappeared, gay and
radiant ... he played the piano, chatted, discussed, gesticulated

with the greatest animation. . . . Naturally he let us hear

'Thamar.'

"
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''Thamar" was completed in 1882, Mr. Montagu-Nathan says

that it was performed the following year. We have been unable to

verify this statement. The symphonic poem was surely performed
at Petrograd in 1884 at a concert of the Free Music School, when
Balakireff conducted. The programme was as follows : Liszt's

symphonic poem "Von der Wiege bis zum Grabe" ; a new pianoforte

concerto, by Rimsky-Korsakoff (N. S. Lawroff, pianist) ; Borodin's
Steppe Sketch; a ballad by Dargomijsky, and "Grusinisches Lied"
by Balakireff, sung with orchestra; excerpts from Moussorgsky's
opera "Khovantchina" (instrumental prelude, chorus of hunters,

dance of odalisques, scene and "Prayer" chorus, final scene) ; and
"Thamar." A Petrograd correspondent spoke of "Thamar" as new
and most successful.

The first performance in the United States was by the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra at Chicago, October 23, 1896. There was
another performance by this orchestra March 31, 1905.

The first performance in Boston was at a concert of Russian music
conducted by Andre Caplet at the Boston Opera House, December 1,

1912. There was a second performance at this Opera House, De-
cember 22, 1912. There have been performances by the Boston
Symphonv Orchestra in Boston, December 29, 1916; December 14,

1917.

The ballet "Thamar" with Balakireff's music was produced for

the first time in the United States at the Boston Opera House by
Serge de Diaghileff's Ballet Russe, February 8, 1916. Flore
Ravelles, the Georgian Queen ; Adolf Bohm, the Prince ; Mr. Anser-
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met, conductor. The ballet was performed again at the Boston
Opera House by the Ballet Russe, November 6, 1916, Mr. Monteux
conductor.
"Thamar" is scored for three flutes (one interchangeable with

piccolo), oboe, English horn, three clarinets, two bassoons, four
horns, two trumpets, three trombones, bass tuba, a set of three
kettledrums, bass drum, snare drum, tambourine, cymbals, triangle,

tam-tam, two harps, and strings. It is dedicated to "Frangois
Liszt : Hommage respectueux de I'auteur."

The story of "Thamar," as told by Lermontoflf, recalls that of

Marguerite of Burgundy mentioned by Villon in his "Ballade des
Dames du Temps Jadis,"

—

Semblablement, ofl est la royne
Qui commanda que Buridan
Fust jette en ung sac en Saine ?

Mais otL sont les neiges d'antan !

Hilaire Belloc, commenting on this poem, wrote : "The queen, who
in the legend had Buridan (and many others) drowned, was the
Dowager of Burgundy that lived in the Tour de Nesle, where the
Palais Mazarin is now, and had half the university for a lover: in

sober history she founded that college of Burgundy from which the
ficole de Medecin is descended; the legend about her is first heard
of (save in this poem) in 1471, from the pen of a German in Leipsic."

It was on this legend that Dumas the Elder based his famous drama
"La Tour de Nesle," in five acts, produced at the Porte-Saint-Martin,
Paris, May 29, 1832, when Mile. Georges took the part of Mar-
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guerite; Bocage, that of Buridan; Lockroy, that of Gaultier d'Aul-
nay; Delafosse, that of Philippe d'Aulnay; and Auguste, that of
Orsini.

Pierre Janet, annotating Villon's Ballade, which was written in

1461, speaks of the tradition among the students at the University
of Paris that a Queen of France had made the Tour de Nesle the
scene of her nocturnal debauches. "She drew unto her all the
passers-by, especially the students, who pleased her; when her
caprice was satisfied, she had them killed and thrown into the
river." This at least is certain: the three daughters-in-law of

Philippe de Bel were accused of adultery. One of them, Marguerite
of Burgundy, the wife of Louis X., known as Le Hutin, was shut
up for her bad behavior in the Chateau-Gaillard in 1314 and
strangled with a napkin in August, 1315.* The story was that
Buridan escaped the fate of other students. This Jean Buridan
was a renowned philosopher of the fourteenth century. He taught
in the University of Paris. His "Commentaires sur la Logique, sur
la Morale, et sur la Metaphysique d'Aristotle" were highly esteemed.
Some say that he was rector of the University in 1320 and a deputy
to the Roman Court. Robert Gaguin represents him as flourishing

in the reign of Philippe de Valois in the year 1348 and thereby
refutes the injurious legend. It is also said that Buridan finally

went to Vienna and founded there the Academy. His name has
been preserved through the sophism, "The ass of Buridan," to show
that if an animal were not determined by an external motive, he

* Her sisters were Jeanne, Comtesse de Poitiers, and Blanche, Comtesse de la Marche.
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would not have the force to choose between two equal objects.

Buridan's hungry ass stood between two full measures of oats, or,

also thirsty, between a measure of oats and a bucket of water. If

he stood still, he would die of hunger, or of hunger and thirst. If

he turned towards one or the other, he was then endowed with free

will. See the article "Buridan" in Bayle's Dictionary.
There are legends of women whose behavior was similar to that of

Marguerite of Burgundy in "The Thousand Mghts and A Mght,"
and in other collections of tales.

The Georgian Queen Thamar was unlike the Thamar of the legend.

The elder daughter of George III., King of Georgia, she succeeded
her father as ruler about 1184. She wedded a Russian prince,

George, son of Andrew Bogolubskoi. At first a brave warrior, he
afterwards gave way to debauchery so that the nobles insisted that
the marriage should be broken. He went to Constantinople, and,
when he learned of Thamar's marriage to David Janslau, or Soslau,

incited by his companions, he marched with an army against her.

Thamar put herself at the head of her troops; she defeated him
twice in battle. She let him go to his estate; even provided him
with an escort. In other wars she was victorious. She extended
her frontiers, thus gaining the surname "Mepbe" (king). An in-

tellectual woman, she encouraged writers. When she died, about

The 3^ar Future
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1212, Trebizond, Erzerum, Armenion Tovin, and Kars were ruled by
her. George IV., her son, succeeded her.

*
« *

Balakireff's Symphony in C major was performed in Boston at a
concert of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, March 14, 1908.
His Overture on a Theme of a Spanish March was performed here

at a concert of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, November 25, 1911.
"En Boheme/' symphonic poem, was performed in Boston at Mrs.

R. J. Hall's concert in Jordan Hall, January 21, 1908, Mr. Longy
conductor.

Mr. Leo Ornstein^ pianist and composer, was born at Kremen-
chug in Southern Eussia on December 11, 1895. As a boy he
studied music with his father, a rabbi, who had been a synagogal
cantor. In 1902, recommended to the Petrograd Conservatory,
he was accepted at the Kiev Imperial School of Music, Vladimir
Pulchalski, director ; returning home, he studied with local teachers,

but in 1904 he went to the Petrograd Conservatory. He studied
harmony and theory with Medemi. Talk of a pogrom drove him
home, and in 1907 the family came to New York. There he was
given a scholarship in the Institute of Musical Art. His pianoforte

teacher was Mrs. Bertha Feiring Tapper; he studied composition
with Dr. Percy Goetschius and R. H. Woodman. In 1911 he visited

European cities with Mrs. Tapper. His first recital in New York

.^Sl
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was at the New Amsterdam Theatre, on March 5, 1911. He gave
concerts elsewhere. In 1913 he found his "true idiom of expression''

as a composer, writing his "Dwarf" Suite. In 1913 he again visited

Europe. He played in Berlin and in Norway. For a while he
taught in Paris. His first recital in London was on March 27,

1914. In 1915 he gave in American cities his four recitals of

ultra-modern music. The list of his compositions, which have
excited attention by reason of their "revolutionary" nature, is

already a long one, embracing orchestral pieces, a pianoforte con-

certo ; sonatas and smaller pieces for violin, pianoforte, violoncello,

also, for flute ; chamber music, choral works, many piano pieces, and
songs. His piano pieces, "March Funebre" ("Dwarf" Suite) and
"A la Chinoise," orchestrated by him, were played at concerts of

the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra on March 7, 8, 1919. One
of his latest works is a pianoforte suite, "Poems of 1917," embodying
impressions of the war.

In Boston he has given these recitals :

—

1911, November 9. His "Paris Street Scene at Night," Nocturne,
and "In the Style of Scarlatti," with Schubert's Sonata in A minor,
and pieces by Chopin and Franck.

1915, November 16. His programme included his own Impro-
vista. Impression de la Tamise, Wild Men's' Dance ; Cyril Scott's

sonata
;
pieces by Ravel, Albeniz-Korngold ; his own "The Waltzers"

and "The Night," attributed to the composer "Vannin."
1915, December 7. His "Deux Impressions de Notre Dame";

pieces by Korngold, Ravel, Schonberg, Albeniz, Grondahl, Scott.

1916, January 11. His "Dwarf" Suite; pieces by Franck, Scott,

Schonberg, Novak, Debussy.
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1916, February 9. His Sonatina ; Three Burlesques, Two Preludes,

"Three Masqueraders," pieces by Debussy, Bach-Busoni, Schumann,
Liszt, Kavel, Albeniz, Chopin, Rubinstein.

1916, February 22. His "Impressions de Notre Dame," Wild Men's
Dance

;
pieces by Debussy, Scriabin, Schumann, Leschetitzky, Grieg,

Ravel, Albeniz, Chopin, Mendelssohn-Liszt.

1917, March 3. Recital in aid of the Bertha Tapper Club Scholar-

ship. Music by Chopin and Ravel. /

1919, November 24. Mrs. McAllister's Musical Morning. His
Sonatina, and "Impression of Chinatown"; music by Chopin, De-

bussy, Liszt.

Concerto No. 2, D minor for Pianoforte and Orchestra, Op. 23,

Edward MacDowell

(Born in New York, December 18, 1861; died there January 23, 1908.)

MacDowell in 1884 went on his wedding journey to England. In

London he was delighted by a performance of "Much Ado about

Nothing" with Irving and Miss Terry the chief comedians.* He
made a sketch for a symphonic poem to be called "Beatrice and
Benedick." He put aside this plan, but most of the material went

* MacDowell's "Hamlet and Ophelia," published in 1885, was suggested by the
performance of Irving and Miss Terry, to whom the symphonic poem is dedicated.
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at last into the scherzo of his second pianoforte concerto, which,

begun at Frankfort, where he was living in the winter of 1884-85,

was completed at Wiesbaden, where he spent the winter of 1885-86.

According to Mr. Lawrence Gilman, it represents, with the first

pianoforte concerto (1881-82) and a few other early pieces "the

very limited .body of his writing which does not, in some degree,

propose and enforce a definite poetic concept."

The second concerto was played for the first time in public at a
Symphony concert conducted by Theodore Thomas in Chickering
Hall, March 5, 1889. MacDowell was the pianist. Tschaikowsky's
Fifth Symphony was then performed for the first time in this coun-

try. The other orchestral piece was Saint-Saens's Suite, Op. 46.

The first performance in Boston was at a concert of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra on April 13, 1889. MacDowell was the pianist.

He played the concerto again in Boston at a Symphony concert on
December 4, 1897. Teresa Carreno played it in Boston at Symphony
concerts, March 18, 1899, and January 4, 1908.

The orchestral part of the concerto is scored for two flutes, two
oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, four horns, two trumpets, three

trombones, kettledrums, and strings.

I. Larghetto calmato, D minor, 6-8—Poco piu mosso e con pas-

sione—then a change to 3-4 time, D major. The movement is based
on two chief themes, not unlike in character, with one subsidiary
theme.

II. Presto giocoso, B-flat major, 2-4. The movement is a rondo
on three themes.
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III. Largo, D minor, 3-4—Molto Allegro, D major, 34. In the

Largo are reminiscences of the, chief theme of the first movements
and hints at a theme to come. The Allegro is based on three con-

trasted themes.

"La Tragedie de Salome^-' for Orchestra^ after a Poem by Robert
D^HuMiEREs,,* Op. 50 Florbnt Schmitt

(Born at Biamont (Meurthe-et-Moselle), France, September 28, 1870; now
living in Paris.)

"La Tragedie de Salome," a mute drama in two acts and seven
scenes by Robert d'Humieres, with music by Florent Schmitt, was
performed for the first time at the Th64tre des Arts, Paris, Novem-
ber 9, 1907. There were also first performances of a one-act comedy,
"Sensational Article," by G. Casella and Andr6 de Fouquieres, and
a comedy in two acts, "Le Dernier Troubadour," by Maurice Souli6
and Jean Thorel.

The cast of "La Tragedie de Salome" was as follows : H^rode, M.
Gorde; Jean-Baptiste, M. Lou Van Tel; Salom6, Mme. (sic) Loie
Fuller; Herodias, Mile. J. Zorelli. Miss Fuller danced the dance of

pearls, the dance of the peacock, the dance of serpents, the dance of

steel, the dance of silver, and the dance of fear. "All the other per-
sons in the drama," wrote M. Edmond StouUig, "dwelt immovable
in looking at Loie Fuller. What could they have done better?

* Killed in 1915, fighting for France.
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TThere was nothing to do except to admire with open mouth." The
amiable Jules Clarietie wrote for Le Temps (November 5, 1907) a
highly eulogistic article about a rehearsal of this performance,
which may be found in Loie Fuller's volume of Memoirs published
in French some years ago and in an English translation (1913) (pp.
^81-288). There is a picture of Miss Fuller in the Dance of Fear.
(Miss Fuller before this had mimed Salome in a pantomime by
Armand Silvestre and Charles Henry Meltzer, with music by Gabriel
Pierue at the Comedie Parisienne, Paris, in March, 1895.) The
^orchestra at the Theatre des Arts was a small one, too small for the

composer to realize his intentions. He afterwards put together sev-

eral episodes to form a suite in two parts for concert use. The orig-

inal score was to the present one as a sketch to a picture. The suite

was first performed at a Concert Colonne in Paris, January 8, 1911,

when Pierne conducted. There was a later performance at a Lam-
oureux concert, October 20, 1912.

"La Tragedie de Salome," with Schmltt's music, was performed
by the Russian Ballet at the Chatelet, Paris,, April 12, 1912. Mme.
Natacha Trouhanowa mimed Salome, and the composer conducted.
H^rodias, Mile. Neith-Blanc; Herode, Jacquinat; Jean, de Carva.
The orchestra was the Lamoureux.

There was a performance of the ballet by the Russian Company
with Schmitt's music at Drury Lane, London, June 30, 1913, when
the part of Salome was danced by Mme. Karsavina. She was thus
described: "With blanched face, startling in its pallor by contrast

with her mop of raven hair, she presents a striking appearance as
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she descends a steep flight of stairs at the back of the stage, the
long train of the cloak she wears completely covering the steps after

she has set foot to the ground. Divested of this wonderful robe,

Salom§ proceeds to dance ; the dance is at first frantic and insane

:

then more prosed and sorrowful, more remote and ecstatic. It is

the expression and avowal of her sensual torment and of her atone-

ment through the very misery of her unassuagable desire, and very
remarkable are some of her movements and attitudes ; now sinuous,

now rigid, at one moment wild in their abandon, at the next sugges-
tive of utter physical collapse" {Daily Telegraph).
The score is dedicated to Igor Stravinski. These instruments

are required : piccolo, two flutes, two oboes, English horn, two clari-

nets, bass clarinet, two bassoons, sarrusophone, four horns, three
trumpets, three trombones, bass tuba, kettledrums, snare-drum,
bass drum, triangle, cymbals, tam-tam, Glockenspiel, two harps, and
the usual strings.

In the section "Plus lent" of "The Enchantments on the Sea"
female voices are introduced behind the scenes: at first a single

one,—"Puis une voix monte de I'abime,"—later two in unison ; and
still later three, "or better six," which are heard nearer and nearer,

at first in unison, at the end in harmony and fortissimo. A footnote
says that this "Chant d'Aica" was noted on the banks of the Dead
Sea by Salvator Peitavi.

The first performance in Boston was at a concert of the Boston
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Symphony Orchestra, November 29, 1913. The vocal music was
sung by members of the Musical Art Club of Boston.

The Tragedy of Salome.

BY ROBERT D^HUMlfilRES.

I.

Prelude.

A terrace of Herod's Palace, overlooking the Dead Sea. The mountains
of Moab shut in the horizon, rose-colored and russet-hued, dominated by the
bulk of Mount Nebo, on which Moses, at the threshold of the Promised Land,
saluted Canaan before dying. The sun is sinking, John slowly walks across
the terrace and disappears.

Dance op Pearls.

Torches light the stage. Cloths and jewels which overflow from a precious
coffer sparkle under the glare of the flambeaux. Herodias, deep in thought,
plunges her hands into the mass, raises on high the necklaces and the veils
spangled with gold. Salome, as one fascinated, appears, bends over the chest,
adorns herself, and with a childish joy outlines her first dance.

II.

The Enchantments on the Sea.

Salome has disappeared. Herod, enwrapped by the darkness, is lost in
thoughts of lust and fear, while the watchful Herodias spies him.
Then on the cursed sea mysterious lights flicker and seem to arise from the

depths. The buildings of the engulfed Five Cities are dimly revealed beneath
the waves. One would say that old crimes recognize Salome and call to her
in brotherly fashion. It is like unto a projection on a magic looking-glass of
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the drama that is playing in the brains of the couple seated there and silent

in the night. The music comments on the demoniacal phantasmagoria.
Snatches of ancient orgiac ditties, choked by the rain of bitumen and ashes

on the terraces of Sodom and Gomorrah, are vaguely breathed. Dance
measures, the shivering of stifled cymbals, the clapping of hands, sighs, mad
laughter that spreads and dies away.
Then a voice arises from the abyss.

Herod is overcome. He hearkens. Mists now come up from the sea, enlaced

figures assume a shape and mount from the depths, a living cloud from which,

as brought forth by the dim dream and the ancient sin, Salome suddenly

springs up, irresistible.

Far off the thunder rolls. Salome begins to dance. Herod starts to his feet.

Dance of the Lightnings.

Total darkness covers the stage, and the rest of the drama is seen imper-

fectly by flashes of lightning. There is the lascivious dance, Herod's pursuit,

the amorous flight, Salome seized, her veils plucked off by the Tetrarch's hand.

For a moment she is nude, but John suddenly appears, steps forward, and
covers her with the anchorite's cloak. The furious gesture of Herod is quickly

interpreted by Herodias. Her signal delivers John over to the executioner,

who leads him away, and soon reappears, holding John's head on a brazen
charger.
The triumphant Salome takes the trophy and outlines a step, laden with

her funereal burden. Then, as one feeling sudden uneasiness, as if the voice

of the beheaded had whispered in her ear, she runs all at once to the edge
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of the terrace, and hurls the charger over the battlement into the sea. And
the sea turns to the color of blood, and Salome falls in a swoon, while mad
terror sweeps away Herod, Herodias, and the executioners in frantic flight.

Salome comes to herself. The head of John appears, stares at her, then
disappears. Salome quakes and turns away, in anguish. The head again
gazes at her from another part of the stage. Salome wishes to steal away.
The heads, arising, are now everywhere..

Salome, terrified, turns about to escape the bloody vision.

Dance of Fear.

As she dances, the storm breaks. A furious wind envelops her. Sulphurous
clouds roll about the precipice ; the tempest rocks the sea. Pillars of sand
rush in the desert places. The tall cypresses writhe tragically, and break in

pieces with a crash. The bolt falls, and shatters the stones of the citadel.

Mount Nebo vomits flame. The chain of Moab is on fire. All things burst
on the dancer, who is swept about by an infernal frenzy.

It would seem that d'Haulmieres took the idea of Salome throwing
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the head of John the Baptist into the sea from Jules Laforgue's
"Salome : Moralite legendaire."

Laforgue's Salome was a metaphysician and John, or laokanann,
was a Socialist from a Northern country. She lived on one of the
White Esoteric Islands, ruled over by the Tetrarch Emerald-
Archetypas. John had wandered to these islands, and brought with
him revolutionary and incendiary papers, so he was soon dungeoned.
Princes of the Northern country, from which he came, visited the
islands, and were shown every honor. They looked at the sea from
the palace windows, "the sea, the -sea, alwaj^s new and respectable,
the sea, since there is no other name by which it may be called."

The tetrarch feared that perhaps they had come to claim their sub-

ject John, who might, after all, be "a gentleman of genius." The
princes were carefully dressed, pomaded, gloved; their hair was
parted in the middle, and locks were arranged on the temples so
as to give tone to profiles on medals. They congratulated the
tetrarch on his islands, on the White Basilica, where they heard
a "Tsedium laudamus"; on the cemetery of beasts and things and
on other curiosities.

They partook of a sumptuous fish and vegetarian dinner; they
visited the wonderful aquarium and gaped at the fields of sponges,
plantations of asparagus swollen in the alcohol of silence; they
finally saw John in his dungeon. The nephew of the satrap of the
North cursed him bitterly, and asked if it were here that he had
come to be hanged. At this the tetrarch was much relieved.
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They had not yet seen Salome, the singularly accomplished

Salome, for whom they had brought presents,—paints without car-

bonate of lead, powders without bismuth or white lead, restorers

without cantharides, depilatories without arsenic, milk washes with-

out corrosive sublimate, dyes that were wholly vegetable, two demi-

johns of perfumed waters of spring and autumn. But so far they

had caught only a glimpse of a young girl ''melodiously enmuslined
in spiderlike jonquil with black peas."

The}^ were entertained in full court. "An orchestra of ivory

instruments improvised a little unanimous overture in a lively

and fatalistic mode." There were musical clowns, serpent-like

women who twisted themselves and lisped the hymn that begins,

"Biblis, my sister, Biblis," virtuosos of the flying trapeze with
ellipses that were nearly sidereal. There were skaters on natural

ice who waltzed, who etched flamboyant Gothic cathedrals. There
"was a theory of tableaux vivants. There was improving conversa-

tion. Then Salome appeared, hermetically enmuslined, but with
arms of angelic nudity and with more singular exposures. She
tottered as she walked, though she was shod only with ankle-rings.

The tetrarch, her father, glowed in ecstasy of pride. And Salome
began her long and metaphysical discourse. "How Nothingness,
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that is to say, the latent life which will see the day after to-morrow,
or perhaps sooner, is estimable, absolvent, coexistent with infinity,

limpid as anything! Love! Inclusive mania of not wishing to die

absolutely, O false brother, I shall not tell you that it is time to

explain. From eternity things are things."

She talked and talked. The princes of the North did not dare to

pull out their watches, still less to ask, "At what hour do you go to

bed?" The courtiers, intoxicated by the speech, wiped their fore-

heads. There was a momentary silence of ineffable confusion.

The tetrarch scrutinized the designs of his cushions. The speech

was finished, and the hard voice of Salome asked for the head of

John on some sort of a platter. "But, my child, don't think of it!

This stranger"— The courtiers said that the wish should be granted.

The princes of the North made no sign of approbation or disap-

proval.

The head of John was carried to the top of the tower, and Salome,
with her elbows on the parapet of the observatory, avoiding national

festivities, listened to the familiar sea of fair nights. The head was
on a cushion. It was phosphorescently brilliant. It had been
washed, painted, barbered, and it grinned at the twenty-four million

stars.

As soon as she had received it, Salome, obeying her scientific con-

science, had tried the famous experiments after decapitation. She
was still expectant, but electric currents produced only inconse-

quential grimaces. She put an opal, as a sacred wafer, in the mouth
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of John, she kissed compassionately the mouth, she kissed it hermeti-
cally, and sealed the mouth with her corrosive seal—an instantan-
eous process.

Then she waited a minute and took up the head with her little

hands and threw it into the sea. O the noble parabola! But, as

she wished to clear the rocks, she had miscalculated the degree of

her own necessary eifort, and with a human cry she fell over the

parapet, and far from the din of the national festivity she went
from cliff to cliff in. a picturesque anfractuosity. Her sidereal

diamonds pierced her flesh, her skull was shattered, her agony was
for an hour.

Nor did she have the viaticum of perceiving John's head floating,

a phosphorescent star, on the waves.

As for the distances of the sky, they were far.

This is the argument of the tale of Salome as told by Jules

Laforgue, who, born at Montevideo, died when he was twenty-seven
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years old, in a little room in Paris,—died of consumption and
poverty, yet not unhappy; for the English girl whom he had mar-
ried, sweet Leah Lee, nursed him lovingly, and followed him after a
separation of only a few months.

Little is said about Salome or her dance in the New Testament.
Matthew wrote : "But when Herod's birthday was kept, the daugh-
ter of Herodias danced before them and pleased Herod." She was
"instructed of her mother" to ask as a reward "John Baptist's

head in a charger." And the king was sorry. The account in

Mark's Gospel is a little longer, but we learn nothing more about
the dance: "And when the daughter of the said Herodias came in,

and danced, and pleased Herod and them that sat with him, the
king said unto the damsel. Ask of me whatsoever thou wilt, and I

will give it thee." Then the daughter went forth and said unto
her mother, "What shall I ask?" Herodias was wroth with John
on account of his public denunciation of her behavior: "For John
had said unto Herod, It is not lawful for thee to have thy brother's

wife. Therefore Herodias had a quarrel against him, and would
have killed him ; but she could not. For Herod feared John, know-
ing that he was a just man and an holy, and observed him; and
when he heard him, he did many things, and heard him gladly."

Yet Herodias persuaded him to jail John, and Salome danced off

the head of the forerunner.
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Nowhere in the New Testament is the daughter of Herodias called

by name Salome. She was not killed by order of Herod: she lived

and was married twice,—first to Philip, tetrarch of Trachonitus, her
uncle on her father's side (she was the daughter of Herod Philip)

;

afterwards to her cousin, Aristobulus, son of Herod, the king of

Calchas. According to Josephus she had three sons by Aristobulus.
Fantastical legends took their rise from this simple story. Ac-

cording to one Salome went with her mother and Herod when they
were banished from Judaea. They crossed a frozen river, and the
ice broke under Salome's feet. She sank in up to her neck; the
ice united and she remained suspended by it.

According to others Herodias was in love with John the Baptist.
Spurned by him, she demanded his head,—Josephus assigns, how-
ever, a political motive for the execution of the Baptist,—and
stabbed with a bodkin the tongue that had railed against her. Or
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she was condemned to wander till the Last Day, because she laughed
at the Saviour on his way to Calvary.* Another legend tells us
that Herodias attempted to kiss the head of John, but the head blew
upon her a terrible blast and sent her flying into space, where she
still revolves. Mr. W. J. Henderson, in his lecture on Strauss's
"Salome," quoted from the Homilies of J^lfric the Saxon, who died
in 1006 : "Some heretics have said that the head blew the king's wife
Herodias, for whom he had been slain, so that she went with the
winds all over the world ; but they erred in that saying, for she
lived to the end of her life after the slaying of John." According to

some the head was buried at Edessa ; some say it was buried in St.

Peter's at Eome; others insist that it was buried in the cathedral
of Amiens.
In other legends Herodias rides in the chase of the Wild Hunter,

* See the opening chapter of Eugene Sue's "Wandering Jew." Note also the
address of Klingsor to Kundry in "Parsifal" (act ii.) :

—

Awake I Awake ! To me !

Thy master calls thee, nameless being,
World-old devil ! Rose of Helldom !

Herodias wast thou, and what else?
Gundrygia there, Kundry here !

{Translation by George T. Phelps.)
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or she is the Wild Huntress. She figures in Heine's "Atta Troll"
(1841-42). The poet, looking out of the window of the witch
IFraka's hut on the Eve of John the Baptist and in the time of full

moon, saw the Wild Hunt hurry through a hollow. Three women
were conspicuous in the pageant, Diana, Abunda, and Herodias.
Heine thus describes Herodias* :

—

O'er the face of glowing languor
Lay an oriental magic,
And the dress recalled with transport
All Sheherazade's stories.

Lips of softness like pomegranates,
Lily white the arching nose,
And the limbs, refreshing, taper,
Like a palm in some oasis.

High she was on white steed seated,
Whose gold rein two Moors were hold-

ing,

As along the way they trotted
At the princess' side afoot.

Yes, she was indeed a princess, ;

Was the sovereign of Judaea,
Was the beauteous wife of Herod,
Who the Baptist's head demanded.

For this deed of blood was she, too,

Execrated; and as spectre
Must until the Day of Judgment
Ride among the goblin hunt.

In her hands she carries ever
That sad charger, with the head of
John the Baptist, which she kisses

:

Yes, the head with fervor kisses.

For time was, she loved the Baptist-
'Tis not in the Bible written,
But there yet exists the legend
Of Herodias' bloody love

—

Else there, was no explanation
Of that lady's curious longing

—

Would a woman want the head of
Any man she did not love?

* The translation into English is by Thomas Selby Egan (London, 1876).
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Was perhaps a little peevish
With her swain, had him beheaded

;

But when she upon the charger
Saw the head so well beloved,

And thou follow'st that wild army
With Diana and Abunda,
With their merry hunt-companions
Who detest the cross and pain

!

Straight she wept and mad became,
And she died of love's distraction

—

Love's distraction ! Pleonasmus !

Why, Love is itself distraction

!

What a costly company

!

Could I nightly hunt among ye.
Through the forests ! I would ever
Ride by thee, Herodias !

Rising up at night she carries.

In her hand, as now related,
When she hunts, the bleeding head

—

Yet with woman's maniac frenzy

For I love thee more than any

!

More than yonder Grecian goddess.
More than yonder Northern fairy,
I adore thee, thou dead Jewess

!

Sometimes she, with childish laughter,
Whirls it in the air above her,

Then again will nimbly catch it,

Like a plaything as it falls.

But for thee, Herodias,
Say, where art thou? Ah, I know it,

Thou art dead, and liest buried
By thy walls, Jerusholayim

!

Yes, adore thee! I have marked it

In the trembling of my soul.

Love me and become my darling.
Beauteous form, Herodias,

Love me and become my darling!
Cast away that bloody plaything
With the charger, and delight in

Daintier and far better dishes.

Starkened sleep of death by daylight
Sleep'st thou in the marble coffin

;

But at midnight then awake thee
Cracking whips, huzza and halloh

!

I the true knight am so truly.

Whom thou wantest—^matters little.

Thou are dead and damned already-
I have no such prejudices

—
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Mr. Jacob N. Beam, in an article published in Modern Language
Notes (January, 1907), says of the story of Salome and the Baptist
t!hat this love element is probably wholly of nineteenth-century

romantic origin. "It does not seem to have existed in the older

authorities on the legends of the martyrs and saints." Eusebius
Emesenus spoke of Salome playiiig with the head as with an apple,

but he said nothing of Salome's passion for John. Mr. Beam adds

:

"In view of the well-known fertility and perversity of Heine's imag-
ination, it is likely that he invented the Sage, pure and simple,

and assigned a fictitious source."

Wilde no doubt based his story of Salome's passion on the passage

in "Atta Troll." He borrowed from Flaubert's story the stage

setting, the banquet, the cistern, the voice of the Baptist, the Roman
visitors, the desire of Herod for Salome, who in Flaubert's tale is

an innocent and charming young girl, hardly knowing John's name.
Percival Pollard translated into English an essay on Salome by a

Spaniard, Gomez Carillo, who had talked with Oscar Wilde* about

portraits of Herodias' daughter. This translation was published in

an issue of Papyrus (1906), edited by Mr. Michael Monohan. Wilde

* "Salomg," drama in one act, written in French by Wilde, published in 1893, was
produced at the Nouveau Theatre, Paris, October 28, 1896. Lina Munte played Salomfi.

Translated into English by Lord Alfred Bruce Douglas, it was performed in London,
May 10, 1905; in New York by the Progressive Stage Society, November 14, 1905:
Salome, Mercedes Leigh. Operas founded on this play : Richard Strauss (Dresden,
1905), Mariotte (Lyons, 1908). Glazounoff has written music for the tragedy. Hadley's
tone-poem "Salome" was performed in Boston at a Symphony concert, April 13, 1907 ;

Salome's Dance from Strauss's opera, on April 26, 1912.
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said to Carillo :
"1 have always longed to go to Spain, that I might

see in the Prado Titian's Salome,* of which Tintoretto once
exclaimed : 'Here at last is a man who paints the quivering flesh !' '-

And Wilde asked him if Carillo knew the Salome of Stranzioni and
that of Alessandro Veronese.
According to Carillo, the dramatist dreamed constantly of Salome

and her dance. At times he saw her chaste, and he spoke of her as
"a gentle princess, who danced before Herod as if by a call from
Heaven." He then saw her quivering body lily tall and pale. "Veils
woven by angels conceal her slenderness, her blonde hair flows like

molten gold over her shoulders."
And once, seeing the picture of a woman's pale head, severed from

her body, Wilde exclaimed: "Why, that is Salome," and he told a
story found in a Nubian gospel. A Jewish princess made a present
of an apostle's head to a young philosopher. The youth smiled and
said unto her: "I should rather have your own head, my dear."

The princess went away all pale. That night a slave visited the
philosopher, and he bore with him on a golden plate the head of

the woman. The scholar looked up and said : "Why all this blood ?"

and he turned a leaf in Plato. Wilde believed this Jewish princess

was Salome.
Picture after picture did not satisfy his ideal. The Salome of

Leonardo was too cold in its dignity. He did not tarry before the
Salome of Dtirer, of Ghirlandajo, of Leclerc, of Van Thulden. The

* For a discussion of certain pictures of Salome see Ars et Labor (Milan, February,
1907).
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Salome of Eegnault was a gypsy with an English coinplexion.

Moreau's revealed to him "the soul of the dancing princess of his

dreams," and, thinking of this picture, he would repeat Huysmans's
sumptuous words : "She is nearly naked. In the whirl of the dance
the veils are unloosed, the shawls are fallen to the ground, and
only jewels clothe her body. The tiniest of girdles spans her hips

;

a costly jewel glows like a star between her breasts; a chain of

garnets fades into the glow of her hair."* A woman whom Wilde
met by chance in the street set him a-dreaming of the daughter of
Herodias, and before a jeweller's window he would plan various
combinations of gems to deck his idol. Sometimes he thought she
must have been resplendent in nudity, but "strewn with jewels, aU
ringing and tinkling in her hair, on her ankles, her wrists, her
throat, enclosing her lips and heightening with their myriad glitter-

ing reflections the unchastity of that unchaste amber flesh. For of

an unknowing Salome, who is a mere tool, I refuse to hear a word.
In Leonardo's painting, her lips disclose the boundless cruelty of her
heart. Her splendor must be an abyss; her desire an ocean, . . .

* For a remarkRble description of Salome's dance see "En Bade," a novel by J. K.
Huysmans, pp. 34r-39.
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that the pearls on her breast die of love; that the bloom of her
maidenhood pales the opals and fires the rubies, while even the
sapphires on this feverish skin lose the purity of their lustre."
Did Salome dance the wondrous dance imagined by Flaubert?

Was she the dancer of Moreau?
The painters of old times clothed her in the costume of their own

period, and she danced as the noble dames of their own period would
have minced it, strutted it or lolled and languished at the court. The
dance might have been at a Dutch, Italian, or German ball. See,
for example, the picture by Israel von Menecken or the one by Karel
von Mander, In the latter Herod is clothed as a deep-thinking phil-

osopher ; Salome is sumptuously dressed, with a long, flowing train,

with a high-cut bodice, with a jewelled velvet head-dress, and she is

attended by a handsome sprig of nobility. In a corner, far in the
background, the sworder is already at work on the kneeling John.

In illuminated manuscripts of the fourteenth century and in win-
dows of stained glass, Salome walks on her hands before Herod, to

his great delight and to the amazement of his guests, who uplift

hands. For in an old version of the New Testament it is said that
Salome 'S-aulted" before Herod. The pictorial representations of

this performance are disappointing. The daughter of Herodias is

clad as in a meal-sack, and not even her feet are visible. Further-
more, she is sour-visaged.

The early fathers of the church insisted that the dance was sug-

gestive, provocative, wanton. Saint Gregory reproached the Em-
peror Julian for his misuse of dancing, saying : ''If it pleases you to
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dance, if your inclination drags you to these festivities, of which you
seem to be passionately fond, dance as much as you like; but why
renew before our eyes the dissolute dances of the barbarous
Herodias and the pagans? Perform, rather, the dance of King
David before the ark ; dance to honor God. These exercises of peace
and piety are worthy of an emperor and a Christian."
Poor Salome! Does not the Breton folk-song remind a maiden

with itching feet of the daughter of Herodias? "When thou seest

dancing, think of the bloody head of John the Baptist on the
charger, and hellish longing will not fill thy soul."

According to Saint Chrysostom, Salome committed a double
crime: she danced, and she pleased by her dancing ("Duplex crimen,

et quod saltavit et quod placuerit"). It was Satan who made her,

dance gracefully, and therefore she delighted Herod, who fell into

her snares. For Satan is always present when there is dancing.

"To love the dance is to abuse the gifts of the Lord and to go con-

trary to his views in giving us feet, for feet were given to us, not to

make a shameful use of them, as in the dance, but only to walk
modestly." And, if the body be dishonored by these indecent move-
ments, how much more is the soul

!

It is true, said the saint, that dancing to-day does not cause the

death of John the Baptist, but it does harm to the members of our
Lord. They that dance to-day do not ask for the head of John the

Baptist on a charger, but they ask for Satan the souls of all that

are present. If the daughter of Herodias is not now at a ball, the

nriEi
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Devil who danced then in some way in her is present, and he
enlivens the dances and takes souls captive by them. Yet this saint
was named the golden-mouthed.

In like manner the Censure of the Waldenses and Albigenses used
Salome as a shocking example. What did they not say ? "As many
paces as a man maketh in dancing, so many paces doth he make to
hell." Observe the directness of this statement. Then the story of
Salome is told—and conclusions are drawn.
"For the women come not willingly to the dance if they be not

painted and adorned; the which painting and ornament is as a
grindstone upon which the Devil sharpeneth his sword. They that
deck and adorn their daughters are like those who put dry wood
to the fire, to the end it may burn the better : for such women kindle
the fire Luxury in the hearts of men. . . . For dancing is the pomp
of the Devil, and he that danceth maintaineth his pomp and singeth
his mass. For the woman that singeth in the dance is the prioress
of the Devil, and those that answer are clerks, and the beholders are
the parishioners, and the music are the bells, and the fiddlers the
ministers of the Devil. For as when hogs are strayed, if the hog-
herd call one, all assemble themselves together : so the Devil causeth
one woman to sing in the dance or to play on some instrument, and
presently . all the dancers gather together." There is much more
of this and some of the words are themselves unseemly.
The daughter of Herodias was by some supposed to lead the

dancing at the Devil's Sabbath. There was no lack of partners for

the women. Amiable and graceful demons were ready. But some-
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times a young girl preferred to dance with a frog. Jeannette
d'Amadie saw Mme. de Martibalserena dance with four at the same
time at a Sabbath personally conducted by Satan, who fiddled in an
extraordinarily wild manner. Satan's favorite instrument, by the
way, was the fiddle, though he occasionally favored the bagpipe.
As the Negro preacher Jones, of Cleveland, Ohio, remarked, in the

course of a powerful discourse reported by Artemus Ward : "Whar
there's dancing, there's fiddling; whar there's fiddling, there's un-
righteousness; and unrighteousness is wickedness, and wickedness
is sin I That's me—that's Jones."
As the old carol puts it :

—

Thus wine and women we do see,

Men's minds to folly win

;

For Herod did too soon agree,
And gave consent to sin.

Then on this day, as Scriptures say,
Saint John did lose his head.

Whilst she did sing before the king,
As he at table fed.

In Flaubert's "Herodias" Salome danced as dance- the priestesses
of India, as the Nubians of the cataract, as the bacchantes of Lydia.
Now she pursued, light as a butterfly, as a curious Psyche, as a vaga-
bond soul, some one unseen who ever fled before her. Now she was
languorous, so that no one knew whether she wept a god or was
dying in his arms. Now she danced the danse du ventre, with eye-
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lids half-closed, with face immovable. Now she was like a wind-
swept flower. And now from her arms, feet, clothing, flashed forth
sparks which inflamed the men looking on her with dilated nostrils.

And the tetrarch cried out: "Come! come! You shall have Caper-
naum, the plain of Tiberias, my strongholds, the half of my king-
dom !" 'Twas then she said to him in a childlike manner : "I wish
that you would give me on a charger the head"— She had forgotten
the name her mother had whispered in her ear. At last she remem-
bered, and said with a smile : "The head of laokannan !"

For a description of Kichard Hengest Home's tragedy "John the
Baptist" (1881') and the libretto (1835) by Gustav Mcolai for an
oratorio, with notes about Wilde's tragedy, and music inspired by
it, see the programme book of the Boston Symphony Orchestra of

April 27, 1912.

The parents of Florent Schmitt, although he was born in Lorraine,

are Alsatians. Mr. Calvocoressi,* noting this fact, thinks that
Schmitt's Alsatian descent "may help to account for his classical

turn of mind—especially as by a curious misappropriation (origi-

* The article from which we quote here and later was published in the New Music
Review (New York) of July, 1912.

—
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nating iu the fact that the great classics from the eighteenth century
to the decadence of classicism inclusively, were German), what we
commonly call classicism in music is in truth a result of especially

German idiosyncrasies. His French blood and French culture have
prevented him from having his originality impaired by scholasti-

cism." The elder Schmitt was a musician, who took a special in-

terest in church music and was violently opposed to Wagner. The
son studied music at an early age. When he was seventeen, he re-

solved to devote himself to music. He took pianoforte lessons at

Nancy of Henri Hess, and worked at harmony with Gustave Sandr^.
In October, 1889, he entered the harmony class directed by Theodore
Dubois at the Paris Conservatory. He took second acccssit at the
end of the year. Albert Lavignac replaced Dubois the next year,

and Schmitt took a second prize. Counterpoint, fugue, and com-
position were studied under Massenet, and in 1896-97 with Gabriel
Faure, Massenet's successor. Schmitt did military service, but in

1897 took the first second grand prix with his cantata '^Fredegonde,"

and in 1900 was awarded the first grand prix de Rome for his

cantata "Semiramis," text by Eugene and fidouard Adenis. "Se-

miramis" was performed at a Colonne concert, Paris, December 9,

1900 (singers, Miss Hatto and Messrs. Laffitte and Ballard). From
Rome he sent to Paris the first movements of his pianoforte quintet

and some songs the first year. In the second he sent a symphonic
poem suggested by the Ramayana, "Combat des Raksasas et deliv-

rance de Sita." The manuscript was lost in the fiood at Paris,

January, 1910. The third year he sent a symphonic 6tude, "Le

mm
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Palais hante," based on Poe's poem. Five "Feuillets de Voyage"
orchestrated, "Musiques de plein-air," and "Psaume XLVI." were
sent the fourth year.

And then Schmitt travelled in Germany and Austria, and visited

North Africa and Turkey. Keturning to Paris, he composed much.

Some of his compositions written at Rome were performed at the

Conservatory in December, 1906. His Psalm was among them, and

it was performed by the Soci6t6 Musicale Independante on June 9,

1910. At Lamoureux concerts these works were played : "Le Palais

hant6," January 8, 1905; "Musiques de plein-air" ("Danse d6suete"

and "Procession dans la Montague"), December 16, 1906; "Musique

sur I'eau" and "Tristesse au jardin," two poems for singer and

orchestra, February 27, 1910 (Mme. Jeanne Lacoste, singer). The
Quintet for pianoforte and strings was performed in April, 1909,

at the Cercle Musical, and a few days afterwards at the Soci6t6
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Nationale de Musique by Maurice Dumesnil, pianist, and the Firmin
Touche Quartet.

In 1914 Schmitt was called to the French colors.

A carefully prepared catalogue of Schmitt's works up to 1911
may be found in Octave Sere's "Musiciens frangais d'Aujourd'hui"
(Paris, 1911), pp. 401-403. We have added the titles of later works.

Orchesteal : "En Et§," Op. 3, 1893 ; Combat des Rakasas et delivrance de
Slta, symplionic poem after the Ramayana, 1898 ; "Musiques de plein-air

:

Danse ; Procession ; Accalmie," Op. 44, 1900 ; "Le Palais hante," symphonic
study after Poe, Op. 49, 1904 ; "Reves" ; Rapsodie Polonaise and Rapsodie Vien-
noise, Op. 53, 2 and 3, originally for two pianofortes, 4 hands, 1904.

Ballets : "La Tragedie de Salom§" ; "Ourvaci" (not completed-) ; "Mille
Neuf Cent Douze," Theatre des Arts, Paris, April 18, 1912 ; "Pupazzi," Theatre
des Arts, Paris, May 23, 1912.

Choeal, etc. : Psaume XLVI. for solo voices, chorus, organ, and orchestra.
Op. 38, 1904 ; Hymne funebre for mixed chorus and military band, Op. 46, 1899

;

Chansons h 4 voix, for vocal quartet with accompaniment of orchestra or
piano : 1. Vfih^mente ; 2. Nostalgique ; 3. Naive ; 4. Boreale ; 5. Tendre ; 6.

Martiale,—Op. 39, 1903.

Chamber Music : Andante et Scherzo for chromatic harp and string quartet,
Op. 35, 1906 ; Quintet in 3 parts for pianoforte and string quartet. Op. 51,
1905-08 ; Lied et Scherzo for double quintet of wind instruments, of which one
is a solo horn. Op. 54, 1910; Legende for viola and pianoforte (first performed
at Paris in March, 1919).

"Reflets d'Allemagne," to which Calvocoressi refers, are piano-
forte pieces for four hands: Eight Waltzes, Heidelberg, Coblentz,
Ltibeck, Werder, Vienne, Dresde, Nuremberg, Munich, Op. 28,
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1905. Werder, Dresde, Nuremberg, and Munich have been
orchestrated. "Musiques Intimes" for pianoforte solo appeared in
two volumes, Op. 16 (1897) and Op. 29 (1903). "Nuits Romaines:
Le Chant de TAnio" and "Lucioles," are Op. 23, 1901. Schmitt is

given to fanciful titles. See his Op. 22, "Musiques Foraines," for
pianoforte, 4 hands, 1901 (Parade, Boniment de Clowns, La belle

Fathma, Les Elephants savants. La Pythonisse, Chevaux de bois).

Other music for pianoforte, two hands : Op. 3, Three Preludes ; Op.
5, Soirs, Ten Preludes; Op. 6, Ballade de la Neige; Op. 12, Two
Pieces; Op. 18, Three Little Pieces; Op. 27, Four Pieces; Op. 31,
Three Waltz Nocturnes; Op. 32, Little Musical Pieces, eight in
number; Op. 36, Pupazzi, suite of eight pieces—^this suite has been
orchestrated; Op. 42, Romantic Pieces, six in number.
For pianoforte, four hands : Op. 15, Seven Pieces ; Op. 26, Feuillets

de Voyage, ten pieces in two volumes; Op. 34, Eight Little Pieces
on five notes ; Op. 37, Four Pieces for Recreation on five notes ; Op.
41, Eight Short Pieces; Op. 43, Humoresques.

For two pianofortes, four hands: Op. 53, Three Rhapsodies

—

French, Polish, Viennese.

1

COPLEY SQUARE

567 BOYSLTON STREET, BOSTON. MASS.

Has just received an importation of English Spun Silk

Jumpers in the most delightful colorings

The latest for sport wear

MAIN OFFICE 33 STATE STREET

COPLEY SQUARE BRANCH . 579 Boylston Street

MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE BRANCH
Corner Massachusetts Avenue and Boylston Street

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS OF $300 AND OVER
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For organ : Op. 11, Prelude.

Songs : Op. 2, 4, 8, 9, 10, 17, 20, 21, 30, 33, 52, and a few others.

Some have an orchestral accompaniment, as "Tristesse au jardin"
and "Musique sur I'eau," sung by Jeanne Lacoste at a Lamoureux
concert, Paris, February 27, 1910,

Schmitt has orchestrated a few pianoforte pieces by Chopin and
Schubert.
For Goethe's "Faust" translated by fimile Vedel, produced at the

Odeon, Paris, December 5, 1912, he assembled "musical adapta-
tions," performed by the Colonne chorus and orchestra led by
Gabriel Piern6.

Schmitt's "Chant du Guerre," for tenor solo, male chorus, and or-

chestra, poem by L6on Tonnelier, is dated January, 1915. It was
performed for the first time at the Op6ra, Paris, May 11, 1916
(Yvonne Gall, soprano).
The announcement was made in August, 1919, that Schmitt was

writing the music for "Blanc et Noir," a "modern pantomime" by
Saint-Georges de Bouhelier for the Opera, Paris.

These works of Schmitt have been performed in Boston :

—

Eapsodie Viennoise, for orchestra. Mrs. K. J. Hall's concert,

March 11, 1912. Mr. Longy conductor.

Chansons a quatre voix, with orchestra or pianoforte, four hands.

IF TASTY FOOD
in a Quiet and Beautiful Atmosphere Appeals to

you why not try the

RESTAURANT
Chinese-American Dishes

241-243 HUNTINGTON AVENUE
BOSTON

Near Massachusetts Avenue

LUNCHEON DE LUXE 50c

A La Carte All Day and Evening

Refined Music Every Evening

Prompt, Efficient and Courteous Service

Marinello Shop

Scientific Treatment of the Scalp

Skin and Nails

Permanent Waving

Chiropody and Swedish Massage

Vapor Baths and

Scientific Reducing

462 Boylston St. Boston, Mass.

Telephone. B. B. 55174
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Berkeley Building, 420 Boylston St.

MANICURE SHAMPOOER
HAIR WORK A SPECIALTY
FACIAL. SCALP and NECK

MASSAGE
ONDULATION MARCEL

Perfumery Shell Ornaments

Telephone, Back Bay 2320

th& Co.
Wholesale and Retail

STATIONERS
Engraving, Die Steimping

and Fine Printing

Blank Book Manufacturers

Modern Loose-leaf Devices

and Supplies

8 MILK STREET
Old South Building

Telephone, Main 1590

By PEARL VINAL

Day of Vengeance. Sacred

Behold your King. Sacred

One Day

2-B PARK ST.. BOSTON. MASS.

Telephone Haymarket 1150

Telephone, Back Bay 58187

American and Chinese

l^estaurant

11.30 A.M. to Midnight

Psirking Station for Autos only
one block away

Music and Orchestra

341 Massachusetts Avenue
207 St. Botolph Street

BOSTON. MASS.

Leather Cases.

>WE CO, 8 BOSWORTH STREET

11 ELLOS
VIOLAS, DOUBLE BASSES

MORE THAN 600 IN STOCK

Fine Bows. Italian Strings. Gold and Silver G Strings.

2.000 NEW VIOLINS IN STOCK

BosworA Street Boston
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Sunday Orchestral Concert at the Boston Opera House, January 5,

1913 (Mmes. Barnes and Gauthier, Messrs. Diaz and Sampieri;
Messrs. Straram and Strong, pianists). Cecilia concert February
19, 1919.

Lied and Scherzo for double quintet of wind instruments, one a
solo horn. Longy Club concert, January 23, 1913.
"The Tragedy of Salom6," for orchestra. Boston Symphony

Orchestra, November 29, 1913.

Psaume XLVI. Cecilia Society, December 18, 1913 (Marie Sun-
delius, soprano).

Polish and Viennese Rhapsodies for two pianofortes (Messrs. De
Voto and Mason). Cecilia concert, February 19, 1919.
"Musiques de plein-air," suite for orchestra, Boston Symphony

Orchestra, March 14, 1919.

The cold elegance and discreet character of

appeals to fastidious women as nothing

else can; as pure as virgin thoughts and
as fragrant as the swish of orange boughs.

25, 45, 65, and 1.25 per jar

Hubbell & McGowan Co.
Incorporated

THE MODERN DRUG STORE
Complete in all its 12 departments

Opposite Symphony Hall

Industrial Union for the Deaf

and Hard of Hearing
687 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

English Smock Shop

dainty Smocked ^Dresses

for Misses and Children

Individual and Practical

The Cabinet Shop
15 Fayette Street

Restoring of Antiques

Painted Furniture Children 's Furniture

and all kinds of

Cabinet Worlz to order

Elstimates Furnished

B-B 6146-W Mb8. E. B. Wade, Mgr

j\^n£ Soddi

Oraits
Christmas Gifts, which are distinctive

and useful, at all prices. Artistic Cards
and Calendars. Visitors welcome.

Q Park Streety Boston

Mr. DANIEL CAGGIULA, formerly

with J. Barrett, now at

BOYLSTON CHAMBERS

Designing and Fitting of

SUITS and DRESSES
Coat Dresses Specialized on

739

Importers and Designers

BOYLSTON STREET
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Greatest

CLEANSERS
DYERS

LAUNDERERS

284 BOYLSTOl

BOSTON SHOPS

TEMPLE PLACE

Branch Telephone Exchange 3900 Back Bay connects above shops

BROOKLINE SHOP
1310 Beacon Street

Coolidge Corner

Also MALDEN
FITCHBURG
PROVIDENCE
BRIDGEPORT
ALBANY

CAMBRIDGE SHOP
1274 Massachusetts Avenue

Harvard Shop

SALEM
FALL RIVER
NEW BEDFORD
NEWPORT

LYNN
MANCHESTER
WORCESTER
NEW HAVEN

and NEW YORK CITY

WATERTOWN SHOP
1 Galen Street

at Works

WALTHAM
LOWELL
SPRINGFIELD
WATERBURY
PHILADELPHIA

Packages called for and delivered by our own trucks

ESTABLISHED 1829

YOU CAN RELY ON LEWANDOS"
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FRIDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 26, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 27, at 8 o'clock

Brahms Symphony No. i, in C minor, Op. 68

, I. Un poco sostenuto; Allegro.

II. Andante sostenuto.

III. Un poco allegretto e grazioso.

IV. Adagio; Allegro non troppo, ma con brio.

Handel .... Concerto for Organ No. 4, in D minor, Op. 7

I. Adagio.

II. Allegro.

III. Larghetto e piano.

IV. Allegro.

Liszt Second Episode from Lenau's ''Faust":

The Dance in the Village Tavern
(Mephisto Waltz)

SOLOIST

JOSEPH BONNET

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony
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STEINERT HALL

PIANO RECITAL

Tuesday Afternoon, January 13

AT THREE

Reserved Seats, $L50, $L00, $0.50

Management: RICHARD NEWMAN

THE STEINWAY PIANO

THE SECOND CONCERT
BY

WILL BE GIVEN ON

WEDNESDAY EVENING,
February 11

SOPRANO
WILL GIVE A

SONG RECITAL IN STEINERT HALL
ON THE EVENING OF

MONDAY, JANUARY 26th
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SYMPHONY HALL CALENDAR

NEXT
SUNDAY
AFT.

DEC 21

AT 3.30

SUNDAY
AFT.

DEC. 28

AT 3.30

SUNDAY
AFT.
JAN.4
1920

AT 3.30

WED. EVE.

JAN. 14

AT 8.15

CHRISTMAS ORATORIO
The

Handel and Haydn Society
EMIL MOLLENHAUER. Conductor

H. G. TUCKER. Organist

THE ME.S5IAH
Chorus of 450 Orchestra Organ

SOLOISTS:

CAROLINE HUDSON-ALEXANDER, Soprano

MARY JORDAN, Contralto REED MILLER, Tenor

EDGAR SCHOFIELD, Bass.

SUN. AFT., JAN. 25, STABAT MATER AND GALLIA

SUN. AFT., FEB. 22. SAMSON AND DELILAH
SUN. AFT., APRIL 4, ELIJAH

Single Tickets, $L50, $2.00, $2.50, on sale now

J05LF R05LNBLATT
TENOR

Cantor of the Hungarian Congregation

OHAB ZEDEK
Tickets, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00, 50c

JA5CHA HLIFLTZ
Violin Recital

Tickets, $2.50, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00

MAURICL MAETERLINCK
Belgian Playright and Essayist

Author of "THE BLUE BIRD"

Subject of Lecture—First American Tour

"THE UNKNOWN 5HORE,"
Prices, $2.50—$2.00—$1.50—$1.00—50c (Plus Tax)

Mail orders with remittances to L. H. MUDGETT, Manager, Symphony Hall, will

receive prompt attention. War tax of 10% must be added to the price of above tickets.
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and

HIS 1919 JOURNEY

5 FRIDAY EVENINGS AT 8.15

5 SATURDAY MATINEES AT 2.30

lAl

JAN. 30-31

FEB. 6-7

SALE OF COURSE TICKETS, $5.00, $4.00, $3.00 and $2.50 opens MON-
DAY, DECEMBER 29, and closes SATURDAY, JANUARY 3.

SINGLE TICKETS will be on sale on and after MONDAY, JANUARY 5.

MAIL ORDERS, accompanied by cheque, will receive attention in the order of their

receipt in ad vance of regular sale.

Tickets will be mailed at purchaser's risk if order is accompanied by stamped and

self-addressed envelope.
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JORDAIV 1-fA.UU
Saturday Afternoon, JANUARY 3, at 3 o'clock; Piano Recital by

MARTHA EAIIRD
Thursday Evening, JANUARY 8, at 8 o'clock; 2nd Concert in the

BEETHOVEN SONATA SERIES by

.OLD BAUER-
Friday Evening, JANUARY 9, at 8.15 o'clock; the Song Recital of

Mme, POVLA FRIJSH, Soprae©
(Postponed from Dec. 10. Tickets purchased for Dec. 10 will hold good for this concert)

Tickets for above concerts ON SALE AT: 492 Boylston St., Mason & Hamlin Bldg.

WENDELL H. LUCE. Manager. 'Phone, Back Bay 3870

SANDERS THEATRE . . CAMBRIDGE

FOURTH CONCERT

Thursday Evening, January 1 5, 1920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

SOLOIST

JEAN BEE
•CELLO

Tickets at Kent's University Bookstore, Harvard Square, Cambridge
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

TEACHER OF SINGING
COACHING IN SONGS

384 COMMONWEALTH AVE.

VOICE
Studio, 615 Huntington Chambers, Boston

ITEACHER OF THE HARP
HARPS FOR SALE AND RENT

Address. 236 BAY STATE ROAD. BOSTON

Art nf i>mgtng

VOICE PLACING
AND TECHNIQUE A SPECIALTY

MARGARET A. AGNEW
VOCAL COACH AND ACCOMPANIST

146 Massachusetts Ave., Tel. Back Bay 3040

CONCERT-VIOLINIST
Will accept a limited number of pupils. Available for Concerts. For particulars addresi

609 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS. 30 HUNTINGTON AVENUE
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

BEDETTI
First Solo 'Cellist "Colonne Concerts" of Paris

JEAN
Solo 'Cellist Boston Symphony Orchestra.

'CELLO INSTRUCTION AND ENSEMBLE PLAYING
AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS AND RECITALS

Address. SYMPHONY HALL. BOSTON

GEORGES E. LAURENT
SOLO FLUTE BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

FIRST PRIZE AT PARIS CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Available for Concerts, Recitals and Musicales. Flute Instruction

ADDRESS. SYMPHONY HALL BOSTON. MASS.

MIL MOLLEMHAUER
COACHING IN

OPERA AND ORATORIO
189 Huntington Avenue - - Boston

Telephone. 722 Back Bay

Telephone. Back Bay 5958-J

s^.jMaE thormto
PIANIST and TEACHER
282 DARTMOUTH STREET

Mason & Hamlin Piano Used

LAj-cLUu^ "^^^^JTr
"MESSIAH" AT SYMPHONY HALL

BASSO
Voice Specialist and Coach

STUDIO: 24b HUNTINGTON AVENUE

"Mr. Flint, an experienced musician and

singer of taste, did ample justice to

his music."

Boston Post, April 28. 1919

Mr. R ADDiSOM PORTER
TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE

SPECIAL TRAINING FOR SOLOISTS AND TEACHERS

311 Pierce Building, Boston

FRENCH!!

ORAL METHOD
All lessons given by Mens. J.

Gosselin, B.A., C.T. (1st class.)

By a Phonetic system of his

own, Mr. Gosselin makes the

Pronunciation of his pupils

absolutely Perfect (guarantee

given) in Seven lessons— 1

at the most.

This unique training is price-

less to singers, musicians.

FRENCH
FRENCH!!

teachers and their pupils, etc.

and enables anyone not only to

pronounce but to Sing in

French as correctly as in

English.

Call any day, any time for Prospectus

and FREE TRIAL LESSONS and

compare with any other methods.

HUNTINGTON CHAMBE.R5
2nd Block from Copley Square
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Ir, FHAMK E, MOK.I
AND ASSISTANTS

LESSONS IN SINGING
A Normal Course for Teachers

3)sepfi Ennil© Daudeli
Former pupil ol the famous Paris Conservatory

VIOLIN LESSONS
STUDIOS. STEINERT HALL, BOSTON

PIANIST and TEACHER

Lang Studios

6 NEWBURY STREET

Lessons in

Pianoforte, Harmony, Counter-
"iiLjririiLM.iJ point and Composition

STUDIO AT 12 NEWBURY STREET
Mondays and Thursdays

Mr. W, THELEM instructor
SPECIALIST ON VOICE DEFECTS
Assisted by Mr. W. D. STRONG

Well known Pianist and Concert-Accompanist
Studios: 96 Huntington Avenue, BOSTON, Mass.
Notice: Mr. Strong's Piano Recital at Jordan Hall

March 18, 1920.

Voices developed from first rudiment of tone

production to artistic finish.

Lectures on physical and natural laws and

general health.

Perfect diction of foreign languages.

Appointment by mail.

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND TEACHER

609 Pierce Bldg., Boston, Mondays and Thursdays

Address, 162 Riverway, Boston
^

Telephone, 1470 Brookline

'CELLO SOLOIST
INSTRUCTION

STUDIO, 218 TREMONT STREET
Telephone, Beach 903-W

JEAN A. SALES
Member Boston Symphony Orchestra

Solo Viola Lamoureux Concerts and Opera Comique of Paris

Member of the Jury of the Paris Conservatory of Music
VIOLIN. VIOLA AND ENSEMBLE INSTRUCTION

Address SYMPHONY HALL

i?vaiC:e €llHEUFmi
American and Luropean Diplomas, Author of Books and Pen Works on Sinking

Studio: Suite 202 Huntington Chambers, 30 Huntington Avenue. Boston. Phone, Back Bay 3932
DOINGS OF GRANT'S ARTIST PUPILS BY A. E. DATELY

Bronze Melba has a large list of recitals for this season. Several winter concerts are planned for Wm. Flynn
tenor, whose fine voice a bright future is predicted. Helen Laird, soprano, whose singing at Boston College last

February was such an artistic delight, will give her next Boston recital early in the winter at Steinert Hall.
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Stemert Hal!

STUDIO 25

Telephone, Braintree . 285-R

LESLEY MART
BEL CANTO

Studio - ., 1425 Broadway. NEW YORK

SINGERS — Suzanne Baker Watson, Cora Cross,
Nellie Hart, Willette Kershaw, Gertrude Hutcheson.
Ivy Scott, Marion Stanley, Estelle Ward, Mabel
Wilbur, Flora Zabelle, Edward Foley, George Gilbert,
juhn Hendricks, Andrew Mack, Dr. Eugene Walton
Marshall, Fiske O'Hara, Umberto Sacchetti, EUii
Rhodes, Albert Wallerstedt, and many other singera
now before the public -in operatic and church work

AMb;
GERTRUDE MARSHALL, Violin

RUTH STICKNEY. Violin

TWELFTH SEASON

71 CARLTON STREET, BROOKLINE
Management A. H. HANDLEY, 160 BoyLton Street. BOSTON

AETETTE
ADELINE PACKARD, Viola

HAZEL L'AFRICAIN. 'Cello

Tel. Brookline 3268-J
Tel. Beach 4197

ENRICO FABHniO
MEMBER OF

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

TEACHER OF 'CELLO
15 VANCOUVER STREET, BOSTON. MASS.

SOLO ENSEMBLE PLAYING
Tel., Rox. 5063-R

£1

Also STUDIO at NEEDHAM
180 Nehoiden Street

A Go EMERSON
TEACHER OF SINGING

WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

Madame Clara Poole Voice
specializing in tone production by ne-w methods that have given

wonderful results. Preparationfor concert^ Oratorio and Opera

844 Beacon St., The Arundel. By appointment. 'Phone Back Bay 883-M

"Mr. John Hall Sherwood has studied

with me in Paris, and is a gifted musician

cind successful teacher of large experience

whose work I can endorse eind recom-

mend." (Signed) HAROLD BAUER.

TEACHER OF PIANO
Appointment by telephone

Cambridge 5935-W

AUCE HUTCHIJMIilSS i^L=3i>U& OU ii ^Oii^^ BAKER
PIANIST INSTRUCTION

The principles of Leschetizky presented in a definite and comprehensive manner

STUDIO. HOTEL HEMENWAY. BOSTON
Telephone. Back Bay 3180

STEINERT HALL. Room 26. Tuesdays and Fridays
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

The Vocal Studios of

.IRTHUR. J» HUBE
And his Assistants

VINCENT V. HUBBARD and

Mrs. CAROLINE HOOKER

MISS MIMNIE HAYDEM
VOICE BUILDING

SONG INTERPRETATION. CONCERT
RECITAL AND REPERTOIRE WORK

SteinertHall - BOSTON

Teacher of Singing in all its branches

and of Dramatic Action as

applied to Singing

ARTHUR J. HUBBARD
246 Huntington Avenue

HELEN ALLE!^
CONTRALTO SOLOIST

Teacher of Singing

Class and Private Lessons

Hotel Cluny, 543 Boylston Street - Boston

Miss PRISCILLA ^
TEACHER OF SINGING

602 PIERCE BUILDING
COPLEY SQUARE - - BOSTON

TEACHER OF SINGING
250 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

Opposite Symphony Hall

MR» JOHN LANE
TEACHER OF SINGING

STEINERT HALL

162 BOYLSTON STREET - • BOSTON

JOSEPHINE KNIGHT
SOPRANO SOLOIST

Teacher of Singing

4 Haviland Street ----- Boston

B. B. 1047

In Worcester, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 317 Day Bldg

VIMAL
PIANO INSTRUCTION

Leschetizky Principles

STUDIO: ROOM 18 STEINERT HALL
For Appointments Tel. Roxbury 491 1 -R

L F. PIOFMANN
Formerly Concert Master

NEW YORK SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Will receive pupils in Violin and Ensemble

Playing. Address 120 TREMONT STREET

BARITONE SOLOIST
Formerly Song Leader U. S. N.

now available for

Concert Oratorio Recital

STUDIO: 1089 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

LoMise Laftferop Mellowg
PIANIST

AND TEACHER
6 NEWBURY STREET - -

TelephoneB.B. 51694

BOSTON

PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
Formerly pupil Royal Conservatory of Brussels, Bel-

gium (1897-1901). Also Organist and Accompanist

HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS, BOSTON

Loyal PMiips Sliawe
Baritone Soloist and Teacher of Singing

'

CONCERT—RECITAL—ORATORIO
Providence. R.I.

300 Lauderdale Building, 144 Westminster Street
j

Boston, Mass. Hotel Hemenway 1
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
Miss HELEM 'k3:u^uui^

TEACHER OF SINGING

HOTEL HEMENWAY
Tuesdays and Fridays at Lasell Seminary

TEACHER OF SINGING

ACCOMPANIST - COACH

STUDIO
246 HUNTINGTON AVE.

Forrast

BOSTON

liss RUTH LAIGHTOM
Teacher of the Violin

Ear-training, Rhythm and Harmony

274 Brookline Avenue - . -

(Near the Winsor School)

Boston

Miss MARY A. STOWEI.L
Teacher of Piano and Harmony

The ILKLEY
Huntington Ave. and Cumberland St., Boston

(Cumberland Street Entrance)

m .MlCosMrig
CONTRALTO

TEACHER OF SINGING

LANG STUDIOS. 6 NEWBURY STREET

1919-1920

Gertriade F©gl©r School of

French and Eeglisli

543 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON
Telephone 55888 B. B.

Private and Class instruction. Lectures. Special

courses in pronunciation and diction.

AIe35aiiid©r=Mairiii§

(officier de ITnstruction publique)

Vocal Instruction, Breathing, Tone Production.

Phonetics, French Diction, Interpretation of

French Songs

FENSMERE, 206 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.

ALICE BATES RICE
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER of SINGING

Lang Studios ... 6 Newbury Street

CHARLOTTE WHITE
TEACHER OF THE VIOLONCELLO

Pupil of Robert Hausmann. Berlin; Arthur V/illiams,

London; and Joseph Malkin. Boston

420 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS, BOSTON
Telephone. Back Bay 805-M.

liss LILA M. HOLMES
TEACHER OF PIANO

CYPRESS TERRACE, BROOKLINE
Studio. 602 Pierce Building

Saturday mornings and Wednesday aftemoont

Telephone, Brookline 5708-M.

PAULINE H, CLARK
543 Boylston Street . . . Boston, Mass.

Teacher of Singing and Manager of

THE COPLEY CLUB SINGERS
Artistic Attractive Successful

Programs for All Occasions
Definite Instruction , Immediate Results
Send for Illustrated Booklet Tel., Back Bay 994-M

ACMES G=
RENEWED MUSIC— Your old or torn music made
new. Flexible binding. All hand work. Reasonable
prices. References.

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Room 207 Tel. Back Bay 456

'J DOAME
PIANIST and TEACHER

25 ST. STEPHEN STREET

Telephone. Back Bay I463-R BOSTON

-Mr. HARRIS S, SHAW
PIANO, ORGAN, HARMONY and

INTERPRETATION
(SPECIAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS)

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Telephone, Back Bay 4654-M

SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS
1176 BOYLSTON ST.. FENWAY BLDG.. BOSTON

In New Bedford, Saturdays. 56 Walnut Street

CAROLYN BELCHER
TEACHER OF VIOLIN and
ENSEMBLE PLAYING

430 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS
Tel. Brookline 4044-W or Back Bay 3174-M

CAROLYN BELCHER STRING QUARTETTE
CONCERTS and MUSICALES
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
:e foster pemce

PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
Constant success with children as with advanced pupils.

Classes in Two Piano Playing a specialty, following the

Symphony programmes as far as practicable.

Studio, 146 Massachusetts Avenue
Near Boylston Street Telephone, Back Bay 3040

E
TEACHER OF SINGING

MUSICAL LECTURES
Author of "Young Singers, What They Should Know"

10 NEWBURY STREET

VIOLIN AND VIOLA
37 BRIMMER STREET, BOSTON

Until November 1, Address Medfield, Mass.
Telephone, Medfield 123-2

PIANIST AND TEACHER
NINTH SEASON

TEL. BACK BAY
2788-R

16 ARUNDEL ST.
Near Audubon Circle

SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO - - 609 PIERCE BUILDING
Telephone, Back Bay 5145 R

CONCERT PIANIST

STUDIO - - 23 STEINERT HALL
BOSTON

PIANIST and TEACHER

CARNEGIE HALL NEW YORK

PIANIST AND TEACHER
405 PIERCE BLDG.. COPLEY SQUARE

Telephone. Back Bay 3956-W.

Marjorie Pattern Friend
VIOLONCELLIST
AND TEACHER

SOLO AND ENSEMBLE PLAYING
13 NEWBURY ST. 58 MARSHAL ST.

BOSTON BROOKLINE
Tel.3747-WBrookline

imSS imE.£. U)A1
Pianist and Teacher of the Pianoforte

STUDIOS: 6 Newbury Street, Boston

34 Beals Street, Brookline

Brookline 5750

Torrens Method

TEACHER OF SINGING

17 STEINERT HALL ^"''^'""jJ^STh-w

TEACHER OF PIANO
430 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS - BOSTON

GERTRUDE BELCHER TRIO
CONCERTS. MUSICALES

Telephone, Back Bay 3174-M.

PIANO, HARMONY and COACHING
528 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS

Mondays and Fridays. Other days by

Appointment

Teacher of Pianoforte and Musical Theory

Half hour talks illustrated on the Piano — musical
forms and stories of the operas.

Studio: The Winsor School Fob Gikls
Tuesday and Friday Afternoons

Tel. Brookline 2313M

AMERICAN PIANIST
RECITALS, MUSICALES, CONCERTS

Authorized representative of the most modern ideas in

piano playing. Primary.Advanced and Teachers' Courses

Studio, 6 NEWBURY ST., Tel. B. B. 3529 R
Res. HOTEL HEMENWAY. Tel. B. B. 3180

' Boston

PROF. A. D'AVESNE. B. SC. PARIS
' OFFICIER D'ACADEMIE

French Classes, Private Lessons, Lectures &
Causcries, Children's Classes, Special

Commercial Course, Translations.

755 BOYLSTON ST.. NEAR COPLEY SQUARE
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THE OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES

OF THE

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
INCORPORATED

FREDERICK P. CABOT

GALEN L. STONE

ERNEST B. DANE

President

Vice-President

Treasurer

ALFRED L. AIKEN

FREDERICK P. CABOT
ERNEST B. DANE
M. A. DEW^OLFE HOWE
JOHN ELLERTON LODGE
FREDERICK E. LOWELL
ARTHUR LYMAN
HENRY B. SAWYER
GALEN L. STONE

BENTLEY W. WARREN



PIANOS

I

have won pre-eminence by reason of their intrinsic

merit. Their development began where that of

other pianos left off, adding new features of con-

struction and resulting in extraordinary beauty of

tone and unequaled durability. Everywhere musi-

cians have recognized their unrivaled excellence

and are proclaiming them the finest pianos the

world has ever known.
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A name that is spoken with the full pride of

ownership—that carries with it the deep satis-

faction of possessing the ultimate expression of

man's handiwork in Musical Art.

A name that is cherished as a Family Tradition

—

that keeps afresh for the next generation the

associations and fond remembrances which cluster

around the home piano.

Supreme achievement of patience, skill and ex-

perience, founded on inborn Ideals of Artistry.
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Inspection invited
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Thirty-ninth Season, 1 919-1 920

PIERRE MONTEUX. Conductor
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A Hundred Master Pianists

Play for You

THINK of hearing the world's greatest

pianists—not once in a Hfetime, but

whenever you are in the mood!

This is possible if you own

S^d-AMPICO
^ indie

inti]

Ornstein,Godowsky, Levitzki,Rachmaninoff
—and many more play the masterpieces of

music just as you heard them on the con-

cert stage. The reproduction is perfect.

And there is a wealth oflighter music, includ-
ing the latest dance numbers, to choose from.

Come in and hear the Ampico in the

Chickering Piano today.
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THIRTY-NINTH SEASON. NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETEEN AND TWENTY

FRIDAY AFTERNOON. DECEMBER 26, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING. DECEMBER 27. at 8 o'clock

Brahms ...... Symphony No. i, in C minor, Op. 68

I. Un poco sostenuto; Allegro.

II. Andante sostenuto.

III. Un poco allegretto e grazioso.

IV. Adagio; AUegro non troppo, ma con brio.

Handel . . Concerto in F major for Organ and Orchestra, No. 4, Op. 4

I, Allegro.

II. Andante.
ni. AUegro.

Liszt Second Episode from Lenau's "Faust":
The Dance in the Village Tavern

(Mephisto Waltz)

SOLOIST

JOSEPH BONNET

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony

The ladies of the audience are earnestly requested not to put on hats before
the end of a number.
The doors oj the hall will-be closed during the performance of each number
on the programme. Those who wish to leave before the end of the concert
are requested to do so in an interval between the numbers.

City of Boston, Revised Regulation of August 5, 1 898.—Chapter 3, relating to the covering of

the head in places of public amusement
Every licensee shall not, in his place of amusement, allow any person to wear upon the head a covering which obstructs
the view ci the exhibition or performance in such plexe of any person seated in any seat therein provided for spectators,
it being uoderstood that a low head covering without projection, which does not obstruct such view, may be worn.

Attest: J. M. GALVIN. City aerk.
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"The Best in Travel."

For 40 years our business has been to please Americans of the

finest type who are satisfied with nothing less than the best. The
standard we have set for the Raymond-Whitcomb Tours and the

Raymond-Whitcomb Cruises is so high that they are universally

recognized as in a class apart, beyond competition.

Six luxurious Cruises in January, February, March and April by
splendid specially chartered steamships to Cuba, Jamaica, Panama,
Central America and Nassau-Bahamas. Fascinating shore excur-

sions. First Cruise sails Jan. 3.

Wonderful tours twice a week in January, February and March,
including the famous resort hotels of Southern California and
extensive automobiling everywhere.

Delightful tours to St. Augustine, Palm Beach, Miami and
Havana. Frequent departures January to March.

Remarkable tours, including France and all the Famous Battle-

fields, Belgium, Switzerland and Italy. Best hotels, finest train

and automobile service and exceptional arrangements. Depart-
ures Jan. 24, Feb. 7, and later.

No one who visits Europe in 1920 will have a satisfactory

trip unless he has hotel reservations in France, Belgium

and along the Battlefield Front. Accommodations are

insufficient to take care of everyone. If you are wise you
will make your arrangements with a company which has

assured hotel and steamship reservations. Raymond
& Whitcomb has not only its own offices and repres-

entatives in Paris but also a French representative, for

many years the head of the leading French tourist

organization.

Now is the time to begin making ^out plans for next Spring
and Summer. Protect yourself at once by making

a preliminary reservation With us.

Also tours to South America
Japan-China and Round the World.

Send for Booklet Desired

RAYMOND & WHITCOMB CO.
17 TEMPLE PLACE TelepBone Beach 6964
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Symphony in C minor, No. 1, Of. 68 ... . Johannes Brahms

(Born at Hamburg, May 7, 1833; died at Vienna, April 3, 1897.)

Brahms was not in a hurry to write a symphony. He heeded not

the wishes or demands of his friends, he was not disturbed by their

impatience. As far back as 1854 Schumann wrote to Joachim:

"But where is Johannes? Is he flying high or only under the

flowers? Is he not yet ready to let drums and trumpets sound?

He should always keep in mind the beginning of the Beethoven

symphonies: he should try to make something like them. The

beginning is the main thing; if only one makes a beginning, then

the end comes of itself."

Max Kalbeck, of Vienna, the author of a life of Brahms in 2138

pages, is of the opinion that the beginning, or rather the germ,

of the Symphony in C minor is to be dated 1855. In 1854 Brahms

heard in Cologne for the first time Beethoven's Ninth Symphony.

It impressed him greatly, so that he resolved to write a symphony

in the same tonality. That year he was living in Hanover. The

madness of Schumann and his attempt to commit suicide by throw-

JUST ISSUED

COLONIAL LOVE LYRICS
SIX SONGS BY

Francis Hopkinson
(1737-1791)

Edited and Augmented b>

Harold Vincent Milligan
Enraptured I Gaze See Down Maria's Blushing Cheek

My Love is Gone to Sea With Pleasures Have I Passed My Days

The Garland Give Me Thy Heart

Soprano or Tenor Mezzo Soprano or Baritone Price $1.25
{{Schmidt's Educational Series No. 213 a-b)

The above collection is a sequel to "THE FIRST AMERICAN
COMPOSER," Six Songs bv Francis Hopkinson, edited and aug-
mented by HAROLD V. MILLIGAN. These songs are of particu-

lar musical and historical interest, and are being extensively used
throughout the country by prominent artists.

The volumes are attractively printed and contain a portrait of

Francis Hopkinson, and a fac-simile letter from his friend, George
Washington.

rrvi_ A ^i_ !-» r« -u 'Ji. /^ BOSTON
: 120 Boylston St.

The Artiiur r*. ocnniiat Oo.new york-. s west 40th st.
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ing himself into the Khine (February 27, 1854) had deeply affected

him. He wrote to Joachim in January, 1855, from Dtisseldorf:

"I have been trying my hand at a symphony during the past sum-

mer, have even orchestrated the first movement, and have composed

the second and third." This symphony was never completed. The

work as it stood was turned into a sonata for two pianofortes.

The first two movements became later the first and the second of

the pianoforte concerto in D minor, and the third is the movement

"Behold all flesh" in "A German Requiem."

A performance of Schumann's "Manfred" also excited him when

he was twenty-two. Kalbeck has much to say about the influence

of these works and the tragedy in the Schumann family over Brahms

as the composer of the C minor Symphony. The contents of the

symphony, according to Kalbeck, portray the relationship between

Brahms and Robert and Clara Schumann. The biographer finds

significance in the first measures poco sostenuto that serve as intro-

duction to the first allegro. It was Richard Grant White who said

of the German commentator on Shakespeare that the deeper he

dived the muddier he came up.

QUALITY and

REPUTATION

enable you to know

in advance that the

VOS© Is a most

satisfactory piano.

WE CHALLENGE
COMPARISON

160 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
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Just when Brahms began to make the first sketches of this sym-

phony is not exactly known. He was in the habit, as a young man,

of jotting down his musical thoughts when they occurred to him.

Later he worked on several compositions at the same time and let

them grow under his hand. There are instances where this growth

was of very long duration. He destroyed the great majority of

his sketches. The few that he did not destroy are, or were recently,

in the Library of the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde at Vienna.

In 1862 Brahms showed his friend Albert Dietrich * an early

version of the first movement of the symphony. Brahms was then

sojourning at Mtinster. He composed in the morning, and the

afternoon and evening were spent in excursions or in playing or

hearing music. He left Hamburg in September of that year for

his first visit to Vienna, and wrote to Dietrich shortly before his

departure that the symphony was not ready, but he had completed

* Albert Hermann Dietrich was born August 28, 1829, near Meissen. He studied
music in Dresden and at the Leipsic Conservatory. In 1851 he went to Diisseldorf to

complete his studies with Schumann. He conducted the subscription concerts at Bonn
from 1855 till 1861, when he was called to Oldenburg as court conductor. He retired

in 1890 and moved to Berlin, where he was made an associate member of the Konigliche
Akademie der Ktinste and in 1890 a Royal Professor. He composed two operas, a sym-
phony, an overture, choral works, a violin concerto, a violoncello concerto, chamber
music, songs, piano pieces. He died November 20, 1908.

FURNITURE
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Company
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a string quintet in F minor. In 1866 Dietrich asked Brahms for a

symphony, that he might perform it in Oldenburg. Brahms told

him in answer that he could not expect a symphony, but he should

like \o play to him the "so-called 'German Requiem.'

"

Dietrich saw the first movement in 1862. It was then without the

introduction. Clara Schumann on July 1 of that year wrote to

Joachim that Brahms had sent her the movement with a "bold"

beginning. She quoted in her letter the first four measures of the

Allegro as it now stands and said that she had finally accustomed

herself to them ; that the movement was full of wonderful beauties

and the treatment of the thematic material was masterly. Dietrich

bore witness that this first movement was greatly changed. The

manuscript in. the possession of Simrock the publisher is an old

copy b}^ some strange hand. It has a white linen envelope on which

is daubed with flourishes, "Sinfonie von Johannes Brahms Mus:

Doc: Cantab:" etc., etc. Kalbeck makes the delightful error of

translating the phrase "Musicae doctor cantabilis." "Cantabilis !"
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Publishers of
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Did not Kalbeck know the Latin name of the university that gave

the degree to Brahms?
The manuscripts of the other movements are autographic. The

second movement, according to the handwriting, is the youngest.

The third and fourth are on thick music paper. At the end is

written "J. Brahms Lichtenthal Sept. 76." Kalbeck says that the

Finale was conceived in the face of the Zurich mountains, in sight

of Alps and the lake ; and the horn solo with the calling voices that

fade into a melancholy echo were undoubtedly suggested by the

Alpine * horn ; the movement was finished on the Island of Rtigen,

Theodor Kirchner wrote to Marie Lipsius that Brahms had

carried this symphony about with him "many years" before the

performance ; and Kirchner said that in 1863 or 1864 he had talked

about the work with Clara Schumann, who had then showed him

Alpenhorn, or Alphorn, is an instrument of wood and bark, with a cupped mouth-
piece. It is nearly straight, and is from three to eight feet in length. It is used by
mountaineers in Switzerland and in other countries for signals and simple melodies.
The tones produced are the open harmonies of the tube. The "Ranz des Vaches" is

associated with it. The horn, as heard at Grindelwald, inspired Alexis Chauvet (1837-
71) to write a short but effective pianoforte piece, one of his "Cinq Peuillets d'Album."
Orchestrated by Henri MarSchal, it was played here at a concert of the Orchestral Club,
Mr. Longy conductor, January 7, 1902. The solo for English horn in Rossini's overture
to "William Tell" is too often played by an oboe. The statement is made in Grove's
Dictionary of Music and Musicians (Revised Edition) that this solo was originally
intended for a tenoroon and played by it. Mr. Cecil Forsyth, in his "Orchestration,"
says that this assertion is a mistake, "based probably on the fact that the part was
written in the old Italian notation ; that is to say, in the bass clef an octave below
its proper pitch." (The tenoroon, now obsolete, was a small bassoon pitched a fifth
higher than the standard instrument.)

Established 1877
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'portions of it, whereas "scarcely any one knew about the second

symphony before it was completed, which I have reason to believe

was after the first was ended; the second, then, was chiefly com-

posed in 1877." In 1875 Dietrich visited Brahms at Zigelhausen,

and he saw his new works, but when Dietrich wrote his recollections

he could not say positively what these works were.

We have quoted from Mme. Schumann's letter to Joachim in

1862. Brahms was working on the Adagio and Scherzo when he

went from Hamburg to Baden-Baden in 1876. On September 25 he

played to Mme. Schumann the first and last movements, and two
weeks later the whole symphony. She noted her disappointment

in her diary. To her this symphony was not comparable with the

Quintet in F minor, the sextets, the pianoforte quartets. "I miss

the melodic flight, however intellectual the workmanship may be.

I am debating violently whether I should tell him this, but I must
flrst hear the work complete from an orchestra." When she heard

the symphony the next year in Leipsic, it made an o'erpowering

iinpression on her, and she was pleased that Brahms had uncon-

sciously changed the character of the Adagio to suit her wishes.

Max Bruch in 1870 'wished to produce the symphony, but there

was only one movement at that time. When the work was com-

pleted Brahms wished to hear it before he took it to Vienna. He
thought of Otto Dessoff, then conductor at Carlsruhe, and wrote to

him. For some reason or other, Dessoflf did not understand the drift

SUITE
209-210
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THE MAKANNA SHOP TAKES
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of Brahms's letter, and Brahms was impatient. Offers to produce

the symphony had come from conductors in Mannheim, Munich,

and Vienna ; but, as Brahms wrote again to Dessoff, he preferred to

hear "the thing for the first time in the little city that has a good

friend, a good conductol* and a good orchestra."

The symphony was produced at Carlsruhe by the grand duke's

orchestra on November 4, 1876. Dessoff conducted. There was a

performance a few daj^s later at Mannheim where Brahms con-

ducted. Many musicians journeyed to hear the symphony. Sim-

rock came in answer to this letter: "It's too bad you are not a

music-director, otherwise you could have a symphony. It's at Carls-

ruhe on the fourth. I expect from you and other befriended pub-

lishers a testimonial for not bothering you about such things." Sim-

rock paid five thousand thalers for the symphony. He did not

publish it till the end of 1877.

Brahms conducted the performance at Munich on November 15,

1876.* Levi had been his friend and admirer, but Brahms sus-

pected that his devotion to Wagner had cooled this admiration.

* When Brahms first appeared at a concert of the Musikalische Akademie in
Munich, March 13, 1874, as composer, pianist, and conductor, he was warmly received.
He conducted his Ilaydn variations and Three Hungarian Dances, and played the piano
concerto in D minor ; and the programme included songs sung by Heinrich Vogl. It
was said of the Dances that they were not suited to an Akademie concert. "The reserve
of the large audience towards the Hungarian dances was evidence of the sound musical
taste of our concertgoers."

SOLOV-HlNDS Co.
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Nevertheless he refused an invitation to stay at Franz Wtillner's

house, lest Levi might be offended. "Yet I do not wish to stay with

him (Levi), for, to say the least, he plays comedy with his friends,

and that I do not like." He did stay with Levi and thought the old

friendship secure. Levi wrote that the performance was excellent.

"I have again wondered at Brahms as a conductor, and I learned

much from him at the rehearsals." The reception of the symphony
was lukewarm, if not cold. When Levi invited Brahms to bring

his second symphony to Munich, Brahms wrote: "I think it would

be better for you to perform the one in C minor." Levi did give a

performance of the latter the next year, although there were earnest

protests on the ground that the public did not like it. After the

first movement there was silence ; after the second and third there

was fierce hissing. Levi wrote that the opposition was not so much
from the Wagnerites as from the so-called classicists, led by the

critic of the Augsturg Ahendzeitung who was enthusiastic only for

Lachner, Rheinberger, Zenger, and Rauchenegger.

The performances at Vienna, December 17, 1876; Leipsic, Janu-

ary 18, 1877; and Breslau, January 23, 1877, were conducted by

Ftrs^ the ^lade^ etc.

^ The reader begins by getting satisfaction from any copy

in any edition. Curiosity and heightened interest quickly

develop; one begins to refuse shabby copies, to demand
certain editions. The Reader has become the Collector.

Q In the development of this process a ten-minute ride to

Cambridge might play an important part.
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Brahms. Concerning the performance at Leipsic we shall speak

later. In Vienna the symphony was produced at Johann Herbeck's

earnest request at a concert of the Gesellchaft der Musikfreunde.

The audience was cool, especially after the last movement. Ludwig

von Herbeck in the life of his father refers to Hanslick, who "in

an unexplainable manner ranks this symphony as one of the most

important symphonic works." Before this concert certain persons

were allowed to hear the symphony played as a pianoforte duet

by Brahms and Ignaz Brtill.

On May 18, 1876, Cambridge University offered Brahms an hon-

orary degree. The others then named were Joachim, Sir John Goss,

and Arthur Sullivan. (Joachim did not receive his degree until

the next year.) If Brahms had accepted it, he would have been

obliged to go to England, for it is one of the University's statutes

that its degrees may not be conferred in absentia. Brahms hesi-

tated about going, although he was not asked to write a work for

the occasion. The matter was soon settled for him: the directors

of the Crystal Palace inserted an advertisement in the Times to

the effect that. If he came, he would be asked to conduct one of

their Saturday concerts, Brahms declined the honor of a degree,;

but he acknowledged the invitation by giving the manuscript score

v^^7 "MbcccxXJ^li^
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and parts of the symphony to Joachim, who led the performance at

Cambridge, March 8, 1877, although Mr. J. L. Erb, in his "Brahms,"

says that Stanford conducted. The programme included Bennett's

overture to "The Wood Nymph," Beethoven's Violin Concerto (Joa-

chim, violinist), Brahms's "Song of Destiny," violin solos by Bach

(Joachim), Joachim's Elegiac overture in memory of H. Kleist, and

the symphony. This Elegiac overture was composed by Joachim in

acknowledgment of the honorary degree conferred on him that

day. He conducted the overture and Brahms's symphony. The

other pieces were conducted by Charles Villiers Stanford, the leader

of the Cambridge University Musical Society. The symphony is

often called in England the "Cambridge" symphony. The first per-

formance in London was at the Philharmonic Concert, April 16 of

the same year, and the conductor was W. G. Cousins. The first

performance in Berlin was on November 11, 1877, by the orchestra

of the Music School, led by Joachim. /

« «

There was hot discussion of this symphony. Many in the first

years characterized it as labored, crabbed, cryptic, dull. Hanslick's

article of 1876 was for the most part an inquiry into the causes of

the popular dislike. He was faithful to his master, as he was unto

the end. And in the fall of 1877 Bulow wrote from Sydenham a

?
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letter to a German music journal in which he characterized the

Symphony in C minor in a way that is still curiously misunderstood.

"One touch of nature makes the whole world kin." This quotation

from "Troilus and Cressida" is regarded by thousands as one of

Shakespeare's most sympathetic and beneficient utterances. But

what is the speech that Shakespeare put into the mouth of the wily,

much-enduring Ulysses? After assuring Achilles that his deeds

are forgotten; that Time, like a fashionable host, "slightly shakes

his parting guest by the hand," and grasps the comer in his arm;

that love, friendship, charity, are subjects all to "envious and calum-

niating time," Ulysses says :

—

"One toucli of nature makes the whole world kin,

—

That all, with one consent, praise new-born gauds,
Though they are made and moulded of things past,

:

And give to dust, that is a little gilt.

More laud than gilt o'er-dusted."

This much-admired and thoroughly misunderstood quotation iSjj

in the complete form of statement and in the intention of the

dramatist, a bitter gibe at one of the most common infirmities of

poor humanity.

Ask a music-lover, at random, what Billow said about Brahms's
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Symphony in C minor, and he will answer : "He called it the Tenth

Symphony." If you inquire into the precise meaning of this char-

acterization, he will answer: "It is the symphony that comes

worthily after Beethoven's Ninth" ; or, "It is worthy of Beethoven's

ripest years"; or in his admiration he will go so far as to say:

"Only Brahms or Beethoven could have written it."

Now what did Btilow write? "First after my acquaintance with

the Tenth Symphony, alias Symphony No. 1, by Johannes Brahms,

that is since six weeks ago, have I become so intractable and so

hard against Bruch-pieces and the like. I call Brahms's first sym-

phony the Tenth, not as though it should be put after the Ninth;

I should put it between the Second and the 'Eroica,' just as I think

by the first Symphony should be understood, not the first of Beet-

hoven, but the one composed by Mozart, which is known as the

'Jupiter.'

"

The first performance in Boston was by the Harvard Musical

Association, January 3, 1878. Carl Zerrahn conducted. The pro-

gramme was as follows: Weber, Overture to "Euryanthe"; Grieg,

Pianoforte concerto (William H. Sherwood, pianist) ; Gade, Alle-

gretto from the Third Symphony ; Pianoforte solos ; Handel, Fugue

in E minor; Chopin, Nocturne in F sharp, Op. 15, No. 2; Bargiel,

The Boston Music Co.
[g.schirmer]
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Scherzo from Suite Op. 31 ; Brahms, Symphony in C minor, No. 1.

John S. Dwight wrote in his Journal of Music that the total im-

pression made on him was ''as something depressing and unedify-

ing, a work coldly elaborated, artificial ; earnest to be sure, in some

sense great, and far more satisfactory than am^ symphony by Raff,

or any others of the day, which we have heard ; but not to be men-

tioned in the same day with any symphony by Schumann, Men-

delssohn, or the great one by Schubert, not to speak of Beethoven's.

. . . Our interest in it will increase, but we foresee the limit; and

certainly it cannot be popular; it will not be loved like the dear

masterpieces of genius." The Harvard Musical Association gave

a second performance on January 31, 1878.

The New York Tribune published early in 1905 a note communi-

cated by Mr. Walter Damrosch concerning the first performance

of the symphony in New York :

—

"When word reached America in 1877 that Brahms had completed

and published his first symphony, the musical world here awaited

its first production with keenest interest. Both Theodore Thomas
and Dr. Leopold Damrosch were anxious to be the first to produce

this monumental work, but Dr. Damrosch found to his dismay that

Thomas had induced the local music dealer to promise the orches-

tral parts to him exclusively. Dr. Damrosch found he could obtain

Complete

Financial

Service

Main Office, Court Street

Old Colony Trust Company
Boston, Massachusetts
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neither score nor parts, when a very musical lady, a pupil of Dr.

Damrosch, hearing of his predicament, surprised him with sc full

copy of the orchestral score. She had calmly gone to the music

dealer without mentioning her purpose and had bought a copy in

the usual way. The score was immediately torn into four parts and
divided among as mam^ copyists, who, working day and night on

the orchestra parts, enabled Dr. Damrosch to perform the symphony
a week ahead of his rival." The first performance in New York
was on December 15, 1877.

The symphony is scored for two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets,

two bassoons, double-bassoon, four horns, two trumpets, three trom-

ibones, kettledrums, string. The trombones appear only in the

finale.

The first movement opens with a short introduction, Un poco

sostenuto, C minor, 6-8, which leads without a pause into the first

movement proper. Allegro, C minor.

Second movement. Andante sostenuto, E major, 3-4.

The place of the traditional Scherzo is supplied by a movement,

Un poco allegretto e grazioso, A-flat major, 2-4.

The finale begins with an Adagio, C minor, 4-4, in which there

flur^\^itcli Bros.
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are hints of the themes of the allegro which follows. Here Mr.

Apthorp should be quoted :—
"With the thirtieth measure the tempo changes to piti andante,

and we come upon one of the most poetic episodes in all Brahms.

Amid hushed, tremulous harmonies in the strings, the horn and

afterward the flute pour forth an utterly original melody, the

character of which ranges from passionate pleading to a sort of

wild exultation according to the instrument that plays it. The

coloring is enriched by the solemn tones of the trombones, which

appear for the first time in this movement. It is ticklish work
trying to dive down into a composer's brain, and surmise what special

outside source his inspiration may have had; but one cannot help

feeling that this whole wonderful episode may have been suggested

to Brahms by the tones of the Alpine horn, as it awakens the

echoes from mountain after mountain on some of the high passes

in the Bernese Oberland. This is certainly what the episode recalls

to any one who has ever heard those poetic tones and their echoes.

A short, solemn, even ecclesiastical interruption by the trombones

and bassoons is of more thematic importance. As the horn-tones

gradually die away, and the cloud-like harmonies in the strings

sink lower and lower—like mist veiling the landscape—and im-
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pressive pause ushers in the Allegro non troppo, ma con brio (in

C major, 4-4 time). The introductory Adagio has already given us

mysterious hints at what is to come; and now there bursts forth

in the strings the most joyous, exuberant Volkslied melody, a very

Hymn to Joy, which in some of its phrases, as it were unconsciously

and by sheer affinity of nature, flows into strains from the similar

melody in the Finale of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony. One cannot

call it plagiarism : it is two men saying the same thing."

This melody is repeated by horns and wood-wind with a pizzicato

string accompaniment, and is finally taken up by the whole orches-

tra fortissimo (without trombones). The second theme is announced
softly by the strings. In the rondo finale the themes hinted at in

the introduction are brought in and developed with some new
ones. The coda is based chiefly on the first theme.

Dr. Heinrich Eeimann finds Max Klinger's picture of Prometheus
Unbound "the true parallel" to this symphony.

It was Dr. Theodor Billroth, the distinguished Viennese surgeon,

and not a hysterical poet, who wrote to Brahms in 1890 : "The
last movement of your C minor Symphony has again lately excited

me in a fearful manner. Of what avail is the perfect, clear beauty

of the principal subject in its thematically complete form? The
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horn returns at length with its romantic, impassioned -cry, as in

the introduction, and all palpitates with longing, rapture, and

supersensuous exaltation and bliss."

There are interesting references to this symphony in "Johannes

Brahms : The Herzogenberg * Correspondence," edited by Max Kal-

beck and translated by Hannah Bryant (N.Y. 1909) . When Brahms

visited Leipsic to conduct it, he stopped at the Herzogenbergs. At

the concert he conducted also his variations on a theme of Haydn

* Heinrich Picot de Peccaduc, Freiherr von Herzogenberg (Graz, June 10, 1843

;

Wiesbaden, October 9, 1900), who dabbled in all the arts, studied music at the Vienna
Conservatory. He there became acquainted with Brahms, whom he idolized. In 1872
he settled in Leipsic, where he was interested with others in the Bach Verein, and in
1875 he conducted it. That year he was called to Berlin, made professor, and successor
of Kiel as the Director in Composition at the Boyal High School for Music. He wrote
two symphonies ; a Requiem, a Mass, and other music for the church ; oratorios, can-
tatas, and much chamber music. Even an admirer said of his compositions : "His ruth-
less suppression of the natural instincts he had learned to mistrust made him almost
a slave to form and technic."

In 1868 he married Blisabet von Stockhausen (Paris, April 13, 1847 ; San Remo,
January 7, 1892). She was a pianoforte pupil of the organist Dirzka, and later of
Julius Epstein, for her father lived in Vienna as Ambassador. She is described as hav-
ing beauty and charm, a woman of fine musical taste and marked talent.
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and accompanied his songs "Mainacht/' "Wie bist du, meine Koni-

gen," two "Heimweh" songs, and a pair of romances from ^'Mage-

lone" sung by Georg Henscliel. Dorffel wrote in the Leipziger

Nachrichten that the effect of the symphony on the audience was
''the most intense that lias been produced by any new symphony

within our remembrance." Yet a member of the Gewandhaus com-

mittee protested volubly against the proposed repetition of the

symphony at an early date. Elisabet von Herzogenberg wrote to

Brahms (January 23, 1877) about this. "It is really quite too

tragic! But that is always the way when you count too much on

anything, as we did. Es war su schon gewesen, es hat nicht sollen

sein. is probably thinking the same. They say, by the way,

that he could not face the terrific strain of deciding whether the

finale led to heaven or hell. . . . Please have the symphony printed

soon; for we are all symphony-sick, and wearj of straining to grasp

the beloved, elusive melodies."

At Breslau Braiims discovered that it was a great help if some

one else took his first rehearsal. "That clever young Buths * did

* Julius Buths, pianist and conductor, was born at Wiesbaden, May 7, 1851. He
studied witli his father, Karl, an oboe player, and with Freudenberg ; from 1860 to 1870
at the Cologne Conservatory with Hilier and Gernsheim. In 1871 he won the Meyerbeer
prize, took some lessons of Kiel, then studied in Italy and at Paris. From 1875 to 1879
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it there admirably. I had only to take it up where he left it, and

it went splendidly. The introduction to the last movement was

quite different from the Leipsic performance—that is, just as I

like it."

Note the enthusiasm of Heinrich von Herzogenberg over the

symphony: "It seems to us an event of world magnitude, the ab-

sence of which is now unthinkable, enriching and ennobling our

existence as only the greatest things can. As a musician who has

met with affectation and superficiality at every turn in his not in-

considerable experience, I count myself (and all earnest seekers)

happy in this pillar you have erected—though with no thought of

us—in our path. What matters the morass on our left, the sandy

waste on our right ? It can only be a matter of indifference to you

which road we strike. But if you will observe the Lilliputian

migration (take a microscope, please!) you will perhaps find some

he taught and conducted at Breslau ; 1879 to 1890 at Blberfeld. In 1890 he went
to Diisseldorf as City Music-director. This position he lost in 1908. In 1902 he was
director of the Conservatory then founded. He was made a professor in 1895. Among
his compositions are a pianoforte concerto, pianoforte quintet, and a string quartet. He
has translated oratorios by Elgar into English.
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satisfaction in the way the little folk have picked themselves up
again, leaving here and there a boot in the mud in their anxiety to

keep up, or shaking the dust from their garments (with quite a

pretty color effect), one and all determined to stick to the right

path."

Brahms wrote from Vienna, December 15, 1878^ that Consul Lim-

burger had invited him to conduct the first symphony at the Ge-

wandhaus, Leipsic, on New Year's Day. "I am not inclined to do it.

What is your conductor there for, after all! There is some sense

in conducting one's works before they are printed, but only then."

Elisabet wrote a long letter from Leipsi^ on March 15, 1882.

Hans von Btilow the day before had given a Brahms concert with

the Meiningen orchestra, after which, as he wrote, he wished to

put the keys of the conquered city at the feet of Brahms. Elisabet

wrote: "I have never heard your things done like that before."

Billow conducted the C minor Symphony, the Haydn Variations,

and played the concerto in D minor. ''The only time we have a

glimpse of their real effect is when you conduct a first performance

;

any subsequent performances are listless, mechanical readings. But
even when you are there, what can you get out of such short re-
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hearsals ? This time there was beauty of sound to satisfy the senses,

while every feature was brought out with one ejffect. Above all

there was a glow of genuine enthusiasm over the whole, sufficiently

infectious to cause even a Gewandhaus audience to relax. Do you

know they quite lost their heads at the end of the C minor? The

din was so great that we had to ask ourselves if that were really

the Gewandhaus with the same people sitting there. The fact is,

that there was not the usual preponderance of prim, tiresome femi-

ninity, barely out of its teens ; but fresh, young, listening faces and

older ones who cannot get into the Gewandhaus ordinarily were

there, all under a spell that deepened with every number, all atten-

tion from head to foot, smiling happily at this or that point—^in a

word, so charming and sympathetic that one felt like kissing some
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of them. As the Allegretto in A-flat received comparatively little

applause, Billow promptly repeated it. Then came the deluge ! . . .

We made a heathenish noise, my brother shouting encore at the

finish like one possessed, though whether he wanted the whole sym-

phony or only the last movement repeated he refuses to say. We
were just like children, and all felt we had come into our own at

last. Billow has never impressed me as he did last night. . . . His
genuine, unreserved devotion to your music was so evident, and,

alas! so unusual a thing here, that we felt as if we were among
friends again after living with strangers. For you know (though

I can't resist repeating it) that your music is as indispensable to

our existence as air, light, and heat. . . . Yesterday when the horn
first rang out in the last movement, it seemed as if you were sending

us a glorious greeting from afar. You, poor thing, can never be a

mere listener to music. You are really to be pitied." Brahms did

not then go to Leipsic, for Billow had not notified him of a change
in date. It is a curious fact that in the voluminous correspondence

of Billow, published by his wife, Marie,—there are seven thick vol-

umes,—there is no allusion to his concerts at Leipsic in March, 1882.

Elisabet in her letter said that the staccato passage that "comes
before the lovely B-flat minor in the coda of the first movement
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was amazingly efifective, sharp, and clear-cut as we never heard it.

. . . The energetic passages were indeed wonderfully worked out

all through, if I except the fabulous roaring-lion basses after the

stringendo in the introduction of the last movement. You forced

them out so magnificently, while he did not exert half enough

pressure. The stringendo Itself was superb. I longed for our own

oboist in the Adagio, for his sustained G-sharp is quite another

thing, and he plays more artistically altogether. But the Meiningen

clarinetist is great." *

* He was Richard Muhfeld (1856-1907), self taught, and first clarinetist of the
Meiningen orchestra from 1876 to his death. He began as a violinist. Brahms wrote
for him his Ops. 114, 115, and 120. From 1884 to 1896 Miihfeld played at the Bayreuth
festivals.
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The symphony has been played in Boston at concerts of the Bos-

ton Symphony Orchestra under

—

Mr. Henschel : December 10, 1881 ; December 23, 1882 ; December

29, 1883.

Mr. Gericke : November 14, 1885 ; November 26, 1887.

Mr. Nikisch: April 19, 1890; January 31, 1891; April 23, 1892.

Mr. Paur: December 2, 1893; October 19, 1895; April 16, 1898.

Mr. Gericke (second term) : April 14, November 24, 1900; Decem-

ber 27, 1902 ; February 25, 1905.

Dr. Muck : October 27, 1906.

Mr. Fiedler: October 10, 1908; March 11, 1911.

Dr. Muck (second term) : May 3, 1913; January 15, 1915; No-

vember 10, 1916.
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Mr. Joseph Bonnet^ organist and composer, was born at Bor-

deaux, on March 17, 1884. His father, organist of the church of

Sainte Eulalie, gave him his first music lessons. When he was

fourteen years old, Joseph was made organist of the church of

Saint Nicolas at Bordeaux, later of the church of Saint Michel. He

gave a recital that attracted attention. Entering the Paris Con-

servatory, he studied the organ with Guilmant. In 1906 (July 6)

he was awarded a first prize for organ playing. First prizes were

also awarded that year to Messrs. Bari6 and Vierne. The subject

for a fugue was given by Gigout; the subject for free improvisation

by Lavignac. Before Mr. Bonnet was awarded the prize, he was

chosen in competition (March 23, 1906) organist of Saint Eustache

in Paris. In order to pursue without interruption his studies in

the Conservatory he did voluntary service in the army when he

was eighteen and a half years old instead of awaiting the regular

summons at twenty-one. He soon became known throughout Paris

by playing at concerts of the Societe Rationale, the Soci6t6 Bach,
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the Societe Handel, and the concerts of Lamoureiix and Colonne.

Guilmant died, and Mr. Bonnet was named organist of the Societe

des Concerts du Conservatoire. In the season of 1910-11 he gave

more than forty recitals at Saint Eustache. He has given recitals

in France, England, Belgium, Switzerland, Austria-Hungary, and
Germany. His compositions for the organ are many, and he is the

editor of compositions played at his series of five historical recitals.

Mr. Bonnet plaj-ed for the first time in this country in the Great

Hall, College of the city of New York, January 30, 1917.

On April 16, 1917, Mr. Bonnet gave a recital at the new Old

South Church. On January 23, 1918, he plaj^ed in Symphony Hall,

where a concert took place for the benefit of the Edith Wharton
War Charities. His associates were Mme. Gabrielle Gills, soprano,

and the Societe des Instruments Anciens. He then played pieces by
Bach, Clerambault, Grigny, and a concerto by Handel. He gave

recitals at the Emmanuel Church, March 17, 24, 1918.

He played here at the concerts of the Boston Symphony Orches-

tra on December 13, 14, 1918 (Guilmant's Symphony No. 1, D
minor, for organ and orchestra.)
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Concerto in F major for Organ and Orchestra, .No. 4, Op. 4
George Fridbric Handel

(Born at Halle, February 23, 1685; died at London, April 14, 1759.)

A set of six organ concertos by Handel, numbered as Op. 4, was
published by John Walsh of London in September, 1738. On the

23d of that month the London Daily Post published this adver-

tisement inserted by Walsh

:

"To ALL LOVEBS OF Mxjsic :

—

Whereas, there are six concertos for the organ, by Mr. Handel, published
this day, some of which already have been printed by Mr. Walsh, and the
others done without the knowledge or consent of Mr. Handel, this is to give
notice that the same six are printing and will be published in a few days, cor-

rected by the author.—J. Walsh.

This advertisement was reinserted a few days afterwards. The

publication was announced on. October 4 with a note by the com-

poser :

These six concertos were published by Mr. Walsh from my own copy,
corrected by myself, and to him only I have given my right therein.—
Geobge Feidebic Handel.

Thus did Handel wish to put the public on its guard against piracy.

A second set with which Handel had nothing to do, made up
chieiiy of arrangements of the "Grand Concertos" for strings and
put together by Walsh, was published in 174. Two other sets of
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organ concertos were issued after Handel's death ; in 1760 six were

published as Op. 7* ; Arnold brought out another set in 1797, but

some of the numbers were not written originally for the organ.

The greater number of Handel's organ concertos were written

between 1735 and 1751. Victor Schoelcher thought that Handel

played concertos in London as early as 1733. He did at Oxford in

that year when he produced his '^Athalia."

The concerto in F major, No. 4, Op. 4, is signed March 24, 1735.

"It is, nevertheless, possible," says Schoelcher, "that this concerto

was performed only in 1736, for his Minuet was for a long time called

the 'Minuet of Esther,' because of a tradition that Handel always

gave it with 'Esther.' "

We are indebted to Mr. Bonnet for the following information :

—

"The organ part of this Concerto was wholly written by Handel.

All that was necessary was to fill out some chords indicated by the

figured bass and to add a few measures to connect the last tutti of

the first Allegro,

* The concerto No. 4. D minor, Op. 7, was played in Boston at a Symphony con-
cert October 20, 1900, by Wallace Goodrich, who made use of Guilmant's necessary
additions to the solo part and filled out the gaps in the orchestra with parts written
for orchestral instruments to take the place of the missing third movement. Mr. Good-
rich transcribed for organ the third movement (Larghetto e piano, originally written
for three violins, viola, and tutti basai) of Handel's Concerto Grosso No. 12, transposing
it from E major to P major.
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"Guilmant never edited this concerto in F major, No. 4.* Best

made at least two editions, equally horrible, enriched (?) by

cadenzas in the worst possible taste ! Best even permitted himself

to change the harmonies of the master.

^'I employ the original orchestration, which, indeed, sounds clearly

and joyously : the contrast between the organ and the strings is ad-

mirably contrived, much more happily than if this orchestration

were made heavy by an army of wind instruments.

"I have already played in Boston the Concerto in D minor with

Soci^te des Instruments Anciens,t also at Emmanuel Church, so I

have preferred to play the one in F major this time. I am sure

that the marvellous Andante will give pleasure. The few measures

of the Adagio preceding the final Fugue are so expressive that they

seem to come from heaven. Haqdel in this composition has suc-

ceeded in joining the greatest power to the most exquisite delicacy.

• Guilmant played this concerto for the first time in Paris at the Trocadero on
May 20, 1880. Mme. Risarelli of La Scala, Milan ; M. Caron of the Op6ra ; M. Marsick,
violinist, and Colonne's Orchestra assisted.

t This was at Symphony Hall on January 23, 1918, at a concert for the benefit
of the Edith Wharton War Charities. Mr. Bonnet also played pieces by Grigny,
Clerambault, and Bach's great G-minor fugue. The Soci6t6 played a concerto for
quartet of violes by P. E. Bach ; Mr. Casedesus played a Suite for viole d'amour by
Lorensiti ; Mme. Gabrielle Giles, who then made her first appearance in Boston, sang
Duparc's "Chanson Triste," Faurg's Mandoline, Rachmaninoff's "Souvenances," Dwight
Piske's "The Bird," and Debussy's "Noel des Enfants qui n'ont plus de maison."
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He seems to have surpassed himself. In any case this concerto is

one of the most complete and perfect of the whole series."

I. Allegro, F major, 44. Organ, two oboes, first and second

violins, viola, basses.

II. Andante, B-flat major. -'Violins and viola pianissimo, with-

out oboes. Violoncellos without cembalo and without bassoons."

Final Tutti is forte. An Adagio of eight measures brings in

III. Allegro, B-flat major, 4-4. Orchestration as in the first

Allegro.

The English organs for which Handel wrote were not provided

with pedal-boards. (The pedals, it is said, were invented by Lud-

wig Van Vaelboke of Brabant about 1306, but they apparently were

not introduced in England until 178.5, by Snetzler in the German
Lutheran Chapel, London. The first English pedals were made to

''drag down" the manual keys; the lowest pedal was therefore

placed below the lowest manual keys.)

Furthermore Handel's organ parts were as a rule only sketched.

There was a melody, there was a figured bass. The harmony was
filled in by the organist. When he came to the words "organs ad
libitum," he could improvise, and as Handel was a master of this
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art, his interpretation of his concertos owed much to his own skill

in improvisation.

These concertos were for the theatre, or concert use. They served

as entr'actes when his oratorios were performed; at the beginning

of an act as a rule ; sometimes in the middle of one and so in some

of his manuscripts these words are written in pencil after an aria

or chorus: "Segue il concerto per 1' organo" ("The concerto for

the organ follows").
«

. Sir John Hawkins, who heard Handel play the organ, gave a

description of his methods

:

"When he gave a concerto his method in general was to introduce

it with a voluntary movement on the diapasons, which stole on the

ear in a slow and solemn progression; the harmony close-wrought

and as full as could possibly be expressed ; the passages concatenated

with stupendous art, the whole at the same time being perfectly in-

telligible and carrying the appearance of great simplicity. This

kind of prelude was succeeded by the concerto itself, which he exe-

cuted with a degree of spirit and firmness that no one can ever

pretend to equal."

And of the effect on the "enraptured auditory," Sir John wrote

:

"Silence, the truest applause, succeeded the instant that he ad-

nriEi

E
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dressed himself to the instrument, and that so profound that it

checked respiration, and seemed to control the functions of nature

;

while the magic of his touch kept the attention of his hearers awake

only to those enchanting sounds to which it gave utterance."

The Grub Street Journal of May 8, 1735, published an extraor-

dinary rhapsody over his organ playing.

Komain Kolland, whose Life of Handel (Paris, 1910) cannot too

strongly be recommended, sees in the organ concertos magnificent

music for the great public. "Deep shadows, brilliant light, power-

ful and joyous contrasts,—they all are planned for monumental

effect. The orchestra as a rule is composed of two oboe&, two

violins, viola, and basses (violoncellos, bassoons, and cembalo),

sometimes two flutes, double-basses, a harp. In the tenth con-

certo there are two violoncellos and two bassoons. In the long

concerto in F major there are two horns. The concertos are in

three or four movements, which customarily are connected two by

two. They generally begin with a Pomposo or a Staccato in the

manner of the French overture ; an Allegro of the same style follows.

To end, an Allegro moderato or an animate Andante, sometimes

a dance. The Adagio for a middle movement is often lacking;

here an improvisation took place."
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Second Episode from Lenau^s "Faust" : The Dance in the Village
Tavern (Mephisto Waltz) Franz Liszt

(Born at Raiding, near Oedenburg, October 22, 1811; died at Bayreuth,
July 31, 1886.)

The Faust legend suggested several musical compositions to Liszt.

Goethe's poem inspired the "Faust" Symphony for orchestra and

male chorus (1853-57), and Lenau's poem* called into being these

pieces :

—

1858-59, two episodes from Lenau's "Faust" for orchestra: (1)

"Der nachtliche Zug," f (2) "Der Tanz in der Dorfschenke" (Me-

phisto Waltz).

* Nicolaus Lenau, whose true name was Nicolaus Niembsch von Strehlenau, was
born at Cstatad, Hungary, August 13, 1802. He studied law and medicine at Vienna,
but practised neither. In 1832 he visited the United States. In October, 1844, he went
mad, and his love for Sophie von Lowenthal had much to do with the wretched mental
condition of his later years. He died at Oberdobling, near Vienna, August 22, 1850.
He himself called "Don Juan" his strongest work. "Faust" was begun at Vienna in
1833, and the "Tanz" episode and three other episodes were written in that year.
Other portions were written at Stuttgart, Neustadtler Bade, Weinsberg, and in Vienna.
The poem was completed in December, 1835. It was published at Stuttgart in 1836 as
"Faust," not as "Faust Pictures," a title considered and approved by Lenau in 1834.

t Henri Rabaud's "Procession Nocturne" inspired by Lenau's "Faust" was pro-
duced at a Colonne concert, Paris, January 15, 1899

;
performed at Cincinnati by the

Symphony Orchestra of that city, November 30, 1900—the first performance in America,
and played in Boston on January 7, 1903, at a concert by the Boston Orchestral Club
(Mr. Longy, conductor), and at a concert of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, December
27, 1918 (Mr. Rabaud, conductor). It was also played in Boston at a concert of the
New England Conservatory Orchestra (Mr. Chadwick, conductor) on November 19, 1909.
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1880, second Mephisto Waltz for pianoforte. 1881, second Me-

phisto Waltz for orchestra. 1881, third Mephisto Waltz for piano-

forte. 1883, Mephisto Polka for pianoforte. 1885, fourth Me-

phisto Waltz for pianoforte (MS.).

Lenau, in this episode of his ''Faust," pictures a marriage feast

at a village tavern. There is music, there is dancing. Mephisto-

pheles, dressed as a hunter, looks in at the tavern window, and

beckons Faust to enter and take part in the sport. The fiend assures

him that a damsel tastes better than a folio, and Faust answers

that for some reason or other his blood is boiling. A black-eyed

peasant girl maddens him at first sight, but Faust does not dare to

greet her. Mephistopheles laughs at him, "who has just had it out

with hell, and is now shamefaced before a woman." The musicians

do not please the fiend, and he cries out: "My dear fellows, you

draw a sleepy bow. Sick pleasure may turn about on lame toes to

your waltz, but not youth full of blood and fire. Give me a fiddle

:

it will sound otherwise, and there will be different leaping in the

tavern." And Mephistopheles plays a tune. There is wild dancing.
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so that even the walls are pale with envy because they cannot join in

the waltz. Faust presses the hand of the dark girl, he stammers

oaths of love. Together they dance through the open door, through

garden and over meadow, to the forest. Fainter and fainter are

heard the tones of the fiddle : they are heard through songs of birds

and in the wondrous dream of sensual forgetfulness.

The basses begin the waltz rhythm with long-continued empty

fifths, while the first violins indicate the rhythmic movement of the

chief theme, to the full enjoyment of those that are enamoured with

"realistic" dissonances. The chief theme is characterized Rustico,

marcato. The dance grows wilder and wilder. An amorous waltz

tune is then giveli to the solo violoncello. The oboe has a seductive

air to a fantastic tremolo figuration of the strings. Mephistopheles

triumphs, and shrieks with glee in his mockery of Faust's love

ecstasy. There are two endings to the piece. The earlier version

ends fortissimo; the later dies gradually away in illustration of

the line that Liszt adds as a motto :

—

"Und brausend verscWingt sie das Wonnemeer."
*

» *

As is well known, Satan has always been fond of dancing. Long

ago Chrysostom wrote: "Where there is dancing, the Devil is pres-
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ent." Cyprian said : "The dance is a circle, and its centre is the

Devil." There was a German proverb : "No dance where the Devil

does not curl his tail." In the year 1507 the Devil appeared at

Leybach in the market-place, where there was dancing. He was

disguised as a handsome young man dressed with fastidious care.

He chose for a partner one Ursula, "a. maiden of a joyous disposi-

tion and easy manners," as Valvasor informs us. In the fury of the

dance Satan suddenly disappeared with Ursula, and did not remem-

ber to restore her to her friends. A somewhat similar story is told

of a coquettish bride at Naumburg. Satan danced with her, and

to the amazement of the other dancers, who uttered vain cries of

distress, he leaped into the air with her, with such force and agility

that he disappeared with his partner through the ceiling. Some-

times he preferred to play the fiddle, and his bowing was so vigorous

that the dancers kept on dancing until they died. Miss Jeannette

d'Abadie saw Mrs. De Martibalserena dance with four frogs at the

same time, at a Sabbat personally conducted by Satan, who played

in an extraordinarily wild fashion. His favorite instrument was

the fiddle, but he occasionally favored the bagpipe. The good monk,

mafi
Imported Shirtings for Fall and Winter

Now Ready
Scotch Madras English Flannels

Silk and Wool Taffetas of Varied Styles and Colorings

SPECIALTIES IN FULL DRESS SHIRTS
Figured and Embroidered Pique

Soft Tuxedo Shirts In Corded and Pleated Bosoms

12 Beacon Street Telephone Haymaket 770
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Abraham a Sancta-Clara, discussed an interesting question con-

cerning Satan's musical tastes : ''Does he prefer the harp ? Surely

not, for it was by a harp that he was driven from the body of Saul.

A trumpet? No, for the brilliant tones of trumpets have many

times dispersed the enemies of the Lord. A tambourine? Oh, no;

for Miriam, the sister of Aaron, after Pharaoh and his host were

drowned in the Red Sea, took a tambourine in her hand, and, with

all the women about her, praised and thanked God. A fiddle? No,

indeed ; for with a fiddle an angel rejoiced the heart of Saint Fran-

cis. I do not wish to abuse the patience of the reader, and so I

say that nothing is more agreeable to Satan for accompaniment

to the dance than the ancient pagan lyre"; but ancient illustrators

represent Satan as amiably impartial in his choice: They represent

him as playing all sorts of instruments, from a bell to a flute.

*
* «

This waltz met in certain cities with strongly-worded opposition.

When it was played in London, a leading critic wrote : "We should

demand its prosecution under Lord Campbell's Act, especially

SCALP SPECIALIST AND VIOLET RAY TREATMENT
Noted success for eighteen years in growing hair

HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS. 30 HUNTINGTON AVENUE ,,

Tel. Back Bay 5566.W ;i \ ( j/

41-43 Westland Avenue. 32-34 Astor Street

ONE MINUTE FROM SYMPHONY HALL

While attending the concert at Symphony Hall, store your car at our new and

most up-to-date garage which is thoroughly equipped to offer the finest service and

convenience to the motorist in the city; double entrances and exits at Nos. 41-43

Westland Ave and 32-34 Astor St. operated by electrical equipment, two fast-traveling

Electric elevators, gasolene supplied on every floor by electrical equipment, wash-

stands on each floor, each car its own stall, ladies' waiting room, checking room;

for the chauffeur's accommodations; reading room, billiard hall, barber shop

and shower baths.

TIL i
Back Bay 8862

Telephones
JB^^t Bay 8863
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when accompanied by explanatory^ remarks, but for its unutterable

ugliness." And when Theodore Thomas produced it in Boston (Oc-

tober 10, 1870) John S. Dwight allowed that it was "positively

devilish." "Such music is simply diabolical, and shuts out every

ray of light and heaven, from whence music sprang." But Mr.

Thomas continued to play the waltz in Boston, and it has been

played at concerts of the Boston Symphony Orchestra (1887, 1893,

1894, 1897, 1902, 1907, 1913).

«
* *

The first Mephisto Waltz was arranged by the composer for

the pianoforte for two and for four hands. The second Mephisto

Waltz, which has been characterized as a waltz in augmented

seconds, was dedicated to Saint-Saens, the third to Marie Jaell-

Trautmann, the Mephisto Polka to Lina Schmalhausen. About sixty

measures of the fourth waltz exist in the manuscript at the Liszt

Museum in Weimar. They are of an andantino movement, and were

written at Rome and Budapest. It appears from a letter written by

Liszt in 1885 that Alfred Reisenauer orchestrated the third waltz

:

Have you wanted to purchase in the past any of the following RECORDS ?

They can be secured now at GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

87524 Whispering Hope
87243 OSoleMio
87534 One Sweetly, Solemn Thought
87547 Serenata-Moszkowski

88073 Lo, Here the Gentle Lark
88127 "Celeste," Aida
88066 "Jewel Song," Faust
88108 The Rosary
88279 Pagliacci

89092 Angel's Serenade

Formerly Now

Gluck-Homer $2.00 $1.50

Caruso 2.00 1.00

Gluck-Homer 2.00 1.50

McCormack-Kreisler

2.00 1.50

Melba 3.00 1.50

Caruso 3.00 1.50

Melba 3.00 1.50

Schuman-Heink 3.00 1.50

Caruso 3.00 1.50

Gluck-Zimbalist 3.00 2.00

Ask to hear any records included in the hundreds of selections reduced in price

TREMONT TALKING MACHINE CO.
177 TREMONT STREET. BOSTON. MASS. (Next to TREMONT THEATRE)
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"I beg you [Reisenauer] to send me here in manuscript your capital

orchestration of the third Mephisto Waltz. Don't take the trouble

to alter anything in this manuscript or to write anything new : send

it to me just as I have seen it. When it has been copied, the printed

edition will follow, with the name of Reisenauer attached to it."

Busoni has made for the pianoforte a transcription of the orches-

tral score of the first waltz.

It was the earnest wish of Liszt that the two "episodes" from

Lenau's "Faust" should be played together. He wrote Franz Bren-

del from Rome in 1862 : "The publication of Lenau's two 'Faust Epi-

sodes' . . , Schuberth might undertake according as he sees fit.

I am rather indifferent as to whether the piano arrangement or the

score appear first; but the two pieces must appear simultaneously,

the 'Nachtlicher Zug' as No. 1 and 'Mephisto Walzer' as No. 2.

There is no thematic connection between the two pieces, it is true

;

but, nevertheless, they 'belong together, owing to the contrast of

ideas. A Mephisto of that species could proceed only from a poodle

of that species!"

He wrote Max Erdmannsdorfer, court conductor at Sonders-

hausen, from Weimar in 1873: "On Sunday, September 28, I shall

have the pleasure of thanking you personally in Sondershausen

for arranging and carrying out the extraordinary concert pro-

gramme. It is my special wish that the two Faust episodes should

not be separated, even at the risk of wearying the public for a few

minutes with the 'Niichtlicher Zug.' But this piece does not appear

to me altogether so bad."

MAIN OFFICE 33 STATE STREET

COPLEY SQUARE BRANCH . 579 Boylston Street

MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE BRANCH
Corner Massachusetts Avenue and Boylston Street

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS OF $300 AND OVER
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The ''Mephisto" Waltz is almost always played without reference

to the companion piece, which, indeed, is seldom heard. The two

episodes are dedicated to Karl Tausig.

"The Dance in the Village Tavern," completed in January, 1861,

is scored for three flutes (one Interchangeable with piccolo), two

oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, four horns, two trumpets, three

trombones, bass tuba, kettledrums, cymbals, triangle, harp, and

the usual strings. The score was published in November, 1865 ; the

pianoforte arrangements in November, 1862.

The first performance was from manuscript at Weimar in the

Grand Ducal Palace March 8, 1861,* at the third court concert,

Liszt conducted. This concert was one of the last court concerts

that Liszt conducted at Weimar.

The date of the first performance of the other episode, "The Noc-

turnal Procession," is not definitely determined.

The second Mephisto Waltz (1881) was performed for the first

* The date given by R. PoM in his "Franz Liszt"—1860—is erroneous.
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time at Budapest on March 9, 1881. The pianoforte version was
often played by Marie Jaell. When she played it once in Paris

(March 18, 1892) a critic wrote: ''They do not dance this waltz

in a village tavern ; it is to the hills not far from Parnassus that

these rhythms lure the dancers. It may be asked whether this

musical incarnation of the spirit of the dance is made for demons
whom it more or less ennobles, or for demigods who are degraded

by it." The third Mephisto Waltz was played bj^ Mme. Jaell at this

concert.

The second Mephisto Waltz for orchestra was revived by Ferdi-

nand Lowe at a concert in Vienna early in 1911.
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Tenth ProOT^

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 2. at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, JANUARY 3, at 8 o'clock

Mendelssohn .... Symphony No. 5, "Reformation," Op. 107

I. Andante; Allegro con fuoco.

II. AUegro vivace.

III. Andante; Andante con moto; Allegro vivace; Allegro maestoso.

Debussy "Jeux" ("Play"), a Danced Poem

(First time in Boston)

Glazounoff . . . "Stenka Razine," Symphonic Poem, Op. 13

(First time at these concerts)

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony
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STEINERT HALL

THE SECOND CONCERT
BY

WILL BE GIVEN ON

WEDNESDAY EVENING,
February 11

PIANO RECITAL

D 1
I ) £

O(i^\

Tuesday Afternoon, January 13

AT THREE

Reserved Seats, $1.50, $1.00, $0.50

Management: RICHARD NEWMAN

THE STEINWAY PIANO

SOPRANO
WILL GIVE A

SONG RECITAL IN STEINERT HALL
ON THE EVENING OF

MONDAY, JANUARY 26th
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SYMPHONY HALL CALENDAR



and

HIS 1919 JOURNEY

5 FRIDAY EVENINGS AT 8.15

5 SATURDAY MATINEES AT 2.30

JAN. 9-10

1. 16-17

. 23-24

FEB. 6-7

SALE OF COURSE TICKETS, $5.00, $4.00, $3.00 and $2.50 opens MON-
DAY, DECEMBER 29, and closes SATURDAY, JANUARY 3.

SINGLE TICKETS will be on sale on and after MONDAY, JANUARY 5.

MAIL ORDERS, accompanied by cheque, will receive attention in the order of their

receipt in advance of regular sale.

Tickets will be mailed at purchaser's risk if order is accompanied by stamped and

self-addressed envelope.
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Saturday Afternoon, JANUARY 3, at 3 o'clock; Piano Recital by

MARTHA BAIRD
Thursday Evening, JANUARY 8, at 8 o'clock; 2nd Concert in the

BEETHOVEN SONATA SERIES by

HAROLD BAUER E!jJACQUES THIBAUD
Friday Evening, JANUARY 9, at 8.15 o'clock; the Song Recital of

Mme. POVLA FRIJSH, Soprano
(Postponed from Dec, 10. Tickets purchased for Dec. 10 will hold good for this concert)

Tickets for above concerts ON SALE AT: 492 Boylston St., Mason & Hamlin Bldg.

WENDELL H. LUCE, Manager. 'Phone. Back Bay 3870

SANDERS THEATRE . . CAMBRIDGE

FOURTH CONCERT

Thursday Evening, January 15, 1920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

SOLOIST

JEAN BEE
•CELLO

Tickets at Kent's University Bookstore, Harvard Square, Cambridge
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

TEACHER OF SINGING
COACHING IN SONGS

384 COMMONWEALTH AVE.

EMMA HOSFORD
VOICE

Studio, 615 Huntington Chambers, Boston

Art nf Ringing

VOICE PLACING
AND TECHNIQUE A SPECIALTY

MARGARET A. AGNEW
VOCAL COACH AND ACCOMPANIST

146 MaisBchusetts Ave.. Tel. Back Bay 3040

Pupil of Piofessor Jachmann-Wagner, Berlin, and Professor Galliera, Milan, Italy

TEACHER OF SINGING
STEINERT HALL. Room 27 . . . BOSTON, MASS.

CARMELA IPPOLITO
CONCERT-VIOLINIST

Will accept a limited number of pupils. Available for Concerts. For particulars addretf

609 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS. 30 HUNTINGTON AVENUE
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

BEDETTI
Solo 'Cellist Boston Symphony Orchestra. First Solo 'Cellist "Colonne Concerts" of Paris

'CELLO INSTRUCTION AND ENSEMBLE PLAYING
AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS AND RECITALS

Address. SYMPHONY HALL. BOSTON

GEORGES E. LAURENT
SOLO FLUTE BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

FIRST PRIZE AT PARIS CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Available for Concerts, Recitals and Musicales. Flute Instruction

ADDRESS. SYMPHONY HALL BOSTON, MASS.

EMIL MOLLENHAUER
COACHING IN

OPERA AND ORATORIO
189 Huntington Avenue - - Boston

Telephone, 722 Back Bay

Telephone, Back Bay 5958-J

ROSALIE THORNTOI
PIANIST and TEACHER
282 DARTMOUTH STREET

Mason & Hamlin Piano Used

(At-t-tUuJ
BASSO

•MESSIAH" AT SYMPHONY HALL

Voice Specialist and Coach
STUDIO: 246 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

"Mr. Flint, an experienced musician and

singer of taste, did ample justice to

his music."

Boston Post, April 28, 1919

Mr. R ADDISOM PORTER
TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE

SPECIAL TRAINING FOR SOLOISTS AND TEACHERS

311 Pierce Building, Boston

FRENCH!!

ORAL METHOD
All lessons given by Mons. J.

Gosselin, B.A., C.T. (1st class.)

By a Phonetic system of his

own, Mr. Gosselin makes the

Pronunciation of his pupils

absolutely Perfect (guarantee

given) in Seven lessons— 1

at the most.

This unique training is price-

less to singers^ musicians.

L OF FRENCH
FRENCH!!

teachers and their pupils, etc

and enables anyone not only to

pronounce but to Sing in

French as correctly as in

EngHsh.

Call any day, any time for Prospectus

and FREE TRIAL LESSONS and
compare with any other methods.

HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS
2nd Block from Copley Square
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

AND ASSISTANTS

LESSONS IN SINGING
A Normal Course for Teachers

Fonner pupil ot the famous Paris Conservatory

VIOLIN LESSONS
STUDIOS. STEINERT HALL. BOSTON

PIANIST and TEACHER

Lang Studios

6 NEWBURY STREET

ARTHUE
Lessons in

Pianoforte, Harmony, Counter-

point and Composition
STUDIO AT 12 NEWBURY STREET

Mondays and Thursdays

Mr. W, THELEM instructor
SPECIALIST ON VOICE DEFECTS
Assisted by Mr. W. D. STRONG

Well known Pianist and Concert-Accompanist
Studios: 96 Huntington Avenue, BOSTON, Mass.
Notice: Mr. Strong's Piano Recital at Jordan Hall

March 18, 1920.

Voices developed from first rudiment of tone M
production to artistic finish. I

Lectures on physical and natural laws and

general health.

Perfect diction of foreign languages.

Appointment by mail.

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND TEACHER

609 Pierce Bldg.. Boston. Mondays and Thursdays

Address. 162 Riverway. Boston

Telephone. 1470 Brookline

•CELLO SOLOIST
INSTRUCTION

STUDIO. 218 TREMONT STREET
Telephone. Beach 903-W

JEAN A. SALK
Member Boston Symphony Orchestra

Solo Viola Lamoureux Concerts and Opera Comique of Paris

Member of the Jury of the Paris Conservatory of Music
VIOLIN. VIOLA AND ENSEMBLE INSTRUCTION

Address SYMPHONY HALL

i^^lGEEiETUKE^l
American and Luropean Diplomas, Author of Books and Pen Works on Singing

Studio: Suite 202 Huntington Chambers, 30 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Phone, Back Bay 3932
DOINGS OF GRANT'S ARTIST PUPILS BY A. E. DATELY

Bronze Melba has a large list of recitals for this season. Several winter concerts are planned for Wm. Flynn
tenor, whose Bne voice a bright future is predicted. Helen Laird, soprano, whose singing at Boston College last

February was such an artistic delight, will give her next Boston recital early in the winter at Steinert Hall.
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

%. L ^ntel, hU.hT- Steinert Hall

LESLEY MAE
BEL CANTO

Studio 1425 Broadway. NEW YORK

Telephone, Braintree 285-R

SINGERS — Suzanne Baker Watson, Cora Crosi.
Nellie Hart, Willette Kershaw, Gertrude Hutcheson,
Ivy Scott, Marion Stanley, Estelle Ward, Mabel
Wilbur, Flora Zabelle, Edward Foley, George Gilbert,
John Hendricks, Andrew Mack, Dr. Eugene Waltoa
Marshall, Fiske O'Hara, Umberto Sacchetti, Ellii

Rhodes, Albert Wallerstedt, and many other tingeri
now before the public in operatic and church work.

TWELFTH SEASON

[ERIC
GERTRUDE MARSHALL. Violin

""

RUTH STICKNEY, Violin

71 CARLTON STREET. BROOKLINE
Management A. H. HANDLEY. 160 Boylston Street. BOSTON

ETETTE •

ADELINE PACKARD, Viola

HAZEL L'AFRICAIN. •Cello

Tel. Brookline 3268-J
Tel. Beach 4197

4BREM
MEMBER OF

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

TEACHER OF 'CELLO
15 VANCOUVER STREET. BOSTON. MASS.

SOLO ENSEMBLE PLAYING
Tel.. Rox. 5063-R

ALENA G» El^
TEACHER OF SINGING

[EM

WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS
Also STUDIO at NEEDHAM

180 Nehoiden Street 1126 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON

Madame Clara Poole Voice
specializing in tone production by new methods that have given

wonderful results. Preparationfor concert^ Oratorio and Opera

844 Beacon St., The Arundel. By appointment. 'Phone Back Bay 883-M

John Hal! Slierw©©d
TEACHER OF PIANO

Appointment by telephone

Cambridge 5935-W

"Mr. John Hail Sherwood has studied

with me in Paris, and is a gifted musician

and successful teacher of large experience

whose work I can endorse and recom-

mend." (Signed) HAROLD BAUER.

Miss AUCE HUTCHIMS EAKER
PIANIST INSTRUCTION

The principles of Leschetizky presented in a definite and comprehensive manner

STUDIO. HOTEL HEMENWAY. BOSTON
Telephone, Back Bay 3180

STEINERT HALL. Room 26. Tuesday! and Friday.
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IMUSICAL INSTRUCTION
The Vocal Studios of

And his Assistants

VINCENT V. HUBBARD and

Mrs. CAROLINE HOOKER

Teacher of Singing in all its branches

and of Dramatic Action as

applied to Singing

ARTHUR J. HUBBARD
246 Huntington Avenue

VOICE BUILDING
SONG INTERPRETATION. CONCERT
RECITAL AND REPERTOIRE WORK

SteinertHall - BOSTON

CONTRALTO SOLOIST

TEACHER OF SINGING
STUDIO ADDRESS. GAINSBOROUGH ST.

CONTRALTO SOLOIST
Teacher of Singing

Class and Private Lessons

Hotel Cluny, 543 Boylston Street - Boston

IL©yal rlrMMips ^eawe
Baritone Soloist and Teacher of Singing

CONCERT—RECITAL—ORATORIO
Providence, R.I.

300 Lauderdale Building, 144 Westminster Street

Boston. Mass. Hotel Hemenway

TEACHER OF SINGING
602 PIERCE BUILDING

COPLEY SQUARE - - BOSTON

TEACHER OF SINGING
250 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

Opposite Symphony Hall

MR. JOHN LANE
TEACHER OF SINGING

STEINERT HALL

162 BOYLSTON STREET - - BOSTON

SOPRANO SOLOIST
Teacher of Singing

4 Haviland Street ----- Boston

B. B. 1047

In Worcester, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 317 Day BIdg

HAROLD VINAL
PIANO INSTRUCTION

Leschetizky Principles

STUDIO: ROOM 18 STEINERT HALL
For Appointments Tel. Roxbury 491 1-R

L F. HOFMAMM
Formerly Concert Master

NEW YORK SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Will receive pupils in Violin and Ensemble

Playing. Address 120 TREMONT STREET

BARITONE SOLOIST
Formerly Song Leader U. S. N.

now available for

Concert Oratorio Recital

STUDIO: 1089 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

Louise Lathrop Mellows
PIANIST

AND TEACHER
6 NEWBURY STREET - - BOSTON

Telephone B. B. 51694
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Miss HELEN
TEACHER OF SINGING

HOTEL HEMENWAY
Tuesdays and Fridays at Lasell Seminary

ARTHUR GERS
PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
Formerly pupil Royal Conservatory of Brussels, Bel-

gium (1897-1901). Also Organist and Accompanist

HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS, BOSTON

TEACHER OF SINGING

ACCOMPANIST - COACH

STUDIO
246 HUNTINGTON AVE. BOSTON

Miss MARY A, STOWELL
Teacher of Piano and Harmony

The ILKLEY
Huntington Ave. and Cumberland St., Boston

(Cumberland Street Entrance)

Beriha CiisMiag GhiiH
CONTRALTO

TEACHER OF SINGING

LANG STUDIOS, 6 NEWBURY STREET

1919-1920

Freecib and Emglisli

543 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON
Telephone 55888 B. B.

Private and Class instruction. Lectures. Special

courses in pronunciation and diction.

Madaim® Alsssamder-Madiuis
(officier de I'lnstruction publique)

Vocal Instruction, Breathing, Tone Production.

Phonetics, French Diction, Interpretation of

French Songs

FENSMERE. 206 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.

ALICE BATES RICE
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER of SINGING

Lang Studios ... 6 Newbury Street

Win'[I XJ XT ^Tf^ Tf™3CHAIRLOTT]
TEACHER OF THE VIOLONCELLO

Pupil of Robert Hausmann. Berlin; Arthur Williams,

London; and Joseph Malkin, Boston

420 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS, BOSTON
Telephone, Back Bay 805-M.

[igs LILA M. I

TEACHER OF PIANO
CYPRESS TERRACE, BROOKLINE

Studio, 602 Pierce Building

Saturday mornings and Wednesday afternoons

Telephone. Brookline 570S-M.

H, CLARK
543 Boylston Street . . . Boston, Mass.

Teacher of Singing and Manager of

THE COPLEY CLUB SINGERS
Artistic Attractive Successful

Programs for All Occasions
Definite Instruction Immediate Results
Send for Illustrated Booklet Tel.. Back Bay 994-M

AGME^
RENEWED MUSIC— Your old or torn music made
new. Flexible binding. All hand work. Reasonable
prices. References.

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.

Room 207 Tel. Back Bay 456

SUZA DOANE
PIANIST, and TEACHER

25 ST. STEPHEN STREET

Telephone, Back Bay 1463-R BOSTON

HARIRIS S, SHAW
PIANO, ORGAN, HARMONY and

INTERPRETATION
(SPECIAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS)

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Telephone. Back Bay 4654-M

Miss M.ELMA
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON ST.. FENWAY BLDG.. BOSTON
In New Bedford, Saturdays. 56 Walnut Street

.iT^OLYM BELCHER
TEACHER OF VIOLIN and
ENSEMBLE PLAYING

430 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS
Tel. Brookline 4044-W or Back Bay 3174-M

CAROLYN BELCHER STRING QUARTETTE
CONCERTS and MUSICALES
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
Constant success with children as with advanced pupils.

Classes in Two Piano Playing a specialty, following the
Symphony programmes as far as practicable.

Studio, 146 Massachusetts Avenue
Near Boylston Street Telephone, Back Bay 3040

TEACHER OF SINGING
MUSICAL LECTURES

Author of "Young Singers, What They Should Know"

10 NEWBURY STREET

VIOLIN AND VIOLA
37 BRIMMER STREET, BOSTON

L

Until November 1, Address Medfield, Mass.
Telephone. Medfield 123-2

PIANIST AND TEACHER
NINTH SEASON

TEL. BACK BAY
2788-R

16 ARUNDEL ST.
Near Audubon Circle

SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO - - 609 PIERCE BUILDING
Telephone, Back Bay 5145 R

ETHEL DAMON CLARK
CONCERT PIANIST

STUDIO - - 23 STEINERT HALL
'BOSTON

PIANIST and TEACHER

CARNEGIE HALL NEW YORK

PIANIST AND TEACHER
405 PIERCE BLDG.. COPLEY SQUARE

Telephone. Back Bay 3956-W.

VIOLONCELUST
AND TEACHER

SOLO AND ENSEMBLE PLAYING
13 NEWBURY ST. 58 MARSHAL ST.

BOSTON BROOKLINE
Tel. 3747-W Brookline

Msss IWtZ, ,

Pianist and Teacher of the Pianoforte

STUDIOS: 6 Newbury Street, Boston

34 Beals Street, Brookline

Brookline 5750

Torrens Method

TEACHER OF SINGING

17 STEINERT HALL ^''''^"'"J^^tM^

TEACHER OF PIANO
430 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS - BOSTON

GERTRUDE BELCHER TRIO
CONCERTS, MUSICALES

Telephone, Back Bay 3174-M.

PIANO, HARMONY and COACHING
528 HUNTJNGTON CHAMBERS

Mondays and Fridays. Other days by

Appointment

COMSTAMCE MORSE
Teacher of Pianoforte and Musical Theory

Half hour talks illustrated on the Piano — musical
forms and stories of the operas.

Studio: The Winsor School For Giuls
Tuesday and Friday Afternoons

Tel. Brookline 2313M

:aeeth siedoff
AMERICAN PIANIST

RECITALS, MUSICALES, CONCERTS
Authorized representative of the most modern ideas in

piano playing. Primary.Advanced and Teachers' Courses

Studio. 6 NEWBURY ST.. Tel. B. B. 3529-R I „ ^
Res. HOTEL HEMENWAY, Tel. B. B. 3180 }

'*°'*°°

D'Avesme Freiieh School
PROF. A. D'AVESNE. B. SC. PARIS

OFFICIER DACADEMIE
French Classes. Private Lessons. Lectures &

Causeries, Children's Classes, Special
Commercial Course, Translations.

755 BOYLSTON ST.. NEAR COPLEY SQUARE
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BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
INCORPORATED

FREDERICK P. CABOT

GALEN L. STONE

ERNEST B. DANE

President

Vice-President

Treasurer

ALFRED L. AIKEN

FREDERICK P. CABOT
ERNEST B. DANE
M. A. DE WOLFE HOWE
JOHN ELLERTON LODGE
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ARTHUR LYMAN
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GALEN L. STONE
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PIANOS
have won pre-eminence by reason of their Intrinsic

merit. Their development began where that of

other pianos left off, adding new features of con-

struction and resulting in extraordinary beauty of

tone and unequaled durability. Everywhere musi-

cians have recognized their unrivaled excellence

and are proclaiming them the finest pianos the

world has ever known.

WAREROOMS 492-494 BOYLSTON STREET
BOSTON
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Established 1833

WEBSTER
AND

ATLAS
NATIONAL BANK

OF BOSTON

WASHINGTON AND COURT STREETS

AMORY ELIOT President

JOSEPH L. FOSTER, Vice-President and Cashier ARTHUR W. LANE. Asst. Cashier
EDWARD M. HOWLAND. Vice-President HAROLD A. YEAMES, Asst. Cashier

Capital $1,000,000 Surplus and Profits $1,600,000

Deposits $11,000,000

The well-established position of this bank in the community,

the character of its Board of Directors, and its reputation as a

solid, conservative institution recommend it as a particularly

desirable depository for

ACCOUNTS
of

TRUSTEES, EXECUTORS and INDIVIDUALS

For commercial accounts it is known as

A STRONG BANK OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE

DIRECTORS

CHARLES B. BARNES

JOSEPH S. BIGELOW
THEODORE G. BREMER
Wn^LIAM R. CORDINGLEY
RAYMOND B. COX
AMORY ELIOT

JOHN W. FARWELL

ROBERT H, GARDINER
EDWARD W. GREW
OLIVER HALL
WALTER HUNNEWELL
HOMER B. RICHARDSON
DUDLEY P. ROGERS
THOMAS W. THACHER
WALTER TUFTS



SYMPHONY HALL, BOSTON
HUNTINGTON AND MASSACHUSETTS AVENUES

Telephones { Ticket Office ) p u r 1/iq«>
Branch Exchange ( Administration Offices )

°^'^'^ "^^ **^^

.ft©eSymplhoiniyOrel
INCORPORATED

THIRTY-NINTH SEASON. 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

WITH HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE
NOTES BY PHILIP HALE

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 2

AT 2.30 O'CLOCK

SATURDAY EVENING, JANUARY 3

AT 8.00 O'CLOCK

COPYRIGHT, 1923, BY BOSTON SYMPHONV ORCHESTRA, INCORPORATED

W. H. BRENNAN. Manager G. E. JUDD, Assistant Manager
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A name that is spoken with the full pride of

ownership^that carries with it the deep satis-

faction of possessing the ultimate expression of

man's handiwork in Musical Art.

A name that is cherished as a Family Tradition

—

that keeps afresh for the next generation the

associations and fond remembrances which cluster

around the home piano.

Supreme achievement of patience, skill and ex-

perience, founded on inborn Ideals of Artistry.

NWA
Catalogue and prices on application

Sold on convenient payments

Old pianos taken in exchange

Inspection invited

107-109 East 14th Street New York

Subway Express Stations at the Door

REPRESENTED BY THE FOREMOST DEALERS EVERYWHERE
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A Hundred Master Pianists

Play for You

THINK of hearing the world's greatest
pianistB—not once in a hfetime, but

whenever you are in the mood!

This is possible if you own

S%eAMPICO
_ _ in die

Ornstein,Godowsky, Levitzki, Rachmaninoff
—and many more play the masterpieces of
music just as you heard them on the con-
cert stage. The reproduction is perfect.

And there is a wealth of lighter music, includ-
ing the latest dance numbers, to choose from.

Come in and hear the Ampico in the
Chickering Piano today.

Warerooms
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THIRTY-NINTH SEASON. NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETEEN AND TWENTY

Teetli Programme

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 1, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING. JANUARY 3. at 8 o'clock

Mendelssohn Symphony No. 5, "Reformation," Op. toy

I. Andante; Allegro con fuoco.

17. Allegro vivace.

III. Andante; Andante con moto; Allegro vivace; Allegro maestoso.

Debussy "Jeux" ("Play"), a Danced Poem

(First time in Boston)

Glazounoff "Stenka Razine," Symphonic Poem, Op. 13

(First time at these concerts)

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony

The ladies of the audience are earnestly requested not to put on hats before
the end of a number.

The doors oj the hall will be closed during the performance of each number
on the programme. Those who wish to leave before the end of the concert
are requested to do so in an interval between the numbers.

Gty of Boston. Revised Regulation of August 5, 1 898,—Chapter 3, relating to the covering of

the head in places of public amusement

Every liccntee ahall not, in hi< place of amusement, allow any person to wear upon the head a covering which obstruct

the view o^ the exliibition or performance in such place of any person seated in any seat therein provided for spectators.

it b«iBg uodcntood that a low head covering without projection, which does not obstruct such view, may be worn.
Attest: J. M. GALVIN, City Clerk.
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"The Best in Travel.
"

For 40 years our business has been to please Americans of the

finest type who are satisfied with nothing less than the best. The
standard we have set for the Raymond-Whitcomb Tours and the

Raymond-Whitcomb Cruises is so 'high that they are universally

recognized as in a class apart, beyond competition.

Six luxurious Cruises in January, February, March and April by
splendid specially chartered steamships to Cuba, Jamaica, Panama,
Central America and Nassau-Bahamas. Fascinating shore excur-

sions. First Cruise sails Jan. 3.

CALIFORNIA
Wonderful tours twice a week in January, February and March,
including the famous resort hotels of Southern California and
extensive automobiling everywhere.

Delightful tours to St. Augustine, Palm Beach, Miami and
Havana. Frequent departures January to March.

E^If IPfHiPI^ AND DAXT'If l^liTIid H)^ '"

EiUli^^OlriDi THE oAl i ILEilr ic^lLU^
Remarkable tours, including France and all the Famous Battle-'

fields, Belgium, Switzerland and Italy. Best hotels, finest train

and automobile service and exceptional arrangements. Depart-
ures Jan. 24, Feb. 7, and later.

No one who visits Europe in 1920 will have a satisfactory-

trip unless he has hotel reservations in France, Belgium
and along the Battlefield Front. Accommodations are

insufficient to take care of everyone. If you are wise you
will make your arrangements with a company which has

assured hotel and steamship reservations. Raymond
& Whitcomb has not only its own ofiices and repres-

entatives in Paris but also a French representative, for

many years the head of the leading French tourist

organization.

Now is the time to begin making \}OUt plans for next Spring
and Summer. Protect yourself at or\ce by making

a preliminary reservation with us.

Also tours to South America
Japan-China and Round the World.

Send for Booklet Desired

RAYMOND
17 TEMPLE PLACE

WHITCOMB CO.
Telephone Beach 6964
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Symphony No. 5, '^Reformation Symphony," for Orchestra,

D minor, Op. 107 (No. 36 of the posthumous works)
Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy

(Born at Hamburg, February 3, 1809; died at Leipsic, November 4, 1847.)

This symphony was begun in England in the fall of 1829 ; it was

completed at Berlin in April, 1830. It was performed from manu-

script for the first time on November 15, 1832, in the hall of the

Singakademie, Berlin, at the first of three concerts given by Men-

delssohn for the benefit of the fund for widows of orchestral play-

ers. The composer conducted.

The first performance in England was led by August Manns at

the Crystal Palace on November 30, 1868.

The first performance in the United States was at the first Trien-

nial Festival of the Handel and Haydn Society in the Boston Music

Hall on May 9, 1868. Mr. Zerrahn conducted. The overtures to

Spohr's "Jessonda" and Rossini's "William Tell" ; "Voi, che sapete"

was sung by Adelaide Phillipps, and Alide Topp gave the first per-

formance in Boston of Liszt's concerto in E-flat major for the

pianoforte.

The score and the orchestral parts were not published until

March, 1868. It has been said that Mendelssohn was averse to

publication during his lifetime; did not wish to have it published

JUST ISSUED

COLONIAL LOVE LYRICS
SIX SONGS BY

Francis Hopkinson
(1737-1791)

Edited and Augmented b>

Harold Vincent Milligan
Fnraptured I Gaze See Down Maria's Blushing Cheek
My Love is Gone to Sea With Pleasures Have I Passed My Days
The Garland Give Me Thy Heart

Soprano or Tenor Mezzo Soprano or Baritone Price $1.25
[{Schmidt's Educational Series No. 213 a-b)

The above collection is a sequel to "THE FIRST AMERICAN
COMPOSER," Six Songs by Francis Hofkinson, edited and aug-
mented by HAROLD V. MILLIGAN. These songs are of particu-
lar musical and historical interest, and are being extensively used
throughout the country by prominent artists.

The volumes are attractively printed and contain a portrait of
Francis Hopkinson, and a fac-simile letter from his friend, George
"Washington.

IT" 7 77 -^ -, , . 1, r^ BOSTON : 120 Boylston St.

1 ne Artnur }r. bcnmiat uo.new york : s west 40th st,
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after his death; did not like to hear about performances of it. It

has also been said that Mendelssohn held it back, thinking that

Meyerbeer had anticipated him in "The Huguenots" ; but this opera

was not produced at the Paris Opera until 1836.

The score calls for two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two
bassoons, double-bassoon, serpent, two horns, two trumpets, three

trombones, kettledrums, and the usual strings.

Mendelssohn was for some time undecided about a title for this

symphony; he mentioned in a letter (1830) to his sister Fanny,

"Reformation Symphony," "Confession Symphony," "Symphony for

a Church Festival." On the programme of the first performance in

Berlin this title stood : "Symphony for the Festival of the Reforma-

tion of the Church." The title "Confession" referred to the Augs-

burg Confession.

In September, 1829, Mendelssohn was busy with composition in

London. The "Reformation" and "Scotch" symphonies, the

"Hebrides" overture, the String Quartet, Op. 12, and some vocal

music were shaping themselves, with an organ piece for his sister

Fanny's wedding, and an operetta for the silver wedding of his

parents. His plans came to nought. On account of an accident he

was thrown out of a cabriolet—which kept him in bed for a couple

of months.

i^mcijo^

QUALITY and

REPUTATION

enable you to know

in advance that the

VOS6 is a most

satisfactory piano.

WE CHALLENGE
COMPARISON

S PIANO CO.
160 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
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ESTABLISHED 1848

GIFT SUGGESTIONS
EXQUISITE ASSORTMENTS OF

FRENCH UNDERWEAR NEGLIGEES
BLOUSES

HANDKERCHIEFS GLOVES HOSIERY
BEADED BAGS

JET and CRYSTAL JEWELRY
LEATHER GOODS

TOYS GAMES DOLLS

202-214 BOYLSTON STREET . BOSTON

THE STANDARD OF VALUES

lAICE HOMES OUT OF HOU

Decoration has a very real, though sub-conscious, influence upon the

temperament and personality.

Discords in color, as in music, resu^t from incomplete knowledge and
produce an equally unpleasant effect.

We are competent to suggest decorative

treatment in perfect harmony

ALFRED PEATS BRANCH
LEADERS OF WALL PAPER FASHIONS

18 SUMMER STREET BOSTON
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In Paris where he sojourned from December, 1831, to April, 1832,

he met musicians, heard some of his music played, but was disap-

pointed; for his "Reformation" Symphony, although it was re-

hearsed for a Conservatory concert by his friend Habeneck, was not

performed. The orchestral players did not like it: it was "too

learned, too much fugato, too little melody." So the symphony was

not produced at Paris until March 22, 1868, at a Concert Populair

led by Pasdeloup.

Even in Leipsic where the symphony was rehearsed at the

Gewandhaus as early as 1848, there was no performance of it until

1868.

The movements were thus indicated: I. Andante Allegro con

fuoco. II. Allegro vivace. III. Andante, attacca Choral, "Ein'

feste Burg ist unser Gott." attacca Allegro vivace, attacca Al-

legro maestoso.

The motive, the so-called "Dresden Amen," used freely by Wagner
in "Parsifal," is in the introduction to the Reformation Symphony.

It is a formulated response of Lutheran churches in Saxony.

It has been said that as this work was "composed for an oc-

casion, the tercentenary festival of the Augsburg Confession, June

25, 1830, it has a certain historical significance." The first move-

ment was supposed by early commentators to depict a struggle of

FURNITURE

DECORATIONS

OLD ENGLISH

INTERIORS

Paine
Furniture

Company

(near Boylston St.) BOSTON
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ae is no longer described as " well-dressed'*

she is "smartly costumed**

This means all of the first and

more— oh, much more !

Costuming declares polish, tone,

finish— and all these are secured by

the woman who recognizes that The

Slattery Shop specializes in woman's

wear.

This shop is truly a "finishing

school*' in proper costuming for

women of all ages, employment, and

station in life. It is a shop of adap-

tability, adaptations, and creations;

teaching, by example, Costuming as

it should be.

LI Slattery Company
TREMONT STREET OPPOSITE BOSTON COMMON BOSTON
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the old and new religions. The Scherzo was liked in every city

where it was played; but even Mr. John S. Dwight in Boston was

unable to say exactly what it had to do with the Keformation.

The chief significance of the symphony is considered by some to be

found in the treatment of Luther's Choral.

' "Ein' feste Burg" is Martin Luther's version of Psalm xlvi.

"Ein' feste Burg ist unser Gott"—"A safe stronghold our God is

still."

To Luther were long attributed thirty-two choral melodies. The

number gradually diminished, until only three, "Ein' feste Burg"

(1529 or 1530), "Jesaia dem Propheten das geschah" (1526), and

"Wir glauben all' an einen Gott" (1526) remained; but still later in-

vestigation leaves one in doubt concerning the authorship of even

"Ein' feste Burg," which is by some attributed to Johann Walther.*

The tune was first published with the text in "Psalmen und geistliche

Lieder" at Strasburg, probably in 1538. The hymn itself was prob-

* Not the celebrated organist and compiler of the "Musikalisches Lexicon" (1684—
1748), but a singer in the Electoral Chapel at Torgau, who was summoned to Witten-
berg by Luther to assist in the composition and regulation of the German mass. He
was Court chapel-master at Torgau from 1525 to 1530, chapel-master to Moritz of
Saxony, of the Dresden Court Chapel. He published several collections of church
music, and his "Geystlich-Buchleyn" (Wittenberg, 1524) is said to be the first Protestant
singing-book. Born in 1496, he died at Torgau in 1570.
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ably written at Coburg in 1530. Some give the date 1527. Erk gives

it as 1529.

The form of the melody "Ein' feste Burg," as it now stands, was
shaped by Bach in cantatas, especially in the cantata "Festo Refor-

mationis." It differs from that of Luther's time.

Baumker, in a discussion of the authorship of popular German
choral melodies, goes so far as to say that the Evangelical church in

its early days could not boast of one simple melody that was the

outcome of Evangelical thought or musical practice.

The melody "Ein' feste Burg" has been used by many composers

:

by Raff for the overture composed in 1854 and first played at the

Grand Ducal Theatre, Weimar, January 2, 1855, as a prelude to

Genast's tragedy ''Bernhard von Weimar"* ; by Meyerbeer in ''The

Huguenots" ; by Wagner in the Kaiser March ; and by Nicolai, Re-

ligious Festival Overture on the Choral "A safe stronghold our God
is still," for orchestra, chorus, and organ.f

*
* *

* Raff's overture was performed in Boston by the Philharmonic Societj', April 13,
18S2, and at a concert of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, November 14, 1903.

t This overture was performed in Boston as early as January 13, 1864, at a concert
of the Orchestral Union in Boston Music Hall. Mr. Zerrahn was the conductor; Eugene
.Thayer was the organist. The overture .with chorus, orchestra, and organ, was per-
formed at a Handel and Haydn E^estival, May 23, 1865, and at concerts of the same
society. May 13, 1866, May 5, 1868, May 9, 1871, etc. It was performed (without
chorus) at a concert of the Boston Symphony Orchestra on January 2, 1909.

Established 1877

'256 BOYLSTON Street
Boston
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The Serpent

Mendelssohn in the "Reformation" Symphony employed a serpent,

a woodwind instrument, the predecessor of the Bass-Horn, the Russian-

Bassoon and the Ophicleide. He also employed it in the overture

"Sea-Calm and Prosperous Voyage" and in "St. Paul." Auber used

it in the overture to "La Muette de Portici"; Rossini, in the overture

to "La Siege de Corinthe"; Wagner, in the overture to "Rienzi"; and

Verdi, in the score of "I Vespri Sicihani." As the story goes, the serpent

was invented by a canon of Auxerre, one Edme Guillaume,* in 1590,

but this is questioned. At that time, however, bass reed and brass

instruments were used for the accompaniment of plain-song. Marin

Mersenne in his "Harmonie Universelle" (1636-37) wrote that the

serpent when played even by a boy was enough to support "the voices

of twenty robust monks."

The serpent, the natural bass of the ancient cornet family, consisted

of (1) a mouthpiece, (2) the curved brass tube that led into (3) the

wooden body, built up of several pieces held together by a leather

covering. The tube was usually about 8 feet long, "increasing conically

from ^ of an inch in diameter at the mouthpiece to 4 inches at the

open end." The scale was "in the highest degree capricious and indeed

fortuitous. . . . The compass given in the scales and tutors is three

octaves from C to c^^, with a possible extension downwards, by slacken-

* Guillaume often furnished mxisic for Jacques Amyot, the translator of Plutarch. Amyot was
reproached for having too great a love for "the new art" to the neglect of religious music.

420 BOVLSTON STREET

THE MAKANNA SHOP TAKES
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YOU THEIR NEW LINE OF HAND-
MADE CREPE-DE-CHINE AND
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ing the lips, to B and B-flat. It was a B-flat instrument. Galpin

says that in the seventeenth century the compass was from E to g^

The instrument originally was without keys; it had a series of six

or eight finger holes. In the latter part of the eighteenth century,

two keys were added. In England the serpent became a member of

the mihtary band. It was held vertically in front of the player; as

this was awkward, George III. suggested that the player should carry

it sideways. Mr. Cecil Forsyth in his valuable and entertaining treatise

on instrumentation says: "In the early part of the nineteenth century

the instrument's tonal inequahties and its deficiencies of intonation

had become more than even the men of Waterloo could stand. The

old finger-holes were abandoned; the position of the holes was cor-

rected; and a complete set of huge metal keys hke flappers was pro-

vided. ... A large cup-shaped mouthpiece of metal was used, and, as

may be seen from the picture, the whole instrument presented the

appearance of a dishevelled drain-pipe which was suffering internally.

In tone it seems to have been an instrument in which the early Christ-

tians might have deUghted. Berlioz speaks of its 'lugubrious poetry'

as being fitted for nothing but the plain song of the Dies Irae, and

mentions, its 'frigid and abominable blaring' in terms that evidently

recall his own early sufferings when he assigned it a part in the ' Resur-

rexit' of a 'Mass.' For years the serpent was highly popular in French

SOLOV-HlNDS Co.
^^The Daylight Fashion Salon'

Young Women s Tweed Suits
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church circles. It has, however, long smce severed that connection,

and now leads a respectable secluded hfe among the mermaids and

stuffed alligators of local museufias."

The Stearns Collection of Musical Instruments at Ann Arbor con-

tains an Italian serpent "in C" of the seventeenth century, with six

finger-holes; a French serpent in C of the seventeenth centm-y with six

finger-holes; and a third specimen. Professor Albert A, Stanley in

his annotated catalogue says that the Rev. F. W. Galpin of .Harlow,

England, has mastered the technic of the instrument, "and is frequently

called upon to play the part assigned to it in Mendelssohn's *St. Paul'

when that work is given in London."

The greater part of Galpin's remarkable collection of old instruments

was purchased by Mr. WilHam Lindsey of Boston and presented to

the Museum of Fine Arts in memory of his daughter LesHe, who went

down with the Lusitania. Galpin parted with these instruments that

he might contribute to the war fund in England. In his engrossing

book "Old English Instrmnents of Music" he states that the instru-

ment inventoried in 1603 at Hengrave Hall in Suffolk as a "Lysarden"

was probably a serpent. "In the eighteenth century, it [the serpent]

^ Finding good books is easier than keeping away bad ones
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figures in the parts of Handel's 'Water Music' of the year 1715, and

also in the 'Firework Music' of 1749. We also hear of a famous player

in the reign of George III., one Hurworth, of Richmond, in Yorkshire.

... If not overblown it yields a peculiarly soft woody tone which no

longer has its counterpart in the orchestra, though it is found in certain

organ stops."

A Dutch serpent in the museum of the Royal Conservatory of Music

at Brussels is shaped in such a fashion that there are four parallel

branches communicating by three crooks. It has twelve lateral holes

covered by keys. There is a curious serpent in the Snoeck collection

at Ghent. Snoeck's "Catalogue" contains this note: "The first change

in the form of the serpent, of which there is mention, is dated 1806.

Piffault, an instrument-maker at Paris, produced at that time a serpent

of a new model, the 'serpent mihtaire,' which was praised in the treatise

on the serpent adopted by the Imperial Conservatory of Music at Paris

in 1812; but the authors observed that this instrument was not con-

venient for the cavalry, as the lower part was too prolonged, and

they urged makers to seek a more practical shape." The military

serpent differed from the church serpent in that the arm could be

passed through it. Mr. Tom S. Wotton says that Berlioz indicated

a serpent of this shape in his early Mass, "perhaps because the ordinary
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Important Repetition

1st Linens of all desirable kinds are scarce.

2nd There is no probability that they will be in better

supply in the near future.

3rd Today we have a fine collection.

4th If we sell all that we have of any particular kind,

there is no certainty when it can be replaced or at

what price.

5th Under present conditions there is not much use in

tabulating details. Any particular item might be

gone before you see this circular.

6th Nor is there any great wisdom in naming comparative

prices.

7th Today we are naming prices lower than would be

necessary if we had to make our purchases today.

8th Recently we investigated Belfast prices on John S.

Brown & Sons table linens and found that in every

case the manufacturers' price is higher today than the

price we are asking for the same goods at retail. In

some cases the prices were very much higher.
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church serpent would be at a different pitch from that of the usual
orchestral instruments." Rigibo of Lille in 1780 had made improve-
ments.*

There are allusions to the serpent in the delightful pages about the
village choir in Thomas Hardy's "Under the Greenwood Tree."
" There's worse things than serpents "—said the shoemaker. " Old things

pass away, 'tis true, but a serpent was a good old note; a deep rich note
was the serpent." Yet another villager exclaimed: "They should
have stuck to strings as we did . . . and done away with serpents."

Is the serpent now heard in any English village church? The choir

bands were composed as a rule, according to Galpin, "of vioHn, vio-

loncello (called the bass viol), flute, clarinet, and bassoon; but we
have also observed the tenor violin (the viola), the hautboy, which was
sometimes called the Vox Humana (though that name was more prop-
erly given to the tenor instrument), the trombone (a bit of the old sack-

but), the serpent, bass horn, and keyed bugle (sole survivals of the

mediaeval cornets). In a few parishes in the Midlands even the mega-
phone, under the name of the 'Vamphorn,' was pressed into the ser-

vice, its long tube and spreading bell reinforcing the natural strength
of the voice in a far more effective way than the commoner practice of

singing through the hands. To what cause did these old players attrib-

ute the disappearance of their bands? Certainly not to their own
delinquenqies. No; it was to the introduction of the clarinets; it was,

* Sautermeister in 1813 invented the "basse orgue," something like a serpent; about 1822 the
" Serpent Forvielle " with 10 holes and 4 keys appeared—Hermange wrote a method for it; CoeSet's
" OphymonocMida " is dated 1828; Bachmann's "Ophybaryton," 1840.
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FIFTEEN years ago we received a

letter asking for important services

decorative in a Summer house before

its ow^ner arrived. The letter concluded:

"Send dear old Mike."

Through succeeding years the personal ele-

ment in our staff of workmen and house decorators

has maintained its importance. Frequent requests

are made for the services of some one man.

Only a few days ago a retired Boston mer-

chant wrote us from his country home, requesting

that we see to carpeting some stairways in his

town house prior to his return from the country.

He did not ask us to "send dear old Mike,"

of course, but he named his man—and he got him!

The personality of the Pray staff is one of
the best fruits of more-than-a-century-in-business.
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in fact, the breaking of the old consort which broke them up. 'Yes/
said one of these vanished minstrels, 'they should ha' stuck to strings.'

Your brass-man is brass, well and good; your reed-man is reed, well
and good; your percussion-man is percussion, good again. But I
don't care who hears me say it, nothing will speak to your heart with
the sweetness of the man of strings,' Was this lingering affection for

stringed music, after all, but the call of the blood? The call of those
far-off days, when to the quivering chords of the crot the British bards
chanted our country's fame, and Saxon minstrels swept the trembhng
strings of their harps as with prophetic fire they sang the glories of an
England yet to be."

Bailey's Dictionary (1736) gives this singular definition: "Serpent,
a kind of musical instrument, serving as a bass to the Cornet or small
Shawm, to sustain a chorus of singers in a large vessel."

In orchestras the ophicleide succeeded the serpent; the bass-tuba,
the ophicleide. Lavoix the Younger in his "Histoire de I'linstrumeur
tation" disposed of the serpent as follows: "This instrument, false in

intonation and of a disagreeable timbre, in spite of certain cavernous
notes that could serve for sombre and terrible effects, tired horribly the
player and is scarcely to be regretted." He said nothing of the "woody

"

quality praised by the Rev. Mr. Galpin.
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"Jeux" ("Play": A Danced Poem by Nijinsky; Music by
Claude Achille Debussy*

(Bom at St. GermaiBe (Seine-et-Oise), France, August 22, 1862; died at Paris,

March 26, 1918.)

"Jeux"—"chor^graphie" by Nijinsky, scenery and costumes by

Leon Bakst—^was produced on May 15, 1913, at the Theatre des

Champs-Elys^es, Paris, in the course of a season of Russian Ballets

organized by Serge de Diaghileff. First Young Girl, Mme. Tamar

Karsavina; Second Young Girl, Mile. Ludmilla SchoUar; A Young Man,

Nijinsky. Mr. Pierre Monteux conducted.

The orchestral score, pubUshed in 1913, calls for these instruments:

two piccolos, two flutes, three oboes, English horn, three clarinets, bass

clarinet, three bassoons, sarrusophone, four horns, four trumpets, three

trombones, bass tuba, kettledrums, tambour Basque, triangle, cymbals,

celesta, xylophone, two harps, and the usual strings.

The composer's arrangement for the pianoforte, published in 1912, is

dedicated to Mme. Jacques Durand.

When the ballet was produced in Paris the following argument was

published: "In a park, at twilight, a tennis-ball has gone astray. A
young man and later two young girls are busy searching for it. The ar-

tificial illumination of the great electric lamp-posts, which spreads about

* He entered the Paris Conservatory as Achille Claude Debussy. The title-page of the first edi-

tion of his "Ariettes" (1888) reads thus: "Ariettes: Paroles de P. Verlaine, Musique de Ach. De-
bussy."

The Boston Music Cq
[g.schirmer]

26 West Street ^lephone Beach 1561

e most convenient

music store in toivn^

complete stock of
ALLthe latest music
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them a fantastical light, gives them the suggestion of youthful sports.

They look one for the other, they lose themselves, they pursue, quarrel,

sulk, without cause. The night is warm, the sky is suffused with gentle

light; they embrace. But the spell is broken by another tennis-ball

thrown by some mahcious hand. Surprised and frightened, the youth

and the maidens disappear in the depths of the nocturnal park."

The explanatory notes in the arrangement for the pianoforte are more

explicit:—
The curtain rises on the empty park. A tennis-ball falls on the stage. A young

man in tennis costume, racket on high, crosses the stage in bounds, then disappears.

From the back of the stage, to the left, two timorous and curious young girls appear.
For a moment they appear to be searching a spot favorable to an exchange of con-
fidences. One of them begins to dance. The other dances in her turn. They stop,

puzzled by a rustUng of leaves. The young man is seen in the background appar-
ently conceahng himself, but following their movements. He stops in front of

them. They would run away, but he gently brings them back and invites them;
he begins to dance. The first of the girls runs towards him and they dance together.
He asks for a kiss; she escapes him. Another demand; again she escapes, but
rejoins him, consenting. The other girl is peevish and shghtly jealous while the
couple remain amorously ecstatic. The girl dances by herself in an ironical, mock-
ing manner. The yoimg man follows this dance at first from curiosity, then taking
a peculiar interest in it, he leaves the first girl, unable to resist his desire to dance
with the other. "It is thus that we will dance." She repeats the same evolution
in a mocking manner. "Don't mock me." They dance together. The dance
grows more tender. She rvms away and hides behind a group of trees. They soon
come together, the young man pursuing her, and again dance together. In the
transport of their dancing they have not noticed the behavior, at first restless, then
grieved, of the first girl, who, holding her hands over her face, wishes to run away.

Complete

Financial

Service
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Old Colony Trust Company
Boston, Massachusetts
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Her companion vainly tries to retain her. She will not listen. The other girl suc-
ceeds in embracing her. The young man gently puts their heads apart. They look
about them: the beauty of the night, the joy of the light, everything urges them to
give way to their fantasie. Henceforth the three dance together. The yoimg
man, with a passionate gesture brings the three heads together and a triple kiss

melts them in an ecstacy. A tennis-ball falls at their feet; surprised and frightened,

they go boimding away, and disappear in the depths of the nocturnal park.

"Jeux," as an orchestral piece, was first performed in Paris at a

Colonne concert, March 1, 1914. Gabriel Piern6 conducted. It is

said that the audience was undecided, cold. "Some applauded; some

hissed; the majority remained passive and distrustful, cautious. They
'waited.'"

For concert use, Debussy made a sHght cut in the score.

*
* *

Nijinsky said in Paris, before the production of " Jeux," that all the

sports will lend themselves to ballet representations. "Art will not

recede an inch, but go forward, through the introduction of modern

clothes and scenes of modern life. Each age produces its characteristic

gestures for the dance—an eighteenth-century beau dancing a minuet,

and the man of the present day hulking and shuflaing and bobbing

through the tango and turkey trot. All sorts is the ballet
—

'tis a broad

vista, 'The Dance of Rockefeller at GoK!' The mounted ballet in a

polo game and the rhythmic swivel, side-step, and swat of the 'Ballet
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PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

The Trustees of the Boston Symphony Orchestra,

Inc., have arranged for a "Young People's Concert" at

Symphony Hall on Thursday Afternoon, January 29, at 4

o'clock. There will be a charge of 25, 35, and 50 cents for

tickets.

This concert and any others of a similar character to

be undertaken later will provide the best music by the full

orchestra under its regular conductor. The programme

will be suited to a youthful audience, which the Trustees

hope will be made up from those who attend the schools

of Greater Boston.

It will be evident to all that these concerts are under-

taken in the interest of those who have had little or no

opportunity to hear the finest symphonic music in the

finest performance. As equitable a plan as possible will

soon be completed for the distribution of tickets through

school and settlement officials.

W. H. BRENNAN, G. E. JUDD,

Manager Assistant Manager
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du Box.' But it would take another Wagner to compose the music for

an affair of gorgeous Amazons in the crunch and scrap and rough and

tumble of 'The Ballet de Furore du Bootball!'"

Some of the'Parisian critics did not agree to this. They were dis-

concerted by the ballet in which the characters wore lawn-tennis cos-

tumes. What would Theophile Gautier have said to it,—Gautier, who
reviewing the ''Mohicans"* in 1857 deplored the choice of the subject?

"Soldiers and savages do not lend themselves easily to chor^graphie.

The ballet demands sumptuous festivals, gaUant and magnificent cos-

tumes. . . . Sylphs, salamanders. Undines, bayaderes, the nymphs of

all mythologies, are the obhgatory characters. That a baUet be at all

probable, it is necessary that everything in it should be impossible. The

more fabulous the action, the more chimerical the characters, the less

will probabihty be choked; for one is easily led to beheve that a sylph

* For some inexplicable reason this ballet in two acts by Guerra, a dancer at the 0p6ra, is not
mentioned in any history of the Paris Op6ra, not even in de Lajartes' " Biblioth^que Musicale de
rOpIra," yet the music was by Adolphe Adam, and Nathalie Fitz-James then danced at the 0p6ra
for the first time. The production was on July 5. Adam admitted that the failure was complete.

There were only three performances. "Who was at fault?" he wrote; "the Op6ra was spoiled;

Mile. Taglioni alone satisfied it and Mile. Fitz-James, although she was graceful, had not the force

to sustain a ballet. But was the ballet strong enough to sustain the dancer?" And was the music
strong enough to sustain the ballet and the dancer? This ballet, however, inspired the first of the
many brilliant feuilletons written by Gautier about the theatre. Gautier, displeased, as is noted
elsewhere, by the subject of the ballet, said that Guerra danced better than he wrote, and gave an amus-
ing account of the absurd scenario. He regretted that Miss Fitz-James was a debutante in so poor a
piece. "She is very young, with a pretty face; she has an air of remarkable distinction and elegance.

Although apparently a little frail, she is agile and strong, and we think she is destined to rank with
our best dancers."
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expresses grief by a pirouette and declares her love by means of a ronde

de jambe; but this appears not at all probable, in spite of the illusion

and conventions of the theatre, in a female dressed in a robe of peau-de-

soie blue, having for a father a colonel with something of a paunch,

wearing doeskin breeches and riding-master's boots." *

When the ballet was produced in London at Drury 'Lane, June 25,

1913, it was said that the movements of the dancers were "a mixture

of the movements of marionettes and the poses of the early Greek

types."

The Pall Mall Gazette said of the ballet: "It proved as near a farce

as a ballet can be, and several times sent the whole audience into a

storm of laughter. M. Bakst's scene evoked the first titter. It was

very Bakstian indeed. At the back on a green mountain stood a yel-

lowish building, stained at one end with what looked Hke the violet

shadows of three huge cats; from the ground rose hills of fight green

moss, with some masses of Canterbury bells that looked as though they

had caught cold; and here and there was a splash of white and blue

that seemed intended to represent an arc electric lamp in full glow. Its

beauty was not of this earth. Nothing like it was ever seen before

except on a theatre-stage, and even there only during the past few years.

* Histoire de I'Art Dramatique en France depuis 25 Ans," Vol. i., pp. 5, 6.
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It was a great triumph for M. Bakst. And presently forth tripped

Nijinsky as a tennis-player in flannels and a red scarf, accompanied by
Tamar Karsavina and Ludmilla Schollar as two girls in white gjmana-

simn frocks, and proceeded to go through the strangest of pantomimes,

varied with flights through the air. The two girls were by way of being

in love with the youth; and once, when one of them, in a curious doll-

like fashion, was being caressed by the youth, the other went through

the motions of practising with the dumb-bells in a corner, indicating

thereby that her spirit was meditating revenge. Of course, in the end

peace and good-wiU prevailed, and the final tableau showed the youth

in a recumbent position with the two girls bending devotedly over him.

It was all very amusing, and most cleverly performed by the three

artists, and estabUshed a quite refreshing contrast to the decorated

glories of the other two ballets. And M. Debussy's music seemed

crammed with a quaint delicacy that expressed the humor of the thing

in a duly exquisite way." The two other ballets were " Scheherzade

"

and "Le Pavilion d'Armide."
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"Stenka Razine," Symphonic Poem for Full Orchestra, Op. 13
Alexander Glazounofp

(Born at Petrograd, July 29, 1865; living in Petrograd.)

"Stenka Razine" was composed at Petrograd in 1885. Dedicated

"to the memory of Alexander Borodin," it is scored for three flutes (one

interchangeable with piccolo), two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons,

four horns, two trumpets, three trombones, bass tuba, four kettledrums,

bass drum, cyxubals, tam-tam, harp, and strings. The composer con-

ducted the symphonic poem at a concert of Russian music at the

Trocadero, Paris, on June 22, 1889,—the year of a World's Exposition

there. Tschaikowsky in February of that year recommended it to

Klindworth for a concert of Russian music in Berlin. The work was

first heard in Boston at a Chickering Production Concert, March 23,

1904, B. J. Lang conductor.

At first Glazounoff was given to fantastic, imaginative music. His

suites and tone-poems told of carnivals, funerals, the voluptuous East,

the forest with wood sprites, water nymphs, and will-of-the-wisps, the

ocean, the Kremlin of Moscow with all its holy and dramatic associa-

tions. "Stenka Razine" is built on three themes: the first is the

melancholy song of the barge-men of the Volga; the second theme,
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short, savage, bizarre, typifies the hero who gives his name to the piece;

and the third, a seductive melody, pictures in tones the captive Persian

princess. The chant of the barge-men is that which vitaUzes the or-

chestral piece. It is forever appearing, transformed in a thousand ways.

The river is personified. It is alive, enormous. One is reminded of

Gogol's description of another Russian stream: "Marvellous is this

river in peaceful weather, when it rolls at ease through forests and

between mountains. You look at it, and you do not know whether it

moves or not, such is its majesty. You would say that it were a road

of blue ice, immeasurable, endless, sinuously making its way through

verdure. What a dehght for the broiUng sun to cool his rays in the

freshness of clear water, and for the trees on the bank to admire them-

selves in that looking-glass, the giant that he is! There is not a river

like unto this one in the world."

In Turgenieff's strange story "Visions" the narrator takes one of

his flights in air with the unseen companion EUis at night over the Volga,

Elhs told him to shout the old war-cry of the river pirates, "Saryn na

Kitchoii." He gave the cry: there were answering shouts, there were

.•*»^f^
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groans and yells, lamentations, indescribablie noises. At least the voice

of Stenka was heard giving a horrible command. There was the knowl-

edge of bloody deeds, and then—the vision faded.

This Razine was a Cossack, who long ago ruled the Volga, led an in-

surrection, took Astrakan, devastated provinces; at last, a prisoner, he

was broken on the wheel in the reign of the Tsar Alexis, 1672.

The score contains an argument in Russian which was translated for

the production in Boston in 1904. We have preserved Mr. Nathan

Haskell Dole's translation of the folk-song quoted:

—

"The Volga immense and placid! For many years those along its

banks had dwelt in peace when suddenly appeared the terrible hetman

Stenka, who at the head of his savage band ran up and down the Volga

devastating and pillaging the villages and towns along its shores. As

the folk-song has it :

—

" Forth swiftly swam the light canoe,

The hght canoe of the Atamdn,
Of the Atamdn, Stenka Razine.

The craft was everywhere adorned;
Seats it had for the Kazaki;
The saUs were wove of silken cloth;

The sweeps were tipt with soUd gold.

Amid the boat was a brocaded tent,

And in that brocaded tent there lay
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Great barrels stuft with golden hoards.
On the treasure sat a beauteous maiden,
The mistress of the Atamdn. . . .

A Persian princess, taken captive by Stenka Razine.

"One day she grew pensive, and addressing herself to the comrades
of her master, she told them of a dream she had once dreamt:

—

'"Listen to me, ye gallant braves;
When I was young, my sleep was Ught;
My sleep was light, but much I dreamed.
To me my dream seemed far from good:
I dreamed our chief was shot to death;
The Kdzak oarsmen sat chained in prison;
And I—
I was drowned in Mother Volga.'

"The dream of the Princess came true. Stenka was surromided by
the soldiers of the Tsar. Seeing his ruin at hand, Stenka cried out:-—
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" 'Never, during all the thirty years of my going up and down Mother
Volga, have I made her a gift. To-day I shall give her what is in my
eyes the most precious of earthly treasures.' Saying this, he threw the

Princess into the Volga. The savage band began to sing the praise of

their leader, and they all rushed upon the soldiers of the Tsar."

Mr. Montagu-Nathan finds "Stenka Razine" a "tribute to the music-

historical method of nationaUsm." He adds, writing in 1916: "At the

recent production in Russia of the ballet 'Stenka Razine,' in which

Glazounoff's music was used it was complained that the symphonic

movement did not coincide with the dramatic action. This is not, as

might have been supposed, the fault of the composer, but of the pro-

ducer, the music having been written many years before the ballet was

designed."
*

* *

Alexander Constantinovitch Glazounoff is the son of a rich pubHsher

and bookseller of Petrograd, whose grandfather established the firm in

1782. Alexander was in the "Real" school until his eighteenth year,

and he then attended lectures at the University of Petrograd as a

"voluntary," or non-attached, student. He has devoted himself wholly

to music. When he was nine years old, he began to take pianoforte

lessons with Elenovsky, a pupil of Felix Dreyschock and a pianist of

talent, and it is to him that Glazounoff owed a certain swiftness in per-
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formance, the habit of reading at sight, and the rudimentary ideas of

harmony. Encouragedljy his teacher, Glazounoff ventured to compose,

and in 1879 Balakireff advised him to continue his general studies and

at the same time ground himself in classical music. A year later Bala-

kireff recommended him to study privately with Rimsky-Korsakoff.

Glazounoff studied composition and theory with Rimsky-Korsakoff

for nearly two years. He himself has said: "We had a great deal of

music at home, and everything we played remained fixed in my memory,
so that, if I waked in the night, I could reconstruct even in the sUghtest

details aU I had heard earher in the evening."

Following the advice of his teacher, he decided to write a symphony.

It was finished in 1881, and performed for the first time with great

success, at Petrograd, March 29, 1882, at one of the concerts conducted

fSH
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by Balakireff.r Later this symphony (in E major) was reorchestrated

by the composer four times, and it finally appeared as Op. 5. To the

same epoch belong his first string quartet (Op. 1) ; the suite for piano

(Op. 2) ; two overtures on Greek themes (Op. 3, * 6) ; his first serenade

(Op. 7) ; and several compositions which were planned then, but elab-

orated later. In 1884 Glazounoff journeyed in foreign lands. He took

part at Weimar in the festival of the AUgemeiner Deutscher Musik-

Verein, when his first symphony was performed under the direction of

Miiller-Hartung. There he met Franz Liszt, who received him most

cordially. In 1889 Glazounoff- conducted (June 22) at Paris in the

concerts of the Trocadero, which were organized by the music pubHsher,

Belaieff, his second symphony and the symphonic poem, "Stenka

Razine," written in memory of Borodin.

In 1891 the following cablegram, dated Petrograd, October 8, was

published in the newspapers of Boston :

—

"A profound sensation was created here to-day. A young woman
from Moscow was arrested, charged with being a Nihilist. She con-

fessed, and admitted that she had left a trunk at the house of a well-

* This overture was performed at a concert of the Russian Musical Society, led by Anton Rubin-
stein, the leader of the faction opposed to Balakireff and the other members of the "Cabinet."
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known composer, Glazounoff, in which was a revolutionary proclama-

tion. The poUce proceeded to Glazounoff's house and found the trunk.

Glazounoff protested his innocence, declaring that he was utterly igno-

rant of the contents of the trunk. He was nevertheless compelled to

deposit as bail fifteen thousand roubles, in order to avoid arrest pending

inquiries to be made in the case."

Glazounoff suffered only temporary inconvenience. He was not

imprisoned in the fortress of Saint Peter and Saint Paul, nor was he

sent to Siberia; and later he wrote a cantata for the coronation of the

present Tsar.

In 1897 Glazounoff visited London, and conducted his fourth sym-

phony at a concert of the Philharmonic Society on July 1. (His fifth

symphony had been produced in London at a Queen's Hall symphony

concert led by H. J. Wood, January 30 * of the same year, and it was

performed again at a concert of the Royal College of Music, July 23

of that year, to the disgust of certain hide-bound conservatives. Thus

a writer for the Musical Times said: ''We have now heard M. Glazou-

noff's symphony twice, and we do not hesitate to protest against a

work with such an ugly movement as the Finale being taught at one

* Mrs. Newmarch, in her article "Glazounoff," in Grove's Dictionary (revised verS.on), gives Jan.
uary 28 as the date; but see "The Year's Music," by A. C. 1^. Carter (London, 1898), and the Musical
Times (London) of August, 1897.
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of our chief music schools. We confess to having twice suffered agonies

in listening to this outrageous cacophony, and we are not thin-skinned.

The champions of 'nationalism' will tell us that this is the best move-

ment in the work, because it is the most Russian and *so characteristic';

they may even assure us that we do not require beauty in music. We
shall continue to hold exactly opposite views. If they jfind beauty here,

it must be of the kind which some people see in the abnormally devel-

oped biceps of the professionally strong man. If we are wrong, if this

is the coming art, and our protests avail no more than did those of

previous generations against the new arts of their times, we shall be

happy to take off our hat to M. Glazounoff with a Morituri, te salutant,

and stoically retire to await what we shaU consider the doom of the

beautiful in music, even as Wotan, the god, awaited the Gdtterddmmer-

ung."

In 1899 Glazounoff was appointed professor of orchestration at the

Petrograd Conservatory. In March, 1905, he, Liadoff, and other

leading teachers at this institution espoused the cause of Rimsky-
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Korsakoff, who was ejected from the Conservatory for his sympathy

with the students in pohtical troubles, and they resigned their positions.

Some months later he resigned his directorship of the Russian Musical

Society. He, Rimsky-Korsakoff, and Liadoff were the conductors of

the Russian Symphony Concerts * at Petrograd.

Glazounoff's chief works, all pubHshed by Belaieff, are eight sympho-

nies; a Suite caracteristique (Op. 9); several fantasias and symphonic

poems, such as ''StenkaRazine" (Op. 13), ''The Forest" (Op. 19), "The

Sea" (Op. 28), "The KremUn" (Op. 30), "Spring" (Op. 34); orches-

tral suite. Op. 79, "Aus dem Mittelalter"; concert overtures; "A Slav

Festival" (a sjmaphonic sketch based on the finale of a string quartet,

* For about a dozen years the concerts were given with pomp and ceremony in a brilliant hall and
with the assistance of the Court Opera Orchestra; but the audiences were extremely small. An en-
thusiastic band of two hundred or more was faithful in attendance and subscription. Many important
works were produced at these concerts, and various answers given to the stranger that wondered at
the small attendance. The programmes were confined chiefly to orchestral compositions, and, when—

I

quote from " A. G.'s letter to the Signale (Leipsic) , January 2, 1901—a new pianofwte concerto or vocal

composition was introduced, "the pianist or singer is not a celebrity, but a plain, ordinary mortal."
This practice of selection was of course repugnant to the general public. "A. G." adds: " The conduct-
ors are distinguished musicians, celebrated theorists, dehghtful gentlemen,—everything but capable
conductors; Rimsky-KorsakoS and Glazounoff, who are acknowledged masters of instrumentation,
kiU their own brilliant works when they put down the pen and take up the stick. Probably the parti-

san spirit shown in the programmes contributes largely to the failure of the concerts, which are named
'Russian,' but are only the amusement of a fraction of Russian composers, members of the ' Musical
Left,' or the 'Young Russian School.' Rubinstein's name never appears on these programmes,
Tschaikowsky's name is seldom seen, and many modern Russians are neglected. Pieces by Rimskjft-

Korsakoff, Glazounoff, Liapunoff, Liadoff, Cui, and others are performed for the first time at these

eoncerts, and awaken general interest; but the public at large does not Hke politics or musical factions

in the concert-hall, and it waits until the works are performed elsewhere. Yet the sincerity, enthu-
siasm, devotion, of this band of comjsosers and their admirers, are admired throughout Russia." (Rim-
sky-Korsakoff died after this was written. He died June 21, 1908.)
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Op. 26) ; five string quartets, a string quintet; two waltzes for orchestra;

cantatas, pianoforte pieces, and a few songs.

He is said to find in the ballet the fullest and freest form of musical

expression,—^not the ballet as it is known in this country, awkward,

dull, or the "labored intrepidity of indecorum," but the grand baUet;

and he has written pieces of this kind for the Petrograd stage: "Ray-
monda," Op. 57; "Ruses d'Amour," Op. 61; "The Seasons," Op. 67;

"The Temptation of Damis" (1900). Among his other works are: So-

nata in B-flat minor, for the pianoforte. Op. 74 (1901) ; Sonata in E, Op.

75; Variations for pianoforte. Op. 72; Sonata in E minor, for pianoforte.

Op. 75 (1902); March on a Russian Theme, for orchestra. Op. 76;

Symphony No. 7, in F, Op. 77 (1903) ; Ballade for orchestra. Op. 78

(1903); "Moyen Age," suite for orchestra, Op. 79 (1903); "Scene

dansante," for orchestra. Op. 81; Viohn Concerto, Op. 82 (1905):

Symphony No. 8, E-flat, Op. 83; "Chant du Dustin," dramatic overture

for orchestra. Op. 84; two preludes for orchestra: No. 1 in memory of

Wladimir Stassoff; No. 2 in memory of Rimsky-Korsakoff, Op. 85;

Prologue symphonique, a Gogol, Op. 87; Fantasie finnoise, for orches-

tra, Op. 88; Esquisses finnoises. Op. 89; Introduction et la Danse de

Salome d'apres le drame "Salome de Oscar Wilde," for orchestra,

Op. 90; Cortege solennel, performed at the twenty-fifth anniversary of
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the Russian Symphony concerts, November 23, 1909, Op. 91; Concerto

for pianoforte with orchestra, Op. 92; Prelude and Fugue, Op. 93. Among
his choral works are "Coronation" cantata, Op. 56; "Memorial" can-

tata. Op. 65; Hymn to Poushkin, Op. 66. He has written incidental

music for Wilde's "Salonie," and the Grand Duke Constantin Alexan-

der's " King of Judea." Mr. Montagu-Nathan mentions (1916) a stage-

work,—ballet?
—"The Love of Three Kings." He has completed works

left behind by Borodin—the opera ," Prince Igor," and the Third Sjmi-

phony—and others; he has orchestrated works by colleagues; and with

Rimsky-Korsakoff he edited a new edition of Glinka's compositions.

His address, according to latest information, is Conservatory of the

Russian Musical Society, Petrograd.

*
* *

Tschaikowsky corresponded with Glazounoff and was fond of him.

He saw him in Petrograd the night (November, 1893) before he was

attacked with cholera. Tschaikowsky had been to the play, and had

talked with the actor Varlamoff in his dressing-room. The actor

described his loathing for "all those abominations" which remind one

of death. Peter laughed, and said :
" There is plenty of time before we

need reckon with this snub-nosed horror; it will not come to snatch

us off yet! I feel I shall live a long time." He then went to a res-
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taurant with two of his nephews, and later his brother Modest, entering,

found one or two other visitors with Peter, among them Glazounoff.

"They had aheady had their supper, and I was afterwards told my
brother had eaten macaroni and drunk, as usual, white wine and soda-

water. We went home about two a.m. Peter was perfectly well and

serene.

Peter wrote * to his brother Modest, September 24, 1883: "I bought

Glazounoff's quartet in Kieff, and was pleasantly surprised. In spite

of the imitations of Korsakoff, in spite of the tiresome way he has of

contenting himself with the endless repetition of an idea instead of its

development, in spite of the neglect of melody and the pursuit of all

kinds of harmonic eccentricities, the composer has undeniable talent.

The form is so perfect it astonishes me, and I suppose his teacher

helped him in this. I recommend you to buy the quartet and play it

for four hands." This work must have been the String Quartet in

D, Op. 1, composed some time between Glazounoff's fifteenth and

seventeenth birthdays.

Tschaikowsky wrote to Glazounoff from BerHn (February 27, 1889)

:

"If my whole tour consisted only of concerts and rehearsals, it would

be very pleasant. Unhappily, however, I am overwhelmed with invi-

* The translations into English of these excerpts from Tschaikowsky's correspondence are by Mrs.
Kosa Newmarch.

420 BOYLSTON STREET
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JORDAN HALL

Saturday Afternoon, January 10, at 3

PROGRAM
FANTASIE, Op. 15 Schubert

LA TRIOMPHANTE )

GAVOTTE FROM LE TEMPLE DE LA GLOIRE f • • • . Rameau

RONDO CAPRICCIOSO Mendelssohn
NOCTURNE. A major Field

TOCCATA, Op. 7 Schumann

LITTLE INDIAN ? , , . , , ^
LITTLE DANCER S

J°^" Alden Carpenter

ANDANTE RELIGIOSO Grieg

VARIATIONS ON GLUCK'S "ALCESTE" Saint-Saens

6 PRELUDES, Op. 28
)

BALLADE, Op. 23 V ' Chopin
VALSE BRILLIANTE )

MASON & HAMLIN PIANO

Tickets, $1.50, $1.00, and 50c, plus war tax, at Jordan Hall, and Herrick's

H. B. Williams, Manager: Tel. B.B. 5145-M; Pierce Bldg., Boston

PIEKCE-ARROW
DUAL VALVE SIX

THE Dual Valve has almost doubled the Pierce-Arrow. It has more
power, greater speed, increased acceleration, less gear shifting, takes hills

without effort, uses less gasoline, and runs smoother, quieter and cooler.

It is the old Pierce-Arrow greatly enhanced.

AGENTS FOR EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS
WORCESTER COUNTY AND NEW HAMPSHIRE

741-743-745 BOYLSTON STREET BOSTON
TELEPHONE. BACK BAY 2316-2317
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tations to dinners and suppers. ... I much regret that the Russian

papers have said nothing as to my victorious campaign. What can I

do? I have no friends on the Russian press. Even if I had, I should

never manage to advertise myself. My press notices abroad are curi-

ous: some find fault, others flatter; but all testify to the fact that

Germans know very httle about Russian music. There are exceptions,

of course. In Cologne and in other towns I came across people who
took great interest in Russian music, and were well acquainted with it.

In most instances Borodin's E-flat Symphony is weU known. Borodin

seems to be a special favorite in Germany (although they only care for

this symphony). Many people ask for information about you. They
know you are stUl very young, but are amazed when I teU them you
were only fifteen when you wrote your Symphony in E-flat, which has

become very well known since its performance at the Festival. KHnd-
worth intends to produce a Russian work at his concert in Berlin. I

reconmaended him Rimsky-Korsakoff's 'Capriccio Espagnol' and your

'Stenka Razine.'" But this first symphony was in E major, not in

E-fl9,t major. The latter, No. 4, was not composed until 1893. Is the

mistake Modest's or the translator's?

Early in 1890 Tschaikowsky was sojourning in Florence. He wrote

to Glazounoff: "Your kind letter touched me very much. Just now
I am sadly in need of friendly sympathy and intercourse with people

THERE ARE UNUSUAL ACCOMMODATIONS for

banquets, dinners, luncheons, receptions, dinner and
tea dances— for all social functions requiring correct

appointments and perfect service.

Among the hotels in the city, none is better prepared than

THE VENDOME to make social affairs attractive and

pleasant. Its ideal location on Commonwealth Avenue
at Dartmouth Street, only one block from Copley
Square, makes it easily accessible by motor or "a-foot"

The manager will be pleased to submit menus, offer suggestions,

and make final arrangements, by telephone, correspondence

or personal interview.

AFTERNOON TEA (tea, toast and marmalade) IS SERVED
IN THE SOLARIUM EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
FROM 4 UNTIL 6 O'CLOCK. FIFTY CENTS PER PERSON

C. H. CREENLEAF COMPANY EVERETT B. RICH FRANKLIN K. PIERCE
Proprietors Managing Director Assistant Manager
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who are intimate and dear. I am passing through a very enigmatical
Btage on my road to the grave. Something strange, which I cannot
understand, is going on within me. A kind of hfe-weariness has come
over me. Sometimes I feel an insane anguish, but not that kind of

anguish which is the herald of a new tide of love for hfe, rather some-
thmg hopeless, final, and—Hke every finale—a httle commonplace.
Simultaneously a passionate desire to create. The devil knows what it

is! In fact, sometimes I feel my song is sung, and then, again, ^^an
unconquerable impulse, either to give it fresh life or to start a new song.

... As I have said, I do not know what has come to me. For instance,

there was a time when I loved Italy and Florence. Now I have to make
a great effort to emerge from my shell. When I do go out, I feel no
pleasure whatever, either in the blue sky of Italy, in the sun that shines
from it, in the architectural beauties I see around me, or in the teeming
hfe of the streets. Formerly all this enchanted me, and quickened my
imaguiation. Perhaps my trouble actually lies in those fifty years to

which I shall attain two months hence, and my imagination will no
longer take color from its surroundings?

"But enough of this! I am working hard. Whether what I am
doing is really good is a question to which only posterity can give the
answer.

"I feel the greatest sympathy for your misgivings as to the failure

of your * Oriental Fantasia.' * There is nothing more painful than such

* "Rhapsodie orientale" for Orchestra Op. 29.

AN ARTICLE OF EXCELLENCE
RECOGNIZED BY PARTICULAR
PEOPLE—AT MOST GOOD SHOPS
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doubts. But all evil has its good side. You say your friends did
not approve of the work, but did not express their disapproval at the
right time,—at a moment when you could agree with them. It was
wrong of them to oppose the enthusiasm of the author for his work
before it had had time to cool. But it is better that they had the
courage to speak frankly, instead of giving you that meaningless, per-

functory praise some friends consider it their duty to bestow, to which
we listen, and which we accept, because we are only too glad to beheve.
You are strong enough to guard your feelings as composer in those
moments when people tell you the truth. ... I too, dear Alexander
Constantinovitch, have sometimes wished to be quite frank with you
about your work. I am a great admirer of your gifts. I value the
earnestness of your aims and your artistic sense of honor. And yet
I often think about you. I feel that, as an older friend who loves
you, I ought to warn you against certain exclusive tendencies and a
kind of one-sidedness. Yet how to tell you this I do not quite know.
In many respects you are a riddle to me. You have genius, but some-
thing prevents you from broadening out and penetrating the depths.
... In short, during the winter you may expect a letter from me, in

which I willl talk to you after due reflection. If I fail to say anything

SYMPHONY HALL

THURSDAY EVENING, JANUARY 22, AT 8.15

CONCERT IN AID OF

By Madam MARIE SUNDELIUS, Soprano

AND

PABLO CASALS, the World's Greatest 'Cellist

Tickets, $5.00, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00, 75 cents. (No war tax)

IMPORTERS AND C f I D C 0^ EVERY
DESIGNERS OF F O M.3 DESCRIPTION

COLD STORAGE FOR FURS

515 WASHINGTON STREET
Telephone, Beach 6733
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apposite, it will be a proof of my incapacity, not the result of any lack

of affection and sympathy for you."
Alfred Bruneau wrote in his "Musiques de Russie et Musiciens de

France" (Paris, 1903), after a short study of the "Cabinet," or "Big
Five,"^—^Balakireff, Borodin, Moussorgsky, Cui, and Rimsky-Korsakoff,
who could not endure the name of Anton Rubinstein as a composer
and looked skew-eyed at Tschaikowsky as a "cosmopolite,"—these

words concerning Glazounoff, their pupil and disciple: "His instru-

mentation has marvellous clearness, logic, and strength, and a brill-

iance that sometimes dazzles. His sureness of hand is incomparable.
But, to say everything,—and I have the habit of saying everything,

—

I wish that his truly extraordinary activity might slacken a little to

the advantage of a high originaUty which I beheve is in him, but to

which he does not give the opportunity for a complete manifestation.

He should fulfil the promise of his beginning; he should be the creator

on whom we reckon,—in a word, the man of his generation, a generation

younger than that of the composers who were at first his counsellors.

The new years, continuing the eternal evolution of ideas, necessitate

new attempts."
*

* *

Mrs. Newmarch, in her article to which reference has already been
made, has this to say about Glazounoff :

—

" Glazounoff's activity has been chiefly exercised in the sphere of

instrumental music. Unlike so many of his compatriots, he has never
been attracted to opera, nor is he a prolific composer of songs. Although
partly a disciple to the New Russian School, he is separated from
Balakireff, Rimsky-Korsakoff, and Moussorgsky by his preference for

^femafi'

Imported Shirtings for Fall and Winter
Now Ready

Scotch Madras English Flannels

Silk and Wool Taffetas of Varied Styles and Colorings

SPECIALTIES IN FULL DRESS SHIRTS
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classical forms in music. From the outset of his career he shows a

mastery of technical means such as we are accustomed to associate

only with full maturity. Perhaps on account of this faciUty some of

his earUer works suffer from over-elaboration and a redundancy of

accessory ideas. But the tendency of his later compositions is almost

always toward greater simpHcity and clearness of expression. Gla-

zounoff's music is melodious, although£his melody is not remarkable

for richness or variety. It is usually most characteristic in moods of

restrained melancholy. His harmony is far more distinctive and
original and frequently fuU of picturesque suggestion. As a master

of orchestration, he stands with Rimsky-Korsakoff, at the head of a
school, pre-eminently distinguished in this respect. Although Gla-

zounoff has made some essays in the sphere of programme music in

the symphonic poems, 'Stenka Razine,' 'The Forest,' and 'The Krem-
lin,'—and more recently in the suite, 'Aus dem Mittelalter,'—yet

his tendency is mainly toward classical forms. At the same time,

even when bearing no programme, much of his music is remarkable for

a certain descriptive quality. The last to join the circle of Balakireff,

he came at a time when solidarity of opinion was no longer essential

to the very existence of the New Russian School. It was natural that,

more than its earher members, he should pass under other and cosmo-
poHtan injBuences. The various phases of his enthusiasm for Western
composers are clearly traceable in his works. In one respect Glazounoff

is unique, since he is the only Russian composer of note who has been

seriously dominated by Brahias. But, although he has ranged himself
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with the German master on the side of pure musical form, a very
cursory examination of their respective works suffices to show how
much less 'abstract' is the music of the Russian composer than that
of Brahms. Even while moving within the limits of conventional
form, Glazounoff's music is constantly suggesting to the imagination
some echo from the world of actuality. It is in this delicate and veiled

realism—which in theory he seems to repudiate—that he shows him-
self linked with the spirit of his age and his country. The strongest
manifestation of his modern and national feeling is displayed in the
energetic and highly-colored music of the ballet 'Raymonda.' Com-
paring this work with Tschaikowsky's ballet, 'The Sleeping Beauty,'
it has been said that while in the latter each dance resembles an elegant
statuette, 'bizarre, graceful, and dehcate,' the former shows us 'colossal

groups cast in bronze,'—Hfe viewed at moments of supreme tension
and violent movement, caught and fixed irrevocably in gleaming metal.
It proves that this Russian idealist has moods of affinity with the
reahsm and oriental splendor of Rimsky-Korsakoff and Borodin. The
ballet 'Raymonda' and its musical antithesis, the Sixth Symphony,
with its wonderful contrapuntal finale, are probably the most popular
of Glazounoff's works.

"Apart from his art, Glazounoff's Hfe has been uneventful. Few
composers have made their debut under more favorable auspices, or
have won appreciation so rapidly. Nor has he ever experienced the
sting of neglect or the inconvenience of poverty."

Mrs. Newmarch also tells us that Glazounoff is endowed with a phe-
nomenal musical memory. He himself has said: "At home we had

ICTOR

Have you wanted to purchase in the past any of the following RECORDS ?

They can be secured now at GREATLY REDUCED PRICES



a great deal of music, and everything we played remained firmly in

my memory, so that, awakening in the night, I could reconstruct,

even to the smallest details, all I had heard earher in the evening."

"His most remarkable feat in this way," adds Mrs. Newmarch, "was
the complete reconstruction of the overture to Borodin's opera, 'Prince

Igor.'"
*

* *

On March 19, 1905, Rimsky-Korsakoff was dismissed from the Con-
servatory of the Imperial Society of Russian Music. He had written

an open letter to the Director of the Conservatory, protesting against

the intrusion of an armed force, against the reopening of the classes

contrary to the advice of the "Artistic Coimcil," and against the

dilettantism which rules absolutely the affairs of the Conservatory.

The only member of the Directorial Committee who had by nature

and training a right to his office, Jean Persiany, immediately resigned

after Rimsky-Korsakoff was ejected. The teachers Glazounoff, Liadoff,

Blumenfeld, Verjbielovitch, and others, severed their connection with

the Conservatory. Letters of protestation against the treatment of

Rimsky-Korsakoff were sent from the chief European cities. The

JORDAN HALL
FRIDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 6, AT 8.15

PROGRAM OF CHAMBER MUSIC
BY THE

HILDEGARD BRANDEGEE, Violin

MARJORIE PATTEN FRIEND, Violoncello MARION HYDE, Piano

TRIO, B-flat. Opus 29 D'Indy
SONATA, F Major - - - - - - - - Brahms

Violoncello and Piano
TRIO, A Minor. Opus 50 __---- Tschaikowsky

Variations and Finale

Tickets on Sale at 492 Boylston St., Mason & Hamlin Bldg. Wendell H. Luce, Manager.
Phone, B. B. 3870

Other appearances at Providence Art Club, Wellesley College, Harvard Musical Association,

and numerous club and private engagements.

MAIN OFFICE 33 STATE STREET

COPLEY SQUARE BRANCH . 579 Boylston Street

MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE BRANCH
Corner Massachusetts Avenue and Boylston Street

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS OF $300 AND OVER
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Russian journals attacked savagely the Directorship. When a new
opera by Rimsky-Korsakoff, "Kastchei," was produced in Petrograd

at the Theatre-du-Passage, March 27, with an orchestra made up of

students who had struck for some weeks and with Glazounoff as leader,

the tribute paid Rimskj^-Korsakoff by musicians, journahsts, writers,

artists, was memorable, nor were the pohce able to put an end to the

congratulatory exercises which followed the performance.

For a full account of these strange proceedings see the article written

by R. Aloys Mooser and published in Courrier Musical (Paris), Novem-
ber 1, 1905.

These works of Glazounoff have been performed in Boston at concerts

of the Boston Symphony Orchestra:

—

1897, October 16, "Poeme Lyrique.

1899, October 21, Symphony No. 6.

1901, January 5, Symphony No. 6.
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Berkeley Building, 420 Boylston St.
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1902, January 25, Suite from the ballet "Raymonda"; Ouverture solennelle, Op.
73, February 15.

1903, October 24, Symphony No. 4.

1904, January 2, Symphony No. 4 (by request) ; Carnival Overture, April 9.

1906, January 27, "The Ivremlin"; Symphony No. 5, November 24.

1909, "Spring," April 10.

1911, Violin Concerto, October 28 (Efrem Zimbalist, violinist).

1912, November 16, Ouvertiu-e solenneUe.

1913, October 18, Symphony No. 5.

"Scene dansante" was performed at a Jordan HaU Orchestral Concert, Wallace
Goodrich conductor, February 28, 1907.

The Noctm-ne from the sviite "Chopiniana" was played at a "Pop" Concert,
Max Zach conductor, May 19, 1897. The Polonaise from this suite was played at
a "Pop" Concert under Mr. Zach's direction , May 28, 1897.
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The third trip of the orchestra will take place next week. There

will be no concerts Friday afternoon, January ninth,

or Saturday evening, January tenth

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 16, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, JANUARY 17, at 8 o'clock

Stojowski ...... Symphony in D minor, Op. 21

(First time in Boston)

I. Andante; Allegro Moderato.
II. Andante.

III. Scherzo: Molto Vivace.
rV. Finale: Allegro con fuoco ma non vivace.

Songs with Orchestra:

a. Brahms .... "Ever lighter grows my slumber"

b. Schumann . Bride's Song (No. i) "Mother, can I love thee the less"

c. Schumann . Bride's Song (No. 2) "Leave me in his arms endearing"

d. Schubert "Erl-King"

Wagner Excerpts from "The Dusk of the Gods"

a. Funeral Music.

b. Immolation Scene.

SOLOIST

MARGARET MATZENAUER

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the S3Tnphony
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STEINERT HALL

IN A

Music Talk and Recital of
Afro-American and Creole Folk-Music

TUESDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 10
AT 8. IS SHARP

Reserved Seats $1.50, $1.00, $0.50, may now be ordered by mail or

'phone (Beach 1330)

Local Direction:—RICHARD NEWMAN . The Steinway Piano

PIANO RECITAL

Tuesday Afternoon, January 13, at 3.00
PROGRAMME

SARABANDE (from "Pour le Piano") )
CLOCHES A TRAVERS LES FEUILLES ( _, ,

"GENERAL LAVINE "—eccentric ( • •
Uebussy

LA TERRASSE DES AUDIENCES DUE CLAIR DE LUNE )

BAIGNEUSES AU SOLEIL D6odat de Severac

ZARMI Alexander Steinert, Jr

BOURR^E FANTASQUE Chabrier

NAUTILUS (from "Sea Pieces") "A fairy sail and a fairy boat" ? ht t-> u
RIGAUDON S

MacDowell

LIEBESTRAUM, No. 3 ) Liszt
WALDESRAUSCHEN \

DANSE CARACT^RISTIQUE Tschaikowsky

FANTAISIE, Op. 49 )
NOCTURNE, F-sharp major (

i _,, .

MAZURKA, B minor ( Chopin

VALSE BRILLANTE, Op. 34, No. 1 )

STEINWAY PIANO

Reserved Seats $1.50, $1.00, $0.50; tickets are now on sale at the Hall.

SOPRANO
WILL GIVE A

SONG RECITAL IN STEINERT HALL
ON THE EVENING OF

MONDAY, JANUARY 26th
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SYMPHONY HALL CALENDAR



and

HIS 1919 JOURNEY

5 FRIDAY EVENINGS
AT 8.15

5 SATURDAY
MATINEES AT 2.30

JAN. 23-24

-7

SALE OF COURSE TICKETS, $5.00, $4.00, $3.00 and $2.50 opens MON-
DAY, DECEMBER 29, and closes SATURDAY, JANUARY 3.

SINGLE TICKETS will be on sale on and after MONDAY, JANUARY 5.

MAIL ORDERS, accompanied by cheque, will receive attention in the order of their

receipt in advance of regular sale.

Tickets will be mailed at purchaser's risk if order is accompanied by stamped and

self-addressed envelope.
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JORDAN HALL
TUESDAY EVENING, JANUARY 6, AT 8.15

First appearance in this city

New York Chamber Music Society
CAROLYN BEEBE, Pianist and Director

ELEVEN SOLOISTS

Tickets, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00, 75 cents, plus war tax, at Jordan Hall Box Office.

Anita Davis Chase, Local Manager, Pierce Building

JORDAN HALL
SATURDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 17, AT 3

SONG RECITAL BY

REINALD WERRENRATH
Tickets, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00, 75 cents, plus war tax, at Jordan Hall Box Office

and Oliver Ditson Co., 179 Tremont Street.

•Saturday Afternoon, Feb. 14, Emilio de Gogorza in Song Recital

Anita Davis Chase, Local Manager, Pierce Building, Boston

Tickets at Jordan Hall and Herrick's

SI.50, $1.00 and 50 cents

H. B. Williams, Manager
Pierce Building, Boston, Mass.

IN

m

JORDAN HALL
Thursday, January 15, 3 P.M.

PROGRAM
BACH . Chromatic Fantasy abd Fugue
BACH

. . Courante, Sarabande and Gigue
(from the Partitas)

LISZT
. Two Transcriptions:

"The Linden Tree '

' (Schubert)
"The Maiden's Wish" (Chopin)

BRAHMS Rhapsody, Op. 119

RAVEL . . Valses nobles et sentimentales
PATTISON Prelude
PATTISON Arietta

CARPENTER .... Polonaise Amgricaine
SAINT-SAENS .... Toccata, Op. Ill

Steinway Piano
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

TEACHER OF SINGING
COACHING IN SONGS

384 COMMONWEALTH AVE.

VOICE
Studio, 615 Huntington Chambers, Boston

Art nf Ringing

VOICE PLACING
AND TECHNIQUE A SPECIALTY

VOCAL COACH AND ACCOMPANIST

146 Massachusetts Ave.. Tel. Back Bay 3040

KARL DOEIRIMG
Pupil of P.ofessor Jachmann-Wagner, Berlin, and Professor Galliera, Milan, Italy

TEACHER OF SINGING
STEINERT HALL, Room 27 . . . BOSTON, MASS.

CONCERT-VIOLINIST
Will accept a limited number of pupils. Available fur Concerts. For particulars address

609 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS. 30 HUNTINGTON AVENUE
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

JEAM BEDETTI
Solo 'Cellist Boston Symphony Orchestra. First Solo 'Cellist "Coionne Concerts" of Paris

'CELLO INSTRUCTION AND ENSEMBLE PLAYING
AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS AND RECITALS

Address, SYMPHONY HALL. BOSTON

GEORGES E, LAUOit T
SOLO FLUTE BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

FIRST PRIZE AT PARIS CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Available for Concerts. Recitals and Musicales. Flute Instruction

ADDRESS. SYMPHONY HALL BOSTON. MASS.

COACHING IN

OPERA AND ORATORIO
189 Huntington Avenue - - Boston

Telephone. 722 Back Bay

Telephone. Back Bay 5958-J

LOSALIE THORNTON
PIANIST and TEACHER
282 DARTMOUTH STREET

Mason & Hamlin Piano Used

LotytLd^
BASSO

Voice Specialist and Coach
STUDIO: 246 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

"MESSIAH" WITH THE HANDEL AND
HAYDN SOCIETY, DEC. 21, 1919

"Mr. Flint was called on at 10.30 Sunday
morning and sang without rehearsal. There
was, however, nothing in his performance
which betrayed that fact. He gave intelligent

and adequate interpretation of his arias."

—

Boston Globe, December 22, 1919.

Mr, R ADDISOM POUTER
TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE

SPECIAL TRAINING FOR SOLOISTS AND TEACHERS

31 1 Pierce Building, Boston

^OSSELIN SCHOOL
I

FRENCH!!

ORAL METHOD
AH lessons given by Mons. J.

Gosselin, B.A., C.T. (1st class.)

By a Phonetic system of his

own, Mr. Gosselin makes the

Pronunciation of his pupils

absolutely Perfect (guarantee

given) in Seven lessons— 1

at the most.

This unique training is price-

less to singers, musicians.

FRENCH!!

teachers and their pupils, etc.

and enables anyone not only to

pronounce but to Sing in

French as correctly aa in

English.

Call any day, any time for Prospectus
and FREE TRIAL LESSONS and
compare with any other methods.

HUNTINGTON CHAMBLR5
2nd Block from Copley Square
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

AND ASSISTANTS •

LESSONS IN SINGING
A Normal Course for Teachers

Former pupil ol the famous Paris Conservatory

VIOLIN LESSONS
STUDIOS. STEINERT HALL. BOSTON

PIANIST and TEACHER

Lang Studios

6 NEWBURY STREET

Mr. W, THELEN instructor
SPECIALIST ON VOICE DEFECTS
Assisted by Mr. W. D. STRONG

Well known Pianist and Concert-Accompanist
Studios: 96 Huntington Avenue, BOSTON, Mass.
Notice: Mr. Strong's Piano Recital at Jordan Hall

March 18, 1920.

Lessons in

Pianoforte, Harmony, Counter-

point and Composition
STUDIO AT 12 NEWBURY STREET

Mondays and Thursdays

Voices developed from first rudiment of tone

production to artistic finish.

Lectures on physical and natural laws and
general health.

Perfect diction of foreign languages.

Appointment by mail.

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND TEACHER

609 Pierce Bldg., Boston, Mondays and Thursdays

Address, 162 Riverway, Boston

Telephone, 1470 Brookline

'CELLO SOLOIST
INSTRUCTION

STUDIO, 218 TREMONT STREET
Telephone. Beach 903-W

Member Boston Symphony Orchestra

Solo Viola Lamoureux Concerts and Opera Comique of Paris

Member of the Jury of the Paris Conservatory of Music
VIOLIN. VIOLA AND ENSEMBLE INSTRUCTION

Address SYMPHONY HALL

i\^l(Ge GUl^yRE'l
American and Luropean Diplomas, Author of Books and Pen Works on Sinking

Studio: Suite 202 Huntington Chambers, 30 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Phone. Back Bay 3932
DOINGS OF GRANT'S ARTIST PUPILS BY A. E. DATELY

Bronze Melba has a large list of recitals for this season. Several winter concerts are planned for Wm. Flynn
tenor, whose fine voice a bright future is predicted. Helen Laird, soprano, whose singing at Boston College last

Fobruary was such an artistic delight, will give her next Boston recital early in the winter at Steinert Hall.
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

%. 1.

1

rufUv^UmeL,
Steinert Hall

STUDIO 25

Telephone, Braintree 285-R

^ ^_, _, ^ -T-^ 7 V, .- A vp^rFTRiTYvx w SINGERS — SuzanDC Baker Watson, Cor« Crou,

] P '--J V^f \\}\ /\1RTI?\I Nellie Hart, Willette Kershaw, Gertrude Hutcheson,
I '-J^

' '

'

1 '.
i/-U AJ.^ ii ItA J Ivy Scott, Marion Stanley, Estelle Ward, Mabel

i-)r7T /^ » MT/^ Wilbur, Flora Zabelle, Edward Foley, George Gilbert,

DLLL. L/AiN 1 U John Hendricks, Andrew Mack, Dr. Eugene Waltos
Marshall, Fiske O'Hara, Umberto Sacchetti, Ellii

Studio - - 1425 Broadway. NEW YORK Rhodes Albert Wallerstedt, and many other .ingeri
J, jjQ^ before the public in operatic and church work.

TWELFTH SEASON

AMERICAN STRING QUARTETTE
GERTRUDE MARSHALL. Violin ADELINE PACKARD. Viola

RUTH STICKNEY. Violin HAZEL L'AFRICAIN. 'Cello

71 CARLTON STREET. BROOKLINE
Management A. H. HANDLEY. 160 Boylston Street. BOSTON Tel. Brookline 3268-J

Tel. Beach 4197

MEMBER OF

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA ^^^^ ENSEMBLE PLAYING

TEACHER OF 'CELLO
15 VANCOUVER STREET. BOSTON, MASS.

Tel.. Rox. 5063-R

ALENA G. EMEESOM
TEACHER OF SINGING

WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS
^''°

fsoN^hoidenS?"^"^ 1126 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

Madame Clara Poole - Voice
specializing in tone production by new methods that have given

wonderful results. Preparationfor concert^ Oratorio and Opera

844 Beacon St., The Arundel. By appointment. 'Phone Back Bay 883-M

Dim Hal! SIherw©©dl .;;^'- -J^tT
"^"

'^'fy'^^^l
^/^ studied

with me in Fans, and is a girted musician

TEACHER OF PIANO and successful teacher of large experience

Appointment by telephone whose work I can endorse and recom-

Cambridge 5935-W mend." (Signed) HAROLD BAUER.

Miss ALICE HUTCHIMS BAKER
PIANIST INSTRUCTION

The principles of Leschetizky presented in a definite and comprehensive manner

STUDIO, HOTEL HEMENWAY. BOSTON
Telephone. Back Bay 3180

STEINERT HALL. Room 26. Tuesdays and Fridayi
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
The Vocal Studios of

.IRTHUR J. HUBE
And his Assistants

VINCENT V. HUBBARD and

Mrs. CAROLINE HOOKER

Teacher of Singing in all its branches

and of Dramatic Action as

applied to Singing

ARTHUR J. HUBBARD
246 Huntington Avenue

VOICE BUILDING
SONG INTERPRETATION, CONCERT
RECITAL AND REPERTOIRE WORK

SteinertHall - BOSTON

HELEN ALLEN HUNT
CONTRALTO SOLOIST

Teacher of Singing

Class and Private Lessons

Hotel Cluny, 543 Boylston Street - Boston

L©jal Pliilips Sinawe
Baritone Soloist and Teacher of Singing

CONCERT—RECITAL—ORATORIO
Providence. R.I.

300 Lauderdale Building, 144 Westminster Street

Boston, Mass. Hotel Hemenway

Miss PMSCILLA WHITE
TEACHER OF SINGING

602 PIERCE BUILDING
COPLEY SQUARE - - BOSTON

(SIG"

TEACHER OF SINGING
250 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

Opposite Symphony Hall

TEACHER OF SINGING
STEINERT HALL

162 BOYLSTON STREET - - BOSTON

JOSEPHINE KNIGHT
SOPRANO SOLOIST

Teacher of Singing

4 Haviland Street - _ - - - Boston

B. B. 1047

In Worcester, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 317 Day Bldg

HAROLD VINAL
PIANO INSTRUCTION

Leschetizky Principles

STUDIO: ROOM 18 STEINERT HALL
For Appointments Tel. Roxbury 491 1-R

3F]
Formerly Concert Master

NEW YORK SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Will receive pupils in Violin and Ensemble

Playing. Address 120 TREMONT STREET

BARITONE SOLOIST
Formerly Song Leader U. S. N.

now available for

Concert Oratorio Recital

STUDIO: 1089 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

[ellows
PIANIST

AND TEACHER
6 NEWBURY STREET - -

Telephone B. B..51694

BOSTON
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Miss HELEN GOODRICH
TEACHER OF SINGING

HOTEL HEMENWAY
Tuesdays and Fridays at Lasell Seminary

iFB. L.oMiss wooca Forfest

TEACHER OF SINGING

ACCOMPANIST - COACH

STUDIO
246 HUNTINGTON AVE. BOSTON

ARTHUR GERS
PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
Formerly pupil Royal Conservatory of Brussels, Bel-

gium (1897-1901). Also Organist and Accompanist

HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS, BOSTON

Miss MARY A.
Teacher of Piano and Harmony

The ILKLEY
Huntington Ave. and Cumberland St., Boston

(Cumberland Street Entrance)

Bertha dashing Child



MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
Constant success with children as with advanced pupils.

Classes in Two Piano Playing a specialty, following the
Symphony programmes as far as practicable.

Studio, 146 Massachusetts Avenue
Near Boylston Street Telephone. Back Bay 3040

TEI
TEACHER OF SINGING

MUSICAL LECTURES
Author of "Young Singers, What They Should Know"

10 NEWBURY STREET

VIOLIN AND VIOLA
37 BRIMMER STREET. BOSTON

Until November K Address Medfield, Mass.
Telephone, Medfield 1 23-2

PIANIST AND TEACHER
NINTH SEASON

TEL. BACK BAY
2788-R

16 ARUNDEL ST.
Near Audubon Circle

SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO - - 609 PIERCE BUILDING
Telephone, Back Bay 5145 R

CONCERT PIANIST

STUDIO - - 23 STEINERT HALL
BOSTON

I

PIANIST and TEACHER

CARNEGIE HALL NEW YORK

PIANIST AND TEACHER
405 PIERCE BLDG.. COPLEY SQUARE

Telephone, Back Bay 3956-W.

Marj©rie Fatten Friend
VIOLONCELLIST
AND TEACHER

SOLO AND ENSEMBLE PLAYING
13 NEWBURY ST. 58 MARSHAL ST.

BOSTON BROOKLINE
Tel. 3747-W Brookline

Pianist and Teacher of the Pianoforte

STUDIOS: 6 Newbury Street, Boston

34 Beals Street, Brookline

Brookline 5750

Torrens Method

TEACHER OF SINGING

17 STEINERT HALL Residence Telephone
Jamaica 614-W

TEACHER OF PIANO
430 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS - BOSTON

GERTRUDE BELCHER TRIO
CONCERTS. MUSICALES

Telephone. Back Bay 3I74-M.

PIANO. HARMONY and COACHING
528 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS

Mondays and Fridays. Other days by

Appointment

Teacher of Pianoforte and Musical Theory

Half hour talks illustrated on the Piano — musical
forms and stories of the operas.

Studio: The Winsor School For Girls
Tuesday and Friday Afternoons

Tel. Brookline 2313M

AMERICAN PIANIST
RECITALS, MUSICALES, CONCERTS

Authorized representative of the most modern ideas in

piano playing. Primary.Advanced and Teachers' Courses

Studio. 6 NEWBURY ST.. Tel. B. B. 3529 R
Re.. HOTEL HEMENWAY, Tel. B. B. 3180

Boston

PROF. A. D'AVESNE. B. SC. PARIS
OFFICIER D'ACADEMIE

French Classes. Private Lessons, Lectures &
Causeries, Children's Classes, Special

Commercial Course, Translations.

755 BOYLSTON ST., NEAR COPLEY SQUARE
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THE OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES

OF THE

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
INCORPORATED

FREDERICK P. CABOT - - - President

GALEN L. STONE - - - Vice-President

ERNEST B. DANE - - - Treasurer

ALFRED L. AIKEN

FREDERICK P. CABOT
ERNEST B. DANE
M. A. DEV/OLFE HOWE
JOHN ELLERTON LODGE
FREDERICK E. LOWELL
ARTHUR LYMAN
HENRY B. SAWYER
GALEN L. STONE

BENTLEY W. WARREN



ifas0it$ciawlra
PIANOS

have won pre-eminence by reason of their intrinsic

merit. Their development began where that of

other pianos left off, adding new features of con*

struction and resulting in extraordinary beauty of

tone and unequaled durability. Everywhere musi-

cians have recognized their unrivaled excellence

and are proclaiming them the finest pianos the

world has ever known.

WAREROOMS 492-494 BOYLSTON STREET
BOSTON

I
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Established 1833

WEBSTER
AND

ATLAS
NATIONAL BANK

OF. BOSTON

WASHINGTON AND COURT STREETS

AMORY ELIOT President

RAYMOND B. COX, Vice-President l??SI\^B?^d ^H ^K"TncwTTT irrwcTTTT. ir- t. -J » Jr. u- FRANK B. BUTTS, Asst. CashierJOSEPH L. FOSTER. Vice-President and Cashier ARTHUR W. LANE, Asst. Cashier
EDWARD M. ROWLAND. Vice-President HAROLD A. YEAMES, Asst. Cashier

Capital $1,000,000 Surplus and Profits $1,600,000

Deposits $11,000,000

The well-established position of this bank in the commiinity,

the character of its Board of Directors, and its reputation as a
solid, conservative institution recommend it as a particularly

desirable depository for

ACCOUNTS

TRUSTEES, EXECUTORS and INDIVIDUALS

For commercial accounts it is known as

A STRONG BANK OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE

DIRECTORS

CHARLES B. BARNES

JOSEPH S. BIGELOW
THEODORE G. BREMER
WILLIAM R. CORDINGLEY
RAYMOND B. COX
AMORY ELIOT
JOHN W. FARWELL

ROBERT H. GARDINER
EDWARD W. GREW
OLIVER HALL
WALTER HUNNEWELL
HOMER B. RICHARDSON
DUDLEY P. ROGERS
THOMAS W. THACHER
WALTER TUFTS



SYMPHONY HALL, BOSTON
HUNTINGTON AND MASSACHUSETTS AVENUES

Telephones \ Ticket Office ) p p 1492
Branch Exchange ( Administration Offices

)

^

INCORPORATED

THIRTY-NINTH SEASON. 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

iwem

aecerti

WITH HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE
NOTES BY PHILIP HALE

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 16

AT 2.30 O'CLOCK

SATURDAY EVENING, JANUARY 17

AT 8.00 O'CLOCK

COPYRIGHT, 1920, BY BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, INCORPORATED

W. H. BRENNAN. Manager G. E. JUDD, Assistant Manager
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A name that is spoken with the full pride of

ownership—that carries with it the deep satis-

faction of possessing the ultimate expression of

man's handiwork in Musical Art.

A name that is cherished as a Family Tradition

—

that keeps afresh for the next generation the

associations and fond remembrances which cluster

around the home piano.

Supreme achievement of patience, skill and ex-

perience, founded on inborn Ideals of Artistry.

fV.

li'i|^] Tf-S] Vj

I pi
I r^ ^1

Catalogue and prices on application

Sold on convenient payments

Old pianos taJ^en in exchange

Inspection invited

107-109 East 14th Street New York

Subway Express Stations at the Door

REPRESENTED BY THE FOREMOST DEALERS EVERYWHERE
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AN INVITATION
TO MUSIC LOVERS

A pleasant half hour may be spent at our

store" inspecting the newest

^S^tmer^^^ pianos <^

Music lovers are invited to hear or play for

themseh'es these exquisite instruments.

More beautiful than ever, the famous Chick-

ering tone, coupled with their well known

durabihty makes the choice of a Chickering

one that insures perfect satisfaction during

the long years of its usefulness.

^J* e^
Estabnshedji823

Warerooms 169 Tremont Street



THIRTY-NINTH SEASON. NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETEEN AND TWENTY

lle¥®iilihi Pr©graimm^

FRIDAY AFTERNOON. JANUARY 16. at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING. JANUARY 17, at 8 o'clock

Stojowski Symphony in D minor, Op. 21

(First time in Boston)

I. Andante; Allegro Moderate.
II. Andante.
m. Scherzo : Molto Vivace.

rV. Finale: Allegro con fuoco ma non vivace.

Songs with Orchestra:

a. Brahms .... "Ever lighter grows my slumber"

b. Schumann . Bride's Song (No. i) "Mother, can I love thee the less"

c. Schumann . Bride's Song (No. 2) "Leave me in his arms endearing"

d. Schubert "Eri-King"

Wagner Excerpts from "Dusk of the Gods"

a. Fimeral Music.

b. Immolation Scene (with soprano).

SOLOIST

MARGARET MATZENAUER

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony

The ladies of the audience are earnestly requested not to put on hats before
the end ofa number.

The doors oj the hall will be closed during the performance of each number
on the programme. Those who wish to leave oejore the end of the concert
are requested to do so in. an interval between the numbers.

City of Boston, Revised Regulation of August 5, 1 898,—Chapter 3, relating to the covering of

the head in places of public amusement

Every Uccniee shall not. in hit pUce of unuiement. allow any person to wear upon the head a covering which obstruct*

the view at the exhibition or penortnance in such place of any person seated in any seat therein provided for spectators,

it b«uis uacWstood that a low head covering without projection, which does not obstruct such view, may be worn.
Attest: J. M. GALVIN, City Clerk.
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"The Best in Travel

"

For 40 years our business has been to please Americans of the

finest type who are satisfied with nothing less than the best. The
standard we have set for the Raymond-Whitcomb Tours and the

Raymond-Whitcomb Cruises is so high that they are universally

recognized as in a class apart, beyond competition.

Six luxurious Cruises in January, February, March and April by
splendid specially chartered steamships to Cuba, Jamaica, Panama,

Central America and Nassau-Bahamas. Fascinating shore excur-

sions. First Cruise sails Jan. 3.

Wonderful tours twice a week in January, February and March,

including the famous resort hotels of Southern CaHfornia and

extensive automobiling everywhere.

FLORIDA
Delightful tours to St. Augustine, Palm Beach, Miami and

Havana. Frequent departures January to March.

Remarkable tours, including France and all the Famous Battle-

fields, Belgium, Switzerland and Italy. Best hotels, finest train

and automobile service and exceptional arrangements. Depart-

ures Jan. 24, Feb. 7, and later.

No one who visits Europe in 1920 will have a satisfactory

trip unless he has hotel reservations in France, Belgium

and along the Battlefield Front. Accommodations are

insufficient to take care of everyone. If you are wise you

will make your arrangements with a company which has

assured hotel and steamship reservations. Raymond
& Whitcomb has not only its own offices and repres-

entatives in Paris but also a French representative, for

many years the head of the leading French tourist

organization.

Now is the time to begin making your plans for next Spring

and Summer. Protect yourself at once by making
a preliminary reservation with us.

Also tours to South America
Japan-China and Round the World.

Send for Booklet Desired

RAYMOND &
17 TEMPLE PLACE

WHITCOMB CO.
Telephone Beach 6964
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Symphony in D minor,, Op, 21 Sigismond Stojowski

(Born at Strelce, Poland, May 14, 1S70 ; now living in New York.)

We are indebted to Mr, Stojowski for the following information :

—

"The symphony in its first version was awarded the Paderewski
prize by a jury in Leipsic presided over by Arthur Nikisch. I re-

member partly rewriting the last movement later before publication.

The first performance really took place at a concert of my own given

with the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra in 1900, in Berlin, when
my Violin Concerto and Symphonic Khapsody for pianoforte were
also produced. The first performance of the final and printed score

was given at the opening concert of the Warsaw Philharmonic in

January, 1901, Emyl Mlynarski being the conductor."
There have been performances at Paris (Colonne concert), Leipsic,

and other European cities. The first performance in the United
States was at a concert of Mr. Stojowski's compositions in New
York, March 1, 1915; with the Philharmonic Orchestra, Mr. Stran-
sky conductor.
The programme notes on this occasion reproduced in part the

notes of Charles Malherbe when the symphony was played in Paris
at a Colonne concert.

"In spite of his leaning toward the national idiom, of which he has
made ample use in his minor works, the composer of this symphony,
in attempting the largest form of instrumental music, evolved along
traditional lines and most universal in its appeal, has refrained from
what might be termed 'genre-music' Barely the theme of the last
movement with its proud, chivalrous character, especially when ac-

l©w Songs from tlh© Pro^^ramiinies ®f

r^[E" ;mgers
BARBOUR, FLORENCE NEWELL

THE STREAM'S SECRET
Sung bv Phoebe Crosby

THE PIPER
Sung by Phoebe Crosby

BAUER, MARION
FROM HILLS OF DREAM

Sung by Sue Harvard. Christine
Langenhan, Florence Macbeth

THE LINNET IS TUNING HER FLUTE
Sung by Margaret Matzenauer

branscombe, gena
just before the lights are lit

Sung by Mme. Edmunds-Hemingway,
Mabel Garrison, Mav Peterson

THE POSTERN GATE
E. de Gogorza, Arthur Hackett

COX, RALPH
TO A HILL-TOP

Sung by Paul Althouse, Alessandro Bonci,
Olive Nevin

DANIELS, MABEL W.
/THE MISTLETOETWO TRIOLETS
"I SOLITAIRE

Sung by Wm. Simmons

FOOTE, ARTHUR
THE RED ROSE WHISPERS OF PASSION

Sung by John McCormack

GOATLEY, ALMA
A GARDEN IS A LOVESOME THING

Sung by Alice Moncrieff, Olive Nevin

LEWIS, WALTER
LOVE'S WONDROUS GARDEN

Sung by Theo Karie

METCALF, JOHN W.
TO A SWALLOW

Sung by Christine Langenhan

MILLIGAN, HAROLD VINCENT
WHEELS THE SILVER SWALLOW

Sung by Alessandro Bonci, Olive Nevin,
Mme. Edmunds-Hemingway

STORM SIGNALS
Sung by Lambert Murphy, Olive Nevin,
Florence Otis, Oscar Seagle

120 BOYLSTON ST. FOR SALE BY ALL MUSIC DEALERS
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companied by some characteristic rhythmical figures in the bass,

carries a suggestion of Poland. The work, voluntarily sober in har-

mony and instrumentation, maintains in formal structure the main
lines of the classical symphony. Nor did the composer choose to

deprive himself of that source of riches and variety which came to

the classical symphony from the use of different themes for the dif-

ferent movements. But if every movement possesses its own themes,

a sort of unity is attempted by the recurrence of some of these, more
or less modified, but always recognizable, in the various movements.
So, for instance, the theme of the finale is first announced in the

slow movement, where it breaks in twice upon the tender mood by a

dramatic appeal from the horns. In the scherzo, again, the main
theme of the first movement suddenly emerges, in a subdued and
altered form, from the bubble of the swiftly moving runs, shakes and
tremolos. This whole movement is dipped in a phantastic atmos-

phere, which suggests hustling and dancing elfs in a moonlit night.

It has been described by foreign critics as an effective bit of orches-

tral writing and has often been played separately, namely, by Mr.
Arthur Nikisch. There is no programmatic pretense to this sym-

phony, to which, however, Hamlet's 'to be or not to be' might serve

as a motto. In the opening bars a bass-clarinet, like some enigmatic

personage, voices the second subject in a sort of reflective mood, and
the whole movement, with its sombre and violent main theme and
its alternatives of light and shade, seems to depict the struggle be-

tween the 'to be or not to be'—until the final assertion of the triumph
of light."

"The symphony is scored for three flutes (one interchangeable

QUALITY and

REPUTATION

enable you to know

in advance that the

VOS© is a most

satisfactory piano.

WE CHALLENGE
COMPARISON

160 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
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HOLLANDER
BOSTON NEW YORK

ESTABLISHED 1848

EXQUISITE ASSORTMENTS OF

FRENCH UNDERWEAR NEGLIGEES
BLOUSES

HANDKERCHIEFS GLOVES HOSIERY
BEADED BAGS

JET and CRYSTAL JEWELRY
LEATHER GOODS

202-214 BOYLSTON STREET . . . BOSTON

OSCH^PEATS WALL PAPER.
THE STANDARD OF VALUES

"MAKE HOMES OUl^ OF HOUSES^^

Decoration has a very real, though sub-conscious, influence upon the

temperament and personality.

Discords in color, as in music, result from incomplete knowledge and
produce an equally unpleasant effect.

We are competent to suggest decorative

treatment in perfect harmony

HENRY BOSCH COMPANY
ALFRED PEATS BRANCH

LEADERS OF WALL PAPER FASHIONS

118 SUMMER STREET BOSTON
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with piccolo), two oboes, English horn, two clarinets, bass-clarinet,

two bassoons, four horns, two trumpets, three trombones, bass-tuba,

three kettledrums, cymbals, triangle. Glockenspiel (in the Scherzo),

harp, and the usual strings."

I. Andante mesto—Allegro moderato, D minor, 4-4.

II. Andante, B-flat major, 4-4.

III. Scherzo. Molto vivace, G minor, 3-8.

IV. Finale. Allegro con fuoco, D major, 2-4.

Mr. Stojowski first studied music at Cracow with his mother and
Ladislaus Zelenski. He entered the Paris Conservatory in 1887 and
at the same time attended classes in history, philosophy, and liter-

ature at the Sorbonne. He studied the pianoforte with Louis
Diemer, and compostion with Leo Delibes. In 1889 first prizes for

counterpoint and fugue were given to him and Mile. Prestat, and
first prizes for pianoforte playing to him, Risler, and Bloch. He
gave his first concert in 1891 at Paris with the Colonne orchestra.

The programme, consisting of his own works, included the Ballade
for orchestra and the first pianoforte concerto. Later, at the advice

of Mr. Paderewski, he devoted the greater part of his time to the
pianoforte, and learned from him. Living in Paris he gave his

concerts in European countries. With the foundation of the Insti-

tute of Music Art in New York City, he came to New York to be at

the head of the pianoforte department during six years, beginning
with the opening season 1905-06. "My activities," he writes, "have
been divided since between concertizing abroad, teaching and tour-

ing in America, writing in the summer-time."

FURNITURE

DECORATIONS

OLD ENGLISH

INTERIORS

Paine

Furniture

Company

ARLINGTON ST. (near Boylston St.) BOSTON
742
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IBBM is no longer described as *' well-dressed*

she is "smartly costumed"

This means all of the first and

more— oh, much more !

Costuming declares polish, tone,

finish— and all these are secured by

the woman who recognizes that The

Slattery Shop specializes in woman s

wear.

This shop is truly a "finishing

school'* in proper costuming for

women of all ages, employment, and

station in life. It is a shop of adap-

tability, adaptations, and creations;

teaching, by example, Costuming as

it should be.

EI Slattery Company
TREMONT STREET OPPOSITE BOSTON COMMON BOSTON
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Mme. Margarete Matzenaubr was born at Temesv&r, Hungary,

on June 1, 1881. Her father was a conductor at the Opera House.

She studied singing with Mme. Neuendorff (in Graz), Antonia

Mieike, and Franz Emerich (in Berlin). She made her first operatic

appearance in ^-Oberon" as Puck at Strasbourg in 1901, having been

at this opera house for three years. Sh3 was a member of the

Municli Court Opera Company until 1911. In 1902 she was married

to Ernest Preuse, a singing teacher in Munich with whom she had

studied. A disagreement with him—she was divorced in 1911—led

to her leaving Munich. She sang yearly in Wagner festival perform-

ances in Munich; at Bayreuth in 1911 (Waltraute, Flosshilde, and

First Norn). She was engaged in 1911 for the Metropolitan Opera

House. Her first appearance there was on the opening night of the

season of 1911-12 (November 13, 1911), when she appeared as

Amneris. Her repertoire includes contralto and dramatic soprano

roles. In 1912 she sang at Buenos Aires.

In Boston she took the (first time in this country) parts of Bran-
gaene (February 23, 1912) and Isolde (November 29. December 1,

1913) at the Boston Opera House. In April, 1918, she was heard
there as Fides and Amneris.

She has sung with the Handel and Haydn Society (Verdi's

Requiem, April 11, 1915).
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In June. 1912, she married the Italian tenor Edoardo Ferrari-

Fontana, from whom she was divorced in 1917.

She has sung in concert March 2S, 1915 (with Mr. Gabrilowitsch),

February 14, 1916 (Copley-Plaza Morning Musicale), April 7, 1918.

"Ever Lighter grows my Slumber^-" ("Immer Lbiser wird mbin
Schlummer"), Op. 105, No. 2 Johannes Brahms

(Born at Hamburg, May 7, 1833; died at Vienna, April 3, 1897.)

The German poem is by Hermann Lingg.

Ever lighter grows my slumber,
Woes, like veils in growing number

Tremble over me.
Oft thy voice I hear in dreams,
Calling to me from the bow'r

—

No one comes to ope the door.
I awake and weep bitterly

!

Yes, to death I must resign me.
Let another's arms entwine thee

When I'm pale and cold.

If before May's zephyrs come
Or the thrush begins his tune
Thou again would'st see thine own.
Come, ah come to me soon !

{English tranaiafion hi/ H. E. Krchbiel*
Copyright, 1919, hy Margarcte Matzcnauer.)

The orchestrated accompaniment is by Leopold Stokowsky.
The original version is in C minor-C major. Slow and sort, 2-2.

The transcription for a high voice is in F minor-F major.
This song, one of five for a low voice, was composed by Brahms

* The translation into English of this text, of the texts of the following songs by
Schumann ami Sehubert, and of the scene from "Dusk of the Gods" was made by
M. Krehbiel last snniiiier at Blue Hill, Me., after he had completed the translation of
"Parsifal" for the Metropolitan Opera House.
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at Tiiun in August, 1886. When Hermine Spies * visited Brahras in

September she found two unpublished songs on the pianoforte rack

:

"Immer leiser wird mein Schlummer" and "Wie Melodien zieht es."

She sang them and Brahms accompanied her. In December she took

the songs (Op. 105) in manuscript and sang them to the Herzogen-

bergs, but she did not put them on a programme for the public.

According to Kalbeck, she did not then have full confidence in her

ability as an interpreter of the composer. At any rate Brahms did

not then give her permission to sing the two songs.

In 1888 Gustav Walter (1834-1910), a pupil of the Prague Con-

servatory of Music, engaged at the Brtinn Opera House in 1856 and
later famous at the Vienna Opera House, sang ''Wie Melodien zieht

es" from manuscript, and on January 26, 1889, "Immer leiser wird
mein Schlummer." The songs of Op. 105 were published in 1889.

This song was sung in Boston at a concert of the Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra, by Theodor Reichmann, on October 18, 1890.

Arthur Mkisch played the pianoforte accompaniment. It was sung
on March 27, 1915, by Elena Gerhardt with the accompaniment
orchestrated by Max Keger.
Brahms had written to Miss Spies in November, 1886 : "I actually

dreamt that I heard you skip half a bar's rest, and sing a quarter
note instead of an eighth." She replied : "It is very kind of you to

* Hermine Spies, a celebrated contralto concert singer, was born at Lohneberger
Hiitte, near Weilburg, on February 25, 1857. She died at Wiesbaden on February 26,
1893. Having studied at Wiesbaden, she took singing lessons of Ferdinand Sieber and
Julius Stockhausen, and in 1882 began to sing in public. She was especially noted as
an interpreter of Brahms's songs. In 1892 she married W. A. Fr. Hardtmuth, Doctor
of Jurisprudence in Wiesbaden. Her sister Marie wrote her life (1894—third edition
in 1905). When I heard her in 1883—84, she was an intense, explosive singer, with an
imposing voice. She often made her effects without regard to beauty of tone or the
rules of song, nor was her intonation faultless.
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dream only that I am unmusical. I have not only dreamt it, but

known it for ages." In a letter written by Brahms from Berlin,

December 2, 1886, Elisabet Herzogenberg, having seen the two songs

above mentioned, objected to certain successive chords of the six-four

in "Immer leiser." "I, know of no other passages to equal it for

harshness in the whole of your music, and flatter myself you will

find some other means of expressing the passionate yearning of the

poem at that point. It is quite clear what impression you wish to

give, but the actual result is so much less beautiful than Brahms
usually is that it positively gave me pain. It is such a pity to spoil

a soft, dreamy song with these sudden shocks. . . . How did Spies

sing in Vienna? I can't help feeling strongly that she is not develop-

ing at all. When I think of Mme. Joachim and the way her voice

grew steadily fuller, it seems to me that concert work and tearing

about is, on the contrary, making this one more casual. She sings

so many things as if she were reading at sight, and I do so wish
some one like you would warn her, nice and—at bottom—serious

girl that she is. I have never seen enough of her to venture, for she
gets terribly spoilt, and understands no hints. It would have to be
put very plainly,"

Brahms answered his admirer and critic from Budapest on De-
cember 22 : "I am sorry I have not your letter by me, otherwise I

could answer it better; thai is to say, agree with some of your re-

marks—as to Miss Spies, for instance, and Mme. Joachim's un-
deniable position in the very front rank. The other will never be
able to catch her up for various reasons, but she has just those
qualities which tell in a concert hall rather than in a room. We

SOLOV-HlNDS Co.
''^The Daylight Fashion Salon'
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get very little good singing in Vienna, and her success there is very-

natural and desirable."

He said nothing about the criticism of his song, but Max Kalbeck,

the editor of "The Herzogenberg Correspondence," added this foot-

note : "It is doubtful whether Brahms agreed with her objections to

the chords of the six-four in 'Immer leiser.' He evidently wrote them
deliberately, because they seemed to him a fitting expression for the

feverish exaltation of the song. Hanslick had suggested the poem,

but at first neither contents nor form appealed to Brahms. The
breaks in the song after 'Singt im Wald' and 'Willst du mich,' which

are really inadmissible, may be explained as expressing the failing

of the invalid's voice, which is making its last desperate efforts to

be heard before sinking into a last sleep. Sung by an ideal inter-

preter, the song should produce the impression that it is costing the

singer her life ; for in response to the dying girl's call comes, not her

lover, but Death. Billroth, to whom Brahms sent the song on

August 18 from Thun as 'The work of one of your old colleagues'

(Hermann Lingg being a retired Bavarian army doctor), replied:

'H. Lingg's poem about a dying girl in your illuminating setting

affected me most of all. I imagined it sung quite simply in a touch-

ing girlish voice, and I am not ashamed to say that I could not

finish playing it for weeping.' The ultimate success of this particu-

lar song justified Billroth's choice, and the chain of chords of the

^ Finding good books is easier than keeping away bad ones. A
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six-four will go down to posterity unchallenged." In 1888 Elisabet

wrote that she would never be reconciled to them. jM.r. Fuller-

Maitland says : "It is strange that a subtle and sensitive woman
like Frau von Herzogenberg should have objected to all the six-four

chords which so exactly paint the dying woman's longing in all its

weak intensity." Sunbeams from cucumbers

!

Bride's Song (No. 1) "Mother, can I love thee less" and (No. 2)

"Leave me in his arms endearing," being Nos. 11 and 12 of
"Myrthen," Op. 25 RbBERT Schumann

(Born at Zwickau, Saxony, June 8, 1810; died at Endenich, near Bonn, July
29, 1856.)

Schumann in 1840 wrote "Myrthen," twenty-six songs with verses

by Riickert, Byron, Moore, Heine, Burns, and Mosen. The poems
"The Bride's Songs" are from Riickert's "Liebesfriihling." The whole
cycle was dedicated by Schumann '"to mybeloved bride."

Songs of a Bride (No. 1).

Mother, mother, can I love Let me take thee in my arms,
Thee the less, now I love him? Kiss thy lips as he kiss'd mine.

Can the measure of my love Mother, mother, since I've learned
Grow so shallow, weak and dim? What love is 'tis all thine own,

Mother, mother, since my heart
Went to him 'tis truly thine.

Grateful for the life bestowed
Which has now so radiant grown

!

{English t?'ansIation hij H. E. Krelihrel.

Copyriglit, 1919, hy Margarete Matsenauer.)
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L
Important Repetition

1st Linens of all desirable kinds are scarce.

2nd There is no probability that they will be in better

supply in the near future.

3rd Today we have a fine collection.

4th If we sell all that we have of any particular kind,

there is no certainty when it can be replaced or at

what price.

5th Under present conditions there is not much use in

tabulating details. Any particular item might be

gone before you see this circular.

6th Nor is there any great wisdom in naming comparative

prices.

7th Today we are naming prices lower than would be

necessary if we had to make our purchases today.

8th Recently we investigated Belfast prices on John S.

. Brown & Sons table linens and found that in every

case the manufacturers' price is higher today than the

price we are asking for the same goods at retail. In

some cases the prices were very much higher.



Songs of a Bride (No. 2).

Leave me in his arms endearing, Leave me in liis arms endearing

—

Motlier, motlier, leave off fearing. Trending? All to me is one !

Ask me not whence all is trending— Ending? Ending there'll.be none.

Ask me not about the ending

—

{English translation hy H. E. KrehMel.
^ Copyright, 1919, hy Margarete Alatzenauer.)

Schumann's pianoforte accompaniment has been orchestrated by

Leopold Stokowski.

"Erlking/^ Ballad by Goethe^ Op. 1 Franz Schubert

(Born January 31, 1797, at Lichtenthal, near Vienna; died November 19, 1828,

at Vienna.)
,

The songs introduced by Goethe in the Singspiel, "Die Fischerin,"

are said to have been written in 1781. The first publication of

"Erlkonig" was in the Berliner Literatur und Theaterzeitung of

September 21-28, 1782 ; but the play was performed for the first time

on July 22, 1782, in the park of the Chateau Tiefurt. Nature sup-

plied the scenery, and the specially chosen audience sat for the most

part on the ground. Corona Schroter,* dressed as the fisher-maiden

Dortchen (Dorothea), left her hut and sang "Erlking" to music

* This famous woman and celebrated singer, Corona Elisabeth Wilhelmine Schro<-fir.

was born at Guben, January 14, 1751. She died at Ilmenau, August 23, 1802. When
she was sixteen years old, she sang in concert at Leipsic, and in 1778 she was engaged
for the Weimar theatre. She is said to have excelled in sustained melodies. See her
life by Keil (1875), P. Pasig's "Goethe and Corona Schroter" (Ilmenau, 1902), and
Am6d6e Boutarel's study published in Le Menestrel (Paris), July 2, 9, 16, 1905.
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•aaiidl Dear OH Mil

FIFTEEN years ago we received a

letter asking for important services

decorative m a Summer house before

its ow^ner arrived. The letter concluded:

"Send dear old Mike."

Through succeeding years the personal ele-

ment in our staff of workmen and house decorators

has maintained its importance. Frequent requests

are made for the services of some one man.

Only a few days ago a retired Boston mer-

chant wrote us from his country home, requesting

that we see to carpeting some stairways in his

town house prior to his return from the country.

He did not ask us to "send dear old Mike,*'

of course, but he named his man—and he got him!

The personality of the Pray staff is one of
the best fruits of more-than-a-century-in-business.
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of her own composition. A water-color sketch of this scene by G. M.

Kraus was reproduced in Le Menestrel (Paris) of July 9, 1905, in il-

lustration of the entertaining account by Am^dee Boutarel of the

performance. Corona's music to the "Erlking" was published as

No. 17 of her twenty-five songs at Weimar in 1786. Her setting is

in simple couplets of eight measures, with an artless accompaniment.

The song, A major, 6-8, is republished in Wilhelm Tappert's "70

Erlkonig-Kompositionen" (new and enlarged edition, p. 2, Berlin,

1906). Tappert, by the way, does not mention in his interesting

pamphlet a glee, "The Erl King," by Dr. John Wall Callcott (1766-

1821). This glee for two sopranos and a bass (also for soprano,

tenor, and bass). Allegretto, E-flat, 3-8, may be found in Boosey's

National Edition of English Glees (No. 7).

"Erlkonig" is an erroneous translation into German of the Danish

"ellerkonge," "ellekonge," i.e., "elverkonge," "elvekonge," king of

the elves. Goethe and Herder therefore employed a word without

meaning in the title of their poems, and Sir Walter Scott brought

over the mistake into English, when in a note to Goethe's poem he

spoke of "the Erlking" as "a goblin that haunts the Black Forest,

in Thuringia." The story of "The Erlking's Daughter" (music by
Gade) is taken from an old Danish legend. There is no Erlkonig

in any saga.
Oh, who rides so late through nightwinds wild?
It is the father with his child

;

He folds him securely, close in his arm
;

He clasps him safely, he keeps him warm.
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My son, why hid'st thou thy face in fear ?

Dost, father, not see the Fairy King near ?

The dreaded Evil King, with train and crown?
'Tis but a streak of mist, my son.

Thou lovely boy, come go with me.
Full merry a game I'll play with thee

;

Right gay are the flow'rs in my garden green,

And my mother hath garments of golden sheen.

Oh father, my father, and dost thou not hear
What promise the Erlking pours in my ear?
Be quiet, be stHl, little one,

The dry leaves are rustling by nightwinds blown.

Wilt lovely lad not go with me?
All my charming daughters shall wait on thee,

My daughters, who lead in the gay nightly dance.
With songs and caresses thy soul will entrance.

Oh father, my father, oh see'st thou not
The Erlking's daughters in yon dark spot?
My son, my son, full clearly I see
The light of the moon on the old willow tree.

I love thee, lad, thy beauty hath flU'd me with lust.

And thou be not willing, thence force thee I must.
Oh father, my father, I'm caught in his arm,
The Erlking hath rudely done me a harm.

Fear fills the father ; he spurs madly on

;

He clasps still more closely his low-moaning son

;

His home at last is reached in dread

—

Clasped to his bosom his child lies dead!

{English translation T)y H. E. KrehMel.
Copyright, 1919, 'by Margarete Matzenauer.)

mi wamotr
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He says:

Alexander Steinert's "Prelude" for piano
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piano compositions known to 'vne. Modern

and original, it is so exquisitely pidnistic
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to the Anglo-Saxon jpiano literature
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Schubert composed the music to Goethe's ballad in 1815. There

are four versions. The fourth and definitive is dedicated to Moriz

Graf von Dietrichstein, and it is catalogued as Op. 1. The original

key is G minor ; schnell, 4-4.

Spaun tells of his going one afternoon with Mayrhofer to visit

Schubert. They found him reading Goethe's ballad aloud and in an

excited manner. Suddenly he sat down and composed the music

as fast as he could write. Schubert then had no pianoforte. The

three went to the Convict, and there the song was first sung, to the

delight and wonder of all present. Spaun in 1817 sent to Goethe

manuscript copies of Schubert's songs with a letter. Goethe never

made answer.
August Ritter von Gymnich, an amateur, was the first to sing

Sdiubert's ''Erlking" before a large audience. This was at a party

at Sannleithuer's, December 1, 1820. In January of the next year he

sang it at a meeting of a small music society, and a little later

Pettenkofen and Vogl sang it in public with great effect.

"Erlking" has been sung in Boston at concerts of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra by Amalie Joachim, March 26, 1892, Johanna
Gadski, October 31, 1903, Olive Fremstad, November 3, 1906,—the
three sang with pianoforte accompaniment,—by Mme. Schumann-
Heink, November 2, 1907, with the accompaniment orchestrated by
Hector Berlioz, and by Emmy Destinn, December 12, 1908, with
pianoforte accompaniment.
The orchestration of the accompaniment at this concert is by

Leopold Stokowsky.
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In 1826 Hector Berlioz dreamed of an "imitation" of Schubert's

"Erlking," and sketched this programme: "Song of a murderer
hidden with his young son in the Black Forest a cold night in winter.

His song is accompanied by the groaning of the north wind, and
often interrupted by the child complaining, 'Father, I am cold!'

The father always replies to this complaint by reciting the 'De Pro-

fundis.' The two die. Monks of a brotherhood bear away the two
bodies. Finale, chorus of people."

Adolphe Jullien states in his "Hector Berlioz" that Berlioz or-

chestrated the accompaniment of Schubert's "Le Roi des Aulnes,"

French text by fidouard Bouscatel, that the celebrated tenor, Gus-
tave Roger, (1815-79), might sing the ballad at Baden in 1860. The
score is dedicated to "Miss Franxilla (sic) Pixis." * (See Jullien's

book, pp. 247, 380, Paris, 1888.) Jullien also states that Roger sang
the ballad at Baden in 1860 with the greatest success.

J. G. Prodhomme, in his "Hector Berlioz" (Paris, 1904-1905),

states that Berlioz made the orchestration in 1850, and that the first

performance was at Baden in that year.

Prodhomme is mistaken ; 1860 is the correct date. The orchestra-

tion was made for the festival at Baden conducted by Berlioz,

August 27, 1860 ; the programme announced as "No. 11 : Le Roi des
Aulnes, de Schubert, chante avec orchestre par Roger."

* Prancilla Gohringer was the adopted daughter of Johann Peter Pixis, who edu-
cated her for the operatic stage. She sang in the chief cities of Germany and Italy
and at Paris. Pacini wrote his "Sapho" for her (Naples, 1840). After Francilla
married in 1846 an Italian gentleman, Minofrio, Pixis made Baden his dwelling-place,
and he died there in 1874.
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PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

Thursday Afternoon, January 29, 1920, at 4 o'clock.

Beethoven .... Overture to "Egmont"
Schubert . Unfinished Symphony in B-minor

Delibes . . Suite from the Ballet, "Sylvia"

ALL TICKETS FOR THIS CONCERT HAVE BEEN
DISTRIBUTED THROUGH THE COOPERATION OF
THE SCHOOLS OF GREATER BOSTON.

THE SECOND YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONCERT WILL
BE GIVEN AT SYMPHONY HALL, THURSDAY
AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 26, AT 4 O'CLOCK.

Applications for tickets should be mads by the heads

of the various schools of Greater Boston, not later than

February 12, inclusive. Address, W. H. Brennan, Sym-
phony Hall, Boston.

Each applicant will be advised on or before Monday,
February 16, of the allotment of tickets, which may be

secured at Symphony Hall, on February 19 or 20.

In allotting tickets for the concert on February 26,

preference will be shown those schools who applied for

tickets for the first concert but were unable to obtain

them.

The prices of tickets will be 25, 35 and 50 cents.

W. H. BRENNAN, G. E. JUDD,

Manager Assistant Manager



Koger, in "Garnet d'un Tenor" (Paris, 1880), in an entry, Septem-

ber 1, 1860, merely says : "At Baden since July 27. Sang four times

in Gounod's 'Colombe.' Took part in Berlioz's magnificent festival.

I am going to Carlsruhe to sing in 'La Dame Blanche,' 'Les Hugue-
nots,' and 'Le Prophete.' "

Hanslick, in "Aus dem Concertsaal" (Vienna, 1870), gives (p. 363)

a vivid account of Koger's remarkable performance of "Erlking"

at Vienna in 1865.

» »

Berlioz's arrangement for orchestra is scored for two flutes, two
oboes, one English horn, two clarinets, two bassoons, four horns,

two trumpets, kettledrums, and strings.

Compare with this Liszt's choice of instruments,—two flutes, two
oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, two horns, two trumpets, kettle-

drums, harp, strings.

"Erlking" was orchestrated for Adolphe Nourrit when he sang

the song at a Paris Conservatory concert, April 26, 1835, but the

name of the orchestrator was not on the programme.
Schubert's pianoforte accompaniment, arranged for a small or-

chestra by Liszt, is the fourth of the series of six arranged in 1860

:

(1) "The Young Nun"; (2) "Gretchen at the Spinning-wheel"; (3)

"Mignon's Song"; (4) "Erlking"; (5) "The Doppelganger"
; (6)

"Parting." The first four were published in 1863. For some reason

or other Tappert gives the date of publication as 1871 instead of

1863, nor does he mention the arrangement of Berlioz.
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Liszt also made a transcription of the song for the pianoforte, as

did Constantin Decker. August Moeser made an arrangement of the

song for solo violin (Berlin, 1843).

A transcription by E. Wolff for the pianoforte was played at an
Orchestral Union concert in Boston by Master Carlyle Petersilea,

January 28, 1857.

Among the composers who set music to Goethe's ballad were
Reichardt, Beethoven (a sketch), Zelter, Friedrich Schneider,

Berger, Loewe, Eckert, Julius Schneider, Klein, Silcher, Spohr,

Mathieu, Meyerbeer (unpublished), Czerny (unpublished).

FIRST SINGERS OF SCHUBERT^S SONGS.

Johann Michael Vogl, the friend of Schubert and the singer of

his songs was born at Stayer, August 10, 1768. He was a school-

fellow of Franz X. Stissmayer, who was later associated closely,

with Mozart. Vogl and Stissmayer went together to Vienna. The
former became a lawyer and then a public functionary; but, when
Stissmayer was appointed conductor at the opera-house, he per-

suaded Vogl to become a singer, and the tenor was a prominent
member of the opera company from 1794 to 1822, when he was pen-

sioned. He was distinguished for his singular dramatic intelli-

gence. For some years after, his withdrawal from the operatic stage

he shone as a Lieder singer. He died at Vienna, November 19, 1840.
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It was about 1820 that Vogl began to sing frequently in concerts.

Well educated, and emotional in his interpretation, he labored to

make Schubert's songs familiar. He was the first to sing "Erl-

king" (1821) and other songs of its composer in concert halls.

Opera arias, especially Italian arias, were then the fashion in the

concerts at Vienna. J. Fr. Reichardt wrote from that city in 1808

:

"This vocal music [Italian arias, duets, trios], especially from
comic operas, is here the fashion as concert music

;
you hear scarcely

anything else, even in the little entertainments where only a piano-

forte is used. They seem to be destitute here of the fine and inti-

mate enjoyment of the Lied, the romance, the cantata." But Beet-

hoven's "Adelaide" began to be heard frequently in large concerts,

sung by the tenors Ludwig Titze, Jiiger, and Franz Wild. Schu-

bert's songs about 1820 at first found refuge in the "little music
societies" which were in the nature of a family evening entertain-

ment.
Vogl became acquainted with Schubert in 1817. The court singer

was a singular man. He had endeavored to shape his life, even in

the theatre, according to the precepts of Marcus Aurelius, Epictetus,

Thomas a Kempis, and Taulerus. During the waits in the opera-

house he read Latin and Greek classics in the original. Yet he could

Esiablished in 1842
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,
be entertaining, and he was a most welcome guest in the best Vien-

nese society. (He did not marry until he was fifty-eight: then he

took for wife Kunigunde Rosas, a pupil with whom he had lived

for some years in an ''ethical-pedagogic relationship.") Vogl was
persuaded to visit Schubert who was not then famous. ''The com-

; poser entered with shuffling gait and incoherent, stammering speech,

and received his visitor." Spaun, who was one of the introducers,

tells us this, and he also says that Vogl was not at first much im-

pressed by Schubert or his music. "He had looked through the song

'Augenlied,' which did not strike him ; then he tried over 'Ganymed'
'and 'Der Schafer's Klage,' which pleased him better. On leaving he

tapped Franz on the shoulder, remarking, 'There is some stuff in

you, but you are too little of an actor, too little of a charlatan; you
squander your fine thoughts instead of properly developing them.'

This interview seems to have come back to his memory with re-

doubled force, and soon he began frequently to visit Schubert. Then
he studied and sang several of his songs, and before very long the

two men became almost inseparable. Most remarkable is the dis-

parity in their ages. Schubert was almost thirty years Vogl's

junior; the latter, however, outlived him by fully twelve years. It

became Schubert's habit to visit Vogl daily, generally in the fore-

Jnoon, when he would try over a new song or set to work on the

composition of new ones. Vogl exercised considerable influence

On the choice of verses which Schubert set to music. The singer
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would commonly declaim the poem with a passionate energy which
inspired the composer to put forth his best efforts. Vogl, on the
other hand, is said to have encouraged a somewhat lighter class

of composition than Schubert would naturally favor, and also to

have been responsible for the impracticable range of many of Schu-
bert's songs, which were directly contrived for VogFs own abnormal
voice." *

Vogl sang Schubert's "Erlking" in a concert as late as 1834, six

years before he died, but his voice was almost gone, and he was
obliged to resort to extravagant mannerisms. In a letter written
in 1831, to A. Stadler, he attributed Schubert's marvellous command
of invention and his facility to a state of clairvoyance. His re-

marks are curious: "If the subject be that of manufacturing, pro-

ducing, or creating, I don't care, I won't have anything to do with
it, especially since I have learnt, through my experience with Schu-
bert, that there are two kinds of composition: one which, as with
Schubert, comes forth to the world in a state of clairvoyance or

somnambulism, without any free will on the part of the composer,
the forced product of a higher power and inspiration—one may
well be astonished and charmed by such a work, but not criticise it

;

the other is the reflected."

* "Schubert," by Edmondstoune Duncan (London, 1905).

r~^'
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The first song by Schubert sung in Vienna in a public concert

was ''Schafers Klagelied," sung by Jager, February 28, 1819.

Probably the first to sing Schubert's songs in France was Pierre

Frangois Wartel (1806-82), a distinguished operatic and concert

tenor and teacher. But a greater than he, Adolphe Nourrit, who
first became acquainted with Schubert's songs through Liszt, made
them famous in Paris and in the French provinces. He began by

singing "The Young Nun" at a Conservatory concert in Paris, Jan-

uary 18, 1835. On April 26 of the same year he sang "Erlking"

at a Conservatory Concert, with the accompaniment orchestrated

at his request. See L. Quicherat's monumental but, alas, unin-

dexed "Adolph Nourrit," vol. ii., chapter i. (Paris, 1867). For
Schubert's songs in France see "Les Lieder de Franz Schubert"

by Henri de Curzon, pp. 46-50 (Paris, 1899).

Funeral Music from "Gotterdammerung" (^'Dusk op the Gods"),

Act III., Scene 2 Richard Wagner
(Born at Leipsic, May 22, 1813; died at Venice, February 13, 1883.)

This music is not a funeral march. It has nothing to do with the

last rites and ceremonies paid Siegfried. It is a collection of
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Volsung race.
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These motives are named by William Foster Apthorp in the fol-

lowing order :

—

"I. The VoLsuNG-MoTivE (slow and solemn in horns and tubas,
repeated by clarinets and bassoons).

"II. The Death-Motive (crashing C minor chords in brass,
strings, and kettledrums, interspersed with running passages in
triplets in the lower strings).

"III. The Motive of the Volsungs^ Heroism (slow and stately
in tubas and horns).

"IV. The Motive op Sympathy * (worked up in imitation in
woodwind and horns), merging soon into:

"V. The Love-Motive (in the oboe).
"(The bars under these last two motives is a further develop-

ment of the Volsung-Motive, which is carried on for five measures.

* Siegmund and Sieglinde
"Die Walkiire."

(Siegfried's father and mother) in the first scene of
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more in the double-basses, bass-clarinet, bassoons, and bass and
contra-bass tubas, against the running triplet figure from the Death-
Motive in the violins.)

*'VT. The SwoRD-MoTivE (in the trumpet).
''VII. The Motive of Glorification in Death (the crashing

chords of the Death-Motive in the major mode; the full orchestra).

"YIII. The Siegfried-Motive (in the horns and bass-trumpet;
afterwards in the trumpets).

"IX. The Motive of Siegfried the Hero (a rhythmic modifica-
tion of 'Siegfried's horn-call,' in all the brass).

"X. The Brunnhildb-Motive (in the clarinet and English-horn).
"Of all these the only one which keeps constantly recurring in

one form or another is the Death-Motive, either in its original

minor shape, or else in the major mode as the 'Motive of Glorifica-

tion in Death.'

"This music on Siegfried's death comes to no definite close in

the drama itself, but merges gradually into the third, and final,

scene of the act, which ends with Briinnhilde's dying speech over
the hero's remains, her self-immolation, and the mystic shadowing
forth of Kagnarok, or the Dusk of the Gods {Gdtterddmmerung)

,

from which the drama takes its name."
This funeral march music was played in Boston by Theodore

Thomas's Orchestra as early as February 19, 1877.
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Final Scene from "Dusk op the Gods/^ Act III., Scene 3,

Richard Wagner

(Born at Leipsic, May 22, 1813; died at Venice, February 13, 1883.)

The final scene is in the hall of the Gibichungs by the Rhine.

Hagen returns with the hunting party, and announces the death of

Siegfried by the tusk of a wild boar. The body is brought in.

Gunther and Hagen fight over the ring; Gunther is slain. Hagen
attempts to take the ring from the dead man, but Siegfried's hand
closes on it, and the hand raises itself and threatens.* Briinnhilde

* "Wagner, as we know, always regarded the theatre in a very serious light ; but
his dramatic sense, fine as it was at times, was always prone not only to artistic

blunders but to childish lapses. Nothing, for example, could be more absurd than the
scene where the corpse of Siegfried lifts its hand to stop Hagen from seizing the Ring.
The dramatist's dilemma is of course apparent ; it is necessary for the purposes of

'redemption' that the Ring shall not go to Hagen and Alberich but to Byrnhild, and
through her be restored to The Rhine. Yet now that Siegfried is lying dead, and
Gunnar has .iust fallen by Hagen's sword, there is really nothing whatever to prevent
Hagen wrenching the Ring from Siegfried's finger ; and the only device open to Wagner
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enters. To use the words of George Bernard Shaw, "a funeral pyre
is raised whilst she declaims a prolonged scena, extremely moving
and imposing, but yielding nothing to" resolute intellectual criticism

except a very powerful and elevated exploitation of. theatrical

pathos, psychologically identical with the scene of Cleopatra and
the dead Antony in Shakespeare's tragedy. Finally, she flings a
torch into the pyre, and rides her war-horse into the flame."

Brunnhilde.

[Alone in the middle of the stage; after gazing long at Siegfeied's counte-
nance, at first in convulsive grief, then with almost overwhelming sadness,
she turns in solemn exaltation to the mzn and women.]*

Heap on high a funeral pile,

Huge logs on the bank of the Rhine

;

Fierce and fell flash forth the flames
Which the noble corse of the highest of heroes shall consume.
His steed bring to me here
That with me his master shall follow

—

For to share with my hero his loftiest glory
My body burns with desire. Obey Brynhild's commands.

is the dreadfully indigent one of making the corpse raise its hand in warning. A
dramaturgist is occasionally reduced to great straits in order to pave the way for
his closing scene ; but it is characteristic of Wagner's dramatic sense that he should
insert this mere piece of melodrama in a work that, as a whole, is an attempt to deal
with life intellectually instead of sensationally."—"A Study of Wagner," by Ernest
Newman (London and New York, 1899).

* The translation of the stage directions is by William Foster Apthorp. The trans-
lation of Briinnhilde's lines is by Henry Edward Krehbiel (Copyright, 1919, by Mar-
garete Matzenauer).
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[The YOUNGER MEN erect a mighty funeral pyre iefore the hall, near the hank

of the Rhine, while the following speech proceeds; women adorn it with tapes-

tries, upon which they strew herbs and flowers.']

Brunnhilde.

[Again lost in contemplation of the corpse.]

A radiant glory shines from him now ;

The noblest was he who e'er betrayed;
To consort faithless, firm in friendship,

From her to him dearest, whom he loved only

;

Self-divorced by his sword.
Truer than his no vows were spoken.
Firmer than he no man e'er kept pledges,

Purer than he no man felt passion.

And yet—all his pledges, promises, treaties,

A love that was holy, betrayed, he like none.
Wist ye how that was?
O, ye divine ones, guardians of pledges.

Look down on me in my grievous distress

;

Behold your transgression and shame

;

My complaint, O hear, thou chiefest god

;

By his most valorous deed, so dearly wished by thee.

Thou brought'st on him who did it achieve
The curse to which thou wast subject.

On me fell the blow of deception
That knowledge a woman might gain.

Know I now of thy need?
All things, all things, all I know now.
All is clear to my mind.
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E'en now thy ravens hear I flutt'ring:

With long'd-for, dreaded tidings,

I dispatch them now to thee.

Slumber, slumber, O god!

[She beckons to the men to raise up Siegfried's corpse and bear it to the

pyre; at the same time she draws the Ring from Siegfried's finger, con-

templates it during the following, and at last puts it on her own.'i

Mine own I take now to my keeping,
Accursed hoop! Horrible ring,

Again thou'rt mine. I'll hold thee no more.
Te waternixies, full of wisdom.
The Rhine-streams, dallying daughters,
Sage counsel frankly ye gave.
Your heart's desire I give you now

—

From out my ashes take your possession.

The fire that consumes me with him
Cleanse from the ring the dire curse.

Ye in the depths, melt it anew,
And henceforth keep pure the gleaming gold
Which once was stol'n to your harm.

[She turns toward the back, where Siegfried's corpse already lies stretched
out on the funeral pile, and snatches a mighty firebrand from one of the men.]
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Fly homeward, ravens, whisper to your master

The things that here ye have heart.

Past Brynhilde's rock fare on your way,
There flames still flicker; guide ye Loge to Valhall,

For the end of the gods approaches apace.

Thus cast I the brand into Valhall's radiant halls.

[She hurls the brand upon the pyre, tvhich quickly kindles to a bright flame.

Two KAVENS have floicn up from the shore, and disappear in the background.]

[Two YOUNG MEN lead in her steed; Brunnhilde takes it, and quickly un-

bridles it.l

Grane, my steed, again all hail

;

Knowest thou, my friend, where now we are faring?

Mid flames, bright-glowing, there lies thy lord,

Siegfried, my hero, most blest.

To follow thy master gladly thou'rt neighing

—

Feel'st thou the lure of the light and its laughter?
Hot, too, my bosom, glowing with fire

!

Flames are playing around my heart.

Eager to clasp him, to feel his embrace.
In measureless passion to hold him, my own.
Heiajaho ! Grane, greet now thy master !

Siegfried ! Siegfried ! See ! Brynhild greets thee—thy wife.

[She has swung herself stormily upon the steed, and rushes on it with a
single leap into the burning funeral pile. Immediately the fire flames up high,

so that the flames fill the whole interior of the hall, and the hall itself seems
to catch fire.]

»
» *

"Gotterdammerung" was performed for the first time at the Festi-

val Theatre in Bayreuth, August 17, 1876. The cast was as follows

:
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Siegfried, Georg linger; Gunther, Eugen Gura; Hagen, Gustav
Siehr ; Alberich, Carl Hill ; Briinnhilde, Amalia Friedrich-Materna

;

Waltraute, Luise Jaide ; The Three Norns, Johanna Jachmann-Wag-
ner, Josephine Scheffsky, Friedericke Grtin; The Ehine Daughters,

Lilli Lehmann, Marie Lehmann, Minna Lammert. Hans Kichter

conducted.
The first performance in America was at the Metropolitan Opera

House, New York, January 25, 1888. Siegfried, Albert Niemann;
Gunther, Adolf Robinson; Hagen, Emil Fischer; Alberich, Rudolph
von Milde; Briinnhilde, Lilli Lehmann; Gutrune, Auguste Seidl-

Kraus ; Woglinde, Sophie Traubmann, Wellgunde, Marianne Brandt,
Flosshilde, Louise Meisslinger (the' Three Rhine Maidens). Anton
Seidl conducted. The Waltraute and Norn scenes were omitted.

They were first given at the Metropolitan, January 24, 1899.
' Mme.

Schumann-Heink was then the Waltraute, also one of the Norns.
The other Norns were Olga Pevny and Louise Meisslinger.

The first performance in Boston was at the Boston Theatre on
April 5, 1889. The cast was as follows : Siegfried, Paul Kalisch

;

Gunther, Joseph Beck ; Hagen, Emil Fischer ; Briinnhilde, Lilli Leh-

mann ; Gutrune, Louise Meisslinger ; The Rhine Daughters, Sophie
Traubmann, Felice Kaschowska, Hedwig Rejl. Anton Seidl con-

ducted.

The original text of "Gotterdammerung" was written in 1848,

and the title was "Siegfrieds Tod." This text was remodelled before

1855. The score was completed in 1874.
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Brtinnhilde's dying monologue has been sung at regular concerts

of the Boston Symphony Orchestra in Boston by Antonia Mielke,

April 11, 1891 ; Felice Kaschowska, April 22, 1893 ; Amalia Materna,
January 6, 1891; Milka Teruina, February 10, 1900, May 1, 1901,

ISTovember 2, 1901 ; Johanna Gadski, November 19, 1901, November 4,

1905; Berta Morena, December 30, 1911.

It was sung by Mme. Materna at the Wagner Festival, con-

ducted by Theodore Thomas, in Mechanics Building, April 17, 1884.

THE ORIGINAL TEXT.

BY WILLIAM FOSTER APTHORP.

The original text of this last speech of Brtinnhilde's, as published

before the music of the drama was written, contained far more
definite allusions to the Ragnarok, or Dusk of the Gods, the "Last
Day" or "End of the World" in the Northern Mythology. After
hurling the firebrand into the funeral pyre, when Wotan's two
ravens fly up from the banks of the Rhine, Briinnhilde went on as

follows :

—

Ye of the race that shall remain in blooming life, mark well what I announce
to you !—When ye have seen Siegfried and Briinnhilde consumed by the kin-

dling flames, when ye have seen the Rhine's daughters return the Ring to the
depths, then look ye Northward through the night : if then ye see a holy glow
shining in the heavens, so know ye all that ye have seen the end of Valhalla !

—

The comfort and long service you enjoy in wearing
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When the race of ^ods has passed away like a breath, I leave behind me the

world without rulers. I now bequeath to the world the treasure of my most
sacred knowledge.—Not possessions, not gold, nor godlike splendor ; not house,

nor court, nor lordly show ; not the deceitful bond of dim contracts, nor the

hard law of hypocritical custom : Love alone gives blessedness in joy and sor-

row.

For this last paragraph Wagner afterwards substituted the fol-

lowing :

—

If I lead (heroes) no more to Valhalla's feasts, know ye whither I go? I

depart from the Land of Desire, the Land of Illusion I flee forever; I close

behind me the open portals of ever-renewed Being. Redeemed from reincarna-

tion, filled wtih knowledge, I now journey to the most holy Land of Election,

the goal of all world-wanderings, where dwells neither Desire nor Illusion.

Know ye how I have compassed the blessed end of all that is eternal? The
deepest sorrows of mourning Love have opened mine eyes : I have seen the

World end;

—

When it came to writing the music to this closing scene of "Got-

terdammerung/' Wagner cut out all of this, content to let the closing

music itself, and the allegorical glow in the scenic sky, suggest the

consummation of the Dusk of the Gods, without referring to it more
definitely in the text. In the glowing orchestral peroration of the

work we accordingly find an interweaving of the following leading-

motives: the Valhalla-Motive (in the brass), the Motive of the
GoDS^ Stress (in the basses), the Rhine-daughtbrs^-Motive (in the

oboes and clarinets), the Fire-Motive (in the violins, harps, and

=lFTEffnDDn

&D TD ^a^
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wood-wind), and the Redemption-Motive (in the first violins and
flutes )

.

But, although Wagner finally preferred to content himself with
this merely musical and scenic suggestion of the Dusk of the Gods,
it is evident enough that he valued the idea highly. The text of this

closing drama of the tetralogy '^Der Ring des Nihelungen" was
written before that of the three preceding ones,

—

'^Das Rheingold,"
''Die Walhure," and Siegfried. Its original title was "Siegfried's
Tod'' (Siegfried's Death), and it contained nothing whatever refer-

ring to the Dusk of the Gods. So far from this, that we find in
Briinnhilde's dying speech over Siegfried's body the following pas-
sage, which points directly the opposite way :

—

Ye Nibelungs, hear my words ! I proclaim the end of your servitude ; he
who forged the Ring and bound you busy ones to slavery shall not receive it

back again,—yet let him be free as ye are ! For I give this gold to you, wise
sisters of the waters' depths ! May the fire that consumes me cleanse the Ring
of its curse : ye shall dissolve it and keep pure the radiant gold of the Rhine,
that was stolen from you for evil !—Let One only reign : Allfather ! thou
lordly one ! Rejoice in the freest hero ! I bring thee Siegfried : give him
loving greeting to the fastnesses of eternal power

!

And at the end of the drama the chorus of men and women sing as
follows :

—

Wotan ! Wotan ! Ruling god ! Wotan, consecrate the brand ! Burn the
hero and his bride ; burn the faithful steed : that, wondrous holy and pure,
AUfather's free companions may give them greeting united in eternal ecstasy

!
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The very change of the title, from ^^Siegfried's Tod" to "Gotter-

ddmmerung," and the consequent changes in the text of Briinn-

hilde's last speech, show plainly enough how much Wagner valued
the mystical, rather Schopenhauerish and neo-Buddhistic, meaning
he attributes to the old JS'orthern Ragnardk.
The whole Ring dcs Niheliuigcn is scored for three flutes (the

third of which is interchangeable with piccolo), one piccolo, three
oboes, one English-horn (which is interchangeable with oboe), three
clarinets, one bass-clarinet, three bassoons, eight horns (the second
quartet of which is interchangeable with two tenor- and two bass-

tubas *
)

, one double-bass tuba, three trumpets, one bass-trumpet,
three teuor-bass trombones, one double-bass trombone, two pairs of

kettledrums, one triangle, one pair of cymbals, one snare-drum, one
Glockenspiel, six harps, sixteen first violins, sixteen second violins,

twelve violas, twelve violoncelli, and eight double-basses.

It will be seen that all the wind instruments—with one exception
—are in groups of four; the one exception is the three bassoons.
But this group is completed by the English-horn, which plays a
double role : fourth in the oboe group, and first in the bassoon group.

* These tubas—often known as "Bayreuth tubas"—were instruments made especially
at Wagner's request. They are essentially low horns, in B-tiat and F respectively, and
are played with a horn mouthpiece. They accordingly do not belong to the bugle
family, as the ordinary tubas do, but to the family of horns—w. f. a.
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TWO OPINIONS CONCERNING BRUNNHILDE'S SELF-
IMMOLATION.

• George Bernard Shaw : In all this, it will be observed, there is

nothing new. The musical fabric is enormously elaborate and gor-

geous; but you cannot say, as you must in witnessing "The Rhine
Gold," "The Valkyrie," and the first two acts of "Siegfried," that

you have never seen anything like it before and that the inspiration

is entirely original. Not only the action, but most of the poetry,

might conceivably belong to an Elizabethan drama. The situation

of Cleopatra and Antony is unconsciously reproduced without
being bettered, or even equalled in point of majesty and musical
expression. ... In the original poem Brynhild delays her self-

immolation on the pyre of Siegfried to read the assembled choris-

ters a homily on the efficacy of the Love panacea. "My holiest

wisdom's hoard," she says, "now I make known to the world. I

believe not in property, nor money, nor godliness, nor hearth and
high place, nor pomp and peerage, nor contract and custom, but
in Love. Let that only prevail, and ye shall be blest in weal or

woe." Here the repudiations still smack of Bakoonin; but the
saviour is no longer the volition of the full-grown spirit of Man,
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the Free Wilier of Necessity, sword in hand, but simply Love, and
not even Shelleyan love, but vehement sexual passion. It is highly

significant of tlie extent to which this uxorious commonplace lost its

hold of Wagner (after disturbing his conscience, as he confesses to

Rockel, for years) that it disappears in the full score of "Night
falls on the Gods," * which was not completed until he was on the

verge of producing "'Parsifal," twenty years after the publication

of the poem. He cut the homily out, and composed the music of the

final scene with a flagrant recklessness of the old intention.

The rigorous logic with which representative musical themes are

employed in the earlier dramas is here abandoned without scruple

;

and for the main theme at the conclusion he selects a rapturous
passage sung by Sieglinde in the third act of "The Valkyrie," when
Brynhild inspires her with a sense of her high destiny as the mother
of the unborn hero. There is no dramatic logic whatever in the
recurrence of this theme to express the transport in which Brynhild
immolates herself. There is of course an excuse for it, inasmuch
as both women have an impulse of self-sacrifice for the sake of

Siegfried ; but this is really hardly more than an excuse, since the
Valhalla theme might be attached to Alberic on the no worse ground
that both he and Wotan are inspired by ambition, and that the
ambition has the same object, the possession of the ring. The com-
mon sense of the matter is that the only themes which had fully

* "Gotterdammerung" means literaUy "God's gloaming." The English versions of
the opera are usually called "The Dusk of the Gods" or "The Twilight of the Gods."

—
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retained their significance in Wagner's memory at the period of

composition of "Night falls on the Gods" are those which are mere

labels of external features, such as the Dragon, the Fire, the Water,

and so on.

John F. Runciman: "Wagner took enormous pains to make
Brunnhilde a living character,—that is to say, to show us her in-

most soul so vividly that we know why she did anything or every-

tliing without even thinking about it. He set her on the stage,

where we see her in the flesh, behaving precisely as any woman

—

of her period—would behave. And then these excellent gentlemen"

(Messrs. Shaw, Ash ton Ellis, and Edward Banghan) "come along

and tell us that because Wagner at one time or another thought

of handling her story, and the story of Wotan and Siegfried, in this

or that way, therefore AVagner 'meant' this or that, and failed or

succeeded, or changed his original plan or held fast to it. All these

things have nothing to do with the drama that is played on the
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stage. By that alone, and by none of his earlier ideas, is Wagner
to be judged. He is to be judged by the ett'ect and conviction of

the finished play. Now, it seems to nie that in the finished play

Briiunhilde is neither 'a glorious woman,' that is, an Adelphi melo-

dramatic lieroine, nor 'a deceitful, vindictive woman,' that is. an
Adelphi melodramatic villainess. Also, while, considered by itself,

'The Dnsk of the Gods' is interesting mainly on account of the

music, considered in association—as Wagner wished, and as one
mnst, for, after all, it is Imt the final act of a stupendous drama,
and it is unfaii' and foolish to consider any one act of a drama alone

—with the other minor dramas of the greater drama, 'The Nibelungs'
Ring.' it is drnmatically not only interesting, absorbing, but abso-

lutely indispensable, true, inevitable. It is true enough that the
'Ring' sull'ered somewhat through the fact that Wagner took nearly

a quarter of a century to carry out his plan, and during this period
his views on life changed greatly; yet, nevertheless, 'The Dusk of

the Gods' stands as the noble—in fact the only possible—conclusion
to a story which is, on the whole, splendidly told.

"When seeing 'The Valkyrie' one tliinks of Sieglinde or Siegmund
or Brtinnhilde, when listening to 'Siegfried' one thinks of Siegfried
and Brtinnhilde and no others ; but, when one thinks of the complete
'Ring,' tiie iK?rson of the drama most forcibly forced before the eyes
of the imagination, the person to whom one realizes that sympathy
is chiefiy due, is Wotan. Wotan, not Siegfried or Siegmund, is the
hero of the 'Ring.' His tragedj'—if it is indeed a tragedy to emerge
from the battle in the highest sense of the word triumphant—in-
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eludes the tragedy of Siegfried and Siegmund, Sieglinde and Brtinn-

liil(ie—in fact, the tragedy of all the smaller characters of the

play. . . .

"In consequence of his own act Wotan has immediately to deny

the better part of himself, to make war on his own son Siegmund
and then on his own daughter Brtinnhilde: he destroys the first,

and puts away from him forever Brtinnhilde, who is incarnate love.

The grand tragic moment of the whole cycle is the laying to sleep

of Brtinnhilde. Wotan knows that life without love is no life, and
he is compelled to part from love by the very bargain which enables

him to rule. Rather than live such a life, he deliberately, solemnly

wills his own death; and a great part of ^Siegfried' and the whole
of 'The Dusk of the Gods' are devoted to showing how his death,

and the death of all the gods, comes about through Wotan's first

act. In 'Siegfried' and 'The Dusk of the Gods' there is no tragedy.

How can there be any tragedy in the fate of the man who faithfully

follows the impulse that makes for his highest and widest satisfac-

tion, for the fullest exercise of his beneficent energies, for the man
who says, I will do this or that because I know and feel it is the
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best I can do? 'The Dusk of the (}ods' is Wotah's most splendid

triumph. He deliberately yields place to a new dynasty, because

he knows that to keep possession of the throne will mean the con-

tinual suppression of all that is best in him, as he has had already

to suppress it. Incidentally there are many tragedies in the 'Ring.'

The murder of Siegmund by Hunding, aided by Wotan, before

Sieglinde's eyes ; the*^ hideous incident of Siegfried winning his own

wife to be the wife of his friend Gunther ; the stabbing of Siegfried

by Hagen; Brlinnhilde's telling Gutrune, that she, Gutrune, was

never the wife of Siegfried,—all these are terrible enough tragedies.

Briinnhilde's is the most terrible of them all, though she, too, takes

her fate into her hands, and by willing the right thing and doing

it goes victorious out of life. What there is difficult to understand

about her, why she should be accused of deceit and have her conduct

explained, I can hardly guess. In 'The Valkyrie' she is a goddess

;

but, when she offends Wotan by disobeying him and walking clean
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through all the Comnmiidments, he is bound, for the maintenance of

his power, to punish her. So he takes away lier godhead, and she
is thenceforth simply a woman. Siegfried treats her treacherously,
-—as she necessarily thinks,—and s-he, very naturally, takes ven-

geance on him, Mr, Shaw speaks as though he wished her to be a
bread-and-butter miss ; but a woman of Brlinnliilde's type, a daugh-
ter of the high gods, could scarcely be that, . , .

^'It ['Dusk of the Gods'] is the fitting conclusion to the vision

of life presented in the 'Ring,' It is a funeral chant, mournful,
sombre, but triumphant. The seed has been sown, the cro]) has
grown and ripened and been harvested, and now the thing is over.

A chill wind pipes over the empty stubble-land where late the yellow
corn stood and the laborers labored. There is nothing more : 'ripe-

ness is all' that life offers or means."

The cold elegance and discreet character of

appeals to fastidious women as nothing
else can; as pure as virgin thoughts and
as fragrant as the swish of orange boughs.

25, 45, 65, and 1.25 per jar

Hubbell & McGowan Co.
Incorporated

THE MODERN DRUG STORE
Complete in all its 12 departments

Opposite Symphony Hall

Industrial Union for the Deaf

and Hard of Hearing
687 Boylston St.. Boston, Mass.

English Smock Shop

'Dainty Smocked "Dresses

for Misses and Children

Individual and Practical

The Cabinet Shop
13 Fayette Street

Restoring of Antiques

Painted Furniture Children's Furniture

and all kinds o(

Cabinet Worl^ to order

Estimates Furnished

B-B 6146-W Mrs. E. B. Wade, Mgr

/\ £%z Socid\

Oraits
The work of America's master-
craltsmen on exhibition and sale.

Gifts for all occasions.

Q Park Streety Boston

Mr. DANIEL CAGGIULA. formerly

with J. Barrett, now at

BOYLSTON CHAMBERS

Designing and Fitting of

SUITS and DRESSES
Coat Dresses Specialized on

Caggmla&DeMapoli
Importers and Designers

739 BOYLSTON STREET
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Americas Greatest

CLEANSERS
DYERS

LAUNDERERS

284 EOYU

29 STATE

BOSTON SHOPS

ITON STREET 17 TEMP
248 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

Branch Telephone Exchange 3900 Back Bay connects above shops

BROOKLINE SHOP
1310 Beacon Street

Coolidge Corner

Also MALDEN
FITCHBURG
PROVIDENCE
BRIDGEPORT
ALBANY

CAMBRIDGE SHOP
1274 Massachusetts Avenue

Harvard Shop

SALEM
FALL RIVER
NEW BEDFORD
NEWPORT

LYNN
MANCHESTER
WORCESTER
NEW HAVEN

and NEW YORK CITY

WATERTOWN SHOP
1 Galen Street

at Works

WALTHAM
LOWELL
SPRINGFIELD
WATERBURY
PHILADELPHIA

Pacl^ages called for and delivered by our own truel^a

ESTABLISHED 1829

"YOU CAN RELY ON LEWANDOS"
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Twelfih Prograimm

FRIDAY AFTERNOON. JANUARY 23, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, JANUARY 24, at 8 o'clock

dTndy . . .• . Symphony in B-flat major, No. 2, Op. 57

I. Extremement lent; Tres vif.

II. Moderement lent.

III. Modere; Tres anime.

IV. Introduction, Fugue, et Finale.

Brahms .... Concerto in D major for Violin, Op. 77

I. Allegro non troppo.

II. Adagio.

III. Allegro giocoso, ma non troppo vivace.

SOLOIST

FRITZ KREISLER

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony
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SECOND CONCERT

Mr. GEORGES LONGY, Director

JORDAN HALL

Wednesday Evening, January 2 1 st

AT EIGHT-FIFTEEN

PROGRAM
Louis Thirion . . Quartet for two violins, viola and 'cello

Op. 10

AMERICAN STRING QUARTET
Gertrude Marshall Adeline Packard
Ruth Sticloiey Hazel L'Africain

(First performance in America)

Songs
Handel .... Nice, che fa? che pensa?

Arranged by Samuel Endicott

John Densmore Elf and Fairy

LiEURANCE Indian Love Song
Mrs. BERNICE FISHER-BUTLER

Mr. Henry Gideon at the Piano

AMERICAN COMPOSITION
Richard Platt . . Sonata for Violin and Piano

Miss NINA FLETCHER • Mr. RICHARD PLATT

Songs
Debussy Romance
Faure Les Roses d'Ispaham
Faure Notre Amour

Mrs. BERNICE FISHER-BUTLER
Mr. Henry Gideon at the Piano

Joaquin Turina Scene Andalouse

For Solo-Viola, String Quartet and Piano

Mrs. ANNA GOLDEN
Boston Ensemble Club, Mr. Walter Piston and Mr. Hiram Goldman

(First performance in America)

Mason & Hamlin Piano

Reserved Seats, 50c to $2.50 (plus War Tax)
Tickets are now on sale at the box-offices of Jordan Hall and

Steinert Hall
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SYMPHONY HALL

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 18, AT 3.30

REISLEi

SYMPHONY HALL

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 25, AT 3.30

HANDEL AND HAYI
Great Chorus of 400

EMIL MOLLENHAUER, Conductor

SOCIETY
Orchestra and Soloists

H. G. TUCKER. Organist

ROSSINI'S STABAT MATER
AND

GOUNOD'S GALLIA

Soloists

FRIEDA HEMPEL FLORENCE MULFORD
MORGAN KINGSTON JOSE MARDONES

Tickets$2.50, $2.00, $1.50 Now at Box Office

New England Season of Grand Opera

€) Opera Associatioi

TWO WEEKS BEGINNING MARCH 1

AT THE BOSTON OPERA HOUSE

GALLI-CURCI

ROSA RAISA

TITTA RUFFO

CARLO GALEFFI

MARY GARDEN
YVONNE GALL

ALESSANDRO BONCI

EDWARD JOHNSON

For further information address

C. A. ELLIS, 80 Boylston Street, Boston
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JORDAN HALL
TOMORROW, Saturday Afternoon, at 3

"Leading American baritone on the concert stage."

—

New York Times.

TICKETS: $2.00, $1.50, $1.00, 75c., plus war tax, at Jordan Hall

Box Office, and Oliver Ditson Co., 179 Tremont Street

Management: Mrs. ANITA DAVIS CHASE

SANDERS THEATRE . . CAMBRIDGE

FIFTH CONCERT

Thursday Evening, February 1 2, I 920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

SOLOIST

PIANO

Tickets at Kent's University Bookstore, Harvard Square, Cambridge

SEVENTY YEARS' REPUTATION

An old and reliable remedy for throat troubles caused by cold or use of the voice. Free from opiates in any
form. Sold only in boxes—never in bulk. Prices, 15c., 35c., 75c., $1.25, at druggists or by mail

CAMPHORATED
SAPONACEOUS lENTIFRICE

Will keep the teeth and gums in healthy condition. Price. 30c. at druggists or by mail

JOHN I. BROWN & SON. BOSTON, MASS.
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SYMPHONY HALL
Wednesday Evening, January 21, at 8.15

~

ER0UX=WlLL3AMf
Mezzo-Soprano

COENRRAD V. BOS, Accompanist

"PROGRAMME
I

Morir vogl'io

Qual farfalletta ....
Siciliana

Selve Amiche ....
Come, come live with pleasure

No more complaining \

Dryads, Sylvans with fair Flora i

Emanuele Astorga (1631-1736)

Domenico Scarlatti (1685-1757)

AUesandro Scarlatti (1649-1728)
Caldara (1678-1753)

. Handel (1685-1759)

from Triumph of Time and Truth

II

La Cloche fel6e Charles M. Loeffler

Dansons La Gigue )

Le Son du cor s'afiiige vers les bois > Four Poems with Piano and Viola

Serenade ;

III

En Sourdine. Fetes Galantes /

Fantoches i

Aquarelles No. 1 Green. Ariettes oubhees
The Isla /

The Songs of Grusia f

Death the Commander "1

Parashas Revery and Dance (

My Native Land
Tickets at Box Office

Steinta'ay Piano Used

Debussy

RachmaninofT

Moussorgsky

Gretchaninoff

SYMPHONY HALL

Monday Evening, January 19, at 8. 1

5

CAPT,

OJ/

"The
lecture,

y \\ /| j L '

) '/—

"

World-Renowned Humorist and Cartoonist

Author of

"THE BETTER 'OLE**
man who made millions roar with laughter" wiU dehver his famous

"OLD BILL" AND ME
$2.00, $1.50, $1.00, 50c (Plus Tax)
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

TEACHER OF SINGING
COACHING IN SONGS

334 COMMONWEALTH AVE.

VOICE
Studio, 615 Huntington Chambers, Boston

Art 0f g>tngtng

VOICE PLACING
AND TECHNIQUE A SPECIALTY

MARGARET A, AGNEW
VOCAL COACH AND ACCOMPANIST

[

146 Massachusetts Ave.. Tel. Back Bay 3040

KARL DOERING
Pupil of P.ofessor Jachmann-Wagner, Berlin, and Professor Galliera, Milan, Italy

TEACHER OF SINGING
STEINERT HALL, Room 27 . . . BOSTON, MASS.

CONCERT-VIOLINIST
Will accept a limited number of pupils. Available fur Concerts. For particulars address

46 MALCOLM STREET. BEACON HILL
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

BEDETTI
Solo 'Cellist Boston Symphony Orchestra. First Solo 'Cellist "Colonne Concerts" of Paris

•CELLO INSTRUCTION AND ENSEMBLE PLAYING
AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS AND RECITALS

Address. SYMPHONY HALL. BOSTON

SOLO FLUTE BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
FIRST PRIZE AT PARIS CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

Available for Concerts, Recitals and Musicales. Flute Instruction

ADDRESS. SYMPHONY HALL .... BOSTON. MASS.

EMIL ER

COACHING IN

OPERA AND ORATORIO
189 Huntington Avenue - - Boston

Telephone. 722 Back Bay

Telephone. Back Bay 5958-J

LOSALIE THORNTOI
PIANIST and TEACHER
282 DARTMOUTH STREET

Mason & Hamlin Piano Used

iAt^O-^^u^
BASSO

Voice Specialist and Coach
STUDIO: 246 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

"MESSIAH" WITH THE HANDEL AND
HAYDN SOCIETY, DEC. 21, 1919

"Mr. Flint was called on at 10.30 Sunday
morning and sang without rehearsal. There
was, however, nothing in his performance
which betrayed that fact. He gave intelligent

and adequate interpretation of his arias."

—

Boston Globe, December 22, 1919.

TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE
SPECIAL TRAINING FOR SOLOISTS AND TEACHERS

311 Pierce Building, Boston

THE GOSSELIN SCHOOL OF FRENCH
FRENCH !1

ORAL METHOD
All lessons given by Mons. J.

Gosselin, B.A., C.T. (1st class.)

By a Phonetic system of his

own, Mr. Gosselin makes the

Pronunciation of his pupils

absolutely Perfect (guarantee

given) in Seven lessons— 1

at the most.

This unique training is price-

less to singers, musicians,

FRENCH!!

teachers and their pupils, etc

and enables anyone not only to

pronounce but to Sing in

French as correctly as in

English-

Call any day, any time for Prospectui

and FREE TRIAL LESSONS and
compare with any other methodi.

HUNTINGTON CHAMBLRS
2nd Block from Copley Square
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

AND ASSISTANTS

LESSONS IN SINGING
A Normal Course for Teachers

idelin
Former pupil ot the ftonous Paris Conservatory

VIOLIN LESSONS
STUDIOS, STEINERT HALL. BOSTON

PIANIST and TEACHER

Lang Studios

6 NEWBURY STREET

Lessons in

Pianoforte, Harmony, Counter-

point and Composition

STUDIO AT 12 NEWBURY STREET
Mondays and Thursdays

Mr. W. THELEN instructor
SPECIALIST ON VOICE DEFECTS
Assisted by Mr. W. D. STRONG

Well known Pianist and Concert-Accompanist
Studios: 96 Huntington Avenue, BOSTON, Mass.
Notice: Mr. Strong's Piano Recital at Jordan Hall.

March 18, 1920.

Voices developed from first rudiment of tone

production to artistic finish.

Lectures on physical and natural laws and
general health.

Perfect diction of foreign languages.

Appointment by mail.

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND TEACHER

609 Pierce BIdg., Boston, Mondays and Thursdays

Address, 162 Riverway, Boston

Telephone, 1470 Brookline

'CELLO SOLOIST
INSTRUCTION

STUDIO, 218 TREMONT STREET
Telephone. Beach 903-W

Member Boston Symphony Orchestra

Solo Viola Lamoureux Concerts and Opera Comique of Paris

Member of the Jury of the Paris Conservatory of Music

VIOLIN, VIOLA AND ENSEMBLE INSTRUCTION
Address SYMPHONY HALL

iVDI^^ GOCTUR;& i
American and Luropean Diplomas, Author of Books and Pen Works on Singing

Studio: Suite 202 Huntington Chambers. 30 Huntington Avenue. Boston. Phone, Back Bay 3932

DOINGS OF GRANT'S ARTIST PUPILS BY A. E. DATELY
Bronze Melba has a large list of recitals for this season. Several winter concerts are planned for Wm. Flynn

tenor, whose fine voice a bright future is predicted. Helen Laird, soprano, whose singingat Boston College Ust

February was tuch.an artistic delight, will give her next Boston recital early in the winter at Steinert Hall.
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Steinert Hall

STUDIO 25

Telephone, Braintree 285-R

LESLEY MA^
BEL CANTO

,Tm

Studio - - 1425 Broadway. NEW YORK

SINGERS — Suzanne Baker Watson, Cora Cresi,
Nellie Hart, Willette Kershaw, Gertrude Hutcheson,
Ivy Scott, Marion Stanley, Estelle Ward, Mabel
Wilbur, Flora Zabelle, Edward Foley, George Gilbert,

John Hendricks, Andrew Mack, Dr. Eugene Walto*
Marshall, Fiske O'Hara, Umberto Sacchetti, EUii
Rhodes, Albert Wallerstedt, and many other tingeri

now before the public in operatic and church work.

TWELFTH SEASON

V% ^ I
''^

GERTRUDE MARSHALL. Violin

RUTH STICKNEY. Violin

71 CARLTON STREET. BROOKLINE
Management A. H. HANDLEY. 160 Boylston Street, BOSTON

ADELINE PACKARD, Viola

HAZEL L'AFRICAIN. 'Cello

Tel. Brookline 3268-J
Tel. Beach 4197

'MENRICO FAB!
MEMBER OF

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

TEACHER OF 'CELLO
15 VANCOUVER STREET, BOSTON. MASS.

SOLO ENSEMBLE PLAYING
Tel.. Rox. 5063-R

AUo STUDIO at NEEDHAM
ISONehoiden Street

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

Madame Clara Poole Voice
specializing in tone production by new methods that have given

wonderful results. Preparationfor concert^ Oratorio and Opera

844 Beacon St., The Arundel. By appointment. 'Phone Back Bay 883-M

Im Hall Sherw©©^
TEACHER OF PIANO

Appointment by telephone

Cambridge 5935-W

"Mr. John Hall Sherwood has studied

with me in Paris, and is a gifted musician

and successful teacher of large experience

whose work I can endorse and recom-

mend." (Signed) HAROLD BAUER.

:e HUTCHINS BAKER
PIANIST INSTRUCTION

The principles of Leschetizky presented in a definite and comprehensive manner

STUDIO. HOTEL HEMENWAY. BOSTON
Telephone. Back Bay 3180

STEINERT HALL. Room 26. Tuesday* and Fridays
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

The Vocal Studios of

And his Assistants

VINCENT V. HUBBARD and

Mrs. CAROLINE HOOKER

Teacher of Singing in all its branches

and of Dramatic Action as

applied to Singing

ARTHUR J. HUBBARD
246 Huntington Avenue

VOICE BUILDING
SONG INTERPRETATION. CONCERT
RECITAL AND REPERTOIRE WORK

SteinertHall - BOSTON

L
CONTRALTO SOLOIST

TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO ADDRESS. 88 GAINSBOROUGH ST.

CONTRALTO SOLOIST

Teacher of Singing

Class and Private Lessons

Hotel Cluny, 543 Boylston Street - Boston

Baritone Soloist and Teacher of Singing

CONCERT—RECITAL—ORATORIO
Rrovidence, R.I.

300 Lauderdale Building, 144 Westminster Street

Boston, Mass. Hotel Hemenway

TEACHER OF SINGING
602 PIERCE BUILDING

COPLEY SQUARE - - BOSTON

TEACHER OF SINGING
250 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

Opposite Symphony Hall

TEACHER OF SINGING

STEINERT HALL

162 BOYLSTON STREET - • BOSTON

JOSEPHINE KNIGHT
SOPRANO SOLOIST

Teacher of Singing

4 Haviland Street ----- Boston

B. B. 1047

In Worcester, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 317 Day Bldg

PIANO INSTRUCTION
Leschetizky Principles

STUDIO: ROOM 18 STEINERTHALL
For Appointments Tel. Roxbury 491 1-R

Formerly Concert Master

NEW YORK SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Will receive pupils in Violm and Ensemble

Playing. Address 120 TREMONT STREET

Louise Lathr©p Mellows
Pupil of Pablo Casals

SOLOIST AND TEACHER
Specializing in Fundamentals of 'Cello-playing

Fritz Carlton Hotel 1 1 38 Boylston Street

Tel. B. B. 2673

PIANIST
AND TEACHER

6 NEWBURY STREET - - BOSTON
Telephont.B. B.,5I694
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Miss HELEM ^^'uoiu'ii'^

TEACHER OF SINGING

HOTEL HEMENWAY
Tuesdays and Fridays at Lasell Seminary

TEACHER OF SINGING

ACCOMPANIST - COACH

STUDIO
246 HUNTINGTON AVE. BOSTON

ARTHUIR GERS
PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
Formerly pupil Royal Consej-vatory of Brussels, Bel-

gium (1897-1901). Also Organist and Accompanist

HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS. BOSTON

ilSS l¥li^JJl I i^. ^ i *UW E.LL

Teacher of Piano and Harmony

The ILKLEY
Huntington Ave. and Cumberland St., Boston

(Cumberland Street Entrance)

Coslaiimg Claild

CONTRALTO
TEACHER OF SINGING

LANG STUDIOS. 6 NEWBURY STREET

1919-1920

Gertrade Fogleif Sclii©ol of

Freecib aed Eeglisli

543 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON
Telephone 55888 B. B.

Private and Class instruction. Lectures. Special

courses in pronunciation and diction.

AI®3saimder=MariMS
(officier de I'lnstruction publique)

Vocal Instruction, Breathing, Tone Production.

Phonetics, French Diction. Interpretation of

French Songs

FENSMERE, 206 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.

ALICE BATES RICE
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER of SINGING

Lang Studios . . - - 6 Newbury Street

CHARLOTTE WHITE
TEACHER OF THE VIOLONCELLO

Pupil of Robert Hausmann, Berlin; Arthur Williams,
London; and Joseph Malkin. Boston

420 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS. BOSTON
Telephone, Back Bay 805-M.

TEACHER OF PIANO
2 CYPRESS TERRACE. BROOKLINE

Studio, 602 Pierce Building

Saturday mornings and Wednesday afternoon*

Telephone. Brookline 5708-M.

PAULINE H. CLi
543 Boylston Street . . . Boston, Mass.

Teacher of Singing and Manager of

THE COPLEY CLUB SINGERS
Artistic Attractive Successful

Programs for All Occasions
Definite Instruction Immediate Results
Send for Illustrated Booklet Tel., Back Bay 994-M

RENEWED MUSIC— Your old or torn music made
new. Flexible binding. All hand work. Reasonable
prices. References.

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Room 207 Tel. Back Bay 456

PIANIST and TEACHER
25 ST. STEPHEN STREET

Telephone. Back Bay I463-R BOSTON

PIANO, ORGAN, HARMONY and
INTERPRETATION

(SPECIAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS)
30 Huntington Avenue. Boston. Mass.

Telephone, Back Bay 4654-M

Miss M. ELMA IGELMANN
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON ST., FENWAY BLDG.. BOSTON
In New Bedford, Saturdays, 56 Walnut Street

CAROLYN B
TEACHER OF VIOLIN and

ENSEMBLE PLAYING
430 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS
Tel. Brookline 4044-W or Back Bay 3174-M

CAROLYN BELCHER STRING QUARTETTE
CONCERTS and MUSICALES
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
ALICE FOSTER FORCE
PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION

Constant success with children as with advanced pupils.

Classes in Two Piano Playing a specialty, following the

Symphony programmes as far as practicable.

Studio, 146 Massachusetts Avenue
Near Boylston Street Telephone, Back Bay 3040

[PLE
TEACHER OF SINGING

MUSICAL LECTURES
Author of "Young Singers, What They Should Know"

10 NEWBURY STREET

VIOLIN AND VIOLA
37 BRIMMER STREET. BOSTON

Until November 1, Address Medfield, Mass.
Telephone, Medfield 123-2

PIANIST AND TEACHER
NINTH SEASON

TEL. BACK BAY
2788-R

16 ARUNDEL ST.
Near Audubon Circle

EDITH BOLLARD
SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO - - 609 PIERCE BUILDING
Telephone. Back Bay 5145 R

ETHEL DAMON CLARK
CONCERT PIANIST

STUDIO - - 23 STEINERT HALL
BOSTON

PIANIST and TEACHER

CARNEGIE HALL NEW YORK

PIANIST AND TEACHER
405 PIERCE BLDG., COPLEY SQUARE

Telephone. Back Bay 3956-W.

VIOLONCELLIST
AND TEACHER

SOLO AND ENSEMBLE PLAYING
13 NEWBURY ST. 58 MARSHAL ST.

BOSTON BROOKLINE
Tel. 3747-W Brookline

Herbert WeMmgton
BARITONE SOLOIST

Formerly Song Leader U. S. N.
now available for

Concert Oratorio Recital

STUDIO: 1089 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

Anne Wasgatt Wlaittredge

Torrens Method

TEACHER OF SINGING

17 STEINERT HALL ^"''''""jJ^'aTciTiVw

lER
TEACHER OF PIANO

430 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS - BOSTON
GERTRUDE BELCHER TRIO
CONCERTS. MUSICALES

Telephone, Back Bay 3I74-M.

PIANO. HARMONY and COACHING
528 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS

Mondays and Fridays, Other days by

Appointment

ICE MORSE
Teacher of Pianoforte and Musical Theory

Half hour talks illustrated on the Piano — musical
forms and stories of the operas.

Studio: The Winsor School Fob Girls
Tuesday and Friday Afternoons

Tel. Brookline 2313M

ELIZABETH SIEDOFF
AMERICAN PIANIST

RECITALS. MUSICALES. CONCERTS
Authorized representative of the most modern ideas in

piano playing. Primary.Advanced and Teachers' Courses

Studio. 6 NEWBURY ST.. Tel. B. B. 3529-R 1 „ ,

Res. HOTEL HEMENWAY. Tel. B. B. 3180 }
'^''»*''°

PROF. A. D'AVESNE. B. SC. PARIS
OFFICIER DACADEMIE

French Classes. Private Lessons, Lectures &
Causeries, Children's Classes, Special

Commercial Course, Translations.

755 BOYLSTON ST.. NEAR COPLEY SQUARE.
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THE OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES

OF THE

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
INCORPORATED

FREDERICK P. CABOT -

GALEN L. STONE

ERNEST B. DANE

President

Vice-President

Treasurer

ALFRED L. AIKEN

FREDERICK P. CABOT

ERNEST B. DANE
M. A. DE WOLFE HOWE
JOHN ELLERTON LODGE
FREDERICK E. LOWELL
ARTHUR LYMAN
HENRY B. SAWYER
GALEN L. STONE

BENTLEY W. WARREN



PIANOS
have won pre-eminence by reason of their intrinsic

merit. Their development began, where that of

other pianos left off, adding new features of con-

struction and resulting in extraordinary beauty of

tone and unequaled durability. Everywhere musi-

cians have recognized their unrivaled excellence

and are proclaiming them the finest pianos the

world has ever known.

WAREROOMS 492-494 BOYLSTON STREET

BOSTON
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Established 1833

WEBSTER
AND

ATLAS
NATIONAL BANK

OF BOSTON

WASHINGTON AND COURT STREETS

AMORY ELIOT President

RAYMOND B. COX, Vice-President l5?xTl\^-t>?TSb ^^^I 9?^^?'
Tr»CT?i>ii T TrrkCTiTD \t- n -j » j r- v FRANK B. BUTTS, Asst. Cashier
JOSEPH L. FOSTER, Vice-President and Cashier ARTHUR W. LANE, Asst. Cashier
EDWARD M. HOWLAND. Vice-President HAROLD A. YEAMES, Asst. Cashier

Capital $1,000,000 Surplus and Profits $1,600,000

Deposits $11,000,000

The well-established position of this bank in the community,
the character of its Board of Directors, and its reputation as a
solid, conservative institution recommend it as a particularly

desirable depository for

ACCOUNTS
of

TRUSTEES, EXECUTORS and INDIVIDUALS

For commercial accounts it is known as

A STRONG BANK OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE

DIRECTORS

CHARLES B. BARNES

JOSEPH S. BIGELOW
THEODORE G. BREMER
WILLIAM R. CORDINGLEY
RAYMOND B. COX
AMORY ELIOT

JOHN W. FARWELL

ROBER^T H. GARDINER
EDWARD W. GREW
OLIVER HALL
WALTER HUNNEWELL
HOMER B. RICHARDSON
DUDLEY P. ROGERS
THOMAS W. THACHER
WALTER TUFTS



SYMPHONY HALL, BOSTON
HUNTINGTON AND MASSACHUSETTS AVENUES

Telephones
j
Ticket Office

[ Back Bay 1492
Branch hxchange ( Administration Umces

)

)©§t©iniSympIhiOiniJ Oircliiestri
INCORPORATED

THIRTY-NINTH SEASON. 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

el'^'^il}^ vl^cLs ^

WITH HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE
NOTES BY PHILIP HALE

FRIDAY AFTERNOON. JANUARY 23

AT 2.30 O'CLOCK

SATURDAY EVENING, JANUARY 24

AT 8.00 O'CLOCK

COPYRIGHT, 1920, BY BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, INCORPORATED

W. H. BRENNAN. Manager G. E. JUDD, Assistant Manager
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A name that is spoken with the full pride of

ownership—that carries with it the deep satis-

faction of possessing the ultimate expression of

man*s handiwork in Musical Art.

A name that is cherished as a Family Tradition

—

that keeps afresh for the next generation the

associations and fond remembrances which cluster
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KREISLER
Is A Great Pianist

as well as a great violinist. You have

admired his marvelous skill with the

bow; now hear him play his own com-

positions on the piano. He records them

exclusively for the

AMPICO
Every note and tone will be heard ex-

actly as he recorded them.

Hear Kreisler through the AMPICO
in the.CHICKERING play *'The Old

Refrain" or "Love's Delight."

A -private recital will be given

for you at any time at our studios.

^=**^ ^Established! 823(g^ C/-

Retail Warerooms j6g Tremont Street
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THIRTY-NINTH SEASON. NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETEEN.JAND TWENTY

T'weliFtllii Progiraimm

FRIDAY AFTERNOON. JANUARY 23, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, JANUARY 24. at 8 o'clock

d'lndy .... Symphony in B-flat major, No. 2, Op. 57

I. Extremement lent; Tres vif.

II. Mod^r6ment lent.

III. Mod^r6; Tres anime.

IV. Introduction, Fugue, et Finale.

Beethoven .... Concerto in D major for Violin, Op. 61

I. Allegro ma non troppo.

II. Larghetto.

III. Rondo.

SOLOIST

FRITZ KREISLER

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony

The ladies of the audience are earnestly requested not to put on hats before
the end of a number.

The doors oj the hall will be closed during the performance of each number
on the programme. Those who wish to leave before the end of the concert
are requested to do so in an interval between the numbers.

City of Boston, Revised Regulation of August 5, 1898,—Chapter 3, relating to the covering of

the head in places of public amusement

Every Uctntee ikall not. in hi> place of >muscment, allow any perion to wear upon the head a covering which obstruct*

th« view tt the exhibition or performance in luch place of an^ penon leated in any teat therein provided for ipectatari.

It b«ia| iiitawtond that a low head covering without projection, which doe* not obatruct *uch view, may be worn.
Atte.t: J. M. CALVIN, City Clerk.
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"The Best in Travel
"

Raymond and Whitcomb Company is the only large

American company with any long experience in the

tourist field. Our 40 years' experience and our in-

timate, up-to-the-minute knowledge of the completely

new conditions all over the world make our service of

inestimable value to travelers at this particular time.

Remarkable tours, including France and all the Famous Battle-

fields, Belgium, Switzerland and Italy. Best hotels, finest train

and automobile service and exceptional arrangements. Depart-
ures Feb. 7, Feb. 21 and later. Two unusually attractive tours in-

cluding Spain and Algeria and Tunisia leave in March and April.

No one who visits Europe in 1920 will have a satisfactory

trip unless he has hotel reservations in France, Belgium
and along the Battlefield Front. Accommodations are

insufficient to take care of everyone. If you are wise you
will make your arrangements with a company which has

assured hotel and steamship reservations. Raymond &
Whitcomb has not only its own offices and representatives

in Paris but also a French representative, for many years

the head of the leading French tourist organization.

Now is the time to begin making ^our plans for next Spring and Summer.
Protect yourself at once by making a preliminary reservation with us.

CALIFORMIA
Wonderful tours twice a week in January, February and March,
includingNew Orleans, Apache Trail, Grand Canyon and the famous
resort hotels of Southern California. Finest accommodations every-

where and extensive automobiling.

FLORIDA
Delightful tours to St. Augustine, Palm Beach, Miami and
Havana. Frequent departures January to March.

WEST IMDIES CIRUISES
Luxurious Cruises by splendid specially chartered steamships to

Cuba, Jamaica, Panama, Central America and Nassau-Bahamas.
Fascinating shore excursions. Sailings March 6, March 13, April 3
and April 10.

Also tours to South America, fapan-China and Round the World
Send for Booklet Desired

RAYMOND & WHITCOMB CO.
17 TEMPLE PLACE Telephone Beach 6964

BOSTON
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Symphony in B-flat major, No. 2, Op. 57 . . . Vincent d'Indy

(Born at Pai'is, March 27, 1852 ;* now living in Paris.)

In 1876 a work by d'Indy, "Symphonie Chevaleresque : Jean
Hunyade," was performed at a concert of the Soci^te Nationale,

Paris ; but this work is not now included in the composer's own list

of his compositions. The work entitled "Wallenstein," composed
during the years 1873-81, though classed by some as a symphony, is

entitled by d'Indy ''Trilogy, after the dramas of Schiller." Ac-

cording to his own catalogue, d'Indy's Symphony No. 1 is the

symphony in three parts on a French mountain air, for pianoforte

and orchestra, composed in 1886, produced at Paris, March 20,

1887 (Mme. Bordes-Pene, pianist), and performed for the first time
in Boston, April 5, 1902, with Mr. Bauer, pianist; February 10,

1906, Mr. Gebhard, pianist; January 24, 1919, Mr. Cortot, pianist.

The Third Symphony, ''Sinfonia Brevis de Bello Gallico" (1916-18)

was performed in Boston, for the first time in America, October
24, 1919.

The Symphony in B-flat major, composed in 1903-04, was pro-

duced at a Lamoureux concert, Paris, February 28, 1904. The
score is dedicated to Paul Dukas. The symphony is scored for three

flutes (one interchangeable with piccolo), two oboes, English horn,

two clarinets, bass clarinet, three bassoons, four horns, small trum-
pet in E-flat, two trumpets in C, three trombones, contra-bass trom-

* This year is given by the composer. The catalogue of the Paris Conservatory
gives 1851, and 1851 is also given by ilr. Adolphe Jullien, who says he verified the date
by the register of d'Indy's birth.

BARBOUR, FLORENCE NEWELL
THE STREAM'S SECRET

Sung by Phoebe Crosby
THE PIPER

Sung by Phoebe Crosby

BAUER, MARION
FROM HILLS OF DREAM

Sung by Sue Harvard, Christine
Langenhan, Florence Macbeth

THE LINNET IS TUNING HER FLUTE
Sung by Margaret Matzenauer

BRANSCOMBE, GENA
JUST BEFORE THE LIGHTS ARE LIT

Sung by Mme. Edmunds-Hemingway,
Mabel Garrison, May Peterson

THE POSTERN GATE
E. de Gogorza, Arthur Hackett

COX, RALPH
TO A HILL-TOP

Sung by Paul Althouse, Alesaandro Bonci,
Olive Nevin

DANIELS, MABEL W.
TWO TRioiFT^/™^ MISTLETOETWO TRIOLETS

I SOLITAIRE
Sung by Wm, Simmons

FOOTE, ARTHUR
THE RED ROSE WHISPERS OF PASSION

Sung by John McCormack

GOATLEY, ALMA
A GARDEN IS A LOVESOME THING

Sung by Alice Moncrieff, Olive Nevin

LEWIS, WALTER
LOVE'S WONDROUS GARDEN

Sung by Theo Karle

METCALF, JOHN W.
TO A SWALLOW

Sung by Christine Langenhan

MILLIGAN, HAROLD VINCENT
WHEELS THE SILVER SWALLOW

Sung by Alessandro Bonci, Olive Nevin,
Mme. Edmunds-Hemingway

STORM SIGNALS
Sung by Lambert Murphy, Olive Nevin,
Florence Otis, Oscar Seagle

THE ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT CO.
120 BOYLSTON ST. FOR SALE BY ALL MUSIC DEALERS
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bone, chromatic kettledrums, big drum, cymbals, triangle, two
harps, strings.

The first performance of the symphony in America was at Phil-

adelphia by the Philadelphia Orchestra, December 31, 1904. The
first performance in Boston was at a concert of the Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra led by Mr. Gericke, January 7, 1905. The com-
poser conducted his symphony in Boston at a concert of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, December 2, 1905. The symphony was played
in Boston at a concert of the Boston Symphony Orchestra Novem-
ber 6, 1909, and by request, on December 4, 1909.

Mr. Calvocoressi in a study of this symphony {Le Guide Musical,

May 8-15, 22-29, 1904) first mentions the symphonies written by
the French of the modern school, Chausson, Lalo, Saint-Saens, Guy-
Eopartz, Alberic Magnard, P. Dukas, Savard, Wittowsky, Vreuls,

de Wailly, Tournemire, Marcel Labey, and especially the symphony
by Cesar Franck, and d'Indy's first. He then says : "Examining the

series of works by Vincent d'Indy and the different stations of his

sure development, one will see that each of his dramatic works has
been followed by an important work of absolute music. After 'The

Song of the BelF came the Symphony on a Mountain Air; after

'Fervaal,' the second string quartet; after 'The Stranger,' the Sym-
phony in B-flat major."*

This symphony is without a programme of any sort. D'Indy

* "The Song of the Bell," romantic symphony for solo voices, double chorus, and
orchestra, was composed during the years 1879-83 ; the opera "Fervaal," during 1889-95

;

the second string quartet, in 1897 ; "The Stranger," an opera, was produced at Brussels,
January 7, 1903.

—

Ed.
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wrote in an article published in the first number of Musica (Paris) :

"Symphonic music, unlike dramatic music, is developing toward
complexity : the dramatic element is more and more introduced into
absolute music, in such a way that form is here, as a rule, absolutely
submissive to the incidents of a veritable action." Mr. Calvocoressi
supplies a note to this remark : "To search for an action that is not
purely musical in absolute music would be madness. There is, in-

deed, an action in this symphony, but it is wholly in the music:
the putting into play of two principal themes, which present them-
selves at the beginning side by side, follow each other, war against
each other, or, on the contrary, are each developed separately, asso-

ciate with themselves new ideas which complete or serve as com-
mentary, and at the end of the work are blended in an immense
triumphal chant." It would be idle, then, to attempt to character-
ize these themes as though they were dramatic motives. One can
say, however, that two decided elements of musical expression are
strongly opposed to each other.

The first movement is made up of two distinct parts : a slow intro-

duction, in which the themes appear at first in the state of simple
cells; and a lively movement.

I. "Extr^mement lent. Tres vif." B-flat major, 4-2. Violon-
cellos and double-basses, doubled by harps, announce an initial and
sombre theme of almost sluggish rhythm. The flute replies with a
phrase whose chief characteristic is an ascending leap of a seventh,
a progression dear to the composer. This phrase is the second prin-

cipal theme of the symphony. The phrase may be resolved in this

Interior decorators and makers

of Fine Furniture for 85 years

PAINE FURNITURE COMPANY OF BOSTON
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Woman is no longer described as ** well-dressed**

—she is ''smartly costumed"

This means all of the first and

more— oh, much more !

Costuming declares polish, tone,

finish— and all these are secured by

the woman who recognizes that The
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wear.

This shop is truly a "finishing

school** in proper costuming for

women of all ages, employment, and

station in life. It is a shop of adap-

tability, adaptations, and creations;

teaching, by example, Costurning as

it should be.

El Slattery Company
TREMONT STREET OPPOSITE BOSTON COMMON BOSTON
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instance into two distinct elements : the descending fourth—B-flat to
F-sharp—which, with its own peculiar rhythm, is a cell that later on
will assume great importance; the ascending seventh, which will

play a dominating part and appear again throughout the work as a
song of despair, a burst of the determined will. The second theme
may then be considered as a sort of embryonic form which contains
the chief elements of the symphony. The initial theme, on the con-

trary, will almost always keep a closer resemblance to itself; there

will be numberless changes, melodic or rhythmic transformations,
but its particular physiognomy will not be lost.

The initial theme rumbles in the basses during the whole of this

introduction. A tutti of some measures leads by a rapid crescendo
to the main body, tres vif, 3-4. A horn, accompanied by second
violins and violas, announces a new theme, which belongs exclusively

to this movement. The first two notes of this motive are the
descending fourth, the first cell of the second chief theme. The sec-

ond section of the new theme furnishes material for an abrupt and
jerky figure, given soon afterward to the wood-wind. This figure

will play throughout the \^ork a transitional part, and will inter-

vene between the various developments. Its rhythm is unmistak-
able. This figure alternates now between the wood-wind and the
strings, and soon brings in the return of the initial theme, which is

combined with the abrupt and characteristic transitional matter.
The initial theme, diminished, is given to the violoncellos. The

P^f

G. SCHIRMER, INC.

Publishers of

Symphonic Music

THREE EAST FORTY-THIRD STREET
NEW YORK

VIOLIN MAKERS
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violins expose a figure, 6-4, in which the ascending seventh of the

second chief theme is recognized. Flutes and clarinets have grace-

ful ascending phrases. There is a return to the initial movement.
The motive of transition prepares the re-entrance of the theme first

sung by the horn, which is developed at first alone, then in combi-

nation with the transitional motive. The characteristic, incisive

rhythm apparently is about to die away, but it appears in oboes and
clarinets, after the violins have again sung the second principal

theme. Tremoli of violins and violas prepare the re-entrance of the

initial sombre theme, given in turn to the basses, the bass clarinet,

the little trumpet, while harps and wood-wind accompany with ever-

growing agitation. After this theme has been developed, there is a
gradual broadening, and the motive originally sung by the horn is

given to the wood-wind. The transitional motive is then developed
alone, and the initial theme appears in the brass, after which the

oboe sings the second principal theme at a more moderate pace, 3-2.

The graceful flute and clarinet passages again appear. There is a
crescendo, and the second principal theme in its complete form
returns at the original pace. The pace quickens, and the transi-

tional theme hovers above the initial sombre theme, which repeats

itself in an ascending progression. This is a figure of a descending
fifth, with a rhythm like that of the first cell in the second principal

theme, and the return of this theme is expected, but the character-

istic rhythm of the transitional motive is insistent, and leads sud-

denly to the conclusion.

II. Moderement lent. D-flat major, 6-4. The second movement

Established 1877

'25S BoYLSTON Street
Boston

IMPORTERS .-. ORIGINATORS

Riding Habits and
Breeches

Coats, Sporting Attire

• Tailored Suits'and

Frocks
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RIDING HABITS
SPORTING COSTUMES
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begins with an announcement by the first violins of the second
principal theme (descending fourth). The bass clarinet sings the
rest of the motive, which is taken up by the strings. These first

measures prepare the re-entrance of the same theme under a form
(6-4) already used in the first movement. A new figure appears,
which will be found in the Finale. The development brings a modu-
lation to E major, and harps give out a strongly rhythmed motive
in that tonality. This motive will be employed in the scherzo, and
the dotted, characteristic rhythm is now kept up, while the oboe,

then the clarinet, and also other instruments sing in turn an ex-

pressive theme, which might be taken at first for a commentary on
the initial sombre motive, but the conclusion of it is the first

new theme of this movement, which in turn is a prolongation of the
theme (6-4) of the first movement. The music grows more brilliant,

and this last-named motive appears in A major (violins and violas),

also the first new theme of this movement (small trumpet). The
strongly rhythmed theme reappears, as also the more expressive mo-
tive in the tonic. There is use of these various musical thoughts
before the conclusion begins. The strongly rhythmed theme is given

out by the trombones, then by wood-wind instruments, and the

familiar theme of the first movement is sung by the clarinet.

III. Modere, D. minor, 2-4. A solo viola chants a theme of

archaic character, which reminds one of some old legend's air. The
fiute hints at the strongly rhythmed theme of the preceding move-
ment, but the archaic tune is developed and interrupted suddenly
by the horns proclaiming the initial theme, sadly changed and of

greatly diminished importance. This initial theme, with hurried

SUITE
209-2I0

-420 BOVLSTON STREET

THE MAKANNA SHOP TAKES
PLEASURE IN PRESENTING TO
YOU THEIR NEW LINE OF HAND-
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pace, persists in triplets shortened more and more. There is a

fantastic whirlwind in the strings, and above it a bold theme is

given out by the wood-wind. The strongly rhythmed theme appears

almost immediately afterward, and is added to the whirling triplets.

There is a comparative lull, and the bold theme is now given out at

length by the small trumpet, after which there is an orchestral

explosion. Then the archaic tune appears, rhythmed curiously in

3-8, ''after the manner of a pantomimic dance," and played by flutes

and then bassoons ; harp harmonics and the triangle give additional

color to this episode. The development of this theme is twice inter-

rupted by the union of the strongly rhythmed theme (basses) and
the bold theme, but it keeps on only to give way to the appearance
in canon of the bold theme, first in the strings, then in the brass j^.

After this climax the archaic tune returns, 2-8, and a rallentando

leads to reappearance of this theme in its original form.

IV. Introduction, Fugue, et Finale. The general form of this

last movement is that of a rondo preceded by an introduction in

two parts (introduction and fugue). In the introduction to the

fugue all the chief thematic ideas of the preceding movements are

recalled one by one, either by solo instruments or by groups of

instruments.
The subject of the fugue is the expressive theme first sung by

the oboe in the second movement, but now the theme is lengthened
by an ascending arabesque, in which the characteristic, ascending
curve of the second chief theme of the work is recognized. The final

association of the two themes, already hinted at the beginning of

SOLOV-HlNDS Co.
^^The Daylight Fashion Salon'

Young VFomen s Tweed Suits

That are Distinctive

Unusual and Decidedly Smart

Sensibly Priced

Misses' Evening Dresses
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352 BOYLSTON STREET
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the second movement by the appearance of a figure common to them
both, is now frankly declared. This subject, persisting to the end
of the fugue, brings in a lively movement, 5-4, the true Finale. The
oboe sings the first new theme of the second movement, which
is developed in company with the fugue subject. The instrumental
complications become more elaborate. The strongly rhythmed theme
presents itself, and then a brand-new motive appears, interrupted

by echoes of the archaic melody. This new theme prepares the

return of the initial motive, which strengthens itself in canon form.

The fugue subject creeps about the whole orchestra, while a more
aggi^essive form of the often used theme of the second movement
soars above. The brand-new theme returns, and once more ushers
in the initial theme in the bass, while the second chief or cyclic

theme is announced above. This is the final struggle of the two.

The fugue subject soon reappears, and leads to a brilliant burst of

the whole orchestra. The second chief or cyclic theme is then used
as a broadly proportioned choral, whose bass is the initial theme,

now subdued and definitely associated with the triumph of the
second theme. This triumph is thrice proclaimed in the peroration,

and, between the proclamations, the archaic theme, with its charac-

teristic initial fifth, is heard in the wood-wind.
The foregoing analysis is based on the articles by Mr. Calvoco-

(lAn Exhibition

^ Signed Wood-Engravings by Timothy Cole will be on exhi-

bition in our print room from this date through the month

of February. Those who know his work generally regard

Timothy Cole as the master of his particular art in Amer-

ica— and for that matter— anywhere.
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\
ressi; for, since he is acquainted intimately with d'Indy's musical
life and purposes, his articles concerning this composer have more
than ordinary authority.

*
* *

The following biographical sketch of d'Indy was prepared from in-

formation given by the composer himself, from H. Imbert's article

in "Profils de Musiciens" (Paris, s. d.)* and other sources.

His family wished him to be a lawyer, and so against his wish he

studied for that object, but at the same time studied music. He
took pianoforte lessons of Diemer; harmonj^ lessons of Lavignac
(1862-65). During the Franco-Prussian War he served as a volun-

teer in the One Hundred and Fifth Kegiment, and took an active

part in the defence of Paris, notably in the battle of Montretout.
After the war he gave up definitely any idea of the law, to be,

against the wishes of his family, a professional musician.

It should here be said that his father, a man of large income,

was fond of music, and played the violin not too disagreeably.

Vincent's mother died soon after his birth, and, as his father took
to himself a second wife, the boy was brought up by his grand-
mother, Mme! Theodore d'Indy, who, an excellent musician, taught
him the rudiments of the art. Thanks to her, he lived for many
years apart from the world and social diversions. It was she that

*A biographical sketch, "Vincent d'Indy: sa vie et son oeuvre" (32 pages), by
Louis Borgex, was published at Paris (A. Durand et Fils) in 1913. There is an admirable
study of d'Indy by Romain Rolland, "Musiciens d'aujourd'hui," pp. 97-118. (Paris,
1912, 5th ed.)
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[MEMS
Important Repetition

1st Linens of all desirable kinds are scarce.

2nd There is no probability that they will be in better

supply in the near future.

3rd Today we have a fine collection.

4th If we sell all that we have of any particular kind,

there is no certainty when it can be replaced or at

what price.

5th Under present conditions there is not much use in

tabulating details. Any particular item might be

gone before you see this circular.

6th Nor is there any great wisdom in naming comparative

prices.

7th Today we are naming prices lower than would be

necessary if we had to make our purchases today.

8th Recently we investigated Belfast prices on John S.

Brown & Sons table linens and found that in every

case the manufacturers' price is higher today than the

price we are asking for the same goods at retail. In

some cases the prices were very much higher.
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led him in his early years to the study of the great masters. Vincent

had an uncle, Saint-Ange Wilfred d'Indy, who, as an amateur com-

poser, was popular in Parisian parlors and halls, in which his

romances, chamber music, and operas de salon were performed.

It was he that first showed his nephew the treatise of Berlioz on

instrumentation.
D'Indy entered the orchestra of the Association Artistique des

Concerts du Chatelet, conducted by Colonne, as kettledrummer, then

as chorus-master, and he thus served for five years. In 1872 he was
introduced by his friend, Henri Duparc, to Cesar Franck, who was
professor of the organ at the Conservatory. D'Indy entered his

class, and in 1875 took a first accessit, but he left the Conservatory,

for he saw, to use his own words, that the musical instruction there,

so far as composition was concerned, was not given in a serious

manner. He then became a private pupil of Franck, with whom
he studied thoroughly counterpoint, fugue, and composition.

In 1873 he travelled in Germany, and spent several months at

Weimar with Liszt, who treated his affably. In 1875 his first work
for orchestra was performed several times at the Concerts Popu-

laires, Paris, conducted by Pasdeloup,—the overture, "The Picco-

lomini" (after Schiller), which became the second part of his

"Wallenstein" trilogy. In 1882 his one-act opera-comlque, "At-

tendez-moi sous I'Orme" (based on a comedy by Regnard), was per-

formed at the Opera-Comique. In 1885 he won in competition

the prize offered by the city of Paris for a musical composition.

This prize was established in 1878 and offered to French composers

SYMPHONY HALL
Sunday Evening, February 8th, at 8. 1 5

Music's Historical Event

JOINT RECITAL

EUGENE MISCHA

BELGIAN VIOLINIST RUSSIAN VIRTUOSO

World's Masters of the Violin

SEATS NOW AT THE BOX OFFICE

Prices $1.00 to $2.50. plus war tax
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})mm '©air :1

FIFTEEN years ago we received a

letter asking for important services

decorative in a Summer house before

its owner arrived. The letter concluded:

"Send dear old Mike."

Through succeeding years the personal ele-

ment in our staff of workmen and house decorators

has maintained its importance. Frequent requests

are made for the services of some one man.

Only a few days ago a retired Boston mer-

chant wrote us from his country home, requesting

that we see to carpeting some stairways in his

town house prior to his return from the country.

He did not ask us to *'send dear old Mike,"
of course, but he named his man—and he got him!

The personality of the Pray staff is one of
the best fruits of more-than-a-century-in-business.

646 Washington St., 0pp. Boylston St., Boston
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every two years. His successful work was ''The Song of the Bell"

(after Schiller), for solo voices, double chorus, and orchestra. In

1887 he became chorus-master of Lamoureux's concerts, and the

rehearsals of the chorus for the first performance of "Lohengrin"
in Paris (Eden Theatre, May 3, 1887) was intrusted to him.

He was one of the few Frenchmen present at the first performance
of the "King" at Bayreuth in 1876, and since then he has been a

frequent visitor to Bayreuth. With Franck, Salnt-Saens, Faure,

de Castillon, Chausson, and Duparc, he was one of the founders
of the Societe Nationale de Musique, a society that has been of the

utmost service to music in France by reviving interest in symphonic
and chamber works. After the death of Franck (1890) d'Indy was
made president of the society. In 1893 he was asked by the gov-

ernment to be one of a committee to reform the Paris Conservatory,

and he prepared a plan of reorganization, which raised such a tem-

pest among the professors of that institution that they plotted to-

gether and obtained the disbandment of the committee. In 1895
he was offered, on the death of Guiraud, the position of professor

of composition at the Conservatory; he declined the offer, for he

wished to be wholly free. In 1896 he founded with Charles Bordes
and Alexandre Guilmant a music school, the Schola Cantorum, of

which he became the sole director in 1911. He is professor of

orchestration at the Paris Conservatory of Music.

OF GREAT INTEREST TO VIRTUOSI, TEACHERS AND PUPILS OF THE

THE LATEST SERIES OF WORKS BY OLD MASTERS
ARRANGED BY

The following composers are included in the new series

ANTONIOTTI
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To theLand of the

Rising Sun
In order that its stocks may always be as varied and

as complete as possible, Jordan Marsh Company makes

every effort to keep in close touch, not only with the

home producing centres, near at hand, but also with

the foreign markets which are thousands of miles away.

To this end ten representatives of this house are

now on the Pacific Ocean, bound for a three months'

buying tour of the Orient. They will visit the Flow-

ery Kingdom of the Mikado and buy, among other

things, richly embroidered kimonos and linens, quaint

water colors, gorgeous pottery and art wares, lovely

bits of teakwood. Some of them will go to the thatched

cottages outside Manila, where the Filipino workers

fashion dainty underwear and blouses for our American

women. Others will proceed to China in search of

such typical Oriental wares as Filet laces, jade, em-

broidered robes, wicker furniture, screens and baskets.

Merchandise from the Orient is arriving in the store

constantly—articles bought by our buyers last Spring.

The frequency of their voyages is another evidence of

our desire to be first with all that is new and desirable

in importations.
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It may here be added that in 1873 d'lndy became acquainted with

the German Eequiem of Brahms, and his admiration for it was so

great that he determined to go a pilgrimage, in the hope of seeing

the composer and of obtaining advice from him. After his sojourn

in Weimar he went to Vienna and found that Brahms had gone to

Bavaria. He followed him, and finally found him at Tutzing, but

whether Brahms was not in the mood to receive strangers, or

whether he was absorbed by works that demanded concentration of

mind, the interview was short and unsatisfactory, although the

young Frenchman bore letters from Saint-Saens and Franck.

D'lndy was always a lover of nature. His family came originally

from Verdieux, in Ardeche, a department formerly a portion of

the province Languedoc. The mountains of the Cevennes are often

naked, barren, forbidding. D'lndy has long been in the habit of

spending his vacations in this picturesque country. He has also

delighted in the Tyrol, the Engadine, the Black Forest. He has

listened intently to what Millet called ''the cry of the earth." In

a letter written from Vernoux in 1887 he said: "At this moment
I see the snowy summits of the Alps, the nearer mountaifis, the

plain of the Rhone, the pine woods that I know so well, and the

green, rich harvest which has not yet been gathered. It is a true

pleasure to be here after the labors and the vexations of the winter.

What they call at Paris 'the artistic world' seems afar off and a

trifling thing. Here is true repose, here one feels at the true source

mnner
is playing L/

JllexnnclerStemerts 'Prelude*

He says:

Alexander Steinert^s "Prelude" for piano

IS one of the most fantastic and poetic

piano compositions known to jne. Modern

and original, it is so exquisitely pianistic

that it IS a delight for a pianist to play it,

and itconstitutes a most valuable addition

to the Anglo-Saxon piano literature

The Boston Music Co., Boston



of all art." His love of nature is seen in "Po^me des Montagnes,"*

suite for pianoforte (1881) ; ''La Foret Euchantee," symphonic

ballad (1878) ;
Fantasia for oboe and orchestra on some folk-tunes

(1888) ; "Tableaux de Voyage," pieces for pianoforte (1889) ;
tne

symphonic pictures "Jour d'ete a la montagne" (1905) ; and his

operas "Fervaal" and "L'Etranger."

A collection of folk-tunes collected by d'Indy in the Viverais and

the Vercors, and arranged with a preface and notes by Julian Tier-

sot, was published at Paris in 1892.

* •

In his childhood d'Indy loved folk-tales and fantastic stories.

Then he read eagerly the works of Uhland, Hoffman, Poe. There

came the worship of Dante, and then he came under the influence

of Shakespeare, Moliere, Schiller, Goethe. Flaubert, especially by
his "Temptation of Saint Anthony," made a profound impression

on him. In painting he prefers the masters of the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries, and he confesses frankly that he experiences a

greater and more artistic stimulus in the presence of the Assyrian

art long before Christ than in the presence of the art known to

Pericles. Imbert says that d'Indy will remain for hours in contem-

plation before the pictures of certain primitive German or Flemish
painters, while the marvellous compositions of the Italian painters

of the Kenaissance leave him cold. "So that one may well trace in

* "Po6me des Montagnes," a suite, was first played in Boston by Miss Laura
Hawkins (Mrs. Stephen Townsend), February 26, 1904; excerpts from "Tableaux de
Voyage" were first played here by Mme. Helen Hopekirk, December 13, 1902.

Complete

Financial

Service

Main OflBce, Court Street

Old Colony Trust Company
Boston, Massachusetts

BIEMBER OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

833



his preference for the colossal and rude works of earlier times,

and in his disdain for the charming creations of the Renaissance,

the determination to keep from his music all that seems to him to

liave the least affectation, or that which is merely graceful or

tender."

These works of d'Indy have been performed at concerts of the

Boston Symphony Orchestra in Boston :

—

Variations, "Istar," February 18, 1899 ; April 13, 1901 ; December

2, 1905 (led by the composer) ; November 4, 1911.

Suite from the stage music to "Medee," February 10, 1900.

Symphony for orchestra and pianoforte on a mountain air

(Harold Bauer, pianist), April 5, 1902; (Heinrich Gebhard, pianist)

February 10, 1906; (Alfred Cortot, pianist) January 24, 1919.

"La Foret Enchantee," October 31, 1903.

Entr'acte from the Opera "L'fitranger," March 5, 1904.

Symphony in B-flat major. No. 2, January 7, 1905; December 2,

1905 (led bv the composer) ; November 6, 1909; December 4, 1909.

"Wallenstein" Trilogy, October 19, 1907 ; December 20, 1918.

"Jour d'6te a la montagne," April 25, 1908 ; March 28, 1914.

Fantasia for orchestra and solo oboe on French folk-themes

(Georges Longy, oboe), March 13, 1915.

Lied for viola and orchestra, written for violoncello and orchestra

(Emil Ferir, viola), April 19, 1918.

Hur^v^itcli Bros.
PRESENT tke latest Imported and Original Creations for

Soutliem ^iVear

TAILORED COSTUMES
GOWNS COATS

Also complete collection of Englisk fabrics for Riding Hatits

and Sport Apparel.

344 Boylston Street

PAINTING AND DECORATING
101 TREMONT STREET

TELEPHONE. MAIN 4335 ROOM 211. BOSTON
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SYMPHONY HALL

TUESDAY EVENING, FEB. 17

FIRST TIME IN FOUR YEARS

\ j7 (^ 7f^ \^S

TT is now eight years since Stransky assumed the baton

of the Philharmonic. The great Bohemian conductor

has welded it Into a wonderful instrument, one of the

finest In the world.

TT Is four years since the Philharmonic has played In

Boston, You are going to be surprised at its prog-

ress in quality of tone, precision and brilliancy.

* I ^HE great symphonic classics are back on our pro-

grams. Stransky plays them with the authority

of one who knows all their traditions.

OTRANSKY Is preparing his Boston program with the

greatest care. This concert is not to be considered

an ordinary event.

Seats now on sale at Symphony Hall Box Office.

Prices ^2.50, ^2.00, $1.50 and ^i.oo. Plus Tax.
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Sinfonia Brevis de Bello Gallico, No. 3, Op. 70 October 24, 1919
(first performance in America).

In 1905 Mr. d'Indy was invited to conduct a series of concerts
given by the Boston Symphony Orchestra in Boston and other
cities. The concert in Boston, the seventh of the regular series, took
place on December 2, 1905, and the programme was as follows

:

d'Indy, Symphony in B-flat major, No. 2, Op. 57 ; Faure, Suite from
Stage Music to Maeterlinck's "Pelleas and Melisande"; d'Indy,
"Istar," Symphonic Variations; Franck, "Psyche and Eros" (first

time in Boston) ; Dukas, "The Sorcerer's Apprentice."
The programme of the concert in Philadelphia, December 4, 1905,

included Chausson's Symphony in B-flat, Franck's "Psyche and
Eros," Debussy's "Clouds" and "Festivals" from the "Nocturnes,"
Magnard's "Dirge," and d'Indy's "Istar."
The programme of the concert In Washington, D.C., December

o was the same as that of the Philadelphia concert.
The programme of the concert in Baltimore, December 6, was as

follows : d'Indy's Symphony in B-flat, No. 2 ; Faure's Suite, "Pelleas
and Melisande"; d'Indy's Legend, "Saugefleurie" ; Dukas's "Sor-
cerer's Apprentice."

The programme of the first concert in New York, the evening of
December 7, was that of the Baltimore concert. The programme
of the second concert, Saturday afternoon, December 9, was as fol-

Importations of Ladies' and Misses'

Coats, Suits, Gowns and Wraps

Our merchandise is of the Fifth Avenue, New York

and Parislenne designs

We invite inspection

46 TEMPLE PLACE - - BOSTON
3d FLOOR

HEWINS & HOLLIS
MEN'S FURNISHING GOODS
4 HAMILTON PL.ACE, BOSTON

OPPOSITE PARK ST. CHURCH
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The B'he M®st©m
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Mai
Both the Boston Symphony Orchestra

and Kreisler are more than a memory
if you have a Victrola.

They both make Victor Records and you
can enjoy their exquisite interpretations as

often as you wish right in your own home.

Hearing them on the Victrola is just

like attending their performance again.

There are Victrolas from $25 to $950,

and any Victor dealer will gladly play any
music you wish to hear.

:tor Talking Macfeiee Cc
CAMDEN, N. J.
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lows : Chausson's Symphony in B-flat, Franck's "Psyche and Eros,"

the two movements already mentioned of Debussy's "Nocturnes,"

Maguard's "Dirge," and d'Indy's "Istar."

Mr. d'Indy gave a chamber concert in Potter Hall, Boston, De-

cember 11, with the assistance of the Longy Club and Mr. J. Keller,

violoncellist. The programme, made up of compositions by Mr.
d'Indy, was as follows : "Chanson et Danses" (Longy Club, led by
the composer) ; "Fantasia on French Folk-tunes" (Messrs. Longy,
oboist; d'Indy, pianist) ; trio for pianoforte, clarinet, and violon-

cello (Messrs. d'Indy, Grisez, and Keller).

Other works of d'Indy performed in Boston :

—

Orchestral: Introduction to Act I. of "Fervaal" (Orchestral

Club, January 7, 1902. Choral variations for saxophone (Boston
Orchestral Club, Mrs. R. J. Hall, saxophone, January 5, 1904; Mrs.
Hall's concert January 21, 1908). Souvenirs" (Boston Orchestral

Club, January 26, 1910).

First Performances of:

Chamber Music: Pianoforte Quartet, Op. 7 (Lachaume, Ysaye,
Marteau, Gerardy, April 16, 1898. String Quartet, Op. 45 (Kneisel

Concert, December 3, 1909. "Chanson et Danses," for flute, oboe,

two clarinets, horn, two bassoons (Longy Club, January 9, 1901).

Trio for clarinet, violoncello, and pianoforte. Op. 29 (Longy Club,

March 31, 1902). Suite in D major for trumpet, two flutes, string

quartet, Op. 27 (Kneisel Quartet, November 17, 1902). Fantasia
for oboe and pianoforte—the accompaniment was originally for

orchestra— (Longy Club, January 5, 1903, Messrs, Longy and Geb-
hard). Sonata for pianoforte and violin (Miss Laura Hawkins
(Mrs. Stephen Townsend) and Mr. Wendling), December 18, 1907.

Lyric Works: "Le Chant de la Cloche" (Cecilia Society, May
4, 1916). "Ste. Marie Magdelene," cantata for solo voice (Miss
Rose O'Brien) and female chorus (Cecilia Society, February 6,

1906) ; Boston Singing Club, December 18, 1907 (Miss Nellie

Wright, soprano). "Sur la Mer," chorus for female voices (Choral

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.

Jwenty-third Season

Subjects taught in the various courses, simultaneously or successively:

Artistic Interpretation, Memory Culture, Sight-Reading, Ensemble
Playing, Score Reading, Hand-culture and Technic, Ear Training,

Theory, Harmony, Counterpoint, Transposition, Accompanying,
Music-writing, History of Music, Musical Pedagogy.

Preparatory Department for students who attend public or private

schools, or who can give only limited time daily to Music.

College Department for students preparing for the Profession.

Telephone Back Bay 1759 CARL FAELTEN, Director
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VIL

AND THE

The wonderful, rich tone of the Baldwin Piano is the very conception

of beauty.

—

Levitzki.

It has that refined quality, that warm and luscious tone which
resembles the human voice in its individual appeal.

—

A Ida.

The Baldwin Piano has no peer in faithfully voicing an artist's

spirit.—BrouJn.

I have an inspiring companion in my Baldwin Piano.

—

La Forge.

The beautiful tone of the Baldwin Pieino merits its popularity.

—

A malo.

Using a Baldwin, we rest assured that we have ein instrument which

will meet every requirement.

—

Fanning.

The Baldwin Piano is a most wonderful help and support.

—

Nielsen.

I consider the Baldwin.the Stradivarius of the few really great Pianos

of the world.

—

De Pachmann.

A tone that blends so well with my voice.

—

Sembrich.

CINCINNATI
142 W. Fourth Street

NEW YORK
665 Fifth Avenue

INDIANAPOLIS
18 N. Penn'a Street

CHICAGO
323 S. Wabash Ave.

DENVER
1636 California Street

LOUISVILLE
521 S. Fourth Avenue

ST. LOUIS
1111 Olive Street

SAN FRANCISCO
310 Sutter Street

DALLAS
1911 Elm Street
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Art Society, March 24, 1905). ''Ride of the Cid," baritone, chorus,

and orchestra (Choral Art Society, December 18, 1903). "Lied

Maritime" was sung here as early as 1902 (Mme. Alexander-Marius,

January 22). Madrigal, Mme. Alexander-Marius, January 22, 1902.

"Clair de Lune," "La-bas dans le Prairie," "Ma Lisette" (Mme.
Alexander-Marius, March 9, 1904).

Pianoforte: Excerpts from "Tableaux de Voyage" (Mme. Hope-

kirk, December 13, 1902). "Poemes des Montagues," suite (Miss

Hawkins, February 26, 1904). Helvetia Valse No. 3 (Mr. Pugno,
November 18, 1905^. Valse (Laufenburg), February 15, 1909 (Mr.

Piatt).

D'INDY ON THE ART OF MUSIC.

(From Vincent d'lndy's "Cours de Composition Musicale," Vol. I.)

That the pupil, called to deserve the title of artist, should never

lose sight of his natural endowment, three virtues are necessary

to arrive at the maximum of expression that he has set out to attain,

three virtues named in the text of an anthem for Maundy Thursday,
the music of which is as admirable as the words are lofty:

—

Established in 1842

Sables, Russian and Hudson Bay
We dress our own sables and can give excellent values in both

Russian and Hudson Bay. Coats, Coatees, etc., in all furs.

We specialize in tailor-made fur garments.

19 ARLINGTON STREET.
Next to Arlington Street Church

OUR ONLY. LOCATION

TICKETS
ADAMS

SE
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Coats,

Dresses,

Suits, Wraps

19 Arlington

Street

Boston

V'P i^?^ T'F^ /f^7 "^T^f^^

SALE
Wonderful Reductions and Big Bargains

'T'HE crest of high prices in women's wearing

apparel has not been reached. The markets

in New York still give indications of larger in-

creases in prices of women's garments.

The absolutely unequalled values which we
are now offering at extremely low prices in our

January Clearance Sale can NEVER be dupli-

cated again. Were we to buy them now, we
would have to pay double their present reduced

price.

We strongly advise buying NOW for next Fall. Garments are

really the finest obtainable. Savings are as large as 200per cent.

A distinctive and unusual assortment of stunning coats, suits and

dresses. Exclusive styles, best materials, at prices

BELOW WHOLESALE COST.

19 ARLINGTON STREET
Second Floor. Take Elevator Next Door to Arlington St. Church
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Maneant in vobis Fides, Spes, Caritas,
Tria haec: major autem horum est Caritas.

(And now abideth faith, hope, charity, these three ; but the greatest of these
is charity.)

Yes, the artist should first of all have Faith, faith in God, faith
in his Art, for it is Faith that incites him to understand, and by
this understanding to mount higher and higher on the ladder of
being, towards his goal, which is God.

Yes, the artist should practice Hope, for he expects nothing from
the present ; he knows that his mission is to serve, and to contribute
by his work to the instruction and the life of the generations that
will come after him.

Yes, the artist should be inspired by sublime Charity, the greatest
of the three : to love should be his aim, for the sole principle of all
•creation is great, divine, charitable Love.

«
» *

Expression is the sole reason for modulation. It is the one truth
on which one cannot be too insistent, to put composers on their
guard against the tendency, too frequent, to modulate without a
motive.
There must be an aim in the progressive march of modulations, as

in the different stages of life: when the musician has chosen his
point of departure from the circle of fifths, that is to say, from
a tonic, he should not move away from it at random.

TEL. BEACH 4942 COLD STORAGE

FURRIERS

EXQUISITE DISPLAY

VERY ATTRACTIVE PRICES

453 WASHINGTON STREET - - BOSTON. MASS.

DEXTER BUILDING

PURE HOMADE CANDIES. FOOD, ICE CREAM
Our Candies, Ice Cream and Foods are made on the premises under the best sanitary conditions, and

while sold at popular prices are equal in quality to the highest priced goods.

Huntington Ave., Cor. Massachusetts 160-162 Massachusetts Ave.
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FOR those whose require-

ments demand perfection

and whose tastes demand ex-

cellence, find

THE

•tieff

the ultimate expression of

musical worth.

Catalogue furnished on request

CHAS. A. STIEFF
Inc.

122 Boylston St.

BOSTON
Established 1842
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The reason, will, and faith that guide man in the thousand trials

and tribulations of life, also guide the musician in the choice of

modulations.
And so useless and contradictory modulations, wavering, fluctua-

tion between light and shade, produce on the hearer a painful and
deceptive impression, like unto that inspired in us by a poor mortal,
weak, unstable, tossed incessantly between the east and the west, in

the course of a wretched existence, without a goal, without belief.

The faculties put in play by the human soul in the work of

artistic creation are seven in number:

Creative faculties of Impression /Imagination.

I Heart.

r Mind.
Creative faculties of Expression J Intelligence.

I Memory.

Creative faculties of Kealization J Jj .

(^
Conscience.

BACHRACH PHOTOGRAPHS.
of today are the nationally accepted vogue of

tomorrow. They express the highest quality

obtainable in genuine portraiture.

(Photographs of Distinction)

647 Boylston Street, Boston

MANUFACTURERS
KAKASBROS.iNc

FURRIERS
RETAILERS

RELIABLE FURS
RELIABLE INFORMATION

RELIABLE PRICES
NO MISREPRESENTATION
AS TO VALUES

COLD STORAGE

72 Chauncy St., Boston Tel. Beach 48
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I AT POPULAR PRICES
All the Great Artists Make Records for the

VICTOR TALKING MACHINE COMPANY

All Victor Records Bear This Trade-Mark.

Musical Instruments

Rcire Old Violins New Violins

'Cellos and Double Basses

LYON & HEALY HARPS

We make a specialty of Superior Quality

Strings for all Musical Instruments

Fine Leather Cases

Music Rolls and Satchels

Text by ALICE L. POLLOCK
Price, $4.00 postpaid

Music by HENRY HADLEY
Libretto, 35 cents postpaid

A most important event in the history of the American operatic stage is the

production at the MetropoUtan Opera House, New York, Saturday Matinee, Jan.
31st, of "Cleopatra's Night," opera in two acts, by the distinguished composer,
Henry Hadley. In the dramatic power with which he has translated into tone

the passion and splendor of the story, in melodic fertility and command over

technical resources, the composer has surpassed the already high mark achieved

by his brilliant talent. The vocal score is complete with English and French text,

and the cover is a superb illustration in colors, showing the beauty of Cleopatra's

palace and one of the most gripping dramatic incidents in the story.

OLIVER DITSOM COMPANY
178-179 TREMONT STREET BOSTON

Order of your Local "Dealer
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A work of art is the result of the toil of these seven faculties in

the man furnished with the creative gift.

Impression, preliminary to the blooming of an artistic work, puts

first into play two primordial faculties : Imagination, which leads

to the representation of images, and Heart, which manifests itself

by sentiments and emotions. Heart is the most important of the

artistic faculties, because from Love (Garitas) spring the loftiest

and noblest manifestations of human thought. .

To attain expression three other faculties are necessary :

—

(1) The Mind, the Spirit, that creates superficial relations be-

tween objects, acts, persons; (2) Intelligence, which perceives lofty,

deep, and broad relations : its effect is the idea
; (3) Memory, which

preserves the acquired knowledge, through remembrance.
These faculties of impression and expression would be sufficient

for the actual production of an artistic work; but to bring about
realization from them, two powerful factors of artistic creation

must intervene : Will, which sets the creative faculties at work, and
Conscience, which judges them.

Overcome by the Christian faith. Pride, man's formidable enemy,
seldom showed itself in the soul of an artist in the Middle Ages;
but as religious belief grew weak, with the Spirit of the Reforma-
tion applying itself almost at the same time to all branches of

H})gienic Front Lace Corsets

are recommended everywhere for

comfort and graceful lines

Every pair carefully fitted
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human learning, we see Pride reappear and watch its veritable
Renaissance.

(Revue d'Art dramatique, February 3, 1899.)

I consider that criticism is useless, I would even say, harm-
ful. . . . Criticism usually means the opinion that some man or
other entertains about another person's work. . How can that opinion
aid in the growth of art ? It is interesting to know the ideas,
even when they are erroneous, of men of great talent, or of genius,
as Goethe, Schumann, Wagner, Sainte-Beuve, Michelet, when they
are pleased to indulge in criticism; but it is not of the slightest
interest to know whether Mr. So-and-So likes or dislikes this or that
dramatic or musical work.
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FRANCK AND D'INDY.

(From Romain Rollancrs "Musieiens d'aujourd'hui," translated by Mary
Blaiklock.) *

In this return to the Gothic spirit, in this awakening of faith,

there is a name—a modern one this time—that they are fond of

quoting at the Schola : it is that of Cesar Franck, under whose direc-

tion the little Conservatoire in the Rue Saint-Jacques was placed.

And indeed they could quote no better name than that of this

simple-hearted man. Nearly all who came into contact with him
felt his irresistible charm^—a charm that has perhaps a great deal

to do with the influence that his works still have on French music
to-day. None has felt Franck's power, both morally and musically,

more than M. Vincent d'Indy; and none holds a more profound
reverence for the man whose pupil he was for so long.

The first time I saw M. d'Indy was at a concert of the Societe

Nationale, in the Salle Pleyel, in 1888. They were playing several

of Franck's works; among others, for the first time, his admirable
Theme, Fugue et Variation, for the harmonium and pianoforte
a composition in which the spirit of Bach is mingled with a quite

modern tenderness. Franck was conducting, and M. d'Indy was
at the pianoforte, I shall always remember his reverential manner
towards the old musician, and how careful he was to follow his

directions; one would have said he was a diligent and obedient

* PubUshed by Henry Holt & Co., New York (1914).
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pupil. It was a touching homage from one who had already proved
himself a master by works like "Le Chant de la Cloche," "Wallen-

stein," "La Symphonie sur un theme monta guard," and who was
perhaps at that time better known and more popular than Cesar
Franck himself. Since then twenty years have passed, and I still

see M. d'Indy as I saw him that evening ; and, whatever may happen
in the future, his memory for me will be always associated with that

of the grand old artist, presiding with his fatherly smile over the

little gathering of the faithful.

Of all the characteristics of Franck's fine moral nature, the most
remarkable wa* his religious faith. It must have astonished the

artists of his time, who were even more destitute of such a thing

than they are now. It made itself felt in some of his followers,

especially in those who were near the master's heart, as M. d'Indy
was. The religious thought of the latter reflects in some degree the

thought of his master ; though the shape of that thought may have
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undergone unconscious alteration. I do not know if Franck alto-

gether fits the conception people have of him to-day.

1 do not want to introduce personal memories of him here. I

knew him well enough to love him, and to catcl\ a glimpse of the
beauty and sincerity of his soul; but T did not know him well
enough to discover the secrets of his mind. Those who had the
happiness of being his intimate friends seem always to represent
him as a mystic who shut himself away from the spirit of his time.
I hope at some future date one of his friends will publish some of

the conversations that he had with him, of which I have heard.
But this man who had so strong a faith was also very independent.
In his religion he had no doubts ; it was the mainspring of his
life; though faith in him was much more a matter of feeling than
a matter of doctrine. But all was feeling with Franck, and reason
made little appeal to him. His religious faith did not disturb his
mind, for he did not measure men and their works by its rules;
and he would have been incapable of putting together a history
of art according to the Bible. This great Catholic had at times a
very pagan sou] ; and he could enjoy without a qualm the musical
dilettantism of Renan and the sonorous nihilism of Leconte de Lisle.

There were no limits to his vast sympathies. He did not attempt
to criticise the thing he loved—understanding was already in his
heart. Perhaps he was right. And perhaps there was more trouble
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in the depths of his heart than the valiant serenitj^ of its surface

would lead us to believe.

His faith too ... I know how dangerous it is to interpret a

musician's feelings by his music ; but how can we do otherwise when
we are told by Franck's followers that the expression of the soul

is the only end and aim of music? Do we find his faith, as ex-

pressed through his music, always full of peace and calm ? * I ask

those who love that music because they find some of their own sad-

ness reflected there. AVho has not felt the secret tragedies that some
of his musical passages enfold—those short, characteristically

abrupt phrases which seem to rise in supplication to God, and often

fall back in sadness and in tears? It is not all light in that soul;

but the light that is there does not affect us less because it shines

from afar.

Dans un ^cartement cle nuages, qui laisse

Voir au-dessus des mers la celeste allegresse.

And so Franck seems to me to differ from M. d'Indy in that he

has not the latter's urgent desire for clearness.

Clearness is the distinguishing quality of M. d'Indy's mind.

* I speak of the passages where he expresses himself freely, and is not interpreting
a dramatic situation necessary to his sub.iect, as in that fine symphonic part of the
"Redemption," where he describes the triumph of Christ. But even there we find traces
of sadness and suffering.—R. R.

t "Through a rift in the clouds, which reveals celestial joy above the deeps."

—

Ed.
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There are no shadows about him. His ideas and his art are as

clear as the look that gives so much youth to his face. For him
to examine, to arrange, to classify, to combine, is a necessity. No
one is more French in spirit. He has sometimes been taxed with
Wagnerism, and it is true that he has felt Wagner's influence very
strongly. But even when this influence is most apparent it is only

superficial : his true spirit is remote from Wagner's. . . .

This love of clearness is the ruling factor of M. d'Indy's artistic

nature. And this is the more remarkable, for his nature is far from
being a simple one. By his wide musical education and his con-

stant thirst for knowledge he has acquired a very varied and almost
contradictory learning. Tt must be remembered that M. d'Indy is

a musician familiar with the music of other countries and other

times; all kinds of musical forms are floating in his mind; and he
seems sometimes to hesitate between them. . . . He is not one of

those egotistic geniuses whose thoughts are fixed on his own inter-

ests, nor has he one of those carnivorous minds that sees nothing,
looks for nothing, and relishes nothing, unless it may be afterwards
useful to it. His sympathies are readily with others, he is happy
in giving homage to their greatness, and quick to appreciate their
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charm. He speaks somewhere of the "irresistible need of trans-

formation" that every artist feels. But in order to escape being^

overwhelmed by conflicting elements and interests, one should have
great force of feeling or will, in order to be able to eliminate what
is not necessary, and choose out and transform what is. M. d'Indy

eliminates hardly anything; he makes use of it. In his music he
exercises the qualities of an army general: understanding of his

purpose and the patience to attain it, a perfect knowledge of the
means at his disposal, the spirit of order, and command over his

work and himself. Despite the variety of the materials he employs,,

the whole is always clear. One might almost reproach him with
being too clear ; he seems to simplify too much.

VINCENT D'INDY.

(From G. Jean-Aubry's "Frencli Music of To-day" : Translated by Edwin
Evans.)*

Dignity becomes music. The pursuit of a dream whose melancholy
is enhanced by the feeling of being out of its own environment, and
which carries within itself the regret of so many silent ancestors, of

so many racial memories, and of mysterious words comprehensible
only to his own advertence. A homesick aristocrat without disdain,

* Published by Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., Ltd., London (1919).
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he deplores the present time, is surprised that it should be his own,
and pursues his work with faith.

Intimately bound to his forefathers and to his native Cevennes,
the respect of traditions established itself in strength only to enable
his mere existence to prove the vanity of tradition according to

academic dogma.
No official sanction attended the first eiforts of this tenacity of

purpose. None would have enhanced its nobility.

The roots of this mind go far beyond the Italianism of the Con-
servatories. Of what use would so futile a tutor have been to such
an oak?
A certain ruggedness of character, a hunger for solidity, first

drew him towards German culture, as much in literature as in

music. It was an injustice at the time to observe in this only imita-

tion or bondage. It was an essential sympathy, a search for

equivalency. In this unconscious deviation, the logic of attraction

was in operation. . . .

At the same time his inclination towards large orchestral masses,
towards the power of the symphony and the concentration of the

lyric drama, urged him quite naturally to the study of the reform-
ing genius who was already the author of "Parsifal" ; and by an in-

evitable attraction, the obsession of the Bayreuth master made
itself felt by this ardent and sombre mind, full at the same time of

discipline and revolt. . . . But the brain alone was at work, and
the Wagnerian influence or attraction could not entirely satisfy a
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sensibility that was the more durable and acute for screening itself

behind this desire for knowledge, this preoccupation with technic,

this aspiration towards an original form to which he could attain
only by becoming profoundly conscious of himself. Perhaps these
ardent, sombre souls, wholly animated by an inner fire and by
violence exerted upon themselves, reveal themselves only in contact
with gentleness.

At the approach of Cesar Franck the personal inspiration of

Vincent d'Indy emerged entirely. Then the keen, pungent scent of

his home in the Cevennes deeply impregnated with a strong emotion
the noble succession of his compositions. It was much less an in-

fluence than a meeting face to face. The influence of Cesar Franck
affects in d'Indy not so much the writing in the works, as the moral
atmosphere in which they live. It diverts the author of the "Chant
de la Cloche" from the often indigestible and doubtful aesthetic

theories of the Bayreuth master, in order to replunge him in the
very source of his least sentiments : the native soil, the ancestral in-

fluences which inevitably constitute the essentials of every person-
ality.

Cesar Franck was not concerned with impressing his mould upon
soft wax that had no future destiny, but by the contagion of his

serenity he delivered from their disturbing uncertainties the con-

sciences that had rallied to him. Henceforth the mind of the com-
poser has found itself, and the "Symphonie sur un theme montag-
nard" proves his own recognition of his own antecedents and the
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undeniable indices of his personality, rooted in the rugged and
massive Cevennes. From that moment the homesickness of this

soul from the Cevennes will constitute his real and profound orig-

inality. . . . Thus the best of» him was in himself. His labor in

search of his own genius, in directing itself to his native country,
revealed the soul which animated both. . . .

His nostalgia is rugged and melancholy, but proud and dignified.

In his music it raises itself, with soul refreshed, and dignified.

Yet he does not disdain action, and does not shut himself up in his

concern with a past that is forever abolished. Action always arouses
him, and his taste for lyric drama is but one form of such incite-

ment. He alone of the Franckist generation had truly the love
of the theatre. . . . Henri Duparc once said with some reason : "In
France we have too great a love for dramatic music. Dramatic
music is an extension and inferior species which does not allow the
artist to express himself directly, to reveal freely the beautiful
soul, the great soul that he ought to be, at the risk of being nothing."
Neither in "Fervaal" nor in "L'fitranger" has the dramatic nature
of the music prevented d'Indy's strong character from expressing
itself freely, and this robust and proud soul, sure of its skill, speaks
there a moving language.

In his works, in his writings, in his sentiments is displayed a
constant feeling of grandeur that puts fear into our contemporary
meannesses wherever they encounter it. When he is aroused to
action, it is to defend or impose, not his own works, but those of

the past which he considers the most worthy to put before the
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musicians of his day as models and the modern works which are
doubly dear to him for their own beauty and for the ties which
bound him to those who created them and are no more: Cesar
Franck, Castillon, Guillaume Lekeu, Ernest Chausson, Charles
Bordes, . . . He will write in turn a standard work on Cesar
Franck, an ardent book on Beethoven, as readily as on the morrow
of the production of "Pelleas et Melisande," he wrote one of the
most penetrating, accurate, and just articles upon Debussy and his

tendencies.

Such application and such perspicacity are proof of a high con-
science. One may not appreciate all its expressions or all its feat-

ures. One may even tolerate with regret this or that of its aspects.

But it is impossible not to honor this proud, melancholy, and lofty
mind.
The present is not alwaj^s constituted to satisfy him, but his

faith preserves for him an untroubled future. He does not disdain
the time he lives in, but is a little remote from it, as if he pursued
a dream, or distant memories amid which our presence gives him a
sensation of incongruity. He is grave, as if feeling the weight of
a moral solitude which is the heavier the more numerous the
admirers by whom he is surrounded ; he maintains in this thoughts,
in his reserves, and even in his kindliness, an obsession, as it were,
whose nature one is not tempted to unravel, so innate does one feel

it to be ; and in the music of to-day he is dignified and serene ; with
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something in and about him that is somewhat like an exiled

monarch.
Of this gravity and this vigorous conscience is born an authority

that is, as it were, involuntary, and the more assured.

In this intellect there is a feeling of command. There are none

in whom he does not command at least respect.

Mr. Fritz Kreisler was born at Vienna, February 2, 1875. He
began to play the violin when he was four years old, and two years

later he played a concerto by Rode at a concert in which Patti

sang. A pupil of Hellmesberger, he took the first prize at the

Vienna Conservatory when he was ten years old. Then he went
to the Paris Conservatory, studied under Massart, and in 1887

received, with Miss Gauthier and Messrs. Wondra, Pellenc, Rinuc-
cini, the first prize for violin plajdng. He played at a Pasdeloup
concert, then he went a-journeying. He appeared for the first time
in Boston, November 9, 1888, in Music Hall, with Mr. Rosenthal,
the pianist. ''Master" Kreisler then played Mendelssohn's Concerto.

Walter Damrosch led the orchestra. The boy in company with Mr.
Rosenthal gave recitals in Bumstead Hall, December 17, 18, 19.

He returned to Paris, studied again with Massart and with Godard
and Delibes. He lived for two years in Ital}^, went home and did
military service, and reappeared as a virtuoso in German cities in
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1899. He again visited the United States in 1900, and gave his

first recital in Boston, December 18, in Steinert Hall.

He has played in Boston at Symphony concerts:

—

1901, February 9, Beethoven's Concerto.

1902, February 15, Spohr's Concerto in A minor.

1905, March 11, Brahms's Concerto.

1907, November 30, Lalo's Symphonie Espagnole.

1910, AprU 9, Tschaikowsky's Concerto.

1912, November 23, Beethoven's Concerto.

1913, November 29, Mozart's Concerto in D major, No. 4, and
Viotti's Concerto in A minor. No. 22.

1915, January 2, Mendelssohn's Concerto.

1915, November 26, Beethoven's Concerto.

1916, October 20, Schelling's Concerto (first time in Boston).

O R D A N H
TUESDAY EVENING. JANUARY 27. at 8.15 PIANO RECITAL BY

THE PROGRAM
Theme and Variations (in A minor) ...... Edward Royce
Adagio (from Sonata in F major) ......... Mozart
Impromptu (No. 4) . . . _^ . . .... Schubert

Novellet (No. 3) ........ . Schumann
:fitude, Op. 25, No. 11 (Winter Wind)

)
Nocturne. Op. 32, No. 2 ( ... . Chooin
Mazurka, Op. 41, No. 1 (

«-nopm

Scherzo, Op. 20, No. 1 3

Waltzes (Nos. 1,2, 3, 14, 16, 6, 8, 9, 10,13) Brahms
En Bretagne {Suite de six pieces) Fileuses pres de Carantec . . Rhene-Baton
May Night ........... Palmgren
Polonaise .......... Rubinstein

Steinwat Piano

TICKETS, $1.50, $1.00 and 50 cents (plus 10% tax)

ON SALE at 492 Boylston Street Mason & Hamlin Building
WENDELL H. LUCE, Manager. 'Phone B.B. 3870

41-43 Westland Avenue. 32-34 Astor Street

ONE MINUTE FROM SYMPHONY HALL

While attending the concert at Symphony Hall, store your car at our new and
most up-to-date garage which is thoroughly equipped to offer the finest service and
convenience to the motorist in the city; double entrances and exits at Nos. 41-43

Westland Ave and 32-34 Astor St. operated by electrical equipment, two fast-traveling

Electric elevators, gasolene supplied on every floor by electrical equipment, wash-
stands on each floor, each car its own stall, ladies' waiting room, checking room;
for the chauffeur's accommodations; reading room, billiard hall, barber shop
and shower baths.

T.i,„i,„„,. J
Back Bay 8862

^''"'P''°""1 Back Bay 8863
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Concerto in D major for Violin, Op. 61 . Ludwig van Beethoven

(Born at Bonn, December 16 (?), 1770; died at Vienna, March 26, 1827.)

Beethoven composed this concerto in 1806 for the violinist, Franz
Clement, who played it for the first time at his concert in the

Theater an der Wien, December 23 of that year. The manuscript,

which is in the Royal Library at Vienna, bears this title, written

by Beethoven : "Concerto par Clemenza pour Clement, promo Violino

e Direttore al Theatro a Vienne. dal L. v. Bthvn. 1806."

The title of the first published edition ran as follows : "Concerto
pour le Violon avec Accompagnement de deux Violons, Alto, Fltite,

deux Hautbois, deux Clarinettes, Cors, Bassons, Trompettes, Tim-
balles, Violoncelle et Basse, compose, et dedie a son Ami Monsieur
de Breuning Secretaire Aulique au Service de sa Majeste I'Empereur
d'Autriche par Louis van Beethoven."
The date of this publication was March, 1809 ; but in August, 1808,

an arrangement by Beethoven of the violin concerto for pianoforte
and orchestra, dedicated to Madame de Breuning and advertised

as Op. 61, was published by the same firm, Kunst und Industrie-

Comptoir. For the pianoforte arrangement Beethoven wrote a
cadenza with kettledrum obbligato for the first movement and a
"passageway" from the andante (for so in this arrangement
Beethoven calls the larghetto) to the rondo. This pianoforte ar-

rangement is mentioned in a letter written by Beethoven to Ignace
Pleyel at Paris, early in 1807. Beethoven names six works, and
says : "I intend to offer the six works mentioned below to houses in

Paris, London, and Vienna, on condition that in each of these

Have you wanted to purchase in the past any of the following RECORDS?
They can be secured now at GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

87524 Whispering Hope
87243 OSoleMio
87534 One Sweetly, Solemn Thought
87547 Serenata-Moszkowski

88073 Lo, Here the Gentle Lark
88127 "Celeste," Aida
88066 "Jewel Song," Faust
88108 The Roseiry

88279 Pagliacci

89092 Angel's Serenade

Former ly Now

Gluck-Homer $2.00 $1.50

Caruso 2.00 1.00

Gluck-Homer 2.00 1.50

McCormack-Kreisler
2.00 1.50

Melba 3.00 1.50

Caruso 3.00 1.50

Melba 3.00 1.50

Schuman-Heink 3.00 1.50

Caruso 3.00 1.50

Gluck-Zimbalist 3.00 2.00

Ask to hear any records included in the hundreds of selections reduced in price

177 TREMONT STREET. BOSTON. MASS. (Next to TREMONT THEATRE)
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cities they shall appear on a day fixed beforehand. In this way
I think that it will be to my interest to make my works known
rapidly, while as regards payment I believe that the terms are
to my interest and likewise to that of the different houses." The
list contained : "1, a symphony ; 2, an overture written for Collin's

tragedy 'Coriolanus' ; 3, a violin concerto ; 4, three quartets ; 5, a
pianoforte concerto; 6, the violin concerto arranged for the piano-
forte, with additional notes."

Beethoven, often behindhand in finishing compositions for solo

players—according to the testimony of Dr. Bartolini and others,

—

did not have the concerto ready for rehearsal. Clement played it

at the concert a vista.

The first movement. Allegro ma non troppo, in D major, 4-4,

begins with a long orchestral ritornello. The first theme is an-

nounced by oboes, clarinets, and bassoons. It is introduced by
four taps of the kettledrums (on D).* After the first phrase there

* There is a story that these tones were suggested to the composer by his hearing
a neighbor knocking at the door of his house for admission late at night. There were
extractors of sunbeams from cucumbers long before Captain Lemuel Gulliver saw the
man of a meagre aspect, with sooty hands and face, his hair and beard ragged and
singed in several places, who had been at work for eight years at the grand academy
of Lagado.

HILDEGARDE BRANDEGEE
Violin

MARJORIE PATTEN FRIEND
Violoncello

MARION HYDE
Piano

Organized for the study and presentation of representative and
novel programs of Sonata and Trio Literature

Available for Concerts, Musicales and Lecture Recitals

Address MARJORIE PATTEN FRIEND, 58 Marshal Street. Brookline
Telephone, 3747 W. Brookline

MAIN OFFICE 33 STATE STREET

COPLEY SQUARE BRANCH . 579 Boylston Street

MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE BRANCH
Corner Massachusetts Avenue and Boylston Street

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS OF $300 AND OVER
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are four more kettledrum strokes on A. The wind instruments go
on with the second phrase. Then come the famous and problemati-

cal four D-sharps in the first violins. The short second theme is

given out by wood-wind and horns in D major, repeated in D minor
and developed at length. The solo violin enters after a half cadence
on the dominant. The first part of the movement is repeated. The
solo violin plays the themes or embroiders them. The working-out

is long and elaborate. A cadenza is introduced at the climax of

the conclusion theme. There is a short coda.

The second movement, Larghetto, in G major, 4-4, is a romance
in free form. The accompaniment is lightly scored. The theme
is almost wholly confined to the orchestra, while the solo violin

embroiders with elaborate figuration until the end, when it brings

in the theme, but soon abandons it to continue the embroidery. A
cadenza leads to the finale.

The third movement, Rondo, in D major, 6-8, is based on a theme
that has the character of a folk-dance. The second theme is a

sort of hunting-call for the horns. There is place for the insertion

of a free cadenza near the end.

A letter from Professor Hugo Heermann, of the Geneva Con-
servatory, relating to violin cadenzas has been printed in the Musical
Courier of New York. He named nine musicians who have written
long cadenzas to Beethoven's concerto,—Laub, Singer, David, Vieux-
temps, Molique, Hellmesberger, Saint-Saens, Wieniawski, Auer. He

ALWAYS BEST QUALITY
DELIVERED ANYWHERE BY OUR OWN TRUCKS. OR EXPRESS PREPAID

W. H. LERNED & SONS
Established 1837 87 FANEUIL HALL MARKET TeL. Richmond 1431

SEVENTY YEARS' REPUTATION

An old and reliable remedy for throat troubles caused by cold or use of the voice. Free from opiates in any
form. Sold only in boxes—never in bulk. Prices, 15c., 35c., 75c., $1.25, at druggists or by mail

rS ^sM2?^Ju^ DENTIFRICE
Will keep the teeth and gums in healthy condition. Price. 30c. at druggists or by m:ul

JOHN I. BROWN & SON. BOSTON, MASS.



Berkeley Building, 420 Boylston St.

MANICURE SHAMPOOER
HAIR WORK A SPECIALTY
FACIAL. SCALP and NECK

MASSAGE
ONDULATION MARCEL

Perfumery Shell Ornaments

Telephone, Back Bay 2320

Wholesale and Retail

STATIONERS
Elngraving, Die Stamping

and Fine Printing

Blank Book Mcinufacturers

Modern Loose-leaf Devices

and Supplies

8 MILK STREET
Old South Building

Telephone, Main 1590

Schiller, Rudolf. Menuet from My
Sketch Book.

White, Clarence Cameron. Cradle Song.

Rissland, Karl. Capriccio.

" " Fantasia Brilliante

Le Veille, Philippe. Moment Musicale

" " " Romance

2-B PARK ST., BOSTON, MASS.
Telephone Haymarket 1150

Telephone. Back Bay 58187

American and Chinese

Restaurant

1 1.30 A.M. to Midnight

Parking Station for Autos only

one block away

Music and Orchestra

341 Massachusetts Avenue
207 St. Botolph Street

BOSTON, MASS.

Leather Cases.

CO. 8 BOSWORTH STREET

VIOLAS, DOUBLE BASSES
MORE THAN 600 IN STOCK

Fine Bows.' Italian Strings. Gold and Silver G Strings.

2,000 NEW VIOLINS IN STOCK

WE CO., 8 Bosworth Street - Boston
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might have named other cadenzas, as the one written by Mr. Kreisler.

Professor Heermann related that when Brahms wished him to play
his concerto and he, Heermann, asked whether he should invent

a cadenza for it, Brahms replied, "Well, a little one will suffice."

"Some years later," Heermann continued, "when I was asked to play
the concerto at a Philharmonic concert in Vienna, where Brahms
lived, I asked him to let me play it with him before the concert.

He agreed with pleasure and I benefited by his accompanying,
which, however, was not of the best in the tuttis. When he noticed
that I played a longer cadenza this time, he showed his dislike

for long cadenzas at the close of the first movement by closing

the music book, saying, 'We don't wish to play the next movement,
for there is no cadenza in it.'

"

The cold elegance and discreet character of

CREME MEiRITE
appeals to fastidious women as nothing
else can; as pure as virgin thoughts and
as fragrant as the swish of orange boughs.

25, 45, 65, and 1.25 per jar

Hubbell & McGowan Co.
Incorporated

THE MODERN DRUG STORE
Complete in all its 12 departments

Opposite Symphony Hall

Industrial Union for the Deaf

and Hard of Hearing

687 Boylston St. , Boston, Mass.

English Smock Shop

'Dainty Smocked "Dresses

for Misses and Children

Individual and Practical

The Cabinet Shop
15 Fayette Street

Restoring o/ Antiques

Painted Furniture Children's Furniture

and all kinds of

Cabinet Work to order

Estimates Furnished

B-B 6146-W Mrs. E. B. Wadb, Mgr

/\ £/7z£ Socidy a

(^>raits
The work of America's master-
craftsmen on exhibition and sale.

Gifts for all occasions.

Q Park Street
-y Boston

Pupil of SILVESTRI. Naples. Italy

TEACHER OF
Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo and Ukulele

Foreign and American Instruments For Sale

214 Newbury Street, Boston

Telephone. Back Bay 4613-R

MISS CLARK
ANTIQUES

UNUSUAL CHOICE
UNIQUE

PHILIPS BUILDING
120 TREMONT STREET. BOSTON
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Americas Greatest

CLEANSERS
DYERS

LAUNDERERS
BOSTON SHOPS

FEEET 17 TEMP
FNTIMGTON AVEMUE

lER STREET

Branch Telephone Exchange 3900 Back Bay connects above shops

BROOKLINE SHOP
1310 Beacon Street

Coolidge Corner

Also MALDEN
FITCHBURG
PROVIDENCE
BRIDGEPORT
ALBANY

CAMBRIDGE SHOP
1274 Massachusetts Avenue

Harvard Shop

SALEM LYNN
FALL RIVER MANCHESTER
NEW BEDFORD W0RC:ESTER
NEWPORT NEW HAVEN

and NEW YORK CITY

WATERTOWN SHOP
1 Galen Street

at Works

WALTHAM
LOWELL
SPRINGFIELD
WATERBURY
PHILADELPHIA

Packages called for and delivered by our own Irucl^s

ESTABLISHED 1829

"YOU CAN RELY ON LEWANDOS"
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Thirteainiitlii ProEirainme

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 30, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, JANUARY 31, at 8 o'clock

Converse . . . Symphony in C minor (First performance)

I. Adagio misterioso; Allegro moderato; Allegro appassionato.

II. Adagio tranquillo molto e rubato.

Ill, Allegro vivace scherzando.

IV. Allegro maestoso molto con fuoco e marziale.

Schmnann . Concerto for Violoncello with Orchestral Accompaniment

in A minor, Op. 1 29

AUegro non troppo— Andante— Molto vivace.

Rimsky-Korsakoff . " La Grande Paque Russe " (The Russian Easter ")

Overture on Themes of the Russian Church,

Op. 36

SOLOIST

JEAN BEDETTI

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony
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STEINERT HALL

IN A

Music Talk and Recital of
Afro-American and Creole Folk-Music

TUESDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 10
AT 8. IS SHARP

Mr, WM. H, RICHARDSON, Baritone

Reserved Seats $1.50, $1.00, $0.50, may now be ordered by mail or

'phone (Beach 1330)

Local Direction:—Richard Newman The Steinway Piano

SECOND CONCERT
BY THE

WILL BE GIVEN ON

WEDNESDAY EVENING,
February 11 at 8 o'clock

JOSEPH DI NATALE ROBERT GUNDERSEN VLADIMIR BERLIN
First Violin Second Violin Viola

ALMA LA PALME HANS EBELL
Violoncello Pianist

Quintet for Piano and Strings by Florent Schmitt

Quartet for Strings by Jos. Haydn

Reserved Seats $1.50, $1.00, $0.75 now at Steinert Hall

THE STEINWAY PIANO

Has (on account of Illness)

Been Transferred to March 16

Mr. GUY MAIER will assist

THE STEINWAY PIANO
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SYMPHONY HALL

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 25, AT 3.30

HAMDEL AND HAYDN SOCIETY
Great Chorus of 400 Orchestra and Soloists

EMIL MOLLENHAUER. Conductor H. G. TUCKER. Organist

ROSSINI'S STABAT MATER
AND

GOUNOD'S GALLIA

Soloists

FRIEDA HEMPEL FLORENCE MULFORD
MORGAN KINGSTON JOSE MARDONES

Tickets $2.50, $2.00, $ 1 .50 Now at Box Office

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 1, AT 3.30

T^ianist

Only Boston Recital This Season

$2.50, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00 (Plus Tax)

New England Season of Grand Opera

:hicago Opera Associatii

TWO WEEKS BEGINNING MARCH I

AT THE BOSTON OPERA HOUSE

GALLI-CURCI MARY GARDEN
ROSA RAISA YVONNE GALL

TITTA RUFFO ALESSANDRO BONCI

CARLO GALEFFI EDWARD JOHNSON

For further information address

C. A. ELLIS, 80 Boylston Street. Boston
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THE COPLEY-PLAZA
Sunday Evening, January 25th, at 8 o'clock

Leader and Official Head of the Universal Brotlierliood and

Theosophical Society throughout the World, Inter-

national Headquarters, Point Loma, California

will lecture on

SOME SOCIAL DISEASES and

THEOSOPHICAL REMEDIES

Free reserved seats may be obtained in the Ladies' Waiting

Room of the Copley-Plaza at any time.

Seats will be reserved until 7.45 P.M.

Musical Programme by a trio of Symphony Players

El .entri

OF THE

ROOM 53, SYMPHONY CHAMBERS
246 HUNTINGTON AVENUE Opposite Symphony Hall

Public Meetings, Sunday evenings at 8 o'clock

Reading Room and Loan Library open every after-

noon 1.30— 4.30

Complete List of Standard Theosophical Literature

on sale here

ALL WELCOME
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^i.M&.^jim^j

HIS 1919 JOURNEY

FRIDAY EVENINGS
AT 8.15

SATURDAY
MATINEES AT 2.30

M

JAN. 23^24

TODAY C

iaiC FM.A

Tl

Reserved Seats $1.50, $1.00, $0.75 and $0.50 NOW
25c. unreserved, on sale on day of each Travelogue
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

TEACHER OF SINGING
COACHING IN SONGS

384 COMMONWEALTH AVE.

VOICE
Studio, 615 Huntington Chambers, Boston

Art nf Ringing

VOICE PLACING
AND TECHNIQUE A SPECIALTY

MARGARET A. AGNE^
VOCAL COACH AND ACCOMPANIST

146 Massachusetts Ave.. Tel. Back Bay 3040

Pupil of Piofessor Jachmann-Wagner, Berlin, and Professor Galliera, Milan, Italy

TEACHER OF SINGING
STEINERT HALL, Room 27 . . . BOSTON. MASS.

CONCERT-VIOLINIST
Will accept a limited number of pupils. Available for Concerts. For particulars address

46 MALCOLM STREET. BEACON HILL
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

JE.^ EEDETTI
Solo 'Cellist Boston Symphony Orchestra. First Solo 'Cellist "Colonne Concerts" of Paris

'CELLO INSTRUCTION AND ENSEMBLE PLAYING
AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS AND RECITALS

Address. SYMPHONY HALL. BOSTON

^iN\^ic.=3> E, LAUIREMT
SOLO FLUTE BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

FIRST PRIZE AT PARIS CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Available for Concerts. Recitals and Musicalea. Flute Instruction

ADDRESS. SYMPHONY HALL .... BOSTON. MASS.

EMIL MOLLENHAUER
COACHING IN

OPERA AND ORATORIO
189 Huntington Avenue - - Boston

Telephone. 722 Back Bay

Telephone, Back Bay 5958-J

ROSALIE THORMTOl
PIANIST and TEACHER
282 DARTMOUTH STREET

Mason & Hamlin Piano Used

(Ar-cLUb^
BASSO

Voice Specialist and Coach
STUDIO: 246 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

"MESSIAH" WITH THE HANDEL AND
HAYDN SOCIETY. DEC. 21, 1919

"Mr. Flint was called on at 10.30 Sunday
morning and sang without rehearsal. There
was, however, nothing in his performance
which betrayed that fact. He gave intelligent

and adequate interpretation of his arias."

—

Boston Globe, December 22. xgxg.

Mr. R ADDISON PORTEIR
TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE

SPECIAL TRAINING FOR SOLOISTS AND TEACHERS

3H Pierce Building, Boston

FRENCH!!

ORAL METHOD
All lessons given by Mons. J.

Gosselin. B.A.. C.T. (1st class.)

By a Phonetic system of his

own, Mr. Gosselin makes the

Pronunciation of his pupils

absolutely Perfect (guarantee

given) in Seven lessons— 1

at the most.

This unique training is price-

less to singers, musicians.

FRENCH!!

teachers and their pupils, etc

and enables anyone not only to

pronounce but to Sing in

French as correctly a> in

English.

Call any day, any time for Prospectus
and FREE TRIAL LESSONS and
compare with any other methods.

HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS
2nd Block from Copley Square
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

AND ASSISTANTS

LESSONS IN SINGING
A Normal Course for Teachers

Former pupil ot the famous Paris Conservatory

VIOLIN LESSONS
STUDIOS. STEINERT HALL. BOSTON

PIANIST and TEACHER
Lang Studios

6 NEWBURY STREET

Lessons in

Pianoforte, Harmony, Counter-

point and Composition
STUDIO AT 12 NEWBURY STREET

Mondays and Thursdays

Mr, W. THELEN instructor
SPECIALIST ON VOICE DEFECTS
Assisted by Mr. W. D. STRONG

Well known Pianist and Concert-Accompanist
Studios: 96 Huntington Avenue, BOSTON, Mass.
Notice: Mr. Strong's Piano Recital at Jordan Hall

March 18, 1920.

Voices developed from first rudiment of tone

production to artistic finish.

Lectures on physical and natural laws and
general health.

Perfect diction of foreign languages.

Appointment by maiL

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND TEACHER
609 Pierce Bldg.. Boston, Mondays and Thursdays

Address, 162 Riverway. Boston

Telephone. 1470 Brookline

'CELLO SOLOIST
INSTRUCTION

STUDIO, 218 TREMONT STREET
Telephone. Beach 903-W

Member Boston Symphony Orchestra

Solo Viola Lamoureux Concerts and Opera Comique of Paris

Member of the Jury of the Paris Conservatory of Music
VIOLIN, VIOLA AND ENSEMBLE INSTRUCTION

Address SYMPHONY HALL

'^^^^^ASey^J^t^ytC^
iV01GBGt:illTUR.E>i

American and Luropean Diplomas, Author of Books and Pen Works on Singing
Studio: Suite 202 Huntington Chambers, 30 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Phone, Back Bay 3932

DOINGS OF GRANTS ARTIST PUPILS BY A. E. DATELY
Bronze Melba has a large list of recitals for this season. Several winter concerts are planned for Wm. Fiynn
.tenor, whose fine voice a bright future is predicted. Helen Laird, soprano, whose singing at Boston College last

Fehtuary was such an artistic delight, will give her next Boston recital early in the winter at Steinert HalL
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Steinert Hall

STUDIO 25

Telephone, Braintree 285-R

.RTI

Studio

BEL CANTO
- . 1425 Broadway. NEW YORK

SINGERS — Suzanne Baker Wation, Cor* Cnwi,
Nellie Hart, Willette Kershaw. Gertrude Hutcheson,
Ivy Scott, Marion Stanley, Eitelle Ward, Mabel
Wilbur, Flora Zabelle, Edward Foley, George Gilbert,

John Hendricks, Andrew Mack, Dr. Eugene Waltoa
Marshall, Fiske O'Hara, Umberto Sacchetti, Ellii

Rhodes, Albert Wallerstedt, and_ many other lingera

now before the public is operatic and church work.

I,N STRIMG QUAETETTI
TWELFTH SEASON

GERTRUDE MARSHALL. Violin

RUTH STICKNEY. Violin

71 CARLTON STREET, BROOKLINE
Management A. H. HANDLEY. 160 BoyUton Street. BOSTON

ADELINE PACKARD,
HAZEL L'AFRICAIN.

Viola

'Cello

Tel. Brookline 3268-J
Tel. Bsach 4197

MEMBER OF

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

TEACHER OF 'CELLO
15 VANCOUVER STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

SOLO ENSEMBLE PLAYING
Tel.. Rox. 5063-R

£1 lie.!

Also STUDIO at NEEDHAM
ISONehoiden Street

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

Madame Clara Poole Voice
specializing in tone production by new methods that have given

wonderful results. Preparationfor concert, Oratorio and Opera

844 Beacon St., The Arundel, By appointment. 'Phone Back Bay 883-M

John Hall Slherwooi
TEACHER OF PIANO

Appointment by telephone

Cambridge 5935-W

"Mr. John Hall Sherwood has studied

with me in Paris, and is a gifted musician

and successful teacher of large experience

whose work I can endorse and recom-

mend." (Signed) HAROLD BAUER.

Miss ALICE HUTCHIMS BAKER
PIANIST INSTRUCTION

The principles of Leschetizky presented in a definite and comprehensive manner

STUDIO. HOTEL HEMENWAY. BOSTON
Telephone. Back Bay 3180

STEINERT HALL. Room 26. Tuesdays and Friday*
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
The Vocal Studios of

And his Assistants

VINCENT V. HUBBARD and

Mrs. CAROLINE HOOKER

Teacher of Singing in all its branches

and of Dramatic Action as

applied to Singing

ARTHUR J. HUBBARD
246 Huntington Avenue

VOICE BUILDING
SONG INTERPRETATION. CONCERT
RECITAL AND REPERTOIRE WORK

SteinertHall - BOSTON

CONTRALTO SOLOIST
Teacher of Singing

Class and Private Lessons

Hotel Cluny, 543 Boylston Street - Boston

Baritone Soloist and Teacher of Singing

CONCERT—RECITAL—ORATORIO
Providence, R.I.

300 Lauderdale Building. 144 Westminster Street

Boston, Mass. Hotel Hemenway

Mkg PRISCILLA WHITE
TEACHER OF SINGING

602 PIERCE BUILDING
COPLEY SQUARE - - BOSTON

TEACHER OF SINGING
250 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

Opposite Symphony Hall

TEACHER OF SINGING
STEINERT HALL

162 BOYLSTON STREET - • BOSTON

SOPRANO SOLOIST
Teacher of Singing

4 Haviland Street ----- Boston

B. B. 1047

In Worcester. Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 3 17 Day BIdg

PIANO INSTRUCTION
Leschetizky Principles

STUDIO: ROOM 18 STEINERT HALL
For Appointments Tel. Roxbury 491 1-R

Formerly Concert Master

NEW YORK SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Will receive pupils in Violin and Ensemble

Playing. Address 1 20 TREMONT STREET

Pupil of Pablo Casals

SOLOIST AND TEACHER
Specializing in Fundamentals of 'Cello-playing

Fritz Carlton Hotel 1 138 Boylston Street

Tel. B. B. 2673

Louise Latlirop Mellows
PIANIST

AND TEACHER
6 NEWBURY STREET - -

Telephon* B. B. 51694

BOSTON
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Miss HELEN GOODRICH
TEACHER OF SINGING

HOTEL HEMENWAY
Tuesdays and Fridays at Lasell Seminary

Mrs. LoMise Wood Forrest

TEACHER OF SINGING

ACCOMPANIST - COACH

STUDIO
246 HUNTINGTON AVE. - - BOSTON

R GERS
INSTRUCTION

/^il^lL JO

PIANOFORTE
Formerly pupil Royal Conservatory of Brussels, Bel-

gium (1897-1901). Also Organist and Accompanist

HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS, BOSTON

Miss MARY A. STOWELL
Teacher of Piano and Harmony

The ILKLEY
Huntington Ave. and Cumberland St., Boston

(Cumberland Street Entrance)

Cushing CMH
CONTRALTO

TEACHER OF SINGING

LANG STUDIOS. 6 NEWBURY STREET

1919-1920

543 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON
Telephone 55888 B. B.

Private and Class instruction. Lectures. Special

courses in pronunciation and diction.

Madame Alexander-!
(officier de I'Instruction publique)

Vocal Instruction, Breathing, Tone Production.

Phonetics. French Diction, Interpretation of

French Songs

FENSMERE, 206 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.

ALICE BATES RICE
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER of SINGING

Lang Studios ... - 6 Newbury Street

CHARLOTTE WHITE
TEACHER OF THE VIOLONCELLO

Pupil of Robert Hausmann, Berlin; Arthur Williams,

London: and Joseph Malkin, Boston

420 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS. BOSTON
Telephone, Back Bay 805-M.

TEACHER OF PIANO
2 CYPRESS TERRACE. BROOKLINE

Studio. 602 Pierce Building

Saturday mornings and Wednesday aftemoont

Telephone. Brookline 5708-M.

PAULINE H. CLARK
543 Boylston Street . . . Boston, Mass.

Teacher of Singing and Manager of

THE COPLEY CLUB SINGERS
Artistic Attractive Successful

Programs for All Occasions
DeBnite Instruction Immediate Results

Send for Illustrated Booklet Tel., Back Bay 994-M

RENEWED MUSIC— Your old or torn music made
new. Flexible binding. All hand work. Reasonable

prices. References.

30 Huntington Avenue. Boston, Mass.

Room 207 Tel. Back Bay 456

SUZA DOANE
PIANIST and TEACHER

25 ST. STEPHEN STREET

Telephone. Back Bay I463-R BOSTON

Mr. HAKKlb ^^

PIANO, ORGAN, HARMONY and
INTERPRETATION

(SPECIAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS)
30 Huntington Avenue. Boston. Mass.

Telephone. Back Bay 4654-M

Miss M.ELMA IGELMANN
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON ST., FENWAY BLDG., BOSTON
In New Bedford, Saturdays. 56 Walnut Street

BELCHER
TEACHER OF VIOLIN and

ENSEMBLE PLAYING
430 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS
Tel. Brookline 4044-W or Back Bay 3174-M

CAROLYN BELCHER STRING QUARTETTE
CONCERTS and MUSICALES
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
ALICE FOSTER PEIRCE
PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION

Constant success with children as with advanced pupils.

Classes in Two Piano Playing a specialty, following the

Symphony programmes as far as practicable.

Studio, 146 Massachusetts Avenue
Near Boylston Street Telephone, Back Bay 3040

TEACHER OF SINGING
MUSICAL LECTURES

Author of "Young Singers, What They Should Know"

10 NEWBURY STREET

VIOLIN AND VIOLA
37 BRIMMER STREET, BOSTON

Until November 1, Address Medfield, Mass.
Telephone, Medfield 123-2

Elsie So Eaton
PIANIST AND TEACHER

NINTH SEASON
TEL. BACK BAY

2788-R
16 ARUNDEL ST.
Near Audubon Circle

EDITH BULLARD
SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO - - 609 PIERCE BUILDING
Telephone, Back Bay 5145 R

CONCERT PIANIST

STUDIO - - 23 STEINERT HALL
BOSTON

PIANIST and TEACHER

CARNEGIE HALL NEW YORK

PIANIST AND TEACHER
405 PIERCE BLDG.. COPLEY SQUARE

Telephone. Back Bay 3956-W.

Marjorie Patten Friend
VIOLONCELUST
AND TEACHER

SOLO AND ENSEMBLE PLAYING
13 NEWBURY ST. 58 MARSHAL ST.

BOSTON BROOKLINE
Tel. 3747-W Brookline

Herbert Wellington Smith
BARITONE SOLOIST

Formerly Song Leader U. S. N.
now available (or

Concert Oratorio Recital

STUDIO: 1089 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON

Wasgatt Whittredge
• Torrens Method

TEACHER OF SINGING

17 STEINERT HALL ^"''^*""ja^l?ea°6T4.w

TEACHER OF PIANO
430 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS - BOSTON

GERTRUDE BELCHER TRIO
CONCERTS. MUSICALES

Telephone, Back Bay 3174-M.

PIANO. HARMONY and COACHING
528 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS

Mondays and Fridays. Other days by

Appointment

COMSTAMCE MORSE
Teacher of Pianoforte and Musical Theory

Half hour talks illustrated on the Piano — musical
forms and stories of the operas.

Studio: The Winsor School For Girls
Tuesday and Friday Afternoons

Tel. Brookline 23I3M

ELIZABETH SIEDOFF
AMERICAN PIANIST

RECITALS, MUSICALES. CONCERTS
Authorized representative of the most modern ideas in

piano playing. Primary.Advanced and Teachers' Courses

Studio. 6 NEWBURY ST.. Tel. B. B. 3529-R ) „ »

Res. HOTEL HEMENWAY, Tel. B. B. 3180 J
''oston

PROF. A. D'AVESNE. B. SC. PARIS
OFFICIER DACADEMIE

French Classes. Private Lessons, Lectures &
Causeries, Children's Classes, Special

Commercial Course, Translations.

755 BOYLSTON ST.. NEAR COPLEY SQUARE
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THE OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES

OF THE

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
INCORPORATED

FREDERICK P. CABOT
GALEN L. STONE

ERNEST B. DANE

President

Vice-President

Treasurer

ALFRED L. AIKEN

FREDERICK P. CABOT
ERNEST B. DANE
M. A. DEW^OLFE HOWE
JOHN ELLERTON LODGE
FREDERICK E. LOWELL
ARTHUR LYMAN
HENRY B. SAWYER
GALEN L. STONE

BENTLEY W. WARREN



PIANOS
have won pre-eminence by reason of their intrinsic

merit. Their development begap where that of

other pianos left off, adding new features of con-

struction and resulting in extraordinary beauty of

tone and uneqtialed durability. Everywhere musi-

cians have recognized their unrivaled excellence

and are proclaiming them the finest pianos the

world has ever known.

WAREROOMS 492-494 BOYLSTON STREET-

BOSTON
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Established 1833

WEBSTER
AND

ATLAS
NATIONAL BANK

OF BOSTON

WASHINGTON AND COURT STREETS

AMORY ELIOT President

RAYMOND B. COX, Vice-President l^l£^'^T>^V?,Sfe A^'* 9f*¥?^
mcwBTi T irrkCTTTo \r •- -o -j » j ^ i--

FRANK B. BUTTS, Asst. CashierJOSEPH L. FOSTER, Vice-President and Cashier ARTHUR W. LANE, Asst. Cashier
EDWARD M. HOWLAND. Vice-President HAROLD A, YEAMES, Asst. Cashier

Capital $1,000,000 Surplus and Profits $1,600,000

Deposits $11,000,000

The well-established position of this bank in the community^
the character of its Board of Directors, and its reputation as a
solid, conservative institution recommend it as a particularly

desirable depository for

ACCOUNTS
of

TRUSTEES, EX;ECUT0RS and INDIVIDUALS

For commercial accounts it is known as

A STRONG BANK OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE

DIRECTORS

CHARLES B. BARNES ROBERT H. GARDINER

JOSEPH S. BIGELOW ' EDWARD W. GREW

THEODORE G. BREMER
WILLIAM R. CORDINGLEY

OLIVER HALL
WALTER HUNNEWELL
HOMER B.-RICHARDSON

RAYMOND B. COX DUDLEY P. ROGERS
AMORY ELIOT THOMAS W. THACHER
JOHN W. FARWELL WALTER TUFTS



SYMPHONY HALL, BOSTON
HUNTINGTON AND MASSACHUSETTS AVENUES

Telephones
j
Ticket Office

} Back Bay 1492
Branch Exchange ( Administration Omces

)

INCORPORATED

THIRTY-NINTH SEASON. 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX. Conductor

V©gramiEime ©f 1

Afmrim^m am

WITH HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE
NOTES BY PHILIP HALE

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 30

AT 2.30 O'CLOCK

SATURDAY EVENING, JANUARY 31

AT 8.00 O'CLOCK

COPYRIGHT, 1920, BY BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, INCORPORATED

W. H. BRENNAN. Manager G. E. JUDD, Assistant Manager
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ni
TT~^ A

A name that is spoken with the full pride of

ownership—that carries with it the deep satis-

faction of possessing the ultimate expression of

man's handiwork in Musical Art.

A name that is cherished as a Family Tradition

—

that keeps afresh for the next generation the

associations and fond remembrances which cluster

around the home piano.

Supreme achievement of patience, skill and ex-

perience, founded on inborn Ideals of Artistry.

S T E I M VyA
Catalogue and prices on application

Sold on convenient payments

Old pianos tal^en in exchange

Inspection invited

^

107-109 East 14th Street New York

Subway Express Stations at the Door

REPRESENTED BY THE FOREMOST DEALERS EVERYWHERE



B(0)§t©irii Symplb©imJ Orelbeatri
Thirty-ninth Season, 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

Violins.

Fradkin, F.

Concert-master.

Theodorowicz, J,

Ribarsch, A.
Traupe, W.

Thillois, F.

Fiedler, B.

Deane, C.

Langley, A.

Roth, O.
Hoffmann, J.

Sauvlet, H,
Goldstein, H.

Goldstein, S.

Kurth, R.

Rissland, K.
Bak, A.

Di Natale, J.
Ringwall R.

Pinfield, C.
Gunderson, R.

Mahn, F.

Gerardi, A.

Henkle, R.
Farwell, E.

Fiedler, A
Diamond, S.

Bryant, M.
Kurkdjie, N.

Violas.

Denayer, F. Berlin, V. Van Veen, H.
Wittmann, F. Van Wynbergen, C. Shirley, P.

Leveen, P.

Blackman, A.

Kay, W. Grover, H.
Blumenau, W. Salis, J.

Bedetti, J.
Schroeder, A.

Miquelle, G.
Keller, J.

Violoncellos.

Nagel, R.
Barth, C.

Belinski, M.
Fabrizio, E.

WamkCj J.

Stockbndge, C.

Basses.

Kunze, M.
Gerhardt, G.

Flutes.

Laurent, G.
Brooke, A.
DeMailly, C.

Jaeger, A,
Seyde!, T.

Oboes.

Longy, G.
Lenom, C.

Stanislaus, H.

Ludwig, O.
Schurig, R.

Clarinets.

Sand, A.
Mimart, P.

Forlani, N.

Agnesy, K.
Frankel, I.

Bassoons.

Laus, A.
MueUer, E.
PiUer, B.

Piccolo.

Battles, A.

Horns.

Wendler, G.
Lorbeer, H.
Hain, F.

Gebhardt, W.

Tuba.

Mattersteig, P.

Organ.

Snow, A.

English Horns.

Mueller, F.

Speyer, L.

Horns.

Van Den Berg, C.
Versney, C.
Hess, M.
Folk, G.

Bass Clarinet.

Vannini, A.

Trumpets.

Heim, G.
Mann, J.
Mager, G.
ELIoepfel, L.

Contra-Bassoon.

Fuhrmann, M.

Trombones.

Adam, E..

Sordillo, F.

Mausebach, A.
Kenfield, L.

Harps.

Holy, A.
Cella, T.

Tympani.

Neumann, S.

Gardner, C.
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Percussion.

Ludwig, C. Burkhardt, H.
Zahn, F.

Librarian.

Rogers, L. J.



AN INVITATION
TO MUSIC LOVERS

A pleasant half hour may be spent at our

store inspecting the newest

^<^
pianos

Music lovers are invited to hear or play for

themselves these exquisite instruments.

More beautiful than ever, the famous Chick-

ering tone, coupled with their well known
durability makes the choice of a Chickering

one that insures perfect satisfaction during

the long years of its usefulness.

xmeri
Established 1823

Warerooms 169 Tremont Street



THIRTY-NINTH SEASON. NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETEEN AND TWENTY

Thirteeetfe Pr©Eramme

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 30. at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING. JANUARY 31. at 8 o'clock

Converse ....... Symphony in C minor
(First performance)

T. Adagio misterioso; Allegro moderato; Allegro appassionato.

II. Adagio tranquillo molto e rubato.

III. Allegro vivace scherzando.

IV. AUegro maestoso molto con fuoco e marziale.

Schumann . Concerto for Violoncello with Orchestral Accompaniment

in A minor, Op. 1 29

Allegro non troppo— Andante— Molto vivace.

Rimsky-Korsakoflf " La Grande Paque Russe " (The Russian Easter ")

Overture on Themes of the Russian Church,

Op. 36

SOLOIST

JEAN BEDETTI

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony

The ladies of the audience are earnestly requested not to put on hats before
the end of a number.

The doors of the hall will be closed during the performance of each number
on the programme. Those who wish to leave before the end of the concert
are requested to do so in an interval between the numbers.

City of Boston, Revised Regulation of August 5, 1898,—Chapter 3, relating to the covering of

the head in places of public amusement

Every licensee shall not, in his place of amusement, allow any person to wear upon the head a covering which obstructs

the view of the exhibition or performance in such place of any person seated in any seat therein provided for spectators,

it baiag uadcratood tbat a low head covering without projection, which does not obstruct such view, may be worn.
Attest: J. M. GALVIN, City Clerk.
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MB
''The Best in Travel."

Raymond and Whitcomb Company is the only large

American company with any long experience in the
tourist field. Our 40 years' experience and our in-

timate, up-to-the-minute knowledge of the completely
new conditions aU over the world make our service of

inestimable value to travelers at this particular time.

Remarkable tours, including France and all the Famous Battle-
fields, Belgium, Switzerland and Italy. Best hotels, finest train

and automobile service and exceptional arrangements. Depart-
ures Feb. 7, Feb. 21 and later. Two unusually attractive tours in-

cluding Spain and Algeria and Tunisia leave in March and April.

No one who visits Europe in 1920 will have a satisfactory

trip unless he has hotel reservations in France, Belgium
and along the Battlefield Front. Accommodations are
insufficient to take care of everyone. If you are wise you
will make your arrangements with a company which has
assured hotel and steamship reservations. Raymond &
Whitcomb has not only its own offices and representatives
in Paris but also a French representative, for many years
the head of the leading French tourist organization.

Now is the time to begin maliing })our plans for next Spring and Summer.
Protect yourself at once by making a preliminary reservation with us.

CALIFORMIA
Wonderful tours twice a week in January, February and March,
includingNew Orleans, Apache Trail, Grand Canyon and the famous
resort hotels of Southern California. Finest accommodations every-
where and extensive automobiling.

FLORIDA
Dehghtful tours to St. Augustine, Palm Beach, Miami and
Havana. Frequent departures January to March.

WEST IMDIES CRUISES
Luxurious Cruises by splendid specially chartered steamships to

Cuba, Jamaica, Panama, Central America and Nassau-Bahamas.
Fascinating shore excursions.^ Sailings'March 6, March 13, April 3
and April 10.

Also tours to South America, fapan-China and Round the World
Send for Booklet Desired

RAYMOND & WHITCOMB CO.
17 TEMPLE PLACE Telephone Beach 6964

BOSTON
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SyjMphoxy in C minor Frederick Shepherd Converse

(B-orn at Newton, Mass., January 15. 1871; living at Westwood, Mass.)

This is the first symphony that Mr. Couverse has written, with

the e\:ceptioii of a student worlv, of which the first movement was
performed in Boston at a Symphonj^ concert conducted by Mr.

Gericke, January 14, 1899.

This Symphony in C minor was written in the summer and fall

of 1919 at Lake Sunapee, New Hampshire, and at Westwood. The
sketcli was begun about the middle of August and completed in

November. The orchestration was completed in December,

We are indebted to the composer for the following information :

—

"There is no programme, although there is an expression of

moods and emotions, which I think reflects something of the feel-

ings that we have all been through during the stress of the few last

years.

"I had in mind the experiences of the young men and women of

our land during the trials of the war. The two main themes of the

first movement, suggesting the high resolve of the youths and the

tenderer feminine traits of the maidens, the wives and mothers,

move through the whole work, like characters through the varied

situations of a drama.

lew Songs from th® Programmes of

[EMT ilNGER:
BARBOUR, FLORENCE NEWELL

THE STREAM'S SECRET
Sung by Phoebe Crosby

THE PIPER
Sung by Phoebe Crosby

BAUER, MARION
FROM HILLS OF DREAM

Sung by Sue Harvard. Christine
Langenhan, Florence Macbeth

THE LINNET IS TUNING HER FLUTE
Sung by Margaret Matzenauer

BRANSCOMBE, GENA
JUST BEFORE THE LIGHTS ARE LIT

Sung by Mme. Edmunds-Hemingway,
Mabel Garrison. May Peterson

THE POSTERN GATE
E. de Gogorza, Arthur Hackett

COX, RALPH
TO A HILL-TOP

Sung by Paul Althouse. Alessandro Bonci,
Olive Nevin

DANIELS, MABEL W.
Txtin xPTnii7TQ/™E: MISTLETOETWO TRIOLETS

I SOLITAIRE
Sung by Wm. Simmons

FOOTE, ARTHUR
THE RED ROSE WHISPERS OF PASSION

Sung by John McCormack

GOATLEY, ALMA
A GARDEN IS A LOVESOME THING

Sung by Alice Moncrieff, Olive Nevin

LEWIS, WALTER
LOVE'S WONDROUS GARDEN

Sung by Theo Karle

METCALF, JOHN W.
TO A SWALLOW

Sung by Christine Langenhan

MILLIGAN, HAROLD VINCENT
WHEELS THE SILVER SWALLOW

Sung by Alessandro Boiici, Olive Nevin,
Mme. Edmunds-Hemingway

STORM SIGNALS
Sung by Lambert Murphy, Olive Nevin,
Florence Otis, Oscar Seagle

THE ,

120 BOYLSTON ST.

LTHUR P. SCHMIDT CO»
FOR SALE BY ALL MUSIC DEALERS
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"The first movement, after a short mystical opening, crystallizes

into a stern and determined mood which dominates the whole move-

ment, except for the contrasting feminine quality of the second

theme.

'•The second movement is a sort of nocturne, quiet and tranquil

as a moonlit night by some still lake. There is one episode sug-

gestive of the whispered vows of lovers.

"The third movement is, for the most part, expressive of carefree

youth and joy, but it has an episode of pathos and foreboding.

"The fourth movement is martial in character, with a suggestion

of war and struggle, interrupted by a passage of serious, almost re-

ligious mood, and leading on to a jubilant, victorious outburst,

which transforms itself into a suggestion of a triumphal homecom-

ing of soldiers and rapturous emotions of the reunion of loved ones

and the elation of victory.

"The point of view is subjective and human, rather than imper-

sonal and epic.

"I have used the Symphonic form because it suited my needs of

expression ; not from my especial desire to write a conventional

symphony. The large modem orchestra is used and includes the

usual wind and string instruments with English horn, bass clarinet,

double-bassoon, four horns, three trumpets, bass tuba, kettledrums,

QUALITY and

REPUTATION

enable you to know

in advance that the

wOS© is a most

satisfactory piano.

WE CHALLENGE
COMPARISON

160 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
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o ii in
ESTABLISHED 1848

Q'lOi

EXCLUSIVE DESIGl
FOR

GOWMf

Extensive Collection of Accessories for Dress and
Bathing Occasions

202-214 BOYLSTON STREET BOSTON

THE STANDARD OF VALUES

kKE HOMES OUT OF HOUSES^^

Decoration has a very real, though sub-conscious, influence upon the

temperament and personality.

Discords in color, as in music, result from incomplete knowledge and
produce zui equally unpleaseuit effect.

We are competent to suggest decorative

treatment in perfect harmony

HENRY BOSCPI COMPANY
ALFRED PEATS BRANCH

LEADERS OF WALL PAPER FASHIONS

18 SUMMER STREET BOSTON

803



snare drum, bass drum, cymbals, triangle, tam-tam, celesta. Glock-

enspiel, bells, and two harps."

These compositions of Mr. Converse have been played in Boston
at concerts of the Boston Symphony Orchestra. Those played

for the first time are starred.

1899, January 14, first movement of Symphony in D minor. Op. 7

(first time in Boston) ; first performance at the Munich Hoch-
Schule, July 14, 1898.

1900, December 22, "The Festival of Pan," Romance for Orchestra,

Op. 9.*

1903, April 11, "Endymion's Narrative," Romance for Orchestra,

Op. 10.*

1905, January 21, Two Poems, "Night" and "Day," for Pianoforte

^nd Orchestra, Op. 11* (suggested by Walt Whitman), Mr. Gebhard
pianist.

1906, March 3, "La Belle Dame sans merci" (after the poem of

Keats), Ballade for Baritone Solo and Orchestra, Op. 12 (Mr,

Bispham baritone) first public performance in Boston) ; first per-

formance by the Boston Symphony Orchestra at Providence, R.I.,

March 1, 1906.

The picture, while lacking the charming colorings of the furni-

ture and fabrics, gives a fair idea of the interesting vista as one

steps off the elevator into Paine 's new rooms on the third floor

PAINE FURNITURE COMPANY OF BOSTON
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9

Woman is no longer described as " well-dressed"

—she is "smartly costumed"

This means all of the first and

more — oh, much more !

Costuming declares polish, tone,

finish— and all these are secured by

the woman who recognizes that The

Slattery Shop specializes in woman s

wear.

This shop is truly a "finishing

school" in proper costuming for

women of all ages, employment, and

station in life. It is a shop of adap-

tability, adaptations, and creations;

teaching, by example, Costuming as

it should be.

EI Slattery Company
TREMONT STEIEET OPPOSITE BOSTON COMMON BOSTON
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1907, January 26, "The Mystic Trumpeter," Orchestral Fantasy,

after the poem by Walt Whitman, Op. 19 (first time in Boston)
;

first performance by the Philadelphia Orchestra at Philadelphia,

March 3, 1905.

1908, March 7, "Jeanne d' Arc," Dramatic Scenes for Orchestra,

Op. 23. From the music written for Percy Mackaye's drama pro-

duced by Miss Marlowe and Mr. Sothern (Philadelphia, October 15,

1906 ; Boston, January 1, 1907. ) The Suite was played in Boston at

a Jordan Hall orchestral concert, January 10, 1907, and afterwards

revised.

1910, April 9, "Endymion's Narrative."

1912, February 10, "Ormazd, Symphonic Poem" ; first performance

by the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra, January 26, 1912.

1915, March 6, "Ormazd."

1917, April 27, "Ave atque Vale," Tone Poem for Orchestra ; first

performance by the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra^ January 26.

1917.

1918, December 13, "The Mystic Trumpeter."

G. SCHIRMER, INC.

Publishers of

Symphonic Music

THREE EAST FORTY-THIRD STREET
NEW YORK

VIOLIN MAKERS
AND REPAIRERS

to the

Boston Symphony
Orchestra

47 WINTER STREET
BOSTON. MASS.

Importers

SPECIALTIES

Tested Strings for

Violins, Violas and 'Cellos

Violins Bought and Sold

Fine Repairing and

Bow Rehairing

New Catalog Ready

Telephone Call. Beach 3033-7,



Mr. Jean Bedetti, violoncellist, was born at Lyons, France, on
December 18, 1883. At the Lyons Conservatory of Mnsic he took

violoncello lessons of his father. He made his first appearance in

public at a theatre in Lyons when he was eleven years old, and
played Davidoff's concerto. He studied at the Paris Conservatory,

where he was awarded a second prize in 1901, and a first prize in

1902, when a first prize was awarded also to Mile. Clement. Mr.

Bedetti's teacher was Jules Loeb.* Mile. Clement, a pupil of Cros
Sainte-Ange, was named first. This action on the part of the jury

was severely censured by leading critics. Having played in chamber-
music clubs, Mr. Bedetti became the first violoncellist of the Opera-
Comique orchestra in 1901. In 1908 he was appointed first violon-

cellist of the Colonne Orchestra, playing in turn under Messrs.

Colonne, Piern^, and Monteux. He has given recitals in French
cities, also in England, Belgium, Spain, and Switzerland. Called to

the colors in the French mobilization of August 2, 1914, he served
actively at the front for eighteen months. Since his arrival in Bos-

ton he has played at club and subscription concerts ; as at Miss
Terry's concert, at the Copley-Plaza, Januar}'^ 19, 1920.

* Jules Leopold Loeb was born at Strasbourg, May 13, 1S52. Studying at the
Paris Conservatory, he took a first prize in 1872. He became a member of the Op6ra
orchestra in 1873, and was aften\'ards the solo violoncellist at the Op6ra and at the
Conservatory concerts. He was a member of The ]\Lirsick Quartet and of Philipp's
Society of Wind Instruments and Strings. In 1900 he was appointed I'rofessor at the
Paris Conservatory.

'<?-

T^resent

New Models

and SJ^etches

RIDING HABITS

STREET COSTUMES
SPORT ATTIRE

BRITISH CLOTHS

256 BOYLSTON ST.

BOSTON
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Concerto for Violoncello,, with Orchestral Accompaniment,
A MINOR, Op. 129 Robert Schumann

(Born at Zwickau, June 8, 1810; died at Endenicli, July 29, 1856.)

Clara Schumann wrote in her diarj^, November 16, 1850 : "Robert

is now at work on something, I do not know what, for he has said

nothing to me about it. The month before he composed a concerto

for violoncello that pleased me very much. It appears to me to be

written in true violoncello style."

The unknown work was the Symphony in E-flat major.

Mme. Schumann wrote again about the concerto, October 11, 1851 :

"I have played Robert's violoncello concerto again and thus pro-

cured for myself a truly musical and happy hour. The romantic

quality, the flight, the freshness and the humor, and also the highly

interesting interweaving of violoncello and orchestra are, indeed,

wholly ravishing, and what euphony and deep sentiment are in

all the melodic passages !"

The concerto was sketched at Diisseldorf between the 10th and
16th of October, 1850 ; the instrumentation was completed October

24 of the same year; the concerto was published at Leipsic in

August, 1854.

The first performance was probably the one in the hall of the

THE RUSSIAN TENOR

will sing H. N. Redman's new song,

"SING, HEIGH HO!"

from album of six songs, at his recital in Jordan Hall on

Wednesday Evening, February 4.

This song is published by the



Royal Conservatory, Leipsic, June 9, 1860, at an evening concert

in commemoration of the fiftieth birthday of the composer. The

solo violoncellist was Ludwig Ebert,* ducal chamber virtuoso at

Oldenburg.

Schumann wrote Dr. Hartel on November 1, 1852, that the con-

certo was ready for publication. He had introduced the work in

the sketch of a programme for the tenth subscription concert to

be given at Btisseldorf, May 20, 1852. He was busied in correcting

proofs of. the concerto in February, 1854.

The concerto was announced for a Gewandhaus subscription con-

cert at Leipsic, December 18, 1862, and it excited doubt at the

rehearsal. It was not performed, and Franz Neruda, the violon-

cellist, substituted a concertino by Servais. David Popper and

Bernhard Cossmann were among the first to make Schumann's con-

certo familiar: the former at Breslau, December 10, 1867, and
Lowenberg, December 15, 1867; the latter at Moscow, December

14, 1867.

Fritz Giese played the concerto at a concert of the Boston Sym-

* Ebert was born April 13, 1834, at Kladrau, Bohemia, and he studied at the
Conservatory in Prague. He was first violoncellist at Oldenburg from 1854 to 1874,
and afterwards teacher at the Cologne Conservatory until 1888. With Heubner he
founded the Coblenz Conservatory of Music. He was a member of the Heckmann
Quartet, 1875-78. He composed pieces for his instrument.

SOLOV-HlNDS Co.
^^The Daylight Fashion Salon'

Young Women s Tweed Suits

That are Distinctive

Unusual and Decidedly Smart

Sensibly Priced

Misses' Evening Dresses

That are especially interesting for

the Younger Set

Moderate Prices

352 BOYLSTON STREET
Opposite Arlington Street Church
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phony Orchestra in Boston, February 4, 1888; Leo Schulz, March

7, 1896 ; Alwin Schroeder, October 8, 1916, at a concert in commemo-
ration of the one hundredth anniversary of Schumann's birth.

The first movement, Nicht zu schnell (not too fast), A minor, 4-4,

opens with four measures of sustained harmony in the wood-wind

instruments with chords, pizzicato for the strings. The first theme

is then given to the solo violoncello with accompaniment of strings,

and it is developed. The full orchestra plays the first subsidiary

theme forte. The violoncello has the second theme, C major, and

then has brilliant passage-work which leads into the free fantasia.

The third part of the movement begins in an orthodox manner
with the return of the first theme. The second theme returns in A
major. A short orchestral coda leads to a recitative for the solo

violoncello, and the second movement is thus connected.

The second movement, Langsam (slow), F major, 4-4, is a romanza

T'rope Foro Harvardiano

^ Plato, Editio Princeps; Tomi II Folio. Original oak board
binding. Ante 1494.

^ George Meredith. The Constable, Edition in 39 volumes
(usually 37), including the letters; possibly the finest edition

of any modern author.

^ Autographed letters of Wilde, Beardsley, Swinburne, Arnold,

Rossetti, Browning, etc., etc.

DUNSTER HOUSE BOOKSHOP
26 HOLYOKE STREET & MT. AUBURN

Qambridge, <J)!Cass.
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TAXI? CALL BACK BAY

5500
TAXI SERVICE CO.
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The NEW EDISON
"The Phonograph with a Soul"

will not only provide the most delightful music for

your dancing parties but it will add to your home
that distinctiveness so desired by the most exacting

persons. Come in tomorrow and let us help you
select a New Edison for your home.

Headquarters in Boston for the New Edison

144 BOYLSTON STREET BOSTON
57 Main St., Brockton; 1511 Hancock St., Quincy

22 Market St., Lynn.
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for the solo instrument. There is one song theme, accompanied by

the strings, with here and there a note for woodrwind instruments.

Phrases of recitative lead to the next movement.

The third movement, Sehr lebhaft (very lively), A minor, 2-4,

opens with passages between the solo violoncello and the orchestra.

After a tutti, the first theme, which begins in C major and then

goes into A minor, is given to the solo instrument. Passage-work

leads to the appearance of the second theme (solo violoncello), and

figures from the first theme are introduced in the accompaniment.

There is more passage-work, and the first theme returns as an

orchestral tutti. There is a short free fantasia which leads to

the return of the first theme at the beginning of the third part of

the movement. There is a coda with passage-work for the solo

violoncello.

The concerto is scored for two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two
bassoons, two horns, two trumpets, kettledrums, strings, and solo

violoncello.

i^AB-LisHEBl!
"Mbcccxx?^li*

BIGELOW KENNARD & CO. ^^

Jewelers
^'^

^do&rsfontcUi Dicurwiws in PLatuutnv or JMJ
(^eioelcc^ MounUrios. Fine Strirtqs

'^^

of OrUntai Pcaris. Silver '—-^

Corner West and Washington Sts. Boston

.i^l
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Important Repetition

1st Linens of all desirable kinds are scarce.

2nd There is no probability that they will be in better

supply in the near future.

3rd Today we have a fine collection.

4th If we sell all that we have of any particular kind,

there is no certainty when it can be replaced or at

what price.

5th Under present conditions there is not much use in

tabulating details. Any particular item might be

gone before you see this circular.

6th Nor is there any great wisdom in naming comparative

prices.

7th Today we are naming prices lower than would be

necessary if we had to make our purchases today.

8th Recently we investigated Belfast prices on John S.

Brown & Sons table linens and found that in every

case the manufacturers' price is higher today than the

price we are asking for the same goods at retail. In

some cases the prices were very much higher.

R. H. STEARNS COMPANY
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'^La Grande Paque Kusse^^ ("The Russian Easter") ; Overture on
Themes op the Russian Church^ Op. 36.

Nicholas Andre.tevitch Rimsky-Korsakoff

(Born at Tikhvin, in the government of Novgorod, March IS,* 1844; died at
Petrograd, June 21, 1908.)

Rimsky-Korsakoff wrote this overture in 1888. It was not pub-

lished until 1890.

The score, dedicated to the memory of Moussorgslcy and Borodin,

calls for these instruments: three flutes (the third interchangeable

with a piccolo), two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, four horns,

two trumpets, three trombones, bass tuba, three kettledrums, Glock-

enspiel, triangle, cymbals, bass drum, tam-tam, harp ; first violins.

20-12; second violins, 18-10; violas, 14-8; violoncellos, 12-8; double-

basses, 10-6.

The first performance of the overture in Boston was at a concert

of the Boston Symphony Orchestra on October 23, 1897, Emil Pauer.

conductor. The programme also comprised : Gernsheim's violin con-

certo in D major (first time in Boston), I. Schnitzler violinist;

Schumann's Symphony No. 1 ; Tschaikowsky's Italian Capriccio

(first time in Boston).

A programme in Russian and French is printed on a fly-leaf of

* This date is given in the catalogue of Belaieff, the Russian publishing-house.
One or two music lexicons give May 21.

SYMPHONY HALL
Sunday Evening, February 8th, at 8. 1 5

Music's Historical Event

JOINT RECITAL

EUGENE MISCHA

BELGIAN VIOLINIST RUSSIAN VIRTUOSO

World's Masters of the Violin

SEATS NOW AT THE BOX OFFICE

Prices $1.00 to $2.50, plus war tax
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FIFTEEN years ago we received a

letter asking for important services

decorative in a Summer house before

its ow^ner arrived. The letter concluded:

"Send dear old Mike."

Through succeeding years the personal ele-

ment in our staff of workmen and house decorators

has maintained its importance. Frequent requests

are made for the services of some one man.

Only a few days ago a retired Boston mer-

chant wrote us from his country home, requesting

that we see to carpeting some stairways in his

town house prior to his return from the country.

He did not ask us to "send dear old Mike,"
of course, but he named his man—and he got him!

The personality of the Pray staff is one of
the best fruits of more-than-a-century-in-husiness.

646 Washington St., 0pp. Boylston St., Boston
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the score: two verses from Psalm LXVII., six verses from the six-

teenth chapter of the Gospel according to Mark, and further matter

written by the composer. The Biblical quotations are given in the

old Slavonic tongue, which is still used in the Kussian liturgy.

Rimsky-Korsakoff's part of the programme is in modern Russian.

The French version of Psalm LXVII. states that it is a translation

of the Septuagint adopted by the Russian Church; this Psalm
therein is numbered LXVII. In the King James English version it

is LXVIII.

Let God arise, let Ms enemies be scattered

:

Let them also that hate him, flee before him.
As smoke is driven away, so drive them away

:

As wax melteth before the fire,

So let the wicked perish at the presence of God.

—

Psalm LXVII.
And when the Sabbath was past, Mary Magdalene, and Mary the mother

of James, and Salome, had bought sweet spices, that they might come and
anoint him. And very early in the morning, the first day of the week, they
came unto the sepulchre at the rising of the sun : And they said among them-
selves. Who shall roll us away the stone from the door of the sepulchre? (And
when they looked, they saw that the stone was rolled away) for it was very
great. And entering into the sepulchre, they saw a young man sitting on the
right side, clothed in a long white garment ; and they were affrighted. And he
saith unto them, Be not affrighted

; ye seek Jesus of Nazareth, which was
crucified : he is risen.

—

St. Mark, XVI.
And the joyful tidings were spread abroad all over the world, and they

who hated Him fled before Him, vanishing like smoke.

OF GREAT INTEREST TO VIRTUOSI. TEACHERS AND PUPILS OF THE

THE LATEST SERIES OF WORKS BY OLD MASTERS
ARRANGED BY

The following composers are included in the new series

ANTONIOTTI
ARIOSTI
BIRCKENSTOCK
BONONCINI
CAPORALE

(1692-1776)

(1666-1740)

(I 687- I 733)
(1680-17-?)

(Ifr-?-17-?)

CORELLI
DALL'ABACO
DUPUITS
GALLIARD
GRAZIOLI

(1653-1713)

(1675-1742)

(174I-17-?)

(1687-1749)
(1710-1780)

HERVELOIS
LECLAIR
LOEILLET
MARCELLO
SENAILLE

(1 670- 17-?)

(1697-1764)

(1653-1728)

(1686-1739)

(1687-1730)

VALENTINI (1681-17-?)

Write for complete lists.

14 EAST 43rd STREET

Apply to your dealers or the publishers

NEW YORK

NEW CABS
INCORPORATED

REDUCED RATES

GIVE YOUR ORDER TO THE USHER
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To theLandof the

Rising Sun
In order that its stocks may always be as varied and

as complete as possible, Jordan Marsh Company makes

every effort to keep In close touch, not only with the

home producing centres, near at hand, but also with

the foreign markets which are thousands of miles away.

To this end ten representatives of this house are

now on the Pacific Ocean, bound for a three months'

buying tour of the Orient. They will visit the Flow-

ery Kingdom of the Mikado and buy, among other

things, richly embroidered kimonos and linens, quaint

water colors, gorgeous pottery and art wares, lovely

bits of teakwood. Some of them will go to the thatched

cottages outside Manila, where the Filipino workers

fashion dainty underwear and blouses for our American

women. Others will proceed to China In search of

such typical Oriental wares as Filet laces, jade, em-

broidered robes, wicker furniture, screens and baskets.

Merchandise from the Orient Is arriving In the store

constantly—articles bought by our buyers last Spring.

The frequency of their voyages is another evidence of

our desire to be first with all that Is new and desirable

In importations.

Jl Ik M 1 ^^
OTO,&Il IVi^i 511 \=^OiIiPo.IlV
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"Resurrexit !" sing the choirs of Angels in heaven, to the sound of the
Archangels' trumpets and the fluttering of the wings of the Seraphim. "Resur-
rexit !" sing the priests in the temples, in the midst of clouds of incense, by
the light of innumerable candles to the chiming of triumphant bells.

The overture begins with an Introduction (Lento mystico, D
minor, 5-2 time) in which a melody of the Russian Church is given

to the wood-wind. The strings take it up. A cadenza for the solo

violin leads to a section in which the solo violoncello repeats a

phrase. The opening chant is now given to the trombones. Strings

answer antiphonally. The solo violin has another cadenza, Andante

lugubre, sempre alia breve. A portion of the chant is developed.

The main body of the overture. Allegro agitato, D minor, 2-2,

begins with the exposition and development of the first theme,

which is taken from the ecclesiastical melody of the Introduction,

first in the strings and clarinet, then in a steadily fuller orchestra.

The second theme, Poco piu sostenuto e tranquillo, E minor, is al-

lotted to the violins (two of them in altissimo play harmonics)

against repeated chords in the wood-wind and a triplet figure for the

harp. A call is sounded by horns and trumpets. A new section

follows with much work for percussion instruments. "Note the imi-

tation of a deep-toned bell in the gong." There is a church-like

!

mnntr
is playing C/

^hcanderStemert's "Prelude

He says:

Alexander Steinert''s "Prelude" for piano

IS one of the most fantastic and poetic

piano compositions known to ifne. Modern

and original, it is so exquisitely pianistic

that it is a delight for a pianist' to play it,

and itconstitutes a most valuable addition

to the Anglo'Saxon piano literature

^

The Boston Music Co., Boston



return of the second theme in the wood-wind, and then a recitative,

Maestoso, for the trombone, accompanied by sustained harmonies

for the violoncellos and double-basses. The first theme reappears.

There is the customary recapitulation section, more extended, with

very different instrumentation. The coda is long. At the end the

second theme is sounded vigorously by trombones and lower strings.

When the overture was played in 1897 Mr. Apthorp wrote: "As

far as this overture can be considered to adhere to the traditional

form, its form is that of the sonatina, rather than of the sonata;

there is no free fantasia proper. But the development assumes^

from the beginning, so much of the character of working-out that

the form loses whatever of elementary simplicity might be taken to

be implied in the term sonatina. Upon the whole the development

is very free."
*

* *

These compositions of Rimsky-Korsakoff have been performed in

Boston at concerts of the Boston Symphony Orchestra. First per-

formances are starred.

1897, April 17, "Scheherazade"* ; October 23, "The Russian Easter"* ; De-
cember 11, "Scheherazade."

1898, March 12, "Antar."*
1900, January 13, "Scheherazade."

Complete

Financial

Service

'..P

Bay State Branch, Boylston Street

Old Colony Trust Company
Boston, Massachusetts

MEMBER OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
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1902, November 15, Overture to "The Betrothed of the Tsar/'*
1904, April 16, Overture to "The Betrothed of the Tsar."
1905, February 4, "Scheherazade" ; March 25, "Sadko."*
1906, November 24, Overture to "The Betrothed of the Tsar."
1908, February 15, Caprice on Spanish Themes* ; October 17, "Schehera-

zade" (in memory of the composer).
1910, January 1, Caprice on Spanish Themes.
1911, November 18, "Scheherazade."
1913, April 5, "Antar."
1914, March 28, Caprice on Spanish Themes.
1915, November 12, "Antar" ; December 31, Caprice on Spanish Themes.
1916, April 28, Overture to "The Betrothed of the Tsar"; November 10,

"Scheherazade."
1918, November 15. Caprice on Spanish Themes.
1919, January 3, "Antar" ; February 21, "Scheherazade" ; March 14, "Sadko."

*
* *

Times
"Scheherazade" (1897-1919) . . 8
"The Russian Easter" (1897- ) 1
"Antar" (1898—1919) 4
Overture, "The Betrothed of the Tsar" (1902-1916) .'.!.' 4
"Sadko" (1905-1919) 2
Caprice on Spanish Themes (1908-1918) 5

24
»

» «

The Quintet for flute, clarinet, horn, bassoon, and pianoforte, a posthumous
work, was played in Boston at a concert of the Longy Club, November
20, 1911.

The music of "Scheherazade" was used for the ballet "Scheherazade" in one
act produced by Gertrude Hoffman at the Shubert Theatre, Boston, February
19, 1912. The orchestra was led by Max Hoffmann.

Hurw^itch Bros.
PRESENT tke latest Imported and Original Creations for

Southern Wear

TAILORED COSTUMES
GOWNS COATS

Also complete collection of English fabrics for Ridingf Habits

and Sport Apparel.

344 Boylston Street

Lewis F. Perry^s Sons Co.

PAINTING AND DECORATING
101 TREMONT STREET

TELEPHONE. MAIN 4335 ROOM 211, BOSTON
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SYMPHONY HALL

Tuesday Evening, February I 7, at 8.1 5

First Time in Four Years

3^ose/liimnsky
(97 PLAYERS)

The programme has been carefully selected by

Mr. Stransky to display the finest qualities of the

orchestra which he has now conducted for eight

years.

PROGRAM

Symphony No. 3, "Eroica" . . . Beethoven

INTERMISSION

Symphonic Poem, "The Isle of the Dead" Rachmaninoif

Bacchanale from "Tannhauser" (Paris Version) Wagner

Overture, "1812" Tschaikowski

Seats now on Sale at Symphony Hall Box Office

$1.00, $1.50, $2.00 and $2.50, plus war tax



The ballet was performed at the Boston Opera House by Serge de
Diaghileff's Ballet Russe on January 31, 1916. The chief dancers were Mme.
Revalles, Zobeide ; Miss Wasilewska, the odalisque ; Mr. Bolm, the negro
favorite ; Mr. Cechetti, the chief eunuch ; and Messrs. Grigorieff and Jaz-
winski, the royal brothers. Ernest Ansermet conducted. The ballet was per-
formed by the same company several times in February of that year. It was
performed again by the Diaghileff Company at the Boston Opera House on
November 7, 1916, with Miss Revalles and Mr. Bolm as the chief characters.
Mr. Monteux conducted.
When "Scheherazade," the "choreographic drama" by L. Bakst, dances

arranged by Michel Fokine, was produced at the Paris Opera, May 7, 1910,

by a Russian ballet troop, Mme. Rimsky-Korsakoff protested violently against
the disarrangement of her husband's music.

Rimsky-Korsakoff's "Coq d'Or" was produced at the Boston Opera House
by the Metropolitan Opera Company, April 26, 1918. Singers : Mmes. Garrison,
Sparkes, Harvard, Messrs. Diaz, Didur, Audisio, Ruysdael, Reschiglian.
Pantomimists : Mmes. Rosina Galli and Queenie Smith ; Messrs. Bolm, Bon-
figlio, Hall, Bartik, Joucelli. Mr. Monteux conducted.

Eimsky-Korsakoff studied at the Naval Institute in Petrograd,

which he entered in 1856. Even then he gave much time to music.

He studied the violoncello with Ulich and the pianoforte with Fedor
Kanill^. He was an officer in the marine service of Russia until

1873, according to some biographers, but a contributor to Musical

America, who talked with Eimsky-Korsakoff, says that the resigna-

tion took place in 1868. The composer gave this account of his ad-

A'entures in the United States during a three years' cruise (1862-

Importations of Ladies' and Misses*

Coats, Suits, Gowns and Wraps

Our merchandise is of the Fifth Avenue, New York

and Parisienne designs

We invite inspection

46 TEMPLE PLACE - - BOSTON
3d FLOOR

HEWINS & HOLLIS
MEN'S FURNISHING GOODS
4 HAMILTON PLACE, BOSTON

OPPOSITB PARK ST. CHUHCH
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Just as you enjoy the exquisite interpre-

tations of the Boston Symphony Orchestra

at their concert, you can enjoy them when-
ever you wish on the Victrola.

It is one of the great triumphs of record-

ing that enables you to hear so large an
organization in your home, and it is sig-

nificant that so famous an orchestra as the

Boston Syinphony makes Victor Records.

The absolute faithfulness of these Victor

Records when played on the Victrola

parallels the actual performance of this

great orchestra itself.

Any Victor dealer will gladly play any
of the Boston Symphony Orchestra records
for you. Victrolas $25.00 to $950.

Victor Tailkieg Machine Co.
CAMDEN, N. J.
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65) : "I arrived in New York on the Cruiser Almas in October,

1863, and remained until April, 1864, for the reason that the po-

litical friction between England and Eussia was so acute that a

war was expected at any moment.* We were afraid of being held

up by the English fleet and therefore decided to spend the "Winter

in the New World. While in New York I was anxious to hear

something of the original American national music, the war songs

and dances of the Indians, but all my efforts in this respect failed,

because no one knew anything about Indian music. While sight-

seeing at Niagara I was told that not far from the Hudson River,

along which we made the trip on a steamer, were Indian reserva-

tions, and at once I decided to visit them with a certain Mr, Thomp-

son from New York, whom I had met several weeks previously and

who was hospitable enough to yield to my request. The reservation

of the Indians was a considerable distance from the stopping place

of the steamer, so that we made a trip of a day on a coach to our

destination. But all we got for our troubles was the music of an

Indian war dance, which served as a suggestion for the ballet of

my first opera, 'Maid of Pskoff,' which I started to write in New
York.

* The statement has often been made that Russian warships were sent to New
York as an act of friendliness towards the North and a warning to England and France.

CARL FAELTEN. Director

^Wenfy-fourth Season begins '^hursda^ Sept. 1 6, 1 920

COLLEGE COURSE
for Pianists, Teachers, Accompanists

PREPARATORY COURSE
for Beginners and Students of all grades

30 HUNTINGTON AVENUE, BOSTON Telephone Back Bay 1759

Summer School, June to September

PERMANENT WAVE
HAIR GOODS AND HAIR DRESSING

BEAUTY CULTURE
Permanent hair waving gives and meets the taste of time and

retains the life of the hair

Summer Shop, Magnolia 462 BOYLSTON ST., BOSTON
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AND THE

MMn
The wonderful, rich tone of the Baldwin Piano is the very conception

of beauty.

—

Levitzki.

It has that refined quaUty, that wau'm and luscious tone which
resembles the human voice in its individual appeal.

—

A Ida.

The Baldwin Pieino has no peer in faithfully voicing am artist's

spirit.

—

Brown.

I have an inspiring companion in my Baldwin Piano.

—

La Forge.

The beautiful tone of the Baldwin Piano merits its popularity.

—

A mato.

Using a Baldwin, we rest assured that we have an instrument which
will meet every requirement.

—

Fanning.

The Baldwin Piano is a most wonderful help and support.

—

Nielsen.

I consider the Baldwin the Stradivarius of the few really great Pianos

of the world.

—

De Pachmann.

A tone that blends so well with my voice.

—

Sembrich.

The Baldwin Piano Compan^
CINCINNATI

142 W. Fourth Street

NEW YORK
665 Fifth Avenue

INDIANAPOLIS
18 N. Penn a Street

CHICAGO
323 S. Wabash Ave.

DENVER
1636 California Street

LOUISVILLE
521 S. Fourth Avenue

ST. LOUIS
1111 Olive Street

SAN FRANCISCO
310 Sutter Street

DALLAS
1911 Elm Street
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"It was the time of tlie American Givil War and there was little

social life in New York and still less of interesting music. However,

the leisure we had in America gave me an opportunity to start my
operatic activity. I wrote the sketch of the three first scenes of

the 'Maid of Pskoff' in America and the rest I wrote two years

after I arrived in Petrograd. Moussorgsky and Balakireflf were

the only people to whom I read the first parts, and on the latter's

suggestion I changed it considerably from the original."

He wrote his first symphony, the first written in Russia, accord-

ing to Riemann's Musik-Lexicon, when he was a midshipman.

(Others give the date 1865) . It was in 1861 that he began the serious

study of music with Mily Balakireff. He was one of the group

—

Borodin, Moussorgsky, Cui, were the others—^who, under Bala-

kireff, founded the modern Russian school. His first symphony was

performed in 1865. It was written in that year and composed "in

the same strict national Russian spirit as his opera, 'Maid of Pskoff.'

As his opera pictured Ivan the Terrible in a true but shocking

Established in 1S42

Sables, Russian and Hudson Bay
We dress our own sables and can give excellent values in both

Russian and Hudson Bay. Coats, Coatees, etc., in all furs.

We specialize in tailor-made fur garments.

19 ARLINGTON STREET,
Next to Arlington Street Church

OUR ONLY LOCATION

S
OUSE
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Coats,

Dresses,

Suits, Wraps

19 Arlington

Street

Boston

SALE
Wonderful Reductions and Big Bargains

TPHE crest of high prices in women's wearing

apparel has not been reached. The markets

in New York still give indications of larger in-

creases in prices of women's garments.

The absolutely unequalled values which we

are now offering at extremely low prices in our

January Clearance Sale can NEVER be dupli-

cated again. Were we to buy them now, we

would have to pay double their present reduced

price.

We strongly advise buying NOW for next Fall. Garments are

really the finest obtainable. Savings are as large as 200per cent.

A distinctive and unusual assortment of stunning coats, suits and

dresses. Exclusive styles, best materials, at prices

BELOW WHOLESALE COST.

19 ARLINGTON STREET
Second Floor. Take Elevator Next Door to Arlington St. Church
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light it was considered unsuitable for the Imperial Opera, while

the private opera companies in Moscow and in the provinces were
afraid to accept what might be prohibited by the police." In 1868

he composed "Antar," and until 1871 studied and supported him-

self by giving music lessons. We quote again from Musical Amer-
ica: "This was the most adventurous period of my life. Associat-

ing with students, workingmen, poor artists and vagabonds, I

learned the very depths of human miseries and got the first impulse

of my best creations. I learned to realize the power of legends and
fairy tales and these became the subjects of my later operas. When,
in 1871, Mr. Azatchevsky was appointed director of the Imperial

Conservatory he came to me with a proposition to be a professor

of instrumental music and the conductor of the orchestra class.*

I was so surprised at such a proposal that I did not believe in it,

taking it for a mere joke, for I had no practical training for such

a position, nor had I any documents as to my ability excepting my
two symphonies and the unproduced opera. I told Balakireff and
Moussorgsky, however, and both advised me to accept the offer at

once, for it would not only give me standing but make me inde-

Ed.
The biographers say that he was appointed "professor of composition" in 1871.

—
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pendent in a material sense. This proved to be good advice and thus

I became a scholar in music."

He was inspector of the marine bands from 1873 to 1884, director

of the Free School of Music from 1874 to 1887 and conductor of

concerts at this institution until 1881, assistant conductor in 1883

of the Imperial Orchestra; from 1886 till about 1901 he was one of

the conductors of the Kussian Symphony Concerts, afterwards led

by Liadoff and Glazounoff. He conducted two Kussian concerts

at the Trocad^ro, June 22, 29, at the Paris Exhibition of 1889 ; and

he conducted in the Netherlands. His thirty-fifth jubilee as a com-

poser was celebrated with pomp and circumstance at Petrograd,

December 8, 1900, and at Moscow, January 1, 1901.

Eimsky-Korsakoff married in 1873 Nadedja Mcholaevna Pour-

gold, a pianist of distinction, an arranger of orchestral scores for

the pianoforte, a fascinating woman then twenty years old.

On March 19, 1905, Eimsky-Korsakoff was dismissed from the

Conservatory of the Imperial Society of Russian Music. He had

written an open letter to the director of the Conservatory protest-
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ing against the intrusion of an armed force, against the reopening

of the classes contrary to the advice of the "Artistic Council,"

and against the dilettantism which rules absolutely the affairs of

the Conservatory. The only member of the directorial Committee

who had by nature and training a right to his office, Jean Persiany,

immediately resigned after Kimsky-Korsakoff was ejected. The

teachers Glazounoff, Liadoff, Blumenfeld, Verjbielovitch, and others,

severed their connection with the Conservatory. Letters of pro-

testation against the treatment of Rimsky-Korsakoff were sent from

the chief European cities. The Russian journals attacked savagely

the Directorship. When a new opera by Rimsky-Korsakoff,

"Kotschei," was produced in Petrograd at the Theatre-du-Passage,

March 27, with an orchestra made up of students who had struck

for some weeks and with Glazounoff as leader, the tribute paid

Rimsky-Korsakoff by musicians, journalists, writers, artists, was

memorable, nor were the police able to put an end to the con-

gratulatory exercises which followed the performance. For a full

account of all these strange proceedings see the article written

by R. Aloys Mooser and published in the Courrier Musical (Paris),

November 1, 1905. In the fall of 1905 Glazounoff was elected direc-

tor of the Conservatory and Rimsky-Korsakoff was reinstated.
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In 1907 Rimsky-Korsakoff was present at the "Five Historical

Russian Concerts" at Paris (May 16, 19, 23, 26, 30), when his

"Christmas Mght" symphonic poem. Prelude and two songs from
"Snegourotchka," "Tsar Saltan" suite, and the submarine scene from
the opera "Sadko" were performed, and he then conducted his

works. (The regular conductors of the series were Messrs. Nikisch

and Chevillard.) In the fall of 1907 he was chosen corresponding

member of the Academic des Beaux-Arts, to take the place vacated

by the death of Grieg.

The contributor to Musical America also wrote that Rimsky-
Korsakoff usually spent his winters in Petrograd and his summers
somewhere in the country.

The estates of his father at Tihwin, which faced an old historic
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convent, were always a place of rest and inspiration to him. Al-

though he became more academic in his middle age, at the time

when Tschaikowsky's example somehow influenced him, yet in his

Later years he came back to the views of his youth and admitted

that Balakireff and Moussorgsky were, after all, superior to Tschai-

kowsky and Eubinstein. When, in 1906, I met him for the last

time, he told me of his great love of rural life and admiration of

the example of Tolstoy :

—

" 'If I had been younger I would not have had anything to do

with this commercial civilization,' he said. 'I despise it, for it

ruins genius and debases the human race. It grieves me that my
creations are sold for money to those who can afford to pay but

must remain a closed book to the masses, simply because they are

slaves of political or economic conditions.' "

The list of his operas is as follows :

—

"The Maid of Pskoff" (Petrograd, 1873, revised in 1904) ; "A
Night in May" (Petrograd, 1880, 1894) ; "Snegourotchka" (The

Snow Maiden) (Petrograd, 1882) ; "Mlada," ballet opera, originally

an act by Borodin, Cui, Moussorgsky, and Kimsky-Korsakoff each

(Petrograd, 1892?) ; "Christmas Eve" (Petrograd, 1895) ; "Sadko of

Novgorod" (Moscow, 1897) ; "Mozart and Salieri" (Moscow, 1899?) ;

"Boyarina vera Sheloga," prologue to "The Maid of Pskoff" (Mos-
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cow, 1899) ; "The Bride of the Tsar" (Moscow, 1899) ; "The Tale of

the Tsar Saltan" (Moscow, 1900) ; "Servilia" (Petrograd, 1902)

;

"Kostchei, the Immortal" (Moscow, 1902) ; "Pan Voyvode" (Petro-

grad, 1905) ; "The Legend of the Invisible City of Kitesch and the

Maiden Fevronia" (Petrograd, 1907) ; "Zolotoi Pietouchok" (1909).

His chief works besides those already mentioned are a Fantasia

on Servian themes for orchestra, Op. 6; Overture on Russian themes

for orchestra, Op. 28 ; Fairy Tale for orchestra, Op. 29 ; Concerto in

C-sharp minor (to the memory of Liszt) for pianoforte and orches-

tra. Op. 30 ; Symphoniette in A minor on Russian themes, for or-

chestra. Op. 31; Symphony No. 3, in C major. Op. 32; Concert

Fantasia on Russian themes for violin and orchestra. Op. 33;:

Serenade for violoncello with pianoforte. Op. 37; "By the Grave,"

prelude for orchestra. Op. 61; Russian Song for orchestra (chorus

ad lib.), Op. 62; string quartet, F major. Op. 12; string sextet, A
major (MS.) ; and other chamber music, as a quintet for pianoforte
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and wood-wind instruments ; choruses with and without orchestra ; a

portion of the liturgy of St. John Chrysostom, Op. 22 ; six transpo-

sitions, including the psalm "By the Waters of Babylon," Op. 22a.

He edited "One Hundred Russian Folk-songs," Op. 24 (1877), and
"Forty Russian Folk-songs" (1882), and wrote a Treatise on Har-

mony which was translated into German by Hans Schmidt and has

reached a second edition. He wrote many songs. Op. 3, 4, 7, 25, 26,

27, 39, 41, 42, 50.
*

» «

Tschaikowsky wrote to Rimsky-Korsakoff in 1886 (November 11) :

"I must add that your 'Spanish Caprice' is a colossal masterpiece

of instrumentation * and you may regard yourself as the greatest

master of the present day."

Tschaikowsky's admiration for his colleague was, however, a

plant of slow growth. He wrote to Mrs. von Meek, in a letter

dated San Remo, January 5, 1878: "All the young composers of

Petrograd are very talented, but they are frightfully self-conceited,

and are infected by the truly amateurish conviction that they tower

high above all other musicians in the world. Rimsky-Korsakoff is

* These words are itaUcized in the original letter.

—
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(of late years) an exception. He is truly a self-taught composer,

as the others, but a mighty change was wrought in him some time

ago. This man is by nature very serious, honorable, conscientious.

As a youth he was told in a society which first assured him that

he was a genius, and then persuaded him not to study, that school-

ing killed inspiration, withered creative force, etc. This he believed

at first. His first compositions showed a conspicuous talent, wholly

devoid of theoretic education. In the circle in which he moved

each one was in love with himself and the others. Each one strove

to imitate this or that work which came from the circle and was

stamped by it as distinguished. As a result the whole circle fell

into narrow-mindedness, impersonality, and affectation. Korsakoff

is -the only one of them who about five years ago came to the con-

viction that the ideas preached in the circle were wholly unfounded

;

that the scorn of school and classical music and the denial of au-

thorities and master-works were nothing less than ignorance. I

still have a letter of that period which much moved and impressed

me. Rimskj-Korsakoff was in doubt when he became aware of so

many years passed without advantage and when he found himself

on a road that led nowhere. He asked himself : 'What shall I then
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do ?' It stood to reason he must learn. And he began to study with

such fervor that school-technic was soon for him something in-

dispensable. In one summer he wrote a mass of contrapuntal

exercises and sixty-four fugues, of which I received ten for exami-

nation. The fugues were flawless, but I noticed even then that the

reaction was too violent. Rimsky-Korsakofif had jumped suddenly

from contempt for the school into worship of musical technic. A
symphony and a quartet appeared soon after; both works are full

of contrapuntal tricks, and bear—as you justly say—the stamp

of sterile pedantry. He has now arrived at a crisis, and it is hard

to predict whether he will work his way till he is a great master or

whether he will be lost amid hair-splitting subtleties."

It should be remembered that this was written before the teacher

of Glazounoff had composed his "Scheherazade," his "Capriccio

Espagnol," and his better operas. Tschaikowsky in later years

showed the warmest appreciation for his colleague and his works. He
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wrote in his diary of 1887 : "I read Korsakoff's 'Suegourotchka,' *

and was enchanted by his mastery; I even envied him, and I should

be ashamed of this."

Tschalkowsky first became acquainted with compositions by

Kimsky-Korsakoff when he visited Petrograd in 1867 and made

his first public appearance as a conductor at a concert in aid of

the famine fund (March 2). He led the Dances from is own ''Voy-

vode/' and Rimsky-Korsakoff's "Serbian" Fantasia was on the pro-

gramme. Early in 1871 Balakiretf wrote Tschalkowsky that Mme.
Rimsky-Korsakoff (Nadedja Pourgold) had scratched out certain

chords in the manuscript score of Tschaikowsky's "Romeo and

Juliet" overture fantasia, sent to Balakireflf for criticism, "with

her own fair hands, and wants to make the pianoforte arrangement

en pianissimo." (In the final arrangement the composer omitted

these chords.)

In 1872 Tschalkowsky, visiting Petrograd again, met frequently

the members of the "Invincible Band," and it is said that under

their influence he took a little Russian folk-song as the subject of

the finale of the Second Symphony. "At an evening at the Rimsky-;

* "The Snow Maiden," a fantastic opera in a prologue and four acts, book based on
a poem by Ostrowski, music by Rimsky-Korsakoff, was produced at Petrograd in March,
1882. It was performed at Paris, May 22, 1908, at the Op6ra-Comique.
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Korsakoff's," he wrote, "the whole party nearly tore me to pieces,

and Mme. Korsakoff implored me to arrange the Finale for four

hands."

We find Tschaikowsky writing to Rimsky-Korsakoff from Moscow,

September 22, 1S75 : "Thanks for your kind letter. You must know
how I admire and bow down before your artistic modesty and your

great strength of character! These innumerable counterpoints,

these sixty fugues, and all the other musical intricacies which you

have accomplished,—all these things from a man who had already

produced a 'Sadko' eight years previously,—are the exploits of a

hero. I want to proclaim them to all the world. I am astounded,

and do not know how to express all my respect for your artistic

temperament. How small, poor, self-satisfied, and naive I feel in

comparison with you ! I am a mere artisan in composition, but

you will be an artist, in the fullest sense of the word. I hope you
will not take these remarks as flattery. I am really convinced

that with your immense gifts—and the ideal conscientiousness with

which you approach your work—you will produce music that must
far surpass all which so far has been composed in Russia. I await

your ten fugues with keen impatience. As it will be almost im-

possible for me to go to Petrograd for some time to come, I beg you
to rejoice my heart by sending them as soon as possible. I will

The comfort and long service you enjoy in wearing

the Boston Geu-ter are the result of our fixed policy
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study them thoroughly and give you my opinion in detail. ... I

should very much like to know how the decision upon the merits of

the (opera) scores will go, I hope you may be a member of the

committee. The fear of being rejected—that is to say, not only

losing the prize, but with it all possibility of seeing my 'Vakoula'

performed—worries me very much."

He wrote to Rimsky-Korsakoff, November 24 of the same year,

about a pianoforte arrangement of his second quartet by Mme.
Rimsky-Korsakoff, and ended : "A few days ago I had a letter from

Billow, enclosing a number of American press notices of my piano-

forte concerto.* The Americans think the first movement suffers

from 'the lack of a central idea around which to assemble such a

host of musical fantaisies, which make up the breezy and ethereal

whole.' The same critic discovered in the finale 'syncopation on the

trills, spasmodic interruptions of the subject, and thundering octave

passages'! Think of what appetites these Americans have: after

every performance Billow was obliged to repeat the entire finale!

Such a thing could never happen here." The next month Rimsky-

Korsakoff answered : "I do not doubt for a moment that your opera

* It will be remembered that the first performance of Tachaikowsky's pianoforte
concerto in B-flat minor was by von Billow at Boston, October 25, 1875, in Music Hall.
Mr. Lang conducted the orchestra, which was a small one. There were only four first
violins.

—

Ed.
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will carry off the prize. To my mind the operas sent in bear witness

to a very poor state of things as regards music here. . . . Except

your work, I do not consider there is one fit to receive the prize

or to be performed in public."

Tschaikowsky wrote to his colleague, October 11, 1876: "I know
how your quartet improves on acquaintance. The first movement
is simply delicious and ideal as to form. It might serve as a pat-

tern of purity of style. The andante is a little dry, but just on that

account very characteristic—as reminiscent of the days of powder
and patches. The scherzo is very lively, piquant, and must sound

well. As to the finale, I freely confess that it in no wise pleases me,

although I acknowledge that it may do so when I hear it, and then

I may find the obtrusive rhythm of the chief theme less frightfully

unbearable. I consider you are at present in a transition period,

in a stage of fermentation ; and no one knows what you are capable

of doing. With your talents and your character you may achieve

immense results. As I have said, the first movement is a pattern

of virginal purity of style. It has something of Mozart's beauty

and unaffectedness." This was the String Quartet in F major,

Op. 12.

We have quoted these excerpts to show Tschaikowsky's opinion
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of Rimsky-Korsakoff and his works before he wrote to Mrs. von

Meek his famous characterization of the "Invincible Band."

He wrote to Rimsky-Korsakoff afterwards from Maidanovo,

April 18, 1885: "Since I saw you last I have had so much to get

through in a hurry that I could not spare time for a thorough re-

vision of your primer." This was Rimsky-Korsakoff's Treatise on

Harmony (translated into German by Hans Schmidt). The original

edition was published in 1886 ; the third, in Russian, in 1893. "But

now ,and again I cast a glance at it, and jotted down my remarks

on some loose sheets. To-day, having finished my revision of the

first chapter, I wanted to send you these notes, and read them

through again. Then I hesitated : should I send them or not ? All

through my criticism of your book ran a vein of irritation, a grudg-

ing spirit, even an unintentional suspicion of hostility towards you.

I was afraid the mordant bitterness of my observations might hurt

your feelings. Whence this virulence? I cannot say. I think my
old hatred of teaching harmony crops up here,—a hatred which

partly springs from a consciousness that our present theories are

untenable, while at the same time it is impossible to build up new
ones, and partly from the peculiarity of my musical temperament,

which lacks the power of imparting conscientious instruction. For

•^^
'R 'i I
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ten years I taught harmony, and during that time I loathed my
classes, my pupils, my text-book, and myself as teacher. The read-

ing of your book reawakened my loathing, and it was this which

stirred up all my acrimony and rancour. . . . Dare I hope that

you would accept the position of the Director of the Moscow Con-

servatory, should it be offered you? I can promise you beforehand

so to arrange matters that you would have sufiQcient time for com-

posing, and be spared all the drudgery with which N. Rubinstein

was overwhelmed. You would only have the supervision of the

musical affairs. Your upright and ideally honorable character,

your distinguished gifts both as artist and teacher, warrant my
conviction that in you we should find a splendid Director. I should

consider myself very fortunate, could I realize this ideal." Rimsky-

Korsakoff declined the offer, courteously, but in no uncertain words.

Borodin wrote of him in 1875: "He is now working for the Free

School : he is making counterpoint, and he teaches his pupils all

sorts of musical stratagems. He is arranging a monumental course

in orchestration, which will not have its like in the world, but

time fails him, and for the moment he has abandoned the task. . . .

Many have been pained to see him take a step backward and give

Imported Shirtings for Fall and Winter
Now Ready

Scotch Madras English Flannels

Silk and Wool Taffetas of Varied Styles and Colorings

SPECIALTIES IN FULL DRESS SHIRTS
Figured and Embroidered Pique

Soft Tuxedo Shirts in Corded and Pleated Bosoms

12 Beacon Street Telephone Haymaket 770
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himself up to the study of musical archseology ; but I am not sad-

dened by it, I understand it. His development was exactly con-

tra'ry to mine: I began with the ancients, and he started with

Glinka, Liszt, and Berlioz. After he was saturated with their

music, he entered into an unknown sphere, which for him has the

character of true novelty." Yet in 1877 Borodin, Rimsky-Korsakoff,

Liadoflf, and Cui were working together amicably on the amazing

^'Paraphrases" for pianoforte, which Liszt valued highly and to

which he contributed; and after the death of Borodin, in 1887,

Rimsky-Korsakoff undertook the revision and the publication of his

friend's manuscripts. He completed, with the aid of Glazounoff,

the opera "Prince Igor" (Petrograd, 1890), just as he had completed

and prepared for the stage Dargomijski's "Stone Guest" (Petrograd,

i

JORDAN HALL
MONDAY AFTERNOON, FEB, 2. at 3 o'clock

PIANIST
Distinguished pupil of George Copeland

Tickets, $L50, $L00, $0.50, at Box Office

Local Manager. ANITA DAVIS CHASE

41-43 Westland Avenue. 32-34 Astor Street

ONE MINUTE FROM SYMPHONY HALL

While attending the concert at Symphony Hall, store your car at our new and

most up-to-date garage which is thoroughly equipped to offer the finest service and

convenience to the motorist in the city; double entrances and exits at Nos. 41-43

Westland Ave and 32-34 Astor St. operated by electrical equipment, two fast-traveling

Electric elevators, gasolene supplied on every floor by electrical equipment, wash-

stands on each floor, each car its own stall, ladies' waiting room, checking room;

for the chauffeur's accommodations; reading room, billiard hall, barber shop

and shower baths.
_, , , J Back Bay 8862
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1872) and Moiissorgsky's ''Khovanschtchina" * (Petrograd, 1886),

by the Dramatic Musical New Russian School which I esteem and
appreciate with lively sympathy. For six or seven years past at

the Grand Annual Concerts of the Musical Association, -over which

I have the honor of presiding, the orchestral works of Rimsky-
Korsakoii and Borodin have tigured on the programmes. Their

success is malcing a crescendo, in spite of the sort of contumacy that

is established against Russian music. It is not in the least my desire

of being peculiar that leads me to spread it, but a simple feeling

of justice, based on my conviction of the real worth of these

works of high lineage."

Liszt's enthusiasm was shared by Billow, who wrote to the Signale

in 1878 : "Rimsky-Korsakoff's 'Antar,' a programme symphony in

four movements, a gorgeous tone-picture, announces a tone-poet.

Would you like to know what I mean by this expression? A tone-

poet is first of all a romanticist who, nevertheless, if he develop

himself to a genius, can also be a classic, as, for example, Chopin."

Heinrich Pudor in an essay ''Der Klang als sinnlicher Reiz in der

modernen Musik" (Leipsic, 1900) wrote: "Rimsky-Korsakoff is

in truth the spokesman of modern music. Instrumentation is every-

thing with him ; one might almost say, the idea itself is with him

* Rimsky-Korsakoff also orchestrated Moussorgsky's Intermezzo for pianoforte and
"La Nult sur le Mont-Chauve" (Petrograd. 1886), played liere at a concert of the
Boston Orchestral Club, Mr. Longy conductor, January 5, 1904.

Have you wanted to purchase in the past any of the following RECORDS?
They can be secured now at GREATLY REDUCED PRICES



instrumentation. His music offers studies and sketches in orches-

tration which remind one of the color-studies of the Naturalists

and the Impressionists. He is the Degas or the Whistler of Music.

His music is sensorial, it is nourished on the physical food of sound.

One might say, to hit it exactly, though in a brutal way : the hearer

tastes in his music the tone ; he feels it on his tongue."

An acute study by Jean Marnold, the learned and brilliant critic

of the Mercure de France, of the New Russian School, was published

in that magazine (April, 1902) : "Of all the Slav composers, Rimsky-
Korsakoff is perhaps the most charming and as a musician the most
remarkable. He has not been equalled by any one of his com-
patriots in the art of handling timbres, in which art the Russian
school has long been distinguished. In this respect he is de-

scended directly from Liszt, whose orchestra he adopted; from
whom he borrowed many old effects. His inspiration is sometimes
exquisite ; the inexhaustible transformation of his themes is always
most intelligent or interesting. As all the other Russians, he sins

in the development of ideas through the lack of cohesion, of sus-

tained enchainment, and especially through the lack of true poly-

JORDAN HALL

SATURDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 14, at 3

Celebrated baritone, in song recital

Tickets, $2.00. $1.50, $1.00, $0.75

At Box Office, and Oliver Ditson Co., 1 79 Tremont St.

Local Manager, ANITA DAVIS CHASE, Pierce Building, Copley Square.

MAIN OFFICE 33 STATE STREET

COPLEY SQUARE BRANCH . 579 Boylston Street

MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE BRANCH
Corner Massachusetts Avenue and Boylston Street

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS OF $300 AND OVER
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phony. The influence of Berlioz and Liszt is not less striking in his

manner of composition. 'Sadko' comes from Liszt's 'Ce qu'on

entend sur la montagne'; ^Antar' and 'Scheherazade' at the same
time from 'Harold' and the 'Faust' Symphony. The oriental monody
seems to throw a spell over Rimsky-Korsakoff which spreads over

all his works a sort of 'local color/ underlined here by the chosen

subjects. In 'Scheherazade,' it must be said, the benzoin of Arabia

sends forth here and there the sickening empyreuma of the pastilles

of the harim. This 'symphonic suite' is rather a triple rhapsody in

the strict meaning of both word and thing. One is at first en-

raptured, astonished, amused, by the wheedling grace of the melo-

dies, the fantasy of their metamorphoses, by the dash of the spark-

ling orchestration ; then one is gradually wearied by the incessant

return of analogous effects, diversely but constantly picturesque.

All this decoration is incapable of supplying the interest of an

O ^(cw
ii Q ir^

TENOR

Address, care of JORDAN HALL
Telephone Back Bay 3774-J

A clear, pliant voice, ready

skill in song, intelligent re-

sponsiveness to the pre-

vailing mood.

Boston Transcript
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absent or faintly sketched musical development. On the other hand,

in the second and the third movements of 'Antar/ the composer

has approached nearest true musical superiority. The descriptive,

almost dramatic, intention is realized there with an unusual sure-

ness, and, if the brand of Liszt remains ineffaceable, the ease of

construction, the breadth and the co-ordinated progression of com-

binations mark a mastery and an originality that are rarely found
among the composers of the far North and that no one has ever

possessed among the 'Five.' " *

See also a study of Rimsky-Korsakoff by Camille Bellaigue ("Im-

pressions Musicales et Litteraires," pp. 97-140) ; "A propos de
'Scheherazade' de Rimsky-Korsakoff," by fimile Vuillermoz, in Le
Courrier Musical (Paris), February 15, 1905; Mercure Musical
(Paris), March 15, 1907, pp. 282-284, article by N. D. Bernstein on
R.-K,'s opera, "Legend of the Invisible City," etc. ; June 15, 1907,

pp. 652-656, by Louis Laloy ; Alfred Bruneau's "Musiques de Russie

et Musiciens de France," pp. 20-25 (Paris, 1903) ; books about
Russian music by Montagu-Nathan and Mrs. Newmarch.

* M. Marnold wrote less' enthusiastically about Rimsky-Korsakoff in the Mercure de
France of September 16, 1908, and then reproached him bitterly for his "pedantic"
revision of Moussorgsky's "Boris Godounoff." This essay is included in Marnold's
volume, "Musique d'autrefois et d'aujourd'hui," pp. 270-281.
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The fourth trip of the orchestra will take place next week. There

will be no concerts Friday afternoon, February sixth,

or Saturday evening, February seventh

Fonrteeeilli ProMrammi

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 13, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING. FEBRUARY 14, at 8 o'clock

Schumann . Symphony in E-flat major, No. 3, "Rhenish," Op. 97

I. Vivace.

II. Moderato assai.

III. Allegro non troppo.

IV. Maestoso.

V. Vivace.

Carpenter . . . . Concertino for Pianoforte and Orchestra

(First time in Boston)

I. Allegro con moto.

II. Lento grazioso.

III. Allegro risoluto.

Goldmark Overture to "Sakuntala," Op. 13

SOLOIST

E. ROBERT SCHMITZ

There wili be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony

The works to be played at these concerts may be seen in the Allen A. Brown Music Collection

of ihe Boston Public Library one week before the concert.
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STEINERT HALL

IN A

Music Talk and Recital of
Afro-American and Creole Folk-Music

TUESDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 10
AT 8. IS SHARP

Mr. WM. H, RICHARDSON,. Baritone

Reserved Seats $1.50, $1.00, $0.50, may now be ordered by mail or

/ 'phone (Beach 1330)

Local Direction:

—

Richard Newman The Steinway Piano

SECOND CONCERT
BY THE

I )

WILL BE GIVEN ON

WEDNESDAY EVENING,
February 11 at 8 o'clock

JOSEPH DI NATALE ROBERT GUNDERSEN VLADIMIR BERLIN
First Violin Second Violin Viola

ALMA LA PALME HANS EBELL
Violoncello Pianist

Quintet for Piano and Strings by Florent Schmitt

Quartet for Strings by Jos. Haydn

Reserved Seats $1.50, $1.00, $0.75 now at Steinert Hall

THE STEINWAY PIANO

Has (on account of Illness)

Been Transferred to March 16

Mr. GUY MAIER will assist

THE STEINWAY PIANO
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COMING EVENTS
SYMPHONY HALL

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 1, AT 3.30

JOSEF HOFMAMN
"Pianist

Only Boston Recital This Season $2.50, $2.00, $1 .50, $1 .00 (Plus Tax)

PROGRAMME
I. Sonata in C major. Op. 53 Beethoven. II. Soiree en Grenade, Debussy. Perpetuum mobile.
Weber. Ballade in F major; Valse in A-flat major. Op. 42; Impromptu in G-flat major; Polonaise
in A major; Chopin. Penguine; East and West; The Sanctuary; Dvorsky. "The Bat" Valse,

Strauss-Godowsky.

SYMPHONY HALL

JOHM McCORMACK
FOUR RECITALS

SPECIAL PROGRAMS TUESDAY AND THURSDAY

SUNDAY AFT., FEB. 8 THURSDAY EVE.. FEB. 12

TUESDAY EVE., FEB. 10 SUNDAY AFT.. FEB. 15

Tickets, $2.50. $2.00. $1.50. $1.00 (Plus Tax)

SYMPHONY HALL
SUNDAY AFTERNOON. FEBRUARY 22

ILi/lCaLajni

Great Chorus of 400

EMIL MOLLENHAUER. Conductor

HAY
Orchestra and Soloists

H. G. TUCKER. Organist

Soloists

SAMSON and DELILAH

MARGARET MATZENAUER EMILIO DE GOGORZA
LAMBERT MURPHY FREDERICK MARTIN

Tickets. $2.50. $2.00. $1.50 (Plus Tax)

New England Season of Grand Opera

=iiCAGO Opera Associati
TWO WEEKS BEGINNING MARCH 1

AT THE BOSTON OPERA HOUSE

GALLI-CURCI
ROSA RAISA
TITTA RUFFO
CARLO GALEFFI

MARY GARDEN
YVONNE GALL
ALESSANDRO BONCI
EDWARD JOHNSON

For further information address C. A. ELLIS, 80 Boylston Street. Boston
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JORDAN HALL. Wednesday Evening, February 4, at 8.15

TENOR

EDNA SHEPPARD, Accompanist

THE PROGRAMME
I.

Two Spanish Songs .."... Osma
(The third and fifth of the Cycle, "Cantares da mi Tierra)*

II.

Arabian Melody . . . Borodin
Twilight Rachmaninoff
Awake, My Child . .' Gliere

Aria of the "Czar" (from the "Snow-Maiden") . . . Rimsky-Korsakoff
King Saul Moussorgsky

III.

A Caravan from China Comes , . Story-Smith
Sing, Heigh Ho! '...... Redman
Into a Ship, Dreaming . Crist

The Terrible Robber-Men Treham
IV.

Russian Folk Songs
My Mother Forbids Me (Oukranian) .... Arr. by Bodarenko
Kahlinka (Gypsy—Sung in the Province of Moscow) Arr. hy Tscherniavsky
Dubinouschka (Revolutionary), Piano Accom. . . Arr. by Sheppard
Black Eyes (Gypsy) (By request) Schischkoff

Volga Boat Song (By request) Arr. by Adamsky
*Written for and dedicated to Mr. Adamsky , r- ,.,

Stiepf Piano Used. '; '^l-jH^
'

Management THE PLAYERS 162 Tremont Street

O R D IN H
Thursday Evening, FEBRUARY 5, at 8.15

LAST Concert of the Beethoven Piano and Violin Sonatas, by

HAROLD BAUER sEdJACQUES THIBAUD
Sonatas in A major; F major and A major (Kreutzer)

Saturday Afternoon, FEBRUARY 7, at 3 o'clock

JOSEF LHE¥INNE
Russian Pianist

Tickets for these concerts ON SALE AT 492 Boylston Street, Mason & Hamlin Building

WENDELL H. LUCE, Manager. 'Phone. Back Bay 3870
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HIS 1919 JOURNEY

FRIDAY EVENINGS
AT 8.15
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MATINEES AT 2.30
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:amc]

Reserved Seats $1.C0, $1.00, $0.75 and $0.50 NOW
25c. unreserved, on sale on day of each Travelogue
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SANDERS THEATRE . . CAMBRIDGE

FIFTH CONCERT

Thursday Evening, February 12, 1 920

lestra

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

SOLOIST

O

PIANO

Tickets at Kent's University Bookstore, Harvard Square, Cambridge

SYMPHONY HALL COMING

ISEIWITSC:
HOLIDAY MATINEE, FEBRUARY 23, at 2.30

London's largest concert halls have been crowded to capacity on fifty occasions in the

last three years to hear a pianist, Benno Moiseiwitsch, who now makes a bid for

American recognition.

W. J. Henderson, New York Sun, Nov. 30, 1919.
"Moiseiwitsch is a pianist of enormous technical skill and possessed of an affectionate feeling for

music of sentimental import. He revealed a pianissimo which matched that of Pachmann. He
made the utterance of the piano vital and interesting in every moment."

H. T. Finck, New York Eve. Post, Nov. 30, 1919.
"He showed in his first number that he is one of the giants of the piano. Here is a supreme

master of the art of creating art."

Tickets, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00, 50c.
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

VOICE
Studio, 615 Huntington Chambers, Boston

Art nf i^tngtng

VOICE PLACING
AND TECHNIQUE A SPECIALTY

MARGARET A» AGNEW
VOCAL COACH AND ACCOMPANIST

146 Massachusetts Ave.. Tel. Back Bay 3040

KAEL DOEEIMG
Pupil of Professor Jachmann-Wagner, Berlin, and Professor Galliera, Milan, Italy

TEACHER OF SINGING
STEINERT HALL, Room 27 . . . BOSTON. MASS.

JEAN BEDETTI
Solo 'Cellist Boston Symphony Orchestra. First Solo 'Cellist "Colonne Concerts" of Paris

'CELLO INSTRUCTION AND ENSEMBLE PLAYING
AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS AND RECITALS

Address, SYMPHONY HALL. BOSTON

CAl

For particulars address

CONCERT-VIOLINIST
Available for Concerts.

46 MALCOLM STREET. BEACON HILL
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

IK E, MOJRSE
AND ASSISTANTS

LESSONS IN SINGING
A Normal Course for Teachers

Fonner pupil ot the famous Paris Conservatory

VIOLIN LESSONS
STUDIOS. STEINERT HALL. BOSTON

PIANIST and TEACHER

Lang Studios

6 NEWBURY STREET

H?

SOLO FLUTE BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
FIRST PRIZE AT PARIS CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

Available (or Concerts, Recitals and Musicales. Flute Instruction

ADDRESS, SYMPHONY HALL .... BOSTON. MASS.

m
COACHING IN

OPERA AND ORATORIO
189 Huntington Avenue - - Boston

Telephone. 722 Back Bay

Telephone. Back Bay 5958-J

PIANIST and TEACHER
282 DARTMOUTH STREET

Mason & Hamlin Piano Used

LAj-^-CCd^
BASSO

Voice Specialist and Coach
STUDIO: 246 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

"MESSIAH" WITH THE HANDEL AND
HAYDN SOCIETY, DEC. 21. I9I9

"Mr. Flint was called on at 10.30 Sunday
morning and sang without rehearsal. There
was, however, nothing in his performance
which betrayed that fact. He gave intelligent

and adequate interpretation of his arias."

—

Boston Globe, December 22, igtg.

TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE
SPECIAL TRAINING FOR SOLOISTS AND TEACHERS

311 Pierce Building, Boston

aiEPi- lE]

Lessons in

Pianoforte, Harmony, Counter-

point and Composition
STUDIO AT 12 NEWBURY STREET

Mondays and Thursdays
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

k, W. THELEI VOCAL
INSTRUCTOR

SPECIALIST ON VOICE DEFECTS
Assisted by Mr. W. D. STRONG

Well known Pianist and Concert-Accompanist
Studios: 96 Huntington Avenue, BOSTON, Mass.
Notice: Mr. Strong's Piano Recital at Jordan Hall

March 18, 1920.

Voices developed from first rudiment of tone

production to artistic finish.

Lectures on physical and natural laws and
general health.

Perfect diction of foreign languages.

Appointment by mail.

tJ

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND TEACHER
609 Pierce Bldg., Boston, Mondays and Thursdays

Address, 162 Riverway, Boston

Telephone, 1470 Brookline

CARL WEBSTER
'CELLO SOLOIST
INSTRUCTION

STUDIO, 218 TREMONT STREET
Telephone. Beach 903-W

JEAN A, SALIS
Member Boston Symphony Orchestra

Solo Viola Lamoureux Concerts and Opera Comique of Paris

Member of the Jury of the Paris Conservatory of Music
VIOLIN, VIOLA AND ENSEMBLE INSTRUCTION

Address SYMPHONY HALL

3 flECtiiv^",/! :y
BEL CANTO

Studio - . 1425 Broadway, NEW YORK

SINGERS — Suzanne Baker Watson, Cora Croas,
Nellie Hart, Willette Kershaw, Gertrude Hutcheson,
Ivy Scott, Marion Stanley, Estelle Ward, Mabel
Wilbur, Flora Zabelle, Edward Foley, George Gilbert,
John Hendricks, Andrew Mack, Dr. Eugene WaltOB
Marshall, Fiske O'Hara, Umberto Sacchetti, Ellis
Rhodes, Albert Walierstedt, and many other singer*
now before the public in operatic and church work.

[ERICAN
TWELFTH SEASON

GERTRUDE MARSHALL. Violin

RUTH STICKNEY. Violin

71 CARLTON STREET. BROOKLINE
Management A. H. HANDLEY. 160 Boykton Street. BOSTON

ADELINE PACKARD. Viola

HAZEL L'AFRICAIN. 'Cello

Tel. Brookline 3268.J
Tel Beach 4197

ENRICO FABRIZIO
MEMBER OF

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

TEACHER OF 'CELLO
15 VANCOUVER STREET. BOSTON. MASS.

SOLO ENSEMBLE PLAYING
Tel.. Rox. 5063-R

mmmm€Mmummf
American and European Diplomas, Author of Books and Pen Works on Singing

Studio: Suite 202 Huntington Chambers, 30 Huntington Avenue. Boston. Phone, Back Bay 3932
DOINGS OF GRANT'S ARTIST PUPILS BY A. E. DATELY

Bronze Melba has a large list of recitals for this season. Several winter concerts are planned for Wm. Flynn
tenor, whose fine voice a bright future is predicted. Helen Laird, soprano, whose singing at Boston College Last
Faimiary was auch an artistic delight, will give her next Boston recital early in the winter at Steinert Hail.
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

The Vocal Studios of

And his Assistants

VINCENT V. HUBBARD and

Mrs. CAROLINE HOOKER

Teacher of Singing in all its branches

and of Dramatic Action as

applied to Singing

ARTHUR J. HUBBARD
246 Huntington Avenue

Also STUDIO at NEEDHAM
180 Nehoiden Street

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON

TEACHER OF PIANO
Appointment by telephone

Cambridge 5935-W

"Mr. John Hall Sherwood has studied

with me in Paris, and is a gifted musician

and successful teacher of large experience

whose work I can endorse and recom-

mend." (Signed) HAROLD BAUER.

PIANIST INSTRUCTION
The principles of Leschetizky presented in a definite and comprehensive manner

STUDIO. HOTEL HEMENWAY. BOSTON
Telephone. Back Bay 3180

STEINERT HALL, Room 26. Tuesdayi and Fridays
, u_ ; ,

VOICE BUILDING
SONG INTERPRETATION. CONCERT
RECITAL AND REPERTOIRE WORK

SteinertHall - BOSTON

EDITH CASTLE
CONTRALTO SOLOIST

TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO ADDRESS. 88 GAINSBOROUGH ST.

CONTRALTO SOLOIST

Teacher of Singing

Class and Private Lessons

Hotel Cluny, 543 Boylston Street - Boston

Loyal rmllsps 5hawe
Baritone Soloist and Teacher of Singing

CONCERT—RECITAL—ORATORIO
Providence, R.I.

300 Lauderdale Building. 144 Westminster Street

Boston, Mass. Hotel Hamenway

Pupil of Pablo Caseds

SOLOIST AND TEACHER
Specializing in Fundamentals of 'Cello-playing

Fritz Carlton Hotel 1 1 38 Boylston Street

Tel. B. B. 2673
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Miss HELEN GOODRICH
;

Mrs. Loiaise Wood Forn

TEACHER OF SINGING

HOTEL HEMENWAY
Tuesdays and Fridays at Lasell Seminary

TEACHER OF SINGING

ACCOMPANIST - COACH

STUDIO
246 HUNTINGTON AVE. - - BOSTON

PRISCILLA WHITE
TEACHER OF SINGING

602 PIERCE BUILDING
COPLEY SQUARE - - BOSTON

TEACHER OF SINGING
250 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

Opposite Symphony Hall

h:'rtm LA
TEACHER OF SINGING

STEINERT HALL

«62 BOYLSTON STREET • BOSTON

JOSEPHINE Kj
SOPRANO SpLOIST

Teacher of Singing

4 Haviland Street ----- Boston
B. B. 1047

In Worcester, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 317 Day BIdg

HAROLD V
PIANO INSTRUCTION

Leschetizky Principles

SlUDIO: ROOM 18 STEINERT HALL
For Appointments Tel. Roxbury 491 1-R

Formerly Concert Master

NEW YORK SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Will receive pupils in Violin and Ensemble

Playing. Address 120 TREMONT STREET

PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
Formerly pupil Royal Conservatory of Brussels, Bel-
gium (1897-1901). Also Organist and Accompanist

HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS, BOSTON

Berllia Costing CliiM
CONTRALTO

TEACHER OF SINGING

LANG STUDIOS. 6 NEWBURY STREET

Mr. HARRIS S. SHAW
PIANO, ORGAN. HARMONY and

INTERPRETATION
(SPECIAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS)

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Telephone, Back Bay 4654-M

1919-1920

Gertnsd© Fogler Scliool of

Frencla and Emglisli

543 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON
Telephone 55888 B. B.

Private and Class instruction. Lectures. SpeciaJ
courses in pronunciation and diction.

idame Alezander-Marius
(officier de I'lnstruction publique)

Vocal Instruction, Breathing, Tone Production.
Phonetics, French Diction, Interpretation of

French Songs

FENSMERE. 206 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.

ALICE BATES RICE
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER of SINGING

Lang Studios - - - - 6 Newbury Street
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

PIANIST
AND TEACHER

6 NEWBURY STREET - -

Telephone B. B. 51694
BOSTON

TEMPLE
TEACHER OF SINGING

MUSICAL LECTURES
Author of "Young Singers, What They Should Know"

10 NEWBURY STREET

543 Boylston Street . . . Boston, Mass.
Teacher of Singing and Manager of

THE COPLEY CLUB SINGERS
Artistic Attractive Successful

Progrsuns for All Occasions
Definite Instruction Immediate Results
Send for Illustrated Booklet Tel., Back Bay 994-M

RENEWED MUSIC— Your old or torn music made
new. Flexible binding. All hand work. Reasonable
prices. References.

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Room 207 Tel. Back Bay 456

SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS
1126 BOYLSTON ST.. FENWAY BLDG.. BOSTON

In New Bedford. Saturdays. 56 Walnut Street

TEACHER OF VIOLIN and
ENSEMBLE PLAYING

430 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS
Tel. Brookline 4044-W or Back Bay 3174-M

CAROLYN BELCHER STRING QUARTETTE
CONCERTS and MUSICALES

SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEApHER OF SINGING

STUDIO - - 609 PIERCE BUILDING
Telephone, Back Bay 5145 R

PIANIST AND TEACHER
NINTH SEASON

TEL. BACK BAY
2788-R

16 ARUNDEL ST.
Near Audubon Circle

PIANIST and TEACHER

CARNEGIE HALL NEW YORK

PIANIST AND TEACHER
405 PIERCE BLDG., COPLEY SQUARE

Telephone. Back Bay 3956.W

Torrens Method

TEACHER OF SINGING

17 STEINERT HALL ^"''''""jJ^'afcaTA-w

ton Smith
BARITONE SOLOIST

Formerly Song Leader U. S. N.
now available for

Concert Oratorio Recital

STUDIO: 1089 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

PIANO. HARMONY and COACHING
528 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS

Mondays and Fridays. Other days by
Appointment

Teacher of Pianoforte and Musical Theory

Half hour talks illustrated on the Piano — musical
forms and stories of the operas.

Studio: Thb Winsor School For GiRi>a

Tuesday and Friday Afternoon*
Tel. Brookline 23I3M

AMERICAN PIANIST
RECITALS. MUSICALES. CONCERTS

Authorized representative of the most modern ideas in

piano playing. Primary.Advanced and Teachers' Courses

Studio. 6 NEWBURY ST., Tel. B. B. 3529-R
Res. HOTEL HEMENWAY. Tel. B. B. 3180

' Boston

D'AvesBie Frenclb School
PROF. A. D'AVESNE, B. SC, PARIS

OFFICIER D'ACADEMIE
French Classes. Private Lessons, Lectures &

Causeries, Children's Classes, Special
Commercial Course, Translations.

755 BOYLSTON ST.. NEAR COPLEY SQUARE
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THE OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES

OF THE

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
INCORPORATED

FREDERICK P. CABOT -

GALEN L. STONE
ERNEST B. DANE

President

Vice-President

Treasurer

ALFRED L. AIKEN

FREDERICK P. CABOT
ERNEST B. DANE
M. A. DE WOLFE HOWE
JOHN ELLERTON LODGE
FREDERICK E. LOWELL
ARTHUR LYMAN
HENRY B. SAWYER
GALEN L. STONE
BENTLEY W. WARREN



PIANOS
have won pre-eminence by reason of their intrinsic

merit. Their development began where that of

other pianos left off, adding new features of con-

struction and resulting in extraordinary beauty of

tone and un.quaied durability. Everywhere musi-

cians have recognized their unrivaled excellence

and are proclaiming them the finest pianos the

world has ever known.

^ II

WAREROOMS 492-494 BOYLSTON STREET
BOSTON
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BOSTON
SYAPHONY
ORCnESTRH

INCORPORATED

THIRTY-NINTH
SEASON
I9I9-I920

PRoGRsnnE



Established 1833

WEBSTER
AND

ATLAS
NATIONAL BANK

OF BOSTON

WASHINGTON AND COURT STREETS

AMORY ELIOT President

RAYMOND B. COX, Vice-President &S?S^'^J^-T,?TSb A^*' 9«'»??'
Tncwpw T wrtcTiTD \t- -d a * J I- I,-

FRANK B. BUTTS, Asst. CashierJOSEPH L. FOSTER, Vice-President and Cashier ARTHUR W. LANE, Asst. Cashier
EDWARD M. HOWLAND. Vice-President HAROLD A. YEAMES. Asst. Cashier

Capital $1,000,000 Surplus and Profits $1,600,000

Deposits $11,000,000

The well-established position of this bank in the community,
the character of its Board of Directors, and its reputation as a
solid, conservative institution recommend it as a particularly

desirable depository for

ACCOUNTS
of

TRUSTEES, EXECUTORS and INDIVIDUALS

For commercial accounts it is known as

A STRONG BANK OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE

DIRECTORS

CHARLES B. BARNES ROBERT H. GARDINER

JOSEPH S. BIGELOW EDWARD W. GREW

THEODORE G. BREMER
WILLIAM R. CORDINGLEY

OLIVER HALL
WALTER HUNNEWELL
HOMER B. RICHARDSON

RAYMOND B. COX DUDLEY P. ROGERS
AMORY ELIOT THOMAS W. THACHER
JOHN W. FARWELL WALTER TUFTS



SYMPHONY HALL, BOSTON
HUNTINGTON AND MASSACHUSETTS AVENUES

Telephones
j
Ticket Office

[ Back Bay 1492
Branch Lxchange / Administration Umces

)

INCORPORATED

THIRTY-NINTH SEASON. 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX. Conductor

rosraiBinme ©ir th

it
.1 1?

felTilDOini aiEEi Ji¥^

WITH HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE
NOTES BY PHILIP HALE

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 13

AT 2.30 O'CLOCK

SATURDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 14

AT 8.00 O'CLOCK

COPYRIGHT, 1920, BY BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, INCORPORATED

W. H. BRENNAN. Manager G. E. JUDD, Assistant Manager
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S T :i 1 MW
A name that is spoken with the full pride of

ownership—that carries with it the deep satis-

faction of possessing the ultimate expression of

man's handiwork in Musical Art.

A name that is cherished as a Family Tradition

—

that keeps afresh for the next generation the

associations and fond remembrances which cluster

around the home piano.

Supreme achievement of patience, skill and ex-

perience, founded on inborn Ideals of Artistry.

[>.

! r/

i 11.^ :l

'^
A \

Catalogue and prices on application

Sold on convenient payments

Old pianos tal^en in exchange

Inspection invited

107-109 East 14th Street New York

Subway Express Stations at the Door

REPRESENTED BY THE FOREMOST DEALERS EVERYWHERE
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TcmIhestm
Thirty-ninth Season, 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

PERSONI
Violins.

Fradkin, F.

Concert-master.

Theodorowicz, J.

Ribarsch, A.
Traupe, W.

Thillois, F.

Fiedler, B,

Langley, A.

Bryant, M.

Roth, O.
Hoffmann, J,

Sauvlet, H.
Goldstein, H.

Goldstein, S.

Kurth, R.

Kurkdjie, N.
Leveen, P.

Violas.

Rissland, K. Mahn, F.

Bak, A. Gerardi, A.

Di Natale, J. Henkle, R.
RingwaU R. Pinfield, C.

Gunderson, R. Diamond, S.

Fiedler, A. Deane, C.

Blackman, A.

Denayer, F. Berlin, V. Van Veen, H.
Wittmann, F. Van Wynbergen, C. Shirley, P.

Kay, W. Grover, H.
Blumenau, W. Salia, J.

Bedetti, J.
Schroeder, A.

Miquelle, G.
Keller, J.

Violoncellos.

Nagel, R.
Barth, C.

Belinski, M.
Fabrizio, E.

WamkCj J.

Stockbndge, C.

Basses.

Kunze, M.
Gerhardt, G.

Flutes.

Laurent, G.
Brooke, A.
DeMailly, C.

Jaeger, A.
Seydel, T.

Oboes.

Longy, G.
Lenom, C.

Stanislaus, H.

Ludwig, O.
Schurig, R.

Clarinets.

Sand, A.
Mimart, P.

Forlani, N.

Agnesy, K.
Frankel, I.

Bassoons.

Laus, A.
MueUer, £.
Piller, B.

Piccolo.

Battles, A.

Horns.

Wendler, G.
Lorbeer, H.
Hain, F.

Gebhardt, W.

Tuba.

Mattersteig, P.

Organ.

Snow, A.

English Horns.

Mueller, F.

Speyer, L.

Horns.

Van Den Berg, C.
Versney, C.
Hess, M.
Folk, G.

Bass Clarinet.

Vannini, A.

Trumpets.

Heim, G.
Mann, J.
Mager, G.
Kloepfel, L.

Contra-Bassoon.

Fuhrmann, M.

Trombones.

Adam, E.
Sordillo, F.

Mausebach, A.
Kenfield, L.

Harps.

Holy, A.
Cella, T.

Tympani. '

Neumann, S.

Gardner, C.
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Percussiok.

Ludwig, C. Burkhardt, H.
Zahn, F.

Librarian.

Rogers, L. J.



AN INVITATION
TO MUSIC LOVERS

A pleasant half hour may be spent at our

store inspecting the newest

-<S^p|immn
pianos ^^^

Music lovers are invited to hear or play for

themselves these exquisite instruments.

More beautiful than ever, the famous Chick-

ering tone, coupled with their well known

durability makes the choice of a Chickering

one that insures perfect satisfaction during

the long years of its usefulness.

xme
Established 1823

Warerooms 169 Tremont Street
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THIRTY-NINTH SEASON. NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETEEN 3AND TWENTY

©Mrleentli ProMramriK

FRIDAY AFTERNOON. FEBRUARY 13. at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING. FEBRUARY 14. at 8 o'clock

Schumann . "Symphony in E-flat major, No. 3, "Rhenish," Op. 97

I. Vivace.

II. Moderate assai.

III. Allegro non troppo.

IV. Maestoso.

V. Vivace.

Carpenter

I.

n.

III.

Goldmark

Concertino for Pianoforte and Orchestra

(First time in Boston)

Allegro con moto.

Lento grazioso.

Allegro risoluto.

Overture to "Sakuntala," Op. 13

SOLOIST

E. ROBERT SCHMITZ

MASON & HAMLIN PIANO USED

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony

The ladies of the audience are earnestly requested not to put on hats before
the end of a number.

The doors oj the hall will be closed during the performance of each number
on the programme. Those who wish to leave before the end of the concert
are requested to do so in an interval between the numbers.

City of Boston, Revised Regulation of August 5, 1 898,—Chapter 3, relating'to the covering of

the head in places of public amusement

Every Uccniee ihtU not, in hii place of amiuement, allow any perion to wear upon the head a covering which obitructi

th* view ti the exhibition or performance in luch place of any penon leated in any seat therein provided for ipectators.

It baias uadaMtood that a low head covering without projection, which does. not obitruct luch view, may be worn.
Attest: J. M. CALVIN, City Clerk.
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"The Best in Travel.
"

Raymond and Whitcomb Company is the only large

American company with any long experience in the

tourist field. Our 40 years' experience and our in-

timate, up-to-the-minute knowledge of the completely

new conditions all over the world make our service of

inestimable value to travelers at this particular time.

Remarkable tours, including France and all the Farfious Battle-

fields, Belgium, Switzerland and Italy. Best hotels, finest train

and automobile service and exceptional arrangements. Depart-

ures Feb. 2 1, Mar. 20 and later. Two unusually attractive tours in-

cluding Spain and Algeria and Tunisia leave in March and April.

No one who visits Europe in 1920 will have a satisfactory

trip unless he has hotel reservations in France, Belgium

and along the Battlefield Front. Accommodations are

insuflScient to take care of everyone. If you are wise you
will make your arrangements with a company which has

assured hotel and steamship reservations. Raymond &
Whitcomb has not only its own oflfices and representatives

in Paris but also a French representative, for many years

the head of the leading French tourist organization.

Now is the time to begin making y^our plans for next Spring and Summer.
Protect yourself at once by making a preliminary reservation With us.

CALIFORNIA
Wonderful tours twice a week in February and March, including

New Orleans, Apache Trail, Grand Canyon and the famous
resort hotels of Southern California. Finest accommodations every-

where and extensive automobiling.

FLORIDA aiad CUBA
Delightful tours to St. Augustine, Palm Beach, Miami and
Havana. Frequent departures February to March.

WEST MDIES CRUISES
Luxurious Cruises by splendid specially chartered steamships to

Cuba, Jamaica, Panama, Central America and Nassau-Bahamas.
Fascinating shore excursions. Sailings March 6, March 13, April 3

and April 10.

Also tours to South America, Japan-China and Round the World

Send for Booklet Desired

RAYMOND & WHITCOMB CO.
17 TEMPLE PLACE Telephone Beach 6964

BOSTON
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Symphony in E-flat major^ No. 3, ^'Rhenish/' Op. 97.

Robert Schumann

(Boru at Zwickau, June 8, 1810; died at Endeiiicli, July 29, 1856.)

Tliis symphony was sketched and orchestrated at Diisseldorf be-

tween Xovember 2 and December 9, 1850. The autograph score

bears these dates: '"I. 23, 11, 18(50) ; II. 29, 11, 50; III. 1, 12,

50," and at the end of the symphony, "9 Dezbr., Diisseldorf."

Clara Schumann wrote in her diary, November 16, 1850 : "Robert is

now at work on something, I do not know what, for he has said

nothing to me about it." It was on December 9 that he surprised

her with this symphony. Sir George Grove, for some reason or

other, thought Schumann began to work on it before he left Dresden

to accept the position of City Conductor at Diisseldorf; that

Schumann wislied to compose an important work for production at

the lower Rhenish Festival.

The first perlormance of this symphony was in Geisler Hall,

Diisseldorf, at the sixth concert of Der Allgemeine Musikverein,

February 6, 1851. Schumann conducted from manuscript. The
music was coldh^ received. Mme. Schumann wrote after the

performance that the "creative i)ower of Robert was again ever

new in melody, harmony and form." She added: "I cannot say

iw S®e;S[§ frosn tlbe Programmes ®f

^lliÔMIMENT SIN
BARBOUR, FLORENCE NEWELL

THE STREAM'S SECRET
Sung by Phoebe Crosby

THE PIPER
Sung by Phoebe Crosby

BAUER, MARION
FROM HILLS OF DREAM

Sung by Sue Harvard, Christine

Langenhan, Florence Macbeth
THE LINNET IS TUNING HER FLUTE

Sung by Margaret Matzenauer

BRANSCOMBE, GENA
JUST BEFORE THE LIGHTS ARE LIT

Sung by Mme. Edmunds-Hemingway,
Mabel Garrison. May Peterson

THE POSTERN GATE
E. de Gogorza, Arthur Hackett

COX, RALPH
TO A HILL-TOP

Sung by Paul Althouse, Alessandro Bonci,
Olive Nevin

DANIELS, MABEL W.
TYi/n TPinTT7T<;l™E MISTLETOETWO TRIOLETS

I SOLITAIRE
Sung by Wm. Simmons

FOOTE, ARTHUR
THE RED ROSE WHISPERS OF PASSION

Sung by John McCormack

GOATLEY, ALMA
A GARDEN IS A LOVESOME THING

Sung by Alice Moncrieff, Olive Nevin

LEWIS, WALTER
LOVE'S WONDROUS GARDEN

Sung by Theo Karle

METCALF, JOHN W.
TO A SWALLOW

Sung by Christine Langenhan

MILLIGAN, HAROLD VINCENT
WHEELS THE SILVER SWALLOW

Sung by Alessandro Bonci, Olive Nevin,
Mme. Edmunds-Hemingway

STORM SIGNALS
Sung by Lambert Murphy, Olive Nevin,
Florence Otis, Oscar Seagle

THE ,

120 BOYLSTON ST. FOR SALE BY ALL MUSIC DEALERS
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which one of the five movements is my favorite. The fourth is the

one that at present is the least clear to me; it is most artistically

made—that I hear—but I cannot follow it so well, while there is

scarcely a measure in the other movements that remains unclear

to me ; and indeed to the layman is this symphony, especially in its

second and third movements, easily intelligible."

The programme of the first performance gave these heads to the

movements: "Allegro vivace. Scherzo. Intermezzo. Im Charak-

ter der Begleitung einer feierlichen Zeremonie (In the character

of an accompaniment to a solemn ceremony). Finale."

The symphony was performed at Cologne, February 25, 1851, in

Casino Hall, when Schumann conducted; at Dtisseldorf, "repeated

by request," March 13, 1851, Schumann conductor; at Leipsic,

December 8, 1851, in the Gewandhaus, for the benefit of the orches-

tra's pension fund, Julius Reitz conductor.

The first performance in England was at a concert given by

Luigi Arditi in London, December 4, 1865.

The first performance in Boston was at a concert of the Harvard
Musical Association, February 4, 1869.

The Philharmonic Society of New York produced the symphony
February 2, 1861.

The symphony was published in October, 1851.

QUALITY and

REPUTATION

enable you to know

in advance that the

VOS© is a most

satisfactory piano.

WE CHALLENGE
COMPARISON

160 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
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'LLAM!
ESTABLISHED 1848

INVITES

Inspection of the Recent

MPORTATIOMS
OF

'OM DRESS

Portraying what is Most Fashionable in Designs and Colorings

for the Coming Seasons

202 BOYLSTON STREET BOSTON

;OSCH^PEATS WALL PAPER
THE STANDARD OF VALUES

Decoration has a very real, though sub-conscious, influence upon the

temperament and personality.

Discords in color, as in music, result from incomplete knowledge and
produce an equally unpleasant effect.

We are competent to suggest decorative

treatment in perfect harmony

ALFRED PEATS BRANCH
LEADERS OF WALL PAPER FASHIONS

18 SUMMER STREET BOSTON
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Schumann wrote (March 19, 1851) to the publisher, Simrock, at

Bonn: "I should have been glad to see a greater work published

here on the Rhine, and I mean this symphony, which perhaps mir-

rors hei-e and there something of Rhenish life." It is known that

the solemn fourth movement was inspired by the recollection of

the ceremony at Cologne Cathedral at the installation of

the Archbishop of Geissel as Cardinal, at which Schumann was

present. Wasielewski quotes the composer as saying that his in-

tention was to portray in the sympliony as a whole the joyful

folk-life along the Rhine, ''and I think," said Schumann, "I have

succeeded." Yet he refrained from writing even explanatory mot-

toes for the movements. The fourth movement originally bore the

inscription, "In the character of the accompaniment of a solemn

ceremony"; but Schumann struck this out, and said: "One should

not show Ms heart to people; for a general impression of an art

work is more effective; the hearers then, at least, do not institute

any absurd comparison." The symphony was very dear to him.

He wrote (July 1, 1851) to Carl Reinecke, who made a four-handed

arrangement at Schumann's wish and to his satisfaction: "It is

always important that a work which cost so much time and labor

should be reproduced in the best possible manner."

The first movement, Lebhaft (lively, animated), E-flat major, 3-1,

The 'picture, while lacking tlie charming colorings of the furni-

ture and fabrics, gives a fair idea of the interesting vista as one

steps off the elevator into Paine 's new rooms on the third floor

PAINE FURNITURE COMPANY OF BOSTON
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an is no longer described as '* well-dressed"

she is "smartly costumed"

This means all of the first and

more— oh, much more !

Costuming declares polish, tone,

finish— and all these are secured by

the woman who recognizes that The

Slattery Shop specializes in woman s

wear.

This shop is truly a "finishing

school" in proper costuming for

women of all ages, employment, and

station in life. It is a shop of adap-

tability, adaptations, and creations;

teaching, by example, Costuming as

it should be.

EI Slattery CompanyEst. L 'r Kl^tt/yMi V/\iMW:PkiMf Est.

1867

TREMONT STREET OPPOSITE BOSTON COMMON BOSTON
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begins immediately with a strong theme, announced by full orches-

tra. The basses take the theme, and violins play a contrasting

theme, which is of importance in the development. The complete

statement is repeated; and the second theme, which is of an

elegiac nature, is introduced by oboe and clarinet, and answered

by violins and wood-wind. The key is G minor, with a subsequent

modulation to B-flat. The fresh rhythm of the first theme returns.

The second portion of the movement begins with the second theme

in the basses, and the two chief themes are developed with more

impartiality than in the first section, where Schumann is loath

to loge sight of the first and more heroic motive. After he intro-

duces towards the end of the development the first theme in the

prevailing tonality, so that the hearer anticipates the beginning of

the reprise, he makes unexpected modulations, and finally the

horns break out with the first theme in augmentation in E-flat

major. Impressive passages in syncopation follow, and trumpets

answer, until in an ascending chromatic climax the orchestra with

full force rushes to the first theme. There is a short coda.

The second movement is a scherzo in C major, Sehr massig (very

moderately), in 3-4. Mr. Apthorp found the theme to be "a modi-
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fied version of the so-called 'Rlieinweiiilied,' " and this theme of "a

rather ponderous joviality" well expresses *'the drinkers' 'Uns ist

ganz cannibaliseh wohl, als wie ftinf Imndert Sauen!' (As 'twere

five hundred hogs, we feel so cannibalic jolly!) in the scene in

Auerbach's cellar in Goethe's 'Faust.' " This theme is given out

by the violoncellos, and is followed by a livelier contrapuntal

counter-theme, which is developed elaborately. In the trio horns

and other wind instruments sing a cantilena in A minor over a long

organ-point on C. There is a pompous repetition of the first

and jovial theme in A major; and then the other two themes are

used in combination in their original form. Horns are answered

by strings and wood-wind, but the ending is quiet.

The third movement, Nicht schnell (not fast), in A-flat major, 4-4,

is really the slow movement of the symphony, the first theme, clar-

inets and bassoons over a viola accompaniment, reminding some
of Mendelssohn ; others of "Tu che a Dio spiegasti 1' ali," in "Lucia

di Lammermoor." The second theme is a tender melody, not unlike

a refrain heard now and then. On these themes the romanza is

constructed.

The fourth movement, Feierlich, E-flat minor, 4-4, is often de-

scribed as the ''Cathedral scene." Three trombones are added. The
chief motive is a short figure rather than a theme, which is an-

'^
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uounced by trombones and horns. This appears augmented, dimin-

ished, and afterwards in 3-2 and 4-2. There is a departure for a

short time to B major, but the tonality of E-flat minor prevails

to the end.

Finale: Lebhaft, E-flat major, 2-2. This movement is said to por-

tray a Khenish festival. The themes are of a gay character.

Towards the end the themes of the "Cathedral scene" are introduced,

followed by a brilliant stretto. The finale is lively and energetic.

The music is, as a rule, the free development of thematic material

of the same unvaried character.

The symphony is scored for two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets,

two bassoons, two valve horns, two plain horns, two trumpets, three

trombones, kettledrums, and strings.

Extracts from William F. Apthorp's analysis, prepared and pub-

lished when he was editor of these Programme Books, will be of

interest to students:

—

"The form of the first movement is somewhat irregular. There

is, to be sure, a regular first theme—one of those syncopated themes

of which Schumann possessed the secret—announced at once by the

full orchestra in E-flat major; then a second theme, which enters
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first in the wood-wind (in G minor, modulating to B-flat major)
;

and later on a short chromatic ascending passage, which plays the

part of a conclusion-theme, inasmuch as it leads to a cadence in B-

flat which is plainly recognizable as the end of the first part of the

movement. There is even an incisive figure in eighth-notes near the

close of the first theme, which may stand for a first subsidiary. All

this seems regular enough, and there is no doubt that the move-

ment is conceived quite in harmony with the spirit of the sonata-

form. But, if the themes themselves, the order in which they come,

and the keys in which they stand, are closely enough in accordance

with smphonic precedent, there is something in Schumann's treat-

ment of them, in the whole character of this first part of the

njovement, which smacks strongly of novelty and the unconventional.

He shows here that, with all his appreciation of the excellences of

the sonata-form, and his willingness to follow out its general

scheme, it had not quite become a second nature to him, that the

impulse of his genius was not always quite consonant with its

finer purposes, making him at times ill at ease in its quasi-archi-

tectural structure, and impelling him ever onward in the direction

of free writing. He is so possessed with his puissant first theme

—

to parts of which his second fits on so nicely that it seems at times

to be really part and parcel of it—that he cannot let it go. He keeps

SOLOV-HlNDS Co.
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returning to it, hammering away at it in a way that almost over-

steps the bounds of melodic development, and is very nearly of the

nature of worliing-out. The interior impulse is so strong that he

cannot wait for his free fantasia. He repeats this largely developed

theme all over again, with its subsidiary, before he can prevail

upon himself to pass on to his second theme. No sooner has he given

us sixteen measures (the smallest regulation pattern) of the latter

than he plunges straight back again into his first theme, leading it

through new developments. He then merges it in a return of the

second theme, but it is not long before he storms away from it once

more, taking up the first again before he can make up his mind to

reach the conclusion, which comes in almost as an afterthought.

There is no repeat to this first part of the movement.

"But, if he has devoted an unusually large part of the first part

of the movement to making play with his first theme, his sense

for formal equilibrium prompts him to give up the whole first half

of his free fantasia to working out the second theme and the first

subsidiary ; and it is not until this has been done with considerable

^ House
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tion was called "DUNSTER HOUSE," because it is situated

in an actual dwelling (150 years old) and not in the usual

rented office building. Like most houses of its age, in this

vicinity, it was built for essential comfort with a minimum
of ambitious design.
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elaboration that he returns with redoubled vigor to his first. The

manner in which he leads up to the third part of the movement is

one of the grandest strokes in all his orchestral writing: he first

brings back his first theme in the bass, in A-flat minor, then passes

it on to the upper voice, in B major ; then, after some further work-

ing-out, he brings it back once more in F-sharp major. Then, by a

return to the second theme, he modulates gradually to E-flat minor,

when all of a sudden the four horns (strengthened later on by the

bassoons, clarinets, and 'celli) burst forth triumphantly in E-flat

major with the first theme in augmentation, following up this out-

break with a series of syncopations of absolutely Jovian power,

answered in turn by the trumpets. The whole orchestra gathers

itself together, and rushes on in ascending chromatic climax to

precipitate itself in double fortissimo upon the first theme. The

third part has begun! This third part, albeit somewhat curtailed,

bears quite regular relations to the first, and ends with a short but

strenuous coda.

.... "The form of the Finale, like that of the Finale in the

second symphony, in C major, is very peculiar; all the themes are

of a character well fitted for rondo writing, and certain traits of
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the rondo-form are noticeable at different stages of the movement;

but the music presents, for the most part, a free development of a

large amount of strikingly similar thematic material. Toward the

end both the nervous little counter-figure and the stately principal

figure of the preceding Cathedral-scene make their appearance. >

This finale is characterized by great vivacity of style and an essen-

tially Schumannesque energy. But it shows perhaps more con-

vincingly than any of his other finales how impossible it was for

Schumann to make himself really at home in the rondo-form, to

turn its characteristic traits to the best account, and at the same

time write easily and naturally. Here he, to be sure, writes spon-

taneously and naturally as possible; but only a few suggestive

traces of the rondo-form remain. One feels all the while that the

rondo was what he really had in mind, but that he could not force

his inspiration to flow in that channel."
*

* *

This symphony was performed at a Sj'^mphony concert on October

8, 1910, in commemoration of the 100th anniversary of Schumann's

birth (June 8, 1810). Mr, Fiedler conducted.
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decorative in a Summer house before

its owner arrived. The letter concluded:

"Send dear old Mike."

Through succeeding years the personal ele-

ment in our staff of workmen and house decorators
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are made for the services of some one man.

Only a few days ago a retired Boston mer-

chant wrote us from his country home, requesting

that we see to carpeting some stairways in his

town house prior to his return from the country.
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Mr. E. Egbert Schmitz was born in Paris, February 8, 1889, of

French parents. The father was of an Alsatian family, Mr.

Schmitz studied the pianoforte at the Paris Conservatory under

the late Louis Diemer. In 1908 he was awarded a first accessit; in

1909, the second prize ; in 1910, the first prize for pianoforte playing.

He gave concerts in Belgium and in Germany in 1910-11. Having

played accompaniments for Mmes. Maggie Teyte, Julia Gulp, Mysz-

Gmeiner, and others, in 1912 he gave recitals of ultra-modern music

in Paris. He founded and conducted in Paris the Association des

Concerts Schmitz. He thus brought out orchestral and choral works

by Milhaud, P. Le Flem, O. Klemperer, and others. In 1913 he was
the first to play Schonberg's music for the "S. M. I." Active as

pianist and conductor, associated in his concerts with leading com-

posers and musicians, he joined the French colors August 19, 1914,

and served for three years and two months. He was wounded
slightly, but, gassed severely, was in a hospital for seven months.

After the armistice he came to the United States. At Chicago he

taught for a few months, and played in orchestral concerts. Going

to New York, where he now lives, he gave his first recital there on

April 17, 1919, when he played music by Franck, Chabrier, Mag-
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nard, Saint-Saens, Aubert, Ravel ("Le Tombeau de Couperin"),

and Debussy. He gave another recital on December 6, 1919, when

his programme comprised music by French, Russian, and Spanish

composers. On January 22, 1920, he gave the first of four ''Recitals

with Comments." The general subject was : "The Spirit of Modern

Music compared with the Spirit of Classical and Romantic Music

and its Relations with the other Fine Arts."

Concertino for Pianoforte and Orchestra,
John Alden Carpenter

(Born on February 28, 1876, at Park Ridge, 111.; living at Chicago, 111.)

This Concertino begun on July 1, 1915, and completed October 1

of that year, was performed for the first time at a concert of the

Chicago Symphony Orchestra at Chicago, March 10, 1916. Percy

Grainger was the pianist.

The Concertino is scored for three flutes (third flute interchange-

able with piccolo), two oboes, English horn, two clarinets, bass

clarinet, two bassoons, double bassoon, four horns, two trumpets,

amntr
isplaying C/

jUexanderStemerts "Prelude

^
He says:

Alexander Steinert^s "Prelude" for piano

IS one of the most fantastic and poetic

piano compositions known to yne. Modern

and original, it is so exquisitely pianistic

that it IS a delight for a pianist • to play it,

and itconstitutes a most valuable addition

to the Anglo-Saxon piano literature

The Boston Music Co., Boston



three trombones, tuba, kettledinuiis, bass drum, cymbals, tambour-

ine, castanets, Glockenspiel, harp, strings, and solo pianoforte.

"The composer of this work studied music under the superin-

tendence of Bernard Ziehn and, for a short period, of Sir Edward

Elgar. Previous to that, however, he had received instruction from

his mother, a pupil in singing of Marchesi and of William Shake-

speare of London. He had also been taught piano playing by Amy
Fay and W. C. E. Seeboeck. Having graduated at Harvard Uni-

versity in 1897—he was a pupil there of Prof. Paine—Mr. Carpenter

entered his father's business in Chicago—George B. Carpenter and

Company are dealers in railroad and vessel supplies—the same

year, becoming vice-president of it in 1909."

Mr. Carpenter's Suite ''xldventures in a Perambulator" was

performed in Boston for the lirst time by the New York Symphony

Orchestra, November 16, 1915. It was played here by the Boston

Symphony Orchestra, December 24, 1915, and February 1, 1910.

His Symphony No. 1 was performed here by the Boston Symphony

Orchestra, April 19, 1918. His violin sonata was produced here

February 4, 1913, by David Mannes and his wife.

His songs have been sung here by many.

*
* *

Complete

Financial

Service

Bay State Branch, Boylston Straet

Old Colony Trust Company
Boston, Massachusetts
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"Although Mr, Carpenter has made more numerous contributions

to the literature of music with vocal rather than with instrumental

forms, there must be mentioned, as an important example of his

work in the latter branch of composition, a sonata for piano and

violin which, produced in 1912, has been performed in many cities

of America. It was heard for the first time at a concert of

American works given by the Schola Cantorum at -Si^oliau Hall,

New York, December 11, 1912. The songs by Mr. Carpenter which

first brought his name before the public were a set of eight, pub-

lished at the end of 1912; 'A Cradle Song'; 'Bid Me to Live';

'Don't Ceare'; 'Go, Lovely Rose'-; 'Little Fly'; 'Looking-Glass

River'; 'The Cock Shall Crow'; and 'The Green River.' Even

more widely disseminated than these has been 'Gitanjali/ a set of

six songs with texts by Rabindranath Tagore. The series was

originally composed for voice and pianoforte, but in 1914 Mr. Car-

penter arranged the piano parts of the songs for orchestra, and in

their orchestral form they were produced—with Miss Lucile Steven-

son as the vocalist—at a concert of American compositions given by

the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, with Glenn Dillard Gunn conduct-

ing, at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, April 27. A Suite for orchestra,

'Adventures in a Perambulator,' completed in December, 1914,

Hur^vitch Bros.
PRESENT tke latest Imported and Original Creations for

Soutkern \Vear

TAILORED COSTUMES
GOWNS COATS

Also complete collection of EnglisK fabrics for Riding Hatits

and Sport Apparel.
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101 TREMONT STREET
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was played for the first time at a concert of the Chicago Symphony

Orchestra in Chicago, March 19, 1915."
,

*
* *

Mr. Carpenter's ballet ''The Birthday of the Infanta" based on

Oscar Wilde's story * of the same name was produced by the Chicago

Opera Association at the Auditorium, Chicago, on December 23,

1919. It was coupled with "La Sonnambula," in which Mme. Galli-

Curci, Miss Sharlow, Tito Schipa, and Lazzari took part. The stage

settings and costumes were designed by Robert Edmond Jones.

Adolph Bolm took the part of the Dwarf; Ruth Page, that of the

Infanta. Mr. Edward C. Moore described the ballet in the Chicago

Daily Journal of December 24 :

—

"Much use was made of brilliant colors against a neutral back-

ground. To right and left were two doorways leading into gray

* "The Birthday of the Infanta," first called "the Birthday of the Little Princess,"
was published in Paris lUustre, a weekly journal (Paris, London, and New York),
March 30, 1SS9. In the Paris edition, which appeared simultaneously with the English,
the French translation was entitled "L'Anniversaire de la Naissance de la Petite
Princesse." A translation into Dutch by Dr. P. H. Hitter was published at Utrecht in

1S89 with three of the stories in "The 'Happy Prince" : "Fantiisien naar het engelsch
van Oscar Wilde." The story was included in "A House of Pomegranates" (London
1891). The story then entitled "The Birthday of the Infanta" was dedicated in this
volume to Mrs. William H. Grenfell of Taplow Court (Lady Desborough). Wilde wrote
in a letter to a friend : "I am delighted at what you say about the 'Little Princess.'
In point of style it is my best story. ... I thought of it in black and silver and the
French makes it pink and silver."

Jf. ^. ©'Connor Co.
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buildings, the doorways high and rather narrow, with an effect

of gigantic height. In the~ centre towards the rear was a raised

platform, with grilled railing. In the background a row of moun-

tains was uplifted against a sunset sky.

''Whereupon at one side and another began to appear servants,

court attendants, heralds, the Infanta, Ruth Page in private life,

her duennas, and her playmates. The grown-ups of the piece were

costumed exaggeratedly upwards, the children, equally exag-

geratedly, sidewards, with the effect of increasing the height of the

one and lessening that of the other. The infanta and her playmates

wore enormous puffed sleeves, hoop-skirts that measured yards in

diameter, preposterous fuzzy wigs.

"They nodded, swayed, and bobbed about the stage like a field

of poppies, and not at all unlike them in shape and color. The

major-domo led on a file of servants bearing birthday gifts to the

little infanta. These were duly exclaimed over in pantomime.

Finally the children took their seats on the platform and the

games began.

"First there was a Spanish dance, the most brilliant single bit

of dancing in the piece, done by Margit Leeraas and some com-

panions who ordinarily belong to the opera company's ballet corps.

Then a pair of clown jugglers, then a most delectable bull-fight,

Announces the opening of the new

22 BOYLSTON STREET
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with bull, hobby-horses, picadors, and matador, all complete. Finally

the climax of the show.
"It was Bolm, appearing as Pedro, the grotesque, misshapen

dwarf, whose caperings were to afford the infanta her final bit of

pleasure. They did. His springs, tumbles, and grimaces resulted

in his bearing off the prize, her handkerchief tossed to him over

the railing.

"Those who went to the Portmanteau organization will remember
that Pedro fell in love with the infanta with all the force of his un-

civilized little heart, and that he died of shock at seeing his own
grotesque image in a mirror. All this was in the ballet. It worked
out as quite as intelligent and good a story for pantomime as it

was for words, peculiarly well fitted for the accentuated gestures

that are miming.
"Here there was another scene, the interior of the gloomy hall,

again with enormous effects of height, with gigantic candles in their

holders and a pair of immense mirrors before which the dwarf died.

It ended with the children returning from their banquet, discovering

the body, and, saddened, stealing away."
"The Birthday of the Infanta" adapted for the stage by Mr.

Stuart Walker of the Portmanteau Theatre was performed in Jor-

dan Hall, Boston, on November 20, 1916. The settings and costumes
were by Mrs. J. W. Alexander. Nancy Winston, the Infanta;

Gregory Kelly, the Fantastic.

CARL FAELTEN. Director

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 14, at 3 p. m., Faelten Hall

Recital by Students of the Preparatory Course

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, at 11 a. m., Faelten Hall
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 19, at 8 p. m., Huntington Chambers Hall

Recital by Students of the Preparatory Course

Programs and complimentary tickets at the office

of the School
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Overture to "Sakuntala/^ in F majoR;, Op. 13. . Carl Goij)Mark

(Born at Keszthely, in Hungary, May 18, 1830 ;* died at Vienna, January 3,

1915.)

This overture, the first of Goldmark's important works in order of

composition, and the work that made him world-famous, was played

for the first time at a Philharmonic concert, Vienna, December 26,

1865.

The first performance in Boston was at a concert of the Harvard

Musical Association, December 6, 1877.

The following preface is printed in the full score :

—

For tlie benefit of those who may not be acquainted with Kalidasa's famous
work, "Sakuntala," we here briefly condense its contents.

Sakuntala, the daughter of a nymph, is brought up in a penitentiary grove

by the chief of a sacred caste of priests as his adopted daughter. The great

king Dushianta enters the sacred grove while out hunting ; he sees Sakuntala,

and is immediatly inflamed with love for her.

* Yet the latest biographer of Goldmark—Otto Keller, of Vienna—gives the errone-

ous date, 1832, still found in some recent biographical dictionaries of musicians. See
Keller's "Carl Goldmark" (Leipsic, s. d., in the "Moderne Musiker" series).
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A charming love-scene follows, whieli closes with the union (according to

Grundharveri, the marriage) of both.

The king gives Sakuntala, who is to follow him later to his capital city,

a ring by which she shall be recognized as his wife.

A powerful priest, to whom Sakuntala has forgotten to show due hospitality,

in the intoxication of her love, revenges himself upon her by depriving the
king of his memory and of all recollection of her.

Sakuntala loses the ring while washing clothes in the sacred river.

When Sakuntala is presented to the king, by her companions, as his wife,

he does not recognize her, and he repudiates her. Her companions refuse
to. admit her, as the wife of another, back into her home, and she is left

alone in grief and despair ; then the nymph, her mother, has pity on her,

and takes her to herself.

Now the ring is found by some fishermen and brought back to the king.

On his seeing it, his recollection of Sakuntala returns. He is seized with
remorse for his terrible deed ; the profoundest grief and unbounded yearning
for her who has disappeared leave him no more.
On a warlike campaign against some evil demons, whim he vanquishes,

he finds Sakuntala again, and now there is no end to their happiness.

In 1910 Sigismund Bachrich gave information to the Neue Freie

Presse of Vienna about the first performance of the "Sakuntala"

overture and "Die Konlgin von Saba." Bachrich as a youth used

to substitute in the orchestra for Goldmark so that the latter could

have more time to compose. "In return for this, he had the priv-

ilege of being the first to get acquainted with the new manuscripts.

When the 'Sakuntala' overture was finished, it was submitted to
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the Philharmonic Orchestra in Vienna. It is customary with that

organization, on receiving a promising manuscript, to play it over

at a rehearsal, and then decide by a majority vote whether it should

be performed. No one is ever allowed to be present at these trials

—

not even the composer. Bachrich ascertained when the 'Sakuntala'

overture was to be put on trial, and managed to smuggle himself

into a dark corner of the hall. His heart beat violently when it

began. When it was over, an unusual thing happened : the play-

ers themselves broke into enthusiastic applause, and the conductor,

Dessoff, exclaimed in Viennese dialect : 'Ach nee !—ich dachte,

dadrtiber woll'n wer wohl nich abstimmen' ('I guess there's no need

of taking a vote on this'). Bachrich had heard enough. As fast

as his legs would carry him, he ran to the Kaiserkrone Cafe, where

Goldmark was waiting for him impatiently. He was so out of

breath when he got there that he could not utter a word; but he

nodded 'Yes—Yes—Yes,' and the composer understood and re-

joiced."

The introduction opens, Andante assai in F major, 3-4, with rich
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and sombre harmonies in violas, violoncellos (largely divided), and

bassoons. Mr. Apthorp fancied that the low trills "may bear some

reference to the gurgling of a spring—indicative of Sakuntala's

parentage." The tempo changes to Moderato assai, F major (3-4

or 9-8 time). A clarinet and two violoncellos in unison sing the

chief theme over soft harmonies in the strings and bassoons. This

yearning and sensuous theme is named by some commentators the

"Love-theme"; but Dr. Walter Rabl suggests that with the second

chief theme it may picture Sakuntala in the sacred grove. Thus

do ingenious glossarists disagree. This second theme is introduced

by first violins and oboe, and against it second violins and violas

sing the first melody as a counter-theme. The figuration has soon

a more lively rythmic character, and a short crescendo leads up

to a modulation in A minor, poco piu mosso, in which the brass

instruments give out a third theme, a hunting tune. This theme

is developed; it is used in turn by brass, woodwind, and strings.

After a fortissimo of full orchestra there is a long development of

a new theme (Andante assai in E major), sung by oboe and English

horn against harp chords and triplet arpeggios in strings. This

theme had a certain melodic resemblance to the second chief theme.

The sombre theme of the introduction is heard in the basses. The
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pace grows livelier (piu mosso, quasi Allegro), and the music of

the hunt is heard. The climax of the crescendo is reached in F
minor, and a cadenza for wind instruments and strings, broken by

loud chords, leads to a repetition of the introduction. The first

chief theme appears, and is soon followed by the second. The coda

begins with a crescendo climax on figures from the hunting theme,

which leads to a full orchestral outburst on the two chief themes

in conjunction,—first theme in woodwind and violins, second theme

in horns in unison. A free climax, which begins with the hunting

theme, which is now naturally in F major, brings the brilliantly

jubilant close.

The overture is scored for two flutes, two oboes, English horn, two

clarinets, two bassoons, four horns, two trumpets, three trombones,
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bass tuba, a set of three kettledrums, harp (if possible, two harps),

and strings. It is dedicated to Ludwis; Lakenbacher.

Schubert thought in 1820 of writing an opera based on the story

of Sakuntala. The libretto was by P. H. Neumann, and the opera

was to be in three acts. Schubert sketched two acts, and the manu-

script some years ago was in Mr. Dumba's possession. Tomaczek's

opera was not finished. Perfall's opera in three acts, text by

Teichert (Tischbein), was produced at Munich, April 10, 1853;

Weingartner's in three acts, text by the composer, at Weimar,

March 23, 1884. A ballet, ^'Sacountala," by L. E. E. de Reyer

(scenario by Theophile Gautier), was produced at Paris, July 20,

1858. Sigismund Bachrich's ballet, "Sakuntala," was produced at

Vienna, October 1, 1884. Felix von Woyrsch wrote an overture

and entr'actes for a dramatic performance, and there are symphonic

poems by C. Friedrich and Philipp Scharwenka. The one by

Scharwenka, for solo voices, chorus, and orchestra, was performed

at Berlin, March 9, 1885. Stage music to "Sakuntala" by Louis

A. Coerue was performed at Smith College, Northampton, Mass.

(1904).

Pierre de Breville wrote incidental music for A. F. Herold's

AN INTRODUCTION LEADS TO EVERLASTING FRIENDSHIP
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adaptation, "L'Anneau de Sakuntala" (Theatre de I'CEuvre, Paris,

December 16, 1895), when the part of the heroine was taken by-

Miss Mery.

The drama of Kalidasa was played for the first time in English

in the Conservatory, Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London,

July 3, 1899.

An adaptation in German by Marx Moeller was produced on

May 1, 1903, at the Royal Theatre, Berlin.

"Sakuntala" was produced by the Progressive Stage Society af
the Madison Square Garden concert hall, New York, on June 18,

1905. Jones's metrical translation was used. Edna Bruna,

Sakuntala; Edmund Russell, the "Emperor Dushyanta"; Nathan
Aronson, "The King's charioteer." The New York Sun said it was
"mounted with many pretty costumes and effects, of which Mr.

Russell, with his four changes of costume, his thumb rings, and
his elegant set of turquoises, was by far the prettiest. The play,

interpreted by various undergraduates and late graduates of

dramatic schools, assisted by Mr. Russell and two or three real

actors, was presented on a bare stage. At the rear ran a balcony

arrangement, and a potted palm represented the forest of a ter-

restrial paradise in which the first act is supposed to take place.

Real live East Indians acted as ushers and peddled programs."
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When "Sakuntala" was produced at the Coronet Theatre, Lou-

don, on January 23, 1914, Mr. S. R. Littlewood wrote the following

review for the Daily Chronicle: "There is really only one kind

thing that can be done in the way of criticism upon yesterday

afternoon's performance of a fragment of 'Sakuntala,' the beautiful

Sanskrit classic that has already been given more than once in

London. It is to suggest to the India Office that If ever any form

of drama was in need of not only generous, but intelligent, as-

sistance from the Government, it is these performances of what is

known as the Indian Dramatic and Friendly Society. The society

is, of course, part of a movement for the social and artistic en-

couragement of young Indians in London, which has the India

Office's cordial support—as witness the fine house in Cromwell

Koad that it can boast as its headquarters. Already much has been

done. Quite a number of well-known folk have taken an interest

in the scheme, and the reading given under its auspices last year by

Mr. Eabindranath Tagore is a charming memory. In a word, the

society has everything in its favor—Government support, any
amount of influential sympathy, a wealth of beautiful art, poetry

and drama wherewith to interest English friends, and in Mr. Tagore

himself a great living poet in intimate accord with the movement.
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But whenever it comes to the actual producing of a play, nothing is

more obvious than that what is sorely needed is some able 'pro-

ducer' just to give these earnest young Indian players an idea of

how to 'run a show.' Beauty is all very well, but it cannot possibly

be got across the footlights (if there are footlights, that is to say)

unless business methods prepare the way. Postponements, omis-

sions, delays, tediums, important parts player atroclousl by in-

competent English amateurs with Cockney accents, shabby old scen-

ery stuck about anyhow, crude limelight effects, signs everywhere

of desperate lack of organization—^what is the use of Kalidasa or of

Mr. Tagore if audiences are to be treated to this sort of thing?

In the case of yesterday's performance, for instance, 'The Maharani

of Arakan' and one scene from 'Sakuntala' were announced, but

sure enough an 'apology' on the programme told us on arrival that

'owing to unavoidable circumstances' the 'Maharani of Arakan' was
'postponed,' but 'will be presented shortly.' Just half an hour

late the curtain rose upon an utterly needless and amateurish

dance by an apparently English young lady. Then, after a long

wait, a long extract was read by a young Indian from Mr. Tagore's

well-known opinion on 'Sakuntala.' Then another wait and an-
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other long description of the play was read by another young

Indian. Then another wait, and a quite interesting Sanskrit song

was sung from the depths of the orchestra. When in the end the

little scene was enacted it was so badly done by English players

—

with two young Indians nervously looking on in 'thinking parts'

—that one was only pained at a really beautiful creation being so

destroyed. It is surely time that something was done. We all

love 'Sakuntala.' We all wish well to young Indians in London.

But muddling helps neither way."

The first "worthy" performance in London, according to the

Times, was on November 15, 1919, at the Winter Garden Theatre.

The translation was by Laurence Binyon. K. N. Das Gupta

adapted the play for the stage. Sakuntala, Sybil Thorndike;

Dushyanta, Arthur Wortner ; the Hermit, Caleb Porter ; the King's

Jester, Bruce Winston; Sakuntala's foster-father, Gordon Bailey.

There was music composed by John H. Foulds.

When "Shakuntala" {sic) was produced at the Greenwich Vil-

lage Theatre, New York, April 8, 1919, the translation was by

Sir Monier Monier-Williams. Sakuntala, Beatrice Prentice; the

King, Joseph Macaulay. The Evening Post said that the play was
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very well staged and the music by W. Franke Harling was good.

The costumes and settings were designed by Livingston Piatt.

»
« «

As we have noted, for a long time the date of Goldmark's birth

was given erroneously, and even now certain books of reference

are mistaken. Goldmark wrote in May, 1902, concerning the year

of his birth to the Berliner TageMatt: "I have every reason to

assume that I was born on May 18, 1830. The mistake made [in

certain books of reference] may be explained in this way: I possess

a 'certificate,' a sort of traveller's passport of the year 1847, filled

out in the handwriting of my father, who, besides being a cantor,

Avas also the actuary of our communty. In this document 1832

is given as the year of my birth. Thence it was transferred to

the biographic hand-books. When my father died, in 1870, I

found among his remains an old book which had the following

written on the inside of the cover: 'Today a dear son—Carl—was
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born to me, May 18, 1830, R. Goldmark.' The book had long been

forgotten, and my father had made a mistake—pardonable, in view

-of the size of his family."

Goldmark was the son of a Jewish precentor. Mr. Rubin Gold-

mark, of New York, the nephew of Carl, in an article contributed

-to The Looker On (New York), April, 1897, said that his uncle

undoubtedly inherited the greater part of his talent from the

precentor. "In the chants and prayers, the ritual of the synagogue

furnishes frequent opportunity for vocal improvisation, and the

precentor Rubin Goldmark, although without theoretical musical

knowledge, not even possessing the power of putting his musical

thoughts on paper, attracted people from far and wide to listen

to his singing." Carl's first instruction as a violinist was received

in the Oedenburger Musikverein. At the age of eight he first played

in public. For a number of years he practised ten hours a day.

As violinist in a small Hungarian theatre he received a salary

equivalent to about three dollars and fifty cents a month. In 1844

he went to Vienna where he studied the violin with Leopold Jansa

and Josef Bohm. In 1847 he entered the Conservatory to study

theory with Gottfried Preyer. In 1848 the Conservatory was

closed on account of the Revolution. Mr. Rubin Goldmark states

that his uncle was conscripted, pressed into military service,

R/cA in
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mistaken for a deserter and sentenced to death, but he was

fortunately identified ; this service over, he looked towards Vienna

and went there in 1848 ; that up to that time he had never touched

a pianoforte; that he was fully twenty-one before he received his

first instruction ; that his studies in the Conservatory were limited

to a course in harmony for six months ; otherwise he was entirely

self-taught in composition. On the other hand, Otto Keller, of

Vienna, in his life of Goldmark, gives positively the dates that we

have quoted above, and add that Dr. Josef Goldmark, Carl's brother,

falsely accused of participation in the murder of Latour, minister

of war, was obliged to fly to America, and Carl, with whom he had

lived, was thrown wholly on his own resources.

At any rate Goldmark took a position as violinist in the orchestra

of the Kar] theater, where the music was chiefly for the waits. His

nephew says : "Yet Goldmark has frequently admitted that here he

laid the foundation of his knowledge of orchestration. Often in the

intermission between a polka and a Viennese popular song he would

jot down an original theme on his orchestral copy, and then, after

the performance, spend the rest of the night in working it out,

and in the necessary technical study." He also studied the piano-

forte and was able to give lessons.
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In 1857 Goldmark gave a concert of his own works : an overture, a

pianoforte quartette, a Psalm, and two songs. The Wiener Zeitung

(March 20, 1857) published a critical review of the concert. The
critic found the most promise in the pianoforte quartette (Josef

Dachs, pianist) . The overture was condemned for its lack of form.

The Psalm was too much influenced by Mendelssohn, and only one

of the €ongs, "Der Trompeter an der Katzbach," should have been

on the programme. No one of these works was published. Gold-

mark was not grieved by the criticism. In 1858 he moved to Buda-

pest where in seclusion he studied counterpoint, fugue, and instru-

mentation. In 1859 he gave a. concert of his compositions and re-

turned the next year to Vienna, which was his home until the end.

He taught the pianoforte and composed. Three pianoforte pieces

were published without opus number. They were dedicated to his

pupil Caroline Bettelheim, who, born at Budapest in 1845, after-

wards became a celebrated opera singer. She left the Vienna
Court Opera in 1867 when she married the banker Gomperz. As
pianist she brought out in 1864 Goldmark's pianoforte trio and
in 1865 the famous Suite in E major for violin and pianoforte

at the Hellmesberger concerts.

But his fame was more firmly established by his overture to ^'Sa-

The comfort and long service you enjoy in wearing

the Boston Garter are the result of our fixed policy

—

Quality First

GEORGE FROST COMPANY, ,Makers, BOSTON
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kuntala" and the opera ''Die Konigin von Saba." The remainder

of his life can here be told by quotations from his nephew's article

and the notes to the list of his works.

Mr. Eubin Goldmark says that his uncle thought the chief thing

in music was the tonal effect (Klangwirkung) ; that while he de-

tested Eapellmeistermusik and slavish adherence to form and con-

ventional harmonies, yet in his old age he wrote for his own
pleasure and profit fugues and canons according to the strictest

rules. As a rule he devoted six months of the year to composition.

''At six o'clock in the morning he is ready for work. It is his

invariable custom to begin by playing Bach for half an hour. A
few weeks before he commences to compose he does purely con-

trapuntal work." He was a worshipper of Mozart, and in his

younger years greatly admired Schumann. "Of Wagner he has

but assimilated what may be said to be in the air, that which no

modern composer can escape. His best works, however, those

which express his fullest individuality, were written long before

the later Wagner was performed in Vienna. . . . Over and above

the musician, Goldmark is a man of keen intelligence and great

education."

=lFTEffnDDn

\
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Goldmark's chief works are as follows :

—

Operas : ''Die Konigin von Saba," Op. 27. Produced at the

Vienna Court Theatre, March 10, 1875. Kouig Salomon, Beck;

Baal-Hanan, Lay; Assad, Gustav Walter; Hoher-priester, Rokitan-

sky ; Sularaith, Mme. Wied ; Die Konigin von Saba, Mme. Materna

;

Astarot, Miss Siegstadt. Conductor, Wilhelm Gericke. Goldmark

was impressed by Kaulbach's painting of the entrance of the Queen

of Sheba into Jerusalem. He exclaimed, "What a splendid subject

for a romantic opera !" and he sought out at once the poet Salomon

H. Mosenthal. There was a long delay in producing the opera

after it had been written. Some have stated that this delay was
occasioned by the trickery of Johann Herbeck, whom they accused

of jealousy. Ludwig Herbeck, in the Life of his father, does not

think it necessary to deny the charge. Herbeck was then at the

opera house as director. From the son's story it appears that

Count Wrbua thought the opera would not be popular nor abide

in the repertory; that the expense of production would be too

great; and that he was discouraged by the failure of Rubinstein's

''Feramors." Furthermore, he intimates that the day was due

chiefly to the instigations of Ober-Inspector Richard Lewy. Mr.

Rubin Goldmark says : ''The Vienna Municipal Council offered

an annual stipend to encourage the efforts of young composers.

FIERCE-ARROW
DUAL VALVE SIX

THE Dual Valve has almost doubled the Pierce-Arrow. It has more
power, greater speed, increased acceleration, less gear shifting, takes hills

without effort, uses less gasoline, and runs smoother, quieter and cooler.

It is the old Pierce-Arrow greatly enhanced.

AGENTS FOR EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS
WORCESTER COUNTY AND NEWJiAMPSHIRE

741-743-745 BOYLSTON STREET . . BOSTON
TELEPHONE. BACK BAY 2316-2317
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One year the stipend was awarded to Goldmark. A jealous com-

petitor subsequently became director of the Vienna Court Opera,

and, not forgetting his rival's former triumph, stubbornly refused

to consider the production of the opera. So the 'Queen of Sheba'

was. safely shelved, with little likelihood of a public hearing. One

evening, however, at a soiree in the house of the Austrian Prime

Minister, two of Vienna's well-known musicians happened to play

some parts of the opera. The wife of the prince became interested,

instituted Inquiries as to the work and its composer, and was finally

instrumental in bringing about its production, despite the continued

ill-will of the director of the opera house. The opera had great

success with the public, but the two best known critics were un-

favorable, and used their influence with the press with such effect

that for two years no publisher would print the music."

"Merlin," three acts, libretto by Siegfried Lipner. Vienna, No-

vember 19, 188G. Merlin, Winkelmann; the Demon, Reichenberg;

Viviane, Mme. Materna. Conductor, Wilhelm Jahn. Produced at

the Metropolitan Opera House, New York, January 3, 1887. Vivi-

ane, Lilli Lehmann; Merlin, Alvary; Morgana, Marianne Brandt;

the Demon, Emil Fischer.

"Das Heimchen am Herd," three acts, libretto based by Dr. A. M.

Willner on Dickens's "Cricket on the Hearth." Vienna, March 21,

THERE ARE UNUSUAL ACCOMMODATIONS for

banquets, dinners, luncheons, receptions, dinner and

tea dances—^^for all social functions requiring correct

appointments and perfect service.

Among the hotels in the city, none is better prepared than

THE VENDOME to make social affairs attractive and

pleasant. Its ideal location on Commonwealth Avenue
at Dartmouth Street, only one block from Copley
Square, makes it easily accessible by motor or "a-foot"

The manager will be pleased to submit menus, offer suggestions,

eind make final arrangements, by telephone,

or personal interview.

correspondence

AFTERNOON TEA (tea, toast and marmalade) IS SERVED
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FROM 4 UNTIL 6 O'CLOCK. FIFTY CENTS PER PERSON

C. E. GREENLEAF COMPANY
Proprietors

EVERETT B. RICH
Managing Director

FRANKLIN K. PIERCE
Assistant Manager
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1896. John, Bitter ; Dot, Miss Renard ; May Fielding, Miss Abend-

roth; Eduard Plummer, Schrodter; Tackleton, Reichenberg; Das

Heimchen, Mme. Forster. Produced at Philadelphia, November 7,

1912. Maggie Teyte, Helen Stanley, Mabel Riegelman, Riceardo

Martin, Hector Dufranne, Henri Scott.

"Die Kriegsgefangene," two acts, libretto based by Emil Schlicht

on Homer's Iliad. Vienna, January 9, 1899. Briseis, Miss

Renard ; Achill, Reichmann ; Priamus, Hesch ; Thetis, Miss Walter

;

Agamemnon, Neidl; Automedon, Pacal; Idaus, Schittenhelm ; Ein

Herold, Felix.

"Gotz von Berlichingen," five acts, based by A. M. Willner on

Goethe's tragedy. Budapest, December 16, 1902. Gotz, Takats;

x4.delheid. Miss Szoger; other parts taken by Mme. Atmbrist and

Beck.

"Ein Wintermarchen," three acts, based by A. M. Willner on

Shakespeare's "AVinter Tale." Court Opera, Vienna, January 2,

1908. Perdita, Miss Kurz ; Hermione, Miss v. Mildenburg ; Leontes,

Slezak; Polyxner, Demuth; Florizel, Schrodter; Old Shepherd,

Mayder; Camillo, Haydter; Pauline, Miss Kittel. Bruno Walter,

conductor.

"Der Fremdling."

TTE
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Symphonies : "Liindliche Hochzeit," Op. 26. Philharmonic con-

cert in Vienna, March 5, 1876.

Symphony in E-flat major, Op. 85. Dresden, December 2, 1887.

Overtures : ''Sakuntala," Op. 13. Philharmonic concert, Vienna,

September 26, 1865.

'Tenthesilea," Op. 31 (Kleist's tragedj^). Philharmonic concert,

Vienna, December 5, 1880.

"Zum gefesselten Prometheus" Ji^schylus), Op. 38. Berlin, No-

vember 25, 1889.

"Im Frtihling," Op. 36. Philharmonic concert, Vienna, Decem-

ber 1, 1889.

"Sappho," Op. 44. Philharmonic concert, Vienna, November 26,

1893.

IF TASTY FOOD
in a Quiet and Beautiful Atmosphere Appeals to

you why not try the
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"Zrinyi," Budapest, May 4, ]903. Composed for the 50th birth-

day of the Philharmonic Society of that city.

''In Italien," Op. 49. Philharmonic concert, Vienna, January 24,

1904.

"Aus Jugendtagen." Philharmonic concert, Vienna, November

10, 1912.

Other Orchestral Works : Scherzo in E minor. Op. 19 ; Scherzo

in A major, Op. 45.

Concertos: Concerto for violin and orchestra. Op. 28. Phil-

harmonic concert, Vienna, April 10, 1881 (Arnold Rose, violinist).

Concerto for violin and orchestra, No. 2.

Chamber Music: Pianoforte trio, Op. G; String quartet, B-flat

major. Op. 8; String quintet, A minor. Op. 9; Suite, E major, for

pianoforte and violin, Op, 11; Sonata, D major, for violin

and pianoforte. Op. 25; Pianoforte quintet, B-flat major, Op. 30;

pianoforte trio. Op. 33; Sonata for pianoforte and violoncello,

Op. 39 (Rose Quartet concert, Vienna, March 15, 1892) ;
Suite No.

2, E-flat major, for pianoforte and violin; Ballade, G major, and
Romanze, A major, for violin and pianoforte. It is said that

ijroldmark's last composition is a pianoforte quintet completed

shortly before his death.

Pianoforte Pieces: Sturm und Drang: Charakterstiicke, Op.

5; Three pieces, four hands. Op. 12: Tanze, four hands, Op. 22;

Two noveletten. Prelude and Fugue, Op. 29; Georginen: Georgine,

Im Fltigelkleide, Stille Hoifnung, Ins Leben, Mondnacht am See,

Verloren, Op. 52 (1913).

Imported Shirtings for Fall and Winter
Now Ready

Scotch Madras English Flannels

Silk and Wool Taffetas of Varied Styles and Colorings

SPECIALTIES IN FULL DRESS SHIRTS
Figured and Embroidered Pique
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12 Beacon Street Telephone Haymaket 770
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Choral: Kegenlied, Op, 10; two choruses for male voices, Op. 14

Friihlingsnetz, four male voices, four horns and pianoforte, Op. 15

Meeresstille und gliickliche Fahrt, male chorus with horns, Op. 16

Friihlingshymne, chorus, alto solo, orchestra. Op. 23; Im Fuscher-

thal, six songs for mixed chorus; Eintritt, Gruss, Neue Liebe,

Wasserfall und Echo, Gestandniss, Abschied, Op. 24; Psalm 113;

Two male choruses : Die Holsteiner in dem Hamm, Nicht rasten

und nicht rosten, Op. 41 ; Wer sich die Musik erkiest," for two fe-

male and two male voices, Op. 42.

Songs: Twelve songs with pianoforte, Op. 18; Beschworung,
song for deep voice and pianoforte, Op. 20 ; Songs for voice and
piano, Op. 21; Four songs, Op. 34; Eight songs for high voice. Op.

37 ; Six songs : Der Brautkranz mit den halbverwelkten Bliiten,

An die Georgine, Trutz, Der Trompeter an der Katzbach, Wenn
Zwei sich lieben, Befreit, Op. 46 (1913).

Goldmark was at work on his autobiography. His life has been
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written by Otto Keller for the series "Moderue Musiker" (Leipsic,

nermann Seemaun Nachfolger s.d.).

*

These works by Goldmark have been performed at concerts of the

Boston Symphony Orchestra in Boston. Those marked with an
asterisk were performed for the first time in Boston.

Overture, "Sakunlala," October 28. 1882; Deceml.er 27. 1884; March 26,

1887; December 14, 1889; April 9, 1892; November 2, 1895; March 6, 1897;
March 11, 1899 ; April 6. 1901 ; October 31. 190.3 ; March 10, 1906 ; January 5.

1907 ; March 18, 1911 ; February 27, 1915 ; March 9. 1918.

Overture, "Penthesilea," February 20, 1886 ; March 15, 1902.

Overture, "Prometheus Bouud,"* November 1, 1890 ; January 2, 1892 ; Oc-
tober 21, 1899.

Overture, "Im Friihlins,"* April 19, 1890: January 21, 1893; October 29,

1898; November 23. 1901; October 14, 1905; February 8, 1908; March 1,

1913 ; May 1, 1915 ; March 2, 1917.

Overture, "Sappho,"* November 24, 1894; April 7, 1900; November 26, 1904;
February 25, 1916; April 19, 1918.

Overture, "In Italien,"* February, 4, 1905.

Symphony, "Rustic Wedding." No. 1, January 24, 1885; November 10, 1888;
February 21. 1891 ; March 25, 1893 ; February 1, 1896 ; February 1, 1902 ; No-
vember 20, 1909.

Symphony No. 2,* April 7, 1888 ; February 2. 1889 ; December 8, 1900.
Scherzo, A major, Op. 45,* November 3, 1890.

Prelude to Part III. of "Das Heimehen am Herd,"* November 21, 1896.
Chorus of Spirits and Spirits' Dance from "Merlin,"* January 10, 1903.
Violin concerto No. 1,* December 6, 1890 (Franz Kneisel), first performance

in the United States; January 26, 1895 (Cesar Thomson) ; October 22, 1898

¥IC
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(Franz Kneisel) ; January 4, 1902 (Olive Mead) ; April 7, 1906 (Jacques

Hofifmann) ; October 15, . 1910 (Francis Macmillan).

These orchestral pieces have been played in Boston by other

orchestras :

—

Harvard Musical Association.

Overture, "Sakuntala," * January 5, 1871 ; March 9, 1871 ; December 6, 1877

(Carl Zerrahn, conductor).
Overture, "Penthesilea," January 6, 1881 (Carl Zerrahn, conductor).

Philharmonic Society.

Bridal song and dance, from "Rustic Wedding" Symphony, December 1,

1881 (Louis Maas, conductor).
"Rustic Wedding" Symphony complete,* February 21, 1883 (Carl Zerrahn,

conductor).
Overture, "Penthesilea," * December 8, 1880 (Bernard Listemann, con-

ductor).
Scherzo, Op. 19, March 16, 1882 (Louis Maas, conductor).

Theodore Thomas Orchestra.

Scherzo, Op. 19,* January 21, 1871; November 30, 1872; January 30, 1874";

January 29, 1876.

Boston Conservatory of Music
INCORPORATED

AGIDE JACCHIA, Director

250 HUNTINGTON AVENUE
BOSTON 17, MASS.
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Overture, "Sakuntala," February 19, 1876.

Ballet Music from "Die Kunigin von Saba," * February 19, November 7,

1S77; April 22, 1878.

Wedding March : Variations * from "The Rustic Wedding" Symphony, Feb-

ruary 13. 1878.
Apollo Club.

Scherzo, Op. 19, April 25, 27, 1883.

These chamber works and choral works have been performed in

Boston :

—

Kneisel Quartet.

Pianoforte Quintet, Op. 30, November 19, 18SS (Edward MacDowell, pianist).

Suite in E major. Op. 11, December 29, 1903 (Franz Knei?el and Carlo
Buonamici )

.

Riiiil©im Y. R©bii®ii]i
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ness to the prevailing mood.

—
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Apollo Club.

Flower net. Op. 15, January 9, 15, June 4, 1878 ; May 12, 21, 1880 ; April 30,

May 5, 1884 ; May 25, 80, 1888 ; January 26, 1898.

Sea Calm and Happy Voyage,* Op. 16, December 6, 9, 1878.

Theodore Thomas Concert.

Spring Hymn,* Op. 23, January 5, February 21, 1876 (Sharland Choral
Society, Mrs. F. P. Whitney, soloist).

Opera.

"The Queen of Sheba," * Boston Theatre, January 10, 1888, National
(English) Opera Company. King Solomon, A. E. Stoddard; High Priest,

Frank Vetta ; Sulamith, Bertha Pierson ; Assad, Barton McGuckin ; Baal-
Hanan. William Mertou ; Astaroth, Amanda Fabris ; the Queen of Sheba,
Clara Poole. The opera was performed again on January 14, when Charles
Bassett took the part of Assad. Gustav Hinrichs was the conductor ; Amelia
Franchi was the solo dancer.

O R D IV H

Thursday Evening, FEBRUARY 19, at 8.15
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Fifteeetli FroEramme

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 20. at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING. FEBRUARY 21, at 8 o'clock

Mozart ... . . Symphony in G minor (Kochel 550)

I. Allegro molto.

II. Andante.

III. Menuetto: Trio.

IV. Finale: Allegro assai.

Lalo . . Spanish Symphony for Viohn and Orchestra, Op. 21

I. Allegro non troppo.

II. Scherzando: Allegro molto.

IV. Andante.

V. Rondo: Allegro.

Gilbert . . . "The Dance in Place Congo," Symphonic Poem
(after George W. Cable)

(First time at these concerts)

SOLOIST

FREDRIC FRADKIN

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony

•

The works to be played at these concerts may be seen in the Allen A. Brown Music Collection

of ihe Boston Public Library one week before the concert.
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GEORGES LONGY, Director

THIRD CONCERT
JORDAN HALL

Wednesday Evening, February 25
At 8.15

Programme of Instrumental Music

Carlos SALZEDO and his Harp Ensemble

Ethel Frank .... Soprano

Marion Jordan . . . . Flute

1

.

Sixth French Suite . . .
". Bach

SALZEDO HARP ENSEMBLE
2. Introduction and Allegro .... Ravel

3. a. Oriental Chant (Josua Navine) . Moussorgsky

b. Chanson Hebraique . . Rimsky-Korsakolw

ETHEL FRANK
4. Three Preludes . . . . C. Salzedo

CARLOS SALZEDO

5. Three Poems for voice and six harps with oboe, horn, bassoon

The American Cgmposition C. Salzedo

6. Poem for flute and small orchestra . . Griffes

MARION JORDAN
7. Preludes ..... Debussy

SALZEDO HARP ENSEMBLE

Reserved Seats, 50c to $2.50. Tickets are now on sale at the

Box Offices of Jordan Hall and Steinert Hall.
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COM ING EVENTS
SYMPHONY HALL

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 15. AT 3.30

JOHM McCOEMACK
SYMPHONY HALL

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 22

MAMDEL AND HAYDM SOCIETY
Great Chorus of 400 Orchestra and Soloists

EMIL MOLLENHAUER. Conductor H. G. TUCKER, Organist

SAMSON and DELILAH
Soloists

MARGARET MATZENAUER EMILIO DE GOGORZA
LAMBERT MURPHY FREDERICK MARTIN

Tickets, $2.50, $2.00, $1.50 (Plus Tax)

SYMPHONY HALL

MONDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 23, AT 2.30

HOLIDAY MATINEE

T^ussian Pianist

FIRST BOSTON APPEARANCE

Tickets, $2.00. $1.50. $1.00, 50c (Plus 10% war tax)

New England Season of Grand Opera

Chicago Opera Association
TWO WEEKS BEGINNING MARCH 1

AT THE BOSTON OPERA HOUSE

GALLI-CURCI MARY GARDEN
ROSA RAISA YVONNE GALL
TITTA RUFFO ALESSANDRO BONCI
CARLO GALEFFI EDWARD JOHNSON

Single tickets on sale beginning Monday, February 16, at the Little Building,

80 Boylston Street

Management, C. A. ELLIS, 80 Boylston Street, Boston
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SYMPHONY HALL

TUESDAY EVENING, FEB. 17, at 8.15

FIRST TIME IN FOUR YEARS

md the

TT is now eight years since Stransky assumed the baton

ofthe Philharmonic. The^great Bohemian conductor

has welded it into a wonderful instrument, one of the

finest in the world.

Beethoven

PROGRAM

Symphony No. 3, "Eroica"

INTERMISSION

Symphonic Poem, "The Isle of the Dead" Rachmaninoff

Bacchanale from "Tannhauser" (Paris Version) Wagner

Overture, "1812" . . . . Tschaikowsky

Seats now on sale at Symphony Hall Box Office.

Prices ^2.50, $2.00, $1.50 and ^i.oo. Plus Tax.
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Reserved Seats $1.50, $1.00, $0.75 and $0.50 NOW
25c. unreserved, on sale on day of Travelogue
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CONCERT OF MUSIC FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
BY

Pianists ^^r- _

j^^Hl^ (Music for Two Pianos) J^^B^^^

^Hjk JORDAN HALL MKmF^^^^^ Saturday, February 21, 3 P.M. ^B^^^
GUY MAIER LEE PATTISON

Saint Saens Two Symphonic Poems

—

(a) Danse Macabre (Dance of Death)
(b) Omphale's Spinning Wheel

Chabbieb Romantic valse
Bach Sicilienne
Beethoven Turkish March from " The Rxiins of Athens "

GliiSbe Russian Dance
Stbavinsky . . Andante, Balalaika, Galop
Moussorgsky-Pattison . Coronation scene from the opera "Boris Godounoff "

Casella Little March, Lullaby, Polka
Iljinsky . . . . . . . . . . . . The Orgy (by request)

Mr. Maier will speak briefly before each piece

All Seats 50 cents. On account of the demand for tickets it is advisable to secure seats
at once.

STEINWAY PIANOS
H. B. WiLiiiAMS, Manager, Pierce Building, Boston.

A LECTURE hy

On AMERICAN ILLUSTRATION
In the Past—in the Present—& Will there be any in the Future

At The Unity House, 7 Park Square, Boston

Under the auspices of The Society of Printers February 20, 1920, at 8 p.m.

Al The Society of Arts and Crafts, 9 Park Street, Boston,

The Gardenside Bookshop, 270 Boylston Street, Boston,

TICKETS, $2.00 \ or hy Mail from
David Pottinger, Secretary, Harvard University Press,,

Randall Hall, Cambridge.



JORDAN HALL

tflTURDAY AFTERNOON. FEBRUARY 14, at 3

.&M1IUIJ llJEi ^blJLiUA\£:,A
Celebrated baritone, in song recital

Tickets, $2.00. $1.50, $1.00. $0.75

At Box Office, and Oliver Ditson Co., 179 Tremont St.

Local Manager. ANITA DAVIS CHASE, Pierce Building. Copley Square.

MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

VOICE
Studio, 615 Huntington Chambers. Boston

Art of i^mgtng

VOICE PLACING
AND TECHNIQUE A SPECIALTY

VOCAL COACH AND ACCOMPANIST

146 Massachusetts Ave.. Tel. Back Bay 3040

Pupil of Piofessor Jachmann-Wagner, Berlin, and Professor Galliera, Milan, Italy

TEACHER OF SINGING
STEINERT HALL. Room 27 . . . BOSTON. MASS.

C

For particulars address

CONCERT-VIOLINIST
Available for Concerts.

46 MALCOLM STREET. BEACON HILL
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

ir. r
AND ASSISTANTS

LESSONS IN SINGING
A Normal Course for Teachers

Former pupil of the famous Pju^is Conservatory

VIOLIN LESSONS

STUDIOS, STEINERT HALL. BOSTON

PIANIST and TEACHER
[GRAHAM Lang Studios

6 NEWBURY STREET

SOLO^FLUTE BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
FIRST PRIZE AT PARIS CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

Available for Concerts, Recitals and Musicales. Flute Instruction

ADDRESS. SYMPHONY HALL .... BOSTON. MASS

COACHING IN

OPERA AND ORATORIO
189 Huntington Avenue - - Boston

Telephone. 722 Back Bay

PIANIST and TEACHER
282 DARTMOUTH STREET

Telephone, Back Bay 5958-J Mason & Hamlin Piano Used

L^t-tyLCdA^

"MESSIAH" WITH THE HANDEL AND
HAYDN SOCIETY, DEC. 21, 1919

"Mr. Flint was called on at 10.30 Sunday

r% K c O r\ morning and sang without rehearsal. There

j3 A O O O ^^^' however, nothing in his performance
which betrayed that fact. He gave inteUigent

Voice Specialist and Coach and adequate interpretation of his arias."—

STUDIO: 246 HUNTINGTON AVENUE ^°'^'"' ^^°^''' D^^mber 22, 1919.

Lessons in •

ARTHUR SHEPHERD point and Composition
STUDIO AT 12 NEWBURY STREET

Mondays and Thursdays
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Mr. W. THELEl VOCAL
INSTRUCTOR

SPECIALIST ON VOICE DEFECTS
Assisted by Mr. W. D, STRONG

Well known Pianist and Concert-Accompanist

Studios: 96 Huntington Avenue, BOSTON, Mass.
Notice: Mr. Strong's Piano Recital at Jordan Hall

March 18, 1920.

Voices developed from first rudiment of tone

production to artistic finish.

Lectures on physical and natural laws and
general health.

Perfect diction of foreign languages.

Appointment by mail.

MICHOL^

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND TEACHER
609 Pierce Bldg., Boston, Mondays and Thursdays

Address, 162 Riverway, Boston

Telephone, 1470 Brookline

'CELLO SOLOIST
INSTRUCTION

STUDIO, 218 TREMONT STREET
Telephone. Beach 903-W

Studio

;ley martim
BEL CANTO
- . 1425 Broadway. NEW YORK

SINGERS — Suzanne Baker Watson, Cora Croti,
Nellie Hart, Willette Kershaw, Gertrude Hutcheson,
Ivy Scott, Marion Stanley, Estelle Ward, Mabel
Wilbur, Flora Zabelle, Edward Foley, George Gilbert,

John Hendricks, Andrew Mack, Dr. Eugene Walto«
Marshall, Fiske O'Hara, Umberto Sacchetti, Ellii

Rhodes, Albert Wallerstedt, and many other singers

now before the public i> operatic and church work.

TWELFTH SEASON

STRING 41
GERTRUDE MARSHALL. Violin

RUTH STICKNEY. Violin

71 CARLTON STREET. BROOKLINE
Management A. H. HANDLEY. 160 Boylston Street. BOSTON

ADELINE PACKARD.
HAZEL L'AFRICAIN.

Viola

'Cello

Tel. Brookline 3268-J
Tel Beach 4197

ENRICO E
MEMBER OF

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

TEACHER OF 'CELLO
15 VANCOUVER STREET, BOSTON. MASS.

SOLO ENSEMBLE PLAYING
Tel.. Rox. 5063-R

VtSe^/^t^^^i^
i\^ICE C0imJR.& i

American and Lurop6an Diplomas, Author of Books and Pen Works on Sinking
Studio: Suite 202 Huntington Chambers, 30 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Phone, Back Bay 3932

DOINGS OF GRANTS ARTIST PUPILS BY A. E. DATELY
Bronze Melba has a large list of recitals for this season. Several winter concerts are planned for Wm. Flynn
tenor, whose fine voice a bright future is predicted. Helen Laird, soprano, whose singing at Boston College Ust
Ftfaruvy wma such an artistic delight, will give her next Boston recital early in the winter at Steineit H*iL
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

The Vocal Studios of

And his Assistants

VINCENT V. HUBBARD and

Mrs. CAROLINE HOOKER

Teacher of Singing in all its branches

and of Dramatic Action as

applied to Singing

ARTHUR J. HUBBARD
246 Huntington Avenue

TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE
SPECIAL TRAINING FOR SOLOISTS AND TEACHERS

311 Pierce Building, Boston

Also STUDIO at NEEDHAM
180 Nehoiden Street

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON

TEACHER OF PIANO
Appointment by telephone

Cambridge 5935-W

"Mr. John Hall Sherwood has studied

with me in Paris, and is a gifted musician

and successful teacher of large experience

whose work I can endorse and recom-

mend." (Signed) HAROLD BAUER.

PIANIST INSTRUCTION
The principles of Leschetizky presented in a definite and comprehensive manner

STUDIO. HOTEL HEMENWAY. BOSTON
Telephone. Back Bay 3180

STEINERT HALL. Room 26, Tuesdays and Fridays

VOICE BUILDING
SONG INTERPRETATION. CONCERT
RECITAL AND REPERTOIRE WORK

SteinertHall - BOSTON

Mil® M®ise LaoMstein
Pupil of Pablo Casals

SOLOIST AND TEACHER
Specializing in Fundamentals of 'Cello-plasring

FriU Carlton Hotel 1 138 Boylston Street

Tel. B. B. 2673

CONTRALTO SOLOIST
Teacher of Singing

Class and Private Lessons

Hotel Cluny, 543 Boylston Street - Boston

Baritone Soloist and Teacher of Singing

CONCERT—RECITAL—ORATORIO
Providence, R.I.

300 Lauderdale Building. 144 Westminster Street

Boston, Mas*. Hotel Hemenway
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Miss HELEM GOODiRICH
TEACHER OF SINGING

HOTEL HEMENWAY
Tuesdays and Fridays at Lasell Seminary

TEACHER OF SINGING

ACCOMPANIST - COACH

STUDIO
246 HUNTINGTON AVE. - BOSTON

Miss FRISCILLA WHITE
TEACHER OF SINGING

602 PIERCE BUILDING
COPLEY SQUARE - . BOSTON

TEACHER OF SINGING
250 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

Opposite Symphony Hall

^.Tf

TEACHER OF SINGING
STEINERT HALL

162 BOYLSTON STREET - - BOSTON

JOSEPHIME KMIGMT
SOPRANO SOLOIST

Teacher of Singing

4 Haviland Street ----- Boston
B. B. 1047

In Worcester, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 317 Day Bldg

EOLD VINAL
PIANO INSTRUCTION

Leschetizky Principles

STUDIO: ROOM 18 STEINERT HALL
For Appointments Tel. Roxbury 491 1-R

Formerly Concert Master

NEW YORK SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Will receive pupils in Violin and Ensemble

Playing. Address 1 20 TREMONT STREET

PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
Formerly pupil Royal Conservatory of Brussels, Bel-
gium (1897-1901). Also Organist and Accompanist

HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS, BOSTON

Mr. HARRIS S. SHAW
PIANO, ORGAN, HARMONY and

INTERPRETATION
(SPECIAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS)

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Mass.
Telephone, Back Bay 4654-M

Beriha Cushimg ClbiH
CONTRALTO

TEACHER OF SINGING

LANG STUDIOS. 6 NEWBURY STREET

(officier de I'lnstruction publique)

Vocal Instruction, Breathing, Tone Production.
Phonetics, French Diction. Interpretation of

French Songs

FENSMERE. 206 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.

1919-1920

of
'r®;

543 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON
Telephone 55888 B. B.

Private and Class instruction. Lectures, Special
courses in pronunciation and diction.

ALICE BATES RICE
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER of SINGING

Lang Studios . . . - 6 Newbury Street
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

PIANIST
AND TEACHER

6 NEWBURY STREET - -

Telephone B. B. 51694
BOSTON

ROSABELLE TEMPLE
TEACHER OF SINGING

MUSICAL LECTURES
Author of "Young Singers, What They Should Know"

10 NEWBURY STREET

PAULIME H. CLARK
543 Boylston Street . . . Boston, Mass.

Teacher of Singing and Manager of

THE COPLEY CLUB SINGERS
Artistic Attractive Successful

Programs tor All Occasions
Definite Instruction Immediate Results
Send for Illustrated Booklet Tel., Back Bay 994-M

RENEWED MUSIC— Your old or torn music made
new. Flexible binding. All hand work. Reasonable
prices. References.

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Mass.
Room 207 Tel. Back Bay 456

SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS
1126 BOYLSTON ST.. FENWAY BLDG.. BOSTON

In New Bedford. Saturdays, 56 Walnut Street

TEACHER OF VIOLIN and
ENSEMBLE PLAYING

430 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS
Tel. Brookline 4044-W or Back Bay 3174-M

CAROLYN BELCHER STRING QUARTETTE
CONCERTS and MUSICALEB

EDITH BULLARD
SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO - - 609 PIERCE BUILDING
Telephone. Back Bay 5145 R

Die
<^. IP,

PIANIST AND TEACHER
NINTH SEASON

TEL. BACK BAY
2788-R

16 ARUNDEL ST.
Near Audubon Circle

EUGEME HEFFLEY

PIANIST and TEACHER

CARNEGIE HALL NEW YORK

PIANIST AND TEACHER
405 PIERCE BLDG.. COPLEY SQUARE

Telephone, Back Bay 3956-W.

Aeme Wasgatt Whittredge

Torrens Method

TEACHER OF SINGING

17 STEINERT HALL ^"'^""jJ^LkaTA-w

BARITONE SOLOIST
Formerly Song Leader U. S. N.

now available for

Concert Oratorio Recital

STUDIO: 1089 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON

PIANO. HARMONY and COACHING
528 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS

Mondays and Fridays. Other days by
Appointment

Teacher of Pianoforte and Musical Theory

Half hour talks illustrated on the Piano — musical
forms and stories of the operas.

Studio: The Winsok School For GiRL.a

Tuesday and Friday Afternoons
Tel. Brookline 2313M

ELIZABETH SIEDOFF
AMERICAN PIANIST

RECITALS. MUSICALES, CONCERTS
Authorized representative of the most modern ideas in

piano playing. Primary.Advanced and Teachers' Courses

Studio. 6 NEWBURY ST., Tel. B. B. 3529-R ) „ ..

Res. HOTEL HEMENWAY. Tel. B. B. 3180 f
"'"**"'

D'Avesne Fren« School
PROF. A. D'AVESNE, B. SC. PARIS

OFFICIER D'ACADEMIE
French Classes, Private Lessons, Lectures &

Causeries, Children's Classes, Special
Commercial Course. Translations.

755 BOYLSTON ST.. NEAR COPLEY SQUARE
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THE OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES

OF THE

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
INCORPORATED

FREDERICK P. CABOT

GALEN L. STONE

ERNEST B. DANE

President

Vice-President

Treasurer

ALFRED L. AIKEN

FREDERICK P. CABOT
ERNEST B. DANE
M. A. DE WOLFE HOWE
JOHN ELLERTON LODGE
FREDERICK E. LOWELL
ARTHUR LYMAN
HENRY B. SAWYER
GALEN L. STONE

BENTLEY W. WARREN



PIANOS
have won pre-eminence by reason of their intrinsic

merit. Their development began where that of

other pianos left off, adding new features of con-

struction and resulting- in extraordinary beauty of

tone and unequaled durability. Everywhere musi-

cians have recognized their unrivaled excellence

and are proclaiming them the finest pianos the

world has ever known.

WAREROOMS 492-494 BOYLSTON STREET
BOSTON
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INCORPORATED
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%rm

Established 1833

WEBSTER
> AND

ATLAS
NATIONAL BANK

OF BOSTON

WASHINGTON AND COURT STREETS

AMORY ELIOT President

RAYMOND B. COX, Vice-President v2^^-^'-^^i ^t\ ^r^'h"
JOSEPH L. FOSTER, Vice-President and Cashier ARTHUR W. LANE, iSst. (S^e'r
EDWARD M. HOWLAND. Vice-President HAROLD A. YEAMES, Asst Cashier

Capital $1,000,000 Surplus and Profits $1,600,000

Deposits $11^,000,000

The well-established position of this bank in the community,
the character of its Board of Directors, and its reputation as a
solid, conservative institution recommend it as a particularly

desirable depository for

ACCOUNTS
of

TRUSTEES, EXECUTORS and INDIVIDUALS

For commercial accounts it is known as

A STRONG BANK OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE

DIRECTORS

CHARLES B. BARNES
JOSEPH S. BIGELOW
FESSENDEN S. BLANCHARD
THEODORE G. BREMER
WILLIAM R. CORDINGLEY
RAYMOND B. COX
AMORY ELIOT
ROGER ERNST
JOHN W. FARWELL

GRANVILLE E. FOSS
ROBERT H. GARDINER
EDWARD W. GREW
OLIVER HALL
WALTER HUNNEWELL
HOMER B. RICHARDSON
DUDLEY P. ROGERS
THOMAS W. THACHER
WALTER TUFTS



SYMPHONY HALL, BOSTON
HUNTINGTON AND MASSACHUSETTS AVENUES

Telephones \ Ticket Office ) Back Bav 1492
Branch Exchange ( Administration Offices

)

B

INCORPORATED

THIRTY-NINTH SEASON, 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

igrainmime ©

nteei

)n;ee:r'i§

WITH HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE
NOTES BY PHILIP HALE

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 20

AT 2.30 O'CLOCK

SATURDAY EVENING. FEBRUARY 21

AT 8.00 O'CLOCK

COPYRIGHT, 1920, BY BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, INCORPORATED

W. H. BRENNAN. Manager G. E. JUDD, Assistant Manager
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A name that is spoken with the full pride of

ownership—that carries with it the deep satis-

faction of possessing the ultimate expression of

man*s handiwork in Musical Art.

A name that is cherished as a Family Tradition

—

that keeps afresh for the next generation the

associations and fond remembrances which cluster

around the home piano.

Supreme achievement of patience, skill and ex-

perience, founded on inborn Ideals of Artistry.-

Catalogue and prices on application

Sold on convenient payments

Old pianos tal^en in exchange

Inspection invited

107-109 East 14th Street New York

Subway Express Stations at the Door

REPRESENTED BY THE FOREMOST DEALERS EVERYWHERE
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i©§4©ini Symplb©inij Oircliestira
Thirty-ninth Season. 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX. Conductor

^M llLal

Violins.

Fradkin, F.

Concert-master.

Theodorowicz, J.

Ribarsch, A.
Traupe, W,

Thillois, F.

Fiedler, B.

Langley, A.
Bryant, M.

Roth, 0.
Hoffmann, J.

Sauvlet, H.
Goldstein, H.

Goldstein, S.

Kurth, R.

Rissland, K.
Bak, A.

Di Natale, J.

Ringwall R.

Gunderson, R.
Fiedler, A.

Mahn, F.

Gerardi, A.

Henkle, R.
Pinfield, C.

Diamond, S.

Deane, C.

Kurkdjie, N.
Leveen, P.

Violas.

Denayer, F. Berlin, V. Van Veen, H.
Wittmann, F. Van Wynlaergen, C. Shirley, P.

Blackman, A.

Kay, W. Grover, H.
Blumenau, W. Salis, J.



AN INVITATION
To MUSIC LOVERS

A. pleasant half hour may be spent at our

store inspecting the newest

pianas ^^ ^
Music lovers are invited to hear or play for

themselves these exquisite instruments.

More beautiful than ever, the famous Chick-

ering tone, coupled with their well known

durability makes the choice of a Chickering

one that insures perfect satisfaction during

the long years of its usefulness.

Established 1823

Warerooms 169 Tremont Street



THIRTY-NINTH SEASON, NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETEEN "AND TWENTY

Fifteent! Mramm^

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 20, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 21, at 8 o'clock

Mozart Symphony in G minor (Kochel 550)

Gilbert

I. Allegro molto.

II. Andante.

III. Menuetto: Trio.

IV. Finale: AUegro assai.

Lalo . . Spanish Symphony for Violin and Orchestra, Op. 21

I. Allegro non troppo.

II. Scherzando: AUegro molto.

IV. Andante.

V. Rondo: AUegro.

"The Dance in Place Congo," Symphonic Poem
(after George W. Cable)

(First time at these concerts)

SOLOIST

FREDRIC FRADKIN

There will be an intermission of ten minutes cifter Mozart's symphony

The ladies oj the audience are earnestly requested not to put on hats hejore
the end of a number.

The doors oj the hall will he closed during the performance of each number
on the programme. Those who wish to leave bejore the end of the concert
are requested to do so in an interval between the numbers.

City of Botton, Revised Regulation of August 3, i 898,—Chapter 3, relating to the covering of

the head in places of public amusement

Every licensee shall not, in his place of amusement, allow any penon to wear upon the head covering which obstructs
the view of the exhitition or performance in such place of any person seated in any teat therein provided for spectators,

it being understood that a low head covering without projection, which does not obstruct such view, may be worn.
Attest: J. M. GALVIN, City Clerk.
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1 OURS and CRUISES
"The Best in Travel.

"

Raymond and Whitcomb Company is the only large

American company with any long experience in the
tourist field. Our 40 years' experience and our in-

timate, up-to-the-minute knowledge of the completely
new conditions all over the world make our service of

inestimable value to travelers at this particular time.

Remarkable tours, including France and all the Famous Battle-

fields, Belgium, Switzerland and Italy. Best hotels, finest train

and automobile service and exceptional arrangements. Depart-
ures Mar. 20 and later. Two unusually attractive tours includ-

ing Spain and Algeria and Tunisia leave in March and April.

No one who visits Europe in 1920 will have a satisfactory

trip unless he has hotel reservations in France, Belgium
and along the Battlefield Front. Accommodations are

insuflBcient to take care of everyone. If you are wise you
will make your arrangements with a company which has
assured hotel and steamship reservations. Raymond &
Whitcomb has not only its own ofl&ces and representatives

in Paris but also a French representative, for many years
the head of the leading French tourist organization.

Now is the time to begin making ^our plans for next Spring and Summer.
Protect yourself at once by malting a preliminary reservation with us.

Wonderful tours twice a week in February and March, including

New Orleans, Apache Trail, Grand Canyon and the famous
resort hotels of Southern California. Finest accommodations every-

where and extensive automobiling.

FLORIDA aed CUBA
Delightful tours to St. Augustine, Palm Beach, Miami and
Havana. Frequent departures February to March.

Luxurious Cruises by splendid specially chartered steamships to

Cuba, Jamaica, Panama, Central America and Nassau-Bahamas.
Fascinating shore excursions. SaiHngs March 6, March 13, April 3
and April 10.

Also tours to South America, fapan-China and Round the World
Send for Booklet Desired

RAYMOND & WHITCOMB CO.
17 TEMPLE PLACE Telephone Beach 6964

BOSTON
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Symphony in G minor (K. 550) . . Wolfgang Amadbus Mozart

(Born at Salzburg, January 27, 1756; died at Vienna, December 5, 1791.)

Mozart wrote his three greatest symphonies in 1788. The one in

E-flat is dated June 26, the one in G minor July 25, the one in C
major with the fngue-finale August 10.

His other works of that year are of little importance with the ex-

ception of a piano concerto in D major which he jjlayed at the

coronation festivities of Leopold II. at Frankfort in 1790. There

are canons and piano pieces, there is the orchestration of Handel's

"Acis and Galatea," and there are six German dances and twelve

minuets for orchestra. Nor are the works composed in 1789 of

interest with the exception of the clarinet quintet and a string

quartet dedicated to the King of Prussia. Again we find dances

for orchestra,—twelve minuets and twelve German dances.

Why is this? 1787 was the year of ''Don Giovanni"; 1790, the

year of *'Cosi fan tutte." Was Mozart, as some say, exhausted by
the feat of producing tliree symphonies in such a short time? Or
was there some reason for discouragement and consequent idleness ?

The Ritter Gluck, composer to the Emperor Joseph II., died No-

vember 15, 1787, and thus resigned his position with salary of two
thousand florins. Mozart was appointed his successor, but the

MUSICAL FANCIES
A PROGRESSIVE COLLECTION OF

PIANOFORTE PIECES
BY

AMERICAN COMPOSERS
FIRST SERIES SECOND SERIES THIRD SERIES

Price 75 Cents Each Volume
(Schmidfs Educational Series No. 222 a-b-c)

Favorite Selections from the works of

BARBOUR, BRANSCOMBE, COURTNEY, DENNEE, FOOTE,
FRIML, GRANT-SCHAEFER, HAMER, LYNES, MAXIM, ORTH,
PALDI, RISHER, ROGERS, STRONG, WILLIAMS, and others.

LIST OF CONTENTS SENT ON REQUEST

THE ARTHUR P SCHMIDT CO.

BOSTON, 120 Boylston St. NEW YORK, 8 West 40th St.
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thrifty Joseph cut down the salary to eight hundred florins. And
Mozart at this time was sadly in need of money, as his letters show.

In a letter of June, 1788, he tells of his new lodgings, where he could

have better air, a garden, quiet. In another, dated June 27, he

says : "I have done more work in the ten days that I have lived here

than in two months in my other lodgings, and I should be much

better here, were it not for dismal thoughts that often come to me.

I must drive them resolutely away; for I am living comfortably,

pleasantly, and cheaply." We know that he borrowed from Puch-

berg, a merchant with whom he became acquainted at a Masonic

lodge, for the letter with Puchberg's memorandum of the amount

is in the collection edited by Nohl.

Mozart could not reasonably expect help from the Emperor. The

composer of "Don Giovanni" and the "Jupiter" symphony was un-

fortunate in his Emperors.

The Emperor Joseph was in the habit of getting up at five o'clock;

he dined on boiled bacon at 3.15 ; he preferred water, but he would

drink a glass of Tokay ; he was continually putting chocolate drops

from his waistcoat pocket into his mouth; he gave gold coins to

the poor; he was unwilling to sit for his portrait; he had remark-

ably fine teeth; he disliked sycophantic fuss; he patronized the

English who introduced horse-racing; and Michael Kelly, who tells

QUALITY and

REPUTATION

enable you to know

in advance that the

VOS© is a most

satisfactory piano.

WE CHALLENGE
COMPARISON

160 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
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\ HOLLAMDEi
ESTABLISHED 1848

INVITES

Inspection of the Recent

IMPOETATIOM^
OF

rON DRESS o

Portraying what is Most Fashionable in Designs and Colorings

for the Coming Seasons

202 BOYLSTON STREET BOSTON

CH^FEATS WALL FAFEI
THE STANDARD OF VALUES

veE OUT OF hiom

Decoration has a very real, though sub-conscious, influence upon the

temperament and personality.

Discords in color, as in music, result from incomplete knowledge and
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us many things, says he was "passionately fond of music and a

most excellent and accurate judge of it." But we know that he

did not like the music of Mozart.
Joseph commanded from his composer Mozart no opera, cantata,

symphony, or piece of chamber music, although he was paying him
eight hundred florins a year. He did order dances, the dances

named above. For the dwellers in Vienna were dancing-mad. Let

us listen to Kelly, who knew Mozart and sang in the first per-

formance of ''Le Nozze di Figaro" in 1786: "The ridotto rooms,

where the masquerades took place, were in the palace ; and, spacious

and commodious as they were, they were actually crammed with

masqueraders. I never saw or indeed heard of any suite of rooms
where elegance and convenience were more considered, for the

propensity of the Vienna ladies for dancing and going to carnival

masquerades was so determined that nothing was permitted to

interfere with their enjoyment of their favorite amusement. . . .

The ladies of Vienna are particularly celebrated for their grace and
movements in waltzing, of which they never tire. For my own
part, I thought waltzing from ten at night until seven in the morn-
ing a continual whirligig, most tiresome to the eye and ear, to

say nothing of any worse consequences." For these dances Mozart
wrote, as did Haydn, Hummel, Beethoven.
Thus was Mozart without loyal protection. He wrote Puchberg

that he hoped to find more patrons abroad than in Vienna. In
the spring of 1789 he left his beloved Constance, and made a
concert tour in hope of bettering his fortunes.

The picture, while lacking the charming colorings of the furni-

ture and fabrics, gives a fair idea of the interesting vista as one

steps off the elevator into Paine 's new rooms on the third floor

PAINE FURNITURE COMPANY OF BOSTON
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Mozart was never fully appreciated in Vienna during his last

wretched yet glorious years. It is not necessary to tell the story

of the loneliness of his last days, the indifference of court and city,

the insignificant burial. This lack of appreciation was wondered at

in other towns. See, for instance, Studien filr TonJciinstler und
Mtisikfreunde, a musical journal published at Berlin in 1792. The
Prague correspondent wrote on December 12, 1791 : "Because his

body swelled after death, the story arose that he had been poisoned.

. . . Now that he is dead the Viennese will indeed find out what
they have lost. While he was alive he always had much to do
with the cabal, which he occasionally irritated through his sans

souci ways. Neither his 'Figaro' nor his 'Don Giovanni' met with
any luck at Vienna, yet the more in Prague. Peace be with his

ashes !"

Mozart in 1788 was unappreciated save by a few, among whom
was Frederick William II., King of Prussia; he was wretchedly
poor; he was snubbed by his own Emperor, whom he would not
leave to go into foreign, honorable, lucrative service. This was the

Mozart of 1788 and 1789.

We know little or nothing concerning the first years of the three

symphonies. Gerber's "Lexicon der Tonkiinstler" (1790) speaks
appreciatively of him: the erroneous statement is made that the
Emperor fixed his salary in 1788 at six thousand florins ; the varied
ariettas for piano are praised especially; but there is no mention
whatever of any symphony.
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The enlarged edition of Gerber's work (1813) contains an ex-

tended notice of Mozart's last years, and we find in the summing
np of his career: "If one knew only one of his noble symphonies,

as the over-poweringly great, fiery, perfect, pathetic, sublime sym-

phony in C." And this reference is undoubtedly to the "Jupiter,"

the one in C major.
Mozart gave a concert at Leipsic in May, 1789. The programme

was made up wholly of pieces by him, and among them were two
symphonies in manuscript. A story that has come down might
easily lead us to believe that one of them was the one in G minor.

At a rehearsal for this concert Mozart took the first allegro of a
symphony at a very fast pace, so that the orchestra soon was unable
to keep up with him. He stopped the players and began again at

the same speed, and he stamped the time so furiously that his steel

shoe-buckle fiew into pieces. He laughed, and, as the players still

dragged, he began the allegro a third time. The musicians, by this

time excsperated, played to suit him. Mozart afterwards said to

some who wondered at his conduct, because he had on other occa-

sions protested against undue speed: "It was not caprice on my
part. I saw that the majority of the players were well along in

years. They would have dragged everything beyond endurance
if I had not set fire to them and made them angry, so that out of

sheer spite they did their best." Later in the rehearsal he praised

the orchestra, and said that it was unnecessary for it to rehearse
the accompaniment to the pianoforte concerto : "The parts are
correct, you play well, and so do I." This concert, by the way, was

'-^
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poorly attended, and half of those who were present had received

free tickets from Mozart, who was generous in such matters.

He also gave a concert of his own works at Frankfort, October

14, 1790. S^^mphonies were played in Vienna in 1788, but they

were by Haydn ; and one by Mozart was played in 1791. In 1792

a symphony by Mozart was played at Hamburg.
The early programmes, even when they have been preserved,

seldom determine the date of a first performance. It was the custom
to print "Symphonie von Wranitzky," ''Sinfonie von Mozart," "Sin-

fonia di Haydn." Furthermore, it should be remembered that

^'Sinfonie" was then a term often applied to any work in three or

more movements written for strings, or strings and wind instru-

ments.
The two symphonies played at Leipsic were "unpublished." The

two symphonies that preceded the great three were composed in

1783 and 1786. The latter one, in D, was performed in Prague with
extraordinary success. The publishers were not slow in publishing

Mozart's compositions, if they were as niggardly as Joseph II. him-

self. The two symphonies played were probably of the three com-
posed in 1788. Even this conclusion is a guess.

The Symphony in G minor was played in Boston on December 21,

1850, from a score presented by Mr. C. C. Perkins at a concert in

Tremont Temple of the Boston Musical Fund Society, the "second
Grand Concert for the Establishment of a Charitable Fund." Mr.
G. J. Webb conducted. The other pieces were "Grand Overture,

Leonora," by Beethoven; the overture to "Stradella," by Flotow;
excerpts from Hummel's Septet, played by Messrs. H. Perabeau, C.
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Guentlier, T. Ryan, H. Fries, E. Lehmann, W. Fries, and A. Stein.

Mme. Minna Mtiller sang for the first time in Boston,—an aria from
•'Lucia," Sclmbert's "Wanderer," and a "German National Song,"

Mr, J, E. Goodson,* "from London," made his "fist" [sic] appear-

ance in America," and played two organ fugues by J, S, Bache {sic),

one in "F sharp mi" and one in E major ("Mozart's favorite").

The latest performance here at a concert of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra was on January 25, 1917,

The symphony was scored originally for one flute, two oboes, two
basoons, two horns, and strings. Mozart added later two clarinet

parts. Kochel says that Mozart wrote a score for the oboes and
clarinets on special pages, as the original parts for the oboes were
necessarily changed by the addition of the clarinets. In connec-

tion with this a note by William Foster Apthorp is of interest:

"The first score has generally been used for performances of the
symphony all over the world. The second, or Nachschrift, was for

years in the possession of Johannes Brahms, who, for some reason
or other, persistently refused to allow it to be published, or to go
out of his hands. It is now published and will be used at this

concert" f (December 29, 1900).

* Mr. Goodson was appointed conductor of the Handel and Haydn Society on
August 15, 1851. Mr. John S. Dwight described him in his History of the Handel and
Haydn Society as an accomplished musician and organist, "a thinking man, too, with
mind much occupied in philosophical and social questions. We have the impression
that he stayed not longer than a year or two in Boston, and then sought his fortune
in the West."

t By some means Mr. Theodore Thomas succeeded in procuring a copy of the
Nachschrift, perhaps before it came into Brahms's possession. At all events, he has used
it exhaustively at his concerts in this country for the last twenty or twenty-five years.

—

W. F. A.
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The first movement, Allegro molto, in G minor, 4-4, begins imme-
diately with the exposition of the first theme; the melody is sung
by the first and second violins in octaves over a simple accompani-
ment in the other strings.* The theme is sixteen measures long

and ends on the dominant. The orchestra concludes it in four

measures, and the first eight measures of the theme are repeated by
the strings with sustained harmonies in oboes and bassoons. There
is a modulation to B-flat major. The subsidiary theme is of an
energetic character. The second theme is in B-flat major and of a

plaintive nature. The first part is repeated. The free fantasia

begins with the first theme, now in the remote key of F-sharp

minor, and this theme now has various appearances. The develop-

*An anecdote is told of one of Liszt's concerts in Munich, in the days when he still

appeared in public as a pianist. He had just played his own matchless transcription
of Beethoven's Pastoral Symphony as only he could play it. It should be remembered
that the Pastoral, though homely enough in its thematic material and generally simple
in its development and working-out, is, as a piece of orchestration, one of Beethoven's
most complicated scores ; it thus presents quite peculiar difficulties to the pianoforte
transcriber, difficulties which Liszt has conquered in a way that can only be called
marvellous. After Liszt had played it at the concert in question, Franz Lachner stepped
up to him in the green room and said : "You are a perfect magician ! Think of play-
ing literally everything in the second movement and with only ten fingers ! But I can
tell you one thing even you can't play with all your magicianship." "What's that?"
asked Liszt. "The first sixteen measures of Mozart's little G minor Symphony, simple
as they are." Liszt thought a moment, and then said with a laugh': "I think you are
right ; I should need a third hand. I should need both my hands for the accompani-
ment alone, with that viola-figure in it

!"—W. F. A.
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ment is long and elaborate. Especially noteworthy is the combina-

tion of the beginning of the first motive with the second half of

the subsidiary theme, which is now played legato by the wood-wind

;

also the preparation for the repetition with the surprising entrance

of the first theme ; also the treatment of the first theme in imitation

at the end.

The second movement is an Andante, E-flat major, 6-8, and it is

also in the sonata form. Keimann is reminded by the mood of this

movement of a sentence in a letter written by Mozart to his father

in 1787, a year before the composition of the symphony : "As death,

rightly considered, is the true purpose of our life, I have since a

year or two made myself so thoroughly acquainted with this true

and best friend of man that his picture no longer frightens me;
it brings much that is reassuring and comforting." The chief

theme is hardly a continuous melodic song. It begins in the violas

with a rhythmic figure, which is imitated by the second violins, then

by the first. The true melody lies somewhat hidden in the basses,

and in the repetition of the first eight measures is sung elegiacally

by the first violins. Some find reminiscences of passages in Tami-
no's "Picture" aria, "Ich fiihl es," in "The Magic Flute," and in Ilia's

aria, "Se il padre perdei," in "Idomeneo." The second theme is in

B-flat major, and it consists chiefly of passage-work, in which "the

little fluttering figure" of the accompaniment of the concluding
period of the first theme assumes thematic importance. The free

K»¥»~V%-?r
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fantasia is short. Energetic modulations in chromatic ascension

lead to a half-cadence, when the first rhythmic motive appears in

the bassoons, accompanied by sighs of wood-wind instruments and
figuration in the strings. This leads to the repetition.

The third movement, Menuetto : Allegro in G minor, 3-4, is stern

and contrapuntal. The trio, in G major, is light and simple.

The finale: Allegro assai, in G minor, 4-4, begins in an earnest,

almost passionate mood, which is maintained to the entrance of a
cantabile second theme in B-flat major, sung first by the strings,

then by the wood-wind. In the repetition of this theme there is

a characteristic and melancholy variation in the first violins. The
free fantasia is an elaborate development of the first theme in imi-

tative counterpoint. The third part is practically a repetition of

the first, although the second theme is in G minor, not, as might be
expected, in G major.
Commentators have pointed out the fact that the first seven notes

of the scherzo theme in Beethoven's Fifth Symphony are identical

with the corresponding notes of the first theme of this finale, save

that the key is different; but the rhythm is so different that de-

tection of any similarity is not easy for the ear.

* *

The symphony, it is said, was the successor of the old suite. It

should not be forgotten that "the ultimate basis of the suite-form is

a contrast of dance-tunes ; but in the typical early symphony the
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dance-tunes are almost invariably avoided." Nor can the intro-

duction of the minuet in the symphony be regarded as a vital bond

between symphony and suite. The minuet is not so characteristic

an element in the old suite as is the allemande, courante, sarabande,

gigue, gavotte, or bourree.

Mozart preserved the type of the old minuet, as it is found in the

old suites: he kept the moderate movement, the high-bred, courtly

air, Haydn accelerated the pace, gave a lighter character, and sup-

plied whimsical and humorous incidents.*

It is often stated loosely, and with the air of Macaulay and his

"every school-boy knows," that the minuet was introduced into the

symphony by Haydn. Gossec in France wrote symphonies for

large orchestra before Haydn wrote them, and these works were
performed at Paris. Haydn's first symphony was composed in 1759.

Gossec's first symphonies were published in 1754; but just when
Gossec introduced the minuet as a movement is not determined

beyond doubt and peradventure. Sammartlni wrote his first sym-

phony in 1734, Stamitz wrote symphonies before Haydn, and there

were other precursors. Even a Viennese composer introduced the

minuet before Haydn, one Georg Matthias Monn,t whose symphony

* For interesting remarks concerning the infancy of the symphony, especially at
Vienna, see "Mozarts Jugendsinfonien," by Detlef Schultz (Leipsic, 1900).

t Little is known about this Viennese composer of the eighteenth century except
that he was productive. A list of some of his works is given in Gerber's "Neues his-

torisch biographisches Lexikon der Tonktinstler," Vol. III. ( Leipsic, 1813).
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in D major, composed before 1740, with a minuet, is now in the

Vienna Court Library.

There were some who thought in those early days that a sym-
phony worthy of the name should be without a minuet. Thus the

learned Hofrath Johann Gottlieb Carl Spazier (1761-1805) wrote
a strong protest, which appeared in the number of the Musikalisches

Wochenblatt after that which contained the news of Mozart's

death. Spazier objected to the minuet as a destroyer of unity and
coherence. In a dignified work there should be no discordant

mirth. Why not a polonaise or a gavotte, if a minuet be allowed?
The tirst movement should be in some prevailing mode, joyful, up-

lifted, proud, solemn, etc. A slow and gentle movement brings

relief and prepares the hearer for the finale or still stronger

presentation of the first mood. The minuet is disturbing, it re-

minds one of the dance-hall and the misuse of music; and "when
it is caricatured, as is often the case with minuets by Haydn and
Pleyel, it excites laughter." The minuet retards the flow of the
symphony, and it should surely never be found in a passionate
work or in one that induces solemn meditation. Thus the Hofrath
Spazier of Berlin. The even more learned Johann Mattheson had
said half a century before him that the minuet, played, sung, or
danced, produced no other effect than a moderate cheerfulness. The
minuet was an aristocratic dance, the dance of noble dames with
powder and patches and of men renowned for grace and gallantry.

It was so in music until Haydn gave it to citizens and their wives
with loud laugh and louder heels. And in England the minuet was

ta^l^t^t^^^:^t^[XgjJtxSjj^V8jJtV8^tVfjjp>8/jt)gljt^atJ^^
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a formal function. Austin Leigh, commenting on the proposed re-

vival of this eighteenth-century dance, said: "It was not every one
who felt qualified to make this public exhibition, and those ladies

who intended to dance minuets used to distinguish themselves by
wearing a particular kind of lappet on their head-dress. I have
heard also of another curious proof of the respect in which this

dance was held. Gloves immaculately clean were considered requis-

ite for its due performance, while gloves a little soiled were thought
good enough for a country dance; and accordingly some prudent
ladies provided themselves with two pairs for their several pur-

poses."

Mozart's "Prague" symphony in D major (1786) is without a
minuet. So is the symphony in G major (1783).

For a discussion of the minuet in the early symphonies see Detlef
Schultz's "Mozarts Jugendsinfonien" (Leipsic, 1900). For the in-

fluence of Schobert over Mozart see "Mozart," by T. de Wyzewa
and G. de Saint-Foix (Paris, 1912), Vol. I., pp. 65-80. Schobert
gave to the trios of a minuet a capricious character, or one of

reverie, by repeating constantly a little theme with diverse modu-
lations; but in the choice of a subject, light, melancholy, almost
mysterious, the young Mozart knew no model.

*
* *

Sir Charles Stanford in "A History of Music" by Stanfol'd and
Forsyth (New York, 1916) has this to say about Mozart:

—

"It is a curious commentary on the subtle character of Mozart's
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creations that almost every music lover only reaches the point of

adequate appreciation of his work, when hi,s judgment has become
matured. When one is a child, he speaks as a child ; but when one

is old, he puts away childish things, or rather, what we once

imagined to be childish turns out to be nature. His simplicity

of expression is so perfect that it gains with repetition. It is not

the simplicity of a superficial or vapid mind, but the natural ex-

pression of a highly trained and deeply sensitive one. The har-

monic effects are never calculated even when they are most sur-

prising, as in the Introduction to the C major Quartet, or the

slow movement of that in E-flat. The ingenuity of his canonic

devices is so concealed that an ignoramus can appreciate the music
for itself without any idea of the complexity within. He wrote
perfectly for the orchestra, but no less so for the human voice,

and never crushed the latter with the former. He reached a point

in symphonic work, with his last four works in that form, which
has never been excelled within its own limits, although Beethoven
climbed greater and larger heights when he enlarged frontiers which
gave his predecessor sufficient room : but any observant eye can
see in the E-flat symphony the prototype of the Eroica. The string

quartets are unsurpassable for workmanship, for charm, and for

perfection of instrumental treatment. The most sympathetic, lov-

able, generous of composers, he richly deserved the recorded tribute

of his brother Freemasons, 'Orpheum viao superavit/ "
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Mr. Frederic Fradkin was born of Russian parents in Troy, N.Y.,

on April 2, 1892. At the age of live he began the study of the violin

with Henry Schradieck. His next teacher was Max Bendix. In

1905 Mr. Fradkin went to Paris, where his teachers at first were

Guillaume Antoine Roemy, called Remy, and Jose Silvestre de los

Dolores White, commonly known as Joseph White. In 1907 he

entered the Paris Conservatory as a pupil of Narcisse Augustin
Lefort, and in 1909 he was awarded a first prize for violin-playing.

First prizes were also awarded that year to Miss Roussel, Miss

Fidide, Messrs. Astruc and Krettly. The jury in Mr. Fradkin's

case was unanimous. His first engagement was as concert-master
and soloist for the orchestra at Royan led by J. Pennequin. In
the following year he was engaged by Louis Ganne as soloist at

Monte Carlo. HaAdng studied at Brussels with Ysaye, he returned
to the United States, and on February 19, 1911, played Mendels-
sohn's Concerto at a concert of the Philharmonic Society led by
Gustav Mahler In the spring of that year he went to London,
where he played. In 1912 he was engaged as concert-master and
soloist of the Vienna Concert Society. He came back to the United
States in the fall of 1914 to be the concert-master and soloist of

the Russian Orchestra of New York. In 1916-17 he was concert-

master and soloist of the Russian Ballet Orchestra. In August,
1918, he was engaged as concert-master of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra. On February 14, 1919, he played Mendelssohn's Con-
certo at a concert of the Boston S^^mphony Orchestra in Boston.

Jf. ^. ©'Connor Co.
157 TREMONT STREET
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Spanish Symphony for Violin anp Orchestra, Op. 21.

Edouard Victor Antoine Lalo

(Born at Lille, January 27, 1823; died at Paris, April 22, 1892.)

Lalo's "Symphonie Espagnole" was played for the first time at a

Colonne concert at the Chatelet, February 7, 1875. The solo violin-

ist was Pablo de Sarasate, to whom this work, as well as Lalo's

Violin Concerto, Op. 20, is dedicated.

The orchestral part of this concerto symphony is scored for

piccolo, two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, four
horns, two trumpets, three trombones, kettledrums, snare-drum,
triangle, harp, and strings.

The first movement, Allegro non troppo, in D minor, 2-2, begins
with preluding by orchestra and solo instrument on figures from
the first theme. The orchestra takes up the theme fortissimo and
develops it as an introductory ritornello; but, after the theme is

developed, the solo violin enters, takes up the theme and develops

it in its own waj. Passage-work leads to a short tutti, which
announces the second theme, played in B-flat major by the solo,

instrument. There is no real free fantasia ; the development of the
third part, however, is more elaborate than that of the first. The
second theme comes in D major. There is a short coda on the first

theme.
II. Scherzando, allegro molto, G major, 3-8. This movement

begins with a lively orchestral prelude. The solo violin has a
cantabile waltz theme, which is developed at some length. Figures
from the orchestral prelude keep appearing in the accompaniment.

Announces the opening of the new

22 BOYLSTON STREET
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There is a second part, full of capricious changes of tempo and
tonality. The third part is virtually a repetition of the first.

III.
' The Interme7>zo, allegretto non troppo, in A-minor, 2-4,

is often omitted.

IV. The Andante, in D minor, 3-4, opens with an orchestral

prelude in which a sustained melody is developed in full harmony
by wind instruments, then by strings. The solo violin has the chief

theme in the movement, a cantilena, which is developed simply.

The second theme, announced by the solo instrument, is more
florid. The first theme returns, and there is a short coda.

V. The finale, a Rondo, allegro, in D major, 6-8, begins with a

viva(;ioUs orchestral prelude. The solo violin enters with the

saltarello-like chief theme. The development of this theme, with
figures from the prelude as important parts of the accompaniment
and with one or two subsidiary themes, constitutes the whole of

the movement.
This ''Spanish Symphony" was first played in Boston at a Sym-

phony concert by Charles M. Loeffler, November 12, 1887. It has
been played at these concerts by Mr. Loeffler, February 8, 1890

;

Timothee Adamowski, March 13, 1897, March 10, 1900, March 12,

1904; Fritz Kreisler, November 30, 1907; Mischa Elman (first,

fourth, and fifth movements), January 7, 1911; Sylvain Noack,
April 17, 1915.

*
* *

Hans von Btilow and Tschaikowsky were warm admirers of the

CARL FAELTEN. Director

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, at 11 a. m., Faelten Hall
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SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 28, at 11 a. m., Faelten Hall

Recital by Students of the Preparatory Course

Programs and complimentary tickets at the office

of the School
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Symphonie Espagnole. The former in a letter to the Signale from
Sydenham, England, dated October 27-November 4, 1877, spoke of

Max Bruch's second violin concerto which he heard played by

Pablo de Sarasate, to whom it was dedicated. Having criticised it

harshly, he alluded to Lalo's "splendid Symphonie Espagnole, show-

ing genius in everj^ way." In a letter to Hermann Wolff, written

in August, 1887, he said with reference to programmes that the

inclusion of this concerto would be most agreeable to him, but '^ohne

amputation." In a letter to Figaro, February 10, 1892, he signed

himself: "Ami de Berlioz, Laio, Saint-Saens, doux musicien et

ancien bonapartiste intransigeant."

On March 15, 1878, Tschaikowsky wrote to Mme. von Meek : "Do
you know the Symphonie Espagnole by the French composer Lalo?
This piece has recently been brought out by the very modern violinist

Sarasate. . . . The work has given me the greatest pleasure. It is

so delightfully fresh and light, with piquant rhythms and beauti-

fully harmonized melodies. It resembles closely other works of

the French school to which Lalo belongs, works with which I am
acquainted. Like L6o Delibes and Bizet he shuns carefully all that

is routinier, seeks new forms without wishing to be profound, and

.T
Established in 1842

Sables, Russian and Hudson Bay
We dress our own sables and can give excellent values in both

Russian and Hudson Bay. Coats, Coatees, etc., in all furs.

We specialize in tailor-made fur garments.

19 ARLINGTON STREET,
Next to Arlington Street Church

OUR ONLY LOCATION
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—

A Ida.
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Brown.
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—

La Forge.
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A mato.
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—
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—
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cares more for musical beauty than for the old traditions as the
Germans care. The young generation of French composers is truly

very promising."
*

* *

Lalo belonged to a highly respectable family that went from Spain
to Flanders in the sixteenth century. He was thoroughly educated.
His parents did not wish him to be a musician, but finally allowed
him to study the violin and harmony with a German named Bau-
mann at the Conservatory of Music at Lille. Lalo afterwards went
to Paris, and entered the class of Habeneck at the Conservatory of

Music to perfect himself as a violinist. Not staying long at the
Conservatory, he took lessons in composition of Schulhoff, the
pianist, and Crevecoeur. He earned his living by playing the viola

in the Armingaud-Jacquard Quartet. This Quartet was organized
in 1855. Its programmes were chiefly of chamber music by lead-

ing German composers, for those were the days when the romances
of Loisa Puget, and variations of themes from popular operas,

were in favor, while chamber music was little cultivated or esteemed
in France. The concerts of this Quartet were in fashion, however,
for many years.

Lalo's first compositions were pieces for the violin and piano
(Op. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6) ; a trio, C minor, classical in form and infiuenced

by Beethoven (Op. 7) ; two melodies for baritone (1848) ; "Le
Novice," a scene for baritone (1849) ; six romances with words by

Importations of Ladies' and Misses'

Coats, Suits, Gowns and Wraps

Our merchandise is of the Fifth Avenue, New York

and Parisienne designs

We invite inspection

46 TEMPLE PLACE - - BOSTON
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Huntington Ave., Cor. Massachusetts 160-162 Massachusetts Ave.
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Beranger (1849) ; six melodies with text by Victor Hugo (published

in 1856) ; a sonata for pianoforte and violin, Op. 12; two pieces for

pianoforte and violoncello, Op. 14; an Allegro in E-flat major for

pianoforte and violoncello; "Soirees Parisiennes," three pieces for

violin and pianoforte ; a second trio in B minor ; a sonata for piano-

forte and violoncello.

Several of his works were played at the concert of the Armingaud-
Jacquard Quartet in April, 1859; the Allegro for pianoforte and
violoncello, the second trio, and a string quartet in E-flat major,

which was originally Op. 19, but afterwards rewritten and published

in a new form as Op. 45 in 1888. The great public did not know him,

but musicians respected him, and some of his compositions were
played in Germany before they were played in France.
A period of discouragement and inaction followed. He gave up

composition, married in 1865 one of his pupils, Julie Marie Victoire

Bernier de Maligny, a handsome contralto often heard at the con-

certs of the Societe Nationale, and contented himself with playing

concerts of chamber music.

Soon after 1870 there was rivalry among French composers of or-

chestral and chamber music. Lalo took courage, and girded up his

loins. His style became more individual, bolder. His violoncello

sonata was played on January 27, 1872, at a concert of the Societe
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tomorrow. They express the highest quaUty
obtainable in genuine portraiture.
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By HENRY HADLEY
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"The best American opera yet given at the MetropoHtan. The score has
variety, depth, color, and is a pleasure to hear."— New York Times.

'

" The music has the necessary quality of sensuousness, and is always melo-
dious. Mr. Hadley's themes are elegant, graceful, winning."— New York Sun.

"Another feather in the cap of the talented American. The chief melody,
'I Love You,' will surely be sung, hummed, whistled."— New York World.
" The music flowed on from beginning to end, now in deep, pellucid eddies of

sound, now in swift, surging sonorities. The reception of the work was sin-

cerely appreciative."— New York Tribune.
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Rationale. Several songs are of this day : Trois Melodies with words
by Alfred de Musset,—"'A uiie ileur," "Chanson de Barberine," "La
Zuecca" ; ''Le Fenaison" and "L'Esclave (words by Gautier) ; and
"Souvenir" (words by V. Hugo). A Divertissement for orchestra

was performed at the Cirque d'Hiver, January 12, 1873. Keceived

coldly at the first performance, it was redemanded at the concert of

the next Sunday. Massenet made a transcription of it for the

pianoforte.

Then came the performance of the Concerto for violin, Op. 20.

The "Symphonie Espagnole," first played by Sarasate on February

7, 1875,"^ at a Chatelet concert, made Lalo still more famous; but it

was not till his opera "Le Roi d'Ys" was produced at the Opera-

Comique in Paris, May 7, 1888, that he was popularly recognized

as one of the first of French composers,—a position that he still

holds,—and not without reason did Hans von Biilow, writing a let-

ter to Figaro apropos of the Alsace-Lorraine question, sign himself

"The friend of Berlioz, Lalo and Saint-Saens." When this opera

was produced and Lalo's fame established, the composer was sixty-

five years old. "Le Roi d'Ys" was produced at New Orleans, Jan-

uary 23, 1890, for the first time in the United States.

Before he was applauded as the composer of "Le Roi d'Ys," Lalo
met with various and cruel disappointments. Opposed to any con-

cession or compromise, not knowing how to scheme or fawn, he was
not the man to be welcomed by managers of opera houses. He was
not in the habit of writing salon music, so his name was not known
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to amateurs. When a ballet-master of the Opera urged him to stiidy
Adolphe Adam as a model, Lalo replied, ''Do you think I am going
to make music like that of 'Giselle'* for you ?"

Lalo was obliged to be satisfied with playing in chamber concerts,
until a competition, proposed in 18G7 by order of the Minister of
State, gave him an opportunity, as he thought, of showing what he
could do in dramatic music. Beauquier wrote the libretto of an
opera in three acts, "Fiesque," founded on Schiller's "Fiesco," and
Lalo set music to it, but the prize was awarded to Jules Phillipot
(] 824-97) for his "Le Magnifique," an opera-comique in one act

* "Giselle, on les Willis," a fantastical baUet in two acts, book by Theoohile Gautier
t"*^ nr,"*^

Saint-Georges, music by Adolphe Adam, was produced at the Op6ra, Paris,
June 28, 1841, with Carlotta Grisi as chief dancer. The ballet had a great success,
and was considered as the masterpiece of this art in France until the appearance of
Delibes' "Coppelia" (1870) and "Sylvia" (1876). "Giselle" was produced in Boston
at the Howard AthensEum, as early as October 10, 1846, when Mile. Blangy was
the leading dancer. It was performed at this theatre again in 1852 and 1853 The
Russian Imperial Ballet headed by Miss Pavlowa and Mr. Mordkin revived it at the
Boston Opera House, December 31, 1910.
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which was not performed until 1876 at the Theatre Lyrique, when it

was judged wholly unworthy of the honor. There was talk of pro-

ducing "Fiesque" at the Opera, but Lalo addressed himself to the

Jlonnaie, Brussels. Just as the opera was about to be performed
at the Monnaie, the director, Vachot, died. Lalo published the

score ; fragments of it were played in concerts in Paris, and the

prelude and an interniezzo were performed at the Odeon, May 4,

1873. Pages of this opera were afterwards used by Lalo in his

pantomime music for *'Neron" (Hippodrome, Paris, March 28, 1891).

It has been said that, if the dimensions of the Hippodrome had not

seriously injured the effect of some of these pages, which were orig-

inally designed for a very different purpose, this pillaging of a score

that had already been published would not have shocked a musician:
"He would even have congratulated the composer on having found,

by an ingenious protest against the unjust forgetfulness to which an
old work of genuine merit had been condemned, this means of mak-
ing his music known to those who otherwise would never have heard
it." (The first overture to "Le Roi d'Ys," by the way, the one
played in 1876 and afterwards rewritten, was originally intended
for an opera planned before "Fiesque," but never published.) Lalo
also used pages of "Fiesque" in his Symphony in G minor, produced
by Lamoureux, February 13, 1887; the introduction to the first

movement was taken from the entr'acte before the third act; the
scherzo is founded on the ball scene, and an episode is the ensemble,
"Unissons notre deuil," sung by Leonore, Verrina, and chorus; the

theme of the adagio is a phrase of Julie, "Fiesque, pardonne moi !"

AN INTRODUCTION LEADS TO EVERLASTING FRIENDSHIP

liiiiBiiiB^Biii
ON SALE AT THE BETTER STORES
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in the trio of the third act. A movement in his Anbade for ten

instruments is an entr'acte from "Fiesque"; but the best pages of

''Fiesque" were used in the opera, "La Jacquerie," to which we shall

refer later. This custom of using pages of one opera or oratorio for

another was common among composers of the eighteenth century,

and was observed by Rossini with Olympian indifference, as when
he used the crescendo in the "Calumny" aria in "II Barbiere di

Si^dglia" for the entrance of the Moor in the last act of "Otello."

Composers of a later date have not been squeamish in this respect

:

thus the music of the Soldiers' Chorus in "Faust" was written by
Gounod for Cossacks in an opera with a book by Henri Trianon,

entitled "Yvan de Russie," or "Yvan le Terrible"* ; and the

romance of Micaela in the third act of "Carmen" was composed
by Bizet for an opera, "Griselidis," with a libretto by Sardou.f
Lalo was given to quoting from himself. The song in which Mylio
tells of his love to Rozenn in "Le Roi d'Y's" is taken from "Fiesque,"

and a broad phrase from the introduction of the "Concerto Russe"
(1881) is given to the brass after the chorus of victory in the second

act of "Le Roi d'Ys."

* This score was nearly completed in 1857, and Paris joiirnals announced that
Gounod had read or, rather, sung it to Royer, director of the Opera. The work Was
never performed, but Gounod used pages of it in other operas.

t Bizet destroyed the scores of his "Guzla de I'Emir," "Ivan le Terrible," "La
Coupe du Roi Thule." He had dreamed of "Naraouna," "Calendal," and he worked
some on "Clarisse Harlowe." Fragments of "Griselidis," which he began in 1871,
and of "Le Cid," were found after his death, but he sketched his ideas in hieroglyphics
which were unintelligible to others. After the production of "Carmen" he was busied
especially with "Clarisse Harlowe," and he was thinking of putting music to L6on
Halgvy's "Les Templiers."
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Little time was given to Lalo for the composition of his ballet

"Namouna." Obliged to write the music in four months, he worked
on it fourteen hours a day, when he was fifty-eight years old. He
had a stroke of paralysis at a rehearsal. The work was nearly com-

pleted, and Gounod, fond of Lalo, begged to be allowed to orches-

trate the last scenes. But there were other trials for Lalo, who saw
a performance of his "Eoi d'Ys" indefinitely postponed. After

Gounod had completed his task of affection, there came up a ques-

tion of a cigarette.

In a scene of seduction in the first act of ''Namouna" Mme. San-

galli,* the chief dancer, was expected to light and smoke a cigarette

while dancing. "She had made praiseworthy attempts to accustom
herself to smoke and was at last sure of herself," when the dancer
M(§rante demanded that this effect should be cut out on the ground
that he should use it himself in the scenario of a ballet about to be
performed, although the effect was "invented" by Petipa, not by
him. There were threats of a lawsuit. Vaucorbeil, the director of

the Opera, was afraid of danger through fire. At last it was de-

cided that Mme. Sangalli should roll the cigarette, but not light it.

* Rita SangalU came to the United States in 1868 and danced in New York at
the Olympic Theatre in "Humpty Dumpty," with George L. Fox, Clown ; C. Fox, Panta-
loon ; Frank Lacey, Harlequin ; and Emily Rigi, Columbine. She danced in Boston in
a revival of "The Black Crook" at the Continental Theatre, also in "Cinderella" and
"Midsummer Night's Dream." She was characterized in New York as a "superbly
voluptuous dancer." Georges Duval sounded her praise when she appeared as Sylvia
in Delibes' ballet of that name at the Paris Op6ra, June 14, 1876 ; but other Parisian
critics said that she was "a vigorous and intrepid ballerina, accurate and forcible, but
somewhat lacking in charm."
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"Namouna" was announced for performance, but Mme. Sangalli

injured a foot, and the performance was postponed. There were
then cruel rumors to the efPect that the music had been found inade-

quate. Meanwhile friends of Ambroise Thomas were pressing the

production of "Frangoise de Rimini." It was said by some of the

newspapers that, if Mme. Sangalli were not able to dance, Miss
Rosita Mauri would replace her. This was in 1882. She, hearing
this, answered her informant: "I shall rehearse Saturday, March
4, and on Monday, the 6th, I shall dance Namouna, or I shall be
dead!" She did not die; she danced Namouna on the day she
named.

After "Le Roi d'Ys" made Lalo famous at the age of sixty-five, he
composed a pianoforte concerto (first played by Diemer in 1889)
and the music for "Neron." He then began to compose the music
for a lyric drama by Mme. Simone Arnaud and Alfred Blau, "La
Jacquerie," which has nothing in common with Merimee's historical

drama except the title and the scene of action. Lalo had another
paralytic stroke, and he died having sketched only the first act of

this opera, which was completed after his death by Arthur Coquard
and produced at Monte Carlo, March 8, 1895. There was a per-

formance at Aix-les-Bains the same year. The first performance
in Paris was at the Op6ra-Comique December 23, 1895, with Miss
Delna, Miss Kerlord, Jerdme, Bouvet, Hermann-Devries, Dufour,
and Belhomme as the chief singers. At Monte Carlo the chief sing-

ers were Mme. Deschamps-Jehin, Miss Loventz, Jerome, Bouvet,
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Ughetto, Declauzens, and Lafon. The music of Lalo made little

efl'ect.

Disappointment followed Lalo to the end. He was not chosen a

member of the Institute, for he would not pull wires for an election.

He did not finish his last opera. His death during the commotion
excited by dynamiters at Paris awakened little attention, and there

were no funeral eulogies in the journals ; but nearly all the French
musicians of renown were present at his burial, and thus paid

tribute to a composer of the highest character and talent. (See the

biographical sketch of Lalo by Georges Servieres in "La Musique
Fran^aise Moderne," Paris, 1897; by Hugues Imbert in "Nouveaux
Profils de Musiciens," Paris, 1892.)"

*

The following comj)ositions by Lalo have been performed in Bos-

ton at subscription concerts of the Boston Symphony Orchestra :

—

Concerto for violin, Op. 20 : December 24, 1910 ( Sylvain Noack,
violinist).

Svmphonie Espagnole, Op. 21: November 12, 1887 (Charles M.
Loeffler) ; February 8, 1890 (Mr. Loeffler) ; March 13, 1897 (Timo-
thee Adamowski) ; March 10, 1900 (Mr. Adamowski) ; March 12,

1904 (Mr. Adamowski) ; November 30, 1907 (Fritz Kreisler) ; Jan-
uarv 7, 1911 (Mischa Elman—first, fourth, and fifth movements)

;

April 17, 1915 (Sylvain Noack).
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Fantaisie Norvegienne for violin and orchestra, December 20, 1884

(Charles M. Loeffler, violinist).

Concerto in D minor for violoncello and orchestra : October 21,

1899 (Elsa Euegger) ; October 19, 1901 (Jean Gerardy) ; February

10, 1912 (Helnrich Warnke) ; March 6, 1915 (Pablo Casals) ;
March

8, 1918 (Joseph Malkin).
Khapsody in A for orchestra : December 22, 1888 ; April 4, 1891

;

January 17, 1919.

Suite, "Namouna," January 4, 1896.

Overture to ''Le Koi d'Ys": November 21, 1891; December 24,

1892; November 23, 1907; November 29, 1913; February 21, 1919.

Aubade from "Le Koi d'Ys," December 22, 1904 (Charles Gilibert,

baritone).

The Symphonie Espagnole, Fantaisie Norvegienne, violoncello

concerto. Rhapsody, suite from the music to ^'Namouna," and over-

ture to "Le Roi d'Ys" were played at these concerts for the first

time in Boston. It is our impression that the Concerto, Op. 20,

was also played here at these concerts for the first time in Boston
as a whole and with orchestral accompaniment.
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"The Dance in Place Congo/^ Symphonic Poem (after George W.
Cable) Henry Franklin Belknap Gilbert

(Born at Somerville, Mass.; now living in Cambridge, Mass.)

"The Dance in Place Congo," a ballet-pantomime, after a story

of old New Orleans by George W. Cable, book of action and mnsic

by Henry F. Gilbert, was produced at the Metropolitan Opera

House, New York, on March 23, 1918. Aurore, Rosina Galli;

Remon, Giuseppe Bonfiglio; Nuina, Ottokar Bartik. Mr. Monteux

conducted. Cadman's opera "Shanewis" was produced that after-

noon, and after the ballet came'Leoni's "L'Oracolo."

The ballet was produced in Boston on April 26, 1918, by the

Metropolitan Opera Company at the Boston Opera House, after

Eimsky-Korsakoff's "Le Coq d'Or" was performed here for the

first time. Mr. Monteux conducted the opera and the ballet. The

dancers were as in the New York performances.

"The Dance in Place Congo" is scored for three flutes, two oboes,

three clarinets, three bassoons, four horns, three trumpets, three

trombones, tuba, tympani, xylophone, tambourine, triangle, Glock-

enspiel, big bell, snare drum, bass drum, cymbals, strings, and harp.

The score bears the line :

—

"Dedicated in friendship to Otto H. Kahn."
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We are indebted to Mr. Gilbert for the following account of this

work :

—

'Mt has been for a long time an ideal of mine to write some music

which should be in its inspiration truly native to America. The

efforts of my compatriots, though frequently very fine technically,

failed to satisfy me. To my mind they leaned far too heavily

upon the tradition of Europe, and seemed to me to ignore tod

completely the very genuine touches of inspiration which exist

in our history^ our temperament, and our national life. I was,

therefore, moved to strike out boldly on a different course, and

while it is far from my wish to criticise others, I do desire to

explain to you the bases of my own action.

"In casting about for an American subject upon which to base

a symphonic poem I was much attracted to New Orleans and

the picturesque quality of the life there in ante-bellum days.

Especially charming to me were the writings of George W. Gable,

author of those delightful books: 'Old Creole Days,' 'The Grandis-

simes,' etc. In an old number of the Century Magazine (February,

.1886) I came across an article, written by Mr. Cable, called 'The

Dance in Place Congo,' in which are described the wild and quasi-
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barbaric revels of the slaves on late Sunday afternoons in the

outskirts of New Orleans. The 'Place Congo' was a no-'count open

space at the fag-end of Orleans Street. The slaves were given

liberty to meet there and enjoy themselves once a week, and it is

one of their rude but picturesque gatherings which Cable tells of

in his article.

''Here was inspiration indeed. What a strong and romantic

picture was presented to my imagination by the magical pen of

the artist. Just what I was looking for. Here was an American

subject; presented in vivid style by an American author; full of

dramatic and colorful suggestion. The article is quite a long one

and has never been reprinted or included in subsequent collections

of Mr. Cable's writings. It can only be seen in the back number

of the Century that I have referred to. It is not a story, but a

word-picture, full of life, suggested color, and animation. It is

illustrated in a charming manner with pictures by Kemble, and

contains besides some musical illustrations, Creole songs, dance

phrases, and many a wild fragment of Southern melody. These

musical illustrations have furnished me with melodic suggestion

for my composition. Using these melodic fragments much after

the manner of Grieg or Tchaikovsky,—and under the inspiration

The comfort amd long service you enjoy in wearing

the Boston Garter zire the result of our fixed policy
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of Cable's colorful and suggestive literary artistry,

—

I have buUt

up my musical structure.

"The original article contains nothing in the nature of a plot.

It is merely a rhapsody: a gorgeous and thrilling word-picture,

filled with atmosphere and suggestion, rather than a definite chain

of incident. I have, however, in constructing my symphonic poem,

characterized certain dominant moods, and striven to give to the

musical piece a definiteness of structure not indicated by the

original article.

"The first episode of the piece has nothing specifically to do

with the 'dance' in Place Congo. It is gloomy and elegiac in char-

acter. Beginning with certain dark and quasi-barbaric rhythms,

it gradually grows in intensity until it attains to what may be

called the tragic and poignant cry of rage and revolt of an entire

race against the restraining bonds of slavery. It is developed from

a wild and most expressive melodic fragment much in use among
the blacks of Louisiana in the olden time. Mr. Cable, who quotes

this strain in his article, says of it: 'And then there was that

long-drawn human cry of tremendous volume, richness, and resound,

=lFTEffnDDn

EjD TO ^Oi^

ifZD BmjI&fDn hk^d
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to which no instrument within their reach could make the faintest

approach, ''Eh-h-h ! ! ! pou' la belle Loyotte ma mourri 'nocent, oui,

'nocent ma mourri." all the instruments silent while it rises and

swells with mighty energy and dies away distantly, "Yea-a-a-a-a-a !"

—then the crash of savage drums, horns, and rattles.'

''The dark mood of this introduction (which again occurs at the

end) serves as a frame or tragic background for the wild and

unrestrained dance-picture which is to follow. There is uncouth

preluding ui)on the rhythm of the coming dance ever growing

sti'onger and more determinate until the theme of the Bamboula*
is ripped out in all its triumphant vulgarity by the full orchestra.

The Bamboula was their principal dance. Cable says of it: 'A

sudden frenzy seizes the musicians. The measure quickens, the

swaying, attitudinizing crowd starts into extra activity, the female

voices grow sharp and staccato, and suddenly the dance is the

furious Bamboula. Now for the frantic leaps! Now for frenzy!

Another pair are in the ring! The man wears a belt of little

bells, or, as a substitute, little tin vials of shot, "bram-bram son-

nette!' And still another couple enter the circle. What wild

—

what terrible delight! The ecstasy rises to madness; one—two

—

* There are notes about the Bamboula at the end of this article.

—

Ed
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three of the dancers fall

—

iloucoutoum! loum!—with foam on their

lips and are dragged out by arms and legs from under the tumultu-

ous feet of crowding newcomers. The musicians know no fatigue;

still the dance rages on.

" 'Quand patate la cuite na (sic) va mange li!' And all to that

one nonsense line meaning only, 'When that 'tater's cooked, don't

you eat it up.'
*

"After the Bamboula has spent its hilarious fury, has reached

a climax, which is followed by certain declamatory phrases in the

orchestra, it dies down and gives place to a more quiet lyrical sec-

tion. I had here in mind the more romantic aspects of the picture

:

love-making, etc. At its climax this lyrical section is rudely inter-

rupted by a sudden and insistent reassertion of the barbaric

element. There follows what may be interpreted pictorially as a

melee, or musically as a free fantasie on the two dominant motives

of the original Bamboula, which jostle each other cheek by jowl.

One may imagine disagreement, contention, or strife to have broken

out among the dancers. This is, however, eventually patched up

and all hands begin to dance the Bamboula as at first. But hardly

have they started when they are interrupted by the deep-voiced

* But see the note about the Bamboula (page 1099)—P. H.
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tone of the nine-o'clock bell* calling the slaves to quarters. The

dance falls to pieces and there is a dramatic pause of astonishment

and dismay. Then a piercing cry of rage, protest, and despair, after

which the flight homeward begins. In my imagination of the

scene I heard the bare feet of the slaves beating the ground as

they ran away—some at once, others more slowly. Over this

rhythm of pattering feet I have introduced melodic remembrances

and fragmentary motives of the various songs and dances. The
Diusic grows ever more serious and pathetic in character. After

a final pause the orchestra breaks forth with the tragic cry of

the introduction : the cry of racial revolt against slavery. The
dark background or frame of the dance-picture is completed and
the composition ends with the note of tragedy in which it began.

* Lafcadio Hearn, in his "Gombo Zhebes" (New York, 1SS5), quoting an old
New Orleans saying,

—

Apr6s y6 tirfi canon
Negue sans passe c'est negue-marron,

says : "This referred to the old custom in New Orleans of firing a cannon at eight
P.M. in Winter, and nine p.m. in Summer, as a warning to all slaves to retire. It
was a species of modern curfew-signal. Any slave found abroad after those hours
without a pass was liable to arrest, and a whipping of twenty-five lashes. 'Marron,'
from which the English word 'maroon' is derived, has a Spanish origin. 'It is,' says
Skeats, 'a dipt form of the Spanish 'cimarron,' wild, unruly ; literally, 'living in
the mountain tops.' 'Cimarron'—from Spanish 'cima,'—a mountain summit. The
original term for "maroon' was 'negro-cimarron,' as it still is in some parts of Cuba."
—P. H.
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" 'The Dance in Place Congo' was composed over twelve years

ago, and laid aside, giving place to more pressing affairs. About

four years ago, however, I had the orchestral parts copied out, and

submitted the score to the Boston Symphony Orchestra for per-

formance. The conductor kept the score five months without

deigning to examine it, nor could I obtain any reply to the notes

of inquiry which I wrote to him concerning it. It finally was

reported to me that he was prejudiced against it on account of its

title and its definitely American source of inspiration, and referred

to it contemptuously as 'Niggah Music' I therefore withdrew my
score.

"Failing to obtain a symphonic performance of this composition
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in my native town, I at length conceived the idea of drawing up a

scenario for it and attempting to have it performed as a ballet. I

went to Northampton to see Mr. Cable, who took great interest in

the scheme and gave me many valuable suggestions. Finally the

composition in its ballet form with my scenario was accepted for

performance by the Metropolitan Opera House and as is well known

was given five public performances in the spring of 1918. My
idea concerning the stage picture was that it should represent

truthfully and characterfully the original 'Dance in Place Congo'

as described by Mr. Cable. I desired to present upon the Opera

House stage an authentic piece of American art, one having its

origin in an American happening, its inspiration in the creation

of an American author, its music by an American composer, and

its scenery designed by an American painter. The Metropolitan

Opera House, both in its management and its personnel is, however,

but a bit of Europe transplanted to our hustling America, and it

was hardly to be expected that they should be entirely successful

in their presentation of such a distinctively American work, though

they entered into its preparation with good-will.

"The stage presentation of the 'Dance in Place Congo' I regard

as a significant attempt at American art on the operatic stage:
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one which, though imperfectly realizing my idea, I am, nevertheless,

pleased to have made."

*
'"

*

Mr. Gilbert at an early age taught himself to play the violin. His

first instrument was made by his grandfather from a shingle and

cigar box. He afterwards studied the violin for several years with

EDiil Mollenhauer. He took lessons in harmony with George H.

Howard and studied composition and orchestration for three years

with Edward MacDowell. About 1892 he went into business and

did little or nothing with music. In 1901 he went to Paris for the

purpose of hearing Charpentier's "Louise." The opera made such

an impression on him that, returning, he gave up business and de-

voted himself to music.

• The list of his compositions includes these works :

—

Stage Music : Prelude to Synge's drama "Riders to the Sea" ; a Suite built

on old Irish themes ; a second Suite of comipositions by Turlough O'Oarolan
and Rory Dale O'Caghan harmonized and orchestrated for small orchestra

;

for performances of some Irish plays in Jordan Hall, Boston, by the

Twentieth Century Club, in December, 1904. The Prelude to Synge's drama,
largely elaborated, is here included also among Mr. Gilbert's orchestral

works.
Prelude to "Kathleen ni Hoolahan" with incidental music for the Irish

Literary Society's production of Yeats's plays in Carnegie Lyceum, New
Yorli, 1903.

Incidental music for "The Redskin," produced by W. F. Brady in 1906.

"The Dance in Place Congo," a symphonic ballet produced at the Metro-
politan Opera House, March 23, 1918.

A comedy-opera is in manuscript. We understand that Mr. Gilbert is now
working on a serious opera.

Oechestra : "Two Episodes : I. Legend ; II. Negro Episode." The Legend
was performed by the Boston Ladies' Symphony Orchestra, Arthur W.
Thayer conductor, on January 13, 1896. This was the first performance of

an orchestral work by Mr. Gilbert. The "Two Episodes" were performed at

a concert of the Manuscript Society, New York, December 3, 1896. There

41-43 Westland Avenue. 32-34 Astor Street
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were later performances at "Pop" concerts in New York, led by Adolf
Neuendorff ; at "Pop" concerts in Boston (twice) ; by Symphony orchestras

in Rochester, N.Y., Salt Lake City, Utah, Winona, Minn. ; Central Park, New
York City, at a Mall open-air symphony concert August 7, 1910.

"Americanesque-on Negro Minstrel Tunes" (MS.). The three themes on
which this is based are "Zip Coon," "Dearest Mae," and "Rosa Lee, or Don't

be Foolish, Joe." Published as "Humoresque." "Pop" concert, Boston, May
•24, 1911.

"Comedy Overture on Negro Themes." First performance August 17,

1910, at a municipal symphony concert. New York. First in Boston on
April 13. 1911, at a Boston Symphony Orchestra concert. Tlie overture has
been performed in New York (Philharmonic Society, March 17, 1912) and in

other cities, even in Feodosia and Odessa, Russia (July 22, August 1, 1914),

Gliere conductor.
Negro Rhapsody, first performed at the Norfolk Festival, Connecticut,

June^o, 1913.

"American Dances for full orchestra." "In writing these dances," says
Mr. Gilbert, "I have had in mind Moszkowski's Spanish Dances and Grieg's

Noi-^vegian Dances. I have tried to present the popular American spirit

in artistic form. I have made free to use ragtime rhythms and all sorts of

twists in use in popular music, but have tried to enhance their piquancy by
me.'ins of harmony and orchestration."

Voice akd Orchestra : "Salammbo's Invocation to Tanith," for dramatic
soprano and oi'chestra. First performance in Carnegie Hall, New York,
March 10, 1906, by Elise Stevens, soprano, and the Russian Symphony So-

ciety. Modest Altschuler conductor.
Songs, "Fair Helen," "Winter," "The Lament of Deirdre," "The Curl"

(MS).
Chorus and Orchestra: Hymn "To Thee: America."
Songs with Pianoforte: "Pirate Song" (words from "Treasure Island"),

sung frequently by David Bispham and others; "Faery Song" (words from

iVy<jlla}LU/ J\ j.
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Yeats's "The Land of Heart's Desire") ; "The Lament of Deirdre" (from
the Gaelic by Sir Samuel Ferguson) ; "Celtic Studies" (four songs: "Bring
from the Craggy Haunts of Birch and Pine," John Todhunter ; "I would
T were the Cool Wind," Fiona Macleod ; "My Heart is Heavy," Nora Chesson

;

"One Night when one o' the Ii-ish Kings," Viking rhyme), sung by David
Bispham in the United States and at London and Oxford (England) ; sung
by Mr. Bispham in Boston at a concert of the American Music Society, May
18, 1909 ; "Fish Wharf Rhapsody," sung in Boston by Mr. Bispham at his

recital October 13, 1909; "Zephyrus" (words from Longfellow's "Masque of

Pandora" ) , sung by Mr. Bispham at his recital in Boston, October 13, 1909

;

"Orlamonde" ; Two South American "Gypsy Songs" ; "La Montonera" and
"La Zambulidora" (words from Laura A. Smith's "Through Romany Song-
land") : "Give me the Splendid, Silent Sun" (Walt Whitman) ; "The Owl"
(Tennyson) ; "Homesick" (Howard Weedon) ; "Tell me where is Fancy bred";
"Croon of the Dew" ; "Eight Simple Songs" ; "Perdita" ; "The Curl."

Six School songs. Mr. Gilbert has selected and arranged "One Hundred
Folk-songs."
Pianoforte Pieces : "The Island of the Fay," Fantasie after Poe. Played

in Boston by John Beach at the Poe Centennial Exercises (1909).
"Two Verlaine Moods," played by F61ix Fox at his recital in Boston, Feb-

ruary 28, 1905,.

Mazurka, played at a concert of the American Music Society in Boston,
May 18, 1909, by Heinrich Gebhard.

Scherzo ; Negro Episode ; Indian Scenes ; Negro Dances.
In 1911 Mr. Gilbert composed music illustrative of the religious, cere-

monial, and daily life of the American Indians, being associated with Edward
S. Curtis in the latter's lecture "The Story of a Vanishing Race" and in

his publication "The North American Indian." The music for the lecture

included an orchestral prelude "The Spirit of Indian Life" ; a Suite "Dream
of the Ancient Red Man" ; "Evening in Hopi Land," music for the "Arrow"
ceremony for the pictures in the Canon de Chally, etc.

Mr. Gilbert has contributed thoughtful, sane articles of an inde-

pendent nature to the Musical Quarterly/ (New York), the New
Music Bevieio (New York) ; the Internatioiial ; Music. He wrote
the chapter "Indian Music" for "The North American Indian,"

TENOR
A clear, pliant voice, ready skill in song, intelligent responsive-

ness to the prevailing mood.

—

Boston Transcript.

Address, care of JORDAN HALL, Boston 17

Telephone, Back Bay 3774-J

Pupil of SILVESTRI, Naples, Italy

TEACHER OF
Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo and Ukulele

Foreign and American Instruments For Sale

214 Newbury Street, Boston

Telephone. Back Bay 4613-R

BOUND COPIES of the

PROGRAMME BOOKS
Containing Mr. Philip Hale's analytical and de-
scriptive notes on all works performed during the
season ("musically speaking, the greatest art an-
nual of to-day."—W. J. Henderson, New York
Sun), may be obtained by addressing

PRICE. $3.50 SYMPHONY HALL
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vol. vi. ; and the chapter "Primitive Music" for 'The Art of Music,"

vol. i.

He delivered his lecture '^Humor in Music" at Harvard Uni-

versit}'-, February 19, 1917, and at Columbia University, April 18,

1918. The musical illustrations in each case were by George Cope-

land, pianist.
*

* *
These compositions of Mr. Gilbert's have been played in Boston

at concerts of the Boston Symphony Orchestra:
1911: April 13. Comedy Overture on Negro Themes.
1919: February 21. Symphonic Prologue to J. M. Synge's play

"Riders to the Sea."

THE BAMBOULA
In Henry Edward Krehbiel's valuable and entertaining volume

"Afro-American Folksongs" (New York, 1914) there are fifteen

pages concerning "Creole Music, the Effect of Spanish Influences,

Obscenities of Native African Dances, Relics in the Antilles, the
Habanera, Dance Tunes from Martinique." Mr. Krehbiel quotes
Friedenthal* on the influences that created the dances of the Ameri-
can Creoles :

—

"Not much less can have been the share which the Spaniards and
Creoles took in the dances of the blacks. Every day in their hours
of rest they had opportunities to see the partly sensual, partly

* "Musik, Taiiz und Dichtung bei den Kreolen Amerikas" (BerUn, 1913).

Have you wanted to purchase in the past any of the following RECORDS?
They can be secured now at GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

87524 Whispering Hope
87243 OSoleMio
87534 One Sweetly, Solemn Thought
87547 Serenata-Moszkowski

88073 Lo, Here the Gentle Lark
88127 "Celeste," Aida
88066 "Jewel Song," Faust
88108 The Rosary
88279 Pagliacci

89092 Angel's Serenade

Former ly Now

Gluck-Homer $2.00 $1.50

Caruso 2.00 1.00

Gluck-Homer 2.00 1.50

McCormack-Kreisler
2.00 1.50

Melba 3.00 1.50

Caruso 3.00 1.50

Melba 3.00 1.50

Schuman-Heink 3.00 1.50

Caruso 3.00 1.50

Gluck-Zimbalist 3.00 2.00

Ask to hear any records included in the hundreds of selections reduced in price

'lUfl

177 TREMONT STREET. BOSTON. MASS. (Next to TREMONT THEATRE)
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grotesque and wild dances of their black slaves, and to hear their

peculiar songs. What impressions may not these fascinating,

complicated and bizarre and yet transparent rhythms of the negroes

have made upon the Spaniards who themselves possess a refined

sense of rhythm. Added to this the strange instruments of per-

cussion which, while marking the rhythm, exerted an almost un-

canny effect." He is speaking especially of the Habanera, which

he believes originated in Havana, as the name implies.

But other dances of the Antilles were the Bamboula, Bouene,

Counjai, Calinda, B61e, Benguine, Babouille, Cata, and Gruiouba,

These dances were all savagely vigorous and licentious. "It is

likely," says Mr. Krehbiel, "that the Calinda disappeared from
Louisiana as a consequence of the prohibition of the dances in the

Place Congo in New Orleans about 1843."

Lafcadio Hearn wrote to Mr. Krehbiel in a letter dated January,
1885 : "Yes, I have seen them dance, but they danced the Congo,

and sang a pureh'^ African song to the accompaniment of a dry-

goods box beaten with a stick or bones and a drum made by
stretching a skin over a flour-barrel."

"The Bamboula is supposed to have been so-called after the drum
of bamboo, which provided its musical stimulus."

The tune and rhythm inspired composers before Mr. Gilbert.

Louis Moreau Gottschalk was born at New Orleans in 1829; he
died at Rio Janeiro in 1869. His father was an Englishman born
in London; his mother was a Creole of New Orleans, whose an-

cestors of noble French origin lived on the island of San Domingo.
Louis showed so great talent as a pianist that in 1842 he was sent

to Paris. There he studied with Camille Stamaty the pianoforte,

and composition with Maleden, the teacher of Saint-Saens. Young
as he was, he soon became a lion in Paris. Pianists, from Chopin
to Marmontel, for once were eulogistic and not envious. He gave
concerts in Paris, at first in private, and then in public, from 1843
or 1844 till 1852, with the exception of a year when he sojourned as

a composer in Spain. Leon Escudier, who knew him well in Paris
and admired him as a man and a musician, says that Gottschalk
composed "La Bamboula," "La Bananier," "La Savane," "La
Moissonneuse," and "La Danse Ossianique" in 1845, when he was

MAIN OFFICE 33 STATE STREET

COPLEY SQUARE BRANCH . 579 Boylston Street

MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE BRANCH
Corner Massachusetts Avenue and Boylston Street

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS OF $300 AND OVER
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scarcely sixteen years old. They were not published until 1848

and 1849.

Clara Gottschalk, the sister of Louis, gave this account of "La

Bamboula" : "After his mother's arrival Moreau was stricken down
with typhoid fever. During the delirium ... he was seen to wave
liis hands, which those around him supposed to be symptoms of

the delirium ; but during his convalescence, which was very slow,

he one clay got up and wrote out 'Bamboula,' which he said had been

running in his brain during his illness. It is composed upon four

bars of a negro melody well known in Louisiana, and is considered

one of the most remarkable, as it is one of the most difficult of

execution, of all his compositions."

Gottschalk's "Bamboula: Danse de Negres," Op. 2 (D-flat major,

Allegro, 2-4), has this motto: "Quand patate-la couite ma va mange
li" (AVhen the sweet potato is cooked, it must be eaten). This

proverb is used in the sense of our "Strike the iron while it's hot."

Lafcadio Hearn gives the spelling in his "Little Dictionary of

Creole Proverbs" : "Quand patate tchuite, faut mange li" ; but in

his preface says : "Xo two authors spell the Creole in the same
way." The Creoles chanted a short but "j)oetic and nonchalant
motive" on these words. Gottschalk took the first four measures

and embroidered the theme. There is a second theme.

La France Musicale in 1848 j)ub]ished an analysis of Gottschalk's

composition, prefacing the analysis as follows :

—

ALWAYS BEST QUALITY
DELIVERED ANYWHERE BY OUR OWN TRUCKS. OR EXPRESS PREPAID

W. H. LERNED & SONS
Established 1837 87 FANEUIL HALL MARKET Tel.. Richmond 1431

SEVENTY YEARS' REPUTATION

An old and reliable remedy for throat troubles caused by cold or use of the voice. Free irom opiates in any
form. Sold only in boxes—never in bulk. Prices, 15c.. 35c., 75c., $1.25, at druggists or by mail

BROWN^S "sX^i^^DENTIFRICE
Will keep the teeth and gums in healthy condition. Price, 30c. at druggists or by mail

JOHN I. BROWN & SON. BOSTON, MASS.
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Berkeley Building, 420 Boylston St.

Ktmi Oresser
MANICURE SHAMPOOER
HAIR WORK A SPECIALTY
FACIAL, SCALP and NECK

MASSAGE
ONDULATION MARCEL

Perfumery Shell Ornaments

Telephone, Back Bay 2320

Wholesale and Retail

STATIONERS
Elngraving, Die Stamping

cind Fine Printing

Blank Book Manufacturers
Modern Loose-leaf Devices

and Supplies

8 MILK STREET
Old South Building

Telephone. Main 1590

New Songs by

Fanny Reed Hammond

In Kerry

I'm Yearning

Jacqueline

All for medium voice

c
2.B PARK ST., BOSTON, MASS.

Telephone Haymarket 1150

Telephone. Back Bay 58187

American and Chinese

Restaurant

1 1.30 A.M. to Midnight

Parking Station for Autos only
one block away

Music and Orchestra

341 Massachusetts Avenue
207 St. Botolph Street

BOSTON, MASS.

Leather Cases.

8 BOSWORTH STREET

VIOLOMCELLO:
VIOLAS, DOUBLE BASSES

MORE THAN 600 IN STOCK

Fine Bows. Italian Strings. Gold and Silver G Strings.

2.000 NEW VIOLINS IN STOCK

Boston
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"Who does not know the 'Bamboiila' ? Who is there who has

not read the description of that picturesque, exciting dance, which
gives expression to the feeling of the negroes? Joyful or sad,

plaintive, amorous, jealous, forsaken, solitary, fatigued, ennuied,

or the heart filled with grief, the negro forgets all in dancing the

'Bamboula.' Look down there at those two black-tinted women,
with short petticoats, their necks and ears ornamented with coral,

le regard hrulant, dancing under the banana-tree; the whole of their

bodies is in movement ; farther on are groups who excite and stimu-

late them to every excess of fancy; two negroes roll their active

fingers over a noisy tambourine, accompanying it with a languishing

chant, lively or impassioned, according to the pose of the dancers.

Little negroes like those on the canvas of Decamps are jumping
around the fiddlers ; it is full of madness and delusion. The 'Bam-
boula' is at its height. This attractive dance has frequently fur-

nished a theme for instrumental compositions, which, however, have
not obtained all the success that was expected of them. The Creole

airs transported into our salons lose their character, at once wild,

languishing, indescribable. . . . One must be Creole, as composer
and executant, in order to feel and make others understand the

whole originality of 'Bamboula.' We have discovered this Creole

composer; an American composer, hon Dieu! Yes, indeed, and a

pianist composer and player of the highest order."

The "Rhapsodic Dance: the Bamboula" for orchestra, by Samuel
Coleridge-Taylor (1875-1912), was composed for the Norfolk

(Conn.) Festival. It was performed for the first time at a concert

of the Litchfield County Choral Union, in Mr. Carl Stoeckel's "Music

Shed" at Norfolk on June 2, 1910. Mr. Coleridge-Taylor, the son
of a negro physician born in Sierra Leone and of an English mother,
conducted the "Bamboula," also his "Hiawatha's Wedding Feast"
and "The Death of Minnehaha." The "Bamboula" was published in

1911.

The cold elegance and discreet character of

CREME MERITE
appeals to fastidious women as nothing

else can; as pure as virgin thoughts and
as fragrant as the swish of orange boughs.

25, 45, 65, and 1.25 per jar

Hubbell & McGowan Co.
Incorporated

THE MODERN DRUG STORE
Complete in all its 12 departments

Opposite Symphony Hall

£/%£ Socidi

<x
rafts

The work of America's master-
craftsmen on exhibition and sale.

Gifts for all occasions.

9 Park Street
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CLEANSERS
DYERS

LAUNDERERS
BOSTON SHOPS

284 BOYLSTON STREET

29 STATE STI

IPLE PLACE

Branch Telephone Exchange 3900 Back Bay connects above shops

BROOKLINE SHOP
1310 Beacon Street

Coolidge Corner
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FITCHBURG
PROVIDENCE
BRIDGEPORT
ALBANY
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1274 Massachusetts Avenue

Harvard Shop

SALEM
FALL RIVER
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NEWPORT

LYNN
MANCHESTER
WORCESTER
NEW HAVEN
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WATERTOWN SHOP
1 Galen Street
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FRIDAY AFTERNOON. FEBRUARY 27, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING. FEBRUARY 28. at 8 o'clock

Gluck . . Overture to " Iphigenie en Aulide " (Wagner's ending)

Haydn . . Symphony in G major (Breitkopf and Hartel, No. 13)

I. Adagio; Allegro.

II. Largo.

III. Menuetto; Trio.

IV. Finale: Allegro con spirito.

Debussy . . " La Damoiselle Elue " ("The Blessed Damozel"),
Lyric Poem (after Dante-Gabriel Rossetti)

(First time at these concerts)

(With female chorus trained by Stephen S. Townsend)

Soprano solo— Miss Ethel Frank

Contralto solo— Miss Claramond Thompson

Charpentier . . . "Impressions of Italy," Orchestral Suite

I. Serenade. (Viola solo: Mr. Frederic Denayer)

II. At the Fountain.

III. On muleback.

IV. On the Summits.

V. Naples.

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony

The works to be played at these concerts may be seen in the Allen A. Brown Music Collection

of Jie Boston Public Library one week before the concert.
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GEORGES LONGY, Founder and Director

THIRD CONCERT
FIRST SEASON

JORDAN HALL

Wednesday Evening, February 25
At 8.15

Programme of Instrumental Music

CARLOS SALZEDO and his Harp Ensemble

Ethel Frank .... Soprano

Marion Jordan .... Flute

1. Sixth French Suite . . . J, S. Bach

SALZEDO HARP ENSEMBLE
2. Songs

a. Oriental Chant (Lamentation) . . Moussorgsky
(from Cantata "Josua Navine

"

b. Chanson Hebraique . . . Rimsky-Korsakoff

ETHEL FRANK assisted by small string orchestra

AND HARP ENSEMBLE
3. Introduction and Allegro . . . Maurice Ravel

For harp solo, flute, clarinette and string instruments

CARLOS SALZEDO

4. Three Poems by Sara Yarrow, op. 37 . Carlos Salzedo

Ecstasy Despair Humility

for Soprano, six harps.

One oboe, G. Longy; one bassoon, A. Laus; one horn, G. Wendler

5. Poem for Flute and Small Orchestra . Charles Griffes

MARION JORDAN
The American composition voted upon and accepted

by the committee

6. Bolrnimerie, op. 39 . , . Carlos Salzedo

(Music for a Pantomime)

SALZEDO HARP ENSEMBLE

Lyon and Healy Harps used by Carlos Salzedo Harp Ensemble

Reserved Seats, 50c to $2.50. Tickets are now on sale at the

Box Offices of Jordan Hall and Steinert Hall.
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SYMPHONY HALL CALENDAR

SUNDAY
AFT.

FEB. 22

AT 3.30

MONDAY
AFT.

FEB. 23

AT 2.30

FRIDAY
EVE.

FEB. 27

AT 8.15

SUNDAY
AFT.

FEB. 29

AT 3.30

SUNDAY
AFT.

MAR. 7

AT 3.30

Handel and Haydn Society
GREAT CHORUS OF 400

EMIL MOLLENHAUER. Conductor

ORCHESTRA AND SOLOISTS
H. G. TUCKER, Organist

Dramatic Oratorio, "SAMSON and DELILAH"
MARGARET MATZENHAUER
LAMBERT MURPHY

EMILIO DE GOGORZA
FREDERICK MARTIN

$2.50, $2.00, $1.50 (Plus Tax)

HOLIDAY MATINEE

SEIWIT"
REIGNING SUCCESS OF THE LAST LONDON MUSICAL SEASON

Tickets 75c, $1.00. $1.50, $2.00 (Plus Tax)

Jiplf^If FIR p,^J
s.jL^jiEO)juJL>iJi\ aiao

RVAliiD GlLtka C^LUJB Dr.A.T.Davidson.Cond.

$2.50. $2.00. $1.50. $1.00 (Plus 10% Tax)

MIMA TAIRASOVA
FOREMOST RUSSIAN SINGER OF RUSSIAN

BALLADS AND FOLK SONGS

One of the most spirited performers of the Concert Stage

$2.00, $1.50, $1.00. 75c (Plus 10% Tax)

CELEBRATED PRIMA DONNA CHICAGO OPERA CO.

AND OTHERS

$2.50, $2.00, $1.50. $1.00 (Plus Tax)

Mail Orders to L. H. MUDGETT. Symphony Hal!, will be filled in order received
Remittances should include 10% War Tax
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o R D rv H
Thursday Evening, FEBRUARY 24, at 8.15

Song Recital by

SOPRANO

Saturday Afternoon, FEBRUARY 28, at 3

Piano Recital by

TICKETS, $1.65, $1.10 and 55c

On Sale at 492 Boylston Street, Mason & Hamlin Bldg.

Wendell H. Luce, Mgr. Telephone B. B. 3870

LIST of CASTS in SYMPHONY HALL
As you face the stage, the casts on the right, beginning with the one

nearest the stage, are as follows: Sitting Anacreon (Copenhagen); Faun
with Infant Bacchus (Naples), ordered; Girl of Herculaneum (Dresden);

Dancing Faun (Rome) ; Demosthenes (Rome) ; Apollo Citharoedus (Rome)

;

Euripides (Rome) ; Diana of Versailles (Paris)

.

The casts on the left are the Faun of Praxiteles (Rome); Amazon
(Berlin); Hermes Logios (Paris); Lemnian Athena (Dresden, head in

Bologna) ; Sophocles (Rome) ; Standing Anacreon (Copenhagen) ; Aeschines

(Naples) ; Apollo Belvedere (Rome)

.

The reliefs in the passage are: Bacchic Procession (Naples); Orpheus,

Eurydice, and Hermes (Naples).
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SYMPHONY HALL . Thursday Afternoon, February 26, 1920, at 4 o'clock

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONCEUT
BY THE

.^^^
DlPrf^lhi r^^'FlP^

PIERRE MONTEAUX, Conductor

PROGRAMME
Weber ..... Overture to "Der Freischiitz"

Beethoven . . Andante from the Symphony in C major,
No. 1, Op. 21

Grieg . Suite, " Peer Gynt "

I. Morning Mood.
II. Death of Aase.

III. Anitra's Dance. '

IV. In the Hall of the Mountain King.

Mendelssohn . . Scherzo from the Music to ''A Midsum-
mer Night's Dream "

Berhoz ....... Rakoczy March

All tickets for this concert having been distributed through the heads of the schools of

Greater Boston, no more are available. It will not be possible to give

further Young People's Concerts this season.

SANDERS THEATRE . . CAMBRIDGE

SIXTH CONCERT

Thursday Evening, March 4, 1 920

PIERRE MONTEUX. Conductor

SOLOIST

AURA LITTLEFIELi
SOPRANO

Tickets at Kent's University Bookstore, Harvard Square, Cambridge
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

EMMA HOSFORD
VOICE

Studio, 615 Huntington Chambers, Boston

„ VOICE PLACING

^Jl^ AND TECHNIQUE A SPECIALTY

L^. ^ MARGARET A, AGNE^
^XX 01 ^lUQtUQ VOCAL COACH AND ACCOMPANIST

146 Massachusetts Ave., Tel. Back Bay 3040

Pupil of Piofessor Jachmann-Wagner, Berlin, and Professor Galliera, Milan, Italy

TEACHER OF siNGING

STEINERT HALL. Room 27 . . . BOSTON, MASS.

PIANIST and TEACHER

Lang Studios

6 NEWBURY STREET

PIANIST and TEACHER
282 DARTMOUTH STREET

Telephone, Back Bay 5958-J Mason & Hamlin Piano Used

UO-tyLtJu^

"MESSIAH" WITH THE HANDEL AND
HAYDN SOCIETY, DEC. 21, 1919

"Tf'XJi'^-^ .• "Mr. Flint was called on at 10.30 Sunday
' ' morning and sang without rehearsal. There

R A Q Q O was, however nothing in his performance
LJ rx t^ iu -^

^j^j^j^ betrayed that fact. He gave intelligent

Vr.i"rA Snpriali<;i- and Coarh ^'^^ adequate interpretation of his arias."—
V Dice :3peaaiist ana '-oacn ^ ^^^^ December 22, 1919.

STUDIO: 246 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

Lessons in

^ Pianoforte, Harmony, Counter-

iUR SHEPHERD point and Composition

STUDIO AT 12 NEWBURY STREET
Mondays and Thursday*

CONCERT-VIOLINIST
Available for Concerts.

For particulars address ... 46 MALCOLM STREET. BEACON HILL
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
ic?

rJTLr-ii'^i:'^ id.. wiORSE
AND ASSISTANTS

LESSONS IN SINGING
A Normeil Course for Teachers

seph Einnils Daodeli
Former pupil ot the famous Paris Consenratory

VIOLIN LESSONS

STUDIOS. STEINERT HALL, BOSTON

Mr. W. 'I'H£L£N instructor
SPECIALIST ON VOICE DEFECTS
Assisted by Mr. W. D. STRONG

Well known Pianist and Concert-Accompanist
Studios: 96 Huntington Avenue, BOSTON, Mass.
Notice: Mr. Strong's Piano Recital at Jordan Hall

March 18, 1920.

Voices developed from first rudimrnt of tone
production to artistic finish.

Lectures on physical and natural law* and
general health.

Perfect diction of foreign languages.

Appointment by mail.

EMI ilJI

COACHING IN

OPERA AND ORATORIO
189 Huntington Avenue - - Boston

Telephone. 722 Back Bay

MARIE NICHOLS
VIOLIN SOLOIST AND TEACHER

609 Pierce Bldg., Boston, Mondays and Thursdays

Address, 1 62 Riverway, Boston

Telephone, 1470 Brookline

'CELLO SOLOIST
INSTRUCTION

STUDIO, 218 TREMONT STREET
Telephone. Beach 903.W

TWELFTH SEASON

GERTRUDE MARSHALL. Violin

RUTH STICKNEY. Violin

RICAN STRING QUARTETTE
71 CARLTON STREET, BROOKLINE

Management A. H. HANDLEY. 160 BoyUton Street. BOSTON

ADELINE PACKARD. Viola

HAZEL L'AFRICAIN. 'Cello

Tel. Brookline 3268-J
Tel Beach 4197

ENRICO FABRIZIO
MEMBER OF

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

TEACHER OF 'CELLO
15 VANCOUVER STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

SOLO ENSEMBLE PLAYING
Tel.. Rox. 5063-R

jyt/Tm/
mfjm:m<mmm(^EM

American and European Diplomas, Author of Books and Pen Works on Singing
Studio: Suite 202 Huntington Chambers, 30 Huntington Avenue. Boston. Phone, Back Bay 3932

DOINGS OF GRANT'S ARTIST PUPILS BY A. E. DATELY
Bronze Melba hai a large list of recitals for this season. Several winter concerts are planned for Wm. Flynn
tenor, whose fine voiceta bright future is predicted. Helen Laird, soprano, whose singing at Boston College last
February was such an artistic delight, will give her ne.xtlBoston recital early in the winter at Steinert Hall.
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
The Vocal Studios of

And his Assistants

VINCENT V. HUBBARD and

Mrs. CAROLINE HOOKER

Teacher of Singing in all its branches

and of Dramatic Action as

applied to Singing

ARTHUR J. HUBBARD
246 Huntington Avenue

TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE
SPECIAL TRAINING FOR SOLOISTS AND TEACHERS

3 1 1 Pierce Building, Boston

Also STUDIO at NEEDHAM
180 Nehoiden Street

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON

TEACHER OF PIANO
Appointment by telephone

Cambridge 5935-W

"Mr. John Hall Sherwood has studied

with me in Paris, and is a gifted musician

and successful teacher of large experience

whose work I can endorse and recom-

mend." (Signed) HAROLD BAUER.

LESLEY MARTIN
BEL CANTO

Studio - - 1425 Broadway, NEW YORK

SINGERS ;— Suzanne Baker Watson, Cora Croat,
Nellie Hart, Willette Kershaw, Gertrude Hutcheson,
Ivy Scott, Marion Stanley, Estelle Ward, Mab«l
Wilbur, Flora Zabelle, Edward Foley, George Gilbert,

John Hendricks, Andrew Mack, Dr. Eugene Waltoa
Marshall, Fiske O'Hara, Umberto Sacchetti, Ellii

Rhodes, Albert Wallerstedt, and many other lingert

now before the public ia operatic and church work.

PIANIST INSTRUCTION
The principles of Leschetizky presented in a definite and comprehensive manner

STUDIO. HOTEL HEMENWAY. BOSTON
Telephone, Back Bay 3180

STEINERT HALL. Room 26. Tuesdays and Fridays

MISS MIMNIE HAYDEM
VOICE BUILDING

SONG INTERPRETATION, CONCERT
RECITAL AND REPERTOIRE WORK

SteinertHall - BOSTON

EDITH CASTLE
CONTRALTO SOLOIST

TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO ADDRESS. 88 GAINSBOROUGH ST.

CONTRALTO SOLOIST

Teacher of Singing

Class and Private Lessons

Hotel Cluny, 543 Boylston Street - Boston

Baritone Soloist and Teacher of Singing

CONCERT—RECITAL—ORATORIO
Providence, R.I.

300 Lauderdale Building, 144 Westminster Street

Boston, Mass. Hotel Hamenway
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

TEACHER OF SINGING

HOTEL HEMENWAY
Tuesdays and Fridays at Lasell Seminary

TEACHER OF SINGING

ACCOMPANIST - COACH

STUDIO
246 HUNTINGTON AVE. BOSTON

TEACHER OF SINGING
602 PIERCE BUILDING

COPLEY SQUARE . . BOSTON

TEACHER OF SINGING
250 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

Opposite Symphony Hall

TEACHER OF SINGING
STEINERT HALL

162 BOYLSTON STREET - BOSTON

SOPRANO SpLOIST
Teacher of Singing

4 Haviland Street ----- Boston
B. B. 1047

In Worcester, Tuesdays and Wednesdays. 317 Day Bldg

PIANO INSTRUCTION
Leschetizky Principles

STUDIO: ROOM 18 STEINERT HALL
For Appointments Tel. Roxbury 491 1-R

L F. HOFMANN
Formerly Concert Master

NEW YORK SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Will receive pupils in Violin and Ensemble

Playing. Address 1 20 TREMONT STREET

PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
Formerly pupil Royal Conservatory of Brussels, Bel-
gium (I897-I90I). Also Organist and Accompanist

HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS, BOSTON

RIS S. SHAW
PIANO, ORGAN, HARMONY and

INTERPRETATION
(SPECIAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS)

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Telephone. Back Bay 4654-M

Bertha Cushiiig Child
CONTRALTO

TEACHER OF SINGING

LANG STUDIOS. 6 NEWBURY STREET

Maoame /^lessaecler-

(officier de I'lnstruction publique)

Vocal Instruction, Breathing, Tone Production.
Phonetics, French Diction, Interpretation of

French Songs

FENSMERE. 206 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.

1919-1920

Ge; le Fogler School of
rreecl

543 BOYLSTON STREET.^ BOSTON
Telephone 55888 B. B.

Private and Class instruction. Lectures. Special
courses in pronunciation and diction.

ALICE BATES RICE
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER of SINGING

Lang Studios ... - 6 Newbury Street
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

PIANIST
AND TEACHER

6 NEWBURY STREET - -

Telephone B. B. 51694
BOSTON

ROSABELLE TEMPLE
TEACHER OF SINGING

MUSICAL LECTURES
Author oF "Young Singers, What They Should Know"

10 NEWBURY STREET

543 Boylston Street . . . Boston, Masa.
Teacher of Singing and Manager of

THE COPLEY CLUB SINGERS
Artistic Attractive Successful

Programs for All Occasions
Definite Instruction Immediate Results
Send for Illustrated Booklet Tel., Back Bay 994-M

lES G. DALY
RENEWED MUSIC— Your old or torn music made
new. Flexible binding. All hand work. Reasonable
prices. References.

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Room 207 Tel. Back Bay 456

SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS
1126 BOYLSTON ST.. FENWAY BLDG.. BOSTON

In New Bedford, Saturdays, 56 Walnut Street

BELCHER
TEACHER OF VIOLIN and
ENSEMBLE PLAYING

430 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS
Tel. Brookline 4044-W or Back Bay 3174-M

CAROLYN BELCHER STRING QUARTETTE
CONCERTS and MUSICALES

EDITH BULLARD
SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO - - 609 PIERCE BUILDING
Telephone, Back Bay 5145-R

Mil© M^
Pupil of Pablo Casals

SOLOIST AND TEACHER
Specializing in Fundamentals of 'Cello-playing

FriU Carlton Hotel 1 138 Boylston Street
Tel. B. B. 2673

PIANIST and TEACHER

CARNEGIE HALL NEW YORK

PIANIST AND TEACHER
405 PIERCE BLDG.. COPLEY SQUARE

Telephone, Back Bay 3956-W.

Torrens Method

TEACHER OF SINGING

17 STEINERT HALL Residence Telephone
Jamaica 614-W

Herbert Wellington Smith
BARITONE SOLOIST

Formerly Song Leader U. S. N,
now available for

Concert Oratorio Recital

STUDIO: 1089 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON

iith

PIANO. HARMONY and COACHING
528 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS

Mondays and Fridays. Other days by
Appointment

CONSTANCE MORSE
Teacher of Pianoforte and Musical Theory

Half hour talks illustrated on the Piano— musical
forms and stories of the operas.

Studio: The Winsor School For Giri.s

Tuesday and Friday Afternoon*

Tel. Brookline 23 I3M

AMERICAN PIANIST
RECITALS. MUSICALES. CONCERTS

Authorized representative of the most modern ideas in

piano playing. Primary,Advanced and Teachers' Courses

Studio. 6 NEWBURY ST., Tel. B. B. 3529-R 1 „..„„
Res. HOTEL HEMENWAY, Tel. B. B. 3180 (

'*°''*°°

D'Avesne Frencli School
PROF. A. D'AVESNE. B. SC. PARIS

OFFICIER DACADEMIE
French Classes. Private Lessons, Lectures &

Causeries, Children's Classes, Special
Commercial Course, Translations.

755 BOYLSTON ST.. NEAR COPLEY SQUARE
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THE OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES

OF THE

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
INCORPORATED

FREDERICK P. CABOT

GALEN L. STONE

ERNEST B. DANE

President

Vice-President

Treasurer

^

ALFRED L. AIKEN

FREDERICK P. CABOT
ERNEST B. DANE
M. A. DE WOLFE HOWE
JOHN ELLERTON LODGE
FREDERICK E. LOWELL
ARTHUR LYMAN
HENRY B. SAWYER
GALEN L. STONE

BENTLEY W. WARREN



PIANOS
have *yon pre-eminence by reason of their intrinsic

merit. Their development began where that of

other pianos left off, adding new features of con-

struction and resulting in extraordinary beauty of

tone and unequaled durability. Everywhere musi-

cians have recognized their unrivaled excellence

and are proclaiming them the finest pianos the

world has ever known..

WAREROOMS 492-494 BOYLSTON STREET
BOSTON
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BOSTON
SYAPnONY
ORCnESTRH

INCORPORATED

THIRTY-NINTH
SEASON ^^JMihi
I9I9-I920
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Established 1833

WEBSTER
AND

ATLAS
NATIONAL BANK

OF BOSTON

WASHINGTON AND COURT STREETS

AMORY ELIOT President

RAYMOND B. COX, Vice-President v??S5'^t,^-t,?t5^<J ^^^' ^r^^-'
TrxfT^T^TWT T.^o.T,T^n .r. « -J . J ^ ,• FRANK B. BUTTS, Asst. Cashicr
JOSEPH L. FOSTER, Vice-President and Cashier ARTHUR W. LANE, Asst. Cashier
EDWARD M. HOWLAND. Vice-President HAROLD A. YEAMES, Asst. Cashier

Capital $1,000,000 Surplus and Profits $1,600,000

Deposits $11,000,000

The well-established position of this bank in the community^
the character of its Board of Directors, and its reputation as a
solid, conservative institution recommend it as a particularly

desirable depository for

ACCOUNTS
of

TRUSTEES, EXECUTORS and INDIVIDUALS

For commercial accounts it is known as

A STRONG BANK OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE

DIRECTORS

CHARLES B. BARNES
JOSEPH S. BIGELOW
FESSENDEN S. BLANCHARD
THEODORE G. BREMER
WILLIAM R. CORDINGLEY
RAYMOND B. COX
AMORY ELIOT
ROGER ERNST
JOHN W. FARWELL

GRANVILLE E. FOSS
ROBERT H. GARDINER
EDWARD W. GREW
OLIVER HALL
WALTER HUNNEWELL
HOMER B. RICHARDSON
DUDLEY P. ROGERS
THOMAS W. THACHER
WALTER TUFTS



SYMPHONY HALL, BOSTON
HUNTINGTON AND MASSACHUSETTS AVENUES

j
Back Bay 1492Telephones \ Ticket Office

Branch Exchange / Administration Offices (

B© sionSymphoeyOt clnesba
INCORPORATED

THIRTY-NINTH SEASON, 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX. Conductor

iMke ©f tl

l^steeii'th

taWi

iceri

WITH HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE
NOTES BY PHILIP HALE

FRIDAY AFTERNOON. FEBRUARY 27

AT 2.30 O'CLOCK

SATURDAY EVENING. FEBRUARY 28

AT 8.00 O'CLOCK

COPYRIGHT, 1920, BY BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, INCORPORATED

W. H. BRENNAN, Manager G. E. JUDD, Assistant Manager



A name that is spoken with the full pride of

ownership—that carries with it the deep satis-

faction of possessing the ultimate expression of

man's handiwork in Musical Art.

A name that is cherished as a Family Tradition

—

that keeps afresh for the next generation the

associations and fond remembrances which cluster

around the home piano.

Supreme achievement of patience, skill and ex-

perience, founded on inborn Ideals of Artistry.

STEIN V

Catalogue and prices on application

Sold on convenient payments

Old pianos tal^en in exchange

Inspection invited

NS
STEINWAY HALL

107-109 East 14th Street New York

Subway Express Stations at the Door

REPRESENTED BY THE FOREMOST DEALERS EVERYWHERE
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mestira
Thirty-ninth Season, 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

;l

Violins.

Fradkin, F.

Concert-master.

Theodorowicz, J.



AN INVITATION
TO MUSIC LOVERS

A pleasant half hour may be spent at our

store inspecting the newest

Music lovers are invited to hear or play for

themseh'es these exquisite instruments.

More beautiful than ever, the famous Chick-

ering tone, coupled with their well known

durability makes the choice of a Chickering

one that insures perfect satisfaction during

the long years of its usefulness.

Established 1823

Warerooms , 169 Tremont Street
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THIRTY-NINTH SEASON, NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETEEN AND TWENTY

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 27, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 28. at 8 o'clock

Gluck . . Overture to "Iphigenia in Aulis." (Wagner's ending)

Haydn . . Symphony in G major (Breitkopf and Hartel, No. 13)

I. Adagio; Allegro.

II. Largo.

III. Menuetto; Trio.

IV. Finale: Allegro con spirito.

Debussy . . ''La Damoiselle Elue " (" The Blessed Damozel "),

Lyric Poem (after Dante Gabriel Rossetti)

(First time at these concerts)

(With female chorus trained by Stephen S. Townsend)

Soprano solo— Miss Ethel Frank

Contralto solo— Miss Claramond Thompson

Charpentier , . . "Impressions of Italy," Orchestral Suite

I. Serenade. (Viola solo: Mr. Frederic Denayer)

11. At the Fountain.

III. OnMuleback.

IV. On the Summits.

V. Naples.

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony

The ladies of the audience are earnestly requested not to put on hats before
the end oj a number.
The doors oj the hall will be closed during the performance of each number
OH the programme. Those who wish to leave before the end of the concert
are requested to do so in an interval between the numbers.

City of Boston, Revised Regulation of August 5, 1 898,— Chapter 3. relating to the covering of

the head in places of public amusement

Everylicensee shall not, in his place of amusement, allow any perion to wear upon the head > covering which obttructi
the view of the exhibition or performance in such place of any person seated in any teat therein provided for spectators,
it being understood that a low head covering without projection, which does not obstruct such view, may be worn.

Attest: J. M. GALVIN. City Clerk.
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"The Best in Travel

"

Raymond and Whitcomb Company is the only large

American company with any long experience in the
tourist field. Our 40 years' experience and our in-

timate, up-to-the-minute knowledge of the completely
new conditions all over the world make our service of

inestimable value to travelers at this particular time.

aiJLali .

[17]

Remarkable tours, including France and all the Famous Battle-

fields, Belgium, Switzerland and Italy. Best hotels, finest train

and automobile service and exceptional arrangements. Depart-
ures Mar. 20 and later. Two unusually attractive tours includ-

ing Spain and Algeria and Tunisia leave in March and April.

No one who visits Europe in 1920 will have a satisfactory

trip unless he has hotel reservations in France, Belgium
and along the Battlefield Front. Accommodations are

insu£Scient to take care of everyone. If you are wise you
will make your arrangements with a company which has
assured hotel and steamship reservations. Raymond &
Whitcomb has not only its own offices and representatives

in Paris but also a French representative, for many years
the head of the leading French tourist organization.

Now is the time, to begin making ^our plans for next Spring and Summer.
Protect yourself at once by making a preliminary reservation with us.

CALIFORMIA
Wonderful tours twice a week in March, including New Orleans,

Apache Trail, Grand Canyon and the famous resort hotels of

Southern California. Finest accommodations everywhere and ex-

tensive automobiling.

FLORIDA aimd CUBA
DeHghtful tours to St. Augustine, Palm Beach, Miami and
Havana. Frequent departures February to March.

Luxurious Cruises by splendid specially chartered steamships to

Cuba, Jamaica, Panama, Central America and Nassau-Bahamas.
Fascinating shore excursions. Sailings March 6, March 13, April 3
and April 10.

Also tours to South America, fapan-China and Round the World
Send (or Booklet Desired

RAYMOND & WHITCOMB CO.
17 TEMPLE PLACE Telephone Beach 6964

BOSTON



Overture to the Opera "Iphigenie en Aulidb."
Christoph Willibald Gluck

(Born at Weidenwang, near Berching, in upper Palatinate, July 2, 1714; died
at Vienna, November 15, 1787.)

"Iphigenie en Aulide," "tragedie-opera" in three acts, text by

Bailli Du Kollet (after Kacine), was produced at the Opera, Paris,

April 19, 1774. Iphigeuie, Sophie Arnould ; Clytemnestre, Dlle. du

Plant ; Achille, Le Gros ; Agamemnon, Larrivee ; Calchas, Gelin

;

Patrocle, Durand. Ballet: Les Dlles. Guimard, Allard, Heinel,

Peslin ; les sieurs Vestris, Gardel, etc. There were revivals in 1800,

1806, 1810, 1824.

The opera was revived in Paris at the Op6ra-Comique, December

18, 1907. Iphigenie, Lucienue Breval; Clytemnestre, Mile. Brohly;

Achille, Beyle; Agamemnon, Ghasue; Calchas, Vieuille; Patrocle,

Azema. Kegina Badet was the chief dancer. Kuhlmann conducted.

There were six performances that year; seven in 1909.

The Greeks wishing to sail against Troy were becalmed at Aulis.

Calchas, the seer, declared that the sacrifice of Iphigenia, the daugh-

ter of Agamemnon, was the only way of propitiating Diana. Aga-

memnon was obliged to yield. Iphigenia was brought to Calchas

under the pretext of marriage with Achilles. On the point of being

sacrificed she was carried in a cloud by Diana to Tauris.

MUSICAL FANCIES
A PROGRESSIVE COLLECTION OF

PIANOFORTE PIECES
BY

AMERICAN COMPOSERS
FIRST SERIES SECOND SERIES THIRD SERIES

Price 75 Cents Each Volume
(Schmidfs Educatio7ial Series No. 222 a-b-c)

Favorite Selections from the works of

BARBOUR, BRANSCOMBE, COURTNEY, DENNEE, FOOTE,
FRIML, GRANT-SCHAEFER, HAMER, LYNES, MAXIM, ORTH,
PALDI, RISHER, ROGERS, STRONG, WILLIAMS, and others.

LIST OF CONTENTS SENT ON REQUEST

THE ARTHUR P SCHMIDT CO.

BOSTON, 120 Boylston St. NEW YORK, 8 West 40th St.
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"Iphigenie en Aulide" was the first of the operas written by Gluck
for Paris. Even before it was produced, it made a sensation. We
learn from Grimm and Diderot's "Correspondance Litteraire" (Part

II., vol. iii., pp. 79-84) of the discussions provoked. "For a fort-

night no one thinks or dreams here of anything except music. It is

the theme of all our talk and disputes, it is the soul of all our sup-

pers, and to be interested in anything else would appear ridiculous.

If you speak of politics, you are answered with a harmonic device;

if you make a moral reflection, the ritornello of an arietta is the

reply ; and if you try to recall the interest produced by this or that

piece of Kacine or Voltaire, the only answer is a remark concerning

an orchestral effect in Agamemnon's fine recitative. . . . All the

parties are afire with like fury. There are three especially con-

spicuous : that of the old French opera, which has sworn to recog-

nize no other gods than Lulli and Rameau; that which stands for

purely Italian music and believes in the song only of the Jumellis

(sic), Piccinis, Zachinis (sic) ; and that of the Chevalier Gluck, who
pretends to have found the most appropriate music for dramatic

action,—music whose principles are drawn from the eternal source

of harmony and the intimate relationship of our sentiments and

sensations ; this music belongs to no special country, but the genius

QUALITY and

REPUTATION

enable you to know

in advance that the

wOSC is a most

satisfactory piano.

WE CHALLENGE
COMPARISON

160 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
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i^e K^@ KlKJLal
ESTABLISHED IE

INVITES

Inspection of the Recent

IMPORTATIONS
OF

COTTOM DRESS GOODS
NOW ON EXHIBITION

Portraying what is Most Fashionable in Designs and Colorings

for the Coming Seasons

202 BOYLSTON STREET . BOSTON

>OSCH^PEATS WALL PAPEI
THE STANDARD OF VALUES

^^MAKE HOMES OUT )F

Decoration has a very real, though sub-conscious, influence upon the

temperament and personality.

Discords in color, as in music, result from incomplete knowledge and
produce an equally unpleasant effect.

We are competent to suggest decorative

treatment in perfect harmony

HENR
ALFRED PEATS BRANCH

LEADERS OF WALL PAPER FASHIONS

18 SUMMER STREET BOSTON
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of the composer has known how to adapt his style to the particular

idiom of our language."

The Abbe Arnaud, in his famous letter to Madame D. (April,

1774), dwelt at length on the grandeur and tenderness of the over-

ture, which soon became a favorite concert piece, but there were dis-

senting voices. Forkel wrote : ''This overture, which is brought for-

ward as an example of a true overture, is in no way an overture, for

it has not in the slightest degree any of the true and characteristic

features. We must therefore put it in the class of symphonies, and

it must then be said that as a symphony it has no high rank."

The overture, as written by Gluck, is connected, as that of "Don
Giovanni," immediately with the opening scene. Mozart, it is said,

wrote an ending for concert performance, but this ending is

now attributed by some to J. B. S. Schmidt (1779-1853). The

overture is scored for two flutes, two oboes, three bassoons, four

horns, three trumpets, kettledrums, strings. Gluck dedicated the

score of his opera to the King of France.

When Wagner was conductor of the Royal Opera House at Dres-

den, he arranged and revised Gluck's opera for performance. His

version was first performed there February 22, 1847. His ending

of the overture was written later and at Zurich. He wrote an

article, dated Zurich, June 17, 1854, concerning the character of the

The picture, while lacking the charming colorings of the. furni-

ture and fabrics, gives a fair idea of the interesting vista as one

steps off the elevator into Paine's new rooms on the third floor

PAINE FURNITURE COMPANY OF BOSTON
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u is no longer described as ** well-dressed"

she is "smartly costumed"

This means all of the first and

more— oh, much more !

Costuming declares polish, tone,

finish— and all these are secured by

the woman who recognizes that The

Slattery Shop specializes in woman s

wear.

This shop is truly a ''finishing

school" in proper costuming for

women of all ages, employment, and

station in life. It is a shop of adap-

tability, adaptations, and creations;

teaching, by example, Costuming as

it should be.

El Slattery Company
TREMONT STREET OPPOSITE BOSTON COMMON BOSTON
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overture. This article was published in the isleue Zeitschrift fur

Musik of July 1, 1854, together with the score of the new close,

devised by him, a close of thirty-three measures. The "whole con-

tent" of the overture appeared to him as follows :

—

"(1) A motive of Appeal, from out a gnawing anguish of the

heart.

"(2) A motive of Power, of imperious, overbearing demand.
"(3) A motive of Grace, of maidenly tenderness.

"(4) A motive of Sorrowing, of agonizing pity.

"The whole compass of the overture is filled by nothing but the

constant interchange of these (last three) chief motives, linked

together by a few subsidiary motives derived from them."

He ended with this declaration : "I hold it the most rational course

for us to perform nothing whatever of Gluck and confreres any
more, for this reason, among others, that their creations are mostly

performed so unintelligently that their impression, coupled with the

respect instilled into us from our youth up, can only make us utterly

confused and rob us of our last grain of productivity.

G. SCHIRMER, INC.

Publishers of

Symphonic Music

THREE EAST FORTY-THIRD STREET
NEW YORK

VIOLIN MAKERS
AND REPAIRERS

to the

Boston Symphony
Orchestra

47 WINTER STREET
BOSTON. MASS.

Importers

SPECIALTIES

Tested Strings for

Violins, Violas and 'Cellos

Violins Bought and Sold

Fine Repairing and

Bow Rehairing

New Catalog Ready

Telephone Call. Beack 3033 M

H24



Symphony in G major (B. & H. No. 13) Josbph Saydn

(Born at Rohrau, Lower Austria, March 31, 1732 ; died at Vienna, May 31, 1809.)

Haydn wrote a set of six symphonies for a society in Paris known
as the ''Concert de la Loge Olympique." They were ordered in 1784,

when Haydn was living at Esterhaz. Composed in the course of

the years 1781-89, they are in C, G minor, E-flat, B-flat, D, A. No.

1, in C, has been entitled ''The Bear"; No. 2, in G minor, has been

entitled "The Hen"; and No. 4, in B-flat, is known as "The Queen
of France." The symphony played at this concert is the first of

a second set, of which five were composed in 1787, 1788, 1790. If

the sixth was written, it cannot now be identified. This one in G
major was written in 1787, and is "Letter V" in the catalogue of

the London Philharmonic Society, No. 13 in the edition of Breitkopf

& Hartel, No. 8 in that of Peters, No. 29 in that of Sieber, No. 58

in the list of copied scores of Haydn's symphonies in the library

of the Paris Conservatory of Music.

This symphony in G major is the first of the second series, and
with, the second, "Letter W," it was composed in 1787. The others

are as follows: the third, "Letter E" (1788) ; the fourth, "The Ox-
ford" (1788), so called because it was performed in the Sheldoniau
Theatre in Oxford when Haydn received his doctor's degree (1791) ;

'<^

.BI(

T^resent

New Models

and Sketches

RIDING HABITS

STREET COSTUMES
SPORT ATTIRE

BRITISH CLOTHS

256 BOYLSTON ST.
BOSTON
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the fifth (1790),—the last symphonr composed by Haydn before

he left Vienna for London,—"Letter T."

I. The first movement opens with a short and slow introduction,

adagio, G major, 3-4, which consists for the most part of strong

staccato chords which alternate with softer passages. The main

body of the movement allegro, G major, begins with the first theme,

a dainty one, announced piano by the strings without double-basses

and repeated forte by the full orchestra with a new counter-figure

in the bass. Passage-work develops into a subsidiary theme, which

bears an intimate relation to the first motive. The second theme is

but little more than a melodic variation of the first. So, too, the

short conclusion-theme—in oboes and bassoon, then in the strings

—

is only a variation of the first. The free fantasia is long for the

period, and is contrapuntally elaborate. There is a short coda

on the first theme.

II. Largo, D major, 3-4. A serious melody is sung by oboe

and violoncellos to an accompaniment of violas, double-basses, bas-

soon, and horn. The theme is repeated with a richer accompani-

ment, and the first violins have a counter-figure. After a transi-

tional passage the theme is repeated by a fuller orchestra, with the

melody in first violins and flute, then in the oboe and violoncello.

The development is carried along on the same lines. There is a

very short coda.

SUITE
209-2I0

420 BOVLSTON STREET

We make a specialty of trousseaux.

We are showing for Southern wear cus-

tom frocks of voile, chambray, batiste,

dotted Swiss, and organdie. These are

handmade, designed simply and in good

taste, and are trimmed with real lace,

including filet, Irish, and Valenciermes,

at prices from thirty-five dollars.

Your inspection is cordially invited.

420 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

LJkmjLmh :. Millmery
Many of her Exclusive Models have now reached

the Department

$5.00 . . AND . . $6.00
NO TWO ALIKE IN FORM OR COLOR

480 BOYLSTON STREET (BLOCK OF BRUNSWICK HOTEL) BOSTON



III. The Memietto, allegretto, G major, 3-4, with trio, is in the

regular minuet form in its simplest manner,

IV. The Finale, allegro con spirito, G major, 2-4, is a rondo on

the theme of a peasant country-dance, and it is fully developed,

Haydn in his earlier symphonies adopted for the finale the form of

his first movement. Later he preferred the rondo form, with its

couplets and refrains, or repetitions of a short and frank chief

theme. "In some finales of his last symphonies," ^ays Brenet, "he

gave freer reins to his fancy, and modified with greater independence

the form of his first allegros; but his fancy, always prudent and

moderate, is more like the clear, precise arguments of a great orator

than the headlong inspiration of a poet. Moderation is one of the

characteristics of Haydn's genius; moderation in the dimensions,

in the sonority, in the melodic shape: the liveliness of his melodic

thought never seems extravagant, its melancholy never induces

sadness."

The sj^mphony is scored for one flute, two oboes, two bassoons,

two horns, two trumpets, kettledrums, and strings.

-*

* *

Early in the eighteenth century there were no performances at

the Opera in Paris on certain solemn days of the Catholic Church,

—

SOLOV-HlNDS Co.
'^The Daylight Fashion Salon'

Young Women s Tweed Suits
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tlie Festival of the Purification of the Virgin, the Annunciation,

from Passion Sunday to the Monday of Quasimodo or Low Sunday,

Ascension, Whitsunday, Corpus Christi, the Assumption of the

Virgin, the Day of the Nativity (September 8), All Saints, Day of

the Conception, Christmas Eve, and Christmas, etc. In 1725 Anne

Danican Philidor, one of the famous family, obtained permission

to give concerts on those days. He agreed to pay a yearly sum of

ten thousand livres.* He also agreed that no operatic music and

no composition of any nature with French text should be performed,

but this obligation was afterward annulled. Thus were the Con-

certs Spirituels founded. They were given in the Salle des Suisses

at the Palace of the Tuileries. The first was on Passion Sunday,

March 18, 1725; and the programme included a Suite of airs for

violin; a Caprice; a motet, "Confitebor"; a motet, ''Cantate Dom-

ino,"—all by Lalande; and the concerto, "Christmas Night," by

Corelli. The concert lasted from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. There were

never more than twenty-four performances during the year. These

concerts were maintained and were famous until 1791. The most

* Some say the sum was six thousand livres.

Teeter Kindred

^A novel— by Robert Nathan, a recent Harvard graduate

(Duffield, $2.oo). Aside from its many interesting references

to this vicinity and University life, PETER KINDRED is in

itself a good story. The author lived at 26 Holyoke Street,

on the second floor, where we now exhibit engravings.

DUNSTER HOUSE BOOKSHOP
26 HOLYOKE STREET & MT. AUBURN
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The NEW EDISON
"The Phonograph with a Soul"

will not only provide the most delightful music for

your dancing parties but it will add to your home
that distinctiveness so desired by the most exacting
persons. Come in tomorrow and let us help you
select a New Edison for your home.

Headquarters in Boston for the New Edison

CCHarvey®
144 BOYLSTON STREET BOSTON

57 Main St.. Brockton; 1511 Hancock St., Quincy

22 Market St., Lynn.
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distinguished singers,—as Farinelli, Raaf, Cafifarelli, Agujari, Todi,

Mara,—violinists, oboists, bassoonists, and all manner of players

of instruments assisted in solo performances. Philidor gave up

the management in 1728. There were changes in the character of

the programmes and in the place of performance, but the fame of

the concerts was firmly established. In 1750 there was a chorus

of forty-eight with an orchestra of thirty-nine.

Dr. Burney gave an amusing account of one of these concerts

which he heard in 1770 ("The Present State of Music in France

and Italy," pp. 23-28). The performance was in the great hall

of the Louvre. He disliked a motet by Lalande, applauded on oboe

concerto played by Besozzi, the nephew of the famous oboe and

bassoon players of Turin, disliked the screaming of Miss Delcambre,

approved the violinist Traversa. "The whole was finished by 'Beatus

Vir'. . . . The principal counter-tenor had a solo verse in it which

he bellowed out with as much violence as if he had done it for

life, wliile a knife was at his throat. But though this wholly'

stunned me, I plainly satv, by the smiles of ineffable satisfaction

which were visible in the countenances of ninety-nine out of a

hundred of the company, and heard, by the most violent applause

^^^'^^'^^^^^^^0^3^^^^'^i
'
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Important Repetition

1st Linens of all desirable kinds are scarce.

2nd There is no probability that they will be in better

supply in the near future.

3rd Today we have a fine collection.

4th If we sell all that we have of any particular kind,

there is no certainty when it can be replaced or at

what price.

5th Under present conditions there is not much use in

tabulating details. Any particular item might be

gone before you see this circular.

6th Nor is there any great wisdom in naming comparative

prices.

7th Today we are naming prices lower than would be

necessary if we had to make our purchases today.

8th Recently we investigated Belfast prices on John S.

Brown & Sons table linens and found that in every

case the manufacturers' price is higher today than the

price we are asking for the same goods at retail. In

some cases the prices were very much higher.
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that a ravished audience could bestow, that it was quite what their

hearts felt and their souls loved. C'est superhe! was echoed from

one to the other through the whole house. But the last chorus

was a finisher with a vengeance! It surpassed all clamor, all the

noises, I had ever heard in my life. I have frequently thought the

choruses of our oratorios rather too loud and violent; but, com-

pared with these, they are soft music, such as might soothe and

lull to sleep the heroine of a tragedy."

The attack of this orchestra became a tradition. Parisians boasted

of it everywhere. Kaaf, the tenor, met one in Munich. The French-

man said: "You have been in Paris?" "Yes," answered Raaff.

Were you at the Concert Spirituel?" "Yes." "What do you think

about the premier coup d'archet? Did you hear the first attack?"

"Yes, I heard the first and the last." "The last? What do you

mean?" "I mean to say, I heard the first and the last, and the

last gave me the greater pleasure."

For this society, Mozart, in 1778 and in Paris, composed a sym-

phony in D (K. 297).

The success of the Concerts Spirituels incited others to rivalry.

De La Haye, a farmer-general, who in 1770 looked after the excise

duties on tobacco, and Rigoley, Baron d'Ogny, who had charge of

post-horses and the postal service, were chiefly instrumental in the

THE ARISTOCRATIC
CHOCOLATES

Try them — You'll find a

delectable goodness a little

beyond any you have ever tasted

before — in beautiful dainty boxes—
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"Send dear old Mike."

Through succeeding years the personal ele-
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establishment of the Concert des Amateurs in 1769. The concerts

were given in the grand salon of the H6tel de Soubise, which then

belonged to Charles de Rohan-Kohan, Prince of Soubise and

d'fipinoy, peer, and Marshall of France, and is now occupied by the

Depdt des Archives Nationales. There were twelve concerts be-

tween December and March. They were subscription concerts. Com-

posers were paid five louis d'or for a symphony, distinguished

virtuosos were engaged, and the best players of the Op6ra and

of the King's Music were in the orchestra by the side of capable

amateurs. Subscribers and orchestra were on most friendly terms,

and Gossec, in the dedication of his "Requiem" to the managers

of the Concert des Amateurs, praises them, and thanks them for

their cordiality toward artists : "Of all the encouragements that you

give them, the most powerful, I am not afraid to say, is the noble

distinction with which you treat them. To uplift the soul of an

artist is to work for the enlargement of art. This is something

never known by those who usurp the title of protectors, more anxious

to buy the title than to deserve it."

The orchestra of the Concert des Amateurs was the largest that

had then been brought together in Paris. There were forty violins,

OF GREAT INTEREST TO VIRTUOSI, TEACHERS AND PUPILS OF THE

THE LATEST SERIES OF WORKS BY OLD MASTERS
ARRANGED BY

J. SALMON OF_ PARIS
The following romposers are included in the new series
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twelve violoncellos, eight double-basses, and the ustial number of

flutes, oboes, clarinets, bassoons, horns, and trumpets. Symphonies

and concertos were performed. There was no chorus, but there

were excerpts from Italian and French operas. Gossec was the

first conductor. He was succeeded by the Chevalier de Saint-Georges.

This society was dissolved in 1781.

It was replaced by the Concert de la Loge Olympique, which

began by borrowing at the Palais Eoyal the house, the name, and the

organization of a Masonic society. Subscribers were admitted only

after a rigid examination, and they were admitted solemnly at a

lodge meeting. Each subscriber paid two louis a year, and received

a silver lyre on a sky-blue background, which was worn to gain

entrance. In 1786 the society began to give its concerts in the

Salle des Gardes in the Tuileries. The Queen and the Princes were

often present, and the subscribers were in grande toilette. The mu-

sicians wore embroidered coats, with lace ruffles; they played with

swords by their side and with plumed hats on the benches. Viotti

often directed. The Bastille fell July 14, 1789; and in December

of that year the Concert de la Loge Olympique ceased to exist.

There was to be wilder music in Paris, songs and dances in the

streets and in the shadow of the guillotine.

Haydn had been known and appreciated in Paris for some years

it^t^[xi^!iSi!t^t®jas^;^iis^[^iAii!tiSiit«ati^

—and for your

music

C^e iBositon Mniit Co.
(Schirmer's, 26 West Street)
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before he received his commission from the Concert de la Loge

Olympique. A symphony, ''del Signor Heyden" (sic), was an-

nounced March 26, 1764, by the publisher Venier; but it is said

that Haydn's symphonic works were first made known in Paris in

1779, by Fonteski, a Pole by birth, who was an orchestral player.

This "symphony" published by Venier was really a quartet, for the

term "sinfonia" then was applied looselj'^ to any piece of music

in which at least three concerting instruments were busied. F^tis

says that the symphonies were first introduced by the publisher

Sieber in the Concert des Amateurs.

However this may have been, Haydn wrote Artaria (May 27,

17S1) : "Monsieur Le Gros [sic], director of the Concert Spirituel,

writes me much that is uncommonly pleasant about my 'Stabat

Mater,' which has been performed there four times with greatest

success. The members of the Society ask permission to publish

the same. They propose to publish to my advantage all my future

works, and they are surprised that I am so pleasing in vocal com-

position
; but I am not at all surprised, for they have not yet heard

them ; if they could only hear my operetta, 'L' Isola disabitata,' and
my last opera, 'La fedelta premiata' *; for I am sure that no such

* "L' Isola disabitata" (EsterhSz, 1779) ; "La fedelta premiata" (originally au
Italian opera, but produced in Vienna, 1784, as "Die belohnte Treue").
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work has yet been heard in Paris, and perhaps not in Vienna. My
misfortune is that I live in the country."

This Joseph Legros (1739-93) was one of the most famous high

tenors ever heard in France. He made his debut at the Op6ra in

1764, At first he was a cold actor; but Gluck's music and theories

of dramatic art taught him the necessity of action, and he was

distinguished as Orpheus, Achilles, Pylades, Atys, Rinaldo. He was

a good musician, and he composed. A handsome man, he grew ex-

cessively fat, so that he was obliged to leave the stage. He di-

rected the Concerts Spirituels from 1777 to 1791. Mozart had much
to say about Legros in his letters from Paris. There is a singular

story about him in the "Correspondance Litteraire" of Grimm and

Diderot: "M. Legros, leading screecher in counter-tenor at the

Academic royale de Musique, who, by the way, is not bursting

with intelligence, supped one night with the Abb6 le Monnier. They

sang in turn, and the Abbe said to him with a most serious air:

'In three months I shall sing much better, because I shall have

three more tones in my voice.' Legros, curious to know how one

could extend his voice at will, allowed himself to be persuaded

that by trimming the uvula he could give his voice a higher range

and make it more mellow and agreeable."

It was at the concerts of the Loge Olympique that Cherubini

Jf. ^. ©'Connor Co.
157 TREMONT STREET
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BOSTON OPERA HOUSE

CHICAGO

SATURDAY AFTERNOON. MARCH 6, at 1.45

FIRST BOSTON PERFORMANCE OF

JOHN ALDEN CARPENTER'S BALLET PANTOMIME

^HE BIRTHDAY OF THE. MFAMTi
WITH ADOLF BOLM AND ENTIRE CORPS DE BALLET

TO BE FOLLOWED BY "L'ELISIR D'AMORE"

Richard Aldrlch in the New York Times, February 24, 1 920

For the first time in New York, John Alden Carpenter's ballet pantomime "The Birthday of

the Infanta" was presented yesterday afternoon by the Chicago Opera Company at the Lexington

Theatre.

Mr. Carpenter needs no introduction to New York, where his music in a number of forms has

long been known and admired. He has not before undertaken anything of a dramatic character:

but his imagination, hia fine taste and skill in writing for the orchestra have been so fully demonstrated

that something uncommonly beguiUng was to be expected from his treatment of this subject.

That subject, which has also been made into a play, is an almost ideal one for such a pantomimic

work as this, and for the spirit in which Mr. Carpenter has treated it. It is taken from Oscar Wilde's

tale of the same title and has been skilfully arranged by the composer himself, the dances and scenes

being the devising of Adolph Bolm, who also has a principal part in the performance.

The garden of the palace, an interior court, is first shown; gardeners prepare its decorations

for the infanta, who has a birthday, but is not expecting a celebration. She comes forth alone in a

delightful expansive scarlet and gold gown such as Velasquez represented, also such a head-dress

—

the costume that is soon more copiously exemplified by other ladies of the court. The Infanta sud-

denly finds herself surrouxided by groups of children and their elders, who come to pay her homage.

A procession comes with servants bearing gifts; there is a birthday cake with twelve candles.

The spectacle in honor of the occasion begins when the ladies have taken their places on the

terrace. There are gypsy dancers, jugglers, tightrope walkers, a miniature bullfight with a make-
beUeve bull and beautiful banderilleros, matador and picador. Finally comes Pedro, the grotesque,

deformed and misshapen. He begins a wild dance; few are interested but the princess, who throws

him her scarf. It means more to him than she intended; he takes it as a sign of her love. The spec-

tacle ends; the guests enter the palace, but Pedro is held back by the guards. The curtain falls.

It rises upon a vestibule in the palace just inside the door from which Pedro was barred. He
stealthily enters; he sees himself in two tall mirrors, and discovers his ughness. He begins to dance

desperately, in a frenzy, tUl he falls dead of a broken heart. The guests, and finally the princess,

come in. She looks at him lying there, requests him to dance again for her; then she discovers that

he is dead. She draws away from the body. The curtain falls.

Mr. Carpenter has written music filled with fancy, with fantastic imagination, now grotesque,

humorous, now picturesque and brilliant; music of subtly suggested reaUsras, glittering and shim-

mering with shifting orchestral colors. He has found exactly the right expression for the story. His
instrumentation is light, exposed; often expressive in its timbres, ingenious and skilful in the manipu-
lation of aU the modern resources. There is naturally a Spanish note in certain passages, as in the

dances; a note suggested rather than too obviously emphasized.

The score is fascinating. It would perhaps be saying too much to say that it is highly original.

Mr. Carpenter has copied nobody; but he has heard Stravinsky, especially in his "Oiseau de Feu,"

and has profited by it. And he has written with brilHant and refined skill, as a master.

The performance was carried through with inimitable grace and expressiveness. Ruth Page as

the Infanta was a seductive figure. Adolph Bolm, perhaps more wild than ugly in his appearance,

danced with the intensity of expression the occasion demanded, with tragic fury at the end. The
several participants in the spectacle gave it variety and picturesqueness and a ceaseless animation.

The mounting was quite worthy of the piece; the costumes richly picturesque, the stage picture

appropriate. Mr. Louis Hasselmans conducted the performance with much zeal and effectiveness.

There was hearty applause, and after the final curtain, besides the principals, appeared Mr. Carpenter,

Mr. Robert Edmond Jones, designer of the scenery and costumes, and Mr. Hasselmans. There was
regret that there will be no further repetition of the work in the Chicago Compnay's season, now
coming to a close.
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heard for the first time a symphony of Haydn, and was so affected

by it that he ever afterwards honored him as a father. The French

were long loyal to Haydn. In 1789 a player of the baryton, one

Franz, from the orchestra at Esterhdz, played with great success

at the Palais Royal pieces written for that instrument by Haydn.

And it should not be forgotten that shortly before the composer's

death he was cheered by his last visitor, a French officer, who sang

to him "In Native Worth"; that French officers were among the

mourners at his funeral; and that French soldiers were among
the guard of honor around his coffin at the Schottenkirche.

Haydn gave the score of his first set of Paris symphonies to a

Vienna banker, who paid him the promised sum of six hundred

francs. After the performance in Paris the managers of the so-

ciety sold the right of publication for one thousand or twelve hun-

dred francs, and sent this sum to the composer as a token of the

respect in which they held him.

Mr. Lionel de la Laurancie, in his invaluable work, "Le GoM
Musical en France" (Paris, 1905), gives interesting details con-

cerning the early appreciation of Haydn's music in Paris, though

he does not quote the remark of Gretry in the "Memoires, ou Essais

sur la Musique" (Paris, 1797) : "What lover of music has not been

seized with admiration, hearing the beautiful symphonies of Hav:dn ?

Announces the opening of the new
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A hundred times I have set to them the text which they seem to

demand. And why not supply a text?"

Garaud^,* in his Tablettes de Polymnie (April, 1810), praised

"the wise, elegant, correct plan" of these symphonies, and especially

their "clearness, which is revealed even in passages that seem to

be consecrated exclusively to science." We learn from Garaud4

that it was the custom in his day to substitute in a concert per-

formance of a symphony a favorite andante or adagio for the one

in a less familiar work. "These substitutions are seldom happy,

and they never complete the ensemble of ideas with which the com-

poser wished to trace a great picture."

Another Parisian critic early in the nineteenth century was

charmed by the "rhythmical good nature and joyous alacrity" of

Haydn's finales. "He is the only one who possesses the rare privi-

lege of always charming. After him everything seems insipid and

glacial."

Reichardt wrote, sojourning in Paris in 1802-03 : "I can only

repeat what I said seventeen years ago about the 'Concert des Ama-
* Alexis de Garaud6 was born at Nancy, March 21, 1779 ; he died at Paris, March

23, 1852. A pupil of Cambini, Reicha, Crescentini, and Garat, he was an imperial
chamber singer from 1808 to 1830. He was professor of singing at the Paris Conserva-
tory (1816-41). He wrote an opera, chamber music, a mass, songs, treatises on sing-
ing, and a description of his travels in Spain. He edited the Tablettes in 1810-11.
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teurs : Haydn should come to Paris to enjoy his symphonies in all

their perfection." In like mannjer Richard Wagner was enthusi-

astic over the performance of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony by the

orchestra of the Paris Conservatory with Habeneck as conductor.

Yet Reichardt afterward reproached the French audiences for loving

first of all mere noise : "The composer can never use too freely the

trumpets and the drums ; a forte is never too fortissimo for them.

... In music they seem to feel only the most extreme, the most

radically opposed contrasts." While he admitted that he had never

heard tender passages played with greater precision, he stated that

"the eloquent and emotional accents which bring tears to the hearer

of the simplest phrases in Haydn's andantes and adagios pass un-

perceived and unsuspected."

Berlioz reviewed in the Revue et Gazette Musicale of 1841 (p.

225) the performance of a symphony by Haydn. The article, which

is not included in any one of the published volumes of Berlioz's

^AZOLT
Established tn 1842
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feuilletons, shows the critic in lightsome mood, before his duties

as a journalist irked him.

"Haydn's Symphony in D belongs naturally to the kind of naively

good and gay music that recalls the innocent joys of the fireside

and the pot-au-feu. It goes and comes, never brusquely, noiselessly,

in morning neglig6„ clean and comfortable ; it hums a tune and now
and then cracks its little joke; it opens the window to profit by a

warm sunbeam; a poor man passes in the street, one is moved
to humble pity and gives a sou or a bit of bread, and is satisfied

within, and thanks the good God for having a sou and a bit of

bread for the poor. Then one prudently takes an umbrella, and
goes to the cafe to play dominoes and drink a pot of beer seasoned

with inoffensive gossip; and at nine o'clock, goes home, puts on a

white cotton nightcap, says a prayer, gets into a good feather-bed

and sleeps there in the peace of the Lord. The orchestra understood

perfectly the style and ways of this amiable composition; it has

drawn in its claws, mewed gently, drank its milk with a charming
gracefulness, without opening wide its great lurid eyes, without

bristling its long whiskers, without shaking its tail, like a virtuous

cat of the presbytery. The audience was delighted. No wonder:
one likes to drink a bottle of good wine with an honest fellow when
one meets him. There are so many countries where one would be

obliged for that to take with him the man and the wine."

.i-K3ciafii
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"The Blessed Damozel" (''La Damoisellb ^lue), Lyric Poem
AFTER D. Gr. ROSSETTI,. FOR FeMALE VoICES, SoLO, ChORUS, AND
Orchestra Claude Debussy

(Bom at St. Germain (Seine and Oise), August 22, 1862; died at Paris, March
26, 1918.)

Rossetti's poem, which was in his mind as early as 1848, was

published in a short-lived magazine, The Germ (afterwards Art and

Poetry), brought out early in 1850 by members of the Prseraphaelite

brotherhood with the aid of some friends. In this magazine Ros-

setti's first verses and prose were published. In 1881 he told Hall

Gaine that the origin of "The Blessed Damozel" was derived from his

"perusal and admiration of Poe's 'Raven.' " "I saw" (Mr. Caine

thus voiced Rossetti) "that Poe had done the utmost it was
possible to do with the grief of the lover on earth, and I determined

to reverse the conditions and give utterance to the yearning of the

loved one in heaven." "The Blessed Damozel" was reprinted with

many variants from its original form in the Oxford and Cam-

of today are the nationally accepted vogue of

tomorrow. They express the highest quality

obtainable in genuine portraiture.
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'bridge Magazine, published in twelve monthly numbers in the year

1856.

The translation into French was made by Gabriel Sarrazin. De-

bussy did not use the whole poem.

The changes necessary to fit Rossetti's verse to Debussy's music

were made by Mr. Frank Damrosch for the performance by the Ora-

torio Society of New York under his leadership on December 2, 1908,

when Nevada Van der Veer and Edith Chapman-Gould were the

solo singers.

The first performance in America was in French, at a concert

given in Boston by Mrs. Helen Hunt and other pupils of Mme. Ger-

trude Franklin-Salisbury on December 10, 1903. There was no

orchestra. Heinrich Gebhard, pianist, played Debussy's music, and

Mrs. Hunt sang the music of the Damozel and the Narrator. De-

bussy's Romance, Fantoche, La Cloche, and Mandoline were then

sung by Mrs. Hunt for the first time in Boston.

The first performance in Boston with orchestra was by the

Cecilia Society on April 4, 1905. Isabelle Bouton and Bertha Gush-

ing Child were the solo singers. B. J. Lang conducted. Oharpen-

tier's "Vive du Poete" was then performed for the first time in

America.
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The Cecilia gave another performance on December 12, 1905:
Corinne Kider-Kelsey and Bertha Gushing Child.

There was a performance with orchestra at the Boston Opera
House on December 8, 1912. Mr. Caplet conducted. The solo sing-

ers were Mary Garden and Florence de Courcy.

We give here the English text as written by Rossetti :

—

The blessed damozel leaned out
From the gold bar of Heaven

;

Her eyes were deeper than the depth
Of waters stilled at even

;

She had three lilies in her hand,
And the stars in her hair were

seven.

Her robe, ungirt from clasp to herii.

No wrought flowers did adorn,

150 BOYLSTON" STREET
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TEA ROOM

La demoiselle elue s'appuyait
Sur la barriere d'or du Ciel,

Ses yeux etaient plus profonds
Que I'abime des eaux calmes au

soir.

Elle avait trois lys a la main
Et sept etoiles dans les cheveux.

Sa robe flottante n'§tait point
Ornee de fleurs brodees,
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But a white rose of Mary's gift,

For service meetly worn

;

Her hair that lay along her back
Was yellow like ripe corn.

Mais d'une rose blanche, present de
Marie

Pour le divin service justement
portee

;

Ses cheveux, qui tombaient le long
des ses epaules,

Etaient jaunes comme le ble mQr.

Around her, lovers, newly met
'Mid deathless love's acclaims.

Spoke evermore among themselves
Their heart-remembered names

;

And the souls mounting up to God
Went by her like thin flames.

Autour d'elle, des amants,
Nouvellement reunis,

Repetaient pour toujours, entre eux,
Leurs nouA^eaux noms d'extase

;

Et les ames qui montaient a Dieu,
Passaient pres d'elle comme de fines

flammes.

And still she bowed herself and
stooped

Out of the circling charm

;

Until her bosom must have made
The bar she leaned on warm,

And the lilies lay as if asleep
Along her bended arm.

Alors, elle s'inclina de nouveau,
Et se pencha en dehors du charme

encerclant,
Jusqu'^ ce que son sein eut echauffe
La barriere sur laquelle elle s'ap-

puyait,
Et que les, lys gisent comme endormis
Le long de son bras etendu.

The sun was gone now ; the curled Le
moon

Was like a little feather
Fluttering far down the gulf ; and now
She spoke through the still weather.

disparu, la lunesoleil avait
annelee

fitait comme uue petite plume
Flottant au loin dans I'espace

;

Et voila qu'elle parla k travers
I'air calme.

AN INTROPUCTION LEADS TO eyERLASTINQ F!?ieNDSHIP

Chocolates
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Her voice was like the voice the stars
Had when they sang together.

"I wish that he were come to me,
For he will come," she said.

Have I not pray'd in Heaven?—on
earth

Lord, Lord, has he not pray'd?
Are not two prayers a perfect

strength ?

And shall I feel afraid?

"When round his head the aureole
clings.

And he is clothed in white,
I'll take his hand and go with him
To the deep wells of light

;

As unto a stream we will step down.
And bathe there in God's sight.

Sa voix etait pareille k celle des
etoiles

Lorsqu'elles chantent en chouur.

"Je voudrais qu'il fut d^j^ prgs de
moi.

Car il viendra.
N'ai-je pas prig dans le Ciel? Sur

terre,

Seigneur, Seigneur, n' a-t-il pas prie ?

Deux pri^res ne sont-elles pas une
force parfaite?

Et pourquoi m'6ffrairais-je ?

"Lorsqu' autour de sa tete s'attachera
I'aureole,

Et qu'il aura revetu sa robe blanche,
Je le prendrai par la main et j'irai

avec lui

Aux sources de lumifere
;

Nous y entrerons comme dans un
courant,

Et nous y baignerons k la face de
Dieu.

"We two will lie i' the shadow of
That living mystic tree

Within whose secret growth the Dove
Is sometimes felt to be,

"Nous nous reposerons tous deux k
I'ombre

De ce vivant et mystique arbre

;

Dans le feuillage secret duquel on sent
parfois
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While every leaf that His plumes
touch

Saith His Name audibly.

"We two," she said, "will seek the

groves
Where the lady Mary is,

With her five handmaidens, whose
names

Are five sweet symphonies
Cecily, Gertrude, Magdalen,
Margaret and Rosalys. i M'

"He shall fear, haply, and be dumb

:

Then will I lay my cheek
To his, and tell about our love.

Not once abashed or weak

:

And the dear Mother will approve
My pride, and let me speak.

"Herself shall bring us, hand in hand,
To Him round whom all souls

Kneel, the clear-ranged unnumbered
heads

Bowed with their aureoles

:

And angels meeting us shall sing
To their citherns and citoles.

Pendant que chaque feuille, touch^e
par ses plumes,

Dit son nom distinctement.

"Tous deux nous chercherons les bos-

quets
Ou trone Dame Marie

Avec ses cinq servantes, dont les noms
Sont cinq douces symphonies:

Cecile, Blanchelys, Madeleine,
Marguerite et Roselys.

"II craindra peut-etre et restera muet,
Alors, je poserai ma joue contre la

sienne

;

Et lui parlerai de notre amour,
Sans confusion ni fabilesse,

Et la chgre M&re approuvera mon
orgueil,

Et me laissera parler.

"Elle m§me nous am^nera la main
dans la main

A celui autour duquel toutes les

S.mes s'agenouillent,

Les innombrables t^tes clair rang^es
Inclinees, avec leurs aureoles.

Et les anges venus k notre rencontre
chanteront,

S'accompagnant de leurs guitares et

de leurs citoles.
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"There will I ask of Christ the Lord
Thus much for him and me :

—

Only to live as once on earth
With Love, only to be,

As then awhile, for ever now
Together, I and he."

She gazed and listened and then said,
Less sad of speech than mild,

—

"All this is when he comes." She
ceased.

The light thrilled towards her, fill'd

With angels in strong level flight.

Her eyes prayed and she smil'd.

<I saw her smile.) But soon their
path

Was vague in distant spheres

:

And then she cast her arms- along
The golden barriers,

And laid her face between her hands,
And wept. (I heard her tears.)

"Alors, je demanderai au Christ,
Notre Seigneur,

Cette grande faveur, pour lui et
moi,

Seulement de vivre comme autrefois
sur terre

;

Dans I'Amour

;

Et d'etre pour toujours, comme alors
pour un temps.

Ensemble, moi et lui."

Elle regarda, prgta Toreille et dit,

D'une voix moins triste que douce

:

"Toiit ceci sera quand il viendra."
Elle se tut:

La lumi^re tressaillit de son cQte
Remplie d'un fort vol d'anges hori-

zontal.

Ses yeux prigrent, elle sourit;

Mais bientSt leur sentier devint vague
Dans les spheres distantes.

Alors, elle jeta ses bras le long
Des barrieres d'or.

Et posant son visage entre ses mains.
Pleura.

As Mrs. Franz Liebich says in her life of Debussy, Rossetti's

words "chosen with, infinite care and selected with due regard to

loveliness of sound, by the very nature of their strong individuality
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are unresponsive to any foreign treatment. . . . But though some of

the quaint, archaic phraseology cannot adequately be reproduced in

another language, the spirit of the poem has been well conceived

by the translator and still more wonderfully transcribed in De-

bussy's music. He has captured the poet's delicate imagery and

set it with a minute attention to precise detail worthy of a Pre-

Kaphaelite painting, altogether different to the style of his later

works."

Debussy was awarded the prix de Rome in 1884 with his cantata

"L'Enfant Prodigue." Arriving in Kome he wished to put music

to Heine's drama "Almanzor." He could not find a satisfactory

translation, so he abandoned the work after writing the first part,

which he sent to Paris as his first envoi. The score was mislaid

or lost. His second envoi was "Printemps," composed in February,

1887, originally written for orchestra, pianoforte and chorus with-

out words. "Printemps" was examined and judged by Thomas,

Gounod, Delibes, Reyer, Massenet, and Saint-Saens of the Soci6t6

des Beaux Arts. They rendered a verdict of undue modernity, and

deemed the work insufficiently precise in form.*

* Debussy having made a transcription of "Printemps" for two pianofortes and
female chorus, also for pianoforte (four hands) and chorus, prepared an orchestral
score (published in 1913). This "Suite Symphonique" has been performed in Boston at
concerts of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, January 24, 1914 ; October 26, 1917.
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Rossetti's poem translated by Sarrazin fell into Debussy's hands.

He was enthusiastic over it, and began composition at Rome which

was completed in Paris in 1887. "The Blessed Damozel" was his

third envoi. The Academy gave approval with a slight reserve, and

the customary performance at the Conservatory was proposed, but

the conservatives would not allow a performance also of the con-

demned "Printemps." Debussy would not submit to the exclusion.

("Printemps" as a symphonic suite was performed in Paris for the

first time on April 18, 1913, at a concert of the Society Nationale

de Musique.)

"The Blessed Damozel" was performed for the first time at a con-

cert of the Societe Nationale in the Salle Erard, Paris, on April 8,

1893. Julia Robert was the singer. The programme included Chaus-

son's "Poemes de I'Amour et de la Mer"; Pierre de Breville's

"M6deia"; a dramatic overture by Bonheur; "Iris," a symphonic

tale by Paul Fourner; Overture to "Polyeucte," by Dukas. Du-
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parc's "Phydile" was then sung for the first time with the com-

poser's orchestrated accompaniment.

Debussy scored "The Blessed Damozel" for these instruments:

three flutes, two oboes, English horn, two clarinets, bass clarinet,

three bassoons, four horns, three trumpets, three trombones, two

harps, strings. The work is dedicated to Paul Dukas.

In December, 1919, three works of Debussy not intended by him

for the stage were performed as operas at the Theatre-Lyrique

(Vaudeville), Paris: "The Prodigal Son,"* a cantata which had

been performed as an opera in England and America ; "The Blessed

Damozel" ; and "The Box of Playthings,"! which was composed for

the pianoforte. This procedure excited the indignation of critics.

Gaston Carraud wrote : "The mania that possesses us to put every-

thing in the place for which it was not intended, should have hesi-

tated in the case of Debussy. No artist has shown in his work a

surer, more delicate and constant tact and a more exact knowl-

edge of the adaptation of means to an end. Nothing of that which

he composed for the concert-hall suits the theatre; nothing that

* "The Prodigal Son" was first performed as an opera in the United States at
the Boston Opera House, November 16. 1910 : Alice Nielsen, Robert Lassalle, Ramon
Blanchart. Mr. Caplet conducted.

t "La Boite a Joujoux" ("The Box of Playthings") for the piano was played in
Boston by Guy Maier, November 29, 1919.
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he wrote for the theatre can be transferred to the concert stage;

and what he wrote for the pianoforte has not been advantageously

orchestrated—witness the Met d'Eau.' ... In 'The Blessed Dam-
ozel' we do not find all Debussy's music, but there is already in it

certain peculiar and essential features ; in the harmonic atmosphere,

in the melodic turns, in the declamation ; a little less in the orches-

tration. We have especially an emotional quality which up to that

time had not been conceived. Unfortunately, the semblance of

stage action and business, so useless, that one can realize for a

work of this ideal nature, only emphasized the rather nerveless

monotony of the score ; nor was this avoided by conducting the score

in the Italian fashion." At this performance Mme. Croiza was
praised as one of the "perfect singers of the period," one of the

extremely rare singers who understand and can express nobly "an
art charged with interior emotion."

DEBUSSY'S WORKS PERFORMED HERE AT CONCERTS OF THE
BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA.

"L'Apres-Midi d'un Faune"*: 1904, December 31, 1906, March
10; 1909, January 16: 1911, November 4; 1915, April 24; 1916,

November 17 ; 1919, October 10.

* The first performance in Boston, also in the United States, was at a concert of
the Boston Orchestral Club, Georges Longy conductor, April 1, 1902. The second was
at a Chickering Production Concert, B. J. Lang conductor, February 24, 1904.
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"La Mer^': 1907, March 2; 1913, March 1; 1915, December 17;

1917, November 16.

Trois Nocturnes* : 1908, December 12—Chorus of Sirens sung by
the Choral Club of the New England Conservatory of Music; 1912,

April 27—Chorus of Sirens by the Musical Art Club; "Nuages"
alone, 1918, April 5 (in memory of the composer) ; the three (re-

vised edition), 1919, March 7.

"L'Enfant Prodigue/' Azael's Recitative and Air: (Geraldine
Farrar) 1909, November 6.

"'RoNDES DE Printemps": "Images" No. 3: 1910, November 26,

December 17; 1917, April 13.

Iberia: "Images" No. 2: 1911, April 22; 1911, December 23; 1914,

April 4; 1917, April 13; 1918, October 25.

"L'Enfant Prodigub," Recitative and Air of Lia : (Jeanne Jo-

melli) 1910, December 31; (Maggie Teyte) 1913, January 25;
(Madame Melba) 1917, December 28; (Florence Easton) 1918, No-
A'ember 1.

Printemps: Symphonic Suite: 1914, January 24; 1917, October
26.

GiGUES : "Images" No. 1 : 1917, April 13.

Jeux : 1920, January 2.

• The Three Nocturnes were performed first in Boston, also in the United States,
at a Chickering Production Concert, February 10, 1904, Mr. Lang conductor. They
were played twice at this concert.
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Orchestral Suite,, ''Impressions of Italy." Gustave Charpentibr

(Born at Dieuze, France, June 25, 1860; now living at Paris.)

Charpentier, a prix de Borne of 1887, wrote the suite, "Impres-

sions d'ltalie," at the Villa Medici, Kome. The finale, "Napoli,"

was first performed at the Institute, Paris, October 31, 1891; it

was also performed at a Lamoureux concert, November 15, 1891.

The suite, as a whole, was played for the first time at a Colonne

concert, March 13, 1892. The first performance in the United States

was under Theodore Thomas at Chicago, November 24, 1893.

Alfred Ernst * wrote an explanatory programme of the five move-

ments. This programme was translated by William Foster Apthorp

as follows :

—

I. Serenade. It is nearly midnight. Coming out from the

osterie, the young fellows of the neighborhood sing long, burning

* Alfred Ernst, who died May 15, 1898, about forty years old, was librarian of the
Bibliothgque Sainte-Genevieve, Paris, and music critic of La Paix. A pupil of the
fieole Polyteehnique, he abandoned science for literature- A perfervid Wagnerian, he
translated into French the book of "Die Meistersinger," and his version was used when
the opera was produced at the Opera (November 10, 1897). He translated the book of

"Das Rheingold" also. A frequent contributor to journals, magazines, encyclopaedias,
he published these volumes : "L'CEuvre Dramatique de Hector Berlioz" (1884) ; "Richard
Wagner et le Drame Contemporain" (1887) ; "L'Art de Richard Wagner, I'CEuvre
PoStique" (1893) ; and, in company with Mie Poir#e, "Etude sur 'Tannhauser' de
Richard Wagner" (1895). This simple, modest, industrious man died from overwork
and the care and anxiety spent on his three sick little children.
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soDgs, at times sad, often with a savage accent, under their be-

trothed's windows. These love-sick phrases are answered by mando-

lines and guitars. Then the song of the young men sounds again,

and dies away, little by little.

II. At the Fountain. Towards the ravines, where the water-

falls spread out, march the girls, bare-armed, bare-legged, with their

white chemisette wide open over their shoulders and tanned bust.

Serious, peaceful, without voice and without a thought, they walk

on, to a calm rhythm that is almost religious, carrying bronze jugs

on their heads, with a slight swaying of the hips beneath the

rigidity of their head and shoulders. And it is like a procession

of priestesses, proud and passive, marching their silent march

through the burning brightness of the sunlight, while at times

the gay refrain of the shepherds sounds down from the mountain.

III. On Muleback. Towards evening, along the road that

winds through the Sabine Mountains, the mules trot at an even

gait, to the bright rhythm of their bells. That melody of the violon-

cello is the canzone, sung with full voice by the mulattiere; and

those sweet thirds of the flutes that follow are the loving song,

murmured by the fair girls with deep eyes, seated, or rather kneeling,

in the big carts that go up towards the village.

IV. On the Summits. It is noon in the lofty solitudes, in this

PIEKCE-ARROW
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"Desert of Sorrento" which overlooks the town, from whence the

eye embraces the islands and the sea. The strings with their long-

sustained notes paint, as it were, the background of the picture,

that extent of sea and country burnt by the sun, that glowing atmos-

phere; a horn suggests the far-off bell of a monastery. The flutes,

clarinets, harps, tell of the twittering of birds, vociferously trilling,

as if drunk with warmth and light. Those violas and 'celli that

sing, that gradually swell their tones, are the soul, the enthusiasm

of the poet, the voice that rises up in the solitude, while the church

bells grow louder, and the chimes from Sorrento, from Massa, even

from Malfi, awaken those from the hills, interlace their sounds

over a compass of several octaves, pass over the desert of summits,

and are lost far off over the blue sea. All is peace, some sounds of

bells are still heard, feeble and sweet, in the distant immensity.

V. Naples. In this last part of his "Impressions" the composer

has attempted to paint a musical picture of Naples, its population,

its wholly outdoor life, its joyfulness. ... At first we hear scattered

vibrations : heat, light, the swarming crowd. It seems as if songs

came from every street, dance rhythms, the amorous languor of

violins, the amusing plunking of guitars. Calls answer to calls,

military bands play proudly their brazen symphony ; dancers strike

the ground with their feet, carry the rocking rhythm of taran-
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tellas from group to group. 'Tis like the great song of a people, the

hymn of Naples on the shore of its azure bay, with the intermittent

rumbling of Vesuvius overcrowding the sentimental songs the sing-

ers sing on the quays in their nasal voice. . . . And evening falls,

while fireworks burst forth in gerbes of light, in bouquets of stars,

which soar and go out over the boundless mirror of the waves.

The suite is scored for three flutes (one interchangeable with

piccolo), three oboes (one interchangeable with English horn),

three clarinets (one interchangeable with bass clarinet), one so-

prano saxophone (interchangeable with alto saxophone), four bas-

soons, four horns, two cornets, two trumpets, three trombones, bass

tuba (a second bass tuba ad libitum), kettledrums, snare-drums,

bass drum, tambourine, triangle, cymbals, two small bells, two
harps, strings.

I. Serenade. Assez vite, A major, 24. Love theme in violon-

cellos. Harps and strings (Allegretto, 2-4) are as answering mando-
lins and guitars. Theme for flutes and violins. Viola solo off the

stage.

II. At the Fountain. Tranquille, assez lent, B-flat major, 2-4.

Theme for oboes. Slow march for strings. Shepherds call (wind

instruments).
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III. On Muleback. Allegretto, G minor 2-4; andantino, G
major, 3-4.

IV. On the Summits. Moderato, A major, 3-4.

V. Nafles. Allegro non troppo, I) major, 2-4.

*
* *

This suite was first performed in New York at Courtlandt Pal-

mer's concert, conducted by Anton Seidl, in 1894. The first per-

formance in Boston was at a Symphony concert, March 30, 1901.

The suite, with the exception of the finale, was played in Boston

by the Boston AVomen's Symphony Orchestral Society, Arthur

Thayer conductor, April 16, 1901. The first four movements were

also played by the Orchestral Club, Georges Longy conductor, April
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23, 1901. The second performance at a concert of the Boston Sym-

phony Orchestra was on March 14, 1903; the third on March 15,

1913; the fourth on April 5, 1918. ''Napoli" was played at a con-

cert at the Boston Opera House, January 5, 1913.

*
* *

Gustave Charpentier studied under Stappan, a violinist, Bailly,

a clarinetist, Mager (solfege) at Tourcoing, whither his parents

moved after the Franco-Prussian War. To support himself, he

worked as an accountant in a factory. The proprietor, Albert

Lorthois, aided him in organizing an orchestra, and sent him to the

Conservatory at Lille, where he made for himself such a reputation

that the municipality of Tourcoing gave him a pension of 1,200

francs to study at Paris. He entered the Paris Conservatory in

1881, and took violin lessons of Massart and harmony with Hector

Pessard. He was obliged to perform military service, and on his

return to Paris he became a pupil of Massenet. He took the prix

de Rome in 1887 with his cantata "Didon," performed October 29,

1887, at the Salle de I'lnstitut.

Prix de Rome in 1887, and his first genuine success was his opera

'"Louise," produced after long delay and bitter struggles in 1900!

It was Ernest Legouve who sang in his libretto, "L'Amour Africain"
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(iutisic by Paladilhe, Op6ra-Comique, Paris, May 8, 1875), the mis-

fortunes of these crowned musicians :

—

Oyez les tristes contretemps

D'un melancolique jeune homme,

D'un jeune homme de soixante ans,

Que Ton appelle un prix de Rome.

Listen to the wretched plight

Of a melancholy man,

A young man of sixty years,

Whom they call "un prix de Rome/

Charpentier sent from the Villa Medici as the fruits of his work

this suite of ''Impressions"; also a symphony-drama, ''La Vie du

Poete," in four movements, for orchestra, chorus, solo voices, and

he wrote the text as well as the music of this extraordinary work,

which was first performed at the Paris Conservatory, May 18, 1892.

In the last movement Charpentier introduced "all the noises and

echoes of a Montmartre festival, with its low dancing-rooms, its

drunken cornets, its hideous din of rattles, the wild laughter of

bands of revellers, and the cries of hysterical women." *

Charpentier's next composition was a strange set of songs, "Im-

pressions fausses," performed at a Colonne concert, March 3, 1895.

The composer was inspired by two of Paul Verlaine's poems, "La

Veillee rouge" and "La Ronde des Compagnons." The music,

described as anarchistic, met with lively opposition, which was met

* "La Vie du Po6te" was performed for the first time in America at Boston on
April 4, 1905, by the Cecilia Society, B. J. Lang conductor. The solo singers were
Isabelle Bouton and Edward Barrow.
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in turn by warm praise of the mastery in workmanship. In "La

Koude des Compagnons" Charpentier interpolated as a gloss on

Verlaine's poetry, for the chorus of prisoners, verses of the "Mar-

seillaise" and cries of "Hum, Vaillant, Sh!" "Hum, Henri, Sh!"

"Hum, Kavachol, Sh!" As Gustave Eobert wrote, the poetry of

Verlaine, charming by the gentle irony of its melancholy, was turned

into a sort of declamatory hymn of anarchists. "Not that I blame

Charpentier for having socialistic, anarchistic, or any other theories

he may choose to entertain, but I wish that he would expose them

on a more opportune occasion." The solo singers were Taskin and

Cheyrat.

Still more extraordinary were the "Trois Poemes chantes,"

—

"Chanson du Chemin" (Camille Mauclair), "Jet' d'Eau" (Baude-

laire), and the third, which was heard with frenetic applause and

fierce hissing, "Les Chevaux de Bois" (Verlaine). They were sung

by Auguez, Claeys, Galand, and a chorus at a Colonne concert, No-

vember 24, 1895.

The "Serenade a Watteau" (poetry by Verlaine) was first per-

formed at Charpentier's own house before a circle of friends. It is

written for tenor solo, six female voices, string quartet, mandolines,
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two harps, two flutes, a Mustel organ, and a tambourine. It was

performed November 8, 1896, the day of the inauguration of the

monument to Watteau in the garden of the Luxembourg. The singers

were Charlotte Wyns and Mauguiere. The piece was performed for

the first time in concert at Colonne, November 29, 1896. "R. D. C."

wrote in the Guide Musical, "The melodic accent is lacking in both

accuracy and freedom." The success of the Serenade was indis-

putable. The Academic Palms were offered to Charpentier, who re-

fused the honor. "First play my music," he answered, and thus

referred to scores which were ready, but at which no manager would

look.

Montmartre is as dear to Charpentier as the camel was to Felicien

David. In 1898, when, by the way, he applied for the management

of the proposed Theatre-Lyrique, he saw the performance of his

"Couronnement de la Muse," which, written the year before for a

Montmartre festival, was finally produced at the Grand Theatre,

Lille, June 5, when Blanche Dassonville was crowned as the Muse.

Duffaut, a tenor from the Op6ra, Paris, represented the Poet, and

Blanche Mante represented Beauty. Charpentier's idea was that

each year and in each town a Muse should be chosen from work-

girls and crowned solemnly. The piece was announced for the 14th

of July, that year, the national fete at Paris, but it was postponed

on account of the rain, and it was performed in the Place de I'Hdtel

de Ville, July 24. In this piece, made for the open air, Charpentier

gave full vent to his socialistic ideas. Street cries of Paris were
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used as leading themes. After an overture there was a Ballet of

Pleasure.

"In the midst of the dancing appeared Beauty, personified by

Mile. Mante, of the Opera, who expressed in pantomime her desire to

give eternal form to the efforts of Humanity. She was followed by

a group of poets, who assured the Muse that they found her very

charming (all this in pantomime, of course). Beauty thereupon

crowned the Muse with white roses ; and then Suffering, dressed as

a Pierrot, made his appearance, this role being filled by that admir-

able pantomimic artist, M. Severin. He expressed, first of all, the

eternity and the consequent hopelessness of Suffering, appealing to

Heaven, then to the pity of man, whose egoism he denounces and

then revolts against, dreaming of a possible revenge, amid the

clamors for justice which burst from the throats of others like him-

self, though the triumphant march of victims toward the ultimate

attainment of happiness still continues. But his hopes of a millen-

nium are chimerical. Suffering can only cease with the human race.

A choir, however, announces the arrival of the Muse of Happiness,

who clasps the enchanted Pierrot by the hand, and Suffering sinks

at her feet in adoration. The next scene was extremely pretty. It

had been arranged by the well-known artist, Roedel, and consisted

m
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chiefly of a sort of allegorical procession in honor of Michelet,

Behind Michelet's bust figured History and Poetry,—two young

ladies. In front of the bust were a young man and a young woman
representing Youth and dressed in the fashion of 1830. They turned

over the leaves of a vast book, the history of France, and, as each

leaf was turned, persons dressed in costumes of the period passed

by in procession, and finally grouped themselves at the back of the

stage. The delegations of workmen, schoolmasters, students, free-

masons, and choral societies then paced before them. This was the

conclusion."

But this was not the first time that street cries were used as

themes in set composition. There is the vocal piece, "Les Oris de

Paris," by Clement Jannequin of the sixteenth century. Some say

that a "Ballet des Oris de Paris" was danced in the reign of Louis

XIV., and that the Grand Monarch himself took part in it ; but the

score has not been found. Adolphe Adam introduced the "moan of

labor"—"Ohe! Oh6!"—used by the boatmen of the Seine (No. 5 of

eight male choruses, "Les Metiers"). Felicien David took one of

his most popular themes from a strolling cheese-monger. Hal6vy

composed "Quand paraitra la p^le aurore" after hearing the cry

"Belles bottes d'asperges." In 1857 Georges Kastner published his

"Oris de Paris : Symphonic humoristique," an elaborate score of 171

pages, as a supplement to his incredibly learned and curious essay,

"Les Voix de Paris."

Charpentier achieved fame and fortune—he had been miserably

poor—by his "Louise," a musical romance in four acts, produced at

the Op6ra-Comique, Paris, February 2, 1900. The story, written

by him, is of a working-girl of Montmartre, over whom the city of

Paris casts a mighty spell. She leaves her home to live with Julien,

a painter. Remorseful, she returns and is forgiven ; but the routine

of a simple household bores her. The city, seen from Montmartre,
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calls her to it. Julien reappears, and she goes with him; and her

father, broken-hearted, curses Paris, for it has robbed him of his

child. Miss Kioton created the part of Louise. The other chief

singers were Marechal, Julien; Fugere, Le Pere; Mme. Deschamps-

Jehin, La Mere; Miss Tiphaine, Irma.*

Two collections of songs for voice and pianoforte by Charpentier

have been published,—'Toemes Chantes,"t ''Les Fleurs du Mai."

"Julien," a lyric poem, was produced at the Opera-Comique, Paris,

on June 4, 1913. Julien, Rousseliere; L'Hierophante, Le Paysan,

Le Mage, Boulogne ; Louise, La Beaute, La Jeune Fille, L'Aieule, La
Fille, Marguerite Carre. Albert Wolff conducted. The opera was

* The opera was produced in Boston by Mr. Oscar Hammerstein's Manhattan House
Company at the Boston Theatre on April 5, 1909, when Cleofonte Campanini conducted
and the chief singers were Mmes. Garden, Doria, Zeppilll, and Messrs. Dalmores and
Gilibert. It was brought out at the Boston Opera House, December 18, 1912, when Mr.
Caplet conducted and the chief singers were Mmes. Edvina, Gay, and Barnes, and
Messrs. C16ment and Marcoux. Other performances at the Boston Opera House, De-
cember 22, January 4, 1913 (Mr. Zenatello as Julien), January 11 (Mr. Zenatello as
Julien), February 22 (Miss Garden as Louise, Mr. Laffltte as Julien) ; 1914, January
14 (Mme. d'Alvarez, La Mere ; Mr. Dalmores, Julien) ; January 24 (Mr. Laffitte,
Julien); January .30 (Mr. Ludikar, Le Pere); March 23 (Mmes. Beriza and Gay;
Messrs. Laffitte and Marcoux).

t "La Cloche f616e" from these "Poftmes" was sung by Edmond C16ment at his
recital in Boston on January 9, 1913.
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produced at the Metropolitan Opera House, New York, February 26,

1914. Julien, Caruso; L'Hierophante, Le Paysan, Le Mage, Dinh
Gilly; Louise et al., Geraldine Farrar. The opera is largely a re-

hash of '*Vie du Poete."

It is said that Charpeutier has worked ou a triptych for the stage

:

"L'Amour au faubourg"; "Commediante" ; "Tragediante"—a folk

epic ; also "Munich : Symphonic sentimentale."

His second orchestral suite (1894-97) was burned by a fire in the

rue Saint-Luc ; his ''Chant d'Apotheose," with dances in the ancient

manner, written for the centenary of Victor Hugo (1902) has not

been published.

He has written for voice and orchestra: "A Mules" (1893), tran-

scription for baritone and small female chorus of No. 3, in "Im-

pressions d'ltalie"; "Parfum exotique," for tenor or soprano and
little female chorus (1893) ; "La Chanson du Chemin," duet for

tenor and baritone and little female chorus (1893) ; "Les Chevaux

de bois" (1893) ; "Allegoric," for soprano or tenor and little female

chorus (1894). The volume is entitled, as the volume of eight

songs, "Poemes Chantes." "Impressions fausses" (1895) includes

"La Veillee Rouge," symphonic variations for baritone and male

chorus ; "La Ronde des Compagnons," for baritone and male chorus.

"Serenade a Watteau" (1896).

Charpentier founded the "Conservatoire populaire de Mimi
Pinson," at first to provide working-girls of Paris with theatre

tickets; in 1902 he established free classes in music and in classic

dancing; for he looked forward to a true "Theatre du Peuple."
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FRIDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 5. at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING. MARCH 6, at 8 o'clock

Berlioz . . Fantastic Symphony No. i in C. major, Op. 14 A
I. Dreams, Passions.

Largo; Allegro agitato e appassionato assai.

II. A Ball.

Waltz: Allegro non troppo.

III. Scene in the Meadows.

Adagio.

IV. March to the Scaffold.

Allegretto non troppo.

V. Dream of a Sabbath.

Larghetto; Allegro.

Malipiero .

Borodin

Wagner

" Pause del Silenzio " (" Pauses of Silence ")

:

Seven Symphonic Expressions

On the Steppes of Central Asia," Orchestral Sketch,

Op. 7

. Overture to " The Flying Dutchman "

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the sjonphony

The works to be played at these concerts may be seen in the Allen A. Brown Music Collection
of the Boston Public Library one week before the concert.
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Tuesday Evening, March 16

SONG RECITAL

SOPRANO

Assisted by

MR. GUY MAIER, Pianist

STEINWAY PIANO

PIANO RECITAL

By the Eminent Russian Pianist

Tuesday Afternoon, April 6, at 3

JOINT RECITAL

SOPRANO

PIANIST

Tuesday Evening, April 20, at 8.15

JOINT SONG RECITAL

MEZZO SOPRANO
and

TENOR

MRS. DUDLEY PITTS, Accompanist

Tuesday Evening, March 23

FIRST APPEARANCE
IN BOSTON

of the Swiss Violinist

Aedre die

RIEAUPIERRE

Tuesday Evening, April 13, at 8.15

SONG RECITAL

SOPRANO

Assisted by

MME. EDITH NOYES-GREENE
, Pianist

Wednesday Evening, April 21, at 8.15

Local Management: RICHARD NEWMAN, Steinert Hall

Tickets for the above concerts may now be had at the Steinert Hall

Box Office, or may be ordered by mail or phone (Beach 1 330)

.
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SYMPHONY HALL CALENDAR

FRIDAY
EVE.

FEB 27

AT 8.15

SUNDAY
AFT.

FEB. 29

AT 3.30

SUNDAY
AFT.

MAR. 7

AT 3.30

SUNDAY
AFT.

MAR. 14]

AT 3.30

SUNDAY
AFT.

APR. 4

ILE'^aiL^ii^ amo

HAEYAUD GLEE CD
Tickets, $2.50. $2.00. $L50. $L00 (Plus 10% Tax)

MINA TARASOVA
FOREMOST RUSSIAN SINGER OF RUSSIAN

BALLADS AND FOLK SONGS

One of the most spirited performers of the Concert Stage

Tickets. $2.00. $1.50. $1.00. 75c (Plus 10% Tax)

OPERATIC CONCERT
Rosa Giacom©

and the entire

CHICAGO OPERA ORCHESTRA
GINO MARINUZZI. Conductor

Tickets. $2.50, $2.00. $1.50. $1.00 (Plus Tax)

GALLICUUCI
LAST TIME THIS SEASON

Tickets, $2.50, $2.00. $1.50, $1.00 (Plus Tax)

riiAI^JiJt.L and
GREAT CHORUS OF 400

EMIL MOLLENHAUER. Conductor

ELIJAH

ORCHESTRA AND SOLOISTS
H. G. TUCKER, Organist

Soloists:

FLORENCE HINKLE
NEVADA VAN DER VEER

ARTHUR HACKETT
REINALD WERRENRATH

Tickets, $2.50, $2.00. $1.50 (Plus Tax)

Mail orders with remittances to L. H. MUDGETT, Manager, Symphony Hall,

will receive prompt attention

War tax of 10% must be added to the price of above tickets
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Thursday Evening, Mar. 11, at 8.15

FLONZALEY

JV M A U U
Final Concert of the Season

ASSISTED BY

PROGRAM
Beethoven Quartet in G Major, Op. 18, No. 2
Ernest Bloch Suite for Viola and Piano (MS)

HAROLD BAUER AND LOUIS BAILLY
Schumann Quintet for Piano and Strings, Op. 44

Mason & Hamlin Piano

Tickets, $1.50, $1.00 and SQc (plus 10% tax)

On Sale at 492 Boylston Street, Mason & Hamlin Bldg.

Wendell H. Luce. Mgr. Telephone B. B. 3870

Moderate Prices Good Fresh Food Well Cooked

FISH AND LOBSTERS A SPECIALTY

Quick, Clean Service

350 MASSACHUSETTS AVE. Cor. St. Botolph St.
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SANDERS THEATRE . . CAMBRIDGE

SIXTH CONCERT

Thursday Evening, March 4, 1 920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

SOLOIST

SOPRANO

Tickets at Kent's University Bookstore, Harvard Square, Cambridge
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

VOICE
Studio, 615 Huntington Chambers, Boston

«,. VOICE PLACING

(Jjh0 AND TECHNIQUE A SPECIALTY

MARGARET A, AGNEV^
VOCAL COACH AND ACCOMPANIST

146 Massachusetts Ave.. Tel. Back Bay 3040

KA^L DOEEING
Pupil of Professor Jachmann-Wagner, Berlin, and Professor Galliera, Milan, Italy

TEACHER OF SINGING
STEINERT HALL, Room 27 . . . BOSTON. MASS.

Art 0f Ringing

PIANIST and TEACHER

Lang Studios

6 NEWBURY STREET

.; PIANIST and TEACHER
282 DARTMOUTH STREET

Telephone, Back Bay 5958-J Mason & Hamlin Piano Used

Co-ctUuJ ^i:^S5*T
••MESSIAH" WITH THE HANDEL AND

HAYDN SOCIETY, DEC. 21. 1919

"Mr. Flint was called on at 10.30 Sunday

Bx ri c> r\ morning and sang without rehearsal. There

A S S ^i&, however, nothing in his performance
which betrayed that fact. He gave intelligent

Voice Specialist and Coach and adequate interpretation of his arias."—

STUDIO? 246 HUNTINGTON AVENUE ^°^'°" ^^''^'' ^''''^'''' '' "^^^^

Lessons in

^ ™^^^™^^ Pianoforte, Harmony, Counter-

THUR SHEPHERD point and Composition

STUDIO AT 12 NEWBURY STREET
Mondays and Thursdays

CONCERT-VIOLINIST
Available for Concerts.

For particulars address ... 46 MALCOLM STREET. BEACON HILL
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

K E. !

AND ASSISTANTS

LESSONS IN SINGING
A Normal Course for Teachers

Former pupil ol the famous Peiris Conservatory

VIOLIN LESSONS

STUDIOS. STEINERT HALL. BOSTON

Mr. W. THELEl VOCAL
INSTRUCTOR

SPECIALIST ON VOICE DEFECTS
Assisted by Mr. W. D. STRONG

Well known Pianist and Concert-Accompanist
Studios: 96 Huntington Avenue, BOSTON, Mass.
Notice: Mr. Strong's Piano Recital at Jordan Hall

March 18,1920.

Voices developed from first rudimrnt of tone

production to artistic finish.

Lectures on physical and natural lawi and
general health.

Perfect diction of foreign languages.

Appointment by mail.

EMIL MOLLENHAUER
COACHING IN

OPERA AND ORATORIO
1 89 Huntington Avenue - - Boston

Telephone, 722 Back Bay

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND TEACHER

609 Pierce Bldg., Boston, Mondays and Thursdays

Address, 162 Riverway, Boston

Telephone, 1470 Brookline

CARL webst:
'CELLO SOLOIST
INSTRUCTION

STUDIO, 218 TREMONT STREET
Telephone, Beach 903-W

TWELFTH SEASON

AMEEI^
GERTRUDE MARSHALL. Violin

RUTH STICKNEY. Violin

71 CARLTON STREET. BROOKLINE
Management A. K. HANDLEY. 160 Boyhton Street. BOSTON

ADELINE PACKARD. VioU

HAZEL L'AFRICAIN. 'Cello

Tel. Brookline 3268-J
Tel Beach 4197

FABRIZIO
MEMBER OF

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

TEACHER OF 'CELLO
15 VANCOUVER STREET. BOSTON. MASS.

SOLO ENSEMBLE PLAYING
Tel.. Rox. 5063-R

^^£^g^fe^/"^^^W;^^^
wmmmmmME^m

American and European Diplomas, Author of Books and Pen Works on 5ingin$
Studio: Suite 202 Huntington Chambers, 30 Huntington Avenue. Boston. Phone, Back Bay 3932

DOINGS OF GRANTS ARTIST PUPILS BY A. E. DATELY
Bronze Melba has a large list of recitals for 'this season. Several winter concerts are planned for Wm. Flynn
tenor.^, whose fine voice!a bright future is predicted. Helen Laird,[soprBDo, whose singing at Boston College last
February was such an artistic delight, will give her next Boston recital etily in the winter at Steinert Hall
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
The Vocal Studios of

And his Assistants

VINCENT V. HUBBARD and

Mrs. CAROLINE HOOKER

Teacher of Singing in all its branches

and of Dramatic Action as

applied to Singing

ARTHUR J. HUBBARD
246 Huntington Avenue

.DDISON POj
PIANOFORTE

Material of value in teaching

Practical Finger Exercises Op. 17

Intermediate and Advanced

Technique Op. 31

Studio, 311 Pierce Building, Boston

Also STUDIO at NEEDHAM
180 Nehoiden Street

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON

TEACHER OF PIANO
Appointment by telephone

Cambridge 5935-W

"Mr. John Hall Sherwood has studied

with me in Paris, and is a gifted musician

and successful teacher of large experience

whose work I can endorse and recom-

mend." (Signed) HAROLD BAUER.

m
Studio

BEL CANTO
- - 1425 Broadway, NEW YORK

SINGERS — Suzanne Baker Watson, Cora Cro»»,
Nellie Hart, Willette Kershaw, Gertrude Hutcheson,
Ivy Scott, Marion Stanley, Estelle Ward, Mabel
Wilbur, Flora Zabelle, Edward Foley, George Gilbert,

John Hendricks, Andrew Mack, Dr. Eugene WaltOM
Marshall, Fiske O'Hara, Umberto Sacchetti, Ellis

Rhodes, Albert Wallerstedt, and many other tinceri

now before the public is operatic and church work.

Miss ALICE HUTCHINS BAKER
PIANIST INSTRUCTION

The principles of Leschetizky presented in a definite and comprehensive manner

STUDIO. HOTEL HEMENWAY, BOSTON
Telephone. Back Bay 3180

STEINERT HALL. Room 26 Tuesdays and Fridays

,MFLE
BARITONE SOLOIST AND TEACHER OF SINGING

417 PIERCE BUILDING, BOSTON
SATURDAYS IN NEW YORK. 50 WEST SIXTY-SEVENTH STREET

July 19 to August 27, Teaching at Spirit Lake. Iowa

CM All CM UI IMT

CONTRALTO SOLOIST

Teacher of Singing

Class and Private Lessons

Hotel Cluny, 543 Boylston Street - Boston

VOICE BUILDING
SONG INTERPRETATION. CONCERT
RECITAL AND REPERTOIRE WORK

SteinertHall - BOSTON
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Miss HELEN GOODRICH
TEACHER OF SINGING

HOTEL HEMENWAY
Tuesdays and Fridays at Lasell Seminary

TEACHER OF SINGING

ACCOMPANIST - COACH

STUDIO
246 HUNTINGTON AVE. BOSTON

TEACHER OF SINGING
602 PIERCE BUILDING

COPLEY SQUARE . . BOSTON

^ig§ ROSESTEWAR1
TEACHER OF SINGING

250 HUNTINGTON AVENUE
Opposite Symphony Hall

MR. JOHN LANE
TEACHER OF SINGING

STEINERT HALL

162 BOYLSTON STREET - BOSTON

^^PHM,)EL,rnir^E. KNIGHT
SOPRANO SpLOIST

Teacher of Singing

4 Haviland Street ----- Boston

B. B. 1047

In Worcester, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 317 Day Bldg

HAROLD VINAL
PIANO INSTRUCTION

Leschetizky Principles

STUDIO: ROOM 18 STEINERT HALL
For Appointments Tel. Roxbury 491 1-R

WM. F. HOFMANN
Formerly Concert Master

NEW YORK SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Will receive pupils in Violin and Ensemble

Playing. Address 1 20 TREMONT STREET

ARTHUR GERS
PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
Formerly pupil Royal Conservatory of Brussels, Bel-
gium (1897-1901). Also Organist and Accompanist

HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS, BOSTON

PIANO, ORGAN. HARMONY and
INTERPRETATION

(SPECIAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS)
30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.

Telephone. Back Bay 4654-M

^rma
CONTRALTO

TEACHER OF SINGING

LANG STUDIOS. 6 NEWBURY STREET

1919-1920

French and English
543 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

Telephone 55888 B. B.
Private and Class instruction. Lectures. Special

courses in pronunciation and diction.

Madame Alexander-Marius
(officier de 1' Instruction publique)

Vocal Instruction, Breathing, Tone Production.

Phonetics, French Diction, Interpretation of

French Songs

FENSMERE. 206 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.

L^ il rmllips ^liawe
Baritone Soloist and Teacher of Singing

CONCERT—RECITAL—ORATORIO
Providence. R.I.

300 Lauderdale Buildina. 144 Westminster Sti eel

BosLon, Mass Hotel HrmcDway
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

PIANIST
AND TEACHER

6 NEWBURY STREET -

Telephon«B.B. 51694
BOSTON

TEMPLE
TEACHER OF SINGING

MUSICAL LECTURES
Author of "Young Singers. What They Should Know"

10 NEWBURY STREET

543 Boylston Street . . Boston, Mass.
Teacher of Singing and Manager of

THE COPLEY CLUB SINGERS
Artistic Attractive Successful

Programs for All Occasions
Definite Instruction Immediate Results
Send for Illustrated Booklet Tel.. Back Bay 994-M

RENEWED MUSIC— Your old or torn music made
new. Flexible binding. All hand work. Reasonable
prices. References.

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Room 207 Tel. Back Bay 456

MissM.ELMAIGELl
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1176 BOYLSTON ST.. FENWAY BLDG.. BOSTON
In New Bedford. Saturdays, 56 Walnut Street

ALICE BATES RICE
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER of SINGING

Lang Studios" ... - 6 Newbury Street

SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO - - 609 PIERCE BUILDING
Telephone. Back Bay 5145-R

Pupil of Pablo Casals

SOLOIST AND TEACHER
Specializing in Fundamentals of 'Cello-playing

Fritz Carlton Hotel 1 138 Boylston Street

Tel. B. B. 2673

PIANIST and TEACHER

CARNEGIE HALL NEW YORK

PIANIST AND TEACHER
405 PIERCE BLDG., COPLEY SQUARE

Telephone. Back Bay 3956-W

Torrens Method

TEACHER OF SINGING

17 STEINERT HALL ^"''^'""jJS°6T4-w

Herbert Wellington Smith
BARITONE SOLOIST

Formerly Song Leader U. 5. N.
now available for

Concert Oratorio Recital

STUDIO: 1089 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

arren Storey Smith CONSTANCE MORSE
PIANO, HARMONY and COACHING

528 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS
Mondays and Fridays. Other days by

Appointment

Teacher of Pianoforte and Musical Theory

Half hour talks illustrated on the Piano — musical
forms and stories of the operas.

Studio: Thb Winbor Schooi. Fob GinLs
Tuesday and Friday Afternoons

Tel. BrookIine23l3M

AMERICAN PIANIST
RECITALS. MUSICALES. CONCERTS

Authorized representative of the most modern ideas in

piano playing. Primary.Advanced and Teachers' Courses

S tudio. 6 NEWBURY ST.. Tel. B. B. 3529-R
Res. HOTEL HEMENWAY. Tel. B. B. 3180

' Boston

D^Avesne Frencli School
PROF. A. D'AVESNE. B. SC, PARIS

OFFICIER DACADEMIE
French Classes. Private Lessons. Lectures &

Causeries. Children's Classes, Special
Commercial Course, Translations.

755 BOYLSTON ST.. NEAR COPLEY SQUARE
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THE OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES

OF THE

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
INCORPORATED

FREDERICK P. CABOT

GALEN L. STONE
ERNEST B. DANE

President

Vice-President

Treasurer

ALFRED L. AIKEN

FREDERICK P. CABOT
ERNEST B. DANE
M. A. DE WOLFE HOWE
JOHN ELLERTON LODGE
FREDERICK E. LOWELL
ARTHUR LYMAN
HENRY B. SAWYER
GALEN L. STONE

BENTLEY W. W^ARREN



PIANOS
have won pre-eminence by reason of their intrinsic

merit. Their development began where that of

other pianos left off, adding new features of con-

struction and resulting in extraordinary beauty of

tone and unequaled durability. Everywhere musi-

cians have recognized their unrivaled excellence

and are proclaiming them the finest pianos the

world has ever known.

WAREROOMS 492-494 BOYLSTON STREET
BOSTON



BOSTON
SYAPnONY
ORCnCSTRH

INCORPORATED

THIRTY-NINTH
SEASON
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Established 1833

WEBSTER
AND

ATLAS
NATIONAL:BANK

OF BOSTON

WASHINGTON AND COURT STREETS

AMORY ELIOT President

RAYMOND B. COX, Vice-President FRANkVbUTTS A^'i. cSfer
JOSEPH L. FOSTER, Vice-President and Cashier ARTHUR W. LANE, Asst. Cashier
EDWARD M. HOWLAND, Vice-President HAROLD A. YEAMES Asst. Cashier

Capital $1,000,000 Surplus and Profits $1,600,000

Deposits $11,000,000

The well-established position of this bank in the community^
the character of its Board of Directors, and its reputation as a

solid, conservative institution recommend it as a particularly

desirable depository for

ACCOUNTS
of

TRUSTEES, EXECUTORS and INDIVIDUALS

For commercial accounts it is known as

A STRONG BANK OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE

DIRECTORS

CHARLES B. BARNES
JOSEPH S. BIGELOW
FESSENDEN S, BLANCHARD
THEODORE G. BREMER
WILLIAM R. CORDINGLEY
RAYMOND B. COX
AMORY ELIOT
ROGER ERNST
JOHN W. FARWELL

GRANVILLE E. FOSS
jlOBERT H. GARDINER
EDWARD W. GREW
OLIVER HALL
WALTER HUNNEWELL
HOMER B. RICHARDSON
DUDLEY P. ROGERS
THOMAS W. THACHER
WALTER TUFTS



SYMPHONY HALL, BOSTON
HUNTINGTON AND MASSACHUSETTS AVENUES

Telephones
j
Ticket Office

{ Back Bay 1492
Branch Lxchange ( Administration Umces )

INCORPORATED

THIRTY-NINTH SEASON. 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

FiomBiBMm ©f tl&

Se¥Biiieer



A name that is spoken with the full pride of

ownership—that carries with it the deep satis-

faction of possessing the ultimate expression of

man's handiwork in Musical Art.

A name that is cherished as a Family Tradition

—

that keeps afresh for the next generation the

associations and fond remembrances which cluster

around the home piano.

Supreme achievement of patience, skill and ex-

perience, founded on inborn Ideals of Artistry.

Catalogue and prices on application

Sold on convenient payments

Old pianos taJ^en in exchange

inspection invited

ITEINWAY & SONS
STEINWAY HALL

107-109 East 14th Street New York

Subway Express Stations at the Door

REPRESENTED BY THE FOREMOST DEALERS EVERYWHERE
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E©§i©ini Symplboirf Offdliestr^
Thirty-ninth Season. 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor



KREISLER
Is A Great Pianist

as well as a great violinist You have

admired his marvelous skill with the

bow; now hear him play his own com-

positions on the piano. He records them

exclusively for the

AMPICO
cRepro<iuclrtcj oPiancy

Every note and tone will be heard ex-

actly as he recorded them.

Hear Kreisler through the AMPICO
in the.CHICKERING play "The Old

Refrain" or "Love's Delight."

A private recital will be given

for you at any time at our studios.

'**===^^0 Established !823©S=> ^'
Retail Warerooms j6g Tremont Street



THIRTY-NINTH SEASON, NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETEEN AND TWENTY

SBi7eimteejil}:i '©gra

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 5, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, MARCH 6, at 8 o'clock

Berlioz . . Fantastic Symphony No. i in C. major, Op. 14 A

I. Dreams, Passions.

Largo; Allegro agitato e appassionato assai.

II. A BaU.
Waltz: Allegro non troppo.

III. Scene in the Meadows.
Adagio.

IV. March to the Scaffold.

Allegretto non troppo.

V. Dream of a Sabbath.
Larghetto; Allegro.

Malipiero " Pause del Silenzio " (" Pauses of Silence ")

:

Seven Symphonic Expressions

Borodin " On the Steppes of Central Asia," Orchestral Sketch,

Op. 7

Wagner Overture to " The Flying Dutchman

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony

The ladies oj the audience are earnestly requested not to put on hats before
the end of a number.

The doors oj the hall will be closed during the performance of each number
on the programme. Those who wish to leave bejore the end of the concert

are requested to do so in an interval between the numbers.

City of Boston, Revised Regulation of August 5, 1898,— Chapter 3, relating to the covering of

the head in places of public amusement

Every licensee shall not, in his place of amusement, allow »ny perion to wear upon the head a coverinf which obitruett

the view of the exhibition or performance in such place of any person seated in any seat therein provided for spectators.

it being understood that a low head covering without projection, which does not obstruct such view, may be worn.
Attest: J. M. GALVIN. City Clerk.
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"The Best in Travel

"

Raymond and Whitcomb Company is the only large

American company with any long experience in the

tourist field. Our 40 years' experience and our in-

timate, up-to-the-minute knowledge of the completely

new conditions all over the world make our service of

inestimable value to travelers at this particular time.

Remarkable tours, including France and all the Famous Battle-

fields, Belgium, Switzerland and Italy. Best hotels, finest train

and automobile service and exceptional arrangements. Depart-
ures Mar. 20 and later. Two unusually attractive tours includ-

ing Spain and Algeria and Tunisia leave in March and April.

No one who visits Europe in 1920 will have a satisfactory

trip unless he has hotel reservations in France, Belgium
and along the Battlefield Front. Accommodations are

insufficient to take care of everyone. If you are wise you
will make your arrangements with a company which has
assured hotel and steamship reservations. Raymond &
Whitcomb has not only its own offices and representatives

in Paris but also a French representative, for many years

the head of the leading French tourist organization.

Now is the time to begin making ^our plans for next Spring and Summer.
Protect yourself at once by malting a preliminary reservation with us.

Wonderful tours twice a week in March, including New Orleans,

Apache Trail, Grand Canyon and the famous resort hotels of

Southern California. Finest accommodations everywhere and ex-

tensive automobilinsr.

Delightful tours to St. Augustine, Palm Beach, Miami and
Havana. Frequent departures February to March.

Luxurious Cruises by splendid specially chartered steamships to

Cuba, Jamaica, Panama, Central America and Nassau-Bahamas.
Fascinating shore excursions. SaiUngs March 6, March 13, April 3
and April 10.

Also tours to South America, Japan-China and Round the World
Send for Booklet Desired

RAYMOND & WHITCOMB CO.
17 TEMPLE PLACE Telephone Beach 6964

BOSTON
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Fantastic Symphony^ No. 1 in C major_, Op. 16a . Hector Berlioz

(Boru at la Cote Saint-Andre (Isere), December 11, 1803; died in Paris,

Marcli 9, 1869.)

This symphony forms the first part of a work entitled "fipisode

de la vie d'un artiste" (Episode in the Life of an Artist), the second

part of which is the lyric monodrama, ''Lelio, ou le retour a la vie"

(Lelio; or, The Return to Life). Berlioz published the following

preface * to the full score of the symphony :

—

PROGRAMME
OF THE SYMPHONY.

A young musician of morbid sensibility and ardent imagination poisons
himself with opium in a fit of amorous despair. The narcotic dose, too weak
to result in death, plunges him into a heavy sleep accompanied by the strang-
est visions, during which his sensations, sentiments, and recollections are
translated in his sick brain into musical thoughts and images. The beloved
woman herself has become for him a melody, like a fixed idea which he
finds and hears everywhere.

PART I.

DREAMS, PASSIONS.

He first recalls that uneasiness of soul, that vague des passions, those mo-
ments of causeless melancholy and joy, which he experienced before seeing
her whom he loves ; then the volcanic love with which she suddenly inspired
him, his moments of delirious anguish, of jealous fury, his returns to loving
tenderness, and his religious consolations.

* The translation into English of this preface is by William Foster Apthorp.

MUSICAL FANCIES
A PROGRESSIVE COLLECTION OF

PIANOFORTE PIECES
BY

AMERICAN COMPOSERS
FIRST SERIES SECOND SERIES THIRD SERIES

Price 75 Cents Each Volume
(Schmidrs Educatio7ial Series No. 222 a-b-c)

Favorite Selections from the works of

BARBOUR, BRANSCOMBE, COURTNEY, DENNEE, FOOTE,
FRIML, GRANT-SCHAEFER, HAMER, LYNES, MAXIM, ORTH,
PALDI, RISHER, ROGERS, STRONG, WILLIAMS, and others.

LIST OF CONTENTS SENT ON REQUEST

THE ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT CO.

BOSTON, 120 Boylston St. NEW YORK, 8 West 40th St.
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PART II.

A BALL.

He sees his beloved at a ball, in the midst of the tumult of a brilliant ffite.

PART III.

SCENE IN THE FIELDS.

One summer evening in the country he hears two shepherds playing a

Ranz-des-vaches in alternate dialogue ; this pastoral duet, the scene around
him, the light rustling of the trees gently swayed by the breeze, some hopes
he has recently conceived, all combine to restore an unwonted calm to his

heart and to impart a more cheerful coloring to his thoughts ; but she appears
once more, his heart stops beating,he is agitated with painful presentiments

;

if she were to betray him ! . . . One of the shepherds resumes his artless

melody, the other no longer answers him. The sun sets . . . the sound of

distant thunder . . . solitude . . . silence. . . .

PART IV.

MARCH TO THE SCAFFOLD.

He dreams that he has killed his beloved, that he is condemned to death,

and led to execution. The procession advances to the tones of a march which
is now sombre and wild, now brilliant and solemn, in which the dull sound
of the tread of heavy feet follows without transition upon the most resound-
ing outbursts. At the end, the fixed idea reappears for an instant, like a last

love-thought interrupted by the fatal stroke.

PART V.

WALtUKGISNIGHT'S DKEAM.

He sees himself at the witches' Sabbath, in the midst of a frightful group
of ghosts, magicians, and monsters of all sorts, who have come together
for his obsequies. He liears strange noises, groans, ringing laughter, shrieks
to which other shrieks seem to reply. The 'beloved melody again reappears

;
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but it has lost its noble and timid character ; it has become an ignoble, trivial,

and grotesque dance-tune ; it is she who comes to the witches' Sabbath. . . .

Howlings of joy at her arrival. . . . she takes part in the diabolic orgy. . . .

Funeral knells, burlesque parody on the Dies irae. Witches' dance. The
witches' dance and the Dies irae together.

In a preamble to this programme, relating mostly to some details

of stage-setting when the "jSpisode de la vie d'un artiste" is given

entire, Berlioz also writes : ''If the symphony is played separately

at a concert, . . . the programme does not absolutely need to be

distributed among the audience, and only the titles of the five move-

ments need be printed, as the symphony can offer by itself (the

composer hopes) a musical interest independent of all dramatic

intention."

This programme differs from the one originally conceived by

Berlioz, In a letter written to Humbert Ferrand, April 16, 1830,

Berlioz sketched the argument of the symphony "as it will be pub-

lished in the programme and distributed in the hall on the day of

the concert." According to this argument the "Scene in the Fields"

preceded the "Ball Scene." "Now, my friend," wrote Berlioz, "see

how I have woven my romance, or rather my story, and it will not

be difficult for you to recognize the hero. I suppose that an artist

endowed with a lively imagination, finding himself in the mental

state that Chateaubriand has painted so admirably in 'Bene,' sees

The picture, while lacking the charming colorings of the furni-

ture and fabrics, gives a fair idea of the interesting vista as one

steps off the elevator into Paine's new rooms on the third floor

PAINE FURNITURE COMPANY OF BOSTON
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for the first time a woman wlio realizes the ideal of beauty and

charms that his heart has long yearned for, and he falls desper-

ately in love with her. Strange to say, the image of the loved one

never comes into his mind without the accompaniment of a musical

thought in which he finds the characteristic grace and nobility

attributed by him to his beloved. This double idee fiaee—obsessing

idea—constantly pursues him; hence the constant apparition in

all the movements of the chief melody of the first allegro.

"After a thousand agitations he entertains some hope; he be-

lieves that he is loved in turn. Happening one day to be in the

country, he hears afar off two shepherds playing in dialoguing a

ranz des vaches, and this pastoral duet throws him into a delightful

reverie. The melody reappears a moment in the midst of the themes

of the adagio.

"He is at a ball; but the festal tumult cannot distract him; the

obsessing idea still haunts him, and the dear melody sets his heart

a-beating during a brilliant waltz,

"In a fit of despair he poisons himself with opium; the narcotic

does not kill him, it gives him a horrible dream in which he believes

that he has killed his loved one, that he is condemned to death, that

he is present at his own execution. March to the scaffold : immense
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procession of executioners, soldiers, people. At the end the melody

again appears, at a last thought of lov#, and it is interrupted by the

fatal blow.

"He then sees himself surrounded by a disgusting mob of sor-

cerers and devils united to celebrate the night of the Sabbat. They

call to some one afar. At last the melody arrives, hitherto always

graceful, but now become a trivial and mean dance tune; it is

the beloved who comes to the Sabbat to be present at the funeral

procession of her victim. She is now only a courtesan worthy to

figure in such an orgy. The ceremony begins. The bells toll, the

infernal crew kneel, a chorus sings the prose for the dead, the plain-

song (Dies Irae), two other choirs repeat it by parodying it in a

burlesque manner; then there is the mad whirl of the Sabbat, and

at its wildest height the dance tune is blended with the Dies Irae,

and the dream is at an end."

Julien Tiersot published in the Menestrel (Paris), June 26, 1904,

a hitherto unpublished draft of the programme of this symphony ; it

is undoubtedly the draft made by Berlioz for the first printed pro-

gramme. The manuscript is in the library of the Conservatory of

Paris.
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There is an introductory note : ''Each part of this orchestral drama

being only the musical development of given situations, the com-

poser thinks it indispensable to explain the subject in advance. The

following programme, then, should be regarded as the spoken text

of an opera, which serves to introduce the pieces of music, to de-

scribe the character, to determine the expression.

"The author supposes a young musician affected by that mental

disease which a celebrated writer calls le vague des passions"

(thus Berlioz begins). The description of the motive is about as

before ; but this sentence is added : "The transition from this state

of melancholy reverie, interrupted by some fits of joy without true

cause, to that of delirious passion with its movements of fury,

jealousy. Its returns of tenderness, its tears, etc., is the subject of

the first part.

"The artist is placed in the most diverse circumstances of life,

—

in the midst of a tumultuous festival, in the peaceful contempla-

tion of the beauties of nature; but everywhere, in town, in the fields,

the cherished image comes to his mind and throws trouble into his

soul.

"One evening in the country, he hears two shepherds dialoguing

a ran:s des vaches: this pastoral duet, the scene itself, the rustling

of trees gently stirred by the wind, reasons for hope conceived not
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long ago,—all these things co-operate in giving his heart an un-

accustomed calm and his mind a more smiling complexion.

'I am alone in the world,' he says to himself,

'Soon perhaps I shall no longer be alone,

But if she should deceive me !'

Tills mixture of hope and fear and these ideas of happiness dis-

turbed by certain dark forebodings, form the subject of the adagio.

"After having the sure knowledge that she whom he adores does

not return his love, but is incapable of comprehending it, and

furthermore has made herself unworthy of it, the artist poisons

himself with opium." The description that follows is practically

the one already published.

In the description of the Sabbat the composer does not frankly

characterize the once loved one as a courtesan.

It will be seen that Berlioz changed fundamentally his original

intention. The artist was originally supposed to live the experi-

ences of the first three scenes in the course of his normal life : under

the influence of the drug he dreamed the horrible dreams of his

execution and the Sabbat.

In the programme finally printed at the beginning of his score,

all the scenes are an opium dream.
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There are minor differences in the detail of the programmes of

the first two concerts and of the preserved sketch, which are

summed up by Mr. Tiersot in the Menestrel of July 10, 1904, p. 219.

*
* »

What was the origin of this symphony? Who was the woman
that inspired the music and was so bitterly assailed in the argument

sent to Ferrand ?
*

Harriet Constance Smithson, known in Paris as Henrietta Smith-

son, born at Ennis, Ireland, March 18, 1800, was seen as Ophelia by
Berlioz at the Odeon, Paris, September 11, 1827, after engage-

ments in Ireland and England. She appeared there first September

6 with Kemble, Powers, and Liston. Her success was immediate
and overwhelming. She appeared as Juliet, September 15 of the

same year. Berlioz saw these first performances. He did not

* Boschot describes her as she looked in 1827: "Tall, lithe, with shoulders rather
fat and with full bust, a supple figure, a face of an astonishing whiteness, with bulging
eyes like those of the glowing Mme. de Stael, but eyes gentle, dreamy, and sometimes
sparkling with passion. And this Harriet Smithson had the most beautiful arms,-—

•

bulbous flesh, sinuous line. They had the effect on a man of a caress of a flower. And
the voice of Harriet Smithson was music."
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then know a word of English: Shakespeare was revealed to him

only through the mist of Letourneur's translation. After the third

act of "Komeo and Juliet" he could scarcely breathe: he suffered

as though "an iron hand was clutching" his heart, and he ex-

claimed, "I am lost." And the story still survives, in spite of

Berlioz's denial, that he then exclaimed: "That woman shall be

my wife ! And on that drama I shall write my greatest symphony."

He married her, and he was thereafter miserable. He wrote the

"Eomeo and Juliet" symphony, and to the end he preferred the

"Love Scene" to all his other music.

Berlioz has told in his Memoirs the story of his wooing. He was

madly in love. After a tour in Holland, Miss Smithson went back

to London, but Berlioz saw her always by his side; she was his

obsessing idea, the inspiring Muse. When he learned through the

journals of her triumphs in London in June, 1829, he dreamed of

composing a great work, the "Episode in the Life of an Artist," to

triumph by her side and through her. He wrote Ferrand, February

6, 1830 : "I am again plunged in the anguish of an interminable and

inextinguishable passion, without motive, without cause. She is

always at London, and yet I think I feel her near me: all my re-
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membrances awake and unite to wound me; I hear my heart beat-

ing, and its pulsations shake me as the piston strokes of a steam

engine. Each muscle of my body shudders with pain. In vain!

'Tis terrible! O unhappy one! if she could for one moment con-

ceive all the poetry, all the infinity of a like love, she would fly to

my arms, were she to die through my embrace. I was on the point

of beginning my great symphony ('Episode in the Life of an

Artist'), in which the development of my Infernal passion is to be

portrayed; I have it all in my head, but I cannot write anything.

Let us wait."

He wrote Ferrand on April 16, 1830: "Since my last I have ex-

perienced terrible hurricanes, and my vessel has cracked and

groaned horribly, but at last it has righted itself; it now sails

tolerably well. Frightful truths, discovered and indisputable, have

started my cure; and I think that it will be as complete as my
tenacious nature will permit. I am about to confirm my reso-

lution by a work which satisfies me completely." He then inserted

the argument which is published above. "Behold, my dear friend,

the scheme of this immense symphony. I am just writing the last

note of it. If I can be ready on Whitsunday, May 30, I shall give

a concert at the Nouveautes, with an orchestra of two hundred and
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twenty players. I am afraid I shall not have the copied parts

ready. Just now I am stupid ; the frightful effort of thought neces-

sary to the production of my work has tired my imagination, and

I should like to sleep and rest continually. But if the brain sleeps,

the heart keeps awake."

He wrote to Ferrand on May 18, 1830 : "I think that you will be

satisfied with the scheme of my 'Fantastic Symphony' which I sent

you in my letter. The vengeance is not too great ; besides, I did not

write the 'Dream of a Sabbat Night' in this spirit. I do not wish

to avenge myself. I pity her and I despise her. She's an ordinary

woman, endowed with an instinctive genius for expressing the

lacerations of the human soul, but she has never felt them, and

she is incapable of conceiving an immense and noble sentiment,

as that with which I honored her. I make to-day my last arrange-

ments with the managers of the Nouveautes for my concert the 30th

of this month. They are very honest fellows and very accommodat-

ing. We shall begin to rehearse the 'Fantastic Symphony' in three

days; all the parts have been copied with the greatest care; there

are 2,300 pages of music; nearly 400 francs for the copying. We
hope to have decent receipts on Whitsunday, for all the theatres
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will be closed. . . . I hope that the wretehed woman will be there

that day; at any rate there are many conspiring at the Feydeau

to make her go. I do not believe it, however ; she will surely recog-

nize herself in reading the programme of my instrumental drama,

and then she will take good care not to appear. Well, God knows

all that will be said, there are so many who know my story!" He
hoped to have the assistance of the "incredible tenor," Haizinger,

and of Schroder-Devrient, who were then singing in opera at the

Salle Favart.

The "frightful truths" about Miss Smithson were sheer calum-

nies. Berlioz made her tardy reparation in the extraordinary letter

written to Ferrand, October 11, 1833, shortly after his marriage.

He too had been slandered: her friends had told her that he was
an epileptic, that he was mad. As soon as he heard the slanders,

he raged, he disappeared for two days, and wandered over lonely

plains outside Paris, and at last slept, worn out with hunger and

fatigue, in a field near Sceaux. His friends had searched Paris for

him, even the morgue. After his return he was obstinately silent

for several days.

Hence his longing for public vengeance on the play-actress. After

a poorly attended rehearsal the managers abandoned the project,

and Berlioz was left with his 2,300 pages of copied music. He then
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tried to console himself with his "Ariel," Camille Moke,* whom he

vainly endeavored to marry. He was jilted by her, and, although

he was awarded the price de Rome in 1830, he was profoundly un^

happy in consequence of her coquetry. The story of his relations

with the pianist Camilla, afterwards Mme. Pleyel, and her relations

with Ferdinand Hiller is a curious one, and has been told at length

by Hippeau, JuUien, Tiersot, Boschot, and by Berlioz himself in

his Memoirs, letters, and in his bitter "Euphonia, ou la ville musi-

cale," t a "novel of the future," published in Berlioz's "Les Soirees

d' Orchestre." Hippeau advanced the theory that it was Camille,

not Miss Smithson, on whom Berlioz wished to take vengeance by

the programme of his "Sabbat," but Tiersot has conclusively dis-

proved the theory by this marshalling of dates. The family of

Camille told him that he must produce an opera before he could

marry her; he thought of begging the king to release him from his

obligatory years at Rome; he entertained all kinds of wild plans,

* Marie F61icite Denise Moke, the daughter of a Belgium teacher of languages, was
born at Paris, September 4, 1811 ; she died at St. Josse-ten-Noode, March 30, 1875.
As a virtuoso, she shone in her fifteenth year in Belgium, Austria, Germany, and
Russia. She was a pupil of Herz, Moscheles, Kalkbrenner. From 1848 to 1872 she
taught at the Brussels Conservatory.

t Berlioz's tale, "Le Suicide par Enthousiasme," based on his affair with Miss Moke,
was first published in the Gazette Miisicale of 1834 and afterwards in "Les Soir6es
d'Orchestre." "Euphonia" first appeared in the Gazette Muslcale of 1844, and in it the
allusions are more clear.
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but at last he determined to give a grand concert at which his

cantata "Sardanapale," which took the prix de Rome, and the "Fan-

tastic Symphony" would be performed. Furthermore, Miss Smith-

son was then in Paris. The concert was announced for November
14, 1830, but it was postponed till December 5 of that year. "I shall

give," he wrote Ferrand, November 19, "at two o'clock, at the Con-

servatory, an immense concert, in which will be performed the over-

ture to 'Les Francs Juges,' the 'Chant sacr§' and the 'Chant guer-

rier' from the 'Melodies,' * the scene 'Sardanapale,' with one hun-

dred musicians for THE CONFLAGRATION, and at last the

'Fantastic Symphony.' Come, come, it will be terrible! Habeneck
will conduct the giant orchestra. I count on you." He wrote to

him on December 7 : "This time you must come ; I have had a furious

success. The 'Fantastic Symphony' has been received with shouts

and stampings; the 'March to the Scaffold' was redemanded; the

'Sabbat' has overwhelmed everything by its satanic effect." Camille

after this concert called Berlioz "her dear Lucifer, her handsome
Satan," but Miss Smithson was not present ; she was at the Opera
at a performance for her benefit, and she mimed there for the first

and last time the part of Fenella in Auber's "Muette de Portici."

"Melodies irlandaises," composed in 1829, published in 1830 (Op. 2), and dedi-
cated to Thomas Moore. The words were adapted from Moore's poem by F. Gounet.
The set, then entitled "Irlande," was published again about 1850..
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The symphony made a sensation; it was attacked and defended

violently, and Cherubini answered, when he was asked if he heard

it : "Ze n'al pas besoin d'aller savoir comment il ne faut pas faire."

After Berlioz returned from Italy, he purposed to give a concert.

He learned accidentally that Miss Smithson was still in Paris ; but

she had no thought of her old adorer ; after professional disappoint-

ments in London, due perhaps to her Irish accent, she returned to

Paris in the hope of establishing an English theatre. The public

in Paris knew her no more ; she was poor and at her wit's ends.

Invited to go to a concert, she took a carriage, and then, looking

over the programme, she read the argument of the "Fantastic Sym-

phony," which with "Lelio," its supplement, was performed on De-

cember 9, 1832. Fortunately, Berlioz had revised the programme
and omitted the coarse insult in the programme of the "Sabbat"

;

but, as soon as she was seen in the hall of the Conservatory,

some who knew Berlioz's original purpose chuckled, and spread

malicious information. Miss Smithson, moved by the thought that

her adorer, as the hero of the symphony, tried to poison himself

for her, accepted the sj'^mphony as a flattering tribute.

Tiersot describes the scene at this second performance in 1832.

The pit was crowded, as on the great days of romantic festival oc-

casions,—Dumas's "Antony" was then jamming the Porte Saint-
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Martin,—with pale, long-haired youths, who believed firmly that

"to make art" was the only worthy occupation on the earth; they

had strange, fierce countenances, curled moustaches, Merovingian

hair or hair cut brush-like, extravagant doublets, velvet-faced coats

thrown back on the shoulders. The women were dressed in the

height of the prevailing fashion, with coiffures d la giraje, high shell

combs, shoulder-of-mutton sleeves, and short petticoats that re-

vealed buskins. Berlioz was seated behind the drums, and his

"monstrous antediluvian hair rose from his forehead as a primeval

forest on a steep cliff." Heine was in the hall, and he was especially

impressed by the Sabbat, "where the Devil sings the mass, where

the music of the Catholic church is parodied with the most horrible,

the most outrageous buffoonery. It is a farce in which, all the

serpents that we carry hidden in the heart raise their heads, hissing

with pleasure and biting their tails in the transport of their joy.

. . . Miss Smithson was there, whom the French actresses have

imitated so closely. M. Berlioz was madly in love with this woman
for three years, and it is to this passion that we owe the savage

symphony which we hear to-day." It is said that, each time Berlioz

met her eyes, he beat the drums with redoubled fury. Heine added

:

"Since then Miss Smithson has become Mme. Berlioz, and her hus-
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band has cut his hair. When I heard the symphony again last

winter, I saw him still at the back of the orchestra, in his place

near the drums. The beautiful Englishwoman was in a stage-box,

and their eyes again met : but he no longer beat with such rage on

his drums."

Musician and play-actress met, and after mutual distrust and

recrimination there was mutual love. She was poor and in debt ; on

March 16, 1833, she broke her leg, and her stage career was over.

Berlioz pressed her to marry him; both families objected; there

were violent scenes ; Berlioz tried to poison himself before her eyes

;

Miss Smithson at last gave way, and the marriage was celebrated

on October 3, 1833. It was an unhappy one.

Legouve knew them well. Let him tell the tragic story: "What
Berlioz was at twelve, he remained to the end. Always wounded,

always suffering, though not always dumb. One may easily imagine

that such a temperament did not lend itself easily to the humdrum
existence of home-life or to conjugal fidelity ; consequently his mar-

Established in 1842
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riage with Miss Smithson was not unlike the Pastoral Symphony,

which opens with the most delightful spring morning and winds

up with the most terrible hurricane. Discord came in a remark-

ably short time and in a rather singular form. When Berlioz

married Miss Smithson, he was madly in love with her ; but she her-

self, to use a term which drove him frantic with rage, 'only liked

him well enough.' It was a kind of namby-pamby affection. Grad-

ually, however, their common existence familiarised her with the

savage transports of her lion, the charm of which began to tell

upon her ; in short, in a little while, the originality of her partner's

mind, the magnetic spell of his imagination, the magnetic influence

of his heart, won upon his apathetic companion to a degree such as

to transform her into a most affectionate wife; tender regard

changed into love, love into passion, and passion into jealousy.

"Unfortunately it often happens that man and wife are like the

plates of a pair of scales, they rarely keep balanced; when the

one goes up, the other goes down. Such was the case with the

newly married couple. While the Smithson thermometer rose, the

Berlioz thermometer fell. His feelings changed into a sterling, cor-

rect, and placid friendship, while at the same time his wife became
imperiously exacting, and indulged in violent recrimination, un-
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fortunately but too justified. Berlioz, mixed up with the whole of

the theatrical world in virtue of his position as a musical critic

and a composer, was exposed to temptations to which stronger

minds than his would have yielded. In addition to this, his very

title of struggling genius gave him a prestige which easily changed

his interpreters into perhaps 'too sympathetic' comforters, Madame
Berlioz became too apt to look In her husband's articles for the

traces of her husband's infidelity; she even looked for them else-

where, and fragments of intercepted letters, drawers indiscreetly

opened, provided her with incomplete revelations, which sufficed

to put her beside herself, but only partly enlightened her. . . . Miss

Smithson was already too old for Berlioz when he married her;

sorrow in her case accelerated the ravages of time ; she grew visibly

older day by day instead of year by year, and, unfortunately, the

older she grew in features, the younger she grew at heart, the more
intense became her love, and also the more bitter she herself became

until it was torture to him and to her, to such a degree, in fact,

that one night their young child, awakened by a terrible outburst

of today are the nationally accepted vogue of

tomorrow. They express the highest quality

obtainable in genuine portraiture.
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of indignation and temper on the part of Ms mother, jumped out

of his bed and running up to her exclaimed, 'Mamma, mamma,

don't do like Madame Lafarge.' *

"A separation became inevitable. She who had been Miss Smith-

son, grown old and ungainly before her time, and ill besides, retired

to a humble lodging at Montmartre, where Berlioz, notwithstanding

his poverty, faithfully and decently provided for her. He went to

see her as a friend, for he had never ceased to love her, he loved

her as much as ever ; but he loved her differently, and that difference

had produced a chasm between them."

After some years of acute physical as well as mental suffering,

the once famous play-actress died, March 3, 1854. Berlioz put two

wreaths on her grave, one for him and one for their absent son,

the sailor. And Jules Janin sang their requiem in a memorable

feuilleton.

Berlioz married Marie Reciof early in October, 1854. He told

his son Louis and wrote to his friends that he owed this to her.

* The heroine of a famous murder trial that shook Paris.

t Marie Reeio was the daughter of Sothera Villas-Recio, who was the widow of a
French army officer named Martin, who married her in Spain. Marie was well edu-
cated. She played the piano fairly well and sang "a little." Berlioz became acquainted
with her when he was miserable with his wife. Marie accompanied him as a singer

MM'
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The "Fantastic Symphony," then, was first performed on De-
cember 5, 1830. Berlioz was almost twentj^-seven years old. Beet-
hoven had not been dead four years; Schubert had been buried a
little over two years; Schumann had just obtained his mother's
permission to study music ; Verdi was a poor, unknown student at
Busseto ; Cesar Franck was eight years old ; Wagner was studying
at Leipsic with the cantor of the Thomasschule ; Brahms and
Tschaikowsky were unborn.
The first performance of the work in America was at a concert

of the Philharmonic Societv of New York, Carl Bergmann conduc-
tor, January 27, 1866.

The first performance in Boston was at a concert of the Harvard
Musical Association, February 12, 1880.

The symphony has been played here at concerts of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra December 19, 1885, December 31, 1887, No-
vember 29, 1890, March 3, 1894, March 9, 1895, April 23, 1898,
February 9, 1901, January 28, 1905, March 6, 1909, April 26, 1918.

on his concert trips in Belgium and Germany. She made her dgbut at the Op6ra, Paris,
on October 30, 1841, as Ings in "La Favorite," but she took only subordinate parts, and
soon disappeared from the stage in spite of Berlioz's praise of her face, figure, and sing-
ing in the Journal des Debats. She made Henrietta wretched even after she had left
her husband. Hiller said Marie was a shrewd person, who knew how to manage her
husband, and Berlioz admitted that she taught him economy. But Henrietta was soon
avenged. Even when Marie went on a cencert tour with Berlioz in 1842, she was
described as a tall, dried-up woman, very dark, hard-eyed, irritable. Berlioz did not
attempt to conceal his discomfort, and his life grew more and more wretched, until
Marie died on June 14, 1862. She was forty-eight years old. The body of Henrietta
was moved from the small to the large cemetery of Montmartre, and the two women
were buried in one tomb. Berlioz in his Memoirs gives a ghastly account of the burial.
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A performance by the New York Symphony Orchestra was led

by Felix Weingartner in Symphony Hall, Boston, January 17, 1906.

The first movement is scored for two flutes, two oboes, two clari-

nets, two cornets-a-pistons, two trumpets, four horns, four bas-

soons, kettledrums, and strings. It begins with a slow introduc-

tion. Largo, C minor, 4-4. Two measures of soft preluding lead to

a plaintive theme played by the strings pianissimo. This theme is

the melody of a romance composed by Berlioz in his youth, when
he was in love with Estelle Gautier, of Meylan, the Estelle to whom,
as Mme. Fornier, he turned in his bitter last years, addressed ex-

traordinary letters (published in April, 1903, in the Revue Bleue,
Paris, and entitled ''Une Page d'Amour Romantique"), and pro-

posed mariiage. The words of the romance, "Je vais done quitter

pour jamais mon doux pays, ma douce amie," are from Florian's
"Estelle et Nemorin." This romance with chamber music was
burned before Berlioz went to Paris, but he tells in the fourth chap-
ter of his Memoirs how it came into his mind when he wrote the
symphony : ''It seemed to me to suit the expression of this over-

whelming sadness of a young heart which hopeless love begins to
torture." The melody of the original romance is in G minor, for,

in spite of Berlioz's remark about burning manuscripts, a volume
of these early romances, copied by Berlioz and given to a friend
at la C6te Saint-Andre, is now preserved in the Musee Berlioz.
Lively passage-work leads to another broad and melodious theme,
sung bv flute, clarinet, and horns, in octaves. The first theme is

m INTROPUCTIOM LEAPS TO EUERLASTIMG RIENDSHIP
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repeated by the violins in octaves over harmonies in the other

strings, with contrapuntal figuration in flute and clarinet. This
period becomes melodically more and more vague, and ends with a
long organ-point on A-flat, over which horns give out fragments
of melodic phrases against arpeggios in muted violins, pizzicato

notes in the violas, and strange harmonies in flutes and clarinets.

The main body of the movement. Allegro agitato e appassionato
assai, C major, 4-4 (but really 2-2 time), begins with orchestral

exclamations answered by a pianissimo echo and followed by soft

chords that lead to a full cadence. Then comes the first theme, the
Fixed Idea, the melodic image of the loved one of the dream..

Adolphe Boschot says that this theme was invented by Berlioz for

his cantata "Herminie," written two years before (July, 1828) in

competition for the prix de Rome; that, out of forty measures,
thirty-five are identical, and certain developments in imitation are
also identical.* It is given out first by violins and flute in unison,
without accompaniment at first, but it is soon accompanied by
staccato chords in the other strings. This theme is long and curi-

ously constructed. There is a transitional subsidiary period, and a
short climax, ending with a modulation to G major, leads to the an-

nouncement of the second theme, the thesis of which is identical

with the opening figure of the Fixed Idea. The new portion of the
second theme keeps interrupting attempted repetitions of the Fixed
Idea. The development is scanty. The free fantasia begins with

* "La Jeunesse d'un Romantique," by Adolphe Boschot, pp. 298, 385-387 (Paris,
1906).
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developments on the first figure of the Fixed Idea against a counter-

figure in the wood-wind taken from the same theme. Fragments
of the second theme follow. A climax leads to a long rest, and after

a horn note and agitation of the second violins the Fixed Idea is

sung in G major. The working-out continues, and there is a long

contrapuntal climax. The third part begins with a fortissimo re-

turn of the Fixed Idea. The coda follows almost immediately, and
towards the end the first section of the Fixed Idea is repeated,

pianissimo, over sustained harmonies in the other strings.

II. The Ball Scene is scored for two flutes (one interchangeable

with piccolo), oboe, two clarinets, four horns, two harj)s, strings.

Allegro non troppo, A major, 3-8. It begins with a short intro-

duction. The main body begins with a waltz melody in A major in

the first violins over a conventional waltz accompaniment in the

other strings. Harps enrich with arpeggios. An episodic passage

follows, and the thesis of the waltz theme returns with a brilliantly

varied accompaniment. There is a transitional passage leading to

what may be called a trio, F major. Wood-wind instruments sing

the Fixed Idea in waltz rhythm. The violins weave in phrases from
the waltz as a contrapuntal accompaniment. There is a return to

A major, and the waltz is repeated. There is a brilliant coda, piu

animato, on a new figure and counter-figure.

III. The Scene in the Fields is scored for two flutes, two oboes

(the second is interchangeable with English horn), two clarinets,

four horns, four bassoons, four kettledrums (each one played by a
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separate player), strings. It opens Adagio, F major, 6-8, with an
imitative pastoral dialogue between oboe (behind the stage) and
English horn (in orchestra). Then follows the chief theme of the
movement, a melody sung in unison, then in thirds, by violins and
flutes. The second theme, of a plaintive character, follows, and a
figure heard in the introduction of the first movement is developed.
A modulation to C major brings a return of the chief theme, sung by
violas, violoncellos, bassoons. The development grows more passion-
ate. Fragments of the Fixed Idea appear now and then in fiute and
oboe. The storm subsides. The clarinet sings phrases of the chief

theme, which is repeated as a whole in C major by the second violins.

In the coda the first measures of the chief theme are worked up in

canonical imitation against similar imitations on the first figure of

the Fixed Idea. A reappearance of a figure from the second theme
leads to a decrescendo and at last to silence. The English horn
takes up its part of the opening pastoral dialogue, but its phrases
are answered by low thunder in the kettledrums played in harmony.
A sigh of the strings against a horn note brings the end.

IV. The March to the Scaffold is scored for two flutes, two oboes,
two clarinets, four horns, two cornets-a-pistons, two trumpets, four
bassoons, three trombones, two ophicleides, two pairs, of kettle-

drums, snare-drum, bass drum, cymbals, strings. It opens pian-
issimo. Allegretto non troppo, Gr minor, 4-4, with rumblings in the
kettledrums and basses (pizzicati). There are wild calls on wind
instruments. The first theme is in the violoncellos and double-
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basses. The bassoons enter with a weird counter-theme. The
theme is taken up by violins against a contrapuntal bass in the

other strings and a rumbling in the kettledrums, while the full or-

chestra exclaims between phrases. After the theme is worked up in

contrary motion, the heroic second theme is played by all the wind
instruments, B-flat major. There is a repeat, which leads back to

the beginning of the movement. The first theme is worked out
tumultuously by full orchestra. Some of the harmonic progressions

led Berlioz to add a footnote: "There is no misprint here." The
climax is cut short by the first phrase of the Fixed Idea (clarinet,

pianissimo), which in turn is cut off by an orchestral crash,

answered by rolls of drums. Mr. Boschot insists that this march
was first written by Berlioz for his opera "Les Franc Juges" in 1826
or 1827, that this March to the Scaffold was originally a "Marche des
Oardes," and Berlioz later only added the theme of the Fixed Idea.

This statement provoked a bitter controversy between Messrs.
Boschot and Tiersot. (See Boschot's "La Jeunesse d'un Roman-
tique," pp. 249, 388, 389, 394, 419, and "Un Romantique sous Louis
Philippe" (Paris 1908), pp. 639-641; numbers of the Menestrel dur-

ing the summer of 1906; Le Mercure Musical, December, 1906.)

V. The Scene of the Sabbat is scored for piccolo, flute, two oboes,

small E-flat clarinet, clarinet, four horns, two cornets-a-pistons, two
trumpets, four bassoons, three trombones, two ophicleides, two pairs
of kettledrums, bass drum (set on end and played upon with kettle-

drum sticks by two players), cymbals, strings. It begins with an
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introduction, Larghetto, C major 4-4, which leads to a short allegro

in the same key, 6-8, in which the clarinet gives out the Fixed Idea
in the "rhythm of a mean dance tune." There are orchestral shrieks

(1-1 time), and there is another allegro in E-flat major, 6-8, in which
the E-flat clarinet, soon doubled by piccolo, squeaks out the Fixed
Idea. The score becomes fuller, and a sort of recitative (basses and
bassoons) introduces the main body. Allegro, C minor, 6-8. Bells

toll on C and G. There are hints at the theme of the Witches'
Dance. Bassoons and ophicleides begin intoning the Dies Irae,

which is parodied by horns and trombones. A short transitional

passage, with a hint at the dance, leads to the dance itself, C major,
fugato. This fugue—for Schumann said Berlioz "need not have
been so modest as to call it a fugato"—is developed at some length.

There is a fortissimo return of the Dies Irae in the wind instru-

ments, and strings and flutes go on with the developmet of the fugal
dance. There is a wildly fantastic coda, and the full orchestra gives

a distorted reminder of the Fixed Idea.

The symphony is dedicated to Nicholas I. of Kussia.
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"Pause del Silenzio" ("Pauses of Silence") : Seven Symphonic
Expressions Gr. Francesco Malipiero

(Born at Venice, March IS, 1882; now living.)

"Pauses of Silence" was performed for the first time at a concert

concert in the Augusteum Rome, conducted by Arturo Toscanini, on

January 27, 1918. The first performance in Boston was at a Sym-

phony concert on April 4, 1919.

The work calls for these instruments: three flutes (one inter-

changeable with piccolo), two oboes, English horn, two clarinets,

bass clarinet, two bassoons, double bassoon, four horns, three trump-

ets, three trombones, bass tuba, kettledrums, bass drum, snare drum,

tambourine, cymbals, triangle. Glockenspiel, xylophone, tam-tam,

celesta, harp, and strings.

Some one has given as a sub-title: "Shudders, songs, cries, lam-

ents." The score has no sub-title, no argument or explanatory note.

When the music was performed in Eome, this explanation was pub-

lished : "A work formed of seven short episodes conjoined by the mo-

tive, which, pronounced by a single voice, returns between these epi-

sodes, which, representing shudders, songs, cries, lamentations, in-

terrupt the monotonous and silent flow of the tempo.

Henry Pruni^res, writing at Rome in December, 1918, said of

rlur^v^itch Bros.
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these "Expressions" : "Abandoning the manner of development and

of variations usually employed, Malipiero unites seven pieces of a

different character by the return of a single theme, which seems to

announce the vision that is to follow ; as in 'The Thousand Nights

and a Night' each tale is preceded by the return of an invariable

formula. Visions, or rather hallucinations, are suggested by the

composer: first, a melancholy pastorale; then a fantastic scene, a

strange serenade, a sinister ride, a funeral march, mysterious calls,

a lugubrious orgy. One is not able to hear this singular composi-

tion without a sort of awful horror. M. Jean-Aubry, one of the

first to recognize in Malipiero one of the great artists of our time,

has justly observed that there is nothing Baudelarian, using the

word in its unfavorable sense, about this musician. On the other

hand, it seems to me there is much of Edgar Allan Poe impressions

of the beyond, of invisible presences, sensations of dreams, occa-

sional nightmare."

The son of Luigi Malipiero, pianist, who married in 1881 the

Countess Balbi, began the study of the violin when he was six years

old. When he was eleven, there was a family catastrophe. Luigi

exiled himself, taking with him his mother and his eldest son, Fran-
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cesco. There was a wandering life for the boy. He saw Trieste,

Berlin, and again Venice. At Vienna in 1896 a rich Pole, a helper

of young students, became his patron. Here his grandmother died

"under dramatic circumstances" which left a deep impression on his

mind. Disliking Vienna he dwelt there pursuing literary studies,

playing the violin, and taking lessons in theory of Stocker. In July,

1899, he returned to Venice where he studied with Bossi. He heard

"Die Meistersinger" and came to know in 1902 the music of Monte-

verde, Cavalli, Scarlatti, through manuscripts in the Marciana

Library. In the fall of that year he went with Bossi to Bologna.

There his first orchestral composition, "Dai Sepolchri," was per-

formed (1904). Returning to Venice, he met Antonio Smareglia,

the composer, who begged Malipiero to write orchestral scores from

his dictation. Thus he learned that it was still necessary for him
to learn. He revised his own scores and compared new works.

Marius Pictor, the fantastical painter, influenced him. In 1910 he

married the daughter of Rosa, a Venetian painter.

In 1913 he visited Paris, met Casella, Ravel, and others. Stravin-

sky's "Sacre du Printemps" impressed him. He was associated

with d'Annunzio and received permission to put "II Sogno d' un
tramonto d' autumno" into music.
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Opening by chance in Paris an Italian paper, he read that the

National Musical Competition of Rome had crowned five modern

works. Of the five, four were his. According to the rules of the

competition he should have addressed only one composition to the

committee, but he had had the idea of sending five works under

assumed names, and four of these had been given prizes. They were

the "Sinfonia del mare," "Arione," the overture of "Schiavone"

called "Vendemmiale," and the "Impressioni del vero." Malipiero

returned at once to Rome and by letters sent to the newspapers made
known that he was the author of the pieces designated to be executed

at the concert of Augusteum. This incident created talk, gave rise

to disputes in the press, and won for Malipiero a world of enemies.

"Arione," played December 21, 1913, at the Augusteum, was greeted

by the hoots and hisses of the defenders of tradition, "whereas the

author remained indifferent to the non-success of a work which al-

ready no longer interested him and which he disowns to-day."

The opera "Canossa," sent by him to the competition of Rome,

was performed at the Costanzi. It was performed January 24, 1914,

under deplorable circumstances, after insufficient rehearsals, and

by a wretched company. The curtain was raised; from all sides

there burst forth hisses. The opera was condemned without a real

hearing.
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The war broke out. There was a "terrible crisis" in his own life.

He went to Asolo, then to Rome. A letter received recently from

Italy states that he is poverty-stricken, in a sad plight.
»

Here is a partial list of his compositions :

—

Opekas and Ballets : "Elen e Fuklano," three acts, 1907-09. This" opera
lias been destroyed.

"Canossa," one-act tragedy (Rome, 1914).
"Schiavone," lyric drama. Destroyed.
"II voto d' amore," ballet. Destroyed.
"II Sogno d' un tramonto di autumno" (based on a lyric by d'Annunzio

(1913).
"Pantea,'' symphonic mimodrama for a dancer, chorus, a baritone not seen,

and orchestra.
"The Savages," humorous ballet for puppets. Performed at Rome.
"Sette Canzoni," a short opera in seven episodes, which unfold themselves

during the singing of seven songs, old Italian airs. The action is mimed.
The libretto is by the composer.
M. Prunieres mentions a trago-comic ballet, "slightly ironical, picturing a

sumiptuous carnival fete of past years.'' The title is not given. It is one
of Malipiero's latest works. Is this "The Masquerade of the Captive Prin-
cesses"'?

Okchestka : "Dai Sepolchri," symphoriic poem (Bologna, 1904).
Suite, "Dalle Alpi."

Sinfonia degli Eroi (1904—performed in Germany and Austria in 1908-09;
destroyed and disavowed by the composer).

Sinfonia del mare (1905).
Sinfonia del silenzio e della morte (1909). This symphony in three parts

was performed in Paris at a Colonne-Lamoureux concert on December 3, 1916.
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The first movement is entitled "Tragic Dance"; the second, "Symphony of

Silence."
"Arione," fantasia for orchestra with violoncello obbligato (1914).

Two Suites: Impressioni del Vero. No. 1 is illustrative of three birds

—

II Capinero (The Black Cap) ; 11 Picchio (The Woodpecker) ; II Chiu
(The Owl) ; No. 2, I Cipressi e II Vento (The Cypress-trees and The Wind) ;

Oolloquio de Campane (The Dialogue of Bells) ; Baldoria Campestre (Rustic

Feasting, or Wedding Party), 1910. The ffrst of these suites was played
in London on August 22, 1918. The second series was performed at Rome,
March 20, 1917.

"Pause del Silenzio."

"Ditirambo Tragico" (1917).
"Armenia," a little suite based on Armeman folk-songs.

Miscellaneous: Sonata for violoncello, 1907; Quartet for strings, 1907;

"Canto nottumo d' un pastore del 1' Asia" (Leopardi), for baritone, chorus,

and orchestra; Sonetti delle Fate (d'Annunzio) ; Poemetti lunari for piano-

forte (under the influence of Marius Pictor), 1909-10; Three Melodies (verse

by Victor Marguerite) ; Preludi autunnali for pianoforte (1911) ; Poemi Asolani

for pianoforte (1916) ; "Sonnets des F6es" (text by d'Annunzio) ; "Keep-
sake," poems by Jean-Aubry, described as "pieces for the pianoforte with in-

dispensable voice accompaniment" ; "Maschere che passano," "Risenanze" and
"Barlumi" for pianoforte; Nottumo Pastorale for pianoforte (1904); "Biz-

zarie luminosfe del 1' alba, del meriggio e della notte'' (1908).

This Malipiero is not to be confounded with his grandfather,

Francesco Malipiero, born at Rovigo, Italy, in 1822, the composer

of several operas: "Giovanua di Napoli," Padua, 1842; "Attila,"

Venice, 1846—this opera entitled "Ildegonda di Borgogna" was
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performed later at Milan; "Alberigo da Romano," Venice, 1846,

revived there 1869; "Linda d'Ispahan," Venice, 1871; "Fernando

Cortez," Venice, 1851. He also composed several songs for one or

more voices, and a cantata "A Rossini" for mixed chorus.

For studies of G. FrancescQ Malipiero and his works see the'

article of M. Henry Prunieres in Monde Musical (Paris), March,.

1919, and "The New Italy" by G. Jean-Aubry in the Musical Quar-

terly (New York) of January, 1920.

On the Steppes of Central Asia: Orchestral Sketch^ Op. 7.

Alexander Borodin

(Born at Petrograd, November 12, 1834; died there February 27, 1887.)

"Dans les Steppes de I'Asie Centrale: Esquisse Symphonique"
was composed in 1880 for performance at an exhibition of tableaux

vivants at the theatre of Petrograd on the occasion of the 25th

anniversary of the Tsar Alexander II. These tableaux represented

episodes in Russian history.

t5T0M
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The score bears an explanatory preface in Russian, French, and

German. It may be thus translated into English:

—

"In the silence of the sandy steppes of Central Asia is heard the

refrain of a peaceful Russian song. One also hears the melancholy

sound of Oriental song, the steps of approaching horses and camels.

A caravan, escorted by Russian soldiers, traverses the immense

desert, continues fearlessly its long Journey, abandons itself trust-

fully to the protection of the Russian warlike band. The caravan

steadily advances. The song of the Russians and that of the natives

mingle in one and the same harmony. The refrains are heard for a

long time in the desert, and at last are lost in the distance."

The work, dedicated to "Dr. F. Liszt," is scored for two flutes,
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oboe, English horn, two clarinets, two bassoons, four horns, two

trumpets, three trombones, kettledrums, and strings.

Allegretto con moto, 2-4. The first violins, divided, sustain an

upper pedal point. Under this the clarinet sings an exotic tune,

which is continued by the horn. The "Oriental melody" is an-

nounced by the English horn. These melodies are finally combined.

The Sketch was performed for the first time in the United States,

at a matinee of the Philharmonic Society of Brooklyn, N.Y., Theo-

dore Thomas conductor, March 23, 1886. It has been performed

at concerts of the Boston Symphony Orchestra in Boston, February

27, 1892, November 30, 1895, April 18, 1903, Decemher 8, 1916.

The Sketch was composed while Borodin was hard at work on

Ms opera ''Prince Igor" and it shows the influence of his studies

for that opera. Stassoff had furnished him with the scenario of a

libretto founded on an epic and national poem, the story of Prince

Igor. This poem told of the expedition of Eussian princes against

the Polovtski, a nomadic people of the same origin as that of the

Turks, who had invaded the Russian Empire in the twelfth century.

The conflict of Russian and Asiatic nationalities delighted Borodin.

He began to write his libretto. He tried to live in the atmosphere
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of the bygone century. He read the poems and the songs that

had come down from the people of that period; he collected folk-

songs even from Central Asia ; he introduced comic characters ; and

he began to compose the music. But the opera was unfinished when

he died. In a prologue and four acts, completed by Rimsky-Korsa-

koff and Grlazounoff, it was produced at Petrograd in November,

1890. The first performance in the United States was at the Metro-

politan Opera House, New York, December 30, 1.915. Mme. Alda,

Jaroslavna; Mr. Amato, Prince Igor. The other singers were

Messrs. Botta, Didur, Segurola, and Bada. Mr. Polacco conducted.

The chief dancers were Rosina Galli and Giuseppe Bonfiglio.

The March and Dances from "Prince Igor" were played at a

Boston Opera House concert, December 1, 1912; the Dances were

played there again December 22, 1912. Andr6 Caplet conducted

the performances. The ballet from "Prince Igor" was danced for

the first time in Boston by Diaghileff's Ballet Russe at the Boston

Opera House, February 1, 1916. Mr. Bolm was the chief warrior;

Mr. Ansermet conducted. There were other performances that

season. The ballet was performed again by the Ballet Russe at the

Boston Opera House on November 7, 1916. Mr. Monteux conducted.

There were other performances that week.

The first measures of "On the Steppes of Central Asia" are re-

produced, with other themes from Borodin's works, on mosaic with

gold background behind his bust in bronze, which is in the convent

of Alexander Newski on a bank of the Neva.
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Overture to "The Flying Dutchman" ("Der fliegende Hol-

lander") RiCfiARD Wagner

(Born at Leipsic, May 22, 1813; died at Venice, February 13, 1883.)

The overture is scored for piccolo, two flutes, two oboes, English

horn, two clarinets, four horns, two bassoons, two trumpets, three

trombones, bass tuba, kettledrums, harp, strings.

It was sketched at Meudon near Paris in September, 1841, and

completed and scored at Paris in November of that year. In 1852

Wagner changed the ending. In 1860 he wrote another ending for

the Paris concerts.

It opens Allegro con brio in D minor, 6-4, with an empty fifth,

against which horns and bassoons give out the Flying Dutchman

motive. There is a stormy development, through which this motive

is kept sounding in the brass. There is a hint at the first theme of

the main body of the overture, an arpeggio figure in the strings,

taken from the accompaniment of one of the movements in the

Dutchman's first air in act i. This storm section over, there is an

episodic Andante in F major in which wind instruments give out

phrases from Senta's ballad of the Flying Dutchman (act iii). The

episode leads directly to the main body of the overture. Allegro

con brio in D minor, 6-4, which begins with the first theme. This

Mu'
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theme is developed at great length with chromatic passages taken

from Senta's ballad. The Flying Dutchman theme comes in epi-

sodically in the brass from time to time. The subsidiary theme

in F major is taken from the sailors' chorus, "Steuermann, lass'

die Wacht!" (act iii.). The second theme, the phrase from Senta's

ballad already heard in the Andante episode, enters f in the full

orchestra, F major, and is worked up brilliantly with fragments of

the first theme. The Flying Dutchman motive reappears
-ff

in the

trombones. The coda begins in D major, 2-2. A few rising arpeggio

measures in the violins lead to the second theme, proclaimed with

the full force of the orchestra. The theme is now in the shape found

in the Allegro peroration of Senta's ballad, and it is worked up with

great energy.

Wagner wrote in "A Communication to my Friends" that before

he began to work on the whole opera "The Flying Dutchman" he

drafted the words and the music of Senta's ballad. Mr. Ellis says

that he wrote this ballad while he was in the thick of the compo-

sition of "Rienzi." The ballad is the thematic germ of the whole

opera, and it should be remembered that Wagner felt inclined to

call the opera itself a dramatic ballad.
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"Der fliegende Hollander/' opera in three acts, was performed for

the first time at the Court Opera House, Dresden, January 2, 1843.

The cast was as follows: Senta, Mme. Schroeder-Devrient ; the

Dutchman, Michael Wachter ; Daland, Karl Kisse ; Erik, Reinhold

;

Mary, Mrs. AViichter ; the steersman, Bielezizky. Wagner conducted.

The first performance in America was in Italian, "H Vascello

Fantasma," at Philadelphia, November 8, 1876, by Mme. Pappen-

heim's Company.

The first performance in Boston was in English at the Globe

Theatre, March 14, 1877: Senta, Clara Louise Kellogg; Eric, Jo-

seph Maas; Daland, George A. Conly; the steersman, C. H. Turner;

Mary, Marie Lancaster; Vanderdecken, the Dutchman, William

Carleton.

Wagner revised the score in 1852. "Only where it was purely

superfluous have I struck out some of the brass, here and there

given a somewhat more human tone, and only thoroughly over-

hauled the coda of the overture. I remember that it was just this

coda which always annoyed me at the performances ; now I think it

will answer to my original intention." In another letter he says

that he "considerably remodelled the overture (especially the con-

cluding section)."
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Wagner's contract with Holtei, the manager of the Riga Theatre,

expired in the spring of 1839. He was without employment ; he was
in debt. He determined to go to Paris, but on account of his debts

he could not get a passport. His wife went across the border dis-

guised as a lumberman's wife. Wagner himself was hid in an
empty sentry-box till he could sneak through the pickets on the

frontier line. Composer, wife, and dog met at Pillau, where they

embarked on a sailing-vessel bound for London. The voyage was
violently stormy, and it lasted three and a half weeks. Once the

captain was compelled to put into a Norwegian haven. At Riga
Wagner had become acquainted with Heine's version of the Flying
Dutchman legend.* The voyage, the wild Norwegian scenery, and
the tale, as he heard it from the sailors, exerted a still greater

influence.

In Paris Wagner became acquainted with Heine, and they talked

together concerning an opera founded on the legend. The opera
was written at Meudon in the spring of 1841. All of it except the

overture was completed in seven months. Prager says that the work
was composed at the piano. "This incident is of importance,
since for several months he had not written a note, and knew not
whether he still possessed the power of composing."
How a French libretto was made for the production of the work

at the Paris Op4ra, how Wagner suspected treachery and sold the

* The story of the play seen by Sehnabelewopski in Heine's "Aus den Memoiren des
Herrn von Sehnabelewopski" (published in 1833) was told in Charles Godfrey Leland's
translation in the Boston Symphony Programme Book of February 4, 5, 1916.
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scenario for 500 francs, how "Le Vaisseau Fantome, paroles de

Paul Foucher, musique de Diestcli/' was produced at the Opera,

November 9, 1S42, and failed,—there were eleven performances,—

all this has been told in programme-books of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra's concerts. Music was set by Ernst Lebrecht Tschirch

(1819-52) to Wagner's libretto about 1852. Clement and Larousse

say that this work was performed at Stettin in 1852 ; Riemann says

it was not performed.
Was Heine moved to write his fantastic story by Fitzball's

foolish play produced at the Adelphi Theatre, London, December

6, 1826 ? T. P. Cooke played the Dutchman who was in league with

a female devil and wished a wife only to swell the number of his vic-

tims. He came in blue flames out of the sea and waved a black flag

decorated with a skull and cross-bones. George Herbert Bonaparte
Rodwell (1800-52) wrote an original overture" and other music for

the play. Mr. Ellis, the translator of Wagner's prose works, re-

gards it as extremely improbable that Heine saw this play. But in

1827 there was a Flying Dutchman at Astley's and one at Islington,

and billboards showed the Dutchman on a cliff.

The writer of an article published in Ausland (1841, No. 237)

claims that the legend of the Flying Dutchman rests on an historical

ALWAYS BEST QUALITY
DELIVERED ANYWHERE BY OUR OWN TRUCKS. OR EXPRESS PREPAID

W. H, LERNED & SONS
Established 1837 87 FANEUIL HALL MARKET Tel.. Richmond 1431

SEVENTY YEARS' REPUTATION

'S BROMCf
An old and reliable remedy for throat troubles caused by cold or use of the voice. Free Irom opiates in any
form. Sold only in boxes—never in bulk. Prices, 15c., 35c., 75c., $1.25, at druggists or by mail

rS "s^SKgr~"DENTIFRICE
Will keep the teeth and gums in healthy condition. Price, 30c. at druggists or by mail

JOHN I. BROWN & SON. BOSTON. MASS.



Berkeley Building, 420 Boylston St.

MANICURE SHAMPOOER
HAIR WORK A SPECIALTY
FACIAL. SCALP and NECK

MASSAGE
ONDULATION MARCEL

Perfumery Shell Ornaments

Telephone, Back Bay 2320

Wholesale and Retail

STATIONERS
Engraving, Die Stamping

and Fine Printing

Blank Book Manufacturers
Modern Loose-leeif Devices

and Supplies

8 MILK STREET
Old South Building

Telephone. Main 1590

Songs by

Mertina Louise Bancroft

Song of Joy

Forest Idy1 , "Alone with Thee

A Reverie

Song of the Winds Low Voice

Rose of My Dreams

2-B PARK ST., BOSTON. MASS.

Telephone Haymarket 1150

Telephone, Back Bay 58187

Imerican and Chi

Restaurant

11.30 A.M. to Midnight

Parking Station for Autos only
one block away

Music and Orchestra

341 Massachusetts Avenue
207 St. Botolph Street

BOSTON. MASS.

Leather Cases.

ELIAS H

8 BOSWORTH STREET

fe

VIOLAS, DOUBLE BASSES

e^

MORE THAN 600 IN STOCK -^^^^"f^ '

Fine Bows. Italian Strings. Gold and Silver G Strings.

2,000 NEW VIOLINS IN STOCK
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foundation; that the hero was Bernard Fokke, who lived early in

the seventeenth century, kept full sail, no matter what the weather
was, and made the journey from Batavia to Holland in ninety days
and the round trip in eight months. Inasmuch as the winds and
currents were not then well known, and it was then the habit to

lower the sails at the slightest threat of storm, the sailors claimed
that he was a sorcerer, a man in league with the devil. Further-
more, Fokke was a man of extraordinary size and strength, of re-

pulsive appearance and manners, whose common speech was blas-

phemy. At last he sailed and never returned; and the rumor was
current that Satan had claimed him, that Fokke was condemned
to run forever between the Cape of Good Hope and Cape Horn. And
then sailors began to see the Phantom Ship, captain, steersman, and
a few hands, all very old and with long beards. A bronze statue

of Fokke stood on the island of Kuiper, where all ships sailing from
Batavia could see it, until in 1811 it was taken away by English-

men. (See "Mythologie der Folkssagen," by F. Nork, Stuttgart,

1848, pp. 939-944.)

Wagner himself took the legend seriously. He spoke of it at

length in his "Communication to my Friends" (1851). The Dutch-
man symbolizes "the longing after rest from amid the storms of life."

The Devil is the element of flood and storm. Wagner saw in Ulysses

and the Wandering Jew earlier versions of the myth. And then, of

course, Wagner talked much about the eternal and saving woman.
Ulysses, it is true, had his Penelope; but what woman saved the

Wandering Jew?
In the legend as originally told there was no salvation for Vander-

decken who had tried to make the Cape of Good Hope in a storm and
sworn with horrid oaths that he would weather Table Bay though
he should beat about till the Day of Judgment.

The cold elegance and discreet character of

CREME MERITE
appeals to fastidious women as nothing

else can; as pure as virgin thoughts and
as fragrant as the swish of orange houghs.

25, 45, 65, and 1.25 per jar

Hubbell & McGowan Co.
Incorporated

THE MODERN DRUG STORE
Complete in all its 12 departments

Opposite Symphony Hall

/V £/7z£ Socidy Oj

Oraits
The ^wo^k of America's master-
craftsmen on exhibition and sale.

Gifts for all occasions.

Q Park Streety Boston
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,..^1

Americas Greatest

CLEANSERS
DYERS

LAUNDERERS

284 BOYLSTI

boston shops

jTREET
m

Branch Telephone Exchange 3900 Back Bay connects above shops

BROOKLINE SHOP
1310 Beacon Street

Coolidge Corner

Also MALDEN
FITCHBURG
PROVIDENCE
BRIDGEPORT
ALBANY

CAMBRIDGE SHOP
1274 Massachusetts Avenue

Harvard Shop

SALEM
FALL RIVER
NEW BEDFORD
NEWPORT

LYNN
MANCHESTER
WORCESTER
NEW HAVEN

and NEW YORK CITY

WATERTOWN SHOP
1 Galen Street

at Works

WALTHAM
LOWELL
SPRINGFIELD
WATERBURY
PHILADELPHIA

Packages called for and delioered by our own trucks

ESTABLISHED 1829

YOU CAN RELY ON LEWANDOS"
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FRIDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 12. at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, MARCH 13, at 8 o'clock

Mendelssohn . Selections from the Incidental Music to Shakespeare's

"A Midsummer Night's Dream "

(a) Overture.

(b) Nocturne.
(c) Scherzo.

LoeflQer . " A Pagan Poem " (after Virgil), for Orchestra, Pianoforte,

English Horn, and three Trumpets Obbligati, Op. 14

Piano: Mr. Heinrich Gebhard

English Horn: Mr. Louis Speyer

Glasounoff .... Symphony No. 6 in C minor. Op. 58

I. Adagio; Allegro appassionato.
II. Andante con Variazoni.

III. Intermezzo: Allegretto; Piu mosso.
IV. Andante maestoso.

STEINWAY PIANO USED

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after Loeffler's "A Pagan Poem."

The works to be played at these concerts may be seen in the Allen A. Brown Music Collection

of the Boston Public Library one week before the concert.
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Tuesday Evening, March 16

SONG RECITAL

SOPRANO

Assisted by

MR. GUY MAIER. Pianist

STEINWAY PIANO

PIANO RECITAL

By the Eminent Russian Pianist

Tuesday Afternoon, April 6, at 3

JOINT RECITAL

SOPRANO

PIANIST

Tuesday Evening, April 20, at 8.15

JOINT SONG RECITAL

Mre„ Stanley Ross Fisher

MEZZO SOPRANO
and

George Boynton
TENOR

MRS. DUDLEY FITTS, Accompanist

Tuesday Evening, March 23

FIRST APPEARANCE
IN BOSTON

of the Swiss Violinist

Tuesday Evening, April 13, at 8.15

SONG RECITAL

May Shepard - Hayward
SOPRANO

Assisted by

MME. EDITH NOYES-GREENE
Accompanist

Wednesday Evening, April 21, at 8.15

Local Management: RICHARD NEWMAN, Steinert Hall

Tickets for the above concerts may now be had at the Steinert Hall
Box Office, or may be ordered by mail or phone (Beach 1330).
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 7, AT 3.30

GRAND OPERATIC CONCERT

ROSA RAISA
AND THE

ENTIRE ORCHESTRA OF THE

Ci^icmgo ^upera )€iaii^

GINO MARINUZZI and MARCEL CHARLIER
Conductors

.. THE PROGRAMME

1. Overture from "Sicilian Vespers"
GINO MARINUZZI, Conductor

2. Casta Diva, from "Norma" ....
ROSA RAISA

3. Love Death, from "Tristan and Isolde" .

GINO MARINUZZI, Conductor

INTERMISSION

. Verdi

. Bellini

Wagner

4. Meditation, from "Thais" Massenet
EUGENE DUBOIS, Violinist

MARCEL CHARLIER, Conductor

5. Bolero, from "Sicilian Vespers" Verdi
ROSA RAISA

6. Hungarian March, from "Damnation of Faust"
MARCEL CHARLIER, Conductor

Berlioz

MASON & HAMLIN PIANO USED

SUNDAY AFTERNOON

GALL!
MARCH 14, AT 3.30

SUNDAY AFTERNOON

K
MARCH 21. AT 3.30

Tickets at Box Office. Prices, $2.50, $2.00, $1 .50, plus tax.
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g O R P A IV M A 1^ U
Thursday Evening, Mar. 1 1, at 8.15 Last Concert this Season of the

FLONZALEY QUARTET
ASSISTED BY

HAROLD BAUER, Pianist
PROGRAM

Beethoven Quartet in G Major, Op. 18, No. 2
Ernest Bloch Suite for Viola and Piano (MS)

Mr. BAUER AND Mr. BAILLY
Schumann Quintet for Piano and Strings

Mason & Hamlin Piano

Tickets, $1.65, $1.10 and 85c. (includes war tax)

On Sale at 492 Boylston Street, Mason & Hamlin Bldg.

Wendell H. Luce, Mgr. Telephone B. B. 3870

WHERE EVERYBODY GOES

Moderate Prices Good Fresh Food Well Cooked

FISH AND LOBSTERS A SPECIALTY

Quick, Clean Service

350 MASSACHUSETTS AVE. Cor. St. Botolph St.

GEO. M. ROMANOS, Proprietor
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SANDERS THEATRE . . CAMBRIDGE

SEVENTH CONCERT

Thursday Evening, April 1 , 1 920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

SOLOIST

IT STd

VIOLIN

Tickets at Kent's University Bookstore, Harvard Square, Cambridge
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

EMMA HOSFORD
VOICE

Studio, 613 Huntington Chambers, Boston

VOICE PLACING
lljt^ AND TECHNIQUE A SPECIALTY

^rt Ot ^tUntUn vocal coach and accompanist

146 Massachusetts Ave.. Tel. Back Bay 3040

KARL DOEEIMG
Pupil of Piofessor Jachmann-Wagner, Berlin, and Professor Galliera, Milan, Italy

TEACHER OF SINGING
STEINERT HALL. Room 27 . . . BOSTON. MASS.

PIANIST and TEACHER
4HAM Lang Studios

6 NEWBURY STREET

PIANIST and TEACHER
282 DARTMOUTH STREET

Telephone, Back Bay 5958-J Mason & Hamlin Piano Used

UO-t^LCdJL^

"MESSIAH" WITH THE HANDEL AND

\f\7j^ *^«^ HAYDN SOCIETY. DEC. 21. 1919
^'—-^X^'C-*'—-"T^, "Mr. Flint was called on at 10.30 Sunday

r-> A o r< /^ morning and sang without rehearsal. There

BASSO •^a.i, however nothing in his performance
which betrayed that fact. He gave intelligent

\//-kif-<» 9nAfialict anri PnarVi and adequate interpretation of his arias."

—

voice opeciaiisi ana v^oacn
Rn.tnry ninhp. n^cpmher «. toio.

STUDIO: 246 HUNTINGTON AVENUE Boston Globe, December aa, igig.

Lessons in

Pianoforte, Harmony, Counter-

point and Composition

STUDIO AT 12 NEWBURY STREET
Mondaya and Thursdays

CONCERT-VIOLINIST
Available for Concerts.

For particulars address ... 46 MALCOLM STREET. BEACON HILL
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

AND ASSISTANTS

LESSONS IN SINGING
A Normal Course for Teachers

Former pupil ol the famous Paris Conservatory

VIOLIN LESSONS

STUDIOS. STEINERT HALL. BOSTON

k, W. THELEl VOCAL
INSTRUCTOR

SPECIALIST ON VOICE DEFECTS
Assisted by Mr. W. D. STRONG

Well known Pianist and Concert-Accompanist
Studios: 96 Huntington Avenue, BOSTON, Mass.
Notice: Mr. Strong's Piano Recital at Jordan Hall

March 18, 1920.

Voices developed from first rudimrnt of tone
production to artistic finish.

Lectures on physical and natural laws and
general health.

Perfect diction of foreign languages.

Appointment by mail.

EMIL MOLLEMHAUEIR

COACHING IN

OPERA AND ORATORIO
189 Huntington Avenue - - Boston

Telephone. 722 Back Bay

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND TEACHER
609 Pierce Bldg., Boston, Mondays and Thursdays

Address, 162 Riverway, Boston

Telephone, 1470 Brookline

CARL WEBSTl
•CELLO SOLOIST
INSTRUCTION

STUDIO. 218 TREMONT STREET
Telephone, Beach 903-W

TWELFTH SEASON

STRIMG
GERTRUDE MARSHALL, Violin

RUTH STICKNEY. Violin

71 CARLTON STREET, BROOKLINE
Management A. H. HANDLEY. 160 BoyUton Street. BOSTON

ADELINE PACKARD. Viol.

HAZEL L'AFRICAIN. 'Cello

Tel. Brookline 3268-J
Tel Beach 4197

ENRICO FAERIZIO
MEMBER OF

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

TEACHER OF 'CELLO
15 VANCOUVER STREET. BOSTON. MASS.

SOLO ENSEMBLE PLAYING
Tel.. Rox. 5063-R

EaamCE CUL^lffeJEr-i
American and European Diplomas, Author of Books and Pen Vv'orks on Sinking

Studio: Suite 202 Huntington Chambers, 30 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Phone, Back Bay 3932
DOINGS OF GRANTS ARTIST PUPILS BY A. E. DATELY

Bronze Melba has a large list of recitals for this season. Several winter concerts are planned for Wm. Flynn
tenor.Iwhose fine voicefa bright future isfpredicted. Helen Laird.^soprano, whose singing at Boston College last
February was such an artistic delight, will give her next Boston Recital early in the winter at Steinert Hall
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
The Vocal Studios of

And his Assistants

VINCENT V. HUBBARD and

Mrs. CAROLINE HOOKER

Teacher of Singing in all its branches

and of Dramatic Action as

applied to Singing

ARTHUR J. HUBBARD
246 Huntington Avenue

PIANOFORTE

Material of value in teaching

Practical Finger Exercises Op. 17

Intermediate and Advanced

Technique Op. 31

Studio, 311 Pierce Building, Boston

Also STUDIO at NEEDHAM
180 Nehoiden Street

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

TEACHER OF PIANO
Appointment by telephone

Cambridge 5935-W

"Mr. John Hall Sherwood has studied

with me in Paris, and is a gifted musician

and successful teacher of large experience

whose work I can endorse and recom-

mend." (Signed) HAROLD BAUER.

Studio

BEL CANTO
- . 1425 Broadway, NEW YORK

SINGERS — Suzanne Baker Watton, Cora Crosi,

Nellie Hart, Willette Kershaw, Gertrude Hutcheaon,
Ivy Scott, Marion Stanley, Estelle Ward, Mtbel
Wilbur, Flora Zabelle, Edward Foley, George Gilbert,

John Hendricks, Andrew Mack, Dr. Eugene Walton
Marshall, Fiske O'Hara, Umberto Sacchetti, EUic
Rhodes, Albert Wallerstedt, and_ many other lingeri

now before the public is operatic and church work.

PIANIST INSTRUCTION
The principles of Leschetizky presented in a definite and comprehensive manner

STUDIO, HOTEL HEMENWAY, BOSTON
Telephone. Back Bay 3180

STEINERT HALL. Room 26. Tuesdays and Fridays

F. MORSE WEMPLE
BARITONE SOLOIST AND TEACHER OF SINGING

417 PIERCE BUILDING, BOSTON
SATURDAYS IN NEW YORK, 50 WEST SIXTY-SEVENTH STREET

July 19 to August 27, Teaching at Spirit Lake, Iowa

CONTRALTO SOLOIST
Teacher of Singing

Class and Private Lessons

Hotel Cluny, 543 Boylston Street - Boston
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

MISS MINMIE HAYDEN
VOICE BUILDING

SONG INTERPRETATION, CONCERT
RECITAL AND REPERTOIRE WORK

SteinertHall - BOSTON

EDITH CASTLE
CONTRALTO SOLOIST

TEACHER OF SINGING
STUDIO ADDRESS. 83 GAINSBOROUGH ST

Miss HELEN GOODRII
TEACHER OF SINGING

HOTEL HEMENWAY
Tuesdays and Fridays at Lasell Seminary

' ©rrest

TEACHER OF SINGING

ACCOMPANIST - COACH
STUDIO

246 HUNTINGTON AVE. BOSTON

Miss PRISCILLA WHITE
TEACHER OF SINGING

602 PIERCE BUILDING
COPLEY SQUARE - - BOSTON

TEACHER OF SINGING
250 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

Opposite Symphony Hall

TEACHER OF SINGING
STEINERT HALL

162 BOYLSTON STREET - BOSTON

)£i KMIGHT
SOPRANO SOLOIST

Teacher of Singing

4 Haviland Street ----- Boston
B. B. 1047

In Worcester, Tuesdays and Wednesdays. 317 Day Bids

PIANO INSTRUCTION
Leschetizky Principles

SlUDIO: ROOM 18 STEINERT HALL
For Appointments Tel. Roxbury 491 1-R

Formerly Concert Master

NEW YORK SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Will receive pupils in Violin and Ensemble

Playing. Address 120 TREMONT STREET

PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
Formerly pupil Royal Conservatory of Brussels, Bel-
gium (1897-1901). Also Organist and Accompanist

HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS, BOSTON

Mr. HARRIS S. SHAW
PIANO. ORGAN, HARMONY and

INTERPRETATION
(SPECIAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS)

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Telephone, Back Bay 4654-M

1919-1920

CONTRALTO
TEACHER OF SINGING

LANG STUDIOS. 6 NEWBURY STREET

Madame AIszander-Marius
(officier de I'lnstruction publique)

Vocal Instruction, Breathing, Tone Production-
Phonetics, French Diction, Interpretation of

French Songs

FENSMERE. 206 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.

^1 oil a i^^i»-i?iu

L^iflliG
j
Gertfiade Fogler School of

1

Fr©3icli and Englisli

543 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON
Telephone 55888 B. B.

Private and Class instruction. Lectures. Special
courses in pronunciation and diction.

m
2. a dllii

Baritone Soloist and Teacher of Singing

CONCERT—RECITAL—ORATORIO
Providence. R.I.

300 Lauderdale Building. 144 Westminster Street

Boston, Mau. Hotel Hamenway
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

PIANIST
AND TEACHER

6 NEWBURY STREET - -

Telephonf B. B. 51694
BOSTON

TEACHER OF SINGING
MUSICAL LECTURES

Author of "Young Singers, What They Should Know"

10 NEWBURY STREET

543 Boylston Street . . Boston, Mass.
Teacher of Singing and Manager of

THE COPLEY CLUB SINGERS
Artistic Attractive Successful

Progreims'ior All Occasions
Definite Instruction Immediate Results
Send for Illustrated Booklet Tel.. Back Bay 994-M

RENEWED MUSIC— Your old or torn music made
new. Flexible binding. All hand work. Reasonable
prices. References.

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Room 207 Tel. Back Bay 456

SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON ST.. FENWAY BLDG.. BOSTON
In New Bedford. Saturdays, 56 Walnut Street

ALICE BATES RICE
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER of SINGING

Lang Studios ... - 6 Newbury Street

EDITH BULLARD
SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO - - 609 PIERCE BUILDING
Telephone, Back Bay 5145-R

Pupil of Pablo Casals

SOLOIST AND TEACHER
Specializing in Fundamentals of 'Cello-playing

Fritz Carlton Hotel 1 138 Boylston Street
Tel. B. B. 2673

PIANIST and TEACHER

CARNEGIE HALL NEW YORK

PIANIST AND TEACHER
405 PIERCE BLDG.. COPLEY SQUARE

Telephone. Back Bay 3956-W

Torrens Method

TEACHER OF SINGING

17 STEINERT HALL '^"'^'""J^'aTcaTiV^

BARITONE SOLOIST
Formerly Song Leader U. S. N.

now available for

Concert Oratorio Recital

STUDIO: 1089 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

/¥arreii storey ^mill
PIANO, HARMONY and COACHING

528 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS
Mondays and Fridays. Other days by

Appointment

:ONSTAl ^RSE
Teacher of Pianoforte and Musical Theory

Half hour talks illustrated on the Piano — musical
forms and stories of the operas.

Studio: The Winsor School Fob Girlb
Tuesday and Friday Afternoons

Tel. Brookline 23I3M

ELIZABETH SIEDOFF
AMERICAN PIANIST

RECITALS, MUSICALES, CONCERTS
Authorized representative of the most modern ideas in

piano playing. Primary.Advanced and Teachers' Courses

Studio. 6 NEWBURY ST., Tel. B. B. 3529-R I r„ . „
Res. HOTEL HEMENWAY. Tel. B. B. 3180 }

"o"""

D^Avesne Freneli School
PROF. A. D'AVESNE. B. SC. PARIS

OFFICIER D'ACADEMIE
French Classes. Private Lessons. Lectures &

Causeries, Children's Classes, Special
Commercial Course, Translations.

755 BOYI-STON ST.. NEAR COPLEY SQUARE
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THE OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES

OF THE

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
INCORPORATED

FREDERICK P. CABOT
GALEN L. STONE

ERNEST B. DANE

President

Vice-President

Treasurer

ALFRED L. AIKEN

FREDERICK P. CABOT

ERNEST B. DANE
M. A. DE WOLFE HOWE
JOHN ELLERTON LODGE
FREDERICK E. LOWELL
ARTHUR LYMAN
HENRY B. SAWYER
GALEN L. STONE

BENTLEY W. WARREN



The

S T RA D I VA R I U S

of Pianos

THE

H50lt^^OTlm

H
PIANO

AS set a NEW
standard of tone

and value and has

long commanded the

highest price of any

piano in the world.

MASON & HAMLIN CO.

Warerooms, 492-494 Boylston Street

Boston
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Established 1833
!

WEBSTER
AND

ATLAS
NATIONAL BANK

OF BOSTON

WASHINGTON AND COURT STREETS

AMORY ELIOT President

RAYMOND B. COX, Vice-President pp?M^"y^i,^^<: ^I^h r'^'h"
JOSEPH L. FOSTER. Vice-President and Cashier AR^rV LANE A^st. cf^ier
EDWARD M. HOWLAND, Vice-Prtsident HAROLD A. YEAMES, Asst. Cashier

Capital $1,000,000 Surplus and Profits $1,600,000

Deposits $11,000,000

The well-established position of this bank in the community^
the character of its Board of Directors, and its reputation as a
solid, conservative institution recommend it as a particularly

desirable depository for

ACCOUNTS
of

TRUSTEES, EXECUTORS and INDIVIDUALS

For commercial accounts it is known as

A STRONG BANK OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE

DIRECTORS

CHARLES B. BARNES
JOSEPH S. BIGELOW
FESSENDEN S. BLANCHARD
THEODORE G. BREMER
WILLIAM R. CORDINGLEY
RAYMOND B. COX
AMORY ELIOT
ROGER ERNST
JOHN W. FARWELL

GRANVILLE E. FOSS
ROBERT H. GARDINER
EDWARD W. GREW
OLIVER HALL
WALTER HUNNEWELL
HOMER B. RICHARDSON
DUDLEY P. ROGERS
THOMAS W. THACHER
WALTER TUFTS



SYMPHONY HALL, BOSTON
HUNTINGTON AND MASSACHUSETTS AVENUES

Telephones
j
Ticket Office

{ Back Bay 1492
Branch Exchange ( Administration Urnces )

iB©itoimSyi
INCORPORATED

THIRTY-NINTH SEASON. 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

Eiglitc

em©oiii a

WITH HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE
NOTES BY PHILIP HALE

f

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 12

AT 2.30 O'CLOCK

SATURDAY EVENING, MARCH 13

AT 8.00 O'CLOCK

COPYRIGHT, 1920, BY BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, INCORPORATED

W. H. BRENNAN. Manager G. E. JUDD, Assistant Manager
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A name that is spoken with the full pride of

ownership—that carries with it the deep satis-

faction of possessing the ultimate expression of

man*s handiwork in Musical Art.

A name that is cherished as a Family Tradition

—

that keeps afresh for the next generation the

associations and fond remembrances which cluster

around the home piano.

Supreme achievement of patience, skill and ex-

perience, founded on inborn Ideals of Artistry.

CI

1I. /"I

Catalogue and prices on application

Sold on convenient payments

Old pianos tal^en in exchange

Inspection invited

/A\Y m.

107-109 East 14th Street New York

Subway Express Stations at the Door

REPRESENTED BY THE FOREMOST DEALERS EVERYWHERE
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B©it©irji Symplioiiiy O'lrcHiiestra

Thirty-ninth Season, 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

Violins.

Theodorowicz, J. Roth, 0.
Concert-master. Rissland, K.

Hoffmann, J.



KREISLER
Is A Great Pianist

as well as a great violinist You have

admired his marvelous skill with the

bow; now hear him play his own com-

positions on the piano. He records them

exclusively for the

AMPICO
Jxeproduclruj oPicuuy

Every note and tone will be heard ex-

actly as he recorded them.

Hear Kreisler through the AMPICO
in the.CHICKERING play "The Old

Refrain" or "Love's Delight."

A private recital will be given

for you at any time at our studios.

W^^iA
'^sas^^^O Established 1823©^ C/-
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THIRTY-NINTH SEASON. NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETEEN AND TWENTY

EiEhteeimtlii Programme

FRIDAY AFTERNOON. MARCH 12. at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING. MARCH 13. at 8 o'clock

Mendelssohn Selections from the Incidental Music to Shakespeare's

"A Midsummer Night's Dream "

(a) Overture.

(b) Nocturne.
(c) Scherzo.

Loefller

Glazounoflf

"A Pagan Poem " (after Virgil), for Orchestra, Pianoforte,

English Horn, and three Trumpets Obbligati, Op. 14

Piano: Mr. Heinrich Gebhard

English Horn: Mr. Louis Speyer

Symphony No. 6 in C minor. Op. 58

I. Adagio; Allegro appassionato.
II. Andante con variazoni.

III. Intermezzo: Allegretto; Piu mosso.
IV. Andante maestoso.

STEINWAY PIANO USED

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after Loeffler's "A Pagan Poem"

The ladies oj the audience are earnestly requested not to put on hats before
the end oj a number.
The doors oj the hall will be closed during the perjormance of each number
on the programme. Those who wish to leave bejore the end of the concert
are requested to do so in an interval between the numbers.

City of Boston, Revised Regulation of August 5, 1 898,— Chapter 3, relating to the covering of

the head in places of public amusement

Every licensee shall not, in his place of amusement, allow any person to wear upon the head a covering which obstructs

the view of the exhibition or performance in such place of any person seated in any seat therein provided for spectators,

it being understood that a low head covering without projection, which does not obstruct such view, may be worn.
Attest: J. M. GALVIN. City Clerk.
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Selections—Overture^ Notturno, Sciieuzo—from the Music to

"A Midsummer Night-'s DreaMj" Oi'. 61.

Felix Mendelssoiin-Bartholdy

(Born at Haml)urg, February ?>, 1809; died at Leipsic, November 4, 1847.)

Translations by Schlegel and Tieck of Shakespeare's plays were

read by Mendelssohn and his sister Fanny in 182G. The overture,

^'A Midsummer Night's Dream," was written that year, the year of

the String Quintet in A (Op. 18), the Sonata in E (Op. 6), and

some minor pieces. It was written in July and August, and com-

pleted on the 6th of the latter month.

Klingenuann says that part of the score was written "in the

summer, in the open air, in the Mendelssohns' garden at Berlin,

for I was present." This garden belonged to a house in the Leip-

ziger Strasse (No. 3). It was near the Potsdam gate, and when
Abraham Mendelssohn, the father, bought it, his friends complained

that he was moving out of the world. There was an estate of

about ten acres. In the house was a room for theatrical perform-

ances; the centre of the garden-house formed a hall which held

several hundred, and it was here that Sunday music was performed.

In the time of Frederick the Great this garden was part of the

Thiergarten. In the summer-houses were writing materials, and

MUSICAL FANCIES
A PROGRESSIVE COLLECTION OF

PIANOFORTE PIECES
BY

AMERICAN COMPOSERS
FIRST SERIES SECOND SERIES THIRD SERIES

Price 75 Cents Each Volume
(Schmidfs Educational Series No. 222 a-b-c

)

Favorite Selections from the works of

BARBOUR, BRANSCOMBE, COURTNEY, DENNEE, FOOTE,
FRIML, GRANT-SCHAEFER, HAMER, LYNES, MAXIM, ORTH,
PALDI, RISHER, ROGERS. STRONG, WILLIAMS, and others.

LIST OF CONTENTS SENT ON REQUEST

THE ARTHUR P SCHMIDT CO.

BOSTON, 120 Boylston St. NEW YORK, 8 West 40th St.



Felix edited a newspaper, called in summer The Garden Times,

and in the winter The Snoio and Tea Times.

Mendelssohn told Hiller that he had worked long and eagerly

on the overture : ''How in his spare time between the lectures at
*

the Berlin University he had gone on extemporizing at it on the

pianoforte of a beautiful woman who lived close by; 'for a whole

year, I hardly did anything else,' he said ; and certainly he had not

wasted his time."

It is said that Mendelssohn made two drafts of the overture, and

discarded the first after he completed the first half. The earlier

draft began with the four chords and the fairy figure; then fol-

lowed a regular overture, in which use was made of a theme typical

of the loves of Lysander and Hermia and of kin to the "love

melody" of the present version.

The overture was first written as a pianoforte duet, and it was

first played to Moscheles in that form by the composer and his

sister, November 19, 1826. It was performed afterwards by an

orchestra in the garden-house. The first public performance was

at Stettin in February, 1827, from manuscript, when Karl Lowe
conducted. The critic was not hurried in those days, for an ac-

count of the concert appeared in the Harmonicon for December of
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that year. The critic had had time to think the matter over, and

his conclusion was that the overture was of little importance.

The overture was performed in England for the first time on

June 24 (Midsummer Day), 1829, at a concert given by Louis

Drouet * in the Argyll Kooms, when Mendelssohn played for the

first time in that country Beethoven's pianoforte concerto in E-flat

major. Mendelssohn conducted the performance of the overture.

The composer conducted it again in London, July 13, 1829, at a

concert given by Henriette Sontag for the benefit of the inundated

Silesians. The singers at this concert were Mmes. Malibran, Sontag,

Camporese, Pisaroni and Messrs. Velluti, Pellegrini, Zuchelli,

Curioni, Donzelli, De Begnis, Torri, Graziani, Bordognl. Among
the instrumental performers were the pianists, Moscheles and Men-

* Louis Drouet, distinguished flute player, was born at Amsterdam in 1792, the son
of a barber. He died at Bern in 1873. A pupil of the Paris Conservatory, "he played
there and at the Op6ra' when he was seven years old." From 1807 to 1810 he was
teacher to King Louis of Holland ; in 1811 he was flute player to Napoleon and later
to Louis XVIII. He went to London in 1815, and then travelled extensivelv as virtuoso.
In 1836 he was appointed conductor at Coburg, and in 1854 he visited the United
states. He composed over one hundred and fifty pieces for the flute, and it is said
that he wrote "Partant pour la Syrie" from Queen Hortense's dictation. William
Hazlitt heard Drouet in April, 1816, and wrote : "Mons. Drouet's performance on the
flute was masterly, as far as we could judge. The execution of his variation on 'God
save the King' astonished and delighted the connoisseurs. Those on 'Hope told a flat-
tering tale' were also exquisite. We are, however, deep versed in the sentiment of this
last air ; and we lost it in the light and fantastic movements of Mons. Drouet's execu-
tion. He belongs, we apprehend, to that class of musicians, whose ears are at their
fingers' end ; but he is perhaps at the head. We profess, however, to be very ignorant
in these matters, and speak under correction" (The Examiner: article "The Oratorios,"
April 14, 1816).

The picture, while lacking the charming colorings of thefurrii-

ture and fabrics, gives a fair idea of the interesting vista as one

steps off the elevator into Paine's new rooms on the third floor

PAINE FURNITURE COMPANY OF BOSTON
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delssohn, the flutist Drouet, Puzzi, horn player, Bohrer, and Lind-

ley, violoncellist.

Sir George Smart, who returned from the concert of June 24,

with Mendelssohn, left the score of the overture in a hackney coach.

So the story is told ; but is it not possible that the blameless Men-

delssohn left it? The score was never found and Mendelssohn

rewrote it. The overture was played in England for the first time

in connection with Shakespeare's comedy at London, in 1840, when
Mme. Vestris appeared in the performance at Covent Garden.

The orchestral parts were published in 1832; the score in April,

1835.

The overture dedicated to his Koyal Majesty the Crown Prince of

Prussia is scored for two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two bas-

soons, two horns, two trumpets, ophicleide, kettledrums, and the
usual strings.

The original title was Concert Overture: "Midsummer Mght's
Bream," and the original opus number was 21.

The overture opens Allegro di molto, E major, 2-2, with four
prolonged chords in the wood-wind. On the last of these follows
immediately a pianissimo chord of E minor in violins and violas.

This is followed by the "fairy music" in E minor, given out and
developed by divided violins with some pizzicati in the violas. A
subsidiary theme is given out fortissimo by full orchestra. The
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melodious second theme, in B major, begun by the wood-wind, is

then continued by the strings and fuller and fuller orchestra. Sev-

eral picturesque features are then introduced : the Bergomask *

dance from the fifth act of the play; a curious imitation of the

bray of an ass in allusion to Bottom, who is, according to Maginn's
paradox, "the blockhead, tJie lucky man on whom Fortune showers
her favors beyond me{;isure" ; and the quickly descending scale-

passage for violoncellos, which was suggested to the composer by
the buzzing of a big fly in the Schoenhauser G^arten. The free

fantasia is wholly' on the first theme. The third part of the over-

ture is regular, and there is a short coda. The overture ends with
the four sustained chords with which it opened.

The overture was played in Boston for the first time at a con-

cert of the Boston Academy of Music, February 21, 1846. When
the Germania Musical Society first visited Boston, and gave twenty-
nine concerts in the Melodeon in six weeks,—the first concert was
on April 14,—the overture was played thirty-nine times. This
orchestra was made up of only twenty-three players, and there

* Bergomask, or, properly, Bergamask Dance : A rustic dance of great antiquity,
framed in imitation of the people of Bergamo, ridiculed as clownish in their manners
and dialect. The buffoons throughout Italy delighted in imitating the jargon of these
peasants, subject to the Venetians, and the custom of imitating their dancing spread
from Italy to England. (Piatti, a native of Bergamo, took a peculiar pleasure in ar-
ranging Mendelssohn's dance for violoncello and pianoforte.) But see Verlaine's
lines :—

-

Votre ame est un paysage choisi
Que vont charmant masques et bergamasques
Jouant du luth et dansant et quasi
Tristes sous leurs dgguisements fantasques.

'Present

New Models

and Sketches

RIDING HABITS

STREET COSTUMES

SPORT ATTIRE

BRITISH CLOTHS

256 BOYLSTON ST.

BOSTON
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was one violoncellist. Thomas Ryan in his memoirs tells an en-

tertaining story about his attempt to introduce the overture in

Boston.

In 1843 King Frederick William the Fourth of Prussia wished
Mendelssohn to compose music for the plays, "Antigone," "A Mid-
summer Mght's Dream," "Athalie," which should be produced in

September. During March and April of that year Mendelssohn,
who had written the overture in 1826, composed the additional
music for Shakespeare's play. Tieck had divided the play into

three acts, and had said nothing to the composer about the change.
Mendelssohn had composed with reference to the original division.

The first performance was in the Royal Theatre in the New Palace,
Potsdam, October 14, 1843, on the eve of the festival of the king's

birthday. Mendelssohn conducted. The play was performed at
the Royal Theatre, Berlin, on October 18, 1843, and the two follow-

ing nights under Mendelssohn's direction. At the first performance
the cast was as follows : Theseus, Rott ; Lysander, Devrient ; Deme-
trius, Grau ; Squenz, Schneider; Schnock, Rtithling; Zettel (Bot-

tom), Geru; Flaut, Krtiger; Schnauz, Weiss; Schlucker, Wiehl;
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Hippolita. 3[me. Werner; Hermia, Miss Stich; Helena, Miss Sehulz;

Oberou, Miss Aug. von Hagn; Titania, Marie Freitag; Puck, Miss
Cliarl. von Hagn. The play puzzled: highly respectable persons

declared it to be vulgar, but the music pleased.

The first performance in concert was in the Hanover Square
Booms, London, May 27, 1844, at the fifth concert of the Philhar-

monic Society. Mendelssohn led from manuscript. The solo so-

pranos were Miss Rainforth and Miss A. Williams, The first con-

cert performance with spoken text was at Miinster, May 24, 1851,

at a concert of the Cecilia Society led by Karl Mliller.

The score was published in June, 1848; the orchestral parts in

August of that year. The first edition for pianoforte was published
in September, 1844.

Mendelssohn's music to the play consists of thirteen numbers: I.

Overture; II. Scherzo, Entr'acte after Act I.; III. Fairy March in

Act II.; IV. '^You spotted snakes," for two sopranos and chorus,

in Act II. ; V. Melodrama in Act II. ; VT. Intermezzo, Entr'acte
after Act II.; VII. Melodrama in Act III.; VIII. Notturno, En-
tr'acte after Act III. ; IX. Andante in Act IV. ; X. Wedding March
after the close of Act IV.; XI, Allegro Commodo and Marcia
Funebre in Act V. ; XII. Bergomask Dance in Act V. ; XIII. Finale
to Act V. Many of the themes in these numbers were taken from
the overture.

NOTTURNO.

This is an entr'acte between Acts III. and IV. Andante tran-
quillo, E major, 3-4. It is a commentary on the sleep of the pairs

SOLOV-HlNDS Co.
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of lovers in the wood at the close of the third act. A melodious

part song is sung by horns and bassoons with melody In the first

horn ; a middle voice is now and then doubled by a clarinet. There
is a simple bass of violoncellos and double-basses. There is a more
agitated middle part, developed by the strings and wind. The first

melody returns as before, but now there are eighth-note triplets in

the strings and even eighth notes in the higher wood-wind. There
is a short coda. The nocturne is scored for two flutes, two oboes,

two clarinets, two bassoons, two horns, and the usual strings.

Scherzo.

The scherzo (entr'acte between Acts I. and II.) is an Allegro
vivace in G minor, 3-8. "Presumably Mendelssohn intended it as a
purely musical reflection of the scene in Quince's house—the first

meeting to discuss the play to be given by the workmen at the

wedding—with which the first act ends. Indeed there is a passing
allusion to Nick Bottom's bray in it. But the general character
of the music is light and fairy-like, with nothing of the grotesque
about it." The scherzo presents an elaborate development of two
themes that are not sharply contrasted. The first theme has a
subsidiary. The scherzo is scored for two flutes, two oboes, two

Notes

^ Among recent interesting acquisitions we can mention the

superb Pickering edition (original parts) of Henry Shaw's

Medieval Costumes and Designs, in colour.

^ A few hundred copies of Catalogue 'Number Three remain for

free distribution in person or via mail.
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clarinets, two bassoons, two horns, two trumpets, kettledrums, and
strings. The score of the whole work is dedicated to Heinrich Con-

rad Schleinitz.*

« »

The Germania Musical Society announced in Boston a perform-
ance on March 6, 1852, of the "entire music" of Mendelssohni to

Shakespeare's play, with Mrs. F, Kimberly, reader; but the vocal

music was not sung on this occasion in spite of the announcement.
"A Midsummer Night's Dream" was performed at the Boston

Theatre for a fortnight or more beginning April 14, 1856, The
playbill of April 14th said that the performance was the first. At
this theatre, or in Boston? The cast was as follows: Theseus,
H. F. Daly ; Lysander, Mr. Belton ; Demetrius, Mr. Stoddart ; Egeus,
Mr. Cowell ; Philostrate, Mr. Davenport; Hippolyta, Mrs. Belton;
Helena, Mrs. Hudson-Kirby ; Bottom, John Grilbert; Flute, John
Wood

;
Quince, W. H, Curtis ; Snug, S. D. Johnson ; Snout, T. E.

Morris; Starveling, Mr. Holmes; Oberon, Mrs. Barrow; Titania,

Emma Taylor; Puck, Mrs. John Wood; A Fairy, Clara Biddies.
The music was by Mendelssohn, Horn, T. Cooke, and T. Comer.
Mr. Comer conducted the orchestra. The playbill called attention
to the "great moving Double Panorama" in the course of the
performance. The playbills of the immediately following nights

* Schleinitz (1802-81) was a counsellor of justice (in England king's counsel) and
one of the board of directors of the Gewandhaus at Leipsic. After Mendelssohn's death
he was director of the Leipsic Conservatory. Moscheles says in his diary that Schleinitz
had "a lovely tenor voice."
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stated that "crowded and fashionable audiences" had approved the
performances. "Enthusiastic Applause. Repeated Cheers." At the

twenty-ninth performance, "Shylock," a burlesque, was played as
an after-piece, with John Wood as Shylock and Mrs. Wood as
Portia. At the thirtieth, the after-piece was W. Brough's farce
"Trying it On." There was a revival of Shakespeare's play in

September of that year, with these changes in the cast: Theseus,
Mr. Donaldson; Hermia, Lizzie Emmons (her first appearance);
A Fairj^, Ida Vernon (her first appearance).
The music was played and sung in Music Hall, Boston, March

21, 1857, with Mrs. Harwood and Miss Marie Fries (a sister of

Wulf Fries, afterwards Mrs. Bishop) as the solo singers. Fanny
Kemble read the text. Carl Zerrahn conducted. There were "full

orchestral and choral adjuncts." "The entertainment was for the
benefit of the Mercantile Library Association, which realized over
|1,500 from the venture, the reader generously waiving payment for

her services."

There was a performance in Music Hall on the tercentennial anni-
versary of Shakespeare's birthday, April 23, 1864. B. J. Lang con-

ducted.
Music by Mendelssohn was performed at Selwyn's Theatre, Bos-

ton, in November, 1869, when the comedy was given with a strong
cast, which included F. Robinson, Theseus; C. R. Thorne, Jr., Ly-
sander ; Mary Wells, Hippolyta ; Virginia Buchanan, Helena ; Mary
Cary, Titania; Blanche Davenport, First Fairy; Stuart Robson,
Bottom ; W. J. Lemoyne, Flute ; Kitty Blanchard, Puck.
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There was a performance of the overture and incidental music
in Boston at a concert of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, led by
Mr. Paur, April 14, 1894. George Riddle read the text ; Mrs. Marie
Barnard Smith and Miss Harriet S. Whittier were the solo singers

;

the chorus was made up of members of the Cecilia.

There have been other performances in Boston, It may be added
that the Scherzo, Notturno, Fairies' March, Lullaby, Finale, and
Wedding March were "done into dance" by Miss Isadora Duncan,
in the conservatorv of a private house at Newport, R.I., Septem-
ber 28, 1898.

Victor Herbert, in his arrangement of the music for Nat Good-
win's revival of "Midsummer Night's Dream" (1903), added to

Mendelssohn's score transcriptions of certain "Songs without
Words" and numbers based on phrases from the unfinished opera
"Loreley" and from chamber music. He was not the first. When
Shakespeare's comedy was revived by Beerbohm Tree (London,
January 10, 1900), an orchestral arrangement of Mendelssohn's
"Song without Words" in C, No. 34, was added to the original score,

and Miss Nielson sang "I Know a Bank" to the melody of Men-
delssohn's "Auf Fltigeln des Gesanges."
The comedy with Mendelssohn's music was performed by Ben

Greet's Players, assisted by members of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, led by Gustav Strube, in Symphony Hall, October 23,

1909.
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A Pagan Poem (after Virgil), Op. 14,. composed for Orchestra,
Pianoforte, English Horn, and the Three Trumpets Obbli-
GATi Charles Martin Loeffler

(Born at Miihlhausen-i.-R. (Alsace), January 30, 1861; now living at
Medfield, Mass.)

This poem, now dedicated to the memory of Gustave Schirmer,

was written originally in 1901 for performance as chamber music

and for these instruments,—pianoforte, two flutes, oboe, clarinet,

English horn, two horns, three trumpets behind the scenes, viola,

and double-bass. It was afterwards arranged for two pianos and
three trumpets, and performed at the house of Mrs. John L. Gard-

ner in Boston, April 13, 1903, With Messrs. Proctor and Gebhard
as pianists.

In 1905 and 1906 the work was remoulded and treated much more
symphonically, A transcription for two pianofortes and three

trumpets was made by the composer. This transcription was played

at the house of Mr. Charles S. Bird, East Walpole, Mass., October

29, 1907, when Messrs. Gebhard and Fox were the pianists.

The first performance of the present orchestral version was at

a concert of the Boston Symphony Orchestra in Boston, November
23, 1907, when Mr. Gebhard was the pianist. There was another

performance by the Boston Symphony Orchestra in Boston on March



14, 1908, Mr. Gebhard pianist. The third was on March 8, 1913:

Mr. Gebhard, pianist; Mr. Longy, English horn; Messrs. Kloepfel,

Mann, and Merrill, trumpets.

The poem is scored for three flutes (one interchangeable with

piccolo), two oboes, English horn, two clarinets, bass clarinet, two

bassoons, four horns, four trumpets, three trombones, bass tuba, a

set of three kettledrums, antique cymbals,* tam-tam, harp, piano-

forte, strings.

* *

This tone poem was suggested to Mr. Loeffler by certain verses in

the eighth Eclogue of Virgil, which is sometimes known as "Phar-

maceutria" (the Sorceress). The Eclogue, dedicated to PoUio, was

* Small cymbals, as well as the large cymbals, were used habitually in the bands
of the janizaries from the time of organization in the seventeenth century. The ancient
ones found at Pompeii were of bronze, connected by a bronze chain of twenty-four rings.
Mahillon says that the sound is pitched approximately to the first E above the treble
staff. [F. A. Lampe thought it worth while to write a book of 429 pages, "De Cym-
balis Veterum" (1703).] Berlioz speaks of them in his Treatise on Instrumentation:
"I have seen some in the Pompeian Museum at Naples, which were no larger than a
dollar. The sound of these is so high and so weak that it could hardly be distinguished
without a complete silence of the other instruments. These cymbals served in ancient
times to mark the rhythm of certain dances, as our modern castanets, doubtless. In
the fairy-like scherzo of my 'Romeo and Juliet' symphony, I have employed two pairs of
the dimension of the largest of the Pompeian cymbals ; that is to say, rather less than
the size of the hand, and tuned a fifth one with the other." (They were tuned to B-flat
and F above the treble staff.) "To make them vibrate well, the player should, instead
of striking the cymbals full one against the other, strike them merely by one of their
edges. They should be of at least three lines and a half in thickness." Chausson in-

troduced antique cymbals in his symphonic poem "Viviane" ; Debussy, in his "Afternoon
of a Faun," etc.

Complete
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written probably in 39 b.c. It consists of two love songs, that of

Damon and that of Alpheslboeus. Each song has ten parts, and

these parts are divided by a recurring burden or refrain. Alphe-

sibceus tells of the love incantation of a Thessalian girl, who by

the aid of magical spells endeavors to bring back to her cottage her

truant lover, Daphnis.

The lines of Virgil that appealed particularly to Mr. Loeffler are

these * :

—

"Fetch water forth, and twine the altars here with the soft fillet, and burn

resinous twigs and make frankincense, that I may try by magic rites to turn

my lover's sense from sanity ; nothing is wanting now but the songs.

"Draw from the city, my songs, draw Daphnis home.
"Songs have might, even, to draw down the moon from heaven : with songs

Circe transformed the crew of Ulysses; by singing the cold snake is burst

asunder in the meadows.
"Draw from the city, my songs, draw Daphnis home.
"Threefold first I twine about thee these diverse triple-hued threads, and

thrice round these altars I draw thine image: an odd number is the gods'

delight.

"Draw from the city, my songs, draw Daphnis home.
"Tie the threefold colors in three knots, Amaryllis, but tie them ; and say,

'I tie Venus' bands.'

"Draw from the city, my songs, draw Daphnis home.
"As this clay stiffens and as this wax softens in one and the selfsame fire,

so let Daphnis do for love of me. Sprinkle barley meal and kindle the brittle

bay twigs with bitumen. Cruel Daphnis burns me; I burn this bay at

Daphnis.

Translation into English prose by F. W. Mackall (London, 1889).

if. 1. #*Connor Co.
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"Draw from the city, my songs, draw Daphnis home.
"These herbs and these poisons, gathered in Pontus, Moeris himself gave

me; in Pontus they grow_thickest. By their might I have often seen Moeris
become a wolf and plunge" into the forest, often seen him call up souls from
their deep graves and transplant the harvests to»where they were not sown.
"Draw from the city, my songs, draw Daphnis home.
"Fetch ashes, Amaryllis, out of doors, and fling them across thy head into

the running brook; and look not back. With these I will assail Daphnis;
nothing cares he for gods, nothing for songs.

"Draw from the city, my songs, draw Daphnis home.
"See! the embers on the altar have caught with a flickering flame, them-

selves, of their own accord, while I delay to fetch them. Be it for good!
Something there is for sure; and Hylax barks in the doorway. May we
believe? or do lovers fashion dreams of their own?

"Forbear : from the city—forbear now, my songs—Daphnis comes."

Notes to the Eclogxte

"Fetch water forth . . . burn resinous twigs and make frankincense." The
word "verbenae" means literally boughs or branches of laurel, olive, or myrtle.

They were borne by the priests or other persons attending sacrifices. They
were also used in medicine as a cooling remedy. The lexicographers give the

noun only in the plural, hut the singular occurs in Virgil (Aen. XII., 120;.

"Carmina" is here translated "songs." The true translation is "charms"

—

or "incantations." See Jater "A Note on Waxen Images."

"To draw down the moon from heaven." The moon and stars were thought
to be at the bidding of the sorceress. There are many references to this in

the Greek and Roman authors. See also Bayle's article "Ruggeri" in his

"Critical Dictionary."
"Tie the threefold knot." "While the sorceress utters these words, she is

supposed to throw a true-lover's knot, by three threads of different colors,

over the image of Daphnis, which she then carries round the altar. The Num-
ber three was a sacred and a perfect one, as we see by many of the arrange-
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ments of husbandmen, priests, soldiers (in measuring the breadth of a fosse),

medical men, etc., etc."—Dr. A. H. Bryce's "Works of Virgil."

"As this clay stiffens." "The sorceress is supposed by some to have iwo
Images on which she is operating ; or by others, one, part of which is of clay,

and the other of wax. An image of this latter kind would better represent an ,

individual and a state : the hardening clay signifying the growing dislike of } 1
Daphnis to all other women, and the softening wax, his returning and in-

creasing love for his former flame. Perhaps there were no images at all, but
merely pieces of wax and clay. From other writers, however, we know that

effigies were used in such rites."—Bryce idem.
"Barley meal and corn." This refers to the ground corn and salt which

were thrown over the head of the victim before sacrifice.

"Brittle bay twigs." More literally "crackling bay twigs" ; loud crackling

was a good omen.
Moeris, supposed to have been a skilful sorcerer, is not mentioned by other

Latin authors. The famous sorceress Medea was a native of Colchis. Poutus
was properly a division of Asia Minor distinct from Colchis, but it here
includes it.

"Forbear" : that is, may the charms cease to operate, so that her lover

—

Hylax, the dog, is barking at his master's return—may not be injured.

Mr. Loeffler does not Intend to present in this music a literal

translation of Virgil's verse into tones. The poem is a fantasy,

inspired by the verses. The chief themes, with the possible excep-

tion of one, are not typical: they are only of musical significance.

The refrain—'^'Ducite ab urbe domum, mea carmlna, ducite Daph-
nim"—is used sparingly, and is given to three trumpets behind
the scenes, until Daphnis nears the door of the sorceress, when the

chool
CARL FAELTEN. Director
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final refrain, "Parcite, ab urbe venit, jam parcite, carmina, Daph-
nis," is suggested by the fanfare of three trumpets on the stage.

The poem opens, Adagio, 2-2, with a short motive, which, with
an inversion of it, is much used throughout the work. The first

chief theme is announced dolce, rnf, by viola solo and three flutes.

It may be called the theme of invocation. The latter half of it may
be divided into two motives, the first a phrase descending in whole
tones, the second a rising and falling wail. These two motives are
used separately and frequently in all sorts of ways. After the
exposition of this theme the pianoforte enters fortissimo with a
harmonized inversion of the introductory motive; a crescendo fol-

lows with use of the foregoing thematic material, and a glissando
for the pianoforte leads to an Allegro, in which now familiar the-

matic material is used until the second theme appears (first violins,

harp, pianoforte) . This theme is developed. A pianoforte cadenza
built on thematic material leads to a Lento assai, 6-4, with a
dolorous theme (No. 3) for the English horn. The trumpets behind
the scenes give out the burden of the sorceress. The piu vivo sec-

tion may suggest to some a chase of wolves ("I have often seen
Moeris become a wolf and plunge into the forest"). Tranquillo: a

T
Established in J842
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We dress our own sables and can give excellent values in both

Russian and Hudson Bay. Coats, Coatees, etc., in all furs.

We specialize in tailor-made fur garments.
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Next to Arlington Street Church
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fourth theme, 4-4, is given to the pianoforte. Calando: the refrain

is heard again from behind the scenes. Moderato : the second chief

theme, 6-4, now appears, and it is used extensively. Largamente:
the trumpets, now on the stage, announce the coming of Daphnis,
and there is the suggestion of the barking Hylax. The ending
is one fanfare of frantic exultation.

»
« «

For the Eighth Eclogue, Virgil helped himself freely from the

second Idyll of Theocritus, "The Sorceress" in which Simaetha, a

Syracuse maiden of middle rank, weaves spells to regain the love

of Delphis. She performs her rites at night in full moonlight. She
asks her maid Thestylis where are the bay leaves and the charms;
she orders her to crown the caldron with fiery wool. She sings

her soft low song to the moon and to Hecate, the dweller in the
shades, at whose approach even the dogs quake.

Turn, magic wheel, draw homeward him I love.

First we ignite the grain. Nay, pile it on

;

Where are thy wits flown, timorous Thestylis?
Shall I be flouted, I, by such as thou?
Pile, and still say, "This pile is of his bones."

Turn, magic wheel, draw homeward him I love.

Delphis racks me: I burn him in these bays.
As, flame-enkindled, they lift up their voice,

Blaze once, and not a trace is left behind

:

So waste his flesh to powder in yon fire

!
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Turn, magic wheel, draw homeward him I love.

E'en as I melt, not uninispired, the wax,
May Mindian Delphis melt this hour with love:

And, swiftly as this brazen wheel whirls round,

May Aphrodite whirl him to my door.

Turn, magic wheel, draw homeward him I love.

Next burn the husks. Hell's adamantine floor

And aught that else stands firm can Artemis move.
Thestylis, the hounds bay up and down the town

:

The goddess stands i' the crossroads : sound the gongs.

Turn, magic wheel, draw homeward him I love.

He lost this tassel from his robe ; which I

Shred thus, and cast it on the raging flames.

Ah, baleful love! Why, like the Marsh-born leech,

Cling to my flesh, and drain my dark veins dry?

Turn, magic wheel, draw homeward him I love.

From a crushed eft to-morrow he shall drink
Death ! But now, Thestylis, take these herbs and smear
That threshold o'er, whereto at heart I cling

Still, still,—albeit he thinks scorn of me,

—

And spilt, and say, " 'Tis Delphis' bones I smear."
Turn, magic wheel, draw homeward him I love.*

* Translation by Charles Stuart Calverley (1834r-84).
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In neither the Eclogue of Virgil or the Idyl of Theocritus is the

wax said to have been fashioned in the likeness of the faithless

lover.

In a satire of Horace (I., 8) Priapus, set up by Maecenas in his

newly made gardens, is Introduced as contrasting the former
state of the site with the present. He complains of the trouble he

has in keeping the ground clear of witches, who having formerly

carried on their practices among the tombs of the dead still haunt
the place. He saw Canidia and Sagana at work. "There was an
image of wool there with another of wax; the larger was that of

wool ; it was to punish the smaller form ; for the waxen one seemed,

as in suppliant guise, just about to perish, as by a slave's death."

What is the meaning of the woollen image about to punish the

wax one? (In the ItSh Epode of Horace, Canidia boasts that

she can give motion to images of wax.) Joseph Currie in his notes

on the satire says : "There were two images, a larger one of wool
to represent Canidia, and a smaller one of wax as a substitute

for her intended victim, who in the fifth Epode is called Varus.

The latter was made to stand before the former, in a suppliant

attitude, as about to receive condign punishment. The wool was
probably intended to signify invulnerability or protection, and the

wax, the possibility of being pierced with needles, or made to melt

in the magic flames, according to the pleasure of the sorceress."

And Ovid represents Hypsipyle in her letter to Jason complain-
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ing of Medea's enchantments : how she could bring down the moon,
still the waves ; "her infernal power extends over the absent : she
pricks waxen images and thus tortures the liver by Imperceptible
stings."

Voltaire once said: "It is a singular fact that vampires are
found only in Hungary." For years the old world believed that
Thessaly* was the favorite dwelling-place of witches. What ad-

ventures did not Lucius Apuleius have in that far-off land, that

country where the sun was at will restrained by the knowing from
his natural race, where the moon was compelled for some fell pur-

pose to purge her skim upon herbs, and trees! There dwelt the

old women, greatly feared, who entered a stranger's room in the

dark night, cut into his body, thrust in hands, and, plucking out
the heart, replaced it with a sponge, so that the wound would open
when the wretch drew nigh a river to drink, the sponge would
fall into the water, the body would forever after be without life.

Possibly in Libya, near the border of Ethiopia, there were more
mysterious sorceries than those worked by the witches of Thessaly.

The brother of Ophelion, who was killed by an embalmer jealous

of her sister's love for the guest of a night, believed that Libya
was the land to be more dreaded. As he tells his story through

* This belief was widely spread. Melitta, for example, in Lucian's fourth "Dia-
logues of Courtesans" asks Bacchis, her friend, to search out some old woman, "one
of those Thessalians who perform incantations and know how to make even the most
detested woman amiable," so that Charinos would return to her and hate Melitta's rival
Simech&. But Bacchis tells her of a sorceress greatly in fashion, a Syrian. The ac-
count of her incantation is very curious. The wax image did not enter into it.
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the mouth of Marcel Schwob: "It is indeed terrible to think that
the incantations of women can make the moon descend into the
box of a looking-glass; or plunge when it is full into a bucket of

silver, with dripping stars; or fry as a yellow jellyfish in a stove,

while the Thessalian night is black and men who change their skin
are free to roam. All this is terrible; but I should fear less these
things than to meet again in the blood-hued desert the embalming
women of Libya."
"As this wax softens, ... so let Daphnis do for love of me."

Was this spell ever worked in New England, which was once a land
of witchcraft, where strange superstitions still survive in remote
villages on sullen hills or by the conniving sea ? Yes, but by Italians
within the last twenty years.

This spell is a very old one, and many have been thought to die
of it. J. G. Frazer discusses it in "The Magic Art," Part I., Vol.
I., of "The Golden Bough" (Bd ed., London, 1911, pp. 77, 78), under
the heading "Homcepathic or Imitative Magic." The potency of
the spell was believed by the ancient Greeks and Komans; the spell
came down through the centuries; it is still worked in English
provinces. Father Charlevoix found North American Indians ("les
Illinois") who made "petits marmousets" in the image of those
whose lives they wished to shorten, images that they pierced to
the heart. The ancient Hindoos to secure a woman's affection shot
an arrow into the heart of a clay image: the bowstring was neces-
sarily of hemp, the shaft of the arrow was of black ala wood, the
plume an owl's feather, the barb a thorn. The wound of love may

241-243 HUNTINGTON AV
NEAR MASSACMUSEITTS AVE

B05TOM,A^A55. "V-^t.
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also be healed by an image. Heine in "The Pilgrimage to Kevlaar"
tells how sick persons offer waxen models of diseased members to

the Virgin Mary at Kevlaar ; and in the poem, a lover, wasting away
by reason of the death of his sweetheart, offers a wax heart to the

Holy Virgin, praying that she would heal his ache. "Such customs,"

says Frazer, "still commonly observed in some parts of Catholic

Europe, are interesting because they shew how in later times magic
comes to be incorporated with religion. The moulding of wax
images of ailing members is in its origin purely magical : the prayer
to the Virgin or to a saint is purely religious : the combination of

the two is a crude, if pathetic, attempt to turn both magic and
religion to account for the benefit of the sufferer." *

The French name the spell "envoutement," and the wax image
itself of the man or woman who was to be brought back to lonely

arms or killed by a wasting disease is called "vols" or "voust." An
image resembling the victim was fashioned. Sometimes hair or a
shred of clothing of the human being ornamented the doll. If the

p. H.
* See later the note about Jules Combarieu's treatise "La Musique et la Magie."-
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figure were pierced in any place, the man or woman suffered in the

same region. If the doll were melted, there was mysterious wasting
away.
Read the sane and pious Jeremy Collier's account of Duffus, the

seventy-eighth king of Scotland. There was a plot against Duffus
in the tenth century as a contemner of the nobility. "A club of

witches at Forresse in Murray, did, by wasting his image in wax,
so waste and torment him with continual pain and sweating, that

he pin'd daily, and no remedy could be found till the witchcraft
was discovered, the image broke and the witches punished."

It was believed that Protestant sorcerers, wishing to bring about
the death of Charles IX. of France, who after Saint Bartholomew's
Day saw bloody crows and other horrid visions, killed him by means
of wax dolls made in his image.
Cosmo Euggieri, the Florentine astrologer who figured at the

court of France with Catharine de Medicis as his patroness, was
involved in the prosecution of la Mole and Coconas, accused, among
other crimes, of employing sorcery in order to kill King Charles
IX. "He persuaded la Mole and several others that he could make
waxen images, some of which would inspire women with love;

and others make any person they pleased die in a lingering condi-

tion." See the long and singular note of Pierre Bayle to the sen-

tence, "Many reflections might be made on his applying himself
to astrology and magic, though he did not believe either God or
Devil; for it is a general opinion among Christians that if there
are Devils, there is a God; and that those who do not believe the

AN INTROPUCTLOM tCAPS TO CUERLASTKNG Ff?iENDSHlP

Chocolates
(TWO grades)
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existence of a God, do not believe there are Devils," in the article

"Ruggieri," in Bayle's Dictionary. "He himself," says Bayle,

"knew the vanity of his promises, and that his pricking the images

with a needle were of no effect. It is not so certain that he was
sensible of the vanity of astrology ; a person of genius and learning

is perfectly sensible that a piece of wax worked up into the shape

of a man or woman and pricked in the heart is not capable of pro-

ducing in a person at a distance, either a desire of marrying such

a person, or any other kind of passion. He knows evidently that

a piece of wax representing Henry TV., and which is put near the

fire in Nantes, or is pricked in different parts in the same city has

not the power of infecting that monarch with a slow and mortal

fever in Paris. And therefore every man of genius, sense, and learn-

ing, who is persuaded that these waxen images have the virtue in

question, knows most certainly that their effects are produced by
an invisible spirit, which acts immediately and physically on certain

persons, whilst those images are in certain circumstances. Since
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therefore Kuggieri did not acknowledge any such spirit, he plainly
knew that those images had no virtue of any kind. But it does not
appear as evidently, that celestial bodies are incapable of producing
a numberless multitude of effects on earth. It is known that
persons who were looked upon as atheists, have been firmly per-

suaded of the efficacy of the influence of the stars, even with regard
to the free actions of men, and what we call fortune, or contin-

gent events. We therefore are not certain that Ruggieri knew the
vanity of judicial astrology. I believe, however, that it would not
be very rash to assert, considering the turn of Ruggieri's mind, that
he only calculated nativities after the manner of cheats, without
giving any credit to them, and only to get money."* The rest of the
footnote contains still more entertaining reading.

In like manner the Duchess of Gloucester, Roger Bolingbroke,
* I quote from the edition of Bayle's Dictionary translated into English and edited

by Bernard, Birch, Lockman, and other hands (London, 1739).—P. H.
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and Margerey Jourdain were accused of putting a wax image of

Henry IV. over a slow fire, and for this the duchess was imprisoned,
the conjuror Bolingbroke hanged, and the witch Jourdain, or, as
some call her, Gardemain, was burned alive.

Then there was Enguerrand de Marigny of a noble Norman
family, Prime Minister under Philippe-le-Bel and Minister under
Louis X. His wife, Alix de Mons, and his sister, the Dame de
Cantelen, were accused of having employed magical means to slay

Louis, known as Huntin, Charles de Valois, and other barons, to

effect the escape of Marigny, who had been thrown into prison.

The women were charged with seeking the aid of Jacques Dulot, a
notorious sorcerer, who, jailed in consequence, killed himself in his

cell. Marigny's wife and sister swore that De Marigny had hired
Dulot to mould wax images of the king, then to run pins through
them while magical incantations were recited. The images were
shown to the king, and De Marigny in 1315 was hanged from a
gibbet which he himself, as Minister, had erected at Montfaucon.
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Euggieri with his waxen images figures in French history and
romantic novels. There are two striking instances of the use of
this superstition in modern literature. One is Dante Gabriel
Kossetti's poem, "Sister Helen," which begins:

—

"Why did you melt your waxen man,
Sister Helen?

To-day is the third since you began."
"The time was long, yet the time ran,

Little Brother."
(O Mother, Mary Mother,

Three days to-day, between Hell and Heaven.)*

• This poem was first published about 1853 in the Dusseldorf Annual. It was
written a few years before. Revised, it appeared in the volume of Rossetti's poems
published in 1870, and again in the modified reissue of that volume in 1881. William
Ernest Henley, noting that Mr. Theodore Watts had written "some eloquent and closely
reasoned pages to show that Rossetti had the genius of verbal mystery, and was
in touch with the many-sided, enormous, ever shifting issues of romance," added : "But
if he can read 'Sister Helen,' for example, without wishing that at least a third of it
had remained unwritten—or at least unprinted—then has he yet to show that he is
fully alive to the perfection, and at every point awake to the completeness of 'Kubla
Khan' and the 'Ode to a Nightingale' : that (in fine) he knows the difference between
organic art and art that is inorganic in that the life it lives is only one of phrases
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The other is the passage in Thomas Hardy's "The Return of the
Native," where Susan Nunsuch, wishing to protect her boy from the
evil influence of Eustacia Vye, moulded an image from beeswax,
put a red ribbon round the neck of the doll, and made with ink
the semblance of sandal shoes. "To counteract the malign spell
which she imagined poor Eustacia to be working, the boy's mother

and suggestions, the half of which we should have been spared" ("News and Reviews"
Vol. II). Henry Dubb Traill (1842-1900) parodied "Sister Helen" in "After Dilettante
Concetti," beginning :

—

"Why do you wear your hair like a man.
Sister Helen?

This week is the third since you began."
"I'm writing a ballad ; be still if you can.

Little Brother."
(O Mother Carey, mother!

What chickens are these between sea and heaven?)
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busied herself with a ghastly invention of superstition, calculated to
bring powerlessness, atrophy, and annihilation on any human being
against whom it was directed. It was a practice well known on
Egdon at that date and one that is not quite extinct at the present
day." And, after she had fashioned this doll, the old woman pierced
it with at least fifty pins " of the old long and yellow sort, whose
heads were made to come off at their first usage." She then held in

the tongs the image of Eustacia over a glowing turf fire, and while it

wasted slowly away repeated the Lord's Prayer backward.
Did not King James, in his "Dsemonology," state: "The devil

teaches how to make pictures of wax or clay, that by roasting therof
the persons that they bear the name of may be continually melted
or dried away by continual sickness?" Did not Bishop Jewell in

1558, preaching before the queen, speak of the increase of this

practice? "Your Grace's subjects pine away, even unto the death,
their color fadeth, their flesh rotteth, their speech is benumbed,
their senses are bereft." Was not a waxen image, with hair like

that of the unfortunate Earl of Derby, found in his chamber after

his death from an odd disease of constant retching? On the other
hand, the wife of Marshal d'Ancre was beheaded for a witch, for she
enchanted the queen to dote upon her husband; "and they say the
young king's picture was found in her closet, in virgin wax, with
one leg melted away." Let us dismiss the fascinating subject with
these lines form a sonnet of old Daniel :

—
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"The slie enchanter, when to work his will

And secret wrong on some forspoken wight,
'.; Frames waxe, in forme to represent aright
R-* The poore unwitting wretch he meanes to kill,

And priekes the image, fram'd by magick's skill.

Whereby to vex the partie day and night."

*
* *

The late Jules Combarieu nu Ms '"Musique et la Magie" (Paris,

1909), a large volume of 375 pages sustains this thesis:

—

*'The song employed in ancient and modern music is a survival of

magic : it proceeds from the primitive idea that there are benevolent

and malevolent spirits, and the one can be pleased and the others

rendered powerless by the aid of song and sacrifices. The magic
song is a command ; the religious song is a prayer ; that's the only-

difference.

''All religious music, whatever its nature, is attached to this prin-

ciple.

"An Assyrian invocation to Marduk, an Orphic hymn to Zeus, a
psalm, an offertoire or an introit of a mass in plainsong, a canti-

ciim sacrum of Gabrielli or of Palestrina, a mass of Bach or of

Beethoven, our secular symphonies, the last stage of evolution, are

all derived from primitive incantation."

The origin of the refrain, its connection with magical rites and
observances, magic lyricism among the American Indians, refrains

in Greek lyricism and in folk songs, are discussed (pages 317-328)
in this learned and fascinating treatise.
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SYMrHONY No. IN C MINOR, Op. 58 . . . ALEXANDRE GlAZOUNOPF

(Born at Petrograd, July 29, 1S65; now living in Petrograd.)

This symphony bears the date, Petrograd 1896. It was performed

for the first time ou February 20, 1897, at one of the concerts in

Petrograd of the Young Russian school, which were organized by

Belaieff, the publisher. The programme included a posthumous

Andante and Finale for pianoforte and orchestra by Tschaikowsky *

(Sergei Tan^ieff, pianist) ; overture "Oresteia," and a Mazurka for

orchestra by Felix Blumenfeld. The pieces by Glazounoff, Taneieflf

and Blumenfeld were conducted by the respective composers.

The first performance in Boston was by the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, on October 21, 1899, Mr. Gericke conductor. There was

a second performance by this orchestra on January 5, 1901. Theo-

dore Thomas brought out the sixth symphony in Chicago on No-

vember 3, 1900.

The symphony is scored for three flutes (one interchangeable

with piccolo), two oboes, three clarinets, two bassoons, four horns,

* These movements, found at Klin after Tschaikowsky's death, were arranged by
him from sketches for a symphony planned in 1892. He wrote to TangieflE from Klin
in July of that year : "Before I went abroad in May I had sketched the first move-
ment and finale of a symphony. Abroad it did not progress in the least, and now I

have no time for it." The orchestration of these fragments was by Tan6ieff.

Have you wanted to purchase in the past any of the following RECORDS?
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three trumpets, three trombones, bass tuba, kettledrums, bass druni,

cymbals, triangle, and strings. The score is dedicated to Felix

Blumenfeld.

I. There is an Introduction, Adagio, C minor, 3-4. A theme

is announced "pianissimo misterioso" by violoncellos and double-

basses, and worked in full contrapuntal imitation. Closer imita-

tions follow until there is a fortissimo climax. Syncopated

chromatic harmonies are given to brass instruments over a sustained

tremolo in the strings. Short developments lead to the main body

of the movement. Allegro passionato, C minor, 2-2. It opens with

the first theme, which is the theme of the introduction with a

different rhythm and a fuller, development. The second theme,

pill tranquillo, E-flat major, is for the violins; it is taken up later

by the wood-wind. The first theme returns In a more condensed

form. Figures from it are put against the second theme in a sono-

rous climax. (This second theme is a more melodic version of a

ANNOUNCEMENT
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sighing phrase in the Introduction.) The dramatic free fantasia

ends with a return of the syncopated harmonies for the brass in

the introduction. The third part begins piano with the second

theme in A-flat major for the wind, then is like the first part until

a stormy coda sets in, Poco piu mosso, C minor.

II. Andante con variazioni, G major, 2-4. These are seven varia-

tions on a simple theme. The theme is given out in harmony by the

strings. Some of the variations are contrapuntal; some are freely

romantic. The third is a Scherzino in E major; the fourth, a

Fugato (Andante mistico) in the Gregorian Phrygian mode, i.e.,

BUTTER AND EGGS
ALWAYS BEST QUALITY

DELIVERED ANYWHERE BY OUR OWN TRUCKS. OR EXPRESS PREPAID

W. H. LERNED & SONS
Established 1837 87 FANEUIL HALL MARKET Tel., Richmond 1431

BRO
SEVENTY YEARS' REPUTATION

An old and reliable reaedy for throat troubles caused by cold or use of the voice. Free from opiates in any
form. Sold only in boxes—never in bulk. Prices, 1 5c., 35c., 75c.. $1 .25, at druggists or by mail

BROWM'S "s^o^S??^JS? DENTIFRICE
Will keep the teeth and gums in healthy condition. Price. 30c. at druggists or by mail

JOHN I. BROWN & SON. BOSTON. MASS.

BOUND COPIES of the

SoBtxm g>i|mplnmg ®rrijrHtra*B
PROGRAMME BOOKS

Containing Mr. Philip Hale's analytical and de-
scriptive notes on all works performed during the
season ("musically speaking, the greatest art an-
nual of to-day."—W. J. Henderson. New York
Sun), may be obtained by addressing

PRICE. $3J0 SYMPHONY HALL

Mrs. Mabel Maim Jordan
Pupil of SILVESTRI. Naples. Italy

TEACHER OF
Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo and Ukulele

Foreign and American Instnmients For Sale

214 Newbury Street, Boston

Telephone. Back Bay 4613-R

IWTDR:)i!/:j|



Berkeley Building, 420 Boylston St.

MANICURE SHAMPOOER
HAIR WORK A SPECIALTY
FACIAL. SCALP and NECK

MASSAGE
ONDULATION MARCEL

Perfumery Shell Ornaments

Telephone, Back Bay 2320

to& Co,
Wholesale and Retail

STATIONERS
Engraving, Die Stamping

and Fine Printing

Blank Book Manufacturers
Modem Loose-leaf Devices

and Supplies

8 MILK STREET
Old South Building

Telephone. Main 1590

Prima Donna Soprano

Is to sing Katherine Glen's

song TWILIGHT at her re-

cital, Jordan Hall, March 20.

PUBLISHED IN TWO KEYS

2-B PARK ST.. BOSTON. MASS.

Telephone Haymarket. 1 150

Telephone. Back Bay 58187

American and Chinese

T^estaurant

1 1.30 AJVI. to Midnight

Parking Station for Autos only
one block away

Music and Orchestra

341 Massachusetts Avenue
207 St. Botolph Street

BOSTON. MASS.

CO, 8 BOSWORTH STREET

Leather Cases.

ELIAS

VIOLAS, DOUBLE BASSES
MORE THAN 600 IN STOCK ! H » ^

Fine Bows. Italian Strings. Gold and Silver ti Strings.

2.000 NEW VIOLINS IN STOCK

CO., 8 Bosworth Street Boston
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tlie scale of ''IVhite Keys" beginning and ending on E ; the fifth a

Notturno in B major.

III. The Intermezzo : Allegretto, E-flat major, 3-8, is in the

form of a scherzo and trio. The trio is in A-flat major. There
are hints at the trio's theme at the end as a free coda.

TV. The fourth movement, C major, has the character of a

Russian dance. There is free development of two themes, not very-

dissimilar melodlcallv. There is persistent use of the first one,

which is carried through various tempi and rhythms: Andante
maestoso, 4-2 ; Moderato maestoso, 6-4 ; after which the second theme
enters in Scherzando; the first returns, Allegro pesante, 9-4, and
later, Allegro moderato, 4-2. The second returns, Moderato
maestoso, 2-2; the triplet, 6-4 rhythm, is soon established, and the

pace quickens up to the end.

WHERE EVERYBODY GOES

iSi~~ijsi yc:i i^ w^

Moderate Prices Good Fresh Food Well Cooked

FISH AND LOBSTERS A SPECIALTY
Quick, Clean Service

350 MASSACHUSETTS AVE. Cor. St. Botolph St.

GEO. M. ROMANOS. Proprietor

The cold elegance and discreet character of

appeals to fastidious women as nothing
else can; as pure as virgin thoughts and
as fragrant as the swish of orange boughs.

25, 45, 65, and 1.25 per jar

Hubbell & McGowan Co.
Incorporated

THE MODERN DRUG STORE
Complete in all its 12 departments

Opposite Symphony Hall

/\ £^ Socijd\

Oraits
The work of America's master-
craftsmen on exhibition and sale.

Gifts for all occasions.

Q Park Streety Boston
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CLEANSERS
DYERS

LAUNDERERS

284 BOYLS'

BOSTON SHOPS

TEMPLE PLACE

29 STATE STREET

Branch Telephone Exchange 3900 Back Bay connects above shops

BROOKLINE SHOP
1310 Beacon Street

Coolidge Corner

Also MALDEN
FITCHBURG
PROVIDENCE
BRIDGEPORT
ALBANY

CAMBRIDGE SHOP
1274 Massachusetts Avenue

Harvard Shop

SALEM
FALL RIVER
NEW BEDFORD
NEWPORT

LYNN
MANCHESTER
WORCESTER
NEW HAVEN

and NEW YORK CITY

WATERTOWN SHOP
1 Galen Street

at Works

WALTHAM
LOWELL
SPRINGFIELD
WATERBURY
PHILADELPHIA

Package$ called for and delivered by our own trucks

ESTABLISHED 1829

YOU CAN RELY ON LEWANDOS"
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The fifth trip of the orchestra will take place next week. There

will be no concerts Friday afternoon, March nineteenth,

or Saturday evening, March twentieth

[imiateeiith Pn

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 26, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, MARCH 27. at 8 o'clock

Dvorak

Wagner

Wagner

Debussy

Berlioz

Symphony No. 5, in E minor, " From the New World,'

Op. 95

Prelude to "Lohengrin "

" Forest Murmurs," from " Siegfried
"

Petite Suite

Hungarian March (Rakoczy)

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony

The works to be played at these concerts may be seen in the Allen A. Brown Music Gillection

of the Boston Public Library one week before the concert.
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JOINT SONG RECITAL
TUESDAY EVENING, MARCH 23, at 8.15

DRAMATIC SOPRANO

TENOR
MRS, DUDLEY FITTS. Accompanist

Domani G. Pallon
E me ne voglio andar A. Bimboni
Vignettes of Italy Wintter Watts

Addio Capri Naples
Mr. BOYNTON

Tout mon Bonheur (CEdipe a Colone) Sacchini
Le Secret Faur6
Lamento Provencal Paladilhe
Villanelle des Petits Canards Chabrier
PhidyM Duparc

Mrs. Fisher
Psyche Paladilhe
S§r6nade

, Gounod
Oh! si les fleurs avaient des yeux Massenet
Aubade (from " Le roi d'ys ") Lalo
Voir GrisSIidis! Massenet

Mr. BOYNTON
Songs my mother taught me Dvorak
In his wide and ample Unen vesture Dvorak
Silent Noon . Converse
Wull ye come in early Spring Carpenter
Would God I were the tender apple-blossoms ...... Wm. A. Fisher
Light Sinding

Mrs. FiBHER
The Sea Grant-Schaefer
I know a hill Whelpley
In Majrtime . . . . . . . . ..--:.-. . . Loud

Mr. BOYNTON
STEINWAY PIANO

Reserved Seats—$1.50, $1.00, 50c. (plus war tax)
Tickets are now on sale at Steinert Hall Box Office

VIOLIN RECITAL

Swiss Violinist

Tuesday Evening, April 13

FIRST APPEARANCE

of

The Elminent Russian Pianist'

Tuesday Afternoon, April 6

Tickets now at the Hall
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ID»(0§toim Minsical A§§©€iati®e
GEORGES LONGY, Founder and Director

FOURTH CONCERT
JORDAN HALL

Wednesday Evening, March 24
At 8.15

L JAN BRANDTS BUYS, Op. 25 . Romantische Serenade

Durrell String Quartette

Josephine Durrell Anna Golden

Jessie Hatch Symonds Mildred Ridley

The American Composition

2. JOHN BEACH .... Naive Landscapes

Su ite for Flute, Oboe, Clarinet and Piano

The Composer at the Piano

Flute, G. Laurent Oboe, G. Longy Clarinet, P. Mimart

3. R. VAUGHAN WILLIAMS . . "On Wenlock Edge"

A Cycle of Six Songs for Tenor Voice with Piano

and String Queirtette

Rulon T. Robison

American Composition

4. *CHARLES GRIFFES Poem for Flute and Small Orchestra

Marion Jordan

* This American Composition was announced for the third concert, but its performance was

necessetiily postponed owing to the serious illness of the composer.

Reserved Seats, 50c to $2.50 (plus War Tax). Tickets are now on

sale at the Box Offices of Jordan Hall and Steinert Hall.
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SYMPHONY HALL CALENDAR
SUNDAY

AFT.
MAR. 14

AT 3.30

SUNDAY
AFT.

MAR. 21

AT 3.30

SUNDAY
AFT.

MAR. 28

AT 3.30

SUNDAY
AFT.
APR. 4

FRIDAY
AFT.

MAR. 19

and

SATURDAY
EVE

MAR. 20

FRIDAY
EVE

MAR. 'l9

SATURDAY
AFT.

MAR. 27

AT 2.30

Tickets at Box Office

Tickets at Box Office

m
GREAT CHORUS OF 400

EMIL MOLLENHAUER, Conductor

T
ORCHESTRA AND SOLOISTS

H. G. TUCKER. Organist

Soloists:

ELIJAH
FLORENCE HINKLE
NEVADA VAN DER VEER

ARTHUR HACKETT
REINALD WERRENRATH

Tickets, $2.50, $2.00. $1.50 (Plus Tax)

LAST TIMES IN BOSTON

.ODGE
" The Ether of Space," Friday Afternoon

The Continuity of Existence," Saturday Evening

Tickets. $2.00. $1.50. $1.00. 75c. 50c (Plus 10% Tax)

VIOLIN RECITAL

"America's Boy Prodigy."

Tickets. $2.00. $1.50, $1.00. 50c (Plus 10% Tax)

Hi :r^

Tickets. $2.00. $1.50. $1.00 (Plus 10% Tax)

Mail orders with^remittances to L. H. MUDGETT, Manager, Symphony Hall,

will receive prompt attention

War tax of 10% must be added to the price of above tickets
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THE COPLEY-PLAZA

Sunday Evening, March 21, at nine o'clock

Mme. EVA GAUTHIER
Mezzo-Soprano

WILL GIVE AN UNUSUAL PROGRAM
INCLUDING JAVANESE AND MALAY SONGS IN COSTUME

Tickets, $2.50, at Herrick's and The Copley-Plaza.

Mail orders sent to Mrs. Anita Davis-Chase, Pierce Building, Copley Square,

will receive prompt attention.

JORDAN HALL

Monday Afternoon, March 22, at three o'clock

MARCIA VAN DRESSER
Mezzo-Soprano

Tickets, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00, 50 cents, at box office and Oliver Ditson Co.,

179 Tremont Street.

Local Manager: Mrs. Anita Davis-Chase.

IF I

Superb American Soprano of

the Metropolitan Opera Company

FIRST BOSTON
SONG RECITAL

Tickets, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00, 75 cents, at box

office and Oliver Ditson Co.,

179 Tremont Street.

Local Manager: Mrs. Anita Davis- Chase.

JORDAN HALL
Saturday Afternoon, March 27

AT three o'clock
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o R D IN l-l

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON. MARCH 17

PIANO RECITAL BY
At 3 o'clock

PROGRAM
I. Organ Fantasy and Fugue in G minor, Bach-Liszt. Ballet of the Happy

Spirits, Gluck-Friedman. Dance, Beethoven.
II. Elegie, Rachmaninoff. Theme and Variations, Glazounoff.

III. Prelude (Manuscript), Alfred Pochon. Allegro de Concert, Ernest Guiraud.
Ballade (On Two Mexican Folk Songs), Manuel Ponce. Danse, Debussy.

M-4S0N & Hamlin Piano

FRIDAY AFTERNOON. MARCH 19 . .

PIANO RECITAL BY
At 3 o'clock

PROGRAM
I. Theme, Variations and Fugue, Handel-Brahms.

11. Impromptu in F-sliarp ; Sonata, Op. 35, in B flat minor ; Chopin.
III. Melodic ; Les Airs de Ballet ; Gluck-Sgambati. Seguedille ; Triana

;

Albeniz.
Steinway Piano Used.

FRIDAY EVENING, MARCH 19 . . .

VIOLIN RECITAL BY
At 3 o'clock

PROGRAM
I. Sonata, G minor, Tartini.

II. Concerto, No. 8, B minor. Saint Saens.
HI. Slavonic Dance, G minor, Dvorak-Kreisler. Perpetual Motion, Cecil

Burleigh. Swedish Dance, Aulin. From the Canebrake, Samuel Gardner.
IV. Ave Maria, Schubert-Wilhelmj. Serenade Bspagnol, Chaminade-Kreisler.

Bohemian Fantasy, Smetana.
EMIL NEWMAN, Accompanist

Mason & Hamlin Piano

SATURDAY AFTERNOON. MARCH 20 .

SONG RECITAL BY
At 3 o'clock

PRIMA DONNA
PROGRAM

S'inganna ehi crede, Sarti. Stizzoso, mio stizzoso, Pergolesi. Hush-a-by
birdie, croon, arr. by A. Moffat. Maiden at the Spring, C. Goldmark. Beau
Soir, Debussy. Le Rouet, Paladihle. Contemplation, Ch. M. Widor. La
Pavane, Alfred Bruneau. Phydile, Henri Duparc. Pior di Siepe, G. Sgam-
bati. Innaraorato di due Giovinetti, Alberto Bimboni. The Last Song ; The
Brook ; Dvorak. The Cuckoo, P. Tsehaikowsky. Nocturne des Cautilenes,
Poldowski. Ah ! Love but a Day, Daniel Protheroe. The Epitaph of a
Butterfly (dedicated to Mme. Stanley), Marion Bauer. Twilight, Katherine
Glenn. I Know (dedicated to Mme. Stanley), Gustav Ferrari.

ELLMER ZOLLBR, Accompanist
Mason & Hamlin Piano.

Tickets for these concerts on sale at 492 Boylston Street, Mason & Hamlin Building

Wendell 'H. Luce, Manager 'Phone, Back Bay 3870
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o R D IV M
TUESDAY EVENING, MARCH 16, at 8.15

PIANO RECITAL BY

EDITM THOMPSON
THE PROGRAM

Gavotte from Idomenes . . Mozart-Siloti
Le Coucou Daquin Ondine )

Sonata (Keltic) . . . . MacDowell Reflets dans I'eau \ ' ' '

Nocturne
Mazurka Etude de Concert, F minor \

Hhapsodie Hongroise, No. S J
Five Preludes. Op. 2S; Nos. 8, 9, 10,

11. 12 Chopin
Scherzo, B minor

Steinway Piano

Tickets, $1.65, $1.10 and 55c.

On Sale at 492 Boylston Street, Mason & Hamlin Bldg.
Wendell H. Luce, Mgr. Telephone B. B. 3870

Debussey

Liszt

H. B. Williams announces a Pianoforte Recital by

JORDAN HALL, THURSDAY, MARCH 18, AT 3 O'CLOCK

Tickets $1.50, $1.00 and 50 cents. At Jordan Hall and Herrick's.
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

EMMA HOSFOIID
VOICE

Studio, 615 Huntington Chambers, Boston

Art 0f Ringing

VOICE PLACING
AND TECHNIQUE A SPECIALTY

VOCAL COACH AND ACCOMPANIST

146 Massachusetts Ave.. Tel. Back Bay 3040

Pupil of Piofessor Jachmann-Wagner, Berlin, and Professor Galliera, Milan, Italy

TEACHER OF SINGING
STEINERT HALL. Room 27 . . . BOSTON, MASS.

PIANIST and TEACHER

Lang Studios

6 NEWBURY STREET

ROSALIE THORNTi
PIANIST and TEACHER
282 DARTMOUTH STREET

Telephone, Back Bay 5958-J Mason & Hamlin Piano Used

LAj-oLUb,^

"MESSIAH" WITH THE HANDEL AND
HAYDN SOCIETY, DEC. 21. 1919

"Mr. Flint was called on at 10.30 Sunday

BA o r" /-A
morning and sang without rehearsal. There

A S S ^^^> however nothing in his performance
which betrayed that fact. He gave intelligent

\lrc\rP' Sriprialict anrl Pnarli and adequate interpretation of his arias."

—

voice :3peciaiist ajia ^oacn „ ^, , t^,.. ' u„ ,, .„.„.

^^^^2-*-^-^?*^

STUDIO: 246 HUNTINGTON AVENUE Boston Globe, December 22, igig.

Lessons in

™- Pianoforte, Harmony, Counter-

ARTHUR SHEPHERD point and Composition

STUDIO AT 12 NEWBURY STREET
Mondays and Thursdays

MELA IPPOLITO
CONCERT-VIOLINIST

Available for Concerts.

For particulars address ... 46 MALCOLM STREET. BEACON HILL
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Ir. FRANK E. MORSE
AND ASSISTANTS

LESSONS IN SINGING
A Normal Course for Teachers,

Former pupil ot the famous Paris Conservatory

VIOLIN LESSONS

STUDIOS. STEINERT HALL. BOSTON

VOCAL
Mr. W, THELEM i^sZuctor

SPECIALIST ON VOICE DEFECTS
Assisted by Mr. W. D. STRONG

Well known Pianist and Concert-Accompanist

Studios: 96 Huntington Avenue, BOSTON, Mass.

Notice: Mr. Strong's Piano Recital at Jordan Hall

March 18, 1920.

Voices developed from first rudimrnt of tone

production to artistic finish.

Lectures on physical and natural laws and

general health.

Perfect diction of foreign languages.

Appointment by mail.

EMIL MOLLEMHAUER

COACHING IN

OPERA AND ORATORIO
189 Huntington Avenue - - Boston

Telephone. 722 Back Bay

NICHOLS

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND TEACHER

609 Pierce Bldg.. Boston, Mondays and Thursdays

Address, 162 Riverway, Boston

Telephone. 1470 Brookline

•CELLO SOLOIST
INSTRUCTION

STUDIO. 218 TREMONT STREET
Telephone. Beach 903-W

TWELFTH SEASON

AMERICAN STRING QUARTjETT
GERTRUDE MARSHALL. Violin

RUTH STICKNEY. Violin

71 CARLTON STREET. BROOKLINE
Management A H. HANDLEY. 160 Boylston Street. BOSTON

ADELINE PACKARD. Viol.

HAZEL L'AFRICAIN. Cello

Tel. Brookline 3268-J
Tel Beach 4197

ENRICO FABRIZIO
MEMBER OF

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

TEACHER OF 'CELLO
15 VANCOUVER STREET. BOSTON. MASS.

SOLO ENSEMBLE PLAYING
Tel.. Rox. 5063-R

~D/^^^:t&S^i.
i^^ieEcotnPiimBi

American and European Diplomas, Author of Books and Pen Works on Singing
Studio: Suite 202 Huntington Chamber*, 30 Huntington Avenue. Boston. Phone, Back Bay 3932

DOINGS OF GRANT'S ARTIST PUPILS BY A. E. DATELY
Bronze Melba hen a t»rge list of recitals for this season. Several winter concerts are planned for Wm. Flynn

tenor, whose fine voice a bright future ia'predicted. Helen Laird.^soprano. whose singing at Boston College last

February was such an artistic delight, will give her next Boston recital early in the winter at Steinert Hall,
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
The Vocal Studios of

And his Assistants

VINCENT V. HUBBARD and

Mrs. CAROLINE HOOKER

Teacher of Singing in all its branches

and of Dramatic Action as

applied to Singing

ARTHUR J. HUBBARD
246 Huntington Avenue

PIANOFORTE

Material of value in teaching

Practical Finger Exercises Op. 17

Intermediate and Advanced

Technique Op. 31

Studio, 3] 1 Pierce Building, Boston

Also STUDIO at NEEDHAM
180 Nehoiden Street

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

TEACHER OF PIANO
Appointment by telephone

Cambridge 5935-W

"Mr. John Hall Sherwood has studied

with me in Paris, and is a gifted musician

and successful teacher of large experience

whose work I can endorse and recom-

mend." (Signed) HAROLD BAUER.

BEL CANTO
Studio - - 1425 Broadway. NEW YORK

SINGERS — Suzanne Baker Watson, Cora Cio«».

Nellie Hart, Willette Kershaw, Gertrude Hutchesoa,
Ivy Scott, Marion Stanley, Estelle Ward, Mabel
Wilbur, Flora Zabelle, Edward Foley, George Gilbert,

John Hendricka, Andrew Mack, Dr. Eugene Waltoa
Marshall, Fiske O'Hara, Umberto Sacchetti, Eliit

Rhodes, Albert Wallerttedt, and_ many other lingert

now before the public in operatic and church work

PIANIST INSTRUCTION
The principles of Leschetizky presented in a definite and comprehensive manner

STUDIO. HOTEL HEMENWAY, BOSTON
Telephone. Back Bay 3180

STEINEIRT HALL, Room 26. Tuesday* and Fridays

¥. MORSE ^^EMPLE
BARITONE SOLOIST AND TEACHER OF SINGING

417 PIERCE BUILDING. BOSTON
SATURDAYS IN NEW YORK. 50 WEST SIXTY-SEVENTH STREET

July 19 to August 27, Teaching at Spirit Lake, Iowa

VOICE BUILDING
SONG INTERPRETATION. CONCERT
RECITAL AND REPERTOIRE WORK

SteinertHall - BOSTON

CONTRALTO SOLOIST
Teacher of Singing

Class and Private Lessons

Hotel Cluny. 543 Boylston Street - Boston
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Miss HELEN
TEACHER OF SINGING

HOTEL HEMENWAY
Tueidayt and Fridays at Lasell Seminary

Mrs.

TEACHER OF SINGING

ACCOMPANIST - COACH
STUDIO

246 HUNTINGTON AVE. BOSTON

Miss PRISCI
TEACHER OF SINGING

602 PIERCE BUILDING
COPLEY SQUARE • . BOSTON

^iss ROSE STEWART
TEACHER OF SINGING

250 HUNTINGTON AVENUE
Opposite Symphony Hall

MR. JC
TEACHER OF SINGING

STEINERT HALL

162 BOYLSTON STREET - BOSTON

JOSEPHINE KMIGHT
SOPRANO SpLOIST

Teacher of Singing

4 Haviland Street ----- Boston

B. B. 1047
In Worcester, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 317 Day BIdg

PIANO INSTRUCTION
Leschetizky Principles

STUDIO: ROOM 18 STEINERT HALL
For Appointments Tel. Roxbury 491 1-R

. F. HOFMANN
Formerly Concert Master

NEW YORK SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Will receive pupils in Violin and Ensemble

Playing. Address 120 TREMONT STREET

ARTHUR GERS
PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
Formerly pupil Royal Conservatory of Brussels, Bel-

gium (1897-1901). Also Organist and Accompanist

HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS, BOSTON

PIANO, ORGAN. HARMONY and
INTERPRETATION

(SPECIAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS)
30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.

Telephone. Back Bay 4654-M

Bertha Cuslaiiiig Child
CONTRALTO

TEACHER OF SINGING

LANG STUDIOS. 6 NEWBURY STREET

1919-1920

543 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON
Telephone 55888 B. B.

Private and Class instruction. Lectures. Special
courses in pronunciation and diction.

(officier de I'lnstruction publique)

Vocal Instruction, Breathing, Tone Production.

Phonetics, French Diction, Interpretation of

French Songs

FENSMERE. 206 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.

Baritone Soloist and Teacher of Singing

CONCERT—RECITAL—ORATORIO
Providence. R.I.

300 Lauderdale Building, 144 Westminster Street

Boston, Mms. Hotel HtOMnway
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Louise ILa'i£fir©pMe
PIANIST

AND TEACHER
6 NEWBURY STREET - - BOSTON

Telephone B. B. 51694

TEACHER OF SINGING
MUSICAL LECTURES

Author of "Young Singers, What They Should Know'

10 NEWBURY STREET

543 Boylston Street . . . Boston. Mass.
Teacher of Singing and Manager of

THE COPLEY CLUB SINGERS
Artistic Attractive

_
Successful

Programs for All Occasions

Definite Instruction Immediate Results

Send for Illustrated Booklet Tel., Back Bay 994-M

RENEWED MUSIC— Your old or torn music made
new. Flexible binding. All hand work. Reasonable
prices. References.

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Room 207 Tel. Back Bay 456

SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON ST., FENWAY BLDG.. BOSTON
In New Bedford. Saturdays, 56 Walnut Street

ALICE BATES RICE
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER of SINGING

Lang Studios ... - 6 Newbury Street

EDITH BULLARD
SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO - - 609 PIERCE BUILDING
Telephone, Back Bay 5145-R

Milo M@ise GoMsteie
Pupil of Pablo Casals

SOLOIST AND TEACHER
Specializing in Fundamentals of 'Cello-playing

Fritz Carlton Hotel 1 138 Boylston Street

Tel. B. B. 2673

PIANIST and TEACHER

CARNEGIE HALL NEW YORK

PIANIST AND TEACHER
405 PIERCE BLDG.. COPLEY SQUARE

Telephone, Back Bay 3956-W

Al
Torrens Method

TEACHER OF SINGING

17 STEINERT HALL ^"''^'""jJ^L?ca°6T4.w

BARITONE SOLOIST
Formerly Song Leader U. S. N.

now available for

Concert Oratorio Recital

STUDIO: 1089 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

PIANO, HARMONY and COACHING
528 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS

Mondays and Fridays. Other days by
Appointment

Teacher of Pianoforte and Musical Theory

Half hour talks illustrated on the Piano — musical
forms and stories of the operas.

Studio: The Winsok Schooi. Fob Girls
Tuesday and Friday Afternoons

Tel. Brookline 23I3M

ELIZABETH SIEDOFF
AMERICAN PIANIST

RECITALS, MUSICALES. CONCERTS
Authorized representative of the most modern ideas in

piano playing. Primary.Advanced and Teachers' Courses

Studio. 6 NEWBURY ST.. Tel. B. B. 3529-R ) o„..„„
Res. HOTEL HEMENWAY, Tel. B. B. 3180 ]

'*°'*'"'

D'Avesm© French School

PROF. A. D'AVESNE. B. SC. PARIS
OFFICIER D'ACADEMIE

French Classes, Private Lessons, Lectures &
Causeries, Children's Classes, Special

Commercial Course. Translations.

755 BOYLSTON ST.. NEAR COPLEY SQUARE
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A name that is spoken with the full pride of

ownership—that carries with it the deep satis-

faction of possessing the ultimate expression of

man's handiwork in Musical Art.

A name that is cherished as a Family Tradition

—

that keeps afresh for the next generation the

associations and fond remembrances which cluster

around the home piano.

Supreme achievement of patience, skill and ex-

perience, founded on inborn Ideals of Artistry.

Catalogue and prices on application

Sold on convenient payments

Old pianos tal^en in exchange

Inspection invited

STEINWAY HALL
107-109 East 14th Street New York

Subway Express Stations at the Door
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The Trustees of the Boston Symphony

Orchestra heartily thank the patrons who

have aheady contributed, according to their

varying means, by checks and pledges to the

future maintenance of the Orchestra. This

prompt response to the first suggestion that a

permanent fund will be raised gives clear

proof of the support to be expected from

Boston concert-goers.

Every immediate contributor helps to give

the campaign the strong start essential to its

ultimate success.



CEET

T^ersonal appearance offour great pianists

.r-l

WITH THE

Symphony Hall, Tuesday Evening, April 6
" AT 8.15

CONCERNING THIS REMARKABLE CONCERT
This concert is a repetition of the one given at Carnegie Hall, New

York, on February 3d[ last to which nearly twenty thousand persons

sought admission. The joint appearance on the same stage in the

same recital of these four great pianists is an event of epoch-making
importance. Aside from this there is the added feature of the scien-

tific demonstration of the accomplishment of a means for the preser-

vation of the art of the pianist for all time.

One piece by each artist will be heard twice: once played by the

living pianist, and then immediately afterward it will be repeated by
the Ampico from a record of his playing.

The New York Sun, commenting editorially upon the concert given

at Carnegie Hall, said:

" It is astonishing to realize that a machine could record as on a highly sensitive

plate, not merely the general characteristics, but the coloi;, the elusive manner, the
most secret and puzzling qualities of the original."

It is this amazing demonstration that will be heard at this unique
concert.

Tickets now on sale at the Box Office, Symphony Hall.

Prices $1.00, $1.50, $2.00 and $2.50, plus war tax.
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THIRTY-NINTH SEASON, NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETEEN AND TWENTY

[ieeteentli Fr©giramimf

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 26, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, MARCH 27, at 8 o'clock

Dvorak . Symphony No. 5, in E minor, " From the New World,"

Op. 95

I. Adagio; Allegro molto.
II. Largo.

III. Scherzo.

IV. Allegro con fuoco.

Wagner Prelude to " Lohengrin

Wagner .... " Forest Murmurs," from " Siegfried

Debussy . . . . . . . . . Petite Suite

(First time at these concerts)

I. En Bateau.
II. Cortege.

III. Menuet.
IV. BaUet.

Berlioz . . Rakoczy March from "The Damnation of Faust"

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony

The ladies of the audience are earnestly requested not to put on hats before
the end oj a number.
The doors oj the hall will be closed during the perjormance of each number
on the programme. Those who wish to leave before the end of the concert
are requested to do so in an interval between the numbers.

City of Boston, Revised Regulation of August 5, 1 898,— Chapter 3, relating to the covering of

the head in places of public amusement

Every licensee shall not, in his place of amusement, allow any person to wear upon the bead a covering which obitraets

the view of the exhibition or performance in such place of any person seated in any seat therein provided for spectators,

it being understood that a low head covering without projection, which does not obstruct such view, may be worn.
Attest: J. M. GALVIN. City Clerk.
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IN 102O
Raymond & Whitcomb Company invites you to make use

of its services and facilities in connection with your proposed
visit to France and the Battlefields this summer.

For the first summer since 1914 Europe is again open for

travel. Food is now plentiful in Western Europe; the hotels
and railroads have restored their former service and offer

the pre-war comforts. It is still essential, however, that in-

tending travelers make their plans and reservations well in

advance, and after careful consultation with persons who
are familiar with the new conditions.

We have had 41 years' experience in providing for Ameri-
can travelers in all parts of the world and we enjoy friendly

and intimate relations with the leading steamship, railway,
and hotel companies. We maintain an office in Paris in

charge of an experienced travel manager. Our information
is up-to-the-minute in every respect. Whether you wish
a conducted tour or prefer to travel independently our ser-

vices are at your disposal.

We offer personally conducted tours of from six weeks to

four months duration. Wide choice of routes, including
France and the Battlefields, England, Holland, Belgium,
Switzerland, Italy, Spain, Algeria, Tunisia and Sicily. Small
parties and frequent departures throughout the Spring and
Summer. All arrangements are on the highest travel plane.

INDEPEMDENT^EUROrEAN TRAVEL
We are prepared to give you full information regarding

any details of a proposed journey — to assist you in planning
your route to the best advantage — to make hotel and steam-
ship reservations for you.

California—National Parks—Pacific Northwest—Alaska
— South America — Japan-China— Round the World.

Send for booklet desired.

17 TEMPLE PLACE, BOSTON 11 Telephone Beach 6964

The Best
inTravel,

^muut
TOURS^CRUISES

The Best
inTraveL



Symphony in E minor^ No. 5, ''From the New World^^ {"Z Novecho
Svbta"), Op. 95 Anton Dvorak

(Born at Miihlhausen (Nelahozeves) near Kralup, Boliemia, September 8,

1S41; died at Prague, May 1, 1904.)

This symphony was performed for the first time, in manuscript,

by the Philharmonic Society of New York on Friday afternoon,

December 1.5, 1893. Anton Seidl conducted. Dvorak was present.

The first performance in Boston was by the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, Mr. Paur conductor, on December 30 of the same year.

Dvorak made many sketches for the symphony. In the first of

the three books he noted ''Morning, December 19, 1892." Fuller

sketches began January 10, 1893. The slow movement was then

entitled "Legenda." The Scherzo was completed January 31; the

Finale, May 25, 1893. A large part of the instrumentation was
done at Spillville, la., where many Bohemians dwelt.

When this symphony was played at Berlin in 1900 Dvorak wrote

to Oskar Nedbal, who conducted it: "I send you Kretzschmar's

analysis of the symphony, but omit that nonsense about my having

made use of 'Indian' and 'American' themes—that is a lie. I tried

to write only in the spirit of those national American melodies.

Take the introduction to the symphony as slowly as possible."

The symphony aroused a controversy in which there was shedding

THE FIRST AMERICAN COMPOSER
SIX SONGS BY

FRANCIS HOPKINSON
(1737-1791)

My Days Have Been So Wondrous Free O'er the Hills

Beneath a Weeping Willow's Shade Come Fair Rosina

My Generous Heart Disdains The Traveller Benighted

EDITED AND AUGMENTED BY

HAROLD V. MILLIGAN
HIGH VOICE LOW VOICE

(Schmidt's Educational Series, No. 212 a:b) Price $1.25

Selections from the above are being included in the programmes of the
following singers this season

:

Mme. Hudson.Alexander Paul Petri

Kitty Cheatham George Raseley
Rafaelo Diaz Cora Remington
Olga Hambuchen Ethelynde Smith
Mme Edmunds-Hemingway Yvonne de Treville

Ahce Moncrieff . Edith Crill Wild
Olive Vevin and others

O^l^ A /--U T-i O i_ • Ji. /^ BOSTON: I20 Boylston St.

1 ne Artnur F. bcnmiat Co. new york:8 west 40th st.
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of much ink. The controversy long ago died out, and is probably

forgotten even by those who read the polemical articles at the time

and expressed their own opinions. The symphony remains. It is

now without associations that might prejudice. It is now enjoyed

or appreciated, or possibly passed by, as music, and not as an ex-

hibit in a case on trial.

Yet it may be a good thing to recall the circumstances of its

origin ; and, as Mr. Henry E, Krehbiel was deeply interested in the

conception and birth of the symphony, it is better to quote his

words* :

—

"Last spring the eminent Bohemian composer published his belief

that there was in the songs of the negroes of America 'a sure

foundation for a new National School of Music,' and that an in-

telligent cultivation of them on the part of American composers

might result in the creation of an American School of Composition.

His utterances created a deal of comment at the time, the bulk of

which was distinguished by flippancy and a misconception of the

composer's meaning and purposes. Much of the American criticism,

in particular, was based on the notion that by American music Dr.

Dvorak meant the songs of Stephen C. Foster and other contributors

* From a little pamphlet, "Antonin Dvorflk's Quartet in F major, Op. 96" (New
York, 1894).

QUALITY and

REPUTATION

enable you to know

in advance that the

VOS© is a most

satisfactory piano.

WE CHALLENGE
COMPARISON

160 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
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ESTABLISHED 1848

Easter m
of fashionable apparel for all occasions, comprising authoritative

foreign models emd reproductions.

SUITS, COATS, SEPARATE SKIRTS

BLOUSES UNDERWEAR
MILLINERY

INFANTS', CHILDREN'S and MISSES' WEAR
SWEATERS

GLOVES, HOISERY, NECKWEAR, HANDKERCHIEFS
and NOVELTIES in dress accessories

Entire importations have arrived

202 Boylston Street and 48 Park Square, Boston

lOSCH^^PEATS WALL PAPER:
THE STANDARD OF VALUES

"MAKE HOMES OUT OF HOUSES^'

Decoration has a very real, though sub-conscious, influence upon the

temperament and personality.

Discords in color, as in music, result from incomplete knowledge and
produce an equally unpleasant effect.

We are competent to suggest decorative

treatment in perfect harmony

ALFRED PEATS BRANCH
LEADERS OF WALL PAPER FASHIONS

18 SUMMER STREET BOSTON
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to old-time negro minstrelsy, and that the school of which he

dreamed was to devote itself to the writing of variations on 'The

Old Folks at Home' and tunes of its class. Such a blunder, pardon-

able enough in the popular mind, was yet scarcely venial on the part

of composers and newspaper reviewers who had had opportunities

to study the methods of Dr. Dvorak in his published compositions.

Neither is it creditable to them, though perhaps not quite so blame-

worthy, that they have so long remained indifferent to the treasures

of folk-song which America contains. The origin of that folk-song

has little to do with the argument, if it shall turn out that in it

there are elements which appeal to the musical predilections of the

American people, and are capable of utilization in compositions in

ithe higher form. As a matter of fact, that which is most character-

iiStic, most beautiful, and most vital in our folk-song has come from

the negro slaves of the South, partly because those slaves lived in

the period of emotional, intellectual, and social development which

produces folk-song, partly because they lived a life that , prompted

utterance in song, and partly because as a race the negroes are

musical by nature. Being musical and living a life that had in

it romantic elements of pleasure as well as suffering, they gave

expression to those elements in songs, which reflect their original

nature as modified by their American environment. Dr. Dvofdk,

The picture, while lacking the charming colorings of the furni-

ture and fabrics, gives a fair idea of the interesting vista as one

steps off the elevator into Paine's new rooms on the third floor

PAINE FURNITURE COMPANY OF BOSTON
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Woman is no longer described as
** well-dressed*'

—she is ''smartly costumed"

This means all of the first and

more— oh, much more !

Costuming declares polish, tone,

finish— and all these are secured by

the woman who recognizes that The

Slattery Shop specializes in woman s

wear.

This shop is ttuly a "finishing

school" in proper costuming for

women of all ages, employment, and

station in life. It is a shop of adap-

tability, adaptations, and creations;

teaching, by example, Costuming as

it should be.

EI Slattery Company
TREMONT STREET OPPOSITE BOSTON COMMON BOSTON
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to whom music is a language, was able quickly to discern the

characteristics of the new idiom and to recognize its availability

and value. He recognized, too, what his critics forgot, that that

music is entitled to be called characteristic of a people which gives

the greatest pleasure to the largest fraction of a people. It was

therefore a matter of indifference to him whether the melodies

which make the successful appeal were cause or effect ; in either case

they were worthy of his attention.

''He has not said these things in words, but he has proclaimed

them in a manner more eloquent and emphatic : he has composed a

symphony, a quartet, and a quintet for the purpose of exemplifying

his theories. The symphony he wrote in New York, the chamber

music in Spillville, la., a village which contains a large Bohemian
population."

It was said by some in answer to these statements that, while

the negro is undoubtedlj^ fond of music, he is not inherently musical

;

that this has been observed by all careful observers of the negro in

Africa, from Bosman to Sir Richard F. Burton, who wrote in his

chapter "Of the Negro's Place in Nature" *
; "The negro has never

* Chapter xix. of "A Mission to Gelele, King of Dahome."

G. SCHIRMER, INC,

Publishers of
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NEW YORK
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invented an alphabet, a musical scale, or any other element of

knowledge. Music and dancing, his passions, are, as arts, still in

embryo" ; that the American negro, peculiarly mimetic, founded

his "•folk-songs" on sentimental ballads sung by the white women
of the plantation or on camp-meeting tunes ; that he brought no

primitive melodies with him from Africa, and that the '^originality"

of his "folk-songs" was misunderstanding or perversion of the tunes

he imitated ; that, even if the negro brought tunes from Africa, they

could hardly, even after long usage, be called "American folk-songs,"

any more than the tunes of the aboriginal Indians or Creole ditties

can be called justly "American folk-songs" ; that it would be absurd

to characterize a school of music based on such a foundation as an

"American school"; that, if "that music is entitled to be called

characteristic of a people which gives the greatest pleasure to the

largest fraction of a people," then German folk-songs are character-

istic of the city of New York, and Irish folk-songs are characteristic

of the city of Boston.

The discussion was no doubt healthful and profitable, for with-

out lively discussion art is stagnant. Mr. MacDowell's "Indian"

suite was sketched before Dvorak's symphony was announced; but

the controversy led to still more careful investigation, especially

into the character of the North American Indians' music. Mr.

Present

New Models

and Sketches

RIDING HABITS

STREET COSTUMES
SPORT ATTIRE

BRITISH CLOTHS

256 BOYLSTON ST.

BOSTON
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Krehbiel has studied carefully this music and discussed it in articles

of permanent value. Mr. Fillmore, who began like study in 1888,

Alice C. Fletcher, Frederick K, Burton, Henry F. Gilbert, and others

have made valuable contributions to this branch of musical inquiry.,!

William Ritter, the author of a life of Smetana (Paris, 1898),

o

contributed letters from Prague to the Mercure Musical, Paris. In

the number for May 15, 1907, he discussed this symphony.

He wrote to the sons of Dvorak, to Antonin and Otaker, and

asked them eleven questions, with this preface : "I ask you to reply

as soon as possible to the following questions, with the utmost exact-

ness, if not categorically by ^yes' or 'no.' " The first four questions

were concerning the use of negro tunes in the symphony "From the

New World," whether DvoMk had used them at all, or, if he had,

whether he had modified them. The other questions were concern-

ing Dvorak's use of chorals of Brittany or Russian folk-songs in the

symphony, whether he had known and consulted collections of folk-

song by Balakireff, Rimsky-Korsakoflf, Moussorgsky, Bourgault-Du-

coudray, and whether he had read Villemarque's work on songs of

Brittany.

Fortunately for the sons, this letter was written in February,' k

when the air was cool and the nights were long.
'

'

The sons answered in effect as follows : DvoMk knew nothing

about the folk-songs and chorals of Brittany. He knew the Russian

We are showing for Southern wear cus-

tom frocks of voile, chambray, batiste,

dotted Swiss, and organdie. These are

handmade, designed simply and in good
taste, and are trimmed with real lace,

including filet, Irish, and Valenciermes,

at prices from thirty-five dollars.

We make a specialty of trousseaux Your inspcction is cordially invitcd.

420 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON

Many of her Exclusive Models have now reached

the Department

$5.00 . . AND . . $6.00
NO TWO ALIKE IN FORM OR COLOR

480 BOYLSTON STREET (BLOCK OF BRUNSWICK HOTEL) BOSTON
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composers hj name, but he had never studied thoughtfully their

compositions. "Any one who knows his [Dvorak's] own works will

surely smile at the mere suggestion that there was any necessity

of borrowing from any one of these masters." Nor did DvoMk
know anything about the researches of the two Frenchmen.

Now, as regards the negro question. "In America negro airs,

which abound in melodic particularities, interested our father. He
studied them and arranged the scale according to which they are

formed. But the passages of the symphony and of other works of

this American period which, as some pretend, have been taken from

negro airs, are absolutely our father's own mental property; they

were only influenced by negro melodies. As in his Slav pieces, he

never used Slav songs, but, being a Slav, created what his heart

dictated, all the works of this American period—the symphony in-

cluded—respond to Slav origin, and any one who has the least

feeling will proclaim this fact. Who will not recognize the home-

sickness in the Largo of this symphony? The secondary phrase of

the first movement, the first theme of the scherzo, the beginning of

the finale and perhaps also the melody of the Largo which give a

certain impression of the groaning negro song, are only influenced

by this song and determined by change of land and the influence of a

foreign climate."

SOLOV-HlNDS Co.
**T/ie Daylight Fashion Salon''

Young Women s Tweed Suits

That are Distinctive

Unusual and Decidedly Smart
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352 BOYLSTON STREET
Opposite Arlington Street Church
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Mr. Kitter was not satisfied with these answers to his questions.

He wrote letters to other Bohemians, who knew Dvorak.

Miloslav Eybak told him that Dvorak would have been much
surprised, had he been charged with reading French authors. ^'All

he cared for was to compose, to lead a country life, and above all

to take care of his pigeons. Among the letters known to have been

written by him is one from America to a priest, who had invited him

to spend the summer in the country. This priest put at his disposal

a donkey, and this was the decisive argument: 'What a pleasure

this will be for my children and myself !' "

Dvorak had no education other than that at the elementary

country school. Mr. Schwerik, a music critic, once met him and

asked him what he was doing. "1 am improving my mind!" an-

swered Dvorak, who then drew out of his pocket a little pamphlet,

poorly printed, a collection of the lives of celebrated persons, Galileo,

Copernicus, and others, for boys of fifteen years.

"He was not sufficiently educated," says Mr. Rybak, ''to know the

books mentioned. Any element that was not Czech—I do not say

No^es

^ Among recent interesting acquisitions we can mention the

superb Pickering edition (original parts) of Henry Shaw's

Medieval Costumes and Designs, in colour.

^ A few hundred copies of Catalogue Number Three remain for

free distribution in person or via mail.

DUNSTER HOUSE BOOKSHOP
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Ask for Free Paper Floor Pattern
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even Slav—was repugnant to his musical individuality. He pro^

duced so quickly that It was impossible for him to hunt for melo-

dies in books, and there was, certainly, no need of his searching.

He heard all the orchestration when he made his first sketches. I

have seen the sketch of the 'New World' Symphony. The symphony

is all there, written with one outburst on two pages of paper and

sketched on two staves. The orchestration is so well indicated under

.the chords, that, even if the symphony had not been written out,

it would almost be possible to complete it from the sketch,"

All of the correspondents of Mr. Eitter insist on the inherently

Czech nature of this "American" symphony. "Never has DvoMk
shown himself a more genuine Czech." One correspondent writes

that it is very difficult for a stranger to distinguish the folk-songs

of diverse Slav nations,—Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech, Montenegrin,

Pole, Russian, Servian, Wend. Show a Eussian the chorus "Gospo-

dine pomiluj ny" in the last act of "Saint Ludmila," and he would

swear the chorus is Eussian, yet nothing bears a closer resemblance

to the choruses of the Moravian Brethren known to every one in

Bohemia.

"In the 'New World' symphony you see the Czech peasant con-

fronted with the rush and din of the feverish life in a great city.

»^\
^..
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Important Repetition

1st Linens of all desirable kinds are scarce.

2nd There is no probability that they will be in better

supply in the near future.

3rd Today we have a fine collection.

4th If we sell all that we have of any particular kind,

there is no certainty when it can be replaced or at

what price.

5th Under present conditions there is not much use in

tabulating details. Any particular item might be

gone before you see this circular.

6th Nor is there any great wisdom in naming comparative

prices.

7th Today we are naming prices lower than would be

necessary if we had to make our purchases today.

8th Recently we investigated Belfast prices on John S.

Brown & Sons table linens and found that in every

case the manufacturers* price is higher today than the

price we are asking for the same goods at retail. In

some cases the prices were very much higher.
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To understand the psychological foundation of this symphony it is

necessary to know something about the Czech people. Here is an

analogous fact. You are acquainted with Dvorak's 'Requiem'; the

text is surely the most international of any text within the world;

now the music is excellent Czech music ; it expresses exactly the

feelings of a Bohemian peasant during the mass for the dead."

Then there is the question of tempo. It is all-important, say the

Bohemian musicians and critics, to know the tempi of DvoMk,
for the indications in the scores are of little use to any one not

versed in Czech rhythms. "Do you remember that Mrs. X at B—
^,

who declared that the 'Slav Dances' were boresome beyond endur-

ance? After we had played them together, she said 'they are dif-

ferent things, but a Czech who can put the national sentiment into

them should be distributed with each copy.'

"

I The conclusion of the whole matter, according to these Czechs, is

as follows:

—

1. The "New World" symphony expresses the state of soul of an

uncultured Czech in America, the state of a homesick soul remem-

bering his native land and stupefied by the din and hustle of a new
Ufe.
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Are Added to Our Stock Daily

ORDERED long ago, when prices were comparatively

low, these treasures of Oriental looms are emerging

from the East. Every business day sees new arrivals.

Do not wait for detailed announcements— there isn't

enough newspaper space for the whole story. Come in

and SEE for yourselves.

You will agree with us that, for a time at least, the em-

bargo seems to be off. And you will agree with us that

our prices mean good investments.

The latest arrivals are some wonderfully beautiful Saruk carpets in

soft shades of blue and rose, some with medallions and others with

all over Persian designs. One of the best ones, size 10.2 x 13.0, has

a rich deu-k blue field with a medallion and corner pieces of rose and

green and a border of unusual merit.
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2. The uncultured Czech is a born musician, a master of his

trade. He is interested in the only traces of music that he finds

in America. Negro airs, not copied, adapted, imitated, tint slightly

two or three passages of the symphony without injury to its Czech

character.

3. The symphony leaped, Minerva-like, from the head of this un-

cultured genius. As nearly all his other compositions, except the

operas, it was not stimulated by any foreign assistance, by any con-

sultation of authors, or by quotations, reading, etc., as was especially

the case with Brahms.

4. The ijational Czech feeling in this work, quickened by home-

sickness, is so marked that it is recognized throughout Bohemia, by

the learned and by the humblest.

These are the conclusions of Mr. Ritter after a painstaking in-

vestigation. That Dvorak was most unhappy and pathetically home-

sick during his sojourn in New York is known to many, though Mr.

Ritter does not enter into any long discussion of the composer's

mental condition in this country.

Yet some will undoubtedly continue to insist that the symphony
''From the New World" is based, for the most part, on negro themes,

OF GREAT INTEREST TO VIRTUOSI, TEACHERS AND PUPILS OF THE

THE LATEST SERIES OF WORKS BY OLD MASTERS
ARRANGED BY
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A Special Offering of

Ostrich Feather Fans

Just at this time of the social season, when

fans are so much to be desired, we are pleased

to annoimce this good news.

The showing comprises the largest assortment

of fine quaHty Ostrich Feather Fans which we

have ever offered, having been planned for months

in advance.

We have also been fortunate to obtain an ex-

tensive variety of shades in these modish fans,

made from the best male bird feathers and col-

ored with the finest quahty of dyes.

Specially Priced at $12.50

IN THESE COLORS:

Black Yale Lavender Purple

White Emerald Green Yellow Green

Turquoise Orange Burnt Orange Blue

A shade to harmonize with every gown

1 Jordan Marsh Company
New England's Greatest Store
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and that the future of American music rests on the use of Congo,

North American Indian, Creole, Greaser and Cowboy ditties, whin-

ings, yawps, and whoopings.

» »

The symphony is scored for two flutes ( one of which is inter-

changeable with piccolo), two oboes (one of which is interchangeable

with English horn), two clarinets, two bassoons, four horns, two

trumpets, three trombones, bass tuba, kettledrums, cymbals, and

strings.

The first movement opens with a short introduction, Adagio, E
minor, 4-8, which, as all admit, is not characterized by "folk-song."

The strings, pianissimo, are promptly answered by the wood-wind.

There is a sudden fortissimo, in which a figure in all the strings is

answered by kettledrums. There is development, in which the

orchestra grows stronger and stronger.

The first portion of the chief theme of the main body of the first

movement, Allegro molto, E minor, 2-4, is given out by two horns

in unison; the second, by the wood-wind. This theme Is developed

at length, and modifications suggest occasionally a new and con-

trasting subject, Folk-lorists have called attention to the species of

syncopation known as the "Scotch snap," that distinguishes this

chief theme, and also pointed out the five-note, or pentatonic, scale,
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from which the theme is derived. In a subsidiary theme announced

by flutes and oboes there is a use of the flat seventh, a use that

is common to Oriental races as well as the negro of the camp-meet-

ing. The second theme, G major, is given out by the flute, and was

probably derived from the familiar melody, "Swing Low, Sweet

Chariot." The violins take up this theme. There is some develop-

ment, but less than that of the first; and there is the traditional

repeat. In the free fantasia the thematic material of the first part

is worked out; and then there is a return of the first theme in the

tonic at the beginning of the third part, which is in general a regu-

lar reproduction of the first, with changes of tonalities. The bril-

liant coda is built chiefly on the first theme.

In the second movement, Largo, D-flat major, 4-4, DvoMk is

said to have attempted the suggestion of the mood in the story of

Hiawatha's wooing, as told by Longfellow. The chief and romantic

theme is sung by the English horn over a soft accompaniment of

strings. The development is extended. After the theme is sung by
two muted horns, there is a change to C-sharp minor, un poco piti

mosso. A short transitional passage on a contrasting theme leads

to the second them in the wood-wind over a bass in counterpoint

and pizzicato. There are several melodies in this movement; but,

while the sentiments are diverse, there is no abruptness in contrast.

Complete

Financial

Service

Bay State Branch, Boylston Street

Old Colony Trust Company
Boston, Massachusetts

HEBIBER OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
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There is a return to the first theme in the English horn. The move-

ment ends pianissimo with a chord in the double-basses alone.

Third movement, Scherzo : Molto vivace, E minor, 3-4. It opens

with a theme, for flutes and oboes, which appears as a rule in imi-

tations. The second theme, in E major, poco sostenuto, also for

flutes and oboes, is of more song-like character. The trio, C major,

opens with a lively theme for wind instruments. This is followed

by a second theme for strings. A reminiscence of the opening theme

of the first movement is heard just before the trio, and also in the

coda.

The Finale, Allegro con fuoco, E minor, 4-4, opens with a few

introductory measures. The first theme is given out fortissimo by

horns and trumpets against staccato chords in the rest of the

orchestra. The development is first in the strings, then in the

full orchestra. After the development of subsidiary matter the

clarinet sings the second theme. In the development that follows

are recollections of the opening theme of the first movement, the

English horn melody of the second, and the opening phrase of the

scherzo. There is a tumultuous coda, based on the union of the

chief theme of the first movement with the first theme of the finale.

THERE ARE UNUSUAL ACCOMMODATIONS for

banquets, [dinners, luncheons, receptions, dinner and
tea dances— for all social functions requiring correct

appointments and perfect service.;j

Among the hotels in the ci*7, none is better prepared than

THE VENDOME to make social affairs attractive and
pleasant. Its ideal location on Commonwealth Avenue
at Dartmouth Street, only one block from Copley
Square, makes it easily accessible by motor or "a-foot"

The manager will be pleased to submit menus, offer suggestions,

and make final arrangements, by telephone, correspondence

or personal interview.

AFTERNOON TEA (tea, toast and marmalada) IS SERVED
IN THE SOLARIUM EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
FROM 4 UNTIL 6 O'CLOCK. FIFTY CENTS PER PERSON

C. H. GREENLEAF COMPANY EVERETT 3. RICH FRANKLIN K. PIERCE
Proprietors Managing Director Assittant Managtf
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Chandler & Co/s

Assortment ofNew Spring Hats
Is Now Complete

Included are smart suit and semi-dress hats at 15.00,

25.00 and 38.00.

Semi-dress and dress hats at 25.00, 50.00 and 75.00.

Original French hats and extravagant dress hats from

50.00 to 300.00.

CHhaniilcr^ <Eo
Tremont Street, Near West
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Prelude to the Opera "Lohbngrin^^ Richard Wagner

(Born at Leipsic, May 22, 1813; died at Venice, February 13, 1883.)

"Lohengrin," an opera in three acts, was performed for the first

time at the Conrt Theatre, Weimar, August 28, 1850. The cast was

as follows : Lohengrin, Beck ; Telramund, Milde ; King Henry, Hofer

;

the Herald, Patsch; Ortrud, Miss Fastlinger; Elsa, Miss Agthe.

Liszt conducted.

The tenor Beck found the first part of "Lohengrin's narrative"

so exhausting that he was unable to sing the second ; and, to quote

Mr. Henry T. Finck's words, "Wagner, judging that this would

probably be the case with most tenors, cancelled this passage alto-

gether." The five additional verses are printed in the original

orchestral score, but not in the score for voices and pianoforte, nor.

in the libretto. The whole narrative was sung at the Munich per-

formance in 1869 with Nachbaur as Lohengrin. Some of Wagner's

friends almost persuaded him to change the plot, and permit Lohen-

grin to remain with Elsa, just as Dickens was persuaded for the

sake of "a happy ending" to change, and ruin in the changing, the

Announces the opening of the new

22 BOYLSTON STREET

THIS SHOP WILL BE DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY
TO GENUINE VICTOR VICTROLAS, SHOWN IN
THE PROPER ENVIRONMENT AND FURNISHING
A SPECIALIZED SERVICE . THAT WILL BE
APPRECIATED. THIS SHOP IS READY FOR YOUR
INSPECTION AND APPROVAL.

P

VICTROLAS AND VICTOR RECORDS—THAT'S ALL

FRANK S. HORNING CO., Inc.

BOSTON
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Boston Symphony makes Victor Records.
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parallels the actual performance of this
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Any Victor dealer will gladly play any
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for you. Victrolas $25.00 to $950.
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final chapter of "Great Expectations." Beck, by the way, who ac-

cording to Eichard Pohl, was wholly unable to do justice to the

part, left the stage not many years after the first performance.*

It was at Marienbad in the summer of 1845 that Wagner laid out

the scheme of "Lohengrin." He wrote the libretto in the following

winter, and conceived some of the melodic ideas. He began the

actual composition of the opera with this narrative of Lohengrin,

"because the monologue contained the most significant musical

germs in the whole score. In the original version, after the words

"and Lohengrin my name," the orchestra intoned the Grail theme,

the chorus treated the theme in the same manner as in the first act

when the knight appears, and then the recitation continued in a

manner analogous to first section. The third act of "Lohengrin"

was composed at Grossgraufen between September 9, 1846, and

* Wagner, in a letter to Louis Schindelmeisser, written in 1853, declared frankly
that Beck was "atrocious." Yet the Princess Sayn-Wittgenstein, who heard him a few .

years after the first performance, was hysterical in praise of the tenor. Wagner wished
his Lohengrin to be "young and radiant." He wrote with reference to one unhappy
Lohengrin : "I had always fancied that people must be glad whenever Lohengrin but
tread the stage : on the contrary, it seems they were gladder when he left it." For
much entertaining matter concerning the first performance of "Lohengrin" see W. A.
Ellis's Life of Wagner : the indices of the volumes are commendably full.

TENOR
A dear, pliant voice, ready skill in song, intelligent responsive

ness to the prevailing mood.

—

Boston Transcript,

Address, care of JORDAN HALL, Boston 17

Telephone. Back Bay 3774-J

CARL FAELTEN. Director

MONDAY, MARCH 29, at 8 P.M., Steinert Hall

Recital by Virginia Farnum, assisted by Mrs. R. Lister, Mr. H.

Shaw, Mr. W. F. Hofmann, Mr. K. W. Zeise.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 31, at 11 A.M., Faelten Hall

Recital by Students of the College Course

SATURDAY, APRIL 3, at 3 P.M., Faelten Hall

Recital by Students of the Prepatatory Course

Programs and complimentary tickets at the office of the School

30 HUNTINGTON AVENUE. BOSTON Telephone Back Bay 1759
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The wonderful, rich tone of the Baldwin Pizuio is the very conception

of beauty.

—

Levitzki.

It has that refined quality, that warm and luscious tone which
resembles the human voice in its individual appeal.

—

A Ida.

The Baldwin Piano has no peer in faithfully voicing an artist's

spirit.

—

Brown.

I have an inspiring companion in my Baldwin Piano.

—

La Forge.

The beautiful tone of the Baldwin Piano merits its popularity.

—

A mato.

Using a Baldwin, we rest assured that we have an instrument which

will meet every requirement.

—

Fanning.

The Baldwin Piano is a most wonderful help and support.

—

Nielsen.

I consider the Baldwin the Stradiveirius of the few really great Pianos

of the world.

—

De Pachmann.

A tone that blends so well with my voice.

—

Semhrich.
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March 5, 1847 ; the first act between May 12 and and June 8, 1847

;

the second act between June 18 and August 2 of the same year. The

Prelude was completed on August 28, 1847, and the instrumentation

was made during the following winter and spring. The score was
not published for several years,—to quote from Mr. W. J. Hender-

son's "Eichard Wagner" (New York, 1901),—"because Meser, who
had printed the previous works of the composer, had lost money
by the ventures, Breitkopf & Hartel subsequently secured the

score at a small price, not because they were niggardly in offering,

but because Wagner's works had no large market value at the time,

and he was anxious to sell, being in his chronic condition of finan-

cial embarrassment:"

The first performance of the Prelude in concert was on January

17, 1853, in the Gewandhaus, Leipsic, at a concert for the benefit

of the Orchestral Pension Fund. Julius Kietz conducted from manu-

script.

The first performance of "Lohengrin" (in German) in the United

•LT
Established in 1842

Sables, Russian and Hudson Bay
We dress our own sables and can give excellent values in both

Russian and Hudson Bay. Coats, Coatees, etc., in all furs.

We specialize in tailor-made fur garments.

19 ARLINGTON STREET.
Next to Arlington Street Church

OUR ONLY LOCATION
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states was at the Stadt Theatre, New York, April 3, 1871. Adolf

Neuendorff conducted. The cast was as follows: Lohengrin, Habel-

mann; Telramund, Vierling; King Henry, Franosch; the Herald,

W. Formes; Ortrud, Mme. Frederic! ; Elsa, Mme. Lichtmay. The

first performance in Italian was at the Academy of Music, March

23, 1874; Lohengrin, Campanini; Telramund, del Puente; King

Henry, Nannetti; the Herald, Blum; Ortrud, Miss Gary; Elsa, Miss

Nilsson.

The first performance of "Lohengrin" in Boston was in Italian at

the Globe Theatre on December 14, 1874. Mr. Muzio conducted. The

cast was as follows : Elsa, Mme. Albani ; Ortrud, Miss Gary ; Lohen-

grin, Garpi ; Telramund, del Puente ; the King, Scolara ; the Herald,

Hall.

The first performance here in German was on March 27, 1877.

Mr. Neuendorff conducted, and the cast was as follows : Elsa, Mme.
Pappenheim; Ortrud, Mme. Perl; Lohengrin, Werrenrath; Telra-

mund, Preusser ; the King, Blum ; the Herald, W. Formes..

The Finale of the first act was performed here "for the first time

in America" at the Orchestral Union concert, Mr. Zerrahn conduc-

tor, March 26, 1856; the "Frauenchor" was performed at a concert

of the same society on January 3, 1855.

The Prelude to "Lohengrin" was performed hero for the first time

/ y

l&tUt-bxXVn suits for Aivomen and
misses are among tke most remark-
aole offerings of tLe season.

Of wool -worsted Jersey, botli fat-

ric ana tailoring are exceptional.

Models are distinctly smart.

Oketchea is a women s moaef at

$35. j^isses' start at $25.

3f. p. Wdannat (Ha.
15Z Slr^mnnt i>t

3£
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at a Philharmonic concert, January 14, 1860, and it was then called

on the programme ."First Introduction to 'Lohengrin.'

"

Before the first performance of the whole opera in 1874, selections

from the opera were sung at Mechanics Hall, April 27, 1872, at a

concert arranged by Eichard C. Dixey. The solo singers were Mrs.

Osborne, Dr. Langmaid, and Mr. Schlesinger. The orchestra was
represented by Messrs. Dixey and Tucker, pianists,

«
* »

The Prelude is the development and working out of the Sangreal

motive. Berlioz described the composition as a gradual crescendo

leading to a shorter decrescendo. "Like the hero's career in the

opera," says Mr. Apthorp, "it begins, as it were, in the clouds, then

gradually descends farther and farther until it embraces all the

lowest tones of the orchestra, and then returns to the clouds again.

Its single theme is developed in free polyphony by various succes-

sive groups of instruments, each of which groups proceeds with free

counter-thematic work as the next group enters with the theme.

First we have the violins piano in their higher register ; then come
the flutes, oboes and clarinets ; then the violas, violoncellos, horns,

bassoons, and double basses; lastly the trumpets, trombones, and

Importations of Ladies' and Misses'

Coats, Suits, Gowns and Wraps

Our merchandise is of the Fifth Avenue, New York

and Parisienne designs

We invite inspection

46 TEMPLE PLACE - - BOSTON
3d FLOOR

FRONT Cleverly designed to combine ^^^^
^^^ correct lines with entire comfort LACE

rr r>i 1 1 ni \\r ci
^^^ boylston street

r U L L U W o COPLEY square, boston, mass.
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tuba fortissimo ; then comes the decrescendo, ending pianissimo in

the high violins and flutes,"

The Prelude is scored for three flutes, two oboes, English horn^

two clarinets, bass clarinet, three bassoons, four horns, three trum-

pets, three trombones, bass tuba, a set of three kettledrums, cym-

bals, four solo violins, and the usual strings.

Liszt described the Prelude, as "a sort of magic formula wMch^

like a mysterious initiation, prepares our souls for the sight of un-

accustomed things, and of a higher signification than that of our

terrestrial life."

Wagner's own explanation has been translated into English as

follows :

—

"Love seemed to have vanished from a world of hatred and quar-

relling; as a lawgiver she was no longer to be found among the

communities of men. Emancipating itself from barren care for

gain and possession, the sole arbiter of all worldly intercourse, the

human heart's unquenchable love-longing again at length craved

of today are the nationally accepted vogue of

tomorrow. They express the highest quality

"obtainable in genuine portraiture.

(Photographs of Distinction)

647 Boylston Street, Boston
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LYON & HEALY HARPS
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Strings for all Musical Instruments

Fine Leather Cases
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of whom the eminent Boston critic, Philip Hale, says

:

" Miss Maurel has an uncommonly beautiful voice; but she has more than voice and

vocal skill— she has intelligence as an interpreter."

Miss Maurel sings for the G)lumbia the following

Ditson publications:

LONGING, DEAR, FOR YOU. by John H. Densmore
High, in G; Medium, in F; Low, in Eb

DREAMING ALONE IN THE TWILIGHT, by Hartley Moore
High; Medium-high; Medium; Low

Price, each 60 cents (usual sheet music discount)

OLIVER DITSON COMPANY
178-179 TREMONT STREET BOSTON 10

Order ofyour Local 'Dealer
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to appease a want, which, the more warmly and intensely it made

itself felt under the pressure of reality, was the less easy to satisfy,

on account of this very reality. It was beyond the confines of the

actual world that man's ecstatic imaginative power fixed the source

as well as the outflow of this incomprehensible impulse of love, and

from the desire of a comforting sensuous conception of this super-

sensuous idea invested it with a wonderful form, which, under the

name of the 'Holy Grail,' though conceived as actually existing, yet

unapproachably far off, was believed in, longed for, and sought for.

The Holy Grail was the costly vessel out of which, at the Last

Supper, our Saviour drank with His disciples, and in which His

blood was received when out of love for His brethren He suffered

upon the cross, and which till this day has been preserved with lively

zeal as the source of undying love; albeit, at one time this cup of

salvation was taken away from unworthy mankind, but at length

was brought back again from the heights of heaven by a band of

angels, and delivered into the keeping of fervently loving, solitary

men, who, wondrously strengthened and blessed by its presence, and

purified in heart, were consecrated as the earthly champions of

eternal love.

"This miraculous delivery of the Holy Grail, escorted by an

Hygienic Front Lace Corsets

are recommended everywhere for

comfort and graceful lines

Every pair carefully fitted

Surgical Corsets a specialty

The Boston Hygienic Corset Co.

59 Temple Place • Blake Building
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angelic host, and the handing of it over into the custody of highly

favored men, was selected by the author of 'Lohengrin,' a knight

of the Grail, for the introduction of his drama, as the subject to be

musically portrayed; just as here, for the sake of explanation, he

may be allowed to bring it forward as an object for the mental

receptive power of his hearers.

"To the enraptured look of the highest celestial longing for love,

the clearest blue atmosphere of heaven at first seems to condense

itself into a wonderful, scarcely perceptible but magically pleasing

vision; with gradually increasing precision the wonder-working

angelic host is delineated in infinitely delicate lines as, conveying the

holy vessel [the Urail] in its midst, it insensibly descends from the

blazing heights of heaven. As the vision grows more and more dis-

tinct, as it hovers over the surface of the earth, a narcotic fragrant

odor issues from its midst ; entrancing vapors well up from it like

golden clouds, and overpower the sense of the astonished gazer,

who, from the lowest depths of his palpitating heart, feels himself

wonderfully urged to holy emotions.

"Now throbs the heart with the pain of ecstasy, now with the

heavenly joy which agitates the breast of the beholder; with irre-

sistible might all the repressed germs of love rise up in it, stimu-

150 BOYLSTON STREET

CATERERS
RESTAURANT
TEA ROOM
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MUSICAL FORE FEELING
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lated to a wondrous growth by the vivifying magic of the vision;

however much it can expand, it will break at last with vehement
longing, impelled to self-sacrifice and toward an ultimate dissolving

revels again in the supremest bliss as, imparting comfort the nearer
it approaches, the divine vision reveals itself to our entranced senses,

and wlien at last the holy vessel shows itself in the marvel of un-

draped reality, and clearly revealed to him to whom it is vouch-
safed to behold it, as the Holy Grail, which from out of its divine

contents spreads broadcast the sunbeams of highest love, like the
lights of a heavenly fire that stirs all hearts with the heat of the
flame of its everlasting glow, the beholder's brain reels—he falls

down in a state of adoring annihilation. Yet upon him who is

thus lost in love's rapture the Grail pours down its blessing, with
which it designates him as its chosen knight; the blazing flames
subside into an ever-decreasing brightness which now, like a gasp
of breath of the most unspeakable joy and emotion, spreads itself

over the surface of the earth and fills the breast of him who adores
with a blessedness of which he had no foreboding. With chaste
rejoicing, and smilingly looking down, the angelic host mounts
again to heaven's heights ; the source of love, which had dried up
upon the earth, has been brought by them to the world again—the
Grail they have left in the custody of pure-minded men, in whose
hands its contents overflow as a source of blessing, and the angelic
host vanishes in the glorious light of heaven's blue sky, as, before*,

it thence came down."
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'ToRBST Murmurs," from "Siegfried," Act II., Scene 2.

Richard Wagner
(Born at Leipsic, May 22, 1813; died at Venice, February 13, 1883.)

This piece was arranged by Wagner for concert use from parts

of the scene before Fafner's cave in the second act of "Siegfried."

He gave it the title "Waldweben" ("Life and Stir of the Forest," or

"Forest Murmurs"). The piece is free in form. It is scored for

two flutes (one interchangeable with piccolo), two oboes, two clari-

nets, two bassoons, four horns, two trumpets, three trombones, tuba,

kettledrums, triangle, strings.

Mr. George Bernard Shaw's description of the scene, from "The

Perfect Wagnerite" (London, 1898), may serve here as com-

mentary :

—

'Tlklimmy * makes a final attempt to frighten Siegfried by dis-

coursing of the dragon's terrible jaws, poisonous breath, corrosive

spittle, and deadly, stinging tail. Siegfried is not interested in the

tail: he wants to know whether the dragon has a heart, being con-

fident of his ability to stick Nothung into it if he exists. Eeassured

on this point, he drives Mimmy away, and stretches himself under

the trees, listening to the morning chatter of the birds. One of them

* The spelling of the names of certain characters of the "Ring" is of Mr. Shaw's
invention.
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has a great deal to say to him, but he cannot understand it; and,

after vainly trying to carry on the conversation with a reed which

he cuts, he takes to entertaining the bird with tunes on his horn,

asking it to send him a loving mate, such as all the other creatures

of the forest have. His tunes wake up the dragon, and Siegfried

makes merry over the grim mate the bird has sent him. Fifner is

highly scandalized by the irreverence of the young Bakoonin. He
loses his temper; fights; and is forthwith slain, to his own great

astonishment. In such conflicts one learns to interpret the mes-

sages of Nature a little. When Siegfried, stung by the dragon's

vitriolic blood, pops his finger into his mouth and tastes it, he un-

derstands what the bird is saying to him, and, instructed by it con-

cerning the treasures within his reach, goes into the cave to secure

the gold, the ring, and the wishing cap. Then Mimmy returns and

is confronted by Alberic. The two quarrel furiously over the

sharing of the booty they have not yet secured, until Siegfried comes

from the cave with the ring and the helmet, not much impressed by

the heap of gold, and disappointed because he has not yet learned to

fear. He has, however, learnt to read the thoughts of such a

creature as poor Mimmy, who, intending to overwhelm him with

flattery and fondness, only succeeds in making such a self-revelation
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of murderous envy that Siegfried smites him with Nothung and

slays him, to the keen satisfaction of the hidden Alberic. Caring

nothing for the gold, which he leaves to the care of the slain, dis-

appointed in his fancy for learning fear, and longing for a mate,

he casts himself wearily down, and again appeals to his friend the

bird, who tells him of a woman sleeping on a mountain peak within

a fortress of fire that only the fearless can penetrate. Siegfried is

up in a moment with all the tumult of spring in his veins, and fol-

lows the flight of the bird as it pilots him to the fiery mountain."

Siegfried looks after the departing Mime; the tree-tops begin to

rustle; and the "Forest Stir" begins, first in D minor, then in B
major. Siegfried falls a-dreaming; he knows that Mime is not his

father, and in the orchestra the VoLSUNG-motive appears, slow, 6-8,

now in the clarinets and now in the bassoons and horns.

He dreams of his mother: the LovE-LiFE-motive, same time and

tempo, in violoncellos, violas, and double-basses, then in all the

strings, later in horns and bassoons.

She was a mortal woman, hence the FRBiA-motive, C major, 3-4,

solo violin over arpeggios in muted strings.

The rustling of the forest grows stronger, and the Bird-Song-
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motive enters, E major, 3-4, 9-8, in oboe, flute, clarinet, and other
wind instruments.
Now follow in the music drama the Fafner scene, and the scenes

between Alberich and Mime, and Mime and Siegfried, and the
scene of Mime's death. There is no reference to these scenes in the
concert-piece.

Again the rustling and again the bird's song, and in the closing

Vivace enter the FiRE-motive, the SiEGFRiED-motive, the Slumber-
motive, and the BiRD-SoNC-motive.
The first performance of "Siegfried" was at Bayreuth, August 16,

1876. The cast was as follows : the Wanderer, Betz ; Siegfried, lin-

ger; Alberich, Hill; Mime, Schlosser; Fafner, von Keichenberg;
Brtinnhilde, Materna; Erda, Luise Jaide; Forest Bird, Lilli Leh-
mann.
The first performance in America was at the Metropolitan, New

York, November 9, 1887. The Wanderer, Fischer; Siegfried,

Alvary; Alberich, von Milde; Mime, Ferenczy; Fafner, Elmblad;
Brtinnhilde, Lehmann; Erda, Brandt; Forest Bird, Seidl-Krauss.
The first performance in Boston was at the Boston Theatre, April

3, 1889, with this cast: the Wanderer, Fischer; Siegfried, Alvary;
Alberich, Beck ; Mime, Sedlmayer ; Fafner, Weiss ; Brtinnhilde, Lilli

Lehmann; Forest Bird, Sophie Traubmann.



Petite Suite : En Bateau ; Cortege ; Menuet ; Ballet.
Claude Debussy

[Orchestrated by Henri Busser]

(Debussj, born at St. Germaine (Seine and Oise), August 22, 1862; died at

Paris March 26, 1918. Busser, born at Toulouse, January 16, 1872 ; living

at Paris.)

This Suite was written by Debussy for the pianoforte (four hands)

in 1894. Orchestrated by Henri Busser, it was published in 1907

and performed for the first time at a Lamoureux concert in Paris

on November 3 of that year.

The Suite has also been arranged by Mouton for a small orchestra.

There are arrangements for pianoforte solo, violin and pianoforte,

etc.

The Suite is orchestrated for two flutes (one interchangeable with

piccolo), two oboes, English horn, two clarinets, two bassoons, two

horns, two trumpets, kettledrums, triangle, cymbals, tambourine,

harp, and strings.

1. En Bateau: Andantino, G major, 6-8. The theme is given

out by the flute, accompanied by muted strings. After this is worked

out, there is a new subject in D major for violins and clarinets.

After development, there is a return to the first motive (first

violins).
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II. Cortege: Moderato, E major, 4-4. The chief theme is an-

nounced by flutes and oboes, while a march rhythm is marked by

strings (pizzicato), harp, and triangle. There is a counter theme

for the lower strings. After a return of the march theme, the

strings have a new subject in A major, while there are alternating

hints at the first motive. At the end the march theme returns.

III. Menuet: Moderato, G major. After a short introduction

(wood-wind) the chief theme is given to the first violins. The sec-

ond phrase of it is for wood-wind and harp. The theme of the

Trio, D major, is given to the bassoon. "When the first part returns,

the theme is for the oboe.

IV. Ballet : Allegro giusto, D major, 2-4. The strings in unison

give out the first theme. There is a continuing section for them.

After development, the chief theme is played by the full orchestra.

There is a change of key to G major, with a new subject, Tempo di

Valse, 3-8, for the violins. The first theme comes back, but at the

end there is use of the valse motive.

•
»

Paul Henri Biisser studied music first in Toulouse. Going to

Paris, he studied at the Niedermeyer School, and later at the Con-

servatory, where he was awarded in 1891 the first prize for counter-
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point and fugue, and in 1893, a pupil of Guiraud, the prix de Rome

for his cantata "Antigone." He also studied privately with Widor,

Gounod, and Cesar Franck. He was organist of St. Cloud. In

1900 he conducted the performances of the Op6ra Populaire at the

Folies-Drarnatiques. In 1906 he was appointed a conductor at the

Paris Opera.

His chief works are as follows

:

"Daphnis et Chloe," pastorale in one act, Opera-Comique, Paris,

December 11, 1897 (Daphnis, Dumontier; Chromis, Badiali; Chloe,

Mile. Guiraudon; Lycenion, Mile. Tiphaine) ; "Colomba," Op. 40;

"Les Noces Corinthiennes" * Op. 50." ("Jane Gray," 1891, is men-

tioned by the Paris Conservatory Catalogue; is this an opera, can-

tata, or symphonic poem?)

"Amadis de Gaule," cantata, with which Busser took the second

prix de Rome in 1892 ; "Messe de Noel," for four voices with organ

or orchestra, Op. 27 ; "Hymne k la France," for tenor and orchestra,

Op. 57 (1915).

"Le Sommell de I'Enfant Jesus," for violin and orchestra. Op. 3

:

* Anatole Prance's "Noces Corinthiennes," which originally appeared as a poem,
was produced at the OdSon, January 30, 1902, with incidental music by Francis Thom6.
The subject is the same as that of Goethe's "Bride of Corinth," which Catulle Mendfes
followed in his libretto for Chabrier's unfinished opera "Brisgis."
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"A la Villa Medicis," symphonic suite for orchestra, Op. 4 ;
* "Min-

erva," concert overture for orchestra, Op. 7; "H6rcule au Jardin

des Hesp6rides," symphonic poem, Op. 18 ; suite funambulesques for

small orchestra; "A la Lumiere," Op, 24; Suite breye for small

orchestra, Op. 26; March de Fete" for orchestra. Op. 36. Pi^ce de

Concert for harp and orchestra. Op. 32 ; Appassionato for viola and

orchestra. Op. 34; Impromptu for harp and orchestra, Op. 58 (1915).

Preludes and fugues for the organ on themes by Gounod, Massenet,

and Ambroise Thomas.

ENTR'ACTE.

PROGKAMMES OF CHARACTER: A "FAUST EVENING."

(From the London Times, December 13, 1919.)

The London Symphony Orchestra promises us on Monday
a "Faust Evening," that is, a concert programme of works all

having some bearing on the legend which has gained its world-

* This Suite, sent from Rome, was performed at an Op6ra concert in Paris in Janu-
ary, 1896. It was savagely and amusingly attacked by "L'Ouvreuse du Cirque d'fitfi"

(Henry Gauthier-Villars) : "Une suite symphonique, 'A la Villa Mgdicis' dfiplorablement
purgative, musique M^dieinale d'ailleurs aval^e sans douleur par des auditeurs d'une
bienveillance confinant au gatisme."
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wide significauce through Goethe. At a time and in a place where

concert programmes are constantly a fortuitous collection of works

thrown together in an attempt to satisfy a number of more or less

conflicting tastes and interests, the appearance of a scheme with

so definite an artistic purpose is refreshing. It is not new, but it

is rare. The most interesting parallel we recollect in recent years

was a set of concerts of Shakespearian music devised by Sir

Henry Wood, which grouped together the works generated by the

IDlays of Shakespeare by composers of all countries and ages. Such

music naturally falls into two classes, dramatic and reflective,

—

that written to form part of some actual presentation of the drama

either spoken or sung, and that written as a translation of the

content into self-dependent terms of sound. The latter is the ma-

terial proper to the concert room, and this has evidently been borne

in mind in planning the Faust programme, which, while it con-

tains two songs from Berlioz and Boito, to be sung by Mr. John

Coates, rests its main interest on symphonic works.

Without such a distinction the material among which selection

could be made would be overwhelming in its quantity. It is a sign

of our comparative provincialism in art that this country alone re-

mained practically uninfluenced by the Faust legend which was

=|FTEffnDDn

EiD TO ta^

ifZD fimjlafan bkn.d
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reborn iu Goethe's handling of it, and the only Englishman who
made any serious attempt to transmute it into music was one H. H.

Pierson, whose very name is now almost forgotten. The average

Englishman remained content with the superficialities of Gounod,

reinforced by an occasional excursion into Berlioz. But elsewhere,

quite apart from its obvious possibilities as an operatic libretto, it

exercised an irresistible magnetic attraction from the time that

Berlioz, in exuberant youth, sketched his ''Eight Scenes" to the

production of Mahler's monster symphony not so manj- years ago.

Mahler, at least, ranged himself with the greater musical

minds—Berlioz, Schumann, Liszt, and Wagner—in seeing that the

essence of the thing could not be expressed in o^Deratic form, but

demanded music of the reflective symphonic cast. If any one could

have written a stage version of the drama in music it would have
been Wagner, but he refused the temptation, and his Faust overture,

which begins the programme of Monday, is the first movement of

a symphony which never went further. It remains the only piece

of purely symphonic music by Wagner which counts for anything
in the total of his works, a character study of Faust in solitude, the
more powerful because of its concentration on a single aspect of the
theme. In striking contrast to it is the Interlude, '^Au Jardin de
Marguerite," by Roger-Ducasse, placed next to it in this scheme.
Neither it nor anything else by Ducasse can be said to be well
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known here, though the score was published seven years ago.

composer outlines his programme:

—

The

La nuit descend sur le jardin— R§veil de Tame du jardin— Bruissements
silencieux des soirs—une cloche lointaine, presque irreelle, semble Slargir le

silence—Faust, alangui, repose, ecoute

—

Here we get a modern Frenchman's view of the subject. It is

the picture which has seized his imagination. He hints at mysteries

and the subtle influences of environment by that sensitive use of

instruments which has made French orchestration a unique type.

Its title suggests that it aims at no more than casting a sidelight,

but that seems to be just the advantage of a "Faust Evening" or

any evening devoted to the expression of differing aspects of a
single idea. It provides the fit occasion for sidelights.

The third and most imposing orchestral work offered in this

symposium is Liszt's Faust symphony, of which the London public

to-day must be almost as ignorant as it is of Ducasse. It is cer-

tainly many years ago since it was given in London, and even those
disinclined to put Liszt high in the hierarchy of the great com-
posers of the last century admit that the Faust symphony gives

the strongest ground for considering him as a member of it. It is

not a work to be passed over as a mere piece of graphic illustra-

tion, as Berlioz's "Symphonie Fantastique," with which, it has many
points of comparison, may be. Liszt describes its movements as

"three character-pictures," Faust, Marguerite, and Mephistopheles
—that is to say, he is primarily concerned not with incidents, but

m K^TRODUCTtOf* LEAPS W £U€RLASTING F(?IENDSHiP
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with human emotions, so that he remains on firm musical ground.

He, in fact, completes in his scheme very much what Wagner pro-

jected in his Faust overture, and adds to his three character-pictures

a setting for tenor solo and male choir of the "Alles Vergaugliche"
chorus of Goethe. Probably no composer ever steeped himself so

completely in the philosophy of Goethe as Liszt.

We have been tempted to point out the main features of this

scheme beforehand, because in its general idea is found something
quite distinct from the ordinary round of programme making, and
the particular works it .proposes to bring forward offer the oppor-
tunity of musical experiences which are unlikely to recur. In the

case of a production of a new or little-known work those who
hear of it for the first time in newspaper criticism next day can
often comfort themselves for having missed it with the thought
that if it is important it will be done again. But an experimental
scheme of this sort stands or falls by its immediate reception. If

we remember rightly. Sir Henry Wood's Shakespeare Concerts had
a very indifferent reception. . . . One naturally looks with interest
to see whether what may be called programmes of character will
appeal to a public so jaded with desultory concert-giving as that
of London is. The "Faust Evening" is something of a test case
from which, if decided satisfactorily, a number of entrancingly
interesting developments might spring.
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Kakoczt March from ''The Damxatiox of FAUST'^ Hector Berlioz

(Born at la Cote Saint-Audre, December 11, 1803 ; died at Paris, March 9, 1869.)

Gerard de Nerval published his translation into French of Goethe's

"Faust" in November, 1827. Goethe was pleased at the thought that

his poem could be read in the language which Voltaire ruled fifty

years before, and he told Eckermann how Voltaire had Influenced

his earlier years and what an effort it cost him to shake off this in-

fluence and stand on his own feet in close communion with nature.

He praised the translation highly, although it was for the most part

in prose. "I cannot read 'Faust' any more in German, but in this

translation into French everything is again fresh, new and in-

genious." * Berlioz, reading it, was intoxicated. "The marvellous

book," he wrote, "fascinated me at once ; I could not put it down ; I

read it constantly, at my meals, in the theatre, in the street, every-

where. This translation in prose contained some versified frag-

ments, songs, hymns, etc. I yielded to the temptation of setting

music to them. Hardly had I finished this difficult task,—and I had

not heard a note of the score,—I committed the folly of having the

score engraved—at my expense."

At least two translations into French of "Faust" had been pub-

lished before de Nerval's, but Berlioz was apparently unacquainted

with them. De Nerval in his preface wrote :
" 'Faust' is about to

* See "Goethes Gespraehe mit J. P. Eckermann," 1830, .January 3.
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FISH AND LOBSTERS A SPECIALTY
Quick, Clean Service

350 MASSACHUSETTS AVE. Cor. St. Botolph St.

GEO. M. ROMANOS. Proprietor

SEVENTY YEARS' REPUTATION

An old emd reliable re^nedy for throat troubles caused by cold or use of the voice. Free from opiates in any
(orm. Sold only in boxes—never in bulk. Prices, 13c., 35c.. 75c., $1.23. at druggists or by mail

BROWN'S ""^E^^^iS
Will keep the teeth and gums in healthy condition. Price, 30c. at druggists or by mail

JOHN I. BROWN & SON. BOSTON. MASS.
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be performed in all the theatres of Paris, and those who will see the

performances will no doubt be curious to consult at the same time

the German masterpiece." The Figaro of November 30, 1827, re-

ferred to the translation published "at a moment when the chief

theatres purpose to represent the very bizarre and marvellous ad-

ventures of Dr. Faust." A "Faust" by Theaulon and Gandolier, with

music arranged by the orchestral leader, Beancourt, was performed

with great success at the Nouveautes.* Stapfer's "Faust," illus-

trated by Delacroix, was published in March, 1828. "Faust," with

FrMeric Lemaitre as the hero was produced at the Porte-Saint-Mar-

tin, October 29, 1828.

Berlioz's "Huit Scenes de Faust," composed at Grenoble in 1828,

and at Paris in 1829, engraved in 1829, is now extremely rare. It

did not include the Kakoczy March. Berlioz sent a copy to Goethe,

who consulted Zelter of Berlin as to its worth. Zelter wrote a

letter abusive of the music. Goethe never acknowledged the gift,

never replied to Berlioz's letter.

The revision of these scenes were made and the other portions of

'^The Damnation of Faust" were composed in 1845-46. The first

performance was at the Opera-Comique, Paris, December 6, 1846.

Berlioz conducted. The singers were Mme. Duflot-Maillard, Roger,

* The libretto of this "Faust," a lyric drama in three acts, produced at the Theatre
des Nouveautes on October 27, 1827, is a curious one. Faust, rejuvenated by his own
magic art, has saved Marguerite, the daughter of Conrad, an old soldier, from drowning.
He asks for her hand, but Conrad refuses the offer because Faust cannot maintain her
in becoming state. Faust, desperate, invokes the aid of hell. Mephistopheles appears,
and offers untold wealth in exchange for a bond binding the two for eternity. Faust
accepts. Rich and noble, he again asks Conrad for his daughter. Soon the price paid
by the philosopher for his sudden prosperity is known. Marguerite rejects him, and
prays for help. Faust feels remorse. He demands of Mephistopheles the annulment of
the compact. Pardoned, he weds Marguerite, who is found to be the heiress of the noble
family of Irnestal. There was a brilliant mise-en-scene. For an account of a dispute
over the music see "Histoire des Thgatres de Paris : Les Nouveautgs," by L. Henry
Lecomte (Paris, 1907, pp. 36-38).

41-43 Westland Avenue. 32-34 Astor Street

ONE MINUTE FROM SYMPHONY HALL

While attending the concert at Symphony Hall, store your car at our new and
most up-to-date garage which is thoroughly equipped to offer the finest service and
convenience to the motorist in the city; double entrances and exits at Nos. 41-43

Westland Ave and 32-34 Astor St. operated by electrical equipment, two fast-traveling

Electric elevators, gasolene supplied on every floor by electrical equipment, wash-

stands on each floor, each car its own stall, ladies' waiting room, checking room;

for the chauffeur's accommodations; reading room, billiard hall, barber shop

and (hower baths.

CAi . TJ..,!. . * B«cfc B«y 8862
. '

,
.

Telephone.
^ q^^^ Bay 8863
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L6on, Henri. The first performance in the United States was at

New York, February 12, 1880. Amy Sherwin, Jules Jordan, Franz

Kemmertz, Bourne. Leopold Damrosch conducted. The first per-

formance in Boston was on May 14, 1880. Mrs. Humphrey-Allen

(now Mrs. George F. Babbitt), W. J. Winch, Clarence Hay, and

"an Amateur" (S. B. Schlesinger). B. J. Lang conducted. The

first performance in operatic form was at Monte Carlo, February

18, 1893. Mile. d'Alba, Jean de Eeszke, MelchissMec, and Illy.

Berlioz, early in 1846, was about to leave Vienna for Budapest.

He wrote the Rdkoczy March the night before his departure. "A
Viennese amateur, who knew well the manners of the country I

was to visit, came to me some days before with a volume of old airs,

'If you wish to please the Hungarians,' he said, 'write a piece on

one of their national airs. They will be enraptured, and you in

turn will give me, when you are back, news of their Elien (hurrah!)

and^ applause. Here is a collection, and you have only to choose.'

I took his advice and chose the Rdk6czy tune."

The march was played for the first time at Budapest, February

15, 1846, in a concert given by Berlioz in the National Theatre.

The description of the reception of it by the Hungarians is familiar.

"The extraordnary effect it produced tempted me to introduce it in

my score of 'Faust.' I took the liberty of putting my hero in Hun-
gary at the beginning of the action, and making him witness the

passage of an Hungarian army across the plain where he is walking,

buried in thought. A German critic found it exceedingly strange

that I had made Faust travel to such a place. I do not see why I

should not, and I should not have hesitated the least in the world

to take him anywhere else, if it would have helped my score. I

ANNOUNCEMENT

Formerly Werner-Pazolt Co.

Will remove to 423 Boylston Street, on April 1st, 1920

A REMOVAL SALE OF HIGH GRADE FURS

is now being held at our present location, No. 52 Chauncy St. (2nd Floor)
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had not bound myself to follow Goethe's plan, and the most eccentric

travels may be attributed to a character like Faust without any

shock to probability. Other German critics took up this singular

thesis later, and attacked me with still greater violence for the

changes I made in Goethe's plan ! As if there were no other 'Fausts'

than Goethe's ! . . . I have often wondered why those same critics

never reproached me for the libretto of my 'Komeo and Juliet' sym-

phony, which is little like the immortal tragedy. No doubt, because

Shakespeare is not a German. Patriotism ! Fetishism ! Cretinism !"

Christopher Marlowe pictures Faust as an accomplished traveller

who was personally conducted by Mephistopheles. Faust says

(scene vii.) :

—

Having now, my good Mephistophilis,

Passed with delight the stately town of Trier,

Environed round with airy mountain-tops.

With walls of flint, and deep entrenched lakes,

Not to be won by any conquering prince;

From Paris next, coasting the realm of France, •« '"'*''

We saw the river Maine fall into Rhine, i
; ff'i

Whose banks are set with groves of fruitful vines

;

Then up to Naples, rich Campania,

Whose buildings fair and gorgeous to the eye,

The streets straight forth, and paved with finest brick;'

Quarter the town in four equivalents.

There saw we learned Maro's golden tomb, .4

TIME
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tion in an Educational Institution in the
U. S. or Canada.

Address HENRY C. LAHEE
Boston Musical and Educational Bureau

218 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Mrs. Mabel Mann Jordan
Pupil of SILVESTRI, Naples. Italy

TEACHER OF
Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo and Ukulele

Foreign and American Instruments For Sale

214 Newbury Street, Boston

Telephone. Back Bay 4613-R

MAIN OFFICE 33 STATE STREET

COPLEY SQUARE BRANCH . 579 Boylston Street

MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE BRANCH
Corner Massachusetts Avenue and Boylston Street

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS OF $300 AND OVER
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The way he cut. an English mile in length,

Through a rock of stone in one night's space

;

From thence to Venice, Padua, and the rest,

In one of which a sumptuous temple stands,

That threats the stars with her aspiring top.

Thus hitherto has Faustus spent his time

:

But tell me, now, what resting place is this?

Hast thou, as erst I did command,

Conducted me within the walls of Rome?

Akos Laszlo gives this accoiiut of the origin of the K^koczy

March :

—

When Prince Franz Rakoczy II. (1676-1735) entered in solemn

state his town of Eperjes, bringing with him his young bride, the

Princess Amalie Karoline, daughter of Duke Vanfried of Hesse, the

leader of the gypsies, Michael Barna, court fiddler and favorite of

the Prince, wrote a processional march in honor of the pair and

played it with his band. The march was originally of a joyous na-

ture, but Barna rewrote it. He learned that his master was about

to revolt against the Austrian house, in spite of the treaty of Szat-

raar ; and he threw himself at the feet of his master, and with tears

he spoke from his heart : "Most gracious Prince ! You abandon

a pleasant life, to chase after nothing!" And to soothe the Prince

jhe took his fiddle in his hand and played the rewritten tune, the

tune with which he had greeted his happy master, who then blazed

at the zenith of his might.

The Prince died exiled in Turkey, whither Barna had followed

him.

The "Rakoczy Song" was popular among the Hungarian people

and the wandering gypsy musicians. It was first put in notation

ALWAYS BEST QUALITY
DELIVERED ANYWHERE BY OUR OWN TRUCKS. OR EXPRESS PREPAID

H. LERMED & SONS
Established 1837 87 FANEUIL HALL MARKET Tel.. Richmond 1431
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by Karl Vaczek of J4sz6, who died, very old, in 1828. He was an

amateur who had played the flute before the Austrian court, and

was known as one learned in music. He learned the R4k6czy tune

from a grandchild of Michael Barna, a woman renowned through-

out all Hungary for her beauty and fiddling; and her name was

Panna Czinka.

Vaczek wrote the tune on paper and gave the manuscript to a

fiddler named Ruzsitska, who made of it a greater work, for he

broadened it into a march and battle music.

The original melody of Barna was preferred by the Hungarians.

Berlioz in his transcription used portions of Ruzsitska's version;

he took the true '*R4k6czy song" and also Ruzsitska's battle music.

Panna Czinka was educated musically by a German Kapellmeister

at Rozsnyo. When she was fourteen, she married a gypsy who
played'the "Viola da Gampa," and with her husband and her two

brothers went here and there in Hungary. Their performance of

the Rakoczy March was sensational. Before her death her band

was composed wholly of her sons. When she died, her beloved Amati,

which had been given her by the Archbishop of Czaky, was buried

with her; for she had asked this. .1 »_i v-/

p c! "^Y n i

When "The Damnation of Faust" was first performed, Wagner's

"Tannhauser" was not a year old on the stage; Verdi's greatest

opera was then "Ernani"; Schumann had still ten years to live;

Tschaikowsky was six years old ; Brahms was a student of thirteen

years.

The cold elegance and discreet character of
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FRIDAY AFTERNOON. APRIL 2. at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING. APRIL 3. at 8 o'clock

Handel . . . Concerto Grosso No. 5 in D major, for String

Orchestra (Edited by G. F. Kogel)

Solo violins: Messrs J. Theodorowicz, and J. Hoffmann
Solo viola: F. Denayer; solo violoncello: J. Bedetti

I. Introduction; Allegro.

II. Presto.

III. Largo.
IV. Minuet.
V. Allegro.

Wagner Prelude to " Parsifal

"

Saint-Saens . . Pianoforte Concerto No. 5 in F major, Op. 103

I. Allegro animato.
II. Andante.

III. Molto allegro.

Smetana . . , Overture to the Opera " Prodana Nevesta "

("The Sold Bride")

SOLOIST

RUDOLPH GANZ

STEINWAY PIANO USED

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after Wagner's Prelude

The works to be played at these concerts may be seen in the Allen A. Brown Music Collection

of the Boston Public Library one week before the concert.
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TUESDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 6, AT 3

PIANO RECITAL bx _

J. S. Bach
Beethoven
Chopin

Scriabin

EMINENT RUSSIAN PIANIST

PROGRAM
I.

11.

'
1 ni

.0 vd III.

Liszt

Phantaisie and double fuga, A minor
32 Variations, C minor
Nocturne, F-sharp major
Waltz, A-flat major
Polonaise, A-flat major

9 Preludes (Op. 2, 11, 13, 15, 22, 48)
Album Page, Op. 45
3 Etudes (Op. 8, 42)
Fourth Sonate, Op. 30

Death of Isolde

Capriccio, B mrnor^^"!^!^
«'

Racoczy Marsh - rilo:-

MASON & HAMLIN PIANO :,,,,i,^„,„;

Management, ANTONIA SAWYER, Inc.. Aeolian Hall, New York City
Local Management, RICHARD NEWMAN. Steinert Hall

Tickets, 50 cents to $1.50, at the Hall, plus 10% war tax

JOINT RECITAL

Soprano

Alice SieveFj Pianist

Tuesday Evening, April 20

STEINWAY PIANO

SONG RECITAL

assisted by
Soprano

Violin

Wednesday Evening, April 21

FIRST TIME IN BOSTON!

Swiss-French Violinist

Pupil of the Eminent Polish Violinist, Gorski

Protegee of M. Paderewski

TUESDAY EVENING, APRIL 13

Mr. VICTOR MILLIER at the piano STEINWAY PIANO

Tickets for the above recitals may be had at the Steinert Hall Box Office, or may be

ordered by mail; address RICHARD NEWMAN. Steinert Hall, Boston 11. Mass.
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SYMPHONY HALL CALENDAR
SUNDAY
AFT.

MAR. 28

AT 3.30

SUNDAY
AFT.

APR. 4

iriliLlilr l^ i £3
Tickets at Box Office

Handel and Haydn Society
GREAT CHORUS OF 400

EMIL MOLLENHAUER. Conductor

ORCHESTRA AND SOLOISTS

H. G. TUCKER. Organist

Soloists:

ELIJAH
FLORENCE HINKLE

NEVADA VAN DER VEER

ARTHUR HACKETT
REINALD WERRENRATH

SATURDAY
AFT.

MAR. 27

AT 2.30

SUNDAY
AFT.

APR. 11

Tickets. $2.50, $2.00, $1.50 (Plus Tax)

ISADORA
DUMCAN

i^ riaiiist

Tickets. $2.00. $1.50, $1.00 (Plus 10% Tax)

SOPHIE M
Contralto Metropolitan Opera Company

and

American Violinist

Tickets, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00

SALE OPENS MONDAY. MARCH 22

Mail orders with remittances to L. H. MUDGETT, Manager, Symphony Hall,
will receive prompt attention

War tax of 10% must be added to the price of above tickets
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JORDAN HALL
TUESDAY EVENING, APRIL 6, 1920, at 8.15

SONG RECITAL by

TENOR

THE PROGRAM

I.

Melodies Populaires Grecques

Chanson de la mariee \

La-bas, vers I'eglise { -it • t^ i

Quelgalant!
\

Maurice Ravel

Tout gai

!

)

II.

Dissolution Darius Milhaud
Chevaux de bois ^

Claude Debussy
Automne t?. ri-. -+. ^ . •

.: ; .... Gabriel Faure

Ill-

Serenade Granville Bantock
To Helen Cbarles M. Loefller

Floods of Spring S. Rachmaninofe

IV.
Le Manoir de Rosemonde ^

La vie anterieure > Henri Duparc
Chanson Triste )

Melodies Populaires. Grecques

Chanson de la mariee \

La-bas vers I'eglise f Maurice Ravel
Quel galant

!

f
Tout gai

!

).

Tickets: $2.00, $1.50 and $1.00 (plus 10% tax).

From WENDELL H. LUCE, MANAGER,

492 Boylston St., Mason & Hamlin Bldg. Phone Back Bay 3870.
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O R D A IN l-i A I

TUESDAY EVENING, MARCH 30, 1920. at 8.15 o'clock

SONG RECITAL BY

Assisted by members of The Boston Symphony Orchestra Mr. Cieorges Longy, Conducting

THE PROGRAM
APPORTE LES CRISTAUX DORfiS L^pttrko r»..^rp^,x r«f«p RATr^vFReLE COMME UN HARMONICA j

(Hi^UKi^b D Eil.)
. Rhene-Baton

SOUPIR DuPARC
UN SAPIN ISOLfi Delage
LE temps DES LILAS . Chadsson
LA BADINE Monteclair
INFELICE SCONSOLATE (FLAUTO MAGICO ) Mozart
ROMANCE SANS PAROLES Defosse

(Flute, Clarinet, Bassoon, and String Quartet)
LA NUIT DANS L'IZBA Erlangeu
(Flute, Clarinet. Bassoon. Two Violins, One Viola, Four 'Celli, and Tam-tam)
LA MORT DES AMANTS Rhene-Baton

(Piano, 'Cello Obbligato by Georges Miquelle)
CARNAVAL Erlanger

(Entire Orchestra)

PAPILLONS ROSES . .
'.

'. ". ^ Woollett
LA MfcRE LaCroix
RIMA Tdrina
CHANSON DE ZULEIKA Rimsky-Korsakofp
MY NATIVE LAND . . . .... Gretchaninoff
ADIEU TO DELIGHT Graeff
OVER HILL, OVER DALE CoOKE

Mary Shaw Swain at the Piano
Mason & Hamlin Piano

Tickets: $1.50, |1.00, and 50 cents (plus 10% tax)
On Sale at 492 Boylston St. Mason & Hamlin Bldg.

Wendell H. Luce. Manager Phone B.B. .3870

MONDAY EVENING. MARCH 29, at 8.15 o'clock

Song Recital by RACHEL MORTOM HARRIS
SOPRANO

Assisted by ISIDORE LUCKSTONE at the piano

PROGRAM
1. Mi lagnero tacendo, Handel ; My Heart Ever Faithful, Bach ; Dido's

Lament, Purcell ; A Pastoral. Veracini.
2. Snowbells. Schumann ; Rosebud Mine, Schumann ; A Plaint, Slonofif ; The

Secret, Schubert ; Was I Not a Blade of Grass, Tschaikowsky ; The Maiden
Speaks. Brahms.

3. Chevalier Jean, Joncieres ; Sur I'Eau, Hue ; Dormez-vous, Wekerlin ; Morte,
d'Erlauger ; Dans la Plaine, Widor.

4. A Birthday, Luckstone ; The Faltering Dusk, Kramer ; Tally Ho, Leoni

;

Duna, McGill.
Mason & Hamlin Piano Used

THURSDAY EVENING, APRIL I. at 8.15 o'clock

PROGRAM
1. Sonata, Op. 31, No. 3 Beethoven

Allegro Allegretto vivace ^Minuetto Presto con fuoco
2. Ballade in the Form of Variations on a Norwegian Theme . . . Grieg
o. Fantasie, Op. 49 1

Mazurka, Op. 17, No. 4} Chopin
Scherzo, Op. 20 J

4. The Desert Fannie Dillon
(First time in Boston)

Birds at Dawn Fannie Dillon
Concert Paraphrase on the Wiener Blut Waltz of

Johann Strauss Edwin Hughes
(First time in Boston)

Steinway Piano
Tickets: $1.50, $1.00 and 50 cents (plus 10% tax)

On Sale at 492 Boylston St. Mason & Hamlin Bldg.
Wendell H. Luce, Manager Phone B.B. 3870
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NOW 15 THETirVETOflKR/INQE FOR

"SPECI/IL NIQHTS"
AT THE 35TM 5E/I50N OF THE

0F5
0RCHE5TR/I OF

SYMFHONY FLAYERS

^QlbE J/1^CHI4
QONIiUQTOR

WHICH WILL OFEN AT

sinpnoNT n/iLL
nOMDflT EYENINQ, M/IT 3

FOR SIXTY NIGHTS

^ W. H. BRENN4N Q. E. JUDD
n^N/IQER /I5ST. n/IN/IQER

SANDERS THEATRE . . CAMBRIDGE

SEVENTH CONCERT
Thursday Evening, April 1 , 1 920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

SOLOIST

VIOLIN

Tickets at Kent's University Bookstore, Harvard Square, Cambridge
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

VOICE
Studio, 615 Huntington Chambers, Boston

VOICE PLACING
JJh^ AND TECHNIQUE A SPECIALTY

^ri 01 ^tttnttin vocal coach and accompanist

146 Massachusetts Ave.. Tel. Back Bay 3040

KARL DOEEIMG
Pupil of Professor Jachmann-Wagner, Berlin, and Professor Galliera, Milan, Italy

TEACHER OF SINGING
STEINERT HALL. Room 27 . . . BOSTON, MASS.

PIANIST and TEACHER

Lang Studios

6 NEWBURY STREET

PIANIST and TEACHER
282 DARTMOUTH STREET

Telephone, Back Bay 5958-J Mason & Hamlin Piano Used

Lit-ctL4j^

"MESSIAH" WITH THE HANDEL AND
HAYDN SOCIETY, DEC. 21, 1919

"Mr. Flint was called on at 10.30 Sunday

T^ %. c c r\ morning and sang without rehearsal. There

Jj A S O O ''*'**' however, nothing in his performance
which betrayed that fact. He gave intelligent

Voice Specialist and Coach ^^tl^^r'^^^t\t^'
*"*""-

STUDIO: 246 HUNTINGTON AVENUE Boston Globe, December 22, 1919.

Lessons in

Pianoforte, Harmony, Counter-

point and Composition
STUDIO AT 12 NEWBURY STREET

Mondays and Thursdays

CONCERT-VIOLINIST
Available for Concerts.

For particulars address . . 46 MALCOLM STREET. BEACON HILL
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Mt. frank e. morse
AND ASSISTANTS

LESSONS IN SINGING
A Normal Course for Teachers

Former pupil ot the f&raous Paris Conserratory

VIOLIN LESSONS

STUDIOS, STEINERT HALL. BOSTON

f FM VOCAL
sU^.i'^ INSTRUCTOR

SPECIALIST ON VOICE DEFECTS
Assisted by Mr. W. D. STRONG

Well known Pianist and Concert-Accompanist
Studios: 96 Huntington Avenue, BOSTON, Mass.
Notice: Mr. Strong's Piano Recital at Jordan Hall

March 18, 1920.

Voices 'developed from first rudimfnt of tone

production to artistic finish.

Lectures on physical and natural laws and
general health.

Perfect diction of foreign languages.

Appointment by mail.

EMIL MOLLENHAUER
COACHING IN

OPERA AND ORATORIO
189 Huntington Avenue - - Boston

Telephone. 722 Back Bay

ARIE NICHOLf

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND TEACHER

609 Pierce Bldg., Boston, Mondays and Thursdays

Address, 162 Riverway, Boston

Telephone, 1470 Brookline

^W»^ia.ii*.iL^

•CELLO SOLOIST
INSTRUCTION

STUDIO. 218 TREMONT STREET
Telephone. Beach 903.W

AMEEICAI^
GERTRUDE MARSHALL. Violin

RUTH STICKNEY. Violin

TWELFTH SEASON

;tr

71 CARLTON STREET. BROOKLINE
Management A. H. HANDLEY. 160 Boylston Street. BOSTON

ETETTE
ADELINE PACKARD. Viola

HAZEL L'AFRICAIN, Cello

Tel. Brookline 3268-J
Tel Beach 4197

MEMBER OF

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

TEACHER OF 'CELLO
15 VANCOUVER STREET. BOSTON. MASS.

SOLO ENSEMBLE PLAYING
Tel.. Rox. 5063-R

mimcm^m&mm
American and European Diplomas, Author of Books and Pen Works on Singing

Studio: Suite 202 Huntington Chamber!. 30 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Phone, Back Bay 3932
DOINGS OF GRANT'S ARTIST PUPILS BY A. E. DATELY

Bronze Melba has a large list of recitals for this sea:on. Several winter concerts are planned for Wm. Flynn
tenor, whose fine voice a bright future is'predicted. Helen Laird, coprano. whose tinging at Boston College last

February was such an artistic delight, will give her next Boston recital early in the winter at Steinert HaU,
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
The Vocal Studios of

And his Assistants

VINCENT V. HUBBARD and

Mrs. CAROLINE HOOKER

Teacher of Singing in all its branches

and of Dramatic Action as

applied to Singing

ARTHUR J. HUBBARD
246 Huntington Avenue

PIANOFORTE

Material of value in teaching

Practical Finger Exercises Op. 17

Intermediate and Advanced

Technique Op. 31

Studio, 311 Pierce Building, Boston

Also STUDIO at NEEDHAM
ISONehoiden Street

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

TEACHER OF PIANO
Appointment by telephone

Cambridge 5935-W

"Mr. John Hall Sherwood has studied

with me in Paris, and is a gifted musician

and successful teacher of large experience

whose work I can endorse and recom-

mend." (Signed) HAROLD BAUER.

Studio

BEL CANTO
- - 1425 Broadway, NEW YORK

SINGERS — Suzanne Baker Watioa, Cor* Cro...

Nellie Hart, Willette Kershaw, Gertrude Hutcheson,
Ivy Scott, Marion Stanley, Eetelle Ward, Mabel
Wilbur, Flora Zabelle, Edward Foley, George Gilbert.

John Hendricks, Andrew Mack, Dr. Eugene Waltoa
Marshall, Fiske O'Hara, Umberto Sacchetti, EUii
Rhodes, Albert Wallerstedt, and many other (ingeri

now before the public la operatic and church work

PIANIST INSTRUCTION
The principles of Leschetizky presented in a definite and comprehensive manner

STUDIO. HOTEL HEMENWAY, BOSTON
Telephone. Back Bay 3180

STEINERT HALL, Room 26. Tuesdays and Fridays

F. MORSE llfEMFLE
BARITONE SOLOIST AND TEACHER OF SLNGING

417 PIERCE BUILDING, BOSTON
SATURDAYS IN NEW YORK, 50 WEST SIXTY-SEVENTH STREET

July 19 to August 27, Teaching at Spirit Lake, Iowa

CONTRALTO SOLOIST
Teacher of Singing

Class and Private Lessons

Hotel Cluny, 543 Boylston Street - Boston
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
MISS MINNIE HAYDEN

VOICE BUILDING
SONG INTERPRETATION. CONCERT
RECITAL AND REPERTOIRE WORK

SteinertHall - BOSTON

EDITH CASTLE
CONTRALTO SOLOIST

TEACHER OF SINGING
STUDIO ADDRESS. 88 GAINSBOROUGH ST.

ISS

TEACHER OF SINGING

HOTEL HEMENWAY
Tuesdays and Fridays at Lasell Seminary

md Forrest

TEACHER OF SINGING

ACCOMPANIST - COACH
STUDIO

246 HUNTINGTON AVE. BOSTON

Miss PRISCILLA WHITE
TEACHER OF SINGING

602 PIERCE BUILDING
COPLEY SQUARE . BOSTON

s^iss ROSE ST]
TEACHER OF SINGING

250 HUNTINGTON AVENUE
Opposite Symphony Hall

TEACHER OF SINGING
STEINERT HALL

162 BOYLSTON STREET - BOSTON

SOPRANO SOLOIST
Teacher of Singing

4 Haviland Street . - . - . Boston

B. B. 1047
In Worcester. Tuesdays and Wednesdays. 317 Day Bldg

PIANO INSTRUCTION
Leschetizky Principles

STUDIO: ROOM 18 STEINERT HALL
For Appointments Tel. Roxbury 491 1-R

i, F. HOFMANN
Formerly Concert Master

NEW YORK SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Will receive pupils in Violin and Ensemble

Playing. Address 120 TREMONT STREET

PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
j

Formerly pupil Royal Conservatory of Brussels, Bel-
gium (1897-1901). Also Organist and Accompanist

HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS. BOSTON

PIANO, ORGAN, HARMONY and

INTERPRETATION
(SPECIAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS)

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Telephone. Back Bay 4654-M

Bertha Cuaslniing Claild

CONTRALTO
TEACHER OF SINGING

LANG STUDIOS. 6 NEWBURY STREET

1919-1920

Gerlrudle F©.Eler Sclbool of

543 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON
Telephone 55888 B. B.

Private and Class instruction. Lectures. Specia 1

courses in pronunciation and diction.

adame Aleiimid&cMmuB
\

Loyal Phillips ShaW(Madame Aie^sander
(officier de 1' Instruction publique)

Vocal Instruction, Breathing, Tone Production.
Phonetics, French Diction. Interpretation of

French Songs

FENSMERE, 206 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.

Baritone Soloist and Teacher of Singing

CONCERT—RECITAL—ORATORIO
Providence, R.L

300 Lauderdale Building. 144 Westminster Street

Boston, Mau. Hotel Hemenway
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

PIANIST
AND TEACHER

6 NEWBURY STREET - - BOSTON
Telephone B. B. 51694

ROSAEELLE TEMPLE
TEACHER OF SINGING

MUSICAL LECTURES
Author of "Young Singers, What They Should Know"

10 NEWBURY STREET

543 Boylston Street . . . Boston, Mass.
Teacher of Singing and Manager of

THE COPLEY CLUB SINGERS
Artistic Attractive Successful

Programs tor All Occasions
Definite Instruction Immediate Results
Send for Illustrated Booklet Tel., Back Bay 994-M

RENEWED MUSIC— Your old or torn music made
new. Flexible binding. All hand work. Reasonable
prices. References.

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Room 207 Tel. Back Bay 456

Miss M.ELMA IGELMANN
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON ST., FENWAY BLDG., BOSTON
In New Bedford. Saturdays, 56 Walnut Street

ALICE BATES RICE
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER of SINGING

Lang Studios .... 6 Newbury Street

SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO - - 609 PIERCE BUILDING
Telephone, Back Bay 5I45.R

Pupil of Pablo Casals

SOLOIST AND TEACHER
Specializing in Fundamentals of 'Cello-playing

Fritz Carlton Hotel 1 138 Boylston Street

Tel. B. B. 2673

PIANIST and TEACHER

CARNEGIE HALL NEW YORK

PIANIST AND TEACHER
405 PIERCE BLDG.. COPLEY SQUARE

Telephone. Back Bay 3956-W

Torrens Method

TEACHER OF SINGING

17 STEINERT HALL ^"''^"'"jS',?ca°6T4614-W

BARITONE SOLOIST
Formerly Song Leader U. S. N.

now available for

Concert Oratorio Recital

STUDIO: 1089 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

arree Storey Smitli CONSTANCE MORSE
PIANO, HARMONY and COACHING

528 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS
Mondays and Fridays, Other days by

Appointment

Teacher of Pianoforte and Musical Theory

Half hour talks illustrated on the Piano — musical
forms and stories of the operas.

Studio: The Winsob School Fob Gihlb
Tuesday and Friday Afternoons

Tel. Brookline 2313M

AMERICAN PIANIST
RECITALS, MUSICALES, CONCERTS

Authorized representative of the most modern ideas in

piano playing. Primary.Advanced and Teachers' Courses

Studio. 6 NEWBURY ST., Tel. B. B. 3529-R
Res. HOTEL HEMENWAY. Tel. B. B. 3180

' Boston

D*Av©soe French School
PROF. A, D'AVESNE. B. SC. PARIS

OFFICIER DACADEMIE
French Classes, Private Lessons, Lectures &

Causeries, Children's Classes, Special
Commercial Course, Translations.

755 BOYLSTON ST.. NEAR COPLEY SQUARE
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THE OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES

OF THE

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
INCORPORATED

FREDERICK P. CABOT -

GALEN L. STONE

ERNEST B. DANE

President

Vice-President

Treasurer

ALFRED L. AIKEN

FREDERICK P. CABOT

ERNEST B. DANE
M. A. DE WOLFE HOWE
JOHN ELLERTON LODGE
FREDERICK E. LOWELL
ARTHUR LYMAN
HENRY B. SAWYER
GALEN L. STONE

BENTLEY W. WARREN



The

S T RA D I VA R I U S

of Pianos

THE

PIANO

HAS set a NEW
standard of tone

and value and has

long commanded the

highest price of any

piano in the world.

MASON k HAMLIN CO.

Warerooms, 492-494. Boylston Street

Boston
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Established 1833

WEBSTER
AND

ATLAS
NATIONAL BANK

OF BOSTON

WASHINGTON AND COURT STREETS

AMORY ELIOT President

RAYMOND B. COX, Vice-President I5?S^'^T,^-T,?5^d ^l^h ^^^"
TnoTTDTT T irncT'-u-D \r- T. -J * J o I.-

FRANK B. BUTTS, Asst. Cashier
JOSEPH L. FOSTER, Vice-President and Cashier ARTHUR W. LANE, Asst. Cashier
EDWARD M. HOWLAND. Vice-President HAROLD A. YEAMES, Asst. Cashier

Capital $1,000,000 Surplus and Profits $1,600,000

Deposits $11,000,000

The well-established position of this bank in the community^
the character of its Board of Directors, and its reputation as a
solid, conservative institution recommend it as a particularly

desirable depository for

ACCOUNTS
of

TRUSTEES, EXECUTORS and INDIVIDUALS

For commercial accounts it is known as

A STRONG BANK OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE

DIRECTORS

CHARLES B. BARNES
JOSEPH S. BIGELOW
FESSENDEN S. BLANCHARD
THEODORE G. BREMER
WILLIAM R. CORDINGLEY
RAYMOND B. COX
AMORY ELIOT
ROGER ERNST
JOHN W. FARWELL

GRANVILLE E. FOSS
ROBERT H. GARDINER
EDWARD W. GREW
OLIVER HALL
WALTER HUNNEWELL
HOMER B. RICHARDSON
DUDLEY P. ROGERS
THOMAS W. THACHER
WALTER TUFTS



SYMPHONY HALL, BOSTON
HUNTINGTON AND MASSACHUSETTS AVENUES

Branch Exchange ( Administration Offices
)

^

'Di/hom SYnnpliOimvOrelieste
INCORPORATED

THIRTY-NINTH SEASON, 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

weeti
Jni^K^^t^

WITH HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE
NOTES BY PHILIP HALE

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 2

AT 2.30 O'CLOCK

SATURDAY EVENING, APRIL 3

AT 8.00 O'CLOCK

COPYRIGHT, 1920, BY BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, INCORPORATED

W. H. BRENNAN. Manager G. E. JUDD, Assistant Manager
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/

A name that is spoken with the full pride of

ownership—that carries with it the deep satis-

faction of possessing the ultimate expression of

man's handiwork in Musical Art.

A name that is cherished as a Family Tradition

—

that keeps afresh for the next generation the

associations and fond remembrances which cluster

around the home piano.

Supreme achievement of patience, skill and ex-

perience, founded on inborn Ideals of Artistry.

r>- n
[v J A

Catalogue and prices on application

Sold on convenient payments

Old pianos taken in exchange

Inspection invited

107-109 East 14th Street New York

Subway Express Stations at the Door

REPRESENTED BY THE FOREMOST DEALERS EVERYWHERE
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NOW 15 THE TIME TO/IRRflNQE FOR

"SFECI/IL NIQMTS"
AT THE 35TH SEASON OF THE

ORQHESTR/I OF
SYflFHONT FL/1YER5

/IQIbE J4CCHI4
^ONDVIQTOR

WHICH WILL OFEN AT

srnpnoNT h/ill
nOHD/IT EYENINQ, HflT 3

FOR SIXTY NIGHTS!

/
|U

W. H. BRENN/IN
n/lN/IQER

Q, E. jgbb
A5ST, M/flN/lQER
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T^ersonal appearance offour great pianists

WITH THE

Symphony Hall, Tuesday Evening, April 6
AT 8.15

CONCERNING THIS REMARKABLE CONCERT
This concert is a repetition of the one given at Carnegie Hall, New

York, on February 3d last to which nearly twenty thousand persons

sought admission. The joint appearance on the same stage in the

same recital of these four great pianists is an event of epoch-making

importance. Aside from this there is the added feature of the scien-

tific demonstration of the accomplishment of a means for the preser-

vation of the art of the pianist for all time.

One piece by each artist will be heard twice: once played by the

living pianist, and then immediately afterward it will be repeated by

the Ampico from a record of his playing.

The New York Sun, commenting editorially upon the concert given

at Carnegie Hall, said:

" It is astonishing to realize that a machine could record as on a highly sensitive

plate, not merely the general characteristics, but the color, the elusive manner, the

most secret and puzzling qualities of the original."

It is this amazing demonstration that will be heard at this unique

concert.

Tickets now on sale at the Box Office, Symphony Hall.

Prices $1.00, $1.50, $2.00 and $2.50, plus war tax.
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THIRTY-NINTH SEASON. NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETEEN AND TWENTY

Tweimitieitlii Proj

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 1, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING. APRIL 3. at 8 o'clock

Handel Concerto Grosso No. 5 in D major, for String

Orchestra (Edited by G. F. Kogel)

Solo violins: Messrs. J. Theodorowicz, and J. Hoffmann
Solo viola: F. Denayer; solo violoncello: J. Bedetti
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IN 1920
Raymond & Whitcomb Company invites you to make use

of its services and facilities in connection with your proposed
visit to France and the Battlefields this summer.

For the first summer since 1914 Europe is again open for

travel. Food is now plentiful in Western Europe; the hotels

and railroads have restored their former service and offer

the pre-war comforts. It is still essential, however, that in-

tending travelers make their plans and reservations well in

advance, and after careful consultation with persons who
are famihar with the new conditions.

We have had 41 years' experience in providing for Ameri-
can travelers in all parts of the world and we enjoy friendly

and intimate relations with the leading steamsMp, railway,

and hotel companies. We maintain an office in Paris in

charge of an experienced travel manager. Our information
is up-to-the-minute in every respect. Whether you wish
a conducted tqjur or prefer to travel independently our ser-

vices are at your disposal.

We offer personally conducted tours of from six weeks to

four months duration. Wide choice of routes, including

France and the Battlefields, England, Holland, Belgium,
Switzerland, Italy, Spain, Algeria, Tunisia and Sicily. Small
parties and frequent departures throughout the Spring and
Summer. All arrangements are on the highest travel plane.

We are prepared to give you full information regarding

any details of a proposed journey — to assist you in planning
your route to the best advantage — to make hotel and steam-
ship reservations for you.

Cahfornia—National Parks—Pacific Northwest—Alaska
— South America — Japan-China— Round the World.

Send for booklet desired.

7 TEMPLE PLACE, BOSTON 11 Telephone Beach 6964

The
inTr

MiND-WHITCOMB
SffiSURS^CRUISES'



Concerto Grosso, No. 5, in D major . . George Fridbric Handel
(Edited by Gustav Friedrich Kogel)

(Born at Halle on February 23, 1685; died at London, April 14, 1759.)

Handel's twelve gtand concertos for strings were composed be-

tween September 29 and October 30, 1739. The London Daily Post
of October 29, 1739, said: '"This day are published proposals for

printing by subscription, with His Majesty's royal license and
protection, Twelve Grand Concertos, in Seven Parts, for four violins,

a tenor, a violoncello, with a thorough-bass for the harpsichord.

Composed by Mr. Handel. Price to subscribers, two guineas. Ready
to be delivered by April next. Subscriptions are taken by the

author, at his house * in Brook Street, Hanover Square, and by
Walsh." In an advertisement on November 22 the publisher added

:

"Two of the above concertos will be performed this evening at the
Theatre Royal, Lincoln's Inn." The concertos were published on
April 21, 1740. In an advertisement a few days afterwards Walsh
said: "These concertos were performed at the Theatre Royal in

Lincoln's Inn Fields, and now are played in most public places
with the greatest applause." Victor Schoelcher made this com-
ment in his Life of Handel : "This was the case with all the works
of Handel. They were so frequently performed at contemporane-

* This was the little house, No. 25, in which Handel lived for many years, and in
which he died. In the rate-book of 1725 Handel was named owner, and the house rated
at £35 a year. W. H. Cummins, about 1903, visiting this house, found a cast-lead
cistern, on the front of which in bold relief was "1721. G.F.H." The house had then
been in the possession of a family about seventy years, and various structural altera-
tions had been made. A back room on the first floor was said to have been Handel's
composition room.

VIOLIN MUSIC
Played by

FRITZ KREISLER

FOR VIOLIN AND PIANOFORTE
BY

PRICE 60 CENTS
. .

." Eklog" by Walter Kramer, which the audience

tried to encore— not because it is by an American,
but because it is melodious, piquant and pastoral.

Henry T. Finck, in the New York Evening Sun.

. . . There was almost equal enthusiasm for Walter
Kramer's " Eklog."— New York Evening Sun

(Also Published for Cello and Piano)

10 Selected Compositions

for VIOLIN and PIANO
(Schmidt's Educational Series No. 227)

Price 75 cents

CONTENTS
BOHM, CARL

Op. 366, No. 3—Slavonian Dance
FRIML, RUDOLF

Op. 36, No. 2—Twilight

GASTELLE, E.
Longing

HOFFMANN, R.
Polonaise in E Minor

NOLCK, A.
Op. 196, No. 3, At a Polish Festival

SHARPE, E.
Sunset Melody

STEANE, BRUCE
Summer Reverie, Melody

TOLHURST, H.
Cantilena in F

TORJUSSEN, T.
To the Rising Sun

WEISER, PHILIPP
Blossom Time. Gavotte.

THE ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT
BOSTON: 120 BOYLSTON ST. FOR SALE BY ALL MUSIC DEALERS
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ous concerts and benefits that they seem, during his lifetime, to have
quite become public property. Moreover, he did nothing vs^hich the

other theatres did not attempt to imitate. In the little theatre

of the Haymarket, evening entertainments were given in exact imi-

tation of his 'several concertos for different instruments, with a

variety of chosen airs of the best masters, and the famous Salve

Regina of Hasse.' The handbills issued by the nobles at the King's

Theatre make mention also of 'several concertos for different in-

struments.' "

The year 1739, in which these concertos were composed, was the

year of the first performance of Handel's "Saul" (January 16)

and "Israel in Egypt" (April 4),—both oratorios were composed in

1738,—also of the music to Dryden's "Ode on St. Cecilia's Day"
(November 22).

M. Romain RoUand, discussing the form Concerto Grosso, which
consists essentially of a dialogue between a group of soloists, the

concertino (trio of two solo violins and solo bass with cembalo *

and the chorus of instruments, concerto grosso, believes that Han-
del at Rome in 1708 was struck by Corelli's works in this field, for

several of his concertos of Opus 3 are dated 1710, 1716, 1722. Gemi-
niani introduced the concerto into England,—three volumes ap-

peared in 1732, 1735, 1748,—and he was a friend of Handel.
Handel's concertos of this set that have five movements are either

in the form of a sonata with an introduction and a postlude (as Nos.

The Germans in the concertino sometimes coupled an oboe or a bassoon with a
violin. The Italians were faithful, as a rule, to the strings.

QUALITY and

REPUTATION

enable you to know

in advance that the

VOS© is a most

satisfactory piano.

WE CHALLENGE
COMPARISON

160 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
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Mm^9 M, « CO.
ESTABLISHED

of fashionable apparel for all occasions, comprising authoritative

foreign models and reproductions.

SUITS, COATS, SEPARATE SKIRTS

BLOUSES UNDERWEAR
MILLINERY

INFANTS', CHILDREN'S and MISSES' WEAR
SWEATERS

GLOVES, HOISERY, NECKWEAR, HANDKERCHIEFS
and NOVELTIES in dress accessories

Entire importations have arrived

202 Boylston Street and 48 Park Square, Boston

THE STANDARD OF VALUES

MAKE HOMES OUT OF HOUf '??

Decoration has a very real, though sub-conscious, influence upon the

temperament and personality.

Discords in color, as in music, result from incomplete knowledge and
produce an equally unpleasant effect.

We are competent to suggest decorative

treatment in perfect harmony

HENRY BOSCH COMPANY
ALFRED PEATS BRANCH

LEADERS OF WALL PAPER FASHIONS

18 SUMMER STREET BOSTON
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1 and 6) j or in the form of the symphonic overture with the slow
movements in the middle, and a dance movement, or an allegro

closely resembling a dance, for a finale (as Nos. 7, 11, and 12) ; or

a series of three movements from larghetto to allegro, which is

followed by two dance movements (as No. 3).

The seven parts are thus indicated by Handel in the book of

parts : Violino primo concertino, Violino secondo concertino, Violino
primo ripieno, Violino secondo ripieno, viola, violoncello, bass
continuo.

Handel in his day and generation was an experimenter in the art

of instrumentation, and certain of his innovations in the combina-
tions of instruments are of much interest. He had at his disposal

the violins, first, second, and sometimes third; violas, the violetta

marina,* the viola de gamba, the violoncello, the double-bass ; the

* There is still some doubt as to the precise character of this instrument. It is sup-
posed by some that the name was applied to the viola d'amore. Others say it was a
stringed instrument similar in tone to the viola d'amore and also called "violetta
piccola" ; but there are again some who insist that the violetta piccola was the soprano
or dessus of the viola da gamba family with a compass from A on the first space of the
bass staff to the A on the second space of the treble. (See Mahillon's "Catalogue
descriptif et analytique du Mus6e Instrumental du Conservatoire Royal de Musique de
Bruxelles," second edition, vol. i. p. 317; Ghent, 1893.) The air given to the violetta
marina by Handel in "Orlando" (composed in 1732) is for an instrument of four strings,
and it is sustained only by "violoncelli pizzicati." Schoelcher gives a rambling dis-
quisition of the instrument,^—what it might have been and what it probably was not,

—

and quotes an advertisement of a concert in the Daily Journal of London, 1732 : "Signor
Castrucci will play a concerto of his own, on a beautiful new instrument _called the
viola marina." This Pietro Castrucci, a pupil of Corelli, was born at Rome in 1689 ; he
died at London in 1769. In 1715 he went to London to be concert-master of Handel's
opera orchestra. Riemann says that Castrucci not only introduced but invented the
instrument. Castrucci was the original, they say, of Hogarth's "The Enraged Musician."

Interior decorators and makers
^

' of Fine Furniture for 85 years

PAINE FURNITURE COMPANY OF BOSTON
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Woman is no longer described as " well-dressed"

—she is "smartly costumed'*

This means all of the first and

more— oh, much more !

Costuming declares polish, tone,

finish— and all these are secured by

the woman who recognizes that The

Slattery Shop specializes in woman's

wear.

This shop is truly a "finishing

school** in proper costuming for

women of all ages, employment, and

station in life. It is a shop of adap-

tability, adaptations, and creations;

teaching, by example, Costuming as

it should be.

EI Slattery Company
TREMONT STREET OPPOSITE BOSTON COMMON BOSTON
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lute, the theorbOjt and the harp; trumpets, horns, trombones, the

old cornet or zlnk; three varieties of the flute, oboes, bassoons,
double-bassoons, and the drum family ; clavecin and organ. He did
not disdain the carillon, and it is recorded that he sighed for a
cannon.
Let us look at some of Handel's orchestral combinations. (We are

here indebted to Henri Lacroix's "Histoire de I'lnstrumentation.")
In "n Penseroso ed il Moderato" two violoncellos are wedded to

two bassoons. Sometimes the violin parts, by the way, were con-

sidered as extremely difficult, as in the sonata which serves for an
overture to "Trionfo del Tiempo" (1708). (It should be remembered

Sala says in his "William Hogarth" ; "The 'Enraged Musician' is stated to be a portrait
of Handel. There is nothing to prove the assertion. His countenance does not at all
resemble that of the immortal composer of the 'Messiah.' " Castrucci gave a concert
in 1732, and he announced "particularly a solo, in which he engages himself to execute
twenty-four notes with one bow." He died poor and forgotten.

t The theorbo was introduced at the beginning of the seventeenth century to com-
plete the family of lutes. It was invented at Rome by Bardella, and for some years
it was not known outside of Italy. It finally passed into Germany, then into France.
Praetorius described it as callpd by the Romans a chittarone, a bass lute with twelve or
sixteen strings. "The Romans at first put six pairs of strings to it, then the Paduans
added two pairs, and there were still further additions. Padua, however, has the repu-
tation for making the theorbos." The instrument has been described as having two
necks, to the longest of which the bass strings were attached. "The strings were usually
single in the theorbo, and, when double or tuned in octaves or unison with the bass or
treble notes, the instrument was called the archlute, or chittarone." Sir John Hawkins
says ingeniously that a Neapolitan invented the theorbo and called it "tiorba," from its
resemblance to an instrument used for pounding perfumes. There is another story
that the inventor, Tiorba, an Italian, gave the instrument its name. Johannes Kaps-
berger, who died about 1630, was a skilled player of the theorbo, and he wrote much
music in tablature for it. There is a part for the instrument in a set of Corelli's
sonatas. Henri Gr6nerin wrote a "Livre de Thgorbe," a theorbo school, and dedicated
it to Lully.

1
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that in Italy the first violin of Handel was Corelli.) Handel used
archlutes and theorbos from "Resurrezione" (1708) to "Saul"

(1738), but he gave them no important part: they were joined in

the mass that composed the basso continuo. The harp is in "Julius

Caesar," in the Concerto Grosso VI., and in "Saul," where an air

of David is accompanied by harp, theorbo, violins, and basses in

pizzicato.

Handel did not use the trombones as much as Bach did, but he
favored the horn in his second period, and in "Julius Csesar" wrote
parts for four horns. His earliest use of this instrument in Italian

and English operas was in 1720 in "Rhadamisto."
We have already spoken of his use of trumpets and oboes. "M.

Schoelcher has censured him for accompanying with the oboe the
martial air of Roderigo, 'Gia grida la tromba.' According to tradi-

tion, and even in accordance with the text, the trumpet should have
expressed the thought of the librettist, but in using the oboe Handel
did not stray as far from the traditions as has been supposed. The
oboe was both a warlike and a pastoral instrument; its acrid and
piercing sonority fitted it for military music ; the old bands of

France, England, and Germany were composed almost exclusively

of oboes and Lully's March of Musketeers is composed for those
instruments. Handel also used the oboe with trumpets and bas-

soons for his orchestral pieces played outdoors, and only by means
of recent inventions has the oboe been almost driven from military
bands, where modern brass instruments would have crushed it."

In "Friede Freude" Handel wrote parts for four oboes.

.<?'
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Except in the accompaniment of the voice, Handel's bassoon

played usually a modest part: it was either in the basso continuo

or it served as bass to. oboes and flutes. Handel's double-bassoon

is first found in the "Coronation Anthem" (1727). There was then

no example of this instrument in England, and a manufacturer,

Stanesby, supplied Handel, ^he flute was favored, and Handel
wrote graceful arabesques for it. The drums, as a rue, doubled the

bass for the trumpets, but they have a more important and effec-

tive part in a chorus in "Joshua." It is said that he used side-

drums in "Joshua" and "Giustino," but they are not indicated in

the score of the former. Handel had two clavecins in his orches-

tra. He used the keyed carillon in "Saul."

Let us speak a few words about Handel's blending of timbres. In

the "Ressurezione" he put aside for a time first violins and violas,

and used two flutes, two bassoons, two trumpets, violas da gamba,
theorbo, archlute, and violoncello. Sometimes he used only a small

choir of oboes to gain an effect. He enjoyed antiphonal effects,

—

trumpets with trombones in dialogue with the orchestra and re-

sponding to a lamenting oboe ; or fanfares of trumpets interrupting

violing~in accompaniment.
He was fond of varying the instrumentation in the accompani-

ment of the voice. We have mentioned the instrumentation for

an air in "Orlando." In "Rinaldo" four trumpets and kettledrums

are used for a tenor. In the second act of "Athalie" a violoncello

solo counterpoints the air of a tenor, while the harmony is given to

double-bass, clavecin, and archlute. An air of counter-tenor in

"Parthenope" (1730) is accompanied by two horns, two oboes, two
violins, violetta, and bass. "It is not rare, especially in the sacred
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works, to find an accompaniment specially designed for certain

rdles ; thus in the 'Resurrezione' John has his own peculiar orches-

tra—a flute, a viola, and a theorbo."

When Handel accompanied his oratorio choruses, he felt that

the orchestra should be more severe : his first thought was majestic

weight and impressive sonority. For this reason Quanz complained

of the insupportable force of Handel's instrumentation; hence the

caricaturists and satirists of Handel's time alluded to his noisy

offences. Yet the hearers of that period were not unaccustomed to

strange combinations of instruments. Schoelcher quotes from the

General Advertiser of October 20, 1744 : "At the Lincoln's Inn The-

atre will be performed a serenata and an interlude called 'Love and
Folly,' set to music by Mr. Gaillard. To be concluded with a new
Concerto Grosso of twenty-four bassoons, accompanied by Signor

Caporale on the violoncello, intermixed with Duettos by four double-

bassoons, accompanied by a German flute; the whole blended with
numbers of ^iolins, hautboys, fifes, trombony's, French-horns, trum-
pets, drums, and kettledrums."
The tradition is that Handel used twelve first and twelve second

violins ; but we know from his manuscripts that he frequently added
instruments, extras in the symphonies and the tutti.

Schoelcher's defence of Handel's "noiseness" is amusing : "He was
beyond his century, but, like all men of even the boldest genius, he
was subject to the influences which surrounded him. Boldness must
be estimated relatively. He dared not make use of the big drum,
from which Rossini has extracted such fine effects in his finales;
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and perhaps he did not refrain from doing so without manifesting

some regret ; for, with satirical exaggeration, he is accused of having
one day exclaimed, 'Ah ! why cannot I have a cannon ?' The fastidi-

ous may, perhaps, object that Handel is outraged by supposing him
capable of such a regret. But why so ? The big drum requires to be

used with great discernment; but it seems to be as useful as any
other bass instrument. It is to the side-drum exactly what the

bassoon is to the hautboy, the violoncello to the violin, and the

double-bass to the violoncello. It has only become odious through
the stupid abuse which has been made of it ; but must we prosecute
the trumpet because every showman blows it at a fair? Must we
abolish the sidedrums on account of Drum Quadrilles at the Sur-

rey Gardens? If Burney is to be believed, Handel would have gone
far beyond the big drum, for he speaks of a bassoon sixteen feet

high, which was used in the orchestra in the commemoration of

1784, and which John Ashley attempted to play upon. 'This bas-

soon,' says he, 'was made with the approbation of Mr. Handel,'

for John Frederick Lampe, the excellent bassoon player belonging
to his company. It may be, however, that Burney, who like all men
of wit, was something of a wag, wished to amuse himself, at the

expense of the credulous, with this wind instrument of sixteen feet

in height; but It is certain that monster bassoons were made in

Sure Qures

^ Ennui is the lot of all; but among man's ingenious devices to

counteract this evil books play no mean part.

^ At this season of the year we might suggest (for a comfortable

chair on the lawn) Anatole France in English or French; with

perhaps the novels of Thomas Hardy (the well-printed Wessex

Edition) as a sober concomitant.
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August, 1739, and that Handel made use of them in January, 1740.

The London Daily Post of the 6th of August, 1739, announces:
iThis evening the usual concert at Marybone Gardens, to which
will be added two grand or double bassoons, made by Mr. Stanesby,

Junior, the greatness of whose sound surpasses that of any other

bass instrument whatsoever ; never performed with before.' * Six

inonths afterwards, in the accompaniment to the air, 'Let the pealing

organ,' of 'Allegro, Penseroso ed Moderator,' Handel wrote hassons

e iasson grosso. He deemed it impossible to increase the orchestra

more than he did; but he carried it beyond all the dimensions to

which it had attained up to his time. Pope makes allusion to this

in the 'Dunciad,' when he compares him to

"Bold Briareus with a hundred hands."

In the second edition of that satire, 'with the illustrations of Scrib-

lerus,' the anonymous Scriblerus (who was no other than Pope him-

self, assisted by Warburton) comments upon this verse in a note:

'Mr. Handel had introduced a greater number of hands and more
variety of instruments into the orchestra, and employed even drums
and cannon to make a fuller chorus; which proved so much too

manly for the fine gentlemen of his age that he was obliged to re-

move his musick into Ireland.' The cannon is probably a poetic

license of Scriblerus." v

Schoelcher quotes from "The Art of Composing Music," written

I * But see Lacroix's mention of the double-bassoon used in the "Coronation Anthem"
in 1727.
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by "a former admirer of Handel, who deserted 'the friend of

thunder', because he 'tore his ears to pieces' " :

—

"There was a time when man-mountain Handel had got the

superiority, notwithstanding many attempts had been made to

keep him down, and might have maintained it probably, had he
been content to have pleased people in their own way; but his evil

genius would not suffer it ; for he imagining, forsooth, that nothing
could obstruct him in his career whilst at the zenith of his greatness,

broached another kind of music, more full, more grand (as his

admirers are pleased to call it), and to make the noise the greater,

caused it to be performed by at least double the number of voices

and instruments than ever was heard in the theatre before. In
this, he not only thought to rival our patron god, but others also,

particularly ^olus, Neptune, and Jupiter; for, at one time, I

have expected the house to be blown down with his artificial wind

;

at another time, that the sea would have overflowed its banks and
swallowed us up. But beyond everything his thunder was most
intolerable. I shall never get the horrid rumbling of it out of my
head. This was literally, you will say, taking us by storm. Hah!
hah! But mark the consequence. By this attempt to personate
Apollo, he shared the fate of Phaeton; Heidegger revolted, and
with him most of the prime nobility and gentry. From this happy
era we may date the growth and establishment of Italian music
in our island. Then came the healing balm of Hasse, Vinci, Lam-
pugnani, Pescetti, Gluck, etc. Perhaps it will be asked by some
of my readers, What became of the old German? Why, like a
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giant thrown on his back, he made vast struggles to get Up again,
but in vain."

Let there be room for one more quotation from Schoelcher : "The
pencil of Goupy offers us the same criticism under a different form.
A caricature, which is attributed to that scene painter, exhibits
the 'man-mountain' at the organ, with a boar's head furnished
with enormous tusks and a colossal wig, upon which perches the
bird of solitude; alluding to his passionate temper and habits of

retirement. In the midst of the chamber, which is in great disorder,

.are kettledrums, a hunting-horn, a side-drum, and an enormous
trumpet; and through an open window are visible a donkey's head
braying, and a park of artillery, which is fired without cannoneers,
only by the blazing music of the organist. An echo of these cannons
is heard again at the end of a burlesque piece written by Sheridan
when he was young, in which he brings a poet upon the stage who
is conducting the rehearsal of his play. At the moment when Jupiter
proclaims himself to be the sovereign of the skies, the poet fires off

a pistol at the wings, confidentially observing to the public, 'This
hint, gentlemen, I took from Handel.' What would Goupy and
Sheridan think of us now,* if they could hear us complaining of

the scantiness of this firearm musician's orchestration?"

* Schoelcher's Life of Handel was published in London in 1857.
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Prelude to "Parsifal" Richard Wagner

(Born at Leipsic, May 32, 1813; died at Venice, February 18, 1883.)

The prelude to "Parsifal" was composed at Bayreuth in Septem-

ber, 1877. The first performance was in private at the hall of the

Villa Wahnfried at Bayreuth, December 25, 1878, to celebrate the

birthday of Cosima Wagner. It was performed as a morning sere-

nade by the Meiningen Court Orchestra, led by Wagner. The per-

formance was repeated the evening of the same day, when guests

were invited. The programme then included also the Siegfried Idyl,

the Prelude to "Lohengrin," and pieces by Beethoven, all led by
Wagner. The next performance was also a private one, in the

Royal Court Theatre at Munich in November, 1880, at the wish of

King Ludwig II., and Wagner conducted.

The first performance in public was at the production of the festi-

val play, as noted below.

The first public concert performance was at Breslau, September 1,

1882, at a Richard Wagner concert organized by Angelo Neumann
and conducted by Anton Seidl.

The score and orchestral parts were published in October, 1882.

"Parsifal," "a stage-consecration festival play" in three acts,

book and music by Richard Wagner, was first performed at Bayreuth
for the patrons, July 26, 1882. The first public performance was
on July 30, 1882. Parsifal, Hermann Winkelmann ; Amfortas, Theo-

dore Reichmann ; Titurel, August Kindermann ; Klingsor, Karl Hill

;

Gurnemanz, Emil Scaria ; Kundry, Amalie Materna. Hermann Levi

5y^i.^»/-^y»y^v»^jixsy^!iSAj!^i^;^[XSti^

(Schirmer's, 26 West Street)
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conducted Wagner's version of the story of Percival, or, as he
prefers, Parsifal, is familiar to all. There is no need in a descrip-

tion of the Prelude to this music-drama of telling the simple tale

of pondering its symbolism. The ethical idea of the drama is that
enlightenment coming through conscious pity brings salvation. The
clearest and the sanest e;xposition of the Prelude is that included by
Maurice Kufferath in his elaborate essay, ''Parsifal" (Paris : Fisch-

bacher, 1890). We give portions of this exposition in a condensed
form.
The Leit-motiv system is here followed rigorously. The Leit-motiv

is a well-defined melody, or a rhythmic and melodic figure, some-
times even a simple succession of harmonies, which serve to char-

acterize an idea or a sentiment and, combined in various ways, form,
by repetition, juxtaposition, or development, the thread of the musi-
cal speech.

The prelude of "Parsifal" presents at once some of the most im-
portant and characteristic themes of the music-drama that follows

;

and, as do all Wagnerian preludes, it plunges the hearer into the
particular atmosphere of the play.

Without preparation the Prelude opens with a broad melodic
phrase, which is sung later in the great religious scene of the first

act, during the mystic feast. The Lord's Supper.

Take and drink of my blood,
'Tis of our love the token,
Take of my body and eat,

'Twas for sinners once broken.

Complete

Financial

Service

Bay State Branch, Boylston Street

Old Colony Trust Company
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The phrase is sung, at first without accompaniment, in unison by
violins, violoncello, English horn, clarinet, bassoon, sehr langsam
(Lento assai) , A-flat major, 4-4. This motive is repeated by trumpet,
oboes, and half the first and second violins in unison against rising

and falling arpeggios in the violas and remaining violins, repeated

chords for flutes, clarinets, and English horn, and sustained harmon-
ies in bassoons and horns. This theme is known as the motive of the

Last Supper. The second phrase of the motive is given out and
repeated as before.

Without any other transition than a series of broken chords, the

trombones and the trumpets give out the second theme, the Grail

motive, because it serves throughout the music-drama to character-

ize the worship of the holy relic. It is a very short theme, which
afterwards will enter constantly, sometimes alone, sometimes in

company with other themes, often modified in rhythm, but pre-

serving always its characteristic harmonies. As William J. Hender-
son says: "The second theme of the Prelude is that of the Grail

itself, which is here presented to us in a difl'erent musical aspect

from that of the 'Lohengrin' score. There the Grail was celebrated

as a potency by which the world was aided, while here it is brought
before us as the visible embodiment of a faith, the memento of a
crucified Saviour." This theme is not original with Wagner. The
ascending progression of sixths, which forms the conclusion of the

theme, is found in the Saxon liturgy and is in use to-day in the
Court Church at Dresden. Mendelssohn employed it in the "Ke-
formation" symphony: therefore, zealous admirers of Mendelssohn
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have accused Wagner of plagiarism. The two masters, who knew
Dresden well, probably were struck b}^ the harmonic structure of

this conclusion, and they used it, each in his own way. Any one
has a personal right to this simple formula. The true inventor

of the "Amen" is unknown; the formula has been attributed to

Silvani. Its harmonic nature would indicate that it belongs to the

seventeenth century, but there are analogous progressions in Pal-

estrina's masses. The Grail motive is repeated twice.

Then, and again without transition, but with a change of tempo
to 6-4, comes the third motive, that of Belief. Here, too, is a well-

defined and developed melody of six measures. The initial figure is

repeated every two measures with ever-changing harmonies and a
conclusion in the last measure. The brass first proclaims it, and
there are two different repetitions, as a categorical affirmation.

The melody is then developed.

The strings take up the Grail theme. The Belief motive reappears
four times in succession, in different tonalties : at first it is heard
from flutes and horns ; then from the strings ; then from the brass

(fortissimo and in 9-4), with a prolongation of certain notes, to the

accompaniment of tremulous strings; the fourth time, and softly,

from wood-wind instruments. "An orchestral hearing is necessary
for the full appreciation of the variety of expression which the

nuances and the diversity of the instrumentation give to this phrase,

now energetic and even savage, now caressing or mysterious, mystic,

as it is in turn proclaimed by the brass, spoken by strings and
wood-wind instruhaents, or sung by children's voices as in the finale
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of the first act, where it has an important part in the sanctuary

scene."

A roll of drums on A-flat is accompanied by a tremolo of double

basses, giving the contra F. The first motive, the ''Lord's Supper,"

enters first (wood-wind, aftei'wards in the violoncellos). This time

the motive is not completed. Wagner stops at the third measure
and takes a new subject, which is repeated several times with in-

creasing expression of sorrow. There is, then, a fourth theme de-

rived from the Lord's Supper motive. The first two measures, which
are found in simpler form and without the appoggiatura in the

Supper theme, will serve hereafter to characterize more particularly

the Holy Lance that pierced the side of Christ and also caused the

wound of Amfortas,—the lance that drew the sacred blood which was
turned into the communion wine ; the lance that fell into the hands
of Klingsor, the Magician.
At the moment when this fourth theme, which suggests the

sufferings of Christ and Amfortas, bursts forth from the whole
orchestra, the Prelude has its climax. This Prelude, like unto that

of "Lohengrin," is developed by successive degrees until it reaches a
maximum of expression, and then there is a diminuendo to pianis-

simo.

Thus the synthesis of the whole drama has been clearly exposed.
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ness to the prevailing mood.

—
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That which remains is only a peroration, a logical, necessary con-

clusion, brought about by the ideas expressed by the different

themes. It is by the sight of suffering that Parsifal learns pity

and saves Amfortas. It is the motive of the Lord's Supper that

signifies both devotion and sacrifice ; that is to say, Love, and Love
is the conclusion. The last chords of the expiring lament lead back
gently to the first two measures of the Lord's Supper motive, which,

repeated from octave to octave on a pedal (E-flat), end in a series

of ascending chords, a prayer, or a supplication. Is there hope?
The drama gives the answer to this question full of anguish.

The Prelude is scored for three flutes, three oboes, English horn,

three clarinets, bass clarinet, three bassoons, double-bassoon, four

horns, three trumpets, three trombones, bass tuba, kettledrums, and
strings.

The first performance of the Prelude in Boston was at a concert

of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, led by Mr. Henschel, November
11, 1882.

The first performance of 'Tarsifal" as an opera outside of Bay-
reuth was at the Metropolitan Opera House, New York, Heinrich
Conried, director, December 24, 1903. Alfred Hertz conducted.
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The cast was as follows : Kiinclry, Milka Teriiina ; Parsifal, Alois

Burgstaller ; Amfortas, Anton Van Rooy ; Guruemanz, Robert Blass

;

Titurel, Marcel Jonrnet ; Kliugsor, Otto Goritz.

The first performance of ''Parsifal" in English at the Metropoli-

tan Opera House, New York,—the translation was by Henry Edward
Krehbiel—was on February 19, 1920. Kundry, Mme. Matzenauer;
Parsifal, Orville Harrold ; Amfortas, Clarence Whitehill ; Gurne-
manz, Leon Rothier, Titurel, Paolo Ananian ; Klingsor, Adam Didur,
Mr. Bodanzsky conducted. "There was no mechanical j)anorama of

progress from the scenes preceding the hall of the Grail to the hall

itself." Mr. Urban's scenery was adversely criticised by some.

The first performance in Boston was in English—the first per-

formance in English on any stage—at the Tremont Theatre by
Henry W. Savage's company, October 17, 1904. Walter H. Roth-

well conducted. The cast was as follows: Kundry, Mme. Kirkby-

Lunn; Parsifal, Alois Pennarini; Amfortas, Johannes Bischoff;

Gurnemanz, Putnam Griswold ; Titurel, Robert K. Parker ; Klingsor,

Homer Lind.*
The first performance in German in Boston was on March 7, 1905,

at the Boston Theatre by the Metropolitan Opera House Company
of New York. Mr. Hertz conducted. The cast was as follows:

Kundry, Mme. Nordica ; Parsifal, Alois Burgstaller ; Amfortas,

* On October IS, 1904, the cast was as follows : Kundry, Mme. Hanna Mara

;

Parsifal, Francis Maclennan ; Amfortas, Franz Egenieff ; Gurnemanz, Ottley Cranston ;

Titurel, Robert K. Parker ; Klingsor, J. Parker Coombs. Moritz Grimm conducted.
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Anton Van Rooy ; Gurnemanz, Robert Blass ; Titurel, Marcel Jour-

net; Klingsor, Otto Goritz.

^'Parsifal" was performed in German at the Boston Opera House
bv the Metropolitan Opera House Company of New York, Janu-
ary 15, 1910. Kundry, Olive Fremstad * ; Parsifal, Carl Burrian

;

Amfortas, Clarence Whitehill ; Gurnemanz, Allen Hinckley ; Titurel,

Herbert Witherspoon ; Klingsor, Otto Goritz. Mr. Hertz conducted.
It was performed in German at the Boston Opera House by the

Metropolitan Opera Company of New York, April 21, 1916, Kundry,
Melanie Kurt ; Parsifal, Johannes Sembach ; Amfortas, Clarence
Whitehill ; Gurnemanz, Carl Braun ; Titurel, Basil Ruysdael ; Kling-
sor, Otto Goritz. Artur Bodanzky conducted.

"Parsifal" was performed here in concert form under the di-

rection of Mr. Lang, April 15, 1891, with Mrs. Mielke, Messrs. Dip-
pel, Meichmann, Meyn, and Fischer. The orchestra was from the
Metropolitan Opera House, New York. It was performed under
Mr. Lang, May 4, 1892, with the substitution of Mr. Henschel for

Mr. Reichmann. It was performed under Mr. Lang's direction in

Symphony Hall, January 6, 1903, with Mrs. Kirkby-Lunn, Emil
Gerhauser, Anton Van Rooy, Robert Blass, and Mr. Mtihlmann
(who sang the music of Klingsor and Titurel)

.

*
« *

* Mme. Fremstad took the part of Kundry at the Boston Theatre, March 9, 1905,
when the music-drama was performed there by the Metropolitan Opera House Company.
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Wagner wrote on October 1, 1858, at Venice, in the diary that he

kept for Mathilde Wesendonck : "Another thing has also grown clear

to me : why I can feel even more compassion for lower natures than
for higher. The higher nature is what it is for the very reason

that its own suffering uplifts it to the height of resignation, or that

it has the germs of that uplifting in it, and tends them; it stands

directly near to me, is my equal, and with it I attain to communion
of joy. Wherefore I feel less compassion for men, at bottom, than for

beasts. To these I see the capability of elevation above pain, of

resignation and its deep, divine tranquillity entirely denied ; so that

when they fall on suffering—for instance, when they're tortured—

I

see, with torturing despair myself, just simply absolute suffering,

void of redemption, without any higher purpose and with death

alone for liberation,—a liberation which goes to prove that it would
have been better had they never arrived at existence at all. Where-
fore, if there be any purpose at all in this suffering, it can only be

the wakening of pity in Man ; who thereby takes the animal's failed

existence up into himself, and becomes redeemer of the world, in-

asmuch as he recognizes the error of existence in general. (This

meaning will become clear to thee some day from the third act of

Tarzival' [sic], Good Friday morning.)" This English version is by

W. A. Ellis.
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Two years later Wagner wrote Mrs. Wesendonek from Paris that

Ms "Parzival" (sic) story was in "a very embryonic stage as yet and
indescribable."

As far back as 1848 Wagner was deeply interested in the story of

the Grail. He considered the Grail itself as an idealized Nibelungen

treasure. There were various plots for operas in his head. He
thought of Frederick Barbarossa, then of Jesus of Nazareth. In

1852 he told Mme. Wille that the Saviour loved by Mary Magdalene
with earthly and passionate love would make a stage scene of touch-

ijng beauty.* ,Mme. Wille looked at him aghast and left the room.

* Jules Massenet's cantata, "Marie Magdeleine" produced in Paris in 1873) -was

performed as an opera at Nice, February 9, 1903, at Rheims, France, March 10, 1906,
with Miss Marig de I'lsle as Mary Magdalene, Mme. Treslin as Martha, Carles as Jesus,

and Combes as Judas. Miss de I'Isle consulted pictures and the curator of the Museum
of the Louvre about her costumes and her jewels, and "she read, copied, and learned by
heart all passages in the Gospels that related to the Magdalene." Her interpretation
of the invocation at the foot of the cross was enthusiastically applauded." The "sacred
drama" was produced as an opera at the Opera-Comique, Paris, on April 12, 1906

:

M6ryem de Magdala, Aino Ackt6 ; Martha, Marie de I'Isle ; J6sus, Salignac ; Judas,
Dufranne. Alexandre Luigini conducted. "Magdalena," an opera, text by Hans Heinz
Hinzelmann, music by Fritz Koennecke—he is said to have reproduced "without in-

spiration all the good things written in music during the last decade"-— was pro-
duced at Berlin in December, 1919. In this opera Pontius Pilate is the lover of the
Magdalene. The liaison is broken by "the spiritual change which comes over her
through her conversion. Pilate orders the arrest of Jesus, "the man that is misleading
the people," but influenced by the Magdalene he frees him, after Glaukus has carried
out the order. Judas incites Pilate against Jesus. Glaukus, now in love with the
Magdalene, thinks to win her favor by bringing her before Pilate to plead for the
Saviour. Pilate, jealous, orders the crucifixion. The Magdalene pours out her hatred
and contempt for Pilate ; Judas accuses himself in the last act for the betrayal. We are
far from the Pontius Pilate of Anatole France's ironical tale.

^i \*^.
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Kelating the story long afterward, she added : "In the last gift of his

genius, in Parsifal, the knightly priest, and in Kundry redeemed
from the influence of evil powers, we find again what he had in
his mind as early as the year 1852." Mr. H. T. Finck, quoting the
remark, says in a footnote: "It is said that the Good-Friday-Spell
music also belongs to this year."

Wagner also thought in the fifties of an opera, "The Conquerors,"
founded on a Buddhistic tale of renunciation, in which the hero,

Ananda, who will not look on a woman, is loved passionately but
vainly by Pakriti, who is taught to renounce desire, and is received
by Ananda into the true faith,

It is certain that Wagner's head was full of "Parsifal" In the
fifties. Even when he was at work on "Tristan," he thought of

introducing Parsifal in the third act.

His first sketch of the drama was in 1857, and it was in this

year, not in 1852, that he composed, or at least sketched, the "Good
Friday Spell." For Wagner told Tappert in 1877 that in the fifties,

when in Zurich, he took possession of a charming new house, and
was inspired by the beautiful spring weather to write the sketch
of this music. A letter to Tichatschek, the tenor, establishes 1857
as the year. The account given in Maurice Kufferath's "Parsifal"
(Paris, 1890)—the most valuable contribution to the literature
of "Parsifal"—is as follows : Otto Wesendonck in 1857 purchased
a little property on a ride not far from their villa near Zurich, and
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offered Wagner a tenancy thereof for life.* (The Wesendoncks,
Mr. Ellis tells us, did not get into their villa before August of that
year.) Wagner and his wife Minna moved into the "Asyl" late

in April, not early in April, as Kutferath says. "There, on Good
Friday, in an hour of deep poetic revery, he remembered the story
of Parsifal and the touching episode, told both by Chretien de Troies
and Wolfram von Eschenbach, of the knight meeting the pilgrims
on Good Friday. And on that day, as he said later, he heard this

sigh of the most profound pity which once broke forth from the
cross on Golgotha, and this time came from his own breast. In*

a few hours he wrote the tenderly emotional verses which he put
later into the mouth of Gurnemanz. They explain the charm of

Good Friday, the day of universal repentance and of universal
pardon, when nature appears most beautiful, when herb and flower,

bedewed by the sinner's tears, holy dew, raise their heads, when
every creature aspires to the Redeemer and trembles with joy in
the presence of the purified man. 'Parsifal' was conceived at that
moment. Wagner sketched rapidly some days later a drama of

which the idea of pity was the central motive, with the principal
figure of Parsifal, now at once the hero of renunciation and com-
passion. According to H. S. Chamberlain this sketch contained
not only important scenes of the drama as it exists to-day, but also

fragments of musical motives. It should be observed that this

sketch was made before the poem of 'Tristan and Isolde' was com-

* After the Wesendoncks left the Green Hill, the next proprietors pulled this cot-
tage, known as "Asyl," down.
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pleted, for on August 25, 1857, Wagner told some friends that he
did not then know how he should work out the third act of 'Tristan'

:

he had taken out Parsifal, to make him the chief figure of another
drama, and therefore he was obliged to invent another ending for

'Tristan.' " As soon as he had finished the sketch of "Parsifal,"

he worked on "Siegfried," finished the second act, and then took up
the sketch of "Tristan," with which he was busied for nearly two
years.

In 1865 (April 8) Wagner wrote to Ferdinand Praeger about
King Ludwig: "He is so strikingly handsome that he might pose as
the King of the Jews, and—this in confidence—I am reflecting

seriously on the Christian tragedy; possibly something may come
of it." On September 26 of that year he wrote to Mrs. Wille: "I
am now completing the 'Mbelungen'; a 'Parsifal' is already
sketched"; but Mr. Finck says that the versification was not com-
pleted till after the Bayreuth Festival. The poem was finished
February 23, 1877. Wagner took it to London and read it on May
17, 1877, to friends at the house of the late E. G. Dannreuther. The
poem was published late in that year. Wagner began to compose
the music in the fall of 1877. The music was completed in the
sketch, April 25, 1879, but the score was not finished until January
13, 1882, when Wagner was at Palermo. The sketch of the third
act was begun at Christmas, 1878, and completed April 25, 1879.

In the poem of Chretien (written about 1175), Parsifal has
wandered for five years without entering a church or even thinking
on God, when one day he meets knights and women walking with
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bare feet and doing penance. He is amazed at what he sees. One
of the knights stops and explains the meaning: "You, then, do not

believe in Jesus Christ, who wrote the new law and gave it to

Christians. Surely, it is neither reasonable nor a good thing to bear

arms on the day that Jesus Christ died, and it is even a great

wrong to bear them." Parsifal, having no idea of the day, questions

the knight as to the significance of his speech. The knight tells the

storj^ of the crucifixion, and Parsifal weeps. He goes to a hermit

who dwells near by, and makes confession. Chretien's poem was
adapted from a book lent to him by Philip of Alsace, who fought
in England in 1172. This book was perhaps Geoffrey's "History
of the Britons," in which there is an account of Arthur and Ms
knights.

In Wolfram's poem, probably dictated in the early years of the

thirteenth century and published in 1477, Parsifal meets an old

knight and his wife tramping barefooted through the snow on a

pilgrimage to a hermit's dwelling. They rebuke Parsifal for not
remembering the holy day :—

-

Knowest thou not the day, sweet youth?
'Tis holy Friday, in good sooth,

When all bewail their guilt.

The genuineness of the religious sentiment of 'Tarsifal" was
questioned soon after the production of the work. One of the most
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indignant protests was "Wagner'sche Kunst und wahres Christen-
thum," by Heinrich Ehrlich. The French translator, Victor Wilder,
confessed that the mysticism of the Middle Ages is far removed from
modern thought, and "the sufferings of Amfortas touch us infinitely

less than the agonies of CEdipus or Prometheus."
Some still find in "Parsifal" the supreme expression of mystical

adoration, and to them the sonnet of Paul Verlaine, a sonnet that
defies translation, is the most sympathetic gloss, because it does
not seek to explain. Mr. George Moore tells us, in his "Impressions
and Opinions," how Verlaine wrote it. The poet of "Fetes galantes"
and "Sagesse" had promised a young enthusiast a sonnet on "Par-
sifal" for his review. The sonnet had not arrived ; the review was
going to press; there was nothing to do but to find Verlaine. He
was in his squalid room, drinking wine at sixteen cents a quart.
"In the grossest language he told us of the abominations he had
included in the sonnet." After the poor man had gone away in
despair, the poet sent this sonnet, of which the charm, says Mr.
Moore, is "that of an odor of iris exhaled by some ideal tissues, or
of a missal in a gold case, a precious relic of the pomp and ritual of

an archbishop of Persepolis."

Parsifal a vaincu les Filles, leuT gentil
Babil et la luxure amusante—et sa pente
Vers- la Chair de gargon vierge que cela tente
D'aimer les seins legers et ce gentil babil

;
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II a vaincu la Femme belle, au cceur subtil,

fitalant ses bras frais et sa gorge excitante
;

II a vaincu I'Enfer et rentre sous la tente

Avec un lourd troph^e h son bras pueril,

Avec la lance qui perga le Flanc supreme !

II a gueri le roi, le voici roi lui-meme,
Et prStre du tres saint Tresor essentiel.

En robe d'or il adore, gloire et symbole,
Le vase por ou resplendit le Sang reel.

—Et, ces voix d'enfants cbantants dans la coupole!

The curious reader who wishes to glance over the contemporan-
eous public opinion concerning "Parsifal" when it was produced
in 1882 should read the compilation made by Wilhelm Tappert,

—

"Fiir und Wider" (Berlin, 1882). One of the most singular of the
pamphlets concerning "Parsifal" was written by Edmund von
Hagen, "Die Bedeutung des Morgenweckrufes in R. Wagner's 'Parsi-

fal/ "—"The Signification of the Morning-Awakening-Cry in Wag-
ner's 'Parsifal' " (1882). It will be remembered that In the first

scene Gurnemanz awakes and shakes the two esquires of tender
years, and the three then make their morning prayer. This scene

so affected Mr. von Hagen that he devoted sixty-two octavo pages
to the explanation of the deeply hidden spiritual signification,

—

a remarkable example of camel-evolution from the inner conscious-

ness. The titles of the subdivisions of the book read as though
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they were framed originally for a burlesque of German thought-

fulness. They are as follows: I. Concerning the meaning of the

morning. II. Concerning the awakening. I. Concerning the sleep

:

(a) The aesthetic side of the sleep; (&)The ethical side of the

sleep; (c) The metaphysical side of the sleep
;

(d) The symbolism
of the sleep; (e) The historical signification of the sleep. 2. Con-

cerning the act of awakening. 3. Concerning watching and watch-
fulness,— and so forth and so forth. Surely, the process of extract-

ing sunbeams from cucumbers was not confined to the grand
Academy of Lagado. For bitter mockery of von Hagen's pamphlet
and pamphlets by others, published in 1882, see Eduard Hanslick's

'Tarsifal Literatur" in "Aus dem Opernleben der Gegenwart"
(Berlin, 1885).

And for extraordinary remarks concerning "Parsifal" see the

essays by John F. Runciman: "Parsifal" and "Bayreuth in 1897"

("Old Scores and New Readings," London, 1899) : Vernon Black-

burn's "Parsifal: A Mere Glimpse" ("The Fringe of an Art,"

London, 1898) ;
pages by George Moore in "John Norton" and in

"Evelyn Innes"
;
pages about Kundry, the Lance, and the Grail in

Stephane Valot's "Les Heros de Richard Wagner: fitudes sur les

Origines Indo-Iiluropeennes des Legendes Wagneriennes" (Paris,

1903) ; and the fourth chapter, "Der Parsifal und die Erotik in

Wagners Musik" in Hanns Fuchs' "Richard Wagner" (Berlin, 1903).
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EuDOLPH Ganz was born at Zurich, Switzerland, on February

24, 1877. When he was ten years old he appeared in public as a

violoncellist. Two years later he played the piano in public. He
began to study seriously with his uncle, Carl Eschmann-Dumur,

when he was about sixteen. He studied also at Lausanne and

Strasbourg, and later with Busoni in Berlin, where he appeared

as pianist and composer late in 1899. From 1901 to 1905 he taught

in Chicago. Since 1905 he has devoted himself to concert playing,

composition, and private teaching. He was heard for the first time

in Boston at a Kneisel concert early in 1906; then at a Symphony
concert March 21 of that year (Liszt's Concerto in E-flat major).

He gave a recital on March 20, 1906, when he introduced pieces by

Ravel. Since then he has played in Boston, recitals, chamber con-

certs, etc. On October 19, 1907, he played at a Symphony concert

Liszt's Concerto in A major, and on October 21, 1911, Liszt's Con-

certo in E-flat major. Among his compositions are a symphony,

concert piece for piano and orchestra, pieces for piano, also for

violin, male choruses, and over a hundred and fifty songs. He played

here at a Kneisel Quartet concert on March 14, 1910, (Ravel's Trio in

A minor).
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Concerto in F major, No. 5, for Pianoforte and Orchestra,
Op. 103 Camille Saint-Saens.

(Born at Paris, Oct. 9, 1835; living at Paris.)

On May 6, 1846, Camille Saint-Saens, described by the contempo-

raneous newspapers as "le petit Saint-Saens," gave his first concert in

a pubHc hall, Pleyel's, in Paris. His mother in April of the same

year had invited guests to her house to hear him play with his teacher,

Stamaty,* a sonata for four hands by Mozart, a concerto by Bach,

Beethoven's Concerto in C minor, and pieces by Bach.

The fiftieth anniversary of this first public concert was celebrated

at the Salle Pleyel, Paris, June 2, 1896. f The programme was as fol-

lows: Overture to "The Marriage of Figaro" (played at the concert

of 1846); Saint-Saen's Concerto No. 5, played by the composer (first

time); Introduction to second act of Massenet's "Phryne"; Romance

* Camille Marie Stamaty was born at Rome, March 25, 1811; he died at Paris, April 19, 1870.
Highly educated and destined for the diplomatic service, he did not enter on the career of a musician
until 1831. He made his d6but, a pupil of Kalkbrenner, at Paris in 1835, and played a concerto of his

own composition. He was much esteemed as pianist and teacher. His most famous pupils were
Saint-Saens and Gottschalk.

t For an interesting and illustrated account of this jubilee see the pamphlet published by Librairies-
Imprimeries R^unies (Paris, 1896).
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for flute, played by Paul Taffanel, who conducted the orchestra at this

concert; Second Sonata for piano and violin, Op. 102 (first time),

played by Saint-Saens and Sarasate; a Transcription of the Death of

Thais (from Massenet's "Thais"), played by the transcriber, Saint-

Saens; and Mozart's Pianoforte Concerto in B-flat major, played by

Saint-Saens, who had played it at the concert in 1846.

The concerto was played by Louis Diemer, to whom it is dedicated

at a Conservatory Concert in Paris, Nov. 29, 1896.

The first performance in the United States was at New York, March

7, 1898, Raoul Pugno pianist, with Theodore Thomas's orchestra.

The concerto was composed in Egypt early in 1896. It is in three

movements.

I. Allegro animato, F major, 3-4. After an orchestral introduction

of eight measures the first theme, of simple character, is played by the

pianoforte. It is repeated by the orchestra 'pp with staccato figuration

for the solo instrument. The subsidiary theme is also announced by
the pianoforte against pianoforte arpeggio figures. A contrapuntal

section leads to the second theme, poco rubato, of Chopinesque char-

acter. This theme afterwards, treated heroically, appears in the per-

oration.

II. Andante, D minor, 3-4. The movement is Oriental and rhap-
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sodic. Saint-Saens wrote to a friend: "The second movement is a

sort of journey in the East, which goes in the episode in F-sharp major

to the extreme East. The section in G major is a Nubian love song

which I heard sung by boatmen on the Nile when I went down the

stream in a dahabeeyah." * After a rhapsodic introduction a wild

theme is given to the pianoforte. There is preluding, there is recita-

tive. The Nubian love song is in G major, allegretto tranquiUo, quasi

andantino; the section in F-sharp major to which the composer refers

is marked poco piu mosso. There is a final return to the strongly

marked rhythm of the introduction.

III. Molto allegro, F major, 2-4. The finale is carefully worked

out with themes that are easily identified.

The first performance in Boston was at a concert of the Boston

Symphony Orchestra, March 5, 1904, Mr. Busoni pianist. The con-

certo was played without orchestra by Miss Hawkins (Mrs. Stephen

Townsend) at her concert in Boston, February 26, 1904. Mr. Lang
played the second pianoforte part.

* Compare the mood and the atmosphere of this section with those of the introduction to the third
act of "Aida."

—

^Ed.

=|FTEffnDDn

&D TD i-,5^

ifZD fiDljIafDn i!]fffEEf
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Overture to the Opera, "The Sold Bride" . Frederick Smetana

(Bom at Leitomischl, Bohemia, March 2, 1824 ; died in the mad-house at
Prague, May 12, 1884.)

"Prodana nevesta" (Die verkaufte Braut"), a comic opera in

three acts, the book by Karl Sabiua, the music by Smetana, was
performed for the first time at Prague, May 30, 1866. The overture

was played in Boston for the first time at a concert of the Boston

Symphony Orchestra, December 31, 1887. It has also been played

at these concerts, March 23, 1889, January 15, 1898, March 10, 1900,

January 30, 1904, April 27, 1907, November 6, 1909, March 9, 1912,

April 26, 1913, October 31, 1914, February 9, 1917.
*

» *

Smetana began to compose the opera in May, 1863. He completed

the work March 15, 1866.

The story of the opera was told substantially as follows by the

Referee (London) when the work was revived* at Covent Garden,

January 24, 1907 :—

"When the curtain rises, the eye is greeted with a typical Bo-

hemian village scene at the time of the spring fair. The villagers,

clad in garments of as many colors as Joseph's coat, are singing

The first performance in London was by the Saxe-Coburg anrl Gotha Company
at Drury Lane, June 26, 1S95.
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gayly, but two of them are sad, Hans and Marie, betrothed lovers,

who are threatened with separation because Marie's father,

Kruschina, has determined she shall marry Wenzel, the son of his

old friend Mischa. The situation affords the composer an oppor-
tunity for music of simple but expressive character that includes

a duet in which the lovers pledge each other to constancy. The
match has been brought about by Kezal, a marriage broker, and
with his entrance the music becomes full of bustle and humor.
After this the stormy strains are heard, for Marie flatly declines to

obey her father's behest, but seriousness is dismissed by the return
of the villagers, who start the national dance called 'The Hen,'
the steps of which are remarkable for the high lift of the knee and
the significant movements of the body. Although the name sug-

gests the farmyard, the measure has nothing in common with the
modern barn dance. It was executed with great verve and ap-

parently faithful reproduction of its national characteristics, and
formed a notable feature of the first act, which it concluded.

"The next scene takes place in the village inn, and opens with a
well-written chorus for male voices, followed by another national
dance, 'The Furiant,' wherein the principal dancers are two women
and a man. The man is apparently wooed by the women till one of

them captivates him, when the conquest is signalized by a series of

wild whirlings on the part of the other dancers. The cross-rhythms
and rubatos in the music of this dance are very remarkable. The
action is resumed by the entrance of Wenzel, a half-witted lad who
stutters, and who sings an amusing song. Subsequently Kezal offers

m INTROPUCTION LEAPS TG EUE{?LASTI(NG Ff?IENDSHlP

Chocolatgs
(TWO grades)

0^ SALE AT THE BETTER STORES
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Hans three hundred crowns if he will renounce Marie. At first the

offer is indignantly rejected, but afterwards Hans consents, on the

condition that Marie shall only be married to a son of Mischa. To
this Kezal gladly agrees, and shortly afterwards the paper is signed,

the entire village being called in to witness the signature. Hans,
however, has some animated movements, for the women of the

village do not approve of his conduct.

''The first notable event in the last act is the arrival of a troupe
of strolling players. This gives the composer opportunity for some
more vivacious dance music, and a humorous duet, in which
Esmeralda, a member of the troupe who has fascinated Wenzel,
shows him how, disguised as a bear, he may dance with her in the
forthcoming entertainment. The troupe retiring, Marie tells her
parents that she will not believe Hans has sold her for three hun-
dred crowns, but Kezal produces Hans's receipt for the money ; then
the stricken, maid sings a touching and plaintive ditty, but) she
rouses herself when Hans enters, and there is a lively duet between
the two, the music cleverly suggesting the emotions each character
feels. The more Marie upbraids, the more joyous Hans becomes,
and the mystery is not explained until Mischa and his wife arrive
and declare Hans to be their long-lost eldest son. So Hans not
only wins his bride, but gains three hundred crowns, for Kezal
has agreed that Marie 'shall onlj^ marry a son of Mischa,' As the
money remains in the family, nobody objects save Kezal, who de-

parts in dramatic wrath at having been outwitted."
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There is a story that Smetana was excited to the composition of

"strictly national" music by a remarkTnade at Weimar by Herbeck
when they were guests of Liszt,—that the Czechs were simply repro-

ductive artists. The opening of the Czechic Ijiterims Theatre at

Prague, November 18, 1862, was the first step towards the establish-

ment of a native operatic art. Smetana finished in April, 1863, his

first opera, "Branibori v Cechach," or "Die Brandenburger in

Bohmen," but it was not performed until January 5, 1866. Karl
Sebor was more fortunate: his opera, "Templari na Morave," was
performed in the Czechic Theatre in 1865.

The libretto of Smetana's first opera was undramatic, improbable,

ridiculous. The Bohemian operas before Smetana were in the old

forms of the Italian, French, and German schools, and the public

accused Smetana of "Wagnerism," the charge brought in Paris
against Bizet even before "Carmen" saw the footlights. Smetana
was a follower of Wagner in opera and of Liszt in the symphonic
poem. He believed in the ever-flowing melody in the operatic

orchestra; this melody should never interrupt, never disturb, the
dramatic sense; the music should have a consistent physiognomy;
it should characterize the dramatic ; the Leit-motive should individ-

ualize; but Smetana knew the folly of imitation, nor was he the
kind of man to play the sedulous ape. He once said, "We cannot
compose as Wagner composes," and therefore he sought to place
in the frame of Wagnerian reform his own national style, his

musical individuality, which had grown up in closest intimacy
with his love of the soil, with the life, songs, legends, of his country-
men.
When they celebrated the one hundredth performance of "The
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Sold Bride'' at Prague, May 5, 1882, Smetana said : "I did not com-
pose it from any ambitious desire, but rather as a scornful defiance,

for they accused me after my first opera of being a Wagnerite, one
that could do nothing in a light and popular style." The opera

was composed, according to him, between January 5 and May 30,

1866 ; but Ottokar Hostinsky recalls the fact that in 1865 Smetana
had performed fragments from a comic operetta, and Teige goes

further and says the work was begun as far back as May, 1863.

However this may be, Smetana composed at first only lyric parts,

which were connected, twenty of them, by spoken dialogue. The
opera was in two acts and without change of scene when it was
produced.
When there was talk of a performance at the Opera-Comique,

Paris, Smetana added a male chorus in praise of beer, an air for

Marenka, and a dance (Skoena). The first act of the original

version was divided into two scenes, and soon afterwards the first

scene was closed with a polka, and the second scene introduced

with a furiant*; so now the opera is in three acts. Smetana
changed the spoken dialogue into recitative for the production of

the opera at St. Petersburg in January, 1871, and this recitative

is used to-day even in Czech theatres.

"The Sold Bride" was performed for the first time before a
German-Austrian public at the International Music and Theatre
Exhibitions at Vienna in 1892 (June l).t As Hlavac says:$ "Those
who understood the situation were not surprised when Director
Schubert appeared in Vienna in 1892 with his Bohemian Theatre
and gave two works of Smetana, that the surprise of the audience
was so great, and on all sides was heard, 'How is it possible that
such genius was not recognized long ago?' For, as far as Austria

* Also known as the "sedalk" (the peasant), a characteristic and popular Bohemian
dance, in which the male imitates a proud, puflfed-up peasant, who at first dances alone,
arms akimbo, and stamps ; his partner then dances about him, or spins about on the
same spot, until they embrace and dance slowly the sousedska, a species of landler.

t Adolf Tschech, whose real name was Taussig, conductor of Czech operas at this
exhibition, died late in 1903 at Prague at the age of sixty-three.

J Translated into English by Josephine Upson Cady.
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is concerned, Smetana first became known in Vienna, June, 1892,

where they had previously had no idea of the importance of his

creations. . . . There is something in 'Die verkaufte Braut' which
satisfies every one. The Wagnerian can find nothing to object to,

the lover of melody is more than happy, and friends and partisans

of healthy artistic realism applaud vociferously. Not that Smetana
is to be looked up to as the long-sought, universal musical genius,

who has accomplished the union and perfect reconciliation of all

the different theories of music. Smetana, in his high understanding
of artj clearly and rightly estimated all these theories and appropri-

ated them to his own use. This had no influence, however, on his

inventive power; the effect was seen only in the expression of his

thought ; for he remained his own master in spite of all influences.

This, all admit, even the speculator in coincidences and the hunter
after imitations. The charm of Smetana to the outside world
lies in the fact that, while the national character remains the
foundation of his thought, he knew how to clothe the national
Bohemian music in modern and high forms, and at the same time
remain truly original, always himself, always Smetana. And so

'Die verkaufte Braut' has become a national comic opera, which, in

the outlining of a dramatic depiction of village life in Bohemia, is

true in the action and music, without turning the realistic side of

it into the realism of a 'Mala Vita'* or 'Santa Lucia.' In this truly

artistic moderation, Smetana shows that it is not necessary to

depict common people as rude and unrefined, and, although most
of Smetana's operas are laid in villages, as is also 'Pagliacci,' he
did not turn to the tragical, as Mascagni and Leoncavallo have
done,"
The success of "The Sold Bride" led to Smetana's appointment

as conductor of the opera. (His deafness obliged him in 1874 to

• "Mala Vita," opera by Umberto Giordano (Rome, February 21, 1892, revived at
Milan in 1897 as "II Vito"). "A Santa Lncia," by Pierantonio Tasca (KroU's Theatre,
Berlin, November 16. 1892). Gemma Bellincioni as the leading woman made a pro-
found sensation when these operas were performed at Vienna,—"Mala Vita" in 1892,
"A Santa Lucia" in 1893.
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give up all conducting.) This appointment gave Mm great honor,

small wages (twelve hundred florins), many enviers and enemies.

It was announced in the summer of 1903 that "The Sold Bride"
would be produced for the first time in the United States and in

English at the Metropolitan Opera House, New York, by Mr.
Oonried, in the course of the next season. Mr. Charles Henry
Meltzer Englished the libretto, and there was a report that Mme.
Camille Seygard would be the heroine. This version of the opera

has not yet been performed.
The first performance of "Die verkaufte Braut" in America was

at the Metropolitan Opera House, New York, February 19, 1909;
Marie, Emmy Destinn; Kathinka, Marie Mattfeld; Hans, Carl
Jorn; Kruschina, Kobert Blass; Kezal, Adamo Didur; Mischa,
Adolf Muehlmann; Wenzel, Albert Reiss; Agnes, Henrietta Wake-
field ; Springer, Julius Bayer ; Esmeralda, Isabelle L'Huiller ; Muff,

Ludwig Burgstaller. Gustav Mahler conducted.

The overture, which, according to Hanslick, might well serve as

prelude to a comedy of Shakespeare,—and indeed the overture has'

been entitled in some concert halls "Comedy Overture,"— is scored
for one piccolo, two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons,
four horns, two trumpets, three trombones, kettledrums, strings.

The chief theme of the operatic score as well as of the dramatic
action is the sale of the betrothed, and this furnishes the chief

thematic material of the overture.

The overture begins vivacissimo, F major, 2-2, with the chief
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theme at once announced by strings and wood-wind in unison and

octaves against heavy chords in brass and kettledrums. This theme

is soon treated in fugal manner; the second violins lead, and are

followed in turn by the first violins, violas, and first violoncellos,

and second violoncellos and double-basses. The exposition is suc-

ceeded by a vigorous "diversion," or ''subsidiary," for full orchestra.

The fugal work is resumed; the wind instruments as well as the

strings take part in it, and the subsidiary theme is used as a counter-

subject. There is a development fortissimo by full orchestra, and

the chief theme is again announced as at the beginning. The second

theme enters, a melody for oboe, accompanied by clarinets, bassoon,

horn, second violins."^ This theme is as a fleeting episode; it is

hardly developed at all, and is followed by a tuneful theme for

violins and first violoncellos. The chief motive returns in the

wood-wind, then in the strings, and the fugal work is resumed. The

leading motive is reiterated as at the beginning of the overture

(without the double-basses). The tonality is changed to D-flat

major, and flutes and oboes take up the first subsidiary theme,

which keeps coming in over harmonies in lower strings and wind,

while the music sinks to pianissimo. Fragments of the first theme
reappear in the strings. There is a brilliant coda.

The other operas of Smetana are "Dalibor,"* serious opera in

three acts, book by Josef Wenzig, Prague, May 16, 1868; "Libusa,"

festival opera in three acts, book by Wenzig, Prague, June 11, 1881

;

* The New York Tritune of October 11, 1909, published the following cable despatch,
dated Berlin, October 10 : "Smetana's opera 'Dalibor' was sung for the first time in
Germany to-night at the royal opera house and led to a minor anti-Czech demonstra-
tion from the cheaper seats' where the minority maintained a persistent hissing. TJie
production was due to the desire of Emmy Destinn, who is of Czech origin, to sing her
countryman's music on the Berlin stage. Protests appeared in the press against the
performance on account of the Czech hostility to Germans in Bohemia and against
extending the hospitality of royal theatres to Czech art. The opera house, however, was_
crowded with a fashionable audience.' which enthusiastically applauded Smetana's work
and Mme. Destinn*s fine singing in the part of Milada."
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"Dve Vdovy" ("The Two Widows"), founded by Emanuel Zungel

on a comedy by Mallefilles, Prague, Marcli 27, 1874, revised in 1877

;

"Hubicka" ("The Kiss"), comic opera, book by Eliska Krasno-

horska, Prague, November 7, 1876; "Tajemstvi" ("The Secret"),

"comic opera," given to some of the operas, should not mislead one

:

"Certova stena" ("The Devil's Wall"), comic opera, book by Eliska

Krasnohorska, Prague, October 29, 1882. The opera "Viola,"

founded on Shakespeare's "Twelfth Night," begun in 1876, and in

the composer's mind just before madness came upon him, was not

finished. Fifteen pages of the manuscript were fully scored, and
fifty pages include the voice parts with an accompaniment of string

quartet, but with the other orchestral parts unfilled. The title

"comic opera," given to some of the operas, should not mislead one

:

the librettos include serious, even tragic, situations ; thus the story

of "The Secret" is not unlike that of Erckmann-Chatrian's "Les

Rantzau," chosen by Mascagni for operatic use (Florence, Novem-
ber 10, 1892).

Smetana's operas have been performed at Prague in cycle form.

The reader interested in Czech music and musicians is referred to

"Smetana," an excellent biography by William Ritter, Paris, 1908;
"Smetana," a biography by Bromislav Wellek (Prague, 1895) ;

"Ein
Vierteljahrhundert Bomischer Musik," by Emanuel Chvala (Prague,

1887) ; "Das Bohmische National Theater in der ersten inter-

nationalen Musik- und Theater-Ausstelluug zu Wien im Jahre 1902,"

by Fr. Ad. Subert (Prague,- 1882) ; "Zdenko Fibich," by C. L.

Richter (Prague, 1900) ; "Boheme," a volume in the series, "Histoire

de la Musique," by Albert Soubies (Paris 1898) ; articles by
Friedrich Hlavac and J. J. Krai, published respectively in the

American magazines, Music Review and Music; the article, "Fried-

rich Smetana," in "Famous Composers," new series, vol. i. (Boston,

1900) ; and articles in the Mercure Musical (Paris of February
and March, 1907.)

The cold elegance and discreet character of

CREME MERITE
appeals to fastidious women as nothing

else can; as pure as virgin thoughts and
as fragrant as the swish of orange boughs.

25, 45, 65, and 1.25 per jar

Hubbell & McGowan Co.
Incorporated ,

THE MODERN DRUG STORE
Canq>Iete in all its 12 departmenta

Opposite Symphony Hall

A. £77i£ (Soddy Oj

(^^raits
The work of America's master-
craftsmen on exhibition and sale.

Gifts for all occasions.

Q Park Streety Boston
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Americas Greatest

CLEANSERS
DYERS

LAUNDERERS
BOSTON SHOPS

rON STIREET 17 TEMPI
E4g HUMTINGTOM AVEMUE

Branch Telephone Exchange 3900 Back Bay connects above shops

BROOKLINE SHOP
1310 Beacon Street

Coolidge Corner

Also MALDEN
FITCHBURG
PROVIDENCE
BRIDGEPORT
ALBANY

CAMBRIDGE SHOP
J 274 Massachusetts Avenue

Harvard Shop

SALEM
FALL RIVER
NEW BEDFORD
NEWPORT

LYNN
MANCHESTER
WORCESTER
NEW HAVEN

and NEW YORK CITY

WATERTOWN SHOP
1 Galen Street

at Works

WALTHAM
LOWELL
SPRINGFIELD
WATERBURY
PHILADELPHIA

Packages called for and delioered by our own trucki

ESTABLISHED 1829

"YOU CAN RELY ON LEWANDOS"
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FRIDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 9, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, APRIL 10, at 8 o'clock

Mozart . . . Concertante Symphonie for Violin and Viola

(Kochel No. 364)
I. Allegro maestoso.

II. Andante.

III. Presto.

Violin solo: J. Theodorowicz

Viola solo: F. Denayer

Dukas . . . "Polyeucte" (Overture to Corneille's Tragedy)

(First time at these concerts)

Ravel . . . . "Ma Mere I'Oye" ("Mother Goose")

Five Children's Pieces

I. Pavane de la Belle au Bois Dormant
(Pavane of Sleeping Beauty).

II. Petit Poucet (Hop o' my Thumb).

III. Laideronnette, Imperatrice des Pagodes
(Laideronnette, Empress of the Pagodas).

IV. Les Entretiens de la Belle and de la Bete
(Beauty and the Beast Converse).

V. Le Jardin Feerique (The Fairy Garden).

Borodin . . Polovtskian Dances from the Opera "Prince Igor"

(First time at these concerts)

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after Mozart's Concertante Symphonie

The works to be played at these concerts may be seen in the Allen A. Brown Music Collection

of the Boston Public Library one week before the concert.
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TEINERT HAi
JOINT RECITAL

MEZZO-CONTRALTO

PIANIST
TUESDAY EVENING. APRIL 20 AT 8.15

Local Manager. RICHARD NEWMAN STEINWAY PIANO

VIOLIN RECITAL
The First Appearance in Boston of this Remarkable French Violinist

TUESDAY EVENING, APRIL 13 AT. 8.15

Mr. VICTOR MILLIER at the Piano

'PROGRAM
1. Senate in D major J. B. Leclair

2. Concerto in E-flat major . ' W. A. Mozart

3- ^-
|^J^^^^^g^^[

for violin alone J.S.Bach

4. a. Reve d'enfant
j E. Ysaye

b. Lomtam passe )

5. Introduction et Rondo Capriccioso . . . . C. Saint-SaSns

Local Management, RICHARD NEWMAN • STEINWAY PIANO

SOPRANO
RECITAL

WEDNESDAY EVENING, APRIL 21

.ssisted fey JESSIE HATCH^SYMONDS.
EDITH NOYES GREEN MARY LEARNED ELY

Accompanists

fDE
LYRIC COLORATURA (lately with the Metropolitan Opera G©., N. Y.)

will give her first SONG RECITAL in Steinert Hall

on TUESDAY EVENING, MAY 4, at 8.15 o'clock

Tickets for the above concerts may now be had at the Steinert Hall

Box Office, or may be ordered by mail or phone (Beach 1330).
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toe Mimsical A§§©ciati®e
GEORGES LONGY. Director

The Fifth and Final Concert will take place

JORDAN HALL

Wednesday Evening, April 28
At 8.15 o'clock

PROGRAMME OF ORCHESTRAL MUSIC

Assisted by the MACDOWELL CLUB CHORUS. GEORGES LONGY, Conductor

RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF . . A Page from Homer, Op. 60

Orchestra and Chorus

Trio of Solo Voices

ORA JACOBS MARION ROBERTSON ANGELA McCARTHY

GABRIEL FAURE Elegie
Violoncello Solo

MARION MOORHOUSE

ERNEST CHAUSSON . . . Chant Funebre, Op. 28
Four part chorus of women's voices

Extracts from "Much Ado about Nothing," Shakespeare

Orchestration by Vincent D'Indy
MACDOWELL CLUB CHORUS

ERNEST CHAUSSON . . . Chanson Perpetuelle
Soprano Solo

MARGARET CLEMENT

ARTHUR WHITING . Fantasia for Piano and Orchestra
HELEN NORFLEET

ERNEST FANELLI .... Tableaux Symphoniques

(After "The Romance of a Mummy" by Theophile Gautier)

FULL ORCHESTRA

I . Thebes ( 1 883) 1 1 . Sur le Nil III, Rentree Triomphale du Pharaon
Voice : Elsie Bird

Reserved Seats, $2.50, $2.00, $ 1 .50, 75c. 50c (plus Tax) . Tickets are

now on sale at Jordan Hall and Steinert Hall

Mail orders should be addressed to RICHARD NEWMAN.
1 62 Boylston Street, Boston 1 1 , Mass.
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SYMPHONY HALL CALENDAR

SUNDAY
AFT.

APR. 4

TUESDAY
EVE.

APR. 6

AT. 8.15

SUNDAY
AFT.

APR. II

SUNDAY
EVE.

APR. 18

GREAT CHORUS OF 400

EMIL MOLLENHAUER. Conductor

Soloists:

ORCHESTRA AND SOLOISTS

H. G. TUCKER. Organist

ELIJAH
FLORENCE HINKLE
NEVADA VAN DER VEER

ARTHUR HACKETT
REINALD WERRENRATH

'Personal appearance offour great pianists

[T,

WITH THE

Tickets now on sale at the Box Office, Symphony Hall

Prices($1.00, $1.50, $2.00 and $2.50, plus war tax

Contralto Metropolitan Opera Company
and

American Violinist

Tickets, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00

World Renowned Russian Coloratura Soprano

Tickets, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00 (Plus Tax)

Mail orders with remittances to L. H. MUDGETT, Manager^ Symphony Hall,

will receive prompt attention

War tax of 10% must be added to the price of above tickets
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SYMPHONY HALL, BOSTON

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 18, AT 3.30

Thirty-fourth Concert for the

Benefit of the Orchestra's

1 V ir7

BY THE

!ipn©i

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

ASSISTED BY

DR. A. T. DAVISON, Director

IMIE

Tickets, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00 (no tax). Now on sale at

Symphony Hall Box Office
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RECITAL BY

NES
TENOR

LANGj, Accompanisl

THE PROGRAM

I.

Melodies Populaires Grecques

Chanson de la mariee \

La-bas, vers I'eglise '

Quelgalant! .
^ Maurice Ravel

Tout gai

!

)

II.

Dissolution _...,. Darius Millxaud
Chevaux de Bois Claude Debussy
Automne Gabriel Faur6

III.

Serenade . Granville Bantock
To Helen Charles M. Loeffler
Floods of Spring S. Rachmaninoff

IV.
La vie Anterieure

^
Le Manoir de Rosemonde > Henri Duparc
Chanson Triste ;

V.

Melodies Populaires Grecques

Chanson de la mariee
La-bas, vers I'eglise f ht • -o i

Quelgalant! > Maurice Ravel

Tout gai

!

STEINWAY PIANO

Tickets: $2.00, $1.50 and $1.00 (plus 10% tax).

From WENDELL H. LUCE, MANAGER,
492 Boylston St., Mason & Hamlin Bldg. Phone Back Bay 3870.
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JORDAN HALL, WEDNESDAY EVE., APRIL 7, at 8.15 o'clock

By arrangvment with Kixgsbery Foster of New York City
K. M. White presents

1.

4.

THE PROGRAM
Stornello, Cimara ; Non ho parole, Sibella

; Quando tu canti, Tirindelli

;

Paradiso-L'Africaine, Meyerbeer.
Onaway, Awake, Beloved (Hiawatha's Wedding Feast), Coleridge-Taylor.
The Lament of lau the Proud (Three Indian Songs from the Garden of
Kama-Lohr)—Starlight Just in the hush before the dawn, This passion
is but an ember, Griffes.
My Lagan Love, arr. by Harty ; I'll Follow You, Maley ; Hard Trials, Go
Down Moses (Negro- spirituals), arr. by H. T. Burleigh.

5. Blue are her eyes. Watts; Daybreak, Mallinson ; Admonition (first time),
Rhys-Herbert ; My heart shall be thy garden, Eberhardt ; Cavalry (a
border ballad of the Southwest bv Damon Runyon), Stickles.

Mr. WILLIAM STICKLES at the piano.
Mason & Hamlin Piano.

Tickets: $1.50, $1.00 and 50 cents (plus 10% tax)
On sale at 492 Boylston St. Mason & Hamlin Bldg.

Wendell H. Luce, Manager. Phone B.B. 3870.
Mr. Karle sings exclusively for the "Brunswick." New England Tour 1920-21

under direction of K. M. White. 100 Boylston. St., Boston.

JORDAN HALL
THURSDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 15, AT 3

Eminent French 'Pianist

Tickets, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00, 50c, plus 10% war tax

On sale at Box Office

Mail orders may be sent to

MRS. ANITA DAVIS-CHASE, Local Manager

Pierce Building, Copley Square ... Boston, Mass.
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

JMIMA OlJoriJlvlJ

VOICE
Studio, 615 Huntington Chambers, Boston

Art nf i^tttging

VOICE PLACING
AND TECHNIQUE A SPECIALTY

MARGARET A. AGNEW
VOCAL COACH AND ACCOMPANIST

146 Massachusetts Ave.. Tel. Back Bay 3040

Pupil of Professor Jachmann-Wagner, Berlin, and Professor Galliera, Milan, Italy

TEACHER OF SINGING
STEINERT HALL, Room 27 . . . BOSTON, MASS.

PIANIST and TEACHER

Lang Studios

6 NEWBURY STREET

Telephone. Back Bay 5958-J

PIANIST and TEACHER
282 DARTMOUTH STREET

Mason & Hamlin Piano Used

Lyb-ctUb^
BASSO

Voice Specialist and Coach
STUDIO: 246 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

"MESSIAH" WITH THE HANDEL AND
HAYDN SOCIETY, DEC. 21, 1919

"Mr. Flint was called on at 10.30 Sunday
morning and sang without rehearsal. There
was, however, nothing in his performance
which betrayed that fact. He gave intelligent

and adequate interpretation of his arias."

—

Boston Globe, December 23, 1919.

Lessons in

Pianoforte, Harmony, Counter-

point and Composition
STUDIO AT 12 NEWBURY STREET

Mondays and Thursdays

II

For particulars address

CONCERT-VIOLINIST
Available for Concerts.

46 MALCOLM STREET. BEACON HILL
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Mr. FRANK E.
AND ASSISTANTS

LESSONS IN SINGING
A Normal Course for Teachers

Former pupil ot the famous Paris Conservatory

VIOLIN LESSONS

STUDIOS. STEINERT HALL. BOSTON

Mr. W. THELEl VOCAL
INSTRUCTOR

SPECIALIST ON VOICE DEFECTS
Assisted by Mr. W. D. STRONG

Well known Pianist and Concert-Accompanist
Studios: 96 Huntington Avenue, BOSTON, Mass.
Notice: Mr. Strong's Piano Recital at Jordan Hall

March 18, 1920.

Voices 'leveloped from first rudiment of tone

production to artistic finish.

Lectures on physical and natural laws and
general health. >^

Perfect diction of foreign languages.

Appointment by mail.

EMIL MOLLENHAUER
COACHING IN

OPERA AND ORATORIO
189 Huntington Avenue - - Boston

Telephone, 722 Back Bay

MARIE NICHOL;

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND TEACHER

609 Pierce Bldg., Boston, Mondays and Thursdays

Address, 162 Riverway, Boston

Telephone, 1470 Brookline

•CELLO SOLOIST
INSTRUCTION

STUDIO. 218 TREMONT STREET
Telephone. Beach 903-W

TWELFTH SEASON

GERTRUDE MARSHALL. Violin

RUTH STICKNEY. Violin

71 CARLTON STREET. BROOKLINE
Management A. H. HANDLEY. 160 Boylston Street. BOSTON

ADELINE PACKARD. Viola

HAZEL L'AFRICAIN. Cello

Tel. Brookline 3268-J
Tel Beach 4197

ENRICO FABRIZIO
MEMBER OF

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

TEACHER OF 'CELLO
15 VANCOUVER STREET, BOSTON. MASS.

SOLO ENSEMBLE PLAYING
Tel.. Rox. 5063-R

zM-£yt^^^t^)^^^t(Z/7zJ^
iVOmB cm^TUKE'1

American and European Diplomas, Author of Books and Pen Works on Singing
Studio: Suite 202 Huntington Chambers. 30 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Phone, Back Bay 3932

DOINGS OF GRANTS ARTIST PUPILS BY A. E. DATELY
Bronze Melba has a large list of recitals for this season. Several winter concerts are planned for Wm. Flynn
tenor, whose fine voice a bright future is predicted. Helen Laird, soprano, whose singing at Boston College last
February was such an artistic delight, will give her next Boston recital early in the winter at Steinert Hall.
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
The Vocal Studios of

And his Assistants

VINCENT V. HUBBARD and

Mrs. CAROLINE HOOKER

Teacher of Singing in all its branches

and of Dramatic Action as

applied to Singing

ARTHUR J. HUBBARD
246 Huntington Avenue

PIANOFORTE

Material of value in teaching

Practical Finger Exercises Op. 17

Intermediate and Advanced

Technique Op. 31

Studio, 31 1 Pierce Building, Boston

Also STUDIO at NEEDHAM
180 Nehoiden Street

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON

TEACHER OF PIANO
Appointment by telephone

Cambridge 5935-W

"Mr. John Hall Sherwood has studied

with me in Paris, and is a gifted musician

and successful teacher of large experience

whose work I can endorse and recom-

mend." (Signed) HAROLD BAUER.

BEL CANTO
Studio - - 1425 Broadway, NEW YORK

SINGERS — Suzanne Baker Watsoa, Cora Croia,

Nellie Hart, Willette Kershaw, Gertrude Hutcheson,
Ivy Scott, Marion Stanley, Estelle Ward, Mabel
Wilbur, Flora Zabelle, Edward Foley, George Gilbert,

juhn Hendricks, Andrew Mack, Dr. Eugene Waltoa
Marshall, Fiske O'Hara, Umberto Sacchetti, EUii
Rhodes, Albert Wsllerstedt, and many other lingeri

DOW belore the public ia operatic and church work.

PIANIST INSTRUCTION
The principles of Leschetizky presented in a definite and comprehensive manner

STUDIO, HOTEL HEMENWAY, BOSTON
Telephone. Back Bay 3180

STEINERT HALL, Room 26, Tuesdays and Fridays

BARITONE SOLOIST AND TEACHER OF SINGING
417 PIERCE BUILDING, BOSTON

SATURDAYS IN NEW YORK. 50 WEST SIXTY-SEVENTH STREET
July 19 to August 27, Teaching at Spirit Lake, Iowa

VOICE BUILDING
SONG INTERPRETATION. CONCERT
RECITAL AND REPERTOIRE WORK

SteinertHall - BOSTON

N HUNT
CONTRALTO SOLOIST

Teacher of Singing

Class and Private Lessons

Hotel Cluny, 343 Boylston Street - Boston
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Miss HELEN
TEACHER OF SINGING

HOTEL HEMENWAY
Tuesdays and Fridays at Lasell Seminary

TEACHER OF SINGING

ACCOMPANIST - COACH
STUDIO

246 HUNTINGTON AVE. BOSTON

Miss PRISCILLA WHITE
TEACHER OF SINGING

602 PIERCE BUILDING
COPLEY SQUARE • BOSTON

LT

TEACHER OF SINGING
250 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

Opposite Symphony Hall

TEACHER OF SINGING
STEINERT HALL

162 BOYLSTON STREET - BOSTON

JOSEPHIME KNIGHT
SOPRANO SpLOIST

Teacher of Singing

4 Haviland Street - - - - . Boston
B. B. 1047

In Worcester, Tuesdays and Wednesdays. 317 Day BIdg

PIANO INSTRUCTION
Leschetizky Principles

STUDIO: ROOM 18 STEINERT HALL
For Appointments Tel. Roxbury 491 1 -R

Formerly Concert Master

NEW YORK SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Will receive pupils in Violin and Ensemble

Playing. Address 120 TREMONT STREET

PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
Formerly pupil Royal Conservatory of Brussels, Bel-
gium (1897-1901). Also Organist and Accompanist

HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS, BOSTON

CONTRALTO
TEACHER OF SINGING

LANG STUDIOS. 6 NEWBURY STREET

Mr. HARRIS S. SHAW
PIANO, ORGAN, HARMONY and

INTERPRETATION
(SPECIAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS)

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Telephone. Back Bay 4654-M

1919-1920

543 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON
Telephone 55888 B. B.

Private and Class instruction. Lectures. Special
courses in pronunciation and diction.

aime AJeisaimder-Marms
(officier de I'lnstruction publique)

Vocal Instruction, Breathing, Tone Production.
Phonetics, French Diction, Interpretation of

French Songs

FENSMERE. 206 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.

Phillips

Baritone Soloist and Teacher of Singing

CONCERT—RECITAL—ORATORIO
Providence, R.I.

300 Lauderdale Building, 144 Westminster Street

Boston, Mass. Hotel Hemcnway
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

PIANIST
AND TEACHER

6 NEWBURY STREET - -

Telephone B. B. 51694
BOSTON

ROSABELLE TEMPLE
TEACHER OF SINGING

MUSICAL LECTURES
Author of "Young Singers. What They Should Know"

10 NEWBURY STREET

543 Boylston Street . . . Boston, Mass.
Teacher of Singing and Manager of

THE COPLEY CLUB SINGERS
Artistic Attractive Successful

Programs for All Occasions
Definite Instruction Immediate Results
Send for Illustrated Booklet Tel., Back Bay 994-M

ES G. DALY
RENEWED MUSIC— Your old or torn music made
new. Flexible binding. All hand work. Reasonable
prices. References.

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Room 207 Tel. Back Bay 456

SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS
1126 BOYLSTON ST.. FENWAY BLDG.. BOSTON

In New Bedford. Saturdays. 56 Walnut Street

ALICE BATES RICE
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER of SINGING

Lang Studios .... 6 Newbury Street

EDITH BULLARD
SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDjO - - 609 PIERCE BUILDING
Telephone. Back Bay 5145-R

Mil® iMoise isoMstem
Pupil of Pablo Casals

SOLOIST AND TEACHER
Specializing in Fundamentals of 'Cello-playing

Fritz Carlton Hotel 1 138 Boylston Street
Tel. B. B. 2673

PIANIST and TEACHER

CARNEGIE HALL NEW YORK

PIANIST AND TEACHER
405 PIERCE BLDG.. COPLEY SQUARE

Telephone. Back Bay 3956-W.

Torrens Method

TEACHER OF SINGING

17 STEINERT HALL '^"''''""jJ^&H.w

BARITONE SOLOIST
Formerly Song Leader U. S. N.

now available for

Concert Oratorio Recital

STUDIO: 1089 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON

PIANO, HARMONY and COACHING
528 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS

Mondays and Fridays. Other days by
Appointment

CONSTANCE MORSE
Teacher of Pianoforte and Musical Theory

Half hour talks illustrated on the Piano— musical
forms and stories of the operas.

Studio: Thb Winsor School For Girls
Tuesday and Friday Afternoons

Tel. Brookline 23I3M

AMERICAN PIANIST
RECITALS. MUSICALES. CONCERTS

Authorized representative of the most modern ideas in
piano playing. Primary.Advanced and Teachers' Courses

Studio. 6 NEWBURY ST.. Tel. B. B. 3529-R
Res. HOTEL HEMENWAY. Tel. B. B. 3180

' Boston

PROF. A. D'AVESNE. B. SC. PARIS
OFFICIER DACADEMIE

French Classes. Private Lessons. Lectures &
Causeries. Children's Classes. Special

Commercial Course. Translations.

755 BOYLSTON ST.. NEAR COPLEY SQUARE
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THE OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES

OF THE

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
INCORPORATED

FREDERICK P. CABOT

GALEN L. STONE

ERNEST B. DANE

President

Vice-President

Treasurer

ALFRED L. AIKEN

FREDERICK P. CABOT

ERNEST B. DANE
M. A. DE\A^OLFE HOWE
JOHN ELLERTON LODGE
FREDERICK E. LOWELL
ARTHUR LYMAN
HENRY B. SAWYER
GALEN L. STONE

BENTLEY W. WARREN



The

S T RA D I VA R I U S

of Pianos

THE

PIANO

HAS set a- NEW
standard of tone

and valueSand has

long commanded the

highest price of any

piano in the world.

MASON & HAMLIN CO.

Warerooms, 492-494 Boylston Street

Boston
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Established 1833

WEBSTERi
AND i

ATLAS i

NATIONAL BANKi
OF BOSTON \

WASHINGTON AND COURT STREETS

AMORY ELIOT President

RAYMOND B. COX. Vice-President In ?mI\^'t.^?^<! ^\ ^"i!*'
JOSEPH L. FOSTER. Vice-President and Cashier ARTHUR WTL^.Vbst.CMhie'r
EDWARD M. HOWLAND, Vice-President HAROLD A. YEAMES, Asst Cashier

Capital $1,000,000 Surplus and Profits $1,600,000

Deposits $11,000,000

The well-estabKshed position of this bank in the community^
the character of its Board of Directors, and its reputation as a
solid, conservative institution recommend it as a particularly

desirable depository for

Accounts
of

TRUSTEES, EXECUTORS and INDIVIDUALS

For commercial accounts it is known as

A STRONG BANK OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE

DIRECTORS

CHARLES B. BARNES
JOSEPH S. BIGELOW
FESSENDEN S. BLANCHARD
THEODORE G. BREMER
WILLIAM R. CORDINGLEY
RAYMOND B. COX
AMORY ELIOT
ROGER ERNST
JOHN W. FARWELL

GRANVILLE E. FOSS
ROBERT H. GARDINER
EDWARD W. GREW
OLIVER HALL
WALTER HUNNEWELL
HOMER B. RICHARDSON
DUDLEY P^ROGERS
THOMAS W. THACHER
WALTER TUFTS



SYMPHONY HALL, BOSTON
HUNTINGTON AND MASSACHUSETTS AVENUES

Telephones
j
Ticket Office

{ Back Bay 1492
Branch Lxchange ( Administration Umces

)

'

B̂d at OilSfmpIboBfOirduBstra
INCORPORATED

THIRTY-NINTH SEASON, 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

^"^oi"^:rammt) of tt.

T'\vm^\]}J''{{Te>[

Concerts
WITH HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE

NOTES BY PHILIP HALE

FRIDAY AFTERNOON. APRIL 9

AT 2.30 O'CLOCK

SATURDAY EVENING, APRIL 10

AT 8.00 O'CLOCK

COPYRIGHT, 1920, BY BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, INCORPORATED

W. H. BRENNAN. Manager G. E. JUDD, Assistant Manager
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A name that is spoken with the full pride of

ownership—that carries with it the deep satis-

faction of possessing the ultimate expression of

man's handiwork in Musical Art.

A name that is cherished as a Family Tradition

—

that keeps afresh for the next generation the

associations and fond remembrances which cluster

around the home piano.

Supreme achievement of patience, skill and ex-

perience, founded on inborn Ideals of Artistry.

FEINWA
Catalogue and prices on application

Sold on convenient payments

Old pianos taken in exchange

Inspection invited

r^

107-109 East 14th Street New York

Subway Express Stations at the Door

REPRESENTED BY THE FOREMOST DEALERS EVERYWHERE
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35TH 5E/I50N STHPHONT HflLL

MflKE E4RLY RE5ERV/ITION5 FOR THE

OPENINQ NIQHT, nOND/IT, MflT 3
OF THE F/inOUS

ORCHESTRA OF
5TnFH0NT FLAYERS

CONDUCTOR

TicKet s^W opens AXopday, April 26

A\2iil orders now r^c^iv^d

SEATS AT CENTER TABLES $1, No Tz^x

A«J«lrcss Box Office, 5yn7pbony Hall» Boston

W. H. BRENM/IN
n^N^QER

Q. E. J^hh
A5ST, n/IN/IQER
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SAVING MUSICIANS FROM OBLIVION
An editorialfrom the Sun and N. Y. Herald, February 6th, 1920.

' 'As a result of certain of the almost uncanny inventions

on special display in New York this week, the musical
lives of thousands of artists will be indefinitely prolonged.

Records of the products of their genius, at first crude and
consequently resulting in mere approximations, have
been brought to a high state of perfection. Through
them, future ages, in discussing the gift or talent of the
pianists of today will have real evidence to go upon, in-

stead of the vague tradition which is all that is available

in the case of artists of the past.
' 'But not only are the inventors and the music merchants
conferring immortality in a true sense on the stars of the
concert platform; they are extending the size of the aud-
ience until it reaches from China to Peru. From one
person who used to be familiar with notable performan-
ces from sense of actual contact, there are hundreds of

thousands at present who are able to gain experience in

an indirect way.
"A notable example of what can be done already was
given the other day when five distinguished musicians
played before a hall full of persons who afterward heard
the programme reproduced artificially. It is astonishing

to realize that a machine should record, as on a highly
sensitive plate, not merely the general characteristics

but the color, the elusive manner, the most secret and
puzzling qualities of the original.

"

THE instrument referred to is the Ampico Reproducing
Piano, which reproduced the playing of Godowsky,

Levitzki, Moiseiwitsch, Ornsteinand Rubinstein immed-
iately after those artists had finished playing a variety

of pieces, in a public concert at Carnegie Hall, New York.

Its function is the dissemination and perpetuation of the

playing of the world's greatest pianists, whose art is re-

produced with absolute fidelity. It is possible to hear

the Ampico in the Chickering Piano at the Ampico Stu-

dios, Chickering Retail Warerooms, 169 Tremont St-
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SYMPHONY HALL
40th Season 1920-1921

24 FRIDAY AFTERNOON CONCERTS
24 SATURDAY EVENING CONCERTS

BEGINNING OCTOBER 8-9, 1920

BY THE

Boston
Symphony Orchestra

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

WITH DISTINGUISHED SOLOISTS

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION

This year's subscribers for the series of 24 Friday after-

noon and 24 Saturday evening concerts have an option

until May 1 to retain their seats for the following season

of 1920-21.

Subscription notices, containing cards and envelopes for

reply, have been mailed all present subscribers. A prompt

reply will be much appreciated.

Meanwhile, application may be made for additional

seats by present subscribers or by those who wish to be-

come subscribers. These applications will be filed in order

of receipt and seats allotted as near the desired location as

possible shortly after May 1

.

Address all communications to

W. H. BRENNAN. Manager

Symphony Hall, Boston



THIRTY-NINTH SEASON. NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETEEN AND TWENTY

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 9. at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING. APRIL 10, at 8 o'clock

Mozart . . . Concertante Symphonie for Violin and Viola

(Kochel No. 364)
I. Allegro maestoso.

II. Andante.

m. Presto.

Violin solo: J. Theodorowicz

Viola solo: F. Denayer

Dukas

Ravel

II.

III.

IV.

Borodin

. "Polyeucte" (Overture to Corneille's Tragedy)

(First time at these concerts)

"Ma Mere I'Oye" ("Mother Goose")
Five Children's Pieces

Pavane de la Belle au Bois Dormant
(Pavane of Sleeping Beauty).

Petit Poucet (Hop o' my Thumb),

Laideronnette, Imperatrice des Pagodes
(Laideronnette, Empress of the Pagodas).

Les Entretiens de la Belle and de la Bete
(Beauty and the Beast Converse).

Le Jardin Feerique (The Fairy Garden)

.

Polovtskian Dances from the Opera "Prince Igor"

(First time at these concerts)

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after Mozart's Concertante Symphonie

The ladies oj the audience are earnestly requested not to put on hats before
the end oj a number.
The doors oj the hall will be closed during the perjormance of each number
on the programme. Those who wish to leave bejore the end of the concert
are requested to do so in an interval between the numbers.

City of Boston, Revised Regulation of August 5, 1898,— Chapter 3, relating to the covering of

the head in places of public amusement

Every licensee shail not, in his place of amusement, allow any person to wear upon the head a covering which obstructs

the view of the exhibition or performance in such place of any person seated in any seat therein provided for spectators,

it being understood that a low head covering without projection, which does not obstruct such view, may be worn.
Attest: J. M. GALVIN. City Clerk
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IN 1920
Raymond & Whitcomb Company invites you to make use

of its services and facilities in connection with your proposed
visit to France and the Battlefields this summer.

For the first summer since 1914 Europe is again open for

travel. Food is now plentiful in Western Europe; the hotels

and railroads have restored their former service -and offer

the pre-war comforts. It is still essential, however, that in-

tending travelers make their plans and reservations well in

advance, and after careful consultation with persons who
are famiUar with the new conditions.

We have had 41 years' experience in providing for Ameri-
can travelers in all parts of the world and we enjoy friendly

and intimate relations with the leading steamship, railway,

and hotel companies. We maintain an office in Paris in

charge of an experienced travel manager. Our information
is up-to-the-minute in every respect. Whether you wish
a^ conducted tour or prefer to travel independently our ser-

vices are at your disposal.

We offer personally conducted tours of from six weeks to

four months duration. Wide choice of routes, including

France and the Battlefields, England, Holland, Belgium,
Switzerland, Italy, Spain, Algeria, Tunisia and Sicily. Small
parties and frequent departures throughout the Spring and
Summer. All arrangements are on the highest travel plane.

We are prepared to give you full information regarding
any details of a proposed journey — to assist you in planning
your route to the best advantage — to make hotel andjsteam-
ship reservations for you.

California—National Parks—Pacific Northwest—Alaska
— South America — Japan-China—Round the World.

Send for booklet desired.

7 TEMPLE PLACE, BOSTON 11 Telephone Beach 6964



CONCBRTANTE SyMPHONIE FOR ViOLIN AND ViOLA (K. 364).

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

(Born at Salzburg on January 27, 1756; died at Vienna on December 5, 1791.)

This composition in E-flat major is for solo violin and solo viola,

with accompaniment of two oboes, two horns, and strings. The date
of the composition is unknown. The original manuscript is prob-

ably not in existence. When the work was performed at the Mozart
Festival in Salzburg, 1856, a copy owned by Andr6 was used, in

which cadenzas in Mozart's handwriting were inserted. Otto Jahn
thought the concerto could not have been written before 1776 or

1777, perhaps not before 1780, on account of the maturity shown
in the invention of the themes, the coherency of the development,

the charm and sureness of modulations, the treatment of the orches-

tra, separately and in connection with the solo instruments. The
form is conventional, but the movements are more broadly planned
and more fully extended than was then customary. There is more
of the symphonic character than in other works of similar nature
in the same period. The solo instruments are handled simply in

their relations one with another. They exchange phrases, repeating
them one after the other, in different tonal positions, or they share
them in the same tonality. When they are together they move as a
rule in thirds or sixths. It is rare to find each of them—as in the
Andante and Presto—in two-voice passage treated independently
and freely.

The viola part is written in D major, so that the instrument must

Played by
FRITZ KREISLER

FOR VIOLIN AND PIANOFORTE
BY

A. WALTER KIRAMER
PRICE 60 CENTS

..." Eklog' ' by Walter Kramer, which the audience

tried to encore— not because it is by an American,

but because it is melodious, piquant and pastoral.

Henry T. Finck, in the New York Evening Sun.

. . . There was almost equal enthusiasm for Walter

Kramer's " Eklog."— New York Evening Sun

(Also Published for Cello and Piano)

10 Selected Compositions

for VIOLIN and PIANO
(Schmidt's Educational Series No. 227)

Price 75 cents

CONTENTS
BOHM, CARL

Op. 366, No. 3—Slavonian Dance
FRIML, RUDOLF

Op. 36, No. 2—Twilight

GASTELLE, E.
Longing

HOFFMANN, R.
Polonaise in £ Minor

NOLCK, A.
Op. 196, No. 3, At a Polish Festival

SHARPE, E.
Sunset Melody

STEANE, BRUCE
Summer Reverie, Melody

TOLHURST, H.
Cantilene in F

TORJUSSEN, T.
To the Rising Sun

WEISER, PHILIPP
Blossom Time. Gavotte.

BOSTON:
THE ARTHUI
120 BOYLSTON ST.

P, SCHMIDT CO.
FOR SALE BY ALL MUSIC DEALERS
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be tuned a half-tone higher, to give more bite to the strings and ease

to the player.

The first movement with a cadenza by Hellmesberger was played

in Boston at a Symphony concert by Mr. Loeffler (violin) and Mr.
Kneisel (viola) on January 2, 1892.

The whole composition, with cadenzas by Hellmesberger, was per-

formed here at a concert of the Boston Symphony Orchestra on
November 19, 1915, by Mr. Witek (violin) and Mr. F^rir (viola).

"PoLYEUCTE^' Overture for Corneillb's Tragedy
Paul Abraham Dukas

(Born at Paris, October 1, 1865; living there.)

Dukas, having studied at the Paris Conservatory,—^with Georges
Mathias, pianoforte; Theodore Dubois, harmony; and Ernest
Guiraud, composition,—took the first prize for counterpoint and
fugue in 1886 and in 1888 the first second prix de Rome with his

cantata "Vell6da." While he was a student, he wrote two overtures

:

"Le Koi Lear" (1883) and "Goetz de Berlichinger" (1884). They
were not published. The second was "read" by an orchestra at

Geneva in September, 1884.

The overture to "Polyeucte" was composed in 1891. The first

performance was at a Lamoureux concert in Paris, January 24, 1892.

¥OSe GRAND
QUALITY and

REPUTATION

enable you to know

in advance that the

VOS© is a most

satisfactory piano.

WE CHALLENGE
COMPARISON

E & SOMS PIANO CO.
160 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
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ESTABLISHED If

ing Millinery
(First Floor)

Women seeking individuality will find this Department

Replete with Authentic Spring Fashions

Our Collection Represents Designs from the Principal Paris

Creators as well as our own Origmations for

Sport, Street and Social Functions
Particularly Emphasizing the

New Horsehair Hats, Flower Trimmed

202 Boylston Street and 48 Park Square, Boston

THE STANDARD OF VALUES
tt

Decoration has a very real, though sub-conscious, influence upon the

temperament and personality.

Discords in color, as in music, result from incomplete knowledge and
produce an equally unpleasant effect.

We are competent to suggest decorative

treatment in perfect harmony

ALFRED PEATS BRANCH
LEADERS OF WALL PAPER FASHIONS

18 SUMMER STREET BOSTON
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Hisses were mingled with the applause. The musical ideas in the

overture were then thought to be obscure and the developments

confused. Those who heard the overture at a Lamoureux concert

on October 30, 1910, and remembered the former opposition, won-
dered at the former reception.

The first performance in America was given in Boston by the

Boston Orchestral Club, Mr. Longy conductor, on January 25, 1910.

The score calls for two flutes, two oboes, English horn, two
clarinets, bass clarinet, three bassoons, four horns, two trumpets,

three trombones, bass tuba, kettledrums, harp, strings.

A theme for the lower strings immediately announced—Andante
sostenuto, F minor, 4-4—is the base of much later material. The
development of this theme is interrupted by a phrase (pp) for

wood-wind instruments and horns, and this theme is used later.

Allegro non troppo vivace, 3-8. A spirited third motive is intro-

duced. All of these themes are short. The third theme is developed,

but in another section, Poco lento. The English horn suggests the

first motive. Andante espressivo, A-flat major, 3-4. The strings

play slowly the third motive. The first motive is then combined with
it, and the two are worked in an Allegro. An Andante sostenuto

leads into another section. Adagio tranquillo, non troppo lento, 4-4,

in which oboe, English horn, and some of the first violins play the

first theme to the accompaniment of strings (divided), harp, and
certain wind instruments. This theme, while there are hints at

the second, brings the quiet ending.

Interior decorators[and makers

of Fine Furniture for 85 years

PAINE FURNITURE COMPANY OF BOSTON
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©§tamm;

Woman is no longer described as " well-dressed**

—she is
*

'smartly costumed**

This means all of the first and

more— oh, much more !

Costuming declares polish, tone,

finish— and all these are secured by

the woman who recognizes that The

Slattery Shop specializes in woman's

wear.

This shop is truly a "finishing

school** in proper costuming for

women of all ages, employment, and

station in life. It is a shop of adap-

tability, adaptations, and creations;

teaching, by example. Costuming as

it should be.

EI Slattery Company/

TREMONT STREET OPPOSITE BOSTON COMMON BOSTON
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Corneille's "trag^die chretienne" was produced at the Hdtel de
Bourgogne, Paris, late in 1642 or early in 1643. It was published,

with a dedication to the Queen, Ann of Austria, in October, 1643.

Before the first performance Corneille read his tragedy at the house
of the Marquise de Kambouillet. The hearers were cool. Voiture
called on Corneille, belittled the tragedy, and regretted that Chris-

tianity had been introduced into a drama. Corneille, discouraged,

was about to withdraw "Polyeucte" from the players, who already

had their parts, but an actor, of so little ability that he had not
been admitted to the cast, persuaded him to produce it.* Success

was immediate.
The story is based on a passage in the works of Laurentius

Surius, a monk of Lubeck (1522-78) concerning persecution of

Christians in Armenia by the Emperor Decius. Polyeuctes, con-

verted, broke the idols in the temple and refused to recant in spite

of his wife Paulina's entreaties.

In the tragedy Pauline, daughter of Felix, governor of Armenia,
had loved in Rome, Severe, a soldier, and been loved by him. Felix

disapproved, and when he went to Armenia took Pauline with him.

* There is another story : the actors refused to play the tragedy ; Corneille gave
the manuscript to one of them, who threw it on the canopy of a bed, where it remained
forgotten for eighteen months ; a valet, cleaning by chance the tester, found the play
and rescued it; but as the authors of "Annales Dramatiques" (Paris, 1811) remarked:
"When Corneille wrote this play, his reputation was so great, so firmly established, that
it is not possible to believe this tale."

M^.



There she is wooed by the powerful Polyeucte. Felix gives him her
hand. Polj^eucte's noble character appeals to her*; but Severe,

reported as slain in battle, is not only alive, but, not knowing
Pauline's marriage, as a friend of the Emperor Decie comes to

Armenia, to claim her. He finds her torn by conflicting emotions,
the early passion, and her affection for Polyeucte, who, converted to

Christianity, has not publicly confessed his faith. Led on by the
fervor of his friend Nearque, he denounces the gods of Rome in the
temple where the faithful are worshipping. He and Nearque are
thrown into prison; the latter is executed. As Polyeucte is the
son-in-law of the governor he is given time to recant. He looks
forward joyfully to a martyr's death; and asks Severe to take
Pauline when she is bereft. The death of Polyecute brings with it

the conversion of Pauline, who cries out to his spirit, "I see, I

know, I believe." Severe censures the governor. The remorseful
F61ix joins his daughter in acknowledgment of the Christian faith.

Stage music was written for Corneille's tragedy by Joh. Ad.
Scheibe (Leipsic, 1738).

Operas have been based on the tragedy:
"Der im Christentum bis in den Tod bestandige Marterer

Polyeukt," music by Joh. Phil Fortsch (Hamburg, 1688).
"Poliuto," libretto by Cammarano, music by Donizetti, com-

posed in 1838 for Naples. The censor forbade the production, so

* Madame la Dauphine admired Pauline and said of her

:

honnete femme du monde, qui n'aime point son mari."
"Ne voiia-t-il pas la plus

-'^

Present

New Models

and Sketches

RIDING HABITS

STREET COSTUMES

SPORT ATTIRE

BRITISH CLOTHS

256 BOYLSTON ST.

BOSTON
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the opera was rearranged and as "Les Martyrs," in four acts with
text by Scribe,* was produced at the Paris Opera, on April 10, 1840.

Pauline, Mme. Dorus-Gras; Polyeucte, Duprez; Severe, Massol;
Felix, Derevis.

There were eighteen performances at this opera house in 1840;
eighteen in '41 ; seven in '42 ; one in '43 ; seven in '44 ; one in '45.

The opera met with great favor at the Italiens in Paris in 1859,

and was performed there afterwards. Tamberlick, the tenor, was a
famous Poliuto.

The subject was given to Donizetti in Naples in 1838 by the

great French tenor Adolphe Nourrit, who was then associated

vsdth the composer and was about to sing at the San Carlo.

Nourrit had long meditated the subject for operatic treatment.

"The effect of my role," he wrote, "will rest on the exaltation

of religious sentiment, combatted momentarily by ftiuman pas-

sion, by ending triumphantly. Every time I have been called on
to make this chord vibrate, I have found sympathetic accents. To-

day more than ever I believe in the effect of religious music." He
arranged the scenario, and Eomani versified the libretto. The
opera was to be produced early in the fall. Now Nourrit, because at

Paris in 1830 he had sung patriotic songs and served in the National
Guard, was suspected at Naples of being a carhona/ro, a revolu-

tionary, a dangerous fellow. He might take part in incendiary
* Scribe in a prefatory note to his libretto excused himself for dropping out four

of Corneille's minor characters on the ground that opera should put in action what
tragedy has put into narration. "As for the r51e of the father, Felix the governor, I
have followed the idea of Voltaire, who wishes that for this pusillanimous character
little worthy of tragedy a zealous defender of pagan deities should be substituted, as
fanatical in his belief as Polyeucte in his." For other liberties taken with Corneille's
tragedy Scribe was derided. He was greatly at his ease in the matter of librettos. In
a note to that of the "Vepres Siciliennes," he made this astonishing statement : "The
massacre known as the Sicilian Vespers never took place."

SUITE
ao9-2io

420 BOVl_STON STREET
We make a specialty of trousseaux

SOUTHERN WEAR
We are showing for Southern wear cus-

tom frocks of voile, chambray, batiste,

dotted Swiss, and organdie. These are

handmade, designed simply and in good
taste, and are trimmed with real lace,

including filet, Irish, and Valenciermes,

at prices from thirty-five dollars.

Your inspection is cordially invited.

420 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON

Sale
Many of her Exclusive Models have now reached

the Department

$5.00 . . AND . . $6.00
NO TWO ALIKE IN FORM OR COLOR

480 BOYLSTON STREET (BLOCK OF BRUNSWICK HOTEL) BOSTON
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operas, for he had sung at Paris in "La Muette de Portici,"

"Guillaume Tell," "Les Huguenots." The censor ruled against

"Poliuto" Nourrit saw the king and told him that Corneille had
shown the triumph of the Christian faith; to which the king

answered : "Polyeucte Is a saint ; let us leave the saints in the

calendar and not put them on the stage." Thereupon Nourrit

revised the libretto, and changed the Christians into Guebres; still

there was objection to religious sentiment in any form on the

stage. (Voltaire in the preface to his tragedy "Les Guebres"*
said that he had substituted a profane sect for Christians so that he
might not appear to be doing over Corneille's "Polyeucte.") There
is an entertaining account of Nourrit in Naples, with many of his

letters about the fate of "Poliuto" and the state of opera at

Naples in Quicherat's monumental work "Adolphe Nourrit" (Paris,

1867) : see Vols. I and III. "Poliuto" was performed in Boston
for the first time on October 3, 1859.

Gounod's "Polyeucte," opera in five acts, after Corneille, libretto

by Jules Barbier and Michel Carre, was produced at the Op6ra,
Paris, October 7, 1878. Pauline, Mile. Krauss ; Polyeucte, Salomon

;

Severe, Lassale; Sextus, Bosquin; Sim6on, Bataille; Albui, Menu;
F^lix, Berardi; Nearque, Auguez; Un Centurion, Gaspard; Strato-

nice, Mme. Calderon. Rosita Mauri then made her first appearance
in the ballet of the Opera. She danced a mazurka in the third act,

* "Les Guebres ou la Tolerance," tragedy in five acts by Voltaire, is dated 1768.
According to Grimm and Diderot's "Correspondance Litteraire," a third edition of
the play was published in 1769. It contained a new "preliminary discourse" in which
Voltaire quoted Lord Cornsbury's dislike of Racine's "Athalie" on account of the high
priest Joad's fanaticism which led him to the cowardly assassination of the queen in the
temple.

SOLOV-HlNDS Co.
*^The Daylight Fashion Salon''

,

Young Women s Tweed Suits

That are Distinctive

Unusual and Decidedly Smart

Sensibly Priced

Misses' Evening Dresses

That are especially interesting for

the Younger Set

Moderate Prices

352 BOYLSTON STREET
Opposite Arlington Street Church
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"a mazurka in the year 300 !" Gounod began work on this opera

in 1870. He had engaged to deliver the score to Emile Perrin,

director of the Opera on September 30, 1871. The performance was
to be in February, 1872. The war came. Gounod went to England
in September, 1870. His adventures with the extraordinary Georgina

Weldon (born Trehern) and her connection with "Polyeucte"

are told at length by the singer herself and by J. G. Prod'homme
and A. Dandelot in their Life of Gounod. She hoped to be the

Pauline of the opera. In 1874, Gounod in Paris wrote to Georgina,

who was then also in Paris, the following letter in English, the last

he wrote to her : "Georgina,—That you have not yet' sent me back
what is mine, my own works, my manuscripts, and that you, at the

some time, think of sending me a present (pipe and pair of slippers)

,

I confess it is to me as inacceptable as inexplicable." Georgina
in reply told him to come and take them. Among these manuscripts

was the nearly completed score of "Polyeucte." Gounod received

this score through his friend Oscar Comettant in the fall of 1874.

Hearing Mme. Krauss as Donna Anna he determined that she should

be the heroine of "Polyeucte." Yet it was said early in 1875 that

Gounod had formerly demanded the engagement of Patti and Mco-
lini, but he would now be satisfied with M. Salomon and Mile, de
Keszke or Mile. Krauss ; that he insisted on conducting the first per-

(L^ Fair "Test

^ If a restaurant (or a grocery store) is held to strict account for

the quality of its food, why should not the same test be appHed

to those who are engaged in the sellmg of products which in-

fluence the mind ?

^ If a bookseller does not know or care about the difference be-

tween the sincere and the worthless, is he not more than a

mild source of public danger ?

DUNSTER HOUSE BOOKSHOP
26 HOLYOKE STREET & MT. AUBURN

(Cambridge, <JXCass.

f

TAXI? CALL BACK BAY

5500
TAXI SERVICE CO.
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When You Entertain

The

Brambach Baby Grand
piano is beautiful in tone, artistic in design and
adds distinction to the most exclusive homes. It

is the ideal piano to furnish music for your socials.

Price $795— Deferred Payments

The Brambach is designed to please the most
critical demands of all music lovers.

Ask for Free Paper Floor Pattern
Showing Exact Floor Space Required.

CCHarvey©
Pianos, Player-Pianos, Vidrolas, Edisons, Brunswicl^s, and Records

144 BOYLSTON STREET, ^ BOSTON
57 Main St.. Brockton; 1511 Hancock St., Quincy,

22 Market St., Lynn
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formances. The opera did not please. "Trop de messes!" There

were twenty-three performances in 1878; six in 1879. Comettant

expressed the views of many when he wrote : ''Experience will prove

to Gounod that of all the characters in the opera, Polyeucte moves
one the least ; that in the theatre it is dangerous to preach Christi-

anity and baptize people, even to beautiful music." A month before

Gounod's death Eugene Brieux called on him, hoping that Gounod
would write an article on Marie Antoinette as a musician for La Vie

Contemporaine. In the course of their talk Gounod spoke of

''Polyeucte," with a purple face and starting tears. "The failure

of 'Polyeucte,' " he said, "is the great grief of my life. Believe me,

it is my best work for the opera house. When I am dead, this will

be seen. I have had a great grief." Brieux, seeing that Gounod was
about to weep, changed the subject by mentioning "Faust." Gounod
expressed his remorse for having written the Garden Scene, yet

there were times when he consoled himself by remarking that

"Faust" had given pleasure to many, Brieux said that he should

never be remorseful on account of "Faust." This pleased Gounod:
"Yes, you are right. King George of Hanover said to me: 'I hear

"Faust" on Sunday evening. It seems to me that it follows the

divine office. I congratulate you : your Marguerite leaves the stage

pure.'

"

BIGELOW KENNARD gr CO. ^^

Jewelers
"^

âa&rsfotttcin. DicunonJs iai PicdiruuTh or

(Jctoclc? Mountuios. Fine Stri/ws

of Oriental Pearls. Silver —--

Comer West and Washington Sts. Boston
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Important Repetition

1st Linens of all desirable kinds are scarce.

2nd There is no probability that they will be in better

supply in the near future.

3rd Today we have a fine collection.

4th If we sell all that we have of any particular kind,

there is no certainty when it can be replaced or at

what price.

5th Under present conditions there is not much use in

tabulating details. Any particular item might be

gone before you see this circular.

6th Nor is there any great wisdom in naming comparative

prices.

7th Today we are naming prices lower than would be

necessary if we had to make our purchases today.

8th Recently we investigated Belfast prices on John S.

Brown & Sons table linens and found that in every

case the manufacturers' price is higher today than the

price we are asking for the same goods at retail. In

some cases the prices were very much higher.
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"Ma Mere l^Oye," 5 Pieces Enfantines ("Mother Goose,"* Five
Children's Pieces) Joseph Maurice Ravel

(Born at Ciboure, Basses Pyrenees, March 7, 1875; now living in- Paris.)

These pieces were originally composed in 1908 for pianoforte (four

hands), and for the pleasure of the children, Mimie and Jean Godeb-
ski, to whom they were dedicated when the pieces were published

in 1910. They were first performed at a concert of the Soci6t6

Musical Independante, Salle Gaveau, Paris, on April 20, 1910. The
pianists were Christine Verger, six years old, and Germaine Du-
ramj, ten years old.

Towards the close of 1911 Ravel made a little ballet out of these

pieces, and the dances were arranged by Mme. Jeanne Hugard.
The ballet was performed on January 28, 1912, at the Theatre des

Arts, Paris. Jacques Rouche, now the Director of the Paris Opera,

produced the ballet, and Gabriel Grovlez conducted the orchestra.

There was a Prelude to five tableaux, and there was an Apotheosis.

The tableaux were: 1. Danse du Rouet et Scene. 2. Pavane de
la Belle au Bois Dormant. 3. Les Entretiens de la Belle et la

Bete. 4. Petit Poucet. 5. Laideronnette, Imperatrice des Pagodes.
The Apotheosis was entitled "Le eTardin Feerique." The characters

of the ballet were Florine, La Belle, La Fee, Le Prince Charmant,
Le Serpentin Vert, Laideronnette, La Bete, Two Gentlemen, a
Maid of Honor, Two Ladies of the Bedchamber, Pagodes, Pagodines,
Tom Thumb and his six brothers, three birds, three little Negroes,

and Love.

* Mother Goose in English does not tell fairy tales.

—

Ed.

A DISTINCTIVE BRAND OF CHOCOLATES.
Purest selected materials, enticingly combined into

varying centers, coated with a rich Chocolate of the

finest quality— each piece you taste seems more alluring

than the last.

Chocol?te§
\^^
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Are Added to Our Stock Daily

ORDERED long ago, when prices were comparatively

low, these treasures of Oriental looms are emerging

from the East. Every business day sees new arrivals.

Do not wait for detailed announcements— there isn't

enough newspaper space for the whole story. Come in

and SEE for yourselves.

You will agree with us that, for a time at least, the em-

bargo seems to be off. And you will agree with us that

our prices mean good investments.

The latest arrivals are some wonderfully beautiful Saruk carpets in

soft shades of blue and rose, some with medallions and others with

all over Persian designs. One of the best ones, size 10.2 x 13.0, hcis

a rich dark blue field with a medallion and corner pieces of rose and

green and a border of unusual merit.
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The orchestral version performed at these concerts was made
from the pianoforte pieces.

The first performance in this country was at a concert of the

New York Symphony Orchestra, in the new Jj^olian Hall, New York,
Mr. Walter Damrosch conductor, November 8, 1912. The Chicago
Orchestra, Mr. Stock conTductor, gave performances on December
27, 28, 1912. The first performance in Boston was by the Boston
Svmphony Orchestra, December 27, 1913; the second on March 7,

1914 (by request) ; the third on October 23, 1915.

The suite is scored for two flutes (one interchangeable with
piccolo), two oboes (one interchangeable with English horn),

two clarinets, two Kjassoons (the second interchangeable with a
double-bassoon), two horns, kettledrums, bass drum, cymbals,

triangle, tam-tam, jeu de timbres (a clavier), bells, celesta, harp,

and the usual strings.

1. Pavane of the Sleeping Beauty. Lent, A minor, 4-4. This

movement is only twenty measures long. It is based on the

opening phrase for flute, horns, and violas.

The origin of the pavane and the derivation of the word are

disputed. The Spanish Academy declares that Pavana—the word
is found in Pisada in 1532—is derived from the Spanish pavo,

peacock, "in allusion to the movements and ostentation of that bird."

OF GREAT INTEREST TO VIRTUOSI, TEACHERS AND PUPILS OF THE

•nn^LJkJJ

THE LATEST SERIES OF WORKS BY OLD MASTERS
ARRANGED BY

PARI
The followiti!

ANTONIOTTI
ARIOSTI
BIRCKENSTOCK
BONONCINI
CAPORALE

(1 692- 1 776)
(1666-1740)

(1687-1733)

(1 680- 17-?)

(16-?-17-?)

Write for complete lists.

14 EAST 43rd STREET

omposers are included in the new series

(1653-1713)

(1675-1742)
(1741-17-?)

(1687-1749)
(1710-1780)

VALENTIN! (168I-17-?)

Apply to your dealers or the publishers

CORELLI
DALL'ABACO
DUPUITS
GALLIARD
GRAZIOLI

HERVELOIS
LECLAIR
LOEILLET
MARCELLO
SENAILLE

(I670-17-?)

(1697-1764)

(1653-1728)

(1686-1739)

(1687-1730)

WLii YORK

NEW CABS
INCORPORATED

REDUCED RATES

GIVE YOUR ORDER TO THE USHER
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A Special Offering of

Ostrich Feather Fans

Just at this time of the social season, when

fans are so much to be desired, we are pleased

to announce this good news.

The showing comprises the largest assortment

of fine quality Ostrich Feather Fans which we

have ever offered, having been planned for months

in advance.

We have also been fortunate to obtain an ex-

tensive variety of shades in these modish fans,

made from the best male bird feathers and col-

ored with the finest quality of dyes.

Specially Priced at $12.50

IN THESE COLORS:

Black Yale Lavender Purple

White Emerald Green Yellow Green

Turquoise Orange Burnt Orange Blue

A shade to harmonize with every gown

I Jordan Marsh Company ^
New England*s Greatest Store
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Chambers (1727) quotes the "Dictionnaire Tr^voux" (1721) : "A
grave kind of dance, borrowed from the Spaniards, wherein the

performers make a kind of wheel or tail before each other, like

that of a peacock ; whence the name" ; so Compan, Littr6, and others.

Some say that the dance came from Italy; that pavana is reduced

from Padovana, "Paduan"; "but the phonetic difficulties in identi-

fying the two words are serious; and they are probably distinct

terms, which may afterwards have sometimes been confused by
those who knew the history of one of them only." The theory that

the peacock gave the name to the dance is accepted by the majority.

Splendeur d oree et rose et bleue
D'un innombrable dianiant,

Le paon miraculeusement
Developpera son ample queue

;

En la largeur de ses deplis

Tout un etal d'orfgvre tremble,

Et la Pavane lui ressemble,
Mais avec des pieds plus jolis.

But Desrat in his "Dictionnaire de la Danse" (Paris, 1895) asserts

that the pavane of Henry III. was French. "It is true that Spanish
pavanes were introduced among us, but it was only after the reign

of that monarch, and there were already pavanes in France before

1574 when the son of Catherine de Medicis came to the throne.

Furthermore Spanish pavanes have been brought to us especially

by players of instruments and our pavane dances were danced to
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these airs. I have found the proof of this in the 'Orch^sographie'
of Thoinot-Arbeau, the first and the only author who has left us
notes about the ancient dances: the serious manner in which he
describes this dance clashes with the gay order of Spanish pavanes
which remind one rather of the ancient dance, Canaries."
The pavane was the noble dance of Henry III.'s Court, the grand

hal, as it was called, and it survived at the Court of Louis.XIV.
The pavane described by Thoinot-Arbeau is supposed to be of
another kind: "The gentleman may dance it wearing his hat and
his sword, and you ladies wearing your long dresses, walking
quietly with a measured gravity, and the young girls with a humble
expression, their eyes cast down, occasionally looking at the audi-
ence with a maidenly modesty." It was the pavane "which our
musicians play at the wedding ceremony of a girl of good family . . ,

and the said Pavane is played by hautbois and sackbuts and called
the grand Ml, and it lasts until all those who dance have been two
or three times round the room, unless they prefer to dance back-
wards and forwards." The chief dancers ot the grand ballet made
their entrance in Paris for more than a century to the tune of
pavane. The middle classes also danced it. "The gentleman, his
hat in one hand, his sword at his side, a large cloak thrown over
his arm, gravely offered his right hand to his partner, rigid in her
long train, heavy and stiff with gold and jewels. Like a couple of
idols, the lord and the lady advanced in solemn cadence. Before
beginning the dance they walked gravely round the room, bowing to
the master and mistress of the house."

Complete

Financial

Service

ftiiiii::i?

Temple Place Branch

Old Colony Trust Company
Boston, Massachusetts

MEMBER OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
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In old times the pavane was accompanied by a song known as the

pavane of Henry III., beginning :

—

Belle, qui tiens ma vie

"Captive en tes doux yeux,
Qui m'as rame ravie
D'un sourire gracieus.

,
Viens tot me seeourir,

Ou me faudra mourir.

The air is solemn and beautiful, and has been used by modern
composers, as by Delibes in his incidental music for Hugo's "Le
Roi s'amuse."
In France those noble dames, Catherine de Medicis and Mar-

guerite de Valois,—"the sweetest lady on earth,"—excelled in the

pavane which was danced in slow time by one or two couples,

sometimes by two damozels alone. The steps were simple, and called

"advancing and retreating." The tune was sung by four voices.

"It has," says Thoinot-Arbeau, "two advantages and two retreatings

of thirty-two measures. To prolong it, it must be begun anew as

long as it pleases musicians and dancers. In 'retreating' the gentle-

men walked behind their ladies, leading them by the hand; then
came a few glided steps and a great many curteseys, and everyone
regained his place. In the next figure, the gentlemen alone capered
backwards and forwards before their ladies, and the conclusion

was a 'conversion' or turn with them. This turn gave opportunity
for the display of graceful rounding of the arm and wrist, which

THERE ARE UNUSUAL ACCOMMODATIONS for

banquets, dinners, luncheons, receptions, dinner and

tea dances— for all social functions requiring correct

appointments and perfect service.

Among the hotels in the city, none is better prepared than

THE VENDOME to make social affairs attractive and

pleasant. Its ideal location on Commonwealth Avenue
at Dartmouth Street, only one block from Copley
Square, makes it easily accessible by motor or "a-foot"

The manager will be pleased to submit menus, offer suggestions,

and make final arrangements, by telephone, correspondence

or personal interview.

AFTERNOON TEA (tea, toast and marmalade) IS SERVED
IN THE SOLARIUM EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
FROM 4 UNTIL 6 O'CLOCK. FIFTY CENTS PER PERSON

C. H. CREEULEAF COMPANY
Proprietors

EVERETT B. RICH
Managing Director
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Dravmfrom Hat

shown by

Chandler &" Co.

BEAUTIFUL HA TS
OUR Hat Department a Vista of Beauty in Hats,

from the Gorgeous to the Dignified. Chandler &
G). Quality and Taste Speak in Every One.

Smart suit and semi-dress hats at 15.00, 25.00 and

38.00.

Semi-dress and dress hats at 25.00, 50.00 and 75.00.

Original French hats and exquisite dress hats from

50.00 to 300.00.

Olhaniiler $cdo
Tremont Street, Near West
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were raised high. Next one of the gentlemen advanced alone, and
describing a slight curve in the middle of the ballroom went 'en se

pavananf (strutting like a peacock) to salute the lady opposite

him, after which, taking some backward steps, he regained his place,

bowing to his own lady."

"En se pavanmit" recalls the remark of Baron Davillier: "To
this day in Spain they speak of Entrados cle Pavanor-^the Pavana-
like entry of a man who comes solemnly and mysteriously to say

something ridiculously unimportant. And again pasos de pavana
is said of a personage whose walk is affectedly slow."

In England the word appeared as early as 1530, when the dance
was reckoned as base. In 1535 Lyndesay in a satire spoke of the

"new pavin of France." Thomas Mace described the pavane as "a

lesson of two, three or four strains, very grave and solemn ; full of

art and profundity but seldom used in these our light days." He
wrote in 1676.

Pavanes were^ introduced in "La Jeunesse du Eoi Henry" ; in the

ballets of the operas "Patrie" and "Egmont." Gabriel Faure in

1887 wrote a Pavane for orchestra with chorus ad lib. In 1886 and
1887 there was an endeavor to re-establish the dance in aristocratic

circles, and the dance has been revived of late years in London.
Those who wish to learn the steps should consult Desrat's "Dic-

tionnaire de la Danse," pp. 279-280. Desrat published in 1886 the

"Th^orie de la Pavane" with the old music edited by Signoret

(Borneman, Paris).

Ravel has written another pavane—"Pavane pour une Infante

Announces the opening of the new

22 BOYLSTON STREET

P

THIS SHOP WILL BE DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY
TO GENUINE VICTOR VICTROLAS, SHOWN IN
THE PROPER ENVIRONMENT AND FURNISHING
A SPECIALIZED SERVICE THAT WILL BE
APPRECIATED. THIS SHOP IS READY FORYOUR
INSPECTION AND APPROVAL.

VICTROLAS AND VICTOR RECORDS—THAT'S ALL

FRANK S. HORNING CO., Inc.

BOSTON
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act©! Raeoirds
Just as you enjoy the exquisite interpre-

tations of the Boston Symphony Orchestra

at their concert, you can enjoy them when-
ever you wish on the Victrola.

It is one of the great triumphs of record-

ing that enables you to hear so large an
organization in your home, and it is sig-

nificant that so famous an orchestra as the

Boston Symphony makes Victor Records.

The absolute faithfulness of these Victor

Records when played on the Victrola

parallels the actual performance of this

great orchestra itself.

Any Victor dealer will gladly play any
of the Boston Symphony Orchestra records

for you. Victrolas $25.00 to $950.

iiEieg
CAMDEN, N. J.
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defunte"—for pianoforte (1899). This was orchestrated by him
in 1910. The pianoforted piece was played in Boston for the first

time by Rudolph Ganz (March 26, 1906) ; the orchestrated version

at a Boston Opera Company concert at the Boston Opera House,
January 5, 1913, conducted by Andr6 Caplet. The title has excited

a curious discussion. It was supposed at first that the "Infante

defunte" referred to an Infanta of Spain; but a celebrated pianist

visiting Boston and plajdng the piece said that, as Ravel informed
him, the "Infante" was any child. Was Ravel jesting, or bored by
a repeated question? We prefer to think of a dead Infanta of

Spain. When the music was performed at a Pasdeloup concert in

Paris late in November, 1919, Ren6 Brancour wrote in Le
Menestrel :

—

"It is doubtful whether even in Spain so much grace and melan-
choly poetic feeling could be associated with this elegantly solemn
rhythm. You think you ^ee the poor little Infanta as Victor Hugo
clothed her:

—

La basquine est en point d'e Genes ; sur sa jupe
Une arabesque, errant dans les plis du satin,

Suit les mille detours d'un fil d'or florentin,

—

and behold her stretched on her bed of state, motionless in her last

TENOR
A clear, pliant voice, ready skill in song, intelligent responsive

ness to the prevailing mood.

—

Boston Transcript,

Address, care of JORDAN HALL, Boston 17

Telephone, Back Bay 3774.J

CARL FAELTEN. Director

SATURDAY, APRIL 10, at 2.30 P.M., Faelten Hall

Recital by Students of the Preparatory Course

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 14. at 1 1 A.M., Faelten Hall

Recital by Students of the College Course

THURSDAY, APRIL 22, at 8 P.M., Steinert Hall

Recital by Katherine Graham Gormley, assisted by
William F. Hofmann, Carl Faelten

Programs and complimentary tickets at the oflSce of the School

30 HUNTINGTON AVENUE, BOSTON Telephone Back Bay 1759
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AND THE

iatta
The wonderful, rich tone of the Baldwin Piano is the very conception

of beauty.

—

Le\>itzki.

It has that refined quality, that warm and luscious tone which

resembles the human voice in' its individual appeal.

—

A Ida.

The Baldwin Piano has no peer in faithfully voicing an artist's

spirit.

—

Brown.

I have an inspiring companion in my Baldwin Piano.

—

La Forge.

The beautiful tone of the Baldwin Piano merits its popularity.

—

A mato.

Using a Baldwin, we rest assured that we have an instrument which

will meet every requirement.

—

Fanning.

The Baldwin Piano is a most wonderful help and support.

—

Nielsen.

I consider the Baldwin the Stradivarius of the few really great Pianos

of the world.

—

De Pachmann.

A tone that blends so well with my voice.

—

Sembrich.

CINCINNATI
142 W. Fourth Street

NEW YORK
665 Fifth Avenue

INDIANAPOLIS
18 N. Penn'a Street

CHICAGO
323 S. Wabash Ave.

DENVER
1636 California Street

LOUISVILLE
521 S. Fourth Avenue

ST. LOUIS
1111 Olive Street

SAN FRANCISCO
310 Sutter Street

DALLAS
1911 Elm Street
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sleep, but strewed with the thousand flowers of gentle and caressing

hues in an orchestration that lends to her features a far-off reflection

of the life that has fled. Our colleague Le Guide du Concert rightly

thinks that 'this noble and dolorous dance could be a fitting musical

illustration of the portrait of a young girl by Velasquez in the

museum of the Louvre.' "

II. "Hop o' my Thumb." Kavel has quoted in the score this pas-

sage from Perrault's* tale: "He believed that he would easily find

his path by the means of his bread crumbs which he had scattered

wherever he had passed; but he was very much surprised when he

could not find a single crumb : the birds had come and eaten every-

thing up."
Tres Modere. The first measure is 2-4 time, the second in 3-4,

the third in 4-4, the fourth in 5-4. After three measures for muted
violins a theme for the oboe appears at the end of the fourth. The
English horn continues it. There is other matter in the middle of

the movement. The first subject returns, and the endihg is quiet

(oboe and strings).

III. "Laideronnette, Empress of the Pagodes." The French

* Charles Perrault (1628-1703) is now best known by his
rOye" (1697).

"Contes de ma M6re

Established in 1842

Sables, Russian and Hudsdn Bay
We dress our own sables and can give excellent values in both

Russian and Hudson Bay. Coats, Coatees, etc., in all furs.

We specialize in tailor-made fur garments,

19 ARLINGTON STREET,
Next to Arlington Street Church

OUR ONLY LOCATION

DW%
i\ms.L\:-a

DAMS
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give the name "pagode" to a little grotesque figure with a movable
head, and thus extend the meaning, which was also found in English
for pagoda, "an idol or image." This latter use of the word is now
obsolete in the English language.* A "laideron" is any ugly young
girl or young woman. There is this quotation from "Serpentin
Vert" by the Countess Marie Catherine d'Aulnoy (1650?-1705),
who wrote romances and also fairy tales in imitation of Perrault.

"She undressed herself and went into the bath. The pagodes and
pagodines began to sing and play on instruments; some had
theorbos made of walnut shells; some had viols made of almond
shells ; for they were obliged to proportion the instruments to their

figure." Laideronnette in the story, the daughter of a king and
queen, was cursed in her cradle by Magotine, a wicked fairy, with
the curse of the most horrible ugliness. When the princess grew
up, she asked that she might dwell far away in a castle where no
one could see her. In the forest near by she met a huge green
serpent, who told her that he was once handsomer than she was.
Laideronnette had many adventures. In a little boat, guarded by
the serpent, she went out to sea, and was wrecked on the coast of a
land inhabited by pagodes, a little folk whose bodies were formed
from porcelain, crystal, diamonds, emeralds, etc. The ruler was an

* " Pagoethaes, Idols or vgly representations of tlie Deuill, adored by the Indians."
Sir Thomas Herbert's "Relation of Some Yeares Travels into Africa, and the greater
Asia" (London, 1634— ).

Importations of Ladies' and Misses'

Coats, Suits, Gowns and Wraps

Our merchandise is of the Fifth Avenue, New York

and Parisienne designs

We invite inspection

46 TEMPLE PLACE - . - BOSTON
3d FLOOR

"^'^'^ C'everly designed to combine BACK
^^^ correct lines with entire comfort LACE

I? i^ I I r^ \Y/ C ^^^ BOYLSTON STREET
r U L L U W o COPLEY square, boston, mass.
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unseen monarch,—the green snake who also had been enchanted by

Magotine. Finally^ he was changed into human shape, and he

married Laideronnette, whose beauty was restored.

iMouvement de March, 2-4. There are eight measures of introduc-

tion. The piccolo gives out the first motive. A second theme is

announced by the oboe and continued by the flute. There is another

subject for wood-wind, celesta, and harp. After this the material

of the first part returns.

IV. "The Conversations of Beauty and the Beast." Quotations

from Mme. Leprince de Beaumont are given :

—

"When I think how good-hearted you are, you do not seem to me so ugly."

"Yes, I have, indeed, a kind heart; but I am a monster."

"There are many men more monstrous than you."

"If I had wit, I would invent a fine compliment to thank you, but I am
only a beast."

"Beauty, will you be my wife?"

"No, Beast!"
"I die content since I have the pleasure of seeing you again."

"No, my dear Beast, you shall not die; you shall live to be my husband!"

The Beast had disappeared, and she saw at her feet only a prince

BACHRACH PHOTOGRAPHS
of today are the nationally accepted vogue of

tomorrow. They- express the highest quality

obtainable in genuine portraiture.

BiOutBi Jabtatt larljrarlj

(Photographt of Distinction)

647 Boylston Street, Boston

MANUFACTURERS
KAKASBROS.iNc

FURRIERS
KETAILERS

RELIABLE FURS
RELIABLE INFORMATION

RELIABLE PRICES

NO MISREPRESENTATION
AS TO VALUES

COLD STORAGE

72 Chauncy St., Boston Tel. Beach 48
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more beautiful than Love, who thanked her for having broken his

enchantment.
Mouvement de Valse tres Modere, F major, 3-4. This movement

is based chiefly on a melody for the clarinet, which begins in the

second measure. There is a middle section with a subject suggest-

ing the Beast and given to the double-bassoon. The two subjects

are combined. At the end a solo violin plays the theme of the

middle section.

V. "The Fairy Garden." Lent et grave, C major, 3-4. The
movement is based on the opening theme for strings.

When Kavel was about twelve years old, his parents decided that

he should be a musician. He was admitted into the Paris Con-

servatory in 1889, and he entered Anthiome's preparatory class

for pianoforte. In 1891 he was awarded a first medal. He studied

for four years in the class of Beriot, and took lessons of Hector

Pessard in harmony, Andre Gedalge in counterpoint and fugue,

and in 1897 of Gabriel Faure in composition. In 1901 the second

grand prix de Rome was awarded him for the cantata "Myrrha."

The two years following did not favor him. In 1904 he did not

compete, but in 1905 he applied, and was not allowed to be a con-

testant. This refusal made a great stir in Paris. Many articles

appeared in the journals, and it is said that the unfairness shown

'^t

Hygienic Front Lace Corsets

are recommended everywhere for

comfort and graceful lines

Every pair carefully fitted

Surgical Corsets a specialty

'he Boston Hygienic Corset Co.

59 Temple Place - Blake Building
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toward a pupil that had taken a second prix de Rome had much to

do with the nomination of Faur6 as Director of the Conservatory.

"Sites Auriculaires" (1896) and the overture "Sh6herazade"

(1898) and other works were heard at concerts of the Soci6t6

Rationale de Musique, and the String Quartet, played on March

5, 1904, and the three songs, "Sheherazade," with orchestra. May
17, 1904, excited great attention. The five pianoforte pieces,

"Miroirs," were first played on January 6, 1906, by Richardo Vin^s

at a concert of the Societe Nationale. The "Histoires Naturelles,"

five songs (prose by Jules Renard) with pianoforte, were the

subject of violent discussion. Camille Mauclair wrote that his

"musical humor" was to be likened unto that displayed by Jules

Laforgue in symbolical verse. One of the "Miroirs," "Une Barque

sur Ocean," orchestrated, had little sucqess, February 3, 1907, at a

Colonne concert; but the "Rapsodie EspaJgnole" (December 19,1909)

was favorably received. Among the more important works since

then are "L'Heure Espagnole," opera in one act; "Gaspard de la

Nuit," three pieces after Aloysius Bertrand for pianoforte; Intro-

duction et Allegro for harp and other instruments; "Daphnis et

Ohloe," ballet ; and the "Mere I'Oye" suite.

The list of his compositions contains these pieces :

—

Opera : "L'Heure Espagnole," musical comedy in one act, libretto

by Franc-Nohain, composed in 1907, produced at the Opera-Comique,

Paris, May 19, 1911: Romiro, Jean Perier; Don Inigo, Delvoye;

Gonzalve, Coulomb; Torquemada, Cazeneuve; Concepcion, Gene-
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vieve Vix. "La Cloche Engloutie," lyric drama in four acts, based
on Hauptmann's drama, *'Die Versunkene Glocke" (not yet pro-
duced).

. .
Ballet : "Ma Mere rOye," produced January 28, 1912, at the

Theatre des Arts, Paris; "Daphnis et Chloe," ballet symphonique
(Michel Fokine), composed in 1910, produced at Paris in June, 1912,
by the Russian Ballet at the Chatelet. Two orchestral suites have
been made from the music to "Daphnis et Chloe."

(See footnote to Yalses Nobles et Seutimentales below.)
Orchestral Music: "Sheherazade" overture (1898), not pub-

lished; "Rapsodie Espagnole" (1907) ; "Ma Mere I'Oye" (originally
for pianoforte, four hands) ; Valses Nobles et Seutimentales*
(originally for pianoforte, 1910; orchestrated in 1912); Pavane
pour une Infante defunte (originally a pianoforte piece, 1899;
orchestrated in 1910) ; "Une Barque sur I'Ocean" (originally piano-
forte piece, 1905) ; "Daphnis et Chloe," fragments symphoniques,
played at a Colonne concert, Paris, AprU 2, 1911.
Chamber Music: String Quartet (1902-03); Introduction et

Allegro for harp with accompaniment of string quartet, flute, and
clarinet (1906) ; Trio for violin, violoncello and pianoforte.
Pianoforte^ two hands : Menuet Antique (1895) ; Pavane pour une

Infante defunte (1899) ; "Jeux d'Eaux" (1901) ; "Miroirs": 1. "Noc-
tuelles"; 2. "Oiseaux Tristes"; 3. "Une Barque sur I'Ocean"; 4.

* " Adelaide, ou Le Langage des Fleurs." a ballet, was danced at the Chfltelet,
Paris, by the Russian Ballet in April, 1912, to these Waltzes.
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Alborado del Graciosa; 5. "La Valine des Cloches" (1905) ; Sona-
tine (1905) ; "Gaspard de la Nuit/' three poems after A. Bertrand:
1. "Ondine"; 2. "LeGibet"; 3. "Scarbo" (1908); Menuet sur le

Nona de Haydn (1909) ; Valses Nobles et Sentimentales (1910) ;

Prelude, 1913: Sonatine; La Tombeau de Couperin (1918).
Pianoforte^ four hands: ''Ma Mere I'Oye" (1908).
Two Pianofortes, four hands : "Les Sites Auriculalres" : 1.

Habanera (1895), used later in the "Rapsodie Espagnole" for

orchestra; 2. "Entre Cloches" (1896),
Voice and Pianoforte: Sainte (Mallarm6), 1896; Deux Epi-

grammes (Clement Marot) : 1. D'Anne jouant de I'Espinette; 2.

D'Anne qui me jetta de la neige (1900) ; "Manteau de Fleurs"
(Paul Gravollet), 1903; Sheherazade, three poems (Tristan Kling-
sor) : 1. "Asie"; 2. "La FlMe enchantee"; 3. "L'Indifferent"

(1903), orchestrated; "Noel des Jouets" (M. Ravel), 1905, orches-

trated; "Les Grands Vents venus d'Outre-mer" (H. de Regnier),
1906; "Histoires Naturelles" (Jules Renard): 1. "Le Paon"; 2.

"Le Grillon"; 3. "Le Cygne"; 4. "Le Martin Pecheur"; 5. "La
Pintade" (1906) ; "Sur THerbe" (P. Verlaine), 1907; "Vocalise en
Forme d'Habanera" (1907).
Folk-songs ; Cing Melodies Populaires Grecques : 1. "Le Reveil

de la Marine"; 2. "La-bas vers I'figlise"; 3. "Quel Galant!" 4.

Chanson des Cueilleuses de Lentisques; 5. "Tout gai!" (1907);
Melodie Francaise; Melodie Italienne; Melodic Espagnole; Melodie
H^braique (1910) ; 2 Hebrew Melodies—Kaddisch, I'Enigme ifiter-

nelle (1915).
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Trois Poemes de Mallarm^ for mezzo-soprano, piccolo, two
flutes, two clarinets, bass clarinet, string or quartet and pianoforte

(1914).
Three songs for mixed chorus—Mcolette, Trois beaux oiseaux

du Paradis, Eonde (1916).
Transcriptions : Debussy's "Prelude a I'Apres-Midi d'un Faune,"

for pianoforte, four hands ; Debussy, Nocturnes, for two pianofortes,

four hands. v

Ravel was first known in Boston by his pianoforte pieces.

"Jeux d'Eaux" was played by Harold Bauer on December 4,

1905.

The Pavane pour une Infante d^funte was played by Rudolph
Ganz on March 26, 1906, and Mr. Ganz on November 13, 1907,

played from "Miroirs": "Une Barque sur I'Oc^an" and "Oiseaux
Tristes." Richard Buhlig played on December 5, 1907, "Alborado
del Graciosa." The Sonatine was played by Richard Piatt, February
15, 1909. "Ondine" was introduced by Mr. Bauer, April 2, 1912.

Pieces by Ravel have also been played by other pianists, as George
Copeland and Ernest Schelling.

The "Rapsodie Espagnole" for orchestra was performed on
January 26, 1910, by the Boston Orchestral Club; by the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, November 21, 1914.
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"Daphnis et Chloe," Suite I (Boston Symphony Orchestra, No-
vember 1, 1918) ; Suite II (Boston Symphony Orchestra, December
14, 1917).

Introduction et Allegro for harp with accompaniment of string

quartet, flute, and clarinet was performed at a Longy Club concert

on February 8, 1910.

The String Quartet was first performed at a Kneisel Club concert

on December 4, 1906.

Pavane pour une Infante d^funte, for orchestra, was performed
at Sunday concerts of the Boston Opera House Company, January
5 and 19, 1913.

The Pianoforte Trio was first played here at a concert of the

Kneisel Quartet, March 14, 1916, Rudolph Ganz, pianist.

The Sonatine was first played here by Richard Piatt, February
15, 1909.

The Poems after Mallarm^ were performed at a concert of the

Boston Musical Association, December 17, 1919 ; Elizabeth Kent,
singer.

"L'Heure Espagnole" was performed at the Boston Opera House,
March 6, 1920, by the Chicago Opera Association : Torquemada, Mr.
Defrere; Concepcion, Yvonne Gall; Romiro, Mr. Maguenat; Don
Inigo Gomez, Mr. Cotreuil; Gonzalve, Mr. Warnery. Mr. Hassel-

mans conducted.
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POLOVTSIAN DANyCES FROM "PrINCE TgOR," AcT II, No. 17.

Alexander Porphyribvich Borodin

(Boru at Petrograd, November 12, 1834; died there February 27, 18S7.)

These dances form the final of the second act (No. 8 in the opera

is a dance of j'oung Polovtsian girls following a girls' chorus). With
some of these dances, choral song is joined. In the Introduction,

the oboe, supported by harp and violoncellos (jnzz.), plays the

melody of the women's chorus. Then follows a ''dance of savage
men," Allegro vivo, with a lively tune for clarinet with which the

former song is joined. General dance. Allegro. Dance of prisoners

;

dance of little boys alternating with dance of men with chorus.

"Dance of young girls with undulating movements"—with a return
of the song heard at the beginning; slow dance of young girls and
rapid dance of little boys; dance of these boys alternating with
dance of men accompanied by a chorus

;
general dance, Allegro con

spirito with chorus.

The orchestral part of this finale is scored for piccolo, two flutes,

two oboes, English horn, two clarinets, two bassoons, four horns,

two trumpets, three trombones, bass trombone, kettledrums, snare
drum, bass drum, tambourine, cymbals, triangle. Glockenspiel, harp,
and strings.

The march and dances from "Prince Igor" were played in Boston
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for the first time at a Boston Opera House concert, December 1,

1912. Andre Caplet conducted. The programme also included
Balakireff's "Thamar" (first time) ; fragments of the second act

of ''Boris Godounoff"—Mmes. Claessens (the nurse), Barnes
(Xenia) ; Gautier (Theodore), and Vanni Marcoux (Boris)—first

time; Kimsky-Korsakoff's Caprice on Spanish Themes; "The Sleep-

ing Princess" of Borodin; the "Song of Varlam" from "Boris
Godounoff," sung by Mr. Marcoux. The dances were played there

again on December 22, 1912.

The ballet from "Prince Igor" was performed for the first time
in Boston by Diaghileff's Ballet Kusse at the Boston Opera House,
February 1, 1916. Mr. Bolm was the chief warrior. Mr, Ansermet
conducted. There were other performances there that season. The
ballet was performed again by the Ballet Eusse at the Boston Opera
House on November 7, 1916. Mr. Monteux conducted. There were
other performances that week.

The opera "Prince Igor" in a prologue and four acts, left un-
finished by Borodin, completed by Eimsky-Korsakoff and Glazounoff,

was produced at Petrograd, November 4, 1890. The chief singers

were Mmes. Olguina and' Slawina and Messrs. Melnikoflf, Wassileff,

Ougrinowitch, and Stravinsky.* The first performance in the

* Fedor Ignatizvich Stravinsky, the father of Igor Stravinsky, the celebrated com-
poser.
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United States was at the Metropolitan Opera House, New York,
December, 30, 1915.

« *

Borodin's first sj^mphony, E-flat major, begun in 1862, completed
in 1807, was performed at Petrograd, January 16, 1869. He then

wrote a few songs and worked on an opera based on Mey's drama
"The Betrothed of the Tsar," but the subject finally displeased

him and he put the work aside, although it was far advanced. Then
Vladimir Stassoflf (1821-1906), a celebrated art and music critic of

Petrograd, furnished him with the scenario of a libretto founded
on a national epic poem, "The Epopee of Igor's Army," by an un-

known author, but considered worthy of a place by the side of the

classic epics. This poem told the story of an expedition of Russian
princes against the Polovtsians, a nomadic people of the same origin

as that of the ancient Turks. The Polovtsians invaded the Russian
principalities in the twelfth century. The struggle between Russian
and Asiatic nationalities pleased Borodin. He wrote the libretto

and thoroughly prepared himself: he read old epic poems, "The
Battle Beyond the Don," "The Battle of Mamai" ; he read the epics

and folk-songs of Little Russia ; he collected old folk-tunes and
received from the traveler Hunfalvi songs of Middle Asia ; he intro-

duced comic characters for the sake of contrast. Having composed
a few pages of music, he was discouraged at the end of a year.

Stassoflf hints that Borodin's discouragement grew from those near
him, among them his wife : the time had passed, they said, for writing
operas on heroic or legendary subjects; the modern drama was
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the thing. When any one deplored in his presence the loss of so

much material, he replied that it would go into his second symphony.
In 1871 Ghedeunoff, the director of the Russian Opera, wished

to produce an operatic ballet "Mlada." The fourth act was in-

trusted to Borodin. He, Cui, Moussorgsky, and Rimsky-Korsakoff

were to write the vocal music ; Minkus, the ballet music. Borodin
read and read books on the religious ceremonies of the Slavs, as

the treatise by Professor Srezniewski. He worked zealously on
the music. The scenery demanded so great an expense that the pro-

duction was postponed. Borodin turned to his second symphony,
but did not forget "Prince Igor." Encouraged by Dr. Schonoroff,

who served in the Caucasus, he revised the libretto, introducing

material intended for "Mlada."
He worked under disadvantages. His wife, Catherine Sergeiewna

Protopopowa (she died August 9, 1887), an excellent pianist, was
an invalid ; his own health was wretched. In April, 1875, he wrote
a dismal letter to Mme. Karmalina in which he spoke of his pro-

fessional, academic, and scientific work, his interest in the teaching

of women, his embarrassed pecuniary condition. His mind was
distracted. "I am like a consumptive who, hardly able to breathe,

dreams of making the goat's-milk cure, of travelling in the Midi,

of running over fields studded with flowers. Yet I dream of writing
an opera. ... I have already written a grand Polovtsian march, an
air for Jaroslawna, the lament of Jaroslawna in the last act, a
little chorus of women in the camp of the Polovtsi, and Oriental
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dances (for the Polovtsi were Oriental people), I have put

together various material, I have completed several numbers. But
when shall I be done with it all? I do not know."

Alfred Habet's Life of Borodin (Paris, 1893), with a free use

of Stassoff's biography and the correspondence, contains much of

interest about the composition of 'Trince Igor" and Borodin's opin-

ions about opera in general. He wrote in 1876 : ''When I speak of

this work, I am obliged to laugh at myself. I am reminded of the

sorcerer in 'Kusslan,' who, while his heart is full of love for Naina,

does not perceive that time flies, nor does he prepare himself to

solve the question until he is white, as is his betrothed, with

age. ... I compose better in summer, for I am then fully in health.

. . . Now that a chorus from 'Igor' has been performed, the public

knows that I am composing an opera. I find myself in the position

of a girl who has lost her innocence and for that very reason

acquired a sort of freedom; to-day, whether I wish it or not, I

must complete the work. ... I have always disagreed with many
of my friends about opera. Kecitative is not in my nature or

character. I am attracted by melody and cantilena. I am more
and more borne towards rounded and concrete forms. In opera

as in decorative art, details, minutiae are out of place; only grand
lines are necessary; everything should be clear, decided, prac-

ticable for voices and instruments, and the voices should take the

first place ; the orchestra the second."

Early in 1877 he wrote: "We old sinners, as always, are in the

whirlwind of life—professional duty, science, art. We hurry on and

The comfort and long service you enjoy in wezuing

the Boston Garter are the result of our fixed policy-

Quality First
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do not reach the goal. Time flies like an express train. The beard

grows gray, wrinkles make deeper hollows. We begin a hundred
different things. Shall vie ever finish any of them ? I am always

a poet in my soul, and I nourish the hope of leading my opera to

the last measure, and yet I often mock at myself. I advance slowly,

and there are great gaps in my work."
His second symphony,* written in 1871-77 and produced at

Petrograd on February 14, 1877, is closely associated with "Prince

Igor." The old heroic Kussian form dominates it as it does the

opera. In 1879 Borodin wrote a letter in which he gave many
details about the opera and opinions about the singers to take part.

He did not wish two rdles to be taken by one person. "I am an
enemy of dualism and dualistic theories in chemistry, biology,

psychology, and philosophy—as in the empire of Austria-Hungary."

Stassoff had reproached him for the abundance of choruses. Boro-

din answered that the choruses were constantly interrupted by
recitations and solo measures; that choruses were necessary so

that the singer might rest: "A singer is a human being, not a

phonograph, not a hand-organ; never leaving the stage, constantly

emitting high notes, a singer will soon be lost in the flower of her

age and at the zenith of her glory, if she is not allowed rest."

Borodin did not think it possible to produce 'Trince Igor" on a

foreign stage. "It is essentially," he said, "a national opera,

* Performed in Boston for the first time on December 14, 1912, by the Boston
Symphony Orchestra.
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interesting only to us Russians, who love to steep our patriotism in

the sources of our history, and to see the origins of our nationality

alive again on the stage."

The opera, as we have said, was incomplete at Borodin's death;

that is to say, many pages of the score had not been orchestrated.

Eimsky-Korsakoflf orchestrated the Prologue, Acts i., ii., iv., and the

Polovtsian March, No. 18, of Act iii. Glazounotf edited, after

material left by Borodin, all the other pages of act iii. The over-

ture was only in Borodin's head; but Glazounotf, having heard
him play it frequently, wrote it from memory, completed, and
orchestrated it. The score was published in 1889 with translation

into French and German.
The edition for voice and pianoforte was prepared by S. M.

Blumenfeld, F. M. Blumenfeld, Glazounoff, G. O. Diitsch, N. A.
Sokoloff, Rimsky-Korsakoff, and Mrs. Rimsky-Korsakoff. The
edition for pianoforte, two hands, was edited by F. M. Blumenfeld.
The overture, dances, and march have been arranged for pianoforte
(four hands) by N. Sokoloff.

*

The story of the opera has been told as follows in the programme
books of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra admirably edited by Mr.
Felix Borowski:

—

"The plot of Trince Igor' is concerned with the expedition of
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Igor, Prince of Sewersk, against the Polovtsi. In spite of an eclipse

of the sun, which is regarded as an evil omen, Igor sets forth with

his son Wladimir, leaving his wife Jaroslawna to the care of his

brother-in-law, Prince Galitzky. The latter, a dissolute noble, con-

spires against Igor during the latter's absence, but Igor has

troubles in his own camp. He is wounded and captured by the

Polovtsi, but the head of that people. Khan Kontschak, filled with

admiration at the intrepidity of his foe, treats him as a guest rather

than as a captive. Meanwhile, Igor's citadel, Poutivle, has fallen

into the hands of Khan Gsak, who returns to the camp of the

Polovtsi with much booty and many prisoners. Igor, who has

previously rejected an avenue of escape offered him by one of the

Polovtsian soldiers—a convert to Christianity—now Kearkens to

the entreaties of his son Wladimir that he should make his way to

the assistance of his own people. The Polovtsian warriors are plied

with koumiss and they soon fall into a drunken sleep. But Wladi-

mir loves and is loved by Kontschakowna, the daughter of Khan
Kontschak. She learns of the projected escape of Igor and his

son, and she entreats the young man to remain. He refuses, and
the girl gives a signal ; Wladimir is captured, but his father escapes.

The last act shows the return of Prince Igor to his consort Jaro-

slawna, who is weeping amidst the ruins of her palace even as

her husband and his escort appear upon the scene."

Borodin was something more than an amateur composer. On
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his father's side he came from the Imeretinsky princes, who for-

merly ruled one of the most beautiful ancient kingdoms of the

Caucasus, boasted of their descent from King David, and claimed

the right of adding the harp and the sling to their armorial bearings.

While no one perhaps claims that gift of music descended directly

from the king of Israel to Borodin, it may be admitted that the

composer's Oriental ancestry shaped in a large measure his musical
feeling and expression. His father was sixty-two years old and
his mother was twenty-five when he was born. The boy's health

was delicate. At the age of twelve he was divided between love of

science and love of music. As a child, he took part in four-hand
performances of music by Haydn, Beethoven, and Mendelssohn,
and studied the violoncello and the flute. His first composition, a
concerto for flute and pianoforte, was written in 1 847, when he was
thirteen years old ; his next piece, a trio for two violins and violon-

cello, on a theme from ''Robert le Diable," was written directly in

parts, and not in score.. There were political troubles at the Uni-
versity of Petrograd at that epoch, so his mother put him into

the Academy of Medicine and Surgery, to which he was admitted in

1850. Borodin studied zealously, and passed brilliant examinations.
He pursued with special interest chemistry under the direction of

Professor Zinine. All this time he cultivated music with eagerness.

Often, as a young man, he would play the violoncello from seven
o'clock at night till seven o'clock in the morning. He was a great
admirer of German music, and, according to his own expression,

was thoroughly saturated with Mendelssohnism. His friends were

CORDS
Have you wanted to purchase in the past any of the following RECORDS?

They can be secured now at GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

87524 Whispering Hope
87243 OSoIeMio
87534 One Sweetly, Solemn Thought
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88066 "Jewel Song," Faust
88108 The Rosary
88279 Pagliacci
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Formerly Now
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Caruso 2.00 1.00
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Melba 3.00 1.50

Caruso 3.00 1.50

Melba 3.00 1.50

Schuman-Heink 3.00 1.50

Caruso 3.00 1.50

Gluck-Zimbalist 3.00 2.00
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German students, because he followed the wish of his mother, who
feared the morals of his Russian colleagues; nevertheless, the

influence of national music had already made itself felt in his

soul, and he espoused the cause of the critic Seroff, when the latter

defended Glinka against all the German composers. He wrote

romances, but kept them to himself; for he realized full well that

professional musicians are suspicious of amateur music ; further-

more, he feared that his professor in chemistry would regard him
as frivolous. While he was at the academy, he wrote a three-voice

fugue, such as are made in Germany, also a scherzo in B minor
for the pianoforte, which is distinctly Russian in character. In

1856 Borodin was admitted as physician of the Second Hospital

of the Territorial Army. Offended by the cruelty shown the serfs

by some of their officers, he turned gladly again toward music. In

tiiat year he met Moussorgsky, who, at the age of seventeen, was an
army officer, a dashing young blade, with aristocratic feet and
hands, pleasingly combed hair, correct nails, fond of quoting French
and playing selections from Italian operas. When he next saw him,

in 1859, Moussorgsky had quitted the military service for the sake

of making music his profession. At that time Schumann was un-

known to Borodin. Moussorgsky talked to him with enthusiasm
about Schumann's symphonies, played pieces of the same composer
to him, awakened in him the desire to write music of his own,

—

music that should be personal and at the same time national. In

1862 Borodin became acquainted with Balaklreff, the father, coun-

sellor, friend of the neo-Russian School. Balaklreff, although he

BiHS
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was two years younger, became the real and sole teacher of Borodin.

He taught him harmony according to the method of Kimsky-Kor-

sakoff; he explained to him musical form, and the technical con-

struction of various German works. Up to this time Borodin had
considered himself as an amateur, but in 1862 he began to compose

with fervor a symphony and to take music seriously.

In 1858 Borodin travelled to complete his scientific studies. He
was gone three years, the greater part of the time at Heidelberg

in laboratory work. He visited Italy, and was for a very short

time at Paris. During this period he wrote a sextet in T> major for

strings without double-bass, in Mendelssohnian style, for the pur-

pose, as he said, of pleasing the Germans. This was played at Hei-

delberg in 1860. He returned to Petrograd in 1862, and was named
assistant teacher of chemistry at the Academy, where he had
studied. Nor did he cease to teach up to the day of his death.* He
instructed chiefly in organic chemistry, and had charge of the

laboratory; he made many experiments, and wrote many articles

on chemistry. These articles were published in the magazines of

Eussia and other countries. Among the most celebrated of his

pamphlets are "Kecherches sur le fluorure de benzol" (1862) and
a work on "Solidification des aldehydes." During his latter years

he was especially interested in experiments for physiological and
medical use, on the transformation of nitrogen bodies; he in-

vented a nitrometer for the volumetric determination of nitrogen

in organic compounds. He was named professor of chemistry in

the Academy of Forestry in 1868. One of the most ardent advocates

of the admission of women to higher education, he was one of the

three founders of a medical school for women in Petrograd. A
silver crown on his coffin be^^rs this inscription: "To the founder,

the protector, and the defender of the School of Medicine for

Women; to the guide and the friend of the student: the female
graduates from 1872 to 1887."

* On February 26, 1887, Borodin wrote to his wife, then in Moscow, that the next
day he should go to a party. There would be music, and there would be a masked ball.

He went in national costume, with red shirt and high boots. While he was talking, he
fell without a cry and died without suffering as the result of aneurism.

41-43 Westland Avenue. 32-34 Astor Street

ONE MINUTE FROM SYMPHONY HALL

While attending the concert at Symphony Hall, store your car at our new and

most up-to-date garage which is thoroughly equipped to offer the finest service and
convenience to the motorist in the city; double entrances and exits at Nos. 41-43

Westland Ave and 32-34 Astor St. operated by electrical equipment, two fast-traveling

Electric elevators, gasolene supplied on every floor by electrical equipment, wash-

stands on each floor, each car its own stall, ladies' waiting room, checking room;

for the chauffeur's accommodations; reading room, billiard hall, barber shop

and shower baths.
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The first measures of the Steppe-Sketch are reproduced, with

other themes frojji his worlds, on mosaic with gold background

behind his bust in bronze, which is in the convent of Alexander

Newski on a bank of the Neva.
«

» *

When Borodin visited Belgium in 1885-86, he wished that his

first symphonv should be played, "that the public might not be

frightened," although the Countess de Mercy-Argenteau * and others

• She was a zealous propagandist in the Netherlands of the New Russian School.

Her husband, chamberlain of Napoleon III., died in 1888, and she then left Belgium,

her native land, and moved to Petrograd, where she died in 1890. See the entertaining

gossip about this once famous beauty in "Les Pemmes du Second Empire by Fr6d6ric

Loli6e, pp. 347-351 (Paris, 1906). Borodin wrote to his wife: "She is an uncommonly
gifted woman, charming in every respect, very remarkable by reason of her aptitudes

and various talents. If she were not nearly 50 years old, one would necessarily fall in

love with her."
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preferred the second as being far more original. He wrote: "I am
agreeably surprised that you prefer my second symphony to the

first. This is rare. Ordinarily in Europe they prefer the first

which is more Interesting as regards workmanship, counterpoint

and all those machinations that pass for ^le genre serieuwJ " Yet
the German colony at Antwerp did everything in its power to

prevent the performance of the second symphony, which was finally

produced there on October 1, 1885. It was produced later at Li6ge

and Brussels. At the latter place the concert was on Saturday,
"chiefly to oblige the English, because they cannot listen to profane
music on Sunday." The success was so great that the symphony
was performed at the next concert.

Borodin visited Liszt at Weimar in July, 1877. His letters to

his wife, published In Alfred Habet's "Alexandre Borodine" (Paris,

1893, pp. 97-137), are most interesting. Apropos of the first

symphony, Liszt said, after the composer had apologized for excessive

modulation and other faults arising from inexperience: "God pre-

serve you from touching it, changing it. . . . Do not hearken to

those who wish to restrain you; I beg you to believe me; you are

in the true path. Your artistic instinct is such that you should
not be afraid of being original. Remember the same advice was
given in their time to Beethoven, Mozart, and others. If they had
followed it, they would never have become masters. . . . You know
Germany, and that much music is written here. I am drowned in

an ocean of music, but good Lord, how superficial and insipid it

all is. In Russia, on the contrary, there is a vivifying current."
Liszt asked him where he acquired his great musical technlc.
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"Where have you studied? Certainly not in Germany?" Borodin

told him he had not been a conservatory pupil. Liszt began to

laugh. "You have been lucky, dear master; work, always work,

and then work. Tf your compositions are not performed or pub-

lished, if they have no success, believe me, they will make for them-

selves an honorable path. Your talent is original ; listen to no one

and work in your own way. I am not complimenting you. I am so

old that it does not become to say anything I do not really think.

That is why I am not liked here. But how can I say that any one

writes good music when I find it dull, without inspiration, lifeless ?"

At Jena, in July, Borodin met a swarm of professors who showed
him marked attention as a chemist and a man. He heard Haeckel
read a paper on Polypes and Medusas. He attended a Eneipe. "And
what professors I have seen at this reunion! There were some
worthy to figure in a museum or an exposition : one of them es-

pecially, ninety-one years old, drinking beer, making speeches, and
proposing toasts." Stopping again at Weimar, he found that his

second symphony had arrived. Liszt and the Baroness von Meyen-
dorff had read it, and the former pronounced it "superb." He
played the Finale to Borodin with diabolical dash, and then told

him not to change anything. "The critics may reproach you for

not having presented the second theme of the first movement amoroso
or something like that, but they cannot pretend in any event that

ALWAYS BEST QUALITY
DELIVERED ANYWHERE BY OUR OWN TRUCKS, OR EXPRESS PREPAID
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the symphony is badly constructed, given the elements that serve

as a foundation." And again he advised Borodin not to listen

to others. ^'You are always clear, ingenious, and absolutely original.

Remember that Beethoven would not have been what he was, if

he had listened to everybody. Always keep in mind Lafontaine's

fable : *Le meunier, son , fils et Fane.' This symphony is perfectly

logical. However one may say there is nothing new under the

sun, this is wholly new," and pointing out various passages, he
said: "You will not find this in any one's work. Yesterday a
German came to me, bringing his third sj^mphony. I said to him,
showing him yours : 'We Germans are very far from that.' "

Erratum : Programme Book No. 20, April 2, 3, 1920 : Page 1470,
11th line of description ; for ''Massenet" read Saint-Saens.

WHERE EVERYBODY GOES
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Tw(B3:ii4j-§ec©inid Pr©gri

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 16, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, APRIL 17. at 8 o'clock

Beethoven Overture to "Fidelio," Op. 72

Beethoven . . . Concerto No. 3 in C minor, for Pianoforte and
Orchestra, Op. 37

I. Allegro con brio.

II. Largo.
III. Rondo: allegro.

Debussy .... Fantasy for Pianoforte and Orchestra

(First time in America)

I. Andante ma non troppo; Allegro giusto.

II. Lento e molto expressivo—Allegro molto.

Rimsky-KorsakofiE . Excerpts from "Le Coq d'Or" (The Golden Cock")
(First time at these concerts)

a. Introduction.

b. March.

SOLOIST

ALFRED CORTOT

STEINWAY PIANO USED

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after Beethoven's Concerto

The works to be played at these concerts may be seen in the Allen A. Brown Music G>lIection

of the Boston Public Library one week before the concert.
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VIOLIN RECITAL
The First Appearance in Boston of this Remarkable French Violinist

TUESDAY EVENING, APRIL 13 AT. 8.15

Mr. VICTOR MILLIER at the Piano

^PROGRAM
1. Sonata in D major J. B. Leclair

2. Concerto in E-flat major W. A. Mozart
3. a. Sarabande }

^^^ ^.^^.^ ^^^^^ j S ^^^^
b. Bourree \ .

4. a. Reve d'enfant
/ ^ Ysaye

b. Lomtam passe )

5. Introduction et Rondo Capriccioso . . . . C. Saint-Saens

Local Management, RICHARD NEWMAN STEINWAY PIANO

JOINT RECITAL

MEZZO-CONTRALTO

PIANIST
TUESDAY EVENING, APRIL 20

Local Manager. RICHARD NEWMAN
AT 8.15

STEINWAY PIANO

SOPRANO
RECITAL

WEDNESDAY EVENING, APRIL 21

assisted by JE
EDITH NOYES GREEN MARY LEARNED ELY

Accompanists

LYRIC COLORATURA (lately with the Metropolitan Opera Co.. N. Y.)

will give her first SONG RECITAL in Steinert Hall

on TUESDAY EVENING, MAY 4, at 8.15 o'clock

Tickets for the above concerts may now be had at the Steinert Hall

Box Office, or may be ordered by mail or phone (Beach 1 330) .
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SYMPHONY HALL CALENDAR

SUNDAY
AFT.

APR. 11

SUNDAY
AFT.

MAY 2

AT 3.00

ICDOrl^
OliEa iSRASLA

Contralto Metropolitan Opera Company
and

M^MW' 4LDINC
American Violinist

"PROGRAM
Padre Martini

Bach
a.—Sonata in D .

b.—Prelude, Loure and Gavotte
(from the Sonata in E for Violin alone)

Mr. Spalding.

II.

a.
—"Che faro senza Euridice" from "Orfeo ET EuRiDice" . . . Gluck

b.—Furibondo Handel
c.—Nature's Adoration Beethoven

Miss Braslau

III.

a.—Castles in Spain Spalding
b.—Lettre de Chopin Spalding
c.—Scherzo-Valse Chabrier-Loeffler

Mr. Spaujing.

IV.

a.—As Fair is She as Noon Day Light
b.—The Lord is Ris'n
c.—The Floods of Spring

Miss Braslau.

V.

a.—Romanza Andaluza >— Sarasate

b.—La Campanella Paganini
Mr. Spalding.

VI.

FOLKSONGS.
a.—Sorrow Swedish
b.—Bolero Spanish
c.—The Lanthorn English
d.—Greatest Miracle of All Guion
e.
—"Robin Woman's Song" from "Shanewis" Cadman

Miss BRASLAr.

Rachmaninoff
Rachmaninoff
Rachmaninoff

Tickets, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00, 75c., plus 10% War Tax

SPECIAL

The World's Greatest Baritone

Mail orders with remittances to L. H. MUDGETT, Manager, Symphony Hall,

will receive prompt attention

War tax of 10% must be added to the price of above tickets
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SANDERS THEATRE . . CAMBRIDGE

CLOSING CONCERT OF THE SEASON

Thursday Evening, April 22, 1 920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

SOLOIST

PIANIST

When E. Robert Schmitz played with the Boston S3Tnphony Orchestra in

Symphony Hall last February 13 and 14, the newspapers commented as foUows:

Boston Herald: "Mr. Schmitz displayed a singularly beautiful and liquid touch,

a strength that is in contrast with his delicate, sensitive appearance, compelling

brilliance; and exquisite phrasing."

Boston Transcript : "His light, bright touch suited the music; he had been sensi-

tive to its caprice of rhythm, modulation, mood, and course."

Boston Post : " Mr. Schmitz proved himself a super-pianist in mastering any and
all difi&culties, in showing his complete orchestral understanding of the music, in

expressing himself on the piano with a virtuosity as unbridled and yet under con-

trol as certain as the virtuosity of the composer."

Boston Globe: "Mr. Schmitz plays with remarkable technical skill and with feeling

for the spirit of the music. He will be heard again with pleasure."

Christian Science Monitor: "His tone is of great beauty, and his pla3dng indicated

the true artist."

Tickets at Kent's University Bookstore, HarvardL Square, Cambridge
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SYMPHONY HALL
SUNDAY EVENING. APRIL 18. at 8.00

'F<

The Return of the Russian Coloratura

LYDIA LIPSCO¥^
so agreeably remembered from the days

of the Boston Opera, after triumphs in

all the leading opera houses of Europe.

IN A PROGRAM OF RUSSIAN. FRENCH
AND ENGLISH SONGS

ASSISTED BY
JACQUES HOFFMANN, Violinist

Prices, $1.00. $1.50 and $2.00. plus tax. Tickets now on
sale at Sjonphony Hall Box Office.
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o R D N H A.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 22, at 3 o'clock

T^iano Recital by

MASON & HAMLIN PIANO

SATURDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 24, at 3 o'clock

Second Concert of

CLARENCE ADLER, Piano SCIPIONE GUIDI, Violin

CORNELIUS VAN VLIET. Cello

Trios by Beethoven and Tschaikowsky Steinway Piano

Tickets for these concerts : $1.50, $1.00 and 50c (plus 10% tax)

On sale at 492 Boylston St., Mason & Hamlin Bldg. Wendell H. Luce, Mgr.. Phone B. B. 3870

LL

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 14. at 3

Tickets at Box Office, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00 and 50c., plus war tax

Mail orders may be sent to

MRS. ANITA DAVIS-CHASE, Pierce Building, Copley Square

JORDAN HALL
THURSDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 15, AT 3

Eminent French 'Pianist

Tickets, $2.00. $1.50. $1.00. 50c. plus 10% war tax

On sale at Box Office

Mail orders may be sent to

MRS. ANITA DAVIS-CHASE. Local Manager

Pierce Building, Copley Square _ _ . Boston. Mass.
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SYMPHONY HALL

SUNDAY AFTERNOON. APRIL 18. AT 3.30

Thirty-fourth Concert for the

Benefit of the Orchestra's

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

ASSISTED BY

lniar¥mrd Islee

DR. A. T. DAVISON, Director

m'\

.-a 4

PROGRAMME

SAINT-SAENS . . "Organ" Symphony in C minor, No. 3, Op 78

I. Adagio, Allegro moderato; Poco adagio.
II. Allegro moderato; Presto; maestoso; allegro.

Organist: Mr. Albert Snow

PALESTRINA Adoramus Te
A CAPELLA { LOTTI Crucifixus

LEISRING O Filii et FiUae

GLUCK Minuet from the Opera "Orpheus"

Flute Solo: Georges Laurent

nwm?TTQ ^ { RUBINSTEIN Two Pictures from "The Tower of Babel"
^^^xf^LJb ana

) Choruses of Ham and JaphetUKUiin^biKA
f NETHERLAND FOLK SONG . Prayer of Thanksgiving

RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF . . . Caprice on Spanish Themes, Op. 34
Alborada—Variations—Alborada—Scene and

Gypsy Song—Fandango of the Asturias.

Tickets, $2.00, $L50. $1.00 (no tax). Now on sale at

SjoTiphony Hall Box Office



MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

VOICE
Studio, 615 Huntington Chambers, Boston

Art 0f i>tngtng

VOICE PLACING
AND TECHNIQUE A SPECIALTY

VOCAL COACH AND ACCOMPANIST

146 Massachusetts Ave., Tel. Back Bay 3040

PIANIST and TEACHER

Lang Studios

6 NEWBURY STREET

Telephone. Back Bay 5958-J

PIANIST and TEACHER

282 DARTMOUTH STREET
Mason & Hamlin Piano Used

Utt^ytUu^
BASSO

Voice Specialist and Coach
STUDIO: 246 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

"MESSIAH" WITH THE HANDEL AND
HAYDN SOCIETY. DEC. 21, 1919

"Mr. Flint was called on at xo.30 Sunday
morning and sang without rehearsal. There
was, however, nothing in his performance
which betrayed that fact.

_ He gave intelligent

and adequate interpretation of his arias."

—

Boston Globe, December 2a, 1919.

Lessons in

Pianoforte, Harmony, Counter-

point and Composition
STUDIO AT 12 NEWBURY STREET

Mondays and Thursdays

For particulars address

CONCERT-VIOLINIST
Available for Concerts.

46 MALCOLM STREET. BEACON HILL
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
Ir.

; E. mom
AND ASSISTANTS

LESSONS IN SINGING
A Normal Course for Teachers

meph tmil© Oaiadela
Former pupil ot the famous Paris Conservatory

VIOLIN LESSONS
STUDIOS. STEINERT HALL. BOSTON

Mr. W. THELEI VOCAL
INSTRUCTOR

SPECIALIST ON VOICE DEFECTS
Assisted by Mr. W. D. STRONG

Well known Pianist and Concert-Accompanist
Studios: 96 Huntington Avenue, BOSTON, Mass.

Voices developed from first rudiment of tone
production to artistic finish.

Lectures on physical and natural laws and
general health.

Perfect diction of foreign languages.

Appointment by mail.

EMIL
COACHING IN

OPERA AND ORATORIO
1 89 Huntington Avenue - - Boston

Telephone. 722 Back Bay

RIE NICHOLf
VIOLIN SOLOIST AND TEACHER

609 Pierce Bldg., Boston, Mondays and Thursdays

Address, 162 Riverway, Boston

Telephone. 1470 Brookline

'CELLO SOLOIST
INSTRUCTION

STUDIO. 218 TREMONT STREET
Telephone. Beach 903-W

TWELFTH SEASON

GERTRUDE MARSHALL. Violin

RUTH STICKNEY. Violin

71 CARLTON STREET. BROOKLINE
Management A. H. HANDLEY. 160 Boylston Street. BOSTON

ADELINE PACKARD. Viola

HAZEL L'AFRICAIN. Cello

Tel. Brookline 3268-J
Tel Beach 4197

ENRICO FABRIZIO
MEMBER OF

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

TEACHER OF 'CELLO
15 VANCOUVER STREET. BOSTON, MASS.

SOLO ENSEMBLE PLAYING
Tel.. Rox. 5063-R

Stadto?Su!teloTHun^inrtfn^ri?'PL°"'^',n^"*^°' °^ ^°.°^' ^'^d Pen Works on Singing

B M , .
DoterG^^A*1-iR?,"s^^ «»^ ^^y^'^'

Fcb,u.^wa..uchanartiuAarwn^^^^^^^^^
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
The Vocal Studios of

And his Assistant-s

VINCENT V. HUBBARD and

Mrs. CAROLINE HOOKER

Teacher of Singing in all its branches

and of Dramatic Action as

applied to Singing

ARTHUR J. HUBBARD
246 Huntington Avenue

I MDmSGh
PIANOFORTE

Material of value in teaching

Practical Finger Exercises Op. 17

Intermediate and Advanced

Technique Op. 31

Studio, 31 1 Pierce Building, Boston

^JL/ilCxiii \\ A~^ ^B^o il-^iJ.lWiiJC^ I

Also STUDIO at NEEDHAM
180 Nehoiden Street

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

TEACHER OF PIANO
Appointment by telephone

Cambridge 5935-W

'*Mr. John Hall Sherwood has studied

with me in Paris, and is a gifted musician

and successful teacher of large experience

whose work I can endorse and recom-

mend." (Signed) HAROLD BAUER.

BEL CANTO
Studio - - 1425 Broadway, NEW YORK

SINGERS — Suzanne Baker Watsoa, Cora Crow,
Nellie Hart, Willette Kershaw, Gertrude Hutcheson,
Ivy Scott, Marion Stanley, Estelle Ward, Mabe!
Wilbur, Flora Zabelle, Edward Foley, George Gilbert,

}ohn Hendricks, Andrew Mack, Dr. Eugene Waltoa
Maisball, Fiske O'Hara, Umberto Sacchetti, Ellii

Rhodea, Albert Wallerstedt, and_ many other lingers

now before the public ! operatic and church work.

PIANIST INSTRUCTION
The principles of Leschetizky presented in a definite and comprehensive manner

STUDIO, HOTEL HEMENWAY, BOSTON
Telephone. Back Bay 3180

STEINERT HALL, Room 26. Tuesdays and Fridays

Fir? miffOf E"

BARITONE SOLOIST AND TEACHER OF SINGING
417 PIERCE BUILDING. BOSTON

SATURDAYS IN NEW YORK. 50 WEST SIXTY-SEVENTH STREET
July 1 9 to August 27, Teaching at Spirit Lake. Iowa

VOICE BUILDING
SONG INTERPRETATION, CONCERT
RECITAL AND REPERTOIRE WORK

SteinertHall - BOSTON

CONTRALTO SOLOIST
Teacher of Singing

Class and Private Lessons

Hotel Cluny. 543 Boylston Street • Buston
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Miss HELEN GOODRICH
TEACHER OF SINGING

HOTEL HEMENWAY
Tuesdays and Fridays at Lasell Seminary

EDITH CASTLE
CONTRALTO SOLOIST

TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO ADDRESS. 88 GAINSBOROUGH ST.

TEACHER OF SINGING
602 PIERCE BUILDING

COPLEY SQUARE - ^ BOSTON

y3i§s ROSE STEWART
TEACHER OF SINGING

250 HUNTINGTON AVENUE
Opposite Symphony Hall

MR. JOHN LANE
TEACHER OF SINGING

STEINERT HALL

162 BOYLSTON STREET • BOSTON

JOSEPHIHE KMIGHT
SOPRANO SpLOIST

Teacher of Singing

4 Haviland Street ----- Boston

B. B. 1047
In Worcester, Tuesdays and Wednesdays. 3 17 Day Bldg

PIANO INSTRUCTION
Leschetizky Principles

STUDIO: ROOM 18 STEINERT HALL
For Appointments Tel. Roxbury 491 1-R

Mrs. LoMise Wood Forrest

TEACHER OF SINGING

ACCOMPANIST - COACH
STUDIO

246 HUNTINGTON AVE. BOSTON

PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
Formerly pupil Royal Conservatory of Brussels, Bel-

gium (1897-1901). Also Organist and Accompanist

HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS, BOSTON

'. HARRIS S. SHAW
PIANO. ORGAN, HARMONY and

INTERPRETATION
(SPECIAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS)

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Telephone. Back Bay 4654-M

Berllia Ci

CONTRALTO
TEACHER OF SINGING

LANG STUDIOS. 6 NEWBURY STREET

1919-1920

Gertrode Fogler School of

French and English
543 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON

Telephone 55888 B. B.

Private and Class instruction. Lectures. Special

courses in pronunciation and diction.

Madame Aleisander-Marius
(officier de I'lnstruction publique)

Vocal Instruction, Breathing. Tone Production.

Phonetics, French Diction, Interpretation of

French Songs

FENSMERE. 206 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.

onawe
Baritone Soloist and Teacher of Singing

CONCERT—RECITAL—ORATORIO
Providence, R.I.

300 Lauderdale Building. 144 Westminster Street

Boston, Mast. Hotel Hcmemray



MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

PIANIST
AND TEACHER

6 NEWBURY STREET - -

Telephone B. B. 51694
BOSTON

TEACHER OF SINGING
MUSICAL LECTURES

Author of "Young Singers, What They Should Know'

10 NEWBURY STREET

Ci
543 Boylston Street . . . Boston, Mass.

Teacher of Singing and Manager of

THE COPLEY CLUB SINGERS
Artistic Attractive Successiul

Programs tor All Occasions
Definite Instruction Immediate Results
Send for Illustrated Booklet Tel.. Back Bay 994.M

RENEWED MUSIC— Your old or torn music made
new. Flexible binding. All hand work. Reasonable
prices. References.

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Room 207 Tel. Back Bay 456

SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS
11 ?6 BOYLSTON ST.. FENWAY BLDG.. BOSTON

In New Bedford, Saturdays, 56 Walnut Street

ALICE BATES RICE
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER of SINGING

Lang Studios . . . - 6 Newbury Street

SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO - - 609 PIERCE BUILDING
Telephone, Back Bay 5145 R

I. F. HOFMANN
Formerly Concert Master

NEW YORK SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Will receive pupils in Violin and Ensemble

Playing. Address 120 TREMONT STREET

PIANIST and TEACHER

CARNEGIE HALL NEW YORK

E RUSSELL COLPITT
PIANIST AND TEACHER

405 PIERCE BLDG.. COPLEY SQUARE
Telephone, Back Bay 3956-W

Torrens Method

TEACHER OF SINGING

17 STEINERT HALL ^"''''""jJS°6T4-V

BARITONE SOLOIST
Formerly Song Leader U. S. N.

now available for

Concert Oratorio Recital

STUDIO: 1089 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

Tree htowej ^mitl
PIANO. HARMONY and COACHING

528 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS
Mondays and Fridays. Other days by

Appointment

Teacher of Pianoforte and Musical Theory

Hall hour talks illustrated on the Piano — musical
forms and stories of the operas.

Studio: The Winsor School For Girlb
Tuesday and Friday Afternoons

Tel. Brookline2313M

ELIZABETH SIE:
AMERICAN PIANIST

RECITALS. MUSICALES. CONCERTS
Authorized representative of the most modern ideas in

piano playing. Primary.Advanced and Teachers' Courses

Studio. 6 NEWBURY ST.. Tel. B. B. 3529-R ) „ .

Res. HOTEL HEMENWAY, Tel. B. B. 3180 f
"o'"""

p j

D'Avesee French School
PROF. A. D'AVESNE. B. SC. PARIS

OFFICIER D'ACADEMIE
French Classes. Private Lessons. Lectures &

Causeries, Children's Classes, Special
Commercial Course, Translations.

755 BOYLSTON ST.. NEAR COPLEY SQUARE
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THE OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES

OF THE

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
- INCORPORATED

FREDERICK P. CABOT - - - President

GALEN L. STONE - - . Vice-President

ERNEST B. DANE - - - Treasurer

ALFRED L. AIKEN

FREDERICK P. CABOT
ERNEST B. DANE
M. A. DEV70LFE HOWE
JOHN ELLERTON LODGE
FREDERICK E. LOWELL
ARTHUR LYMAN
HENRY B. SAWYER
GALEN L. STONE

BENTLEY W. WARREN



The

STRADIVARIUS
of Pianos

THE

PIANO

HAS set a NEW
standard of tone

and value and has

long commanded the

highest price of any

piano in the world.

MASON & HAMLIN CO.

Warerooms, 492-494 Boylston Street

Boston



v^., ^. >s.

BOSTON
SYAPnONY
ORCnrSTRH

INCORPORATED

THIRTY-NINTH
nm^ SEASON

1919-1920

PRoGRmnE



Established 1833

WEBSTER
AND

ATLAS
NATIONAL BANK

OF BOSTON

WASHINGTON AND COURT STREETS

AMORY ELIOT President

RAYMOND B. COX. Vice-President " §^??SI\^nf^^ \^*; ^r^"
JOSEPH L. FOSTER, Vice-President and Cashier ARTHUR WT LANE A^t. Cwhier
EDWARD M. HOWLAND. Vice-President HAROLD A.' YEAMES, Asst. Cashier

Capital $1,000,000 Surplus and Profits $1,600,000

Deposits $1 1 ,000,000

The well-established position of this bank in the community^
the character of its Board of Directors, and its reputation as a

solid, conservative institution recommend it as a particularly

desirable depository for _

ACCOUNTS
of

TRUSTEES, EXECUTORS and INDIVIDUALS

For commercial accounts it is known as

A STRONG BANK OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE

DIRECTORS

CHARLES B. BARNES
JOSEPH S. BIGELOW
FESSENDEN S. BLANCHARD
THEODORE G. BREMER
WILLIAM R. CORDINGLEY
RAYMOND B. COX
AMORY ELIOT
ROGER ERNST
JOHN W. FARWELL

GRANVILLE E. FOSS
ROBERT H. GARDINER
EDWA.RD W. GREW
OLIVER HALL
WALTER HUNNEWELL
HOMER B. RICHARDSON
DUDLEY P. ROGERS
THOMAS W. THACHER
WALTER TUFTS



SYMPHONY HALL
40th Season 1920-1921

24 FRIDAY AFTERNOON CONCERTS
24 SATURDAY EVENING CONCERTS

BEGINNING OCTOBER 8-9, 1920

BY THE

Boston
Symphony Orchestra

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

WITH DISTINGUISHED SOLOISTS

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION

This year's subscribers for the series of 24 Friday after-

noon and 24 Saturday evening concerts have an option

until May 1 to retain their seats for the following season

of 1920-21.

MEANWHILE. APPLICATIONS FOR SEATS MAY
BE MADE BY THOSE WHO WISH TO BECOME
SUBSCRIBERS. THESE APPLICATIONS WILL BE
FILED IN ORDER OF RECEIPT AND SEATS
ALLOTTED AS NEAR THE DESIRED LOCATION
AS POSSIBLE SHORTLY AFTER MAY 1.

Season Tickets for 24 concerts, $65, $53, $40, $27, $18.

No tax.

Address all communications to

, W. H. BRENNAN. Manager

Sjnnphony Hall, Boston





SYMPHONY HALL, BOSTON
HUNTINGTON AND MASSACHUSETTS AVENUES

Telephones { Ticket Office ) o id tAQo
Branch Exchange I Administration Offices \

^^'^^ "^^ ^^^'^

n J

INCORPORATED

THIRTY-NINTH SEASON, 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

womiBMiiBm ©rf tl

rwBTity-'^a^Dnd

ano Ea'

WITH HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE
NOTES BY PHILIP HALE

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 16

AT 2.30 O'CLOCK

SATURDAY EVENING, APRIL 17

AT 8.00 O'CLOCK

COPYRIGHT, 1920, BY BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, INCORPORATED

W. H. BRENNAN. Manager G. E. JUDD, Assistant Manager
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A name that is spoken with the full pride of

ownership—that carries with it the deep satis-

faction of possessing the ultimate expression of

man's handiwork in Musical Art.

A name that is cherished as a Family Tradition

—

that keeps afresh for the next generation the

associations and fond remembrances which cluster

around the home piano.

Supreme achievement of patience, skill and ex-

perience, founded on inborn Ideals of Artistry.

I

1 M VVA
Catalogue and prices on application

Sold on convenient payments

Old pianos fallen in exchange

Inspection invited

107-109 East 14th Street New York

Subway Express Stations at the Door

REPRESENTED BY THE FOREMOST DEALERS EVERYWHERE
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35TH 5Efl50N SmPHONT HALL

n^KE E4RLT RE5ERV/1TION5 FOR THE

OFENINQ NIQHT, nONDflT, MflT 3
OF THE FAMOUS

0P5
0RQHE5TR/I OF

SYnPHONY FL/IYER5

/IQIbE J/IQCHm
QONbVICTOR

TicKet 52^1^ opens A\ond2iy, April 26

r^Ziil orders now r^c^iv^d

SEATS AT CENTER TABLES $1, No Tax

A<d«lress Box Office, 5yrnphony Hall, Boston

W. H. BRENN^N
n/lN/lQER

Q. E. ^gbb
^55T. MAIN^QER
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SAVING MUSICIANS FROM OBLIVION
An editorial from the Sun and N. Y. Herald, February 6th, 1920.

' 'As a result of certain of the almost uncanny inventions

on special display in New York this week, the musical

lives of thousands of artists will be indefinitely prolonged.

Records of the products of their genius, at first crude and
consequently resulting in mere approximations, have
been brought to a high state of perfection. Through
them, future ages, in discussing the gift or talent of the

pianists of today will have real evidence to go upon, in-

stead of the vague tradition which is all that is available

in the case of artists of the past.

"But not only are the inventors and the music merchants
conferring immortality in a true sense on the stars of the

concert platform; they are extending the size of the aud-

ience until it reaches from China to Peru. From one
person who used to be familiar with notable performan-
ces from sense of actual contact, there are hundreds of

thousands at present who are able to gain experience in

an indirect way.

"A notable example of what can be done already was
given the other day when five distinguished musicians

played before a hall full of persons who afterward heard
the programme reproduced artificially. It is astonishing

to realize that a machine should record, as on a highly

sensitive plate, not merely the general characteristics

but the color, the elusive manner, the most secret and
puzzling qualities of the original."

t^

THE instrument referred to is the Ampico Reproducing
Piano, which reproduced the playing of Godowsky,

Levitzki, Moiseiwitsch, Ornstein and Rubinstein immed-
iately after those artists had finished playing a variety

of pieces, in a public concert at Carnegie Hall, New York.

Its function is the dissemination and perpetuation of the

playing of the world's greatest pianists, whose art is re-

produced with absolute fidelity. It is possible to hear

the Ampico in the Chickering Piano at the Ampico Stu-

dios, Chickering Retail Warerooms, 169 Tremont St-
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THIRTY-NINTH SEASON. NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETEEN AND TWENTY

weelj^seeoimdl Pi'ogriim

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 16, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, APRIL 17. at 8 o'clock

Beethoven Overture to "Fidelio," Op. 72

Beethoven . . . Concerto No. 3 in C minor, for Pianoforte and
Orchestra, Op. 37

I. Allegro con brio.

II. Largo.
III. Rondo: allegro.

Debussy .... Fantasy for Pianoforte and Orchestra

(First time in America)

I. Andante ma non troppo; AUegro giusto. >;

II. Lento e molto expressivo—Allegro molto.

Rimsky-Korsakoff . Excerpts from "Le Coq d'Or" (The Golden Cock")
(First time at these concerts)

a. Introduction.

b. March.

SOLOIST

ALFRED CORTOT

STEINWAY PIANO USED

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after Beethoven's Concerto

The ladies of the audience are earnestly requested not to put on hats before
the end oj a number.

The doors oj the hall will be closed during the performance of each number
on the programme. Those who wish to leave before the end of the concert
are requested to do so in an interval between the numbers.

City of Boston, Revised Regulation of August 5, 1 898,— Chapter 3, relating to the covering of

the head in places of public amusement

Every licensee shall not, in his place of amusement, allow any person to wear upon the head a covering which obstructs
the view of the exhibition or performance in such place of any person seated in any seat therein provided for spectators,
it being understood that a low head covering without projection, which does not obstruct such view, may be worn.

Attest: J. M. GALVIN. City Clerk
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IN 1920
Raymond & Whitcomb Company invites you to make use

of its services and facilities in connection with your proposed
visit to France and the Battlefields this summer.

For the first summer since 1914 Europe is again open for

travel. Food is now plentiful in Western Europe; the hotels

and railroads have restored their former service and offer

the pre-war comforts. It is still essential, however, that in-

tending travelers make their plans and reservations well in

advance, and after careful consultation with persons who
are familiar with the new conditions.

We have had 41 years' experience in providing for Ameri-
can travelers in all parts of the world and we enjoy friendly

and intimate relations with the leading steamship, railway,
and hotel companies. We maintain an ofllce in Paris in

charge of an experienced travel manager. Our information
is up-to-the-minute in every respect. Whether you wish
a conducted tour or prefer to travel independently our ser-

vices are at your disposal.

We offer personally conducted tours of from six weeks to

four months duration. Wide choice of routes, including
France and the Battlefields, England, Holland, Belgium,
Switzerland, Italy, Spain, Algeria, Tunisia and Sicily. Small
parties and frequent departures throughout the Spring and
Summer. All arrangements are on the highest travel plane.

We are prepared to give you full information regarding
any details of a proposed journey — to assist you in planning
your route to the best advantage — to make hotel and steam-
ship reservations for you.

_
OTHER TOURS

California—National Parks—-Pacific Northwest—^Alaska

— South America —Japan-China— Round the World.
Send for booklet desired.

Telephone Beach 69647 TEMPLE PLACE, BOSTON 11

RAYiiaND-WHITCOMB
)T0URS^°CRU1SES4
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Overture to "Fidelio," in E major, Op. 72.

LuDwiG VAN Beethoven
(Born in Bonn on December 16 (?), 1770; died in Vienna, Marcli 26, 1827.)

Beethoven's opera, "Fidelio, oder die eheliche Liebe," with text

adapted freely by Joseph Sonnleithner from the French of Bouilly
(Leonore; ou, L'Amour Conjugal," a '^historical fact" in two acts
and in prose, music by Gaveaux, Opera-Comique, Paris, February 19,

1798), was first performed at Vienna, November 20, 1805, with Anna
Pauline Milder,* afterwards Mrs. Hauptmann, as the heroine. The
first performance in Boston was on April, 1857, with Mrs. Johann-
sen. Miss Berkiel, Beutler,t Neumann, Oehlein, and Weinlich as the
chief singers.

* Pauline Anna Milder was born at Constantinople, December 13, 1785. She died
at Berlin, May 29, 1838. The daughter of an Austrian courier, or, as some say, pastry
cook to the Ambassador at Constantinople, and afterwards interpreter to Prince Mauro-
jeni, she had a most adventurous childhood. (The story is told at length in von Lede-
bur's "Tonkiinstler-Lexicon Berlin's.") Back in Austria, she studied three years with
Sigismund Neukomm. Schikaneder heard her and brought her out in Vienna in 1803,
as Juno in Siismayer's "Der Spiegel von Arkadien." She soon became famous, and she
was engaged at the court opera, where she created the part of Leonora in "Fidelio." In
1810 she married a jeweller, Hauptmann. She sang as guest at many opera houses
and was offered brilliant engagements, and in 1816 she became a member of the Berlin
Royal Opera House at a yearly salary of four thousand thalers and a vacation of three
months. She retired with a pension in 1831, after having sung in three hundred and
eighty operatic performances. She was also famous in Berlin as an oratorio singer.
She appeared again in Berlin in 1S34, but her voice was sadly worn, yet she sang as a
guest in Copenhagen and Petrograd. Her funeral was conducted with pomp and cere-
mony, and it is said that the "Iphigenia in Tauris," "Alceste," and "Armide," her
favorite operas, were put into her coffin,—a favor she asked shortly before her death.

t Mr.Beutler sang that night for the last time. He had a cold, and the physician
warned him against singing, but the audience filled the theatre, and he was persuaded.
He became hoarse immediately after the performance, and, as his vocal chords were
paralyzed, he never sang again. Mendelssohn, who had given him musical instruction,
praised his voice, but urged him not to use it in opera, as it would not stand the wear
and tear. Beutler then gave up the ambition of his life, but in the Revolution of 1848
he and other students at Heidelberg were obliged to leave the country. He came to the
United States, and yielded to the temptation of a good offer from an opera manager.
He became an understudy of Mario, then the misfortune befell him. We were indebted
for these facts to Beutler's daughter, Mrs. Clara Tippett, of Boston, Mass.

Works for Pilgrim Tercentenary Celebrations
( A. D. 1620-1920)



"Leonore" No. 2 was the overture played at the first performance
in Vienna. The opera was withdrawn, revised, and produced again
on March 29, 1806, when "Leonore" No. 3, a remodelled form of No.

2, was played as the overture. The opera was performed twice, -and

then withdrawn. There was talk of a performance at Prague in

1807. Beethoven wrote for it a new overture, in which he retained

the theme drawn from Florestan's air, "In des Lebens Frtihlings-

tagen," but none of the other material used in Nos. 2 and 3. The
opera was not performed, and the autograph of the overture dis-

appeared. "Fidelio" was revived at Vienna in 1814, and for this

performance Beethoven wrote the "Fidelio" overture. We know
from his diary that he "rewrote and bettered" the opera by work
from March to May 15 of that year.

The dress rehearsal was on May 22, but the promised overture

was not ready. On the 20th or 21st Beethoven was dining at a

tavern with his friend Bartolini. After the meal was over, Beet-

hoven took a bill-of-fare, drew lines on the back of it, and began
to write. "Come, let us go," said Bartolini. "No, wait a while: I

have the scheme of my overture," answered Beethoven, and he sat

until he had finished his sketches. Nor was he at the dress re-

hearsal. They waited for him a long time, then went to his lodg-

ings. He was fast asleep in bed. A cup and wine and biscuits were
near him, and sheets of the overture were on the bed and the floor.

The candle was burnt out. It was impossible to use the new over-

ture, which was not even finished. Schindler said a Leonore over-

ture was played. According to Seyfried the overture used was that

¥OSe GRAND
QUALITY and

REPUTATION

enable you to know

in advance that the

VOS© is a most

satisfactory piano.

WE CHALLENGE
COMPARISON

O CO.
160 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
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l^o ii o Ini ^4^iL^ JLi^VJl \l lU/JL^ ]{%. \.^\^»
ESTABLISHED 1848

Sprieg MiuiEeeiFf
(First Floor)

Women seeking individuality will find this Department

Replete with Authentic Spring Fashions

Our Collection Represents Designs from the. Principal Paris

Creators as well as our own Originations for

Sport, Street and Social Functions
Particularly Emphasizing the

New Horsehair Hats, Flower Trimmed

202 Boylston Street and 48 Park Square, Boston

;CH=FEATS WALL PAPI
THE STANDARD OF VALUES

Decoration has a very real, though sub-conscious, influence upon the

temperament and personality.

Discords in color, as in music, result from incomplete knowledge and
produce an equally unpleasant effect.

We are competent to suggest decorative

treatment in perfect harmony

ALFRED PEATS BRANCH
LEADERS OF WALL PAPER FASHIONS

118 SUMMER STREET BOSTON
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to "The Euins of Athens," and his view is now accepted, although
Treitsche asserted that the "Prometheus" overture was the one
chosen. After Beethoven's death a score of an overture in C was
found among his manuscripts. It was not an autograph score, as
I have said, but it was bought by Tobias Haslinger at the sale of

Beethoven's effects in November, 1827. This score was not dated,
but a first violin part bore the words in the composer's handwrit-
ing: "Overtura in C, charakteristische Ouverture. Violino imo"
This work was played at Vienna at a concert given by Bernhard
Komberg, February 7, 1828, and it was then described as a "grand
characteristic overture" by Beethoven. It was identified later, and
circumstances point to 1807 as the date of composition. The over-

ture was published in 1832 or 1833.

The order, then, of these overtures, according to the time of com-
position, is now supposed to be "Leonore" No. 2, "Leonore" No. 3,

"Leonore" No. 1, "Fidelio." But the manager of the theatre and
friends of Beethoven insisted with equal force on "Fidelio," because
the same story had been used by Gaveaux ("Leonore," Opera-
Comique, Paris, 1798) and Paer ("Leonore," Dresden, 1805).

It is, said that "Leonore" No. 2 was rewritten because certain

passages given to the wood-wind troubled the players. Others say
it was too difficult for the strings and too long. In No. 2, as well
as in No. 3, the chief dramatic stroke is the trumpet signal, which
announces the arrival of the Minister of Justice, confounds Pizarro,
and saves Florestan and Leonore.
The "Fidelio" overture is the one generally played before per-
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formances of the opera in Germany, although Weingartner has
tried earnestly to restore "Leonore" No. 2 to that position.

'Tjeonore" No. 1 is not often heard in theatre or concert-room. Marx
wrote much in favor of it, and asserted that it was a "musical
delineation of the heroine of the story, as she appears before the

clouds of misfortune have settled down upon her." "Leonore" No.
3 is sometimes played between the acts. The objection to this is

that the trumpet episode of the prison will then discount the

dramatic effect when it comes in the following act, nor does the

joyous ending of the overture prepare the hearer for the lugubrious

scene with Florestan's soliloquy. Hans von Billow therefore per-

formed the overture No. 3 at the end of the opera. Zumpe did like-

wise at Munich. They argued with Wagner that this overture was
the quintessence of the opera, "the complete and definite synthesis

of that drama that Beethoven had dreamed of writing." There has

been a tradition that the overture should be played between the

scenes of the second act. This was done at Her Majesty's Theatre,

London, in 1851, when Ferdinand Hiller conducted and Sophie
Cruvelli took the part of Leonora;* and when "Fidelio" was per-

* The Rev. John E. Cox says in his "Musical Recollections" (London, 1872) that
this production was "well-nigh spoiled by the outrageous manner in which she dressed
the character of Leonora, which was said to have brought down a well-deserved reproof
from the highest personage in the land." Benjamin Lumley, then the director of Her
Majesty's Theatre, says nothing about this in his "Reminiscences of the Opera" (Lon-
don, 1864) ; on the contrary, he speaks of Mme. Cruvelli's "well deserved and unques-
tionable triumph." Her performance was "magnificent, both in singing and acting.
The sympathies of the audience were stirred to the quick." Sims Reeves took the part
of Florestan.
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formed at the Theatre Italien, Paris, in 1852 and 1869, the over-

ture was played before the last scene, which was counted a third
act. Mottl and Mahler accepted this tradition. The objection

has been made to this that after the brilliant peroration, the little

orchestral introduction to the second scene sounds rather thin. To
meet the objection, a pauSe was made for several minutes after the

overture.

The "Fidelio" overture is scored for two flutes, two oboes, two
clarinets, two bassoons, four horns, two trumpets, trombones, kettle-

drums and strings.

None of the thematic material of this overture is in the opera. The
overture begins with four measures Allegro, based on the initial

theme of the principi.! movement. A slow introduction. Adagio, E
major, 2-2, follows. It is based on a sighing figure in wind instru-

ments, and is interrupted by a return of the opening allegro. There
is another and longer adagio passage, in which wind instruments are
joined soon by the strings and later by the louder brass and the
drums. The main body of the overture, Allegro, E major, 2-2, opens
with the first theme announced by horn and answered by clarinet

and bassoon. The development is short. The second theme is in B
major; strings answer a short sigh of horns. The free fantasia is

short, and it is wholly on the first theme. The third part of the
overture is regular. There is a short return of the introductory
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adagio, which is followed by a long coda, Presto, 2-2 time, founded
[

on a working-up of the first theme.
I

«
« *

The last performance of "Fidelio" in Boston was at the Boston
Theatre, February 9, 1897. The cast was as follows : Leonore, Lilli

Lehmann; Marcellina, Augusta Vollmar; Florestan, Paul Kalisch;

Rocco, Emil Fischer; Pizarro, Wilhelm Mertens; Fernando, Ger-

hard Stehmann; Jacquino, Paul Lange; 1st Prisoner, A. Lehmann;
2d Prisoner, Fritz Derschuch. Walter Damrosch conducted.

Three overtures, then, are entitled "Leonore"; one is entitled

"Fidelio." According to tradition and confirming contemporaneous
speech and documents, Beethoven wished to name his opera "Leo-

nore." He ascribed the early failures of his opera to the substitu-

tion of the title "Fidelio." "Leonore" was the title of Bouilly's

libretto. It is also possible that Beethoven may have wished to

compliment his friend Eleonore von Breuning, who became the wife

of Dr. Wegeler, for Beethoven was tenderly attached to her. The
management of the An der Wien theatre feared that his opera might
thus be confounded with those by Gaveaux and Paer. A letter

written by Stephen von Breuning (1806) to his sister states that

Beethoven at the revival of the opera in 1806 was unable to per-

suade the management to put the title "Fidelio" on the billj^the title

"in the original French." "The bills bore the first title, 'Leonore.' "

This seems authoritative. But, as Kufferath shows ("Fidelio,"

Paris, 1913), "Fidelio" was not the original French title. The bills

of 1805 and 1806 all have "Fidelio." The first edition of the Ger-
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man libretto has the title "Fidelio." Only the libretto of the second

edition (1806) is entitled ''Leonore."

The arrangement of the opera for voice and pianoforte made by
Czerny, according to the advice of Beethoven in 1810, was published

as "Leonore," and in the same year Breitkopf & Hartel announced
in French in the Intelligenzhlatt of Leipsic the publication of the

"overture to 'Leonore.' " In the interval a second edition of the

voice and piano score had been published by Breitkopf & Hartel.

This was entitled "Fidelio," with "Leonore" in parentheses. Kuffe-

rath concludes : "One thing is certain : only in 1814 after the second

revision did Beethoven definitely adopt the title Tidelio.' " A score

for voice and pianoforte in those days included the airs, duets, and
trios ; not the finales, not the overture.

Jean Mcolas Bouilly, the author of the French libretto, a pom-
pous, foolish fellow, according to report, was born on January 24,

1763, at La Couldraye near Tours. He died at Paris, April 24, 1842.

A parliamentary lawyer at Paris, he was a trustee, a judge of the
civil court, prosecuting attorney at Tours from 1793 to 1797; after-

wards a member of the Commission of Public Instruction at Paris,

with Paray and La Chabeaussiere. He resigned this position to

write for the stage: bourgeois dramas, comedies, vaudevilles, and
librettos. His best drama, it is thought, is "L'Abbe de I'fipee"

(Theatre Frangais, Paris, 1795, according to Kufferath; 1800, ac-

cording to "Annales Dramatiques" [Paris, 1808]), based on an
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adventure of the young Comte de Solar, a deaf mute at birth, who
having lost his way in Paris was put by the police in charge of the

Abb6 de I'fipee. This play was in the repertoire until the middle of

the last century. Bouilly's "Madame de S^vigne" (Theatre

Frangais, 1805), hissed at first, but revised and then applauded,

is a prototype of Scribe's "historical" comedies. "Fanchon la

Vielleuse," a "comedie-vaudeville" (Vaudeville, 1800), was long a

favorite. (Fanchon, who played the vielle* in the streets of Paris,

was well known as the Mnon of the boulevard.) His dramas are

sentimental with moralizations, agreeable to the theories of S6bas-

tien Mercier (1740-1814), who characterized the dramatic author

as a legislator, the scourger of vices, and the bard of virtue. Some

* The vielle was originally the name given to a large primitive fiddle used by
French troubadours in the thirteenth century. It was afterwards applied to the hurdy-
gurdy, an instrument contemporaneous with this fiddle, being "in its original form
simply the latter instrument adapted for playing with a wheel and handle, the intona-

tion being regulated by a clavier on the finger-board." Early in the eighteenth century
the modernized hurdy-gurdy, with six strings, five played open, thus forming a drone
bass to the top-string or chanterelle, which was pressed by a key, was ranked as an in-

strument of high class. In course of time "the revolving wooden bridges gave place to

a series of little upright wooden roods which were originally pulled and afterwards
pressed against the chanterelle." The hurdy-gurdy seen in comparatively recent years
in European cities generally had four strings. Mr. Forsyth says : "It is by no means a
stretch of language to say that the 'cello, bass, and bassoon pedals, which even in
modern works are used to accompany dance-rhythms, have their origin in the mechanism
of the vielle-a-manivelle." (For a list of treatises on the vielle and names of musicians
who composed for it, see E. Heron-Allen's article in Grove's Dictionary [revised edition,

vol. v., 1910].)
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named Bouilly "the lachrymal poet." He wrote many librettos : for

Gr6try "Pierre le G-rand" (1790) ; for Mehul, "Jeunesse d'Henri

IV." (1'5'9'J'), "Une Folie" (1802), "Helena" (1803), and "Valentine

de Milan" (1822) ; for Cherubini, "Les Deux Journees"* (1800) ; for

Dalayrac, "La Famille americaine" (1796) ; for Boieldieu, with

Scribe, "Deux Nuits" (1829) ; for Berton, "Frangoise de Foix"

(1809) ; for Mcolo, "L'Intrigue aux Fenetres" (1805) and "Cima-

rosa" (1808); for Auber "Le Sejour," with Dupaty (1813). This

was the first opera of Auber represented on a public stage in Paris.

The libretto of "L'Erreur d'un Moment," an opera in one act, per-

formed by amateurs in Paris (1805) and not published, was by
Monvel. The libretto of "Couvin" (1812), an opera in three acts,

performed by amateurs in the theatre at the Prince of Chimay's

chateau in Belgium, was by Nepomucene Lemercier. For an account

of the relations between Bouilly and Auber, see the former's "Mes
Kecapitulations," his memoirs in three volumes (1836), Pougin's

"Auber, ses Commencements," and "Auber" by Charles Malherbe.

Bouilly's books for the young, once very popular, are many ; among
them are "Contes a ma Fille," "Contes aux Enfants de France," "Les

jeunes Femmes," "Les Meres de Famille."

* "Les Deux Journees" ("The Water-carrier") was performed at the Boston Theatre
by the Parepa-Rosa English Grand Opera Company, Carl Rosa conductor, on January 24,
1872. The cast was as follows : Constance, Mme. Parepa-Rosa ; Marcellina, Clara Doria
(Mrs. Henry M. Rogers) ; Angelena, Miss Schofield ; Armand, William Castle; Antonio,
Tom Karl ; Michael, The Water-carrier, Aynsley Cook ; Daniel E. Seguin ; Military Com-
manders, G. F. Hall and Ellis Ryse ; Two Soldiers, Kinross and Coyle ; Semos, Bartle-
man. This was said to be the first performance in America.
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He boasted that during the Reign of Terror he did all in his power
to save the "aristocrats." The idea of his "Leonore" was derived

from the noble action of a woman of Touraine whom he helped. She
introduced herself, disguised, into the prison where her husband was
confined, and rescued him. Mme. de Lavalette was similarly suc-

cessful. Her husband escaped clad in her dress. Bouilly pru-

dently changed the scene of his opera to Spain. The libretto was
published by Barba, Paris, in the year Seven (1798-99).

Bouilly states in his "Recapitulations" : "The devotion of a water-

carrier towards a magistrate, one of my relatives, who was miracu-

lously saved during the Reign of Terror, inspired me with the idea

of teaching the people a lesson in humanity ! I therefore composed
in a very short time my piece entitled '^Les Deux Joumees,' which
I promptly and eagerly gave to Gherubini."

The authors of "Annales Dramatiques" (Paris, 1809) said that

the interest of his plots and the skill shown in their construction

were the features that distinguished Boiiilly's work and brought
extraordinary success.

Maurice Kuflferath in praising Bouilly's libretto, which has been
called foolish, ridiculous, insists that the simplicity of the scenario

is excellent, fitted to call forth expressive music ; that the action is

swift, well-managed, credible. "Even the disguising of Leonora as

a young boy and the love that she inspires in the daughter of the

jailor can be accepted as possible. Mistakes and dissimulations of

this sort abound in history. The theatre has used and abused them
from the middle ages, in the time of the Renaissance with Shakes-
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peare's 'Cymbeline' down to our day." The weakness of the libretto
is in the absence of a conflict of passions; there is no "good in-

trigue" ; there is a happy ending brought about by a fortuitous cir-

cumstance, the arrival of the Minister. The two acting characters,
Leonore and Pizzaro, do nothing to provoke this ending.

Pierre Gaveaux, who set music to this libretto, was a singer as
well as composer. Born at Beziers in 1761, he was as a boy a chor-
ister. As he was intended for the priesthood, he learned Latin and
pursued other necessary studies; but, like the hero in the elder
Dumas's "Olympe de Cloves," he left the church, and appeared as
an operatic tenor at Bordeaux. In 1789 he went to Paris, and was
the first tenor at the Theatre de Monsieur; when the Feydeau
Theatre was opened in 1791, Gaveaux sang there for the rest of his
singing life. He composed thirty-six or thirty-seven operas. In
1812 his mind was affected and he was obliged to leave the stage
for some months. He returned, cured, as it was thought, but in
1819 he was again insane, and he died in a mad-house near Paris in
1825.-^ During his earlier years his voice was light, flexible, agree-

able, and he was an expressive and even passionate actor ; during the
last ten years of his career his tones were nasal and without reso-

nance. He created the part of Florestan in his "Leonore." The part
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of the heroine was created by Julie Ang^lique Legrand, known on
the stage as Mme. Seio. She was born at Lille in 1768. An army
officer ran off with her and abandoned her, and she was obliged to

support herself at the age of eighteen by singing in the theatre. At
first her engagements were in the provinces, and at Montpellier she

was in the company with Gaveaux. She married at Marseilles in

1789 a violinist, fitienne Scio. She went to Paris in 1791, and the

next year she joined the Opera-Comique company, and soon made a

brilliant reputation. Her voice was pure and sonorous, she was an
excellent musician, and she was a most intelligent actress, both in

comedy and tragedy. Too ambitious, she assumed certain parts

that were too high for her voice, which soon showed wear. A widow
in 1796, she made an unhappy second marriage, which was dissolved

by mutual consent. She died of consumption at Paris in 1807.

Berlioz tells us that Gaveaux's opera was considered a mediocre
work in spite of the talents of the two chief singers ; that the score

was extremely weak ; but he praises Gaveaux's music to Rocco's song
about gold for its melody, diction, and piquant instrumentation.

Gaveaux used trombones sparingly, yet he introduced them in the

Prisoners' chorus. Berlioz also says that when "Fidelio" was per-

formed at the Theatre Lyrique, Paris, the manager, Carvalho,

wished to introduce as the characters in Bouilly's situations Ludovic
Sforza, Jean Galeas, Isabelle d'Aragon, and Charles VIII,, and t^o

have the scenes at Milan, 1495, for the purpose of more brilliant cos-

tumes and tableaux. Was this the revival in 1860 when Carr6 and
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Barbier signed the libretto, and Pauline Viardot impersonated the
heroine ?

*
* *

In 1802, Schikaneder, the librettist of ''Die Zaiiberflote," manager
of the Theater An der Wien in Vienna, proposed to Beethoven that
he should write an opera for him, Beethoven accepted the proposi-

tion ; the news that he was at work on an opera was published in a
Viennese newspaper. The subject of the libretto is not known ; the
music is unknown except a fragment, found in Beethoven's papers
after his death, which is supposed to be the finale of an act. Why
he did not complete the work is unknown. He returned the libretto

and kept his lodgings in the theatre.

A story has been handed down and is still found in biographies
and essays that Beethoven, hearing Paer's "Leonora" in Vienna,
said to Paer, "Your opera pleases me: I wish to set music to it."

Berlioz heard the story from Ferdinand Hiller. Hiller wrote a

letter to the Nieden-Jieinische Musikzeyitung (1860, No. 24) in which
he said that in his youth he often met Paer in Vienna. Paer, an ex-

tremely amiable man, talked with him about his relations with
Beethoven, whom he greatly admired. Beethoven, he said, sat next
to him at a performance of "Leonora." Having exclaimed several
times : "Beautiful !" "Interesting !" finally said to him, "I must com-
pose it." Hiller added that Paer seemed happy and proud of the
fact that he thus inspired Beethoven to write "Fidelio."

Now Paer's "Leonora" was not performed at Vienna at the time
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when Paer met Beethoven. Paer left Vienna in 1802 to become con-
ductor at the Dresden Court Opera. He wrote his "Leonora" in
Dresden, where it was produced October 3, 1804. Before that date
the Baron Braun had ordered an opera from Beethoven, and the
subject of Leonore had been determined. Paer's "Leonora" was not
performed at Vienna until February 8, 1809.

No one doubts Hiller's belief in Paer's story. Either Paer
"stuffed" him, or there is another explanation. Paer's "Achille" was
produced at Vienna, June 6, 1801. In it is a funeral march. Beet-
hoven, hearing it, turned to Paer, sitting next him, and said, "I
must compose it." And in his pianoforte Sonata Op. 26 the "Marcia
funebre suUa morte d' un eroe" is believed by Thayer to be the
result. Ferdinand Ries alluded to the effect produced by Paer's
march on the audience, and to the impulse given Beethoven.

It is probable that Beethoven knew Gaveaux's opera "Leonore."
The score was published in Paris in 1798, and a copy was found in

Beethoven's library. Kufferath in his elaborate study "Fidelio"

(Paris, 1913) thinks that Schikaneder may have pointed out the sub-

ject to Beethoven, or to the librettist Sonnleithner, or to Braun.
At any rate Beethoven was in possession of the libretto and made
sketches in the latter half of 1803. As the letter to Alexander
Macco is dated November 2, 1803, might not the "unknown" opera
mentioned above be "Fidelio"? Kufferath quotes this letter with
reference to the first proposition of Schikaneder. Statements in his

third chapter are contradictory, as he admits.
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Mr. Alfred Denis Cortot was born of French parents at Nyon,

Switzerland, on September 26, 1877. Going at an early age with his

family to Paris, he received his first pianoforte lessons from his

sisters. He entered the Paris Conservatory, where he was in turn

the pupil of Decombes* and Diemer. As a pupil of the latter he

was awarded the first prize for pianoforte-playing in 1896. Taking

part in the Lamoureux and Oolonne concerts, he soon became known

throughout Europe. He has played in England, Italy, The Nether-

lands, Russia, Spain, Switzerland. Having been a repetiteur at

Bayreuth he staged in Paris "Gotterdammerung." In 1904 he

founded the concert society that bears his name, and with it he has

given performances of important choral works by Beethoven,

Brahms, Liszt, etc., also a concert performance of "Parsifal." In

1904 he was chosen dlonductor of the Societe Rationale ; in 1907 he

took charge of an advanced pianoforte class at the Paris Conserva-

tory. Chief of the Service d'fitudes Artistiques du Minist^re de

rinstruction Publique et des Beaux-Arts, he was named a Chevalier

of the Legion of Honor in 1914.

Coming to the United States with the Societe des Concerts du

* fimile Decombes, born at Nimes in 1829, was awarded the first prize for piano-

forte-playing at the Paris Conservatory in 1846. It is said that he was one of the
last pupils of Chopin. From 1875 to 1899, Decombes was an instructor of preparatory
classes in pianoforte-playing at the Conservatory. He wrote a "Mgthode," exercises

and transcriptions for the pianoforte.
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Conservatoire, Andr6 Messager conductor, in the fall of 1918, he

played in Boston at a concert of that orchestra on October 30, 1918

(Saint-Saens's Concerto in C minor, No. 4) . He played at a concert

of the Boston Symphony Orchestra in Boston on January 24, 1919

(Franck's Symphonic Variations and d'Indy's Symphony on a

French Mountain Song)

.

Third Concerto for Pianoforte, Op. 37 , Ludwig van Beethoven

(Born in Bonn on December 16 (?), 1770; died in Vienna, March 26, 1827.)

This concerto in C minor was composed in 1800. The original

manuscript bears this title: ''Concerto 1800 da L. v. Beethoven."

The concerto was contemporaneous with Beethoven's first sym-

phony, the first six quartets for strings, the septet and the oratorio

"Christ on the Mount of Olives."" When the first edition was pub-

lished at Vienna late in 1804, the title was in French, and it began

"Grand Concerto pour le pianoforte avec Accompagnement de 2

violins," etc.

The first performance in public was probably on April 5, 1803,

at a concert given by Beethoven in the Theater An der Wien, when
he played the pianoforte part.

TENOR
Mr. Robison sang with genuine understanding, with virile, manly
sentiment and quality of tone, with the sureness and convic-

tion that a complete study and mastery of the poetic thought
gives a musician of talent.— Boston Post (Olin Downes),
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The concerto is dedicated to Prince Louis Ferdinand of Prussia,
and the orchestral part is scored for two flutes, two oboes, two
clarinets, two bassoons, two horns, two trumpets, kettledrums, and
the usual strings.

The work has been characterized as a bridge between the earlier

concertos after the manner of Mozart and the later in which
Beethoven asserted his individuality; yet in the finale of this

concerto there is an enharmonic change (pianoforte solo) that is

wholly characteristic of the later Beethoven. As long ago as 1812
Gerber in a catalogue of Beethoven's works described this catalogue
as "perhaps the highest in this sort of composition which the artis-

tic literature of all masters has to show."
I. Allegro con brio, C minor, 4-4. There is a long orchestral in-

troduction. The bold first subject is announced immediately by
strings in unison, and completed by wind instruments. The melodi-
ous and Mozartian second subject, E-flat major, is sung by clarinets

and first violins. The pianoforte after a flourish gives out the first

theme in octaves. The movement is in the orthodox form of the
•time. Beethoven marked a place for a cadenza, and a cadenza by
him exists. It was first published, according to Franz Kullak, in

Established in 1842
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the complete edition of Beethoven's works published by Breitkopf
& Hartel about 1861-63. There were editions of the concerto in

which the tempo was marked 2-2 instead of 4-4, but this indication

was erroneous.

II. Largo, E major, 3-8. The pianoforte, unaccompanied, gives

out a broad, melodious theme, which is afterwards taken up by the

orchestra and accompanied by florid figuration for the pianoforte.

III. Kondo, Allegro, minor, C major. The finale opens with
the first subject, solo for pianoforte, unaccompanied. The second
theme, beginning in a piquant strain, turns into a modification of

the first motive.

The programme of the concert on April 5, 1803, included Beet-

hoven's first and second symphonies, this pianoforte concerto in

C minor, and the oratorio "Christus am Oelberge." It was in-

tended to perform other compositions, but they were dropped out on
account of the length of the concert, which began at six o'clock.

No copy of the programme has been preserved. Beethoven raised

the prices : he doubled that of the first place, tripled that- of the re-

served seats, and charged twelve ducats instead of four florins for

a box. The concert brought him in 1,800 gulden. There was a re-

hearsal, beginning at 8 a.m., on the day of the concert, and "it was
a terrible one," as Ries wrote, "which lasted two hours and a half,
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and left Beethoven more or less discontented. The Prince Charles
Lichnowsky, who had been present from the beginning, ordered large
baskets of bread and butter, cold meat and wine to be brought in.

He invited in a friendly manner every one to partake, and all helped
themselves with both hands. As a result everybody grew good-
humored." The review of the concert published in the Allgemeine
Musikalische Zeitung, May 25, 1803, was very short. No mention
was made of the new symphony,—the one in D major,—and the
reviewer gave only four lines to the oratorio, which was also per-

formed for the first time, but he reproached Beethoven for having
raised the prices. Another critic, the reviewer for the Zeitung fiir

die Elegante Welt, reported that the concerto did not wholly please
the public, although Beethoven "otherwise is known as an excellent

pianist." Seyfried said that Beethoven invited him to turn the
leaves of the concerto at the performance. The task was not an
easy one, for Seyfried saw only leaves nearly bare of notes. On this

or that page were a few cues, helps to the memory, which to him were
Egyptian hieroglyphics, "for he [Beethoven] played nearly the
whole of the pianoforte part from memory, as he had not had the
time to put it fully on paper." Thayer corrected this last state-
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is an easy problem v^hen Bachrach
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ment. The manuscript is dated 1800. When Beethoven had ended
an "invisible passage, he would wink at Seyfried to turn the page."

Ries gave an account of the second performance of this concerto.

It took place in the Augarten, Vienna, at the end of July, 1804.

"Beethoven had given me his fine concerto in C minor while still in

MS., that I might make my first public appearance in it as his pupil.

I may say that I am the only person who did so appear during his

lifetime ; indeed, besides myself, he acknowledged no other pupil but
the Archduke Rudolph. On the occasion in question Beethoven
himself conducted, and turned over for me, and probably no concerto

was ever more finely accompanied. We had had two full reheapsals.

I had asked Beethoven to write a cadence for me; but he refused,

and told me to make one myself, and he would correct it. He was
greatly pleased with what I wrote, and made hardly any alteration

;

there was, however, one passage in it which, though he liked it much,
he thought so hazardous that he told me to alter it, and write an-

other instead. A week before the concert he asked to hear the

cadence again. I played it, and failed in the particular passage

;

upon which he told me again, though somewhat unwillingly, to alter

it. I did so, but without being able to please myself; I therefore

studied the original most carefully, but could never make myself
quite certain of it. At the performance, when we came to the
cadence, Beethoven sat down quietly. I could not prevail on myself
to choose the easier passage, and when I boldly began the harder one
he gave a tremendous jerk with his chair. However, it all went
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well, and delighted him so that he cried 'bravo!' loudly. This
pleased the audience, and gave me at once a position as an artist.

He told me afterwards how satisfied he was, but said also, 'How
obstinate you are ! If you had failed in that passage, I would never
have given you a lesson again.' "*

The concerto in C minor has been played in Boston at these
concerts

:

Boston Musical Fund Society, January 19, 1850, G. F. Hayter,
pianist. At this concert J. L. Hatton conducted his new overture,
"Queen of the Hudson."
Harvard Musical Association: February 8, 1866, Allegro with

Moscheles's cadenza, B. J. Lang; February 3, 1870, Alice Button,
pianist; February 23, 1872, J. C. D. Parker, pianist (cadenza by
Moscheles) ; January 6, 1876, J. C. D. Parker, pianist (cadenza by
Parker) ; December 7, 1876, Julia Rive, pianist.

Theodore Thomas concert, November 6, 1875, Madeline Schiller,

pianist.

Boston Symphony Orchestra, April 21, 1888, Mrs. H. H. A. Beach,
pianist (cadenza by Mrs. Beach) ; February 18, 1911, Ferruccio
Busoni.
The concerto no doubt has been played at other concerts.

* Quoted by Mr. B'elix Borowski in his excellent programme books for the concerts
of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra.
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Fantasy for Pianoforte and Orchestra .... Claude Debussy

(Born at Saint-Germaine (Seine and Oise), France, August 22, 1862; died
at Paris, March 26, 1918.)

This Fantasy was performed for the first time at a concert of the

Royal Philharmonic Society, Loudon, on November 20, 1919. Alfred
Cortot was the pianist. Albert Coates conducted. The programme
also comprised Scriabin's "Divine Poem" ; Holbrooke's symphonic
poem "Ulalume" and Cesar Franck's Symphonic Variations, played
by Mr. Cortot. It was said at the time that there had been a semi-

private performance in London, with Berthe Bert playing the second
pianoforte part.

The first performance in Paris was at a Lamoureux concert on
December 7, 1919. The i)ianist was Mme. Marguerite Long. Andre
Messager conducted. The programme also comprised: Schumann,
Symphony in C; Handel, an air from "The Messiah" and Hue's
"Sonnez les Matines" (sung by Mme. Ritter Ciampi) ; Wagner,
Prelude to "Parsifal" ; Lalo, Norwegian Rhapsody.
And on December 7, 1919, Mr. Cortot played the Fantasia at a

concert in Lyons.
The Fantasy, dedicated to Rene Chansarel,* bears the date '89-90.

The orchestral portion is scored for three flutes, two oboes, English
horn, two clarinets, bass clarinet, three bassoons, four horns, three

* Jacques Ren6 Chansarel, born at Bordeaux on November 13, 1864, studied at the
Paris Conservatory. In 18S3, a pupil of Marmontel, he took a first prize for pianoforte-
playing. A first prize was also awarded to the now celebrated teacher Isidor Philipp
(born at Budapest, September 2, 1863), a pupil of Mathias. There were fourteen com-
petitors in all.
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trumpets, three trombones, kettledrums, cymbals, two harps, and
strings.

The first section begins Andante ma non troppo, G major, 4-4,

followed by an Allegro giusto.

The second section is in two parts : Lento e molto espressivo,

F sharp major; Allegro molto, G major.

Debussy was awarded the Prix de Rome at Paris Conservatory
in 1884, He forwarded from Rome as his first envoi a fragment of

a lyric drama, "Almanzor" (drama of Heinrich Heine). Unable
to find a satisfactory translation into French he abandoned this

drama. The fragment was not published. The second envoi (1887)
was "Printemps," a Symphonic Suite in two parts for orchestra and
chorus. The hidebound conservatives of the Institute were dis-

pleased by the audacity of the composer: he had dared to employ
voices without a text, as mere instruments ; he had chosen a shock-
ing tonality. One of the members of the Institute exclaimed, "One
does not write in F sharp major for orchestra!"
The third envoi was "The Blessed Damozel," begun at Rome and

completed in Paris. When the time came for Debussy to bring his

envois to a hearing in Paris, as was, and is, the custom, "Printemps"
was struck from the list. As he refused to allow a performance of

"The Blessed Damozel" alone, there was no concert.

The Fantasy for pianoforte and orchestra was intended to be the
fourth envoi. Some years after it was composed, it was announced
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for performance at a concert of the Societe Rationale de Musique in

Paris. After the final rehearsal, it was withdrawn, for Debussy
was not satisfied with the second section. "Almanzor" is regarded

as lost. The performance of the Fantasy at this concert is from
proof-sheets.

ENTR'ACTE.

SALOME IN TRAGEDY.

(Apropos of Florent Schmitt's "Tragedy of Salome.")

Flaubert's Salome, as the heroine of Home's tragedy,* is a
simple maiden, who knows not love, and is merely the unconscious
tool of a corrupt and revengeful mother.
Home, in his preface to the first "library edition" of "Orion"

(1871),—the ninth edition in all,—wrote these words, that might be
well appended to "John the Baptist," as we shall see :

—

* "John the Baptist, or the Valor of the Soul," one of three "Bible Tragedies," by
Richard Hengist Home, published in 1881.
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"From time immemorial, though this monomania of superstition
seemed to reach its height in the cruel self-martyrdom of old monas-
tic devotees and their deluded victims, the system of 'mortifying the
flesh,' and the general view taken of the human body, with all its

immutable laws and functions, has continued down to the present
day. Notwithstanding all the knowledge of physiology and the psy-

chology inextricably involved in our corporeal fabric and conditions,

the same dead-set against man's body is constantly made. Man
seems determined to know better than his Maker, and not merely
to regulate dogmatically, but altogether to check, if not expunge,
some of the divine ordinations. Among the latest signs of this

asceticism we may point to an article that has just appeared—and
in one of the most intellectual of our periodicals—entitled 'The

Fleshly School of Poetry' [Home referred to Robert Buchanan's
violent article against Rossetti and Swinburne, which Buchanan
published, signing an assumed name]. Supposing there were such

a school, why should it not exist, as well as schools that preach ex-

clusively of the spirit ? Are we gravely to be told at this day that

'the flesh and the devil' are almost cognate terms, and that the

spirit and the devil never cause men to commit evil deeds?"

In Home's tragedy Herod and Herodias, who is "richly and im-

modestly attired," are seated at chess in the portico of the palace.

(We have here to do only with scenes in which the mother and
daughter figure.) John, the "wild man from the wilderness,"
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enters to warn Herod of his doom. He denounces Herodias as a
stone-eyed "concubine."

Herodias, after a vain search for means of vengeance, bethinks
herself of Salome. In the third scene of the second act the curtain
rises on Herodias caressing Salome in the girl's bedchamber.

Herodias. Thou Ijast a Maenad shape, and in the dance
'Twill best be seen.

Salome. But not as for the bath

!

Herodias. No ; for these garments I will substitute
This rich transparent veil and wide-mesh'd nets
Enwrought with gold threads and keen-flashing gems.
Come—fold thee—thus—or thus?
Salome. I fear this dress will discompose all modesty.

The girl in her innocence cannot understand her mother, who
talks of plotting with music and lamps, wine and incense, to breed
delirium when she dances. Herodias answers : "The better will

thine innocence and art make others feel it."

Herodias. Cast back thy beaming hair—thine arms on high
Wave, and fling back, and bend thy serpent shape
On all sides, thus—t' the music. I shall call thee
"Dipsas"

!

Salome. A burning serpent ! do not so

!

Herodias (laughing) . Or "Seminuda" ! vestal of the sun!
Salome. I do not like these names.
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In the festal hall Herodias plies Herod with wine, and there is

music of psaltery, sackbut, harps, and cymbals. She tells him of a
wondrous dancing-girl. Herod drinks, but would fain taste the

wine of his first youth. "The king falls into a delirium, as the

colors of the incense are varied with the movements of the dance
music."

Heeodias (wildly). Now! now! my shrinking girl.

Salome. What would you do?
Heeodias. Make you a true Terpsichore

!

Salome. But not like Greek or Roman statuary.

Heeodias. Take this veil

!

This flying cloud ! Hold out your wrists ! These bracelets

!

The jewelled anklets now! That's well. Now fold thee

I' the lustrous serpent volumes of this scarf.

The King is mad for thee ! and dance

!

She thrusts Salome out. She hears the dance music in the hall.

Heeodias. Ha ! the harp and flute

!

Sackbut and cymbals! now the tambourine
Beats at the heart and spins around the brain!
Now I behold my glorious naked one

!

Yet not all naked—I'm too wise for that

—

How the witch dances ! Ha ! ha ! Seminuda

!

She was well named, I know ; for madness breeds
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On expectation—pants for the next moment!
That's well! I love the changes of the dance!

Oh, it is wondrous beautiful, my girl!

My grace—my limbs—my glancing mysteries

—

My jewelled anklets—rich breasts—showers of hair !

Oh, I will kiss my beautiful one all over,

And with fond bites of transport cover her

!

Salome is dancing in the festal hall, with a tambourine in one

hand and amidst clouds in incense of changeful colors. Herod is

in a wild rapture.

"The priestess of Sol's Temple now hath sent

A goddess clad in nought but odorous clouds

To madden each delight! No more! No more!
Yet cease not—cease not—my brain whirls! No more!
Her flying locks were golden! Now they change
To gilded black, shot with a lightning blue

!

Now, all of silver! tossing flames! and now

—

Her limbs are roseate, and a sparkling dew
Besprays her symmetry, as from the sea

Her feet came splashing through the bright-edged foam!
I say, no more! Oh, I do swear to give thee

Whatever thou shalt ask, thou wondrous sprite!

Yea, to my kingdom's half—hear it, ye gods!

Ye great lords, captains all—all hear the king !"

Salome retires amidst clouds of incense and the clash of cymbals.

A lord remarks aside : "The king hath lost his wits."
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Herod. Now breathe soft Lydian flutes with sweet accord
Of voice and dulcimer ! I'll drink no more,
But let the fumes of wine give music shapes.
And visions of such forms as now we saw
Multiplied, passion-varied, intervolvent limbs

!

Salome, half-fainting, enters the marble bathroom.

Salome. Why was the king so wrought upon? What spell

Can a girl's dance enkindle, thus to madden
Into such promises?
(She walks up to a mirror and prepares for the 'bath.)

Herodias {enters). Witch ! larks-heel ! now
Will I kiss thy feet, thou wonder

!

Salome. Have I done so very well?
Herodias. Oh, matchless well

!

Herodias tells her to ask for John's head. The girl, dismayed,
shrinks, refuses, is threatened, and at last consents. She asks. A
hurricane rises. Herod comes on the stage and protests. "I do
repent mine oath. Curs'd be that dance!" But Herodias reminds
him that his crown and his life are at stake.

Mr. Lawrence Gilman, in ''Strauss's Salome" (London and New
York, 1907), refers to a "dramatic poem" written and published in

this country by Joseph Converse Heywood.
In the libretto, "John the Baptist," written by Gustav Mcolai,

published at Leipsic in 1835 for an oratorio in two acts, Herod is in

doleful dumps. He regrets that he ever saw Herodias, but the feast

is prepared, and the guests assemble. Andrew and John sing in the
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dungeon. Andrew assures the Baptist that the king is willing to let

him escape; but John insists on remaining a prisoner. They fare-

well each other. Herodias observes the king's perturbation and is

afraid, but she remembers that Herod has for some time looked
lustfully on her daughter. Furthermore, she observes that he is

heated with wine. Salome dances and sings, and her song is a
paraphrase of these words from the Song of Solomon: "My beloved
is white and ruddy ; his locks are bushy, and black as a raven ; his

eyes are the eyes of doves ; his lips like lilies, dropping sweet smell-

ing myrrh ; his mouth is most sweet." And she adds : "Such a one
is my beloved. The beloved one art thou, my king." Herod
exclaims, "How beautiful she is! Fill again my cup! Ecstasy
dissolves my body." Salome again dances and sings: "My beloved
is the chiefest among ten thousand. His head is as the most fine

gold. His belly is as bright ivory overlaid with sapphires; his

legs are as pillars of marble, set upon sockets of fine gold." The
king is crazed with love and wine. There is a trio in which Salome
woos the King, and Herodias exults in her vengeance. Alas for

John! He sings passages from the "De Profundis" and welcomes
the executioner. The hosts of hell rejoice. Salome brings in the

head, and the dismayed guests leave the banqueting-hall. Andrew
curses the guilty three, who are overwhelmed with remorse and
terror. Salome exclaims : "Why, O mother, did I heed your coun-

sel," and she and Herodias curst the day of their birth.
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^'Salome" was written in French by Oscar Wilde for Sarah Bern-

hardt, but she did not produce the play, as he had hoped. Possibly

she thought that a woman of her years should not dance, draped or

undraped, before the tetrarch. There was a production in Paris,

but Sarah was not the heroine. The performance was at the Nouveau
Theatre, October 28, 1896, and Mme. Lina Munte impersonated

Salome.
The play was translated into English by Lord Alfred Douglas and

published in 1894 with remarkable illustrations by Aubrey Beards-

ley. Two or three of the illustrations were not included in the

volume, but were given to friends of the publishers, who in Boston
were Messrs. Copeland & Day. This edition soon went out of print.

In 1906 three or four editions were published, and John Lane pub-

lished Beardsley's pictures in their original size.

A performance of the English version of the tragedy in London,
May 10, 1905, excited screams of protest, but when the Literary

Theatre Club of London gave a performance of "Salome" and
Wilde's "Florentine Tragedy," June 18, 1906, the play was at least

discussed, and not merely hooted. One critic wrote : "It is difficult

to say which is the more harrowing, but both are calculated to make
your soul turn gray. Several people, presumably those having souls,

could not bear the stress of this double performance. They made
unseemly exits at impressive moments. George Bernard Shaw was
one of those who endured to the end." Another wrote: "Salome
herself looked almost too modern, yet she held the audience through-
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out, even in the most realistic passages, the passion getting the

better of the phj^sical horror. The dance was not a whirl of glory,

as Flaubert pictures it, but its solemn sedateness was eminently

subtle, suggestive and serpentine. Salome was not dancing off

the head of the apostle, she was rather half-reluctantly picturing

the priceless voluptuousness he had flaunted. ... A certain in-

congruity was at times produced owing to some of the actors speak-

ing like poets, and others like policemen." Miss Darragh was
the Salome and Robert Farquharson the Herod. The costumes,

described as beautiful, were designed by Mr. Charles Ricketts. A
correspondent of the New York Sun, speaking of the refusal of the

censor to allow a performance in London when Sarah Bernhardt
wished to produce it there,—the censor objected on religious

grounds,—added : ''It must now be admitted aj)ologetically that

'Salome' is not so very dreadful. It is, however, the most intensely

dramatic play that Wilde ever wrote, and it contains, incidentally,

some of the finest and most imaginative writing of this master of

the English language." This was an unconscious compliment to

Lord Alfred Douglas, the translator.

''Salome," as a drama, has been performed in many European
cities and with special success in Berlin. The play was performed
in New York by the Progressive Stage Society, November 14, 1905.

Salome was impersonated by Mercedes Leigh, who was described by
the Theatre Magazine as "presenting an attractive appearance,"
but "hopelessly crude." "Her gestures were awkward, and the at-
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tempt at dancing almost ludicrous. The support was still worse,

one character playing a Roman with a strong Yankee accent, while

the King might be termed Celtic. The play contains many frankly

suggestive lines, but these were not as noticeable as they would
have been had not the audience found so much that was involun-

tarily amusing."
The tragedy was revived at the Comedy Theatre, New York, in

April, 1918. Mme. Yorska, who has "a profile of uncompromising
rectitude," took the part of Salome. The Herod of Louis Calvert

was said by the New York Times to be a character creation of the

first order. "A man of the people this, as well as a king, and
with a strong nature deeply tinctured of the soil. He lacks the

very essence of breeding and of self-discipline—the faculty of remain-

ing true to one's self, in evil as well as in good. There are moments
of tyrannic blood lust, and hand in hand with them goes a primitive

morality which haunts the man with a superstitious fear of conse-

quences. He has the dignity of great strength, but also the gro-

tesque indignity of a mind unable to resist its most trivial and
transient desires. And this vast welter of impulses is, for the

moment, suffused and loosened by too much food and wine. It is a
figure half Titan, half Silenus."

Then there is the "Johannes" by Herman Sudermann (1898),
performed here in Boston, with Julia Marlowe attempting, as
Salome, to dance.
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Excerpts from "The Golden Cock^^ : A, Introduction ; B, March
Nicholas Andrejevitch Rimsky-Korsakopf

(Born at Tikhvin, in tlie government of Novgorod, March IS, 1844; died at
Petrograd, June 21, 1908.)

"Le Coq d'Or" ("The Golden Cock"), an opera in three acts with

prologue and epilogue, text by Vladimir Bielski (after Pushkin's

fairy-tale *
)

, music by Rimsky-Korsakoff, was begun late in the sum-

mer of 1906. It was completed in 1907, and a production that year

was planned, but the satirical treatment of monarchical institutions

displeased the governmental censor. In March, 1909, permission

was given for performance, after slight changes in the text were

made. The first performance took place at Zimin's Private Opera

Co. at the Solodownikoff Theatre, Moscow, on September 24, 1909.

The part of the Queen of Shemakha was taken by Miss Dobrovol-

skaia ; Dodon, Speranski ; the General, Zaporoskess ; the Astrologer,

Piecock. Cooper conducted.

The opera was performed at Petrograd in 1910. It was considered

there a failure, because it was impossible, as was said, for the sing-

ers to maintain the demanded action on the stage.

In 1912 Michel Fokine thought the opera could be turned into

an opera-pantomime. The composer's family objected, saying that

* Pushkin's poem was written at a time when the Napoleonic wars had^ Inspired a
spirit of revolt in Russia.

ar
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the work should be performed as an opera, or not at all. Fokine

took the work to Paris, where it was performed at the Opera on

May 24, 1914. Thamar Karsavina was the chief dancer as the

Queen, Her associates were Bougakoff, Kowalski, and Cecchetti.

The chief singers were Mme. Dobrovolskaia ; Messrs. Altchevsky *

and Basile Petroff. Cooper conducted.!

The first performance in the United States was at the Metropolitan

Opera house. New York, March 6, 1918. Mr. Monteux conducted.

The Queen
Amelfa
King Dodon
The General
The Astrologer
The Prince
A Knight
The Voice of the Cock

Singers
Mme. Barrientos
Miss Braslau
Mr. Didur
Mr. Ruysdael
Mr. Diaz
Mr. Audisio
Mr. Rescheglian
Mme. Sundelius

Pantomimists
Hosina Galli

Queenie Smith
Mr. Bolm
Mr. Bartik
Mr. Bonfiglio
Mr. Hall
Mr. Johnson

The first performance in Boston was by the Metropolitan Opera

Company at the Boston Opera House, April 26, 1918. Mr. Monteux
conducted.

* Ivan Altchevsky, tenor, sang in Symphony Hall, Boston, March 9, 1907, in a con-
cert with Mme. Melba, Miss Sassoli, harpist, and an orchestra of fifty Symphony players
led by Willy Hess.

t Mr. Cooper was in the course of the engagement called to London. Mr. Monteux
conducted at short notice, with little time to study the score, and without a rehearsal
of any sort.
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Singers Pantomimists
The Queen Mme. Garrison Rosina Galli

Amelfa Mme. Howard Queenie Smith
King Dodon Mr. Didur Mr. Bolm
The General Mr. Ruysdael Mr. Bartik
The Astrologer Mr. Diaz Mr. Bonfiglio

The Prince Mr. Audisio Hall

A Knight Mr. Rescheglian Mr. loucelli

The Voice of the Oock Lenora Sparkes

Henry F. Gilbert's ballet on the bill "Dance in Place Congo"

was then performed here for the first time. Mme. Galli, Messrs,

Bonfiglio and Bartik; Mr. Monteux, conductor.

In Fokine's arrangement the action Is intrusted to the ballet.

The music assigned to the characters is sung by the chief singers

and chorus, dressed in dull red robes, and seated on terraces

set at the right and left of the stage. The scenery and costumes

for the performances in New York and Boston were designed by

Will Pogany. Mr. Bolm was the stage manager.

An orchestral suite has been made from the music. The first

movement includes the Introduction and extracts from the first act

;

the second and third movements, extracts from the second act; the

fourth, extracts from the third act including the Introduction,

march, death of Dodon, whose brain is pierced by the golden cock,

and vanishing of the Queen.

The Introduction to the opera, played at this concert, is scored

for piccolo, two flutes, two oboes, English horn, two clarinets, bass

clarinet, two bassoons, double-bassoon, two trumphets, kettledrums,

side drum, cymbals, Glockenspiel, celesta, harp, and strings (with

trombones at the end) . In the march a tromba alta in F, triangle,

and bass drum are added.
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Mrs. Rosa Newmarch says that "Coq d'Or," in spite of the Eastern

origin of the tale, recalls the simple customs and daily life of the

great Slav people.

In the first scene King Dodon in a hall of his palace is holding

a council of his boyards. He is weary of royal duties, of the con-

tinuous warfare with his neighbors ; he craves rest. Prince Guidon,

his heir, advises him to call back his troops from the frontier.

The capital should be well provisioned. While the enemy is ravag-

ing the rest of the country, the King could be quiet and in peace.

Old General Polkan does not approve this plan ; nor does he agree

with foolish advice given by the King's younger son. The whole

assembly soon quarrels over the solution of the problem.
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The golden cock, given to Dodon by the royal Astrologer, is set

as a weather-vane to warn against danger. The King is highly

pleased. He offers to reward the Astrologer, who says he wishes

neither treasures nor honors, only a diploma drawn up. in legal

form. "Legal?" cries the King. "I don't know what you mean.

My desires and caprices are the only laws in this place." Dodon's

bed is brought in. The Chatelaine tucks him in for a sound sleep.

The cock crowing suddenly summons him to the war.

In the second act, the King and the Voyevoda Palkan come to a
narrow pass where their army has been annihilated. The two royal

princes have slain each other. From a tent comes the ravishingly

beautiful Queen of Shemakha. Dodon is infatuated by her. With
a tambourine in her hand she dances, and invites the King to dance
with her. Old and fat, he obeys, and does not see that she mocks
him. He begs her to be his bride. They return to the capital in a
chariot of g>lt.

Act III. The capital is agog to welcome Dodon and his bride.
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"Jump and dance, grin and bow," says Amelfa the Chatelaine, %ut
don't expect anything in return." The Astrologer stops the pro-

cession to obtain his reward. He demands the Queen, whereupon
Dodon strikes him dead. The cock flies at Dodon and with one
stroke of his beak pierces his skull. There is a thunderclap;
darkness and silence, broken at last by the Queen's laughter. When
it is light, lo, the Queen and the cock have disappeared. The un-

happy people mourn for Dodon

:

''Our Prince, without a peer, was prudent, wise, and kind; his

rage was terrible; he was often implacable; he treated us like dogs;

but when his rage was once over, he was a Grolden King. Oh,
terrible disaster! Where shall we find another king?"

In the Epilogue the Astrologer tells the people they should not
be so disturbed.

Those whom you saw
Were phantoms all.

Know that in Dodon's realm
The only human beings
Were the Queen and I. That's all.

"Coq d'or" was Rimsky-Korsakoff's last opera,
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"The Maid of Pskov" ("Pskovitianka"), 1870-72, performed at

Petrograd in 1873, revised in 1894.

"A Night in May, 1878 (Petrograd, 1880).

"The Snow Maiden, 1880-81 (Petrograd, 1882).

"Mlada," fairy opera ballet (Petrograd, 1892).

"Christmas Eve" 1874 (Petrograd, 1895).

"Sadko," 1895-96 (Mosco^v, 1897; Petrograd, 1901).

"Mozart and Salieri," 1898 (Moscow, 1898).

"Boyarina vera Sheloga," musical dramatic prologue to "The
Maid of Pskov" (Moscow, 1899: Petrograd, 1902).

"The Tsar's Bride," 1898 (Moscow, 1899; Petrograd, 1902).

"The Tale of Tsar Saltana" 1899-1900 (Moscow, 1900).

"Servilia" (Petrograd, 1902).

"Katschei the Immortal" (Moscow, 1902).
"Pan Voyevoda" (Petrograd, 1904).
"The Tale of the Invisible City of Kitezh and the Maiden Fev-

ronia" (Petrograd, 1907).

"The Golden Cock" (Moscow, 1919).
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25, 45, 65, and L25 per jar

Hubbell & McGowan Co.
Incorporated

THE MODERN DRUG STORE
Complete in all its 12 departments

Opposite Symphony Hall

/\ £772£ Socidy of

'^_j raits
The work of America's master-
craftsmen on exhibition and sale.

Gifts for all occasions.

Q Park Streety Boston
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Americas Greatest

CLEANSERS
DYERS

LAUNDERERS
BOSTON SHOPS

284 BOYLSTON STREET

29 STATE STREET lER STREET

Branch Telephone Exchange 3900 Back Bay connects above shops

BROOKLINE SHOP
1310 Beacon Street

Coolidge Corner

Also MALDEN
FITCHBURG-
PROVIDENCE
BRIDGEPORT
ALBANY

CAMBRIDGE SHOP
1274 Massachusetts Avenue

Harvard Shop

SALEM
FALL RIVER
NEW BEDFORD
NEWPORT

LYNN
MANCHESTER
WORCESTER
NEW HAVEN

and NEW YORK CITY

WATERTOWN SHOP
1 Galen Street

at Works

WALTHAM
LOWELL
SPRINGFIELD
WATERBURY
PHILADELPHIA

Package* called for and delivered by our own trucks

ESTABLISHED 1829

"YOU CAN RELY ON LEWANDOS"
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Tweetj-tMrdl Programme

FRIDAY AFTERNOON. APRIL 23, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, APRIL 24. at 8 o'clock

Schubert Symphony in C major, No. 7

I. Andante; Allegro ma non troppo.

II. Andante con moto.

III. Scherzo: Allegro vivace. Trio.

IV. Finale: AUegro vivace.

Moussorgsky "Une Nuit sur le Mont Chauve" ("A Night on

Bald Moimtain") Orchestral Fantasy

(First time at these concerts)

Rabaud

Svendsen

"La Procession Nocturne," Symphonic Poem

(after Lenau)

"Carnival in Paris," Episode for Orchestra, Op. 9

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the Symphony

The works to be played at these concerts may be seen in the Allen A. Brown Music Collection

of the Boston Public Library one week before the concert.
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JOINT RECITAL

MEZZO-SOPRANO PIANIST

TUESDAY EVENING, APRIL 20, AT 8.15

PROGRAM
1. In My Garden Loud
2. The Herb Forgetfulness . Modern Greek Ballad . . . Von Fielitz
3. By the Brookside Grieg
4. In Summer Fields Brahms
5. The Forest Witch . . Rubinstein

1. Allemande. Gavotte and Musette D'Albert
2. Nocturne, Opus 27, No. 1 Chopin

1. a. Quando ti vidi a quel canto apparire -s

b. O guardo, guardo, quel nobile angello I -r. ^ .f Wrrnri On ^9
.c. Angiolo delicato fresco e bello f

•
^' ^°^^ J^er^arl, Op. 12

d. Sia bendetto chi fece lo mondo ! J

2. "La Procession" . Cesar Franck
3. Printemps Nouveau Vidal
4. L'intruse Fevrier

Three Capriccios Brahms
1. Do not go, my Love Hageman
2. Two Roumanian Folk Songs from "The Bard of Dunboritza" Rogers

a. Two birds flew into the sunset glow.
b. The lute player's house.

3. The Snow Drop Gretchaninoff
4. Dearest Homer
5. Sing to me, sing Homer

THE STBINWAY PIANO
Local Manager, Richard Newman

Reserved Seats—$1.50, $1.00, 50c., (plus war tax)
Tickets now on sale at the Hall

SOPRANO

RECITAL
WEDNESDAY EVENING, APRIL 21

EDITH NOYES GREEN MARY LEARNED ELY
Accompanists

PROGRAM
Care Selve Handel
Qual Farfalletta Amante Scarlatti
Scene and Aria "Faust" Spohr
Bygone Memories Cyril Scott
Air et Danse N6gre (From Tallahassee Suite) Cyril Scott
Margaret at the Spinning Wheel Schubert
Le Miroir " Ferrari
Little Star Where Art Thou? Moussorgsky
Noel Debussy
Le Printemps Hahn
Hymn to the Sun (From "Le Coq d'Or") .... Rimsky-Korsakow
La Gitana Kreisler
The Bird Fiske
Venetian Lament (Dedicated to M. S. Hayward) . . . E. R. Noyes
The Woods Franz
Butterflies Seller
Youth Ferrari

CHASE PIANOFORTE
Tickets, $1.50, $1.00, 50c., now on sale at the Hall
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SYMPHONY HALL CALENDAR

SUNDAY
EVE.

APR. 18

AT 8.00

SUNDAY
AFT.

MAY 2

AT 3.00

SUNDAY
EVE.

MAY 2

AT 8.15

The Return of the Russian Coloratura

YDIA LIPI^
so agreeably remembered from the days of the

Boston Opera, after triumphs in all the lead-

ing opera houses of Europe.

IN A PROGRAM OF RUSSIAN, FRENCH
AND ENGLISH SONGS

Assisted by

TMAMM, Violieist

Prices, $1,00, $1.50 and $2.00, plus tax. Tickets now on
sale at Symphony Hall Box Office.

SPECIAL

The World's Greatest Baritone

ID) If iridic?/

CONCERT by

Soprano

J„ BEDETTI, Violoeeello

ASSISTING

Frank La Forge accompanist for Miss Nielsen

Alfred De Voto accompanist for Mr. Bedetti

Management, L. H. MUDGETT
Tickets, $2.00, $1.50, and $1.00

STEINWAY PIANO USED

Mail orders with remittances to L. H. MUDGETT, Manager, Symphony Hall,

will receive prompt attention

War tax of 10% must be added to the price of above tickets
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SANDERS THEATRE . . CAMBRIDGE

CLOSING CONCERT OF THE SEASON

Thursday Evening, April 22, 1 920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

SOLOIST

PIANIST

When E. Robert Schmitz played with the Boston Symphony Orchestra in

S3Tnphony Hall last February 13 and 14, the newspapers commented as follows:

Boston Herald: "Mr. Schmitz displayed a singularly beautiful and liquid touch,

a strength that is in contrast with his delicate, sensitive appearance, compelhng
brilliance, and exquisite phrasing."

Boston Transcript: "His light, bright touch suited the music; he had been sensi-

tive to its caprice of rhythm, modulation, mood, and course."

Boston Post: "Mr. Schmitz proved himself a super-pianist in mastering any and
all difficulties, in showing his complete orchestral understanding of the music, in

expressing himself on the piano with a virtuosity as unbridled and yet under con-

trol as certain as the virtuosity of the composer."

Boston Globe: "Mr. Schmitz plays with remarkable technical skill and with feeling

for the spirit of the music. He will be heard again with pleasure."

Christian Science Monitor: "His tone is of great beauty, and his playing indicated

the true artist."

Tickets at Kent's University Bookstore, Harvard Square, Cambridge
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o R D IV H
THURSDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 22, at 3.15 o'clock

In a Recital of Music for the Pianoforte
THE PROGRAM

I. Aria and Variations ("Goldberg Variations") Bach
Variations I, IV, V, VII, XVII, XVIII, XIX. XXIX, XXX

SiciLiBNNE (From Second Sonata for Piano and Flute) . . . Bach
Arranged by R. Henseler

Minuet • -.^ Bach (MacDowell)
Largo (From Fifth Sonata for Violin and Piano) .... Bach

Arranged by William H. Ilumiston
March Bach (MacDowell)

II. Polonaise in C-sharp minor, Op. 26, No. 1 Chopin

Finale
^^^"

} (From Carnival Pranks from Vienna, Op. 26) . Schumann
III. Arietta, Op. 12, No. I 1

KoBOLD (Puck), Op. 71, No. ml- Grieg
At the Cradle, Op. 68, No. V J

The Joy op Autumn, Op. 62, No. X
)Clair de Lune, Op. 37, No. I f MacDowell

Witch, Op. 38, No. IV (
iuacuoweu

The Brook, Op. 32, No. II ; .

Perpetual Motion Alkan (MacDowell)
Mason & Hamlin Piano

SATURDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 24, at 3 o'clock

Second Concert by THE MEW YORK TRIO
Clarence Adler, Piano Scipione Guidi, Violin Cornelius Van VIiet;"'Cello

PROGRAM
1. Trio, D major. Opus 70, No. 1 Beethoven

Allegro vivace e con brio
Largo assai ed espressivo
Presto

2. Trio, A minor, Opus 50 . Tschaikowsky
"To the Memory of a Great Artist"

I. Pezzo elegiaco (moderato assai) :

A. Tema con variazioni

:

Var. 7. Allegro moderato.
Var. 1. Andante con moto " 8. Fuga (allegro mod-

" 2. Pivi mosso erato)
" 3. Allegro moderato " Q. Andante flebile ma
" 4. Li' istesso tempo (al- non tanto

legro moderato) " 10. Tempo di mazurka
" 5. L' istesso tempo " 11. Moderato
" 6. Tempo di valse ^ B. Variazone finale e coda

STEINWAT PIANO USED
Tickets for the above ' concerts : $1.50, $1.00 & 50c (plus 10% tax)

On Sale at : 492 Boylston St., Mason & Hamlin Bldg. 'Phone B.B. 3870.
Wendell H. Luce, Manager.

OPENING

NIGHT

MONDAY
EVE.

MAY 3

AT 8.00

YMPHONY HA

POPS
ORCHESTRA OF
SYMPHONY
PLAYERS

AGIDE JACCHIA. Conductor

Ticket sale opens Monday, April 26, $1, 75 cents,

50 cents. Admission, 25 cents. No tax.
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SYMPHONY HALL
SUNDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 18. AT 3.30

Thirty-fourth Concert for the

Benefit of the Orchestra's

BY THE

)ii Swmp^
PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

ASSISTED BY

DR. ARCHIBALD T. DAVISON, Director

PROGRAMME

SAINT-SAENS 'Organ" Symphony in C minor, No. 3, Op 78

I. Adagio. Allegro moderato; Poco adagio.
II. Allegro moderato; Presto; maestoso; allegro.

Organist: Mr. Albert Snow

(PALESTRINA ...... Adoramus Te
A CAPPELLA ]L0TTI Crucifixus

fLEISRING O Filii et Filiae

GLUCK Minuet from the Opera "Orpheus"

Flute Solo: Georges Laurent

CHORUS and \
RUBINSTEIN Two Pictures from "The Tower of Babel"

nTjnTnrQTR 4 »
Choruses of Ham and Japhetuni^iii^oxKA

^ NETHERLAND FOLK SONG . Prayer of Thanksgiving

RIMSKY-KORSAICOFF . . . Caprice on Spanish Themes, Op. 34
Alborada—Variations—Alborada—Scene and

Gypsy Song—Fandango of the Asturias.

Tickets, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00 (no tax). Now on sale at

S3mnphony Hall Box Office
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

VOICE
Studio, 615 Huntington Chambers, Boston

Art nf g'tngtng

VOICE PLACING
AND TECHNIQUE A SPECIALTY

iARGARET A, AGNEW
VOCAL COACH AND ACCOMPANIST

146 Massachusetts Ave., Tel. Back Bay 3040

iss MARY INGRilUAM
PIANIST and TEACHER

Lang Studios

6 NEWBURY STREET

Telephone. Back Bay 5958-J

PIANIST and TEACHER

282 DARTMOUTH STREET

Mason & Hamlin Piano Used

BASSO
Voice Specialist and Coach

STUDIO: 246 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

"MESSIAH" WITH THE HANDEL AND
HAYDN SOCIETY, DEC. 21. 1919

"Mr. Flint was called on at 10.30 Sunday
morning and sang without rehearsal. There
was, however, nothing in his performance
which betrayed that fact. He gave intelligent

and adequate interpretation of his arias."

—

Boston Globe, December 22, 1919.

Lessons in

Pianoforte, Harmony, Counter-

point and Composition

STUDIO AT 12 NEWBURY STREET
Mondays and Thursdays

For particulars address

CONCERT-VIOLINIST
,,^

Available for Concerts. ;

*

46 MALCOLM STREET. BEACON HILL
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

spin Esnile Dandeliin
Former pupil ol the famous Paris Conservatory

VIOLIN LESSONS

AND ASSISTANTS

LESSONS IN SINGING
A Normal Course for Teachers

STUDIOS, STEINERT HALL. BOSTON

£t. W. THELEM instructor
SPECIALIST ON VOICE DEFECTS

Assisted by Mr. W. D. STRONG
Well known Pianist and Concert-Accompanist

Studios: 96 Huntington Avenue, BOSTON, Mass.

Voices developed from first rudiment of tone

production to artistic finish.

Lectures on physical and natural laws and
general health.

Perfect diction of foreign languages.

Appointment by mail.

EMIL

COACHING IN

OPERA AND ORATORIO
189 Huntington Avenue - - Boston

Telephone. 722 Back Bay

MARIE
VIOLIN SOLOIST AND TEACHER

609 Pierce Bldg., Boston, Mondays and Thursdays

Address, 162 Riverway, Boston

Telephone, 1470 Brookline

•CELLO SOLOIST
INSTRUCTION

STUDIO, 218 TREMONT STREET
Telephone. Beach 903-W

^ TWELFTH SEASON

AMERICAM STiRING QUARTETTE
GERTRUDE MARSHALL. Violin ADELINE PACKARD. Viola

RUTH STICKNEY. Violin HAZEL L'AFRICAIN. 'Cello

71 CARLTON STREET. BROOKLINE
Management A. H HANDLEY. 160 Boylston Street. BOSTON Tel. Brookline 3268-J

Tel Beach 4197

ENRICO FABEIZIO
MEMBER OF

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

TEACHER OF 'CELLO
15 VANCOUVER STREET. BOSTON. MASS.

SOLO ENSEMBLE PLAYING
Tel.. Rox. 5063-R

IMOIGB €lILlrUR.&l
American and European Diplomas, Author of Books and Pen Works on Singing

Studio: Suite 202 Huntington Chambers, 30 Huntington Avenue. Boston. Phone, Back Bay 3932
DOINGS OF GRANTS ARTIST PUPILS BY A. E. DATELY

Bronze Melba has a large list of recitals for Jhis season. Several winter concerts are planned for Wm. Flynn
tenor, whose fine voice a bright future is predicted. Helen Laird, soprano, whose singing at Boston College last
February was such an artistic delight, will give her next Boston recital early in the winter at Steinert Hall.
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
The Vocal Studios of

And his Assistants

VINCENT V. HUBBARD and

Mrs. CAROLINE HOOKER

Teacher of Singing in all its branches

and of Dramatic Action as

applied to Singing

ARTHUR J. HUBBARD
246 Huntington Avenue

PIANOFORTE

Material of value in teaching

Practical Finger Exercises Op. 17

Intermediate and Advanced

Technique Op. 31

Studio, 311 Pierce Building, Boston

Also STUDIO at NEEDHAM
180 Nehoiden Street

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

TEACHER OF PIANO
Appointment by telephone

Cambridge 5935-W

"Mr. John Hall Sherwood has studied

with me in Paris/and is a gifted musician

and successful teacher of large experience

whose work I can endorse and recom-

mend." (Signed) HAROLD BAUER.

BEL CANTO
Studio - - 1425 Broadway, NEW YORK

SINGERS — Suzanne Baker Watsoa, Cora Cross,

Nellie Hart, Willette Kershaw, Gertrude Hutcheson,
Ivy Scott,- Marion Stanley, Estelle Ward, Mabel
Wilbur, Flora Zabelle, Edward Foley, George Gilbert,

John Hendricks, Andrew Mack, Dr. Eugeae Waltoa
Marshall, Fiske O'Hara, Umberto Sacchetti, Ellii

Rhodes, Albert Walleritedt, and many other iingert

now before the public ia operatic and church work.

PIANIST INSTRUCTION
The principles of Leschetizky presented in a definite and comprehensive manner

STUDIO. HOTEL HEMENWAY, BOSTON
Telephone. Back Bay 3180

STEINERT HALL, Room 26. Tuesdays and Fridays

F. MOR5E
BARITONE SOLOIST AND TEACHER OF SINGING

417 PIERCE BUILDING, BOSTON
SATURDAYS IN NEW YORK, 50 WEST SIXTY-SEVENTH STREET

July 19 to August 27, Teaching at Spirit Lake, Iowa

VOICE BUILDING
SONG INTERPRETATION, CONCERT
RECITAL AND REPERTOIRE WORK

SteinertHall - BOSTON
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Miss HELEN GOODRICH
TEACHER OF SINGING

HOTEL HEMENWAY
Tuesdays and Fridays at Lasell Seminary

CONTRALTO SOLOIST
Teacher of Singing

Class and Private Lessons

Hotel Cluny. 543 Boylston Street - Boston

Miss PRISCILLA
TEACHER OF SINGING

602 PIERCE BUILDING
COPLEY SQUARE . . BOSTON

TEACHER OF SINGING
250 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

Opposite Symphony Hall

JOHN LANE
TEACHER OF SINGING

STEINERT HALL

162 BOYLSTON STREET . BOSTON

SOPRANO SOLOIST
Teacher of Singing

4 Haviland Street ----- Boston
B. B. 1047

In Worcester, Tuesdays and Wednesdays. 317 Day BIdg

:arold vi:
PIANO INSTRUCTION

Leschetizky Principles

STUDIO: ROOM 18 STEINERT HALL
For Appointments Tel. Roxbury 4911-R

TEACHER OF SINGING

ACCOMPANIST - COACH
STUDIO

246 HUNTINGTON AVE. BOSTON

PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
Formerly pupil Royal Conservatory of Brussels, Bel-
gium (1897-1901). Also Organist and Accompanist

mUNTINGTON CHAMBERS, BOSTON

RIS S. SHAW
PIANO, ORGAN, HARMONY and

INTERPRETATION
(SPECIAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS)

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Telephone. Back Bay 4654-M

Bertha Coshieg Child
CONTRALTO

TEACHER OF SINGING

LANG STUDIOS. 6 NEWBURY STREET

Madame Alexasider-Marius
(officier de I'lnstruction publique)

Vocal Instruction, Breathing, Tone Production.
Phonetics, French Diction, Interpretation of

French Songs

FENSMERE, 206 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.

1919-1920

le Fogler Scl

543 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON
Telephone 55888 B. B.

Private and Class instruction. Lectures. Special
courses in pronunciation and diction.

Baritone Soloist and Teacher of Singing

CONCERT—RECITAL—ORATORIO
Providence. R.I.

300 Lauderdale Building, 144 Westminster Street

Boston, Mass. Hotel Hamanway
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

Louise LathropMf
PIANIST

AND TEACHER
6 NEWBURY STREET - -

Telephone B. B. 51694

BOSTON

^V

543 Boylston Street . . . Boston. Mass.

Teacher of Singing and Manager of

THE COPLEY CLUB SINGERS
Artistic Attractive Successful

Programs for All Occasions

Definite Instruction Immediate Results

Send for Illustrated Booklet Tel.. Back Bay 994-M

Miss M. IlLM A. lUtLMAi^i^
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON ST., FENWAY BLDG.. BOSTON

In New Bedford, Saturdays, 56 Walnut Street

EDIT

STUDIO

SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

- 609 PIERCE BUILDING
Telephone, Back Bay 5145-R

PIANIST and TEACHER

CARNEGIE HALL NEW YORK

Anne Wasgatt w
Torrens Method

TEACHER OF SINGING

17 STEINERT HALL •'"•''""jJS"'6T4-w

PIANO. HARMONY and COACHING

528 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS

Mondays and Fridays. Other days by

Appointment

TEACHER OF SINGING

MUSICAL LECTURES

Author of "Young Singers. What They Should Know'

10 NEWBURY STREET

RENEWED MUSIC— Your old or torn music made

new. Flexible binding. All hand work. Reasonable

prices. References.

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Mass.

Room 207 Tel. Back Bay 456

ALICE BATES RICE
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER of SINGING

Lang Studios ... - 6 Newbury Street

Formerly Concert Master

NEW YORK SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Will receive pupils in Violin and Ensemble

Playing. Address 1 20 TREMONT STREET

PIANIST AND TEACHER
405 PIERCE BLDG.. COPLEY SQUARE

Telephone. Back Bay 3956-W.

Herbert Wellington Smith

BARITONE SOLOIST
Formerly Song Leader U. S. N.

now available for

Concert Oratorio Recital

STUDIO: 1089 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

Teacher of Pianoforte and Musical Theory

Half hour talks illustrated on the Piano — musical

forms and stories of the operas.

Studio: Thk Winsor School Fob Girls

Tuesday and Friday Afternoons

Tel. Brookline2313M

AMERICAN PIANIST
RECITALS. MUSICALES. CONCERTS

Authorized representative of the most modern ^ideas in

piano playing. Primary.Advanced and Teachers Courses

Studio, 6 NEWBURY ST.. Tel. B. B. 3529.R ) D-,t-„
Re, HOTEL HEMENWAY. Tel. B. B. 3180 J

'*°»""'

D^Avesne French School

PROF. A. D'AVESNE. B. SC. PARIS
OFFICIER DACADEMIE

French Classes, Private Lessons. Lectures &
Causeries. Children's Classes.

_
Special

Commercial Course. Translations.

755 BOYLSTON ST.. NEAR COPLEY SQUARI
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THE OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES

OF THE

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
INCORPORATED

FREDERICK P. CABOT

GALEN L. STONE

ERNEST B. DANE

President

Vice-President

Treasurer

^1

ALFRED L. AIKEN

FREDERICK P. CABOT

ERNEST B. DANE
M. A. DE WOLFE HOWE
JOHR ELLERTON LODGE
FREDERICK E. LOWELL
ARTHUR LYMAN
HENRY B. SAWYER
GALEN L. STONE

BENTLEY W. WARREN



The

S T RA D 1 VA R I U S

of Pianos

THE

PIANO

HAS set a NEW
standard of tone

and value and has

long commanded the

highest price of any

piano in the world.

MASON h HAMLIN CO.

Warerooms, 492-494 Boj'lston Street

Boston
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Established 1833

WEBSTER
AND

ATLAS
NATIONAL BANK

OF BOSTON

WASHINGTON AND COURT STREETS

AMORY ELIOT President

RAYMOND B. COX, Vice-President S2?SS'^J^%,ISKj! ^^^- 9?^?"^
Tn<swpw T TTrtcnnj u-r. T> -A ^ A f- I.-

FRANK B. BUTTS, Asst. CashierJOSEPH L. FOSTER, Vice-President and Cashier ARTHUR W. LANE, Asst. Cashier
EDWARD M. HOWLAND, Vice-President "

Capital $1,000,000

HAROLD A. YEAMES, Asst. Cashier

Surplus and Profits $1,600,000

Deposits $11,000,000

The well-established position of this bank in the community,
the character of its Board of Directors, and its reputation as a
solid, conservative institution recommend it as a particularly

desirable depository for

ACCOUNTS
of

TRUSTEES, EXECUTORS and INDIVIDUALS

For commercial accounts it is known as

A STRONG BANK OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE

DIRECTORS

CHARLES B. BARNES
JOSEPH S. BIGELOW
FESSENDEN S. BLANCHARD
THEODORE G. BREMER
WILLIAM R. CORDINGLEY
RAYMOND B. COX
AMORY ELIOT
ROGER ERNST
JOHN W. FARWELL

GRANVILLE E. FOSS
ROBERT H. GARDINER
EDWARD W. GREW
OLIVER HALL
WALTER HUNNEWELL
HOMER B. RICHARDSON
DUDLEY P. ROGERS
THOMAS W. THACHER
WALTER TUFTS
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SYMPHONY HALL, BOSTON
HUNTINGTON AND MASSACHUSETTS AVENUES

Telephones \ Ticket Office ) p id i^qo
Branch Exchange } Administration Offices )

^'^^'^ ""^ ^^^^

bstoimSymphonyOrcfeestr I

INCORPORATED

THIRTY-NINTH SEASON, 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

roEiraiiiiiirime @i

itV-tfelTfll

tereooim and Ey^
6^1

WITH HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE
NOTES BY PHILIP HALE

FRIDAY AFTERNOON. APRIL 23

AT 2.30 O'CLOCK

SATURDAY EVENING, APRIL 24

AT 8.00 O'CLOCK

COPYRIGHT, 1920, BY BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, INCORPORATED

W. H. BRENNAN. Manager G. E. JUDD, Assistant Manager
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imwA
A name that is spoken with the full pride of

ownership—that carries with it the deep satis-

faction of possessing the uhimate expression of

man's handiwork in Musical Art.

A name that is cherished as a Family Tradition

—

that keeps afresh for the next generation the

associations and fond remembrances which cluster

around'the home piano.

Supreme achievement of patience, skill and ex-

perience, founded on inborn Ideals of Artistry.

S 1^ E I nWA Y
Catalogue and prices on application

Sold on convenient payments

Old pianos tal^en in exchange

Inspection invited

107-109 East 1 4th Street New York

Subway Express Stations at the Door

REPRESENTED BY THE FOREMOST DEALERS EVERYWHERE
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35TH 5E/IS0M SmrHONT HALL

n/IKE E^RLT RESERV/ITION5 FOR THE

OFENINQ NIQHT, flOND/IT, H/IT 3
OF THE F/inOU5

0F5
0RCHE5TR4 OF

srnrHONY fl/iyers

CONDUCTOR

TicKct 52vle Opens T^onday, April 26
S^2vt5 at Re^erv^d Tables $ 1 and
75c., 1st Balcony 75c. and 50c.,

Adrnission 25c. /So Tax

Box Office, 5yrnphony Hall, Boston

W. n. BRENN/IN
n^N/lQER

Q. E. JUDb
flSST. n/JN/lQER
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SAVING MUSICIANS FROM OBLIVION
An editorialfrom the Sun and N. Y. Herald, February 6th, 1920.

' 'As a result of certain of the almost uncanny inventions

on special display in New York this week, the musical

lives of thousands of artists will be indefinitely prolonged.

Records of the products of their genius, at first crude and

consequently resulting in mere approximations, have

been brought to a high state of perfection. Through

them, future ages, in discussing the gift or talent of the

pianists of today will have real evidence to go upon, in-

stead of the vague tradition which is all that is available

in the case of artists of the past.
' 'But not only are the inventors and the music merchants

conferring immortality in a true sense on the stars of the

concert platform; they are extending the size of the aud-

ience until it reaches from China to Peru. From one

person who used to be familiar with notable performan-

ces from sense of actual contact, there are hundreds of

thousands at present who are able to gain experience in

an indirect way.

"A notable example of what can be done already was
given the other day when five distinguished musicians

played before a hall full of persons who afterward heard

the programme reproduced artificially. It is astonishing

to reaHze that a machine should record, as on a highly

sensitive plate, not merely the general characteristics

but the color, the elusive manner, the most secret and
puzzling qualities of the original."

THE instrument referred to is the Ampico Reproducing
Piano, which reproduced the playing of Godowsky,

Levitzki, Moiseiwitsch, Ornstein and Rubinstein immed-

iately after those artists had finished playing a variety

of pieces, in a public concert at Carnegie Hall, New York.

Its function is the dissemination and perpetuation of the

playing of the world's greatest pianists, whose art is re-

produced with absolute fidelity. It is possible to hear

the Ampico in the Chickering Piano at the Ampico Stu-

dios, Chickering Retail Warebooms, 169 Tremont St-
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THIRTY-NINTH SEASON, NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETEEN AND TWENTY

FRIDAY AFTERNOON. APRIL 23, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, APRIL 24. at 8 o'clock

Schubert Symphony in C major, No. 7

I. Andante; Allegro ma non troppo.

II. Andante con moto.

III. Scherzo: Allegro vivace. Trio.

IV. Finale: Allegro vivace.

Moussorgsky "Une Nuit sur le Mont Chauve" ("A Night on

Bald Mountain") Orchestral Fantasy

(First time" at these concerts)

Rabaud

Svendsen

"La Procession Nocturne," Symphonic Poem
(after Lenau)

"Carnival in Paris," Episode for Orchestra, Op. 9

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony

The ladies oj the audience are earnestly requested not to put on hats before
the end oj a number.

Jlie doors oJ the hall will be closed during the perjormance of each number
on the programme. Those who wish to leave before the end of the concert
are requested to do so in an interval between the numbers.

City of Boston, Revised Regulation of August 5, 1 898,— Chapter 3, relating to the covering of

the head in places of public amusement

t

Every liceniee shall not, in his place of amusement, allow any person to wear upon the head a covering which obstructs

the view of the exhibition or performance in such place of any person seated in any seat therein provided for spectators,

it being understood that a low head covering without projection, which does not obstruct such view, may be worn.
Attest: J. M. CALVIN, City aerk
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IN 1920
Raymond & Whitcomb Company invites you to make use

of its services and facilities in connection with your proposed
visit to France and the Battlefields this summer.

For the first summer since 1914 Europe is again open for

travel. Food is now plentiful in Western Europe; the hotels

and railroads have restored their former service and offer

the pre-war comforts. It is still essential, however, that in-

tending travelers make their plans and reservations well in

advance, and after careful consultation with persons who
are familiar with the new conditions.

We have had 41 years' experience in providing for Ameri-
can travelers in all parts of the world and we enjoy friendly

and intimate relations with the leading steamship, railway,

and hotel companies. We maintain an office in Paris in

charge of an experienced travel manager. Our information
is up-to-the-minute in every respect. Whether you wish
a conducted tour or prefer to travel independently our ser-

vices are at your disposal.

We offer personally conducted tours of from six weeks to

four months duration. Wide choice of routes, including

France and the Battlefields, England, Holland, Belgium,
Switzerland, Italy, Spain, Algeria, Tunisia and Sicily. Small
parties and frequent departures throughout the Spring and
Summer. All arrangements are on the highest travel plane.

il^,... PNDEPENDENT _
EUROPEAN TRAVEL

We are prepared to give you full information regarding
any details of a proposed journey — to assist you in planning
your route to the best advantage — to make hotel and steam-
ship reservations for you.

California—National Parks—Pacific Northwest—Alaska
— South America — Japan-China—Round the World

Send for booklet desired.

7 TEMPLE PLACE. BOSTON 11

a •Ikll =WHITCOMB
TdURSPfCRUrSES

The Best
inTraveL



Symphony in C major^ No. 7 Franz Schubert

(Born at Lichtenthal, Vienna, January 31, 1797; died at Vienna,
November 19, 1828.)

The manuscript of this symphony, numbered 7 in the Breitkopf &

Hartel list and sometimes known as No. 10, bears the date March,

1828. In 1828 he composed besides this symphony the songs "Die

Sterne" and "Der Winterabend" ; the oratorio "Miriams Siegesge-

sang," the song "Auf dem Strom"; the "Schwanengesang" cycle;

the string quintet Op. 163, and the mass in E-flat. On November 14,

he took to his bed.

It is said that Schubert gave the work to the Musikverein of

Vienna for performance; that the parts were distributed; that it

was even tried in rehearsal; that its length and diflSculty were

against it, and it was withdrawn on Schubert's own advice in favor

of his earlier Symphony in C, No. 6 (written in 1817). All this has

been doubted; but the symphony is entered in the catalogue of the

society under the year 1828, and the statements just quoted have

been fully substantiated. Schubert said, when he gave the work

to the Musikverein, that he was through with songs, and should

henceforth confine himself to opera and symphony.

It has been said that the first performance of the symphony was

at Leipsic in 1839. This statement is not true. Schubert himself

Works for Pilgrim Tercentenary Celebrations
( A. D. 1620-1920)



never heard the work; but it was performed at a concert of the

Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde, Vienna, December 14, 1828, and

repeated March 12, 1829. It was then forgotten, until Schumann
visited Vienna in 1838, and looked over the mass of manuscripts

then in the possession of Schubert's brother Ferdinand. Schumann
sent a transcript of the symphony to Mendelssohn for the Gewand-

haus- concerts, Leipsic. It was produced at the concert of March

21, 1839, under Mendelssohn's direction, and repeated three times

during the following season,—December 12, 1839, March 12 and

April 3, 1840. Mendelssohn made some cuts in the work for these

performances. The score and parts were published in January,

1850.*

The first performance in Boston was.at a concert, October 6, 1852,

when the small orchestra was led by Mr. Suck. We are told that on

this occasion the first violins were increased to four, two extra

violoncellos took the place of the bassoons, and a second oboe was
added. The Germania Orchestra played the symphony in 1853 and

1854, and the first performance at a Philharmonic concert was on

March 14, 1857.
* Hanslick says in "Geschichte des Concertwesens in Wien" (Vienna, 1869) that

the sixth, not the ninth, symphony was performed at the concert in Vienna, December
14, 1828 ; that the ninth was first heard in Vienna in 1839, when only the first and
second movements were played, and separated by an aria of Donizetti ; that the first
complete performance at Vienna was in 1850. Grove makes the same statement. But
see Richard Heuberger's "Franz Schubert" (Berlin, 1902), p. 87;
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The first performance^ in New York was on January 11, 1851, by

the Philharmonic Society, led by Mr. Eisfeld.

The manuscript is full of alterations. As a rule Schubert made

few changes or corrections in his score. In this symphony, alter-

ations are found at the very beginning. The subject of the intro.|

duction and that of the Allegro were materially changed; th|

tempo of the opening movement was altered from Allegro vivace t4|

Allegro ma non troppo. Only the Finale seems to have satisfied

him as originally conceived, and this Finale is written as though

at headlong speed.

The symphony is scored for two flutes, two oboes, two clarinet^,

two bassoons, two horns, two trumpets, three trombones, kett%

drums, strings. There is a story that Schubert was afraid he hafl

made too free use of trombones, and asked the advice of Fraii?j

Lachner. ^ .. ^j csi

The second theme of the first movement has a decidedly bla

Hungarian character, and this character colors other portions of thfel

symphony both in melody and general mood.
'

The rhythm of the scherzo theme had been used by Schubert aa

early as 1814 in his quartet in B-flat. It may also be remarked thaU

the scherzo is not based on the old menuet form, and that there isi

Interior decorators and makers

of Fine Furniture for 85 years

PAINE FURNITURE COMPANY OF BOSTON
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Woman is no longer described as ** well-dressed*

—she is "smartly costumed*

This means all of the first and

more— oh, much more !

Costuming declares polish, tone,

finish— and all these are secured by

the woman who recognizes that The

Slattery Shop specializes in woman's

wear.

This shop is truly a "finishing

f
school** in proper costuming for

women of all ages, employment, and

station in life. It is a shop of adap-

tability, adaptations, and creations;

teaching, by example, Costuming as

it should be.

EI Slattery Company
TREMONT STREET OPPOSITE BOSTON COMMON BOSTON
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more thematic development than was customary in such movements

at that period.

There is a curious tradition—a foolish invention is perhaps th^

better phrase—that the Finale illustrates the story of Phaeton and

his justly celebrated experience as driver of Apollo's chariot. Others

find in the Finale a reminiscence of the terrible approach of the

Statue towards the supper-table of Don Giovanni.

I. The first movement opens with a long introduction, Andante

C major, 2-2. The theme is announced immediately by two hori

in unison and unaccompanied. It is developed extensively by vari-

ous orchestral combinations. Horn-calls are heard in the course of

the development, which, in the rhythm of the dotted quarter and

eight,-t-afterwards contracted to the dotted eighth and sixteenth,

—

hint, rhythmically at least, at the first theme of the main body of the

movement. A crescendo leads to a climax and the change of tempo.

Allegro, ma non troppo, C major, 2-2. The first theme is immedi-

ately exposed,—''a persistent alteration of a strongly rhythmic

phrase" (strings, trumpets, kettledrums), with repeated triplets in

wood-wind against triplet arpeggios in bassoons and horns. The

theme is not at once developed; it is followed by a long subsidiary

G. SCHIRMER, INC.

Publishers of

Symphonic Music

THREE EAST FORTY-THIRD STREET
NEW YORK

VIOLIN MAKERS
AND REPAIRERS
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theme, which, after modulations to related keys, closes in the tonic.

Two measures modulate to the second theme, E minor, a melody in

thirds and sixths in the wood-wind against arpeggios in the strings.

The development of this theme is extraordinarily long and elaborate.

A figure from the theme of the introductory Andante appears in

the trombones as a counter-theme. The free fantasia is also

unusually long. The third section is a regular reproduction of the

first. The second theme enters in C minor. There is a long coda, Pii

moto, which is taken in part from the composer's earlier overture

in the Italian style in D major. The coda closes with reference to

the theme of the Andante introduction.

II, Andante con moto, A minor, 2-4. The form approximates

both that of the sonata and of the rondo. A few introductory

measures (strings) lead to the march-like first theme, played by the

oboe and repeated by oboe and clarinet. There are subsidiary themes

(A major and A minor), or these motives may be described as the

second and third members of the first theme. The whole is repeated

with more elaborate harmonization and instrumentation. A third

repetition is begun, but there is a modulation to F major for the

entrance of the second theme, which Is developed at length. Soft

chords in the strings are answered by horn tones, and there is a

iFd

'Present

New Models

and Sketches

RIDING HABITS

STREET COSTUMES

SPORT ATTIRE

BRITISH CLOTHS

256 BOYLSTON ST.

BOSTON
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repetition of all that preceded the second theme, but with still

greater contrapuntal elaboration. An episodic phrase for violon-

cellos, answered by the oboe, leads to an embroidered return of the

second theme, now in A major, which leads to a long coda built on

the first theme in A minor.

III. Scherzo : Allegro vivace, C major, 3-4. Mr. Edmondstoune

Duncan writes, in his "Schubert," of this movement: "Schubert

handles Beethoven's weapons with all apparent skill and ease. The

form alone is eloquent of Beethoven, the inner spirit is wholly

Franz's. Gayety and sadness are most curiously blended through-

out this movement. Which predominates, it is hard to say. The

opening is certainly intended humorously ; but the trio, expressively

played, might easily draw tears." The chief theme is treated

contrapuutally throughout. The trio in A major is developed to

a great extent.

IV. The Finale, Allegro vivace, C major, 2-4, is in the sonata

form applied as a rule to first movements.' It opens with a brilliant

first theme, which has been characterized as a sort of ideal quick-

step. A subsidiary theme of melodious passage-work follows, and

is developed to a climax, and the return for a moment of the first

theme leads to a second and energetic subsidiary theme. The "initial

spring" and the triplet of the first motive are almost constantly

present in the development of the three motives. The second theme,

420 BOVLSTON STREET
We make a specialty of trousseaux

SOUTHERN WEAR
We are showing for Southern wear cus-

tom frocks of voile, chambray, batiste,

dotted Swiss, and organdie. These are
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G major, is a march-like melody in thirds in the wood-wind against

"a galloping rhythm" in violins and violas—which is taken from the

triplet of the first theme—and a pizzicato bass. The development
is very long, and the free fantasia is extended. The third part of the

movement begins in E-flat major, but with this exception the

repetition of the first part is almost exact. The stirring coda is

based chiefly on the second theme. Mr. Apthorp says in his notes

on this symphony: "An enormous effect is produced by often-

recurring repetitions of the first four notes of this theme by all the

strings, horns, and trumpets in octaves. These frequent groups of

four C's given out fortissimo remind one forcibly of the heavy steps

of the Statue in the second finale of Mozart's 'Don Giovanni.' "

Mr. Duncan says of the Finale : "Almost startling is the opening
theme—as if a loud cry had been uttered. The rhythm, too, which
follows immediately afterwards is disquieting, and prepares the
mind for a troubled mood. Long-drawn emotional passages succeed
each other, generally delivered by the expressive wind instruments
and always accompanied by the hurrying triplets of the strings.

The dramatic feeling intensifies at times to a pitch of high tragedy.
Indeed, the music might be a veritable ride to the abyss; but, no!
the human will is the controlling power, and no tricks of Mephis-
topheles will here pass muster." And again : "This wonderful theme
[the second], which seems almost to throb like a great heart In its

singular rhythm, and surrounded as it is by a strenuous and never-
ceasing undercurrenfof nervous energy, dominates the greater part
of the movement. And, even when the melody of the theme is no

SOLOV-HlNDS Co.
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longer present, the rhythm is there. . . . The colossal proportions
of the finale are well seen from the comparison of its sections ; thus,

the first part to the double bar occupies 386 bars; the fantasia takes

another 217, and the recapitulation covers 556 more. This makes
a grand total of 1,159 bars for the last movement only."

»
»

Schubert was a clumsy man, short, round-shouldered, tallow-

faced, with a great shock of black hair, with penetrating though
spectacled eyes, strong-jawed, stubby-fingered. He shuffled in his

walk, and he expressed himself in speech with difficulty. He de-

scribed himself as unhappy, miserable; but his practical jokes de-

lighted tavern companions, and he was proud of his performance
of "The Erlking" on a comb. He kept a diary and jotted down plati-

tudes. He had little taste for literature, painting, sculpture, travels

;

he was not interested in politics or in questions of sociology. He
went with his own kind. Unlike Beethoven, he could not impose
on the aristocracy of Vienna. He loved the freedom of the tavern,

the dance in the open air or late at night, when he would play pretty
tunes for the dancers, "Mr. George Frideric Handel," to quote
Mr. Eunciman, "is by far the most superb personage one meets in

the history of music. He alone of all the musicians lived his life

straight through in the grand manner. Gluck was a distinguished
person at the court of Marie Antoinette; Sarti pleased the mighty

<LAve atque Vale

^ Our appreciations are due to all friends made through these

pages during the past season.

^ New catalogues are in course of preparation and wiU be sent to

any address, prepaid. Continued announcements will appear
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Catherine of Kussia; Rossini, the son of a strolling horn-player,

was at ease with royalty and worshipped by women. There is little

in the plain life of Schubert to fire the zeal of the anecdotical or

romantic biographer. No Grimm, no Diderot, relished his conversa-

tion. There is no gossip of noble and perfumed dames looking on

him favorably. There is a legend that he was passionately in love

with Caroline of the House of Esterhazy ; but this passion followed a

spell of interest in a pretty housemaid. He sang love in immortal
strains; but women were not drawn towards him as they were
towards Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven—the list is a long one. He was
not a spectacularly heroic figure. His morbidness has not the in-

viting charm of Schumann's torturing introspection. We sym-

pathize more deeply with the sufferings of Mozart, and yet the last

years of Schubert were perhaps as cruel. Dittersdorf is close to

us by his autobiography. Smug Blangini amuses by his vanity and
by his indiscreet defence of Pauline Bonaparte, his pupil. No one

can imagine Schubert speculating in books after the fashion of

Wagner, Gounod, Saint-Saens. It would have been easier for him
to write a dozen symphonies than a feuilleton in the manner of

Hector Berlioz. Schubert was a simple, kindly, loving, honest man,
whose trade, whose life, was music.

Schubert thought in song even when he wrote for the pianoforte,

string quartet, or orchestra. The songs which he wrote in too great

number were composed under all sorts of conditions, almost always
hurriedly, in the fields, in the tavern, in bed. There were German
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2nd There is no probability that they will be in better

supply in the near future.

3rd Today we have a fine collection.

4th If we sell all that we have of any particular kind,

there is no certainty when it can be replaced or at

what price.
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gone before you see this circular.
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prices.
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Brown & Sons table linens and found that in every
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some cases the prices were very much higher.
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songs before Schubert,—folk-songs, songs of the church, set songs

for home and concert ; but Schubert created a new lyric,—the emo-
tional song. Plod your weary way through the ballads of Zumsteeg,
the songs of J. A. Hiller, Reichardt, Zelter, and the others: how
cold, formal, precise, they are ! they are like unto the cameo brooches

that adorn the simpering women in old Tokens or Keepsakes; as

remote and out of fashion as the hair jewelry of the early sixties.

Take away "The Violet," and what interest is there in Mozart's

book of songs? There is Haydn's famous Canzonet; there is per-

haps Beethoven's "In questa tomba" with a few of the songs ad-

dressed to the Feme GelieMe; but Beethoven knew the voice best

as an orchestral instrument. The modern song was invented by
Franz Schubert.

In Schubert's songs the lyrical quality is seldom if ever lost, and
then only for an intensely dramatic effect; yet his most intense

effects are gained by the frankness of his lyricism. To the writers

that preceded Schubert the voice was the thing: the pianoforte

served merely to sustain it, to remind the singer of tonality. Many
who have followed Schubert have subordinated the voice; and it is

the fashion with some to regard the accompaniment as of greater
importance than the song ; they insist at least that the song should
be a musical piece, a mood-picture in which two instruments are

of equal importance. Schubert dignified and beautified the accom-
paniment, but he did not forget the fact that the voice is the most
sympathetic, moving, thrilling, spell-weaving of all instruments;
that the singer as well as the experienced and romantic play-actor
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can color tones. A song Dy Schubert is seldom a slavish following

of the text, as a ballet composer follows step by step the scenario

of pantomime. Elaboration of detail forbids any general irresistible

effect. When every little point is emphasized, there can be no one
overwhelming attack on the heart, and the mood of even the recep-

tive listener is disturbed, irritated, by these constant elbow-joggings.

The few chords that introduce and close "Am Meere" at once sug-

gest a mood; they speak of the sea at nightfall; yet how simple
the main accompaniment, how simple the structure of the song
itself ! In "Death and the Maiden," "On the Water," "The Trout,"

and in many others, the accompaniments are highly imaginative,

but, again, how simple they are ! They embellish the song as a taste-

ful frame enhances the effect of the glowing canvas. The costliest

of Schubert's songs are those in which the mood is at once suggested
by a few measures of the accompaniment ; then the voice encourages,
enlarges, the mood until the song comes, as it were, directly from the
hearer's heart, and the hearer says : "I am the man ; I suffered ; I

was there."

The striking characteristics of Schubert's songs, spontaneity,
haunting melody, a birthright mastery over modulation, a singular
good fortune in finding the one inevitable phrase for the prevailing
sentiment of the poem and in finding the fitting descriptive figure

for salient detail, are also found in the best of his instrumental
works.
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He recognized the genius of Kossini, who then ruled the musical

world, and he wrote a few pieces ''in the Italian style," but there

is little or no trace of the melodic Rossini in his own melody. He
spoke of Beethoven with a reverence that was akin to awe, but the

influence of Beethoven is not seen in Schubert's works. His voice,

his vocabulary, his forms of expression, his faults, and his surpass-

ing merits were individual to him. He persisted in his own fashion.

Like Musset, he drank out of his own glass.

There is the spontaneous simplicity, the simplicity praised by
Walt Whitman : "The art of art, the glory of expression is simplicity.

To speak with the perfect rectitude and insouciance of the move-

ments of animals and the unimpeachablenes^ of the sentiment of

trees in the woods and grass by the roadside is the flawless triumph
of art. The greatest poet swears to his art, I will not be meddle-

some, I will not have in my writing any elegance or effect or origi-

nality to hang in the way between me and the rest like curtains.

What I tell, I tell for precisely what it is. Let who may exalt or

startle or fascinate or soothe, I will have purposes as health or

heat or snow has, and be as regardless of observation. What I ex-

perience or portray shall go from my composition without a shred
of my composition. You shall stand by my side and look in the

mirror with me."
Then there is the ineffable melancholy that is the dominating

note. There is gayety such as was piped naively by William Blake
in his "Songs of Innocence"; there is the innocence that even Mozart



hardly reached in his frank gayety
;
yet in the gayety and innocence

is a melancholy,—despairing, as in certain songs of "Die Winter-
reise," when Schubert smelled the mold and knew the earth was
impatiently looking for him,—a melancholy that is not the titanic

despair of Beethoven, not the hopeless pessimism of the ultra-

modern German school: it is a melancholy of an autumnal sunset,

of the ironical depression due to a burgeoning noon in spring, of

the melancholy that comes between the lips of lovers.

The sunniest things throw sternest shade,
And there is even a liappiness

That makes the heart afraid !

There is no music in the life

That sounds with idiot laughter solely

;

There's not a string, attuned to mirth,
But has its chord in melancholy.

No one has treated in music the passion love more purely. Love
with the modern French composer is too often merely a disagreeable
phase of eroticism, or it is purely, or impurely, cerebral.* With
Wagner it is as a rule heroically sensuous if not sensual. Is there
one page of Schubert's music that is characterized first of all by
sensuousness ?

A few measures are played or sung; the music may be unknown
to the hearer, but he says to himself "Schubert," and not merely

* W. E. Henley, in his essay on Alexandre Dumas, the elder, alludes to "what in
France is called 'I'amour.' "
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because he recognizes restless changes from major to minor and
from minor to major, tremulous tonalities, surprising ease in modu-
lation, naive, direct melody. The sedulous ape may sweat in vain;
there is no thought of Schubert, whose mannerisms are his whole
individuality. This individuality defies analysis. It has been finely

said that music is 'Vhat awakens from you when you are reminded
by the instruments" : the hearer's thoughts are sweeter and purer,

his soul is cheered or soothed, he is taken away from this life that
is too daily—to use the phrase of Jules Laforgue—^when he is re-

minded by the music of Schubert.
Pompous eulogies have been paid this homely, human, inspired

man, who knew poverty and distress, who was ignored by the mob
while he lived his short life, who never heard some of his most
important works, whose works were scattered. "Schubert, turning
round, clutched at the wall with his jpoor, tired hands, and said

in a slow, earnest voice: 'Here, here is my end.' At three in the
afternoon of Wednesday, November 19, 1828, he breathed his last,

and his simple, earnest soul took its flight from the world. There
never has been one like him, and there will never be another."

When you read these simple words of Sir George Grove, something
chokes you; for the few words outweigh the purple phrases and
dexterously juggled sentences of the rhetorician.
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"Unb Nuit sur le MoNT-CHAtJVE" ("A Night on Bald Mountain")
;

Fantaisie for Orchestra: Posthumous Work completed and
orchestrated by n. kimsky-korsakopf.

Modest Petrovitch Moussorgsky

(Bom at Karevo, district of Toropets, in the government of Pskoff, on March
SfS, 1835 ; died at Petrograd on March 28, 1881.)

This symphonic poem was composed in 1867, but it was revised

afterwards several times. In 1867 Moussorgsky orchestrated his

Intermezzo written for the pianoforte in 1861 ; composed the songs

"The Magpie," "The Scamp," "The Classic," "The Garden near the

Don," "The Hebrew Song" with words by Meij (after "The Song of

Songs"), "The Mushrooms," "The Festival," "The He-Goat"; and

completed "The Defeat of Sennacherib" for mixed chorus and

orchestra, which was performed at Petrograd in February of thj^t

year. He also transcribed for musical reunions movements from

Beethoven's string quartets.

During the winter of 1871-72 the director of the opera at Petro-

grad planned that Moussorgsky, Borodin, Rimsky-Korsakofif, and

Cui should each write a portion of a grand fairy opera "Mlada."

Moussorgsky was to write the music for some folk-scenes, a march

for the procession of Slav princes, and a great fantastical scene,

"The Sacrifice to the Black Goat on Bald Mountain." This last

Announces the opening of the new
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scene gave him the opportunity of using, with some changes, the

symphonic poem of 1867, which later he again modified. The project

fell through for pecuniary reasons. Rimsky-Korsakoff's "Mlada"

was produced at Petrograd in 1892.

In 1877 Moussorgsky undertook to write an opera, "The Fair at

Sorotchinsi," based on a humorous tale of Gogol's. He purposed

to introduce into this opera "A Night on Bald Mountain," and he

revised it.

The symphonic poem was probably discussed by his associates

in council. M. Calvocoressi thinks it also probable that Mous-

sorgsky followed their suggestions. It is said, though M. Calvoco-

ressi does not mention the fact in his Life of Moussorgsky, that the

original version was for pianoforte and orchestra ; that the revision

intended for "Mlada" was for orchestra and chorus; that the work

was to serve as a scenic interlude in the unfinished opera "The Fair

at Sorotchinsi." It is agreed that Rimsky-Korsakoff, who was

Moussorgsky's musical executor, rescored the symphonic poem, "re-

taining whatever seemed to him important from a musical point of

TENOR
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sentiment and quality of tone, with the sureness and convic-
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view." He retained the argument made by the composer, and pub-

lished it in the score :

—

"Subterranean din of supernatural voice. Appearance of Spirits

of Darkness, followed by that of the god Tchernobog. Glorification

of Tchernobog.* Black mass. Witches' Sabbath. "At the height

of the Sabbath, there sounds far off the bell of the little church in

a village, which scatters the Spirits of Darkness. Daybreak."

The form is simple: a symphonic Allegro is joined to a short

Andante.

"Admitting," says M. Calvocoressi, "that the first version was

not noticeably inferior to the existing one, 'A Night on Bald

Mount' in 1867 was a significant creation: the Russian school had

only just begun the series of picturesque symphonic poems known to

us. Moussorgsky, by his highly original production, deserves to

* Tchernobog, the Black God, and Katschei, the Immortal, the Man Skeleton figure

in the third act (third scene) of Rimsky-Korsakofif's "Mlada." The scene is near
Mount Triglaff, where there is a Sabbat. The music of Tchernobog is sung by twelve
to sixteen basses, using speaking-trumpets. The sorcerer Tschernomor appears in

Glinka's opera "Russian and Ludmilla."
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be numbered with the initiators." And in footnotes he adds : "The

'Sadko' of Kimsky-Korsakoff, since revised, was completed in 1867,

the first that he composed. Balakireff's 'Thamar' was written some

ten years later. The picturesque element in 'A Night on Bald

Mount,' as in all Kussian symphonic poems, lies essentially in the

thematic material, the tonal and rhythmic atmosphere. It is not

the picturesque through arrangement, like that of the Witches'

Sabbath in the 'Fantastic' Symphony; nevertheless, the work of

Berlioz has served the Russians as example, if not model."

"A Night on Bald Mount," dedicated to Vladimir Stassoff, is

scored for piccolo, two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two bas-

soons, four horns, two trumpets, three trombones, bass tuba, kettle-

drums, bass drum, cymbals, tam-tam, bell in D, and strings.

Allegro feroce; Poco meno mosso.

The Eussian Walpurgisnacht, or Witches' Sabbath, took place

on Bald Mount, which is near Kieff in Southern Russia. "The

peasants place on the window or before the door of the cottage, the

night of Ivan Koupalo (Sabatina), nettles which drive away the

witches. It is on this night that Baba Yaga, sorcerers and sorcer-

esses, meet on Bald Mount to dance and enjoy their Sabbath. It is
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said that on this night they are especially enervated and malig
nant."*
The first performance of "A Night on Bald Mount" was at a con-

cert of the Russian Symphony Society at Petrograd, October 27,

1 886. Rimsky-Korsakoff conducted. The programme also comprised
Rlmsky-Korsakoff's Overture on Russian Folk-Songs, Glazounoff's

Religious Idyl, Borodin's Symphony in E-flat, and these violin pieces

played by Leopold Auer: Cui's Nocturne and Alia Espagnola, and
Tschaikowsky's Serenade. Moussorgsky's Fantaisie met with such
success that it was played again later in the season.

The first performance in the United States was probably the one
at Chicago in a series of Russian Concerts of Folk-Music, given in

June (5th to 13th inclusive) at Chicago in 1893 (World's Colum-
bian Exposition). Eugenia Lineff organized them. The Exposition
orchestra was conducted by V. J. Hlavac.

The first performance in Boston was by the Orchestral Club, con-

ducted by Mr. Longy, in Jordan Hall, on January 5, 1904.

The Russian Symphcmy Society of New York, Modest Altschuler
conductor, gave a performance of Moussorgsky's symphonic poem
on March 31, 1904, in Cooper Union Auditorium.

* "Moussorgski," by Pierre d'Alheim (Paris, 1896). I
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MOUSSORGSKY THE MAN
There are two biographical studies of Moussorgsky in French:

one by Pierre d'Alheim (Paris, 1896) ; the other by M. D, Calvoco-

ressi (Paris, 1908). Of these, the latter, founded on information

published in Russia by \^adimir Stassoff, is the more critical and

valuable.

Moussorgsky was born on the family estate in the country. His

parents were of the lesser nobility. His life began among the Rus-

sian people that were so dear to him ; he became the singer of their

joys, sorrows, superstitions. The impressions made on him in his

infancy were lasting. He wrote to Stassoff : "My nurse acquainted

me intimately with Russian fairy-tales. Sometimes I passed sleep-

less nights. Then there came to me the taste for improvising on the

pianoforte, when I had not even the least idea of how to play it."

His mother, Julia Ivanovna, gave him his first pianoforte lessons.

He studied next with a German woman, so that at the age of seven

he played little pieces by Liszt, and at nine played a concerto of

Field before a large audience at his father's house. The father, fond

of music, took the boy to Petrograd in 1849. There he entered the

Peter and Paul School and also took pianoforte lessons of Herke.
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When he was twelve years old he played a Rondo de Concert by
Herz at a private charity concert. Throughout his life his ability

as a pianist was recognized, yet his few compositions for the piano-

forte are as a rule awkwardly written.

In 1852, having passed a year in a preparatory institution, he en-

tered the School of the Ensign Bearers of the Guard. He continued

his lessons with Herke, and wrote the "Porte-Enseigne Polka,"

although he knew nothing about the grammar of music. Herke
published this piece, to the mortification of the young composer.

Meanwhile he learned German, a little Latin, history, was passion-

ately fond of German philosophy, and translated Lavater. He also

studied with a priest the music of the Greek and Roman Catholic

churches. Among his friends were many musicians. In 1856 he

entered the Preobrajensky Regiment, and was at once popular with
his co-mates. That year he attempted to write an opera, words and
music, based on Victor Hugo's "Han d'Island." "Nothing came of

it, because nothing could come of it."

And it was in 1856 that Borodin first met him and found him
sympathetic. Moussorgsky was then a dashing young blade, with

aristocratic feet and hands, pleasingly combed hair, correct nails,

fond of quoting French, and playing selections from Italian operas.

Well educated, famed for his courtesy, he was a favorite with the

ladies. He would play on the pianoforte fragments of "II Trova-

tore" or "La Traviata," with coquettish gestures, while the ladies
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would chorus : "Charming ! Delicious !" Moussorgsky soon turned
from Italian opera to shout the praises of "Don Giovanni," but
he still knew little music. He met Dargomyjski, who influenced

him greatly, for the composer of "Russalka" and "The Stone Guest"
wished that sound should translate directly the word. "I wish
truth."

About 1857 C^sar Cui introduced Moussorgsk}^ to Balakireff, who
was the guide, philosopher, friend, of the young musicians wishing
to create a true Russian school. Balakireff was a strange person.

Tschaikowsky once wrote of him in 1878. He described him as "the

most important individuality of the circle ; but he has grown mute
and has done little. He has an extraordinary talent, which has been
choked by various fatal circumstances. After he had made a parade
of his infidelity, he suddenly turned devote. Now he is always in

church, fasts, prays to all sorts of relics—and does nothing else.

In spite of his extraordinary gifts, he has stirred up much mischief.

It was he that ruined the early years of Rimsky-Korsakoff by per-

suading him that he had nothing to learn. He is the true inventor

of the doctrines of this remarkable circle, in which so much undevel-

oped or falsely developed strength,, or strength that prematurely
went to waste is found." Seven years before Tschaikowsky wrote
thus to Mrs. Meek, the illustrious Turgenieff met Balakireff in

Petrograd at the house of a friend. He wrote maliciously about him
to Pauline Viardot : "I found there several adepts of the new Rus-
sian Musical School (not Cui, unfortunately), but the great Balaki-

reff, whom they regard as their chief. The great Balakireff played
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very badly fragments of an orchestral fantaisie by Eimsky-Korsakofi.

(you remember some one sent you some pretty romances by him) :

this fantaisie on a Russian legend, a very bizarre one, seemed to

me to have fancy. Then the great . Balakireff played very badly

things by Liszt and Berlioz that he remembered. Berlioz is for

rthese gentlemen the Absolute and the Ideal. I believe, after all, he

is an intelligent man. Eein talent, dock ein character." * Did
Turgenleff refer to Berlioz or to Balakireff as the man that had no
talent yet was somebody?

Balakireff and Moussorgsky played, four hands, the music of the

German classics, and of Berlioz and Liszt. Musical forms were
discussed. Balakireff aided him in his compositions. Moussorgsky
at this time showed talent as a declaimer, singer, actor. He had a

fine baritone voice. He thought of devoting himself wholly to music.

In 1859, transferred to the Riflemen, he should go to Tsarskaia-

Slavianska. There he would be far from his mother whom he loved

tenderly^his father died in 1853. He therefore left the army,
against the advice of his friends. He suffered from a nervous dis-

ease. He returned to Petrograd. Borodin in 1859 found him
changed, much older, growing fat, without the military dash, yet

still elegant in his appearance, but not a bit of a coxcomb. He was
determined to follow his ideal. He was poor in pocket and in

health. Restless, sensitive, ardent, he led an irregular life.

Not until 1863 did he in music find the idiom that distinguishes

* These words are in German in the letter written in French.
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him. In the country he became again impressed by peasant life.

He regarded the Russian moujik as "a genuine man." He saw
clearly into his character. He resolved to sing as no one had before
him, of the innocent, the poor, the desperate. His technical educa-
tion was rudimentary to the end. Only late in his life did he learn

musical theory, and then only a little of it. He believed that pro-

found technical knowledge would hinder him in obtaining absolute
realism in art. Back in Petrograd, he lived for three years with
five comrades in common. Each had his private room ; at night they
met to read and discuss. They all despised the Sybaritic life led by
the majority of young Russians. Moussorgsky found it necessary,

through poverty, to translate into Russian accounts of criminal
trials. Musically he learned by association with Dargomyjski,
Balakireff, and later Rimsky-Korsakoff. In 1863 he was given a
rather poor position in an administrative bureau. In the summer
of 1865, he was again nervous. He went into the country, and
dwelt at Minkino until 1868, leading a family life, occasionally
visiting Petrograd. Nervous, poor as he was, he never showed bad
humor; no bitter word escaped him. In the fall of 1868 till 1870 he
lived at Petrograd with friends. He had exchanged his position in

a bureau for another one which he held until 1879. There was
plenty of time for him to compose. At last he was comparatively
happy. His happiness was complete when his "Boris Godounoff"
was produced (January 24, 1874, at Petrograd). There were twenty
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consecutive performances. Young people at night, in the streets,

and on the bridges of the Neva, sang choruses from the opera.
Living with the Count Golenichtcheff-Koutousoff (1874-75), he

imbibed idealistic and mystical thoughts. Soon, feeling his creative

force weakening, he worked feverishly. In 1876 he fell into deep
melancholy. His chief pleasure was in serving as accompanist at

concerts given for the benefit of poor students. He thought that he
might support himself as a professional accompanist. Experience
quenched this hope. In 1879 he left his bureau, but for a time found
another position. He made a tour in Southern Russia with Mme.
Leonova, a skilful interpreter of his songs. His health failed more
and more. He was obliged to leave the bureau. Soon afterwards
he entered the army hospital Nicolas. Repine in 1881 made his

portrait a few days before he died, showing him bloated and rav-

aged by alcohol, dishevelled, in his sick-robe; "but the face is still

expressive, intelligent, very mild." The last weeks of his life were
extremely painful, although his friends frequented his bed. Balakireff
talked with him the night before his death, which occurred on
March 28, 1881, his forty-sixth anniversary. He was buried in the
graveyard of the Alexandre Newsky Monastery. In November,
1885, a monument by the architect Bogomotoff and the sculptor
Gunsbourg was dedicated to his memory.
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"La Procession Nocturne": Symphonic Poem (after Lenau),
Op. 6 Henri Rabaud

(Born in Paris, November 10, 1878; now living there.)

"La Procession Nocturne" was performed for the first time at a

Concert Colonne, Paris, Jamiary 15, 1899.

There was a performance of this work by the Cincinnati Sym-
phony Orchestra, Cincinnati, on November 30, 1900. Mr. Van der

Stucken conducted.

The first performance in Boston was by the Orchestral Club, Mr.
Longy conductor, January 7, 1903. Mr. Chadwick conducted a

performance at a concert of the New England Conservatory Orches-

tra, November 19, 1909. The first performance here at a Boston
Symphony concert was on December 27, 1918, conducted by Mr.
Rabaud, the conductor of the season 1918-19.

The programme book of the Cincinnati Orchestra contained this

translation of Lenau's * poem

:

* Nicolaus Lenau, whose true name was Nicolaus Neimbsch von Strehlenau, was
born at Cstatad, Hungary, August 13. 1802. He studied law and medicine at Vienna,
but practised neither. In 1832 he visited the United States and did not like the
people. In October, 1844, he went mad. His love for Sophie von Loewenthal had
much to do with wretched mental condition of his later years. He died at
Oberdoebling. near Vienna, August 22, 1850. He himself called "Don Juan," which
suggested Richard Strauss's tone poem of that name, his strongest work. His "Faust"
was left Incomplete.
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"From a lowering sky the heavy and sombre clouds seem to hang so close to

the tops of the forest that they seem to be looking into its very depths. The

night is murky, but the restless breath of Spring whispers through the wood,

a warm and living murmur. Faust is doomed to travel through its obscurity.

His gloomy despair renders him insensible to the marvellous emotions which

are called forth by the voices of Spring. He allows his black horse to follow

him at his will, and as he passes along the road which winds through the forest

he is unconscious of the fragrant balm with which the air is laden. The
further he follows the path into the forest the more profound is the stillness.

"What is that peculiar light that illumines the forest in the distance, casting

its glow upon both sky and foliage? Whence come these musical sounds of

hymns which seem to be created to assuage earthly sorrow? Faust stops his

horse and expects that the glow will become invisible and the sounds inaudible,

as the illusions of a dream. Not so, however ; a solemn procession is passing

near, and a multitude of children, carrying torches, advance, two by two. It

is the night of St. John's Eve. Follovnng the children there come, hidden by

monastic veils, a host of virgins, bearing crowns in their hands. Behind them

march in ranks, clad in sombre garments, those grown old in the service of

religion, each bearing a cross upon the shoulder. Their heads are bare, their

beards are white with the silvery frost of Eternity. Listen how the shrill

treble of the children's voices, indicative of the Spring of Life, intermingles

with the profound presentiment of approaching wrath in the voices of -the aged.

"From his leafy retreat, whence he sees the passing of the faithful, Faust

bitterly envies them their happiness. As the last echo of the song dies away
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in the distance and the last glimmer of the torches disappears, the forest again

becomes alight with the magic glow which kisses and trembles upon the leaves.

Faust, left alone among the shadows, seizes his faithful horse, and, hiding his

face in its soft mane, sheds the most bitter and burning tears of his life."

Mr. Rabaud's symphonic poem is scored for three flutes, two oboes,

two clarinets, two bassoons, four horns, two trumpets, three trom-

bones, bass tuba, kettledrums, bass drum (with kettledrum stick),

harp, and strings.

The composition is dedicated to fidouard Colonne.

Liszt wrote "Two Episodes in Lenau's 'Faust' : 'Der Nachtliche

Zug' and 'Der Tanz in der Dorfschenke.' " The latter is familiar

here as "Mephisto's Waltz." The former, composed 1858-60 at

Weimar, was completed in January, 1861. The date of the first

performance has not yet been determined. Pohl's statement that

the two Episodes were performed at Weimar, April 8, 1860, is not

correct. The Court concert was in 1861, not 1860, and only the

second Episode was played.
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ENTR'ACTE. "

PIERROT AND MUSIC.

BY PHIUP HAI,E.

Who is Pierrot?

Not merely a clown, as some think. He may be a dreamer, a philoso-

pher, a parricide, a blasphemer, a poet. The ancient Greeks and

Romans, who delighted in pantomime, knew certain modern characters

:

the Lover, the Banker, the Heavy Father, the Silly Fellow. Pierrot

is of more recent birth.

In the latter part of the sixteenth century an Italian troupe crossed

the Alps and went to Paris. In 1572 these strollers played a comedy

in their Italian fashion at the court of Charles IX. Catherine de

Medici called herself Columbine that evening.

As far back as 1547 the Italians had named a character Pedrolino

Piero (little Peter, or Peterkin). He was a valet, jovial in a certain

way, a practical joker, a blowhard, and a good deal of a coward. This

Piero with Arlequin formed the couple known as the Zanni, rascally and

silly serving-men. Time changed the character and the name of Piero.

Moliere's company and Italian companies played alternately on the

same stage. Italian types were afterward found in the French comedy.

Pierrot was at first an Italian imitation of the Neapolitan Pulcinella;
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the costume is the same, and this type was not originally in France,

but, imagined in France by strolling Italians, Pierrot grew to be an

absolutely French type.

Pierrot is anything ; he is everything.

Theodore de Banville said of pantomime: "It is the history of

humanity; you must begin at twenty years and you are not sure of

finishing at sixty." Champfieury made distinctions in the art: there

is melodramatic pantomime, in which Pierrot, the sole person, walks

through scenes of frightful crime; realistic pantomime, created by
Debarau, the elder; fairy pantomime, romantic pantomime.

There is the Pierrot imagined by Tombre in Jean Richepin's romance,

"Braves Gens." "The new Pierrot, the psychological Pierrot, dressed

in a coat, not a trace of linen, face and hands white, but not a funny

white; oh, no! a pale whiteness, an alcoholic whiteness, a lugubrious

whiteness. Pierrot is a phantom. Pierrot makes you shudder,

meditate." Tombre admits the other Pierrot, the buffoon. "I do not

despise the pantomime when it is buffoonery. I do not forbid it to be

profound. Hamlet and Falstaff are alike worthy of Shakespeare."

Or Pierrot is the fantastical creature drawn by Willette and described

by Paul Arene: "Pale as a lily or a baker's boy. He is the positive

incarnation of aimless desires, mad ambitions, foolish freaks, followed

by comic despairs of a generation that has voluntarily turned its back
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on the ideal, not satisfied with the good healthful joys of realism.

Pierrot is a pessimist. . . . When he looks at the moon, this moon in

the shadow of a passing cloud is to him an enormous skull rolling in

the emptiness of the sky."

There is the Pierrot imagined by Henri Riviere—the incarnation of

Satan in modern life; not the stage Pierrot in traditional costume, but

a pale man with coal-black eyes, well built, with heart of bronze and

nerves of steel, who, living in society where he exerts enormous power,

works evil; impassible, smiling.

To many, Pierrot in conventional evening dress has more character

than in the expected costume. They find with Baudelaire a mysterious,

symbolic charm in a dress coat, "the expression of the universal equality

of the public mind's expression; for the world is a singular procession

of undertaker's men—some are politicians, some are amorous, some are

smug and respectable citizens; each one in the procession celebrates a

burial."

Thus we are far from the pantomime played at least two centuries

before Christ. The women of Rome were greatly affected by it, and

to the jealousy of their husbands, Demetrius, the cynic, cried aloud:

"O wonderful men that speak with hands! I have not seen a show.

I have seen the thing itself." We are far from Debarau, father or son;
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tar from Derudder; we are nearer Rouffe, who represented the men we
jostle in the street.

There was a craze for pantomime in the Paris of the eighties and
nineties. Judie and Theo appeared together in " Les Farces de Pierrot"

in 1880. In 1883 Mme. Sarah Bernhardt took the part of Pierrot in

"Pierrot Assassin." Composers vied with each other in writing expres-

sive music.

And what wild subjects ! In one pantomime the statue of the com-
mander accepts Don Juan's invitation, sups greedily, and hot with

wine wooes the girls at the feast. In another Pierrot returns from the

burial of Columbine, whom he murdered by tickling the soles of her

feet. He is drunk; he mimics her death agony. Remorse seizes him
and he goes to bed. His feet begin to shake and shiver as did the

pretty feet of Columbine. The bed shakes. The portrait of the dead

woman begins to shake. The red bed curtains grow a deeper red. The
portrait is now alive and Pierrot does not dare to touch it. The music

screams in agony; the light grows dim; Pierrot falls to the floor.

Andre Wormser was given thirty days to write the music for " L'Enfant

Prodigue." Fifteen days before the first rehearsal he had in his head

only a fourth of the first act. At the rehearsal he was obliged to cut

or pad. Here is an instance. The declaration of Pierrot to Phrynette
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is now a charming madrigal. The Hbretto simply said: "You are

beautiful and I love you! " The first music of accompaniment was said

to be too long. Wormser cut and played only four measures. The

next day he played eight, and the mimes invented business. So from

day to day he contrived to add until now the music is heard in its

original length.

Wormser believed in the use of the Leit-motiv in pantomime. Such,

for example, is the motiv at the beginning of the first act, the motiv

which illustrates the domestic happiness of the old Pierrots; it is the

theme of conjugal tenderness. It is gay and exuberant when the son

makes the old people dance; it appears again, but plaintive, as if veiled

in crape, at the beginning of the third act, to illustrate the deserted

hearth and the empty chair. The life of the parents is at an end;

if they still love life, it is with wet eyes.

The orchestra, Wormser says, is the voice of the mime; it italicizes,

it develops, it comments. It is the equal, not the slave of the libretto.

"Champfleury, they tell me, wished discreet music. But let us have

appropriate music. If a Lohengrin, an Alexander the Great steps upon

the stage, or any one of heroic figure and bearing, do you think I should

hesitate to employ all the resources of the modern orchestra? The
piano is useful in correcting any forgetfulness or fault of the mime.

If the composer is the player, the theme may be shortened, lengthened,
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varied, but the orchestra would fatally pursue its way." He quoted a

saying of Champfleury. This man, Jules Fleury, known to the world as

Champfleury, wrote delightfully concerning many things, though

Flaubert and others detested his writings. He told amusing, grotesque

and sentimental stories; he was interested in the history of caricature;

he was one of the first in the naturalistic school. He wrote about music.

He played the violoncello a little. One of the first Wagnerites in

Paris, he expressed his devotion as long ago as i860 in a little pamphlet.

It was Champfleury who likened the music of Boccherini to a flame

colored ribbon preserved tenderly in an old rosewood bureau.

And about music for pantomime Champfleury wrote: "Formerly

actors played in pantomime according to the note; the show was then

only the dance treated seriously, didactically. The actor was no longer

inspired; his movements were counted and regulated, as a minuet.

The orchestra, however badly organized, has often at such a show
thrown me into an ecstasy unknown at a concert of the Conservatory.

Three fiddles, a viola, a clarinet, a horn and a double bass, often without

knowing the fact, may play pieces by Mozart and Gluck taken from old

volumes. The cornet should be suppressed and replaced by an oboe,

a flute and a violoncello. When you accompany mimes you need

soft music, now lively, now melancholy, which will not disturb this

stage world so full of calm."
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Paul Vidal believed in the piano as the sole instrument. When he

wrote the music for "Pierrot Assassin" he finally chose the tarentella

as the appropriate rh3rthm for the tickling of Columbine's feet.

Thom^ found the task of writing music for a pantomime extremely

diJB&cult. "To meditate the music and the gesture, to find the exact

moment when the note and arm should fall together, to realize the

union of mime and musician, exacts a world of labor." He did not see

why familiar stories, gay or tempered with irony, fairy stories in modern

dress, as Miss Thackeray treated Bluebeard years ago, and Barrie has

recently treated Cinderella, should not make good subjects.

Pfeiffer remarked: "Put a young fellow of talent before a piano,

put on the stage a mime really in love with his art; then let them go

ahead, and let the music follow the movements of the mime in their

fantastic grace and accentuate wittily the slightest detail." It is not

given to every young fellow of talent to improvise.

Raoul Pugno believed in the piano and even brass in the orchestra.

Andre Wormser was a prix de Rome man; but he is best known by

the music of "I^'Enfant Prodigue."
*

* *

When Courtes was in this country, playing the part of Pierrot, Senior,

he declared that he was first of all a comedian, not a pantomimist,

and he described "L'Enfant Prodigue" as "a comedy in outlines, a
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comedy without words, a pantomime without symbolism." Tra-

ditional pantomime has its symbols. " Even in Paris I should not have

been understood if I had been only a Pierrot instead of a comedian."

He crossed his arms on his breast and said: " Do you understand this?

It means 'the father.'" Then he made a circle around his face with

his forefinger and said: "This means a woman." He described with

his hands two straight lines from his shoulders to his knees. "This is

' a man.' " He held his hands as a shade over his eyes and had a search-

ing expression :

'

' Night.
'

'

Now Courtes was an actor of the old school. He had played in the

blood and thunder dramas of the Ambigu and Chatelet, and in straight

drama at the Vaudeville.

It has been said that the best pantomimists in the course of a perform-

ance mentally recite the text which they mime; for the pantomime

has its text, which is committed to memory by the actors.

Raoul de Najac wrote a queer pamphlet, "Petit Traite de Panto-

mime a rUsage des Gens du Monde." He wished to extend the horizon

of pantomime. He would introduce Olympian gods and goddesses,

send Pierrot in pursuit of Fortune, permit Eros to torment Arlequin,

send Polichinelle to the Shades that Proserpine might be brought back

to earth.

This idea set Jules Lemaitre a-dreaming. He approved the idea as

reasonable and fertile, for the types of pantomime are universal and

"malleable." " To put into pantomime these familiar, simple, clear and

broadly human dramas would be only to transpose them, not to profane

them, not to change the meaning. They could remain melancholy and

true; only a bit of irony would be added, and as a result the spectacle

would be only the more philosophic." He sketched a scenario for

"Orpheus Pierrot."
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Lemaitre recognized the fact that Pierrot is the man-child, that is,

man. He is greedy, egoistic, a Har, a coward, amorously desirous;

but he is a good fellow, gay, honest, sensitive, resigned to his lot. He
is all this in innocence. His vices are ingenuous; his virtues are in-

voluntary. You know that he is irrepressible. You cannot hate him.

Pardoning him, we pardon humanity, that is to say, ourselves.

M. de Najac went still farther. He approved the idea of introducing

in pantomime an animal that without too great a shock to reasonable-

ness could maintain an upright position and resemble the human figure.

"The bear and the anthropoid ape are the two incomparable zoological

utilities. I should employ in preference the ape, because his inter-

preter could leave the face uncovered and give expression to his

physiognomy." This idea pleased Lemaitre, who thought the oppor-

tunity ripe. (This was in 1887.) "We are thoroughly tired of the

written and spoken play. Out of ten new pieces that are produced, at

least nine of them are known in advance. Grimaces, signs, synthetic

and clear gestures, which say nothing useless, would agreeably replace

all these written things. These silent shows would delight us by
awakening a host of souvenirs, impressions, dreams. For example,

a scene of jealousy followed by one of reconciliation between Columbine

and Pierrot, even though it were a matter only of signs and attitudes,

would evoke and sum up for us all the analogous scenes written by
MoUere or Shakespeare. The slightest gesture of Pierrot would sud-
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denly be commented on in our memory by a half-dozen of the great

poets." We should then recognize the deep meaning of Theodore de

Banville's "Ancien Pierrot":

—

Whiter than avalanche and the wings of swans,
I was most witty, and I spoke in signs.

Anatole I^'rance, like Lemaitre, sighed for a theatre where all plays

—

those by Greeks, Shakespeare, Moliere, Racine, Corneille, the modern

dramatists—would be played by marionettes, for he had long been

disconcerted by superior actors and play-actresses. He saw the drama
disappearing, or becoming exclusively lyrical. "An exact acquaint-

ance with the reality of things and life without violence have made us

almost indifferent to drama and tragedy. The xmification of classes

and the equality of the sexes have taken away nearly all the material

for old-fashioned comedy."

"The Carnival at Paris/-' Episode for Full Orchestra, Op. 9,

johan svendsbn.

(Bom at Christiania, Norway, September 30, 1840; died at Copenhagen,
June 14, 1911.)

"The Carnival at Paris" was published at Leipsic in 1877.

Carl Siewers states in his biographical sketch of Svendsen that

the piece was written at Bayreuth soon after Wagner had made that

town his dwelling-place. It was in 1871 (January 12) that Svend-

sen's symphony in D was performed at a Gewandhaus concert in

Leipsic. "He composed in that year his concerto for violoncello in

D. In the autumn he went to America to be married to an American

Charles W.Homeyer SCO.
458 BOYLSTON ST.

Announce a New Song by

THE BLACK BOREEN
2 keys, High, e to g Low. c-sharp to e

Oiher published songs

There's a Lily Field (French and English
text.) 2 keys— High, d-sharp to f.

Low, c-sharp to e-flat.

Gray Days, medium voice, c to f

Returning Spring.medium voice, c to e-flat

The Waterfall, medium voice, c to f

Tl
to register your name if you are a Teacher of

any branch of Music and wish to secure a posi-

tion in an Educational Institution in the
U. S. or Canada.

Address HENRY C. LAHEE
Boston Musical and Educational Bureau

218 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Pupil of SILVESTRI, Naples, Italy

TEACHER OF
Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo and Ukulele

Foreign and American Instruments For Sale

214 Newbury Street, Boston

Telephone, Back Bay 4613-R
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lady, whom he had met in Paris, and returned the same year to

Leipsic, where, after the end of the war, he undertook the leader-

ship of the Euterpe concerts for one year. There he finished the

overture to 'Sigurd Slembe,' which was played at the Euterpe

then, and in the following year at the musical festival at Cassel,

where Liszt was present,, and both times with great success. This

year was one of the most momentous in Svendsen's life, since in it

he met Wagner at Bayreuth, and soon became his intimate associate.

He took the opportunity of making himself fully acquainted with

Wagner's music and ideas. In Wagner's house he met the Countess

Nesselrode, who formed a warm friendship for the Norwegian
composer, and whose talents and experience became of great benefit

to him. In Bayreuth some of his happiest days were spent, and
it was during this stay he composed his 'Carnaval a Paris,' . . .

which depicts . . . the varied aspects of the capital of pleasure."*

The overture is dedicated to W. Th. Seifferth. It Is scored for

piccolo, two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, four

horns, two trumpets, three trombones, bass tuba, kettledrums, tam-

bourine, cymbals, strings. The first performance in Boston was at

a Philharmonic concert, Mr. Listemann conductor, October 24, 1879.

There is a pianoforte arrangement for two hands by Vassili Sapell-

nikoff and one for four hands by Alois Reckendorf.

Allegro con brio, E major, 6-8. A swelling trumpet tone over roll

of drums leads to a full orchestral entrance, fortissimo. A horn

passage is answered hj trumpets and trombones. The pace grows
livelier, piu mosso, after a chromatic headlong run of wood-wind
instruments in unison. The chief theme is announced at first in

* It is a curiows fact that Svendsen's name is not mentioned in the many volumes
of letters written by and to Liszt, who was always zealous in bringing forward young
composers of merit.

-^ Announces the Sixth Year of his

SUMMER SCHOOL OF MUSIC
In Concord, Massachusetts, June 2l8t to July 16th, inclusive

The Teaching of Music to Children; Ensemble Playing and Singing; The Basis and
Principles of Music Teaching; Lectures on Literature and the Arts; Lectures on
Education.

Lectures on Harmony, Choral Technique, etc., by Professor Archibald T. Davison,
of Harvard University. This School is not exclusively for Music Teachers.

Students from this School are teaching music in some thirty Private Schools.

Circular on application

Mason & Hamlin Piano Used
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modest and delicate fashion by flutes and clarinets. There are

repetitions, and then follows a stormy outbreak of full orchestra.

The divided first and second violins lead to the second theme,

pianissimo. In the development there is a continued alternation of

6-8 and 2-4 time, and the opening theme for full orchestra and the

chief theme furnish the prevailing material. This chief theme

appears in the bassoons. It is modified several times in eight notes

(bassoons and flutes). It appears in original form in violoncellos

and double-basses. It is developed broadly by violoncellos and

bassoons, transformed by strings and wind instruments, and it

again appears in its first form. The second theme appears in modi-

fied form (trombones), and it leads to an idyllic episode, Moderate,

C major, with a theme for divided violins, which is further

developed. There is a long drum-roll, which, with calls of muted
horn, opens in a powerful crescendo the closing section, tempo
primo, in which all the earlier motives return in manifold modifi-

cations.

The Carnival at Paris has for some years been described as

"lugubre, tete, suranne." The two chief features are the procession

of the Ixjeuj gras and the ball at the Op6ra. These balls, by the way,

were established in 1715. The Carnival in the earlier days was
often reproached for its malicious and licentious character. Henry
III. with his mignons went about the streets, tormenting and
insulting the citizens. Louis XIII. viewed the sports with sour

eyes. Under Louis XIV. there were striking processions, tableaux,

and masks. The Republic chilled the spirits of revellers, but in

1799 there was a revival of frolic and license. During the first

Empire military balls distinguished the Carnival.

The Carnival at Venice, Rome, Vienna, has furnished subjects;

MAIN OFFICE ..... 33 STATE STREET

COPLEY SQUARE BRANCH . 579 Boylston Street

MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE BRANCH
Corner Massachusetts Avenue and Boylston Street

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS OF $300 AND OVER
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for dramatic and orchestral composers, but the Carnival at Paris

has received scanty attention. How was Svendsen's attention

drawn to it ?

« •

Svendsen, as a boy, showed unmistakable talent for the violin;

but his parents were poot, and he entered the light infantry of the

Norwegian army. No sooner was he a soldier, according to his own
wish, than he thought of a musical career. He played the clarinet

and then the flute in a band, nor did he neglect the violin. He was
allowed to play for dancing, and they say that he twisted etudes
of Kreutzer and Paganini into suitable tunes for the dancers. When
he was twenty-one, he left the army and wandered about in Sweden
and Northern Germany as a virtuoso. The Scandinavian consul

at Lubeck, Dr. Leche, happened to hear him, and was so much
interested in him that he obtained a pension for Svendsen from
Charles XV., by which the violinist was enabled to study at the

Leipsic Conservatory (1863-67) under David, Hauptmann, and
Richter. In 1867 Svendsen gave concerts in Denmark, Great Britain,

Norway. In 1868 he went to Paris, where he remained two years,

and to support himself he became a member of the orchestra at the

Odeon theatre. He also played in Musard's orchestra. He arranged
the incidental music for Coppee's "Le Passant," in which Mmes.
Sarah Bernhardt and Agar played, wrote his violin concerto in A
major, orchestrated studies by Liszt, and began his overture "Sigurd
Slembe." After various adventures in Europe and America, he
returned to Paris in 1878, where he lived, helped in large measure
by a pension granted him by Oscar II. In 1880 he went back to

Christiania as conductor. He had already led the Music Society

concerts of that city from 1872 to 1877. In 1883 he was called to

Copenhagen as Court Conductor.
•

« «

Here is a list of Svendsen's chief compositions for orchestra as

played in Boston :

—

ALWAYS BEST QUALITY
DELIVERED ANYWHERE BY OUR OWN TRUCKS. OR EXPRESS PREPAID

Established 1837 87 FANEUIL HALL MARKET Tel.. Richmond 1431
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Berkeley Building, 420 Boylston St.

Hair Dresser
MANICURE SHAMPOOER
HAIR WORK A SPECIALTY
FACIAL. SCALP and NECK

MASSAGE
ONDULATION MARCEL

Perfumery Shell Ornaments

Telephone, Back Bay 2320

th &. Co.
Wholesale and Retail

STATIONERS
Elngraving, Die Stamping

and Fine Printing

Blank Book Manufacturers

Modern Loose-lejif Devices

and Supplies

8 MILK STREET
Old South Building

Telephone. Main 1590

BY

CLARENCE CAMERON WHITE

IMPROVISATION

KASAMIRA (Oriental Sketch)

DANCE CAPRICE
ALSO

CRADLE SONG Violin and Piano

C W. Thompson & Cc
2-B PARK ST.. BOSTON. MASS

Telephone Haymarket 1150

BOUND COPIES of the

IBoBtott ^gmpijong ©rrly^Htra'B
PROGRAMME BOOKS

Containing Mr. Philip Hale's analytical and de-
scriptive notes on all works performed during the
season ("musically speaking, the greatest art an>
nual of to-day."—W. J. Henderson, New York
Sun), may be obtained by addressing

PRICE. $3.50 SYMPHONY HALL

8 BOSWORTH STREET

VIOLAS, DOUBLE BASSES
MORE THAN 600 IN STOCK

Leather Cases. Fine Bows. Italian Strings, Gold and Silver G Strings.

2,000 NEW VIOLINS IN STOCK

ELIAS HOWE CO., 8 Bosworth Street - Boston
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Overture to Bjornson's drama, "Sigurd Slembe," Op. 8: Thomas
concert, November 28, 1873; Philliarmouic concert, March 10, 1881.

Coronation March for Oscar II., Op. 13 : Thomas concert, January
23, 1875, and many times since.

"Carnival at Paris,-' Episode, Op. 9 : Philharmonic concert, October

24, 1879, December 13, 1 879 : Svmphonv concerts, December 5, 1891,

December 1, 1894, March 28, 1903.

Overture to "Komeo and Juliet," Op. 18: Philharmonic concerts,

November 5, 1880, November 9, 1890; Roberts course, 1883-84;
Orchestral Club, 1885-86; concert led by Mr. Listemann at the

Boston Theatre, June 13, 1886.

"Zorahayde," legend after Washington Irving, Op. 11 : Philhar-

monic Concert, April 4, 1883; Sympliony concert, November 26,

1892; Boston Orchestral Club, April 15, 1903; Symphony concert,

April 19, 1918.

Rhapsodic Norvegienne: Orchestral Club, 1884-85.

Symphony in B-flat, No. 2, Op. 15; Symphony concerts, January
5, 1884, January 23, 1904.

Rhapsodic Norvegienne, No. 2, Op. 19; Symphony concert, Novem-
ber 16, 1889.

Addendum. In the Programme Book of April 9, 10, 1920, page
1511, it is stated that Donizetti's "Poliuto" was performed in Boston
for the first time on October 3, 1859. This statement is correct, but
the opera was performed as an oratorio, "The Martyrs," by the
Handel and Haydn Society on December 16, 1849; Paulina, Fanny
Frazer; Polyeucte, F. Howard; Severus, J. L. Hatton; Felix,

Thomas Ball; Calixtus, D. A. Granger. The success was so great
that the performance was repeated six times before the end of the

following January, to full houses.

The cold elegance and discreet character of

appeals to fastidious women as nothing

else can; as pure as virgin thoughts and
as fragrant as the swish of orange boughs.

25, 45, 65, and 1.25 per jar

Hubbell & McGowan Co.
Incorporated

THE MODERN DRUG STORE
Complete in all its 12 departments

Opposite Symphony Hall

y\ £7/2£ Socidy Oj

Oraits
The work of America's master-
craftsmen on exhibition and sale.

Gifts for all occasions.

Q Park Street
-y Boston
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Americas Greatest

CLEANSERS
DYERS

LAUNDERERS
BOSTON SHOPS

284 BOYLSTOM STREET

29 STATE STREET

17 TEMPLE PLACE

lER STREET

Branch Telephone Exchange 3900 Back Bay connects above shops

BROOKLINE SHOP
1310 Beacon Street

Coolidge Corner

Also MALDEN
FITCHBURG
PROVIDENCE
BRIDGEPORT
ALBANY

CAMBRIDGE SHOP
1274 Massachusetts Avenue

Harvard Shop

SALEM
FALL RIVER
NEW BEDFORD
NEWPORT

LYNN
MANCHESTER
WORCESTER
NEW HAVEN

and NEW YORK CITY

WATERTOWN SHOP
1 Galen Street

at Works

WALTHAM
LOWELL
SPRINGFIELD
WATERBURY
PHILADELPHIA

Packages called for and delivered by our own Irud^a

ESTABLISHED 1829

YOU CAN RELY ON LEWANDOS"
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SYMPHONY HALL
40th Season

'

1920-1921

24 FRIDAY AFTERNOON CONCERTS
24 SATURDAY EVENING CONCERTS

BEGINNING OCTOBER 8-9. 1920

BY THE

Boston
Symphony Orchestra

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

WITH DISTINGUISHED SOLOISTS

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION

This year's subscribers for the series of 24 Friday after-

noon and 24 Saturday evening concerts have an option

until May 1 to retain their seats for the following season

of 1920-21.

MEANWHILE, APPLICATIONS FOR SEATS MAY
BE MADE BY THOSE WHO WISH TO BECOME
SUBSCRIBERS. THESE APPLICATIONS WILL BE
FILED IN ORDER OF RECEIPT AND SEATS
ALLOTTED AS NEAR THE DESIRED LOCATION
AS POSSIBLE SHORTLY AFTER MAY 1.

Season Tickets for 24 concerts, $65, $53, $40. $27, $18.

No tax.

Address all communications to

W. H. BRENNAN. Manager

Symphony Hall, Boston





weimty-foiartli Pr©gramiiri^

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 30, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, MAY 1, at 8 o'clock

Berlioz . . Fantastic Symphony No. i in C major, Op. 14 A
(By request)

I. Dreams, Passions.

Largo; Allegro agitato e appassionato assai.

II. A Ball.

Waltz: Allegro non troppo.

III. Scene in the Meadows.
Adagio.

IV. March to the Scaffold.

Allegretto non troppo.

V. A Witches' Sabbath.
Larghetto; AUegro.

Mozart . . Recitative "Non piu! tutto ascoltae," and Aria "Non
temer, amato bene" (with violin obbligato)

d'Indy .... S5anphonic Variations, "Istar," Op. 42

Frank Bridge "Blow Out, You Bugles"
(Sonnet by Rupert Brooke)

For Tenor Solo with Orchestra

Wagner . . Overture to "The Mastersingers of Nuremberg"

SOLOIST

JOHN McCORMACK

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the Symphony

The works to be played at these concerts may be seen in the Allen A. Brown Music Collection

of the Boston Public Library one week before the concert.
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GEORGES LONGY, Director

The Fifth and Final Concert will take place

JORDAN HALL

Wednesday Evening, April 28
At 8.1,5 o'clock

PROGRAMME OF ORCHESTRAL MUSIC

Assisted by the MACDOWELL CLUB CHORUS. GEORGES LONGY. Conductor

RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF . . A Page from Homer, Op. 60

Orchestra and Chorus

Trio of Solo Voices

ORA JACOBS MARION ROBERTSON ANGELA McCARTHY

GABRIEL FAURE Elegie

Violoncello Solo

MARION MOORHOUSE

ERNEST CHAUSSON . . . Chant Funebre, Op. 28
Four part chorus of women's voices

Extracts from "Much Ado about Nothing," Shakespeare

Orchestration by Vincent D'Indy

MACDOWELL CLUB CHORUS

ERNEST CHAUSSON . . . Chanson Perpetuelle

Soprano Solo

MARGARET CLEMENT

ARTHUR WHITING . Fantasia for Piano and Orchestra
HELEN NORFLEET

ERNEST FANELLI .... Tableaux Symphoniques

(After "The Romance of a Mummy" by Theophile Gautier)

FULL ORCHESTRA

I. Thebes (1883) II. SurleNil III. RentreeTriomphaleduPharaon
LAURA LITTLEFIELD. Soprano

Reserved Seats. $2.50, $2.00, $1 .50, 75c, 50c (plus Tax) . Tickets are

now on sale at Jordan Hall and Steinert Hall

Mail orders should be addressed- to RICHARD NEWMAN,
1 62 Boylston Street, Boston 1 1 , Mass.
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,

PIANIST
Pupil of CARL FAELTEN, CLAYTON JOHNS. HAROLD BAUER

Teaching

LANG STUDIOS, 6 Newbury Street

After November 1, 1920

O R D IN H
SATURDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 24, at 3 o'clock

Second Concert by THE NEW YORK TRIO
_

Clarence Adler, Piano Scipione Guidi, Violin Cornelius Van Vliet, 'Cello

PEOGRAM
1. Trio, D major. Opus 70, No. 1 Beethoven

Allegro vivace e eon brio
Largo assai ed espressivo
Presto

2. Trio, A minor, Opus 50 . Tschaikowsky
"To the Memory of a Great Artist"

I. Pezzo elegiaco (moderate assal) :

A. Tema con variazioni

:

Var. 1. Andante con moto
" 2. Pivi mosso
" 3. Allegro moderate
" 4. li' istesso tempo (al-

legro moderate)
" 5. L' istesso tempo
" 6. Tempo di valse

STEINWAY PIANO USED
Tickets for the above concerts : $1.50, $1.00 & 50c (plus 10% tax)

On Sale at : 492 Boylston St., Mason & Hamlin Bldg. 'Phone B.B. 3870
Wendell H. Luce, Manager.

Var. 7. Allegro moderate
" 8. Fuga (allegro mod-

erate)
" 9. Andante flebile ma

non tanto
" 10. Tempo di mazurka
" 11. Moderate

B. Variazone finale e coda

OPENING

NIGHT

MONDAY
EVE.

MAY 3

AT 8.00

POPS
ORCHESTRA OF
SYMPHONY
PLAYERS

AGIDE JACCHIA. Conductor

Ticket sale opens Monday, April 26, $1, 75 cents,

50 cents. Admission, 25 cents. No tax.
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M.t:^ SICAL INSTRUCTION

EMMA HOSFORD
VOICE

Studio, 615 Huntington Chambers, Boston

mt
Art of i'tugtng

VOICE PLACING
AND TECHNIQUE A SPECIALTY

VOCAL COACH AND ACCOMPANIST

146 Massachusetts Ave., Tel. Back Bay 3040

LY

PIANIST and TEACHER

Lang Studios

6 NEWBURY STREET

Telephone, Back Bay 5958-

J

PIANIST and TEACHER

282 DARTMOUTH STREET
Mason & Hamlin Piano Used

Lc-t^ttduj
BASSO

Voice Specialist and Coach
STUDIO: 246 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

"MESSIAH" WITH THE HANDEL AND
HAYDN SOCIETY, DEC. 21, 1919

"Mr. Flint was called on at 10.30 Sunday
morning and sang without rehearsal. There
was, however, nothing in his performance
which betrayed that fact. _ He gave intelligent

and adequate interpretation of his arias."

—

Boston Globe, December 33, igig.

Lessons in

Pianoforte, Harmony, Counter-

point and Composition
STUDIO AT 12 NEWBURY STREET

Mondays and Thursdays

CARMELA IFPOLITO

For particulars address

CONCERT-VIOLINIST
Available for Concerts.

46 MALCOLM STREET, BEACON HILL
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

E, MORSE
AND ASSISTANTS

LESSONS IN SINGING
A Normal Course for Teachers

STUDIOS. STEINERT HALL. BOSTON

5ph Emile Daudeli
Former pupil ot the famous Paris Conservatory

VIOLIN LESSONS

Mr. W. THELEN jns^SS^tor pJS'^'STnish.'
'"'™"' " '""

SPECIALIST ON VOICE DEFECTS

Assisted by Mr. W. D. STRONG
Well known Pianist and Concert-Accompanist

Studios: 96 Huntington Avenue. BOSTON, Mass.

Lectures on physical and natural laws and
general health.

Perfect diction of foreign languages.

Appointment by mail.

MOLLEMHAUER
COACHING IN

OPERA AND ORATORIO
189 Huntington Avenue - - Boston

Telephone, 722 Back Bay

VIOLIN SOLOIST AND TEACHER

609 Pierce Bldg., Boston, Mondays and Thursdays

Address, 162 Riverway, Boston

Telephone, 1470 Brookline

'CELLO SOLOIST
INSTRUCTION

STUDIO. 218 TREMONT STREET
Telephone. Beach 903-W

TWELFTH SEASON

i£RICAl
GERTRUDE MARSHALL. Violin

RUTH STICKNEY. Violin

71 CARLTON STREET. BROOKLINE
Management A. H. HANDLEY. 160 Boylston Street. BOSTON

ADELINE PACKARD. Viola

HAZEL t'AFRlCAIN. 'Cello

Tel. Brookline 3268-J
Tel. Beach 4197

ENRICO FABRIZIO
MEMBER OF

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

TEACHER OF 'CELLO
15 VANCOUVER STREET. BOSTON. MASS.

SOLO ENSEMBLE PLAYING
Tel.. Rox. 5063-R

W:^We^^y't^B'^h:^9i^)
i^VX>ieB GOLTUR^l

American and European Diplomas, Author of Books and Pen Works on Singing
Studio: Suite 202 Huntington Chambers. 30 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Phone. Back Bay 3932

DOINGS OF GRANTS ARTIST PUPILS BY A. E. DATELY
Bronze Melba has a large list of recitals for this season. Several winter concerts are planned for Wm. Flynn
tenor. Whose fine voice a bright future is predicted. Helen Laird, soprano, whose singing at Boston College last

February was such an artistic delight, will give her next Boston recital early in the winter at Steinert Hall.
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
The Vocal Studios of

Mr, ARTHUR J. HUB^
And his Assistants

VINCENT V.HUBBARDAnd
Mrs. CAROLINE HOOKER

Teacher of Singing in all its branches

and of Dramatic Action as

applied to Singing

ARTHUR J. HUBBARD
246 Huntingtoa Avenue

PIANOFORTE

Material of value in teaching

Practical Finger Exercises Op. 17

Intermediate and Advanced

Technique Op. 31

Studio, 31 1 Pierce Building, Boston

Also STUDIO at NEEDHAM
180 Nehoiden Street

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON

TEACHER OF PIANO
Appointment by telephone

Cambridge 5935-W

"Mr. John Hall Sherwood has studied

with me in Paris, and is a gifted musician

and successful teacher of large experience

whose work I can endorse and recom-

mend." (Signed) HAROLD BAUER.

BEL CANTO
Studio - . 1425 Broadway. NEW YORK

SINGERS — Suzanne Baker Watson, Cora Crow,
Nellie Hart, Willette Kershaw, Gertrude Hutcheson,
Ivy Scott, Marion Stanley, Estelle Ward, Mabel
Wilbur, Flora Zabelle, Edward Foley, George Gilbert,

John Hendricki, Andrew Mack, Dr. Eugene Walton
Marshall, Fiske O'Hara, Umberto Sacchetti, Ellii

Rhodes, Albert Wallerstedt, and many other lingers

now before the public in operatic and church work.

PIANIST INSTRUCTION
The principles of Leschetizky presented in a definite and comprehensive manner

STUDIO. HOTEL HEMENWAY, BOSTON
Telephone, Back Bay 3180

STEINERT HALL, Room 26, Tuesdays and Fridays

If]

F. MOESE WEMPLE
BARITONE SOLOIST AND TEACHER OF SINGING

417 PIERCE BUILDING. BOSTON
SATURDAYS IN NEW YORK, 50 WEST SIXTY-SEVENTH STREET

July 19 to August 27, Teaching at Spirit Lake, Iowa

MISS MINNIE :

VOICE BUILDING
SONG INTERPRETATION. CONCERT
RECITAL AND REPERTOIRE WORK

SteinertHall - BOSTON

HELEMALLEN HUNTI
CONTRALTO SOLOIST

Teacher of Singing

Class and Private Lessons

Hotel Cluny. 543 Boylston Street • Boston
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

liss

TEACHER OF SINGING

HOTEL HEMENWAY
Tuesdays and Fridays at Lasell Seminary

EDITH CASTLE
CONTRALTO SOLOIST

TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO ADDRESS. 88 GAINSBOROUGH ST.

Miss PRISCILLA V¥HITE
TEACHER OF SINGING

602 PIERCE BUILDING
COPLEY SQUARE • . BOSTON

iiss ROSE STEWART
TEACHER OF SINGING

250 HUNTINGTON AVENUE
Opposite Symphony Hal!

MR. JOHN LANE
TEACHER OF SINGING

STEINERT HALL

162 BOYLSTON STREET . BOSTON

JOSEPHINE KNIGHT
SOPRANO SOLOIST

Teacher of Singing

4 Haviland Street ----- Boston

B. B. 1047
In Worcester.Tuesdaysend Wednesdays. 317 Day Bldg

HAROLD VINAL
PIANO INSTRUCTION

Leschctizky Principles

STUDIO: ROOM 18 STEINERT HALL
For Appointments Tel. Roxbury 491 1-R

s. Loiais© Wood Forrest

TEACHER OF SINGING

ACCOMPANIST - COACH
STUDIO

246 HUNTINGTON AVE. BOSTON

ARTHOR GERS
PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
Formerly pupil Royal Conservatory of Brussels, Bel-
gium (1897 1901). Also Organist and Accompanist

HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS, BOSTON

PIANO, ORGAN, HARMONY and
INTERPRETATION

(SPECIAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS)
30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.

Telephone. Back Bay 4654-M

Bertha Cushieg Child
CONTRALTO

TEACHER OF SINGING

LANG STUDIOS. 6. NEWBURY STREET

1919-1920

Gertrude Fogler School of

French and English
543 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON

Telephone 55888 B. B.
Private and Class instruction. Lectures. Special

courses in pronunciation and diction.

ladame Alexander-Maries
{
Loyal Phillips Shawe

(ofScier de 1' Instruction publique)

Vocal Instruction, Breathing, Tone Production.

Phonetics, French Diction, Interpretation of

French Songs

FENSMERE. 206 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.

Baritone Soloist and Teacher of Singing

CONCERT—RECITAL—ORATORIO
Providence, R.I.

300 Lauderdale Building, 144 Westminster Street

Boston, Mau. Hotel Hunenway
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

PIANIST
AND TEACHER

6 NEWBURY STREET - -

Telephone B. B. 51694
BOSTON

TEMPLE
TEACHER OF SINGING

MUSICAL LECTURES
Author of "Young Singers, What They Should Know'

10 NEWBURY STREET

543 Boylston Street . . . Boston, Mass.
Teacher of Singing and Manager of

THE COPLEY CLUB SINGERS
Artistic Attractive SuccesstuI

Programs for All Occasions
Definite Instruction Immediate Results

Send for Illustrated Booklet Tel., Back Bay 994-M

RENEWED MUSIC— Your old or torn music made
new. Flexible bindins. All hand work. Reasonable
prices. References.

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Room 207 Tel. Back Bay 456

SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

M26 BOYLSTON ST., FENWAY BLDG., BOSTON
In New Bedford, Saturdays, 56 Walnut Street

ALICE BATES. RICE
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER of SINGING

Lang Studios .... 6 Newbury Street

EDITH BULLARD
SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO - - 609 PIERCE BUILDING
Telephone, Back Bay 5 145-R

Formerly Concert Master

NEW YORK SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Will receive pupils in Violin and Ensemble

Playing. Address 120 TREMONT STREET

PIANIST and TEACHER

CARNEGIE HALL NEW YORK

JANE RUSSELL COLPITT
PIANIST AND TEACHER

405 PIERCE BLDG.. COPLEY SQUARE
Telephone. Back Bay 3956.W

Torrens Method

TEACHER OF SINGING

17 STEINERT HALL ^""'''""jJ^'a?ca°6T4.w

BARITONE SOLOIST
Formerly Song Leader U. S. N.

now available for

Concert Oratorio Recital

STUDIO: 1089 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

storey Smith
PIANO. HARMONY and COACHING

528 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS
Mondays and Fridays. Other days by

Appointment

i>RSE
Teacher of Pianoforte and Musical Theory

Half hour talks illustrated on the Piano — musical
forms and stories of the operas.

Studio: The Winbob School Fob Girls
Tuesday and Friday Afternoons

Tel. Brookline2313M

ELIZABETH SIEDOFF
AMERICAN PIANIST

RECITALS. MUSICALES, CONCERTS
Authorized representative of the most modern ideas in

piano playing, primary.Advanced and Teachers' Courses

Studio, 6 NEWBURY ST., Tel. B. B. 3529-R ) „.,„_
Res. HOTEL HEMENWAY, Tel. B. B. 3180 J

o"""

PROF. A. D'AVESNE. B. SC. PARIS
OFFICIER DACADEMIE

French Classes. Private Lessons, Lectures &
Causeries, Children's Classes, Special

Commercial Course, Translations.

755 BOYLSTON ST., NEAR COPLEY SQUARE
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THE OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES

OF THE

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
INCORPORATED

FREDERICK P. CABOT

GALEN L. STONE

ERNEST B. DANE

President

Vice-President

Treasurer

ALFRED L. AIKEN

FREDERICK P. CABOT

ERNEST B. DANE
M. A. DE WOLFE HOWE
JOHN ELLERTON LODGE
FREDERICK E. LOWELL
ARTHUR LYMAN
HENRY B. SAWYER
GALEN L. STONE

BENTLEY W. WARREN



The

S T RA D LVA R I U S

of Pianos

THE I

PIANO

HAS set a NEW
standard of tone

and value and ha^

long commanded the

highest price of any

piano in the world.

MASON & HAMLIN CO.

Warerooms, 492-494 Boylston Street

Boston
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Established 1833

WEBSTER
AND

ATLAS
NATIONAL BANK

OF BOSTON

WASHINGTON AND COURT STREETS

AMORY ELIOT President

RAYMOND B. COX, Vice-President l^^fS^^^V^^d ^^h 9?^^"
TncTTDTT T irrkCTTTT. \f T, -J » J /- I.-

FRANK B. BUTTS, Asst. Cashier
JObEPH L.FOSTER, Vice-President and Cashier ARTHUR W. LANE Asst. Cashier
EDWARD M. HOWLAND> Vice-President HAROLD A.' YEAMES, Asst. Cashier

Capital $1,000,000 Surplus and Profits $1,600,000

Deposits $11,000,000

The well-established position of this bank in the community,
the character of its Board of Directors, and its reputation as a
solid, conservative institution recommend it as a particularly

desirable depository for

ACCOUNTS
of

TRUSTEES, EXECUTORS and INDIVIDUALS

For commercial accounts it is known as

A STRONG BANK OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE

DIRECTORS

CHARLES B. BARNES
JOSEPH S. BIGELOW
FESSENDEN S. BLANCHARD
THEODORE G. BREMER
WILLIAM R. CORDINGLEY
RAYMOND B. COX
AMORY ELIOT
ROGER ERNST
JOHN W. FARWELL

GRANVILLE E. FOSS
ROBERT H. GARDINER
EDWARD W. GREW
OLIVER HALL
WALTER HUNNEWELL
HOMER B. RICHARDSON
DUDLEY P. ROGERS
THOMAS W. THACHER
WALTER TUFTS



SYMPHONY HALL, BOSTON
HUNTINGTON AND MASSACHUSETTS AVENUES

Telephones \ Ticket Office In in iaqo
Branch Exchange } Administration Offices \

^^"^ ^^'^ "^^

10

INCORPORATED

THIRTY-NINTH SEASON. 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

weiit¥-f©iLiirl

WITH HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE
NOTES BY PHILIP HALE

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 30

AT 2.30 O'CLOCK

SATURDAY EVENING, ^4AY 1

AT 8.00 O'CLOCK

COPYRIGHT, 1920, BY BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, INCORPORATED

W. H. BRENNAN. Manager G. E. JUDD, Assistant Manager
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A name that is spoken with the full pride of

ownership—that carries with it the deep satis-

faction of possessing the ultimate expression of

man*s handiwork in Musical Art.

A name that is cherished as a Family Tradition

—

that keeps afresh for the next generation the

associations and fond remembrances which cluster

around the home piano.
^

Supreme achievement of patience, skill and ex-

perience, founded on inborn Ideals of Artistry.

Catalogue and prices on application

Sold on convenient payments

Old pianos tal^en in exchange

Inspection invited

107-109 East 14th Street New York

Subway Express Stations at the Door

REPRESENTED BY THE FOREMOST DEALERS EVERYWHERE
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bstoim Syinmplhi©ey Oirclbesitrc

Thirty-ninth Season, 1919-1920

PIERRE MONTEUX. Conductor

PEI

Violins.

Theodorowicz, J.

Concert-master.

Hoffmann, J.

Berger, H

Rissland, K.
Mahn, F.

Thillois, F.

Goldstein S.

Denayer, F.

Shirley, P.

Gundersen, R.
Pinlield, C. Fiedler, B.

Kurth, R.
Fiedler, A.

Schoewe, R.
Tapley, T.

Gerardi, A.
Barleben, K.

Sauvlet, H.
Hamilton, V.

Leveen, P.

Gorodetzky, L.

Bryant, M. Knudson, C.

Murray, J. Messina S.

Stonestreet, L.

Reed, L.

Van Wynbergen, C.

Salis, J.

Violas.

Van Den Berg, C. Mullaly, J. Zahn, F.

Kluge, M. Gerhardt, S. Rogers, L.

Bedetti, J.

Schroeder, A.

Miquelle, G.
KeUer, J.

Kunze, M.
Gerhardt, G.

Violoncellos.

Barth, C.

Belinski, M.

Basses.

Seydel, T.
Frankel, I.

Fabrizio, E.
Warnke, J.

Stockbridge, C.
Piller, B.

Ludwig, O.
Schurig, R.

Flutes.

Laurent, G.
Brooke, A.

DeMailly, C.

Piccolo.

Battles, A.

Oboes.

Longy, G.
Lenom, C.

Stanislaus, H.

English Horns.

Mueller, F.

Speyer, L.

Clarinets.

Sand, A.

Mimart, P.

Forlani, N.

Bass Clarinet.

Vannini, A.

Bassoons.

Laus, A.
Mueller, E.

Contra-Bassoon.

PiUer, B.

Horns.

Wendler, G.
Lorbeer, H.
Hain, F.

Gebhardt, W.

Tuba.

*Wichman, A.

Horns.

Van Den Berg, C.

Hess, M.

Harp.

Holy, A.

Organ.

Snow, A.

Trumpets.

Mager, G.
Mann, J.

Kloepfel, L.
Kearney, A.

Trombones.

Hampe, C.
Adam, E.

Mausebach, A.
Kenfield, L.

Tympani,

Neumann, S.

Rettberg, A.

Percussion.

Ludwig, C.

Zahn, F.

Burkhardt. H.
Kandler, F.

Librarian.

Rogers, L. J.
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SAVING MUSICIANS FRQM OBLIVION
An editorial from the Sun and N. Y. Herald, February 6th, 1920.

' 'As a result of certain of the almost uncanny inventions

on special display in New York this week, the musical

lives of thousands of artists will be indefinitely prolonged.

Records of the products of their genius, at first crude and
consequently resulting in mere approximations, have
been brought to a high state of perfection. Through
them, future ages, in discussing the gift or talent of the

pianists of today will have real evidence to go upon, in-

stead of the vague tradition which is all that is available

in the case of artists of the past.
' 'But not only are the inventors and the music merchants
conferring immortality in a true sense on the stars of the

concert platform; they are extending the size of the aud-

ience until it reaches from China to Peru. From one

person who used to be familiar with notable performan-
ces from sense of actual contact, there are hundreds of

thousands at present who are able to gain experience in

an indirect way.
"A notable example of what can be done already was
given the other day when five distinguished musicians

played before a hall full of persons who afterward heard
the programme reproduced artificially. It is astonishing

to realize that a machine should record, as on a highly

sensitive plate, not merely the general characteristics

but the color, the elusive manner, the most secret and
puzzling qualities of the original."

J^

THE instrument referred to is the Ampico Reproducing
Piano, which reproduced the playing of Godowsky,

Levitzki, Moiseiwitsch, Ornstein and Rubinstein immed-
iately after those artists had finished playing a variety

of pieces, in a public concert at Carnegie Hall, New York.

Its function is the dissemination and perpetuation of the

playing of the world's greatest pianists, whose art is re-

produced with absolute fidelity. It is possible to hear

the Ampico in the Chickering Piano at the Ampico Stu-

dios, Chickering Retail Warerooms, 169 Tremont St-
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THIRTY-NINTH SEASON, NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETEEN AND TWENTY

Twenty-foiuirftlh Programme

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 30, at 2.30 o'clock

SATURDAY EVENING, MAY at 8 o'clock

Berlioz

Mozart

Fantastic S>'Tnphony No. i in C major, Op. 14 A
(By request)

I. Dreams, Passions.

Largo; Allegro agitato e appassionato assai.

II. A BaU.
Waltz: Allegro non troppo.

III. Scene in the Meadows.
Adagio.

IV. March to the Scaffold.

Allegretto non troppo.

V. A Witches' Sabbath.
Larghetto; Allegro.

d'Indy

Frank Bridge

Wagner

Recitative "Non piu! tutto ascoltae," and Aria "Non
temer, amato bene" (with violin obbligato)

Symphonic Variations, "Istar," Op. 42

Sonnet for Voice and Orchestra: "Blow Out, You
Bugles"

Overture to "The Mastersingers of Nuremberg"

SOLOIST

JOHN McCORMACK

There will be an intermission of ten minutes after the symphony

The ladies oj the audience are earnestly requested not to put on hats before
the end oj a number.

The doors oj the hall will be closed during the perjorntance of each number
on the programme. Those who wish to leave before the end of the concert
are requested to do so in an interval between the numbers.

City of Boston, Revised Regulation of August 5, 1898,— Chapter 3, relating to the covering of

the head in places of public amusement

Every licenwe shall not, in bis place of amusement, allow any person to wear upon the head a covering which obstructs

the view of the exhibition or performance in such pl:u:e of any person seated in any seat therein provided (or spectators,

it being understood that a low head covering without projection, which does not obstruct such view, may be worn.
Attest: J. M. GALVIN. City Clerk.
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IN 1920
Raymond & Whitcomb Company invites you to make use

of its services and facilities in connection with your proposed
visit to France and the Battlefields this summer.

For the first summer since 1914 Europe is again open for

travel. Food is now plentiful in Western Europe; the hotels
and railroads have restored their former service and offer

the pre-war comforts. It is still essential, however, that in-

tending travelers make their plans and reservations well in

advance, and after careful consultation with persons who
are familiar with the new conditions.

We have had 41 years' experience in providing for Ameri-
can travelers in all parts of the world and we enjoy friendly

and intimate relations with the leading steamship, railway,
and hotel companies. We maintain an office in Paris in

charge of an experienced travel manager. Our information
is up-to-the-minute in every respect. Whether you wish
a conducted tour or prefer to travel independently our ser-

vices are at your disposal.

We offer personally conducted tours of from six weeks to
four months duration. Wide choice of routes, including
France and the Battlefields, England, Holland, Belgium,
Switzerland, Italy, Spain, Algeria, Tunisia and Sicily. Small
parties and frequent departures throughout the Spring and
Summer. All arrangements are on the highest travel plane.

We are prepared to give you full information regarding
any details of a proposed journey — to assist you in planning
your route to the best advantage — to make hotel and steam-
ship reservations for you.

OTHER TOURS
California—National Parks—Pacific Northwest—^Alaska

— South America — Japan-China—Round the World.
Send for booklet desired.

7 TEMPLE PLACE, BOSTON 11 Telephone Beach 6964

RAYMOND-WHITCOMB
>TOURS«!!CRUISES

The Best
inTravel

The Best
inTraveL



Fantastic Symphony, No. 1 in C major. Op. 16a . Hector Berlioz*

(Born at la Cote Saint-Andre (Isere), December 11, 1803; di%d in Paris,

March 9, 1SG9.)

This symphony forms the first part of a work entitled "fipisode

de la vie d'un artiste" (Episode in the Life of an Artist), the second
part of which is the lyric monodrama, "Lelio, ou le retour k la vie"

(Lelio; or, The Return to Life).. Berlioz published the following
preface f to the full score of the symphony :

—

PROGRAMME
OF THE SYMPHONY.

A young musician of morbid sensibility and ardent imagination poisons
himself with opium in a fit of amorous despair. The narcotic dose, too weak
to result in death, plunges him into a heavy sleep accompanied by the strang-
est visions, during which his sensations, sentiments, and recollections are
translated in his sick brain into musical thoughts and images. The beloved
woman herself has become for him a melody, like a fixed idea which he
finds and hears everywhere.

PART I.

dreams, passions.

He first recalls that uneasiness of soul, that vague des passions, those mo-
ments of causeless melancholy and joy, which he experienced before seeing
her whom he loves ; then the volcanic love with which she suddenly inspired
him, his moments of delirious anguish, of jealous fury, his returns to loving
tenderness, and his religious consolations.

* For a fuller account of this symphony and the first performance of it see the
Programme Book of March 5-6, 1920.

t The translation into English of this preface is by William Foster Apthorp.

Songs from the Concert Programmes of

Mme. WILHELMINA CALVERT
BRONTE. E. Stars Brightly Shining. Waltz Song.
BRANSCOMBE. GENA, 1 Bring You Heartsease.
LEWIS. WALTER. Dear Heart of Mine.

EDITH CASTLE
HOBERG, MARGARET, Chant of the Stars.

RISHER. ANNA PRISCILLA, As in old Gardens.

Mme. HUDSON-ALEXANDER
DANIELS. MABEL W.. Soldier-Cap.
HOPKINSON. FRANCIS (The FIRST AMERI-
CAN COMPOSER) My Days Have Been so

Wondrous Free. O'er the Hills.

HELEN ALLEN HUNT
'CHADWICK. GEO. W., Sweetheart, thy Lips
are Touched with Flame.
DANIELS. MABEL W.. Daybreak.

FLORENCE JEFFERSON
BEACH, MRS. H. H. A., Ah Love. But a Day.
CHADWICK. GEO. W.. The Danza.

JOSEPHINE KNIGHT
BRANSCOMBE, GENA,

A Lovely Maiden Roaming.
FOOTE. ARTHUR, In Picardie.

LAURA COMSTOCK LITTLEFIELD
BRANSCOMBE, GENA, The Morning Wind.
DANIELS. MABEL W., The Lady of Dreams.

Mme. CLARA POOLE
GOATLEY, ALMA, Now that April's There.
LANG, MARGARET RUTHVEN. Day is Gone.

ALICE BATES RICE
GRANT-SCHAEFER. G. A.. The Sea.

METCALF. JOHN W.. Little House o' Dreams.

KATHERINE RICKER
WARD-STEPHENS, Summertime.
CLOUGH-LEIGHTER, H., O Heart of Mine.

LOYAL PHILLIPS SHAWE
CHADWICK, GEO. W., O Let Night Speak of Me,
DANIELS, MABEL W., The Desolate City.

CLARENCE SHIRLEY
FOOTE. ARTHUR, Tranquillity.

BERTHA WESSELHOEFT SWIFT
BEACH. MRS. H. H. A., Ah Love, but a Day.
BARTLETT, FLOY LITTLE, Miss Mariar.

STEPHEN TOWNSEND
BAUER, MARION, Only of Thee and Me.
FOOTE. ARTHUR, Oh Red is the English Rose.

THE ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT CO.
BOSTON: 120 BOYLSTON ST. FOR SALE BY ALL MUSIC DEALERS
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PART II.

A BALL,

He sees his beloved at a ball, in the midst of the tumult of a brilliant ffite.

PART III.

SCENE IN THE FIELDS.

One summer evening in the country he hears two shepherds playing a
Ranz-des-vaches in alternate dialogue ; this pastoral duet, the scene around
him, the light rustling of the trees gently swayed by the breeze, some hopes
he has recently conceived, all combine to restore an unwonted calm to his

heart and to impart a more cheerful coloring to his thoughts ; but she appears
once more, his heart stops beating, he is agitated with painful presentiments

;

if she were to betray him ! . . . One of the shepherds resumes his artless

melody, the other no longer answers him. The sun sets . . . the sound of
distant thunder . . . solitude . . . silence. ...

PART IV.

MARCH TO THE SCAFFOLD.

He dreams that he has killed his beloved, that he is condemned to death,

and led to execution. The procession advances to the tones of a march which
is now sombre and wild, now brilliant and solemn, in which the dull sound
of the tread of heavy feet follows without transition upon the most resound-
ing outbursts. At the end, the fixed idea reappears to^ an instant, like a last

love-thought interrupted by the fatal stroke.

PART V.

WALPURGISNIGHT's DREAM.

He sees himself at the witches' Sabbath, in the midst ofe a frightful group
of ghosts, magicians, and monsters of all sorts, who have come together
for his obsequies. He hears strange noises, groans, ringing laughter, shrieks

QUALITY and

REPUTATION

enable you to know

in advance that the

VOSC Is a most

satisfactory piano.

WE CHALLENGE
COMPARISON

E & SONS PIANO CO.
160 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
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L .-. HOLLAMDEi
ESTABLISHED 1848

COLD STORAGE
FOR

"<iD

Absolute Protection against Fire, Theft and Moths

Our facilities for the care of FINE FURS are unequalled

JVe solicit your patronage

202 BOYLSTON STREET
BOSTON 17

Telephone 2383 Back Bay

552 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

CH^PEATS WALL PA]
THE STANDARD OF VALUES

hKE HOMES OUT OF HOUf

Decoration has a very real, though sub-conscious, influence upon the

temperament and personality.

/

Discords in color, as in music, result from incomplete knowledge and
produce an equally unpleasant effect.

We are competent to suggest decorative

treatment in perfect harmony

.
ALFRED PEATS BRANCH

LEADERS OF WALL PAPER FASHIONS

18 SUMMER STREET BOSTON
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to which other shrieks seem to reply. The beloved melody again reappears

;

but it has lost its noble and timid character ; it has become an ignoble, trivial,

and grotesque dance-tune ; it is she who comes to the witches' Sabbath. . . .

Howlings of joy at her arrival. . . . she takes part in the diabolic orgy. . . .

Funeral knells, burlesque parody on the Dies irae. Witches' dance. The
witches' dance and the Dies irae together.

In a preamble to this programme, relating mostly to some details

of stage-setting when the "fipisode de la vie d'un artiste" is given

entire, Berlioz also writes : "If the symphony is played separately

at a concert, . . . the programme does not absolutely need to be

distributed among the audience, and only the titles of the five move-

ments need be printed, as the symphony can offer by itself (the

composer hopes) a musical interest independent of all dramatic
intention."

This programme differs from the one originally conceived by
Berlioz in 1830. In the earlier description of the Sabbat he did not

frankly characterize the once loved one as a courtesan. He changed
fundamentally his original intention. The artist was then supposed
to live the experiences of the first three scenes in the course of his

normal life : under the influence of the drug he dreamed the horrible

dreams of his execution and the Sabbat.
In the programme finally printed at the beginning of his score,

all the scenes are an opium dream.
The woman that inspired the music and was bitterly assailed in

the letter of 1830 sent to Hambert Ferrand with the proposed pro-

gramme was Harriet Constance Smithson, known in Paris as Henri-

Interior decorators and makers

of Fine Furniture for 85 years

PAINE FURNITURE COMPANY OF BOSTON
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!©§ftMmiing

omairi is no longer described as ** well-dressed'*

she is "smartly costumed'*

This means all of the first and

more— oh, much more !

Costuming declares polish, tone,

finish— and all these are secured by

the woman who recognizes that The

Slattery Shop specializes in woman's

wear.

This shop is truly a ^'finishing

school" in proper costuming for

women of all ages, employment, and

station in life. It is a shop of adap-

tability, adaptations, and creations;

teaching, by example, Costuming as

it should be.

EI Slattery Company
TREMONT STREET OPPOSITE BOSTON COMMON BOSTON
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etta Smithson, born at Ennis, Ireland, March 18, 1800.* She was seen

as Ophelia by Berlioz at the Odeon, Paris, September 11, 1827, after

engagements in Ireland and England. She appeared there first

September G with Kemble, Powers, and Liston. Her success was
immediate and overwhelmmg. She appeared as Juliet, September
15 of the same year. Berlioz saw these first performances. He did not

then know a word of English: Shakespeare was revealed to him
only through the mist of Letourneur's translation. After the third

act of "Romeo and Juliet" he could scarcely breathe: he suffered

as though "an iron hand was clutching" his heart, and he ex-

claimed, "I am lost." And the story still survives, in spite of

Berlioz's denial, that he then exclaimed: "That woman shall be

my wife ! And on that drama I shall write my greatest symphony,"
He married her, and he was thereafter miserable. He wrote the

"Romeo and Juliet" symphony, and to the end he preferred the

"Love Scene" to all his other music. His rhapsodic letters to Fer-

rand show his flaming passion. When scandalous stories about her

reached him he vowed vengeance. She would be the woman at the

witches' Sabbath in his Symphony.

• Boschot describes her as she looked in 1827 : "Tall, lithe, with shoulders rather
fat and with full bust, a supple figure, a face of an astonishing whiteness, with bulging
eyes like those of the glowing Mme. de Stael, but eyes gentle, dreamy, and sometimes
sparkling with passion. And this Harriet Smithson had the most beautiful arms,

—

bulbous flesh, sinuous line. They had the effect on a man of a caress of a flower. And
the voice of Harriet Smithson was music."

G. SCHIRMER, INC.

Publishers of

Symphonic Music

THREE EAST FORTY-THIRD STREET
NEW YORK

VIOLIN MAKERS
AND REPAIRERS

to the

Boston Symphony

Orchestra

47 WINTER STREET
BOSTON. MASS.

Importers

SPECIALTIES

Tested Strings for

Violins, Violas and 'Cellos

Violins Bought and Sold ^

Fine Repairing and

Bow Rehairing

New Catalog Ready

Telephone CaU. Beach 3033-M
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Mr. John McCormack, tenor, was born in Athlone, County West-
meath, Ireland, on June 14, 1884, Having been in school there, he
went to Summer Hill College, Sligo, when he was twelve years old.

There he won prizes and scholarships enough to pay his tuition for
five of the six years. He went to Dublin, hoping to study law, but
his voice attracted attention. He joined the Marlborough Choir
and the Dublin Oratorio Society. On May 14, 1903, he competed
at a festival open to tenors from all parts of G-reat Britain, and
took the first prize. For two years he studied singing in Milan
under Sabattini. On March 1, 1907, he sang at a Ballad Concert
in London and made a sensation. He made his debut in opera at
Covent Garden, October 15, 1907, as Turiddu, and was engaged at
that theatre until the war. Coming to the United States in 1909,
he made his first appearance at the Manhattan Opera House, New
York, November 10, as Alfredo. For the two seasons following he
was engaged with the Philadelphia-Chicago Opera Company and
later with the Boston Opera Company, appearing as "guest" at the
Metropolitan Opera House. In the fall of 1911 he went to Australia
with Mme. Melba's company. On his way back to London he gave
concerts in America, and in 1912-13 he gave many concerts in the
United States and Canada. There was a second visit to Australia
in the fall of 1913. In 1914, besides his concert work, he sang in

opera with Mme. Melba in Paris, gave concerts in Ostend, and
was to have taken part in ''Don Giovanni" at the Salzburg Mozart
Festival organized by Mme. Lilli Lehmann, but the war prevented.

.-^

o Ballar(

'Present

New Models

and Sketches

RIDING HABITS

STREET COSTUMES
SPORT ATTIRE

BRITISH CLOTHS

256 BOYLSTON ST.

BOSTON
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Since then he has given a great many concerts in the United States

and Canada.
His operatic engagements in Boston have been as follows :

—

Manhattan Opera Company in the Boston Theatre:

—

Edgardo, March 29, 1910 (his first appearance in Boston). Tonio ("Daugh-
ter of the Regiment"), March 31, 1910.

Alfredo, April 2, 1910.

Boston Opera House :

—

Turiddu, December 2, 5, 1910.

Rodolfo, December 3, 15, 1910 ; December 28, 1912.

Pinkerton, December 14, 1912.

Almaviva, January 20, 1913.

Don Ottavio, February 7, 12, 15, 1913.

He^^sang at the concerts of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, Feb-

ruary 2, 3, 1917 : Mozart, Rondo, "Per Pieta, non Ricercate" ; Handel,

"Stay, shepherd, stay," and Air, "Shepherd, what art thou pursu-

ing," from "Acis and Galatea"; at the concerts December 14, 15,

1917 : Handel, Air "Di ad Irene," from the opera "Atalanta" ; Beet-

hoven, Recitative, "Jehovah! Hear, oh, hear me," and Air, "^Oh,

my heart is sore within me." from the oratorio "Christ on the Mount
of Olives."

420 BOVUSTON STREET
We make a specialty of trousseatix

SOUTHERN WEAR
We are showing for Southern wear cus-

tom frocks of voile, chambray, batiste,

dotted Swiss, and orgamdie. These are

handmade, designed simply and in good
taste, and are trimmed with real lace,

including filet, Irish, and Valenciennes,

at prices from thirty-five dollars.

Your inspection is cordially invited.

420 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON

^LINE /. Millinery Sale
Many of her Elxclusive Models have now reached

the Department

$5.00 . . AND . . $6.00
NO TWO ALIKE IN FORM OR COLOR

480 BOYLSTON STREET (BLOCK OF BRUNSWICK HOTEL)
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SCENE^ "NON PIU! TUTTO ASCOLTAB/^ AND RONDO^ "NON TBMBR,
AMATO bbnb/-' with solo violiii . . Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

(Born at Salzburg, January 27, 1756; died at Vienna, December 5, 1791.)

The Scene with Rondo was written for Baron Pulini and Count
von Hatzfeld,* canon at Eichstadt, by Mozart at Vienna, March 10,
1786. The occasion was a performance of Mozart's opera "Ido-
meneo" at the private theatre of Prince Auersperg. The Scene with
Rondo was interpolated in act ii, scene 1.

Idomeneus, King of Crete, according to Homer, returned home
safely after the fall of Troy. According to later traditions he vowed
in a storm at sea a sacrifice to Poseidon of whatever he should first

meet on his landing ,if the gods would grant him a safe return. He
met his own son, whom he sacrificed.

In the opera, Electra, the daughter of Agamemnon, and a guest in
Crete, is in love with Idamantes, the son of Idomeneus. The daugh-
ter of Idomeneus, Ilia, loves Idamantes and is loved in turn,
Idomeneus is persuaded by Arbaces to avoid the sacrifice, and to
send back Electra to Argos under the escort of Idamantes, who
should there take the throne.

In this private performance at Vienna, the part of Ilia was taken
by Madame von Puffendorf.

* Hatzfeld, born in 1756, died at Bonn, of consumption, in 1787. He was a first-
class violinist. Mozart wrote to his father from Vienna on April 4, 1787, about Hatz-
feld's death, and called him his dearest and best friend. "He was 31, just my age. I
do not mourn for him, but for myself and for all those who knew him as I did."

SOLOV-HlNDS Co.
^*T/ie Daylight Fashion Salon''

Young Women s Tweed Suits

That are Distinctive

Unusual and Decidedly Smart

Sensibly Priced

Misses' Evening Dresses

That are especially interesting for

the Younger Set

Moderate Prices

352 BOYLSTON STREET
Opposite Arlington Street Church
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Ilia :

—

,

Non piu, tutto ascoltae, tutto compressi. D' Elettra d' Idamante noti sono
gli' amori, ad caro impegno ornai mancar non dei, va, scordati di me,
donati a lei.

Idamante :

—

Ch' io mi scordi di te? che a lei mi doni puoi consigliar mi? E puoi voler
ch' io viva

!

Ilia :

—

Non congiurar, mia vita, contro la mia costanza. II Colpo atroce mi distrugge
abbastanza.

Idamante :

—

Ah, no, sarebbe il viver mio di morte assai peggior. Fosti il mio primo
amore, e 1' ultimo sarai. Venga la morte, intrepida 1' attendo, ma, ch' io
possa struggermi ad altra face, ad altr' oggetto donar gl' affetti miei? Come
tentarlo, ah, di dolor morreri.

Andante, B-flat, 4-4.

Non temer, amato bene,
Per te sempre il cor sark,
Piu non reggo a tante pene,
L' alma mia mancando va.
Tu sospiri? A duol funesto

!

Pensa almen ; che istante e questo

!

Non mi posso, oh Dio, spiegor,
Stelle barbare, stelle spietate,

(L/fve atque Vale

^ Our appreciations are due to all friends made through these

pages during the past season.

^ New catalogues are in course of preparation and will be sent to

any address, prepaid. Continued annoimcements wiU appear

in*' Pops."

DUNSTER HOUSE BOOKSHOP
26 HOLTOKE STREET & XT. AUBURN

Qambridge, <J}!Cass.

nunBaBHHHHHHHHH

TAXI? CALL BACK BAY

5500
TAXI SERVICE CO.
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When You Entertain

The

Brambach Baby Grand
piano is beautiful in tone, artistic in design and
adds distinction to the most exclusive homes. It

is the ideal piano to furnish music for your socials.

Price ^795— Deferred Payments

The Brambach is designed to please the most
critical demands of all music lovers.

Ask for Free Paper Floor Pattern
Showing Exact Floor Space Required.

CCHarvey®-
Pianos, Player-Pianos, Vidrolas, Edisons, Brunstvicks, and Records

144 BOYLSTON STREET, ^ BOSTON
57 Main St., Bnckion; 1511 Hancock St., Quincy,

22 Market St., Lynn
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PerchS mai tanto rigor

!

Alme belle die vedete
Le mie pene in tal momento,
Dite vol, s' egual tormento
Pud soffrir un fido cor.

Eecitativb :-

I am fully determined, since my stern father is moved neither by tears nor
entreaties, to enter a convent. There I can keep faithful to thee. Do not
^ear that I will be false to thee, or desert thee for the sake of base wealth,

or break the bond of love. No! Without thee, my beloved, earth has no
happiness. I could bear grief and sorrow ; but I detest treachery more than I

fear death. Thou, my first, shalt be my last love. The grave alone shall

break the tie that binds us. Let us no longer resist fate, but bravely face the

separation, and if it be eternal, then I die thine alone.

Rondo : Andante, B-flat major, 4-4 :

—

O love! let us bravely part; to thee alone my heart belongs; never can this

heart be faithless, even though it sinks under its sorrow. Do not sigh; do
not complain ; but hope, the hope that never leads to despair. Hope strength-

ens the feeble heart.

Stern father ! Why has the love that comes from heaven aroused in thee

such anger? Noble witness of my grief, have you ever known of such agony
as that to which my heart is condemned?*

The accompaniment is scored for strings in the Recitative ; for two
clarinets, two bassoons, two horns, violin obbligato, and strings in

the Rondo.
This Rondo was sung here at a concert of the Boston Symphony

* This translation was printed in the programme book of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra's concert, January 21, 1888.

^Si

BIGELOW KENNARD er CO. ^^

Jewelers
^'"^

^^^^^^ ^_/^e/'Jw/^/e//^ DCcurwrws in- PLatiruwh or

^^^^^ fjcuxlcd MoLuilmos. Floc Strinns
""^ F^^ of OrUntal Pcarb, Silver'—^ /[M}

' ' Comer West and Washington Sts. Boston
^



Important Repetition

1st Linens of all desirable kinds are scarce.

2nd There is no probability that they will be in better

supply in the near future.

3rd Today we have a fine collection.

4th If we sell all that we have of any particular kind,

there is no certainty when it can be replaced or at

what price.

5th Under present conditions there is not much use in

tabulating details. Any particular item might be

gone before you see this circular.

6th Nor is there any great wisdom in naming comparative

prices.

7th Today we are naming prices lower than would be

necessary if we had to make our purchases today.

8th Recently we investigated Belfast prices on John S.

Brown & Sons table linens and found that in every

case the manufacturers' price is higher today than the

price we are asking for the same goods at retail. In

some cases the prices were very much higher.

R. H. STEARNS C
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Orchestra on January 21, 1888, by Gertrude Franklin (Mrs. Salis-

bury) . Franz Kneisel was the violinist.

*
* «

The Rondo was sung at a concert of the Harvard Musical Asso-

ciation on March 29, 1867, by Miss J. E. Houston. William Schultze

was the violinist.

Mozart composed December 26, 27, 1786, a Scene, "Ch' io mi
scordi di te," and Eondo, "Non temer, amato bene," using words
from the Scene and Rondo written for the private performance of

"Idomeneo" in March. The dedication reads: "For Mile. Storace

and me." This "Mile. Storace" was Ann, or Anna, Selina Storace

(1766-1817), a famous singer in her time, meeting with great suc-

cess in the opera houses of Florence, Milan, Vienna, London. She
was the original Susanna in Mozart's "Nozze di Figaro."

This Rondo is in E-flat major (Andante), 2-2. The accompani-
ment is for two clarinets, two bassoons, two horns, strings, and
pianoforte obbligato.

« «

"Idomeneo, Re di Creta," a serious opera in three acts, libretto

by the Court Chaplain Gianbattisa Varesco,* music by Mozart, was
produced at Munich, January 29, 1781. Varesco was indebted for

the libretto to "Idom^n6e," a lyric tragedy in five acts, libretto by

* Varesco was installed Court Chaplain in the Salzburg service in 1766. His
knowledge of Italian served in the correspondence and intercourse with Rome. He was
still in service in 1815. Mozart complained of his avarice and found him a disagree-
able companion.

~"

A DISTINCTIVE BRAND OF CHOCOLATES.
Purest selected materials, enticingly combined into

varying centers, coated with a rich Chocolate of the

finest quality— each piece you taste seems more alluring

than the last.

CHOCOLATES
"\^\M;////
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Are Added to Our Stock Daily

ORDERED long ago, when prices were comparatively

low, these treasures of Oriental looms are emerging

from the East. Every business day sees new arrivals.

Do not wait for detailed announcements— there isn't

enough newspaper space for the whole story. Come in

and SEE for yourselves.

You will agree with us that, for a time at least, the em-

bargo seems to be off. And you will agree with us that

our prices mean good investments.

The latest arrivals are some wonderfully beautiful Saruk carpets in

soft shades of blue and rose, some with medallions and others with

all over Persian designs. One of the best ones, size 10.2 x 13.0, has

a rich dark blue field with a medallion and comer pieces of rose and

green and a border of unusual merit.

646 Washington St., 0pp. Boylston St., Boston
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\

Antoine Danchet, music by Andr6 Campra, produced at the Koyal
Academy of MusiC; Paris, January 12, 1712.*

The cast of Mozart's opera was as follows : Idomeneo, Raaff ; Ida-

mante, Dal Prato; Ilia, Dorothea Wendling; Elettra, Elizabeth

Wendling; Arbace, Domenico de Panzachi; Gran Sacerdote di

Nettuno, Giovanni Yalesei.

Dale Prato, the original Idamante, was a male soprano.

In Mozart's opera, Poseidon, taking pity on Ilia, who begs to be
the victim, decrees that Idomeneus should renounce his throne in

favor of Idamantes, who should wed Ilia.

In Cr^billon's tragedy (1705), the king and his son are rivals in

love. Idomeneus kills himself. In the tragedy of Lemierre (1764),
Idamantes, in spite of the entreaties of his father and Ilia, goes to

the temple to sacrifice himself. He dies at the foot of the altar. In
the opera of Donchet, Idomeneus goes mad and kills Idamantes.
Returning to reason, he wishes to commit suicide, but this is not
allowed. Ilione, the betrothed of Idamantes, says to the people:

—

Pour Ten punir, laissez-le vivre;
C'est a moi seule de mourir.

Other operas with Idomeneus, the hero, are : "Idomeneo" (Rome,
1756) ; "Idomeneo," Gazzaniga (Padua, 1790) ; Paer (Florence,

* The cast was as follows : Prologue : V6nus, Mile. Pousin ; Aeole, Hardoiiin. Tra-
g^die : Ilione, Mile. Journet ; Dirc6, Mile. Antier ; Idomen6e, Th€venard ; Arbas, Hardouin ;

La Jalousie and N6m6sis, Mantienne. Ballet, Mile. Pr6vost. The opera was revived on
April 3, 1731.

OF GREAT INTEREST TO VIRTUOSI. TEACHERS AND PUPILS OF THE

THE LATEST SERIES OF WORKS BY OLD MASTERS
ARRANGED BY

The following composers are included in the new series

ANTONIOTTI (1692-1776) CORELLI (1653-1713) HERVELOIS (1670-17-?)

ARIOSTI (1666-1740) DALL'ABACO (1675-1742) LECLAIR (1697-1764)

BIRCKENSTOCK (1687-1733) DUPUITS (1741-17-?) LOEILLET (1653-1728)

BONONCINI (1680-17-?) GALLIARD (1687-1749) MARCELLO (1686-1739)

CAPORALE (16-?-l7-?) GRAZIOLI (1710-1780) SENAILLE (1687-1730)

VALENTINI (1681-17-?)

Write for complete lists. Apply to your dealers or the publishers

14 EAST 43rd STREET NEW YORK

I
INCORPORATED

NEW CABS

BACK B.

REDUCED RATES

300
GIVE YOUR ORDER TO THE USHER
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We offer you the best-equipped

plant in JSew England for

Fur Storage
The furs you own are valuable— too

valuable to take a chance with the

ravages of the busy little moth.

Furs entrusted to our care receive a thorough clean-

ing by the most approved dry air methods. They
are accorded a special care by our expert furriers,

which keeps them in good condition, increases

their length of life and preserves their lustre.

Our Storage Rooms are moth-proof, jire-froof ana

burglar-proof.

Our charge is 3% on a reason-

able valuation of articles stored.

Phone '^each J200— and we

will care for all other details.

Jordan Marsh Company lU

New England*s Greatest Store

(Bi l l '

' if^i '

f'l'—

-

v m
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1794) ; Farinelli (Venice, 1796) ; Federici (Milan, 1806). There is

a dramatic cantata "Idamante" by H. RoUe (Leipsic, 1782).

The Recitative, "Solitudini Amichi," with Aria, "Zeffiretti Lusin-

ghieri," from Mozart's "Idomeneo" has been sung here at concerts

of the Boston Symphony Orchestra by Mrs. H. F. Knowles, Decem-
ber 9, 1882; and by Mme. Melba, January 26, 1901; December 28,

1917.

Symphonic Variations;, "Istar/^ Op. 42 ... . Vincent d^Indy

(Born in Paris on March 27, 1852; still living there.)

This composition was first brought out in Brussels, led by Eugene
Ysaye, on January 10, 1897; it was performed in Chicago, led by
Theodore Thomas, on April 23, 1898. The first performance in

Boston was at a Symphony concert, Mr. Gericke, conductor, Febru-

ary 18, 1899. The second performance was at a Symphony concert,

April 13, 1901. There was a third on December 2, 1905, when
Vincent d'Indy, conducting by invitation, also included in the pro-

gramme his symphony.in B-flat major, No. 2, Faure's "Pelleas and
Melisande" Suite, Franck's "Psyche and Eros," and Dukas's "Sor-

cerer's Apprentice." The fourth performance was on November
4, 1912.

The variations—the work is practically a symphonic poem—are

scored for piccolo, two flutes, two oboes, English horn, two clarinets,

bass clarinet, three bassoons, four horns, three trumpets, three trom-
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bones, bass tuba, a set of three kettledrums, cymbals, triangle, two
harps, and strings. They are dedicated to the Orchestral Society of

the Ysaye Concerts.

The following verses are printed on a fly-leaf of the score :

—

Vers le pays immuable
Istar, fiUe de Sin, a dirige ses pas,
vers la demeure des morts,
vers la demeure aux sept portes ou il est entre,
vers la demeure d'ou I'ou ne revient pas.

A la premiere porte, le gardien I'a depouillee,
il a enleve la haute tiare de sa tete.

A la deuxieme porte, le gardien Fa depouillee,
il a enleve les pendants de ses oreilles.

A la troisieme porte, le gardien I'a depouillee
il a enleve les pierres precieuses qui ornent son cou.

A la quatrieme porte, le gardien I'a depouillee,
il a enleve les joyaux qui ornent son sein.

A la cinquieme porte, le gardien I'a depouillee,
il a enleve la ceinture qui entoure sa taille.

A la sixieme porte, le gardien I'a depouillee,

il a enleve les anneaux de ses pieds, les anneaux de ses mains.
A la septieme porte, le gardien I'a depouillee,

il a enleve le dernier voile qui couvre sou corps.

Istar, fiUe de Sin est entree au pays immuable,
elle a pris et regu les Eaux de la Vie.

Elle a presente les Eaux sublimes,
et ainsi, devant tons, elle a delivre
le FiLS DE LA VIE, SOU jeuue amant.—Epopee (Vlzduhar (6e Chant).

Complete

Financial

Service

Temple Place Branch

Old Colony Trust Company
Boston, Massachusetts

MEMBER OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
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The last five lines are not in the original Babylonian poem. They
are an invention of the French translator, wholly contradictory to

the ending of the original.

Furthermore, this story of Istar or Ishtar's descent to "the land
of No-Return" has nothing to do with the epic poem of Izdubar, or
Gilgamesh. But of this more anon.
Mr. Apthorp has translated the verses on the title-page as

follows :

—

Toward the immutable land Istar, daughter of Sin,* bent her steps, toward
the abode of the dead, toward the seven-gated abode where He entered,
toward the abode whence there is no return.

At the first gate, the warder stripped her ; he took the high tiara from her
head.
At the second gate, the warder stripped her ; he took the pendants from her

ears.

At the third gate, the warder stripped her ; he took off the precious stones
that adorn her neck.
At the fourth ^ate, the warder stripped her ; he took off the jewels that

adtn'n her breast.

At the fifth gate, the warder stripped her; he took off the girdle that en-
compasses her waist.
At the sixth gate, the warder stripped her ; he took the Tings from her feet,

the rings from her hands.
At the seventh gate, the warder stripped her ; he took off the last veil that

covers her body.

Istar, daughter of Sin, went into the immutable land, she took and re-

ceived the Waters of Life. She gave the sublime Waters, and thus, in the
presence of all, delivered the Son of Life, her young lover.

* Sin is probably another name for Anu,—W. F. A. \.
~

THERE ARE UNUSUAL ACCOMMODATIONS for

banquets, dinners, luncheons, receptions, dinner and

tea dances— for all social functions requiring correct

appointments and perfect service.

Among the hotels in the city, none is better prepared ^than

THE VENDOME to make social a^airs attractive' and
pleasant. Its ideal location on Commonwealth Avenue
at Dartmouth Street, only one block from Copley
Square, makes it easily accessible by motor or "a-foot"'

The manager will be pleased to submit menus, offer suggestions,^

and make final arrangements, by telephone, correspondence

or personal interview.

AFTERNOON TEA (tea, toaat and marmalade) IS SERVED
IN THE SOLARIUM EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
FROM 4 UNTIL 6 O'CLOCK. FIFTY CENTS PER PERSON

C. H. GREENLEAF COMPANY
Proprietors

EVERETT B. RICH
Managing Director
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Drawnfrom Eat

shown by

Chandler 6* Co.

BEAUTIFUL HA TS
OUR Hat Department a Vista of Beauty in Hats,

from the Gorgeous to the Dignified. Chandler &
G). Quality and Taste Speak in Every One.

Smart suit and semi-dress hats at 15.00, 25.00 and
38.00.

Semi-dress and dress hats at 25.00, 50.00 and 75.00.

Original French hats and exquisite dress hats from

50.00 to 300.00.

(thanakr $c (Ho
Tremont Street, Near West
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"Le pays immuable" in the original is "the land of No-Return."
Ishtar is the daughter of the Moon-god. The curious reader who
wishes to see a closer translation into French should consult "Istar"

(fifth volume of "La Decadence Latine [fithopee]"), the singular

romance by the still more extraordinary Josephin Peladan, who calls

himself Sar Peladan. The story is told on pages 422-428.

The Izdubar, or Gilgamesh, epic recounts the deeds, exploits, and
sufferings of Gilgamesh, the most heroic figure in Babylonian myth-
ology. Mr. Robert F. Harper says of Gilgamesh: "His name, like

that of Odysseus in Greek literature and Siegfried in Germanic
mythology, has formed a centre around which ancient stories and
legends of decidedly different nature and distinct origin clustered

in course of time." The epic is no doubt a poem of composite
character. Some have considered Gilgamesh, or Izdubar, the proto-

type of the Scriptural Mmrod. His exploits are as follows : Du'uzu,
the husband of Istar, was governor of the city of Erech; after his

death the city was invaded by the Elamites. Izdubar comes from
Marad, his native place, and, with the aid of the demigod Ea-bani,
kills Khumbaba, the last of the Elamite usurpers, and delivers the
city. Istar offers him her heart and hand, but is rudely rejected,

Izdubar reminding her that her former loves have invariably been
fatal to her lovers. She, incensed at his refusal, calls upon her
father Anu for revenge. Anu sends a monstrous bull to ravage
Erech; but the monster is killed by Izdubar, helped by Ea-bani.
Then Istar prevails upon her mother Anatu to kill Ea-bani, and
smite Izdubar with leprosy. Izdubar repairs to his ancestor Hasi-

Announces the opening of the new

22 BOYLSTON STREET

THIS SHOP WILL BE DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY
TO GENUINE VICTOR VICTROLAS, ^HOWN IN
THE PROPER ENVIRONMENT AND FURNISHING
A SPECIALIZED SERVICE THAT WILL BE
APPRECIATED. THIS SHOP IS READY FOR YOUR
INSPECTION AND APPROVAL.

VICTROLAS AND VICTOR RECORDS—THAT'S ALL

FRANK S. HORNING CO., Inc.

BOSTON
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Both the Boston Symphony Orchestra
and McCormack are more than a memory
if you have a Victrola.

They both make Victor Records and you
can enjoy their exquisite interpretations as

often as you wish right in your own home.

Hearing them on the Victrola is just

like attending their performances again.

There are Victrolas from $25 to $1500,
and any Victor dealer will gladly play any
music you wish to hear.

CAMDEN. N. J.
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sadra, who dwells in the realms of the blest, and is cured by him
of his disease. He then returns to Erech, and the gods hear his

lamentations for the lost Ea-bani, whom they permit to return to

earth from the nether world.

"Istar's Descent into Hades" is a wholly different poem. It begins

abruptly with Istar's journey to the land of No-Keturn, to the house

out of which he who enters never comes back. She addresses the

porter at the gate, and threatens to break down the gate and shatter

the door and restore the dead to life if he does not allow her to enter.

He consults Queen AUatu, and she tells him- to open the door for

Istar, and do unto her according to the ancient custom. Then he

strips her at each gate of some ornament, as in the verses above, and
she asks him each time why he strips her. He answers invariably

:

"Enter, my lady, for such is the custom of AUatu." When she is at

last before AUatu, the Queen curses her with frightful curses.

There Istar remains, and the outside world is smitten with a fearful

curse: there is no new life. Then Ea the king, moved by petitions

of the sufferers, creates a man, Uddushunamir, and tells him to

journey to AUatu, and ask her for a water-skin, that he may drink

water therefrom. AUatu waxes exceeding wroth. She bids Uddus-
hunamir be gone lest she curse him. She commands that Istar be

sprinkled with the water of life and sent from her presence. Istar

TENOR
Mr. Robison sang with genuine understanding, with virile, manly
sentiment and quality of tone, with the sureness and convic-

tion that a complete study and mastery of the poetic thought
gives B musician of talent.— Boston Post (Olin Downes),

Address, care of JORDAN HALL. Boston 17

Telephone. Back Bay 3774-J

CARL FAELTEN. Director

1920FROM OCTOBER, 1919, TO MAY 1,

Six Recitals by CARL FAELTEN, 28 Recitals by Students of the

College Course, 26 Recitals by Students of the Preparatory Course,

in all, 54 Recitals by Students; 9 of them were Solo Recitals by single

pupils. The programs contained works of 185 different composers;

280 pupils played in above Recitals. More Recitals to follow before

end of season.

HEGISTER tKOW FOR THE SEASON OF 1920-21

30:HUNTINGTON avenue, boston Telephone Back Bay 1759
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Artist

AND THE

WhM
The wonderful, rich tone of the Baldwin Piano is the very conception

of beauty.

—

Levitzki-

It has that refined quality, that warm and luscious tone which
resembles the human voice in its individual appeal.

—

A Ida.

The Baldwin Piano has no peer in faithfully voicing an artist's

spirit.

—

Brown.

I have an inspiring companion in my BcJdwin Piano.

—

La Forge.

The beautiful tone of the Baldwin Piano merits its popularity.

—

A mato.

Using a Baldwin, we rest assured that we have an instrument which

will meet every requirement.

—

Fanning.

The Baldwin Piano is a most wonderful help and support.

—

Nielsen.

I consider the Baldwin the Stradivarius of the few really great Pianos

of the world.

—

De Pachmann.

A tone that blends so well with my voice.

—

Semhrich.

The Baldwin Piano Company
CINCINNATI

142 W. Fourth Street

NEW YORK
665 Fifth Avenue

INDIANAPOLIS
18 N. Penn'a Street

CHICAGO
323 S. Wabash Ave.

DENVER
1636 California Street

LOUISVILLE
521 S. Fourth Avenue

ST. LOUIS
1 1 1 1 Olive Street

SAN FRANCISCO
310 Sutter Street

DALLAS
191 1 Elm Street
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besprinkled, passes again through the gates, and at each one re-

ceives the garment or ornament of which she had been stripped.

Then follow the thirteen lines apparently used as a moral by the

narrator of the tale. As Mr. Harper says: "The interpretation of

this story depends upon the meaning of the last few lines, which
are somewhat obscure. The situation as given by Dr. Alfred Jere-

mias is perhaps the most probable: A brother goes to a magician
to inquire for the spirit of a dead sister. The real issue involved

is, 'Will the dead return?' The magician then relates to him the

story of Istar, the only one who has ever returned from the nether

world."
The original of this strange poem is supposed to have been in the

library of Sardanapalus.
See "Die HoUenfahrt der Istar," by Dr. Eberhard Schrader

(Giessen, 1874) ; "Die HoUenfahrt der Istar," by Dr. Alfred Jere-

mias (Leipsic, 1886) ; "Assyrischbabylonische Mythen und Epen,"

by P. Jensen; Jastrow's "Keligion of Babylonia and Assyria"
(chapter xxv.) ; "Assyrian and Babylonian Literature," with a
translation of "Istar's Descent," by Clifton D. Gray (New York,
1901).
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The variations begin tr^s lent, F minor, 4-4, with a sombre motive

(first horn). The violas and clarinets, accompanied by wood-wind
instruments in syncopated rhythm, answer with a second motive,

and there Is a modulation to F major. The variations, as Mr. Apthorp

says, have one wholly original peculiarity : "The theme is not given

out simply at the beginning, neither is it heard in its entirety until

the last variation, in which it is sung by various groups of instru-

ments in unison and octaves, and worked up later in full harmony.

Each one of the variations represents one of the seven stages of

Istar's being disrobed at the gates of the 'immutable land,' until

in the last she stands forth in the full splendor of nudity. The
composition is so free as to resent technical analysis; but by
following the poem, and noting the garment or ornament taken off,

the listener can appreciate the composer's poetic or picturesque

suggestiveness in his music."

Mr. Lambinet, a professor at a Bordeaux public school, chose in

1905 the text "Pro Musica" for his prize-day speech. He told the

boys that the first thing the study of music would teach them would
be logic. "In symphonic development logic plays as great a part

as sentiment. The theme is a species of axiom, full of musical truth,

whence proceed deductions. The musician deals with sounds as

the geometrician with lines and the dialectician with arguments."

The master went on to remark: "A great modern composer, Mr.

Vincent d'Indy, has reversed the customary process in his symphonic
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poem 'Istar.' He by degrees unfolds from initial complexity the
simple idea which was wrapped up therein, and appears only at the
close like Isis unveiled, like a scientific law discovered and formu-
lated." The speaker found this happy definition for such a musical
work,—"an inductive symphony."

"Istar" was performed as a stage work at the Chatelet, Paris, in

May, 1911, at the second of Miss Natacha Trouhanowa's Concerts
de Musique de Danse. Robert Quinault was the other dancer in

"Istar." The other dances were : Glazounoff-Liadofif, "Musical Snuflf

Box"; Rubinstein. Lesghinka from "The Demon"; Dargomijsky's
Kotzatchoff; waltzes by Schubert; four pieces by Faure; Rimsky-
Korsakoff's Caprice on Spanish Themes. Mr. Monteux conducted.
The production of "Istar" was not successful, according to the
critics. One wrote: "Half of the action passed in greenish dark-
ness, and the rest was unintelligible."

There was another performance in Paris at the Chatelet in April,

1912, when the programme also included Florent Schmidtt's "Tra-
gedie de Salome," "La Peri" of Dukas, and Ravel's "Adelaide, ou Le
Language des Fleurs" made out of his "Valses Nobles et Senti-

mentales." The conductors were the four composers. This produc-
tion of "Istar" was said to be more satisfactory than the one in
1911.
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Nevertheless, when in 1919 Le Film asked French composers
about music for the cinematograph, and d'Indy replied : "The cinema
in my opinion having nothing to do with art, and as its effects

debase the public, I can have no opinion concerning the music to
be associated with the spectacle," he was taken to task by fimile

Vuillermoz in an article "La Musique et la Cinegraphie," published
in Le Menestrel of January 16, 1920. "I have seen with my own
eyes, one day, at the Ch^telet, M. Vincent d'Indy conducting a per-

formance of his 'Istar' while on the stage was displayed a 'plastic

translation' of these orchestral variations. In a vault of colored
pasteboard, figurants with a gallows-like appearance, representing
funereal genii, were seen stripping Miss Natacha Trouhanowa of
different pieces of her clothing in the order that the orchestral
theme was denuded. They wore wigs and unacceptable beards;
and the 'Son of Life' was comical in an unforeseen way. The com-
poser, however, apparently did not suffer from their prosaic treat-

ment. And who is he that to-day would deny the ability of the
screen to translate plastically a beautiful dream? Entrust the
score of 'Istar' to a cinegrapMste such as a Marcel I'Herbier, Abel
Gance, or Louis Nalpas, and you will see if their aerial and im-
ponderable realization will not put to shame the logey scenic trans-
lation with which you were satisfied!"

Great care was exercised in the production of "Istar" with d'Indy's
"Chant de la Cloche" at the Monnaie, Brussels, in October, 1913.
The gestures and rhythmic movements were regulated by Ambrosiny.
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The scenery was by Descluze. The two chief pantomimic dancers

were Miss Cerny and Miss Legrand. George Lauweryns conducted.

Paul Gilson wrote an interesting article about "Istar" as thus pro-

duced for Le Soir. It was reprinted in Le Guide Musical of Novem-
ber 2, 1913.

Sonnet for Voice and Orchestra: "Blow out, you Bugles^-'

Frank Bridge

(Born at Brighton, England, February 26, 1879; now living in London.)

This sonnet by Rupert Brooke (1887-1915) is entitled "The Dead,"
and is the third of the five sonnets collected under the general title

"1914" in the Collected Poems. These five were written between the

time of the Antwerp Expedition, October, 1914, and Brooke's sailing

for the Aegean, in February, 1915, with the British Expeditionary
Force. Brooke, Fellow of King's College, Cambridge, 1913, Sub-

Lieutenant, September, 1914, died from blood poisoning in the

Aegean April 23, 1915, on board a French hospital ship. He was
buried on the Island of Seyros, at night, by torchlight, in a grove

of olives.

Blow oitt, you bugles, over the rich Dead.
There's none of these so lonely and poor of old,

But dying, has made us rarer gifts than gold.

These laid the world away ;
poured out the red

Sweet wine of youth
;
gave up the years to be

Of work and joy, and that unhoped serene.

That men call age ; and those who would have been,

Their sons, they gave, their immortality.
Blow, bugles, blow ! They brought us, for our dearth,
Holiness, lacked so long, and Love and Pain.
Honor has come back, as a king, to earth.
And paid his subjects with a royal wage

;

And Nobleness walks in our ways again,
And we have come into our heritage.

John Ireland also has set music for voice and pianoforte to this

sonnet (1918).
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Frank Bridge studied with Stanford at the Royal College of

Music, London, and was awarded there the Rajah of Tagore's gold

medal. In 1906 he placed the viola in the Joachim Quartet. He
conducted Marie Brema's opera seasons at the Savoy Theatre, Lon-
don, 1910-11 ; at Covent Garden during the Beecham season of 1913

;

and he conducted in 1913 other operatic performances.*
The catalogue of his compositions includes these works:

—

Orchestra: ''Isabella," sjanphonic poem (London, 1907) ; "Dance
Rhapsody-' (Liverpool, 1909) ; Suite, ''The Sea" (London, 1912) ;

''Dance Poem" (London, 1914) ; "Lament," for strings, over a child

lost by the sinking of the Lusitania (London, 1915) ; "Summer,"
tone poem for small orchestra (London, 1916) ; Suite for strings;

Two Poems (after Jeft'eries) ; Five Entr'actes for "The Hunchback."
Chamber Music: String Quartet, E minor (honorable mention at

Bologna, 1906) ;
Quartet, G minor; Phantasy, string quartet, F-

sharp minor; Sextet for strings (1912) ; Phantasy Pianoforte Quar-
tet; Pianoforte Quintet; Phantasy Pianoforte Trio (1908) ; "Sally
in our Alley" and "Cherry- Ripe," for string quartet (1916) ; "Lon-
donderry Air," for string quartet ; -Three Novelettes, for string

quartet (1904) ; Three Idj'ls, for string quartet (1906) ; Violoncello

Sonata; pieces for violin and pianoforte, viola and pianoforte,

violoncello and pianoforte.

Part Songs: "School Songs"; "Prayer" for chorus and orchestra;
songs, pianoforte pieces.

* "Who's Who in Music" (1918).
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Prelude to "The Mastersingers of Nuremberg/-'
Richard Wagner

(Bora at Leipsic, May 22, 1813; died at Venice, February 13, 1883.)

The Prelude to "Die Meistersinger von Niirnberg" was performed

for the first time at Leipsic, November 1, 1862. At a concert organ-

ized by Wendelin Weissheimer, opera conductor at Wiirzburg and
Mayence, and composer, for the production of certain works, Wagner
conducted this Prelude and the overture to "Tannhauser." The hall

was nearly empty, but the Prelude was received with so much favor

that it was immediately played a second time. The opera was first

performed at Munich, June 21, 1868. *

This Prelude is in reality a broadly developed overture in the

classic form. It may be divided into four distinct parts, which are

closely knit together.

1. An initial period, moderato, in the form of a march built on

four chief themes, combined in various ways. The tonality of C
major is well maintained.

* The chief singers at this first performance at the Royal Court Theatre, Munich,
were Betz, Hans Sachs ; Bausewein, Pogner ; Holzel, Beckmesser ; Schlosser, David

;

Nachbaur, Walther von Stolzing ; Miss Mallinger, Eva ; Mme. Diez, Magdalene. The
first performance in the United States was at the Metropolitan Opera House, New York,
January 4, 1886 : Emil Fischer, Sachs ; Joseph Staudigl, Pogner ; Otto Kemlitz, Beck-
messer ; Kramer, David ; Albert Stritt, Walther von Stolzing ; Auguste Krauss (Mrs.

Anton Seidl), Eva; Marianne Brandt, Magdalene. The first performance in Boston was
at the Boston Theatre, April 8, 1889, with Fischer, Sachs ; Beck, Pogner ; Modlinger,
Beckmesser ; Sedlmayer, David ; Alvary, Walther von Stolzing ; Kaschoska, Eva ; Reil,

Magdalene. Singers from the Orpheus Club of Boston assisted in the choruses of the
third act. Anton Seidl conducted.
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2. A second period, in E major, of lyrical character, fully de-

veloped, and in a way the centre of the composition.

3. An intermediate episode after the fashion of a scherzo, devel-

oped from the initial theme, treated in diminution and in fugued

style.

4. A revival of the lyric theme, combined this time simultaneously

with the two chief themes of the first period, which leads to a coda

wherein the initial phrase is introduced in the manner of a stretto.

The opening energetic march theme serves throughout the work
to characterize the mastersingers. Secondary figures are formed
from disintegrated portions of this theme.

The exposition of the initial theme, with the first development,

leads to a second theme. It is essentially lyrical; given at first to

the flute, it hints at the growing love of Walther for Eva. Oboe,

clarinetj and horn are associated with the flute, and alternate with

it in the development.
A'flourish of violins leads to a third theme, intoned by the brass,

sustained by harp. This theme seems to have been borrowed by
Wagner from the "Crowned Tone" of Heinrich Mtigling. This

pompous theme may be called the fanfare of the corporation, the

theme of the guild, or the theme of the banner, the emblem of the

corporation. It is soon combined with the theme of the master-

singers, and at the conclusion the whole orchestra is used.

A short and nervous episode of eight measures introduces a series
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of modulations, which lead to a broadly extended melody,—^the

theme that characterizes in general the love of Walther and Eva.
Here begins the second part of the overture. The love theme after

development is combined with a more passionate figure, which is

used in the opera in many ways,—as when Sachs sings of the spring

;

as when it is used as an expression of Walther's ardor in the accom-
paniment to his trial song in the first act.

The tonality of the first period is C major, that of the love music
is E major. Now there is an allegretto. "The oboe, in staccato

notes, traces in double diminution the theme of the initial march;
while the clarinet and the bassoon supply ironical counterpoint.

The theme of youthful ardor enters in contention; but irony
triumphs, and there is a parody (in E-flat) of the solemn March of

the Mastersingers, with a new subject in counterpoint in the basses.

The counter-theme in the violoncellos is the theme which goes from
mouth to mouth in the crowd when Beckmesser appears and begins
his Prize Song,—'What? He? Does he dare? Scheint mir nicht
der RechtelF 'He's not the fellow to do it.' And this mocking
theme has importance in the overture; for it changes position with
the subject, and takes in turn the lead."

After a return to the short episode there is a thunderous explo-

sion. The theme of the mastersingers is sounded by the brass with
hurried violin figures, at first alone, then combined simultaneously
with the love theme, and with the fanfare of the corporation played
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scherzando by the second violins, violas, and a portion of the wood-
wind. This is the culmination of the overture. The melodious
phrase is developed broadly. It is now and then traversed by the
ironical theme of the flouted Beckmesser, while the basses give a mar-
tial rhythm until again breaks forth from the brass the theme of the

corporation. The fanfare leads to a last and sonorous affirmation

of the Mastersinger theme, which serves at last as a song of

apotheosis.
•

« •

The idea of the opera occurred to Wagner at Marienbad in 1845.

The scenario then sketched differed widely from the one adopted.

The libretto was completed at Paris in 1861. Wagner worked at

Biebrich in 1862 on the music. The Prelude was sketched in Feb-

ruary of that year; the instrumentation was completed in the fol-

lowing June.
The first performance of the Prelude in Boston was by Theodore

Thomas's orchestra on December 4, 1871.

The score and orchestral parts were published in February, 1866.

The Prelude is scored for piccolo, two flutes, two oboes, two clari-

nets, two bassoons, four horns, three trumpets, three trombones,
bass tuba, kettledrums, triangle, cymbals, harp, and the usual
strings.
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WORKS PERFORMED AT THE SYMPHONY CONCERTS
DURING THE SEASON OF 1919-1920.

Works marked with a double asterisk were performed for the first time in Boston.
Works marked with an asterisk were performed for the first time at these concerts.

Works marked with a dagger were performed for the first time anywhere.
Artists marked with an asterisk appeared at these concerts for the first time.

Artists marked with a double asterisk appeared for the first time in Boston.
Artists marked with a dagger are members of the Boston Symphony Orchestra.

PAGE

Albeniz : "Catalonia," Folk Suite in three parts, No. 1,** Oc-

tober 10, 1919 47

Bach: "My Heart Ever Faithful," November 28, 1919

(Louise Homer) 470

Balakireff: "Thamar," Symphonic Poem (after a poem by

Lermontoff
)

, December 19, 1919 511

Beethoven: Symphony, D major, No. 2, Op. 36, October

10,1919 7

Symphony, B-flat major. No. 4, Op. 60, March 13, 1920

(this symphony was substituted for Berlioz's "Fan-

tastic" Symphony performed at the Friday after-

noon concert, March 12) 000

Symphony, C minor, No. 5, Op. 67, November 21, 1919 (in

memory of Henry Lee Higginson) 402

"The Creatures of Prometheus," Ballet, Op. 43, Overture,

Ballet No. 5, Adagio, October 24, 1919 1 58

Funeral March from the "Eroica" Symphony (in memory
of Henry Lee Higginson), November 15, 1919 00

Overture to "Fidelio," Op. 72, April 16, 1919 1579

Overture to "King Stephen," E-flat major. Op. 117, Novem-

ber 14, 1919 330
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Concerto, C minor, No. 3, Op. 37, April 16, 1919 (Alfred
Cortot) 1602

Concerto in D major for violin, Januarj^ 23, 1920 (Fritz
Kreisler) 867

* "Nature's Adoration," Op. 48, No. 4, with orchestra, No-
vember 28, 1919 (Louise Homer) 446

Berlioz : Fantastic Symphonv, No. 1, C major, Op. 14a,

March 5, 1920- April 30, 1920 (by request) 1195,1729
"Harold in Italy," Symphony with viola solo, Op. 16

(t
** Frederic Deneyer), November 14, 1920 287

Rakoczv March, from "The Damnation of Faust," March
26,^1920 1401

Bloch: Psalms 137 and 114 with orchestra,** November 14,

1919 (* PovLA Fri.tsh) 327

Borodin: "On the Steppes of Central Asia," Orchestral
Sketch, Op. 7, March 5, 1920 1243"

Polovtsian Dances,* from "Prince Igor," April 9, 1920. . 1543

Brahms: Svmphony No. 1, C minor, Op. 68, December 26,
1919^ 587

Concerto No. 2, B-flat major, for pianoforte and orchestra.

Op. 83, November 21, 1919 (* Felix Fox) (in memory
of Henry Lee Higginson ) 386

"Ever Lighter grows my Slumber," Op. 105, No. 2, with
orchestra, January 16, 1920 (*Margaret Matzen-
auer) 745

Bridge, Frank : Sonnet for voice and orchestra, "Blow out,

you Bugles," ** April 30, 1920 (John McCormack) 1764
Carpenter: Concertino for pianoforte and orchestra,** Feb-

ruary 13, 1920 (** E. Robert Schmitz) 984
Chabrier-Mottl : Bourree Fantasque, November 28, 1919.. 485
Chadwick: "The Angel of Death," Symphonic Poem,**

November 14, 1919 314
Charpentier: "Impressions of Italy," Orchestral Suite

(viola solo, Mr.f Denayer), February 27, 1920 1164
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Chausson: Symphony, B-flat major, Op. 20, November 28,

1919 435
Converse : Symphony in C minor,t January 30, 1920 891

Debussy : "Prelude a I'Apres-Midi d'un Faune [figlogue de
S. Mallarme] "—"Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun
[Eclogue bv S. Mallarme]," October 10, 1919 36

"Jeux" ("Play"), a Danced Poem,** January 2, 1900
(first performance in America) 680

"La Damoiselle £lue" * ("The Blessed Damozel"), Lyric
Poem after D. G. Rossetti : Soprano,* Ethel Frank

;

Contralto,* Claramond Thompson; female chorus

trained bv S. S. Townsend ; February 27, 1920 1148
Petite Suite,** March 26, 1920 1392
Fantasy for pianoforte and orchestra,** April 16, 1920

(Alfred Cortot) (first performance in America) . . 1613
DuKAS : Overture to "Polyeucte," * April 9, 1920 1504
DuPARC : "L'Invitation au Voyage"* with orchestra, Novem-

ber 14, 1919 (* PovLA Frijsh) 316
Dvorak : Symphony No. 5, E minor, "From the New World,"

Op. 95, March 26, 1920 1351
Concerto for violin and orchestra, A major. Op. 53, Octo-

ber 17, 1919 (Albert Spalding) 110
Enesco : Suite for Orchestra, Op. 9, October 17, 1919 113
Franck: "Le Chasseur Maudit" ("The Wild Huntsman"),

Symphonic Poem, October 10, 1919 20
Aria, "Les Eois dont vous vantez la Gloire,"* from "La

EMemption," November 14, 1919 (*Povla Frijsh) 310
Gilbert : "The Dance in Place Congo," Symphonic Poem *

(after George W. Cable) , February 20, 1920 1085
Glazounoff: "Stenka Razine," Symphonic Poem, Op. 13,*

January 2, 1920 690
Gluck: Overture to "Iphigenie en Aulide," February 27,

1920 1119
Grieg: Concerto in A minor for pianoforte. Op. 16, March

12, 1920 (Heinrich Gebhard) 000

VIOLAS and 'CELLOS
of exquisite tone

and splendid condition

ITALIAN VIOLIN STRINGS

s s

218 Tremont Street and 60

Lagrange Street, Boston, Mass.

Telephone, Beach 1882

"THE BEST OF FOOD
A HE FINEST CUISINE"

Courteous, Efficient and Prompt Service

MUSIC EVERY EVENING

CHINESE AND AMERICAN

RESTAURANT

1088 BOYLSTON STREET
BOSTON. MASS.

Telephone Connection
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Griffes: t "The Pleasure Dome of Kubla Khan" (after the
poem of S. T. Coleridge) , November 28, 1919 473

GoLDMARK : Overture to '"Sakuntala," Op. 13, February 13,

1920 992
Handel : * Concerto in F major for Organ and Orchestra,

No. 4, Op. 4, December 26, 1919 (Joseph Bonnet) . . 628
Air, "Ombra mai fu," from "Serse," November 28, 1919

(Louise Homer) 448
Concerto Grosso No. 5, D major, for string orchestra

(edited by G. F. Kogel) : Solo violins, Messrs. f Theo-
DOROwicz and f Hoffmann ; solo viola, Mr. f De-
NAYER ; solo violoncello, Mr. Bedetti, April 2, 1920 . . 1427

Haydn: Symphonv, B-flat major, ''La Reine de France"
(B. & H. No. 85),* October 31, 1919, March 6, 1920. .215,000

Symphony in G major (B. & H. No. 13) , February 27, 1920 1125
d'Indy: Symphony in B-flat major. No. 2, Op. 57, January

23, 1920 815
"Sinfonia Brevis de Bello Gallico" (''Short Symphony

concerning the Gallic War") , No. 3, Op. 70,** October
24, 1919 (first time in America) 143

Symphonic Variations, "Istar." April 30, 1920 1748
Lalo : Spanish Symphony for violin and orchestra. Op. 21,

February 20, 1920 (f Fredric Fradkin) 1064

Liszt : "Les Preludes," Symphonic Poem No. 3 (after Lamar-
tine), October 24^, 1919 183

The comfort and long service you enjoy in wearing

the Boston Garter are the result of our fixed policy

—

Quality First

GEORGE FROST COMPANY, ^^akers, BOSTON
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The Dance in the Village Tavern (Mephisto Waltz) :

Second Episode from Lenau's "Faust," December
26, 1919 G34

MacDowell: Concerto No. 2, D minor, for pianoforte and
orchestra, Op. 23, December 19, 1919 (*Leo Orn-
stein) 526

Malipiero: "Pause del Silenzio" ("Pauses of Silence"):

Seven Symphonic Expressions, March 5, 1920 1237
Mendelssohn: Symphony No. 5, "Reformation," Op. 107,

January 2, 1920 663

Overture, Nocturne, Scherzo from the music to "A Mid-
summer Night's Dream ," March 12, 1920 1271

Overture to "Fingal's Cave," Op. 26, March 6, 1920 000
MoussoRGSKY : "Une Nuit sur Mont Chauve" ("A Night on

Bald Mountain") ,* April 23, 1920 1676
"Hopak," * with orchestra, November 14, 1919 ( * Povla

Frijsh) 324
Mozart: Symphony in G minor (K. 550), February 20, 1920 1043

Overture to "The Magic Flute," March 6, 1920 000
Concertante Symphonie for violin and viola (K. 364) :

violin, Mr. f Theodorowicz ; viola, Mr. f Denayer^
April 9, 1920 1503

Scene, "Non piu ! tutto ascoltae," and Aria, "Non temer,

amato bene," with violin obbligato (Mr. f Theodoro-
wicz, violin; John McCormack, tenor), April 30,

1920 1739

=|FTEffnDDn

t &D Tn ^^^

ifZD BDylafDn ^\ffn.d
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Rabaud : "La Procession Nocturne," April 23, 1920 1695
Rachmaninoff: Concerto for pianoforte with orchestra, D

minor, No. 3, Op. 30,** October 31, 1919 {Sergei

Rachmaninoff) 234
Ravel: ''Ma Mere I'Oye" (''Mother Goose"), Five Children's

Pieces, April 9, 1920 1516

RiMSKY-KoRSAKOFF : "La Grande Paqne Russe" ("The Rus-
sian Easter"), Overture on Themes of the Rus-
sian Church, Op. 36, January 30, 1920 904

Introduction and March from "Le Coq d'Or," * April 16,

1920 1627
Saint-Saens : Pianoforte Concerto No. 5, F major. Op. 103,

April 2, 1920 (Rudolfh Ganz) 1470
Concerto for violoncello and orchestra. No. 1, March 6,

1920 (t Jean Bedetti) 000
Schmitt: "The Tragedy of Salome," suite for orchestra

(after a poem bv Robert d' Humieres), December 19,

1919
."^

529

Schubert: Symphony in C major, April 23, 1920 1655
Unfinishecl Symphony in B minor, November 21, 1919 (in

memory of Henry Lee Higginson) 367
"Erlking," Op. 1, with orchestra, January 16, 1920

(* Margaret Matzenatjer) 752
Schumann : Symphony, B-flat major, No. 1, Op. 38, October

17, 1919 .'

75

)STOM

What is more pleasant than to break the working day by having

a palatable luncheon, where you can enjoy your favorite dishes,

both Mandarin and American style, "cooked as you like them,"

amid the pleasant surrounding of hospitality, only to be found in

the Santung Restaurant, where courteous, prompt and efficient

service predominates. Your mid'day patronage solicited and

appreciated.

OPEN FROM 11 A. M. TO 12 P. M.

ST. JAMES BUILDING, NEAR SYMPHONY HALL
MUSIC
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Symphony, E-flat major, No. 3, "Rhenish," Op. 97, Febru-
ary 13, 1920 967

Concerto for violoncello with orchestra, A minor. Op. 129,

January 30, 1920 (*t Jean Bedetti) 898
* Bride's Song No. 1, * Bride's Song No. 2, being Nos. 11

and 12 of "Myrthen," Op. 25, January 16, 1900
(* Margaret Matzenauer) 750

Smetana: Overture to "The Sold Bride," April 2, 1920 1473
Stojov^ski: Symphony in I) minor. Op. 21,** January 16,

1920 \ 739
Stravinsky: Suite from "L'Oiseau de Feu" ("The Fire

Bird"), a Danced Legend,* October 31, 1919 252
Svendsen : Carnival at Paris, April 23, 1920 1708
Verdi : Aria, "O Don Fatale," from "Don Carlos," November

28, 1919 (Louise Homer) 477
Wagner: Overture to "The Flying Dutchman," March 5,

1920 1247
Prelude to "Parsifal," April 2, 1920 1444
Funeral Music and Immolation Scene from "Dusk of the

Gods," January 16, 1920 (* Margaret Matzenauer) 770
"A Siegfried Idyl," October 24, 1919 168

Prelude to "Lohengrin," March 26, 1920 1372
"Forest Murmurs," from "Siegfried," March 26, 1920 1386
Prelude to "The Mastersingers of Nuremberg," April 30,

1920 1766

m INTROPUCTlOf^ CCADS "FO eU£t?tASTlWG F(?IENDSHfP

Chocolates
(TWO grades)

'A/xi^ c^yi^^fn/ele--^

ON SALE AT THE BETTER STORES
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SUMMARY.
Albeniz 1

Bach 1

Balakirefp 1

Beethoven 10

Berlioz 4

Bloch 2

Borodin 2

Brahms 3

Bridge 1

Carpenter 1

Chabrier 1

Charpentier 1

Chausson 1

Converse 1

Debussy 5

Dukas 1

Duparc 1

Dvorak 2

Enesco 1

Franck 2

Gilbert . . .

.

Glazounoff

Gluck
Grieg

Griffes . . .

.

goldmark .

Handel 3

Haydn 3

d^Indy 3

Lalo 1

Liszt 2

MacDowell 1

Malipiero 1

Mendelssohn 3

moussorgsky 2

Mozart 4

Rabaud 1

Rachmaninoff 3

Ravel 1

Rimsky-Korsakoff 2

Saint-Saens 2

Schmitt 1

Schubert 3

Schumann 5

Smetana 1

Stojowski 1

Stravinsky 1

svendsen 1

Verdi 1

Wagner 8

100

Haydn's sympliony "The Queen of France" was played twice, as was
Berlioz's Fantastic Sympliony.

THOMAS WHIT 'W ^'

Announces the Sixth Year of his

SUMMER SCHOOL OF MUSIC
In Concord, Massachusetts, June 21st to July 16th, inclusive

The Teaching of Music to Children; Ensemble Playing and Singing; The Basis and
Principles of Music Teaching; Lectures on Literature and the Arts; Lectures on
Education.

Lectures on Harmony, Choral Technique, etc., by Professor Archibald T. Davison,

of Harvard University. This School is not exclusively for Music Teachers.

Students from this School are teaching music in some thirty Private Schools.

Circular on application

Mason & Hamlin Piano Used
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Telephone. Back Bay 58187

American and Chinese

T^estaurant

11.30 AM. to Midnight

Parking Station for Autos only
one block away

Music and Orchestra

341 Massachusetts Avenue
207 St. Botolph Street

BOSTON. MASS.

Mrs.C.M.Lampieg-Nolae
Marinello Shop

Scientific Treatment of the Scalp

Skin and Nails

Permanent Waving

Chiropody and Swedish Massage

Vapor Baths and

Scientific Reducing

462 Boylston St. Boston, Mass.

Telephone. B. B. 55174

YAMANAKA & CO.
Japanese and Chinese Art Objects

456 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON
Pekin Shanghai New York London

ERVA
216 HUNTINGTON AVENUE. BOSTON

0pp. Christian Science Gardens Tel., Back Bay 3898

Excellent Food and Service jirtistic Surroundings

Music

Also THE SAVOY CAFE
461 COLUMBUS AVENUE

HARRY C. DEMETER. Proprietor
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OECHESTRAL COMPOSITIONS PERFORMED FOR THE
FIRST TIME.

Converse: Symphony in C minor, January 30, 1920.

Griffes: ''The Pleasure Dome of Kubla Khan," November
28, 1919.. 2

WORKS PERFORMED FOR THE FIRST TIME IN AMERICA.

Debussy: Fantasy for pianoforte and orchestra (Alfred
CoRTOT^ IDianist), April 16, 1920.

Debussy: ''Jeux," a Danced Poem, January 2, 1920.

d'Indy: ''Sinfonia Brevis de Bello Gallico," No. 2, Op. 70,

October 24, 1919 3

AVORKS PERFORMED FOR THE FIRST TIME IN BOSTON,

Symphonies^ Symphonic Poems_, etc.

Albeniz : ''Catalonia," Folk Suite in three parts, No. 1, Oc-

tober 10, 1919.

Chadwick: "The Angel of Death," Symphonic Poem, No-

vember 14, 1919.

Debussy: Petite Suite, March 26, 1920.

Stojow^ski : Symphony in D minor. Op. 21, January 16, 1920 4

Carried fonoard 4

ICTd \

;CORDS
Have you wanted to purchase in the past any of the following RECORDS?

They can be secured now at GREATLY REDUCED PRICES



Brought forward
Concertos.

Carpenter: Concertino for pianoforte and orchestra (E.

Robert Schmitz,** pianist), February 13, 1920.

Rachmaninoff: Concerto for pianoforte with orchestra, D
minor, No. 3, Op. 30 (S. Rachmaninoff^ pianist),

October 31, 1919

Arias and Songs.

Bloch: Psalms 137 and 114 (*Povla Frijsh), November
14, 1920.

Bridge_, F. : Sonnet, "Blow out, you Bugles" (John Mc-
Cormack), April 30, 1920.

Franck: Aria, "Les Rois dont vous vantez la Gloire"
(* PovLA Frijsh) , November 14, 1920

10

WORKS PERFORMED FOR THE FIRST TIME AT THESE
CONCERTS.

Symphonies^ Symphonic Poems^ etc.

Borodin: Polovtskian Dances, from "Prince Igor," April 9,

1920.

DuKAs : Overture to "Polyeucte," April 9, 1920.

Gilbert: "The Dance in Place Congo," Symphonic Poem,
February 20, 1920.

Glazounoff: "Stenka Razine," January 2, 1920.

Haydn: Symphony, "La Reine de France," B-flat major
(B. & H. No. 85), October 31, 1919.

Moussorgsky: "A Night on Bald Mountain," Fantaisie for

orchestra, April 23, 1920.

Rimsky-Korsakoff : "Le Coq d'Or"; Introduction and
March, April 16, 1920.

Stravinsky : Suite from "L'Oiseau de Feu," October 31, 1919. S

Carried forward 8

41-43 Westland Avenue. 32-34 Astor Street

ONE MINUTE FROM SYMPHONY HALL

While attending the concert at Symphony Hall, store your car at our new and
most up-to-date garage which is thoroughly equipped to offer the finest service and
convenience to the motorist in the city; double entrances and exits at Nos. 41-43

Westland Ave and 32-34 Astor St. operated by electrical equipment, two fast-traveling

Electric elevators, gasolene supplied on every floor by electrical equipment, wash-
stands on each floor, each car its own stall, ladies' waiting room, checking room;
for the chauffeur's accommodations; reading room, billiard hall, barber shop
and shower baths.

T-l.„l.„«.. J Back Bay 8862
^''«P'""'"1 Back Bay 8863
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Brought forward

Concertos.

Handel : Concerto in F major for organ and orchestra, De-

cember 26, 1919 (Joseph Bonnet)

Choral Works.

Debussy : "La Damoiselle filue," lyric poem (* Ethel Frank,
soprano ;

* Claramond Thompson^ contralto, and
chorus), February 27, 1920

Arias and Songs.

Beethoven: "Nature's Adoration," with orchestra (Louise

Homer), November 28, 1919.

DuPARc: "Invitation a Voyage," with orchestra (*Povla
Frijsh), November 14, 1919.

Moussorgsky: "Hopak," with orchestra (*Povla Frijsh),

November 14, 1919.

Schumann: Bride's Song No. 1, Bride's Song No. 2, with

orchestra (* Margaret Matzenauer), January 16,

1920 5

15

/ /

lira^-burtt suits for ^ivomen and

misses are among tne most remark-

able orierings or the season.

Or -svool worsted Jersey, both fab-

ric and tailoring are exceptional.

Models are distinctly smart.

Sketcnea is a women's mode/ at

$35. f^isses' start at $25.

3. f . ®*ain«nor ffln.

157 ©rpmnnt ^t
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SKETCH OF CONDUCTOE.

Pierre Monteux, October 10, 1919.
PAGE

16

THE FOLLOWING AETISTS HAVE APPEAKED THIS
SEASON.

PAGE
BEDETTijf ** Jean : January 30, 1920, Schumann's Concerto

for violoncello. Sketch 897
March 6, 1920, Saint-Saens's Concerto for violoncello,

No. 1. 000
BoNNET;, Joseph: December 26, 1919, Handel's Concerto in

F major for organ and orchestra.* Sketch 626
CoRTOT_, Alfred: April 16, 1920, Beethoven's Concerto for

pianoforte, C minor, No. 3; Debussy, Fantasy for
pianoforte and orchestra ** (first performance in
America ) . Sketch 1600

Fox,* Felix : November 21, 1919, Brahms's Concerto No. 2,

for pianoforte and orchestra 257
FRADKiN^t Fredric : February 20, 1920, Lalo's Spanish Sym-

phony. Sketch 1063
Frijsh/ Povla: November 11, 1919, Franck, Aria * ** from

"The Redemption"; Songs with orchestra; Duparc,
Invitation au Voyage * ; Moussorgsky, Hopak *

;

Bloch, Psalms * 137 and 114. Sketch 308
Ganz^ Rudolph : April 2, 1920, Saint-Saens, Pianoforte Con-

certo, No. 5. Sketch 1469
Gerhard^ Heinrich : March 12, 1920 ; Grieg's Concerto in A

minor for pianoforte, Op. 16
Homer^ Louise: November 28, 1919, Songs with orchestra:

Beethoven, "Nature's Adoration" * ; Handel, "Ombra
mai fu"; Bach, "My Heart ever Faithful"; Verdi,
"O Don Fatale," from "Don Carlos." Sketch 442

CharlesW.Homeyer&Co.
458 BOYLSTON ST.

Announce a New Song by

THE BLACK BOREEN
2 keys, High, e to g Low, c-sharp to e

Other published songs

There's a Lily Field (French and English
text.) 2 keys— High, d-sharp to f.

Low, c-sharp to e-flat.

Gray Days, medium voice, c to f

Returning Spring.medium voice, c to e-flat

The Waterfall, medium voice, c to f

NOW IS THE TIME
to register your name if you are a Teacher oi

any branch of Music and wish to secure a posi-

tion in an Educational Institution in the
U. S. or Canada. —

Address HENRY C. LAHEE
Boston Musical and Educational Bureau

218 Tremont St.. Boston, Mass. -

Mrs. Mabel Mann Jordan
Pupil of SILVESTRI. Naples, Italy

TEACHER OF
Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo and Ukulele

Foreign and American Instruments For Sale

214 Newbury Street, Boston
Telephone. Back Bay 4613-R
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Kreisler^ Fritz : January 23, 1920, Beethoven's Concerto for
violin. Sketch 865

McCoRMACK^ John : April 30, 1920, Mozart, Scene, ''Non pin

!

tutto ascoltae,-' and Aria, "Non temer, amato
bene" ; Bridge, Sonnet, "Blow out, you bugles"** . . 1737

Matzenauer/ Margaret: January IG, 1920, Songs with
orchestra: Brahms, ''Ever lighter grows my slum-
ber"; Schumann, Bride's Songs * Nos. 1 and 2; Schu-
bert, "Erlking" ; Wagner, Immolation Scene from
''Dusk of the Gods." Sketch . . . : 744

Ornstein,* Leo : December 19, 1919, MacDowelFs Pianoforte
Concerto No. 2, D minor. Sketch 522

Rachmaninoe'f^ Sergei : October 31, 1919, Rachmaninoff,
Concerto for pianoforte. No. 3.** Sketch 234

ScHMiTz/** E. Robert: February 13, 1920, Carpenter, Con-
certino for pianoforte and orchestra.** Sketch. . . . 982

SpaldinG;, Albert: October 17, 1919, Dvorak, Concerto for
Wolin and orchestra. Sketch 108

Sketch of Frederic Denaj^er, viola ("Harold in Italy"), No-
vember 14, 1919 306

Sopratios: Mmes. Frijsh,* Matzenauer * 2
Contralto: Mme. Homer 1
Tenor: Mr. McCormack 1

Pianists: Messrs. Cortot, Fox,* Ganz, Gebhard, Ornstein,*
Rachmaninoff, Schmitz ** 7

Violinists: Messrs. Fradkin,t Kreisler, Spalding 3
Violoncellist: Mr. Bedetti f

** (two performances) 1
Organist: Mr. Bonnet 1

16

. . IMPORTERS . .

Violins, Fittings and Repairs

564 Washington Street, Rooms 527-528

Telephone G>nnection. BOSTON

SEVENTY YEARS' REPUTATION

An old and reliable reaedy for throat troubles caused by cold or use of the voice. Free frona opiates in any
form. Sold only in boxes—never in bulk. Prices, 15c., 35c., 75c., $1.25, at druggists or by mail

BROWN'S "sl^SSKg' DENTIFRICE
Will keep the teeth and gums in healthy condition. Price. 30c. at druggists or by mail

JOHN I. BROWN & SON, BOSTON, MASS.
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ENTR'ACTES AND EXCURSIONS.
PAGE

Barry, C. A. : Liszt and Symphonic Poems 189
Belloc, Hilaire : Fire, not Music 45
Berlioz : Beethoven's Second Symphony 14
Berlioz : Beethoven's Fifth Symphony 403
Duncan, W. E. : Schubert's Unfinished Symphony 377
Gilbert, H. F. : "The Dance in Place Congo" 1085
Hale, P. : Berlioz and Harriet Smithson 1204

Borodin 1550
Charpentier 1169
Dvorak's "Negro" Music 1351
Glazounoff 698
Goldmark 1008
Handel's Orchestration 1430
Handel's "Serse" 450
Higginson, Henry Lee > 359
D'Indy, Vincent 148
Lalo 1070
Maleficent Magic : Wax Dolls ; 1298
Moussorgsky 1686
Mozart's Last Years 1043
Pavane, The 1518
Parisian Concerts of the Eighteenth Century 221
"Parsifal" 1458
Pierrot and Music 1698
Polyeucte in opera, etc 1508
Rimsky-Korsakoff 912
"Sakuntala" 1001
Salome in Art and Letters 537
Salome in Tragedy ^ 1616
Satan and Dancing 636
Schubert's Songs, The First Singers of 762
Serpent, The 670
Stravinsky 258
Thamar 518
Tschaikowsky and Rimsky-Korsakoff 930
Wild Huntsman, The 22

D'Indy, V. : The Art of Music 840

Jean-Aubey : Vincent d'Indy 858

Kautz, J. : Adolph Bottger 83
Kbehbiel, H. E. : Dvorak's "American" Music 1352

Legouve, E. : Berlioz and Harriet Smithson 1220

Mabnold, J. : Rimsky-Korsakoff 944

MooBE, E. C. : Carpenter's "Birthday of the Infanta" 987

RoiiAND, R. : Handel's operas 464

Franck and d'Indy 850

MAIN OFFICE ..... 33 STATE STREET

COPLEY SQUARE BRANCH . 579 Boylston Street

MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE BRANCH
Corner Massachusetts Avenue and Boylston Street

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS OF $300 AND OVER
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Shaw, G. B. : Siegfried and Mime 1386
Times, The London : "Faust" Evening, A 1395

Intolerant Little Phyllis 242
Labor Songs 178
Popular Music : For Old Sake's Sake 237

Wagner, R. : The "Lohengrin" Prelude 1880

INDEX TO SUNDRY REFERENCES AND FOOTNOTES.
Biographical (Men) : Altchevsky, I., 1629; Amyot, J., 670; Ashley, J., 1486.

Bardilla, 1432 ; Barna, M., 1405 ; Beck, tenor, 1372 ; Besozzi, 222 ; Beutler,
1579 ; Billroth, T., 390 ; Bottger, A., 8(5 ; Bouilly, 1587 ; Biilow, H. v., 168 ;

Busser, H., 1392 ; Buridan, J., 519 ; Buths, J., 614. Caffarelli, 454 ; Castrucci,
P., 1480 ; Chansarel, J. R., 1613 ; Charles IX., 1312 ; Chauvet, A., 593 ; Chevt-
chenko, T. G., 326 ; Christian of Sas;e-Weissenfels, 472 ; Coeffet, 676. De-
combes, E., 1600 ; De La Haye, 223 ; Del Po, 458 ; Derby, Earl of, 1323

;

Dietrich, A. H., 570 ; Drouet, L., 1274 ; Duftus, 1312 ; Dulot, J., 1318 ; Dun-
can, W. E., 377 ; Duparc, H., 320. Ebert, L., 899 ; Ernst, A., 1164. Franz,
230 ; Ferrand, H., 304 ; Ferrari-Fontana, 745 ; Fokke, B., 1253. Galpin, F. W.,
672 ; Garaude, A., 1142 ; Gaveaux, P., 1594 ; George III. of Georgia, 520

;

Gymnich, A. v., 757 ; Girard, N., 287 ; Goldmark, J., 1010 ; Gomperz, 1011

;

Goodson, J. E., 1051; Gottschalk, L. M., 1098; Gluck, 1043; Gueymard,
L., 482; Guillaume, E., 670. Hardmuth, W. A., 746; Hatzfeld, 1739; Hen-
schel, G., 364; Henry IV. of England, 1318; Henry IV. of France, 28;
Herod, 546; Herzogeuberg, H., 612. Hiller, F., 302; Huettenbrenner, A.
and J., 367; Humieres, R. d', 529; Huthworth, 674. d'Indy,

Saint-Ange, W., 148. Joseph II. of Austria, 1044. Kapsberger, J,,

1432; Kautz, J., 82. Laforgue, J., 545; Lampe, J. F., 1436; Le
Borne, F., 144; Leclerc, 90; Legros, J., 228; Lenau, N., 634; Lermon-
toff, M., 511 ; Lherie, P., 442 ; Lichnowsky, Prince, 12 ; Lindsey, W., 672

;

Lingg, H., 748 ; Loeb, J. L., 897 ; Louis X., 1318 ; Ludwig, A., 374. Mali-
• piero, F., 1242 ; L., 1238, 1243 ; Mallarme, S., 36 ; Marigny, E. de, 1318

;

Marxsen, E., 396 ; Mersenne, M., 670 ; Minofrio, 758 ; Moeris, 1294 ; Monn,
G. M., 1058 ; Morel, L., 304 ; Miihfeld, R., 624. Napoleao, A., 185 ; Nijinsky,

v., 43; Nourrit, A., 770, 1510. Ogny, Baron d', 223. Paganini, N., 294;
Perrault, C, 1528; Preuse, E., 744; PifLault, 674; Philidor, A. D., 221;
Pixie, J. P., 758 ; Protus, 7 ; Pfundt, E., 81. Rakoczy, Prince Franz,

1405; Razine, Stenka, 694; Rigibo, 676; Rodwell, G. H. B., 1251; Roger,

G., 758. Sautermeister, 676; Schleinitz, H. C, 1282; Schmidt, J. B. S.,

1122; Schonfeld, C, 483; Scio, E., 1596; Severinus, St., 7; Smart, Sir

George, 335 ; Snetzler, 631 ; Solar, Comte de, 1588 ; Stammata, C, 1470

;

Stanerby, Jr., 1438; Steinberg, M., 258; Stephen I. of Hungary, 332;
Stravinsky, F. T., 258, 1544; Siissmayer, F. X., 762. Tschech (Taussig),

PIANIST
Pupil of CARL FAELTEN. CLAYTON JOHNS, HAROLD BAUER

Teaching

LANG STUDIOS. 6 Newbury Street

After November 1, 1920
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A., 1478; Traill, H. D., 1322; Vaczek, K., 1407; Van Vaelboke, L.,

631 ; Vigano, 158 ; Vogl, J. M., 762. Wagner, S., 168 ; Walter, G.,

746; Walther, J., 668; Wartel, P. F., 770; Wenzel, E. F., 80; Wesen-
donck, O., 1460.

Biographical (Women): Anere, Mme. d', 1322; Aulnoy, M. C. d', 1530.

Bellincioni, G., 1479; Bertin, L. A., 300; Bettelheim, C, 1011; Breuning,
E. v., 1586; Borodin, Mme., 1546. Cassentini, Mile., 160; Caters, Mme.
de, 310; Czinka, Panna, 1407; Cruvelli, S., 1584. De la Marche,
Comt., 519; Destinn, E., 1481; Duncan, I., 1286. Eboli, Princess
di, 479. Falcon, M. C, 287; Fitz-James, N., 684; Forniers, Mme.,
1229; Fursch-Madi, 310. Gautier, E., 1229; Gisela, 332; Gohringer, F.,

758 ; Gueymard, P., 481 ; Guicciardi, G., 8. Henschel, Mrs., 364 ; Herodias,

546; Herzogenberg, E., 612. Indy, Mme. T. d', 148; IpMgenia, 1119.

Jaell, M., 643. Karsavina, T., 530. Lafarge, Mme., 1226; Lalo, Mme.,
1072; Lindsey, L., 672; Liszt, Gosima, 168. Maligny, J. (Mme. Lalo),

1072 ; Marguerite de Bourgogne, 518 ; Marguerite (Je Valois, 486, 1522

;

Maria Theresa, 158 ; Martibalserena, Mme., 637 ; Mauri, R., 1511 ; Medina,
M. (Mme. Vigano), 158; Mercy-Argenteau, Countess, 1555; Milder, P. A.,

1579; Moke, M., 302, 1213; Mons, A, de, 1318. Planer, M. (Mme. Wag-
ner), 168; Pavlowa, A., 189; Plewel, C, 302; Poitiers, Comtesse de, 519.

Recio, M., 1226 ; Rimsky-Korsakoff, Mme., 920, 934 ; Rosas, K., 766. Strada,

A. M., 458 ; Salle, M., 458 ; Salome, 546 ; Sangalli, R., 1080 ; Spies, H., 746 ;

Spies, M., 746 ; Scio, Mme., 1596 ; Smithson, H. C, 1204 ; Schroter, C, 752j
Schumann, C, 75 et seq. Thamar, 520. Vigano, M., 158 Wagner, Cosima
and Minna, 168 ; Weldon, G., 1512 ; Wesendonck, M., 1456, 1460.

Musical and Poetical Forms : Ballet, 684. Concertino, 1428 ; Concertos,

Handel's, 1428; Concertos, Organ, 631. Leit-motiv, 295, 1445, 1477. Min-
uet, 1058. Organ Concertos, Handel's, 631 ; Overture, French, 631. Poem,
Symphonic, 190. Refrain, 1325. Sinfonia, 1050 ; Symphonic Form, d'Indy's

(Symphony in B-flat), 818; Symphony, 1056; Symphonic Poem, 190

Suite, 1056. Tricinium, 218.

Dances: Babouille, 1098; Ballet, 684; Bamboula, 1089, 1097; Bele, 1098

Benguine, 1098; Bergomask, 1277; Bouene, 1098; Bourree, 486. Calinda

1098; Cata, 1098; Congo, 1098; Counjai, 1098. Dancing in Vienna, 1046,

Furiant, 1478. Guiouba, 1098. Habanera, 1098 ; Hen, The, 1474 ; Hopak
326. Landler, 1478. Minuet, 1058; Minuet in Symphonies, 1060, 1061

Pavane, 1518 ; Peasant, The, 1478. Sedaik, 1478 ; Skoena, 1478.

Instruments : Alpenhorn, 593 ; Archlute, 1432 ; Arceviola telire, 218 ; Arce

violyra, 218. Bagpipe, 559; Baryton, 230; Basse orgue, 676; Bass horn,

676 ; Bassoon, 676 ; Bassoon, Russian, 670 ; Bass viol, 676 ; Bayreuth tuba,

787 Cymbals, Antique, 42, 1289 ; Clarinet, 676 ; Chittarone, 1432 ; Cornet.

678; Crot, 678; Church Orchestra, 676. Fiddle, 638; Flute, 638, 676.

Harp, 638, 678 ; Hurdy-gurdy, 1588. Lira da Braccio, 218 ; Lirone perfetto,

218 ; Lute, Bass, 1432 ; Lyra, 218 ; Lyre Pagan, 638 ; Lysarden, 672. Melo-

phone, 90. Organ pedals, 631 ; Orphybaryton, 676 ; Orchestra, Concert des

Amateurs, 224; Onhicleide, 670; Orphymonocleida, 676; Oboe, Handel's,

1433 Pedals, Organ, 631. Russian Bassoon, 670. Sackbut, 676 ; Shawm,
678 ; Serpent, 670 ; Serpent Forvielle, 676 ; Serpent milltaire, 674 ;

Syrinx,

182. Tambourine, 638 ; Tenoroon, 593 ; Theorbo, 1432, 1530 ; Tenor Violen

de Bracio, 218 ; Tuba, Bayreuth, 787 ; Trumpet, 638. Vamphorn, 676 ;
Vielle.

1588; Viols, 1530; Viol da gamba, 218, 1430; Viola, 676; Viola d'amore,

1430; Violetta marina, 1430; Violetta piccola, 1430; Violoncello, 676;

Vox humana (oboe), 676.

\^^\.^s^^
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Songs, Hymns, etc. : a uue fleur, 1074 ; Ah ! perfido ! 402 ; Allmacht. 443
Am Meere, 1670; Am Straucle, 90; Amen, Dresden, 661, 1446; Andenken'
164; Auf dem Strom, 1655; Auf Fliigeln des Gesanges, 1286; Augenlied
766. Belle, qui tiens ma vie, 1522 ; Biblis, my sister, 540 ; Bird, The
630; Blow out, you Bugles, 1764; Bnng from the craggy haunts, 1096
Cantate Domino, 222: Captive, La, 287; Chanson de Barberine, 1074;
Chanson du chemin, 1171 ; Chanson triste, 630 ; Chant d'Ai'ca, 532 ; Chanty
The, 180; Chevaux de Bois, 1171; Clair de lime, 840; Classic, The, 1676
Cloche felee, 1175; Confitebor, 222; Croon of the Dew, 1096; Curl, The
1095. Dead Horse, 181 ; Dearest Mae, 1095 ; Death and the Maiden, 1670

:

Deux differentes manieres d'aimer. 116; Dies Ine, 671, 1201; Divinites
du Styx, 443; Doppelgiinger, 760; Dove sono, 18. Ein' feste Burg, 668;
Erbarme dich, 443 ; Erlking, 752 ct scq. ; Es ist vollbracht, 443 ; Esclave,
L', 1074. Fair Helen, 1095 ; Fairy Song, 1095 ; Fenaison, Le, 1074 ; Feme
Geliebte, 1668; Festival, The, 1676; Fiancee du Timbalier, 443; Fish
Wharf Rhapsody, 1096; From the Brake the Nightingale, 443.
Ganymed, 766; Garden near the Don, 1676; Gentile et jeune
Lisette, 216; Gia grida la tromba, 1443; Grippo, ISO; Give me the
splendid, silent sun, 1096 ; Gretchen at the Spinning-wheel, 760.
Hebrew Song, The, 6176; He-Goat, The, 1676; Heimweh, 614; Home-
sick, 1096. Ich fiihl' es, 1054; Ich hor' ein Voglein, 84; I know a
hank, 1286; Immer leiser wird mein Sehlummer, 400, 745; In des Lebens
Friihlingstagen, 1580 ; Inflammatus, 443 ; In Native Worth, 232 ; In Questa
tomba, 1668; I w'ould I were the Cool Wind, 1096. Jagergluck, 372;
Jesaia dem Propheten, 668 ; Jet d'eau, 1171 ; Jeune Patre Breton,
287; Je vais done quitter, 1229. La-bas dans le Prairie, 840; Lament
of Deirdre, 1095, 1096; Last Man, The, 13; Liebesklage, 372; Lied
Maritime, 840 ; IxJwenbraut, 90 ; Loreley, 443. Magelone songs, 614

;

Magpie, The, 1676; Mainacht, 614; Ma Lisette, 840; Mandoline, 630;
Mignon's Song, 760 ; Montonera, 1096 ; Mushrooms, The, 1676 ; My heart
ever faithful, 443 ; My heart is heavy, 1096 ; My life fades in its blossom,
443. Nevermore, 48; Non temer, 1739. O Don Fatale, 443, 477; Old
Folks at Home, 1354; On the Water, 1670; One Night when one o' the
Irish Kings, 1096 ; Orlamonde, 1096 ; Owl, The, 1096 ; O ye'll tak' the high
road, 178. Partant pour la Syrie, 1274 ; Parting, 760 ; Pecheur, Le, 288

;

Perdita, 1096 ; Phydile, 1161 ; Pirate Song, 1095 ; Po^mes de FAmour et de
la Mer, 1160; Pou' la belle Loyotte, 1089. Quel cor chi me donasti, 460.
Rheinweinlied, 973 ; Rio Grande, 181 ; Ronde des Compagnons, 1170

;

Rosa Lee, 1095. Salve Regina, 1428; Sanctus, 402; Santa Anna, 181;
Saphir, Le, 116 ; Sapphische Ode, 443 ; Scamp, The, 1676 ; Schafers Klage,
766, 770 ; Se il padre perdei, 1054 ; Shanadar, 181 ; Sich a gettin' up stairs,

246 ; Sing to me, 443 ; Song of the Shirt, 440 ; Souvenances, 630 ; Souvenir,
1074 ; Staubes eitel Sorgen, 88 ; Sterne, Die, 1655. Tea-pickings, 181

;

Todesehnen, 401 ; Trompeter an der Katzbach, 1011 ; Trout, The, 1670

;

Tu Che a Dio spiegasti 1' all, 973. Veillee Rouge, 1170 ; Violet, The, 1668

;

Voi che sapeto, 663. Wanderer, The, 1051; "Waulking" Songs, 180; Weil
die Wollenreichen Heerden, 472 ; Well, Digging-song of the 180 ; Whip
Jamboree, 181 ; Widmung, 90 ; Wie bist du, meine Konigen, 614 ; Wle
Melodien zieht es, 746 ; Winter, 1095 ; Winterabend, 1655 ; Wir glauben
air, 668 ; With joy the expectant husbandman, 182. Ye mariners of
Ihigland, 377; Young Nun, The, 760, 770. Zambulidora, La, 1096;
Zephyrus, 1096 ; Zip Coon, 1095 ; Zuecca, 1074.

Legends, etc. : Arthur's Hunt King. 28. Baba Yaga, 1682. Erlking, 754. Fly-
ing Dutchman. 1251. GaV)riel Hounds, 28 ; Gilgamesh, 1752 ; Gronjette, 28.
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Hackenberg, 22 (variants, 25); Holda, 26; Hop o' my Thumb, 1528.
Idomeneus, 1739; Istar, 1749. Jagenteufel, 26. Katschei, 257, 1680.
Odens jagt, 29; Orion, 25. Screechum, Hannah, 30; Sleeping Beauty,
The, 1518. Tchernobog, 1680 ; Thamar (Tamara), 511. Veneur, Le Grand,
28. W^ttersee, 30; Whistlers, The Seven, 29; Wild Hunter, The, 22;
Witches' Sabbath, Russian, 1682 ; Wustan, 25.

Theatre and Opera House :

—

A. Abbe de I'fipee, L', 1587; Abeilles, Les, 263; Absent, L', 144; Achille,
1598; Acis and Galatea, 460, 1043; Adelaide (ballet), 1537; Agrippina,
464, Aida, 442, 443, 482, 1472 ; Alberigo da Romano, 1243 ; Alceste, 443, 1579

;

Alcina, 464 ; Alessandro Severo, 456 ; Alfonso u. Estrella, 367 ; Almanzor,
1159, 1614 ; Almira, 466 ; Amour Africain, L', 1169 ; Amour au Faubourg,
1177 ; Ange de Nisida, 187 ; Anneau de Sakuntala, 1002 ; Antigone, 1278

;

Antony, 1216 ; Apres-Midi d'un Faune, 18, 43 ; Argenide, 462 ; Argenide
and Serse, 462 ; Ariodante, 458, 464 ; Armide, 1579 ; Atalanta, 466 ; Athalie,
1278, 1511; Attendez-moi sous I'Orme, 149; Attila, 1242.

B. Barbiere di Siviglia, 1078, 1738 ; Barbier de Village, 160 ; Belas Flucht,
331; Belohnte Treue, Die, 228; Benvenuto Cellini, 287; Bernhard v.

Weimar, 692; Betrothed of the Tsar, The, 910, 928, 1545, 1635; Billet

de Marguerite, 482 ; Birthday of the Infanta, 987, 990 ; Black Crook, 1080

;

Blaise le Savetier, 160; Blanc et Noir, 565; Boheme, La, 1738; Boite
k Joujoux, 1161 ; Boris Godounoff, 947, 1692 ; Boyarina Vera Sheloga,
926, 1635; Branibor v. Cechach, 1477.

C. Calendal, 1078; Canossa, 1240; Carmen, 18, 1078, 1477; Catalone, La,
144 ; Cavalleria Rusticana, 444, 1738 ; Cendrillon, 442 ; Certova Stena,
1483; Chant de la Cloche, 1762; Christmas Eve, 926, 1635; Cid, Le,
1078; Cimarosa, 1590; Cinderella, 1080; Clarisse Harlovs^e, 1078; Cleo-

patre, 18, 144; Colomba, 1394; Colombe, 760; Commediante, 1177; Comte
de Comminges, 187 ; Comus, 34 : Conquerors, The, 1460 ; Conseil de Dix,

287 ; Coq d'Or, 18, 912, 1085, 1627 ; Coppelia, 1076 ; Coriolanus, 868 ; Cosl
fan tutte, 1043 ; Coupe du Roi de Thule, 1078 ; Couronnement de la Muse,
1172; Couvin, 1590; Cymbeline, 1594.

FELIX FOX
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D. Dalibor, 14S1 ; Dame Blanclie, 760 ; Damnation de Faust, 1403 ; Damoi-
selle filue, 1161; Dance in Place Congo, IS, 1084 et seq., 1630; Daphnis
et Chloe, 18, 144, 1394, 1537; Daughter of the Regiment, 1738; David,
265; Deidamia, 464; Demon, The, 1760; Der in Christentum, etc.,
1509 (see Polyeucte) ; Derniere Heuve d'un Condamn^, 290; Dernier
Troubadour, 529 ; Deux Journees, 1590 ; Deux Nuits, 1590 ; Deux Voleurs,
287; Don Carlo, 484; Don Carlos, 477, 484; Don Giovanni, 1043, 1044, 1048.
1737-38; Dorfbarbier, 160; Dusk of the Gods, 1043, 1044, 1048 (see Gotter-
djimmerimg) ; Dve Ydovy, 1483.

E. Egmont, 1524; Elektra, 258; Elen e Fuldano, 1241; Enfant prodigue,
L', 1161, 1761 ; Ermitage Fleurie, 51 ; Ernani, 1407 ; Erreur d'un Moment,
1590; Esmeralda, 300; Espana, 485; Estelle et N§morin, 1229; fitranger,
L', 151, 816, 833, 854, 862.

F. Fair of Sorotchinsk, 326, 1678; Famille Am^ricaine, 1590; Fanchon la
Vielleuse, 1588 ; Faramondo. 450 ; Farces de Pierrot, 1701 ; Faust, 18, 443,
973, 1078, 1402, 1514; Fausto, 300; Favorita, La, 187, 442, 1228; Fedelt^
Premiata, 228 ; Felsenmiihle von Etalieres, 13 ; Feramors, 1013 ; Fernando
Cortez, 1243; Fervaal, 151, 816, 833, 838, 862; Fidelio, 1579 et seq.; Fiesco,
1076; Fiesque, 1076; Fischerin, Die, 752; Fliegende Hollander, 1249;
Florentine Tragedy, 1624; Folic, Une, 1590; Francoise de Foix, 1590;
Frangoise de Rimini, 1082 ; Freischiitz. Der, 30, 483 ; Fremdling, Der, 1015.

G. Geschopfe des Prometheus, 158, 1582 ; Gioconda, 444 ; Giovanua di
Napoli, 1242; Girondins, 144; Giselle, La, 1076; Giulio Cesare, 464;
Giustino, 466, 1434; Gotterdammerung. 745, 773 et seq., 1600 (see Dusk
of the Gods) ; Gotz v. Berlichingen, 1015: Gudbres, Les, 1511; Guido et
Ginevra, 90; Guillaume Tell, 1511; Guinevere, 51; Guy Mannering, 300;
Gwendoline, 485.

H. Hamlet, 442; Hanns der Schuhflicker, 160; Hedda, 144; Heimchen
am Herd, 1014; Helena. 1590; Henry Clifford, 51; Heure Espagnole, L',

1536, 1542; Hubicka, 1483; Huguenots, Les, 443, 664, 669, 760; Humpty
Dumpty, 1080.

I. Idomenge, 1746 ; Idomeneo, 1054, 1744 ; Ildegonda di Borgogna,
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1242 ; Incoronazione di Serse, 462 ; Intrigue aux Fenetres, 1590 ; Iphiggnie,
88 ; Iphigenie en Aulide, 1119 ; Iphigenia in Tauris, 1579 ; Isola disabitata,
228; Istar, 1760.

J. Jacquerie, 1078, 1082 ; Jane Gray, 1394 ; Jessonda, 663 ; Jeunesse d'Henri
IV., 1524, 1590; Jeux, 680; Julien, 1174; Julius Caesar, 1433.

K. Kairn of Koridwen, The, 745. Kathleen ni Hoolahan, 1094; Katschei,
253, 717, 922, 928, 1635; Khovantchina, 517, 943; King of Judea, 707;
Konigin v. Saba, 994, 1012, 1013, 1023; Kriegsgefangene, Die, 1015.

L. Lancelot, 51 ; Legend of the Invisible City of Kitesch, 947 ; Leonore,
1580 et seq. ; Libusa, 1481 ; Linda d'Ispahan, 1243 ; Lohengrin, 442, 444,
1372, 1444, 1446, 1450; Loreley, 1386; Lotharius, 460; Louise, 1095, 1169,
1174; Loup Garou, Le, 300; Love of Three Kings, The, 707; Lucia di
Lammermoor, 973, 1051, 1738.

M. Macbeth, 10, 479 ; Madame de Sevigne, 1588 ; Magdalena, 1458 ; Magic
Flute, 443, 1054; Magic Opal, 50; Maid of Pskoff, 914, 916, 926, 1635;
Maitre, Le, 144 ; Mala Vita, 1479 ; Malek Adel, 484 ; Ma Mere I'Oye, 1516

;

Manfred, 18 ; Manru, 443 ; Marie Magdeleine, 1458 ; Marouf , 18 ; Martha,
444; Martyrs, Les, 1510 (see Polyeucte; see Addendum), 1510; Medee,
834 ; Meistersinger, Die, 444, 1164, 1239, 1766 ; Merchant of Venice, 489

;

Merlin, 51, 1014 ; Midsummer Night's Dream, 1089, 1271 ; Mille Neuf Cent
Douze, 563 ; Mireille, 18 ; Mlada, 253, 926, 1546, 1635, 1676, 1680 ; Mohicans,
Les, 684; Moses, 90; Mozart and Salieri, 926, 1635; Musical SnufE-Box,
1760.

N. Namouna, 1078; Neron, 1077; Night in May, 926, 1635; Noces Corin-
thiennes, 1394 ; Noces Villageoises, 265 ; Nozze di Figaro, 1048. ^

O. Oberon, 744; Oiseau de Feu, 252; Oracolo, L', 1085; Orlando, 464, 1430
Otello, 444, 1078.

P. Pagliacci, 1479; Pantea, 1241; Pan Voyvode, 928, 1636; Papillons, 18
Parsifal, 258, 549, 666, 745, 1444, 1600, 1613 ; Parthenope, 1434 ; Passant
Le, 1711; Patrie, 1524; Pavilion d'Armide, 688; Pelleas et Melisande
154, 258, 836, 863, 1748; Penthesilea, 1016; Pepita Jimenez, 51; Peri
La, 18, 1760; Perseus, 377; Petite Poucette, 489; Petrouchka, 18, 258
Phryne, 1470, 1559; Pierrot Assassin, 1701; Preludes, Les, 189; Prince
Igor, 18, 706, 942, 1245, 1543 ; Pierre le Grand, 1590 ; Poliuto, 1509, 1713
Polyeucte, 1504 (see Der im Christenthum, etc., 1509) ; Prodana Nevesta

' 1473 (see -Sold Bride); Prometheus Bound, 1016; Proph&te, Le, 760
Pupazzi, 563.

R. Bantzau, 1483 ; Raoul, Sire de Crequice, 158 ; Raymonda, 706, 715
The Redskin, 1094 ; Reine Fiammette, 18 ; Renaud, 263 ; Rhadamisto
1433; Rheingold. 786, 1164; Riders to the Sea, 1094; Rienzi, 443, 1248
Rinaldo, 1434; Robert le Diable, 3551; Robin des Bois (Der Freischiitz)

483 ; Roi d'T's, 442, 1074 ; Roi s' amuse, 1522 ; Romeo and Juliet, 1206, 1713

"His technic was clear and unerring; his tone, deftly

varied, never lost quality; his phrasing was that of a

musician."
PHILIP HALE, in Boston Herald.
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Rossignol, Le, 260; Russalka, 1689; Ruinen v. Athen, 331, 1582; Ruses
d'Amour. 706.

S. Sacre du Printemps, 259 ; Sadko, IS, 924, 926, 1635 ; Saisons, Les, 706

;

Sakuntala. 1001 (see Anneau de Sakimtala) ; Salome, 549, 552, 706, 1616;
Samson et Dalila, 18 ; San Antonio de la Florida, 51 ; Saplio, 758 ; Sappho,
1016 ; Scheherazade, 18, 688. 909, 910, 911 ; Schiavone. 1241 ; Schojo, 475

;

Scipio. 178 ; Sejour. Le, 1500 ; Sette Canzoni, 1241 ; Sensational Article,
529; Serse, 448. 462; Seryilia, 928, 1635; Shanewis, 1084; Siege de
Corinthe. 670; Shubert Gaieties of 1919, 327; Siegfried, 172, 788, 1386,
1462; Signrd Slembe, 1709; Sleeping Beauty, 715; Snegourotchka, 924,
926, 934, 1635 ; Sogno d'un tramonto di autumno, 1241 ; Sold Bride, 1473
(see Prodana Nevesta) ; Sonnambula, La. 987; Spiegel v. Arkadien, 1579;
Stenka *Razine. 69S ; Stone Guest, 942, 1689 ; Stradella, 1050 ; Sylvia, 1076.

T. Tajemstvi. 1483; Tale of the Invisible City of Kitezh, 1635; Tale of
the Tsar Saltan, 928, 1635 ; Tamerlano, 464 ; Tannhiluser, 114, 443 ; Tenl-
plari na Morave, 1477; Temptation of Damis, 706; Thai's, 18, 1471;
Thamar, 18, 517 ; Tour de Nesle, 518 ; Tragediante, 1177 ; TragMie de
Salome, 529 (see Salome) ; Tristan and Isolde, 444, 1461, 1462; Traviata,
La, 1738; Trovatore, II, 444, 482; Tsar's Bride, 1635 (see Betrothed of
the Tsar).

U. Ungern's erster Wohlthilter, 330.

V. Vaisseau Fantome, 1251 (see Flying Dutchman) ; VSpres Siciliennes,

1570; Yespri Siciliani, 670; Vie du Poete, 1170; Viola, 1483; Voto d'Amore,
1241; Voyvoda, 934.

W. Walktire, Die, 118, 174, 444, 772, 788; Wilde Jagd, 36; Wilde Jager,
36; William Tell, 593, 663, 1511; Winter-Marchen, 1015.

X. Xerse, 450 (see Serse) ; Xerxes in Abydos, 462.

Y. Yvan de Russie, 3078; Yvan le Terrible, 1078.

Z. Zanetta, 13 ; Zolotoi Pietouchok, 928.

Critical and Literary :

—

A. Abraham k Sancta Clara, Satan's mus. instrument, 638. Adam A., Les
Mohicans, 684. Aelfric, Homilies. 549. Alheim, P. d', Moussorgsky, 1686.

Allff. Musik Zeitnng, Beethoven's Second Symp., 12 ; his Piano Cone. No. 3,

1608. Annates Dramatiques, Bouilly, 1587, 1592; Polyeucte, 1508.

Apthorp, W. F., Bayreuth tuba, 787. Berlioz, Harold Symp., 295 ; Symp.
Fantastique, transl., 1195. Boston Symp. concert, first (also Henschel),
362. Brahms, Symp. No. 1, 608. Charpentier, Transl. of Ernst's argu-
ment for "Impressions of Italy," 1164. Dvorak, Violin Cone, 111. Gold-
mark, transl. of Sakuntala argument, 998. D'Indy, Istar, transl., 1750,

Variations, 1758. Mozart, G. min. Symp., 1051. Rimsky-Korsakoff, transl.

Russian Easter, 909. Schubert, Unf. Symp., 374; Symp. in C, 1663;

"His technic is flawless, his musicianship impeccable, his

tone beautiful."
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Sdiumann, Symp. No. 3, 972, 974. Wagner, Gotterdammerung, transL,
778, original text of, 783; Lohengrin, Prelude, 1378; Siegfried's Funeral
Music, themes, 772.

Apuleius, Sorcerers, 1306. Arene, P., Pantomime, 1699. Arnaud, Abb6,
Iphigenie en Aulide, 1122 ; Aubray, Les 4 Elements, 183.

B. Bachrich, S., Goldmark's Queen of Sheba, 994. Bailey, N., Serpent, The,
678. BalakirefE, his Thamar, 516. Banville, T. de. Pantomime, 1699.
Barry, 0. A., Liszt's Sym. Poems, 189. Battle beyond the Don, 1545.
Battle of Mamai, 1545. Bayle, P., Buridan, 520; Ruggeri, 1292,
1312. Beam, J. N., Salome, 552. Beaumont, Mme., Beauty and the
Beast, 1532. Beethoven, on his Creatures of Prometheus, 164; King
Stephen, 333; Symp. No. 5, 403; Violin Cone, 867. Bellaigue, C,
Rimsky-Korsakoff, 947. Belloc, H., Margaret of Burgundy, 518.
Berlioz, his own works—^Erlking, 758; Euphonia, 302; Harold Symp.,
292, 302; R^koczy, March, 1403; Symp. Fantastique, 1198; wooing, his,

1206; other composers, etc.—Beethoven, Symp. No. 2, 14; Symp. No. 5,

403. Fidelio, 1596 ; Cymbals, antique, 42, 1289 ; Gaveaux's Leonore, 1596

;

Goethe's Faust, 1401 ; Haydn, 232 ; Serpent, The, 671. Prelude to Lohen-
grin, 1378. Bernstein, N. D. Rimsky-Korsakoff, 947. Beyle, H.,
Vigano and Haydn, 162. Billroth, T., Brahms, 390, 610. Blackburn,
v., Parsifal, 1468. Bloch, E., on his Jewish music, 329. Boccaccio,
Dec. V, 8, pursuing knight, 28. Bottger, A., Poem and Schumann's Symp.
No. 1, 82. Borgex, L., d'Indy, 146. Borodin, A., BalakirefE, 516 ; Belgium,
Germany, and Liszt, 1555 ; Moussorgsky, 1688 ; Prince Igor, 1546. Borow-
ski, F., Prince Igor, 1549. Boschot, A., Berlioz's Harold, 296 ; Smithson,
Harriet, 1204; Berlioz's Symp. Fantastique, 1230. Bouilly, His Memoirs,
1590, 1592. Boutarel, A., Ei'lking, 752. Brahms, his "Immer leiser,"

748; Spies, H., 746; Symp. No. 1, 588. Brancour, R., Ravel's Pavane,
1526. Brenet, M., Haydn, 220. Breuning, S., Fidelio, 1586; Brieux, E.,

Gounod and Polyeucte, 1514. Browne, C. F. (Artemus Ward), on dancing,
559. Bruneau, A., GlazounofE, 713 ; Rimsky-Korsakoff, 947. Billow,
H. v., Beethoven, Symp. No. 5, 403 ; Brahms, Symp. No. 1, 602 ; his
Leipsic concerts, 622 ; Piano Cone. No. 2, 398 ; Lalo's Symp. Espag-
nole, 1068. Biirger, Wilde Jager, 20. Burney, C, Oafferelli, 454;
Concerts Spirituels, 223 ; Handel's bassoon, 1436, his Serse, 454. Burton,
Sir R. F., Negros and Music, 1356.

C. Cable, G. W., Place Congo, 1086. Caine, H., Rossetti's Blessed Damozel,
1148. Calmette', G., Nijinsky, 43. Calverley, C. S., transl. of Theocritus,
1298. Calvocoressi, d'Indy's Symp. No. 2, 816, 818; Moussorgsky, 1680,

1686 ; F. Schmitt, 560. Campan, Pavane, 1520. Carillo, G., Salome and Wilde,
552. Carraud, G., Debussy's music perverted for stage, 1161. Carter,
A. C. G., Glazounoff in London, 703. Celler, L., Bourree, 487. Chadwick,
G. W., His Angel of Death, 314. Chamberlain, H. S., Parsifal, 1461.,

Champfleury, Pantomime, 1699. Charlevoix, N. A., Indian music, 1308.

"Her fresh and vibrant tone-quality Was the means of injecting

emotional life into the songs." BOSTON TRANSCRIPT.
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CMteaubriand, Rene, 1198. Cherubini, Berlioz's Harold, 302, Chorley,
H. F., Scliumaim's music, 96. Chretien de Troyes. Parsifal, 1461, 1462.
Chrysostom, Dancing, 556. Chvala, B., Czech music, 1483. Coleridge,
Kubla Khan, 473. Collier, J.. Kins; Duffus, 1312. Combarieu, J., Music
and magic, 1310, 1.325. Commettaut, O., Gounod's Polyeucte, 1512, 1514.
Conrad, J., Victory, 34. Corneille, Polyeucte, 1508. Converse, F. S.,

His Symp., 891. , Courtes, Pantomime, 1706. Cox, J. E., Sophie
Cruvelli, 1584. Currie, Notes on Horace, 1302. Curzon, H. de, Schubert's
songs, 770.

D. Dacie, E., Mile. Salle, 458. Daily Vourant, Handel, 460. Dailp Journal,
violetta marina. 1430. Daily Post, Handel's health, 456. Daily Telegraph,
Karsavina. 530; Stravinsky, 261. Damrosch, W., Brahms, Symp. No. 1,

593. Daniel, S., wax image in sorcery. 1325. Davillier, Pavane, 1524.
Delany, Mrs.. Mme. Strada, 460. Deldevez, E. M. E., Girard, 287. Delvau,
A., Bourree, 487. Desaymard, Chabrier's Bourree, 487. Desrat, Pavana,
1520, 1524. Diaghileff, Nijinsky, 44. Dickens, C, Great Expectations, 1372.
Dictionnaire Trevoux, Pavane, 1520. Dietrich, A. H., Brahms, Symp. No.
1, 592. Dole, N. H., transl. Stenka Razine, folk-song, 694. Dorffel,
Brahms, Symp. No. 1, 614. Dumas, A., Olympe de Cleves, 1594 ; Tour
de Nesle, 518. Duncan, W. E., Schubert's singers, 768 ; Symphony in
C, 1663; Unfinished Symp.. 377. Duparc, H., on his songs, 322. Duval,
G., Rita Sangalli, 1080. DvoMk, Symp. No.. 5, 1351. DvoMk's Sons,
Symp. No. 5, 1358. Dwight, J. S.. Brahms, Symp. No. 1, 605; Goodson,
1051 ; Liszt's Mephisto Waltz, 639 ; Mendelssohn's Reformation Symp.,
668; Schumann's SymJ). No. 1, 100.

E. Ehrhch, H., Parsifal, 1466. Ellis, Flying Dutchman, 1248, transl. of
Wagner, 1456. Eison, L. C, transl. Siegfried Idyl, 172. Enesco, G.,

his life, 117. Epopee of Gilgamesh, 1752. Epopee of Izdubar, 1752. Ernst,
A., Prog, of Charpentier's Impressions of Italy, 1164. Evening Post (N.T.),
Sakuntala, 1007.

F. Famous Composers, Smetana, 1483. Fielding, Handel's music, 456.

Figaro. Nijinsky, 43. Film, Le, Cinema and music, 1762. Finck, H. T.,

Good Friday Spell, 1460 ; Lohengrin's Narrative, 1372. Flaubert, G.,

Salome, 552, 559. Ford, R., Catalonia, 47. Forkel, Ov. to Iphigenie en
Aulide, 1122. Forsyth, C, oboe in William Tell Ov., 593; serpent, 671;
vielle, 1588. France, A., Story of Pontius Pilate, 1458 ; Marionettes, 1708.

France Musicale, Gottschalk's Bamboula, 1099-1101. Frazer, J. G., Sym-
pathetic magic, 1308. Friedenthal, Creole dances, 1097. Fuchs, H., Parsi-

fal and eroticism, 1468.

G. Gaguin. R., Buridan, 519. Galpin, F. W., church orchestras, 676 ; ser-

pent, 672. Garaude, Haydn, 3142. Garrick, D., CafEarelli, 454.

Gaulois. Le, Nijinsky, 44. Gauthier-Villars, Biisser's suite. 1395. Gautier,

T., The Ballet and Fitz-James, 684. Gazette Musicale, Berlioz's Harold,
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296. Geoffrey, History of the Britons, 1464. Gerber, Handel, 460;
Monn, 1058 ; Mozart, 1048. Gilbert, H. F., bis Place Congo, 1086 ; various
writings, 1096. Gilgamesh, Epopee of, 1752. Gilman, L., MacDowell's
p. c. No. 2, 528 ; Strauss's Salome, 1622. Gilson, P., d'Indy's Istar on the
stage, 1764. Goethe, Blocksberg scene, 407 ; on his Faust, 1401. Gogol, A Rus-
sian river, 692. Goldmark, C., his birthday, 1008. Goldmark, R., con-
cerning C. Goldmark, 1009 et seq. Gosse, E., Mallarmg, 36, 38. Gottschalk,

C, Bamboula of L. M. Gottschalk, 1099. Gounod, his Faust and Polyeuete,

1514 ; Letter to G. Weldon, 1512. Gray, C. D., Assyrian literature, 1756.

Gregory, St., Dancing, 556. Grenerin, H., Livre de Theorbe, 1482. Gr6try,
Haydn, 1140. Grimm and Diderot, Guebres, Les, 1511; Iphigenie en
Aulide, 1120 ; Legros, 230. Grove, G., Schubert's Death, 1674 ; Schumann's
Symp. No. 3, 967. Grub Street Journal, Handel's organ concertos, 633.

Guide du Concert, Ravel's Pavane, 1528.

H. Habet, A., Borodin, 1547. Hagen, B. V., Morning Cry in Parsifal, 1467.

Hajdecki, lira da braccio, 218. Handel, his organ concertos, 628. Hans-
lick, E., Brahms, Symp. No. 1, 600 ; Erlking and Roger, 760 ; Parsifal
literature, 1468; Schubert's Symp. in C, 1656; Sold Bride, 1480. Hardy,
T., choir serpent, 676; Return of the Native (wax doll), 1322. Harper,
R. P., Epopee of Gilgamesh, 1752. Harris, H. W., Balakireff's Thamar,
514. Harsdorffer, G. P., music and trees, 30. Hawkins, Handel's organ-
playing, 632 ; tiorba, 1432. Haydn, the Paris Opera, 228. Hazlitt, Drouet,
1274. Hearn, L., Creole Proverbs, 1099 ; negro and Creole dances, 1098

;

Place Congo, 1091. Heermann, H., Beethoven's v. c. cadenzas, 869. Heine,
Berlioz's Symp. Fantastique, 1218; Flying Dhtchman, 1250; Herodias,
550 ; Pilgrimage to Kevlaar, 1310. Heintz, A., Siegfried Idyl, 176. Hender-
ison, W. J., Grail theme (Parsifal), 1446; Strauss's Salome, 549; Wagner's
publisher, Meser, 1376. Henley, W. E., Rossetti's Sister Helen, 1320;
"Amour," 1673. Herbert, Sir T., Pagoethaes, 1530. Herbeck, L., Gold-
mark's Queen of Sheba, 1013; Life of J. Herbeck, 368. Heron-Allen, E.,

vielle, the, 1588. Herzogenberg, E., Brahms, Symp. No. 1, 612 ; Brahms,
p. c. No. 2, 392; Brahms, "Immer leiser," 747. Heuberger, R., Schubert's

Symp. in C, 1656. Heywood, J. C, drama on John the Baptist, 1622.

Higginson, H. L., his announcement of concerts in 1881, 359. Hiller, F.,

Beethoven and Paer, 1597. Hippeau, Berlioz and Camille, 1213. Hlavfic,

The Sold Bride, 1478, 1483. Hogarth, G., Beethoven's King Stephen Ov.,

334. Hood, T., Melancholy, 1673. Horace, quoted, 404; Epode 18th, 1302;
Satire 1st, 1302- Home, R. H., John the Baptist, 560, 1616; Orion, 1616.

Hugo, A dead Infanta, 1526. Han d' Island, 1688. Htittenbrenner, J.,

Letter about Schubert, 368. Huysmans, J. K., Salome, 554.

I. Imbert, H. d'Indy, 146, 826; Lalo, 1083. Indy, V. d', autobiographical,

146 ; film plays and music, 1762 ; music critics, 848 ; thoughts about music,

840. Izdubar, Epopee of, 1752.

J. James, King, Dsemonology, 1323. Janet, P., Marguerite of Bergundy,
519. Jastrow, Istar, 1756. Jean-Aubry, d'Indy, 858; Malipiero, 1238.

Jensen, P., Istar, 1756. Jeremias, A., Istar, 1756. Jewell, Bishop, wax
images in sorcery, 1323. Josephus, Salome, 548. JuUien, A., Berlioz,

Erlking, 758; d'Indy's birtbday, 815.

K. Kahn, G., Mallarme, 36. Kalbeck, M., Brahms, p. c. No. 2, 388; Brahms,
Symp. No. 1, 588, Songs, 746. Kalidasa, Sakuntala, 992. Kastner, G.,

Cries of Paris, 1174. Kautz, J., Schumann and Bottger, 82. Keil, Life of

C. Schroter, 752. Keller, O., Goldmark, 992, 1010. Kelly, M., Dancing in

Vienna, 1046. Kircher, A., trees and harmony, 30. Kirchner, T., Brahms,
Symp. No, 1, 593. Klingemann, Mendelssohn's Midsummer Night's Dream,
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1271. Knight, H., Siegfried Idyl, 176. Kochel, Mozart's G min. Symp.,
1051. Krai, J. J.. Smetaua, 1483. Krelibiel, H. E., Cliadwick's Angel of
Death, 314 ; Dvorak's 5th Symp., 1352 ; negro American folk-songs, 1097

;

translations, 745 et seq. Kufferath, M., Fidelio, 1592; Parsifal, 1445.
L. Lachner. Liszt and Mozart's G min. Symp., 1052. Laforgue, J., Salome,

538 ; ''too daily life." 1674. Lajarte, Dictionary of the Opera, 684. Laloy,
L., Rimsky-Korsakoff, 947. Lamartine, Meditation, 185. Lampe, F. A.,

Cymhals, 1289. Laurancie, L. de la, Haydn in Paris, 1140. Lavoix the
younger, H., Serpent, 678. Le Borne, F., d'Indy's Symp. No. 3, 144.

Lecomte, L. H., the Nouveautes Theatre, 1402. Ledebur, Mme. Milder,
1579. Leeder, C., Beethoven, 12. Legouve, E., Berlioz and H. Smithson,
1220 ; the prix dc Rome young man, 1170. Leigh, A., minuet in London, 1061.
Lemaitre, J., Pantomime, 1706. Lermoutoff, M., Thamar, 511. Liebech,
F., Bosetti's Blessed Damozel, 1158. Liszt, Berlioz, Harold Symp., 290;
Lohengrin Prelude, 1380; his Mephisto Waltz, 689. Littlewood, S. R.,

Sakuntala, 1004. Littre, Pavane, 1520. Loliee, F., Countess Mercy-
Argenteau, 1555. Longfellow, Hiawatha's Wooing, 1369. Loret, C,
Cavalli's Xerse, 452. Loti, P., Andalusian songs, 48. Lucian, fourth
Dialogue of Courtesans, 1306.

M. Mace, T., Pavane, 1524. Mackall, F. W., tr. Virgil's eighth Eclogue,
1290. Maginn, W., character of Bottom, 1277. Mahillon, cymbals, 42,

1289 ; lira da braccio, 218. Malherbe, C, Auber, 1590 ; Stojowski's Symp.,
739. Manchester Guai-dian, Sacre du Printemps, 260. Marlowe, C, Faust
as traveller, 1404. Marnold, J., Rimsky-Korsakoff, 944, 947. Marx, Beet-
hoven's Lenore No. 1 Overture, 1584. Mattheson, J., Bourree, 486

;

minuet in symphony, 1060. May, F., Brahms, p. c. No. 2, 386,
390. Meltzer, C. H., Sold Bride, 1480. Mendelssohn, his Mid-
summer Night's Dream Ov., 1272. Menestrel, Berlioz's house on Mont-
martre, 298. Menil, F., Hopak, 327. Mercure Musical, Smetana, 1483.

Mersenne, M., serpent, 670. Milton, Comus quoted, 34. Montagu-Nathan,
Balakireff, 514 ; Rimsky-Korsakoff, 947 ; Stenka Razine, 698 ; Stravinsky,
254, 256. Montaux, A., Berlioz's Harold Symp., 290. Moore, E. C, Birth-
day of the Infanta, 987. Moore, G., Mallarme, 36; Parsifal, 1468; Ver-
laine and Parsifal, 1466. Mooser, R. A., Rimsky-Korsakoff and Glazounoff,
719, 922. Mother Goose, 1516. Mozart, poor in last years, 1044, 1046. Mtiller-

Reuter, T., Liszt's Preludes, 183. Muro, G., Princess de Eboli, 479.

Musikal Wochenblatt, Brahms, p. c. No. 2, 397. Musical America, Rimsky-
Korsakoff, 912. Musical Times, Glazounoff in London, 703. Musical
World, Schumann, 92, 93.

N. Najac, Pantomime, 1706. Nerval, G., Faust, 1401. Neue Zeitschrift f.

Musik. founded, 76. Neumann, E., Hagen and the Ring, 776. Newmarch,
R.. Balakireff, 511; Coq d'Or, 1631; Glazounoff, 703. Rimsky-Korsakoff,
947. New York Times, Salome, 1626. Neiv York Tribune, Dalibor, 1481.

Nicolai, G., John the Baptist, 560, 1622. Nijinski, Debussy's Jeux, 682.

Nork, F., Flying Dutchman, 1253. Nourrit, A., Donizetti's Poliuto, 1510.

O. Ovid, Hypsipyle's letter (black magic), 1302.

P. Pall Mall Gazette, Debussy's Jeux, 626. Parnasse Contemporain, Mal-
larme, 38. Pasig, P., Corona Schroter, 752. Peladan, J., Istar, 1752.
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Perrault, 0., fairy-tales, 1528. Pfeiffer, Pantomime, 1705. Phoenix, J.
(G. H. Derby), Orion, 25. Pica, V., Mallarme, 36. Pohl, R., Liszt's
Mephisto Waltz, 641 ; Preludes, 183. Polo, Marco, desert sounds, 32. Pope,
A., Handel, 1438. Pougin, A., Auber, 1590. Praetorius, lira da braceio,
218 ; tbeorbo, 1432. Prod'homme, J. G. Berlioz, Erlking, 758. Prod'homme
and Dandelot, Gounod and Mrs. Weldon, 1512. Psalm LXVIII., 906.
Prunigres, H. Oavalli's Xerse, 453; Malipiero, 1237. Pudor, H., Rimsky-
Korsakoff, 943. Pushkin, Golden Cock, 1627.

Q. Quanz, Handel's orchestra, 1435. Quicherat, L., Nourrit, 770, 1511.
Quincey, T. de, sounds of nature, 32.

R. Rabl, W., Goldmark's Sakuntala, 998. Raff, J., Liszt's Preludes, 183.
Ralston, Katschei, 257. Ramann, Liszt's Preludes, 183. Reade, C,
Gabriel hounds, 28. Redon, O., Nijinsky, 44. Reichardt, J. F., Haydn's
Symp. No. 1, 610; Siegfried Idyl, 176. Referee, Sold Bride, 1473. Riche-
pin. Pantomime, 1609. Richter, O., Smetana, 1483. Richter, H., Siegfried
Idyl, 169. Ries, F., Beethoven, Symp. No. 5, 403; p. c. No. 3, 1606, 1610.
Rimsky-Korsakoff, his life, 912 ; letter to Tschaikowsky, 936 ; treatise on
harmony, 939. Risvaeg, S., Chausson's Symp., 436. Ritter, W., DvoMk's
Fifth Symp., 1358 ; Smetana, 1483. Riviere, Pantomime, 1700. Roger, G.,
Erlking, 760. Rolland, R., Cavalli's Xerse, 453; Handel's operas, 464,
arias, 468, organ concertos, 633 ; d'Indy, 146, 850. RoUi, P., Strada, 458.
Rossetti, D. B., Blessed Damozel, 1148; Sister Helen, 1320. Runciman,
J. F., Brunnhilde's Immolation, 790 ; Handel, 1664 ; Parsifal, 1468. Rybak,
M., DvoMk's Fifth Symp., 1360.

S. Saint-iSaens, his 5th p. c, 1472. Sasse, M., Verdi and his singers, 480.
Schafer, A., Verdi's Ov. Don Carlos, 481. Schindler, A., Beethoven, Symp.
No. 5, 403 ; Leonore, 1580. Schoelcher, V., Handel's "Noisy" Music, 1435 ; or-
gan concertos, 629 ; string concertos, 1427 ; violetta marina, 1430. Schraeder,
E., Istar, 1756. Schultz, D., Mozart's early symp., 1058. Schumann, C,
Brahms, Symp. No. 1, 592 ; R. Schumann's Symp. No. 1, 80 ; Symp. No. 3,

967; violoncello concerto, 898. Schumann, R., his Symp. No. 1, 75; Symp.
No. 3, 970 ; violoncello concerto, 899 ; Bottger, 81 ; Brahms, 587. Schwerik,
Dvorak, 1360. Schwob, M., Thessalian sorcery, 1308. Scott, W., Erlking,
754 ; Wild Huntsman, 22. Scribe, E., libretto of Martyrs, 1510. Servi^res,
G., Dalo, 1083. Seyfried, Leonore Ov., 1580. Shakespeare, Merchant of
Venice, quoted, 382 ; Troilus and Oressida, quoted, 602. Shavp, G. B.,

Brunnhilde's Immolation, 778, 788; Waldweben, 1386. Siewers, C, Svend-
sen, 1708. Signale, Russian symp. concerts, 705. Smetana, on imitating
Wagner, 1477; his Sold Bride, 1478. Snoeck, serpent, 674. Song of
Solomon, 1623. Sonneck, O. G. T., catalogue of opera librettos, 450.

Spaun, Erlking, 757. Spazier, J. G. C, 1060. Stanford, 0. V., Mozart,
1061. Stanley, A. A., serpent,^ 672. StouUig, E., Loie Fuller, 529. Stra-
vinsky, I., about himself, 258. Studien f. Tonkimstler, Mozart's death,
1048. Subert, Czech operas, 1483. Sudermann, Johannes, 1626. Sue, E.,

Wandering Jew, 549. Sun (N.Y.), Sakuntala, 1002; Salome, 1625. "Surius,

L., Polyeucte, 1508. Swift, Gulliver's travels, 868.
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T. Tappert, W., Erlking, 754 ; Parsifal, 1467. Thackeray, The Ravenswing,
335. Theatre Magazine, Salome, 1625. Theocritus, The Sorceress (wax

, images), 1298. Thoinot-Arbeau, Pavane, 1521, 1522. Thom6, Pantomime,
1705. Thompson, V., Mallarm6, 36. Tiersot, J., Berlioz Symp. Fantas-
tique, 1201, 1216; Camille Moke, 1213. Times (Loudon), Sakuntala, 1006.
Traill, H. D., Sister Helen parodied, 1322. Tschaikowsky, BalakirefC,
1689; Lalo's Symp. Espagnole, 1068; letters to Glazounoff, 707 et seq.,

to Rimsky-Korsakoft", 930 et seq.; his unfinished symp., 1327. Turgenieff,
Balakireff, 1689; vision of Stenka Rjizine, 692.

V. Valot, S., Parsifal and Hindu legends, 1468. Verlaine, Bergamasque,
1277; Mallarme, 36; Parsifal, 1466. Villon, quoted, 518. Virgil, ^ueid,
1292 ; eighth Eclogue, 1289. Vizentini, A., the Gueymards, 482. Voltaire,
Guebres, Les, 1511 ; vampires, 1306. Vuillermoz, E., Istar on the stage,

1762; Rimsky-Korsakoff, 947.

W. Wagner, R., Flying Dutchman. 1249 ; ov. to Iphigenie en Aulide, 1122

;

Lohengrin, 1374, 1380 ; Parsifal (pity for lower animals), 1456; Siegfried
(his son), 169; Leonore Ov., 1584. Walsh, J., Handel's concertos, 628.

Walther, J. G., Bourree, 486. Ward, Artemus (see C. F. Browne), dancing,
559. Wasielewski, Schumann's Symp. No. 3, 970. Watts, Theo., Art, 191.

Weingartner, Schubert's Unfinished Symp., 377. Wellek, B., Smetana,
1438. Weltner, History of Vienna opera, 481. White, R. G., German
commentators, 588. Whitman, W., simplicity in art, 1672 ; wild geese,

29. Wiener Zeitung, Goldmark, 1011. Wilde, O., Birthday of the Infanta,

987; Salome, 552 et seq., 1624. Wolfram v. Eschenbach, Parsifal, 1461,
1463. Wordsworth, Seven Whistlers, 29. Wormser, Pantomime, 1702.

Wotton, T. S., sei-pent, 674. Wyzewa, T. de, Mallarme, 36; Schobert's
influence on Mozart, 1061.

Z. Zeitung f. die Elegante Welt, Beethoven's p. c. No. 3, 1608. Zola, Schu-
mann, 98.

Composers, Comment on :

—

Balakireff : See Balakireff, Borodin, Montagu-Nathan, Newmarch, Tschai-
kowsky, Turgeuieft.

BEETHO^'EN : All. Miis. Zeitung, Beethoven, Bellaigue, Berlioz, Breuning,
Billow, Cox, Heermann, Hiller, Kufferath, Leeder, Marx, Ries, Schindler,
Seyfried, Spazier, Wagner, Wasielewski, Zeitung f. die Elegante Welt.

Berlioz : Apthorp, Berlioz, Boschot, Cherubini, Gazette Musicale, Hanslick,
Heine, Hippeau, Jullien, Legouve, Liszt, Menestrel, Montaux, d'Ortigue,

Prod'homme, Tiersot, Wagner.
Brahms : Apthorp, Billroth, Brahms, Billow, Damrosch, Dietrech, Dorffel,

Dwight, Hanslick, Herzogenberg, Kalbeck, Kirchner, May, Mus. Wochen-
hlatt, Reimann, Schumann, C, Schumann, R., Tribune (N.T.).

DvofeAK : Dvorak, Dvorak's Sons, Krehbiel, Ritter, Rybak, Schwerik.
Glazounoff : Bruneau, Carter, Montagu-Nathan, Mooser, Mus. Times,
Newmarch, Signale, Tschaikowsky.



Qluck: Arnaud, Forkel, Grimm and Diderot, Wagner.
Goldmabk: Apthorp, Bachrich, Goldmark, C, Goldmark, R., Herbeck,

Keller, Rabl, Wiener Zeitung.
Handel : Burney, Daily Courant, Daily Post, Fielding, General Advertiser,

Gerber, Grub Street Journal, Handel, Hawkins, Lacroix, Pope^ Quanz,
Rolland, Rolli, Runciman, Schoelcher, Walsh.

Haydn: Berlioz, Brenet, Garaude, Gretry, de la Laurancie, Reicliardt.
d'Indy: Borgex, Calvocoressi, Gilson, Imbert, d'Indy, Jean-Aubry, Jullien,
Le Borne, Rolland, Vuillermoz.

Lalo : Billow, Imbert, Servi^res, Tscbaikowsky.
Liszt : Barry, Dwight, Liszt, MtiUer-Reuter, Pobl, Raff, Ramann,
Mozart : Apthorp, Gerber, Kochel, Schultz, Stanford, Studien /. Tonkilnst-

ler, 1048, Wyzewa.
RiMSKY-KoRSAKOFF : Bellaigue, Bernstein, Borodin, Bruneau, Billow,

Laloy, Liszt, Marnold, Montagu-Nathan, Mooser, Mus. America, New-
march, Pudor, Rimsky-Korsakoff, Tscbaikowsky.

Schubert : Apthorp, Ourzon, Duncan, Grove, Hanslick, Heuberger, Hood,
Hiittenbrenner, Weingartner, Whitman.

Schumann : Apthorp, Chorley, Dwight, Grove, Kautz, Litzmann, Mason,
Musical World, Schumann, C., Schumann, R., Wasielewski, Zola.

Smetana: Chvala, Famous Composers, Hanslick, Hlav^c, Krai, Meltzer,
Mercure Musical, Referee, Richter, Ritter, Smetana, Soubies, Subert,
New York Tribune, Wellek.

Wagner : Apthorp, Berlioz, Blackburn, Chamberlain, Ehrlich, Ellis, Finck,
Fuchs, Hagen, Hanslick, Heintz, Henderson, Knight, Kufferath, Liszt,
Moore, Newman, Reimann, Richter, Runciman, Shaw, Smetana, Tappert,
Valot, Verlaine, Wagner, Wilder.

»

Miscellaneous References.

A. Amen, Dresden, 1446. "Amour" as French understand it, 1673. Ass of
Buridan, 519.

B. Beethoven's deafness, 7. Bell-bird of Brazil, 30. Berlioz's home on
Montmartre, 298. Buridan's Ass, 519. Burrisaul, Guns of, 30.

C. "Carmen," true meaning, 1292. Carnival at Paris, 1710. Catalonia

:

men and women, 47. Caves, chanting, 30. Ceylon, air music in, 30.

Cimarron, 1091. Clakeywell Pool, 30. Coach-wheels, heard, not seen, 30.

Commentators, German, Muddy, 588. Concerts de la Loge Olympique, 226.

Concerts des Amateurs, 224; Concerts Spirituels, 222. Congo Place, 1087.

Creole words, spelling of,. 1099.

D. Dancing in Vienna, 1046. Deafness, Beethoven's, 7. Death and the
Sculptor (French's), 314. Dresden Amen, 1446. Drummer of Tedworth,
30. Drums heard at Persepolis, 30.

E. Entrados de pavana, 1524. Envoiitement, 1310.

F. Faro (Belgian beer), 483. French's Death and the Sculptor, 314.

G. Geese, Wild, 29. Gewandhdusler, 397. Gotterdammerung, defined, 789.

Gobi, Sounds at, 30. Goupy's Handel, 1442.

H. Handel's House, 1427; his "Largo," 462. Heiligenstadt, 7. Hogarth's
enraged musician, 1430. Hungary, spectral battles in, 30.

I. Images in sorcery, wax, 1289.

K. Knot, Sorcerer's, 1292.

L. Laideron, 1530.

M. Madness, Desert, 34. Magic, maleficent, 1289. Marron, 1091. Mesnie

ALWAYS BEST QUALITY
DELIVERED ANYWHERE BY OUR OWN TRUCKS, OR EXPRESS PREPAID

W. H. LERNED & SONS
Established 1837 87 FANEUIL HALL MARKET Tel.. Richmond 1431

1800



hellequin, 30. Moodu;^ uoises, 30. Mountains of Cape Town, noisy, 30.

Mountains tliat sound bells, 30.
N. Negro music, 1352.
O. Orinoco, Cannon heard on banks of the, 30. Ornamentation of Handel's

arias, 468.
P. Pagode, 1530. Pasos de Pavana, 1524. Pavane (origin of word), 1518.
Pictures of Salome, 553. Place Congo, 1087, 1091. Polovtski, the, 1245, 1545.

K. Ranz des Vaches, 593. Rocks, Chanting, 30. Russian symphony con-
certs, 705.

S. Salome, pictures of, 553. Satan a dancer, 637. Satan's favorite mus.
instrument, 559, 638. Scherzerl, 392. Sorcery (wax images, etc.), 1289.
Symphony concerts, Russian, 705; in Paris (eighteenth century), 222, 224,
226.

T. Tantalus Mountain, 30. Thistles giving battle-cries, 30. Three, a sacred
. number, 1292.

V. Yerbenne, 1292. Vienna, dancing in, 1046. Vienna, vocal music in, 714.

Verdi's treatment of singers, 480. Vols or voust, 1310.
W. Wax images in magic, 1289. Wesendonck cottage, 1460. Wettersee,

noises, 30. Wheels, invisible coach-, 30. Witchcraft (wax images), 1289.

Sundry Notes.

Major Henry Lee Higginson, the founder of this orchestra, died on Novem-
ber 14, 1919. The Funeral March from Beethoven's "Eroica" Symphony
was played in memory of him at the concert on Saturday evening, November
15. The concerts of November 21 and November 22 were in memory of him

:

Schubert, Unfinished Symphony; Brahms, Pianoforte Concerto No. 2 (* Felix
Fox, pianist) ; Beethoven, Symphony No. 5. Members of the string section,

led by Mr. Monteux, played at his funeral services in Appleton Chapel, Har-
vard University, November 17.

Two concerts were given for the Pension Fund of the orchestra. November
16, 1919 : Tschaikowsky, "Pathetic" Symphony ; Wagner, Prelude and Love
Death, from "Tristan and Isolde" ; Saint-Saens, Pianoforte Concerto in G
minor. No 2 (Magdeleine Brard, pianist; her first appearance in Boston);
Rossini, Overture to "William Tell." Mr. Monteux conducted. April 18, 1920,

with the assistance of the Harvard Glee Club : Saint-Saens, Symphony in C
minor, No. 3, Op. 78 ; A Cappella,,—Palestrina, Adoramus Te ; Lotti, Crucifixus ;

Leisring, O Filii et Filise (the three chorus were conducted by Dr.
A. T. Davison, the conductor of the Club) ; Coleridge-Taylor's "Drake's
Drum" was added as a fourth number; Gluck, Minuet from "Orpheus" (flute

solo, Mr. t Laurent) ; Chorus and orchestra: Rubinstein, Choruses of Ham
and Japhet, from "The Tower of Babel" ; Netherland Folk-song, Prayer of
Thanksgiving, conducted by Mr. Monteux ; Rimsky-Korsakoff, Caprice on
Spanish Themes.
Two free Young People's Concerts were given under Mr. Monteux's direc-

tion. The tickets were distributed among the school-children. The first con-

cert took place on the afternoon of Thursday, January 29, 1920. at four o'clock

:

Beethoven, Overture to "Egmont" ; Schubert, Unfinished Symphony in B
minor; Delibes, Suite from the ballet "Sylvia." The second concert was on
Thursday afternoon, February 26, 1920, at four o'clock: Weber, Overture to

"Der Freischiitz" ; Beethoven, Andante from Symphony No. 1, C major. Op.

21 ; Grieg, Suite No. 1 from the music to "Peer Gynt" ; Mendelssohn, Scherzo
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from the music to "A Midsummer Niglit's Dream" ; Berlioz, Rakoczy March.
Tliese concerts were emiuently successful.
Mr. Theodorowicz, second concert-master of the orchestra, took the position

of first concert-master at the concert of March 6, 1920.
At the performance of Beethoven's "Creatui'es of Prometheus," October

24, 1919 : violoncello solo, Mr. Bedetti ; flute, Mr. Laurent ; clarinet, Mr. Sand

;

bassoon, Mr. Laus ; harp, Mr. Holy.
Concert of February 27, 1919 : The female chorus for "The Blessed Dam-

ozel" was trained by Stephen S. Townsend. Soprano solo, Ethel Frank

;

contralto solo, Claramond Thompson. The viola solo in Charpentier's "Im-
pressions of Italy" was played by Mr. Denayer.
The programme of the concert on March 25, 1920, was changed for the

concert on March 6. Only Borodin's "On the Steppes of Central Asia" was
repeated.
At the concerts of March 12, 13, 1920, only the excerpts from Mendelssohn's

music to "A Midsummer Night's Dream" out of the programme announced
were performed. Grieg's Pianoforte Concei'to (Mr. Gebhard, pianist) and
Beethoven's Symphony No. 4 were substituted for Loeffler's "Pagan Poem"
and Glazounoff's Symphony No. 6.

In the performance of Handel's Concerto Grosso, No. 5, D major, April 2,

1920 : Solo violins, Messi-s. Theodorowicz and Hoffmann ; solo viola, Mr.
Denayer ; solo violoncello, Mr. Bedetti.

AYhen the pianoforte, not as a solo instrument, was employed in an orches-
tral score, the pianist was Mr. De Voto.

Addenda.

Page 1713. Note about the first performance of Donizetti's "Martyrs," as
an oratorio, in Boston, with reference to "Poliuto," page loll, fifteenth line

from the top.

Errata.

Page 337. See Programme Book of October 31, 1919. Page 259, second line

from the top, for "Tcherepnine," read "Monteux." Page 261, fifth line from
the top, for "Cooper" read "Monteux." Page 253, first sentence : There was
an earlier performance of Stravinsky's "Oiseau de Feu" in London, conducted
by Mr. Monteux, then the one noted led by Mr. Cooper.

Page 1559. Programme Book, April 2, 1920, page 1420, eleventh line of

description. For "Massenet" read "Saint-Saens."
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SYMPHONY HALL
MOST SYMPHONY SUBSCRIBERS

REGULARLY ATTEND
THE FAMOUS

AND WILL WANT
TO BE PRESENT AT

THE OPENING NIGHT—MAY 3



The Management of Steinerf Hall is now

prepared to make arrangements to furnish

Artists for any occasion where

singly or in any combination, are required,

anywhere in New England.

Correspondence should be addressed to

Richard Newman, Manager, Steinert

Hall, Boston 1 I , Mass. (Telephone Beach

1330).
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SYMPHONY HALL CALENDAR

SUNDAY
AFT.

MAY 2

AT 3.00

SUNDAY
EVE.

MAY 2

AT 8.15

TITTA EU F FO
The World's Greatest Baritone

Assisting Artist

ANNA FITZIU, Soprano

Tickets, $2.50, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00, at Box Office

CONCERT by

Assisted by J. BEDETTI, Violoncello

Tickets, $2.00, $1.50 and $1.00, at Box Office
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

VOICE
Studio, 615 Huntington Chambers, Boston

Art 0f Ringing

VOICE PLACING
AND TECHNIQUE A SPECIALTY

VOCAL COACH AND ACCOMPANIST

146 Massachusetti Ave.. Tel. Back Bay 3040

PIANIST and TEACHER

Lang Studios

6 NEWBURY STREET

Telephone. Back Bay 5958-J

PIANIST and TEACHER

282 DARTMOUTH STREET

Mason & Hamlin Piano Used

Lo-ttCdA^
BASSO

Voice Specialist and Coach
STUDIO: 246 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

"MESSIAH" WITH THE HANDEL AND
HAYDN SOCIETY, DEC. 21, 1919

"Mr. Flint was called on at 10.30 Sunday
morning and sang without rehearsal. There
was, however, nothing in his performance

which betrayed that fact. He gave intelligent

and adequate interpretation of his arias."

—

Boston Globe, December 33, igiQ*

Lessons in

Pianoforte, Harmony, Counter-

point and Composition

STUDIO AT 12 NEWBURY STREET
Mondays and Thursdays

For particulars address

CONCERT-VIOLINIST
Available for Concerts.

46 MALCOLM STREET. BEACON HILL
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
Mr. FRANK E. MORI

AND ASSISTANTS

LESSONS IN SINGING
A Normal Course for Teachers

Joseph Emi!© Daudelie
Former pupil ot the famous Paris Conservatory

VIOLIN LESSONS

STUDIOS. STEINERT HALL, BOSTON

liNi 1 KUC 1 UK production to artistic finish.
SPECIALIST ON VOICE DEFECTS

Lecture, on physical and natural laws and
Assisted by Mr. W. D. STRONG general health.

Well known Pianist and Concert-Accompanist Perfect diction of foreign languages.
Studios: 96 Huntington Avenue, BOSTON, Mass. Appointment by mail.

COACHING IN

OPERA AND ORATORIO
189 Huntington Avenue - - Boston

Telephone. 722 Back Bay

MARIE NICHOLS
VIOLIN SOLOIST AND TEACHER

609 Pierce Bldg., Boston, Mondays and Thursdays

Address, 162 Riverway, Boston

Telephone, 1470 Brookline

•CELLO SOLOIST
INSTRUCTION

STUDIO. 218 TREMONT STREET
Telephone. Beach 903-W

TWELFTH SEASON

;trimg quartet^
GERTRUDE MARSHALL. Violin

RUTH STICKNEY. Violin

71 CARLTON STREET, BROOKLINE
Management A. H. HANDLEY. 160 Boykton Street. BOSTON

ADELINE PACKARD, Viola

HAZEL L'AFRICAIN. 'Cello

Tel. Brookline 3268-J
Tel. Beach 4197

MEMBER OF

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

TEACHER OF 'CELLO
15 VANCOUVER STREET. BOSTON. MASS.

SOLO ENSEMBLE PLAYING
Tel.. Rox. 5063-R

lM^^^/t^^S!hzo9J^
i voice CUt^URE-i

American and European Diplomas, Author of Books and Pen Works on Singing
Studio: Suite 202 Huntington Chambers. 30 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Phone, Back Bay 3932

DOINGS OF GRANT'S ARTIST PUPILS BY A. E. DATELY
Bronze Melba has a large list of recitals for this season. Several winter concerts are planned for Wm. Flyno
tenor, whose fine voice a bright future is predicted. Helen Laird, soprano, whose singing at Boston College last
February was such an artistic delight, will give her next Boston recital early id the winter at Steinert Hall.
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
The Vocal Studios of

And his Assistants

VINCENT V HUBBARD and

Mrs. CAROLINE HOOKER

Teacher of Singing in all its branches

and of Dramatic Action as

applied to Singing

ARTHUR J. HUBBARD
246 Huntington Avenue

PIANOFORTE

Material of value in teaching

Practical Finger Exercises Op. 17

Intermediate and Advanced

Technique Op. 31

Studio, 31 1 Pierce Building, Boston

Also STUDIO at NEEDHAM
180 Nehoiden Street

TEACHER OF SINGING
WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS

1126 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

TEACHER OF PIANO
Appointment by telephone

Cambridge 5935 W

"Mr. John Hall Sherwood has studied

with me in Paris, and is a gifted musician

and successful teacher of large experience

whose work I can endorse and recom-

mend." (Signed) HAROLD BAUER.

BEL CANTO
Studio - - 1425 Broadway, NEW YORK

SINGERS — Suzanne Baker Wacsoa, Cora Croia,

Nellie Hart, Willette Kershaw, Gertrude Hutchesoa,
Ivy Scott, Marios Stanley, Estelle Ward, Mabel
Wilbur, Flora Zabelle, Edward Foley, George Gilbert,

Joha Hendricki, Andrew Mack, Dr. Eugene Waltoa
Marshall, Fiske O'Hara, Umberto Sacchetti, Ellii

Rhodei, Albert Walleritedt, and_ many other lingeri

now before the public ia operatic and church work.

PIANIST INSTRUCTION
The principles of Leschettzky presented in a definite and comprehensive manner

STUDIO. HOTEL HEMENWAY. BOSTON
Telephone, Back Bay 3180

STEINERT HALL, Room 26. Tuesdays and Fridays

BARITONE SOLOIST AND TEACHER OF SINGING
417 PIERCE BUILDING, BOSTON

SATURDAYS IN NEW YORK, 50 WEST SIXTY-SEVENTH STREET
July 19 to August 27, Teaching at Spirit Lake, Iowa

VOICE BUILDING
SONG INTERPRETATION. CONCERT
RECITAL AND REPERTOIRE WORK

SteinertHall - BOSTON
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

TEACHER OF SINGING

HOTEL HEMENWAY
Tuesdays and Fridays at L&sell Seminary

HELEN ALLEN HUNT
CONTRALTO SOLOIST

Teacher of Singing

Class and Private Lessons

Hotel Cluny, 543 Boylston Street - Boston

Miss PRISCILLA WHITE
TEACHER OF SINGING

602 PIERCE BUILDING
COPLEY SQUARE . . BOSTON

TEACHER OF SINGING
250 HUNTINGTON AVENUE

Opposite Symphony Hall

MR. JOHN LANE
TEACHER OF SINGING

STEINERT HALL

162 BOYLSTON STREET - BOSTON

JOSEPHINE KNIGHT
SOPRANO SpLOIST

Teacher of Singing

4 Haviland Street ----- Boston
B. B. 1047

In Worcester. Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 317 Day Bldg

PIANO INSTRUCTION
Leschetizky Principles

STUDIO: ROOM 18 STEINERT HALL
For Appointments Tel. Roxbury 491 1-R

Irs. LoMise Wood Forrest

TEACHER OF SINGING

ACCOMPANIST - COACH
STUDIO

246 HUNTINGTON AVE BOSTON

ARTHUR
PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION
Formerly pupil Royal Conservatory of Brussels, Bel-

gium (IS97 1901). Also Organist and Accompanist

HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS, BOSTON

PIANO, ORGAN, HARMONY and
INTERPRETATION

(SPECIAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS)
30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.

Telephone. Back Bay 4654-M

Bertha Cusliiinig Child
CONTRALTO

TEACHER OF SINGING

LANG STUDIOS. 6 NEWBURY STREET

1919-1920

Gertnide Fogler School of

543 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON
Telephone 55888 B. B.

Private and Class instruction. Lectures. Special
courses in pronunciation and diction.

(ofiicier de 1' Instruction publique)

Vocal Instruction, Breathing, Tone Production.

Phonetics, French Diction, Interpretation of

French Songs

FENSMERE. 206 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.

Loyal rmilips 5hawe
Baritone Soloist and Teacher of Singing

CONCERT—RECITAL—ORATORIO
Providence. R.I.

300 Lauderdale Building. 144 Westminster Street

Boston, Mass Hotel HanuDway
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MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

PIANIST
AND TEACHER

6 NEWBURY STREET - -

Telephone B. B 51694
BOSTON

ROSABELLE TEMPLE
TEACHER OF SINGING

MUSICAL LECTURES
Author of "Young Singers, What They Should Know'

10 NEWBURY STREET

543 Boylston Street . . . Boston, Mass.
Teacher of Singing and Manager of

THE COPLEY CLUB SINGERS
Artistic Attractive Successful

Programs for All Occasions
Definite Instruction Immediate Results
Send for Illustrated Booklet Tel., Back Bay 994-M

RENEWED MUSIC— Your old or torn music made
new. Flexible bindinz. All hand work. Reasonable
prices. References.

30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Room 207 Tel. Back Bay 456

SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

WHITNEY SCHOOL FOR VOCALISTS
1126 BOYLSTON ST.. FENWAY BLDG.. BOSTON

In New Bedford, Saturdays, 56 Walnut Street

ALICE BATES RICE
SOPRANO SOLOIST

TEACHER of SINGING

Lang Studios . . . - 6 Newbury Street^

EDITH BULLARD
SOPRANO SOLOIST
TEACHER OF SINGING

STUDIO - - 609 PIERCE BUILDING
Telephone. Back Bay 5145 R

Formerly Concert Master

NEW YORK SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Will receive pupils in Violin and Ensemble

Playing. Address 120 TREMONT STREET

PIANIST and TEACHER

CARNEGIE HALL NEW YORK

PIANIST AND TEACHER
405 PIERCE BLDG.. COPLEY SQUARE

Telephone. Back Bay 3956-W.

Torrens Method

TEACHER OF SINGING

17 STEINERT HALL ^"''''""jJSTh-w

BARITONE SOLOIST
Formerly Song Leader U. S N

new available for

Concert Oratorio Recital

STUDIO: 1089 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON

PIANO, HARMONY and COACHING
528 HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS

Mondays and Fridays. Other days by
Appointment

LSE
Teacher of Pianoforte and Musical Theory

Half hour talks illustrated on the Piano — musical-

forms and stories of the operas. _

Studio: The Winsob School Fob GinLO
Tuesday and Friday Afternoons

Tel. Brookline 23I3M

ELIZABETH SIEDOFF
AMERICAN PIANIST

RECITALS, MUSICALES. CONCERTS
Authorized representative of the most modern ideas in

piano playing. Primary.Advanced and Teachers' Courses

Studio. 6 NEWBURY ST., Tel. B. B. 3529-R
Res. HOTEL HEMENWAY. Tel. B. B. 3180

' Boston

essi©

PROF. A. D'AVESNE. B. SC. PARIS
OFFICIER DACADEMIE

French Classes. Private Lessons. Lectures &
Causeries, Children's Classes. Special

Commercial Course, Translations.

755 BOYLSTON ST„ NEAR COPLEY SQUARE
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THE OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
INCORPORATED

FREDERICK P. CABOT -

GALEN L. STONE

ERNEST B. DANE

President

Vice-President

Treasurer

ALFRED L. AIKEN

FREDERICK P. CABOT

ERNEST B. DANE
M. A. DEW^OLFE HOWE
JOHN ELLERTON LODGE
FREDERICK E. LOWELL
ARTHUR LYMAN
HENRY B. SAWYER
GALEN L. STONE

BENTLEY W. WARREN



The

STRADIVARIUS
of Pianos

THE

PIANO

HAS set a NEW
standard of tone

and value and has

long commanded the

highest price of any

piano in the world.

MASON & HAMLIN CO.

Warerooms, 492-494 Boylston Street

Boston
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